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[Boor I.]

C
The fih letter of the alphabet: called ,,1 .,
which is one of the names of letters of the fern.
gender, but which it is allowable to make mabe.:
it is one of the letters termed ;,;j . [or vocal,
i. e. pronounced with the voice, and not with the
breath only]: and of the number of the letters
termed ;6 , and t Jj!_, because it
cannot be uttered in a ease of pause without a
strong compression, and a strong sound: and it
is also one of those termed ,i;.., from . . ,
which is the place of opening of the mouth.
(TA.)_. It is sometimes substituted for 5q, when
the latter letter is doubled, (Q,) or is so sub-
stituted by some of the Arabs; (AA, S;) as in

t.~.-, for LqiJ; (AA, S, 1 ;) and , for

. (AA, S.) An Arab of the desert recited
to Khalaf El-Ah,nar,

· .. , ,; ,.i ·. ~ ,, .,.. y.·
[AIy maternal uncle is ' Ooweyf, and Aboo-AliW,
·oho feed nwith jlesh-meat at niightfall]; meaning

and j . (S.) It is also sometimes sub-
stituted for a single ' (S, .) AZ gives the
following ex.:

i- 11.,.

* r 1Jid 
[0 my Lord, if Thou accept my plea, a brayer

(or mule) shallU not cease to bring me to Thee (i. e.
to thy teml)l.)]; (S;) meaning _ (1.) [and*] - l an ,22l -

· ' o 1and 1 are also mentioned as
occurring in a verse, for ;..~, and i.. - [because
originally ;. 1 and ._.d ]. (S.) But all these
substitutions are abominable, (S, Ibn-'Osfoor,) and
only allowable in cases of poetical necessity. (Ibn-
'Osfoor.) It is further said that some of the Arabs,
among whom were the tribe of ]udai'ah, changed
L., when occurrin- immediately after , into ;
and said, for EIS, [originally ;.1;,] .'1;: this

is what is termed an.we..: Fr attributes the
substitution of C for j to the tribe of Teiyi, and
some of the tribe of Asad. (TA.)-Some of
the Arabs also changed it into Sl; saying ;
for *, and .A. for $U , and ,

for ,.m .(AZ, . in art. j .) i[As a nume-
ral, denotes Tlhree; and, as such, is generally
written without the dot, but thus p.-, or thus _,
to distinguish it from C, which denotes eight.]

Bk. I.

L
1.1. The breat (j., Zj in his "Khal, el-

Insrn," l, 1l, TA) of a human being, (TA,) and
of a bird, and of a ship: (g,TA:) or the
sternum, or breast-bone: or the middle of the
breast: or the part rwhere the heads of the bones
of the breast come together; as in the Nh and
M:(T:p (TA:), (g.) An Arab is
related to have said, jj1 1 f L
jd1 . [How delicious i 013 of rice

(i.e. rice prepared with sugar and jsh-meat)
with the breasts of geese!]. (TA.) And you say,
a .1. r,. J ,' ,;e [Tlhe ship cave the water
with her breast]. (TA.)

[but] great in patience. (S.)_The naWvel. (I.)
Red ochre; syn. ;, [read by Golius ;ija];

(Mj, Is ;) with and without.. (Mj, TA.)

, Jl n-, (Ibn-Buzurj, ],) as also * 

,,.ai, (Ibn-Buzurj, TA,) i. q. ' l £ , (I,)
i. e. The part of the belly that is betwen the
navel and the p~es. (TA.)

ao..: see what next follows.

.qP. (1) and V. ( accord. to some copies,
but not in others nor in the TA) A grinning, and
frowning, or contracting, of the.face; or looking
sternly, austerely, or morosely. (QC.)

..ot. A gainer, an earner, or an acquirer, of

wealth, or property. (TA voce
-ll- o.1

.1. .,.., aor. , ($, K,) inf. n. .,.., (A,) le i;
gained, earned, or acquired, ($, K,) wealth, or
property: (. :) but [SM says,] I have not seen 4 UL1. [an arabicized word, from the Greek
that any of the leading lexicologists has men- Kaoxc, Thecathoiwlicos; i.e.] the primate ofthe
tioned this addition of wealth, or property. (TA. Christians in the country of El-Ishin, [r~idintj]

W si. ........................in the [chief] city of El-Ishrm: under Aim is
[See, however, .t., below.]) The rijiz (Ru-beh ithe [o E in: undrihiIbn-El-'Ajj&j, TA) says, the ',L. [or L, or jJ,J, i. e patriarch]

.· * ~ ~ -! ,. *of Antioch: then, under Aim, is the t. [or
+~~ P~~~~ Lelmetropolitan]; under whom is the _a [or

[And God is mindful of my roork and my earn- bishop], in every province: then, the [or
s(,T Altold i. e.

ing]. (f, TA.)mr Also lie so'ld ... , i. e; priest]: then, the ,L [or deacon]: (] :)
[red ochre]; (IA}r,.i;) and so 4.-. (IAar,TA.) accord. to Sgh, a judge, or ruler: in the Tckmileh,

.1. Thich, gro, big, or bulky: (, :) or a wise man, or sage. (TA.) t and 3 do not
strong: (A:) applied to an ass, (A, 1,)or to a occur in any one word, unless it is arabicized

wild as: (S, :) as also without . )or a word imitative of a sound: (S and * atwild ass: (.8, :) as also '.'. , without.o: (. :) the beginning of the section in which this word
pl. I .s4. (TA.) Accord. to the K [and the is mentioned:) accord. to El-Jawileeltee, they
A], it signifies also Whatever is rude, or coarse; do not occur in any Arabic word unless separated,

c,Jarae do not occur in any A mbic word unlem s eparated,thickh, gros, big, or bully: (i .jl- 1 J :) as in ,~.' and lj,J : accord. to Lth, theybu~ ~ ~~ A t! in th L,j^ wccond. to Lt' theyIbut in the L, we find 41h ~.4. .LI [meaning occur in many words, most of which are arabi-s. - - cized (TA ib.)
that 1.,. applied to the part of the back termed ized. (TA b.)
Jalb signifies thich, or big]: and .1q. ;is .
as meaning a thick, gross, big, or bulky, make. ;.
(TA.) - [Hence,] 4.q1, The lion. (A, Sgh, 1. jt.., aor.: , inf. n. ; . (8, A,j) a 4nd '.,

.- . ,,~ (145~(,) He, (a bull, 8 and K, or a calf, A,) and]~.)-And b~ l4., (8, A,K~,)or,accord. to ·,knis4 sei$ , (:S,A,J ,) or, accord. to L. she, (a cow, 1g,) lowed. ($, A, .) ;1j
AO (g) and the Mj (TA) and Sh, (TA in art. . - .

.r, q. v.,) without o, (S~, TA,) A doe-gazelle is like jllS.; and is substituted for the latter in a
having her horn just cone forth; because the reading of the ]1ur vii. 146 and xx. 90. (Akh,
horn when it first comes forth is thick, and after- S. )- Also, (S, A, C,) inf. ns. as above, (]g,)

wards becomes slender; (S, C ;) thus showing He (a man praying, A and TA) raised his voice
her to be young: (S:) or a doe-gazelle, and a in prayer, or supplication: (Th, ]:) he cried
cow, strong in the horn. (A.) [See also art out: (F-s-Suddee, TA:) he cried oet, callingfor

.t_ , . ., aid, or succour; hubled, or a~ed, himelf,
-s. _You say also, .1,4. J31 ` X v and raised his voice: (A:) he humbled, or abased,

I t Such a one i l r in body, or person, himel, with earnest supplication; ( 1;)
47
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to God; (C;) and cried out, or ealled, for aid,

or vccour. (i.) [Accord. to eatAdeh, .j,,)4-
in the ]Cur xxiii. (6) signifies jo,j,., as written
in the TA; but this is app. a mistranscription

.,r CU*,- They nanifest grief and agitation;
&o.]-Also t It (a plant) grew tall; (A,K ;)
like a one ys. ,I1 :,L.. (A.) And

t1.~j, ;tJ Tlh plants, or herbage, of the land
,tall. (A, ].)

a, pplied to herbage, (As, A, Ii,) Fresh,
juicy, or sappy: (X,* TA:) or tall, and full-
grown: (As,TA:) and abundant. (A,L.)_

~j. z,,, (i,) and t;j;, (As,,A, ],) and,
oacord. to AV, t;1, (TA voce j,,) as also

Jy, (],) t A copiou rain; (As, ~, A, ;)
that makes the plants, or herbage, to grow tall:
(A:) or the second, a rain that mahe. a sound,
or nois. (TA.)

wsee ..

;; ;Ir, ̂  [He is one who cries out, calling
for aid, or succowr; wio humble, or abases,
Aimeif, and raise Ahiu voice; much, or o.ften, by
night]. (A, TA.)

1. i. '4.q.,aor. :, Hif soul rose, or heaved,
by reason of grief or fear; (A, K;) a dial.
wvr. of 'Ai, aor. ~3'. (TA.)- Also, both
of these, His (a coward's) soul pursed Jflight:

or was frigAtened. (TA in art. -q..)- -

!], aor.:, He came, cameforward, or adranced,
towards him. (i.)

The return to its place, (tlj, Lth, ,
,) or the fright, (j, as in a copy of the A,

[which latter is agreeable with explanations of
the verb given above,]) of the heart, when in a
state of commotion on an occasion of fright.
(Lth,8, A, .)-~Tbe soul (,.L) of a man:
(IDrd, A, V :) or his heart: orfirmness, or con-
stancy, of heart: or strength of heart wmhen one
Ahrs a thing and knows not what it is: (TA:)
sometimes, [ w.1~.] without,: (]:) pl.
(0) and S1... (TA.) You say, lw ~,

APJI 8Such a on retraim his soul, or Aimself,
fro flight, by reason of his courage; (., A ;)
is strong in heart; as also AtqJIl .S;: ($ in
art. k j:) or both signify is courageos. (1] in

art. aj, q. v.) And h41J u4 1; [Infi,m, or
weak, in soul, or eart]. (A,TA.) And 4

t.W.- l jJ0, (A,) or U'. only, [without .,]

(ISk,TA,) see art. 4j'. And C4. Ja His
heart became strong. (n in art. J4j, q. v.)
See also S '-.

,j.: see what follows.

,.vZ_&. The breast, or chest; (, A, A ;) as

also tj... and ' ,u : (A:) or it ,

q.v. (lbn-'Abbid, ]i.) - The forpart (j)

of the night; accord. to which explanation it is
tropical: or what is betnween the beginning and
the third thereof: or a Ihile thereof: (TA:) or
a portion thereof; (Lb, K;) and of people. (.K.)

Also A thick, or gross, or coarse, man. (Ibn-
'Abbid, ].)

v*
jt.. The .. [or female hyena]; (S, 1 ;) a

name thereof, of the measure ;, determinate
without Jl, (S,) imperfectly decl.; (K ;) as also
vti ;, (t, ]s,) accord. to Ks; (S ;) and J,
without ., (S,,,) the US not being changed into

I as in 4t; and the like because the ., though
literally suppressed, is considered as though meant
to be retained, and because the Uj is considered
as though meant to be quiescent; (Aboo-'Alee

the grammarian, $, TA;) and JlJI, (K1,) like

the first, but with JI. (TA.) - Also, j1l"l,
accord. to Ibn-Es-Secd, The wolf: but MF
deems this strange. (TA.)

Xi~.: see above.

;l: see art. .s.

-a'"-

-. 1q..: se art. -..

Z.i.; A receptacle of the kindl termed J;,
covered with shin, for tAe perfames of the seller

of perf,mes; as also L^..: originally with .:
pl. like ~,o [i. e. iq.: thus in the TA, with-
out .]. (15.) See also art. 4 -..

se: ee art. o_m.

04

,;34: see art. ,.p.

Quasi kS4

3. &jlb.: see 3 in art. i.

1. ·, aor. (Myb, TA,) inf. n. , (S, A,
Mgh, Msb, O) and .,r, (A, ], MF,) He cut
it; or cut it off; (S, A; Mgh, Meb, ] ;) a also

* 4i. (, TA.) - :c_l. 4, inf. n.
and l., le cut off entirely, or extirpated,
his teticles; (TA;) [as also 1~.l; for] ,

(A, K) and ,A. and :t (TA) signify the

cutting of entireiy, or exti;rlting, (A, ]8, TA,)
of the testicle, (K, TA,) or of the genitals: (A:)
[or] .A signifies [or signifies also, as inf. n.

of .*,]j the having the testicles, (, TA,) or
genitalt, (Msb,) entirely cut off. (S, Mob, TA.)
You say also, ', meaning I cut off entirely,

or extirpated, his genitals; (Mlb ;) [or his tes-
ticles; or his penis; as is implied in the TA:]

and _, inf. n. -r, (Mgh, TA,) [or , .,]
he had his penis and his testicles [or either of
these] cut off entirely, or extirpated. (Mgh,

TA.*)_.,~ 'JI S,, nor., inf.n. .. ; and
t4'.t; Ire cut off the hump of the camel:

accordl. to Lth, a signifies the cutting off
entirely, or extirpating, of the hump. (TA.)

J";J 4.., (As, S, Msb, TA,) [aor. ,] inf. n.

, (A,,) or , () or )TA or A., (A,)
or both the second and last, (Msb, [the first is
disallowed by MF,]) He fecundated the palm-
trees [with the pollen of the male tree]. (A!, e,
A, Msb, TA.) You sav, ,1r,.Jl ' .j .1, (,)
or ,JI, with fet-b, (A,) or both, (Msb,) [The
time of the fecundating of the palm-trees came].

~= .. t ~,i (8,) aor. ', (TA,) inf. n. ,
(IS,) He surpa~med, or overcome, the people, or
compony of men; (S, J,' TA;) accord. to some,
in grounds of pretension to respect or honour, or
in beauty, and in any or every manner. (TA.)

And ;.JI ; She surpassed the [other] women
in her beauty. (TA.) The saying

[She overcame the womm of the whole world by
means of the string] relates to a woman who
measured round her hinder parts with a string,
and then threw it to the women of the tribe, that
they might do with it the like; but they found
it to be much exceeding their measures. (TA.)
See 3, in three places. . Sec also 2.

2. J The reaching of the [whiteness

termed] J~., in a horse, to the knee and the
hock: (S :) or the rising of the n,hiteneu to [the
extent of] what is termed .J. (].) You
say of a horse, , p [In him is a riing of
the Je;~ to the knee and the hoch]: and in

this case, the horse is said to be : and the
subst. is t ~ [meaning a whrAiteness of the legs

rising to the knee and the hock]. (f.) [See

t,..~-.] The act of shrinking [from a thing];
or the being aere [from it]; or the act of itAh-
d'anwing; (, ], TA;) outwardly or inwardly.
(TA.) You say of a man, [He
shrank, or was averse, or withdrer, and went

away]. ($.) And a ll licU t ,ll4 The
people forsook, or relinqished, the obeying of
God. (TA from a trad.) The act of fleing.
(IQ.) You say of a man, , 11e Jfled. (TA.)
EI-.otei-ah says,

I,' - -I; *

[And we, when ye flee from your vwomen, like as
the wild ases have fled from the pr~sene of their

young ones]. (TA.) And t s,, said of a man,
[if not a mistranscription for ,] signifies He
nwnt quickly, fleeing from a thing. (TA.)-m
The act of satitfying with water (K, TA) the
earth, ( J, TA,) or cattle. (~, TA.)

11
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3. jtA. The act of vying, or contending for
supeiority, in goodliness, or beauty, j'c., (X.,)
as, for instance, in groun(ls of pretension to
respect or honour, and in lineage: (TA :) and

4.*a thc vying, or contending for superiorit.v,
in goodlinect, or beauty, (1R,) ,e., (TA,) anid
in food: (K:) but [SM says,] I kniow not
whence this addition, respecting food, is derived.
(TA. [See, however, what follows, from the A.])

You Bay$J, * "~ Q You say, ' i **l He vied with me, or

contended with me for superiority, and I over-

came himn. (TA.) And _ ol.l. G"

-. ' The nwoman vied, or contendedlfor
su))eriority, w7ith her fellou, and surpassed her

in beauty. (TA.) And * ' >i . ,.l ,2 
He vied with hlim, or contended with him for
superiority, in the entertainment of Vuests, and
he overcame hima therein. (A.)

4. .l It (camels' milk) had, or produced,

what is termed ., [q. v.]. (I..)

5. . lie cladfl himself wvith a Lc.. [q. v.].
(MA.) [And so, app., *, .1, explained by
Golius, on the authiority of Ibn-Maroof, as sig-
nifying He put on a vest, or tunic.]

8: see 1, in threice places: sand ee also 5.
, ,.

R. Q. 1. _ lie dealt, or traflched, in

,,t [pl. of , q. v.]. (TA.)

R. Q. 2. i.q .:!i (, TA;) i.e.

lie prepared what is called cp: (TA:) or

he put what is called into a . [q. v.].
(AZ, TA.)

. A well: (A, K :) or a well not cased ivith
stone or the like: (, A, Mb, I:) or a well
containing muck water: or a deep well: (A, :)
or of some other description: (A:) or a welU
in a good sittation with respect to pasture : or
one that people have Jotund; not one that they

lthave dug: (X~:) or a iUll that is iwt dtleep: (Lth,
TA:) or a nwell that is titde, or ample: (El-
Killbeeyeh, TA:) or a wvell that is cut through
rock, or smooth rock, or stones, or smooth stones,
or hard and s.mooth and large stones: (Aboo-
labeeb, TA:) of the masc. gender; (Msb, TA;)
[not fem. like ;] or masec. and fqm.: (Fr,

Mb :) pl. [of pauc.] t,A..I (Mqb, K) and [of
mult.] t. and a.. (S, Mob, K.) _ A well
that is dug wherein a grape-vine is planted; like
as one is dug for the shoot of a palm-tree: pl.

4,.. (ISh, TA.) -The inside of a nell,from
its bottom to its top, whether cased eaith stone or
the like or not. (Sih, TA.) - The ' .of a well
[app. meaning A hollowed stone, or stone basin,
for water, placed at the mouth of a well: or,
perhapsl, a hollowed stone placed over the mouth;
for many a well has such a stone, forming a kind
of parapet]. (Zeyd Ibn-Kuthweh, TA.) I [A

kind of leathe en bag ;] a ;!j1 of which one Iart
is sewed to another, (}!, TA,) wherein they used
to prepare the beverage termned '4, until, by
use, it acquired strenyth for that purpose; men-
tioned in a trad., forbidding the use of it; and
also called (TA.) The spathe, or

371

envelope, of the spadix, or flowers, of the palm-

tree; also called : the former word was un-
known to A'Obeytl: both occur, accord. to dif-
ferent readings, in a trad., where it is said that
a charm contrived to bewitcll Mohammad was

p)ut into the , or ~.., of a ao.a: accord. to
Sh, (TA,) it means the inside of a b [which
latter here app. signifies, as it does in some other
instances, the sl;thelc, not the spadix, of a palm-
tree]; (]C, TA ;) in like manner as the inside of
a well, from its bottonl to its top, is called 4:
the pl. is , . (TA.) Hence the well-known

prov., 1;1 X C ,q.. [They are merely en-
velopes of the flowers of palm-trees; therefore
wecary not thyself to effect fecundation] ; applied
to a man in whom is little or no good; meaning
he is like the spathes of the palm-tree in which
are no flowers; therefore weary not thyself by

attempting to make him good; CA 1 being
for i o ,;J. (MF.)

i,&.. A well-knowvn garment [or coat], (Ms.b,

K, TA,) of the hind of those called ,1'La.:
(TA :) accord. to 'ly6l, a garment cut out and
sewed: accord. to Ibn-I .Ijar and others, a double
garment quilted writh cotton; or, sometimes, if of
wool, a single garmnent, not quiltled with anything:
(MF:) [most probably not so munch resembling,
the modern garment more generally known by
the same name (for a description and representa-
tion of whicll see my " Modern Egyptians," ch. i.,)

as a kind of 3e still worn in Northern Africa,
described in this Lexicon voce Uj~o.: accord. to
Golins, " tanica ex panno goitpino, cui pallium
seu toga imponlitur, cu,tt subductitio panno et
inter(cdente gossipio punctim consuta: Italis con-
sona voce giuppa: si ita cum gossipio consuta

non sit, ajl1 tunica illa gossipina dicitur:"] pl.

(Msb, ]) and ,-r .. (S, .) - I. q. ;j
[A coat of mail; or any coat of defence]: (g:)
pl. ,.. (TA.) Er-R&'ee says,

[We have coats of nail, or of idefence, and long
spears: with them we ply distant war]. (TA.)
~The part ofa spear-head into vwhich the shaft

enters: (S, g:) and the " is the part of the
spear-shaft that enters into the head. (TA.)-

[In the TA, r1. a.. is also explained as mean-

ing i.s.11 Xj J.. I. Tthe part of the spear-
head that enters into the slutft[: but it seems that
C>s has been inserted here by a mistake of the
copyist; and that the true meaning intended is
the part of the spear-shaft into which the head
enters; though in general the shaft enters into
the head.]-The part in which is the &a. L
[q. v.] of a horn. (Zeyd Ibn-Kuthweh, TA.)_
The Cl,~ [or bone that surrounds the cavity

(see art. ~) of the eye. (~.) -- The contents

(d_) of the solid hoof: or the horny box (0i)
of the solid hoof: or the joint between the ,3L
[which seems to mean here, as it does in many
other instances, the hind shank,] and the thigh:

(1 :) or the shank-joint of a horse or the like

('.Aiei~ljt . [commonly appliedtl, as in the 8

and , voce j, to the upper extremity of the

pastern, i.e. the fetlock-joint, which seems to
be the meaning intended in this instance,]) in

the ttj$ [which here a)p . means the fore leg,

not the arm]: or, accord. to AV, the part where
the Jo. [or shank] is set into the hoof: ( :) or
the part of the &" [or patern], of a horse,

where the .if [or shank] joins upon the ,
[whichl seems here to mean the upper pastern
bone]: or, as AO says, the part where a horse't

%i1U joins to the upper part of the ,_. : or,
as he says in another placo, the place where each
tibia and kind shank, of a horse, met; [the hock-
joint;] expl. by Ac.lj ._ djw U o;: and
the place of junction of any two bones, except in
thei back-bone. (TA.) -_ Accord. to Lth, Vhite-
ness of the .'Uiw [a word which I have not found
anywhere but in this instance] of a hore or
similar beast, extenling to the hairs that surround
the hoof. (TA.)

S~q A cutting off of the humnp of a camel:
(]g:) or a cuttittng in the humnp of a camel:
(TA:) [or the state of having the hump cut off;
as seems to be indicated in the . :] or an erosion
oqf the hump (f a camnel, by the saddle, so that it
does not grow larye. (g, TA.) _ See also 2.

9 .1

~. lButter, or what is produced by churning,
.9

of camels' milh; like as o4 is what is produced
by churning of cows' or sheep's or goats' milk
(Msb in art. N :) twhat rises upon the surface,
(T, S,) or wvhat has collected together [or coagu-
lated], (.4,) of the milk of camels, resembliny

o,j, (T, 8, ]g,) whlichl camels' milk has not: (,
1:) when a camel shakes about a skin of camels'
milk, suspended to him, whlat is termed ,,t
collects at the mouth of the skin. (T.)

~y~ The earth, (Lb, I,) in general; (Lh ;)
sometimes written ,,4., as a proper name, with-

out the article, and imperfectly decl., like . :
(TA:) so called because it is cut, i. c. dug; or
because it cuts, i. e. dissunders, the bodies of those

buried in it: (Suh, TA:) and hence tet; and

tA...., siginifying a burial-grouml; from 1,.jJt

and a.,I; accord. to Kh; but others derive
these two worls from (: (TA:) or rugged
land: (As,S, K:) or hard orrugyed land, com-
posed of rock, not of soil: (IAnr, TA:) or earth,
or dust: (Lh., K:) or the surface of tihe earth;
(ISh, ., 9;) whetiher plain or rugged or moun-
tainous: (ISh:) a word without a pl.: (.:) also
coarse, or big, lumps or clods of clay or mud;
or of dry, or tough, or cohesive, clay or mud;
plucked from the surface of the ground: (TA:)
or crumbled clods of clay or mud; or of dry, or
tough, or cohesive, clay or mud: (IAr, TA:)
and with ;, a lump, or clod, of cltay or mud; or
of dry, or tough, or cohesive, clay or mud. (IS.)

s : see whlat next follows.
LP, -1. ~ ~ a-, a 

c [lapp. a contraction of U -.], or t..t,

A seller of .,e,; [pl. of ,., q. v.]. (].)
47*
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e: e what next follows, in two plaoes.

*'-,*, (C,) or * A~ ., (A,) or both, (],)
and ', [which is the pl.], (L,TA,) The
tomcA f a ruominant an (a, A, ], TA) in

whicA L. [q. v.] is put, (f, TA,) i.e., (TA,) in
whichA is put shmet cut in P~ ; (], TA;)
or in wAic is putflA-m t to be mud as proti-
sio i travelling; (TA;) or i ich mltd
'm- s(, ]) is coe~cted () or put: ( :) or the
shki of te side of a caml, ct out is a rnd
foJr, in Mich is prpared ~l -mat, (Q, TA,)
such as is caled i,j, (TA,) ~h ifsh-nmmat
tAat is boil onem, and th"e cut into strip, and
dried, or salted ad am-dried; the most lausting
of all provision [of the kind]: (?, TA:) or the
first and econd both signify ti; in Persian,

or I. (MA.) A oowrd is likened to
a e~ in which .l is put; becaus e of his
turgidnes and his little profitablenesm. (TA.)
-Also, the first, A eel, or receptacle, made
of hi, i mAich waer is ~gie to camel, and in
which one mar~erates [i. e. colocy~Aths, or the
pulp tAreof, or ta seds therof]. (TA.)..
And A ba~t, (~, ], TA,) of sma /sde, (TA,)
made of sis, ($, , TA,) in which dwt, or
eartA, is removed: (,TA:) or, accord. to 1t,
it is [* '.,] with fet-b.: (TA:) pl. q.
(.) -* And A drm: pL ,?t [which is ex-
plalned in the 1 as meaning "a drum" instead of
"drum"]: u in the saying, ' 1 ai .t
"ttq.31i [The drums were beten at hIs door]. (A.)

A trip~ er. (Golius from Meyd.

S lq Food made with tripe; in Persian,

,1 :;C.; (Golius from Meyd;) in Turkish, 

uiAs (MA.)
4.4 A caeul hing his hump cut off: (,

]p:) or Aing Ais Amp oded by ta waddle, so
tht it doe not grow : (: :) or havg no

Ahump: (A, TA:) fern. /.. (A, ]g.) - And
[hence,] the fern., S A woman not hAang promi-
hen] hbttocke: (V :) or i. q. 1t.,j [i. e. haming
smal buttocksb sticking together; or Aving little
.~A in her poserior and thigh&s]: (ISh, TA :)
or o o~ and br.s Ae not b~ lare:
(1 :) or wo brast as not become brg: (8h,
TA:) or ual in the breast; from the ame
epithet applied to a bshe-emel; (A;) for a woman
having saull brets is like the aemel that has no
hump: (TA:) or hagaing no tAigh.; (i;) i.e.
havi lan thighb; a th h vng no thighs.

(TA.) Also, the mas., tA pubes aing ltl
A6.1s 6

(TA.)- [Hence, alo,] i. q. &rIs
[s meaning The pudedum muiebre]; (s;) from
the rm word s applied to a amel [having no
hump]. (TA.)

'~ The middle, or main pWt, (; o,) of a

rod. (u.)
OdJ,* ·

,. A horee in which tM [wAitm t~ d
JsawmJ rec~ to te m and the Aock; (p;)

[i. e.] in which th whitme [of the lower part of
the bg] reaches to te knee and the AocA or tL
Ands and tio AdoA: (TA:) or in whicA thA
Jt..3 reach to his ke s: (Lth, TA:) or in
which tae witnes rims to [te eatent of] what
is termd .JI; (], TA;) or ore than this,
[perhaps a mistake of a copyist for ess than this,]
wo a not to reac to tAe knes: or in mthich
tha whitmu~ r~achs to tLe Aairs tAt su-

round his hof (TA.)_ Jo l a I~ ;: A

*t having in te middle a part wider than tMe
rest, ollowed out lie a cupola. (Fr, TA.)

.,i . ZHaving tAe gnital, (Myb,) or tae
tesics (8, ,Mgb, TA) and the pnis, (Mgh,)
cut off entirely, or eatirpated: (g,* Mgh, MNb,
TA :) or avting the pris cut off. (TA.)

.,I..: e ..

L. and aor. IRe retrained, or
withLeld, himnelf; refrained, forbore, or ab-
stained; or turned bacd, or retvrted. (1C, TA.)
You say, ; L,., and , meaning He re-
strained, or withheld, himself, &c.,from Aim, or
it; and regarded him, or it, with reverence, vene-
ration, dread, awe, orfear: (TA:) [or,] accord.

to AZ, 5;,I ; ;.A, inf. n. :. and ad .,
[to which Golius adds _t. and t*., but, I
suspect, from incorrect MSS.,] means I drew, or
held, or hAng, backfrom the man; or remained
behind him; or shrank from him; or shrank
fro~ him and hid myscif: and he cites (from
Nu;eyb Ibn-Mibjen, TA)

.. , . ., a., .,,...X

[And am I otherise than like the beasts drien
away by the emmy ? If they go before, sl,Ahter
befalls them; and if they remain behind, Aocking].

(, TA.) You say also, He did
not draw backhfrom rm~iling me; did not desst,
or abtain, therefrom. (TA.) - It (a sword)
recoild, or reverted, ithot peretrating, or
without effect: (I,:) or so the former verb
[only]. (TA.) - It (the sight, or the eye,)
recoibLd, or reverted: ( :) or so the former verb
[only]; and disliked, or disapproed, or hated,
the thing [that mas before it]. (TA.) You say,

;±Ji >c j,C .Aeq My eye rco;iod, or reerted,
frm the thiyn. (P.) And of a woman of die-

'. .0 ---· .- a
pleasing upect you say, Ya t,J C>al 1 i
[Verily tMe y recoil frm her it dislike].
(A4, TA.)- H dislied, disapproved, or hated:
( :) or so the former verb [only]. (TA.) You
may, ;H a e edi licd, &c., thing. (TA.)
_ He inclned his neck: (] :) or so the former
verb [only]. (TA.) . He id Ai,mslf; (1, TA;)
[app.frofear;] as, for instance, a * [q. v.]
in its hole. (TA.) _- e, or it, came, or ment,
forth, or out: ( :) [or so the former verb only.]
You say of a serpent, 4di It cam forth
upo. Aimfrm its ole (~, TA) o as tofrightm
him; and in like mranner one aye of a hyen

[BooK I.

and a , and a jerbo. (TA.) And ij5
He came forth unepetdy upon pe ,

or company of me. (TA.) And ; q The
locusts isvaded, or cau sn y upon, the
country. (TA.)

4. mi, said of land, (f,) or tl.I maid of a
place, (,) It ab~ with [the kind of tru,
cal~d] 4 , (m,) or .,, (so in ome copies of
the ],) or [rather] 4 [a pL or qusi-pl. n. of

(So in other copies of the ]g.) miq1
He hid a thing. (].) And hence, He kid his
camelsfr t coctor~ of tA poor.te. (I Ar,
TA.) .- He od seed-produce before it howed
itelf to be h a good sate, (f, ], TA,) or befe
it came to maturity. (TA.) Hence, in a trad.,., .-. .. s 
&it l h >, [lie who sel seed-produce
befor it show ilf to be is a good tate, or
before it has come to maturity, practiea the like
of umry]: ($, TA:) originally with ., (g,) which
is suppressed for the purpose of uaimilation [to

.l]. (TA. [See 4 in art. ,q- and ]
t_I s te.1 Are overlooked the peop, or m-

pany of men; or commanted, or had, a view of

them; or cane in sight of them; syn (i.)

sing. of t., like u Ii is of Ui, and

; of &;>: (g:) or i q. qL: (]:) or n. un.
of 1 ;~, which is a coll. ge. n., likeo,:
(MF and TA, voce o; :) [J vays,] in signifes
Red ; [or truffles]: or, accord. to EI-Abmar,
those [tru,ffle] that inclin to redn ; l sig.
nifying those that incline to dust-olour and
blackness; and , the white; and J ;t .,
the small: (S :) accord. to AIn, t signifies
a white thisng rmbling a . b, of hicl no uwe

is made: but accord. to IA#r, the black d ;
which, he says, are the beat of $t: (TA:) the

pl. of is j~l, (,, 9,) a pl. of pauc., (f,)
and ;q., [as mentioned above,] or, amccord. to

Sb, this is a qusi-pl. n., (TA,) and t*-, (,)
or this also is a qumi-pl. n. (TA.)_ I. Lq. J 4b
[q. v., i.e. A AiU or m~, &ce.]: pl. m above.
(.)_,A hollow, or cavity, (T, g,) in a mo.n-
tain, (TA,) in whicA te water (T, ]) of th rain
(TA) stag~ ,, (T,) or co~ s: (i:) pl. as
above. (.)

#.: see the next preceding pamgraph.

: see :q, in two plac s. -Also A
sho~aer board, (*V]) on which he cuts his

leather; also clled ;. (S.) And The p~ace

where thefale ribs of th camd end, and th~ n s
far as te naWl and ~r. (V.) -And The

.8.
part of the belly aled th b. thereof; us

also iQ.; (Ibn-Buzurj, TA;) i. e. the part
betmwen t nae and the p~ (T& in m.

· q (]K) and *4 (8b,!) FP a, or
co ,rdy: (, ]g:) femn. with: and therere
the pl. is formed by the addition of j uad .

1
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(8b, TA.) MafrooI) Ibn-'Amr Esh-Sheybinee

-,, 0. . * .
* · 0 1 C 

[But I am not fearfad of the viciitudes of
fortune, nor despairing of the farour of God].
(1, TA.)

.~.: see what next precedes.

&, The loeut, or locusts: (f, V :) so called
because of the coming forth thereof [suddenly or
unexpectedly: see 1, last two sentences]: (;,
TA:) as also , t[q. v.]. (TA.)

IL I.! A land abounding with [the tryjles

called];,.. (f.)

t.qJl, not a pure Arabic word, because it com-
pries the letters and . without any ofthe letters

of the kind called t ;l [which are j and J and

j]; (~ ;) The idol: (?,V :) or idos: (Ksh
in iv. 4 :) or the name of a certain idol, (Bd
and Jel on that verse,) belo ng to .Xureysh;
as also & ,lJ: (Jel :) and that wahich is wor-
shipped instead, or to the exclueion, of God;
whatever it be: (Ksh, B.d, 1l:) said to be ori-
ginally `..JIl, i. e., (Bd,) he, or that, wherein
is no good: (Bd, 1I :) and the diviner: (P, 2 :)
and the enchanter: (S,K , Kull:) and the like
thereof: (?:) or the Devil; Satan: (Kull:)
and enchantment. (Esh-Sha#bee, 1].) Accord.
to Esh-Shabee,;l1 1.q .Jt , in
the ]ur [iv. 54], means They believe in enchlant-
met and the Devil: or, accord. to I 'Ab, by
~qJI is meant Ioyel Ibn-Akhtab; and by
Z,jkUILJ, Kaab Ibn-El-Ashraf: (TA:) or the
words relate to these two men, Jews, who, in
order to induce ],nureysll to join with them in a
league against Mohammad, prostrated themselves
to the gods of Jureysh: (Ksh, Bd:) or to
certain Jews, who said that the worship of idols is
more pleasing to God than that to which Mo4am-
mad invited. (Bd.) It is said in a trad. that
what are termed f,iJl and bi.Ji and l
are ~Jl . [app. meaning of tingig wAcrein
is no good: or kinds of divination: or from the
Deil]. (v.)

1. ;ji, (f, A, Mgh,w L, Myb, ],*) aor.,,
(Mgh, Mqb, ,) inf. n. '~, (T, Mgh, M;b, ],
&e,) i. q. '6. (T,* , A, Mgh,* L, Mob, ],*
&c.) i. e. He drew it; &kc: (T, TA:) formed
by transposition. from the latter; (A'Obeyd, S,
A;) accord. to some: (Mb :) or it is a dial.
var. of the latter; (M, L, ], &c.;) of the dial.
of Temeem; (T, Mph ;) not formed from the
latter by transposition, (Ibn-Es-Sarrdj, IJ, M, L,
1[,) for both are equalll conjugated: (Ibn-Es-

arrij, IJ, L, Mb:) and l4t.! [inf. n. of ,.L,ql]

signifies the ame as ,.. (c.) U . J.
,AS. iC, meaning A man pulled me fom

behind me, occurs in a trad. (L.) -You say
also, 4 and ,b, meaning, t She repded
him, or rejected him; namely, a man who sought
her in marriage. (T and TA in art. ,i ..)

7. itc,l [inf n. of j~] iq. Q,1k*i1i (V,)
meaning Quick going or journeying or traeUlling.
(TA.)

8: see l.

1. ., (8, M,b, V, &c.,) aor. M: 5 b,) inf. n.
jq (~, A, Myb, 11, &c.) and ; ., (M, ],)

which latter, accord. to MF, is an inf. n. of the
intran. verb only, but it has been heard as an
inf. n. of the trans. verb also, (TA,) and i;.,
(Lb, ],) He set a bone; reduced it from a
fractured state; (, A, Mqb, , &Cc.;) as also
t j%g, (A, IAmb, ],) inf. n. jee,; (TA;) and

.tI, (Ibn-TaIlah, MF, TA,) but this is ex-
tremely strange, and not found in the lexicons of
celebrity, (MF,) and not heard by AO; (TA;)
[and Lq.I.] One says also, * t,,., (A,
IAmb,) or Lbq, (Msb,) He (a bone-setter) set
his arm, or reduced it from. a fractured state:
(A:) or put upon it the ;Ep [or splints]. (Myb.)

Hence, (TA,) . (AAF, M, ], &c.,) in£ n.

*.J (8, A,s ) and ;.~ [but respecting this
latter see above] and );.; (1;) and 'e,
(JI,) inf. n. 5Mq3; (TA;) and t~.1l; (Ibn-
Talhab, MF, TA; [but respecting this form see
above ;]) and ty.l; (1 ;) 1 He restored a
man from a state of poverty to wealth, or corn-
petene, or svficiny: (AAF, ?, A, ], &c.:) or
he benefited a poor man; conferred a benefit, or
bensfits, upon him: (M, ] :) but the former is
the more appropriate explanation: (AAF, TA :)
and this signification is tropical; (IDrst, MF,
TA;) the poor man being likened to one who has
a broken bone, and his restoration to wealth, or
competence, being likened to the setting of the
bone; wherefore he is called 6j, as though the
vertebra of his back were broken: (IDrst, TA:)
in the A it is mentioned as proper, not tropical;
but the author of the A afterwards mentions
li ;' aus tropical in the sense of :;; 4 [I
recovered snch a one from his embarrassment,
dc.; repaired his brohan fortune, or his condi-
tion]. (TA.) One says also, J 5.l IJ1 . !.

t [I repaired the brooen fortune of the man;] I
restored the man to mealth, or competence, or
jciency. (AHeyth,TA.) And,,e,l '. t[I
nut th affairs of the orphan into a right, or

good, state: or] I gaoe to the orphan. (MYsb.)
And ~. S He restor~d anything to a sound,
right, or good, state. (ID^t,TA.) And l "e
t [May God render Ai Sound, and strong]
said in relation to a child. ( and in art..)

And Q 'll 'l: ; t mad the
amount of the property equal to that wuhich
renders it i cmbent on the posesor to pay the
poor-rate, by [adding] such a thing: the name
of that thing is 1jq- t[app. 1 j,]: and the
person who does thism is tmnned 94. (Myb.)
~pg alo signifies He compelled, or constraimd,
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another. (B.) You say, j )1 LS j, (I),

Az, Msb, 1,) aor. , inf. n.Oe and ~, (Mob,)
a chaste form of the verb, of the dial. of El-

lijiz, (Az,TA,) or of the Benoo-Temeem and of
many of the people of El-gij&z, (Mob,) or of
Temeem alone; (LI, TA;) [but mid in the Mgh
to be of weak authority;] and ?V "."l; (Th, s,
M9b,],&c.;) both these forms of the verb men-
tioned by AZ, Fr, A'Obeyd, and.others, (Myb,)
but the latter is the form used by the generality of
the Arabs, (Lb, TA,) and by the grunmarians [in
general]; (TA;) He compded him, again#t hi
rUil, to do the thing: (1I4Tb, Az,, Meb,V:) Vt'
originally signifying the inciting, urging, or in-
ducing, another to reto a thing to a soed,
right, orgood,state. (B.) And.4L. mjl #t %
Re (a judge) compreled him to ubmit to, or to
perform, the sentenc. (L)- Also1 °q., [aor. ,]
inf. n. 'e (8, Mb, V) and q, (Mqb, ,)
which latter, accord. to MF [and the Mgh], is
an inf. n. of the trans. verb only, but it has been
heard as an inf. n. of the intrans. verb also;
(TA;) and tj ~ l, (T, },]g,) and t*pi.I, (T,

a,) and 't. 3; ( ;) It (a bone) became set,
or reduced from a fractured state. (T, $, Myb,

.)- And [hence,] the first of these verbe,
with the same inf. ns.; (];) and t jq,.1, ($,*
V,) and jy.l1, and rV3, and tjta.,I; (];)
t He (a poor man, ], and an orplhan, TA) beca,ne
restored from a state of poverty to aklh, or
competence, or su.iciency: (?,'* :) or receioed
a benefit, or benqflt: (s:) v .)1 i syn. with
;ail t [Ae recovered, or became recovered,from

his embarrassment, &c.]. (A.) [And t It (any-
thing) became retored to a sound, right, or good,
state.] EI-'Ajjaj bas used ;.; transitively and in-
transitively in the same sentence, saying,

.,,,' ., , . , 

[tG od hath restored the religion to a wsoud,
right, or good, state, and it hath become restored
thereto]: ($:) or, accord. to some, the second
verb is corroborative of the first; the meaning
being, God hath desired, or purposed, to rstore
the religion, &c., and hath completed its restora-
tion. (B.)'

2: see 1, in three places

4: see 1, in five places.- e,l also signifies
He imputed to him [the tenet of] j..J l; (Q, L,

;.) he calld him a *S: (L:) like ,u ;,L, .
signifies " he imputed to him infidelity." (a.)

.h .e: see 1, latter put, in two places. Also
t What had gone from Aim (a man) retumed to
Aim: (V:) or some of is prAioperty tat had
gone from him returned to Aim. (T, TA.) t He
(a sick man) became in a good tate. (V.) t It
(a plant, TA, and a tree, O) bere g n, and
put forth leavs (], TA) and fe gre twigs,

henm dry: produc fr soots in its diy par*:
(TA:) it (herbage) bem so~A at rtored to
a good state aer having ben eatn: (,*e TA:)
or gre after hav m bee eati (.) ( -)-- e
(a man, ) magwnipd i ; beAd prody,

amhtily, or ind e . (, A, I4,) m t e (a
man) obtained wealth, or property: (V:) but
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Lh explains it as meaning, intransitively, he
obtained wealth, or property. (TA.)

7: see 1, latter part, in two places.

8: see 1, in five places. You say also, ,Lol
1' L 'i [t A calamity befell him from

which he ill not recover]; i. e. * ,.; ,
[t there is n,o recovering from it]. (TA.)

10: see 1, latter part. _ 1, t lie ex-
erted himself much, or exceedingly, or to the
utmost, in paying frequent attention to him,
tahing care qf him, or putting his ajhiris into
a right, or proper, state. (A.)

..,, in computation, tThe addition of some-
thing for the purpos of reparation. (TA.)
[Hencc,'JIl t Algebra; more commonly called

4IUJ1. %jq.JI perfective addition and compensa-
tim subtraction; or retoration and compensa-
tion; because of the frequency of these operations
in the reduction of equations.] The contr. of
j.gJ: (M, Ml.b, I :) it is the assertion that God
compels his servants, or mankind, to commit acts
of disobedience ; (Meb ;) ie virtual denial& that
actions proceed from man, and attributing thema
to God; the sect that hold the tenet thus termed
asserting that man, with respect to his actions, is
like the feather suspended in the air; whereas
.s signifies the " virtual attributing of optional.

or voluntary, actions to man; asserting that
man creates his own optional, or voluntary,
actions:" (IbrD:) A'Obeyd says that it is a
post-classical term. (g.) A king; (AA,T,
M,1 ;) of uncertain derivation: (M:) and a
slaw, or servant: (A 'Obeyd, Kr, I, &e. :) thus
bearing two contr. significations: (g :) and a
man: (AA, A 'Obeyd, g, &c. :) [sce 5 . J:]
and a young man: and [a] courageous [man]. (I1.)
-[Also, app., Aloes-wood: I..J is explained
in the ]. as signifying tJI, which means wood
in general, as well as aloes-wood in particular;
and to this is added in the TA, . Le. jS, as
though the meaning were the wood with which
one sets bones; but I think that j is a mis-
transcription for j~. ; and that the meaning is
aloes-wood with which onefumigates.]

a ., .. 
o: osee 

3S,j and S.,q- and & cc.: see what
next follows.

) and ; and . and

and V /'. (1) and t £,~ (Aboo-Nar, TA)

and ' i.e' (?,) and ;j1,. (a) and --
(8, Mlb, t, one of the forms most known, of the
measure ;. , like ani and z and %: |

and :_.j, said to be the only other words of
this measure, though, as MF says, this requires
consideration,TA) and t,:.,se. (1) and ';.,3>
(Et-Tedmuree,TA) and tj. (1, like Js,,~
[&c.], TA) and Kt ;. ($, 1) and ?t (Lb,

Kr) and *P.n- (Lb,TA) and )#'' and t. ,
(1g,) all inf. ns., (TA,) [or simple subst&,] mean-
ing The uality denbted by the epitht ;; (1;)
i. e. self-agnification, pride, haughtiness, or in-

soleice; or proud, ha,uglty, or insolent, beha-
viour; ($, Mob, ] ;) &c. (1., TA.) Hence,

|. i,, [Titere has
been no prophetic qo.ice but a kingly office has
succeeded in its place through some one's self-
,a9naification, pride, haughtiness, or insolence];
i. e., but kings have magnified themselves, or
behaved proudly or haughtily or insolently, after

it (A, TA.) - td, (S, 1) and a~.,.
(Th, Myb,) or the latter is a mispronunciation,
or is the correct form, (g,) and the former is so
pronounced in order to assimilate it to AQdij1;
(Mob, 15 ;*) the latter is the pronunciation of the
scholastic theologians of the persuasion of Eslh-
Shhfi'ee (El-Ylifidh in the " Tabseer," B) in old
times, but the term used in the conventional
language of the modern scholastic theologians
is t *; JI; (B ;) and t X.jJI, also, is a post-
classical term; (TA ;) The contr. of lJ..iIl;

(S, 1 ;) the sect who /hold the tenet termed '.~
[q. v.]; (Mbl);) a sect of those who follow
their own natural desires, whose founder was El-
l.oseyn Ibn-Mo.ammad En-Ne adr El-Bafree,
who assert that man has no powner; that [(Ihat
are termed] voluntary motions are of the samet
predicament as a tremour; though this does not
oblige themn to deny the imposition of duties;
(Lb, TA;) a sect who assert that God compels
his servants, or mnankind, to commit sins: (AHeyth,

TA :) n. un. t .. or J .. (Mob.)

jJl>nnd jl,· aeJ ·-.J -. ad v, . see q.
:I^. : see 1.

)o.y. and J'. &c.:
· .
~'4~. and O L *q:

se J ,.>

:l~; and N:.l : see ,.,...

J5p.>., (S, M4b, 1], &c.,) inmperfectly decl.,
because having the quality of a proper name and
that of a foreign word, or being a compound
regarded as forming a single word, as some say,
(TA,) originally Syriac, or Hebrew, [R,'"1,]
(Esh-Shihab [El-Khafajee],) A proper name of

anangel; (TA;) [Gabriel: andalso, of aman:]
signifying the servant of God: (A 'Obeyd, ,
MYb, .K, TA :) or (rather, TA) the nman of God:
~A 'Obeyd, TA:) being said to be composed of

yi, (S, MYb, TA,) signifying "servant," or
"slave," (Myb,TA,) or rather "man," (TA,) and

4kl, (',Msb,TA,) signifying "God:" (Myb,
TA:) or both together signify tle servant of
the Conmpasionate: or the servant of the Mighty,
or Glorious: (TA :) this form of the word is of
the dialects of l[eys and Temeem: (TA:) and
there are other dial. vars.; namely, IJ e ,

without., and ] jg., (S, I,) and 'J',

and '3$j,, and ?je,:l, (g,) and t'). ;',
(Es-Suyootee, TA,) and tjnd, (K,) and tjl. ,

(Es-Suyootee, TA,) and '&k, . (S, M: b, , which
is the form most known and most chaste, and
is of the dial. of El-Iijaz, TA,) and
(Meb,V, reckoned of weak authority by Fr,

[BooK I.

because the measure j; [or Jolai] does not

exist in the language, for as to J._, mentioned
by Esh-Shihab as against the objection of Fr, it is
of the measure ~Jij3,MF,TA,) and t1j ,
and ' JlOr, andt Jl, (,,) and t

and t (*, ) and t Iv (Es-Su-
yootee, MF.)

J and J,:
b ... · ...

.1l,. and e :

~3~1 .,,~:

see Jue..

Jl.. A thing of n,ich no account, orfor mhich
no revenge or retaliation or mulct, is taken. (8,
A, Msb, g, TA.) You say, Z; " M J H.is
blood went unrevenged, unretaliated, or uncx-
piated by a mulet. (S,A.) And ;14 C;:. A

wound for which is no retaliation, nor any
exliatory nulct. (A,TA.) And ;. , A
war in which is no retaliation, (1J, TA,) nor any

expiatory mulct. (TA.) And ;% sJi [(Th
mine it a thiing for which no nulct iu eacted]:
i. e., if the mine fall in upon him who is working
in it, and he perish, his hirer is not to be punished
for it. (S and Msb from a trad.) And ;1. ,j11

[The nell is a thing for whict no mulct is
exactedl]: i. e., if a man fall into an ancient well,
and peri,h, his blood is not to be expiated by a
mulct: (TA:) or, as some say, it relates to a
hlired muin's descendilltg into a well to cleanse it,
or to take forth sometlling from it, if he fall into
it and dic. (TA in art. ,.) And *." 1 .l

L,_. The wound of the speechleu beast, if it get
loose and wound a man or other thing while
loose, is a thing for whichl no retaliation or
expiatory mnulct is exacted. (T, A,* M9b.) -
Clear, or quit, of a thing: so in the saying,
, .i., 0., J.. .O
j Lg. ;j'. a til (I am clea;, or quit, of it].

(15. [See also UJi.]) ~A torrent. (.)

Anything that corrupts, or mars, and daestroys;
(so accord. to some copies of the ]C, and the TA;)
as the torrent, &c.: (TA:) or anything tiat is
corrupted, or marred, and destroyed. (So accord.
to other copies of the ]5.) ~Tueday; (S, I5;)
an ancient name thereof, (S,) used in the Time of
Ignorance; (TA;) as also t.t. (1K.)

|;l.: see what next precedes.

| and t,5cq Splints; pieces of wood with
,which bones are set, or reduced from a fractured
state: (., ] :) or bones which are put upon a
diseased part of the person, to reduce it to a
sound state: pl. .q.. (Mqb.)-Also, both
words, A wide bracelet; syn. 1'j: (, ]5:) a

bracelet (j1..) of gold or siloer: pl. t4. [or
|.+, as above?]. (A'Obeyd, TA.)

l. · ·

eg".: see ,.

jL;.. One who magnifljs hi,nelf, or behaves
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prondly or havughtily or insolently, and does not
hold any one to have any claim upon hinm, or to d(-
serve anything of him: (K :) one wrho slays when
in anger: (8, A:) one nwho slays unjustly: (K :)
imperious, or domineering, by absolutefforce and

poner; overbearing; tyrannical; a tyrant: (TA:)
any one nwho exalts himself, or is insolent and
audacious, in pride and in acts qf rebellion or
disobedience; rrho is bold, or audacious, and im-
modlerate, inordinate, or exorbitant; or exces-
sively, immoderately, or inordinately, proud, or
corrupt, or unbelieving, or disobedient, or rebel-

lious; or who exalts him. ecf and is inordinate in
infidelity; or n'ho is extravagant in acts of
disobedience and in n'rongdoing; or nwho is
refractory, or aversefrom obedience; (1K, TA;)

as also *t;..: (K :) or this latter signifies one

nwho magnifies himself much, or behavres very
proudly or haughtily or insolently: (S :) and the
former, one nsho proudly, haughtily, or insolently,
disdains the service of God: (Lb, TA :) fem.

with o: pl. mnase. J .L. and 1.~.L. (A, TA.)

j,~J.l [A name of] God; so called because
of his magnifvyifi,r limself [above every othler
being], (.K,) and his highness: (TA:) meaning
the Compeller of his creatures to do whatsoever
lie nvilleth: (3!'. and Jel in lix. 23:) or the Com-
pellr of his creatures to obey the commands and
prohibitions nrhich lie pleaseth to impose upon

them: (Msl., TA :) accord. to Fr, from .l,
annt the only inlt:lnce known to him of an epithet

of thile measure Jwl fiom a verb of the measure

i.I exept .Jl; [q. v.] from iS1r : (Az, TA:)

or, naccord. to Fr, firom , as syn. with ,.I:
(M.Ish:) it is also explained as meaning the Sat-
prenme; the ]Jigh above his creatures: (Az, TA :)
or the Unattainable; and hence applied to tle
palm-tree [of which the brlnches cannot be
reacheld by tle hand]: (IAmb,TA:) or it may
signify 5 the Restorer of the poor to wealth or
competence or suaficiency. (Az, TA.) [God is

also called] sl,hi is . l t Tle Eta-

blisher of hearts acror(ling to their natural con-
stitutions which lie hath given them in the
mothers' wombs, disposing them to knon, .lim
and to confess limn, both the unfortunate of
them and the fortunate. (TA firom a trlul. of

'Alee.)- Also 1 A name of .ljjJI [the constel-
l.tion Orion]; (A, K ;) beCeuse it is [represented]
in the form of a crowned king upon a throne.

(A.)_--,.Jl ' t The cubit of the king: (A,

TA:) or the lonq cubit: or, as .t thinks, by

j..JI is here meant a certain foreign kin,, whose

fore arm wns of full length. (TA.)_;jI 43
1 A heart that receives not admonition: (A :) or

that admits not compassion. (K.)jt;., (Seer,
K,) without ;, (Seer, TA,) applied to a palm-tree

("L.), signifies S Tall and young; (Seer, ]g,

TA;) as also t;j.: (1 :) or is applied to palm-

trees collectively (vj1 ), and signifies tall, and
above the reach of the hand; (T, S;) and the
epithet applied to a single palm-tree is with;;

(S, A;) in this sense; meaning kess than 0, :
(A:) or, with ;, it signifies a young palm-tree,
that has attained its utmost hteight and has borne
fruit: (M:) or that has been ascended [for the

purpose of cutting off its fruit], and retains its
excellence, surpassing therein other jpalm-trees.
(A.ln, TA.) -Also, hence, as Az thinks, (TA,)

lI uge, tall, and strong; a giant. (T, A,* K.)
And, with ;, (S, A,) and also without e, (A,)

applied to a she-camel, i Great (S, A) and

fat. (S.)

~.~.: see )..
* .1 * aJ 4;,

. and .e: sec .~.

: see .. see

.: see .

~m,_ (S,) and ,. ' l , (S, A, K,) names

of I Bread; (S, A, ;) and wk i1 is a surname
.* '&j

thereof; (., K ;) and so _ ..1: which last also

signifies the ear of corn: (T in art. . u:) and i. q.

' A ,JI [grain, or 7vheat, bruised, or brayed, and

then cooked]. (.Har p. 2'27.) -J~ -. _ _ Ski i. q.

_ [Such a one exerts himself much, or

exceedingly, or to the utmost, in payingfrequent
attention to me, taking care of me, or putting my
affairs into a right, orproper, state]. (A.)-Sec
also 1.

sec .

,,.i. '[an i,if. n. of 1]: see 8.

e.. I: see

, One n,ho sets bones, or reduces them from

afractured state; a bone-setter. (S, A, K.)

S;~ A woman possessed
genie; syn. '~ ' ; but this
weak authority. (Mgh.)

by a jinnee, or
is held to be of

,-1, The lion. (K.)

ir : see a r.

e anditsvrs.eat. 
3~c and its vars.: see art. q..

, [Gypsum;] i. q. ~. , or s.,'
w'ith nwhich one builds. (Kr, TA.*)

(1K,)

A.t. The place of ; [i. c., in ,rtich

gypsum is fotnd, or prepared ;] as also ..

[i. c. t ;, or, more probably, it is a mistrans-

cription, for t-. ' , like to. (originally

4ka,o) and "U;. &c.]. (TA.)

q *a.. or "~.: see ,.t-..

1. eJ.-, (S, M.h, ;,) aor. ' (Msb, R) and,

(1K,) inf. n. J., (KL,) He (God) created him.

($, M. b, , KL.) So in the phrase, ~ a.

I..., (M;b,) or ,,.iJl s., (1,) lie (God)
created him with an adaptation, or a disposition,
to such a thing, or to the thing; adapted him, or
diposed him, by nature thereto. (Msb.) It is

said in a trad., -. * $, Oh t _ 

1I1 --t , 4> , L [Hearts are created mith
a disposition to the love of him mwho does good to
them, and the hatred of him who does evil to
them]. (TA.) -Also, (.K,) inf. n. as above,

(TA,) i. q. o.j [cvidently as meaning He corm.-

pelled him, against his will, .'")1 ,i to do tite

thing; for he who is created with a disposition to
do a thing is as though hc were compellcd to do

it]; anld so o. . I, (K, TA,) inf. n. JL '. (TA.)

= ;.' tIce (a man) became like a mountain

(J..a) in bigness, thicknets, coarseness, or roughl

ness. (TA.) -_ 4 ,I J_ (K, TA; in the

CK, a.n; and in a MS. copy of the J1, without
any vowels;) tTheir iron n,as, or became, blunt,
such as would not penetrate. (K, e TA.)

3. Jer.. He (a man) alighted, or descentled
and abode, or sojourned, or settled, in a mountain.
(AA, TA.)

4. j...l le came, or went, or betook himself,
to the mountain. (ISk, H, Ii.) t He (a digger)
reached a hard place, (S, Is,) or stone, (Mgh,)

in his digging. (TA. [.JIl, meaning "the

(igger," Golius seems to l;ave misunderstood as
meaning "the boof" of a horse.]) [Hence,]
I lIe (a poet) experienced difficulty in diction,
(K, TA,) so that hte aid notaing original, nor
anythiiing in the way of repetition. (TA.) 

And Jl..1 a4 i-a i t le sought a thing that
he n'anted, and failed of attairing it. (TA.)_

And t .i.. k Li L W'e asked them, and they
re/fused, and didl not give. (Ibn-'AbbAd, Z, TA.)

And ll. i Their iron became blunt, so that

it nould not penetrate. (K,' TA.).) 4.l IHe

.found him to be a c~, i c. a ntiggard: (1,
TA :) it is considered as implying fixedness.
(TA.) See also 1.

5. tI .. They entered a mountain: (u :)

or, accord. to the 0, you say, j.ljl ,9I -,

meaning, the people, or company of men, entered
the mountains. (TA.)

t.Bifg, thick, coarse, or rough; (TA;)
;Is also tk., applied to a thing (S, O,V) of

any kind: (K :) or this latter is applied to an
arrow s signifying t coarsely, roughly, or rudely,

p,nred. (1K.) You say ,ejl rJ ,.j, (1,TA,

[in the CK, erroneously, JIrJkl . .,]) and .. jl,

(TA,) t A man having a biq, thick, coarse, or
rough, head, and face; (TA;) having little

s.eetness. (K, TA.) [See also o.M.] And

& Jt, '. . t A big, thick, coarse, or rough,
and heavy, man. (jHam p. 818.) And ai n11'
(IK. [in one place in the CIC 1A.. and iQ, but

only ZJ# accord. to the TA,]) and j4 (s,

K) : A wroman big, thick, coarse, or rough, (,
K, TA,) in make; (S;) large in make. (TA.)

And ; ;" tA big, thick, coarM, or rough,

make. (Ham p. 821.) 4,d .. Jl '. iU S A

shle-camel having an inereasing hump. (TA.)
And Je and tJ t A word not made
thin. (TA.) Also (], TA, [in the CV,
J.k,]) A court [of a house]; syn. iLG. (-.)
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;.: see . _.:--.and -Also Dry
tree. (i.)

; M~Euch; or nummero; (,;) as also
?J.g. (1i.) So in the phess . L [Much

property; or umero cattle]; and ' ,. _ A

numrou tribe. (s.)- See also J~., in two

plaOes.

s. (A mountain: or] any of the nountains
()U;l [lit. "pegs," or "stakes," a term applied
to the mountains because they are supposed to
make the earth firm, or fast,]) of the earth, that
is great and lon ; (Mgh, 1 ;) or, as some sy,
only such a is long; (Myb ;) such as is isolated

being called &./t, or LU: (V:) [and also applied
to a rocky tract; any rocky eleation, honwoer
little dlvated:] and sometimes it means stone;
[or rock;] such, for instance, as is reached by the
digger: and hence it is applied to EF-aaf& and
El-Marwch: (Mgh:) pl. [of mult.] JL3, (9,
Mob, 1) and (of pauc., Myb) J. (Myb, ])

and Jl4. (1.) - [Hence,] t A man who does
not remoe from hi place: you ay of such a
one, J . (TA.) ._ . A niggard. (1, TA.)
[See 4.] . The lord, or chief, of a people, or
company of men: and their learned man. (Fr,

H, TA.) ,. J ai l tTae serpet: ( :)

because it keeps to the J.'- (TA.) -t Calamity,
or misfortune. (IS.) t The bowt that is made
from the tree called &; (, TA;) because

this is one of the trees of the J". (TA.)
t The echo. (Iar p. 472.)

J : see .

,*: see .. -Also, applied to the iron
head, or blade, of an arrow, or of a spear, or of
a sword, &c., i Blunt; that will not penetrate
into a thing: (Ibn-'Abbd(l, ],* TA:) and so,

with ;, applied to a ,,J. (TA.)

4 (H, TA, [in the Cg i· ,]) and a~4
The face: or the a, [or external skin] thereof:
or the part thereof that is turned torwarde one.
(1i.) Also, (1,) or the former, (TA,) A vice,
Jault, defect, or blemish. (.) -And Strength.
(]g.)_Ahbd Hardnes of the earth, or ground.
(Lth, B.) m 8ee also 4. : and see .

ILA A camers hump; (9, H;) aslso t AL..
( .)- See also ,.: _wand se i.ee , in two
placer.

;i;,r: eo itc..- Alo The origin, or stock,
(1], TA,) of any created thing; (TA;) and so

t i.. (1, TA.) - The fundamental nature,
or composition, of a mountain. (TA.)_.-
AJlI. .,. I A garment, or pice of cloth, good
in respect of the th,rad (Q, TA) and the weaving.
(TA.) l j i t A big, thick, coare, or

rough, man. ($,1g;)o See also J* , in two
places: ~ and see L,q..

L.: see a ..

,v.: see what next follows.

*jq ·and .Jq. and t j.. [accord. to the
C1[ like J ~, but correctly like j.,,] and j;
and J.;, (8, 1,) aecord. to different readings
of the instance occurring in the Kur xxxvi. 62,
the first being the reading of the people of El-
Medeeneh, (9,) [and the most common,] A great

company of men; as also ;i and 'le.:
( :) or [imply] a company of men; (v;) as
also V .., accord. to Kh; (?gh, TA;) and so

q and V ii4 and at.. : which last three

signify also the same a 3.1I [a nation, or people,

&c.]: (H:) it i said [by some] that is pl.

[or coil. gen. n.] of t L meaning a numerous

company: (TA:) I. is pl. of t-.q: one

says, . i ?. [eMay God remoe far

fiom pro~perity, or succeJ,] your companien:
(Fr,TA:) and J.. is pL of ti;.. (B in
xxxvi. e2.)

.4. Much, or an abundance, or a. large

quantity or nmber, of anything; as also ? i..
(H-) m See also s.: and see what next
follows, in two places.

IL, (S,Msb, ) and and .(Sgh,

MF) and 't (AA, ,]) and tV '. and

t 34.. and 1 · , (,) but this last, accord. to
MF, is unlknown, (TA,) Nature; or natural,
nativ, innate, or original, constitution, dispogi-
tion, temper, or other q~uality or property; idio-
syncrasy; syn. ·. (AA, 9, gh, Myb, O) and

iaJl (Mb, H) and ajl; all these signifying

the 'ame: (Mob:) pl. of the first .,.. (S)

Hence, in the Hur [xxvi. 184], ': 5 .'"t i4.4l,

(8,) meaning 'i.t, (Jel,) or .aJ , i .S e.
And the preceding created beings: (Bd :) El-
Easan read with damm [i.e. * J or aJ].
(9) - See also J.., in three places:. _and see

uh ° Of, or relating to, a mountain or moun-

taint; contr. of l~ . (The Lexicons e passim.)

Natural; i. e. of, or relating to, the
natural, native, innate, or original, constitution,
disposition, tempera., or other quality or property;

like a.g ; i. e. eential; resulting fom the
Creator's ordering of the natural dispoition in
the body. (Myb.)

JP1% ~The body, with, or without, the members;

syn. and i ; (L, TA;) as being likened
to a mountain in bigne [?]. (TA.) One says,

W C0..41, meaning, t [May God render
beautiful] his body ('..): and ([render good]
his created jh [or mind, with its qualities and
attributes: but I rather think that , is here
a mistramnseription for ;J/,, meaning make].
(Ibn-'Abb6d, TA.)

J~: see &. j.l Je.: tA man having

[Buox I.

a bad, or an ugly, face. (V, TA.) [See also

'=: see Jta , in three places.

3,4, applied to a man, t Great, larg, or
big, (, TA,) in make; as though he were a
mountain. (TA.)

1. c9, ( ?, Mb, ,) aor , i,f. ..
(Myb, V) and ;- (0) and L.-; (Mpb, 1;)
and ;' , (g, ISd, MYb,) aor. '; (Myb, TA;)
He (a man) wa, or became, uch as i tarmed

0 s' (9, Mob, H) and mse.'e; (9, ;) i.e.
conard/y, (15,) or eak Aearted. (Mob.) And

~ He held bac, or rfrained, from him,
or it, through cowardice. (TA in art. ,-p.)

8. '4 q, inf. n. 0q..3, He attributed to him

cowardice (,-.). (s.) And .p, inf. n.
as above, He is accused of cowardice. (15.)

4. ..I He found him to be such as is termed

jls.; (9, Mqb, H;) i. e. a coward, or cowardly,
(K,) or reak-hearted: (Msb:) or he reckoned
him a coward; (M, K ;) as also t '... (1g.)

5. '3 It (milk) became like e [i. c.
cicewe]. (H.)-And hence, perhalps, (TA,) tHe
(a man) becapme thick, gross, coars, or big.
($, TA.)

8. "~.l He made cheese of it; i. e. of milk.
(T, K.) 1 See also 4.

and * b; and M* a., ($, M,b, H,) the
first of which is the most approved, and the last
the most rare, and said by some to be used only
in a case of neceuity in poetry, (Lth, Mb,)
[Cheee;] a certain thing that is eaten, (9, Mob,)

eoll hnown: (f:) n. un. "4.., (TA,) a word
having a more particular signification than O,
($,) meaning a eh.) [or round, jlattenel, loaf]
thereof, (Mgh,) [or a chees, or piece of cheese,]

as also i4- (TA) and T.. (S,TA.) m Abo
; and t , [inf. u. of g -, used as simple

subts.,] Cowardice; ea-heartednee;] the
quality denoted by 1.w (8.)

~ : see i*, in two places.

.: see .

A s ler of 4 [i. e. cheese]. (TA.)
- And a rel. n. from eq. JI d [The chee~e-
market] in Damascus. ('.)

.t, (8, Msb, n,) an epithet from '4, (s,)
applied to a man and to a woman, (9, Mob, 1,)
in the latter case like jG;. and sj;, (Ibn-Es.
8arraj, S,) and with; also applied to a woman;
(M, M.b, ] ;) and *t 'e, ($, ],) from ,
(9,) applied to a man and to a woman; and
?tvl; (i;) A coward; or cowardly; i.e.
wont to dread things, so as not to oenture upon
tAenm bo/ldy, (, TA,) by night or by day; ITA;)
nweak4arted: (Mqb:) A. is contr. of .4:

(Mob in art. .& :) pl. mas . ";, (Myb, H,)
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[properly of .]and f , r-. (Lth, M,b,

TA.) j ,1. t[e is one ohoe dog is
cowardly,] means he is extrmely generous:
(1, TA:) because, by reaon of guesnt' coming
to him, his dog does not growl. (TA.) And
you .y, .j J 1 : tar.P
meaning 8uch a one is courageou in heart, mild
in face]. (TA. [Expl. by dq.jl Uq., which
seems to be a mistranscription.])

see ... - Also The part above the
temple, on the right of the forehead, and on the
left thereof; the two being called L .: ( :)
the side of the forehead, [so Bd in xIxvii. 103,]
from the part over against the place where the
hair fall off, to the temple, on the right of the
forehead, and on th.left threof: so say Az and

IF and others: the forehead (11.Jt) is between

the OtL: (Mqb:) or the 'e4. are the two
borde of theforehead, on eitr thereof, in
the part bet,e.# the two eyebrows 

6.4A.J [so in the copies of the ]., a mistake
for C. blJI 4' tl in the part n~xt to the two
eyebrows]), rising to the place where the growth
of the hair terminates: (1 :) or betwenm tuhe place
where the gro*vth of the hair terminates and the
eyebrovs: (TA:) or the ~ is the borders (in
the T, thIe border, TA) of the forehead, between
the twvo temnlles, uniting with the a4l [or place
whdre the hair grows in the f,Jre lMrt of the
head, or the hair of that part]: (K, TA:) and it
sometinmes occurs as mincaint theforehead: (MF,
TA:) [see an cx. voce ', whlere it is used in
this last sense, and is fem., perlhaps because syn.
with a, for] L. says that it is always masac.:

· t· · ~~~9-. £lI
(TA:) pl. [of mult.] a uid [of pauc.] ,,;.1

(Msb, 1.) and -1. (1.)

.~~~~~o wh ,e. ...U;: see ~ - Also One who keelpc, or
guards, the produice of land in thie deert. (TA.)
_ Sec also wlat next follows.

i;t. (;, Mgh, Msb, 1) and tV .. , (S, M. b,
1],) the former of whichl is the more common,
(MNb,) A place of prayer, (M.b,) or commnon
place of prayer, (Mgh,) in a _ [or ldesert
tract]. (Mgh, Meb.) - A burial-ground: (1 :)
this is sometimes called LC. because the place
of prayer is generally in the burial-ground:
(Msb:) accord. to Kb, these two words, in this

sense, are from .q.JI and ',.l.J; but others
derive them from 'q.. (TA in art. .) .- A

[desert trhet stch as is termed] _... (', J.)
-A place that produces much herbage: and
lecel, elevated land: (AHn, 1:) or the latter,
ievel, elevated land, that produces mucYh A!bage:
(Aboo-Kheyreh, TA:) accord. to ISh, it i smooth,
without trees; but it may lave in it hill, and a
tract abounding with tree: and sometimes the
a4. is loevl, without hills and without any tract
abouding withA tres; but it is not in sand nor in
mountains, though it mnay be in [high grounds

mch as are termed] JI [pl. of ,l] and in
[haet ar termeod] ,U5 [pl. of C4;:]. (TA.)

Bk. I.
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i.f; A dmeller in the ptq, meaning .·)~.

(TA.)

C~.I [More, and most, corardly, or erak-
hearted]. (TA.) You say C> C ~I, i. e.
[More conwardly] than a vwhitling bird: (8 in
art. jA :) or, u some say, than a thief. (TA in
that art. [See also Freytag's Arab. Prov., i. 326.])

,~.. [A cauw of cowardice, or rak-hlear.ted-

nes]. One says, Lit 1 j31.a l [Children
are a cause of co,rardice and a cause of niggardli-
nss]; because one loves continuance of life, and
property, on account of them. (f, TA.)

1. .q, (8, Mgb, g,) aor. :, (Mgb, V,) inf. n.
(y, (IHam p. 355,) Iie slapped, (8,) or struek,

(K,) or hit, (Mqb,) or struck himn on, (Ham ubi

suprk,) his [orforehead]. ($, Myb, ], and
Ijam ubi supriL) And [hence], (IV,) aor. and
inf. n. as above, (TA,) S He turned him back (1K,
TA) from tie thing that he wanted: (TA:) or
: he met him, or encountered him, with, or he said
to him, or did to him, a thing disliked, or hated:
(1, TA, T1:) or the encountered him, or con-
fronted him, with speech in wlich rwas roughness:
(JK, M, TA:) or h he encountered him with that
which he didiked, or hated; or he accused hin
thereof to his faee; (M, TA, and YIam ubi

supra;) or so *,jA '~. (8, TA.)-_;WI ,
(JK, S, K,) inf. n. as above, (JK, S,) HIe carne
to the 7roter, (JK, S, 1],) when there was at it no
apparatus Jfr drawing, ($,) i. e. no pulley j'c.,
(JK, TA,) or thaving no means of dranring, so
that he only looked at the surface of tle rwater.

(Z, .) [Sec also .1 t.' I 4 It (win-
ter) came upion tle Ipople unprepared for it.
(A, .)

2. * The mounting a fornicator, or an
adulterer, upton an ass, and turning his face
toywards the tail; whence the trad. of the Jews
respecting the adulterer, ~ °,!
[lie shall oave his face blackened with charcoal,
and be mtunteld on an ass with his face toatrds
the tail, and be flogged]: (Mgh :) or the mounting
tim fornicators, or adulterers, upon an am, and
turning the backs of their heaids towards each
other, (JK, Mgh,) and parading them round
about; thus accord. to the Tekmileh: (Mgh:)
or the blackening [with char,.coal] thefact of two
fin'icators, or adultrers, (_.. ji in the ]

being a mistake for, J1, i. e. j, TA,)
and mounting tlum tupon a camed or an as, and
turning theirfacs in contrary directions: accord.
to analogy, it should mean turning their faee

towards each other; for it is from 4a 1: **J :
also signifies the bending, inclinig, lowering, or
hanging down, the head towards the gromd: and
it may be hence; (i. e. it may be hence that it is
applied to him who is mounted on a beaat in the
manner described above; TA;) because he to
whom this is done bends down his head in shame

and confusion: or it may be from dq meaning
"he did to him a thing dislied, or hated" (].)

8. .I The deeming [one] rude, coars, un-
kind, hard; or chturlih. (JK.) - And Thefear-
ing [a person or thing]. (JK.).-And Iv.q.;
He dilihed, or hated, and feared, it, or Aim;
namely, a country, or town, and a man. (JK.)
- He disapproved it, or didiked it, and did not
find it wholesome; namely, water, (En-Nawhdir,
5,) cc. (1.)

&4, Largeness, (?,) or width (JK, M, 1) and
beauty, (M, V,) of the 4". [orforehod]: (JK,
8, M, :) or protuberance, or prominence, thereof.
(M, 1.)

A,r. [The forehead;] the part of the face
which is the place of prostration: (Ay, Myb, ] :)
or the even part that is between thu eyebrows and
the aLi [or pla wre the Lair grows in the
fore part of the Aed]: (Kb, JK, MNb, 1 :) so
of a man, (?, Mqb,) and of others: ( :) [or,] of
a horse; the part that is below th ear and abore
the eyes: (TA:) pl. l. (Myb,sTA.)- .[Hene,]
41i, tA certain Mansion of the Moon; [the
Tenth Mansion ;] (f, ], Vzw;) condsting of
foutr stars; (f;) thefour stars [I, %, l, and a,]
in the nec/k and heart of Leo; [regarded by the
Arabs as tAe fore-part, or forecad, of Leo;]
(l1zw in his deser. of Leo;) between ach of
which and the net to it is the sace of a whi?'s
length; thea northrnmowt of thm called by astro-
logers ~,Al. (15zw in his deser. of the Mansions
of the Moon.) - Also t The moon (, TA)
itelf: but [it rather seems to mean the upper
part of the disc of the moon; for] it is aid in
the M that a certain unknown poet huas meta-
phorically assigned a ~ to the moon. (TA.)
-Also q., S The chief of a people, or om-
pany of men; (JK, Mgh, 1, TA;) like as one
say the . thereof. (Mgh, TA.) _ The
generom and manly, or manly and noble, perons
of a people, or company of men: or men ezerting
themsl~ in the case of a bloodwit or a debt or
other obligation, (], TA,) or in repairing the
condition of a poor man, (TA,) and who come
not to any one but he is ashamed to turn thwm
back, (1S, TA,) or who are seldom or neer
turned back by anyonc: so, accord. to Aboo-
Sa'eed, in a trd. in which it is said that there
shall be no poor-rate in the cse of the J.
(TA.)_tA company, or collected number, of
men, (JK, g, Mqb,) and of horsee: (JK, Mqb:)
or, of hormes, the best: (TA:) and [simply]
hor; (Lth, f, M, Mgh, 1 ;) a word having no
sing., or n. un.: (M, 1] :) accord. to Lth, (TA,)
having this last meaning in the trad. above men-
tioned; (g, Mgh, TA;) because horses are the
best of beats. (Mgh.) t Abjectnes, or igno-
miny; (JK, M, 1, TA;) and a state of annoy-
ance, or molestation: (Z, TA:) thought by I8d
to be from -. meaning "he encountered him
with that which he disliked or hated," or "he
accused him thereof to his face ;" because the
doing this causes one to experience abjectnews, or
ignominy. (TA.) It is said to have thir meaning
in a tmad., in which it is said, .I ,i il 1ni

a.1it A4-Ji , z4 ! ., i. e. For God hat1
relmd you from abjectnes, or ignminy, &c..
and mi dilted wita waUr, and blood drawn
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from a vein [of a camel], which the Arabs used
to eat: or in this trad., (TA,) .. Jlli is the name
of a certain idol (ISd, 15, TA) that was wor-
skipped in the linm of Ignorance: (TA:) and
i-J,t and il4t were two idols. (. and 1, in
art C.)

;j r.i : R' ; } Ve came to a water that
was ;alt, so that the drinking thereof did not
take away the thirst of our cattle: (ISk, JK, 8:)
or that was altered for the worse in taste and
colour, from some such cause as long standing,
though still drinkable; or covered with the green
substance called and with leaves: or thatt
was deep in the bottom, difficult to gire to drink.
(ISk, 8.) [See also 1, last meaning buit one.]

i. q. Q, (K,) i. e. A fea,ful, or coma rdly,
man. (TA.)

s1$, applied to a gazelle, (JK,) or to a bird
or a wild animal, (g,) That meets one with its
face orforehead; and sutch is of evil omen: (K:)
contr. of * -. (JK.)- Coining to water: so
in a saying cited and explained in art. il1,
conj. 2. (IAr, TA.)

OI, applied to a man, Large, ($,) or nide
(JK, M, gO) and beautifil, (M, K,) in the i
[or forehead]: (JK, 9, M, 1K :) or pr'otuberant,
or prominent, therein: (M, 1 :) applied to a
horse, having a protuberant, or prominent, fore-
head, ,riing beyond the bone of the nose : (TA:)
fem. ,; (S., I ;) of which the dim. is i-'l.

(a.) - 1a,~rl The lion; (K ;) because of the
width of his q.c.. (TA.)

and

[The words belonging to the former of these
two'arts. cannot well be classed by themselves,
being intimately connected with those of the latter,
which are the more numerous and common, and
from which they are generally easily distinguish-
able.]

L o , (13,) first pens. ;q, (Ks, S, Er-
RAghib,) aor.,; (1;) and ts, sor. :, (15,)
said by MF to be unknown, and also, because
neither the second nor the third radical is a faucial
letter, unreasonable, but mentioned by Sb, though
held by him to be of weak authority, and men-

tioned also by IAgr, as extr., like tIl, aor. Mt,;

(TA;) and Lap., (TA,) first perns. ., (Ks, 8,
TA,) aor. '; (TA;) inf. n. [of the first and
second] U¢g (8h, K) and [probably of the last
only] L and Co.. and ;. and [of the last, but
whether in the first or the second of the senses
here following is not shown,] i_~.; (g; [or this
last has a different application, explained below;])
He collected water in a trough or tank for beasts
kc. [Ks, 15, k1, Er-Righib.) - And (hence,
metaplhorically, Er-R&ghib, TA) the first of these
verba, (.8, Mgh, Mhb, 1, Er-Rlghib,) and the
second, (1,) and the third; (f,M 9b,TA;) inf n.
(of the first, C, Myb) M. (., Mgh, MyIb, ], Er-
R6ghib) and (of the last, 8, Mb) .ln. (., M 9b,

a1) nd e (TA) [and probably j;_ also, which

see above]; t Re collected the [tax called] ~1/,
(S, Mgh, Msb, K, Er-Raghib,) and [other] pro-
periy. (Msb, TA.) The last of these verbs is
said in the . to be originally with ., though pro-
nounced without .; but IB says that this is not
the case, and that it has not been heard with ·.
(TA.) You say also, 4,JI1 e.~' t []Ie coUected
itfrom the peopqe, or company of men]; (M, K,*
TA;) and . ~ t[[ie collected from them].

(M, , TA.)_A Iso _ [or . ],(TA,) first pers.
-.. ~' , (Zj, TA,) t He appropriated a thing

ptirely to himself, exclusively of any partner;
chose it, or took it in preference, for himself.
(Zj, TA.) And hellce, (Zj, TA,) lt.L tI e
chose it, or selected it, (Zj, , 1K,) .Li for him-

self. (TA.) - And ~ and l.~, [originally

.X,] lie returned, receded, retreated, or nwnt
back. (TA.)

2. 5 ., inf. n. '.a, ie placed his hands
upon his knees, (1., TA,) in prayer; (TA;) or
upon the ground: or he fell prostrate; or fell
upon his face: (K :) or he lowered his body and
his hands, and raised his buttocks: (Ham p. 801:)
[or] Z~ signifies a man's standing [with the
hands t pon the knees] in the mnanner of the :
(S, I :*) accord. to A'Obeyd, what is thus termed
is of two kinds: one is the placing the hands
upon the knees, while standing: the other, the
prostrating onese.lf, orfalling upon theface, lying
donn; which is , .Z: (S.:) or the bending
donn, and placing the hands ?pon the knees;
because it is a bringing-together of the limbs.
(Mgh.)---.., inf. n. as above, meaning lie
gave to him, is vulgar. (TA.)

4. .. ! in the trad. t .hi - * is

originally L*.l [q. v.]: ( :)- accord. to IAth,
it is a corruption of the relater, or the . is sup.
pressed to assimilate the verb to .01. (TA.)
The inf. n., . 4., is variously explained, as
follows: (TA :) The selling seed-produce before
it shows itself to be in a good state: (A 'Obeyd,
Th, S8, 1] :) and a man's hiding his camels from
the collector of the poor-rate: (IAar, A'Obeyd,
1 :) and i. q. ,e#; i.e. the selling to a mnan

a commodity for a certain price to be paid at
a certain period, then buying it of him with
ready money for a less price than that for which
it was sold. (TA.)

8. '.t.l t The drawing forth property from
the places in which it is known, or presumed, or
accustomed, to be. (TA.) _ t The collecting in
the way of choice, or selection. (Er-Righib, TA.)
- See also 1, last sentence but one. Also
t God's particular, or peculiar, distinguishing of
men by abundant bounty, from which various
blessings result to them without their labour; as
happens to prophets and some others. (Er-
Raghib, TA.) - Also ;.1., t lie forged it:
and he extemporized it. (TA.) Hence, in the
Kur [vii. 202], l1 . ;: cI ljlti t They say,
Wlerefore hast thou not forged it, (Fr, TA,) or

produced it, (Th, TA,) or invented it, (Jel,) or
put it together by forgery, (Bd,) of thyself?
(Fr, Th, Bd, Jel, TA:) or wherefore hast thou
nit sought it, or demanded it, of God? (Bd.)

[BooK 1.

l-, or q. , (as in different copies of the 1g,)
written with I and with jS, (TA,) The camel-
waterer's going in adlvance of the camels a day
before their coming to the rater, and collecting
for them nwater in the drinking-trough, and then
bringing them to it (IAqr, K, TA) on the morrow.
(IApr, TA.) [App. an inf. n., of which, in this
sense, the verb is not mentioned.] So in the
verse,

j4 . ~ f - -- -- -r
0 ' -Cr

·,r~~~~~~~~~~
33J!· tAWUlL,lZ

[Slowly I satisfied their thirst; not hastily: and
by going in advance of them a day, and collecting
for them water in the trough, and bringing them
to it on the morrow, I satisfied their thirst; not
by pouring the water into the trough while they
were drinking, without having prepwred any.for
them beforehand]. (IAtr, TA.)~Also the former,
Water collected [in a trough]; and so t!".,
with daiam. (TA. [See .. ])_. A fatering-
trough (1, TA) in nwhich water is collected:
(TA:) or the station of the drawer of water,
upon the [up,er part of the] casing. (.K.)- The
place where a well is dulg: (. :) in this sense,
and in the next, also written Uj-. (TA.)_The
brink, or margin, of a well. (Aboo-.Leyl,li.)
The earth that is arouind a well, that is seenflo.m

afar; (8;) originally L.: (TA :) what is aronnd
a well: (]g:) and what is around a watering.
trough: (TA:) pl. :'t. (K.) .. meaning
A gift without compensation is a vulgar word.
(TA.)

W!. Wate.r collected (T, S, .K) in a trough, (T,
]K,) being drawn fr.om a ncll, (T, TA,) for

camels; (s;) [like L.;] as also ti, (], TA,
and so in a copy of the S, but omitted in the CI,)
or *V ', (so in two copies of the S,) and t ;i";

also, (so in a copy of the ., [see n,]) and tjt.,

(1., TA, and so in a copy of the .,) and ltjLa..,
(K, TA, and so in another copy of the I, but
omitted in the CK,) and t ;: (TA as from
the ]g, but not in the C15: [perhape a nmistrans-
cription for V 1. X:]) but accord. to IAmb, L.
is pl. of V "t'. (TA.)

;j.m-; see W...

;~~.: see L and L.

B,: see ,.. -Also tA mode, or manner,
of collecting the [tax called] 6.i ; and so t,

which Lb calls an inf. n. (TA.)

41q.: see what next precedes: - and see ~..

;;..: seete

i;jl and sj: ee e.

t.-: see T..Thetaxca/l/ d;jt[ lor ].
(TA in art. 31.) [Originally an inf. n.]

LC.' [a pL of which the ging. is not mentioned]
Wells which are d ug, and in which tihe soots of
grape-vines are et. (Ain, K5.)

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

$
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,.. A collector of naterfor camels: belonging
to ;rts. . and U.a (TA.) t The locust
(O) that collects everytfing by eating it; as also

;sq. [q. v.'. (TA.) The Arabs say, ,; .1 I1
&t1J1 ta1 I4 4. ";l, i. e. t [When the

year of drought comes,] the locust and the wolf
[come with it]. (IApr, TA.)

aelw A n,atering-trough, (S,) or large watering-

trough, (1J,) in rwhich water is collected (8) for
camels: (TA:) or a watering-trough that collects
water: (Er-Rzgahib,TA:) pi. f,y. (S.) Hence,

in the K]ur [xxxiv. 12], ._l_. *iiA'. ; [And
bonls like watering-trough.s, or great watering-
troughs]. (S.)-t A company of men. (1K,
TA.)

.;3... ;jj A hollowed pearl: (Ihbn-Wahb,
TA:) the latter word thought by El-Khatt.bee

to be formed by transposition firom A".4. (TA.)

1. '_, (S, Msb,,TA,) aor. ', (Msb,TA,) in£ n.

c, (A, IS,) I1e pilled it up, or out; as also

t ':...I; (S, Is.h ;) or the latter denotes a quicker
action thl,n the former; and properly signifies he

tooh its whole a;. [or body]: (TA:) or the
former, hc cut it; or cut it off: (A, L, K :) or he
cut it of]fJ'om its root: (L :) or he pulled it up),
or out, lby the root; namely, a tree: (A, :) he

uprooted it, or eradicated it. (A.) ~.~. said
of a collector of honey, lIe tookh the honey with

its . and its .jt_, i. c., the bees that had
died in it. (I Aar, TA.)

7. (M,L, TA) and vZ. (M, A, L,
TA) It was, or became, pulled up, or out: pro-

perly, its nwhole a. [or body] nas taken; said of
a tree: (TA in explanation of tihe latter:) it was,
or became, cut, or cut off; (A, L;) or cut oj'
from its root; (L;) pulled up, or out, by tithe
root; uprooted, or eradicated: said of a tree. (A.)

8: scoland7.

.. , so in the 8 [and L] and other lexicons,

but in the K it is implied that it is t , (TA,)
ie,' wra.r: or any particles, of the nings of the

bees, (S, K,) and of their bodies, (8,) intermi.ced

with the honey: (., ]:) [or] the of honey;
(K ;) i. c. the young bees, or the wings, titat are
upon honey; as in the M and L &c.: (TA:) or
the bees that have died in the honey. (IA#r, TA.)
- Also Dead locusts. (lA', '.)

:._a: see -. . ,Also Elevated grond (S,
TA, but not in all the copies of the former) such
as has a form visible from a distance: (TA:) or
ground that i elevated so as to be like a tmaU

[hill of the hind called] "1I. (].) The
envelope of a fruit ; (1 ;) [or of the spadix of a

palm-tree;] like ~ ; the , being a substitute
for J. (TA.)

°a The body, or corporeal form or figure,

(o,u,) of a man, (S, A, Myb, ],) [absolutdely,
or] sitting, (S, A, Msb,) or sleeping, [by which is
meant, as in many other instances, lying down,]

(S, M9b,) or reclining, or lying on the side: (TA:)

that of a man standing erect being termed jiL
(Msb) or ,,ti; (TA;) and , applying in

common to what is termed 4. and what is
termed gtj, in relation to a man: (Msb:) or

ai. is used only in relation to a man upon a
horse's or camel's saddle, wearing a turban: so
says IDrd on the authority of Abu-l-Khattah El-
Akhfashl; but he adds that this has not been
heard from any other: (TA:) pl. [of mult.]

A 1' (A, TA) and [of pauc.] 1. t; the latter

as though formed from ,-., witllout regard to
the augmentative letter [;]; or it may be pl. of

±..', and thus a pl. pl. (TA.)- Also A body;

[a corpse;] syn. ... ; as in the saying, in a

trad., t Jpol , 1_Q it1i [0 God, remove

the earth from his body, or corp7se: i. e., let it
not press against his sides in the grave]. (TA.)

[And The body of a tree: see 7.]

-: -i [a coll. gen. n.] Young paln-trees, or
shoots of palm-trees, that are cut off from the
,nother-trees, or plncked forth from the ground,
and planted: n. in. with ;: it is thus called until
it yields fruit; when it is called .ka: (S:) or
what are planted, of the shoots of palm-trees;
(AHn, K;) not what are set, of the stones
(AHn, 'TA:) or shoots of palm-trees when they
are first pulled o' fi'om the mother-trees: (As,

-TA: [as also A. :]) or, with 3, it signifies a

palmn-tree produced fropn a date-stone,fo-r which
a hole is dug, and which is transplanted nith the
earth adhering to its root: (AA, TA:) or what
fiils in succeusion from [app. a mistake for at]
the roots, or lon.er parts, of palm-trees. (Abu-l-
Khatt.b, TA.) -And Grapes that fall at the
roots, or lower parts, ofi the vine. (ISd, TA.)

a~. and V .~.. A thing with whichl 
[q. v.] are uprooted: (M, .:) an iron implemnent
with which young palm-trees, or shoot.s of palm-
trees, are pulled up or off. (S.)

,L_..: see what next precedes.

a. ij, A tree [pulled ul, or out, by the
root: or] that has no root in the ground. (A.)

_- .. q. ! _. The fourteenth metre of verse;
is though it were cut off from the ; (TA;)
the metre consisting of

* a

(]. [So originally; but in usage, the last of the
three feet is cut off. Accord. to the TA, the first

foot is properly written ' J -, as in some
copies of the 1..])

1. J''., aor. '; (Lth, Msb, 1;) and j'#.,
aor. '-; (i;) inf. n.. . and Jlf4; (Msb, V ;)
both of the former verb; (Myb, TA;) [but both
mentioned in the . as simple substs. ;] It was,

or becamne, such as is termed j`., explained
below. (Msb, I.)

Q. Q. 4. ,j. He (a bird) ruffled hisfeathers
($, ]) by reasuon of the cold. (TA.) - _ He
(a man) became angry, and prepared himselffor

fighting. (S, K.) _ t It (a plant, or herbage,)
became tall, and tangled, or luxuriant, or abun-

dant and dense (Z,] :) or became tall (j;a!,

q. v.), and such as might be grasped nwith the
tand. (AZ, S, ]I.) It (the plumage of a
bird) became rufled. (g.)

Y (AZ, S, n1sb, K) and J (10) A tlhing,
(M.sb,) or hair, (AZ, S, Y,) and t trees (...),
(K., TA,) much, or abuntdant, (AZ, ., Myb, ],)
and thick, or coarse, or rough, (MNb,) or tangled,
or luxuriant and tdense, (]K,) anl soft: (TA:)
or thick, or coarse, or rough, and short: or dense
and black: (K:) or the blackest hair: or the
thickest, or coarsest, or roughest: (Lth, TA:) or
anything large, big, or bulky, and dense, and

tangled, or luxuriant. (1K.) You say i.i. L4_
An abundant, thick, or coarse, or rough, beard.
M.sb:) or a thick, or dense, beard. (TA.) And

a 4a.,o A horse's forelock moderate in respect
of quantity and length: such is approved. (..)
And ;. . t A ,nany-leared, big, tree. (.,
KI, TA.).- J . A species of ant, large and

black; as also J-.: (IDrd, TA :) or . sig-
nifies a black ant: ($:) or a large ant: and

J, is its pl. [or coll. gen. n.]. (K.)

1iJ Leaves that have become gradually scat-
tered, or strewvn. (K.)

3-A BIroad, or wcide. (.) _ Standi,,g

erect. (s, )

1. n, nor., (S, Mgh,Mbb,g) and C, (n ,,)

inf. . .; (S, Mgh, Msb, 5) and , (1],)
said of a bird, ($, Mgl, Msb, K,) and of a hare,
and sometimes of a gazelle, (Msb,) or of a [young
gazelle such as is termed] ./s, (K,) and of a
camel, (Msb, .K,) and a jerboa, (g,) and a man,
(S, K,) lie clare to the ground: (., ] :) or kept
to his place, not quitting it: (Y :) orfell upon his
breast: (M.b,* 1:) ; in the case of a bird and
a hare is like j, in the case of a camel: (Msb:)
or in the casc ofa bird it is like ".J.~ in the case ofa
man [so that the verb means he sat]. (Mgh.)-
Also, (]K,) aor.;, (TA,) said of seed-produce, It
rose a littlefrom the ground. (Q,* TA.) - Also,

(A.Hn, I.,) aor. ', (AIIn, TA,) inf. n. A,
said of a raceme of a palm-tree, Its unripe, or
ripening, dates became somewhat large: (AHn,
4 :.) or it becanme large, and kept its place.

(T, TA.) - Also, inf. n. ., said of the night,
: It became half spent. (Th, IB, TA.) .,,
also signifies He collected clay, or mould, and
earth, or dust, and ashes. (s.)

2. , (S, Mgh,) inf. n. , (KL,) [lie
made a bird, and a hare, and the like, to clearse
to the ground, then to be shot at, or cast at, anl

so killed: see a :] he kept, or held, a bird
confined, that it might [be shot at, or cast at,
and] die: (K.L:) ie turned an animal on his
side to be daughtered. (Golius,'as from the KL,
but not in my copy of that work.)

5. .. 3 He (a bird) mounted his female for
the purpose of copulation. (TA.)

48 a
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._, 8eed-produce rising a little from the
ground; as also t .. (I(, TA.) _ A raceme
of a palm-tree having its unripe, or ripening,
dates becoming somenhat large. (11, TA.)

. : asee the next preceding paragraph.
.0~~~~~~~e.

: ge 4:. - and.
., 0 AP

'soq: -~;l.se-e .

Clay, or miould, and eartiA, or dust, and
ashe, colected. (V.)

';... 3.i;...',q.: ,30e:. :_ d:.
i4: seo 1,4 .* aand ^.4.

-t !The body, with the limbs or members;

syn.. _,--: and i. q. o6 [app. as meaning a
person; not, as J seems to have held, a corporeal,
or material, form or thing or substance, such as
is seen from a distance; see . ]: ( :) or,
accord. to An, it has the latter meaning, i. q.
,,; and r has the former meaning,
that of.-./ ($, Mob) and : (Mqb :) or,
accord. to AZ, j i is syn. with 3 'tA, ($,
Mbh,) i. e ..q. (S.) One says, ..m~1 La
J,q.I ' lL and e..q., meaning [toiv goodly,
or beautiful, is] the body, or person, of the man!
(AZ, ?.) J cites, as an cx. of this word in the
sense of o_i., from a verse of Bishr,

obmerving thut by 411 is meant the Kagbeh
but IB says that the right reading, as found in
his poetry, is 1, and *; and that the mean-
ing is, A [long] hump like the ,1 [or body]
of the she-camel that i* placed [and conJined
without food or mater until she dies] at rthe grave
of a dead man. (TA.) One says also, ,"A l;..
;Ulddl Qt,4If: [He brought uts crumbled bread
moistened with broth and piled up, like the body
of the bird of the hind caUed Li]. (9.)

"tQ1 re it, as used in the saying of El-
Farajeych, (l,) so in the copies of the 15, [or
El-Farameeyeh, accord. to the Cl],] but correctly
of EI-Farezda!~, (TA,)

' I_ -' a .o-- ., ol ·

means The water itself: or the middl thereof:
or the place where it collected. (I, TA.) [The
poet says, And her aged she-camels passed the
night in the water, &e., .... like the companies
of mourning women having the head, or the face,
&c., uncomred: but what is meant by c1 Jli
J_', unless it be nwith one having a saddle upon
her, (Jl being sometimes used in the sense
of t.,) I am unable to conjecture. In the CId,

and ._,JtCW are erroneously put for I;
,.d .,.

. Incubus, or nightmare; (T, V;) what
comes upon a man when he is sleeping; (T, TA;)
what comes upon a man in the night, preventing
him from peaing; i. q. ,; (IApr, TA;)

as also Ttit.,t (T, II) and t and 
and * ". (T, TA.)

:; secelt. - Hence,

.,.. pl. of ~. [1 v,]

hill such as is called It ;
and * i. (TA.)

;6: see~ .

t A hare. (TA.)

(TA.) _n Also A

and so V ' (: )

14.: see .t...-Hencc, tA man wnho keeps
to the region of cities, towns, villages, or cu/ti-
vated land, and does not travel : (Mb :) a man
who sleeps much, and does not travel; as also

* ·, ($,1and * and V;Sl.: ($ :) [see

also itq. :] stupid, dull, wanting in intelligence;
or not penetrating, harp, vigorous, or effective,
in the performing of affairs: and a forbearing,
or clement, personage, chief, or man of rank or
quality. (..) - See also .t:..

.~.. A bird, (Msb, I,) and a hare, and some-
times a gazelle, (Msb,) or a [young gazelle such
as is termed] L.;., (,) and a camel, (Msb,
]g,) and a jerboa, and a man, (K1,) cleaving to
the ground: or keeping to his lptlce, not quitting
it: (IQ:) or falling upon his breast: (MSb,*
I ) as also *.: (K :) [or the latter] and
.t;.. doing so much, or often: and * i... doing

so very much, or etry often: (Mhsb:) and the
first, also, sitting upon his legs like a bird: pl.
.,... (TA) [and i., accord. to Freytag].

~a*d sew; i. .ij~ , in the Kur [vii. 76,
&c.], means [And they becam,e, in their abodc,]
bodies cast upon the ground: (TA:) or extinct,
or motionless; and dead. (Bd(.) .. JI Tlhe
stars composing the constellation of the Scorpion;
also called .ljell: see LjW. (L and TA in art.

4_. One ndto does not quit his house, or tent.
(Lti, TA.) [See also ,*.. ]

~;.,.: see l'. : _ and ;1:..

_.q t[and ' A ptlace where a bird, ie.,
cleatve to the ground: or to which it keeps: or
where it fall upon its breast. And particularly,]
The seat, orform, of a hare: (TA:) [pl. ,..]

_ _ A bird, and a hare, and the like, that
is confined, or set up, to be killed; (A 'Obeyd, S,
Mgh;) that is made to cleave to the ground

(..;J), and then shot at, or cast at, until it is
killed; (S, Mgh ;) which manner of killing is
forbidden: (S ) or any animal that is set up and
shot at, or cast at, and [so] killed: (A'Obeyd,
TA:) or a sheep, or goat, that is shot at writh
arrows: ('Ikrimeh,Mgh:) or a sheep, or goat,
that is stoned (Sh, Mgh,TA) until it die, and is
then eaten. (TA.)

a:. and i:.

1. .;t. and b (S, Msb, 10) %Z;4 ,i,, (S,
M9b,) aor. ' and,, inf. n. . and M, (S,
Mqb,V ,) Hesat upon his knees; (IC,TA;) for
the purpose of contention or disputation, or the

like: (TA:) or l. [and .] he kneeled; put
himnelf in a Ineling posture; which is the mode
of sitting of him who is contending or disputing:
(AZ, .lar p. 512:) [or he put domn Ais Anees
upon the ground and raised his buttocks; i. e. he
kneeled with his body and thighs erect, or nearly
so: see ,l:] and ~ j U lie fell [upon his

knee]; and Vs.U l1.. [theyfell upon the knees,
and sank bachwards so as to rest the body uepon
the heeli or un the lef foot bent sideways

beneath; for] . is the manner of sitting of the
4L ' [in prayer]: (Ram p. 287:) or e., (g,

TA,) inf. n. .;. and ., (A,) he stood upo
the extrernities of his toes; ( ;) like l..; from
which AO reckons it to be formed by substitution
[of .b for S]; but IJ says that they are two dial.
vars. (TA.) Aboo-Thumnmch says,

[I contending, or disputing, mith themn one time
standing, and falling upon my knees whe/. they

"' '- ' '
II,) inf. n. ~.'; (TA ;) I collected camels, and
sheep or goats. (Sghl, g.)

3 : .1 J' ; i ¢, (I, and so in
some copies of the S,) or ; Jl " ; ,;
(so in other copies of the S,) [I sat, or sat mith
him, with my knee to his knee, each of us sitting
upon his knees, in contending or disputing: see
1]: and 4,.. alone, (? voce ~Jl..,) [signifies
the same,] inf. n. t; (]g and TA voce ;ySt..)
[and '. ;: see also 6].

4. 4q.1 (9, o) He made him to sit upon his
knees: [see 1:] or he made him to stand upon
the extremities of his toes. (K.)

d.~q.4 >11 l Iq [They sat together upon
their knees], (S, .K,) in contending or disputing;
inf. n. t;l and L.., which are [properly
inf. ns. of 3, but are] thus used as inf. ns. of a
verb to whiich they do not conformn. (TA.)_
b..ain. l JJU i ,I".:JI is like j*14.Zjt [The
vying, one with another, in lif.ing the stone, for
trial of strength]. (TA.)

1.., or ', [pl. of q., q. v. - Also] A
company, or congregated body, of men; (TA;)
or so tV ;,. (Bd in xlv. 27) [or t /s]: and
companies, or congregated bodies, thereof. (TA.)
It has the former meaning in a trad., where it is

said, 4to' . -A; ;'£'
[They shall become, on thAe day of resurrection,
a company, or congregated body, each people
followinng its prophet: or here the pl. meaning
is more reasonable]: and the latter in the trad.,

j. > j) [Such a one is of the com-
panies, or congregated bodies, of [ell; or IHell-
fire], accord. to one recital: otherwise, Vj' ' .
,&;, of those that sit upon the knees therin.
(TA.)~ -J1 is also said to have been A certain
idol, to which sacrifices were performned. (TA.)

*j": see what next follows, in two places:
_- and see '..I
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' and t ,4/ and t V;. Stones collected
togetaer: (9, ] :) or the stones of earth collected
togetAer like the [mound over a] grave: and the
fint, a hillock: or a htap of earth: (TA:) or
collected earth: (yam p. 399:) or a quantity
collected of earth &c.: (yam p. 381:) and (hence,
]lam p. 381) a gave: (TA, Yam pp. 381 and

899:) pl. i~, (TA, Ilam p. 399,) or 0 i.

(/lam ib.) It is said in a trad., ;i.l ~ j, jJ ;

4. r saw the tombs of the martyrs [to be]
collections of earth. (TA.) And .~.Jl (pl.

of *'-, TA) and .aj&,Jl s (pl. of * *., TA)
signify Il'l,at are collected, in the sacred territory,

of tite stones of the jL% [or pebbles cast at Minc]:

(8:) or this is a mistake; ( ;) pointed out by
~gh in thc T9 : (TA:) the meaning is, mhat are
collected together of the stones that are set [in
heaps] at the limits of the sacred territory: or

the ,,L L;l [or stones set up around the Kaabelh]
upon which victims were slain in sacrifice. (8,
TA.) AIso i. q. ;j, [A live coal; or piece

of.fire; &c.]: (v:) or so t ;_t. and *o?:
(TA:) or '. i ,.: (Fr, TA:) asserted by
Yasgooh to be formed by substitition [of 4p for
5]. (TA.) Andl The middle [of a tihing].
(IAqr, K, TA: but omitted in the Cl~ and in
a MS. copy of the .K.) Anid Tie otlody, w:ith

the li,nl,s or membhers; syn. : (K :) or so
*., -Sp ' !'
o,:q: pl. t .. (Sb,TA.)-And , A S. rcat,

or large, man. (IShi, TA.) See also t..

i1;t: see ,., in tilrce plaices.

fi. i. q. _ [npp. as meaning A person;

or the hftly of n man, like .t nandl i..]; as
also t t... (Sgl, K.) - [Andl hence, perhaps,]
Incubus, or niyhtmare. (TA. [Bliut in this scnlse
it is written in the 1'A .., withlout ., andl with-
out any syll. sigin.) = Also i. q. olj. [lequital,
or compen.sation]. (1K.)-Andl Qunntity, mea-

sure, size, btilh, or ertent; and a,t.ount, sun, or
nu,Lber, (K, TA,) as, for instance, of a pecople,
or comrlany of men. (TA.)

4c.: see the next preceding paragraph.

,. Sitting upon his knees: or standing upon
the extremities o!f his toes: (J :) and [simply]
sitting: or [hneeling with his body and thighs
erect, or nearly so; i. e.] putting down his hnees
[upon the ground] and raising his buttocks:
(TA:) [see also 1, of which it is the part. n.:]

pl. ~ and . .; (1 ;) or these may be pie.,

like 5 and ., pis. of JQl; or inf. ns. used
as epithets [as is indicated in the J]. (Er-Righib,

TA.) You say 5~. .. [A company of men
sitting upon their knees] ; (, Mgb;) like as you

say j~ .~ and 1** i·. (e.) And
hence, in the ]~ur [xil. 73], 7 .3 ';,il i, ;

, mand l,pq. also, with kesr to the ~ because

of the kesr of the letter following it, [And ne
nill lea a the wrongdoers therein, sitting upon

their knees.] (S.) And ,,0 ; > di:

see 1. (TA.) And, in the jur [xlv. 27], t,.iJ

Zil. Li tL( (TA) And tho shalt nsee esry
F 
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people sitting upon the knees, (Bd, Jel,) in an
upright posture, not at ease: (Bd:) or congre-

gated; (Bd, Jel ;) from ;.. signifying "a com-
pany," or "congregatel body." (Bd.) Whence,

(TA,) QIOlJI ij. The [forty-fifth] chapter, of

the Kur-dn, next after that called ,ll.JI. (9,
TA.) -[E.Jl, or #- L J tJI, tThe

constellation Hercules.]

I[~ .. A place of sitting upon the knees.]

R. Q. 1. _ He mentioned a .t.;

[or chief, &c.] of lhi people. (T A .). ,
She gave birth to a t- .. (TA.) And

I eJ . She brought forth her child a

(A.)

see the following paragraph. - Also
A lown, an ignoble, a vile, a mean, or a sordid,
man; possessing no manly qualities. (AA, T,
.K.) [Tllus it bears two contr. significations.]

;R (SA, A,10 and t(K)A chief,

lord, master, or man of ankh or quality or dis-
tinction: (9, A, K :) or one nwho is liberal, boun-
tiful, or rmuniicent ; or one ieho is noble, or
genuerous: (TA:) and one n'ho hastens [to render
aid] in cases of evil: (A :) pl. (of the former,
S, A, TA, [or of the latter accord. to analogy,])

" .w (8, A, I) and (of thel same, A, TA)

4.t~ (A, K) and t1 _: (K :) it is said

in the S that these two are pls. of the first pl.;
the S in the former of them being substituted for
the t5 in tIhe latter of thlenl, whichl is rejected;
for one of thlese two letters must be retained, but
both cannot be together: thlis assertion in the ;,
however, is well refuted by MF. (TA.)

1. ., aor. t, inf. n. _ and nl , lie

denied a thing; disacknowledged it; (L, MFj)
in an absolute sense, whether knowing it to be
otherwise than as he represented it to be or not.
(MF.) [It is uned by gramnalians, and often
by others, as relating to something past, or sup-
posed or asserted to be past; and thus, in a more

- , - -- -

restricted sense than .3j.] You say, £~ .. ,

and ri, inf. ns. as above; [and V o~ .; (see

3 in art._,.-, where a~ ... is used in explaining
'tpi; and see what follows;)] lie denied, or

disacknowledgedl, his right, or due, knowing it
to be such, (9, A,' Mb, V, MF,) and also, not
knowring it; (MF;) the doing of which is also
termed #;,*i: (TA:) but accord. to some, it is
made trans. by means of ,, only by its being
made to imply the meaning of i&. (MF.).
Also Hei.., He found him to be niggardly, or
avaricious: (Q:) or he found him to posses
little good; i. e., to be either niggardly orpoor.

~(TA.)_~, (e~,,) aor. ~n. )infn. ,
(8,) He (a man) was, or became, niggardly, or
avaricious; ( ;) possessed little good; (9, V ;)
as also t.n1: (9:) or his property became

dissipated or dispersed, and passed away; and
so t the latter verb. (AA, TA.) - It (anything,
TA) was, or became, little in quantity, or scanty.
(j, TA.) - It (a person's life, TA) was, or
became, strait, and difficult. (j,' TA.) - It
(a plant) was, or became, scanty; (S;) did not

grow tall. (9, j.)_ W,j'l , .' The land
became dry, and of no good. (L.)_ oj1 ,

[Our year nwas, or became, one of little rain:
see ,.]. (A.)

3: see 1.

4: see 1, in two places.

,~ and f _ and ? Paucity, or
scantiness, of good; ($, C;) which means both
n;ijgardliness and poverty: (A:) straitnesi of

the means of sub.istence; as also t ~.. (TA.)
One says, * L.;. . . ;i iJ (g) and al 1,

· I1., (LT in art. 3f.) [May God decree strait-
ne.s, or di.fficulty, to him, and poverty]: a form
of imprecation. (TA.) ~ .. ns an epithet,

fem. with;: see l-. , in three places.

see , in four places.

(_ (It ) and * , and T. l (s)
A man niggardly, or avaricious; ( ;) posessing

little good. (S, X.) [Hlience,] ;t .~ 1jl Dry

land, in which is no good. (L.) And ~* `k,
(S,) or ., (A,) Ai year in which is little
rain. (S.) Also ,~. , A thick and short

horse: fem. wiil ;: pl..1 w. (g.)

~..: see e .

;.l. (applied to a man, TA) Sqlow in emitting

his seminalfluid; syn. J!p1q 1 Jb,. (1N.)

1.J. I: see j...

1. 'a., (A,1 ,) nor. :; (K;) and *..qI,

(9, Msb, j,) and t*_., (1K,) and t_ t,
(A,) said of a [lizard of the kind called] .', (A,

Msb, K,) and of a jerboa, and of a serpent, (Meb,)

[&c., (see _.,)] It entered its burrons, or hole;

(S, A, : ;) betooh itself to it for refuge; or

resorted to it. (Msb.) - [Hence,] :

[and :.; ..sJ or ,j,.w'Jl (see :.i'.)] His
eye sank, or became depressed, in his head. (,

A,y V.) _1 J t[The sun et,
or became near to settinJg]. (TA.)-And .isq.

~.,.Jl t The sun rose high, (74,) so that the shade
receded and contracted. (TA.) ' said of a
man, tHe retreated, or retired; remained behind;

or held back. (S, TA.)_.t Il ,?- t The [rain

called] n ithheld itself: (A :) he [or] th e ason
called] j did not give us rain. (J.).-And

'j&.J1 '~ 4. taood, or prosprity, kept back
from us, (i,* TA,) and did not betide us. (TA.)
~8ee also 4.

4. *j 
1 He made it (a [lizard of the kind

called] [&c.]) to enter its burrov, or hole;
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(S, 1;) as also t~.4.: (K:) and it (rain)
constrained it (a ,o [&c.]) to enter its burrow,
or. hole. (A,* TA.)_[Hence,l .l nI

F [Fright drove tkem into their dwellings]. (A.)
- WI LJI ;..I..l : Drought, or dearth,
brought the people into strait, or narrow, circaum-
stances. (A.)-And l1.i 1 jl'~. ; t Ile con-
strained him, or compelled him, to have recourse
to, or to betake himelf to, or to do, such a thing.

(I,'* TA.) '... ll _a.~.1 : The people, or com-
tmny of men, entered upon a time of drought,

(i,) and difficulty. (TA.) ._..;JI ~.-e-t
t The stars (i. e. the stars of winter, TA) occa-
io,ned no rain. (1 , TA.)

5 1 see 1; each in two places.

8. for i [a , or hol .(S, .
*for itself a bur-row., or hole. (8, K.)

&c.] made

10: see 1.

· ~ A deep-bottomied cavern. (II.)

'_ (S, A, Mgh, Msb, 1) and ,(lit. (S,
K) The burron,, or hole, (M, ]l,) of a [lizard of
the kind called] ./,, (A, Mgh, Msb, MF,) and
i of a jerboa, and i of a serpent, (Mgh, Msb,
MF,*) and t of any venomous reptile or the like,
and wild beast, (AM, I,) or of any creature that is
not of a large size; (TA;) and [the den] of a
hyena: (g in art. j-.:) pl. [of mult.] of the
former, ij (8, Msb, g [in the Cg I ])
and [of pauc.] jl .a. (., g.) And [hence,]
the former, (A,) or t the latter, or both, (IAth,
TA,) The vulva of a woman; the pudendum
muliebre: and : the anus. (IAth, TA.) You
say, j.!) La. t [Protect thou (0 woman)
tay pudendum]. (A.) And it is said in a tiad.,

(by 'Aisheh, A,) t?Ol,nJI a i l e.; I li
(;, TA) t When a womnan has the menstrual dis-
charge, the vulva isforbidden: (TA :) or, (accord.
to one reading, TA,) j1p..~Jl .j, i. e. both
(A) the vulva and the anus (TA) areforbidden;
(A, TA ;) one having been forbidden before.
(TA.) -[Hence likewise,] the former siglifies
also tA hole, or aperture, (e..,) Atlnce rain-
nater.fiows. (Q and TA in art. ,kJ.)

ijI~ ($, ]) and _.4 (1) tA svere, hard,
or distressful, year; (, J];) one of drought,
dearth, or unfruitfulness, (s,) and of little rain;
because it drives the people into the tents, or
houses. (TA.)

/ 15.~ ,j i. q. *;.- or *;_,p (accord.
to different copies of the ],) i.e. t An eye deep,
or depressed, in its sochet. (TA.) It occurs in a
trad., in a description of Ed-Dejj(l; but Az says
that [in this instance] it is correctly ,.j,, with .
(TA.)

;51~_: see .- , in three places.

>.I. [Entering a burrow, or hole: and also]
tremaining behind, not having come up to others;
(Ii, TA;) applied to a horse or the like, &c.
(TA.) _j.l [is its pi., signifying] Entering
into burrows, or holes, ($, J,) and hiding-places:

($:) entering secretly into [their] habitations:
(KL:) and also tremaiaing behind; applied to
wild animals &c. (TA.)

',, (K,) pl..;. :l,d., (S,A,) A hidning-
place; (S, A, K ;) a place of refuge. (1K.)

. . . 6 4. . .- .

j.a,. c' or t_.: see ;o.Z'..e

1. , (Ks, S, Mgh, K,') aor. ', (Mg,h,

K,) inf. n. ~, (S, K.,) It scratched it, or the
like, (namely the skin, S, Mgh, K, or a man's
side, Ks,) so as to abrade the surface, (Mgh, K,)
or so as to abrade the skin; (Ks;) syn. s..-..,

(Ks, K,) and ,a..: (Mgh, :) or i. q. a:
or it signifies more than this last: (Ks, K:) or
less than this last: (Lth, K:) and it (an arrow)
made a mark upon it; [or grazed it;] namely, a
wanil. (Mgh.) You say, a. .j :5 'L,a
[A thing struck him, and abraded the .urtfatce of'
the shin ofh isj;ce]: and de [in hin, or it, is

on abrasion of the shin]: (S, TA:) or ,.- is
not in the face, nor [anywhere] in the body
[except in the side]. (L, TA.) It is said in a
trad., respecting Mohammad,a j o ;

JL: Hefellfrom a horse, and the skin of his side
was scratched, or lacerated, or abraded. (Mghl,*
TA.) [See also ..--. ]

_. A young as.; (S, Msb, K;) domestic
and wild: or before it becomes big: (TA:) or
from the time nwhen it is brought .forth until it
becomes bigfrom sucking: when it has completed
the year, it is called ,A,J: (As :) [or the latter
is applied to a wild ass of that age:] pl. [of
pauc.] .l.,t l (so in a copy of the S) and [of
mult.] l.t and U~. (S, Msb, K) and

, ... (MI.b) and ;. .: (As, TA:) [dim.

uLe :] and fem. .. (S, K.) It is said
in a prov.,J&")l .k3 ,J -,, (A, TA,) i. e.,
Seek thou, or pursue thou, the young as nwhen
the full-grown asses outstrip thee: applied to
him who seeks much, and it escapes him; so
one says to him, Seek thou less than that. (TA.)
[Meyd gives ;ziJl in the place of ~J .] Also
: A mare's colt; (A, . ;) as being likened to a
young ass. (TA.)_.-And S A gazelle; (Ibn-
'Abbid, kI;) in the dial. of Hudheyl: (TA:)
or a young gazelle; (A, TA;) in that dial.; occur-
ring in a poem of Aboo-Dhu-eyb; but accord.
to one relation, the word there is .i;. (TA.)

- _ The side, (.K, TA,) of a man: (TA:)
and a lateral, or an adjacent, part, or place, or

tract. (Sh, l(.) You say, " . 1 His£

side was hit, or hurt. (TA.) And ,.i j,J;
A.Jj. Such a one alighted in the adjacent

part or tract. (TA.) A man who retires to
a distance, apart from others: (S:) wvho alights
apart from others, and does not mix with them:
(IDrd,l :) who lives alone, with none to in-
commode him in his house. (AHn.) You say,

1.ga. ;M i~ Jj; Such a one alighted alone;
apart from others. (TA.)

[Boox T.

[dim. of You say, , 
oa.-, He is one whlo follows his own opinion
only, (S, A, 1},) who has his gain to himself ex-
clusively, (TA,) and does not consult others, nor
mix with themn; (IK, TA;) as also av-j . ec;
[q. v.;] meaning dispraise; (S, A, TA;) the man
being thereby likened to a [little] young ass.
(TA.)

-A,_1_. * [A tent] apart f.ont the tribe.
(TA.)

,L L. One wvhose sidle ( TA) is hit,
or hurt. (K, TA.)

........ .,, .1. J , nor.:, (S, K,) inf. n. 3

(T, S, TA) and ., (M, TA,) Mis eyeball,
the globe of his eye, was pIrominent (T, M, K,
TA) and apparent: (TA:) or was large (S, K,
TA) andt prominent; (S, TA ;) as though a l,orge
pearl catme forth fomn the eyelids. (Jm,TA.)

U 4st k. : lie looked into, or exfviied,
hiJ deed, and san the evil that he had done:
(K :) and it may mean he looked into his face,
andfl rem;udled him of the evil of his deed. (Az,
TA.) Tlhe Arabs also say, ,O .a.t, '. i ,
meaning t I will assuredly shom thee tahe evil of
the e.ffect of tly hand. (Az, TA)

2. 'a~.., inf. n. , Ilc looked sharply,
or intently. (K.)

o't-.:1-: see ; :i:l.
, ; see .

l The part [nwhich is next belo,, or around,
the eye, and] vwhich is called the, .. ~ of the eye.
(IDrd, Az, L, 1K.)_ And, (Az, .K,) in one copy
[of the work of IDrd, i.e. the Jm,] (Az,) The edge
of the gland of the penis. (Az, JI.) - CUit~:
see c:.

O ~ -: see .

l~-. A man having the eyeball, or globe of
the eye, prominent and apparent; (TA ;) or.
large and prominent; (S, TA;) as also , ,
in which the . is augmentative. (S, TA.) And

'":' '.fi.' i A man whos blacks of his eyes

,,re prominent. (TA.) You say also, l_ ,y.
.. - 1 ., 

:';% , and 'J. ', meaning Such a one
is looking at me intently. (T, TA in art. j.)
And 4. and I,~, [which are pis. of I ,]
applied to men, simnify Raising the eyJes, and
looking fixedUy; or stretching and raising tahe
sight; or openitng the eyes and not moving the
eyelids. (L, TA.)

O s:'d. ', (so in copies of the S, and in the
L,) or t .'ti"l, (so in a copy of the S, and
so accord. to a copy of the KL, in which the
sing. is written bi.la,., though Golius, on the
authority of that work, writes it "i4,) or
V write, accord. to Lth, (TA,) or t bas
(as written in one copy of the S,) The two blacks
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of the eye [or rather of the tn'o eyes]. (Lth, 8,
L, TA.)

Lqa.: see IiJ_.
IB C

i. 'i_, aor.:, (1g,) inf. n. ' _, ('TA,)
He, or it, stripped off; scraped off, or other'isec
remored, its supe,ficial part; (];) [anid so

lta. 1; for you say,] P1S 3jl JeJ *... 
7'0 torrent stripped off [or swept awvay] the
supel)ficial parts of the valley. (TA.) -_ lIe,
or it, took away, carried away, or removed, the
whole of it, or the greater part of it, or much
of it; or swept it awayr: (], TA :) or, as some

say, vehemently. (TA.) And ia/..ta.; [an inf. n.
of 4 u....] signifies The taking a thing, taking
it away, removing it, or sweeping it atway. (TA.)
- He, or it, destroyed, and extirpated, him, or

it; as also t' a. . and d4 ' -. _ . (Mgh.)
- It (a bucket) took it and bore it awvay;
namely, water. (S, .K.) li- e collected it, .L
fir'" himself. (K.)- lie laded it out with his

hand or wnith a lulle, namenly, food, (IAn.r,K,) and

bevcrnge, (TA,) J for him. (IAar, K.)_ lie
threwv it (a thing, IDrd) by kicking it with hIis
1;s,t. (I Drd, K.)_ - 1 (K) ndl tO-i.
(TA) lIe snatched away the ball (K, TA) firom
the grotund. (TA in explanation of the former.
Sec also a~.i.) - [The inf. n.] . also sig-

nifies Tho act of eating (AA, 8, TA) what is

calledl ., (8,* TA,) or butter with dlates, or
with dried dlates. (AA,S.)_ And The act of
.strihing, or smiting, with the sword. (AA, S,
TA.)- And The act of ejectinp, or exlelling.
(KL.) -And The doing damge, or an injury.
(KL. [See also 4.])- And - lfe in-

dined with hikm., (K, TA,) o agyainst

another: and in like manner, J - [he in-

clined to him]. (TA.) c .~ l Ie (a man)
was offected wvith the flux of the belly termedl

Jl_.. (TA.)

3. ,_.., inf. n. ~"aL : see 1._
(S, K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) also signifies lie
]pushed, or pressed, against, or upon, himn, or it;
(5, K, TA ;) and so _l: (TA:) and clave
to hinm., or it: (.Iam p. 62:) and J [which
is also an inf. n. of the same verb] signlifies the
pushing, or presing, one against another, or one
upon another, in war: and the striving, struggling,
contending, or conflicting, in an afftair. (AA,
TA.) llence the saying of El-Ahnaf, .t t, lI

,;,,,v. .~ o,,--~ ~,}, .. s ,..q-., .,.

[I amn, among 'Tenecem, only like the milking-
vessel of the p)astor,] upon vwhich they press, or
crowad, together [on the day of coming to water].
(TA.)_-lIe was, or became, near to him, or
it. (S, IF, K.) So in the phrase ,.,UI ... ,
[He wvas, or became, near to committing the
crime, or sin, or act of disobedience]. (IF, TA.)
[See also 4.] - Z_ jAq. He repeUed from

him. (TA.) -_ [The inf. n.] Jad.- also signifies

The act of fighting, or combating: (i:) and
slaying. (TA.) - And A bucket's striking

against the mouth of the well, so that its water
pours out, and sometimes it becomes rent. (S, g.)

4. J ~1 , (inf. n. l ,. Msb,) Be, or
it, took away, carried away, or removed, him, or
it; (S, Msb, ;) said, in this sense, of a torrent:
(MAsb:) and extirpated him, or it; (, Mgh,
Misb;) said of a torrent, (S, Msb,) and of time,
or fortune, and of a calamity. (TA.) See also 1.
-He, or it, did damage, or an injury, to him.

(KL,* MA.) [See also 1.] It is said by one of

the sages, i. _,. 1 . iJ.I j; ;. [He ,vho
prefers the enjoyments of the present life mars his
enjoyments of the lie to come]. (TA.) And you

,- .. .. ---
say, Jii &It 'zi,i- .1Vant reduced hinm to

poverty, (K,;TA,) and caused his property to

pass awnay. (TA.) And LJI : ~. I Thle year
n,as, or became, one of drought, and dearth, or
sterility. (Msb.) [Accord. to Fei,] .l. is
met. used as meaning tThe making to suffer
excessive loss or detriment. (Mshb.) [It is also
used as a simple subst., meaning Damage, har,m,

or itnjry: pl. ,i...] - ie imposed upon
him,, or tasked himn with, (namely, his slave,
Msh,) that ,vtich he vwas unable to do. (M.sb,
TA.)_[Hence, perhaps, tHIe strained it, or
wrested it; namely, a word, or an expression.]
_lIe approached him, or it; was, or became,

uear to him, or it. (S, K.) [See also 3.] -lle
approached it, or drew near to it, (namely, a
road,) baut did ,tot enter it. (TA.) And _ 1

se, said of an enemy, and of a torrent, or rain,
lie, or it, ,l,proached them, or drew. near to
them, but missed them. (TA.) lie wvas near
to.filling short of accomplishing it, namely, an

lihir, oir (f loinl' whtat evas requisite therein; or
n as near to being remnis. therein. (TA.)

6. IA. . They reached, or hit, one another
rilth stares, (IK, TA,) in the 0, with bows, (TA,)

and sw,ords, (1~, TA,) in fighting. (TA.) Hence

the l,lrasc, in atrad., tradi., ;. 3 . il,
i. e., Vhen Kureysh slhall contend together in

.fi:lhtJbr dominion. (TA.)_n e ; w l/~.
''hey7 contended toetlher in snatchinig an'ay the
ball (l ' ~) with the goff-sticks, (1,* TA,)
after rolling it along. (TA.)

8. a/1n.1 : see 1, in three places. - Also He
seized it, took it, or carried it off, byforce. (IK,
TA.). lie took it up, namely, the food called
.t., with tie thriee fingers. (Sgh, lK.) - He

exhtausted it, namely, the water of a well, (K,
TA,) with the hand or wvith a vessel. (TA.)

I ;a: see the next paragraph.

,.' A portion of clarified butter. (Sgh, 1.)
-See also the next paragraph. l An affection
resembling ju. [or pain and griping] in the
belly, (g, TA,) arising fton indigestion. (TA.)
[See also jt..] .] The playing with the ball;

as also t .. [inf. n. of .. , q. v.]. (K.)

&.q. .A portion of water remaining in the
tides of a matering-trough or tank; as also
~ Lt .. (Kr, ]i.) - The water that is ex-

haustedfrom a cell: or, that remains in tihe well
after the exhausting [of the rest]. (g.)-A

small quantity of thefood called o~, 1 in a vessel,
not jilling it. (1..)_ The quantity that is lad7ed
out at once, of food: or a handjid: (IAr, -:)

pi. _.I (TA.) _ A portion of scattered
herb,age in the j ; (a mistake for ,3, meaning
the most elevated pisot, TA) qf a desert, (I, TA,)
resembling waters on all its sides, such as that tlhe
seeker of water knorots ot which of the Vwaters is
the nearest to the extremity thercof. (TA.)

t~.- Tlhat carries aaruy everything; ppl,lied
to a torrent; (S, K;) as also t.; (TA;)
and to death. (S, g.) - Death [itself]. (.S, .)

Af flux of the belly, arising irom indigestion :
(S, K :) or a pai n that attachks in consequence of
enting flesh-tmeat bvitholut briead. (TA.) [See

also a;iu..]

~.),_. A bucket (.;>) that takes and bears
away water. (S, Kl.) -Food of the kind called

&J remaining in the middle of a bowl (IA.r,K.)

t_.: see jt_.c

tA_oj 1w4 5:Jt . The thing pased by
approaching, or coming near. (S.)__. .
A year that renders the cattle lean: or a year
thitat destroys people, or impoverishes them, or

injures theitn ( , ) by slaughter, or by
matring, or destroying, the cattle. (TA.)-And
'a_., alone, .A calamity; (K;) because it
extirminates people. (TA.)

J3. A man affected with the fluix of the
Ielly termed j~. (S, K.)

Q. 1. ,_., (S, Ii,) inf. n. a1., (TA,)
lle prostrated himn on the ground; thremv hins

donn: (S, .K:) and sometimes they said, a..
(S.)~ lie reproved, chid, or reproached, him
fob his deed; or didso severely. (Sgh, }.)

Q. 2. 1;a .3 They congregated; collected
themselves toyether. (S, ]K.)

J-'. An army: (S :) or a numerous army.
(.K.) MF holds it to be formed, with an aug-

mnenttive J, from 1..A..., meaning "the taking,"
or " carrying," a tlhing "away." (TA.) A great
man: (1.:) or a man of great estimation or
dignity. (S.) -A generous, noble, or high-born,
chief or lord. (l.) - Great in the sides.
(IAar, .)

'. T 'lThe lip (S, O) of a solid-hoofed animal,
(S,) [i. e.,] of a horse, a mule, and an as: (1[ :)
and metaphorically applied to that of a man,
which is properly termed i.: (TA:) not, as
some assert, peculiarly the upper lip: (MF:)
pl. J,j-f. (TA.)- Also, (K,) "'i*,.

(TA,) Two callosities (Q1j) in the two arans
of the horse, (K.,) resembling two marks made
with a hot iron, facing each other, in the inner
side of each arm. (TA.)

Ja~~. (with an augmentative O, ) Thick.
lipped. (S, .. )

11
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l .G ,U *or.', inf n. a;9 .; and
_, , aor. :, inf. n. and _. [accord.

to the C ,g_] and ; The fire burned,
burned up, burned brightly orfiesly, blazed, or
.flamd; a(, TA;) and had many live coals, and
mucAh flame: (TA in explanation of the latter
verb; and so the former or the latter is explained
in a copy of the ., in which it is imperfectly
written:) or the former signifies it became great:
(TA:) and , 1 it became vehement; said
of fire, and also of war. (.yam p. 810.) _. 4,
aor. ', He kindled fire; made it to burn, burn
up, burn brightly orfiercely, blaze, or flam. (1.)

4. q.l, (.,],)inf n. ;.t l, (TA,) lIe
refrained, forbore, abstained, or desisted, from
it; (, 1g;) namely, a thing; like ~. l: (.:)
but the former is a rare dial. var. (gar p. 95.)
Both these verbs bear contr. significations; being
used as meaning .He advanced, or mentforward:
and also he receded, or dreo back. (MF.)~
tLi , 1.. lie, or it, was near to destroying, or
killing, such a one. (1.)~ See also 1.

5. ,*.3 He burned with vehmence of dsire,
or covetowu~n, and niggardline ; (1Y ;) as also

_1 from *1 `. (TA.)_Hence,

also, (TA,) i. q. j 'ISt [app. meaning He became
straitened in disposition]. (g.) You say also,

L t^ . j, ~i. e., 4L. [app., He becomes
straitened in disposition against ua]: a phrase
mentioned by EI-Muadhiree on the authority of
Aboo-TA1ib. (TA.)

6: see 5, in two places.

'a.. The burning, burning brightly or
fiercely, blazing, or flaming, of fire; (Ham
p. 77;) as also t 4.: (TA:) or vhemence of
burning or blazing orJflaming: (B4 in xxxvii. 95:)
or it is an epithet applied to fire because of its
rednes [or as meaning red]. (Yam ubi supra.)
- See also ..

,~ A fire burning, or blazing, orJflaming,
whenmtly; (.;) as also ,em.: (yam p. 810:)
and any fire having one part abovt another; as
also *° and V °a~ ; (1 ;) of which last
the pl. is .~ : (TA:) or Aaving many live
coals, andflaming much: (so in a oopy of the :)
and any at fire in a pitor the like; (., ,;)
from the saying in the lgur [xxxvii. 95], t,i
,ggmmq.Jl ) .jiJU L4i al IjZX [They said, Build

ye for him a building, and east him into the great
fire therein]. (g.) And ,w..jl is one of the
names of T. fire [of Hel]; (., TA;) from
which may God preserve us. (TA.) See also

.;14 Niggardly, tenacious, stingy, penmurious,
or avaricious: (.:) from : 4 , meaning
"the straitne, and vehemence, of war." (TA.)

l : ee r Also Live coals G )
vhmuntly burning or blazing or flaming. (1.)

And a place whemently hot; (8, ;) as also

t,.e- (1i ) El-Aasha says,_;_1_ ;>11 [app.
meaning tDcath is like a burning, or fiercely-
burning, fire]. (..) See also a . ...... .
.#jaJI The main part [or the thick] of tlw war
or battle: (1}:) or the straitness thereof: (TA:)
and the vehemence of thefighlt or slaughter, in the
scene therof (K.) You say, , JII , Im

S [He warmed hinmself with the heat, or vehemence,
of the battle]. (TA.)_-_ .,a.tJl Fire: (TA:)
or, [as an epithet,] fire burning, burning brightly
orfierely, blazing, orflaming. (Ham p. 77.)

1. , ao, her. ', (S, Msb,) inf. n. ., (S, Mgh,
Msb, I,) lie cut it, or cut it off. (, Mgh, MSb,
'.) This is the primary signification. (Mgh.)
You say of a weaver, lt& He cut off a piece
of cloth [sufficient for a garment or the like, from
the web]. (S, K.) And J .l ., (S, Mgh, L,)

aor. ', (S, L,) inf. n. (, L, K) and ; .
(Lh, Mgh, L) and 1~.; (Lb, L; [in thc L, the
last two forms are mentioned as inf. ns., and the
formner of them is mentioned as inf. n. in the
Mgh; but in the K, they arc only mentioned as

syn. with ...; and in the S, it seems to be
implied that they are simple substa., or quasi-
inf. ns.;]) i.q. ,. ; (Lh, , Mgh, ];*) [like
;. 4 . and a,. ;] i. e., iHe cut off the fruit of the
palm-trees. (Mh, L. [See alsob .1....]) And
... ·- * .el ·

a3L1 ,.f ~,1. The shA-camel's teats were cut
of by some accident that befellU her: (As, TA:)
or, in consequenes of injury occasioned to her by
the jt.. [q. v.]. (S.) And (,4 [inf. n. of

signifies The cutting off the teat of a

camel. (KL.) You say also, ;L.1 J.5 ~ May
thy mother's breasts be cut off: a form of impre-
cation against a man; and implying a wish for
his separation. (A9, L, from a trad.)-See also 5.
in,-, aor. , inf. n. ;., It (a garment, TA,

or a thing, S, Msb, TA) wtras new; (S, L, Myb,
1;) [as though nemly cut off from the web;]
from . as signifying "he cut," or "cut off."
(L.) [See also 6.] ., like 3, (MSb,)

sec. per. ;.., [like its syn. ",] (L,

M9b,) aor. ; (Msb;) or .., with damm,
(Mgh,) sec. pers. ,, (,) [aor. ;] inf. n.

q.; (S,* Mgh, L, Mb ;) He was, or became,
fortunate, or possessed of good.fortune, (S, Mgh,
L, M9 b,) or of good worldlyfortune; (TA;) he
advanced in the wormld, or in worldly circum-
stances; (Mgh ;) A* by the affair, or event,

a a
whether good or evil; (L;) or .tiJk by the

9 - A -, .i
thing. (Msb.) And W JJ~ , as also

J They become poesed of good for-
tune, and riche, or competence, or sufficiency.

(Ibn-Buzsurj, L.) [You say also, ,. jq.t: so in
a copy of the A: probably a mistransription for

*s. o-, which see below: if not, meaning His

fortune became good; or his good fortune in-
creaed in goodnm: or, perhaps, his di~ty

became great; from whlat next follows]. ,~ .
0ea -;, {S, *A,) or Pi 8 A and_:j3

(Mgh,) aor. ,, in£ n. o, ($,) He was, or be-
came, great, or of great dignity or estimation, in

mny eye, or in the eyes of men, and their minds.
(S, A, Mgh.) It is said in a trad. of Anas, j;IA

Le' t,C.. jl.3 ;.,l W~ 1:;I . l, i.e.,
[A man of vs, when he recited the chapter of
ri,e Cow and that of the Family of 'Imrdn (the
second and third chapters of the Kur-n),] usd
to be great in our eyes. (S.) .~' 1 ~ J.,. (.,

A, K,) or 1. ~, (L,) or , (Mqb,)
Saor. (S, L, Msb, K) and ', (L, Ir,) inf. n .u.,

(., .K,) or .. , (L, MSb,) being a simple
subst.; (Msb ;) and e. ,..; (L, ] ;) Ie was
serious, or in earnest, '(, A, L, MSb, l,) in the
affair, (S, A, },) or in his affair, (L,' or in his

xpeech; (Mob;) yn. (/; (L;) ontr. of ,i.
(L, Myb. [In the 8 and A and X, the inf. n. is
said to signify the contr. of J'; and in the ,
it is also said to be syn. with .I)-And
.. 9 l i,_ (As, 8, L, Msb, j,) nor.; and , (S, Msb,

i,) inf. n. ,, (S,* , TA,) or this is a simple
3-

subst., and the inf. n. is ; (M.b;) and di t,4 .I;
(As, 8, L, 1C ;) signify also lHe strove, laboured,
or toiled; exerted himtueilfor his power or efforts or
enideavours or ability; employed himself vriorously,
strenuously, laboriously, diligently, sttudiously, se-
dulously, earnestly, or with eneryy; was diligent,
or studious; tooh pains, or extraordinary pains;
in the affair. (As, S, L, Ms., g.) And _-

JI le strore, laboured, toiled, or exerted him-
self, in going, or journeyting, or in hit eoure,
or pace; t he hastened therein: and in like
manner, 1 ...I t he hastened his course, or

pace. (L.) And . ... , [mcaning His labour,
or ezxertion, or energy, was, or became, great,

or extraordinary: or] meaning 1.~. ,on ijl!
[his labour, &c., increased in labour, &c.]: or it
may mean rwat was not [his] w. became .. ;
wherefore, i. e. because it would be so eventually,
it is here so called. (.yam p. 33. [See also
,. -,; .. ,

*..q. ~.q, above.] ), ** 40 (A, L) i The
affair, or eent, distresed, or afflicted, him.
(L.) So in the saying of Aboo-Sahm,

,:~~ ., · a * ~; 5t M u j~~ , R. 

* _@z;aZH ^ 

[0 Khdlid, his Lord iiU not approe of the
servant, or man, (meaning the son,) when cutting,
or biting, disobedience to a parent distrsse the

&. ~~~~~3.
old man]. (L.) .. , nor. , inf. n. W and

, It (a house, or tent, ) dripped, or let
fall drops. (<.)

2. .q-, in£f. n. ,J4 : ee1. See also 4,
in three places. ,..qJ also signifies The
making [or weaving] stripe of different colours
in a garment. (KL.)
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9- i1 Ut 'i*s (6 L, ,* inf. n. a>

(L,) iq. q. . (S, L) or ii_. (V) [He con-
tended with him respecting a thing, each of thtem
asserting his right therein: so accord. to ex-
planations of dl1. in the lexicons: but I think
that the mcaning intended here is, he acted
seriously, or in earnest, with him in the affair;
and this is confirmed by its being immediately

added in the TA, after eWe., "and ~.1 " signi-

fies " as-, as above mentioned:" s ee 

'J! expl. by 'O. as contr. of jj]. Also Ne
exerted his full effort, or endeavour, or energy,
with him in the ajhir. (So accord. to an ex-

planation of the inf. n., i;;1, in the KL.)

4. ' 1 ,.1" The palm-treest attained to the
time for the cutting off of the fruit. (.,A, L,

Mb,4,.)_[Hence, perhaps,] Zs* 'j a .' 
I (myself, TA) relinquished, or forsook, him, or

it. (1. )_; , andm *al,, (., A, L, K,)
and t md., (e, L, K,) ie made it new; (A, A,
L, ] ;) namely, a thing, (S,) or a garment: (A,
TA :) or he put it on, or wore it, new; namely,
a garment. (TA.) One says to him who puts

' a M'.a f 5, .5
on a new garment, t ,e.l~lj d?9j .el [ lVear
out, and make, or put on, mn, and praie the
Clother, meaning God]. (..) And you say,

/a: > At j,;iW ¢[Tle tent of
such a one was, or became, rent, or pierced rith
holes; therefore he made a new tent of hair,

cloth]. (..) And : l * , and D. and
9 o. , lHe originated, or innovated, the thing,

or aoffatir; or did it newly, or for the first time.

(Myb.) And ;. j t:. : [lie renewed the
ablution termed . and , n1 ! i[the compact,

or contract, or covenant, &c.l. (TA.) _ 

*p.k 1 j'~ Such a one established, or settled,

firmly his affair, or case, therebly, or therein:
so says A., and he cites the following verse:

,05 . -elL. ell .l[

* o-b "

[le established, or settled,.firmly his case thereby,
or therein, and knew certainly that he was fJbr

it, (alpp. mneanling a war, or battle, .e., whichi
is fen.,) or for another whereof the dust would
be lihe Itlur]: Aboo-Na 9r says, It Ihas been re-

lated to me that he said, 1l t ~..t means .~1

t .. 1 ; [and so this phirase is explained in the
1 ;] but the former explanation I heard from

himself: (L:) or this pihrase meuis ,.el a.,
[so in two copies of thile , app., t his afair, or
case, bec·a·ne easy, or practicable, thereby, like
ground termed , whlichl is easy to walk, or
travel, upon; see the next sentence]; p"1 being

put in the aets. case as a siccifiattive, like lC
in the pirase mUa,' n . ning r.,.

(S.) ,-. also si,,niies It (a road) was, or

became, wrhat is ternmed .. [i. e. hard, or level,

&c.]. (, .) And , -9l l ,~, I The ground
hath become to thee free f'omn soft places, and
clear to tly view. (TA.) - Also He walked
along, or traversed, rwhat is termned J.. (i.)

Bk. I.

And Aj l .,- 1 . The people, or company of men,
came to what is so termed: ( :) and ascended
upon the surface ( ) of the ground: or went
upon sand auch as is termed ,... (TA.) - See
also 1, in three places.

5. j, [originally It became cut, or cut off.
-And hence,] It (an udder) lost, or became

deoid of, its milk: (S, K :) and [in like manner]

a, aor. ., inf. n. , it, (a breast, and
an udder,) became dry. (AHeyth,TA.)_ Hence
also, [It was nenwly made; as though nenly cut
offfiom the web;] said of a garment: (TA:)
and it (a thing, S, A) became new: (., A, 1. :)
and it (a thing, or an affair,) originated; was
originated, or innovated; or was done newly, or

for the first time: and sometimes Vt..%wl is used
intransitively [in the same senses]. (Myb.) [Also
t It (an action, as, for instance, ablution, and a
compact, or the like,) was renewed. See ~. as

.syn. with 1.]syn. with ,,.q.t.]
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se. Also, (., ,) and t j..b.., (S, A, Mgh,

s,) and t , (, Yb, ,) and t ' ()
3, - 3 ,,

and t 1.., ad tj.~., the last two with damm,
(]~,) applied to a man, Fortunate; or poussessed
of good fortune; (S, A, Mgh, Mb ;) or possessed
of good norldlUy fortune: (TA:) or pOssing
great fortune, or great good fortune: ($ :) [the
words here given from the 8 are there coupled

with synonyms of the same form, thus; 

ie, and V , ; and;; .,

and ? 5; on the authority of ISk:]
3,o
.t , with damm, as an epithet applied to a

man, is said by Sb to be syn. with ,.as; and

its pl. is O~o only. (L.) Also .~-, A
grandfather; the fatter's fat her, and the mothw.'s
father: (S, M,b, ] :) and ta higher amcendant;
an ancestor: (Mb :) and V ~; a grandmother;
the father's mother, and the mother's motluher:
(]r:) [and t a falenal ancestor:] pl. of the

10: acsee 4, in two places: - and see also 5. former, ;~1 [a pl. of pauc.] and sj and

. Fortune, or particularly good fortune, I ,j.: (s:) and of the latter, 1.A . (TA.)

syn. '., (, A, Mgh, L, ,) and ' , (., A, HLence, accord. to some, a ' . 'ji : see b.e
L, ],) in the world, or in wordly circumstances; See also J and see
(TA;) advance in the world, or in nworldly eir- ,.
cumstances: (Mgh:) pl. [of mult.] ;3.~ (.) w: see .. , in two places. See also o.

6 .*,
and [of pauc.] ;1. and ,.~.1. (TA.) You - Also The side (,...) of anything. (g.)-
say, lji. )s .a3 3 ^j j Such a one is poassesed And A well in a place where is much herbiiye,
of good fortune in such a thing. (L.) And it or pasture: ( Myb, .K:) a well abounding wit&
is said in a trad. respeeting the (lay of resurrec- water; (];) [and] so .4..; (KL;) but
tion, j s _ .& JI 1,A... 1.,3 And lo, the A 'Obeyd says that this is not known: (L:) and,
people tvho ere -epossesed of good fortune and contr., a well containing little water: a scanty
riclhes in the world were imprisoned. (L.) And vater, or water little in quantity: a water at

,in a prayer, (L,) -~J --I 1jJ , j Th cthe extremity of a [desert such as is calledi] i':in a prayer, (L,) ,,~J.I 4" J4.A 1 N~ The
good worldly fortune of him who is po~ued oJ (I :) an old water: (Th, :) an old cell:
such fortune iviU not profit him, (Mgh, L,) in (KL:) pl. (in all these senses, TA) ;
the world to come, (L,) in lieu of Tliee; (Mgh, (Msb,TA.)
L ;) i. e., of obedience to ThIee: (Mgh, and , [accord. to some an inf. n., but accord. to
Mughinee in art. :) or in lieu of t/e good others a simple subst, (see .,)] Serious,est,
fortune thlat comneth fromn Thiee: or, as some say, r.or earn.i.ne.., co. tr. of/3~, (S8, A, .X~.~, ,)in
will niot defend him from Tlhee. (Muglnee ubi o~ --.. o ; A in
supit. [See also anothier explanation below.]) speech. (Myb.) Hence, Oij Jq ~,Jq, Z'

Ience, a/ ' !.)1 [or .JJ.]; and, accord. to L [There are three t/hings in relation to which

some, : see .. w One's lot in ltfe; and wat is serious is serious and what is josting issome, .':see ,,..~One's lot in life; and_ i
' ~~~~~~~~serious] : a saying of Mobainmad, whereby he

the means of subsistence that one receivrcsfron the rio]: a saing of ammad, whereby he
bounty of God. (L, ) One sa , forbade a man's divorcing and emancil)ating and

bountSuc ao. ,, .One hsa ith, s - -marrying and then retracting, saying " I was
..IJ I . Such a one htas in this thing, or jesting;" as was customary in the time of

state of .ffairs, means of subsistencc. (A'Obeyd, paganism. (Msb.) f. and t .~l signify
L.) l - Richnes; comnpetence, or sa,/icineny; or the same; (S;) but th;e former is the more
the state of being in no need, or of having no wants, chaste; (TA;) j. and . being thlus used only
or of having f,,v wants. (S, L, Msb.) lI . '9 as prefixed nouns: (., ]:) As says that tie
.JI 1 . 1,. [explained above, is said to meanin is, [D ti proceed

mean] Iiches, &c., will not profit the posor .i , . Dos ti noed
thereof n,ith Thtee; for nothing will profit him t?

ut actin in obedience to Thee: here sig- that a. is put in the accus. ease because of thebut actin~ in obedience to Tlhee: A" licre sia-
nifies JJ.~. (S, Msb.)-.Greatne.ss,ormajesty; rejection of the [prep.] - r: AA savs that the

(Mjfihlid, S, Mgh, 3.sh, K ;) accord. to some, meaning is, l ,~.l [ TIF' l(hat aileth thee ?
specially of God: (TA:) so in the i.ur lxxii. 3: Doth it pnoceed fromm thee in seriousness, or in
(S, TA:) or his freedom fiom all wants or the earnest ?]; and that ~. is put in the accus. case

like;~~ y. .'(.0Hne , - A,~~ Mhlihe; syn. J4. (g.) Hence, -jtj, (Mghl, ns an inf. n.: Th says that the phrase as it occurs
TA,) in a trad. respecting prayer, (TA,) Exalted in poetry is J~.~ l, with kesr: (. :) but when
be th?y greatnes, or majesty. (Mgb, TA.) _ it occurs withj [in the place of , or with in the
See also .. ls, as an interrogative phrase, voce sense of , as a particle denoting an oath,] it is
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t) j. [or 4.I]j, with fet-h: (,,K:) you

say, ,Li ') j., (1, in the C] .',)
meaning, Dy thy grand.father, do not [such a
tbing]: or by thy fortune, or good fortune, do
not: (TA:) also, when you say, ,a. ,j ' ~ l,
[or i.Zi, for ; (q. v.) is substituted for a particle
of swearing, as in isj .i l,] the meaning is,
I adjure thee by thy truth, (Lth, I8,) and by thy
seriousnes, or earnetness, (Lth, TA,) do not:
and when you say, 3 'j t j .. l, [or j.i ,]
the meaning is, I adjure thee by thy .fortune, or
good f.ortue, do not: (Lth, 1 :) AbIoo-'Alee
Esh-Shalowbeence asserts that it implies the sig-
nification of an oath. (MF.) In the phrase
J;hi t) A,.l, AAF says, we may consider

9aU s as put in the place of a denotative of state;
ol the phrase may be originally j-iA 'j O! i-..l,
,l being suppressed, and its government annulled:
[therefore it may be rendered, in the former case,
Is it with seriousness on thy part, thou doing
such a thing? and in the latter case, Is it with
scrious,neu on thy part that thou wilt not do such
a thling? i. e. dont thou mean seriously that thou
wilt not do it? or in this case, ..1 may be
ised as a form of adjuration in one of the senses

explained above, and 'ji * j may mean, that
thou do not such a tiling; or j.i. may mean
J~, (explained above, and so in the three exs.
below,) and J; j, thou wilt not do it:] and,
as AHei says, there is lhecre a nice i,)int, which is
this; that the noun [meaning the pronoun] to
which ,n. is prefixed shouhl agree in person
with the verb which follows it; so that one should

. , , . -say, ji..p6l 'LS and J-L" , .).j.l and

l; J 9 e~l; because o~ is an inf. n. corrobora-
ting the proposition that follows it. (MF.)_ Also,
[and in tlihi ease, likewise, accord. to some an inf. n.,
but accord. to others a simple subst, (see, again,
~,)] A striving, labour, or toil; exertion of one's
sef, or of one's potwer or efforts or endeavours or
ability; vigorousnes, str,entousner, laboriousness,
diligence, studiousane, sedulousness, earnestnea,
or enery!/; painstaking, or extraordinary pains-
teaking; (fi, L, Msb, 1 ;) in aftairs, (S,) or in an

nafir. (Msb, IP.) Hence, l.~ [meaning In a
great, or an extraordinary, ldegree; greatly,
much, exceedingly, or extraordinarily; very;
uery greatly, or very uihuch; extreimely]; as in

the phrase, (Mqb,) ' C,.~ W J [Such a
one is beneficent in a. great, or an extraordinary,
degee; very, exceedingly, or exCtretely, bencfi-

cent]: you should not say l~.. (f, Msb.' [In
my copy of the Myb, it is C.Alt I .. a ~ :

but the context shows that there is an omission
here, and that, after l,.., we should read, as in

the ;, 1~ J3 1'9.]) 1 [in a phrase of this
kind] is put in the accus. case as an inf. n. [of
which the verb is understood; so that, in the ex.

given above, the proper meaning is, ~ 

I,r Q.~s l striving in beneficence with a great
striving]; because it is not from the same root
as the precedilig word, nor is it identical with it

[in meaning]. (L.) You say also, ;L. li. ,.

, M .~r, meaning Lu. i ,el [t In this is a
very, or an extremely, great danger, or risk].
(S.) And _,tjl . jll IiJ This is tle learned
man, the extremely [or the very] learned man.
(L.) And t ._,qlt 1. Tltis is a learned
man, a,n e;ti,emey [op-F a ve'y] learned man.
(L,' K.) _Also : las/. (S, L, K, TA.) So in
the phlrase ,,l . js . t Suchl a one is in
hat*e in an offauir. (S, L,TA.)=Also .]zecuted
seriously, or in earnest, [in wvhicht therc is no
jesting,] and ce sice; syn. . J iL

[meaning / oj .. i.,; (see &! .;)

t* thus used as an epithet having an intenlsive
signification because it is originally an inf. n.,
or as some say, a simple subst.]: (L, K :) applied
in this sense to a punishlment: (L:) and also
applied to a pace. (IK in art. h,..)t _See also

;~ : and see * .hi .

;oJ.: see .,a., near the end of the paragraph.

o~ The bank, or side, of a river; as also
S~ .. and t (IAth , L, K) and t ~ (TAtil,

Mgh,L) and , (Mgbl,L, K,) accord. to some,

but correctly .; so called because cut off from
the river, or because cut by the water, in like
manner as it is called j.CL becluisc it is abraded
by the water: (Mgh :) or the part of a river
that is near the land; as also t a..: (L :) and
the shore of the sea: (MIF:) accord. to As, j.!

is an arabicized word from the Nabothean aS.
(L.) - The stripe, or streak, that is on the back
qf the ass, differingfromn his general colour. (S,
A,* YI.) And t A streak (Fr', S, K, TA) in any-
thing, (TA,) as in a mountain, (Fr, S,) diffcring
in colour firo,t the rect of the mountain, (S,)
wvlitc and black and red; (Fr, TA ;) as also in
the sky: (A, TA :) pl. ;* , (Fr, S,) occurring
in the Kur xxxv. 25; (S;) where some read
sn, pl. of ;V - [app. o ], which is syn.
with i{,; and some, . [q. v.]. (BUJ.)-A

sign, or mark, syn. la.., (Th, K,) of, or in,
anything. (TIa, TA.) - A beaten way, marked
with lines [cut by t/he feet of the men and beasts
that have travelledl along it]: (Az, L:) or a
road, or vway: pi. o.: (Msb:) and s-,
also, [app. another pl. of o~, ] signifies paths,
or tracks, forming lines upon the ground. (Az,
L.) See also ;·l.. [Hence, app., but accord.
to the S fiom tile same word as signifying "a
streak,"]y C>l etj 5j. , (S,A,TA,) or

;.."l ,s1 , (9,) : Iie set up,on a way, or nmanner,
of performing the affair: (A :) or he formed an
opinion respecting thle affair, or case. (Zj, S, A,
gi.) _ See also i~.

*.u: see , in two places: -and see

..,g.-- Also A rag; or piece torn offfrom

a garment; and so t ;.: thus in the saying,
*.. i . and . [Tl7ere is not upon him a

rag]. (.) _ A collar upon the neck ofa dog:

[BOOR I.

(Th, L, K :) pl. ;-. [like jJ pl. of A., or
perhaps a mistake for ;]. (L.)

; l£ard ground: (S:) or hard level ground:
(IIar p. 5'22:) [see also .~.:] or rough level
ground: (v :) or rough groutnd: or level ground:
(TA:) or a level and slpacious tract of land; a

tract such as is called .1'~, and such as is called
.Li, containing no soft place in rwhich thefeet
sink, nor any mountain, nor any [hill such as is

called] 4~l; sometimes wvide, and sometimes of
little width: (ISh :) [an(l] a con.picuous road:

(Bd in xxxv. 25:) plh. .l.I. (ISl.) It is said
in a prov., ':U:l .f [.eI ,owo
wallhs along hard, or hard antl level, ground is
secure from stum,bling]; (S, TA;) meaning, he
who ptsllues the course marked o0ut bly common
consent is secure f'rom stumbling. (TA.) And

s.. ,LCf occurs in a trad., meanling Level
ground. (TA.) - Sec also .- .- Also Sand

that is thin, or fine, (1., TA,) and sloping dlonn.
(TA.) - And .A thing resemnbling a 'aJ_ [or
ganglion] in the neck of a camel. (]i.)

;I.' and t;.n The cutting off of the fruit
of palm-trees. (S, A,* L, MIsb, JC..) You say,
.l!.l I t Ij and .l.JI [This is the time, or
season, of the cutting off of the fruit of the palm-
tree.S]. (S, A, Msib.) Some say tlat L~. sig-
nifies particularly [as above,] tilhe cutting off (of
the firuit] of palm-trces; andl .lj., tile cutting
off of all fi.uits, in a general sellse: otlers say
that thecy signify the tlllec. (TA.) Also The
timne, or seas.on, of the cutting q/f' of the fruit tf
palm-tIrces. (S,* L.) You say ;l. and ; ~. ,
like;l . annd p, alld Jti and JL J ; (Ks,
S;) whence it seents as though the mcasures
Jk and jtWd were uniformly applicable to every
noun signifying the time of the action; such
nouns being likened to and lj (,S.)

;1: see yq;., and tq..

;~j., (ISk, , A,1 g,) or ;i~., (L,) hIaring
little mnilh, (ISk, $, L, ],) not in consequence of
any injury, (ISk, S,) or not from any imperfec-
tion; (L;) applied to a ewe, (ISk, S, I.) but
not to a she-goat; the epitlhet ; being used
in the latter case: (ISk, S:) or a ewe or she-goat
having no milkh; as also t ~'.: (A:) pl. ,ol1
(S,L) and .... (L) Also A fat she-anss:
pl. -~. (AZ, I.)

.sn, of the measure jtj in the sense of the

measure jy , [i.. c. i.4,] Cut, or cut off.
(S, M.b.) A poet says,

* iJd.. ii 1,:;;G. " 

[lZfy love of Suleymd hath ref~ued to perish; but
her cord (i. e. her tie of affection to me) hatk
become worn out and cut]: ( :) rasm,a.. sig-
nifies "new" more commonly than "cut,"] this
verse appears as though it involved a contradic-
tion. (MF.)_Applied to a garment, or a piece
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Boox I.]

of cloth [sufficient for a garment or the like],
Newly cut off [from the web] by, tse weaver:
(, :) and so (without ;, S) applied to a

A t; (, A;) thus applied to a fern. n. because
syn. with j';; (S, ISd;) or, accord. to
Sb, because by Z in this case is meant Ijl,
and for a like reason in like cases; (.lam p. 55 ;)
but one also asys a ; (ISd;) and accord. to

some, ,,q,u is of the measure Ja, in the sense of

the measure at.i, and therefore the ; is regularly

affixed to it: (yam ubi suprA:) the pl. is ,.' (Mbr,
Th,, A,]g)and ;.; (AZ, A'Obeyd, Mbr;) but
the former is the more common. (TA.)-And
hence, (L,) applied to a garment, (L, TA,) or a thing,
(., Msb,) New; contr. of._.i, (Msb,) or contr.
of JiL; (.,L;) from as contr. of :

· ,.' I ' O,~ ' 
(K :) pl. [of pauc.] o~ and [of mult.] ~ and
;,4. (L.) You say, u;o.. i. ,:. 1, a

phrase mentioned by Lb., meaning 1.. :~"
[i.e. Their old nworn-out garments beeamne replaced

by nenw]: or 1;. may be here put for ~..

(L.)-And henlice, (rA,) Cn JJi ! and " 
The niglht and the day; (, Mob, K;) because
thley never become impaired by time. (TA.) You
gay,. la.Jl l C "l and o 1

[I nill not do it mvbile the day and the night

succeed eoarh other,.]: (S:) or ojIJ.iaJ lt.

and I~,. "J [while the day and the night return
timne afer timne: i. e., ever]. (A.) - Hence
likewise, ~. also signifies A thing of which
one lus hnd no hnowletdge. (L.) -And henice,
(L,) .. JI signifies Death: (1:) or is applied
us an epithet to death, in the dial. of HlIudheyl.
(L.) Accord. to Akh and EI-Mughbfi9 EI-Bi'diilee,

.. , -e; o,1,.. means The cmnenwement of death.
(L.) Also Theface, or sumrJce, of the earth,
or ground; [as though it were cut;] (8, , TA;)

and so t ;J, and S ., and ', (1,) and
3 -s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3

t... (TA.) See also :, in two places.

;a~. IVhat is cut off from the roots, or
eradicated, of, or from, palm-trees &c. (L4, TA.)

3.. The hkind of pad, or stuffed thing, (;U,)
and the felt, stuck, or attacked, beneath the two
boards of a horse's saddle: there are two such
things, called 'o: (S:) or the Cj13,q.N
consist of the felt that is stuck, or attached, in the
inner tide of a horse's and of a camel's saddle:
(L:) but ;i.,j.~ thus applied is a post-classical
word: the [classical] Arabs say 4~., (8,) or,
as in J's own hanidwriting, a!n. (So in the
margin of a copy of the S.) - See also 1..

A ., s,a
U$O": see in, in two places.

~,": sec ..

Hard levl ground: (S, :) [see also

.. :] smooth ground: and rough ground: (TA:)

a smooth tract such as is caUed hj. (AA, TA.)

.~ [The cricket ;] i. q. Jl (, M,)
a sma lying thing, (,) tat leap, or Mpring,a smaU.flinig thing, (]g,) that leajt, or sprintjs,

or bounds, much, (S, M,) and creaks by niglt,
(TA,) and bears a resemblance to the v.' [or
locust]: (S, M, .K:) and a certain insect like the
,.r;.., (M, L, ]C,) except that it is generally
blackish, and short, but in some instances inclining
to wrtite; also called y.yo : (M, L:) or i. q.

*.S~ and '.: (El-'Adebbes:) pl. 1.
(S.) Accord. to IAyr, A certain insect tlat
clings to a shin, or hide, and eats it. (TA.)

See also .
A a.
>4. act. part. n. of ,.; (Mgh, L;) Cutting,

or cutting .ff (Mgh.) jjl .. i l .Ac.1 Art
thou serious or jesting? (A.) It is said in a

trad., 1J4 '- f e' te; fi ^' sw" s [BY
no means shallany one of you take the property of
his brother in play and in earnest]; by which is
meant taking a thing without meaning to steal it,
but meaning to vex and anger the owner, so that
the taker is in play with respect to theft, but in

earnest in annoying. (TA in art. · O:'*.
Such a one is stri.ving, labouring, or toiling;
exerting himself or his poner or eflorts or endea-

vours or ability; &c. (TA.) And * .l.. O.i,
thus with the two similar words together, (As, 8,
L,) signifies the same [in an intensive degree].

(L, TA.)= j = ~ L. )1. Land, or palm-trees,
of n,hick the produce, cut therefronm, is a hundred

camel-loads: >l. being here used in the sense of

*~.~'. (L.) It is said in a trad. of Aboo-
Bekr, L_ : ?.. t31~. 3l. Jaj, meaning
lIe gaveto 'Aiselk railm-trecs of which the quantityl
of the dates cut thereJfron was a hundtiredl camnel-
loads; but the phirase heard from the Arabs is

.y.c. _: tile former is like the saying oe

,e,.9l 9._ ,;,~)l~,; and the latter, like L:'

o 1q. The main part of a road; (S, Mgh, Msb,
;) its middle: (Mgh, Msb, and M voce . :)

or its even part: or the beaten track, or part
along which one walks, or travels; the conspicuous
part thereof: or a main road that cotmprises
other roads, or tracks, and upon which one must
pas: (TA:) or a road, or wvay, absolutely; as

also * ,!: (Zj, MF:) or a road leading to
water: (AHIn, TA:) it is so called because it is
marked with tracks, forming lines: (T, TA:) pl.

.1,., (S, A, Mgh, Mob, ],) occurring in poetry
without teshdeed, but disapproved by As. (L.)

o,.jl ~. ;v means t Such a one isfollon,ing
the right course of action or the like. (Mgh.)

You say also, ij_JI ;l.. _Jc . t[He is on the
road, or main road, of truth]: not, however,

J..U b1>. . . but .lJtil .j.. o., and iJj..,

and .a;. (MF.)

~.1 [Havintg some part, or parts, cut, or cut

off: fern. ~ -]. -[Hence,] A ewe, or
she-goat, or she-camel, (TA,) having her ear cut
,off. Qg, TA.) - A ewe, or she-goat, having her

teats cut off; (Sh, TA;) as also t oLo.~ [q. v.],
applied to a she-camel: (As, TA:) or having her

udder cut off. (Khalid, TA.) [And hence,]
tA milch animal (TA [in the g app. restricted to
a ewe]) wtho.e milk ha passed away, (18k, ., Ig,)
by reason of Jsomne fault, or imperfection: (ISk,

$:) see also .~.: or a ewe, or she-camel, or
she-ass, having little milk; haoing a dry udder:
or haring dry teats, being hurt by the j!p. [q.v.]:

A.-
(L:) and o..l ta breast that has become dry.
(AHeyth.).tA woman small in the breast:
(8, :) or having sJort breasts. (TA from a

trad.)-tA desert, (; ], 8, g,) or land, (ie;l,
A,) in which/ is no water: (8, A, K:) a desert

(;jiL) that is dry. (TA.) - .- I.1l,, and La

.1; tA year of drouAht, and of drynes o the
earth. (TA.), 1~ - I.1: see ,r, in two

places. .. also signifies More [and most]
easJ to walk or ride upon, and nwore [and most]
plain or level; applied to a road. (TA.) And
Mfore [and mort] fortunate; applied to a man.
(ISd, A, L.)

.Jj1S'.'1 *.ju.. A she-camel having her teats
cut off in consequence of injury occasioned to her

by the 1* a [q.v.]. ($.) See also .~. And

~.u A [garment of the kind called] ot
having stripes of dlifferent colours. (S.)

.*: saee ,G ... * _ /;1 1;Li, a phrase
mentioned by Aq, said of a she-camel, meaning,
Verilf she is quick in her pace with the man:

but Az says, I know not whether he said ti.
or ij, : the former would be from ~.a; and

the latter, from .1. (L)

,n~: see what next precedes.

3:~ see ., in two places; and l .

See also , in two places.

1. ,.rj4, (A, Myb, 1l,) aor. ', (.K,) inf. n.
e,, (S, A, M9b, I(,) It (a place, S, A, gI, or

a country, or region, Msb,) was, or becarne,
affected with drought, barrenness, or ldeaurth; or
with d,rought, and dryness of the earth; (S,
A, Mgb, 1L ;) as also ., (A,) inf. n. -;

(KL;) or ,j; ( ;)and t ,...I; (A,1;)
or c;, aor. -; and jt4.; ; both said of
tile earth or land (,.i;jl): (Mb :) and t .4.
%j:l the countries, or regions, nere offected with

tdrought, and the prices became high [therrin].
(TA.) -. q, (., M, A, MNb, 1,) aor.; (M,
Msb, 1) and ', (1~,) inf. n. ,,, (Mqb,) He,
foundfault n,ith it; dispraised it; expreted dis-
approbation of it. (S, M, A, Myb, ].) So in the
saying (S, A) relating to 'Omar, (A, TA,) in a trad.,

(S,) 8 .a .. 1 ',JI 3: . (S) or 4. I (A)
[He expreused disapprobation of night-discourse
after nightfall, or after the first third of the
night reckoned from the disappearance of the
redneus of the twilight].

3. .. I,l jtI :l , (ISk, , A, TA,) inf. n.
kiiW, (TA,) Te camel expeined, or he
experienced, drought, and barrenness, or drynrm

49.
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of the earth, this year, and have become in such
a state as not to eat anything but dry and black
hA , dry A [or panic gs]: (ISk, $,
TA:) or haver not met with, or found, anything
but what was bad, by reaOn of drought, and bar-
renn~, or dryness of tAhe earth, this year. (A.)

4: see 1, in three place. _1 .. -. The
year became one of drought, barrenneus, or
dearth; or drought, and dryes of the earth.
(A,eTA.)--,il ,~-1 lThe people, or com-
pany of men, expeieneed drought, barrennes, or
dearth; or drought, and drynes of the earth.
(t, A,Mqb,K.)[.lIenoe,] 4 i W,' W;#-;i
S WF alighted as guests at the abode of the sons
of such a otne, andfound not entertainmet with
them, though they were in the enjoyment of
plenty: (A:) (or] J,;I.1 l tI re alighted
as gusts at the abode of sech a one, and [found
that] he did not entertain us. (TA.) [The latter,
if corret, is from what next follows.] 1

-. 5I
s.,fJl lie found the land to be affected with
drought, barrennes, or dearth; or with drought,
and drye of the earth. (~, A, ~.)

,~~~ ,,G t.4. .l .
5. /A ;2J1 1i W t Ido not deem it

diagrmab, or unsuitable, to accompany thee;
,yn..~. ~. (.)

JDI. Drought, barrennes, or dearth; contr.
of it.,; (;)i q. , (A, Mqb, ,) i.e.
drought, or supAs/n of rain, and dr~ye of the
earth; (Myb;) -drynes and barrennes of the

earth: (IJar p. 570 :) and ' q.. is a name,
or subet., for r,..pJ1, (],, TA,) meaning Jm.,I;
as in the saying of the rAjiz, cited by Sb,

* c s.d jlj L 5 

[Verily J feared to se drought, or barrenness,
&c., in this our year, after it had been abundant
in ferboage]; being used for Q`.gJl; or,
accord. to one reading, it is tC4,, with a
doubled ." added; the change being made for
the sake of the metre. (M, TA. [Respecting
lW1!, ee 4 in art. ,.-..]) _ Also A place,
(I, A,I5,) or a country, or region, (Msb,) affected
w ith drou~ght, barrenneu, or dearth; or with
drouht, and drynes of the earth; and so.
t , (~, A, MA b, V,) and V . and

*..~,, (],) the last derived from .,j~.
though this verb has not been used, (T'A,) and
t -J~ (M, A,) of which the pl. is , .
(A.) You ay also ij;l [in which ,.'o
is an inf. n. (though app. obsolete as such) and
therefore applicable to a fern. sublt.] (ISd, TA)
and . (1 , A, Msb, g) and V (A, Myb)
and ' % (Meb) and V :, (Lb, M, Myb)

and l4; , of which last the pl. is 
(Mqb,) A land affected with drought, &c.: (
M, A, &c.:) and -. 5 . 1;, (', ] , as though
to eaeh part were applied the term .por [used
as a subet.] from which is formed the pl. .S.~, p
(TA,) and ~,*s., (1g,) which is here an inf. n.
iued as an epithet [and therefore applicable to a

pl. subet.], (TA,) lands affected with drought,
&c. (?, I.) And t '. ;i [fem. of S]
(M,]K) A deart affected with drouglht, &c.;
(I ;) in which it neither little nor much, neither
pasture nor herbate. (M,TA.) And Vt i.. 0j---

4JI1 Such a one is environed by a tract affected
with drought, &c. (S. [But this phllrase is gene-
rally used tropically, as meaning t Such a one is
ungenerous or illiberal or inhospitable. See art.
.. ]-) And Z. a;.o (Ig in art. jJ) and ;l;

t,,,4. (MI, TA) [A year of drought, &c.]. See

aslo 10 1, in two places.. Also i. q. p [A
vice, fault, defect, &c.]; (S, A, . ;) a significa-
tion which may be either proper or tropical.
(Er-R%ghib, M F.)

-X- . .g *.
~4o. .,/j: see o.

;d 1W,. 5?13 J) UJ: see ;i , in art.

l- I.. .
.r, and ,.,q.: see ,,~.

~t.O~.': see .,~, in three places.

.~: see .,. , in three places.

,... Finding fault, dispraiing, expresing
disapprobation: whence the saying of Dhu-r-
Rummeh,

* v i -*A

* ts'* i;o-; *, ·

meaning [0O thou smooth and even cheek, and
gentle speech, and mnake] rhereof he wvho dis-
praises it occupies himsnuef vainly, finding no
defect in it. ($, TA.)_. Tt is also said [uas in
the ]K &c.] to signify Lying; and the author of
the 'Eyn says that it has no verb belonging to it
[in this sense]; but this is a mistranseription
[for .: AZ says that .1.', witl h has
the signification liere first given. (M, TA.)

.'.. and &.c (S, 1, &c.) and

like.h;j?, (Sb, M, C,) the last of whichl is of
weakest authority, because of a rare measure,
whereofit has been said that there are only four
examples: (TA:) in all of them the O is said
by some to be radical; but others, with more
reason, hold it to be augmentative: (MF:) Sb
says that it is augmentative: (S. :) A species of
locut, (S,,) well hnowrn: (I:) or the male
locust: or small locust: or, accord. to Seer, i. q.

~ [a hindof cricket], that creaks by night,
and hops and fiies: [but see .g. :] or, accord.
to the M, it is smaller than the isgo; and is
found in the deserts: pl. ., (TA.) p.
..,j.,,J1 [i. e. JI .~ The ,.,.. creaked]
is a saying of the Arabs, used as a proverb;
alluding to a difficult afflitr by which a person
is troubled in mind; originating from the fact
that the ,.,., when its feet arc scorched by the
heated ground, does not keep them steadily upon
it, and a creaking sound is consequently heard,

produced by its legs. (TA.) ,,-e Tlhe
sand; because the locust [or ] deposits
its eggs therein: and the walker therein falls into
evil [or encounters difficulty]. (TA.) -[Hence
it signifies also] Misfortune: (f, M, g :) and

[BooK r.

peifidy, or faithlessnes, or treachry: (M, 1:)
and wrong, or injury: (?, M,~ :) and e conduct,
or iu treatment. (S.) You say, 

·. .o.a1 Such a o,e fell into misfortune: or

into Perfidy. (TA.) And lij
T7'ey suffered wrong, or injury. (AZ, , ~.)

And .f~.. .90 i ej The people, or company
of men, committed wrong, or injury, and sle
him who was not a slayer: (TA:) [as though
they came with violence upon sand in which eggs
of the ,~ were deposited, and so destroyed
the eggs, which had occasioned them no harm.]

And . -t.l ; l He committed wrong, or
itnjry. (TA.)

[.. .!iq . . as syn. witdl : femn.

· .~- Hence,] ,l. J: ee ....- [Henoe
also,] & L' A year of much smow. (L in
art. [-.) _ ,.4 is (also] said in the M to
be [used as] a subst. applied to whlat is termed
~,-, [i. e. as syn. with the latter word used
as an epithet in which the quality of a subst.
is predominant; app. meaning A place, or the
like, aoffected with drought, &c.]. (TA.)_[Also,
as a comparative and superlative epithet, meaning
Alore, and most, affected with drought, &c.;

·0 .e
contr. of $-. 4 I.]

t.jl., in a trad., where it is soaid, ,J tlShj

,* t^ ,P, (1, ' TA,) or tj w,
(TA,) [And there were in it ,t.li that re-

9 9.5tained the water], is said to be pl. of .'..l,
which is pl. of t .. , (0,TA,) like u ,as Lwt

is pl. of ,$1, which is pl. of ; (TA;)
and signifies hard parts of the ground, that
retain water, and do not imbibe it quickly; or,
as some say, land harving no plants or herbage,
from V ,.` meaning "drought" &c.: the word
is thus written in the two aWtcois, of EI-Bu-
khlazrce and Muslim: (lAth, TA:) but some say
thkat it isan anomalous pl. of.. i.-, like as X
is of ,>.a: and there are other rcadings; namely,

.,St~I and ,vjtm and ,jll and ., pl. of

>;, and o ., pl. of ; . (MF, TA.)

,.pO_. and its fern., with b: se ,'j.

1.r,~ Land searely ever, or never, abundant in
Iterbnge, or in thl goods, convenientces, or comforts,
of life; scarcely evr, or nerer, fruitful, or plenti.
ful. (.)

*.... ...
~~,.*_: see ~ .

8. ,:.. Ile mzade, or prepared, a , ,
i. e., a grave, or sepulchre; or did so for himself.
(S, g;, TA.)

· .A grave; a sepulchre; pl. 1.4. (,
Mqb, ) and ~.1; (, ;) of which latter,
J cites an ex., but in thlis instance it is the proper
name of a place. (TA.) It is of the dial. of
Tihlameh: the people of Nejd say J....: (Mb:)
or [as some say] the . in the latter is a substitute
for the :. in the former; for :,L*,.1 is used a

1 1
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pl. by common consent, and jl~. l is not used:
(TA:) but 8uh affirms, in the R, that the latter
pl. is used by Ru-beh. (TA in art. J.~.)

1. ~t,, aor. :, inf. n. ., le mixeil any-

tlling. (L.) i&lj ,.'(S, A, Mgh , L, K, )

e_'.j3, aor. and inf. n. as above; and * J_.,
inf .n. *.3; (L;) and ' _..;. l, (S, L, ,)

and t ~m.l; ; (K ;) lie stirred about the b.pj'
[or meal made of parckhed barle or 7w1heat], and
the like, writh water, [or milk, (see what follows,)
or clarh.ied butter, or .fat of a sheep's tail, J'c.,

(see ;J,)] until the rhole became of a uniform.
ctnsistence: (L:) or he stirred it about with a

.tO..: (A,L:) or he stirred about the w"v

i4 mill, and the like, with a :,~ until it

became mixed: (Lth, TA :) or he beat and mired

the >j, with a { -: (Mgh:) i.q. a.J:

(5,l :) and t .. , inf. n. ,3A, he mixed

it; in the p, 'LJ; but the right reading is
ri, as in the L and other lexicons: (TA:)

and *t u.;C l he drank it (s., [but this is per-

hlnpl a mistranscription fi,r d.. he beat it]) with
tie C~ . (L, TA.)

2: see 1, in two plices.

4: sec 1._ jt ~l C l le brandled the camel.

on tlheir thigyhs uith the mnark called . (K0 .)

8: SCe 1, in two places.

'~..J 1: see the next iaragrnl)h.

~.A_ The instrument with wNhich . is

stirred about with wnater 4.c.; (S, A, 1, &c. ;)
which is a phce of *cuod the end rhereqf has
several siles; (S, L;) or a piece *f wood at the
lead of nhich are trwo cross pieces of wood; (A,
Mgh, L;) and sometimes having three prongs:
(lAth, TA :) p1. t . (L.)- It is some-

times used tropically, as relating to evil, or
mnischief. (L.) [Thus it means I A stirrer-up
of evil or mischief; or a thing that stirs up, or
mhereby one stirs up, evil or mischief.] - Also

t Any one of the L,tw [or stirrers-up

of the sky, or of rain]; (L ;) these being the

;jl [or stars, or asterisms, rwhich, by their
auroral settings or riings, rwere believed by the
Pagan Arabs to bring rain c.]; (S, L, ];)
of those .1_jl that seklom or newr failed [to bring
tain], accord. to the Arabs: (Mgh :) the & in
the pl. is added to give fulness to the sound of
the kesreh; for the regular pl. is { , and

the sing. of . .t, should by rule be l...

(A,IAth,Mgh.) One says, .;' :.~
(L) or 1 >Jl ! ; (A) t [Its stirrers-up, or

the stirrers-up of rain, or the stars or asterisms
rhich rwere the bringers of it, sent forth rain].
It is related of 'Omar, that he ascended the
pulpit to pray for rain, and, having only offered
a prayer for forgiveness, descended; whereupon
it was said to him, "Thou hast not prayed for

rain;" and he replied, 1 ~ t I.i , 

·,."1J t [I have indeed prayed for rain by words
which are the stirrers-up of rain]; making the
prayer for forgiveness to be a prayer for rain, in
allusion to a pas~age in the .Kur, lxxi. 9 and 10;
and meaning thiereby to deny thc efficacy of the

.1v. (A,' gh,* L) 5 ,,also pronounced

t ;j.4i, ($, .K,) thus pronounced by El-Uma-
wee, (.,) is moreover the name of t A particular
star or asterism, one of those which the Pagan
Arabs asserted to be bringers of rain: (L:) said

to be O t1>,o [the llyades; or the five chief stars
thereof; or the brightest star thereof, a of
Taurus]; ($, A, L, l ;) [which is called by this
name of jlo.1s] because it rises latterly [sith
respect to the Piciades], (S,) or because it follows

(W.N, i.e. ,) the Pleiades: (Tin art. ye:)

[whence] it is also called 1 5a._..g . [" the

urger of the stars," properly, "with singing"],

(..') or, ..~1s [" thie urger of the asterism,"
meaning, " of the Piciades"], and _ 1 . l
[" the follower of the asterism," or, "of the

Pleiades "], (1Kzw,) and l.Jl and tlJI ["the

follower"]: (Sh:) or it is a smaU star or asterismn,

between OCjJ$ and JI [or the Pleiades]:
(IA9r, 1 :) [perlhaps meaning the four stars that
are the chief stars of the lI 1yades exclusively of
a Tauri:] or three stars, (Mgh,TA,) like the
three stones upon rehich a cooking-pot rests, (TA,)

likened to a three-pronged '.e; (Mgh, TA;)

on the [auroral] rising of which, heat is expected:
(TA:) the Arabs regarded it as one of the .l1I
which [by their auroral setting] foretokened
rain. (lAthl.) Ql',.I is a name by whlich

some of thle Arabs culled t The two Wings of

.ojy.l [or Orion]. :(Sh, TA.) - _ also

si"nifies t A certain mark made rwith a hot iron
upourn the thighs of camels. (1K.)

Beverage, or wine, (..,l,) stirred
about: (S, K:) and in like manner, blood, when
it is stirred about in the body of a gored animal
by the goring horn. (L.)

Blood drawn froom a vein, used in

times of dearth, or drought, (S, K,) in t e Time
of ignorance: ( :) or blood htich n'as mixed
wcith something else, and eaten in times of dearth:
(TA:) or a hind of food of the Pagan Arabs,
being blood obtained by opening a vein of a sie-
camel, chich blood was received in a vessel, and
drunk. (T, TA.)

.L ;, (K,) aor. ', (TA,) le mnade a ,~
[aplp. here meaning a vaUll of enclosure]; sylln.

L._.: (K :) or he built a jl,.: and he founded
it. (HIam p. 818.)~ He concealed himself by

mesan of a ,l~. [or wall]. (Th, I.) l ?. ,
(A, I,) inf. n. .; (TA;) and , (Lh, {,)
aor. t, inf. n. &,.; (Lbh, TA;) and #j.., (S,
A, ],) which last some disallow, because this form
denotes repetition, and the verb signifies the having

a disease that befalls but once in a man's life;
(MF;) He (a man, 8, or a child, A) had, or
became attacked by, (t [or smal-peo]. (,

A, 1.) [And &5j 1.iI l The small-pow came

forth, or brohe out; as in the T]~: for its inf. n.]

J~ signifies the comingforth, or breaking out,

of the ,Sj. (1 .) j.q., aor. ', inf. n. 3a1,
lie, or it, mws, or became, adapted, disposed,
apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, competent,
proper, or worthy. (O.) You say, J~ [and
ai] lIe was, or became, adapted, disposed, apt,

&c.,for it. (A.) [And I t..a4 1i ;t. He
wras, or became, adapted, disposed, apt, &c., Jbr

doing such a thing. See ;l.] f He
made, or called, (j'.,) him, or it, adapted, dis-
posed, apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, comn-
petent, proper, or worthy. (1.)

2. ,; .: see 8. ; : see L

4. J', ;1~l t [and , Hi] How well
adapted or disposed, or howr apt, meet, suited,
suitable,fitted,fit, competent, or proper, is hefor
nwhat is good! or wO n, orthy is he of rwhat is good!

(A.) Avid 'i k ,i oje~.I to, and a j~l,
How well adapted or disposed, or how apt, meet,
&c., is hefor doing that ! or how wortthy is he
to do lthat ! (TA.) The usage of J..., signify-
ing " he was, or became, adapted, &c.," refutes
the assertion of certain grammarians that these
two forms of the verb deviate from gencral rule.
(MF.)

8. a; ; nd inf. n. y J (})

and .; (TA;) lie raised his building high;
or constructed it.firmntly and strontgly, and raised

it high; syn. °e. (Q, TA.) [In thle CXC, we
read ;1 as though the prononn * referred
to the word jl..., which precedes, und thus the
verb signified " he built a wall ;" but it is shown
in the TA that the right reading is that given
above.]

Q. Q. 1. l ; .' .lie pas.ed the pen over
n,hat had become obliterat.:*t, of the triting, (k, K,)
in order that it might become distinct. (§.) And

'.~ 1 jI... le renewed the rariegated, or figured,
tyork of the garment, or piece of cloth, aofter it
hal gone. (~, .K.) [J says,] I think it to be an
arubicized word. (S.)

~., A .rall; or a nwall of enclosure; syn.
Ll: ; as also *1', [which is the more
common]: (S, A, Msb, 1 :) pl. of the former,
;q, (1;, MAb, lK,) sometimes used as a pl. of

auc., (Sb, TA,) and ... ; (g;) and of the
latter, ,jJ.. (8, Msh, .) _ Th basis, or
foundation, of a waUll: (g:) and the side of a

nwall: (Lh, K:) !1., in both these senses, ;..

(TA.) . JI is applied to The [mall called the]

e (A, K) of tIhe Knbeh; (g;) because
in it is a part of the [original] foundations of the
house: (TA:) and it is also called .. Jl. (A.)
- t A fence, or dam, raised of branches, to
retain rwater; likened to a wall: (As, Mahsb :) orI

1
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a fence, or dam, to confine water: pl. j..:
(Suh, Mb :) and s, [which is also a pl.,] sig-
nifies fmee, or dams, between houses, which
retain water. (TA.) - [The pl.] j s~also

signifies Garden, or walled gardens, (J.li.,) of

grape. (TA.)

3ij.: see ;6A.

58~ and S., ($, ,f1b, 1) [SnmaU-pox ;]
certain pustules (Mgb,]) in the body, (V,) rwhichl
break forth (Msb, 8) from the skin, full of
water, and afterwards opening, (Mgb,) and gene-
rating thick purulent matter; (]g;) a wellU-knownn
disease, that attacku people once during life.

(TA.). ., ,j8l LSfJ I an nappellation applied

to Trtcffle (;l.), denoting disapprobation. (TA
fiomi a trad.)

;%~: sce J: and see also 5.y.

j.~ A place having a n'all built around it;

a n,alled place. (S, k.) _ See also .
Also Adapted, disposed, apt, meet, suited, suitable,
fitted, fit, proper, competent, or wtorthiy; syn.

8.LS. (., A, Myh, ]g) and j -: (Mhb:) fern.

witlih ;: (TA:) pl. masc. ~? and :.q.:

(.,] :) pl. fem. O1o. and ,.t.. (TA.)

You say, i.i. .. ! (8, A, Msb) and iJ
(TA) lie is adapted, disposed, apt, meet, &c.,
.for such a thing; (8, A, Mb ;) and [naturally]

drawn to it. (Hamni p. 707.) And el ... !~ci
J.i J' Tlhou art adapted, disposed, apt, meet,
&c., for doing such a thing; or wnorthy to do it.

(.8.) And JMd Oi t . .il, (<,) and in
like manner you say of two persons, and of more,
(TA,) and V; , (g.) Verily he is one who
is adapted, di,sosed, apt, meet, &e., for doing
[such a tlhing]; or worthy to do [it]; syn. ;W...

(].) ; .j..~ properly signifies A place, and
hence a thing, an affair, and a person, adapted,
disposed, apt, meet, &c.; like 'ai. and ;Ib.*:
and t; . , Made, or called, adapted or dis-
posed &c., though said by Aboo-Jafar Er-Ru-
aee to be a pass. part. n. having no verb.] Also

I-v- l Verily she is one who is

adapted, disposed, apt, &c., for that: and :
"P ,a3 for doing that: and in like manner
you say of two persons, and of more. (TA.)

And Jl t* *1;j.~ .'1 L." This affair, or
thing, is one that it adapted, apt, meet, &c., for

that; syn. 1,... (.0) And * i... 1, 1 I,
This affair, or thing, is one that is adapted,

apt, met, &c.,for him to do; i. e. he is adapted,
apt, meet, &c., for doing it. (TA.)

3wu An enclosure for camels, (AZ , ,)
and for lambs and kids and calves 'c., (TA,) made

of mae of stone; (AZ,. ;) as alsot~.: (TA:)

if of mud, or clay, it is called f 1]j.: (AZ, TA:)

or an enclosmre (.jj)for sheep or goats. (TA.)
~Nature; or natural, or native, dispostion,

tmper, or other property. (].)

. it' & Ie, or it, is more, or most, adapted,

disposed, apt, meet, suited, suitable, .itted, fit,
competent, or proper, for it, or him; or he is
more, or most, worthy of it. (A.) [See an ex. in

a verse cited voce L.L.]

;;~..b ol A land in which is u [or
rmaU-pox]: (L.b, S :) or a land in which is much
thereof. (.K.) See also Lj, in five places.

;~. (S, Mghi, Mqb, ]) and t;J.. (Mgh,

1) and . (Myb, TA) Having the $. [or
small-pow]. (8, Mgh, Myb, ].) And i~,
.. l1 [Iiaving the face marked tvith the small-
pox]. (A.)

. . ., 0 . -
J~: see J~: and see also , inl

two places.

1. -s1 f, (s,. Mslb, ,') aor. , (bMib,)

inf. n. c M, (S, Myb, K,) lie cut qff the nose;

:lld in like manner, the ear; nnd the hand, or
arm; and the lip; (, Msb, K;) and a similar

part: (TA:) and d . signifies the. sam

as .;..~.s [I cut off his nose]: or ~.s. signiifies
[absolutely] the cutting off; or cutting so as to
separate. (TA.) In tihe following saying of a
poet, the verb is used metaphorically,

, , .. . .. a., ','"

[lit. And nosed fortuie became mutilated in the
nose; meaning, tbecame msarred]. (TA.) And in

the following phirase, occuning in a verse, 1 Oia 

a;.- iil ,M', the poet means, [As though

God cut of hist note] and put out his eyes: see a

similar saying in art. o,;, voce .,.. (TA.)
s., ( a,K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,)

lie mutilated him, or maimned him, by cutting off
his nose, or his ear, or his hand or arm, or his lip,
(i, K, TA,) or the like; (TA;) as also .
(S, TA.) [Hence the phiasc,] dJ t 1.~ (S, ]l)
[(May God decree) to him mutilation, or maim-
ingj, by the cutting off of his nose, or the like; or

caus it to befall him: or] meaningE I Dj%

[tmay God make injury, or diminution of mhat
is good, to cleave to him]: (Q :) said in impre-
eating a curse upon a man: similar to J I'.`,
q. v.: the first word being governed in the aecus.
case by a verb understood. (TA.) One says also,

1.J _ . ~,- }, ~a phrase mentioned by
IAgr, but not explained by him; thought by ISd
to mean, 1 Act thou, in commanding, as though
thou mutilatedst them by cutting off their noses
[until they become submisive]. (TA.) In the

phrase tV? 1 1 I C. [TIh voice of the

as that has his ear, or ears, cut off, (see i,.,
below,)], occurring in a verse of Dhu-l-Khiral
Ep.Tuhawee, (.,) accord. to J, but not found by
ggh in the verses of that poet, and said to be in
the Book [of Sb], though lB denies this, asserting
it to be in the Naw6dir of AZ, (TA,) Akh says,

the poet means .~ Lq$1 , like as you say,

4;.bJl j, meaning JL. "jUl: Aboo-Bekr

Ibn-es-Sarrij says, the poet, requiring ref for the

rhyme, has changed the noun into a verb; and
this is one of the worst of poetic licences (L.)

·_[Hence,] ;l l . LI '1 [The year of
drought cuts off, or destroys, the herbage]: (A,
TA:) and Jl* J. de troys the camclj or

the like. (.5, 0, I.) And u;1 L 1 e

5 The drought prevented the growth, or increase,
of the herbage. .(, TA.)_ [Hence also,]

att, inf n. n. , tIle withheld good thingsfrom

his family, or household. (TA.) And A1 ,&.. ,
aor. , inf. n. as above, t His mother fed hinm

with. bad food; (Zj, ;) as also ?sCq.I, (., l,)

inf. n. ~.' l; (TA;) and , (K,) inf. n.

o~-: (TA:) and t, and tj.Jot. t I/e (a

pastor) co;fined him [a beast] to bad pasture.

(TA.) as..Z , (.,) inf. n. as above, (.i,) also
signifies t I confined him, restricted him, or the

like; syn. .. : and tI inmprisoned him: (S,

.K:*) and so witilh : ($:) or ,~.. and
bothi signify tdie continting, or restricting, a person
with evil management, and with contemptuous
treatment, and nrant of goodl care. (Alleyth.)

= O.q, aor.:, (Myb,) inf. n. ., ($, Myb,
1,) lie (a man) aJs, or bera me, mutilated, or

ma,imed, b,y the cntting off'of hij noto, or hit ear,
(S, MIsb, K,*) or his hand or arm, or his lip, (S,
IK,) or the like: (TA:) or, accord. to some, you

do not sty h, but .: (TA:) and ,J..
tJI T7 she .. elp, or goat, icas, or becatme, mnutilatedl

by having its ears entirtly cut off. (M;b.)-
[lienee,] also, (S, .,) nor. as above, (K,) and so
the inf. n., (S.,) [as though meaning tle rewas, or
becamne, itj!tt,7ed;] he (a chill) luhad bad food:
(8., IS, TA:) and he (a young, weaned camel) had
badJbod: or wtas ridteen whil [too] young, and
in consequence becamne weah. (TA.)

2. s.., inf. n. ;.: see 1, in five places.

-°. |. ' lie wmale him to exp-ience evil
treatment, and derided him; as when one cuts off
the ear oJ' his slave, and sells him. (TA.)~AlIo
Ile said to him i)J 1.S, [cxplained above; see 1].

(s, .5.*) [See also , .]

3. 1..., inf. n. a;n (, ) and l,

(1],) t Ie reviled, being reriled by another, (K,'
TA,) saying .J t. ; as though each of them
cut oiff the nose of the other: (TA:) and, (v,)
or accord. to some, (TA,) the contenled in an
altercation; as also &tqtJ.; (., 1], TA ;) [but
the latter is said of a number of persons &c.] You
say, ka&l - t?. >j .. .. J, (Th, .,) and

t Co~,3 also, (Th,) S I left the countries with their

vipers eating one another; (Th, . ;) not meaning

eating in reality, but rending in pieces, or man-

gling, one another: (Th:) and IglI tt~ J.hto,

and tt.. j, 1 A year in wAhich th vipers at one

another, by reaeon of its severity. (Th.)
4: see 1, in three places.

5: see 3, in two places.
6: see 3, in three places.

What is cut oJf of th. antor parts of

the nou, to its furthest, or uttermost, part: (A,

980 [1300Bool I.
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TA:) an inf. n. used as a [proper] subst. (TA.)

..- 1J l... : see 1. ,m.t Unwholesomeness in
herbage. (Q.)

- A child having bad food; orfed on bad

food: ($, K, TA:) pronounced by El-Mufaddal
with ); but As repudiated to him this pronuncia-
tion; (f, TA;) and his objection was confirmed
by a young man of the Benoo-Asad called in as
an umpire. (TA.)

a.c What remains, of tlt nose, ear, hand or
arm, or lip, after the cutting off [qf the rest]:

(e, / :) the place of the cutting off thereof; like

4.k from "93 1, and ii from iJI. (TA.)

(1~. (A, A1, &c.) and lt. (K, TA) S A

year ofdrought; because it cuts off, or destroys,

(,3~,) the herbage, and abases men: (A, TA:)

or a sere, or calamitous, year, that destrojs the

camcels or the like; ($, 0, ]K;) or that destroys
everything; as though it cut off its nose or the

like. (L.) -See also 1j..

l~. : Withered herbage: (v:) or herbage

that is unwholesome to thefeeder upton it: (K:)
or tall, unn,holesome, and withered. (TA.)-_

Ahd hence, 5;J1 esignlifies : Death: (8, TA:)

written by some tl.JI. (TA.)

t..1 A}lutilated, or mained, by having his
nose cut qoff, or his ear, (S, Msb, ]K,) or his hand
or arm, or his lip, (f, ],) or the like: (TA:)

fem. J 4.. : (J, Msb:) and the latter, applied to
a she-camel, haring the sixth part of her ear, or
the fourth 1par.t of it, or more than that, to the
liwlf, cut qff; and to a shle-goat, having a third
part, or more, oq 'ler ear cut off; or, accord. to
IAmh, any ewe or shle-goat having the ear lopped;
(TA;) or a ewe or she-goat having her ear entirely

cut off: (Mgh,M~b:) and? 5. an ass having

the ear cut ofJ; (8,) or having the ears cut off.

(K.) It is said in a prov., jL 1 j' i

t~. [7Thy nose is a part of thee though it be cut

off]: aplilied withl reference to him whlose good
nnd evil al.tachlces to tlhee though lie be not firmly
connected with tliee by relationship). (TA.)-

.'J 4I one of tlhe nppellations applied to The

,it. (F,: K.)

: ce . . Also tA plant, or herbage,

qf which the upper part has been eaten: ($:) or
oI which the upper part and the sides have been
partly cut off or eaten. (AHn.)

1. , aor. , (IDrd, K,) inf. n.
(TA,) lie cut it; or cut it off: (IDrd, 1 :) and

so dJq. (TA.)~J , (Ks, ,1s,) aor.,,

(Ks, IDrd,$,) inf. n. t, (Kes, ,i) or -,
(L as on the authority of Ks,) lie (a bird).flew
[with his wings] clipped, appearing as though he
turned his wings backward: (Ks, 8, ]i:) or con-
tracted his wving somewhat, in order to descend in
his flight, and then inclited, or declined, infear
of the hawk: (TA :) and he (a bird) went quickly,
(~ in art. J.~. ,) ,cith his wings; generally when

E -

one of the nings had been shortened; (TA;) as
also tj,~. and tJ~3 .l: and so, all, with .'

(g ib.). [Hence,] Jl1.A '..l . J; . [The

sailor rowed, or paddled, with the oar, or paddle].

(AA, TA.) And ;4_-iE J-, (TA,) or j3.

A;½AJI, aor. :, inf. n. J., (Mgh,) [He rowed,

or paddled, the ship, or boat;] he put the ship, or

boat, in motion with thie J~.* [or 1.L. ].

(Mgh.) - Also J.. H'e (a man) swung the

arms; (V, expl. by i~ 4, , ; in the 0, 0J.e,

as is said in the TA;) as a man does in walking,

moving them about: and the meaning seems to

be, re walked quickly: (TA:) you say, U. ,

4.2 bhe (a man) was quick in his manner of

malking; (AAF, TA;) and so with 3: (S in art.

J.b. :) or J.. signifies a repeated interrupting

of the voice (e ylJI '-) in singing to camels

to urge or excite them. (K,* TA.) - Also, (1K,)

inf. n. .-,., (TA,) lie (a gazelle) went, or

malked, writh sdort steps. ( ,* TA.) And .
Sie (a woman) nmalked like those that are short:

and she (a gazelle, and a woman, TA) went with

short steps; as also ',4.~.: and so, both, with 3.

(K in art. J.iI The

sky cast down snow: (1]:) and so with i. (TA.)

2. j.,4, (.,) inf. n. , , (, KI,) lie

denied, or disacknowledged, farours, or benefits;
or was ungrateful, or unthanhfidtl, for them: (As,
., I:) or he deemed thegifts of God small: (El-
Umawee, 8, ] :) or he said that he was in an evil
state when he was in a good state: (TA:) or hesaid,

La S .43 j [app. meaning There is no-
thing due to me nor by me]; (K ;) thus explained

by Mohammad on his saying that the worst of

deeds is %... 1J: (TA:) [accord. to Golius,

he blasphemed; and identified by him, in this

sense, with the Hebr. P ...] It is said in a trad.,

l il 4a.# ljhsr.~ (S, TA) Deny not ye, or di.

acknowledge not, or be not ungrateful or unthank-

ful for, the bounty of God, and deem it not
small. (TA.)

. 4: see 1, in two places. _- D.~.. They raised
cries, shouts, noises, a clamour, or confused cries
or shouts or noises. (Ig, TA.)

7: seel.

r . 4A grave; a sepulchre; (S, Myb, K;)

like ,.; for the Arabs made J and D inter-

changeable: (Fr, :) the former is of the dial. of
Nejd; and the latter, of the dial. of Tihameh:
(Mqb in art. s~ -:) [accord. to some,] the
former is formed from the latter by substitution
[of j for .o]: ( :) IJ argues that this is the

case because the former has not ,... for pl.:
(TA:) but it has this pl., (Fr, S, R, TA,) used
by Ru-beh. (R, TA.)~ Also, said in a trad. to
be the beverage of the jinn, or genii, (S, TA,)
Beverage that has not been covered [at night
according to a precept of the Prophet]: (latadch,
, ]S:) or of which the mouth of the skin con-

ltaing it has not been tied [at night]: (f:) or
a certain plant of El-Yemen, the eater of which
needs not to drink after it: (S, ]:) or a certain

plant of El-Yemen, eaten by camels, which
thereby become in no need of water: (M, TA:)
or the froth, or floating particles, cast up by

beverage; (El-'Otbee, Hr, ] ;) as though it were
cut off from the beverage. (El-'Otbee, Hlr, TA.)

iia . Cries, shouts, noises, clamour, or a con-

fusion ofcries or shouts or noiset: and the sound

made in running. (Sgh, V.)

J,_. [pl. of ilq-,] Gazelles going with shotrt

steps: (agh, I.)

.O1l Short: (Lth,V :) applied to a man.

(TA.) -And [the fem.] 'T~.l A ewe, or she-

goat, having somewhat cut offfrom her ear. (4.)

J,_: see JJap.h

Jj'. Straitened: so in the saying, 31
j l.q ,; JaJq.i [Verily the means of living

are rendered strait to him]: (1 :) but in the L,

hJ+,}I,.. (TA.)

jit'.. The wing of a bird: ($, M:b, I:)

sometimes with 3. (Msb.) And hence, (15,)
[An oar; a pad&ile;] a certain appertenance of
a ship or boat; (AV, , Mqb, ];) a piece of wood
at the head of chich is a broad board, with which

one p'opels a ship or boat; (M, TA;) and

*J~i, [signifies the same;] a certain thing

wvith which a ship, or boat, is put in motion:

(Mgh:) pl. itm..: (Myb:) from J.;a. said

of a bird: (As, S, M:) also called j1 . (IDrd,

!, Meb) and ai. and tjli.. (TA.)j.And

hence, as being likened thereto, I A whip: and
so with d . (TA in this art. and in art. .-.)-
And for a similar reason, S The neck. (TA.)

s- A [skin of the kind called] j having

the legs cut off': and so with 3. (V,,* TA.) And

f.,..1 .~ A man having the arms, or hands,

c, tt off. (TA.)-_And [hence,] the latter, tA

niggardly man. (TA.)_--And ',, l J,_,

(YJ, TA,) and ,1, and ae I, and jjl, (TA,)

tfShort in respect of the sleeves, (V, TA,) and of

the arm, and of the shirt, and of the maist-

t rapper. (TA.)_ See also

1. aor.' (S,li) and, (1,) inf. n. 3,
(s,) HIe twisted it firmly; (?, !;) namely, a
rope. (.) He made it firm, strong, or com-
pact. (TA.) - [Hence,] J..J1 LI. 1AJ1

t [A girl of beautiful compactur; of beautif d,

compact make]. (S.) - [Hence also,] a Ji
ti; j 5 : t [He did according to

his own particular ray, course, mode, or manner,
of acting, or conduct, to which he wasa strongly

disposed by nature]. (TA.) See also 2.-i

j~t--, inf. n. j..q, It (a thing) as, or became,

/ha. , and strong. (T, TA.)- _ ._,J ,3

0JIt- The grain became strong in the ears: (,

O, TA:) or, accord. to the ]g, it means c [i. c.,

came into the ears]. (TA.) - said of a

I
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young gazelle, &c., Re became strong, and
foloed hi mother. (I.) [8ee also ,J]--
'j.;, aor. ', inf. n. J , [aid in the 8 to be
a subet. from 3, q. v.,) He contended in an alter-
cation, dispruted, or litigated, wehemently, or vio-
lently. (Mlb.)

a. ;, (?, Mb, ],) inf n. j,.3, (Msb,)
He threr him down (., Msb, O) upon the al.,
(Myb,] ,) i. e., (TA,) upon the ground; (.,
TA;) as also t J, (J(,) inf. n. J~.: (TA:)
or the former signifies he did so mueah, or often.
(TA.) You say, J.mi3 pb [He thrust him,
or pierced him, with a spear or the lihe, and
threw him down &c.]. (, Msb.) [8See also 3.]

3. !J ., inf. n. ii;L1 and JlC., (8, Mgh,
H,) He conteindel in an altercation, or disputed,

or litigated, with him: (8, TA:) or did so tehe-
mently, or violently, (Mgh, n,) and ably, or
powerfully: (Ig:) [or he did so obstinately, or
melyfor the purpose of convincing him; for]
ijJ,b. signiifies the disputing rtespecting a ques-
tion of cience for the purpose of convincing the
opponmt, wAhethr what ho says be wrong in
itself or not: (Kull p. 342:) [he wrangled with
him:] or J>1, inf. n. W>" and JI., as
abore, signifies originally he contended in an
altercation, or dispnted, or litigated, by advancing
what might diwert the mind from the appear-
ance of the truth and of what was right: and
accord. to a later usage, of the lawyers, he corm-
lawred evidence [in a discussion with another
person, or other perwsons,] in order that it might
appear wkich of thoe evidene was a preponderant:
and the doing this is commendable if for the
purpose of ascertaining the truth; but otherwise
it is blameable: (Mb :) accord. to Er-RBghib,
Jl.~. signifies the competing in disputation or
contention, and in striving to overcome [therebyj];
from j .JI ;J~, meaning, " I twisted the
rope firmly;" as though each of the two parties
twisted the other from his opinion: or, as some
may, it originally means the act of wrustling, and
ithroring down anothir upon tahe iiJI. [or
ground]: accord. to Ibn-EI-KemAl, a disputing
that has for its object the manifesting and esta-
blidsing ift tenets or opinions. (TA.) [See also

4. ;J.i. ,Sie (a gazelle) had her young one
[(itflciently 'rown to be] walking with her.
(Zj, I1.)

5: see 7.

6. I1l).L,3 TAey contended in an daltercation,
disputed, or litigated, [or did so vehemently, or
violently, &c., (see 3,)] one wn ith anwther. (KL,
MA, &c.,)

7. J;j. l Jie fell doan upon the ground:
( h:) he became thrown donm. upon the 2JI,,
i. e., the groundl; and in like manner tJ.3, he
became thronm diown, &e., much, or often. (TA.)

8. Jll! The act of building, or const7ncting.
(TA.) EI-Kumeyt says,

(S, TA) i. c. [Parilions of which the masons

haem made strong] the building, or construction.
(TA.)

[Q. Q. 1. , He ruled a book with lines;
such as are ruled round a page, &cc. See Jj '"]

j . B.ard, and strong; as also t,.
(,* TA.) -Also, and J-, A strong. firm,
or compact, penis. (K,* TA.) -Also, (II,) or
the former, (., TA,) Any menber, or limb: (.,

) pl. ,.. (, TA.)- Also, (g,) or the
former, (TA,) Any complete bone, [app. witlh its
flesh,] not brohen, nor mixed wnith aught beside:
pl. [of pauc.] jlI and [of mult.] Jq.' (K,
TA.)- Also, (I,) or [the pl.] J., (Lth,
TA,) The bones of the arms and legs (Lth, K,
TA) of a man: (Lth, TA :) and of the fore andl
hind legs of the victim termed ;i ;. (TA from
a trad.)

Je.: see J

J... Vehmemnce, or violence, in altercation or
disputation or litigation; (S, . ;) and ability, or
power, to practise it: (8]:) [or simply contention
in an altercation; disputation; or litigation:] a
subst. from ~;1_: (S: ) or inf. n. ohf jO,' [q. v.].
(Myb.) - Hence, as a term of logic, A syllogism
composed of things well known, er concedecd; tite
object of rwhich is to convince the opponent, and
to make him to understand whofails to apprehend
the premises of the demonstration. (TA.)

s3ee , ~q. -Also One wvho contends
in an altercation, disputes, or litigates, 7ehe-
mntly, or ciolently, (Myb, g,) and ably, or
powerfulUy; and so and JI (K.)

-. t fem. of J~l. -Also syn., in two
senses, with IJ.q., which see, in two places.

J.~. A rivulet; a streamnlet; (S, Mb, ];)
[whether natural, or formed artificially for irri-
gation; being often applied to a streamlet for
irrigation, in the form of a trench, or gutter;]
it is less than a 3.L,; and this is less than a J:
(Mgh in art. u:) as also Jj: (1:) pl.

3pl~.. (M,b.)....Hence, ,J.' . ! I'hIe/,'
affair, or case, was, or becamnte, in a right, a
regular,. or an orderly, state; like the J.~.
rwben its jlom is unifbrm and uninterruptefd.
(TA.) And t.JI J~oat.L-! t The caravan

of the pilgrins formed an unintcrrupted line.
(TA.)..[Hence also J3q. as meaning tA
hind of small vein. (Golius from Ibn-SeenL)]
- Hence also %qt;b J~ t [A ruled line,
(suc;i as is ruled round a page, &c.,) and a
column, and a table, of a book]. (TA.)

j.ta. applied to a rope, Firmly twisted; as
also t J,.ob.. (TA.) _ A camel's nose-rein
(S, 1) of hide, or leather, (S,) firmly twisted:
(., :) and a cord of hide, or lecther, or oJf
[goats'] hair, [that i put] upon the neck of the
camnel: (1 :) and the [hind of women's ornaomenat
trmerid] ;? (.,15) is sometimes thus called:

. :) PI) (1 )

[Boox I.

JJloJ The ground: (., Myh, 1 :) or hard
ground: (TA:) or ground haingfine and. (JI.)

i .0. A .;;, [q. v.,] i. e., (TA,) a thing lie

an ril, of hide, or leather, which boys, and
menstruous women, wear round the waist in the
manner of an fjl. (], TA.) - A [tribe, suck
as is termed] a.j.: and a region, quarter, or

tract; eyn. ';6.U (S, :) and so "M, in
both these senses, as used in the phrase, j. 1

j;; ([Thi is according to the way of Ahi
region, and of his tribe]. (TA.) You may also,

',) iSA; L,,3, ;in the Ig, erroneously, L,u%,
(TA,) i. c., .^ j c,l [He went his orwn way], (4,

TA,) and 4_.Ci [towards his region, or quarter,
or tract]. ( A.)- state, or condlition. (1I.)
- A partticular way, course, mode, or manner,
of acting, or conduct; syn. iLb., (S,I ,) sad

aiF. < (i.) You say. ,;4 9 J;.&, i. C.
[lie did according to iis own particular way,
&c.; or] &ZL j,. ,
[explained above: see 1]. (TA.').,1. deter-
niniation of the mind. (TA.) tThe mnatge-

ment, or ordering, cf a people's a/fairs; the
ex.ercise of the ofice ,f . (AA, TA.)

Jl A boy becoming, or become, strong,
rigorous, or robust. (..) A shecamel's young
one above such as is termed ell, 7ehr;h is such

as hasa become strong, anl icalhs with his mother.

(A4, $.) [See also j..]

J.&4C: and Jx..4: &c.: see art. J ..

j~; fem. c. se j._, in daree
laces. - Also, [accord. to moit of the gram-
marians ,, but accord. to some Jj.,] The

hawh; syn. ; (, ;) as also t ~ :
(I:) or an epithet applied to thc hawk [and
therefore without tenween]: (TA:) pl. j.xlqt

(.)

os1--l.: see wiat next prece(les.

J) A .A 3 [or palace, or parviion, &e.,]
(S, I, TA [in the CIC ; l is erroneously put
for cJJI]) strongly construclted: (TA:) p1.
j,L.. (S, .) -. See also J.

Jl~. A piece of rock or stone: [oan oblong
roofing-stone, of those whiich, platcl side by side,
form thla roof of a subterranean passage, &c.:]
pl. ;A (TA.) - Sco also ja.

3s'J. : rsee . [IIence,] j°.~ .. , 
IA compact coat of mail; (., TA ;) also
t t'..q.: (S, ;:) pl. [of the latter] o,. ) (I.)
-tA man (1g, TA) of slcader mah, (TA,)
slender in the [bones caUlled] , of firm, or
compact, make (Jil'I. [as though firmly
twisted]): (I, TA:) or lender, sli, thin, spare,
lean, or light of flesh?; not from emaciation:
(.:) and .;4Ji JS,, as some say, of irm,
or compact, mnahe. (TA.) And JJ~. + A
wonman small in the belly, and compact in es :I
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(A in art. .h :) or jIaI %, a girl of
bea, aful comnpcture; of bautiful, compact
make; syn. J,A "as. (.) Also 1
a-.; t [A fore arm, or an uppr arm,] of

firm or compact, make. (,aTA.) And L.
a~J and t '.. [A shank of beautiful com-

pacture;] well rounded; well turned; syn. L_

'>. (Jg, TA.)

L At t .o , (M9 b, l,) and *I., first pers.

";.,'t., (IB,TA,) nor. ', (1];) inf. n. (Msb.
TA) and 1.~; (Mb ;) and :i .. ti.~, (Mqb,

1,) and t ,~..1, (S,) the prep. in the former of
these two being suppressed in the latter; (TA;)
and t 1...I; (TA;) lie gave him a gift. (S,

IB, Mb, , TA.) - [Hence,] .4, ,i 1.
t He drer his evil fortune, or ill luck, upon him:
an ironical cxprcsion; [for it literally mcans he
gave him, or bestowed uton him, his evil fortune.]
(TA.) - Hence also, j~i t. ! It (a

~.-m ,,b .~e -
thing) sufliced thee. (Msb.) L:A t .. I W

1 HIis deed, or art, did not profit him, or avail
hi,m, aught. (Msb.) And I1U J * C S 4

t lTis ldoes not stand thee in any stead; does not
profit thee, or avail thee. (B.? , ;.., (M,
IB, Myb, I,') [aor. ',] inf. n. ...; (I;) and
':~.w; (V in art. I..;) and t ~.! , (S,
M,b, ,*) and tV A; i 1 ; I sought, or de-
ma,ded, (s,) or awhed, (lB, M.b,g,) ofhim (~,
IB, Mb, ) a gift, ($,) or a thing meanted. (V.)
[See an cx. of the last of these verbs in a verse
cited in art. U.] Hence, I. [inf. n. of

t St.!.]: whence, in a trnd., '" L¶ YP .
·in Jl a t ad., Jmeaning ng i

4jB [i. e. And they knew that tiere was not, in
the posesion of A3arn,dn, property for which
they should ash as owed by him]. (TA.)

3: see l.

4: see 1, in five places. Also $~. 1, He
obtained a gift. (S, Myb.)

8: see 1, in two l)laces.

10: see 1.

I1.~ i. q. ;., q. v. _ Hence, (]ar p. 32,)

I~., (!V,) also written t.$F, (18k, TA,) or

1. , (v,) and, accord. to the g, 1 .
but this latter is not known except as signifying
"a gift," (TA,) A common, or general, rain;
(B, 1, TA;) of wvide extent: (TA:) or of which
the uttermost is not hnown. (I.) One says
also 1, ..' , meaning A rain having a rain
follo~ing it; making the latter word masc.
because it has the force of an in£ n. (TA.)

And 1. 'I j i .t I C L,I Ui [0 God,

water us rwith a copious rain, and a rain that
shall cover the land]: (, TA:) occurring in a
trad. respecting prayer for rain. (TA.) -And

n. je. Amnple good; (];) of wide extent
to men. (TA.) ~iJt 1 'J4 V, *.
TA) i.e. [I will not come to the] eoe like

a,dj j,; (S, TA;) or to the end of tiine. (I,
TA.)

Bk. I.

JSi~ A gift; (e,M b, ;) as also o 1:

(1, .K :) dual (of the former, TA) jIq~ and
o s.; (Lb, M, V ;) the former, regular; (M,
TA;) the latter, anomalous, (M, ], TA,) form.ed

by commutation. (M, TA.) You say, l I

m r ,Sj [I have not obtained from
such a one a gift ever]. (TA.) And hence the

prov., -lj. U-: see art. . (8

in that art.) - See also 1t..

:1.. Profit, utility, or avail. (S, TA.) So in

the saying, ;L_1 !J..I l 'jJ [Such a one

is of little profit, utility, or avail, to thee; will
stand thee in little stead]. (S.)

5.-. [originally .-.] Munificent, or bounti-

ful. (TA.)

>1.. Asking, seeking, or demanding, ($, K,) a

bounty, or benefit, (.S,) or gift: (K :) pl. il.q.
(TA.)

L5. 1 [More, and most, profitable, useful, or

avriling]. It is said in a prov., ~ lb '>. ,

bl ~. [More profitable than rain in its season].

(Meyd.)

L .E : see 1 in art. _ . One says of

the locust, &r 5 . , meaning It eats

everything. (TA.) 1.k jJJ 1

found no means of avoiding, or escaping, that,

is sometimes said for .lJI o~.1 i. (Vz, TA in

art. ~.)

2. J_I inf. n. 4..3, He made, or
put, to the carmers saddle a [a.;' or] 4~.'.
(TA.)

4. .S~.1 It (a wound) flowed [with blood:

see aJ?]. (K.)

$~ A kid: (S :) or a male kid; (IAmb,
M.b, K ;) the female being called ,tlc: (IAmb,
Myb :) or a kid in his first year; (Mgh, Mb ;)
not, yet a year old: (TA:) one should not say

q.; ( ;) this being a bad dial. var.: (Myb :)
pl. (of pauc., TA, applied to three, $) 1 (,
Myb, R) and (of mult., TA, applied to more
than three, 8) I.. (S,Mgh,MYb,.) and :
(K:) t~,. [as pl. of S~ ] is not allowable.
(S.) .. Hence, as being likened thereto, (M,
TA,) .. JI1 t A certain star, (S, M9b, K.,)
[the star a of Ursa Minor, commonly called
the pole-star,] that revolves with '; !Q, (i,)

by the side of the [north] pole, by wohich the
Aibleh is known, (S,) or aecording to which the
)ibleh is turned; (Mb ;) the bright star at the
extremity of the tail of the Le~r Bear; (Kzw;)
the star of the bible3; (Mgh ;) also called ' ..

.~j&JI; (Mgh, Mb;) and called by the astro-

nomers t . .JI, in the dim. form, to distinguish
it from what next follows. (Mgh, MF.) [See

also -JI.]_ Hence also, (M, TA,) A certain
sign of the Zodiac; (?, ];) [namely, Captricor-
nut;] the tenth of the signs of the Zodiac;
(Mgh;) that next to the ; tunknown to the

Arabs [of the clasical times]. (V.) This and
the former together are called [the] ,i..

(TA.) - o ; is also an anomalous dual of

Sj., q. v. (Lb, M, .)) 8See also what next
follows.

i a. and tVc, (Z,~ ,) but not ;.
which is used by the vulgar, (C,) [A kind of pad,
or] a stuffed thing, ($,) or a stuffed piece (g,
TA) of a ., (TA,) that is put beneath a
horse's saddle, '(I,) or beneath the two boards

(OL7OJI) of a horse's and of a camel's saddle;
[one on either side; for] there are two of such
stuffed things: (S:) the pl. of the former is

;Jl1', (Sb, S,) which may be used u a pl. of
mult., (TA,) or ;-, so in [some of] the
copies of the V], [but omitted in the ClB and in
my MS. copy of the J,] following the Tn, as on
the authority of A 'Obeyd and AA and En-Nadr,

(TA,) and ItS g.i (S, IB, [in some copies of

the $ 1~, but the former (which I find in two
copies of the S) is said by IB to be the right;
or rather this is a coll. gen. n.,]) like u a is

of k: (IB, TA:) the pl. of , is Q.
(S.) [See also ;.., and ;U.]

:.., (K in this art.,) or ,1,, (A in art. jJ.,
and 1K in art. CM,) [the latter is the term commonly

known, An arithmetical square;] the product
of multiplication [of a number by itslf]; as
whten you say, the .I~. [or .I,i-] of three [in
some copies of the ], of thre multiplied by

three,] is nine; (],'TA;) also called jCi. (Myb
in art. j'..) [Seeij..]

JI: see .

. and A young gazell; yn. J' :
(], and so in a copy of the :) or a young doe-
gazlleU; syn. MJjI: (so in another copy of the :)
said by As to be lihe the jU of goats: ( :) or
the male, and thefemale, of the young of gazelle,
when it has attained the age of six months, or
seven, and has run, and become strong: or, as

some say, the male thereof: pL Qti1.. (M, TA.)

k~: see k~a, in two places. Also Flo
ing blood; (Lb, V;) blood not flowing being
termed : (LIb, TA:) or the former, blood
adhering to the body; and the latter, blood upon
the ground: (AZ, :) or the former, a streak of
blood: ( :) or the first quantity that ~ at
once, of blood: (TA:) pl. 1on-. (?.) - A piece
of musk. (V.) -The colour of the face. (Ig,
TA.) You say, 4;' 44 &IMl [The colour

of his face became yellUow i . (TA.) I. q. UJ

[A side; a lateral, or an outward or adjacent,
part or portion, region, quarter, or tract; &c.].

(..) So in the saying, ,t.u~ [ [app.
meaning He is keeping to hi own ide h is

following his own course; like the phrase i .
:-Lk.: or he it by himself; like *. .; ;;

and 4~j.]. (TA.)

jlt. The locust; because it eats . i.e.

>.t) everything: but the appellation [more]

commonly known is ,t... (TA.)
'jO
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1 lSJq [erroneously written in the CId, in this
art and in art. ^., without the sheddeh to the

.] sa.fron; (Az, IF, ];) as also Vi.'- .:
(Sgb, V:) the former a rel. n. from aQ.%ji, or
a4.4, a town of ,_4!, in Syria, said to produce
saffron: it is mentioned by Az and IF in this
art., being held by them to be of the measure
J,A` [originally tOjjtq.]: by J, in art. -'., as

being of the measure W. (TA.)._ Also W ine;
(H, TA;) as resembling saffron in colour. (TA.)

", see what next precedes.

1. ,J~., (9, A, L, Myb,) aor. !, (L, Msb,)
inf. n. ., (L, Mqb, H,) He cut it, or cut it off;
(9, A, L, Mb ;) namely, a thing; (S, Msb;) as,
for instance, a rope: (L:) or/e cut it off utteorly;
(L, I ;) and ;J3... [inf. n. of t*.' ~.] signifies

the same as 3, i.e. the ciutting off utterly:
( :) and ci'~4t [ink. n. of tJ1..], the act of
cutting: (KL:) or ,. signifies he cut it off
utterly and quickly; and in like manner t#.i
[applied to many objects, or as meaning he cut it,
&cc., repeatedly, or many time, or in many piece,
or much]. (L.) [Hence,] jLI JX, aor. ,

6.~ ~ .s , 4 or-;
inf. n. L. and 11:. and 1J.~., He cut off th

fruit of tihe palm-trees; syn. .p..y: (L1I, L:) or,
aceord. to some, .1Jq.. signifies the cutting off of
all fruits, and 1~ relates particularly to palm-

trees. (TA in art. -. ) [Hence also,] .jJ~

1Ji., in a trad. relating to the battle of Roneyn,
tCut ye them off utterly; externinate them by
slaughter. (L.) - Also, (9, A, L, Msb,) nor. ,

(L,) inf. n. J.q-, (L, V,) He broke it; (f, A, L,
Myb, l;) namely, a thing, (9, Msb,) or a hard
thing: (M, L:) and lJ.l [inf. n. of :.lq],
also, signifies the act of breaking. (KL.)-.Also,

(L,) inf. n. q., (L, 1,) He hastened it; or ha-
tened to it. (L, lg.') lt is said in a prov., re-
specting one who boldly ventures upon taking a
false oath, H'I1 .l1 .' lIe hastened to
it as the ass hatens to the plant called J ... (L)

2: see 1.

6: see 7?.

7. ,n. 1 It became cut, or cut off: (S, L, Msb,
:) or cut off utterly: or cut off utterly and

quickly: and in like manner, *.IJ [said of a
number of things, or used in a frequentative or an
intensive sense; being quasi-pass. of 2]. (L.)

8: see 1, in two places.

R. Q. 1. M'Jq, in£. .n.L. i : see 1.

jA piebroken off; aragmnt: pl.;1 .:
so in the phrase, Il.l 1 . [I broke it in
piece., orfragments]; occurring in a trad., relating
to an idol. (L) [See also jl~.]

;4i; L TEhere is not upon im a piece o
rag; i.e., any garment to cover him: (L:) or

S.~ -- ,J-

anytAing (9, L, 1) of clothing: (., L:) pl. J'
(B4 in xxi. 59.)

l,~4, with fet-b, The act of separating a tlting
from another thing (;f.l >, J , accord.
to some copies of the I. and the TA; [see 1;]
accord. to other copies of the ]g, [probably by
mistranscription,] the superiority of a thing ovr
anotrher thing, o L.'iY h j.); as also

.l~. (I.)- See also what next fillows.

31~.' and t l., (S,L, I,) the former of
wvhich is the more chaste, (S, L,) and VtlJ., (L,

]g,) substs. from ke. the act of" breaking ;" (]. ;)
What is broken, of, or from, a thing: (S, L:)
or what is broken, or cut, in pieces: or broken
pieces: so in the gur xxi. 59, in which the word
is read in these three different forms: (L:) some
also read I~.', which is pl. of j,.; and some,

IjS1 , pl. of ~..: (Bd :) or the first signifiesfrag-
nrints of a thing much broken; [as a coll. gen. n.;]
and the n. un. is t1~;.,.: (Lth, L:) [or] it is an
extr. p1. of t.. ; (L;) or i. q. 5 ; and

is a dial. var.; or is pL of tL . (Bd.)

[See also j..] Also the first, Small pieces, or
partickl, of siver: and * 1 1 piece. of
silver: (L:) or the latter, cuttings, or clippings,
(9, L, g,) of silver. (M and L in art. ji.)-
Also Stones containing gold; (Ks, S, L, g ;) so
called because they are broken: (Ks, S, L:) or
stone. containing gold #*c. which are brohken; as
also *;1.. (Msb.)_ And i. [app. i1J. or
tl,..], (L,) or V L., (TA,) i. q. j) [Distinct
parties, or portions, &c., of men or things]. (L,
TA.)

;1j.: see ;lj , in four places.

,Jj.1 and t ;j, k Cut; or cut off: or cut
off utterly: or cut off utterly and quickly: and
also broken: (L:) pl. of the former, ~. and

.1 (Bd in xxi. 59) and 31j., which last is
extr. (L. See the paragraph headed 1~., in
three places.)_ Also the former, (A, K,) and
a, ,.,., (A,) and , ;,. (8, L, K,) Meal
of parcded barley or wheat; syn. J.. ; (8, A,
L, I ;) so prepared Lby being moistened with
water or toith clarified butter 4c.] as to be
drunk: (A:) and t L... is [a men of the kind
caUed] a:. made of coarse L.".; so called
because it is broken and made into coarse par-
ticles: and a quantity of w~, or the like, such
as a man eats or drinks at one time. (L.)

;jt.i4: see.

;'I~" and its pL ,l~ se: see ;1~., in two
Ilaces.

i.N~J: see .,J.-, in two places.

, %i. [fem. of J.l] t An amputated arm or

hand: used figuratively: see ,j.1, in art. ,.
(L.) - .. _~j t A bond of relationship [cut,
or severed, or] not made close by affection; expl.
by 1ay . I.1 [a well-known phrase: erro-

[Boot I.

neously explained by Golius as meaning " uterus
inftecundus vel interrupte conceptionis"]: (Fr,

S, L, .:) as also ;1.,.. (Fr, , L.) _ .. ~
,:j.a: see 1j... _ :,l .0' A tooth m kch
broken; or broken in pieces. (t, TA.)

itj~. (As, L, and so in some copies of the ]:
in other copies of the 1], and in the TA, i$,1. :)
Soft stones: (AV, L, ] :) as also ;1. [q. v.]:
(As, L:) n. un. (of both, As, L) with ;. (AV,
L, J~.)

! , see . > _ei iL [A
gift, or stipend,] not cut short, or not intrr~upted;
syn. C91.de,. (A 'Obeyd, 8, L.)

1. ~', (S,A, Msb, ],) aor. ;, (Mb, ],)
in£ n. n. .; ($, Msb;) as also , (9, TA,)
inf. n. j., of the dial. of Temeem, (TA,) or
formed by transposition; (9, TA; [but see art.
..- ;]) and t4 .. ; (S, A, I ;) Ie drew it;
dragged it; p~led it; tugged it; strained it;
extended it by drawing, or puUing or tuggrg ;
stretched it; extended, lengthened, or protracted,
it; ($, A, H ;) namely, a thing; and sometimes
relating to an ideal object. (TA.)_ ' .>.,,

.;U1, (S,) or , (,) or ;'J ,
(A, Msb,) l, (, A, Myb,],) or ;ei (9,
A, Msb,) : He drank ($, )from the wsmel, (9,)
or of the water, (,,) by putting his mouth into
it, [a draught, or two draughts:] (, :) or
he conveyedtl [or drew up] into the iianernost parts
of his nose [a draught, or two draughts, of the
nwater]. (Msb.) And I.Q t. ?She (a camel)
drank her milk when she was milked. (A. [But
see what next follows: and see also 5.]) _ ,
said of a she-camel, (Y, I,) and of a she-a~ also,
aor. , inif. n. ,1 , (TA,) t She became scant
of mnilk; (S, ];) she drew her milk (1;. .4:.)
from her udder so that it went away lupwards.

(TA.)_ - ., (K,) or A C. .. , (, ,A,)
aor. , inf. n. j (TA,) He rweaned him;
namcly, a colt, (, A, ],) and a young camel,
and a lamb. (TA.) And one says of a mother,
" ,. : She remned her young one: so
accord. to Lh, who does not specify the kind.
(ISd, TA.) And accord. to the T, - is said
of a child, or of a lamb or kid, meaning: He mu
weaned. (TA.) -44 and t H.. le trans-
ferred, or removed, it (a thiing) fiom its place.
(.K.) - She repelled him, or rejected
himtn; namely, a man who sought her in marriage;
(T, A, TA;) as though from the saying & ..
*_. '[which see below]; (T, TA;) [i. e.] as

though she contended with him and overcame
him, and thus he became separated from her;
(T, A, TA;) as also d~'. (T, TA.) [Accord.
to the TA, ' ~t has the same meaning; but
I think that this is a mistake of a copyist.]_
sJ,lt.k- C) ,> t SuCh a one severed the
bond of hit union. (M, TA.) And i M
f, ', : Such a one ered the bond of o
beteen u. (A, TA.) - ila ,. , aor.

__
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(AHn,l,) inf. n .,.- , (AHn, TA,) He cut
off the .. [q. v.] of the palm-tree, (A Hn,,)
to eat it. (AHn, TA.) - .. Ii ,l . tHe ran
quickly. (L in art. s..) See also 7. ...

,JW, ($,A,g,) aor. , inf. n. . , (TA,)
The greater part qf the month (., S, A, 1,
i. e. . St, TA) passed. (8, A, g.) = qJ.,

aor. ', He overcamne him in a) .1 (K) [lit.
drawing, dragging, pulling, &c.; (see 3;) but
also] used figuratively [an meaning S he overcame
him in contention]. (TA.) You say, I.j.

~4j..i [I contended nitlh him in draRving, draqg-
ging, &c., and I overcame him thlerein: and also]
t I contended waith him and I overcame him.
(T, A,* TA.)

3. W114. He contended with him in draming,
dragging, pulling or tugging, straining, or stretcth-
ing, &c. (L in art. .. ) And JJI ~lt. [He
contended with him in pulling the rope]. (Mgh

in art. tj.) And i;1 4 . Ie contended
writh him in pulling the garment, or piece of cloth.

(A.) And ;jSl I l.., inf. n. ;4$ , They
p,tled the thing, every one of the,n to himself.
(Mbh.) And iq. s;l3.: see 1, last sentence:
[a plhrne having two meanings: for] you say,
I,4 (1, TA,) inf. n. · (TA) and .. ,
(I-ar p. G36,) meaning t Tbey two contended [in
any manner], each n,ith the other: (],TA:) and
[in like manner,] * Slt.!J, (K,) inf. n. .wi_,
(t,) t They tn'o contendled together. (S,* 8.) You

- , 4` : - P -

say also, 141.* ,lS-- [There
were contentions between them: then they agreed].

(A, TA.) And ;,JI O t I contended with
him for the thing. (S.) See also 1, in two
places, beside the instance in the last sentence.

5. t4. I lie drank it; (A, g ;) namely,
milk: said of a pastor. (A.)

6. ;JI _jlW. 7'hey contendled together in
pulling the garmnent, or piece of cloth. (A.)

[Ilence,] 4li Lj I [They contended
together in discourse, talk, or conversation]. (A.)
Sec also 3. - And see 7.

7. rJ.l It (a thing) was, or became, dranwn,
dragged, pulled, tugged, strained, extended by
drawing or pulling or tugging, or stretched, &c.;
it dragged, or trailed along; syn. .,Jl. (S and
B in art. q.) _ It was, or becane, transferred,
or removed, from its place; anmid so / ?,j.
(f.) -, ,J.'1! also signifies t Quick going or
iourneying or travelling. (f.) [You say, .,.J Jt1,

and JlI j, (the latter occurring in the
TA in art. , &c., like j l .J, men-

tioned above, see 1,) t IIe rent, or journeyed,

or travUelld, quickly.] And .JIt 1MI,pnl.

and ).ljl . . t,J They brought, or purvyed,
n,heat, or corn, or provisions, from qfar. (A,
TA.)

8. 4 et-: see 1._Also He seized it, or
took it, or carried it of, byforce. (B, TA.)
- And t He called, suntmoned, or invited, him.
(Jam p. 645.)

~ t. tQ/uick journeying or travelling. (ISd,

K·.)- And The stopping, or a stoppage, of the
flow of salia (a jIl vil). (e.)

w,. The pith that is at the head of the palm-
tree, from which the [fibres called] Jie are
pulled of, and which is then eaten; as though so
called because pulled off [or cut] from the tree;

(TA;) the heart, pith, or cerebrum, ( oL.,) of
the palm-tree; (AI.n, $; TA ;) so in some copies
of the K; (TA;) i. e. the _ of the palm-tree:
(S:) or, as in some copies of the K, and in the
M and L, only such as is coarse: (TA:) as also

t .~.: (K :) n. un. 4. ($, K.) [Sec also

3JjlP s. i . A portion that is dran,n by a
single puUllofspn thread, or yarn. (S.) [Hence,]

., .,, .· a · l
Jib jkc. Uax. i X He gave him not aught. (A,

TA.)_ 4~ j;l - e t Betnween me
and the place qf alilhting is a piece [qf land or
country, or a tract], meaning a distance: ( :)
or a far-extending piece [of land or country].

(iS.) And . .. ., i' j t.,' and ,
t Between us and the son.s of such a one is a
mall space, or short distance; i. e., they are
near to us. (ISh, TA.)

. p1s? i -.M.1 [He tooh his nway into
the valley of Jedhelbti]: (i :) or, as given by
Meyd, [and in the A,] l.j [they.fell into the
valley of Jedhebat]: a celebrated prov.: (TA :)
applied to a man who has missed the object of
his aim or pursuit; (1K, * TA;) ,,j. being

said to be derived from - JI ..j. "he weaned
the boy;" because, in weaning, a child sometimes

dies: or from JI 'I , or. ..... JI

eJ$, explained above: or, accord. to some, the
right reading is .: or, as Az says, on the
authority of As, the most correct reading is

from ,JI ; "the serpent bit him;"
and the prov. is applied to him who falls into
perdition, and to him who wanders in perplexity
tfrom the object of his aim or desire. (TA.)
[See also another reading in art. .. '.]

OjY... The sandal-thong that is between the
great and seconml toes. (K, TA.) You say, L*

.J ." 1 He did not stand me in stead
of, or avail mne as much as, a sandal-thong that
is between the great and second toes. (AA, TA.)

..,.C4, indecl., [su a proper name, chianged in
form from ,] (TA,) Deatlh: (lSd, :)
so called because it draws away the soul. (lSd,
TA.)

ve1* see o.

.,,I.Ur:: see ., ...

41J*. Hairs, (TA,) or coarse hairs, or a
coare hair, (V,) tied, and mnade into a snare,
(TA,)for catching larks. (~, TA.)

.s.. :A she-camel that has ewceeded the umal
timeu of pregnancy, and passed beyond the time
[of the year] when she had been covered: (Lb,
TA:) or a she-camel that has extended, or pro-
tracted, te period of her pregnancy to eleven

months. (A, TA.) tA she-camel, (S, K,) and a
she-ass, (TA,) scant of milkh; (, , TA;) as

also d. and t 'i: (}g:) pl. [of the first

and second] 4'1, and .I.. ($, 1.)

51i~. (M,10) and the latter formed

by transposition, (L and TA in art. i.t,) A

kind of food, prepared with sugar and rice and
flesh-meat: (M, ] :) [from the Persian ;1}~,
as observed by Golius:] it might be hastily
imagined to be arabicized from .1 , jI ,; but
this is not the case: (TA :) [n. an. withl : or]

a1$-. is a cake of bread (j4.) Itn into the

oven (,J;), and having suspended over it a bird
or some jesh-meat, the gravy of which flows upon

it as long as it is cooking; also called QAi l .1,

because it removes one's anxiety for seasoning,
or condiment. (.Jar p. 227.)

1. ;, (A, TA,) aor. ', (Tr,) inf. n. ;,
(A, K,) le cut, or cut nfl', or severed, (]g, TA,)
a thing: (TA:) and (K) he extirpated, or cut
off entirely, (A, K,) a thing; (A;) as also tj .;

(S;) and t jjI, inf. n. ;iJl1. (AZ,1.)

} see 1.
4:

7. j l It became cut, or cut off, or evered.
(g, TA.)

; (As, IAar, , A, Msb, 1) and t;' (AA,
, .K) The root, or lower part, (AI, %, A, Meb, ],)

of anything: (As, E, A:) or (so in thie ]g, but in
other lexicons " and") particularly, of the tongue:
(Sh, A, Msb, l]:) and of the penis: (Slh, :)
and of a horn (8,' A) of a cow (S) or of a bull;
(A;) or the horn [itself] of a cow: (TA:) and
the latter word, the root, or foot, or lowest part.
of a tree: (TA:) and the former word, the base

of the neck: (EI-Hejeree, 1 :) pl. J.~ (I.)

Hence J , J- . L~ '_11 ;Jj; Love took up
its abode in the bottom (J,1l) of his heart. (A.)

And [hence] it is said in a trad., ,.Jj; aL l ;.'
Jd-~i ..!.r~.J , [app. meaning, Verily

reason, or intellect, or rather conscince, each of
which is a trust committed by God to man, and a
faculty which renders him responsible for his
faith and works, (see, in art. X.,l, an explanation

of a;.l as used in the l]ur xxxiii. 72,) hath taken
up its abode in the bottom of the hearts of men].
($.)-Also, both words, The origin, or stock,
f'.on which one springs. (TA.)... And the for-
mer, (8, A, Mgh, Myb, ]i,) and the latter, or the
latter only, (],) or the former only, (TApr, TA,)
A root of a number; (A;) an arithmetical root;
(Mgh, ] ;) [a square root;] a number that is
multiplied by itelf; (Mqb;) as wrhen you any
that ten mltiplied by ten is a hundred; (Mgh,
Myb;) and three multiplied by thre is nine;
(A;) in the former of which castes, ten i the
jjq., (Mgh, Meb,) i. e., the jJ. of a hundred;
(Mgh;) and in the latter, three; (A;) and in
each case, the [square or] product of the multipli.
cation is called the Jl, (Mqb,) or the I~-. ., (A,)

50' 
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or thAs Yt 86,: (Mgh:) [pl. of pauc. j1
1iJI,

and of mult. . t.] It is of two kinds, lit

[i. e. rational], and .l [i. e. surd, or irrational]:
the latter known only to God, accord. to a saying
of 'Aiseh. (Mgh.)

6 0 c.,

;ji; and ;j. (S, 1) and ;j3 .. nd ;j. and
j;l. and ;J,.q, (, TA,) the last-of which is

written in some copies of the V [and in the C15]

;ia~, (TA,) The young one of a wild cow: (S,

1 :) pi. of the fint and second, fi.*. (S.) ISd

thinks that ;J. and ;q. are Arabic, and that

;jj. and ;;. are Per'ian. (TA.) See also

j,1. or J;j 4 : we what next precedes.

J;,b A wild cow having a young one. (ISd,
i.) Hence we decide that the . in tjl:n. is

augmentative; and because it often occurs as an
augmentative in the second place. (ISd, TA.)
[In the 8 it is regarded as a radicaL]

s: see 

4. .,, (g, Mgh, Mqb, I,) inf. n. l..,
(Mgh, M,b,) He (a beasp became suck as iU

denoted by the term t.~; (TA;) said of the

offspring of thdie sheep or goat, he became in his
scond year; of that of the cow, and of a solid-
hoofed beat, he became in hi third year; and of
that of the camel, he became in his fifth year:
(8, MNb, 1 :) but sometimes, when said of the
ofibpring of the ewe, it means he became six
mtonth old, or nine montAs old; and such is allow-
able as a victim for acrifice: (S:) IAar says, it
denotes a time, not a tooth (Mgh, Myb) growing
or falling out: (Mqb:) and said of a she-goat,
s:.. 4 qI means he becarme a year old, and some-
times, les than a year, by reason of plenty of
food; and of a sheep, e-l means, when fbom

young parents, he becamefronsm i months old to
emo; and when from very old parents,firom

eight months old to ten. (Mgh, Myb.) [See

6j , below.]

6. :,)i He (a man) pretended to be a 4
[or youth]. (TA.)

e, The trunk of a palm-tree: (?,* Msb, ] :)

or, accord. to some, only after it has become dry:
or, accord. to some, only after it hat been cut:
(TA :) or the truna of a tree whn th hesad has
gon: (]am p. 6 56:) in the ]5ur, xix. 23, it is
applied to the trunk of a palm-tree which had
beoome dry and was without a head; (Bd;)
therefore this does not indicate any restriction nor

the contrary: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] elJ-I4 (Meb)

and [of mult.] . (f, M 9b.) -The beam of

a roof. (MNb, TA.)

i" A beast (Lth, Mgh) before ths .' [q. v.],

(Lit, M, Mgh, Myb, 1j,) by one year; wAen it
mny for th first time be ridde and sd : (Lth:)

jJq-JJ4.

fern. with 3: (S, Mgh, Msb, 1 :) pl. mansc. [of

pauc.] 1h. (Yoo, 0) and [of mult.] q U
(Yoo, , Mgh, Msb, 1) and Atc. (L, Mqb)

and t.W. (., Mgh, Msb, g) and i Cl; (Yoo,

O;) and pl. fern. ..,Jq: (?,Msb:) it is a
name applied to the beast in a particular time, not
denoting a tooth growing or falling out: (8, E :)
but it differs in its application to different kinds
of beasts: (Az:) applied to a sheep or goat,
it means a year old; (IAar;) in his second
year: (Mgh:) or, applied to a sheep, a year
old; and sometimes ess than a year, by reason
of plenty of food; (IA9r;) or eight months
old, (Az, Mgh, TA,) or nine; (TA;) or, when
from young parents, from siZ montlh old to
seven; and when from very old patrents fromn
eight months old to ten; (IAar, Mgh;) and the
sheep thus called is a satisfactory victim for sacri-
fice: (Mgh, TA:) and applied to a goat, a year
old; (Az,Mgh;) or in its second year; (AZ;)
but the goat thus called is not a satisfactory vic-
tim for sacnerifice: (Mgh:) applied to a bull, it
means in like manner in his usecond year; (Mgh;)
or in his third year; and the bull thus called is
not a satisfactory victim for sacrifice: (TA:)
applied to a horse, it means in his third year;
(IAgr;) or in his fourth year: (Mgh:) [but see

;Uii :] and applied to a camel, in hififth year;

(Az, Mgh ;) fern. with ;; and this (a ) is
what must be given for the poor-rate when the

camels are more than sixty. (Az, TA.) [See also

... ].-A youth, or young man. (~.)-tOn-
who is light-mitted, or weak and stupid, like a youth:

opposed in this sense to JJ1 as meaning "old:"
(IAar, TA:) or one vhosu teeth have fallen out,
here and there, [as though likened to a beast thus
termed that has shed some of his first teeth,]
because he has drawn near to his appointed term
of life. (TA: [but it is not quite clear whether
this explanation relate to p.1 or to jtj.])

[A novice, or recent bejginner.] You say, im

,t ry ' . t [Such a one, in this affair,
is a novice, or recent beginner,] when he has

begun it recently. (.8, Z.)_, _1- 1 *. aJJ

I Time, or fortune, is ever new, like a youth.

(6a' TA.)-Hence, (TA,) E,1iJ.1 A-)1 : Time,

or fortune; (S, I;) as in the saying, ;il
JI., .,f-l : Time, orfortune, destroyed them;

and .Ill Jj,l t I will not come to thee

eor. (TA.) [See aiso art. ,j.] And accord. to
some, ($,) The lion: (S, :) but this is a mistake.

i t

(IB, L)_-And hence, (TA,) J. I t Cala-

mity, or misfortune. (QTA.) ..-ik-.yl IJ,.5

t I rmnewed the thing, or affair, at it wat at the
first: as, for instance, a war which had been

extinguished. (TA.) And jac g i [signifies,
in like manner, t He recommenced Me thing: or]
he commnmced the thing. (TA.) And jdV !

: The thing mas commenced: (TA:) or the
thing returned to its first state; it recowmmnced.

(IV in arL J.)._ JleqJt Wir t SmaU moun-

taiu. (].)

3.M. [The stat of being mwhaut is denoted by

[BooK I.

the term .;] a subst. from , 1 [inf. n. of

1.. .(TA.)

i.1" Young; (, 1, TA;) not arried at
puberty: (TA:) originally a.~.; (;, ;) the
.. being augmentative: (8 :) the S is either to
give intensiveness to the meaning, or to denote
the fernm. gender; the word being considered as

implying the meaning of ,. or it. (TA.)

Jt.. _ [A lamb approaching the age

in which the term ~j.. is applied to him: expl.

in some copies of the K by jl;: in others, by

Oj i:] in the copies of the 0 expl. by ' I. 

lj1~ : .in the TS and in the A, by Oit, which

is probably the right reading. (TA.)

(Quasi nc#.. )

ajn.: see art. L:.

1. (An,, (A,Ag,) aor. ,, (s,) inf. n. ,
(AA, S,) He cut it; or cut it off: (AA, $, 1:)
and so with v. (TA.)i ... said of a bird,
a dial. var. of J~.: ( :) both signify He (a
bird) vent quickly (IS, TA) with his wings;
generally, when one of the wings had ben
shortened; (TA;) as also t.i.1.q and ?Jj,. il:
and so, both of these, with . (1.)-[Hence,

Jtw~4.IJ p J ; and kA !4 or

i. q. J~. ;r q- v.-]._ He (aman)
,wa quick in his manner of walking: (AO,.:)
and so with i: (AAF, TA in art. ~.o-:) as
also JI,.3.. (TA.) And -.. ti She (a woman)
walked like thoe that are short: and dhe (a
gazelle, and a woman, TA) went with short steps;
as also .t;J l: and so, both, with . (O.)

-C.W lmJ. ;. The sky cast down sow:

and so with . (TA.) ;~,1JI s. i.q. aq..
(TA.)

4: see 1, in two places.

5: seeo l.

7: eoe 1.

JI..1 .a, (@, TA,) in the K t 5 but the
former is the more proper, (TA,) i. q. -

( ;) The rwing of a bird: and so with v. (M 9b
in art. .... )And [hence, An oar; a paddle;]
a certain thing awith which a ship, or boat, is
propeUed. (S,* TA.) - And hence, as being
likened thereto, A whip: (Abu-l-Ghowth, . :)
and so with v. (TA in art. j .-.)

o ._~ A [skin of the kind called] ,j having

the legs cut off: and so with .. ( and TA in,
this art. and in art. J-..)

~l....: see lh;1..

1. jIh, (aor. ', T,) inf. n. ,J., It stood
erect, and was firm, (~, TA,) like the J. of

a tree. (TA.) And He uset himslf up as an
antagonist to others, in fight. (TA in art. n..)

I:

I
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And maid of a chameleon, It became erect; as
also *t?J .l. (TA.) You say also, tj ,

;Qt1; , ;f t He slept rduring the night] erect,
iitAhot commotion, upon the back of his beast.

(TA.)-Jj, ( ,) aor. , (g,) inf. n. ,

(M,) Ile was, or became, joyful, glad, or happy;
U also tJ.4. (S, 1.)

4. ,j,.i He made him joyful, glad, or happy.
(,, V.)

8: se 1.

10: see 1, in two places.

j..: see what next follows, in two places.

j.q (S, K) and ?j.i (V) The trunk, stem,

stump, or lower part, (.l,) of a tree ,c., after
the branch or the like has gone; pi. [of pauc.]
3.,, and [of mult.] j~. and ?J, and
3ijJ., (i,) which lost is pi. of J..: (TA:)
or a large trunk, or lower portion, of a tree;

(,* g;) p1. lj..l: (S:) and a branch, or
piece of wrood, like the fruit-stalk of the racenie
of a palm-tree. (K..) [Iecnce,] V J 0 J. , >t
[or sJ1] tlie returned to his or;iginal state,
or condition. (TA.) Also, the former, A post,
or piece of wood, that is set up (., K) in the place
whelPe camels lie down, at their wvatering-place, (S,)
for tlhe mangy camnel to rub themselves against
it. (~, K.*) Hence, (S, g,) the saying of El-
H.lobab Ibn-EI-MIun(lhir, (S,) '.. , 1 t ., tl
_. .qJI t k.j t [I am their much-rubbed little
rubbing-potl, and their propped little palmu-tree
loaded with fruit, or their honoured little palm-
tree &c.: see art. ,.].: (S,* g,* TA:) i. e.,
I ant of tlhose by means of whose counsel, or
advice, peoplle seek relifct; like as the mangy
camels seek reli(ef from their mange by rubbing
themselves agninst the lpost above mentioned,
(TA,) adl one havi,ng a family that will aid and
defend mc: (TA in art. . :) the dim. is here
used for the purlose of agbgrandizement. (K.
[See al9o art. _..]) Anid hence, (TA,) j. 
Jl : lie is a gentle manager of cattle: (8,c ,
TA:) likened to the J. that is aset up. (TA.)

One says also, c , i.e., [pp.
meaning, t Verily he is one who is constantly
engaged in contending for stakes, or wagers;
.j b being here an inf. n. of 'j1; not a pl. of
OFj; for if it were the latter, the explanation
would be ..L,]. (K.)- A small quantum
of property, or a small number of cattle; (K;)
as though it were the original stock thereof.
(TA.) -The summit, or head, of a mountain;
and a prominent portion thereof: pi. .JI.l.
(g.)- T?be aidle of a ,andal. (g.)

J : see what next follows.

O'J~. [in copies of the V with tenween, but
correctly without tenween, for the fem. is .,]

Joyful, glad, or happ,y; (8, K ;) as also t J..;
(1 ;) and t 3lq. occurs in poetry: (IDrd, K :)
pl. .. (Q.) You say, .ML ,/4 ',1
his oul is jo.iul, glad, or haapy, by means of
that. (TA.)

;q.. dim. of J ., q. v.

3i1S [part. n. of j, .] t Erect, in his place,
not mnoving therefrom; likened to the J? that
is set up in the place where camels lie down, at
their watering-place, for the mangy camels to rub
themselves against it. (..) You say, "S. ,

4l;). ; l He slept [during the night] erect,
without commotion, upon the back of his beast.
(TA.)- See also 6ŽjZ.

1. ijq., (S, Msb, K,) aor.: (Msb, K, TA)
and ' also, (accord. to some copies of the I,)
inf. n. s, (.s,Msb, K,) He cut it off; (8,
MNh, .;) and so Vt .: (] :) or ,.,.. signi-
fies he cut of many tlings; or cut off much,

or frequently: and .. signifies also the cutting
off quickly. (TA.) [It is like ,4i.] You

say, Jo. )j, (Myb, ~l,) aor. ;, inf. n. as above,
(Msb,) He cut of, or amputated, his arm, or
hand; (Msb, l;) as also t . !qi, (kl,) inf. n.

;-:~ . (TA.)-[Hence,].:% ' b-; i
i Such a one severed the bond of his union; as
nlso ~.. (TA.) .- -., (S, Msb,) aor.
(Mqb,) inf. n...q, He (a man) had his arm,
or hand, cut off, or amputated; was maimed of
it. (S, Mqb.) You say, ,. , ~ . I ,$ c .
.J~.. [What is it that has maimed him of his
arm, or hand, so that he has become maimed of
it?]. (TA.) And ,41 ,c,.', aor. ', (Mob,
K,) inf. n. . ., (Mqb,) The arm, or hand, was
cut off, or amputated. (Myb,;.)- .m. j Ie
(a man, g, Mosb) was, or became, affcted, or
snitten, with the disease termed .l .Iw. (S, Mgh,
Msb, lg.)

2: sce 1.

4: see 1, in two places. ;$ also signifies
The being quick in pace, or going. (Lth, TA.)
You say, ; ... ) . , (s,) or.JI .. , (s,)
He (a camel, S) hastened, or was quick, in his
pace, or going. (S, K.) And ._o,.l said of a
horse, (Lh, K,) and the like, of such as run, (Lh,
TA,) He ran vehenently. (Lh, g.) _.
^.;lJI O lie abstained, or desisted, from the
thing. (S,* K.) -_ %ic .A.k~ He decided, deter-
mined, or resolved, upon it. Qg.)

5: see 7.

7. .a..Jl It ma, or became, cut off; ($, K ;)
as also .Aa.: (K :) [or the latter is said of a
number of things; or implies muchness, or fre-
quency:] the two verbs are syn. [respectively]

with '-! and '". (TA.) -_ [Hence] you

say, ,..Il , . 1 tH nHas, or became,
cut off frmn the company of riders upon camel.
(TA.) And En-Nabighah says,

* ;. £ ' ' ' 
[Suleymd hasa tured away, and the bond of her
union with me hasu become severd]. (.)

;$j : see the next paragraph. - Also A cesa-
tion of the supply of corn or other provisiuon.

(TA.) - A rope cut off, or svered. (TA.)-
A man nhose extremities havefallcn off in piee,
piece after piece, in consquence of tAe dise~
termed ,*~. (TA; but in this last sense, the
word is there written without any syll. signs)

;.a. The root, source, origin, or oriial,
or the fundamental or essential or principal part,
syn. J..l, (;, Myb, g,) of a thing, (?, Meb, TA,)
whatevcr that thing be; (TA;) as also :;j;:
(s, K:) pl. [of paue.] j.i and [of mult.]
;j.. (K.) - The family of a people; their
kinsfolk: whence the saying, in a trad., ' A.

;' ')91 ; ,)i C> J-J [Thuere was not
a man of kureyJh but he had kinsfolk in Metkeh].
(TA.) [And app. The main stock from mhich
tribes are derived: for,] accord. to some, it ranks
before ,:. (TrA voce Ta.) - The place [or
place] of growth of the teeth. (TA.) A poet
says, (S,) namely, El-IaIrith Ibn-Walleh, (TA,)

* ·

(S, TA,) [Now, when the hair in the middle of
my bosom, extending downwards to my navel, has
become white, and I have bitten upon the place of
growth of my canine tooth]: i. e., I have become
old, and eaten upon the .1 of my ,U$. (TA.)
- The lower, or lowest, part, or the foundation,
of a wall: (Mgh from a trad. :) or the remains
thereof: or a portion thereof. (TA.) - See
also .

;. Quick; ,svift. (g.)

lJ. The place of the armn, or hand, where it
is cut of, or amputated; as also ~.4. (1.)

"'.~ The defect, or dficiency, of him who
has had his arm, or land, amputated, or who
has lost the end-joints of his fingers: so accord.
to the copies of the .: but in the L, the defect,
or deficiency [resulting] from the amputation of
the arm or hand ( .. '1 >). (TA.)--I

. .J W -. ,, with damm, meaning [I heard

hitm not utter] a word, is not of established
authority. (ISd, TA.)

4.1 A piece cut of (S, g) of a rope &c.,
(S,) or of a tihing of which the extremity has
been cut off, the lower, or principal, part remain-

i::g; (K;) as also Vt. . (TA.) -A whip:

(S, KI :) because it becomes cut by that which is
beaten with it. (TA.) - The part of a whip of
wchich the slender extremity has become much cut
[by uxe], the lower, or principal, part remaining;

pi.. .: (L, TA:) or the remaining part of a
whip; its lower, or principal, portion. (Aq,TA.)
-A thick piece of wood, havintg fire at the end
of it or not; [i. e. a brand, or fire-brand;] like
,jj.. (AO, S and TA in art. J..)- tA
company of men [as though cut off from others].
(TA.)

.U~.: see '.._ Also The uppermt pith
of the palm-tree; which is the best; (4;) like

at.. (TA.) - And Dates that co~m forth
upon one base. (TA.)
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.,1.. [ Eltplantiatsi.; a rpeeies of leprosy;
the Ieprosy that pervaded Europe in the latter
part of the Middb Ages;] a certain disease,
(., V,) arising from the spreading of the black
bile throughout the wehole person, so that it
corrupts the temperament of the members, and
the external condition thereof; and sometimes
ending in the diasundering, or corro.ion, (so
accord. to different copies of the 1P, TA,) of the
members, and their falling off, in consequence of
ulceration; (g, TA;) so called because it dis-
sunders the flesh, and causes it to fall off;
(Mqb;) or because the fingers, or toes, become
cut off: (TA:) it is a cracking of the shin, and
a dissundering, and gradual falling of, of the
jesh. (Mgh.)

.*ji. ij A tract towards which one journeys
separating lovers or objects of love. (TA.)

,.a Cut off; amputated. (, Mb, TA.)

[See also., I".]

&l. What remains, of seed-p)roduce, after

the reaping. ($.) [See also .1*~., in two
places.]

.;1. [an epithet] of the measure jW'l from

. !..JI meaning JIJ: so in the phrase ..lj .

CS,JI ),,. [Wont to sever the bond of love], in a
verbe of Owe Ibn-Thalabeh. (Ham p. 334.)

A'i.! Having his armn, or hand, cut off, or
amputated: (9, Mob, I :) or having l,st the end-
joints of his fingers: (. :) fem. ;j4.. :. (Mib :)
pl. , 4 q... (S.) It is said in a trad., ., .

(A 'Obeyd, S,) i. e., [He who learnu the Kur-ain
and then forgets it shall meet God on the day
of resurrection] having his arm, or hand, cut
off: (A'Obeyd, TA:) or having lost aU his
limbs, or members: (ACt, TA:) or t having his
pla cut off; haeing no tongue with which to
speak, nor any plea in his hand: (lAth,TA:)
or t haing his means of acceeu cut off: (TA:)
or t with hiJ hand devoid of good and of recom-
pnme. (JAar, El-Khat.tbee, TA.) And in another

trad., *.iJt ,0L0 3iS t I, ' a;L l
[Every oration from the pulpit in nhich there
is not an achnowledgment of the unity of God
and of the mission of Mohammad is like the arm
of which the hand is amputated]. (TA.)_

01kJl J.JI [The amputated hand;] t a name
of the star a of Cetus; (so in the Egyptian Al-
manacs;) [i. e.] the star that is in the head of
Cotus: so called because it is less extended [from

the Pleiades] than that called , .. ;1 ,L1I.

($rzw. [See et .A,J in art. .])
kL.m. Ja; t A sandal of n,hich the [thong

called] J3 [which is between two of the toes]
is cut, or cut off, or severed. (TA.) . See also

Aiq- : aee .4_. _ Also A man tried, or
proved, and strengthened by experience in affairs.
(TA.)

..lj,... ,4 a nd t , [the latter of a

very ram measure, (see 41aj,)] tA man who

[BooK I.

decides affairs. (I.) T A man wnho, loving and
being loved, nhen he is sensible of evil treatment
quickly cuts the tie of offection: (A, TA:) or
the latter, t a man who quicklly cuts the tie tf'
love, or affection. (S, K, TA.) ,l... ,.j
3a~3l ,. .ia I t A man quick in running,
or fleeing, in war. (TA.) And t 1.4.a J

vJ1, and .u, andl :5,t, tA man nwho'desists
from, and relinquishes, wvar, and journeying,
and love, or natural desire. (L4, TA.)

;Jq.oj' A man (S, Mob) af]ected, or smitten,
with the disease termned La.; (S, Mgh, Msb,

K ;) as also , (]K) and t. tJ, (Kr, K,)
which J erroneously disallows: (.K:) J says,

one does not say v,. l: (TA:) [and Fei,] they

say that .i- 1, of the measure of ,.l, is not
said in this sense. (Msb.)

i6Ao : see ;l-.a, in two pl;ces.

;t4. or Lj4.: see what follows, in-two
places.

j.~. The root, or lowest part, of a thing:
or tle first thereof; (K ;) the beginning, or com-
mencement, and fresh state, thereof; its.first alnd
fresh state. (TA.) - A piece, or portion, (S,
IS,) of the lowest part (S) of a palm-branch, (S,
K,) [i. e. a stump thereof,l remaining upon the
trunk n:hen the [rest of the] branch has been cut
off; (S,K;) as also t;L., (S,) or ;GJ.
(1.) [Accord. to the S, the a is an augmentative
letter.]-The stump of a [tree of the kind called]
3aa-, remaining nlhen the tree has been cut down.
(TA.)-The stump of a hand of which the
greater part has been cut off; (TA;) nwhat
remains of a hand that has been amputated, at
the extremity of the t,ro bones of the fore arm.
(T',TA.) One says, 0jy~ de" and .i"ij
[He struck him with the stump of his amputated
hand]. (TA.)_ Wltat remains of anything that
has been cut off. (IAar, TA.) - [PI. .. lJ..]
-You say, .s oa lI t He took it alto-
gether; ( ;) as also 4,.1.e,. d..I: (Ks,B,
K:) or he took it in its first and fresh state:
and Fr also mentions the phlrases t*e*J . o.jil
and * .L.' (TA.)

..... e.Ml.: see what next precedes.

,j.

1. I1., (S, K,) aor. ', (TA,) inf. n. .. $ and

d.4, (s,) It (a thing, TA) stood firmly; as
also t L.5 1 (. , '.) You say also, LisikC .

~flie [or it, for instance, a stone of those
(three in number) upon which a cooking-pot is
placed, as is implied in the S, (see ,)] re-

mained firm upon a thing. (S.) And I,.iJ. 1.
je.L5 1 . The ticks stuck, and clave, to the
side of the camel: (ISd,K,TA:) and ,)..J Ii t

clung to the camel. (TA.) - I.. Lq . [lHe sat
upon his knees; &c.]; (AA, Fr, S, V ;) as also

? &~.', [in form] like L5j!; (TA;) exoept
that 1. is more indicative of keeping to a place:
(Kh, TA:) or he stood upon the extremities of

his toes: (As, 1 :) accord. to Th, ; is [the
standintg] upon the extremities of the toes; and

is [the sitting] upon the knees: (TA :) and
accord. to IAar, 3... means [a man standing]

upon his feet; and '1.., [one sittingl upon his
knees. (S,TA.) Accord. to EI-Hsazn Ibn-'Abd-

Allah El-Kiatib El-Tsbah4nee, 1~., iuf. n. -,
said of a bird, means He stood u,ion the extre-
mities of his toes, and warbled, and went round
in his nwarbling; which he does only lihen seek-
ing the female: and said of a horse, it meais lie
stood upon his toes; and in like manner when
said of a man, whether for dlancingf or for some
other purpose. (TA.) A poet says, (S,) name.ly,
En-Noman Ibn-Nadleh, (TA,)

,... ..,. 

J^.. .YU .

[When I will, the husbandmen of a village sting
to me, and a female player wvith the cl/iob,l.s,
standing upon the extremity of a toe]. (S, TA
but in the latter, ._. .: 3 L, [upon every

toe].)- Also, inf. n. ,$~, He, or it, wras, or
became, erect, and straight; (TA;) and so

t ! ninf. n. ii.4.n (Az,TA.) See 1

as applied to she-camels, in two places, voec ..
_It (a camel's hump) bore Jftt [so th/t it
became elevated]. (.K.)_ ,- Ida.' lIis
nostrils wvere, or beean me, raised and extended.
(TA.)_ Er-Ri'ce, describing a strong, or btudyv,
she-camel, says,

' . .. .... ..
* ', a ld > . .

meaning Her elbow did not stand out farfroma
the side by reason of [the distortion termed] .j
(TA.)

4. ....I: see 1, first sentence. - Also lle
(a young camel) bore jit in his humnp. (Ks, S,
I.) El-Khansa says,

They bear fat [in their humpsn], and hao o,,,t
ticks clinging to them. (IB, TA.)= He lifted
a stone, (AA, 8, TA,) in order that he ntiyht
knowo thereby his strength. (TA.) One s:0s,

t * SX t 1~_ C)3J [Th ey lift a stote,
in order to prove their strength, and vie, ooe
with another, in liJting it, for that purpose].
(TA.) t5., in the lifting of a stone, is lilke

.±A+3: ($,TA:) ; ;1j meaning 'e,

*0I.~.3 [They vied, one with another, to lft the
stone, for trial of strength]. (TA.)-*.. I
'd~ [in the C.K, erroneously, ,ip,l He raised
his eye, or sight, and cast it before him. (g,TA.)

6: see 4, in two places.

9. 5..J!: see 1.

12. i ;l see 1.

,.3t and 3j~ and ,~/. (S, M,b, 1i) [A

brand, or fire-brand;] i.q. ., (AO, , 1,)

II
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i. e. a thick piece of trood, having fire at the end
oJ it or not: (AO, S, in explanation of the first:)
or a thick piece of fire-wood, wotfiaming: (AO,
TA, in explanation of ?Ul i j/. :) or a thick
stick, one end of which iu a live coal: (Aboo-
Sa'eed, TA :) or a thick stick upon rwhich fire is
taken [by kindling one end]: (ISk,TA:) and
a piece (:;z3, K, or H[[i, Har p. 471) of fire:
(K, Har:) or a portion qf. fire-mrood that remains
auter flaming: (Er-Raghib, TA:) and a live
coal: (. , ] ) or a flaming live coal: (Mb :)
or j. X." ; .. means a piece of live coal; so
in the language of all the Arabs: (Mujahid, S,
TA :) pl. [of the first] C5. and [of the second]
t.bm4 (8, Myb, 1K) and (of the third, TA) iJ~.
(Msb, TA, and so in a copy of the S) and l..,
(AAF, 1I,) which is held by ISd to be a pl. of
the third. (TA.)

.1.: sce 1'.~, in art. 5~..

, [part.n. of 1; femrn. L .: pl. masc.

tJ..; pl. fern. 6.~I and 1,]. A rajiz says,
(,) namely, 'Amr Ibn.Jebel-EI-Asadee, (TA,)

S

S

13-01 j- L"

cS jj ---

i. e. [The continual fine rain left not thereof save
the three stones that were the supports of a cook-
ing-pot] remainingfirm. (S, TA.) I. q. :;.
[Sitting upon hi knees; &c.]: (Fr,TA:)` or
sitting upon his Aeesl, woith his feet upright, [rest-
ing] upon the extremities of his toes: (S:) or
standing upon the extremities of the toes: (AA,

S:) see also 1: p]. [masc.] fij. (S.) Aboo-

Duwdd describes mares as :4.JI 5 ,.
i. e. Standing upon the toes. (AA, S,' TA.)

1+,. (1,) applied to she-camels, (TA,) means
That bear themuelve erect (* ;j) in their
course, or pace, as though they lifted their feet
clear from the ground; (I, TA ;) on the autho-
rity of Aboo-Leyla: (TA:) [the last words of
the explanation in the Ig are iW Y Lt: in the
TA, ' JI -j YLS: I suppose that'.,Jt is for

.*Jl cI; and that the pret. of the aor. here used

is '~.; for i, which is of the regular form of

a part. n. of such a verb as i9J, means " raising
the feet clear from the ground in walking &c. :"
but in one copy of the ], I find i: and anothler

reading in some work seems to be ~; for]

ISd says, I know not 1i ~ with the meaning of

,'I nor of .l: and Ay says that Slr. means
quick, or swift, camels, that do not stretch them-
selves forth in their course, or pace, but bear
them~elvw erect (. . ). (TA.)

.. [act. part n. of 4]. ag-l 24 9 l j.

ho^j*1 Lio , (8) o ,r j W i
bij9I, (TA,) occurring in a trad., (9, TA,) de-
scribing the unbeliever, (TA,) means [Like the
pine-tree] that is firm (9, TA) and erect [upon
the ground]. (TA.)
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;. [in the CK, erroneously, -is9 Jk"1i,]

Keeping constantly to the dwelling, or to the

camel's #addle and the dweUing, ( Jl and
Jj.ll, AA, S, K,) not quitting it: (A A, S :) like

JQ.il & . (AA, S )-_And A man
wrho 107lowers, or abases, himself; (El-Hejoree, ISd,
TA;) as though he clave to the ground by reason

of his abjectness; from 11,. ;J0 Iq.
[q. v.]. (1Sd,TA.)

1. , aor. ', (, A, Msb,) inf. n. ; (S, ;)
and .~., inf. n. - .(S, K) [and app. ~ ,

said in the TA to be of the measure ;iai from
3'

. 1 1.J], withl teshdeed to denote repetition or fre-
quency of the action, or its relation to many
objects, or intensiveness; (S ;) and t'_.., inf. n.

;'; (.S,L, K;) and ;~l, inf. n.;l; (L, K;)
in which the ;s is changed into , though you do

not say 5.~! for I -.', nor Cj.~! for 

(L;) and ',..!; (K;) IHe dragged, drew,
pulled, tugged, strained, extended by dran,ing or
pulling or tugging, or stretched, (A, L, Msb, K,)
a thing, (A,) or a rope, (S, Msb,) and the like.

(M.sb.) You say, aJ. 'j.... iThey dragged

along their hinder skirts. (A.) And 'il t.l
He dragged, or drew along, the spear. (TA.)

And ihbI.I ~y ; 4a.Jl t -

t [Such 'a one draws forth talk, or discourse, or
nens, or the like,fri.om its most remote sources].

(A in art. ~. ) And I.J ' tl t . . o 'J S d)IL.
t [What drew thee, led thee, induced thee, or
caused thee, to do this thing]. (TA in art. .)

Also , nor. L, (TA,) inf. n. ' , (K,) t He
drove (camnels and sheep or goats, TA) gently,
(K1, TA,) letting them pasture as they went along.
(TA.) And ljil k,..!& I . t He drove the
camels gently, they eating the while. (A.)_

[Hence,] t * 1. At thine ease. (TA.) El-
Mundhiree explains 1 j.. A~ as meaning t Come

ye at your ease; from .J' in driving camels and
sheep or goats, as rendered above. (TA.) You

say also, e;' O1 ; I ' . .! o
(S, A, Msh,* TA) S That waJ in such a year,
and has continued to this day: (Mob, TA:) from
&.1 
^J1 meaning the act of "dragging," &c.: (TA:)

or from i or from 

(Msb.) !.. is here in the accus. case as an inf. n.,
or as a denotative of state: but it is disputed
whether this expression be classical or post-
classical. (TA.) [See also art. ,.] ",'J! ".,
said of a numerous army, means t [It madle a
continuous track, so that] it left no distinct foot-
prints, or intervening [untrodden] spaces. (TA.)

_.. 1 .1o'J;l JI 4 ,. The horses fur-
ro0ed the ground with their hoofs. (As, A, TA.)

--' y .j., (, A, Msb, ],) nor. ' and :, (K,)
but the latter form is disallowed by MF as not
authorised by usage nor by analogy, (TA,) in£ f. .

^., (1,) He committed a crime, or an offence

for vwhich he should be punished, or an injurious
action, (S, Msb, 18,0) against (lUi [and !,, as
in the K voce a',]) another or others, (~,
.K,) or himself; (A, 1;) [as though he drea
it upon the object thereof;] syn. atq. ,j.. (9,

TA.) It is said in a trad., j 1i a 4ic
i; 9I .& [He promised, or snore, allegiance

to himn on the condition that he should not inflict
(in injury, meaning a punishment, upon him but
for an offence committed by himself;] i. e., that
he should not be punished for the crime of
another, of his children or parent or family.

(TA.) _-ij l j.: see 4, in two places._

[q 1 vi J /,, a nor. ', inf. n. ,t, tHe

made the final letter to have hkereh, in inflection;

i. q. ~i&, q. v.:] ,I is used in the conven-
tional language of the Basrees; and ~dki.l, in
that of the Koofees. (Kull p. 145.) -- , (9,

A,) iuf. n. ., (g,) S She exceeded the [usual]
tine of pregnaney. (A.) t She (a camel) arnivd
at the time [of the year] in which she had been
covered, and then went beyond it some days wnithout
bringing forth: (S,TA:) or wtithheld herfawtus
in her vwomb after the completion of the year, a
month, or two months, orforty days only: (1,0
TA:) Th says that she sometimes withholds her
fcetus [beyond the usual time] a month. (TA.
[See also ;j. .]) : She (a mare) exceeded eleen
months and did not foal: (g, TA:) the more
she exceeds the usual term, the stronger is her
foal; and the longest time of excess after eleven
months is fifteen nights: accord. to AO, the time
of a mare's gestation, after she has ceased to be
covered, to the time of her foaling, is eleven
months; and if she exceed that time at all, they
say of her, .. (TA.) 1 She (a woman) ivent
beyond nine ,nonths without bringingforth, (I,
TA,) ezceeding that term byfour days, or three.
(TA.) - tIt (the night, e4tJl,) was, or became,

long. (L in art. a..) _,, aor. ', (TA,) inf. n.

-. ; (K;) and , .1; (;) tile (a camel)
pastured as he vent along: (IAqr, 1C: [if so, the
aor. is contr. to analogy:]) or he rode a she-camel
and let her pasture [wnhile going along]. (J.)_

o~. :;11 72 tThe .0 [or auroral setting or
rixtng of a star or astrism supposed to occaion
rain] caused lastting rain in the place. (TA.)

2: see 1, first sentence.

3. * 1 , (S, 1,) inf. n. TL;., (TA,) or ;1,
(TI,) He delayed, or deferred, with him, or put
him off, by promising him payment time after
titme; syn. JWj, (S,) or °L.: (15:) or he put
off giving him his due, and droN him from his

place to another: (TA:) or i. q. *ltq., (so in
copies of the K,) meaning, he committed a crime
against him: (Tg:) or al,t.. (TA, as from the
]K. [But this seems to he a mistransetption.])
It is said in a trad., tJ rjJ ' ' i.e.
Delay not, or defer not, with thy brother, &c.:
[and do not act towrards him in an evil, or
inimical, manner; or do not evil to him, obliging
him to do the like in return; or do not contend,
or dispute, woith him:] or bring not an injury
upon him: but accord. to one reading, it is

,j1 -^.
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j1).3 %, without teshdeed, from ;5 JIl, and

meaning, contend not with him for superiority.
(TA.)

4. J1 .He pierced him witA the rpear and left
it in him so that he dragged it along: (9, ] :) or

so °1 .^i: (A, Meb:) as though [meaning]
he made Aim to drag along the spear. (TA.)
He put the g j", i. e. the rope, upon his neck.
(Ivar p. 308.).. , .. eql [lit. He made him
to drag along his rope; meaning,] t he left him 1
to pature by himself, where he pleased: a prov.
(L.) And Lj j~ [lit. He made him to drag
along hAi halter; meaning,] 1 he left him to do as
he would: (9, 1, TA :) he left him to his affair.
(A,TA.). .. JI e,-1 t He deferred for him
the payment of the debt: (9, A, :) Ae Zeft the
debt to remain owed by him. (Meb.)'-~1

LAW t He sang songs to him consecutively, suc-
cesively, or uninterruptedly; syn. lal3: (9, 15,
TA:) or I he ang to him a song and then folloed
it up with consecutiw songs. (A, TA.) _1.

Q14. 1LJ, (9,) or J.#..i ! p.1, (Ay, ,*,) inf. n.

;' (1 ;) and 1jJ1 t bq., (A9, ],) inf. n.

.;; (i;) tHe slit the tongue of the young
weaned camel, that it might not such the teat: (9,
1F, TA:) or J 1a 1w+1 signifies tthe slitting
the tonguj of the young weaned camel, and tying
apon it a piece of stick, that it may not such the
teat; because it drag along the piece of stick
with its tongie: or ;1j.' is like aiiU1, signi-
fying ta pastor's making, of coarse hair, a thing
like the whirl, or hemispherical Ahead, ofa spindle,
and then boring the tongue of the [yorng] camel,
and inserting it therein, that it may not such the
teat: so say some: (ISk, TA:) the animal upon
which the operation has been performed is said to

be t V and t ~. (TA.) [But sometimes
t~. signifies merely lIe drev awray a young

camel from its mother: see As voce l., in

three places.] Hence, iU,J ;. He prrepented
him from speaking. (A.) 'Amr Ibn-Ma#dee-
Kerib Ez.Zubeydee says,

· And if the psear of my lople had made me
to peah, I had rpoken; but the spears have prc-

ented rpeech]: i. e., had they fought, and shown
their valour, I had mentioned that, and gloried in
it, (s,) or in them; (TA;) but their spears have
prevented my tongue from speaking, by their
flight. (.., TA.) ~.l as an intrans. verb:
ee B. it1 t 1 t The well wa, or became,
such as is termed wq. (Ibn-Buurj, TA.)

7. , l It (a thing, $) mwa, or became, dragged,
drawn, pulled, tugged, strained, ettended byt dram-
ing or pulling or tugging, or stretched; it dragged,
or trailed along; yn. . (S, .)--See
also 1, last sentence but one.

8. .1 and ,al: ee 1, in three places. ~
.n1l said of a camel, (9, MSb, ]g,) and any other

animal having a ,.~, (S,TA,) [i. e.] any cloven-
hoofed animal, (Msb,) He ejected the cudfrom
hiJ stomagh and ate itagain; ruminated; chened
the cud; (9,* MSb,' ],* TA;) as also t.1l.
(Lb, )

10: see 1, in two places.J =s , I
made him to have authority and power over me,
(], TA,) and submitted myself, or became sub-
miasive or tractable, to him; (A, 1, TA;) as
though I became to him one that was dragged,
or drawn alog. (TA.)_ C41 

t He (a young camel) refrained from sucking in
consequence of a purulent pustule, or an ulcer, in
his mouth or some other part. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. ., (, Mgh, Msb,) inf. n. .,j -
(S,* K,0 TA,) lie ta stallion-camcl) reiterated
his voice, or cry, (9,* Mgh, Msb, 15,*) or his
braying, (TA,) in his windpipe. (S,* Mgh, Msb,
K.*)- He, or it, made, or uttered, a noise,
sound, cry, or cries; he cried out; vociferated;
raised a cryj, or clamour. (TA.) It (beverage,
or wine,) sounded, or made a sound or sounds,
(15, TA,) in the fauces. (TA.) AndjI! ,,..
t The fire sounded, or made a sound or sounds.
(M9 b.) Also, (A, Msb,) inf. n. as above, (K,)
He poured water down his throat; as also
tj.j.: (1] :) or he rallonrved it in consecutive
gulps, so that it sounded, or made a sound or
sounds; (A, Msb, TA;) as also t the latter verb.
(.K, TA.) It is said in a trad., (of him who
drinks from a vessel of gold or silver, Mgh, TA,)

-- I - 6, j~

1 ' ~ . sHe sihall drink diown
into his belly the fire of Itell (Az, A, Mghi, Msb)
in conecutive gulps, so that it shall make a
sound or sounds: (A:) or he hall make the fire
of IellU to gurgle reiteratedly in his belly; from
,-,,- said of a stallion-camel. (Mgh.) Most

read ;jtl, as above; but accord. to one reading,
it is JUI, (Z, Msb,) and the meaning is, t The
fire of Hell sliall produce sounds in his bellUy
like thoe which a camel makes in hit windpipe:
the verb is here tropically used; and is mase.,
with g, because of thie separation between it and
jlJI: (Z, TA:) but this reading and explanation
are not right. (Mgh.)_You say also, .iJ! o;..
lie poured water down his throat so that it mnade
a sound or sounds. (],0 TA.)

R. Q. 2: see R. Q. 1, in two places.

. ') and - 19, for o;" and ,.^ 11 9:
see art. ..

t The foot, bottom, bate, or lowest part, of
amountain; (, A, 1;) like J.': (A,TA:) or
the place wheAre it rises from the plain to the

rugged part: (IDrd, TA:) or Jo4JI .1 j..il
is a mistranseription of Fr, and is correctly

11J4 l/ll [i.e. ;1^ signifies "a moun-

tain"]: (1 :) but L1.M, is not mentioned [else-
where] in the 1I, nor by any one of the writers
on strange words; and [SM says,] there is evi-
dently no mistranseription: :qJ1 .. occurs in a
trad., meaning the foot, &c., of the mountain:

and its pl. is ;1. (TA.) - 1. ,J: see 1.

'See also ... _ . ' i. q. j'. " : see art..*,
(TA.)

;.. [A jar;] a well-known vrel; (Mqb;)
an earthen vessel; a vezsel made qf potters' clay:
(T,IDrd,S9,* :*') or anything made of clay:
(Mgh:) dim. OW^: (TA:) pl.j;1 (T, S, Mgb,

Mnb, 1) and ,l. (Myb) and t., (T, T , Mesb,
15,) [or this last is rather a coll. gen. n., signify-
ing pottery, or jars, &c.,] like .3 in relation
to 1j.); or, accord. to some, this is a dial. var.
of 3jn. (Myb.) Beverage of the kind called
.e. made in such a vessel is forbidden in a trad.:
(Mlgh, TA:) but accord. to IAth, the trad. means
a vessel of this kind glazed. within, because the
beverage acquires strength, and ferments, more
quickly in a glazed earthen vessel. (TA.)
See also w.e : and see what here next follows.

(9, K) and n, (O ) A mall piece of
wvood, (K,) or a piece !f wood about a cubit long,
(S,) having a snare at the head, (9, 1K,) and a
cord at the middle, (9,) with t which gqazelles are
caught: (S,K :) when the gazelle is caught in
it, he strives with it awhile, and strupgles in it,
and lahours at it, to escape; and when it bas
overcome him, and lie is wearied by it, he
becomes still, and remains in it; and this is
what is termed [in a prov. mentioned below] his
becoming at peacc with it: (S,e TA:) or it is
a staff, or stick, tied to a snare, which is hidden
in the earth, for catching the gazelle; harring
cords of sinew; whlen bis fore leg enters the
snare, the cords of sinew beeome tied in knots
upon that leg; and when he leaps to escape, and
stretches out his fore leg, he strikes with that
staff, or stick, hIis other fore leg and his hind leg,
and breaks them. (AHeyth,TA.) f ai l . j
It .iC He struggled with the ;q. and then became
at peace with it [see above] is a prov. applied to
him who opposes the counsel, or opinion, of a
people, and then is obliged to agree: (S,' TA:)
or to him who falls into a case, and straggles in
it, and then becomes still. (TA.) And it is said
in another prov., ,.!t j --. l j [lie is
lilke hinm who searches in the earth for the ;^.].

(AHeyth,TA.) In the phrase j^. .. ,11 ,
in a saying of Ibn-Lisin-el-Iljummaral;, referring
to sheep, [app. meaning Wfhen they ecape from
their two states of danger,] by tYj. he means
their place of pasture (' ) in a severe season
[when they are liable to perish], and when they
are scattered, or dispersed, by night, and [liable
to be] attacked, or destroyed, by the beats of
prey: so says ISk: Az says that he calls their

two snares, into which they might fall, and
perish. (TA.)

ii A mode, or manner, of dragging, drawing,
pulling, tugging, straining, or stretching. (]K.)

The stomach of the camel, and of a cloven-
hoofed animal: this is the primary signification:
by extension of its meaning, it lhas the significa-
tion next following. (Myb.) - The cud which a
camel [or cloven-hoofed animal] ejects from its
stomach, (Az, S, lAth, Mgh, MSb, 1,0) and eats
again, (1g,) or chews, or ruminates, (Az, lAth,
Msb,) or to chew, or ruminate; (S;) as also

1
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t .>: (1(.:) it is said to belong to the same
predicament ma . (Mgh.) Hence the saying,

;~r)bj 1;5. ' '..dL i Js 0^W1i I -il not
do that as long as theflow of milk and the cud go

[the former] downwards and [the laitter] upwmards.

(,A.i [See also;.) And ])A 'j1 iA
[The. flow of milkh was procured by the cud]:
alluding to the beasts' becoming full of food, and
then lying down and not ceasing to ruminate
until thio time of milking. (IAr, TA.) And

4r 13 L 9 &.' t He m ill not bear rancour,
or malice, against his subjects: or, as some say,

the wiU not conceal a secret: (TA :. and ta

2p+ }e ~ and o? CA t he does

not speak when affected with rancour, or malice:

(TA in art. `. :) [or the last has the contr. sig-

nifcation: for] / means t he will
not be silent repecting that which is in his bosom,
but will speak of it. (TA in art. .a&.) _ Also
The mnouthfSil with whic/h the canel diverts and
oceupies himref until the time tvhen hi. fodder
is brought to himn. (1.)

, A female that exceeds the [usual] time
oqf pregnancy. (A.) A she-camel that with-
holds her fwtus in her womb, after the completion
of the year, a month, or two ,,ont/u, or forty
days only; ( K, TA ;) or, three months after
the year: tdey are the most generouis of camels
ttat do so: nonee do so but those that usually

bring forth in the season calked e'Jl ( J

not those that usually bring fotrtilh in the scason

called J4I (WIl): and onily those do so

that are red [or brown], and such as are of a

white hue intcrmixed with red (,... 1 ), and
such as are nsah-colored: never, or scarcely ever,
such as are of a (lark gray colour withiout any
admixture of white, because of the thickness of
their skiins, and the narrowness of their insides,
anid the hardnets of tiheir flesh. (IAar, TA. [See

also 1: arid see .]) -Also t Ashe-camel
that it made to incline to, and to suckle, a young
one not her on,n; her own being about to die,
they bound its fore legs to its neck, and pat upion
it a piece of rug, in ortder that she mitght kinow
thisi piece of ray, nwhich they then put tpon

anwther younny one; after which they stopped up
her twstrils, and dlid not unclose theia until the
latter young one had suhcked her, and she Perceitved
from it the odour of her mtilk. (L.) -Also,

applied to a horse, (S, A, Ks,) and a camel, (K,)
That refuses to be led; refiuctory: (S,, A, ] :)

of tie measure j 3 in the sense of the necasare

J~ ; or it may be in the sense of the mcasure

J.U: (As, TA:) or a sloV hlorse, either from

fatigue or from skortn, s of step: (A 'Oheyd,
et,.,

TA:) pl. . (TA.). Antid tA womanL crip-

pled; or affected by a disease tlat deprires her

of the power of walking : (Sli, K :) beceuae she

is dragged upon the ground. (Sh, TA.) t

A A deep welli (Sli, 8, K5;) from which the

nater is drarrn by means of tie l.P [q. v.],

($, A,) and by minteat of the pulley and the

hands; like and E.j;: (A:) or a ,cellfromt

which the water is I'ra,n [by a man] upon a

Bk. I.

jar.

camel [to the saddle of which one end of the rell-
rope is attached]; so called because its bucket
is drawn upon the edge of the mouth thereof, by
reason of its depth. (Ay, L.)

jt A rope: pl.';.l. (Sh,TA.) A rope
for a camel, corresponding to the j$l. of a horse,

(., I,) different from the .A j. (8.) Also The

noerein of a camel; syn. ;Aj,: (5 :) or a cord
of leather, that is put upon the neck of a she-
camel: (Mqb:) or a cord of leather, lile a ALj :
and applied also to one qf other kinds of plaited
cords: or, accord. to El-Hlawazinee, [a string]
of softened leather, folded over the nose of an ex-
clleent camel or a horse. (TA.) [See also ;Ua..]

i'~. The art of pottery: the art qf making

jars, or earthen vessels. (TA. [See *-.])

;. . A crime; a sin; an offence which a
man eommits, and for which he should be punished;
an injurious action: (8,* Mqb, g,*TA:) syn.
r,/., (Meb, ][,) and t_: (S :) of the measure

!i in the sense of the measure Xl: (Mb :)

pl. ;1,. (A.) See also what next follows.

.J0J!0. a 1 ;, (S,A, ,') and C,.
jL=1j, (1;,) and C and S.1, . O'4, (S,

a;,) and ' ;Jljt -0>, (],) means iJ. ,l 0,
(S, A, IC,) i. e., [originally, I did so] in conse-
qsenre of thy committing it, namely, a crilne:
and then, by extension of its application, [because
of thee, or of thine act &c.; on thine account;
for thy take;] indicating any causation. (Bd
in v. 35, in explanation of Jq~. fA and 'A*

... I.) ne shlould not say 1.1p.,, (S,) or

'.15 . (A.)

a..; (written in the Towashech with fet-! to
the also, TA,) [The eel;] a kind offish, (.,

],) long and smooth, (1,) resembling the serpent,
and called in Persian LL jt )i; said to be a
dial. var. of :J.; (TA;) not eaten by the Jews,
(Ii,) and forbislden to be eaten by 'Ale ; (TA ;)
haring no scales: (.:) or any Jith having no
scales. (Towshechlle, TA.)

k.4~ The otmnach, or triple stomach, or the
crop, or craw, of a bird; syn. h.a .; (S, ;)

as also i?t [q. v.] (.I) and ,i. (AZ, TA.)

You say, dsa - . # liJI, meaning, : He ate it.
(A, TA.) See also art. CS..

f~. t A man who leads a thousand. (T, end

of art. jAL.). _ .. ,. (., A,) and ' .

3l,., (S, K,) t An arny, and a troop of horse
or the like, that marches henarily, by reason oJ
itx numnbers :. (A., S, I :) or dragging along the
apparatus of rar :. (A:) or numerous. (TA.)
mA potter; a maker of jar, or earthen vescls.

(TA. [See ;..])

jlp.- A small, (A, A , TA,) yellow, (A, TA,)
fetale (TA) scorpion, (, A, K, TA,) like a
piece (f straw, (TA, [tlus I render ,I,S Uk
'J1l, but I think that there must be here some
mirstranscription, as the words seenm to be descrip-
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tive of form,]) that drags its tail; ($, ;) for
which reason it is thus called; one of tih moat
dleadly of scorpionu to him whom it stings: (TA:)

PI. i! ,-.- (A, TA.)
· &-- ]l.

C^. * :see jtn, last sentence.

. .e The thing [or machine] of iron with
nwhich the reaped corn collected together it

tilrashed. (]g.) [See y and ~.j...] See

also .j./

_ · see tqe.~Also The bean; or beans;

syn. J9; ($, ;) and so . : (]:) of the
dial. of the people of El-'lr4. (TA.) - See

also j .

; , an onomsatopceia: (M.b:) A sond
which a camel reiterates in hi. windpipe: (

] :) the sond made ly a camnel hoen disquieted,
or vexed: (TA:) the sound of pouring sater
into the throat: (TA:) or the sound of the
descent of water into the belly: (lAth, TA:) or
the sound of water in the throat mhen drunk in
consecutive gulps. (Mb,) [See R. Q. L]

* - 0';1.je A camel that reiterates sounds in his
windpipe: ($:) or a camel that makes mach

noise [or braying]; as also *p,.. and 1 .
(1..)-The sound of thunder. (I.)~A certain
plant, (8, ,) of tweet odour; (v ;) a certain
hwrb having a yelloUonler. (AH.n, TA.)

.uq.. A large, or bulky, camel: (I:) pl.

.+.M. (Kr, .k,) without j [before the final
letter], though by rule it should be with'L.,
except in a case of poetic necessity. (TA.) And,
as a pl., Large, or bulky, camels; as also [its

pl.]'.. I.: ( :) or large-bellUied camels: (TA:)

and generous, orexceAllent, camnels: (I,TA:) and
a herd, or collected number, (g,TA,) of camels:

(TA:) and ; X.L ita a complete hundred (V,

TA) of camels. (TA.)

'.q-:' (, ) and t _'. o) [The herb eruca,
or rocket;] a certain leguminoue plant, (, J,)

elU known: (L;) a plant of which tlhre are

two kinds; namely, j' [i.e. eruca sylvestrit,

or nwild rocket], and & Z [i. e. ersca sativa,

orgarlen-rochet]; whereof the latter is th better:
its water, or juice, removes scars, and cawus milk
toflow, and digeyats food: (TA:) AIHn says that

the j. is the Jii [q. v.]; and that the

. je'>q is the : [but ace this luast

word.] (TA in art. ,,.)
0. * a 0.
ij*l. A mill, or mill-stone; syn. o:: (:)

because of its sound. (TA.)
* -. ... ,

q: see jt.q. -.. Also That driaks much;
(I; [in the Clt misplaced;]) applied to a camel:

you say iS,lq . Jo. (IAir,TA.) And hence,

(TA,) Water that makes a noise. (l.)
a-
4. [act. part. n. of 1; Dragging, drawing,

&C.].- _ . l J. : Rain that draws the hyena

from its hole by its violence: or the most viont
rain; 'as though it left nothing without dragging
it along: (TA:) or rain that leav nothing with-
out making it toflow, and dragjing it along:
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(lApr, TA:) or the tor,ent that dran's forth the
hyenafrons its hole: (A:) and in like manner,

.. idl ?. the torrent that has torn up the
ground; as though the hyena were dragged along

init. (IA.r,Sh,TA.) Yousayalso ol ,; -,
and 1l . 1;q- ; . (A.) - 3j. t Work-

ing camels; because they drag along burdens;
(A, Mgh ;) or tropically so called because they
are dragged along by their nose-reins: (Mgh:)
or camels that are dragged along by their nose-
reins: (S, ], TA: [but in the copies of the S,

and in those of the Ig, in my possession, J.y is

put for f,J, though the latter is evidently meant,
as is sllown by what here follows:]) 4. is of
the measure liMi in the sense of the measure
aa~: it is like as when you say aebalj ' in

the sense of id.s, and %#l; L. in the sense of

~jO~: (?:) or it means such as carry goods, or
furniture and utensils, and nwheat, or food. (AZ,

TA voce 1, q. v.) It is said in a trad. that
there is no poor-rate (a;;) in the case of such
camels, (,,, Mgh,) because they are the riding-
camels of the people; for the poor-rate is in the
case of lasturing camels, exclusivecly of the work-

ing. ( " R, ;t-. t:Tlhere is no
profitfibr mne in this to attract me to it. (A, TA.)

~J.a. jtm. is an expression in which the latter

word is an imitative seqtuent to the former; (S,
I;) but accord. to A 'Obeyd, it was more common

to say $a., with U: (s:) and one says also
t t.. O C)b,,-. (TA in art. j..)

J is mentioned by Az in this art., meaning

Rain that draws along everytlhing: and rain that
occasions the herbage to grow tall: and a large

and heavy [bucket of the kind called] Z0c;
explained in this sense by AO: and a bulky
camel; andl, with ;, in like manner applied to a
ewe: Fr says that the j in this word may be
considered as au%nelatative or as radical. (TA.)
[See also art. j.4.]

;JI.. [fiem. of jL., q. v.: and, as a subst.,] A
road to water. (g.)

jJb, A river, or rivulet, qf nwhich the bed is
fornted by a torrent. (;,~ I,0 TA.)

1 1 The jinn, or genii, and mankind.

[The place, or track, along which a thing
is, or has been, dragged, or drawn]. You say,

~ . _ ,:1l [I saw the track along which/ , his

hinder skirt had been dragged]. (A.) See also

_Iji l: and j t. - A place of pawture. (TA.)
_The j53. [or beam] upon which are placed
the extremities of the ,b.,jlj [or rafters]. (Q )

: see 4, in the latter portion of the para-
graph.

,p.JI I[The Milky Way in the sky;] the
. of° the sky; (1[;) the whiteness that lies

across in the sky, by the two sides of which are
th J- [or two constellations calledlJ1 ,J

and Eljl ._Jl]: or [the tract called] ;i.4J

'L..mI, I [which is probably the same; or the
tract], in the sky, along whiich (l;) the [nander-
ing] stars [or planets] take their ways: (TA:)
or the gate of Heaven: (J:) so called because
it is like the trace of the .o [or place along
which a thing has been dragged, or drawn]. (S.)
Hence thile prov., ^ .q 1.A . . I Reacha

the middle of the sky, 0 milky way, ( .. being
for oo,) and the palm-trees of Ilejer will have
ripe dates. (A,* TA.)

;~ _ [pass. part. n. of 1]: see 4, latter
portion.

1. j%, nor. ', inf. n. ;l>. (S, Msb, K) and
aA^. and i!l., with S [in the place of '],
which is cxtr., ( a,) nnd Sl. and , (S, K,)
thus sometimes, without ., like as one stys lve
and ;,.a, (S,) [all mentioned as inf. ns. in the
TI, and app. as such in the .K, but only the
filrt is explicitly mentioned as an inf. n. in the 8
and Msh, and t l? .is said in tile Msb to be a
sirnplc subst.,] He was, or becance, bold, daring,
brave, or courageous; (S, Msb,* K, TA;) so as
to attempt, or venture upon, a thing without
consideration or hesitation: (TA:) [said of a
brute and the like, as well as of a man :] and
t t.;w1 is syn. therewith. (IJ, W p. 146.)

2. ,C9 ,!, (inf. n. : , R,) I em-
boldened him, or encouraged himn, against him.
(S, M9b,' K, TA.)

5: see 8.

8. , il, (s,g,) or ?r,', (Msb,) He
became emboldened or encouraged, or he enm-
boldened or encouraged himself, against him. (S,
M:b,* ., TA.) - j.;ll i; .1 le ventu,edt
upon the saying hastily and unhesitatingly. (M.sb.)

10: see 1.

ie. Boldness, daringness, bravery, or courage;
as also e..: (S: see 1:) the quality of venturing
upon a saying [&c.] hastily and unhesitatinlyly.
(Msb.)

ejn . Bold, daring, brave, or courageous:

(S, Mb,* , TA:) pl. -,~I, accord. to a MS.
copy of the K; [and so in the CJI ;] but in the
M, t, , with two hemzehs, on the authorit?
of Lb; and so in some copies of the K; anPd

sometimes 'ov, like -Lt, occurring in a trad.,
as some relate it; but the reading commonly

known is .1., with the unpointed C. (TA.)

.--. 2...'..JI . ' .Bold, daring, brave, or coura-

geous, in venturing [against an adversary, or upon
an undertaking]. ($.) -_ I.. Jl The lion; as
also & ; (0, })

a.; A chamber (I, TA) constructed of tones,
with a stone placed over its entrance, (TA,) for
the purpose of entralping wild beasts: (], TA :)
the piece of flesh-meat for the wild beast is put
in the hinder part of the chamber; and when he

enters to take the piece of meat, the stone falls
upon the entrance, and closes it: (TA:) pl.

'l>'., (accord. to some copies of the 1,) or

5,e.., (accord. to others,) mentioned by AZ as
one of the forms of pl. repudiated by the Arabic
grammarians except in some anomalous instances.
(TA.)

;J.~1 The Lail [here app. meaning the
stomach, or triple stomach, or the crop, or craw,
of a bird], and the IAt .- [hlcre app. meaning the
gullet of a bird]; like .,t.I; ( ;) i. e. the

aXIbL. [meaning the stomach, or the crop, of a
bird]: it is said in the T, on the authority of AZ,
that k?JI and kpdJ1 and ljJI signify the

;i..o of a bird. (TA.)

: see ,.

1. '.~?, (S, A, I1gh, Msb, .K,) nor.:, (Mgh,
Msb, K,) inf. n. 3 , (Mslb, TA,) lie (a camel,
S, A,Msb, K, and a man, S, or other animal,
Msb,) nas, or became, afiected with what is
termed . [i. e. the ma,nge, or scab]. (S, Mob,

.K.) .,. j. eJ WL is a form of imprecation

against a man [meaning TWhat aileth him? may
he have the scab, and be despoiled of all his
wealth, or property: or may he have his camels
affected with the mange, or scab, and be despoiled
&c.: or may his canmels be affected with tht
mange, or scab, &c.]: it may express a wish that
he may be affected with .: or ,... may be
put for .... 1, to assimilate it to .. : or it may
he for . (L.)_ See 4. AO t i. q.

&..bj [meaning His land had its herbage
dried upl) by drought; or becamne such as is term?d

· "1., fern. of w~.1, q. .]. QCi.)

2. q,,, (A, Msb, g,) inf. n. a-, (.M, A,
.K,) or ., the former, whlich see also below,
being a silmple sulbst., (.I61,) or bothl, but the
former is ii.reg., mac inf. ns., (TA,) lie tried,
mad(le triat of, mnade experiment of, tested, proved,
aswayed, proved by trial or exlperimnent or ex-
perience, himn, or it: (A, .:) or he tried it,
madek tridal of it, &c., namne:y, a thling, time after
time. (Msh.) [You say also . , for jy't ,.
mieaiing lie triead o irs: anid henice, i. q.]

jj l ..,.4). [lIe becamIe experienced, or

expert, in vtffairx]. (T, TA.) And .;'1 d4,.
[.ffai.rs, or events, treld him. &c.: and thus,
rendered himn experienced, or expert]. (S, TA.)

And. W3. ; a ; %L L. [Afoul action
was never found to be chargeable upon him].

(S voce L.)

4. .,,.l le had his camels [orfound thn to

be] affected with whtat is termed .. [i. e. the
mange, or scab]; (S, A, L, ;) as also t ,-.
(L,I,) which may be for 4 ; or used

for .,j.-t, to assimilate it to <._ in a saying
mentioned above; see 1. (L.)

Q. Q. L t. He put on him [i.e., on his
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(another's) foot or feet,] v 'jq [i. e. a sock or

stocking, or a pair of socks or stockings]. (~, C.)

Q. Q. 2. y. Ie put on [i. e., on his own

foot or feet,] y. [i. e. a sock or stocking, or

a pair of socks or stockings]. (S, K.) And in

like manner, ij).-J. ' [He put on a pair

of socks or stockings]. (TA.)

sec ·

.,. [The mange, or scab;] a certain disease,
(A,) ndell knownn; (?, A, ;) accord. to the
me(lical books, (MSb,) a gross humour, arising
beneath the shin, .from the mixture of the salt
phlegm, (MSb, MF,) or the philegm of the flesh,
(so in a copy of tihe MSb,) with the blood, accom-
panied with pustules, and sometimes with emacia-
tion, in conseqltence of its abundance; (Msb,
M F;) or [an eruption consisting of] pustules
upon the bodies of men and camels. (M,TA.)

You say, C)* A <JI LS cL1 [More

transitive, or catching, than the mange, or scab,

among the Arabs]: (A, TA:) a proverb. (TA.)

-tRust upon a sword. (1K.) _-:A rsemn-
blance of rust ,upon tke inner side of the i. [or
eyelid], (M, I,) sometimes covering the n,hole of

it, and someti,ces part of it. (M.) You say,

). iU~.k i [In his eyelids is] a resemblance

of rust upon their inner sides. (A.) t A vice,
a fault, a defect, an imperfection, or a blemisl.
(IA r, K.)

: se e 1.

A A plice of seed-produce; (S, K;) as also

t .J.: (K :) and a tract of land such as is

termed [i. c. a field, or land, sown or for

sowing, writhloit any b,uiltling or trecs in it; or

land cleared fo. sowning and planting; or a

separate piece of land in trhich palm-trees .c.
grow; &c.] : (K :) metalplolrically applied by

mirn-el-Keys to [a grove of] pallu-trecs, where
he says

tW
- ' a . a.5

d--· -~

[Like a grore of palm-trees, or like the plinta-
tion qf Y]etAiib]: (AlIll, TA:) or land plrepared
for sowing or lplanting: (AHni, .K :) or a piece
of land dirliri,sg in 'ondition from the lanul
ali(joining it, [i. c. a lpatch of land,] producing
good plants or kerbaye: (Lth, TA :) the pl. [or

ruther coll. gen. n.] is * · 5S (Lth, AHn,) like

us ; is of ;', and . of io: (Agn :) or
.,? signifies a l13; and its pl. is Jq.t. (IAnr,

TA.) - A skin, or a mat, which is placed pon
the brink of a nell, lest the water should be scat-
tered into the well [app. in falling from the bucket
into the channel of the tank or cistern &c.]: or
(a skin, TA,) that is placed in a rivulet or stream-

let (Jj4. [which is applied in the present day
to an artificial streamlet for irrigation, in the form
of a trench or gutter,]) that the nater may flow
down over it [npp. from the well to the tank or
cistern &c.]. (M, g.)

.jA : see l, last sentence but one.
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' 5l+or ,: see .: and for the

latter, see CJQ~. .

. and Oi . ~1: see O, in five places.

t4J. and --. : sec what next followvs.

.~-. (S, MF, TA) and cLy-', (hMj, MF,
TA,) which are the two forms commonly known,

(MF, TA,) or, accord. to the R, * O'-. and

tOi e., or, accord. to the L, ., and some-
times f , or, oaccord. to some copies of the

K, [and so in the C.K,] , .and *.4.,
which are evident mistranscriptions, or, accord.

to the 'In(ryeh of El-KhafAjee, ?r', which is

more strange, (MF,) but this last accords [most
nearly] with its original, (TA,) [for it is] a
Persian word arabicized, (S, TA,) originally

.~j.; (TA;) The r [or opening at the

neck and bosom] of a shirt: (1K, TA:) or the
par t around the neck, upon which are sewved the
buttons: (IB and TA in art. i;t:) or the [part

called] 4. [q. v.] of a shirt. (S, TA.) -_ O )

, ' (Fr,S, K) and tdi.., (1.,TA,) or t.l,

(C.K,) Tlhe edge (S) of a swrord: (K:) or a
thing [i. e. a case] (1B,TA) of sewedl leather
(TA) in which are put a sword and its scabbard
nitih the cords or belts by which it is suspended;

(K, TA ;) i. q. 41,): (.: [see also ,.j,:]) or

a large sword-case in which are a man,'s sword

and his whip and what else he requires: (Ftr,

TA: [also called L.~ and Oi.t" and t.c.:])
in the L, the first is [also] said to signify tl6
scabbard of a sword. (TA.)

:,a. [a word of a very rare form, (see

fb,lj )] The north-nrest wind; a wind of the

hind termed . , that blows in a direction betwveen

that of the [north wvind, or northerly wind, called]

JO and that of the [wvest wind, or westerly

wind, called] j;, and that dispels the clouds:
(S, TA :) it is a cold wind, and is sometimes
attended by a little rain: (TA in art. .,S, q. v.:)
or the [north wind, or northerly wind, called]
JL0.: or the cold of that wind: (K, TA:) or,

(K,) as also .jl, (TA,) the south.east iind;
the mrind that blows in a direction between that
of the [south irind, or southerly wind, called]

. and that of the [east wind, or easterly

wind, called] 1. (K,TA.) Also, with the
article JI, a name of T/he seenth enarth: cor-

responding to , a'1 , a name of "the seventh
lheaven." (TA.)~Also A wteak man. (K.)

.;r, ($, Msb,,&kc.,) not ;, (ISk, Msb,
K,) or this latter is of weak authority, (K, TA,)
or peculiar to the vulgar, ($, L,) A provision-
bag for travellers: (I, Iar p. 174:) or a bag,
or receptacle, for travelling-prorisions and fur

goods or utensilts Jc.; syn. ?:a.: (K, TA:) or

such a receptacle made of shleep-skin, in wrhich

nothing is kept but what is dry: (TA:) pl. [of

mult.] .r (. , Msb, 1) and .r., (S, g,) the
latter a contraction of the former, (TA,) and [of

pauc.] at4.. ($, Msb, g.) - A sword-case;

or a case, or receptacle, in wnhich a sword is put

nith its scabbard and its suspensory belt or cord;

syn. wlj. (TA. [See also . -])-

tThe scrotum. (K.) - ,,L ,./I~ t [The

pericardium, or heart-purse]. (K in art. ^,

&c.)-, J i . 1~. t The cavity of the nell;

(M, K ;) or tits interior, (Lth, S, M, A,) from

top to bottom. (Lth, $, M.) You say, A !
-21t Case thou its interior with stones. (A.)

~. A certain measure, (M,A, Mglb, g,)

or quantity, of wheat, ($, Msb,) consisting of

four 3AA( [pl. of a3]: (M, A,Mb,K:) or

ten ;ja; eachi L thereof consisting of ten o....1

[pl. of e..]; so that the - is the hundredth
part of the whole: (TA:) or, as some say, a

measure differing in differnt countries; as is

the case of the J,~ and ~ and Els &c. (MF,

TA.) For the pl., see what follows. -Hence,
(Mgh,) t A certain quantity of land; (S, Mgh,
Msb;) as much as is sown with thea measure of
seed so calledt; (A, Mgh ;) like ns mules and the

space that they travel are termed ,s,: (A,

Mgh :*) it is sixty cutbits by sixty cubits; accord.

to Kudihnch, the extent termned JUl multiplied

by itself; the J,1 being sixty cubits; the cubit

being six ,L . ; and the ab3, four Lt.~:

the tenth part of the . is calledit3, and the
tenth of the ;j. is called ;±. ; so that the jei is
ten l l: (Mgh:) it is a distinct portion of land,
differing according to the different conventional
usages of the people of different provinces: it is
suid that the widthl of six moderate-sized barley-

corns is called tl; the ; is four l
- ,.5 4-~~~·J -

the tlj is six %,L/J; ten tjl are called -ai;

ten ;j.3 are called J,.l; and the . is the
extent termed J1 multiplied by itself: the J,1
multiplied by the a:a_ is called ;ei3; and the
J,l multiplied by the tlj is called - : so the

..j. is ten thousand cubits: or, accord. to
1~udimeh the Scribe, it is three thousand and

six hundred cubits: (Msb :) pl. [of pauc.] ',.l
0 ,J

and [of mult.] te^ ($, Mb, ]) and 

(R, TA.) See also --. Also v alley;

(Lth, Msb, K; [accord, to the second of which,
this is the primary signification ;) i.e., in an
absolute sense; and, with the article JlI, the name
of a particular valley in the territory of Ieys:

(TA :) pl. &t.l.. (Lth, TA.)

) [A sock or stoching, or a pair of socks
or stochings;] the nwrapper of the foot or le :
(g :) or a pair of rwoollen envelops for the feet,
used for warmth: (TA:) an arabicized word,

(S, M9 b,) from the Persian v,jjJ, originally

4 j,S, i.e. "tomb of the foot:" (TA:) pl.

. 1_" and .|
1

q; (@, A, Myb, 1; ;) in the
former of which, the ' is added because it is on-

-J

ginally a foreign word. ($, TA.) You say, ^

.,j.q.JI ,p 0 C, il [He, or it, is more stink-

ing than the smell of socks, or stockings]. (A,TA.)

A maker of ti. e. ocks or stock-
ings]. (TA.)
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.,~,.! (., A, Mgl, M. ) anml t. .a(A
Mgh,ll ) anld t'o^ or g<^ (J accord. ti
different copies) [Alangy, or scabby;] affectce
with what is termed ,-.: (S, A, Msb, I :) ap
plied to a camel, (A, Meb,) and to a man: (Q
A :) fem. (of the first, Msb) ',-. (A, Msb) ani
[of th secondl] k4.: (A :) pl. (of the first, S
Mqb) . ($, A, Msb, O) and (of the first, 8
Mgh, TA, or of the second, Mgh, or of the thirn
agreeably with analogy, TA) g54 (., Mgh, ]i
and [of the first] 1,j which is like certain pie
of substantives, as J.3l.; and j.i;, (TA,) an(
(of the first contrary to rule, like 3t1 and UtL

and J,& which are pis. of 4.1..i and Jmi and

jd;l, Msh, or of the second, 1B, K, or of ~,.
which is pl. of the first, 8) ,;1~: (S, IB, Msb,
K:) this last occurs in the following verse [ol
'Amr, or 'Omeyr, I bn-El-Hobib, or El-Khabbfil;
these variations being in different copies of the
K; hut in the TA art. j.i, and in a copy of the
. in tIhat art. and in the present one, 'Omeyr Ibn.
El-Khabblbl)]:

(1, ]P) lVithin us, though it be said that mwe hare
made peace, one with another, and we are on
good terms outwardly, is mutual rancour,: as the
soft wool of the mangy camels (while disease lurks
beneath, withiii them, TA) gronw by reason of
[eating] the p.i [or herbage] that becomes grecn
at the end of sammler (in consequence of rain
falling upon it, TA) and ie injurious to animals
that pasture ulpon it: (N, TA:) and it is said by
IB, and in thoe N, thaet l,q. here, is pl. of
..J, not, as J says, of . ..: but MF observes

that Ji is the pi. measure of several words of
the measure J;a, "as j and .a. , and is even
said by IHsh and Ibn-Malik and A.Hei to be
regularly applicable to sings. of this latter mea-
sure; whereas no grammarian nor Arabic scholar
asserts that a word of the measure Oa assumes
sJhl an the measure of its pl. (TA.). [Hence,]

~,jt~l S ! A mord reddened by mnch rust,
which cannot be removed from it unless with a
file. (A.) - And *4. ,J5l t Land affected
with drought: (S, A, Mpb,K :o) or salt land,
affected witIh drought, and containing nothing.
(I8d, TA.) .. And tl4J!i The sky; (., M, A,

s;) so called because of the stars (8, TA) and
the milky way, (TA,) as though it were scabbed
with stars; (., IF, ISd;) its stars being likened
to the marks of ,'.; (A ;) like as the sea is
called j~.t, and like ua the sky is also called .i.
because [as it were] patched with stars: (AAF,
ISd:) or that tract of the sy in which the san
and moon revolve: (M, 1 :) or the lonest heaven:
(AHeyth, TA:) and accord. to the M, ^.. [so
in the TA, app. ,] is applied as a determi-
nate [pmroper] name to the khy. (TA.) And

q,. tA beautijil girl; (IAqr, ;) so called
because the women separate themselves from her,

[Booi I.
seeing that their goodly qua;lities are rendered
foul by comparison with hers. (IAar, TA.)

at>s is a subst. from . ': (M.sb:) or it is
an inf. n. of that verb, (M, A, g,) and is one of
the inf. ns. from which pls. are fornned: (M, TA:)
its pl. is .e;, (M, Mgb, TA) and .J1+
(M, TA.) En-Naibighah says,

[To this day, they (referring to females) havle bee,
tried with every hind of tryings]: and El-Anshiii
says,

0qe -* _, ._ -rv1 -- 3i .__ a,

c , I a; 1 'J i4;,: i y~ ~~~." 9a;JI .0 1ial'l e

[How often have they tried him., and their tryings
qf Aboo-KuddmehAe have not increased aught save
his lo,ity and contentmnent!]; .jtq.3 being here

f a pluralized inf. n. made to govern an objective
complement; which is a strange fact. (M, TA.)
[But in this latter instance, we may consider
i...i 1it as a first objective complement of -j,t
nn(l %Z, understood before jl, as a second objec-
tive complement of the same verb.]

,.~. A man who has his camnels affected wvith
whant is termd e .d [i.e. the mange, or scab]:
whence the prov., .j J ! 9 [Thlere is no god
to one who has his camels affected with the
mange]; as though he renounced his god by
frequently swearing falsely by him that he had
no pitch when it was demanded of him [for the
purpose of curing other camels]: (A:) or 'l 
d.nJ [There is no oath to one w/ho has his

camels affected nwith the mange; for the reason
above mentioned, or because he is likely to deny
that he has mangy camels lest his camels shouldl
be prevented from coming to water: and hence
also,] i;_ w) 0- 1 [lMore lying than one
who hast his camels affected with the mange];
another prov. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab.
Prov., ii. 382.])

,q c One arho has been tried, or proved, in
affairs, and whose qualities have become known:
(T, TA:) or one who has been tried, or proved,
and strengthened by experience in affairs: ( :)
[experienced, or expert, in affairs:] or one nhose
qualities have been tried, or proved. (C, TA.)
And t,.:. One having e~perience in af.fairs.
(1,TA.) In general, but not always, (MF,) the
Arabs used the former of these two epithets
[which are virtually synonymous]. (S, MF.)_

>^1t; Weighed money. (Kr, .),, .
The lion. (Sgh, .) [It is also employed as
an inf. n. of 2, in accordance with a usage of
which there are many other instances; as in thesa.ving,] "'~4~sll Clj *'"
saving,] .J e jl [TlIou art about to
hare the proof, or experience]: a prov., men-(
tioned by AZ: said to him who asks respecting a '
thing which he is about to know of himself:
originally said by a woman to a man who asked
her an indecent question which he was himself
about to resolve. (TA.)

e : see _!~. i

,4t.~. A kind qf fish, (S, Mgh, g,) mell
:nown, (TA,) also called i;n" and l ·. , (Mgh,

TA,) resembling a serpent, called in Persian

~.aLi ;L; [snake-fish, or eel]; forbidden to be
eaten by the Jewns: whether it be lawful to the
Muslims is disputed: (TA:) :S is a dial. var.
(S in art. Z3.)

Q. 2. .: see 3, in two places. ,
(AJI He took the greater, tnain, or chief, part
of the thing. (v.)

Q. 3.. .! Hie, or it, drew Aimself, or itself,
tojcther; contracted; or shrank: (TA, Rar
p. 297:) from &.L' signifying the "earth
collected around a tree." (.Har ib.) Also, and
A,tjy, It (a thing,$) collected itself together,

or becacme collercted, ($, I,) and kept to a place.
(1..) lience, in a trad., VL tjoUt_ ll 0 ;es;
And the A bitabb, by reason of it, nanely, the
vehement drought, became collected, or drawn,
toglethe, [in one place, and kept to it]. (TA.)
- lIe (a man, TA) .fell from a high, or higher,
to a lot, or lonctr, plitre; as also tf.3 (,
rTA.)

,:see what inext follows.

&,;Y. [and accor!. to Golius, as on the
authority of the S, , bitt this [ have not
found in any Lexicon hut his and that of Frey-
tag,] The root, lowest part, base, stock, or somrce,
syn. J.l, of a thing; ($, Mgh, w;) whatever
the thing be; (Mghi ;) as also t ,4..: (TA:)
and the place of collection thereof: (Mgh, TA:)
or the eat ot that is collectedt at the roots, or lor
parts, of trees: ( :) or the earth collected
around a tree: (Iar,p. 297:) or the root of a
tree to which the earth it collected: (Lth, TA:)
pl. _ea.. (Mgl.) One is related to have said,

*-- ^ -* 1 ,>' aJ I [El-
a.sd are those, of the Arabs, to wvhom most othMrs
congregate; therefore wthoever lo~ his genea-
!ogyj, let him come to the/t]: meaning .;jl.
(TA.) And .. ,WJS means TAe greater,
main, or chief, derees of the punishment of Heldl.
(Mgh.)_The base (J.a) of a sandhill oer-
ookiring what surrounds it. (Har p. 90.) And
the pl. (.*n'.), Places elevated ahovethe gro~nd,
romposed of cloy and earth collected together.
(TA.) - The earth collected by ants; (TA;)
in ant-hill: (4 :) or J.;.1 -'A,;3 signifies the
ant-hill. (S.) - The earth, or dust, that the
vind raises, or sweeps up and scatters. (J.)
rhile 2 1 [or epiglottis]. (g.)

w see 3. _ : -Sj [in the C. ,
,rroncously, q ,(
rA, [in the CK, erroneously, " , ]) i e.,
A wide, elvated pubs. (TA in art. .J,..)

1 4 ,., (,5,A, ,,&c.,) aor. , (K ,Mb, &.,)
nf. n. Ms. (, Msb, &c.,) ie wounded him;

1
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produced an effect, or made an impression, upon
Aim with a weapon: (L:) he cut him: (A,
MF :) or clave, or rent, same part of his body:
(MF:) syn. 4.J : (v :) and d^.(, (,,)
inf. n. b , (TA,) signifies the same (4) in

an intensive sense, or as applying to several
objects; (S;) or he wounded him much. (L.) -

Also, (s,) or &iL" , (A, Mbh,) inf. n. as
above, (Mqb,) [lit. lie wounded him with his
tongue; meaning] : he reviletl him, or vilifled
him; (A,](;) he imputed to himn a vice, or
fault, or the like; or spokhe aainst him. (M.ib.)

And 1lj .,eit L~~. [lit. They woundled

him with dog-teeth and grinSlers; meanling] t they
reviled him, or vilified him, anl imn7puted to him

vices or the like. (A.) And hence, (MQb,) t.

&W.JI (A, L, Msb, K) [and y .--, as in many

of tbe law-books,] said of a judge, (A, L,) or
other person, (L,) t lie nn,ulled the witness's
claim to be legally credlible, (L, K,) Iby happening
to discover in him a jblsxehood ,5c.; (1.;) he
evinced in the witness something that caused his
testimony to be rejected: (Msb :) he censured the
witness, and rejected what he said. (L.) And

3J.fi .. t lie invalidated the man's testimony.

(L.) And i;. -JI t [lie, or it, invalidated

the testimonjy ; or annulled its claim to be legally

credible]. (A, TA.) - Also aud, ,,* . t t

I lie gained, acquired, or earuned; (S, Mgh, K,
TA;) or applied hiw.seIf wvith art and diligence
to get, obtain, gain, acquire, or earn; (S, K,
TA ;) a thing: (TA:) he nwrhed, or wtrought,
with his hand, and gained, acquiredl, or earned;

&c.: (Msh :) from in.1/. (Mghl.) Yotu say,

JIls J* , nnd Such a one

[n'orks, and earn .tnstenanee, or] tainst, acquires,

or earn., and collects, bfor his fatnily, or house-

hold. (TA ) And 1. .. #. C , , and
. ~.'; ! Ve,y evil is that which thy 'hanl.s

have d(ne, or nrought, or effected: a metaphor
taken from the signification of "cutting," or
"wounding ;" (A, TA;) accord. to El-Khlafajee,
a metaphorical meaning conventionally regarded

as proper. (TA.) ,l3JI t1'_- 1 , in the l]ur

[xlv. 20], means t HIave com,nitted crimes, sins,

or evil actions. (TA.) 1 _ , nor. as above,

H[e (a man, TA) received a mound. (K., TA.)
- And lIe had his testimony/ rejected as not

legally entitled to credit: (K.[, TA:) and so his
relation. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places.

8: see 1, in four places.

10. c . - I Ie deserved that his claim to be

legally credible should be annuUcei (A, TA.)
And t It (a tradition, or narrative, A, or a thing,
Myb) deserved to be rejected [as unworthy of

credit or regard]. (A, Msb.) ,i ....
... ')Jl means t Them traditions derved to be

rejeted on account of their great number and
the fewness of such as were true: (A :) or, by
reason oftheir great number, obliged tlose who
were acquainted with them to annul the claim of

somne one or other of their relaters to be credited,

and to reject his relation: (L :) or were corrupt:

(T, S,0 TA:) [for] ,'! signifies [also] the
being faulty, defective, and corrupt. (8, [.)

One says, J11 

(., A:) these words are from a . of 'Abd-
EIl-Melik; and the meaning is, [I have admo-
nished you and ye have not increased save] in
corrupt conduct: or in what gaineth for you
censure. (TA.)

see the next paragraph.

5. asubst. from ;~. (S, T,I ;) A wound;

(L;) and so t ,', in its original acceptation;

hut some of those skilled in the science of lexico-
logy say that the former is employed to denote the
effect produced upon bodies by iron instruments
and the like; and the latter, that produced upon
objects of the mind by the tongue: (MF:) the

pl. of the former is 4 and ! [which is a

pl. of pauc.] (S, L, g) and ; (T, A, L;)
but the second of these is of rare occurrence, (R,)
only used in poetry: (8, L:) [respecting the
third, see what follows:] aZ.l,. also signifies
the same as .:; (Msb;) and its pl. is :.%

(S, Mob, K) and ,. (A, Msh) and , 1 ;

(A;) or is a ol. gen. n., of which -a

is the n. tin.; or, accord. to Az, this last has not
a sing. sense, as Lth asserts it to have, but is a
pl. of ^.', like as ij%a.' is of°a, and a.q.

of ~, and .1.1. of Je. (L.)

a-.. ! A thing nwhereby testimony is invali-
dated, or its clbtimn to be legally credible annulled:
as in the saying, i J.. J , ! [i[ast thou any-
thing to adduce whereby to invalidate the testi-

mony ?]. (A, TA.) ?, J ai I .
' .. , .1 J ;.1 , . .'L,s, said by the judge

of EI-Medeenchi to one of the parties in a law-
suit, when about to give judgment against him,
means : I authorize thee to adduce anything
whereby to invalidate the testimony; [therefore,
if thou have anything wherebly thtoui matyest in-
validate the allegation, adduce it.] (A,* TA.)

p1; pl ~.s-/-; (, A, Msb,K;) each of

whlich is masc. and fem.; (, K ;) Wounded.
(Msh.) The pl. is not formed by the addition of

antd j because the fem. is not formed by the
addition of ;. (TA.)

a~. : see -

see what next follows.

5l. A surgeon that dresses wounds. (Golius

on the authority of Ibn-Ma~oof; and so in the

present day; as also 1. .)

;,k. sing. of Ij... (Mgh, L, Msb, TA.)

.-. The latter signifies : Beasts, and birds, of
prey; orthat catchgame: (5, A, Mgh,L, Msb,
lg:) thus the falcon is a a.jq., and so is the
dog trained for hunting, because it gains for its
owner: (L:) and this appellation is applied alike

to the male and the female, like .41; and ;.I;.

(Myb.) - And tThe members, or limbs, of a
man, with which thing are gained or earned;
(S, K, TA ;) or with whMich one works; (A;) "

the hands or arms, and the feet or legs: (g,
A, Ig, TA:) because they gain, or earn, or do,
good and evil. (TA.) - [And ? The oryans
of the body: thus, for instance, La~ . is
applied (in the Mqb, art. ,,) to tile eye, which
is termed (in the TA in that art.) the seeing

JLq. (;J21Jl _lJq.I).] Also +Mar.:
[and the like:] because they bring gain to their
owners by their breeding. (AA, T.) You say,

Aiv;. J t T He possesses not afsmale beast that

bears young: he possesses not that which makes

gain. (TA.) And Jj l ,I liWI 6.kb,

and t'i, ..Mk, (1,) and ,Il .M, (TA,)
t This she-camel, and this she-ass, and this mare,

is young, unimpaired by age (iLL. [i. q. ~.-- .])
in the womb, (K, TA,) and in youthful vigour,
and one of which the ofpiring is wished for.
(TA.)

1. ;.., aor. , inf. n. . : see 2, in nine

places.-,,/ jL,sJI j., (A, L, Mqb,) aor.
and inf. n. as above, (L,) : The locusts stripped
the land of all its herbag,; (A,* L;) ate what

was upon the land. (Mbb.) - .;;JI -.. j,
:t[The year of drought destroyed them]. (A.)

- 1 ,JJl ;J~ t The land had its herbage eaten

by locusts; (S ;) was tsmitten by locusts. (Mb.)
-_.j. said of seed-produce, t It was smitten
[or eaten] by locusts. (K..)-And said of a
man, (S,) tle had a complaint of his bellyfrom
having teaten locusts. ($,o.) , e , (],)
inf. n. j, (TA,) S It (a place) was, or became,
destitute of herbage. (g, TA.).-t He (a man)
had no hair upon him [i. e. upon his body, or,

except in certain parts: see .D1.]. (S: but
only the inf n. is there mentioned.) -:t e (a
horse, K,TA, or similar beast, TA) had short
hair: (TA:) or had short and fine hair: as

also V .,~.'1. (K, TA.) [See .j.L] - See also
7._ Also, (S, lg,) inf. n. as above, (S,) t He
(a man, S) became affected with the cutaneous
eruption termed 5j., from having eaten locusts.
(S, I.)

2. , (A, L,) inf. , (S, A, L) He
stripped, divested, bared, or denuded, of garments,
o; clothes. (S, A, L.) You say, &e o.,

(A,) or 4 C, (Th, L, K,) as also ? .b^., (s,)

and ,t .;, (Th, L,) lIe stripped, divested,
or denuded, him of his garnents, or of his gar-
ment: (Th, A, L, K:) [this is the only sig-
nification of the verb given in the A as proper;
its other significations given in that lexicon being

the,i said to be tropical :] or l w . " saig-
nifies I pullkd off from him hit garments : and
;sI * , :-; , sor.· , inf n. j.q', t I removed

from the thing that which was upon it. (Mob.)
- t He peeled, or pared, a thing; divestaed it
of its peel, bark, coat, covering, or the like; as

also ? j,., (L, k,) aor. and inf. n. u above:
(L:) and V the latter, the peeled off anything,
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,:, Op friom a thing. (., L.) - t He stripped
skin of its hair; as also ? ,.. (L, 1.).t- It
(drought) rendered the earth, or land, bare of
herbage: so in the L and other lexicons: in the

t, * j.: but the former is the right. (TA.)
L- t q. .. ,. [generally signifying He pruned

a tree or plant]. (S, TA.)_ i [He bared a
sword;] he drew forth a sword (S, A, 1) from
its scabbard; (A;) as also * .4., (TA, and so
in sone copies of the KI in the place of the former
verh,) aor. as above. (TA.) [t He detached a
company from an army: see d.]_[t tHe
dimsted a thing of every accessory, adjunct,
appendage, or adcntitious thing; rendered it
bare, shere, or mere.] - t He made the writing,
or book, (L, ],) and the copy of the ]ur-in,
(L,) free from syllabical signs, (L, 1],) and from
additions and prefaces: (L:) he divested the
lur-.n of the diacritical points, and of the vowel-
sigst of desinential syntax, and the like: (Ibri-
heem [En-Naklia'ee]:) or he wrote it, or read
it, or recited it, without connecting with it any
of the stories, or traditions, related by the Jews
or Christians. (Ibn 'Oyeynch, accord. to the L; or
A 'Obeyd, accord. to the TA.)._ L >~., and
· ;j., iHe separated the cottonfrom its seeds, rith
a a, : or separated and loosened it by means

of a bow and a kind of wooden mallet, by striking
the string of the bow with the mallet: syn. .

~(W ..) J' >;., (ISh,g,) and l 
(TA,) which latter alone is mentioned by Z and
Ibn-EI-Jowzee, (MF,) tI HIe pformed the rites
and ceremonies of the pilgrimage (7.J1) spa-

rately fromn thoe of ;.,*aJIl [q. v.]: (ISh, Z, Ibn-
El-Jowzee, K :) or the former signifies he made
the performnance of the pilgrimage to be free from
the vitiation# of worldy tiesires and objects.
(gar p. 392.) [See also 5.]_ .4 U 

see 5. -... liJl ,op.; ( ;) and t.j..., (L, ,)
aor. and inf. n. as above; (L;) f tHe asked, or
begged, of the people, or company of men, and
they refused him, or gave him against their will.
(L,].) Also, (],) inf. n. as above, (TA,)
t He wore, or put on, j.., i. e., old and worn-
out garments. (1.)

5. jaj. He mat, or became, stipped, divested,
bared, or denuded, (., A, L, Myb, Ig,) [and he
striiped, divested, bared, or denudled, himself,]
a$, .A of his clothes or garments, (A,* Msb,)

or > A,> of his garment; (L, ] ;) as also
· s/n,Jl, (A, L, I,) which latter, accord. to Sb,
is not a quasi-pass. verb, (L,) [but it seems that
he did not know -, in a sense explained above,
(see 2, second sentence,) of which it is the quasi-
pass., like as ,n. is of 1.t .].-- !It (an ear of
corn, A, 1g, and a flower, TA) came forth from
its envelope, or calyx. (A, ], TA.) - t It (ex-
pressed juice) ceased to boil, or estuate, (I,) [and
so became divested of its froth, or foam.]- t .He
(a man) was, or became, alone, by himself, apart
from others; as though detached from the rest
of men. (Har p. 430.)_ t He (a horse) out-
striploed the other hIorses in a race; as also
· .,J1, and J.Jl sn wtI; like tjI t;
as though he threw off the others from himself

as a man throws off his garment. (TA.) And
t He (an ass) went forreard from among the she-
asses. (L.)1j ,j ttHe devoted himself
to the a.fair, as though throwing asi(le all other
things; he applied hinself exczluively and dili-
gently to it;] he strove or laboured, exerted him-
self or his power or efforts or endeavours or
ability, employed hinmelf vigorously or diligently
or with energy, or took pains or extraordinary
pains, in the affair, (S, A, ~, and H.ar p. 430,)
not diverted therefrom by any other thing. (lar
ib.) And ;i;trJ .,3 t [IHe devoted himself to,
applied himself exclusively and diligently to, or
strove &c. in, religiout service, or worship]. (A.)
And tJij .MIJJ t . ~ [He devoted himself to,
applied himelf exclusively and diligently to, or
strove &c. in, the performance of such a thing].
(A.) And *'JI ) qJ, and l lj , le
strove or laboured, exerted himself or his power
or efforts or endeavours or ability, in pace, or
going; he hastened therein; like .. . j,.
(L, TA.) -_ _J ; see 2. Accord. to

Ahmad, as related by Is-h.ik Ibn-Mansoor,
(TA,) + He affected to be like, or lhe imitated,
the pilgrimrn of MAehkeh, or the man performing
the pilgrimage of Aeltkkeh. (~, TA.)

7. ,j.~.1: see5,firstsentence. [Hence,j .o.'l
;j '~ J. t1t The camels cast, or let fall,

their fur, or soft hair. (L.)- See also 1.-
t It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) became thread-
bare, or napless, (S, L, g,) and mooth; (S, L;)
as also v ;~.. (L.) _ Said of ahorse in a race:

see 5. -JI 1: ee5..'1,
(S., A, L,) in the g, erroneously, icJ 14 '> 1,
(TA,) , The journey, or march, (, A,L,) became
extended, (S, A, L, ]g,) and of long duration,
[with us,] (S, L, ]L,) without our pauting or
ren.aitingfor anything. (A.)

8. t The attacking one anothet 7rith
[drawn] swords. (KL.) [You say, b.sq. tT,hey
so attacked one another; like as you say, l/.]

J. A garment old and worn out, (L,J,TA,)
of which the nap has fallen off: or one between
that which is new and that rwhich is old and rorn
out: pl. ;V. (L,TA.) You say >,^ 5.,
(A,) and * i. [alone], (., L, TA,) t A [gar-
ment of the hind called] S.er worn so that it has
become smooth. (S, A, L, TA.") And [the pl.]
s±,.,. (R, TA, in the CK ,) as a subst.,
(TA,) t Old and wtorn-out garments. (R.) It is
said in a trad. of Aboo-Bekr, 0t C. 3.a ,4i

-1 oJq. 1l · ._l...1, meaning t There
is not in our poion, of the property of the
Muslinms, save this threadbare and worn-out aiJa3.
(TA.) ~ tThe pudendum, or pudenda; [app.
because usually shaven, or depilated ;] syn. ,,

(1],) i. e. i;j. (TA.) - And t The penis. (.)
t A shield. (]i.) ~ tA remnant of roperty,

or of cattle. (1i.) See also .

,: see $, ..

,. SA wide, or spacious, tract of land in
which is no herbage: (S, A, ] :) an inf. n. used

uas an appellative subst.' (A.) *-- 1 .
and *e*~. tI Ha (a nan, TA) vas shot,or s truch
with a misile, on his back. (i.)= See also
what next follows.

;Q, (R,) fern. with ;; (S, ;) and I,
(S, A, ,) fem. lj. (A, g ;) and .am, (TA,
as from the K,) which last is an inf. n. used as
an epithet; (TA;) : A place (A, 1]) destitute of
herbage: (, A,g:) you say ;'L i l,.i (,1[)
and t .. (A, ) and * .&., (TA,) and tl
· ;..: of whichi last the pl. is [;. aid] ;lq.l.
(.) _- Also, the first, t A man affected withi tie
cutaneous eruption termed ~, from having
eaten locusts. (TA.)

6-b- 09.
;t,~: see Also tAn old norn piece

of rag: dim. t . . (TA from a trnd.)

;.jq [The denuded, or unclad, part, or parts,
of the body]. You say ;jl 1 ;1 
and t 411 (A, F.) and t .m.1, (T, A, g,)
[A woman thin-sktinned, or fine-stinned, and
plump, in respect of the denuded, or unclad,
part, or parts of the body: or] n,hen divested
of clothing: (T,A, ]:) the last of these words
is here an inf. n.: if you say *q..J1, with
kesr, you mean, [in] the [denuded] body: (1g:)
[and so when you say Ijl, and sq...l; or
this last may be regarded as an inf. n.:] J..
is more common than /-. l. (TA.) [In like

manner,] you say, ;3 1.l i fj. and t ;pj.

and t .a1'; like as you say, "aI., ..- and
j..1 , whlich signify the same. (S.) It is said
of Mohammad, t 1 ;yl1 C.Li , i. e. He mu
bright in respect of what was unclad of hit body,
or person. (TA.) - Also t Plain, or klevel, and
ba,e, land. ($.)

· lj. J ($,1) and .1... and t j- (V)
t The yard of a horse &c.: ( :) or of a solid-
hoofed animal: or it is of general application:
(1] :) or originally of a man; and metaphorically
of any other animal: (TA:) pl. (of the first,
TA) 1 (1.)

see

S;,y [a coil. gen. n., ! Locusts; the locust; a
hind of insect] well known: (S,Ml), K:) so
called from stripping the ground, (A, Mt:b,) i. c.,
eating what is upon it: (Msb:) n. un. with ;:
(S, Msb :) applied alike to the male and the
female: (S, Myb, ]K:) , is not the masc. of
;.,,. but is a [coll.] gen. n.; these two words
being like . and ;i, and . and , and

;1 and an l , &c.: it is therefore necessary
that the masc. should be [in my copies of the S,
"should not be," but this is corrected in the
margin of one of those copies,] of the same form
as the fem., lest it should be confounded with the
pl. [or rather the collective form]: (. :) but some
say that .p.. is the masc.; and >j~., the fom.;
and the saying ;tn O I1!~. '~ij [as mean-
ing I saw a male locust upon a female locust],

like a1W u. ~ L 1;, is cited: (TA:) it is
first called oj.; then, es; then, -.¢; then,
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A ,'; then, ~6'-a; and then, >lv': (A'Obeyd,
TA:) At says that when the males become yellow
and the females become black, they cease to have

any name but >lj. (AT«n, TA.) [Hence,] H! 

.sJI~, (T in art. i;q,) or ; wI.J i 1, (TA in

that art.,) t The egg of the locust. (T and TA

ubi supr&.)_ is .- $L, d ,spl I-, (S, K,) or

,1S1 .1I, (A, L,) t I know not wchat man, (S,
,) or what thing, (A,) took him, or it, awtay.

(8; A, A .)

tj [a coll. gen. n.], n. un. t ;.: (S,

Mb :) the latter is of the measure a!ii in the

sense of the measure .a-J'; (Mab ;) signifying

S A palm-branch stripped of its leaves; (S, A,
Mqb, ] ;) as long as it has the leaves on it, it is

not called thus, but is called as..: (g:) or a
palmnranch in n,hatever state it be; in the dial.
of El-I.ijAz: (TA:) or a dry palm-branch:
(AAF, 1 :) or a long freds palm-branch: (1K :)

pl. n. (TA.) - [Also, i.&., tA tally,
by which to heep accounts; because a palnu-stick

is used for this purpose; notchies being, cut in it.

.And hence, ., t- .,L... tAn account-

book: and lI,.JI t a . tThe register of the

taxes, or of the land-tax.] - . . J. t Choice,

or excellent, (A, L,) and strong, (L,) camels.

(A, L.)_-See also !. 1, in two places.

i;1. tAnythiing that is peeled off, or pared,
from anotier thing. (S.)

. jj. n. un. of .. jq- as a coll. gen. n.: see
the latter in four places. _ Also fem. of the
latter as an epithet.- Also t A detachment of

horsemen; a company of hlorsemen detached

(,-, 8, A)from the rest of the force, (s,) or

fwom. the main body of the horsemen, (A,) in

some direction, orfor so'ns object: (S, A:) or a

company of horsemen among whom are no foot-

soldier', nor any of tihe basr sort, or of those tf

whom no account is made: (A:) or horsemen

among nwhom are no foot-soldiers; (K;) as also

t?j,. [as though pl. of ° J~'], (g, TA,) with
damm, (TA,) or t>.. (So in the CId.) [See

an ex. under the word ', last sentence.]

;.h^- dim. of h;b,, q. v.

le,· dim. of .o [fern. of ]: so in the

phrase C Jl.,. i The middle of the bach of

the neck, which isfreefrom Jfleh. (L.)

;1 t One who polishes brazen vessels. (.)

j". t An unlucky man; (S, I ;) one who
strips off propnrity by his ill luck; (A;) or as

though he stripped off prosperity by his ill luck.

(TA.) - Also, and V (A,) or j ,

(., !g,) t A year of drought: (A, V :) or a year
of severe drought and dryness of the earth; (S;)
as though it destroyed men. (TA.)

&>Jl.: see what next precedes.

JI A ect of the Zydeeych, (of the

Shee'ak, TA,) so called in relation to Aba-l-
Jdrood Ziydd the son of Aboo-Ziydtid: (S, I :)
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Abu-l-Jarood being he who was named by the c
Imam El-Bakir "Surhoob," explained by him as (q

a devil inhabiting the sea: they held that Mo- t
hammad appointed 'Alec and his descendants to
the office of Imiinm, describing them, though not r
naming them; and that the Companions were
guilty of infildelity in not following the example
of 'Alec, after the Proplhet: also that the appoint-
ment to the office of Imam, after El-IHasan and I
El-Hoseyn, was to be determined by a council of
their descendants; and that he among them who t
iroved himself learned and courageous [abovc
others] was Imiim. (MF.)

a.1 tA man having ino hair upon himn; (,
A, L, K ;) i. e., upon his body; or except in cer-

tain p7arts, as the line along the midtldle of the

bosom and downwards to the belly, and the arms s

from tithe elbows dornrards, and the legs fi'ot

the knees downtwards; contr. of .l, which sig-
nifies " having hair upon the whole of the body:"

(IAth,L:) [fem. / Ij.: and] pl. ;. (A, TA.)
The people of Paradise are said (in a trad., TA)

,,J 40 J

to be )" ^. []Iaving no hair upon their bodies,

and beardlexs]. (A, TA.) -Also alpplied to a
hIorse, (., A, K,) and any similar beast, (TA,)
meallnin, t Ilacivi/ short hair: (TA :) or having
xhort an,d fine hair. (S, K.) This is. approved,
(S,) and is one of the signs of an excellent and a
generous oriibn. (TA.) PI. as above. (A.) In

like manner, .liI ~ 1 means t Ilaving short,

or short and fine, hair upon the legs. (TA.)_
Also t A cheek upon lwhich no hair has grown.
(TA.) And tA sandal upon wihich is no hair.
(L fioml a tlud.)_-Applied also to a place; and

the fern., lI, to land: see ?-, in three places.

-Also S Milkfreefromfroth. (A.) And the
feem., t Wine that is clear, (AHAi, K,)freefrom
dreys. (AHIn, TA.) And t A sky free from

clowls. (L.)-tSimooth. (Ham p. 413.)-tA
hcartfrieefro?m concealed hatred, andfirom deceit,
dislonesty, or diasimulation. (L.) -_ Complete;
(A, K;) frieefrom deficiency; (A, TA;) as also

· ~..; (S, A, K ;) applied to a year (.lc), (S,

A,) and to a monlth, (Tl, TA,) and to a day:

(.:) fern. as above, applied to a year (.).

(A.) Accord. to Ks, (S,) you say, di. a 1

Ji'l and JL .J , meaning S [I have not

seen him, or it,for, or during,] two days, (S, A,
I.,) or two months, (S, K,) [or two years,] coin-
pletS. (A, T'A.) - : A horse nont to outstrip
others; (K;) that outstrips others, and becomes
selparate from them by his nviftneu. (IJ, TA.)

And the fem., t A voracious she-camel. (A.)
=It is also used as a subst.: see q.: :-and

see -l,jl.-Also tiThe sea. (AAF, M in
art. ,~ -..) And the fem., tA smooth rock.
(., TA.)

*.
,.-, and sometimes without teshdeed, ;4'1,

A certain plant which indicates the places where

trujles (?b) are to be found: a certain herb,
or leguminous plant, said to have grains like
pepper. (En-Nadr, TA.)

. -' t A man qjected from his property.

(IA*r, TA.)

.n.: asec ;i~., in two places. t A bare,

or naked, [or dravn,] sword. (A.) - [tDivested

f eceery accessory, a!djinct, appendage, or adven.
itious thing ; rendered bare, shere, or rmere;
rbstract. In philosophy, BIodiless; incorpo-
real; as though divested of body.]~Sec also

;j~ tiPeeled, or pared; divested of its peel,

barh, coat, covering, or the like. (S, L.) ,-l

1) ., tLand qf tchich the herbage has been

!uten by locusts: (S:) or' land smitten by locusts:
Mslb:) or land abounding with locusts; (A 'Obeyd,

[Sd, K ;) a phlrase similar to S -e;bjl; the
epithet having the form of a pass. part. n. without
a verb unless it be one that is imaginary. (ISd,

rA.) -,;, -. tA man having a complaint
,f his bellyfr om haring eaten locusts. (S.)

., and tj .: see O.', in four places:

and see what follows.

;¢.,.~ tA horse having short, and little, hair:

(EM pp. .39 andl 40:) or .sharp, or tviorous,
in parce, [and] hiving little hair. (IHar p. 4.55.)

-,_U1 1 > _.il (AZ~%,A,TA,) or *

.j.Jl, (so in a copy of tlhe A,) said to one who is

sily, or bashful, [meaning tThou art] not free
fi.om shyness in appearinfg [bfoure others] : (AZ,
TA:) or t thou art not celebrarotel, or well-hnomn.
(A, TA.)

Q. 1. j. [from 1'; 1.'] Ile put his hand

upon the food (K,TA) that was before him on
the table, (TA,) in order that no other person
might take it: (.K, TA:) or he ate with his right
hand, and prevented [others from eating] with
his left hand: (IA.ar,K:) also, (.,) or ,,.
.1. 1.i ., (TA,) he ate greedily, gluttonously,

or voraciously: (p,TA:) or -all U! )

he put his left hand upon .fiod that ras before
him on the table, in order that no oter .person

might take it; as also-..^..: (Ya4oob, :) or

;Usl .if ~.r. he ate, and male an end of,

devoured, or con.smed, what was in the vessel;
as also a,,P. [q. v.]. (Sbl, TA.)

c,~: 6bsee what next follows, in two places.

sleiv, - an arabicized word, (S, g,) front the
Persian, (S,) originally J\ a.;$ "guardian of the

cake of bread," (S, K,) and ejA. and II

and (KI.) One ,who puts his hand, (g,)

or wvho puts his left hand, (s,) upon food, (],)
or upon a thing that is before him on the table,
(8,) in order that no other pe'XUona may take it:
(S, :) or who eats nrith his rigyht hand, and
prevents [others from eating] with his left hand:
and one who eats greedily, gluttonoualy, or tora-
ciously: or the first and t third signify, (1(, TA,)
or signify also, I a spunyer; (1l, TA;) becaume
of his greediness, gluttony, or voraciousless, and
his boldness. (TA.) A poet says, (nwnely, El-

Ghanawee, TA voce ee p, )
·. . ., ·

* . c; 5.)- j 
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[ n thow.art among a gredy company of men,
put not thy left Aond upon the food as a OJ']:
(Fr, B:) or the last word is S., meaning,
(accord. to Sh, a also a .;o , TA voce Jw),)
one that taksm afragment [offood] with his left
Aand, and eats with his right hand, and, wluh

haat the party hAa'it contumed, eats what is in
Ais l hand. (TA.)

·3J i..: i. q. explained in art o.

i.b- and 3jq,

jjq. and j$,s, (T, JK, TA,) or a3ie (.,
g) and Ui;., (IAlr, V,) the last asserted by
]lAr to have been heard by him from a man of
chaste speech, (TA,) A cake of bread: (JK, .,

:) arabicized words, (T, JK, , E,) from i;.(,
(, TA,) which is Perian, meaning "round:."

(TA:) pL 4. and . (JK.)

Q. 1. a,,, [inf. n. of;j.,] (C, g,) in rela-
tion to food, ($,) i. q. j ,.; (f, ;) i. e., The
coveting thefood that is before one with tAe left
hand, [while eating with the right hand,] in order
that no other person may take it: accord. to
Ya4oob, the . is a substitute for the .o. (TA.)
And s.j signifies He ate, made an end of,
devoured, or consumed, what was in the bowl or
vesel: (IA , Sh, 1j, TA:) and he ate entirely
the bread. (I.) _ Also *.r., He talked much.
($, .)- And He hastened, made haste, sped,
or was quic; (Kr, ;) as also. .. (K.)_

?l, *A,j He passed the [age of) sixty.
(lAr, ].)

.. J [probably Voracious: see above: and
hence,] Black locusts, hawing green heats.
(Ji.)- Loquacious; or a great talker. (Ig.)

1. S-., inf. n. ;, i He (a horse [or similar
beast]) became affected with the kind of rweding 
termed }^j [q.v. infrk]. (A.) .. 0i1;i ,j
t Te wmound, or ulcer,fonned itsef into a knot,
or lamp, (Z, :~,) like wrhat is termed J;, or
,.q. (]g, accord. to different copies. [The former

reading is app. the right.])

S. b*. t He trimmed a tree, as tAhogh by re 
moving its pj^., meaning its faulty parts, or l
knots, which are likened to ol~ [pl. of k]. : .

whence ,3;.. (A.)-.[And hence,] ;.^..
j.jI J T/ime, or fortune, tried and strengthned
him by mean of experience in affairs. (T, L, I
TA.)

;^. t Any swelling, (A 'Obeyd, $, Mgh, L, V,) t
and inflation of the sinewr, (A 'Obeyd, $, Mgh, 5
L,) in te hock (A 'Obeyd, $, Mgh, L, ]) of a
horse (l 'Obeyd, Mgh, L) or similar beast; (, 

,'yD)q -J,..

;) and in te aid of the hochkjoint, externallk
and internally; (A'Obeyd, Mgh, L;) derivet
from 3., because resembling in form the rs
(jU) thus called: (Mgh:) or an inflation of th
Jinea of a hore's legs, occasioning swelling
which are lilumed to [the rats called] ol$3j.
(A:) or a amreUling in the side of a hore's hooJ
and in hi stiflejoint (a i'), or in the hinder par
of his hock, mhich grow; so large as to preen
his wallting and working; also written .
(ISh, L in arts. ^.. and ~ ;) and likewin
affectiwg the camln: (ISh, L in art. . :) th,
original word is with 1. (TA.) - Also : Th
faulty parts, or knots, of a tree, which are pares
off; likened to J1.b. (A.)

I j! ue Land containing, (S, L,) or abound.
ing with, (u,) [the largefidrats caUlled] alj^.;
($, , ;) like ;,: J I. (A-)_ ;,. a;;

(M, L,) or 3J. o.J (Mgh,) t A beast, or horse,
affected with the hind of swelling temed 
(M, Mgh, L.) And 0.91 ~ Jj : [ ma n
wrhos legs are a.fected with simnilar swellings].
(M, L, TA.)

jq. [The large ~f rat; so in thc present
day;] a species of )j [or rat]: (S, A, Mgi, L,

:) or the mn lejU: (T, M, IAmb, L, Msb :) or
the large male jU; said to be larger than the

jerboa, of a dusky colour, with a blachness in his
tail: (L:) or the large j4 that is in the deserts,
or uncultivated plaint, and that doe not frequent,
or kep to, houses: (Msb:) pl. ,l.' , (R, A,

M0h, L,M9 b, 6,) or v1 (TA.) dW ;1
os j1 ~j. [lit. May God multiply the large

rats of thy house, or tent,] means may God fill
thy house, or tent, mith vwheat, or Jbod. (A.)
And J olt,~. ': [lit. The large rats of
his houe, or tent, became di/spered,] has a contr.

meaning. (Rar p. 274.) aI A s oA Ort of
dates, (L, Msb, ~,) of a large size: before the
fruit is cut [from the tree], rats collect beneath:
so called wthenfresh and ripe: when dry, J^.' :
called in El-Koofeh i.U": (L:) and a sort of
pabn.ltree, the last in the time of the ripening of
itu fruit in El-Iijdz: (Ay, AJn,L:) or [simplyJ
the palm-tree. (T in art. .1.) Hence the saying,

^>l lJ.bi bj3lsl ~ jll [When El.
Khartdn (the Eleventh Mansion of the Moon)
rises aurorally (see jJJl j' in art. j), the

dates called 1^ t are eaten]; for EI-KhaM-
tln ries [aurorally] in the last part of the hot
season, after the [auroral] rising of Je. [or
Canopus], and before the season called ) 1.
(Agn, L.)

Zil (in the CV £,l3.) A sort of date:

pl. ~,. (g.)

t A man freed from his faults by ex-
mere in affiairs: see 2: (4&:) or an inztelli-

nt, or a sagaciou, man: (M, 1 :) one who has
een tried and strengthened by experience in
tffairs. (T, Q, M, L, V-)

[Boox-L.

s3j and UI^ : se .

Q. 1. .A,. (V,) inf. n. L44, (L,) He
hastened, made haste, sped, or mwu quicA, (L, g)
in walkinc, or going, and in work; (L;) like
,v.· (g.)

, .)

1. j,.., (S, ],' TA,) aor. ', inf. n. jXm, (,
Mgh, TA,) He cut it; or cut it off. (, 
Mgh, TA.) You smy also, ,jl ;.J mean-
ing, The land lad its Aerbage cut, or cut off:
(A:) or became witihout hirbage; its herbage
having been consumeni by the locuirts or tte s
or goats or the camels or the like: (Fr, TA:)

and ,ejl ;j,. aor. , signifies [the ames, or]
the land became rhat is termed j U; asbo
t .jjli. (TA.) . It (time, or fortune, Ci)LJI,)
destro,ylel, exterminated, or extirpated, him or it.
(A, TA.) -Also, (1,) nor. and iuf. n. as above,
(TA,) ie slew hism. (,' TA.) = Also j.,
(K,) aur. and i,,f. n. as above, (T'A,) He ate
?uickly. (1,'* TA.) _ And j, (]C,) inf n.
ij;.., (TA,) ]ie ate mucrh; was a great eater;
(K, TA;) not learing anything upon the table:
(TA:) or (K and TA, but in the C] " and ") Ahe
ate quichly; was a quick eater. (IK, TA.)

4. ., j. l: sec 1. .,il jj.l, from
j,.~. o;l, (S,) is a phrase simnilr to 1. 1, ($,
TA,) and sig,iifies The peolple journeyed in a
land such as is termed jjq-: (TA in art. , :)
also (TA) they were, or became, aeficted with
dearth, scarcity, drought, sterility, or barrenne
(1, TA.) - [And hence, app.,] £l jj.
TheIo she-camel became ltan, or emaciated. (1.)

4.-
.. ,

j^+.: I
; the f two pla,,see jq.; thc former, in two places.

j^.: see j^.. Also j^. ;. A year of
dearth, scarcity, drought, or sterility (S,L ,'
TA:) pl.jl.l. (S,TA.)

?j . ;l, (S, CMgh, M9 b, i,) and tj, and
*tJ., and ,j., (S, 1,) and l ,' , (s,)
Land in rwhich is no Iterbage; (Fr, S, Mgh;) a
though the herbage or the ruin were cut off from
it: (S :) or from which the mater is cut off, o
that it is dried up and without herbage: (M9b,
in explanation of the first:) or dried up, pro-
ducing no herbage: (Jel in xviii. 7, in explana-
tion of the first:) or of which the herbage has
been cut: (B4 ibid., in explanation of the first;
and A in explanation of the last:) or that pro-
duces no herbage: (I:) or of which the erbage
has been eaten: (IJ: or this is the signification
of the last [only] acco.ding to the 8:) or not
rained upon: ( :) or, accord. to some of the
expositions of the lCur, by the first is meant the
land of El-Yemen: and by the second, accord.
to El-'Otbee, [land] tat tat t , or reiews, mscA
water, and does not dry it up: and as to t j , 
it may be an inf. n. used as an epithet, as though
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meaning j ^l4B, i. e., of which the herbage has
been ate;: asbo t?j /1 is explained as
signifying land of which tlh herbage has been
consumed by the locusts or the ~ep or goaU or
th cams or the like: (TA:) and tjt - ;j

a barren descrt: (A,'g:) [see also j,L :l the

pl. of j; isj , like a rs * is pl. of A;;

and that of j. in jl,.l, like as l;, is
pl. of _.: (.:) and one says also jt1 q, ,

(]K, TA,) as well as jl~.1 )i. (TA.)

iJq., (9, A,) or tij., with fet-h to the j, (1.,
TA,) lictirpation: (9, A :) or destruction. (i4,

TA.) Hence the saying, )t1 ULt .
;i j,A female that hates, by reason of the vehe-

mence of her hatred, wiU not be content sae
with extirpation [of the object of her hatred]:

(9:) or p,.~ 41 ~ ,. *.,.t, (A,) or Ij. ,
(TA,) is hater was not content sa with exstir-
pation of him whom lie hated. (A, TA.) You
say also, , j- j l OL. J, [or ;iJj 
thus, only, the former word is written in the s
and TA in art. jj,, and I think that the latter is
correctly written in like manner, as in the ? and
A,] God #rote him with destruction [and cwtir-
patior]. (TA.)

0.6 $
&j A bundle of [the kind of trefoil called]

'J (A, Mgh, Myb, O) or the like: (Mgh, Msb,
1:) ora hanlful thereof: (Mgh, Mb :) pl.jy...
(A, Mgh, Mg b.)

ji=: see ;^., in three places

jl;, applied to a sword, (9, ]~,) Cutting, or
sharp: (I:) or cutting much, or very sharp:
(B i) or lenetrating: or that cuts off utterly, or
entirely. (TA.) - Hence you say of a she-camel,
likening her to such a sword, . jl
t Verily she is one that eats and breaks the trees.
(TA.) See also j ..

j i t That eats much; (A, ];) [when applied
to a man,] that leaves nothing upon the table
when Ae eats: (S, A:) or that eats quickly:
(] :) applied to a man, and to a camel; (TA;)
and to a woman; and to a she-camel, as also
tjlp.; (.;) or [any] female: (TA:) or, applied
to a she-camel, that eats ecrything. (As, TA.)

3,4, applied [to land, and hence,] to S a
woman, lBarren: (S, A, 1] :) the woman is
likened to land that produces no herbage. (TA.)
[See also j.]jjl*a lb# Dry and rugged
land encompassed by sands or by a [kleel tract
such as is called] pU: (1,1 :) pl. jl.: (.,
TA:) mostly applied to islands of the sea. (TA.)

j..~ , applied to a she-camel, Lean, or ema-
ciaied. (I.)

i. , -r see jjq; the latter, in two places.

.L ,~, [aor., app., ' and,, as seems to be
implied in the 1g, inf. n. ,- which see below,]

Bk. I.

JJ -- O..
He, or it, made a sound; (TA;) a also ).t ,1:
(Mgh, TA:) [or both signify he, or it, made a
low, gentle, slight, or soft, sound; as appears
from what follows.] You say, >Wl ,-b,t (A,)
or).bt j', (Mqb,) He spohe in a loyn, gentle,
or soft, voice or tone; or with modulation, or
melody; syn. .,ii, (A,) or a..i. (M;b.)
And ,^., (S,)inf. n. n., ( .; (; and y,.i3;

(8,1 ;) He spoke: (15:) or Le aid a thing,
and spoke in a low, gentle, or soft, voice or tone,
or with modulation or melody; expl. by fZb

i-, ,'A (Lth, 8.) And t m, 1 is also used
in the senses here following. It (a bird) caused
the sound of itl passing to be heard: (S, A,* 1:)
and in like manner it is said of a man. ('i,
accord. to the TA; but not found by me in any
copy of the ].) And t It (an ornament, .,)

made a sound (8, A,* 1) like that of a ,j [or
bell]; (TA;) as also ) b1. (A, TA.) ) And

It (a tribe, ma,) made its sound (,,q) to be
heard: or, accord. to the T', made the sound of
the ,,j of a thing to be heard. (TA.) ' And
ile (a man) raised his voice. (TA.) V And He
(a camel-driver) sang to camels for the pur-
poe of urging or e2citing: (S, 1 :) or raised his
wice in doing so. (A.) - [Hence, app.,] ~,,j,
aor. ; (Lth, AO, 8, ]) and , (],) inf. n. , ,
(Lth, AO, ],) He ate [a thing: because a slight
sound is made in doing so]: (AO, TA:) or lhe
licked [a thing] with his tongue. (].) You say,
Jahjl tsll ~... The bes ate the [trts called]

ac: (. :) andZ -,J , (Lth, A,) and -L.u I
[put tropically for j~! because honey is made
from flowers or blossoms], (Lth,TA,) tithe bees
ate the Jfloners, or blossoms, making a sound in so
doing: (A :) or liched the Jflowers, or blossoms,
and thence made iowney. (Lth, TA.) And :..

.,, az'wtl, and .,l., The beasu licked the
tree, and the herbage. (TA.) And ' ;t11--
I; The cow licked her young one. (TA.)

2. ~jil ,.fn, inf. n. ., He rendered
the persona notorious, or infamous; [as, for in-
stance, by parading them, and mahing public
proclamation before thm; accord. to the usage
of the verb in the present day;] syn. * ,.

(K,) and j, (Ibn-'Abbad, TA,) and ;y.

(A.) 1- ' ,1 e. , (8,) and j.,aJ~ , (TA,)
inf. n. as above, (15,) t[Events, and misfortunes,]
rendered him experienced, or expert, and sound,
orfirm,injudgment c. (.8, i, TA)

4. ,.Jq-: see 1, in six place.-__ .. w^,.
t [Hoe made a sound with the ornament]: said of
the owner [or wearer] of the ornament. (A.) 

,pJ,1 m.r^. t Hel struck [or sounded] te bell.
(TA.)-eJI - C,X The animal of prey

heard my sound ( ,): (ISk, , A, 1 :) or
heard it from afar. (TA.)

5: see L

7: see 1.

,.,. (., A, Msb, 1) and ' .. (8, A, )
and 'V,j~-- (Kr,ISd) A sound: (ISk, A, 1:)
or a tonw, faint, gentbe, slight, or soft, sound:
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(IDrd, ., A, 1 :) such, for instance, a the sound
of the beaks of birds, (9, A, Mqb,) pecking, (A,)
upon a thing which they are eating: (S:) and that
of bees eating flowers or blosoms: (A:) and of
a tribe [or crowd of men, more particularly a
heard from some distance; i. e., a hum]: (TA:)
and of a camel-driver singing to his beasts to
urge or excite them: (A:) and the slight sound
of a letter of the alphabet: (TA:) and low,
gentle, or soft, speech: (Mqb:) or when the
word is used alone, [i. e., not coupled with
another noun as it is in the second of the two
examples here following,] it is with fet-l: thus
one says, L2 ^ _c-: Lb; (A, 1;) i. e., I
heard not any sound of him, or it: (TA:) but

you say, V , ·j.. G ; a ;, with kIer;
(A, 1 ;) i. e., I heard not any motion, nor any
sound, of him, or it: (TA in art. :.r) pl. [app.
of the third] (11am p. 200.) [See also

r,,s~: see what next precedes, in two places.

.,j. [A beU;] a thing well known; (Mqb;)
the thing that is hung to the neck of the camel
(S, Mgh, 1) !c., and that malk a sou,d:
(Mgh:) or, accord. to some, the [littkl round
bell called] j4 : (TA:) and also that which
is struck [to make it md]: (Lth,., ): ) the
thing that is struch by the Christians at tl time

of prayes: (var p. 616:) pl. ; (Mgh,
Myb.) It is said in a trad., ki'ijIl . - j 
,O t! ; [The angels will not accompany an
assemblage of persons journeying together among
whom is a beUl]: (.,TA:) the reason is said to
be, because it guides other to them; for Mo-
hammad liked not to let the enemy know of his
approach until he came upon them suddenly.
(TA.) - See also br..

t.a The act of r ing [a person or persons]
notorious, or infamous. (TA.) [See 2.]

,'j. Voraciou&. (IAIr, ].)

-1 jq [as though p1. of `q] Bes: (g:)
or bees eating foweyrs, or blouom and making
a sound in doing so: (A :) or Oa..J I 1 Cg-
nifies the male of bes, (TA.)

,4. [A speci~s of millet;] a kind of grain,
(Mpb, 1,) we nomn, (C,) rsmbling 5il, but
mluer: (MNb:) or,acoord. to some, a pecii of

:.): (Mb :) or i, q. CoL: (S in artn c ,
and TA in art. J-' ;) or a wellknown grain,
which is eaten, like e,o,, of which there are
three species, the best whereof is th yellon,
[j&S1, or the word may bej.sl91, the rmallUt,]
and weighty: it is likened to rice in its poacvr,
or virtue, is more astringent than ;,sL., promotes
tLe low of urine, and constringes: the word is

arabicized, from [the Persian] *~j. (TA.)

,.. (S.) and , (TA) tA man (TA)
experienced, or enpert, in affairs, (, TA,) and
rendered sound, or firm, in judgment Pc. (TA.)
And with ;, t A she-camel tried and povd by
ue, or practice, in pace and riding. (TA.)

6,2
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,..,~ [Uttered with a sound: or roith a lore,
gentle, slight, or soft, ound]. Every letter of the
alphabet is L.~., except the soft letters, (A,
TA,) namely, I,., and U. (TA.)

1. ,, (;, A, g,) nor. t (M$, ;) and ,
(g,) inf. n. ,,n , (A,TA,) HI bruisd, brayed,
or pounded, it, (S, A, g,) and he ground it,
namely, alt, and grain, (A,) coarsely, notfinely.
(8, A, g.)-hIe stripped off, rubbed
qf, abraded, or othernrise removed, its superficial

part; syn. --J. (sc.) Ilie scratched, scraped,
rubbed, grated, chafed, or fretted, it; syn. ;
(g, TA;) like as the viper does its fangs; when
its folds rub, or grate, together, causing a sound

to be heard. (TA.)_ lie soratched it (i,
namely, his head,) with a comb, (8, A, ],) so as

to raise its scurf; ( u, ;) as also .. (TA.)
- He rubbed and pressed it (namely, the skin,)
with the hand, in order that it might become
smooth (], TA) and soft. (TA.)

2: see 1, last signification but one.

.- The sound of a viler's comingforth from
the skin [or slough] lihen the former rubs, or
grate, one part againut another. (S.) And
The sound of a viper's fangs, when they rub, or
grate [together]. (TA.)-And The sound ariing
from eating a rough thing: or this is with ,m.
(TA.)

A thing, (S, V,) such as salt, (A,)
bruied, brayed, or pounded, (., A, ],) and
ground, (A,) coarsely, not finely: (., A, :) or,

applied to salt, it signifies ~ ., L [app. mean-
ing such as ham not been purified], (S,V, TA,)
that crumble; as though one part thereof were
rubbed against anothier. (TA.)-_Also Coarse
flour, such as is fitfor [making tie kind offood

caled] J . (TA.)

,r &it^ TV/Watfall, of, orfrom, a thing
coarsely bruisld or brayed or pounded, wrhen
nwhat is bruised &c. thereof is taken. (.8.)-
,lj). also signifies What falls from the head
nihen it is combed: (A, TA:) and whatfalls and
becomes scattered fr.om wood: (A:) or cuttings,
chips, parings, and the like. (TA.)

jl, [from the Persian ,,l!, A digestive
stomachic;] a thing that causes food to digest;
as also. .bl. (. in art. /..)

A thing having its superficial part
stripped off, scraped off, rubbed off, abraded, or
otherwise removed. (TA.) - Skin rubbed and
pressed with the hand in order that it may become
smooth and soft. (TA.)

-. >t j,^ , aor. :, (1Drd, A, K,) inf. n.
,jbj; (IDrd, K;) or £A, .. , aor.; ($;)
hut IIlt says that thc former is the right; (IB;)
His throat, or fauces, became choked by his
spittle; he was choked with his spittle: (IDrd,
A:) or, accord. to some, he suffered the chokings

(,.al) of death: (TA:) or the verb is some-
times used in a general manner, in the former of
the senses explained above, and in the place of

,i and in that of GA and in that of u:
(Mf F in art. ,,o, q. v.:) and the above-mentioned
phrase also signifies (A) he awalloted his spittle
writh difficulty, or trouble, or labour, contending
against anxietic, or griqf. (8, A, R.) You say

also, ;: ,,. ~, (S,) or -' , (A,*
TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He is near to dyiag;
accord. to As: (S, TA:) or his soul reaches his
fauces: (TA :) or he is at the point of death, his
soul having rearcedl his fauces. (A.) And 

oi SNHde dies. (TA.) And 3~. aiLt ; I4
[app. meaning Thle she-camel was choked vwith I he
cud: or swallored her cud with d.fficulty]. (TA.)
And djo. ,.' He swallo,wed his spittle. (A,

TA.) And A 4.i, O t [lap&p. meaning,
Such a one swallows his choler against thee].

(A.).. -,b^. He strangled him. (IK.) You say,
_*.b J3; %:2 , U l lie escaped fronm them,
wmhen they had str'angled him [so as almost to kill

him]. (TA.)

4. . ibjq..l He caused his throat, orfauces,
to be choked by his spittle. (S, l.)

if Spittle: (A, 1 :) or spittle by nwhich one
is choked. (S.) - [The choking, or strangula-
tion, or rattle, immediately preceding death. See

1: and see also D-fi.] D;ifculty, trouble,
or labour; syn. ,... (TA.)

..).' [A man having his throat, orfauces,
c/wked by his splittle. - And hence,] Haring his
soul reaching hisfauces: or near to dying: (TA:)
or at the point of death, his soul having reached
his fauces, so that he is chokedl by it: (A, TA:)
or dying: (TA:) or made, or suffered, to escape,
after seil: (Lth:) or oppressed by grief or

sorrow; (S, ;) as also ti',.. and ',,c.l:
(AD], K:) or affected by intense anxiety or

grief: (TA:) [see also -.!.:] pl. . .; (A,

V;) like as .P is pl. of ,,.. (A, TA.)
You.sy,·X - ".^ ;S'

cYou ay lI, or .l.U, Such a one
escaped, or wnas made to escape, being near to
death; (TA;) or being at the point of death, his
soul having reached his fauces, so that he was
choked by it. (A, TA.) And . cl'J *;~
Such a one died oppressed by grief or sorrow.
S.) - In the following prov., ,j,; Jq..J JI._

i.a..JI1 [The , . interposed as an obstacle in
the way of the ij.S], j..JI signifies the thing
choking the throat orfauces; (S, A;) and ,.j~1I
signifies the cud: the meaning being, the thing
choking the throat or fauces hindered from chew-
ing the cud: (A:) or the former signifies the
choking, or haring the throat, or fauces, ob-
structed; and the latter, the poetry: (TA:) or
the former, the swallopwing of spittle in dying;
and the latter, the sound, or voice, of a man in
dying: (Et,-RiyAshee:) or the former, spittle
asvaUowed: (.Har p. 150, q. v.:) and also, the
chohings (. i) of death: [see also ,~b :] and
the moving to and fro of the two jal,s at death:
(TA:) the prov. relates to an affair which is
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hindered by some obstacle: (A, O, K :) or it is
said on the occasion of any affair which was pos-
sible and which has been hinldered by the inter-
vention of some obstacle: and the first who said
it was 'Obeyd Ibn-El-Abram, when El-Mundhir
[on one of the days when it wais his custom to
slay whomsoever he met] desired him to recite
some of his verses: (Zeyd I bn-Kntlhweh:) or the
first who said it was Jowshla [in some copies of
the K1, Showshan, which, as is s;id( in the TA, is
a mistake,] El-Kilabee, whlen his father, having
forbidden him to ploctize, and sceeing him sick of
grief thereat, and at the point of dcath, gavo him
permission to do so: (K, TA:) whereupon, nfter
saying these words, he recited some verses, and
(lied. (TA.)

~.cb. nA strangler. (TA.) Suffering in-
tense, or violent, grief (TA.) [See also ~d.. ]

see p,~.e .

1. ;aJIl , aor.:, (S, Msbh, K,) inf. n.

(S, K,*) or a,.; (Mash ;) and ', aor. *,

inf. n. ~.'; (S, Msb, K;) but the latter is dlis-
allowed-by As ; (S;) IIe swallowed the trater;
(M9 b, K ;) as also *t a .~ !l: (MRl) :) or the
latter significs he eroallomed it at once. (Srlh, 1g.)

See also 5.

2. [£ ,I Heq. He made hinm to s,vallow the
water.] . is The pouring beverage into the

throat against one's will: but sometimes it is
used of that which is not ageinst one's will. (.H;r
p. 115.) And ;.^ signifies lie gave him to
drink gulp oftefr gulp, or Xsp after. saip, or sip
after sip. (Hiar p. 350.) [And hcnic,] .,.-.
1 , (K,) or li'31 &. eS., (S,) inf. n.

j, (K,) t IIe made him to repress, or re-
strain, choking wrath, or rage. (S, TA.)

4. s-..1 Ile made it (a rope or a bow-string)
to have one or mo.e of its strands thick [or rather
thicker than the others]. (TA.)

5. l. II e snallowed in consecutive portions,
one time after another, like him nwho act.s against
his own will: or, as IAth says, he drank in
haste: or, accord. to some, he dirank by little
and little. (TA.) - [And hence,] ,aiJr .3

(S, Mob, 1]*) S He repressed, or restrained, choking
wrath, or rage; (S;) as though he swallowed it:
(Mb :) and [in like manner] you say also, . '
i: ! I he reprssed, or retrained, wrath, or
rage. (TA.)

8: see 1.

j~. A twisting in one of the stranlds of a
rope, (S, K,) or of a bow-string, (K,) so that
it appears abowv the other strands. (S, V.) [It
is app. an inf. n., of which tho verb, if it have
one, is .] = Sc also e.

,~- A rope, (g,) or a bow-string. (TA,)

having the tvisting termed ^. in one of its

h-^ - E^
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strands; as also t : (I:) or, accord. to

IAir, a bow-string tat is even, except that there
is a prominence in one part of it, nwherefore it is

rubbed and pulled with a piece of a ,. [q. v.]

until that prominence disappears: and t the
latter, accord. to ISh, a bow-string not uniformly
nor well twisted, htating in it prominences, so
that one of its strands appears above the others,
or some appear above others. (TA.)

U^,: see what next follows, in three places:

~ and see aL ., in two places.

.. A gulp, or as much as is swallowed at once,

of water; a s. of water being like a i1aJ of
food: (Mqb:) or a sup, or sip; or as much as
is supped, or tipped, at once; or a moutlful of

what is supped, or tipped; (syn. #s;) of water;

( ;,.!as also L and *i;-.: or
andq asi . are substs. [signifying the act of
nsallowing water] from ;" fs " be swallowed

the water :" (] :) or V i.. signifies a single act

of swallowing water: (IAth, L:) and U, what
one snallonws: (L, 1i :) or a mouthful which one
rwallows: (TA:) or a small draught : (lAth:)

and its pl. is .~.. (Msb, TA.) The dim. is

Ladq.. ($, ]g.) And hence the prov., ;.l

·. jlt U i, (Sgh, K,) the verb being

intrans., and a.. being in the accus. case as a
denotative of state, as though the speaker said,

a; ---,, , , ·, ', a..

Cs.Tlj; (S, g;) or ttv~ K; (K ;) Such a one

escaped [from destruction] wrhen his spirit, or the
remains thereof, had become in his mouth; (L,
] ;) or near thereto, (,) as a sup [or little sup] of
rater to the chin [of a person drinking]; (TA;)

or when death was as near to him as a little sup
of water to the chin; (L;) or when at his last
gasp: (Fr, :) applied to one who lhas been at
the point of destruction, and then escaped: (S :)

or, accord. to AZ, it is thus; Xi.Ut sY^ 
which may mean he made me to escape &c., or
he excapedfiom me &e.; in the hlatter case, ,Jl

being for &Z and [it is said that] Ja...
is prefixed to X.J.UI because the motion of the
chin indicates the nearness of the departure of the
soul: or the meaning of the words related by AZ
may be, he made rne, i. e. the remains of my
soul, to escape; the last two words being a sub-
stitute for the pronoun affixed to the verb.

(Sgh.) One says also, Ij. 1 i U4l, mean-
ing lIe outwent me, [or escaped ne,] and I sval-
lomed my spittle in wrath, or rage, against him.

(TA.) And LcU,, '1 ' a;
'lvJi j4 t [There is nothing that is swallowed

more praisenorthy in its result than what is
swallowed of wrath, or rage, which ne repress,
or- restrain]. (TA.)

: see c

(S., R and t as, () and * (
K) and t ;4 (1) An even piece, (5,) or a

round piece, or hill, or hillock, (l,) of sand, that
produces no plants, or herbage; (S, . ;) 'and, as
some add, that retains no nwater: (TA:) or a

piece, or tract, of sand, goodfor producing plants,
or herbage, in which is no softness, or looseness:
(Sgh, L, :) or land in which is ruggednss,
resembling sand: (L, ] :) or a hill of which one
side consists of sand, and one side of stones: (s]:)
or what is termed * .s-r an,! t i E is larger

than ]what is termi.d r: ". ;j. is also ex-
plained as signifyi,.g sand of nwi;ich the middle
is elevated, and of rrhic!, the sides are thin: and,
accord. to IAth, V ,.l signifies a wide place, in

wnhich is ruggedness : (TA :) or this last, a plain,
or sofft, ,place, intermixed with sand: (Iam

p..5 7 4 :) . is sing., or n. un., of ).: (8, 

K:') or, accord. to some, this last word is a

sing., like t^.1; and its pl. [of pauc.] is it.

and [of mulL] t~/.: the pl. of . is 'Ogq-:

and the pl. of tcL . is ;.: and the pl. of t.txc

is lAjIs..: and the pl. of t ..l is . 1.
(TA.)

see ,~e, in four places.

3Lw.^. dim. of U,. q. v.

: see aj_.

j~.;: see L, in four places.

&,q. A she-camel in which is not as much [milk]

as mill satisfy thirst, but only some sups: (K :)
pl. b (L, KK) and it4t..: (L:) J explains

the former pl. as signifying she-camels having
little milk; as though there were not in their
udders more than some sups; and the sing. he
does not mention. (TA.)

413 , . .
ase e P in two places.

. , , (.s, Msb, .,) aor. :, (S, Msb,) inf. n.
. (S, Myb, 1) and Mq.., (Lb, K,) lie tooh

away, carried away, or removed, the whole of it,
(S, Msb, K,) or the greater part of it, (S,) or
much of it: (S,oK. and [in like manner t . ;

for its inf. n.] . signifies the act of carrying

anway wholly: (kIL:) and t A3j;.l he took the

whole of it. (TA in art. %...) Also, (inf. n.

J3 .., TA,) lie swept it away, namely, mud,
(S,K,) from the surface of the earth; (TA;) and

so , .. , (19,) inf. n. .; (TA;) and

'a. ': (K :) or t _ signifies the act of
clearing away mud or the like well; in Persian,

.so;~j jt: (KL: [Golius, app. misled by a

mistranscription, has explained the verb, Jffi.., as
on the authority of the KL, by "bene effudit:"])

and 5J! t J;.i he mept away the thing
(d^.) from the surface of the earth. (TA.) You

,sal also, j l M or., e (M. b,) or bi~., inf. n.

,J .,; (S ;) and * 2a. - ; (S, 1g ;) The tor-
rents nreept it aweay; (TA;) [or swept it partially
anay; or wore it away;] namely, a portion of

land. (., M.b, l. See J..) And, of a death

commonly prevailing, J."l ,aU Jp.'

t [It rsept away, or destroyed, men, like the sweep-
ing away of the torrent]: (TA:) and *
., ~)1. j I [It sweeps anway, or destroys, the
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cattle of the people]. (S, TA.) - [He shovelled
it, or scooped it, away, or up, or out.] You say,

42. ;4i. l [He scoolpd it up, or out, with
both his hands]; i. e. something dry, as flour,
and sand, and the like. (e in art. C>k.~.)-

j^. It (herbage) wva eaten up utterly. (TA.)

2. d.^, inf. n. : see 1, in four places.

-JS, *.h t Time, or fortune, or misfortune,
destroyed, or exterminated, his property, or cattle,
and reduced him to poverty. (TA.) A poet (of
the Benoo-Teiyi, TA) says,

* LjJ 1 h j l. 5 

t [And if mnifortunes have destroyed my property.
or cattle, and reduced Nme to poverty, I have not
seen any one in a state of perdition like the two
sons of Ziydd]. ($, TA.)

4. j..1 It (a place) wras invaded by a torrent

such as is termed .jI. . (.K.)

5: see 1, in two places; and see ,.

8: see 1, in three places.

J..: see .. - Also A smooth side of a
mountain. (Aboo-Kheyrch, I.)

4, : see the next paragraph.

,j. and P -. ", ($, Msb, ]K, &c.,) the latter
a contraction of the fonner, (Msb,) [An abrupt,

mater-worn, banh or ridge;] a bank (, . Kash

and Jel in ix. 110) of a valley, the lower ipart of
which is excavated by the water, and hollowed
out by the torrents, so that it remains uncompact,
unsound, or weak; (Ksh ib.;) a bank, or an
acclivity, of a water-course of a valley and the like,
when the nater has carried away firom its lower
part, and undermined it, so that it has become

like what is termed a 0j~, with its upper part
overhanging; (L;) a portion of land (or sand,
S in art. .*3) wvhich the torrents have partially
swept awvay, or worn awvay, (1 .i3 , or

;j4., Msb,) and eaten; (S, Msb, ] ;) a por-
tion of the lowver part of the side of a vally, and
of a river, eaten by the torrent; (M, TA;) the
side of the bank of a river, that has been eaten
by the vater, so that some part of it every little

vwhile falls: (Har p. 47 :) and the latter, [or
eacbh,] a place which the torrent does not take

away; as also ;.J.; (];) [i.e. a bank, or
ridge, that remains rising abruptly by the bed of
a torrent or stream:] pl. [of pauc.] (of .,,

TA) J1^-. l, (1[,) like ,Utl pl. of ,i, (TA,)
and [of mult.] (of ;, though it is implied in

the K that it is of Js4., TA) li^, Plike ;..
($, K) pl. of a.', (S,) and Jl. (ISd, TA.)

. A torrent that carries awvay etrything;

(S, Msb ;) i. q. Jt.m applied to a torrent; as
also t V..'; (K ;) and ? j~-. a torrent that
sweeps away that by which it paJsses, by reason of
its copiousnes, carrying away everything, and

sot 1 applied to rain. (TA.)_ A very

voracious man: (1, TA:) a man who devours
all the food: (S:) one who eats vhemently,
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leaing nothing remainlng. (M, TA.) - S A man
who muwrrsi mrch, or often, and is brish, lively,
sprightly, or active; as also * j,;4.. (g, TA.)
-IA sword that sweeps amay everything. (TA.)
- t A sort of measure of capacity; as also
· j1l: (l, g :) a certain lage measure oj'

capacity. (ISk, TA.)

jl;~: see what next precedes.

J. 34X [(A capacious bucket: ee 3
art. ]. (; in art. .)

.. a s .-...ab1pe.: ee, Up"

il

Jjl.: see J. -Also tA death commonly,
or generally, prevailing, (., , TA,) tamt s7eeps
away, or destroys, (eJ4,) the cattle of the
people. (8, TA.) And t Plague, or pestilence.

(s.·) ;J,J1 means t A plague, or pestilence,
that happened in the time of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr;
(8 ;) or, as Lth says, CJl$Jl & tI means the
plague, or pestilence, that befel the people of El-
'Irda [in the year of the Fliglt 60], spreading
wide, and sweeping areay tie piople like the
swreeping away of the torrent. (TA.) And Eril
fortune, or an affliction, that weeps asway, or
destroys, (Lth, I, TA,) a people, (.K,) or the
cattle of a people. (Lth, TA.)

J^; : see Jl,._ Hence, as being likened
to the torrent thus termed, (TA,) S A quick, or
swifJ, oJ, [or hack, &c.]. (8.) And tAn
au; lapp. meaning a tmild as, because of his
swiftnes.] (.sgh, I.) And, accord. to some, A
male ostrich: (as in the Ij :) but this is a mistran-
scription for ~jj, with 3. (Abu-l-'Abbes,T,

gSh, L, TA.)

J);: see a jc , in two places. - Also
i Greedy; having an inordinate diesire, or appe-
tite,for.food. (V,TA.)-And SAn unfortunate
man. (I, TA.)

.: ,.see M~ -._ [Hence,] J^ C;
[Fingers, or fingers' ends,] that take much food.
(IAIr, TA.)

*iU- A broom, or besom; (I ;) a thing with
which mud is swept away from the surface of the
ground: (,0 TA:) [applied in the present day
to a shovel: and a hoe: and a rahe:] as also
t' t.J : vulgarly, ' i ..; [now applied by
many to a drag for dragging rivers c.;] of
which the pl. is %.;.. (TA.)

.4p t A iman who has had his property, or
or cattle, destroyed, or exterminated, and wrlw
Amt ben reduced to porerty, by time, or fortune,
or misfortune. (TA.)

'rJ, ;t Lean, or emaciated. (M, TA.) [See
what next follows.]

.sJ. t A ram whose general fatness has
gone; (Ibn-'Abbad,] ;) and so a camel. (TA.)
-Lean, or emaciated; as also JL~. (TA
in art. .L-.) You say, Ai4._ ;. t 'e (a man,
Ibn-'Abbid, TA) came in a lean and laz state

(~.{ 'i-). (Ibn-'AbUd, l.)

I,-.
tjq.~ A certain red dye. (As, , K.)-_The

rednes of gold. ($, 1.) _ Pure; applied to red
and othler colours. (K.) Also, (S, ],) and
* JiLJ, (1,) Wine; (8, ;) i,tferior in good-
ne. to surh as is termed Jio.: (S:) or the
coloun :,f wine. (S,R.) The phrase lt. L., ,
used by EI-Alshi, [lit. I delprived it, namely,
wine, of its colour,] means I drank it red, and
'ilcharyed it in urine white. ($.)

UJI,J;: sec above.

A^.

L "-, nor. , (1g,) inf. n. ; , (S,) [like
,j·.,] Hfie cut it, or cut it of; (S, K.-) ..

iWI, (]g,) or ;tLJI j-. .jn., (.,) inf. n. as
ai)ove, (TA,) le shore, or sheared, or cut off the
wool of, the sheep. ($, ,* TA.) And. -,
I tooh lor clipped somnhat]fiom it; [namely,
the wool;] like -4. (S.)--, J l- ,,, (S,
M b, K,) aor. as above, (TA,) iluf. n. j. (K)

and l-!, and ;l, (8,* ,) lie cut the paln-
trees; (M9hb;) [meaning] he cut off thefriuit oJ'
the palm-trees; (B, K;) as also .itj.I: (S:)
and in like manner, ;Jl ... ' he cut off the

dates. (TA.) You say, -. 1 1.'I L. & , and

r.,d.JI, (8,) i. e., [Tlhi is] the time of tle cuttiny
ff of tlle fruit of the palm-trees. (TA.) - And

J I ~, , inf. n. H.q, le compiated by conjec-
ture the quantity of fruit upon the palm-trees;
K;) and so t. I: (Lh, f :) [like j~ and

L,i. -] --- ~P. (8, g,) aor. , (S,) inf. n. ..,
(TkI,) also signifies lie gained, acquired, or
earned, [wealth, &c.,] (,, Is,) l~s fJor his
.family; and so t .. (K.) And yvou say,

.a~?3 .eZ and ta l nd , meaning He
uent forth seeking [sustenance], and practising

shill, or artifice, for his family. (TA.) -
.J S ' .,L in the gur [v. 3 and 11], is

explained by some as meaning And let not a
people's hatred by any means occasion you. or
cause you: or it means let not a people's hatred
by any means induce yoe, or incite you. (S, TA.)
Some read w; ', with damm to the .;
and Zj says that . and ..j.. signify the
same: but some say that the meaning is, let it
not by any meaon lead you into crime, or sin;

.l- being like r, I led him into sin, &c.
(TA.) Fr says that the asserting ._.. to
mean .;-.i. [or rather .J; , for this is evi-
dently, I think, the right reading, though I find
i ;B;. in the TA as well as in a copy of the S, in

another copy of which I find _.' and ;~._..,
suggesting that the right reading may perhaps be
:.,.. and .~J.,] is nought: they who so explain
it having been confused in their judgment by the
saying of the poet Aboo-Aamm, (8, TA,) or, as
some say, El-Iowfazan, (TA,) or, accord. to
some, 'Ateeyeh Ibn-'Ofeyf, (IB, TA,)

* 1 £l .- 
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in which they made ;Jjj to be in the nom. cue,
as though the meaning were ,iOl i S Q [it
n,as right, orfit, or proper, for it, (the tribe of
Fezarah,) to be angry; nearly agreeing with an
explanation of.A,. given by Golius s on the
authority of lbn-Maroof, namely, " meritus, dig-
nus fuit"J: but, he says, ijl?. is in the aceus.
case; the meaning being, l-;.: I i .,.-l1
[which will be found explained, on the authority
of IB, in what follows]: AO says that the mean-
ing is, l l1 G J ;f, i. e., :i" ) ;

14a~. i l i;,ja, and -~ also, [both having the
same signification, i. e., the threst required Fezd-
rah to be angry,] from .ljb a;1 .. ja mean-

ing '. [Verily I wvill do thus]: (8, TA:) accord.
to Fr, the meaning is, J-li .. idl ;-I --- -,

the right reading being, w .iJ;, with fet-
to the j,; [so that the verse means And verily
thou didst thrust Aboo-' Oqeyneh with a thrust of
thi spear that occasioned, or cautisl, Fezdrah,
aJter it, to be angry against thee :] for he is ad-
dressing Kurz El-'Okeylec, bewailing his death;
and Kurt had tbrtst Aboo-'Oyeynch, who was
Hisn Ibin-Hudheyfeh lbn-Bcdr EI-Fczaree. (IB,
T'A.) - And A, (S, M9b, ],) nor.;, inf. n.
.', (Mghb,) lie committed a sin, a crime, a
.fault, an o.ffnce, or an act of disobedience; (f,

Mob, g;) syn..A, (Mi,, gJ,) and ._.l -- 'i;
(Mqb;) [perhaps because he who does so brings
upon himself the consequence thereof; u though
originally .j. i ":, .l ;I.... he drew
upon himself the effect of a sin, &c.; (comparo

and .. ' ;)] as also ..̂ i.1, ($, Mb,
K,) inf. n. ;.,1. ; (Mb ;) and t... !p ; (~, ] ;)
and t.. .3. (El-'Okberee, Har p. 207.) You
say, ;;a,d , (g,) an d .. ,id
used by a poet for,nl& or.^ll, (IA, TA,) He
committed against them a crime, or an offence
for which he siwuld be punished; as also I i.4.1
(Q.) They said also, .. 41I t... 1 [He com-
mitted the sin, or crime, &c.]; making the verb
trans. (TA.) And a poet says,

[And thou seest the inteUigent envied, or much
envied: he has not injured the honour of men,
nhilc his honour is reviled]. (Th, TA.) ;.,
aor. , (]K,) inf. n. .. , (T{,) He (a man, TA)
betooh himnself to eating the aL.!l. [in the Cl.,
erroneously, ,I..,] of the palm-treex, (AA, K,)
[i. e., the dates wchich had fallen in the cuttiny,
and] which were a,mong the branches. (AA,TA.)

=. -, said of a man, also signifies ae.;
[His sin, or crime, &c., was, or became, great];
and so t., like .5 -: [both are thus explained,
in dififlcnt places in this art., by the author of
the TA; and the explanation in the latter ease is
followed by ,i.l L51, i. e., he committed a tin,
&c.; probably added by him to show that the
reading found by him was b, not --. : but

[ think that the righlit reading is .,%..1A hiA
body became great; and this is confirmed by what
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BooK 1.]

here follows:] ,,^. l1 explained in the copies of

the ] by ;a [in the TVs aq- ja.. & s; ]

should be .j, a triliteral; and the meaning is

." .,i: :'and in like manner, the three signifi-

cations here following, assigned in the K to ?sr.l

belong to .-. (TA.) It (his colour) was, or

became, clear. (]g, e TA.)--lie (a manw, TA)
was, or became, clear in his voice. (V,* TA.) 

. .j.t. It (blood) stuck to him, or it: (K1,* TA,

and so in a marginal note in a copy of the 8:)
and in like manner, tar to a camel. (The same
marginal note.)

2. [..w. He cut off vehemently, or much.

(Golius, on the authority of a gloss in the KL.)]

-,m inf. n. .Mi3 , KWe went forth from

them. (Lth, 15.)_ - l ~ T' Wse completed

the winter. (TA.) [See also 5.]

4. '#J1 _l*.1 The dates attained to the time
for their being cut off. (TA.) See also 1, in
six places.

5 ...;', 3 [It became cut off. And hence,]
t It (a year, J") became comnpleted; (Az, 1,
TA;) as though it became cut off from the pre-
ceding year: (Az, TA:) it ended; ($;) and so
the winter: (TA :) and it (a ntighbt) puased away,

(., 1,) and became comnplefed; (15:;) it ended.

('T'A.)n1i; .a. , a phrase used by Si'ideh

Ibl,-Ju-ciyelh, means lie passed eight nights.

(TA.) [See also 2 1- ,~- lIe accused

him of a sin, a crime, a fault, an offence, or an
act of disobedience, (Abu-l-' Abb6is, , 1,) which
he had not tcommitted, (Abu-l-'Abl,'s, 8,) or
though he had not committed any (K).) And

j~. Ilie guarded against the commission of tin,

or crime, &e.; like ,.U. (lar p. 207.). Sec

also 1. . Also lie calk.d, cried out, iswouted, or
.o , a ·

oariferated; from .^. meaning ;y. (Iar

p. 207. [Btat seejt.])

8: sce 1, in five places.

... lIot; syn. -, (s,) or [rather] _..; (1;)

contr. of .o; (Lth, TA;) a Persian word, (S,)

arabicized; (S, K ;) originally ... (TA.) You
s.. ·. i

say . ,.,ojt A warim land: (AHJn, TA:) or a
hot land: (Il)rd, TA:) or a vthentently hot

land: (1K :) pl. .`', (A.Hn, TA,) which, ap-

plied to countries, or regions, means the contr. of

j¢J.. (8.) _ A boat (J3j) of El-Yeimen;

(V ;) alto called j,": (TA :) pl. as above. (15.)

[In the dial. of Egypt, The largest kind of Egyp-
tian boat used on the Nile for the conveyance of
grain and mnerchandisc in general, but used only
when the river is high, and also in the coasting-
trade, and generally carrying from 5,000 to
15,000 busltel of grain.]

A. A3 sin, a crime, a fault, an offenr.e, or an

act of disobedience, syn. ,~, (.8, M.sb,'* ,)
whether intentional or committed through inad-

vertence; (Kull voce ;) as also -; (8,

M 9b, :;) and * ;: (1:) transyression:

(TA :) pl. [of pauc.] ;l- and [of mult.] j.,
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( b,) both of...: the pl. of . .. isa,..

(TA.) - See also ;'. 9m;1 pq: see - '.

. The body; syn. 1.'.; (, Mob, K;) or

J,; (Th,TA;) as also *~~.: (1K:) or the

j [,,of q. v.] and ) !. [q. v.] of thc

,/: (T, TA :) pl. (of pauc., TA) ..p~l , (Mgb,

15,) which is also used as a sing., (TA,) and (of

mult., TA) .,. and ... (1K.) ,.1., ,c Id,

is a phrase mentioned, but not explained, by Lh:
ISd thinks that it means He threw upon him the

ncight of his body; as though the term .e

applied to each separate part of his body. (TA.)

_ [Hence,d] i .JI 'y; l Ti heavenly] bodies

that are above the .', of the orbs and stars.

(KT.) T lhe throati, orfauces; syn. .L_. (i.)

The phrase ~1 l e. , used by the poet
Maan Ibn-'Ows, means tIt is a great, orfor-
midable, thing, or matter: [properly,] the throat

(i;j1j ) will not casily sanallonw it. (TA.)-The
voice; (.8, K;) mcntioned by ISk and others;
(.S;) and so explained as used in the phrase

~yar,J, * W, 01 [Verily such a one is good

in respect of voice]: (TA:) or highness, or loud-

ness, of the voice: (15, TA:) you say, '91 ;.i i

4.j..I [I knew him not save by his voice, or his

hrighno., or loudnes, of voice]: but some disap-

prove this: (TA:) A1lAt says that the vulgar are

addicted to saying, aJ. I I.teL ,iU Such a one
is clear in voice, or in throat: but it is a mistake.
(S, TA.) Colour. (IAar, ., Msb, 1K.) One

may say, of wLt; [or filth], .p.- 4 j, meaning

It has no colour. (Msh.) = .~. (app. as pl.

of- *-, TA) 2%e utensils, or apparatus, of the

pastor. (K.)

.A. 9 (8, Mb, M , &c.) and 2. . 1, ), (lAir,
K,) being here a redundant connective as in

several other instances, (I Ar, TA,) and 11 "' j

., and jt 1e' > ' (1) and j j, (Ks, K,

[in the CY .. '9,]) in which the . is elided in
consqcuence of freqtency of usage, as the U is in

b-- _ for 4 i and the 5 and . in ,.

for -S,; (Ks, TA,) and . 'lj (IAar, TA)

and ,q- '9 and *j.' 9, (O,) originally i. q.

J3 j and ;i. J [There is no avoiding it; it is
absolutely necessary; &c.]: then, by reason of

frequency of usage, employed in the manner of

an oath, as meaning U~ [verily, or truly];

wherefore, as in the case of an oath, J is prefixed
to its complement, (Fr, 8, Msb, 15,*) so that they

say, p [Verily I wni come to thee],

(Fr,g, 1k,) and I~. C. j '. [Verily I

will do thus], (S, M,L,') and I, .t1 j2. )
and j. 1I 'j and I Si 'j [Verily it was thus,
or verily such a thing happened]: (IAr, TA:)

ISd says, Kh asserts that .~. [or-.,~ '9] is
only a reply to something said before it; as when

a man says, " They did such a thingi" and you

say, .. -. *..1 .,- '9), or I.i O. u1

ii.l,; and Az says that ' in ,-. ' is said to be
a [mere] connective; and the meaning [of the

former of the last two phraes] is .J .

.ai,Jt ~ [It (their deed) will earn for them,
or occasion them, rqepentance; and that of the
latter, it will occasion that such and such things

shall happen]: and some say that .... means

~.., and s., and that '9 is a contradiction to
,he words preceding it, and that a new proposition
lithen begins; as in the Igur [xvi. 64] where it is

'5J- G 5 -· 

siid, Ci1 .,J . '9J, i e., [Nay, or] th ease

is not as they have said: the fire. [of Hell] is
their due. (TA.)

.. q'9: sec the paragraph next preceding.

L.j People cutting off the fruit of palm-

trees. (S, K, TA.) [In this sense it is app. a pl.

of pauc., or a quasi-pl. n., of.-, q. v.] - Also

Ripening dates cut off from ithe trees: and this
sense, not the former as is implied in the S, is
meant by Imra-el-RKcys, where lie says,

* L= a b 1.%e # · ·

* ,2, ; j;aa^e

[They mounted, at Antioch, upon a variegated
cloth, like the ripening dates cut o.ffirom palm-
trees, o1 like the garden of Yethrib]: he likens

the variegated cloth and wool upon the tiP to

red and yellow ripening dates, or to the garden
of Yethrib because it abounded with palm-trees.
(TA.)

wee
c-: see .
~e.j,.. ..

5 ~u: · ec *w

..*1 (erroneously said in the K to be [,14.]

like , >, TA) and ,,. Dry dates: (AA, S,

M, 1.:) mentioned by ISk among [syn.] wolds

of the measures Jla and e, like tl. and

a, nd J. and , ', &c. (..)-Also,

both these words, (AA,S, K,) but the former
not heard in this sense by 18d, (TA,) Date-

stones; (AA, S, 15;) and so ;.: (mentioned
in one copy of the S, but not in tlheo TA, [pro-
bably an interpolation in the copy of the S above
mentioned:]) and t a. a date-stone; as in

the saying of 'Ows Ibn-Il.aritheh, .A..1 jJl. 3

4eJjIl ^>o jUl; 4.JI ,>. Lail [Nto, by

Him who has prodluced the lwlm-tree with its
f.ntit fr'om the date-stone, and fire f-om broken
stones]. (TA.)

... Dates (,,~) cut off friom the tree; (S,

TA;) as also ; (TA.) And ;0_

A cut tree. (TA.) See also .lp,., withl which
it is syn. in two senses: in the latter sense having
4- -

j-.* for its n un. - Also A thing with which

date-stones are brayed, or crushed. (TA.) See

also- . . - Also Large-bodied; (,*15 ;) and

so * ..2; : (K:) pl. (of the former,8) ../..

(S, 1.) The fem. of the former is with; : (K :)
[but] one says also .4, meaning Larg

AkT., meaning .Largo.-
bodied camels advaned in age. (S.) In El-

Iij&z, The [measure commonly temned] ~ is

thus called; accord. to Z, the '." of the Prophet.
(TA.)

I
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~.. i. q. L.,.^ ; (.I ;) i. e., (TA,) The
dates that hare falken whn/en they are cut offfrom
the trec: (S, TA:) so says As: (TA:) [but
ace the latter word as explained on thc authiority
of the $ in art. ... :] anid, (K,) or as some say,
(TA,) dates cut off from thc tree: or n'hat are
gotten (. ) thereof, after their b,tjig cut of;
being picked upfrom the lunower ends of tlhe branches.
(K, TA. [See ,..]) And The Ji of ueheat and
barley; i. e., the extremities thereof, uhich are
bruised, and then cleared, or picied: (~, TA:)
but the term more known is 41j~., with J1l.
(TA.)

a. The last of one's ofispring: (g :) as
though thiere were a cutting off after it. (TA.)
- Sece also =1: and see : and

9

4,t. Cutting off, or one who cuts off, theftuit

of the palm-tree: pl. ..A^ and .;l.. ($.) [See
9 . e :.al o , ' * 5 '- .

also ^4J~.] .W .*,.. (TA) and .1 t"4 'a
(, .KS ) The gainer, acquirer, or earner, [of the
,tustenance] of his famnily. (S, , TA.) See
also ~ , in two places.

. '..A sinner; a criminal; committing, or
a cuirnitter of, a sin, a crime, afault, an oqfnce,
or an act of disobedience; as also . (1.)
nnd (TA:) and particularly
significs the unbelierers: (Zj, t:) so in the lur
vii. 38. (Zj, TA.) You say, a... ;is 

&* -l- 9 a J n a
_3, [ns also ... ,~ ] He is committing a crime,

or an qffence for rhich he should be punished,
oaaint hinmself and his people or party. (TA.)

.^.~_ (fem. with ;, S,) A complete year (S,
a) and month; (lbn-lHini, TA;) a year past,

comlpleted. (AZ, TA.)

.j~.: see..., in two places.

j ^. [A hind of galoche;] a thing that is
raorn orr the [kind of boot called] ; (S, Mgh,
Mqb, ;) called in Persian g .-: (Mgh:) or
a smaU ll (JK, TA) which is wornm over the
[ordinary] i.: (TA:) an arabicized word;
(S ;) [probably from the Persian ., "leather,"
and w, which is said by some to be arabicized,
but by ISd to be a genuine Arabic word, mean-
ing "a kind of JZ :" or it may be from j_",
given as its Persian equivalent in the 1's:] p1.
t, . (N.1' .

1. O.', (9;, g,) nor. ', (S,) inf. n. C) .~, (S,%
],) said of a man, and of a beast, (1Sk, S,) lie
became accustomed, habituated, or inured, to a
thin?g, or an affair. (ISk, S, l.) And L-..'
~al si al.,, inf. n. as above, I.is hands

became accustomed, or inured, to the nwork. (M1,
TA.)-.-Also, said of a garment, or piece of
cloth, (9, I,) and of a coat of mail, (K,) and of
a skin for water or milk, (S,) It became thread-
bare, or Worn,o and soft, or smooth: (9, J :) or,
said of a skin, and of a book, or writing, it became

A^.- ,

old and worn out. (TM, TA.) - , (i,) inf. n.

e~', (TA,) lIe groundtl grain (K, TA) vehe-
mently: \TA:) of the dial. of Ifudlheyl. (TA.)

4. ej)1 He collected dates in the ->.~.
(ISd, K.)

8. et..i lIe made, or prepared, a ep.

(K.)

J~'. A hollowed stone, [or stone basin,] from
trhich the [ablution termted] #. is performed;
(] ;) nater being poured into it; called by the
people of El-Medeeneh ,a,~ [app. y')o, per-
haps a dial. var. of o,.A, or a nlistranseription
for this]: so in the M: in the Jm, the wr,*l,
witls which the ,.i is performed. (TA.) - See

a,
also ,~_ [In the present day, applied also to
A stone mortar in which things are pounded.]
See also , in two places.

The body, with the limbs or members;

syn. _ ; said to be a dial. var. of . ; or
the Oj may be a substitute for the . of.*j..; but
the former is the more probable, as the word has
a pl., namely, !p&..1, and this is scarcely ever the
case when a word is formed by substitution.
(TA.) Hence the saying , i . i. q.
A~.l % ,;11 and 91 [lie threwC upon
him, or it, the wreight of his body]: (Lb, TA:
[see also j ,. under which other explanations
are given:]) or he thren; his weights [meaning
his whole weight] upon him, or it; nd so miI

v1. ac, a: or, accord. to the A, he di;posed,
or iil,jected, his mnind to it; or persuaded hitnmself'
to do it; namely, an affair. (TA.)

OIj~ The anterior [or unler.] part of the neck
of a camel, fron his 4. [or the part a little

below the und(ler jawv] to the place where he is
stabbed: ($, Msh), K:) and in like manner, of a
horse; (S, TA;) the inner [or undler] part of the
neck, fromn the pit of the ulpermost part of the
breast to the. extremity of the neck at the head:
and, metaplihorically, of a mnan: (TA:) pl. [of
mult.] J~. (S, Msb, ) and [of pauc.] j. ,1;
(Msb, TA ;) which last is used by Tarafeh as a
sing. (TA,* and EIM p. (8.) You say, of a
camel, ,. sJt;q. U5il [He threw the under
part of h/is neck upon the ground]; meaning that
he lay down, and stretched out his neck upon the

ground. (M.sl,TA.) See another cx. voce 0,.-
[And see a verse cited in the first paragraph of

art. ._.] You say also, .. jJI .--,
meaning ThTe truth, or right, or just claim,
became established, or settled. (T,TA.) Also
The inner [or under] part of the penis: pl. C '.
and ^.. I, as above. (TA.)

Whtat one has ground [of grain]: ,
TA:) of the dial. of Iludheyl. (TA.) - See
also .. .- Also, and ? ., (T, S, M, K)

and Q ., (.,) or t q'., (so in a copy of
the S, but in other copies not mentioned,) The
place in which dates are dried: (9:) or aj.:
(4 :) or the O .. is for grain; and the ,

[Boox I.

for dates: (Towsheeh, TA:) or the place where
dates are collected [and dried] cwhen they are cut
fluom the tree: or, accord. to Lth, the place of
the j in the dial. of the people of El-Yemen,
the generality of whom pronounce the word

[e3.:,] with kesr to the t.: (T,TA:) or the

· .; i. e. the place in which fresh ripe dates
are thrown to dry: (Mgh :) or the j, in twhich
whteat is trodden out; and also the place in which
fruits are dried: (Msb:) the p,lace of witeat;
and sometimes [the place] for [drying] dates and

grapes: (M,TA:) its pl. [of milt.] is O.,
(Mgh, Msb,TA,) not A5l., (Mgh,) and [of
pauc.] OCIP and ;ijl : (TA:) A 'Obeyd says

tha;t jo and '_p.. are of the dial. of El-H.ijaz;

and ,.si, of that of Syria; and ,4, of ElI-'Ird1:

(TA in art. sj:) t :~. is of the dial. of the
people of Egypt, who use it as meaning the j~ of
seed-produce, twhich is [somnetimes] walkled round;
and its pl. is el;to. (TA.) [See also a.. ]

a dial. var. of jq.-, (S,g,) meaning
A certain red dye. (I Sd, TA.)

Oj~., napplied to a garment, or piece of cloth,
(T, K, .;,) and to a skin for water or milk, &c.,
(T, TA,) Old, and worn out: (T, TA:) or
threadbare, or worn, and soft, or smootht: and in
like manner alpplied to a coat of. mail: (S, I :)
as also te : (TA :) or, applied to a coat of
mail (5.), in which case it is with ;, that has
become smooth from much we.: (HIm p. 60:)
pl. '1 : (S, TA:) anil, applied to a commodity,
or utensil, or an article of furniture, used, and
worn out: and to a skin for water or milk, Idried
up, and rougfh, or coarse,fromn use: (TA:) andl
to a road, worn, or effaced. (Abui-l-Jarr&h, S, K.)

Also The young one of a serpent: (S, 1 :) or
of a viper, (Lth, M, TA,) such as is smooth.
(Lthi, TA.)

see

Bisee . b - Also Tery oracious:
(I :) of the dial. of Hudheyl. (TA.)

Oj,- A whip of which the thong hat become
soft, or mooth. (.K.) Az says, I have seen them
make their whips from the C:^. [pl. of C1!:
q. v.] of camels such as are termed Jt [i. c. in
the ninth year, or nine years old], because of the
thickness thereof. (TA.)

4. j4.t [in its primary sense app. signifies
She (a bitch, and any female beast of prey,)
whelped; or had a whelp, or whelps: see .
(Accord. to Golius, as on the authority of J,
Cunmfwatu abiit vel asportavit eum fera: but I
have not found it in any copy of thde , nor in
any other lexicon.) And hence,] said of a tree
(, .), It had upon it [fruits such as are
termed] I [pl. of j ]; (A,TA;) said [for
instance] of a ij. [or banana-tree]: (Awn, TA
in art. jj, :) and [in like manner] said of a herb,
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or leguminous plant, (-l:,) it had .;.; (1K in

art. L£0 ; [in the C]~, erroneously, . b.. ;]) be-
longing to the present art., not to art. S
(TA.)

;J and 9^ and cj (of which the first is
the most chaste, Mqb) The whelp, or young one,

~9-.
of the dog, (S, Msb, ],) [and so, app., ;s.

q. v.,] and of the lion, (1K,) and of any beast of

prey: (S, Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] .I, (S, K,)

originally .n (S,) and .1 (LhJ, K~) and

i.t-1 (1K) nild [of mult.] 1; (S, E ;) ,., as
pl. of ,.., being anomalous; (TA ;) or it is pl.

of ,'j [and therefore not anomalous]. (S, TA.)

-And the same, (1R,) or the first of these, (S,
EI-Biri', Msb, TA,) only, (TA,) t The small of

anything, (El-BAri', Msb, 1C, TA,) as also ?j>.;

(TA;) even, (1K,) of the colocynth, (As, S, K,)
and of the melon, and the like; (1R;) as, for
instance, (TA,) of the pomekranate, (S, TA,) and
of the poppy, (Ai.1n, TA in art. j:,) and of the
O ., (TA,) andl of the cucumber, (S,TA,)

4..

as also .j (S, M.lQ,) likened to the whelps of

dogs, because of thlcir softness and smoothness:
(Myb:) or what is round of the fruits oftrees;
as the eolocynth and the like: (TA:) pl. [of

.f

pauc.] ja. (M.M, K, TA [in the CK, erroneously,

3^-]) and [of mult.] fj/ (As, Mbh,5.)_

l Fruit when itfirst groms forth, (AHn, K,) in
its.friesh,.juicy, state. (At.I., TA.) -- tThe seeds,
(M, TA,) or envelope, or receptacle, of the seeds,

(19,) of the M" [app. mealningll, thle rund and
compact pericarps (in some of the col)ies of the
15, erroneously, as is observed in the 1TA, ~..l,)]
that are at the heafld qf branches. (M, K.)_

A tumour in a caimel's humwp; and in the
withers; so called by way of comIparison [to a
whelp}: (TA:) and in thef(tuces. (.) See
also what next follows, last sentence.

,^: see a ,c in thlree places. A huntsman
beat, or disciplined, or trained, his dog for the

purpose of t.he chase (.-1 ~(; ); and

thereupon it was said, qj. w..., [app. meaning
He beat, or disciplined, or trained, his nwhelp]:
and hence this phrase became proverbially used,
in instances here following. (Z, TA.)_ - I. q.

, [as meaning iSef]. (TA.) You say, .'.5.
,3... ...

ds3 . ,l~, meaning tHe disposed and subjected
himuelf to it; (S, TA;) namely, a thing, an
affair, or a case: and he endured it with patience:
and in like manner, i: ,.r,.,: (TA:)

3.-. a . ---0 --

and .-, k5iI he endured the thing with

patience. (S, TA.) Also o ; tI
endured with patience the wvant, or loss, of it:
(TA:) or my mind became at ease [respecting it].
(AA, IB, TA.)~Also (V, TA, [in the C1l
v ,]) S A short she-camel. (V, TA.)

e and 4.~ applied to a bitch, (S, l,) and

a female beast of prey, (TA,) Having a whelp,
or young one: ( :) or having waith her her
wvhelp, or young ones. (9.) El-A§lam says,

And a lJ na hain youg ones 'ha da' for'
And a hyena hawing young ones shaUL drag for

her my flesh to young ones with swollen bellies,
and short. (Skr p. 57.)

1. 5',g said of water (S, M.gh, :IMb) &c., (S,)
or of water and the like, (.K,) more properly thus,

as in the K, nor. , (TA,) inf. n. . (S, MgIh,

Msb), 1K) and 'Z (S, I.) and 3, (S,' Mhb,

K,) [which last see below,] It ran, or passed
along quichly; originally said of water: (Er-

Righib, TA:) or it floned; syn. jL ; contr. of

3j3 and ';C. (Msb.) _ Said also of farina, in

the phrase .- 1Jl! L S.'Ll C. [Tlhe farina

pervaded the ears of wheat]. (L in art. C .),

And of a horse (Mgh,M,b, h) and the like,

(Msb, K1,) aor. as above, (TA,) inf. n. k-

(M.h, K) and CJ. (Msh) and 5? (Lth, 1)
and S. .- , (S,) [IIe ran;] from the same verb
said of water. (Mgh.)-And of a ship: you

say, a;iI-l ;.e, (S, TA,) inf. n. .S. (TA)

and L, (S, K,) [The ship ran.]- And of

the sun, and a star: you. say, o .JL ;9', anor.;,

inf. n. i. , [The sun pursued its course:] and

.,o..l ^,. The stars travelled, or passed along,

from east to Ivest. (TA.)-1 . J! - ,

(Msb, and Har p. 152,) inf. n. kj) and .. ;

(Msb ;) andl | & 5-."' inf n. 5..l;i (Ham
p. 2'24, and llar p. 1,52;) Ile betook, or directed,
himnself to such a thing; made it his object;
aim.ed(l at it; intendedl, or purposted, it: (Misb,
and Har ubi supra~:) and he hastened to it:
(MIsb:) but in the latter aphrase, an objective
complemnent is understood; and it is use(l in rela-
tionII to somethling disapproved, or disliked; (Ham

and Har;) properly, &.I ; ,~1., (H.am,) or

Je! ;i, [, s..- . (Ir.) 1I lenee, per-

haps, the saying, I,jz ; .J .. [fre-
quently used as meaning A controversy ran, or
ran on, respectiny such a thing between suell and

such persons]. (Msb.)-- : JI SJ ;, (Sh,

TA,) and , J.. 5 (TA,) t The thing was
permanent, or continued, to him. (Shi, TA.)
[And, more commonly, t The thing happened, or

occurred, to him. Whence, J.bjQ., as pl. of

W~., used as a single word, by late writers,

meaning tEcents, or occurrences.] 

o1,') tIt is like it, or similar to it, in state,
condition, case, or predicament. (TA.) [It (a
word or phrase)foUosav the same rule or rules, or
ocrcupies the same grammatical place, as it (ano-
ther word or phrase). And similar to this is the

~ v -1 saying,] ' 1 J

O t [The d(lebt and the pledge are subject to

the same laws as the thing sold and the price].
(Mgh.)_ [Also tIt acts as, or in a similar
manner to, it: and +tie acts in his stead: see

S... Hence the phrase, I.. . ,. s . c..

tlt acted upon him, or affected him, like, or in a
similar manner to, such a thing: as in the prov.,]

s),~JI k s$ L 5.. . t [It acted upon him, or
affected him, like, or similarly to, the medicine, or

dr,aught, called ,)1.J: a.6 here having the mean-

ing of &.]. (1Sk, S in art. s.) - [One snays,
also, of an inf. n., and of a part. n., that is regtl-

larly formed, 0- 1 - i; ,S mcaning tlt is

conformablLe to the ver.b.]

2. .C. lIe sent a deputy, or commissioned

agent; as also V,,l. (R.) And b. .;_

lie nuade, or appointlled, a delutl, or commis-

sioned agent; (ISk, ,* TA ;) as' also t' otjll.

(S,' TA.) Hence the trad., (TA,) ') .

%:J1! (S, TA) By no means let the Devil makc
you his .fodllcers and his commissioned agents.

(TA.) Youl say also, s._ 5 t';.-1 [IIe sent

him to accomplish his needlful affair]. (TA.)

3. ;1j., inf. n. il;_a. (S, KIgb, MIbl, .;) and

', (s, K,) lie ran with him. (S, M-gh, M§b,

R.) You say, A;i J. .0 .I ran writh himn
until I passed beyond him, or outwent him. (TA
in art. ,..)-[l[e vied, contended, or coinpeted,
with him in running : and hence, tin any a.ffair;

like oL.] You say, J,i J,;j li, ol.'ll_

f t[Ire vied, contended, or competed, with him
in such an afahir, and did like as he did]. (Mgh1
in art. .) And ... AJ! ~ olt t[lIe vied,

contended, or competedl, with him in discourser].

(S.) And " t. .1 (TA) and t* 1J
dJ (s, TA) t [They viedl, contended, or competed,
one with another, in discourse]. And it is said in

a tral., i.WI ? . - .WI ' L. cFe t.le
tvho seeks hnon;ledge in order that he may run
[i. c. vie] with the learned in discussion and dis-
putat ion, to show his hnowledge to others, to be
seen and heard. (TA.) And in another trod.,

t y sW i)j ..JtaI jt_ J t [Contend not

for superiority with thy brother, (so explained
in the TA, voce a1, in art. ~,) nor dispute

with him, nor irvangle with him]: (EI-J{imi'-es

.Sagheer:) or, as some relate it, ')j .Ot.6.I , '

o.W. (TA in art. ., q. v.)

4. 6ll He made it to run; (S, ;,' TA;)
said of water &c., (S,) or of water and the like.
(1K,* TA.) [Hence, hej ,~..l, or L,*s, ie shedt
tears.] Also He made hint to run; namely, a
horse (Mgh, Msb, 1Z) and the like: (Myb, :1)

in which sense [as well as j,jq-] is used

as an inf. n. (S.)-i" S.. [lie madte the

ship to run]: (S :) in this sense, also, .~ [as

well as R~j1] is used as an inf. n. (S, 1,.)

.1as syn. witlh J. ; and -h..' ou! l:

see 2. -- 1 - 1: see 1. a -.*,~. I [and

A] t I made a thintg permanent, or continual, to
him. (IA.r, TA.) [And hence, bothl of these
phrases, in the present day, t I made him, or
appointed himn, a permanent, or r*ular, allon-
ance of bread 'c.; I provided for him, or main-

tained him.]_ [2l , d ! o1~1 t lie mnade
it to be like, or similar to, such a thing in state,
condition, case, or predicament. t lie madle it
(a word or phrase) to follow the same rule or
ru/es, or to occupy the same grammatical place,
as such another. t He made it to act as, or in a
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sinmilar manner to, such a ting.] -[Hence,]

s~ i.; 9. 9 l . , ) t[A noun that is
imperfectly declinable]. (TA in art. z., &c.)

jj1 said of a herb, or leguminous plant,
(L4k,) mentioned in this art. in the ]: see
art. q..

6. ^ il ! 1jq.: see 3. Hence, in a
trad., .19A1 5 ,SLj5- t [Natural desire, or
blamable inclinations, or erroneous opinion, con-
tend with them for the mastery: or] they vie, or
compete, one with another, in natural desires, &c.
(TA.)- See also 1.

10. 1j.l He demandedl, or desired, that Ie
should run. (TA.)..See also 2, in two places.

, and + 16 , for jS Y and , e 1. :
see art..

i. and ste4l: see1 in art. 1*..

p.: see ; j . 'z a;h, and C.
* .V3o., I did it because of thee, or of thine act;
on thine account; or for thy sake; i. q. ,i

l; like .0O #*> [which see in art. q4].

ai,q' i. q. L,qJ as inf n. of 5ss. said of water
(M 9b, 1) and the like: (]:) and also A ,node,
or manner, of running [thereof]. (TA.) You
say, QtI."I x1 i? ;. I ; l. [How vehement is the
running, or manner of running, of this water 1].
(v.) ,

. and , ( and , (A ) and
* ~,t.(, gk)z and *t ;q. (lAr, g, TA, [in

the Cg j.1J]) Girlhood; the state ofa a
( .6 ) One says, ,4;3 A' 1 That

was in the days of hergirlhood. (.) j~ ; 
J .: >see .

'q.: see the next preceding paragraph.

5St A commissioned agent; a factor; a
deputy: (, Mgh, ]:) because he runs in the
aflirs of him who appoint* him, (Mgh,) or acts
in his stead (1.~ .~ ): (g, Mgh:) [in this
and other senm following] used alike as sing.
and pl., and also au [masc. and] fern.: (V ) but
sometimes, though rarely, k^. is used for the
fern., accord. to Alit; and accord. to J [in the

a, and Mtr in the Mgh], it has 1.I for its pl.
(TA.) And A m~ysnr, or peron sent, (M, K,)
that runs in an affair. (TA.) But accord. to
Er-Raghib, it is weaker [in signification, or in
point of chasteness,] than ,.J* and ,.3 [which
are given as its syns. in the $ and V]. (TA.) _
A serant. (TA.) -A Aired man; a hireling.
(Kr, 1.) - A surety; a guarantee; one who is
responsible, accountable, or ansrerable, for ano-
ther. (lA'r,g.)_.The word signifying "bold,"
or "daring," is 'j, with . (p.)

sp eeae ~and and ;.

The office of a ii., i.e. a commisioned
oaqent, factor, or deputy; (~, ;) and ofa mae-
se,jyer: (5:) ns al so t . (TA.). A run-

ning [or permanent] daily allowance of food or
the like. (S, TA.) [Hence, in the present day,
4-L jol Bread made of inferior flour, for 5cr-
vants and other dependants.]

;..: see :..

3d
LSs- [The eel;] a certain fuh, well known.

(1: mentioned also in art. ~., q. v.)

JQ/~, like ., (S,) The stomach, or triple
stomach, or the crop, or craw, of a bird; syn.

-.: : (S,L .: mentioned also in art. j~., q. v.:)
io called because the food at the last runs into it,
or because it is the channel through which the
food runs: (Er-ltighib, TA:) thus pronounced
by Fr, and by Th on the autllority of Ibn-Nejdeh,
without.: by Ibn-Hini, [i ,] with ., on the
authority of AZ. (TA.)

;.. applied to water [and the like], [ll inn;il,

or.flowing, or] pressing forinard, in a donnnward
and in a level course. (Mis.b.) - Also, [as mean-
ing Running,] applied to a horse and the like.
(Mlb.) ._ a Li.~ t A permanenat, con-
tinuous, charitable donation; such as the un-
alienable legocies wrorided for various beneolent
prposes. (TA.)

ijL. A ship; (M, Mob, ;) because of its
running upon the sea: (Msb:) an epithet in
which the quality of a subat. predominates: pl.

ily. (TA.) - The sun; (V;) because of its
running from region to region: (TA:) or the
sun's disk in the shky. (T,TA.) And Uly.JI
,--fJI The stars. (TA. [But see art. .... ])
-The wind: pl. as above. (TA.) - A girl,
oryoung woman; (S,* Mgh, Mqb,* 0 ;) afemalec
of whitch the male is ternmed A' ; so called
because of her activity and running; opposed to
j~.: (Mgh:) and :a female slave; (Mgh
voce .. ;) [in this sense] applied even to one
who is an old roman, unable to work, or to em-
ploy herslf activdely; alluding to what she was:
(Mb :) pl. as above. (Msb, ].) _ t The eye
of any animal. (TA.) - tA bene.fit, favour,
boon, or blessing, bestowed by God (I5, TA) upon
his ervants. (TA.)

* A kind of running: pl. (TA .)
You say sqC.I j5 b," A horse that has several
hinds of running. (TA.)-_See also b

,' ': see what next follows.

1t The act of running: (S, and so in some
copies of the V: [in this sense, erroneously said

in the TA to be *1J L]) or t ,... (So
in this sense in some copies of tho K.) - Also,

(~, K,) and V : 1, (V,) t A custom, or habit,
(S,) or manncr, (K,) that one adopts (S, K) and
follows; (1 ;) [like &. &c.;] and so b. 1
without teshdeed: (TA:) and t nature, constitu-
tion, or natural disposition; [in the CV, 'il!i
is erroneously put for "ol.1J;] as also t.

[Boox T.

and,t;! (;I ) O.e says., 1tjq b_^1

and , t t Generosity is [a quality] of
his nature, &c. (Lb, TA.)

:...1: see what next precedes, in two places.

.~. [A place, and a time, of running, &c.].
The channel of a river [and of a torrent ec.: a
conduit; a duct; any pauage thromgh which a
fluid rns : pl. (TA.) Also an inf n.
of [q. v.]. (8, , &c.)

j. [Making to run]. It is said in a prov.,

*-. ;~JI . ,b [Every one who makes
his horse to run in tAe solitary place rjoices,
because no one can contradict his account of
his horse's fleetness]. (Mgh.) [See Freytng's
Arab. Prov., ii. 315 and 316, where two other
readings are added: r . , s JS,

i; e., is possessor of a fleet horse; and , >
j.t. L , i. e., is one rwho otstrips.]

;,e. t~ : see 1.

1. .~, (S, A, Meb, V,) aor. , (S, Msb,) inf. n.
j., (S, Mgh, Msb, I,) nnal ;', (.K,) [but the

latter secils to be an inif. n. of uan.,] lIe cut
(Mgh, Mab, l) wool, (Il)rd, S, Mlgh, M.b,) [see
jim.,] an3d, as some say, other things, (Msb,) or
a dense thing, (Mgih,) or hair, (A, K,) and dry
herbage, (1;,) and sced-prodluce, (A,) and wheat,
(S,) and pilm-trees, (S., ISd, A, Mgh,) meaning
their fruit; (Mgh;) as also t".. (.K.) You
say, , C * - j. , and t jjj~ , in the

sense of jj~. [I cut tle slhech, a species of
wormwood, ,)c.]. (S.) You say alao, ,- ,'.jq
a ,;JI [I siore, or sheared, tihe ram and thice
ewe]; but of the shle-goat and hlie-goat you say,
'. . (TA.) And i. I j.., (Lh, A, Mgh,)
nor. ', inf. n. and j and Jl, (L, TA,)

[like and 1.,] lie cut off the fruit of the
palm-tree. (Mgh, TA.) - See also 4, in four
places.

2 . , inf. n. jj,, HIe dried dates. (Myb.)

4. q1 It attained to the proper timnefor being
cut; (, Msb, TA;) said [app. of wool, and] of
hair, and of herbage, (A,) and wheat, (AZ, 8,
Msb,) and barley; (AZ, Mob ;) as alsot j._l,
($, Msb, ],) said of wool, (M.4b,) and of wheat;
(S, ;) and *3., [aor., app., , as below,] said
of wheat. (TA.)- _.J l The shece [a species

of wormwood] attained to the proper time for
being cut: (L, TA:) or t-JI je. tThe old man
attained to the proper time for dying. (V.)
[SM says,] JI seems to be a mistranseription,

for .J I: if not, it is a tropical expression.

(TA.) [But see 4 in art. jj~., and 8 in art. j .]
>f--l .J l The tsheep attained to the proper

time for being .'orn; (., TA;) as also ..
(TA.) - .I j~.l The palm-tres attained to
the proper time for hlaving theirfruit cut off;
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(,,1 ,TA;) as also tjq. (g.).-l[Hence, app.,]
.;I1 j . The dates dried (., ;) Uas o 

aor. , (M, Mb, 19,) inf. n. J, (1, 1,) or j:
(MOb:) you ay 3j- ie , , Dates in which

is dryn~ s. (, TA.) _,lIt '.- The people
attained to the proper time for the shearing of their
sheep: (]:) or had their sheep shorn: or had their

osed-produce cut. (a,L).)-J11 .l le as-

signed to the man the ;,. [or rool, d&c.,] of a

shleep. (1.)

8. :.I and 3J1. : see 1, in three places

10: see 4.

8. i. q. :j. (Bd in xv. 44.)

qj. [A single cutting, or shearing, or the like.].
(Q) See1.

3 [A mode, or manner, of cutting, or shear-

ing, or the like]. You say, i... ' ,; . [He
cut it, or sheared it, &c., in a good manner].

(!,TA.) [In the CId, ,;j is omitted after

a$,".; so that the reading there is L ;.,~ ..]
- Also, (., g,) and :0, and ,:.. and j.
(1,) What is cut, of dates: (, :) or [a Jeece;
i. e.,] the wool of a sheep [shorn] in one year:
(., 1 :) [and the hair of a goat, and of a camel,

(see 3,) when shorn; a sAorn crop of wool, and
of goat's hair, and of came's hair:] or the wool
of a ewe, (15, TA,) or of a ram, (TA,) when
shorn, and not mixed with any other: (~, TA:)
so accord. to A'.it: (TA:) or wool not used
after being shorn; (] ;) in which last sense you
say also tj .yJ e: (TA:) pl. ij~ and j5.:
(L b , 15 :) the latter like fl,: as pl. of ,3.o, with-
out regard to the difference of the vowels [in the
sing.]. (TA.) One says to another, .. 5@')

q.1 [Lend thou me the wool of a sheep, or
of two sheep]; and the latter gives him the wool
of a sheep, or of two sheep. (g.) And one says

of a man with a large beard, p. "s l 32.
[At though he were biting] the wool of a shorn

hep,. (1, TA: in the ClC, ;4 - .)

j: see ;St, in two places.

jlj' and tjj. The act of cutting, or shearing,
wool, (Mgh,* Mb,) and hair; (Mgh;) and of
reaping; (Fr, ,, 1] ;) and of cutting seed-produce
(Mgh, 1) before it has attained to maturity;
(1 ;) and of cutting off the fruit of palm-trees:
(Fr, ?, Mgh:) and the time, or season, of shearing

s [and the like]. (TA.) You say, .j l.

,!lji4, and jjJlI, This is the time of cutting, or
shearing, wool: (Msb :) and of reaping: and of
cutting off the fruit of palm-trees. (P.)

j3j. What one cuts, or cuts off, of anything;
(1V;) the cuttings of wool or any other thing:
n. un. with;: (TA:) [as, for instance,] rhat is
redundant of a shin or hide when it is cut: ( :)
or t Jlj. signifies what falls from a skin or hide
(A, A) or other thing (C) when it is cut. (S, A.)
8ee also ;w..

j.: see jj.
Bk. 1.
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jjq. What is cut, or shorn; a masc. n.; and,
as also V ;j.j., fem.: (1 :) or the latter signifies
sheep of which the wool is shorn; (S, A ;) and is

similar to 45jn and _L. and i;s: (S:) Th
says that a subst. of this class is only with ;, like
the three wordsjust mentioned: Lh says that it may
be with i and without ; and that the pl. in both

cases is of the measures jai and j;W: [in this
instance, jp&. and ;l'j :] but ISd says, I hold
that , is the measure of the pl. of a subst. of

this class without ;, such as ~j, of which the

pl. is S,; and j;.W, of that which is with ;,

suclh as a ., of which the pl. is ;Si,j. (TA.)

j.^. and j., Cut, or shorn. (K.) See

also ;y.-.
9--- 3- 0 ! 
jlj~.: see ajS : _and jlj5.

;j3^ : see jjj3.

e;j,Ajfock, ortuft, of wool; as also t*#
(S, B;) which [latter] is a tuft of wool, or of
wool dyed of various colours, (i4',) that is hung

upon a wnoman's camel.vehicle (Wei): (.:) or
the latter signifies a tuft of woot tied with threads
or strings, with which the woman's camel-vehicle

(Cv<) is ornasmented: and j-.1. [pl. of the

former] and.. I_.' [pl. of the latter] signify tuJb
of dyed wool which are hung upon the camel-
vehicles (.1S$) of women on the day of going

forth on a journey; also called .: or
jSlj 9., (TA,) or 'j. ", (L,) signifies a kind of
beadi (jpi.) with which the girls, or slave-girls,

(jl. ,) of the Arabs of the desert are adorned,
resembling ,.: or tufts of wool, or of wool dyed
of variou colours, ('4,) which were used in
the place of anklets. (TA.)

.: see j .

.j- An ingtrunmentfor cutting or shearing. (8.

2ji-: see jijq.

1. ,j!.., ($, Mosb, ,) aor. :, (Msb, X,) in£ n.
*s., (S,) iHe divided it (a thing, .8) into parts,
or portions; (., V ;) made it to consist of parts,
or portions; (, Mb ;) as also M ob,, (.8. Mb,
g,) inf. n. Zasj, (S,) or .j)3: (Msb :) when

that which is divided is property, as, for instance,
slaves, only this latter form of the verb, with
teshdeed, is used. (TA.)_ Also, aor. and inf. n.
as above, He took a part, or portion, of it;

namely, a thing. (Iam p. 117.) And a.Jl j .,

inf. n. as above; and Volj . ; He curtailed the
poetry of two feet in each verse: or he made the
poetry to consist of two feet in each verse. (TA.
[See ;qj .]) - Also He made itfirm, fast, or
strong; or he bound it firmly, fast, or strongly

(, .;) namely, a thing. (1g.) . . (, :g,)
aor. :, (TA,) iaf. n. :'., ($,) [and app. :'
also,] He was, or became, satisJfied, or content,

with it; namely, a thing; ($, g;) as also .. ,
a dial. var. mentioned by IAr; (TA;) and
d , t;j.q:, (?,Mqb,g,) and ~ l.3. (8,g.)
A poet says,

[And verily the man is satisfied, or content, with
the skank of the sheep or goat &c.]. (TA.) And
you say W ;.'j ;i, Food wereof os is not
satisfied with a little. (TA.) And UJ W .

:j,. ~l [IIe ha, in this, competence and] sui-

ciency. (Mgh.) And : ',Ql 

(.,Mgh,5,) or [simply] R'7 ;J;, (Crp. 475,)
inf. n. j,, with damm, ($, TA,) and jjq; (TA;)

and . (IApr, 1,) and ;'j.;l (Mgh, and
Ijar ubi supra;) The camelsd were atsfd, or
content, with green, or fresh, pastm or hrbage
[so as to be in no need of woater]. (., Mgh, g,

TA.) And , ;'4,. V , [.He mu cotem to
abstain from, or be without, conjugal intercours
with his wife]. (M in art. Jl.)

2: see 1, in two places: -and see also 4.

4. jj.l It (a thing) satisfied, sufficed, or co-
tented, him. (S, Mgh, 1].) [Hence,] j..~ I!J

, [or ., :.,] It (a thing) satisfied, suiced,
or contented, in lieu of wanother thing or other
things; stood, or served, in stead thereof. (Myb.)

~~S.And Mig, M~h, ) and 

o and Cj. S!.:" and ;1 > , (S, ,)
as also :, - and :'I ;('k without. and

with damm, and Oj anq d a Jn ,fj ,,
(15 in art. ,,,) I satisfied, suffice.d, or con-
tented, thee as such a one; I stood thee, or sewed
thee, in *ead of such a one. (., Mgh, g.) And

,Q1J C, !b= l tlij"l, (s, kc,) inf. n. ,r,; + 1
(TA;) and t t* ., ($, 1,) inf. n. j )3, (v,)
or ''; (TA;) He satisfed, or contented, the
camels with green, or fresh, pasture or herbage
[so that they were in no need of water]. (., ].)
_ j.! 1 is also syn. with L ..; the former being

of the dial. of Temeem, and the latter of the dial.
of El-.lij6z; (Akh, Mb ;) and one may suppress

the ,, and say j.q.l: (Mgh, Mb:) this last is
used by some of the lawyers in the sense of [k$,,

eli. e £

i.e.] IJ (Az, Mgh, M 9b.) One says, ,lj

't ; A sheep, or goat, made satisfaction for
thee (., Mob,' 1, TA) as a sacrifice; (TA;) syn.
',J; (8, Msb, 1X;) the verb being here a dial.

var. of Jn. (.8, C.) hAnd i &, .lJ
aL. The camel, or cow, makes satisfactio, for
seven: or serte in stead of seven. (Ngh.) And

1 l, , a., :a [This will mahe satisfaction,
for this: or this will smerve in stead of this]: and,
accord. to 'Alee Ibn-'Eesa, &gj_ also, suppress-
ing the ,. (Mgh.)- Also, said of pasture, or
herbage, (I, TA,) and of a meadow, (TA,) I It
was, or became, luxuriant: (1:, TA:) because
satisfying the beasts that feed upon it. (TA.) _-
And, said of a company of men, They had their
camel satisfied wnith green, or fresh, pasture or
herbage [so that theyj were in no need of water].

(TA.)i lj She (a woman) brought forth
53
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females. (l. [But see '., from which it is
derived.]) m!olJ1 Hefurnished an awl (";i- ,

8, 8, or U1, 8), (S, I,) or a knife, .(Msb;)

with a ;ikj, i. e. handle; (M, MNb, ;) as also

~ijql. (Myb.)-)-. I U31 I jql He put
the ring upon hisfnger. (i.)

5. lijJ It became divided into parts, or por-
tions. (Myb, KL.) See also 1.

8: see 1, in three places.

.e: sec .. Tt is said by El-Khatt.bee to
he a name for ,Ji [app. meaning ,$l, i. e.
Green, or fresh, pasture or herbage, (see 1 and
4,)], with the people of El-Medeeneh; and occurs
in a trad.; but the reading commonly known is

.· ('rA.)

;j. A part, or portion, (Myb,K, TA,) or
ditision, (TA,) of a thing; (Mqb, TA;) properly
and conventionally; (TA;) as also :; ( ;)
a constituent part of a thing, as of a ship, and of
a house or tent, and of a sum in reckoning; (B,
TA;) [an ingredient of any compound or mix-

ture;] a share, or lot: (TA:) pl. .l: (8,
MIb, K, &c. :) it has no other pl. (Sh, TA.)_
[A voln,ne of a book.] A foot of a verse.
(TA.) - In the ]Xur [xliii. 14], where it is said,

,:,. ;jl. '. sj Izj, (1, TA,) or, as ome

read, Ij;., (Bd,) it means Female; (:, TA;)
i. e., tlhey asserted the angels to be the daughters
of Gol 8: so says Th: and Aboo-Is-h6l: says that
it means, they asserted God's share of offspring
to he the females; but that he had not found this
in old poetry, nor had persons worthy of con-
fidence related it on the authority of the Arabs
[of the classical times]: Z disallows it, asserting
it to be a lie against the Arabs; and Bd follows
him: El-Khafitjee says that the word may be
used figuratively; for, as Eve was created of a
part ('. ) of Adam, the word oj. may be-applied
to denote the female. (MF, TA.)

ilj. The handle of the [kind of awl called]

-, ... (i, 1g,) and of the oLdl: (g:) AZ says
that it is not [the handle, or hilt,] of the sword,
nor of the dagger; but is the han/te of the S;
with which camels' feet are branded. (TA.) [See

also a.-.] - A vine-prop; (1(, TA ;) a piece of
wnood with which a vine is raisedfromn the ground.
(TA.) - In the dial. of the tribe of Sheyb6n, The

hinder, or hindermost, ;:, [or oblong piece of
cloth] of a tent. (TA.)

[j;- Relating to a part or portion 'or

division; partial; particular; contr. of $ .

_And, as a subst., A particular: pl. ;i' .]

[i,3 The quality of relating to a part or
portion or division; relation to a part &e.;
particularity.]

:*;q. Satisfying food; as also 1 j.; (Fr,
1 ;) like s. and '. (Fr, TA.)

&5t-. [act. part. n. of 1]._ 5i. J;. I

)4 i. This is a man aulicing thee as a man.
(K, TA.) - .ajt;. A doe-gazelle that is

satisfied with green, or fresh, pasture or ierbage
[so as to be in no need of water]: pl. ;.

(S.) The pi. is explained, by IKt as meaning
Gazelles: (TA:) [or] it signifies [or signifies
also] W'ild bulls or cows; (1, TA;) because
they are satisfied with green, or fresh, pasture
or herbage so as to be in no need of water.
(TA.) Also, the pl., Palm-trees; as not needing
irrigation. (TA.)

j;-l dMore [and most] sati.ifying or s. cing

or satisfactory: hence, Q:lq1 i>. ! ..I *l1

[The horsefman is more satisfactory than the
footman]. (Mgh.)

L.. t.,
I .. and li are used as inf. ns. of 4 [q. v.].

(TA.)

se e 5 - Also A strong, fat,

camel; becamse sufficin, for the wants of thce

rider and carrier. (TA.) Also, and ie., A
woman who brings forth femnales. (TA. [But
see '4, fiom which the verb is derived.])

'1 .0 · $ .5 ..
;Ij. and ; are used as inf. ns. of 4

[q. v.]. (TA.)

A . Divided into parts, or portions. (TA.)
[Having a part, or portion, tahen fromn it:

see 1.] - A verse curtailed of two [of the ori-

ginalS]fet: [like the tj and tLa &c., which

were originally of six feet each, but of which
every known example is of four only:] Qr a verse
consisting of two feet only: [as a kind of the

.'J, and two kinds of the ... : to each of

which, or, accord. to some, to the former of
which only, when thus consisting of only two

feet, the term ` . is also applied:] the former

is said to be ,. ill _f; and the latter, 

,,:,j. (TA.)

i ;>.., nor. and sometimes ', (K,)inf. n. ;,
(Mgh, 1I,) lie cut, or cut off, (Mgh, K,) a thing.
(TA.) M (S, Mgh, Msb,) aor. :, (S, M.b,)
[inf. n. as above,] He slaughtered a camel (S,
Mgh, Msb) or other animal, (Msb,) and shinned
it; ( ;) as also *.il. ($, TA.) You say also,
.,J j)., meaning He slaughtered for them a

camel. (A.) And gi;j,.. V.. ?j-l Ie slaugh-
tered and skhinned for the people a camel. (TA.)
_- Al j ., aor. (., ,) and !, (1K,) inf. n.

jj (S, 1.) and ;j. and j (L, (L, ,) lle cut
off the fruit of the palm.-trees: (Lh, S, K :) or,
as some say, he spoiled the palm-trea in fecun-
dating them. (TA.) -And v., (TA,) inf. n.
j., (g,) He gathered honey from the hive.
(1, TA.)mD., aor. and ', inf. n. ~., (S,
Meb, l,&e.,) t It (water) sanh, and disappeared;
became low; or became remote; (S,;) decreased;
wnt away; (TA ;) Jflowed away, or retired, (A,
Mgh,* M 9b,) from the earth, or land: (A, Mgh :)
it (the sea, and a river, Lth, ISd) ebbed; contr.

ofJ.; (S, ISd, 1; [but in this last sense, only -
is authorized by the ]g, and app. by ISd also, as
the aor.;]) i.e., retreated, or went back; (S,

[BooK T.

Msh ;) as also A j1 j 'J; (ISd, TA;) or ceased to
increase. (Lth, Mgh.)

4. ;l, (1,) or .;I jj t., (ISk, S,) H
gave to him, or to the people, a sheep or a goat,
for him, orfor them, to slaughter; (ISk., S, ;)
meaning a ene or a ram or a she-goat; (ISk, S;)
or a sheep, o goat,fit for slughter: (TA:) and

Sl: jl. I gave 'to him a ewe or a ram or a
she-goat, and he slaughtered it: (ISk, TA:) and

', .;j, or i;, I gave to thee a camel, or a
sheep or goat, that thou pmightest slaugfhter it:
(A:) [but] accord. to S1k, one does not say

aij3 .nj.~, Iecause a she-camel is fit for other
purposes than that of slaughlter: (Q:) and accord.

to some, one shoul(l not say 10j-j. *j..l, but
;jjp. ej,l. (TA.)sjj.l He (a camel) attained
to the.fit timcffor his being slaughtered. (S, I.)

-- i;..Jl jj~.. The palm-trees attainCil to tlw

.fit time fotr the cutting qff f the fruit. (S, ;.)
- [And licnce,] p.Jl j.1 1 The old man at-

tainedtl to the .fit timne for his d;/ing; (.;, TA ;)
heing aged, and near to his perishillg; like as the
palmi-tree attailns to the fit timni for having its
firuit cut off. (TA.) Youths used to say to an

old man b meaniig, Th,s haxt

attained to the fit time for thy dying, 0 old

man: ndl he would say, L,*j. ;t ,k,

i. ., "[0 my sons, and] ye shall die youths :" but

accordl. to one way of relation, it is Z,j"I; from

.1 j .1 "thic wheat attained to the proper time
for being cut." (S.) d .iI )j,l The peopple
nttainled to thefit time for the cutting o#f' of the
fruit qf the palm-trees. (Yz, TA.)

5: see 8.

8. I,jt4.. t 1Tey reviled each other (;, TA)
vehemently, or excessively. (TA.)

7: see 1.e

8. j.l1: see 1, in two places.-u. - 11j'j.
JilI and V1 j.3 (1, TA) They fought one
another [app. so that. they cut one another in
pice.r]. (TA.) [In the K, this is immediately
followed, as though for the purpose of explana-

tion, by the words L1J3 ~$ E.1. jq.'S°;.j:

but there is evidently an omission in this place, at
least of the conjunction j.]_ And I'j.i They
had a camel slaughteredlfor them. (A.)

;'. inf. n. of 1. (S, , &c.) And also tThe
sca (K, TA) itself. (TA.)

j;., (not *;j., Fr, S, [but see what follows,])
[a coil. gen. n.,] Fat sheep or goats: ($, K, TA:)

n. un. ..: (S, F :) or sheep, or goats, that are

slaughtered; (M;) as also *j..: (K:) n. un.
as above: (M: in the .K j-:) orj-.j signifies
a sheep, or goat,.fitforslaughter: or a sheep, or
goat, to nwhich the owners betake themselmes and
which tley slaughter: and anything that is mlawfl
to be slaughtered; n. un. of jj,; which is some-
times [written t*,]J with fet-l to the j. (TA.)
_- .I T11'he~ish which beasts or birds of

prey eat. (, Mg,h.) One says, . ,- (.,
1)0 They slew them: (S :) or they left them cut

I
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in piees r ; [for the beast or birds of prey].

(1.) And J iy L. [They became a

pry to the enemy, cut in piece]. (Mgh.) See

also 'i j.- Also, and 'V)q, (Fr, S, M§b, ,)

the latter with kesr to the t, (Myb, J,) arabi-

eized, (V,) from the Persian [;$], (AHln,)
[coll. gen. ns., meaning Carrots, or the carrot;]

a certain root, (L,'J) owhich is eaten, (S, K,)
?eU known: (TA:) n. un. with ;; (V;) or

ji..: (Ay, ?, Mqb:) the beat kind is the red and
meeta, wrich gros in winter: it is hot in the
extreme of the second degrce; moist in the first
degree; (TA;) diuretic; (J4, TA;) lenitive;
emollient; (TA;) strengthening to the venereal
faculty; emnmenagogue: the putting of its pounded
leaves upon fstering ulcers is advantageous: (l,
'1'A:) it is dificult of digestion; and engendlers
bad blood; but is made waholewou nwith vinegar

and mustard. (TA.) -[See also .. , in art.

Adr: see ;jq., in three places.

;Ij The time of the cutting off of the fri.uit of

palm-trCees. (Yz, TA.) [See also 1.]

jAPM A camel [that is slaughttered, or to bc
slaughtered]; (l$;) applied to the male and the
femalc: (8, Mqb:) or (ns some say, Sgli, Msh)
properly a she-camel that is slatughtered: (SMh,
Myb, Jr:) but the former is the correct ssertion;
(TA;) though the word is fem., (1Aijib, 8, Msb,
TA,) on the authority of hearsay; (TA;) thele-

fore you say, . 1.. [the camelfor slaughter
pastured]: (IAmb, Msb:) or when used alone,
it is fem., because what are slaughtered are mostly
sbe-camels: (TA:) and when used as a commoni
term, it implies the like of predominance [of the
fem. gender]: (Il6shiyeh of Esh-Shiilhb, TA:)
[the shares into which the Jjq is divided in the
game called J1 are described voce : :] pl.

;q* (?, Msb, 1C) and `SCi and ,1 'j4. (Meb,
C the last of which is pl. of j4, like as 
is of jsJ.. (TA.) - See also ;j.

5j;>, of a camel, The extremities; (., A;)
namely, (.,) the fore and hind legs, (;,1,1

Xj.q.jI, ,,) and the head, (.,) or nech: (A,
:) because the slaughterer receives them; (8;)

they being his hire, (., V,) or right, (A,) noi
being included among the shares in the game

called ,4Ii. (TA.) But when a horse is said

to be 5,I;JI 1, (m,) or ^o.JI _,, (M,)
what is meant is thickness of the fore and hind
legs, and abundance of sinews; and the head i
not included, because largeness of the head, in E
horse, is a faull. (., M.)

;lj! The trade of him wvho slaughter camel

(Mgh, Msb, ][,.TA) and other animab. (Myb.'

jQq. IAn island; land in the sa [or in a
river],from which She water hasloed away, a
that it appears; (Az, Mgh;) and in like manner
land which a torrmnt does not overf, but whicJ
it srround; (Az, TA;) land from which ti
tide retires; as also Qjg: (i:) so alleo

because cut off from the main land: (S:) or
because of the retiring of the water from it:

(Msb:) pl. ;Ijq: (S, Mgb:) [also, a peninsula:]

and a piece of ground or land. (Kr, TA.)

;l.. ($, A, Mgh, Msb, R) and tj.. (g) and

"tj (A) One who slaughters camels (A, Mgh,

Msb, R) and other animals. (Msb.)

see what next precedes.

;ja, (Mab, K,) or ;j, with kesr to the j,
(S,Ibi-Malik,) contr. to rule, as the aor. of the vcrb
is with ldamm, (Ibn-Milik, TA,) and sometimes

'lojji [or Jj'],(Msb,) A place wherc camels

are slaughtered, (, Msb, K,) and other animals,
(Msb,) namely, buUls and coNs and sheep and

goats, and where their Jlesh is sold: pl. jj.

(TA.) In a trad. of 'Omar, persons are enjoined

to avoid Ij__, (S, TA,) meaning as above;
,becausc of thcir uncleanness; (TA;) or because
the witnessing of the slaughter of animals hardens
the lceart and dispels mercy: (IAth, TA:) or the
meanin- is, places of ausmbly; because a camel
is slau-htered only where people are collected
together: (S,TA:) the t;; is one of the

piluccs in which it is forbidden to perform the
usual prayers. (Mgli.)

ij,i~ or 3ijy: see j,_, in two places.

, 1. E [if. n. of L] signifies The act of

ct2tting; or cutting off. (TA.) [See also 8.]_

[Hence,] JYI a . He cut of for

himn a portion of the property. (S.) _ And

5.*, (S, Msb, ,)He passed the valley to the
other side: (Msb:) or hte passed the vaUey [in
any manner]: (5 K:) or he passed acros it; i. e.,

crowed it: (S, K:) and in like manner, ,jo;l the

land: (J:) and ojtlI the deert: and E,
the place. (TA.)-nj., (S, Mob, ]g,) aor.

(Mob,l ,) inf. n. tjq (S, Msb, g) and

(K,) He was, or became, impatient, (S, J,) 1 ,0

t 1 [of the thing]; (S;) and U s [on
account of such a one]; (S and K in art. 'JI, &c.;)

jIa being the contr. of .. a: (S, K :) or hc had
not sujiicient strength to bear mihat befeU him, (0,

) M9b,) and found not patience: (Mqb:) or hc
amanifested grief and agitation: (TR:) or he
S asm, or became, affected mith grief: or he was,
L or became, affected with most violent grief, such

as prewented him and turned him from that te
which he was directing himself, or from his object,
and cut him off therefrom: this meaning of cut,
ting off being said by 'Abd-el-6adir El-Bagh.
dadee to be the primary signification. (TA.)

O . C, inf. n. *j4i, It (a full-grown unripe

date) became ripe to the extent of two thirds oj
h it: (g:) or to the extent of half of it; (J[, TA;)
e from the bottom: (TA :) or became partly ripe

and in like manner one says of a grape. (TA.)

It (a watering-trough, or tank,) had but little
remaining in it. (~,' TA.) _He put a little

water into a skin. (TA.)l~ U0 t, (4,)

inf. n. as above, (TA,) He caused the impatience

( Uj) of wuch a one to ceam : ( :) he aid to

him that wvhich comforted him, or consoled him,

and hltich caused hki grief and fear to ceae.
(IAth.)

4. 'j. ~t.., and £a;, He lcft, or cnaud to
renuain, a remainder: (0, I :) or Iss than half.

(TA.) = . lt He caused him to be impatient:
(S,I :) or he caused him to want s#u.ficient strength
to bear what befeU him, and to be impatient.
(Mob.)

5: see 7, in two places. i 'ewl 1s. Tl7eey

divided among themuelove the rpoil. (TA.)

7. tj l It (a rope) broke, (K, TA,) in any
manner: (TA:) or brohe in Ahalve.; (],TA;)
but if it have broken at its extremity, one does

not say Ejr... (TA.) And 11 ,j:q1 , and

t ej~3, Tte staff, or stick, broke (I~, TA) in
halves. (TA.) t ? ;3 is also said of a spear,

and of an arrow, &c., meaning It broke in pieces.
(TA.)

8. j'. ql He broke it, and cut it off: ( :)
or he broke it off, and cut it off, for himelf;
namely, a branch, rod, or piece of wood, from a
tree. (S.)

,..' (S, Msb, K) and t V/ (Kr, ],) but

IDrd ascribes the latter to the vulgar, (TA,)
[The onyx; so called in the present day;] certain

beads, or gems, ('L,) (Msb,) the beads, or gem,
(jj.d, [here rendered by Golius "Muresna seu
concha Veneris," though he also gives what I
regard as the only correct signification, namely
"onyx,"]) of El-Yemen ($, 14) [and] of China,
(K,) in which are whiteness and blacknes, (S,
Msb, ],) and to mwhich eyes are likened, (8, ,)
and ir. particular, by Imra-el-l]eys, tlu eyes of
wild animals, because their eyos, while they are
alive, are black, but when they die, their white-
ness appears; (TA;) a hind of stone having
many colours, brought from El-Yemen and
China; (yzw;) so called because interrupted
by various colours; its blacnesu being inter-
rupted by its whitenea and it yellorwnessu: (IB :)
'Aisheh's necklace [which she lost on the occasion

) that subjected her to the accusation of adultery]
was of t.' of l?haflAri: (TA:) the wearing it in

a signet induces anxiety, or disquietude of mind,
and grief, and terrifying dreams, and altercation
with men; and if the hair of one who experiences

, difficulty in bringing forth be wound upon it,
she brings forth at once: (V: [and ]aw says
the like, and more of a similar kind:]) n. un.
, e. (M9b,V, TA) and 14q. (1,OTA.)-
See also what next follows.

t;., (8, O, L, Msb, ]g,) but AO says that it

e should be with fet-t, [p,;.,] (i,) The place of

f bending, or ting, ( , f, Myb, ], or

) ~; , A, V,) of a aley: (A,, , Mb, ]:)
: or the middle thereof: or the plachere it eds:

) (IDrd, g :) or its side: (Mb :) or the pla~ of
53 
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passing, or crossing, of a valley: or a wideninj
part, of the narrow places, thereof, whether i
prodce plant c. or do not produce them
(TA:) or it is not so called unless [it be a part
having i~dt, and producing trees c.: (M9b
I :) or it may be without plants, or herbage, o
the lie: (TA :) or a place, in a aley, in rwhici
are no trocs: (IA4r, B :) or a place, of a valley
taking a round and wideform : (TA:) pl. 4;
(Mvb, L.) - A place of alighting, or abiding
of a people. (i.).] levated land, or ground
l,y the side of which is a lok, or deprwsed, part
(Q.)' A be-hite: pl. as above. (Ibn-'Abbdl
J.) - See also ~.

V. : see what next follows.

jq-. (M 9b,I ) and Vt; and t ~ . (1)
and t j,J (M,b, J) and V l. (O) part. ns.
of ijq.; [Impatient; &c.;] (M 9b, ;) but the
last two have an intensive signification [very
impatient, or having much impatience; &c.].
(IA#r.)

,ijc: ee what next follows, in two places.

34' A littl, or smanl quantity, of property,
or wealth; and of water, (Q, ],) remaining in a
skin, (Lh.,lIDrd,) and in a leathern bottle, or
other vessel, (IDrd,) and in a pool left by a
torrent, but not in a well, (TA,) as also Vt a
(IDtd, 1) and [the dim.] Vt ', (IDrd,) and
of milk, in a skin; (Lb ;) or a third part, or
nearly that quantity, of water, in a trough, or
tank; (18h ;) or a quantity of water, and of
milk, le than the half of the shin or other vessel,
and of the trough; (TA;) and, as also Vt .,
omemhat rmaining; (0, ~ ;) or the latter, par-

ticularly, of milk; (IA;r;) or both, accord. to
some, [a remainder consisting of] ies than half;
(TA;)and the former, a portion [not defined]
of property, or wealth; (8;) and particularly
a portion of a ock of suep or goats; (Aboo-
Leyli,]9;) as also *ii aj; (8;) thus in the
handwriting of Aboo-Sahl El-Harawee; but in
the Mj of IF, V '~, of the measure °gi in
the sense of the measure mij.L~: (TA:) the pl.
of j. is J . (Ish.) -And [hence,] tA
part, or portion, of the night, (., 0, 1,) past or
to come, (TA,) u than half, (0, ,) of the
former part thereof or of the latter part. (I.)

A place in which i a collection of tres (]K,
TA) among which the camels or other beasts are
made to rest at night from the cold, and are
coqfind whln thley are Ahunry, or returning
from water, or under rain. (TA.) - Also
n. un. of *j as syn. with ' J. (TA.)

s : , ee e*.

ukm and a: sme , in three places.

: see e,'.Also The piece of wood
which is placed in the trellis of a grape-vine,
crosswise, upo which are laid the branches oj
the ine; (?,] ;) not known to Aboo-Sa'eed;
( ;) it is thaw placed for the purpos of raising
the branches from the ground; and this piece of

! wood is also called zij acl.; the latter word
't being thus used as an epithet. (TA.) Also Any
: piece of wood that is put crossvise between two

] things for a thing to be borne upon it (C, TA)
r is called its ,jl. (TA.)

hi" Interrupted by various colours [like the
54 or onyz]: (IB :) or anything in which are
bc bknessn and nwhitcness; as also t ,: (i:)

, and flesl-mcat in wvhich are haitence and rednes.

(TA.) [Hence,] 0j a 5y and Date-
stones of nwhich some, or some parts, have been
scraped, or abraded, so as to have become mlite,
the red being left of their [original] colour: (I:)
likened to the v. (TA.) And t _

($, ) and tj_; (V;) the former, says Sh,
accord. to El-Ma'arree, but he adds that lie him-
self held the latter to be the right; Az says that
he heard the former from the people of Hejer,
and it has the authlority of A'Obeyd; (TA;)
Full-grown dates that have ripened to the half;
(Q TA;) from the bottom: (TA:) or to the
zextent of twvo thirls: ($:) or that have becone

partly ripe: (TA:) fem. vith : ($, K:) and
in like manner you say t ; dates that
have ripned to the half. (TA.)

., . .; . .: see , , in three places.,o-

A watering-trough, or tank, having but
little water remaining in it. (Ji.)

, *, *5.see

9-e;

1. o [inf. n. of j.4.] significs The taking a
thing [in the smanner termedj nijt and (i
[i. e. by conjecture, not knowing the measure nor
tite weight]: (S, TA:) or the taking largely, or
copiously: (IF, Msb, TA:) ard it is [from] a
Persian word. (Mob. [See Joi, below.]) And
you say, .J1 i L , inf. n. cJ,. He gave
large measure: (IKtt,MMb:) and 'i J ->

jot He gave him lage measure. (Jm, TA.)

3. ijl., (Msb, TA,) inf. n. UjW (S, Msb,
1, TA) and J, (8, TA,) He sold, or bought,

a thing not ktw7ing its measure nor its weight:
(Msb:) or he conjectured in selling and buying. 1
(l.) - He acted in an easy, or afacile, manner, 
(Msb, TA,) in selling or buying. (Mob.) -_
And hence, JjlA t cHe periled, endangered, 
jeoparded, hazarded, or risked, himslf; as though 
he acted in an easy manner with himself. (TA.)

6. d jj;a IHe picked out, or elected, the;
good in it; syn. as [in the Cg, erroneously, 

;;]. (8. gh, 6)
8. jjq.l He bought a thing by conjecture, not 

knowing the measure nor the weight. (AA, ]I.)

J-; Of unkown quantity, nwhether meastured t
or weighed. (Nh, TA.)

,ji A portion of a number of cattle: (K:) ,
and of hair. (TA) t

: see what next follows, in two places. t

j~, accord. to the 'Eyn, in selling and buying,
is [The selling, and buying,] by conjecture, with-
out measuring and without weighing; and by
rule should be t Vjq, with kesr; i. e., if formed
in accordance to the verb [which is jlr.]: (Mgh :)
or the selling or buying a thing not knorwing its
measure nor its eigt : (Mb:) or conjecture
in elling and buying; as also t j- g. and tand.

and ' iuiy and t 2!j and t ~i.': (], TA :)
arabicized, from Jj, (Mqb, 1,TA,) which is
Persian: (Msb.TA:) they say ti) iJj, mean-
ing " excess in speech, by conjecture :" accord. to
the Jm, its primary signification is muchnest, or
copiousneu: (TA:) some say that the most chaste
form of j!,ja is t,., with kesr; [because
this is a regular inf. n. of jj4.;] (MF,TA;)
and some, that the triple vocalization of the m in
Jij. is a kind of J.jl [i. e. conjecture], since
all assert it to be a Persian word arabicized, and
it cannot be so and be also an inf. n., conformable
to the verb and to rule: it seems that, when
they arabicized it, its original was gradually for-
gotten, so they formed from it a verb, and derived
from it, and made it analogous. (TA.)_.
Oj~ and t '.Jj. and O and t (
and t .. g.. (TA) A thing sold, or bought, of
unknown quantity, whrether measured or eihed.
(TA.) [See also j'_..]

%Jjq./: see Lt~, in four placeL.

tg' A pregnant female exceeding the term
of her bringingforth. (i.)

~ , ' .: s e t , q .

ailjo. and 3i4. and jil'.: see J14.
J Afiherman. (El-'Azeezc, .)

LI ) jj + tOne who pours furth his
seeh without rie. (Mob.)

3i3ja,e A fulhing-n.t. (El-'Azeezee, g.)

1. oj.r, (S,) or Jj, (S,) aor. , (L)
inf. n. Jjm, (S,) He cut it (a thing, $) in two
piece, ($, g,)with a sword. (gC.) - ai5 , j.

Chey cut the base of the neck of a she-camel, that
wuas slaughtered and dead, in the part between
the two sulderjoints, in order that the neck
might become relaxd; not cutting the whole of
it; previously to skinning. (yIam p. 689.)_
.;JI dijj., (1,0 TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above;
and t dlj.I; lThe saddle st it; namely, the
withers of a camel. (~,OTA.) j .', aaor. _,
(X,) inr. n. He, (, ],) He (a camel) had a
gall, or sore, in the wither, in consequnce of
vhich a bone came forth from it, and the place
threof became depressed: (S, :) or he had his
withers cut by the saddle: (I :) or he had a gall,
or sore, in the witherst, pnetrating into the ite-
rior, and killing him. (TA.) The epithet applied
o a camel in this case is tJj .;; (, ];) fen.

j.. . pL 0p.. (0.) See also s.. . jj.,
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aor. A, (Msb, V,) inf. n. a~., (MSb,) said of
firewood, (M 9b, TA,) &c., (TA,) It was thick
and large. (MSb, I.) - Also, (1~,) inf. n. as
above, (M,) S He possessed good, (S,* 1, TA,)
strong, firm, (TA,)judgment, (S,' ., TA,) [and

natural diposition, and intelligence; for] ilj.
is used in relation to judgment and natural dis-
position and intelligence: (ylam p. 770:) and

i5 l ~iljai, signifies +firmnes of judgment:
(TA:) and j;bl I i ia.J, tchasteness, or
clearnsu, or eloquence, and firmncss, in speech.

(Ijar p. 8.)

4: see 1. sL Jj. t l e made his gift
large. (TA.) And *Ui,1J I J ) Jj.l, (S,) or

!l2l t. , (MSb, TA,) : He gave to him largely.
(8, Mob, TA.)

10. I." u Ij. Jj. l~-l tile esteemed his
judgment, or opinion, good [and strong and firm

(see j.jc)] in this [matter]; syn. o!.-
(TA.)

j~w Large and dry firewood: ($:) or dry
firewood: ( :) or thick, large firewood. (Msb,

1.)--S tMuch of a thing; as also tV,..: (1g:)
or the latter, great, or large; [and so the former:]

0. " -- O 
you say JO. ..tW and 'Jb. S [a great, or large,

gift]: (S, TA :*) and tJ' .-..1 I [a great, or
large, recompense]: (TA:) pl. J,..; (s, ;)
either of the former or of the latter. (TA.) And

[the femrn.] 4,. I [A woman] large in the poste-
-iors. (K, TA.)-_t Generous; munificent. (QC,

TA.)- intelligent; firm, or sound, in judg-

ment. (l, TA.) You say, ,Sljt J.. C)W

S [Stch a one is firm, or sound, in judgment].
(8, Myb.) And when this is said to you, and you

desire to deny it, say, k$1JI v , J :Nay,
unsound in judgment; from J"., [inf. n. of Jj.,])
relating to a gall, or sorc, in the withers [of a

camel]. (A, TA.) You say also j. °'a! tA
woman posscsing judgment: (8:) or intelligent;

firm, or sound, is judgment; as also '. :
(s:) [but] IDrd says that %!a., [app. a mis-
transeription for i.~,] as syn. with ai, is not
of established authority. (TA.) -Applied to a
word, or an expression, (., g, &c.,) i Strong,
(P.,) sound, correct; (P., T1g;) contr. of

*-I~. ($,g.) And applied to language, tC¢kaste,
clear, or eloquent, and comprchenive. (TA.)

tyjq.: see j

i J .jjq: se j .e

.j. A piece, or portion cut off. ($, .") -_ A
large portion of datat; (S, ];) as also *. (].)

J!;tI iJ . (9, g) and JlJ.I (0) The time
of the cutting off of the fruit of the palm-tree~.
(9, 9.)

.;: see Jj., in three places.

jjC4; ferni.e pl .J: see j :
and for the fern., see also j'..

1. .j', (, MMb, b,) aor. , (Msb, 1,) inf. n.
;.j, (Myb,) He cut it, or cut it off; (S, Msb,

1;) namely, a thing: (Msb:) [like . &Jcc.]

_1Ji.JI ,j He cut off thefrdit of the palm-

trees: (Msb:) [like J.;3J i.: but see another

explanation, below.] And aj t . ;l j
[He cut off a portion of the fruitfrom the palm-

trce]. (TA.)_-, .j, , (8, ISd, MSb, ],)
aor. as above, (TA,) and so the inf. n., (S,) He
made the letter quiescent; (8, ISd, Msb, 1;) i.e.,
the final letter of a declinable word; (9, ISd,
Msb ;) he cut it o.fffrom motion: (Msb:) or as
though lie cut off from it declinability: (Mbr,

TA:) from .jm. in the first of the senses ex-

plained above: j; in a declinable word being
like 'k,, in an indeclinable word. (S.) It is

said in a trad. of En-Nakha'ce, .'. ;j .JI

.A.., meaning that neither should be prolonged in
utterance, and that the last letter in each should
be without a case-ending, i. e., hc quiescent; so

that one should not say [in prayer] .SI si t [nor

1; 4a.~.j c .~.j_Ji, but ".i in the former

instance, and W in the latter]: or, accord. to Z,
that one should not exceed the due bounds in the
pronunciation of the hemzeh and the medd: (TA:)
or that one should abstain from giving fulness
and depth to the sound of the vowel, and should
elide it entirely in the places of pausing, and
avoid excess in the pronunciation of the hemzeh
and the medd. (Mgh.)-_Ij, --- .. 4~.
I,~j He uade such and such things to be
binding, or obligatory, on such a one. (K.) And

.' .. 'jq, (1K,) inf n. as above, (TA,) i. q.

kl,ll; (K;) i.e., Ie made the oath to be
unconditional, wvithout exception, absolutely or

decidedly or irre~rsibly binding; (TK ;) L'ta.

.l. (TA.) One says also, l..`; L.Z LZ..
[He swore an oath in an absolute, a decided, or

an irreversible, manner]. (TA.) And .'1 r jl.,
(]I,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He decided the affair
irreversibly. (K.) And j .. ' . I
decided the mnatter between me and him. (TA.)
And t .. I , ,i).J I will do that decidedly;

without any indulgence therein. (Msb.) And
4 j.;. [He a.sserted it decisively]. (TA passim.)

And .?* '91 .. He decided, or determined,
upon, or upon doing, the thing, or affair. (TA.)
- Also, this last phrase, He nwas silent respecting
the affair; and so ?.4.. (I,' TA.)_-And
s.& .b He held back, or refrained, from it
through cowardice; anad was unable to do it;
and so ,J*.: (1o:) or . l t the people
lached power or ability. (..).. ' : 1.'

[app., The camel stopped, and would not quit Ais
place]. (TA: but the verb .Aj. is there without

any syll. sign.) . l . ,-, (A'Obeyd, S, 'I,)
inf. n. as above; (TA;) and ~.m/1; (15; and
the act. part. D. of the latter is also mentioned in
the 8 ;) like ,,. (S) [and L .]; He com-
puted by conjecture the quantity of fruit upon
the palm-trees. (A'Obeyd, , .) _ And .;

also signifies The selling, or buying, fruit [by
conjecture, while yet in a rudimental state,] in its
calyxes, for money. (IAqr, TA.) Abo qjn,
(9, ],) inf. n. as above, (TA,) Hefilled a skin;

(8, 1;) and so ;*'., (8,* ,) inf. n. . jY.
(s.)-.....Jtq -ji4, (~Fr, g,) inf. . as above,
(Fr, TA,) The camel satifi4d their thirst [as
though theyfilled themselves] with water. (Fr,

g.)-And .*, (IAgr, ,) aor. and inf. a. as
above, (iA*r, TA,) He ate one meal and was
filled thereby: (IAIr, 1:) or he ate one meal in

every day and night. (Th, L.)m i;jUI j.,
(Ltl, Y,) inf. n. as above, (Ltl, TA,) He per
formed the reading, or recitation, so as to pit
the letters in their proper places, in a distinct, or
perspicuous, and leisurely, manner. (Lth, ].).

And j. in writing means The making the letters

even. (sg.) -o.: He voided part of his
excrement, part thereof remaining: or he caJt
forth his excrement. (s.)

2: see 1, in four places.

4. .j~.l He sold his palm-trees. (TA.)

5. Lail 'v The staff became split or
cracked. (j.)

7..*jeJl [It became cut, or cut off.- And
hence,] It (the final letter of a declinable word)
became, or was made, quiescent. (9, TA.) - It
(a bone) broke, or became broken. (i.)

8: see 1._ JlQI .X & AjCq.i He took a
portion of the cattle, or property, and leIft a
portion. (R.)--~eJ j..'q.I He bought his

;)el.i [or enclosurefor camels &c.]: (A5n, ] :)
of the dial. of EI-Yemimeh. .(AI, TA.)-

;I .j,.t 11He bought the fruit, only, of the
palm-tree: and Ci ) J~. .jjI he bought the
palm-treeo of such a one. (TA.)

jr. [an inf. n. (seo 1) used as an epithet]. You
say .ij .L An indissoluble and irrevoersible
decree or ordinance or sentence; like_, .
(Meb.).-A reed-pen (.,i) hating the nib evnly,
not obliquely, cut. (9," V,* TA.) - The moden
Arabic character, (f, V,) com~p of the letters
of the alphabet: (i :) accord. to AIkIt, (TA,)
so called because it was cut off from the character
of H.imyer, (], TA,) i. e., the J:'', which they
have still in El-Yemen. (TA.) A thing that
is stuffed into a sh-camel's vulva, (EI-Umawee,
S, J,) that she may think it to be her young one,
[when it it taken forth,] and incline to it, [and
therefore yield her mik;] lihe th ; [q. v.].
(El-Umawee, l.) A thing, or an event, that
comea before its time, or se~ : (] :) that which
comes in its time, or season, is termed .. (TA.)

;, A portion, share, or lot, (s,) of palm-
trees (TA) [and app. of the fruit of a palm-tree,
&c.: see 1, third sentence].

1:.. [The sign tAat is written oer the final
letter of a declinable word wshn it is quiOcnt].
.A sfingle act of eating. (S.)

Ljq. A hundred [ead] of mattle, and upwards:
or from ten to forty: (Q :) or it is pec~liarly of

I
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; a satisfaction, good for good, and eoil for e ;il
(Er-Raghib, TA;) sometimes a reward, and

s sometimes a punishment: (AHeyth, TA:) [the
; former word is an inf. n.; see 1;] the latter, a
1 quasi-inf. n.: j1. is pl. of the latter, or of the
o former, or of stj., accord. to different writers
D explaining the saying of El-IoWei-ah,

* 

s [I'hoso doth good, he will not want his rewards,
or his remat-ders]. (TA.)_[Hence,] ,,ltiIt ;l.
In the time betnween the complimentary prayer
addressed to a sneezer (called -* '-J1) and the
snee:e; [or as soon as one can compliment a
meezer by repeating the usual prayer of .t.
.i (God have mercy on thee).] (TA voe 4j )
-_ [And b3 An apodosxi; the complement,

or correlative, of a condition; also cullcd '.It
.,J, , q. v. in art. .,-. - And : O.~.. A
particle denoting compensation, or the comple-
.ment of a condition. And A conditional particle;
as J1 ; also termed e.d :j,, and . aloue,

and ... - - J :. H Ie is possed of
sj.ficieney, or comletence, or wealth. (TA.)

l [act. part. n. of 1, q. v.]: see L._

- -) , X P Ji , Thij is a man suji entfor
thee a a man. (s.)

LJ.I.: see . ~Also Wild bulls, or cows.
(TA') [See b?1"]

~. and ji':, are used as inf. na. of 4.
[See 1L] (KI.)

j. [act. part. n. of 4. It is said in the TA
that '. " d , applied to a camel, signlifies Sffic&in
for a load or burden; and its pl. is .jl .
And that s¢ LSn, applied to a man, significa
Sufficing Jbr his affair. But .j" in thse
instaces is evidently a mistranscription, forj' ;
and .jl..6, for jl,... Mistranscrilptions if this
kind are of frequent occurrence in Lcxicons.J

;,:. and ;:. are used as inf. ns. of 4. [See
1.] (C.)

L ',.., (A, Mgh, 1g,*) or *. , (8, Mb,)

aor. ', (Mgh, Mslb,) inf n , (A, Mg-h, Msb,
K,) lie felt it with his hand (S, A, Mgh, i) for
the purpose of teting it, that he might form a
judgment of it; (Mgh, Mb ;) as also 1
(S, Mob, g.) You say, , -. , (Mgh,) and
0~ -, (A,) The physician fdt him, (Mgh,)
and felt his arm, or hand, (A,) to know if he
nwere hot or cold. (Mgh.) And L0:1JI He
felt the tsheep, or goat, to know if it were fat or
lean. (A, Mgh.) w.q. is also, sometimes, with
the eye. (IDrd, ., MUb.) You say, ,
(IDrd, 8, A, 1) : He looked sharply, orintently,
or attentively, at him, or it, for the purpo~ of
intvestigation and clear perception. m? TA.) IDrd
cites as an ex. a verse (of 'Obeyd, or 'Abeed, [for
I find it written without any syll. signs,] the son
of Eiyoob El-'Amberee, TA,) in which occurs

camels; like L.j_: (TA:) or such a portion ai
is termed A. of camelb; and such as is termed
ai) of sheep (, ) [See also 8.]

.jlt. A full water-kin or milk-akin; as alse

tj4..: (],OTA:) and [the pl.] jl..fl/ld
milk-skins. (1 .)-Also, applied to a camel,
and jlt_ applied to camels, Satisfied with
*atcr (g.)

e...: .

;#j" [ Cut, or cut off. - And hence,] applied
to the final letter of a declinable word, Made
quiescet. (TA.)

J59.

1. S., aor. ,(M,b, g,) inf. n. ., (Mb,)
It (a thing) paid; gave, or rendered, as a satis-
faction; or made, gave, or rendered, satisfaction:
(Myb:) or satisfed; fficd; or contented. (I.)
And Cw.JIt I paid th debt. (Myb.) And
a m. I paid ^uch a one hit right, or
due. (TA.) And ;!i1 I u. t This
garmnt doe not ncff me. (TA.) _ And hence,
(TA,) .S., (., Mgh, M b, V,) [aor. and]
inf. n. as above, (Mgh,) It (a thing) paid for
him; gaw, or rendered, [a thing] as a tatisfaction
for him; mads, gave, or redered, satisfaction for
Aim; (%, Mgh, Mqb,* 1 ;) and some of the law-
yern use . j, j in this sense, like 4 (Az,
Mgh Mb ) 5jq. is of the dial. of El-;ijfz,
and !..i of the dial. of Temeem. (Akh, M 9b.)
Hence, in the ]ur [ii. 45], W a-m i W. Sj; 3 .S
L't [A oad shall not giw anything as a atisfac-
tion for a soud, i. e. for another soul: or a soul
shall not maAe satisfaction for a oul at all;
accord. to the latter rendering, %Z being put in
the accus. cae after the manner of an inf. n.].
(8, MQb.) You say also, 6 :; ;ji A shp,
or goat, made satiufactionfor the [as a macrifice];
(8,TA;) au albo .tj.l: (TA:) Benoo-Temeem
say J., with .: (g, TA:) this luat, thus ex-
plained, is a dial. var. mentioned by II r (Mqb.)
And IlS ' I,b t ' 'Sji Such a thing stood,
or served, in lim, in tha place, or in stead, of

ch a thin withut snicing. (Zj,.) And

J.bp - - ~,h &JJq; and l k, >.la; A
ittis stands, or erve., in lieu of much; and this,

of this. (IA4r, TA.) And S - t&kS j4
c> and CM 5J e and (a though the aug-
mentative letter [I in .i.o-I] were imagined to be
rejected, TA) O,W '.qi'. and Oi ;(j4_ He
satisfied, sufficed, or contented, him as such a
one; Ah stood, or served, him in stead of such a
one; a dial. var. of ,let. (I.) And t sjql.I
,e* kS It (a thing) satisfied, Juf~ficed, or
contented, as another thing; it stood, or served,
in stead of another thing. (Mgb.) And t V 1j.,
with the [second] objective complement sup-
pressed, It wa suff~nt for thee. (Mgh.)_
11 ;;, (Mqb, TA,) and v *O,I, (11,) or
', Qj, (.,) and (VJ, (,) `aor. and] in£ n.

as above, (., V,) H re paid, requited, compen-
sated, or recompensed, him (Mob, ], TA) [for

such a thing, for it, or for wnhat he had done]
a also .lja., ($, ,) inf. n. itjc.j and '
(.K:) or, accord. to Fr, [contr. to many instance,
in the l]ur,] the former verb relates only to good
and the latter, to good and to evil: but accord
to others, the former may relate to good and U
evil; and the latter, to evil. (TA.) [See alsc

jq~._, below.] One says, in praying for another
I g I1 *,j. MMay God repay him good: anc
requite, or recompense, him for good [that lie hai
done]. (Msb.) And Z! 'jl. I punishea
him for his crime, or sin, or act of disobedience.
(MUb.) And Ulij &; j HeI. requited, com.
pensated, or recompensed, for him, suclh a one.
(TA.) ip* _ sj .: see 3.

3: see 1, latter part, in two p)laces. _[l olji.
He prayed for a reward for himnfrom God: or
said to him, May God rcmard thee. (Golius, on
the authority of Z.) _- S.j and k,Sa ,
He employed a particle, and an advcrbial noun,
as conditional; to denote that, with wvhat follows,
it expres~ a condition with its complement. For
instance, in the S, voce '., it is said, ,

'yj t1 t ;8-~.# l~JI, i.e. .. is
one of the adverbial nouns that are not employed
conditionally, or to denote that, with what follows,
they exypre a condition with its complnement, un-
kes with to, affixed thereto. See . , below.]
t " *;.jl. [I vied, or contended, with himn
ir repaying, requiting, compensating, or recom-
pensing, and] I overcame hi,n [therein]. (..)

4. .;l~ : see 1, in seven places. =Also He
furnided a knife with a handle; a dial. var. of
j1.I: (Mqb, ]:) but lSd doubts its being so.

(TA.)

6. s iSAj , and e, ie demanded pay-
ment of his debt. (I.) You say, ~.,. jim,

@J ,.s I demanded payment of mty debt [owed
by such a one]. (S.) - .jt;.3 [They two repaid,
requited, compenated, or recompensed, each otlhr].
(TA in art. hp*,J)

8. sljqt He sought, or demanded, of him re-
payment, requital, compensation, or recompense.
(g.)

Lq,;. [a coil. gen. n., of which the n. un. is
with ;]: see what next follows.

' The tax that is taken from the free non-
Muslim subjects of a Muslim government; (S,
lAth, Mgh,' Msb, i ;) whereby they ratify the
compact that ensures them protection: (lAth:)
[from Lj. ;] as though it were a compensation
for their not being slain: (IAth, Mgh:) [or from
the Persian ~' and also, (metaphorically,
Mgh,) a land-tax; (Mgh, lg;) a tax that is
paid by the owner of land: (TA:) pl. $.4,
(S,) or t' .S', (Msb,) or both, (1],) [but the
latter is, properly speaking, a coil. gen. n.,] and
fi;., (], [in the ClJ, erroneously, :*"-) like

vt:-?. (TA.)

Repayment, requital, compensation, or
recompense, for a thing; as also tV 0_.; ( ;)
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the expression _l e, , .. : (S :) but Sghl says

that the right reading is e-... (TA.)_,.
w.jjl t He traversed the land. (Aboo-Sa'eed
El-Yeshkuree, TA.) .;-Ij . , (S, Msb, K,)
and t t..... ;, (S, A, Meb, K,) t He searched, or
sought, .for, or after, news or tidings; inquired,
or sought for information, respecting news or
tilings; searched or inquired or spied into, in-
vestigated, scrutinized, or examined, news or
tidings: (Q, I~:) he searchted, or souJht, re-
peatedIly, or leisurely and by degrees, .for news or
tidings. (Msb.) You say also, LiJ ' U,,
and E*. O', lie inquired, or sought for in-
formation, respecting such a one; as also .4 ,
which latter verb occurs in an extr. reading of
verse 87 of ch. xii. of the 1]ur: or the former
signifies he so.ught after him for another; and
the latter, " he sought after him for himself:" or
* v~3 signifies [he acted as a spy;] he in-
quired respecting, or searched or inquired or spied
into, thingis which others veiled or concealed by
reason of disdainful pride or of shame or pudency;
and , "he listened:" (TA:) in the last
of the senses here assigned to it, the former verb
is used in the gur, xlix. 12, where it is said,
1 1 9 <)j~, for lI._ ; (Mujfihid, Bd, i;)
*or the meaning here is, and do not ye inquire
respecting, or search or inquire or spy into, private
circumstances: or tahe ye rhat appeareth, and
leave ye what God hath concealed. (M.ujdhid,
K.) You also say, ill 't J .e1 tHe
examined or spied into, and sought out, for them,
the circumstances of the people. (Mgh.)

5: see 1, in five places.

8: see 1, first and last sentences.-_':.I

uell Jjjll, (A,) or kl, (,) t The camels
sought out the first sprouts of the herbage with
their mouths: (A:) or cropped tuhe herbage with
their ~.~, (K,) i. e., their moutlu. (TA.)

,bp~: see M- .

hOL* : see -... - : The lion that marhs
his prey with his clams: (], TA:) or one that
traverses a land. (Aboo-Sa'eed El-Yeshkuree,
TA.) - LL~.JI A certain beast, that will be in
the ilands, that Nill search after news, or tidings,
and bring them to Ed-Dejjl [or Antichrist].
(Lth, L, K.)

.,. a dial. var. of 1I,., (Msb,) and sing. of

y,,I, (Mob, TA,) which is syn with ,l,
(Kh, ?, A, ,) signifying The five senses. (TA.)
See *a -

h..*d., J A spy, who searches for, and brings,
information, news, or tidings: (Q,* Mb, TA:)
or one who is acquainted with private affairs of
an evil nature: as also * (K) [and
?*l 1,:] and ,m,.l; signifies one who is ac-
quainted with private afftirs of a good nature:

(TA:) pl. -,lj. (A.)

,A (A, TA) and 1 L (8, A, Mgh, Msh,
K) The plac~ which one feels with his hand, (A,*
Mgh, 1B, TA,) for thec purpose of testing it, that

he may form a judgment of it: (Mgh:) and
t the latter, the place which the physician feels
[to knowr if a patient be hot or cold]: (S, Msb :)

pl. (s,A, Mb,K.) You say, t '
t;j. [The place in which one feels him is hot].

(A, TA.) And -L i [Hown dost
thou find the place in w;hich one feeLs her?];
referring to a sheep or goat: to which one
answers, "Indicative of fatness." (A.)-[Hence,
t Anything external which indicates the internal
condition.] It is said in a prov., (S, A, Msb, .K,)

relating to camels, (Msb,) t1 v .l, l,(S,,A,

K,) or t. ats , (M.b,) or lt. l .- t;_,
(A, I~,) t [Their mouths, or their palates, are the
things lwhich indicate their internal condition :]
for if they eat well, he who looks at them suffi-
ciently knows their fatness, (S, Msb, ],) without
feeling them: (S, V :) if one see them eat well,
it is as though he felt them: (A,TA:) or, accord.
to AZ, they feel the herbage, to test it, with their
heads [or mouths] and their palates: so that,
accord. to his explanation, the term A. .. is
tropically applied to these parts. (TA.) The
prov. relates to external evidences of things ex-
plaining their internal qualities. (1i.) [And
hence,] Ia t Il Jl c (K) t The camels
cropped the herbage with their mouths. (TA.)-
You say also, 4l. 't, '., like as you say

1l.1 d . t[app. meaning Such a one is liberal,
munficent, or generous]: and in the contrary
case, J l V (A,) or ' .,t (15) or
both, (TA,) signifying -l ,.j j X [app.,
not liberal]; (I, TA;) and not ,./JI tI'j
[which is explained as meaning of ample bosom,
and judgment, and love; and of ample way, or
course of proceeding: but I rather incline to
think that the right reading is r,?l b!j, and
the meaning, of ample, or large, mind, or heart].
(TA.) You also say, U1i fI ;-.4 d 1 (A)
or .. (TA) t [app., Ve.ily in thy bosom, or
mind, or heart, is narrowness; or in thee is
illiberality.]

L_~.: see ,~, throughout. - It may also
be used as an inf. n. of ~.. in the first of the
senses.assigned to it above. (Mgh.)

1. L.., aor. , inf. n. ', and ;L.., (,)
thus in the corrected copies of the IK, but in some
copies the latter inf. n. is written O'L-, (TA,) It
(a thing, TA) was, or became, hard, tough, rigid,
or stiff; (K, TA;) as also tL.., aor. ;. (Mob
and 1 in art. #..)_, .;L, aor. :, inf. n.

, His hland became hard, tough, caUous, (S,
TA,) coarso, or rough, (TA,) from work. (t,
TA.) .L. .4 1 His joints became rigid,
or sti .. (TA.) - ,/,l -. c The ground
became hard, or hard and level, and rough: from

°. , explained below. (Ks, 1.)

:,w Hard, or hard and level, and rough,
ground, ( ;:. Ks, .C, TA,) rembling

small pebbles. (TA.) [Accord. to some copies ot'
the ]s, Rough Jkin (C p Jq).] - Fro:en

nater, (K, TA,) resmbling hail [strened on the
ground]. (TA.)

etL Hardness, toughneu, callouness, [ coarse-
ness, or roughnes,] of the hand, from work. (S.)
- Rigidity, or stiffnes, of the neck, (8, I, TA,)
in a horse or the like. (S, TA.)

L... "o A hard, tough, callou, coarse, or
rough, hand. (K, TA.)

C1_ [IHard, tough, rigid, or tiff: see 1].
You say rq. Jew [A hard, or hard and
rugged, mountain]. (TA.) And .i. ; y..
[Hard, or hard and rugged, rocks]. (TA.) And
·*1 c..; ' A rigid, or tough, plant. (TA.) And

;t. .bjl Hard, or hard and leel, and rougAh,
ground; (TA;) a also t ;..q.. (Ks, 1.) And

"l. t; A rugged place; as also .
(TA.) And..liJSl L .. 1$ A beast, or horse
or the like, having rigid, or stiff, legs, that will
hardly bend. (TA.)

t,1... [in the CI4 o-,h-.] Hardness, toughnes,
rigidnes, or stiffness; and ruggedness, or rough-
nes. ( TA.)

;.>: see i

1. t, a .:, (. , 1g,) inf. n. -, (, KL,)
It (blood) stuck, or adhered, (S, V, KL,) d [to
him, or it]: ($, K :) and it (blood) became dry.
(KL.)

4. o..1 It (a garment) mu made to stick, or
adhere, to the c.. [or body]. (Fr, .)__ Also,
inf. n. L , It (a garment) was dyed so that it
stood up by reason of [the thickness of] the dye.
(ISk, S.) [See . ]

5. .from lilike roa / I:
(S :) [apparently signifying He bwame, or as-
sumed, a -n, or body; or became corporeal, or
incarnate; and thus it is used by late writers, and
in the present day: but.,_.3; generally signifies
he became corpulent: accord. to the TA, oJq.3,
said of a man, is like .. ,;: accord. to the KL,
the former signifies he became possessed of a body:
accord. to the PS, he became corporeal, or cor-
pulent.]

- The body, writh the limb or memb, [or
whoe person,] of a human being, and of a jinnee
(or genie), and of an angel: (El-Bai', L, Msb,
K5:) it is thus applied only to the body of a
rational animal; (EI-Bari', Msb;) to no body
that is nourished with food except that of a human
being; but to the body of every rational creature
that neither eats nor drinks, such as the genii and
the angels: (L:) [the genii, however, are com-
monly believed to eat and drink:] or, accord. to
ISd, it seems to be applied to a body other than
that of a human being tropically: (TA:) the
[golden] calf of the Children of Israel cried, but
did not eat nor drink; [wherefore it is termed

I
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.>;] and in the !5ur [vii. 146 and xx. 90],

!1°~ is a substitute for 4A, or it may be meant

for ,. I1: (L:) [but eee another explanation

of ... , u there used, below:] or ~ is syn.

with 0,~ [which is'generally held to signify the
body without tAh head and arns and lgs]: ($,

A:) the pl. is ;tl. (Lb, Mb, TA.) Lb men-
tions the aying, V)"l . [Verily she is
beautiful in reapect of body]; as though the sing.
of which the pi. is thus used were applied to every
eparate part. (TA.) & Safron; (, Mo.b, V1;)

us also ';% : (Lth, IApr, ISk, ?, A, Mb, ]:)

or a similar dye: (s:) and V the latter signifies
also a similar dye, (Lth, M 9b,) red, or intensly
yellow: (Lth, TA:) or bastard saffron; syn.

jLa; (Mqb;) and so the former word. (L.)

_ Also, (8, L, M 9b, ]1,) and ?t,.. (L, 1) and

'tm (L, Mob, 1) and 4.~t . (L, ]) and

,t1q., (R,) tBlood; (s;) as also t., as
being likened to saffron: (Ham p. 215 :) or dry
blood: (R, L, Mgb, 1]:) pl. of the first as above.

(.Ham p. 127.) _ Some say that 1. t c, in
the ]ur, [in two verses referred to above,] means
A red golde calf. (.)

-.. ee u .e:- and see also 1 .

;M: wsee .- q, in three places.

: see J..

,Ir. Blood sticking to () a person; as also

, .. (..) - see als o .

'& (L, 1] in art .J.) and .J1; (S, L,

1g, TA, in the C1V ' .J1) the name of A certain
idol, (., L, ],) which was wor~ipped in the time
of paganim: (L:) the J is an augmentative
letter accord. to J and most of the leading lexico-
logists; but F disapproves of the mention of the
word in this art. (TA.)

'. Red (B . )_Also, ($, Myb, ,) and
sometimes ., (IF, Mqb,) and V,.., (,)
A garment dyed with saffron: (V:) or with
bastard saffron: (lAth,TA:) dyed with jLr:
(IF, Mb :) or saturated ith dye: (.:) or one

says P ;}, L [Upon such
a one is a garment saturated with dye]; and 

', f ,4 [Upon him is a garment aturated
with red dye]; and when it is standing up by
reaon of [the thickness of] the dye, it is termed

b.q.d: (18k, S:) the pl. of this word is n. ,.
(.) - ee also what next follows :- and see

,...4, ((, A, V,) or ',. , (A,) the latter

is the original form, becaume it is from ...1?,
meaning, "it was made to stick, or adhere, to the

body," (Fr, .,) like ... and,.L, and _,..
and J., , (Fr, TA,) A gam t worn nt the

body (IAr,., A, ) by a woa so that 4he
swats in it: (TA:) and a garment worn nwt

th body dyd with safr on: (A ) pl. '.g2.

(IA*r, A.) [Hence,] j t:mJI t! * 

.s..jl (IAr, A) They (women) shall by no

me;mu go forth to the mosques in the shirts that

are nt the body. (IApr.)- See also ,-.' .
01-q

· 14: see .

1. -.r., (s,) aor. ', (TA,) inf. n. oj, (A,

], KL) and 9, said of a man, (s,) He was
daring, courageous, or bold: (A, KL :) he acted
with penetrating energy, or sharpness, vigorous-

nes, and effectiveness; syn. .s. and JW. (B.)
You say, I. L .; .', aor. ', inf. n. ;J4, lie

entured upon such a thing daringly, courageously,
or boldly; (, A;) as also a,. n.A: (S:) and
4. t 1.,~ he emboldened himself against it, or

him. (A, .) And o.oa i '', (A, M6b,)

aor. , inf. n. .- _ and o;, (Msb,) lie acted
daringly, conragcously, or boldly, against his

enemy. (A.) And C1 J.i Oih . ' HI

dares not to do such a t/hing. (A.) -- (K,)
inf. n. ,, (TA,) He (a man) arched, or vaulted,

a y [or bridge]. (1.)-It is said of [the

giant] 'Ooj (c$), in a trad., -, I 

.i j,,. 1 , i. e., : [He feU down upon the Nile
ofEgypt, and] became a bridlge to them [for the

space of a year]. (A.) - And one says, ...

jWlit ..,Ab8, and 1 y.q1,: Thlc travelling-

camels crosd, or pamed over, the desert, (A, X(,)

as by a bridge: (A:) and ' ttI 'Lj, *t;. 
i The ship crowtd, or passed over, th e sea: (A:)
or rode upon, and pased throwuh, tlhe sea. (1.)

2. _., (A, g,) inf. n. °; (K ;) [and
tj...I; (see #;)I] IIe encouraged him; em-
boldened him. (A, K.)

4: see 2.

6. Aq.3: see 1, in two places. Also He
stretched himself up, and raised his head. (1.)
- L.to1 4 jA r .4 He put himself in motion to

him (En-Nawadir, g) with the staff, or stick.
(V.)_ -I3jwl They acted with mutual daring
or courage or boldness. (KL.)- Theyjournjed
(app. with boldness, or emulating one anotherin bold-

nss]. (TA.)--JSL. . i.SJIl [for .-. --]

The horses conwy the brave armed men anay,
or along, or acros. (A.)

8: see 1, last sentence, in two places.

'~l: see ;, in two places.-Also, applied
to a he-camel, Sh]arp, spirited, or vigorous; syn.

,bl [as contr. of;e]; s also e and%AI n
applied to a she-camel: or (so in the 1 accord.
to the TA; but in the CIg, "and") tall: (K :)
or taU and bulky: and with ;, applied to a she-
camel, it has this last signification; (TA;) or
signifies strong, and bold to endure travel: (A,
TA:) the masc. epithet applied to a he-camel is
rare. (Lth, TA.) -_Aso Large, or bulky; ap-
plied to a camel, (S,],) &c., ($,) or to anything,
(],) or to any limb, or member: (TA:) fem.

with 3. (,$.)_--}. J. ;. a , and 0,

FuIl or phmp [in the for armn, and in the plac

of the anAlet]; applied to a girl, or young woman.
(A, TA.) m See also what next follows.

< and t.q [A bridge; and a dyke, or
causeway:] that on which on crose oer a
river or the like; (S, Mgh, Msb, 1 ;) as a tJ'A5
and the like; (TA;) rohether built or not built:
(Mgh, Mb :) and a bridge of boats; boats bound
together, and tied to stakes in the bank, buing
over a rivaer; see 5;iJ : (TA:) pi. (of pae..,

TA) ~.1 (g) and (of mulL, TA) j. (f,

Mob,KI.) [Hence,] m 1 j 1 .JiI

1.. jJ ! [Death it a bridge that conveys the
friend to the f,.ied]. (TA.) And ,;cU,L j;.
itq; U 1 t [He made his obedience a britgl
to his safety]. (A, TA.)

* 3-
jy.. Daring, coumragow, or bold: (S, A:) or

courageouw and tallU; as also t q.: (:) or
courageous; and also tall and bulky; applied to
a man; and so t.q.: (TA:) femrn. of th former
withlout, and sometimes with, i: (M1.b:) and of
the latter with i: (TA:) pi. of the former j-

and . (1K, TA.) It is not aplied to a he-
camel; but with ; is appllied to a she-camel,
nimeaning Bold to traverse rugged, or d.ifficult,
tracts. (Mob.)

jl.. Very daring or courageous or bold. (TA.)

see

1.._.., (~, Msb, ]g, &c.,) aor. 1, (K,) inf. n.
aLL.., (M.I), TA,) lie, or it, (a thing, S,) was,

or became, great, or large: (, K :) or so ,,

aor. :, inf. n. ,: and thc former, it (a thing)
was, or became, great, big, or buity: (Mb :) or
hie, or it, was, or became, great, or large, in body:
(KL :) or he, or it, was, or became, eorpulent;
or corporeal, or bodied; as also V.q. (MA,
PS.)

2. .. , inf. n. &·*, 'ic, or it, made, or
rendered, corporeal; or great, large, big, or bulky.
(KL.) - [He made to be solid, or to have length
and breadth and thickness.]

5: see 1.- [Hence,] j14 w. _3

t Such a thing assumed a form, or shape, [or an
embodimenat,] in my eye. (TA.) And
e1 .~ : [app. Such a one as, or became,
an embodiment of generosity]. (TA.) And 2t

.,- .. 0..

..... 4 .O i ? [app. As though Ac er gene-

rosity embodied]. (TA.) -~ U'. . t lie

chos such a one (S, K, TA) t9 I [from
among the pople, or party], (S,) or ; .?
4U.L9 [from the kinsfolh, or tribe, &c., and ant
him]: (TA:) as though he directed hlis course,
or aim, to, or towards, his ._. [or body]; like

as you say, ', meaning "I directed my course,
or aim, to, or towards, his 4T, and his . "
(S.) [See also 5 in art.,.~.] One says also,

li2.. A J1(+l C> 31U 10 (Choos thou her,

a ~me from among the cme, and stack

her]. (TA.)_ . t He betook him-
elf towards the land, or country, (, dei,) ng

I
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to go thitaur. (S.) -- j . ,,, (S, ,) anm
' ~JI, (8,) t He mounted, or ascended, thi
greater part of the sand, (S, g,) and of the moun-
tein. ($.) [See also 5 in art. .] 
r..'J tii q. ;..U~ . (S,i, TA;) i. e., Hs
ventured upon, embarked in, or undertook, the
main part, or bulk, of the affair: (TIZ:) or he
constrained himself to do it, or performa it; as
also . 4: (Alboo-Mijen, Ahoo-Turib,TA:)
or both these verbs signilfy he took it, or imposed
it, upon himself, or he undaertook it, in spite oj
difficulty or trouble or inconvercnience. (Aboo-
Turaib, TA in art. _..) You say nalso, i

, , _ an 1 _u L n ..ul l t [ alap .
meaning Such a one undertakes, in spite of d6i-
culty or trouble or inconvenience, those things, or
affairs, that are causes of difficulty or trouble or
inconvenience; i. e., difficult, or troublesome, or
inconvenient things or afairs: supposing the
two nouns to le pis. of wlhich the sings. are
2__ and I4'.t, of the measure JI.*, like
AW" and 4.. and "a' (originallv i i-)
&c.]. (TA.)

T he body, writh the limb. or members;

syn. ,; (AZ, S, MCb;) as also ) iX and
;Q!: (AZ, S, Mgb :) or _+ and t C1_~
are syn. with jp; ; (AR, ;) or signify tlhe
9whole body and limlbs or eNmbers of a man, (K,
and T and Msb in explanation of .q,) anl of
a beast, a camel, and the like, (T, Mh,,) and of
aly other species, (i,) of :large m;lkc; (T, Mib,
I9;) anld s.It. is syn. witlh ,a [appI. as
meaning "a person"]; and t i.L. signifies
the wthole._.:ofaman: (As,S:) or_.si-
nifies [a body, or material substance; a solid;]
a thing having length and breaith andti thickness;
so that, when it is cuit and divided, no portion
thereof ceases to he a a,; whereas a v
[meaning "a person "] ceases to be a ,L by
its being divided: (Er-Rlaighib,TA:) a thing that
is capable of being .divided in length and breadth
and thickness is called s _-, and also,
becatuse it is a subject of investigation, or inquiry,
in instrucLion in the mathematical studies, 

; (KT:) pl. [of pauc.] .1 and [of
mult ] .q. (s.) You say, 1

(M, A, s, in art. 7 ,) and ... ..] , (t,
M, ib.,) and i (T, oM, A, ib.,)
i He became fat, after leannes; (A;) hisgood
state of body returned to him; (M, ;*) his
rondition of body became good, after extenuit a-
tion; and health, or soundness, thereof retuined
to him. (T.) And t.A4Jt .... Z1 [Verily
he is slender, spare, or lean, of body]. (TA.)
-_ LIsIl lK L.t A [The materal sub-

stance of dTffaerent natures; also called 4s
the asven material jubstances, and Aeo.i.1;

namely,] the et;.. [which are thle four element.,
fire, air, earth, and water,] and tse three pro-
ducts composed of these, (KT,) which are minerals,
vegetable, and animal.,. (Note in a copy of the
KT.) T h wlb wi t used by those who

Bk. I.

1 study to discover occult things, signifies Thce ,.A
e and the S: and a .;JI .L'I, every.

thing beside trese two, of the heavens and the

[elements termed] 't;il therein. (KT.)
dil, or corporal

Lc..- Bodily, or corporeal.]

[.- .. Dodiline.s, or corporeity.]

t~) ,l : sec , in four jplaces.

f L~: see ,;.

.. ;l.q: see what next follows.

/-. Great; layce; (S, Ml,, ;) as also 1.:
.(S,K:) big; bulky: (M.h:) fem. witih : (X:)
pl. j..L. (S, MPI) [and . also, like as ;,,

is pi. of &O].' 1: and corlpulent, large in body, or

big-bodied; (K, TA;) as also *l&~, applied

to a man. (TA.) You say, .e ..lt. C.

[It is one of greut affairs or events]: and i.
_., LI ;.'9 '.t. . [meaning the same, or of g,eat
afilictionw or calanities]. (TA.) And , [like-
wise, or lJr1,] signifies areat affairs or

events. (TA.) ,J)l,e-.._ signifies [also] The
bulk, or the greater, main, principal, or chief,
part, of the affair; and so Aegl t.1.t. (S.)
-[The pl.] _ also signifies t Intelligent men.
(TA.) ,_91 .l.. El evated land over thich
irater has risen: (K,* TA :) pl. (K.)

.-_.Il OGreate, larger, bigger, or bulkier; or
grmatest, largest, biggest, or balkiest. (S, ].) Sec
also .

.l .: see 5, last sentence.

.. : omitted in some copies of the S.

1. t_, (S, M, Msb, K,) aor. ', (M, Msb, I,)
inf. n. . (M, K) and .., (M, TA,) He, or
it, (a man, M, TA, or a thing,, Mb,) rvas, or
became, hard, tough, rigid, or stijf: (M, Msb,
]K :) [see also L..: or, said of a man,] Ie was,
or became, hard, rough, harsh, or ungentle; contr.
of W. (S.) And oeJI , inf. n. 3~ and
L.., The hand, or arm, wnas, or became, dry,
or tough, or hard, (S, TA,) in the bones, with
little flesh; (TA ;) and in tie same sense the
verb is said of other things. (S.)_ It (water)
congealed, or froze. (S, TA.) - Also, inf. n.

.-. , le (an old man) attained the utmost age
[so that his limbs became rigid]. (S, TA.)

3. ;L,., (,) inf. n. Si_, (TA,) He treated
him, or regarded him, with enmity, or hostility.
(KI, TA.)

ie 4 . Z A hand, or an arm, dry, or tough,
or hard, in the bones, with little flesh. (TA.)
And I_, l .. l/ tl; A beast having tough,
or hard, legs. (TA.) And e.4 L Stif;

rigid, or tough, and hard, spears. (TA.) [See

also .CM, in art. Lr..]
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1 A, .,) aor. ', i,f. n. ., (.,)
He ground it (namely wheat, ., or grain, A)
coarsely; ($,A;) as also at t. (S.)_.
bruised, brayed, or pounded, it: and he broke it:
(s, :) as also * '. (K).._ He beat himn,
or struck hin, with a staff or stick. (8, ~.)

4: see 1, in two places.

;l. (A, Ig, TA) and * . (TA) Loudness,
or vehemence, of voice or sound: (A, ], TA :)
and a rough sound conings frth from the .m .
[or air-passages in the nose], in which is a hars,e-
ness. (1S, TA.) You say, t b JI 
In the neigqhing of the horse is a rough sound:
(TA :) which is one of the qualities approved in

hlorses. (IDrd.) And ,c °i4. ,i./l . ;i U.
,.sJ In the sound qf the bo,a is a roughness of
t,vanging on the occasion of shooting. (A.Hn
TA.)

,,: see a:., in two places.

^ e *- Wllent coarscly ground; as also

· (,):. (S.)-And, [as an epithet in which
the quality of a subst. predominates,] (TA,) as
also t* ;,-., (. , g,TA,) What is coarsely
ground, (S, , TA,) of iheat c., (S,) or of
n'heat and the like: (]~, TA:) or the former,
grain wnhen bruised, brayed, or pounided, before
it is cooked: and t the l itter, such as is cooked:
but ISd says that this distinction is not of valid
authority. (TA.) - Also, the fornier, i. q. b.W
[Meal of parched barley or wheat, coarsel!/ qround,
which is made into a kind of gruel]; (EI-Farisee,
S,K ;) anid so t the latter: (A:) or t the latter
is the n. un. (El-Flrisee.) You say, ''
t ' Give thou me to drink [some] d.
(A.) Or F.. is not called *-., but is called
;J~, q.v. (TA.)- And the former, (Shli, lI,)

or 'a.±., (TA in art. ,,) lWheat coarsely
ground, and put into a cooking-pot, iito whichA
some Jfleh-meat is thrown, or some dates, andl
then cooked: (Sh, :) also called e i: (TA:)
or a soup madle of coarsely bruised n,heat. (TA
in art. A,.)

'm: see ,;!~, in seven places.

;.t. Having a rough, (S, ],) or loud, or vehe.
ment, (A,) voice, or sound: (S, A, K :) applied to
a man, and a horse, and thunder, (A, .K,) &c. (K.)
You say, ;.Jl ;.l1 J. A man having a
[rough, or] loud, or vehenent, voice. (A.) And

u h; sr9Jx (A,) or ;Jl 1, (S,TA,) A
horse in whose neighing is a rougfhness. (TA.)
And u. q1; , (A,) or .sj,I (S,)
Clouds that thunder vehemently. (As.) And
il" ~,,, [.L;. being the fem. of -. ,] A bow
having a rough twanging, (AHn, ~,) when one

shoots with it. (AHn.) _ - .;'l is also the
name of One of the sounds of nhich musical
modulations are formed, (Kh, .,) which are
three in number; [app. meaning the treble, tenor,
and bass, clefs; the list being that to which this

I

1

pI

l
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term is applied;] the sound thus called being

from the head, (Kh,) issuing from tat..a .
[or air-pasuages in the noe], having in it a
rougthnes and hoarsnes, (Kh, V,) and followed

by a gradual fall (jo.J) [of the voice] modulated
in accordance to that same sound, and then fol-
loned by a sound [in my original ~t~, but I

think it probable that this is a mistranscription for

LIC<, or -g. , or the like, for, though j
might perhaps, by straining a metaphor, be applied
to denote a varied sound, its being understood in
this sense seems to be forbidden by its being here
added] like the first. (Kh, TA.) [This explana-
tion is perhaps illustrated by the fact that the bass
in the music of the Arabs is often formed of one

prolonged note, falling and rising.] -Also ,

[,j being understood,] A pebbly plain, fit for

palm-trees. (1g, TA.)

~, M(,) or * :., (A,) or
A mill (, 1K) trith whch h i.ch

(S:) or a small mill with which
coarsely. (A.)

" ._: see what next precedes.

both, (s,)
is ground:
one grinds

:see :-

1. q., (,g,) -aor., (1g,) inf. n.

'.',- :, KL,) like ;ja, (TA,) and 'l4,

(KL, [or ltq, so Golius on the authority of the
KL,]) [like - ;., and .D ,] Hi soldo
[or stomach] heaved, by reason of grief or fright:
($, g; and so in the 0; but in one copy of the
X(, by reason of grief or joy: TA :) or [simply]
heaved, or rose: (T in art. , :) and heaved, or
became agitated by a tendency to vomit; ( ;)

i. q. . and C.L;i: (Sh,TA:) and ,q

-i # My soul [or stomach] awved, or became

agitated by a tendency to vomit, or became heavy,
(- . ,) "in consequence of pain from something

that it iidiked. ([Sh, TA.).-.JI L-4
He nausated food, in con~scquc of indigtion.

(TA.) .--... il C. The sheep emitted a wund

from their throats. (Lth, l.).-., ul ,;L
t The earth put forth aU its plants, or uwrbage:

like as they say, t,.bl zl;U [lit." the earth

vomited her victuals"]. (TA.)I- l 1 

tiw [The meadows, or gardens,] put forth

[their good things]. (TA.) - (A )1

S [The countries, or townn, &c.,] cast forth [their
inhabitants]. (TA.) - t_.it. St 1 ,1ot
S [The mas] cast forth [their raves]. (TA.) 

Also . said of the sea, t It rushed on, (TA,)
grew dark, (I, TA,) and mas tumultuous with
its waves; (TA;) and [in the Cg "or"] im-
puded over one. (1, TA.) And in like manner
said of the night, S It came on suddenly, (TA,)
grew darh; (~, TA ;) and [in the CV "or"]

impended over one. (l5,TA.)_..j. , t ,14

The wild animals made a single leap, or spring.

(TA.) -si .4 t. The people, or company of

A £

men, coent f.orth from one country, or town, to
another. ($, 1, TA.) It is said in a trad.,

:. s ... jI q,l og tTIhe Greeks rose,

and advanced from their country [in the time of
'Omar]. (TA.)

2: see 5.

5. l.J, (s,) inc n. _j ; (S, Mgh, ;; [in

the CK, ;..I is erroneously put for _-l I;])

or 3, inf. n. D.;; (Mb ;) and MtU., (S,)
inf. n. ;L',;; ($, ;) both signify alike; (S;)
He eructed, or belched; i. e., emitted a sound
accompanied with wind, from his mouth, on an
occasion of satiation of the stomach, (Mgh, Msb,)
intentionally: (Mgh:) or it (the stomach) emitted
wind (K1, TA) on an occasion of its impletion
withfood or drink. (TA.)

8. .jit ,l:.l, and ;.,l :I', t [Hefound
the country to disagree writh himn, and] the country
disagreed with him. (S, 14.)

:4. A light bow: (S, .K:) or a bow that makes
a ringing sound: (Lth, TA:) or a light rod of

the tree called &.: (As, S:) pl. :, (:',)

anomalous, and asserted by II-Ish to be rare, (TA,)
and ;gA. (K: in the C., .) _ -.

:*., A light arrow. (Ya.koob, TA.) A large
number (IAqr, ], TA) of men, and of cattle.
(IA9r, TA.)

"L.: see .e . - Also tDaybreak: [or,]
accord. to 'Alec Ibn-.Hamzch, the blowing of tkhe
wind at daybreak. (TA.)

;lif: see :.U, in two places.

54.t ,iE A rin ging bow. (TA. [See also

.'t, voce f.., in art. j~...])

t.i. A belch; i. e., a sound accompanied nrith
roind,from tie mnouth, on an occasion of satiation
of the stomach; (Mgh, Mob;) a subat. from 5;

(A4, ?, Msb, 15 ;) as also ot~. (S, K) and

Vt .: (1]: but the first and last of these three
words are omitted in some copies of the K :) or
t the second of these three words, accord. to
some, is a superlative epithet, signifying a great,
or frequent, belcher. (MF.)_ Also tAn in-
waion of the night, and of the sea. (1, TA.)

The torrent and the night (JjJI JeJI) are

called ,;,r"t! [the two blind things] because
their invasion is vehement. (TA.)

1. -, aor. A; and , aor. '; ( ;) and

:, aor. ;, inf. . I 0.; (TA;) said of

wheat, or food, (..taJb,) It mua grou, or coarse:
(1, TA:) it was badly and coartely ground:
(TA:) or it was without seasoning, or condintent,
or anything to render it savoury. (R.) And
the first, It (a thing) mu thick, g'ros, big, coarse,

or rough. (TA.) _And , aor.', inf. n.

4.'-, He (a man, TA) vwa a foul, or bad,
eater. (1, TA.) - mHe ground it coarsely;

namely, wheat. (1, TA.)--, d511 _. God
caued iis youth, or youthful vigour, to pas

[Boox I.

away: or rendered htim vile and despilcala (u

A,jl): or may God cause &c. (g1.)

12. '~ "12. l, accord. to some, or &.
accord. to others, occurs in a trad. of 'Omar;
(TA in art. . ;) [and J says, and so Az
accord. to the TA,] the former, if used like the
latter, is not improbably correct; but I have not
beard it. (S.) [See art. ... ]

The rinds of pomegranates: (K:) of
the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

(S,K) and t and t and

tk.A.t.' (1.) and . , (S, 1.,) applied to
wheat, or food, Grous, or coarse: (S, I, TA:)
badly and coarsely ground: (TA:) or without
seasoning, or condiment, or anything to render

it savoury: (1K,TA:) . [probably , 4]
signifies also anything disagreeable in taste, and
choking: (TA:) and gross, or coarse, and dry,
or tough: (IAth, TA:) and what is dry, or
tough, of herbage. (TA.) Also, the first, A
bulky and stroaig camel: (ISk,TA:) a thick-
boned horse. (Ham p. 207.)

5.' A rougfh, or coarse, (or, as some sny,
TA,) short woman. (1K, TA.)

: see -. Also Anything rough,
gross or coarse, disagreeable to the taste, and
chokiny. (1.) A thick, rough, or coarse, gar-
nient, or piece of cloth. (S.) - A rough, or
coarse, and old, worn-out, skiii for water or milk.
(TA.) Rude, uncivil, utiinild, rotgh, speech

or language. (TA.)-.And (applied to a man,
TA) Afoul, or bad, eater. (K, 'A.)

' 4. Big, or bul:ky, and courageous, brave,
or bold. (IAar, K.) = [Also, aceordl. to Golius,
as on the authlority of Ibn-.Maoroof, but in this
case probably a mistranseription for ,., A
wooden thing uplon vwhich clothes arc put.]

* Z- p

,.P_ A man (Sli) coawse in his means of
subt~enc. (Sh, g.)

U~ : see . Thic h,gro.s, hig, coarrse,
or rough, (.S, and Hatm p. 207,) and shiort. (Ham

ib.) -_ .ZV1 . L Thlick, gros, or big, in
body. (T, TA.)

~,:,J. : see .

L _ aor.' (As, S, A, Mgh,) inf. n. ".-;
(As, S, ;) and ,..,(A,)itnf.n. ... ,; (1;)
lie took, or sent,forth his beasts to pasture, (A4,
S, Mgh, 15,) not to return in the evrmning: (At,
S, Mgh:) [or] hc pastured his beast near to the
tents or houses: (A:) [or] . signifies also
one's pasturing his horses before his tent or house,
after their covering: (.K :) or a people's taking
forth their horses and pasturing them before

their tents or houwes. (L.)-And ' 1 and

t.e also signify The leaving or neglecting [a
thing]: (15, TA:) and dismising [it]. (TA.)

,i11 f', meaning He etranged himself from
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the Kur-dn, is said of him who has neglected the
reading or reciting of it for two months. (L from

a trd.) ~.&l C' jWl J ' . The cattle went

forth to the places of pasturage from their

or,ners. (A.)--a l X;. 3.1 -4. X The man

journeyed awayfirom his family, or wife. (A.)

_.e.a,~l ±.-,, (aor. ', 8,) inf. n. j;, (S, A,
K,) S The darn broke, (S,) or rose, (R,) or came
forth. (A.)

2: sece 1, in two places.

·~.: see , in three places.

: Camels or sheep or goats pasturing in
their place, not returning to their owners (As, S,

1) at night: (1 :) or [simply] not returning to

their owners. (As, TA.) [See also .. ] 
tA people nwho pass the niglht with the camels,
(As, 9, ],) in their place, not returning to their
tents or houses: (As, :) who goforth nrith their
beasts to the place of pasturage, and remain in
their place, not returning to the tents or houses:
the doing this is not considered as travelling, and
therefore is not a legal reason for shortening the

ordinary prayers: (A'Obeyd, TA:) and .
signifies the same. (TA, as on the authority of
A 'Obeyd. [But perhaps this latter is a mistran-

scription for , : see what follows.]) T A man

who is away (.,j, , TA) from his family, or

wiJc, with his camels; (TA;) as also t.:

(1K, TA:) and in like manner the former is ap-

,lied to a company of men; and so v [a pl. of

t~d, ¢ q. v.]: you say ° .; and °q. (L,

TA.) 1The herbs, or leguminous plants, of [the

season, or rain, called] the (; (L,K ;) as also

*~.. (L.) And y [all. y or .]
also signifies A pasture-land in which horses feed.
(TA.)

: see .~-. = Also A [quiver of the kind

caUed] a3j ; ($, g ;) i.e., a ilb; and so .;

accord. to ISd, a [quiver of the kind called] ii.,
of shin., slit in the side in order that the wind
may enter it and thefeathers may therefore not

be eaten: (TA:) or, accord. to Z, i.q. , .l

(IAth, TA.)_And A large jJI~. [or sack]:

(S, ]:) pl. [of pauc.] o.1 and [of mult.] j.
(TA.)

;Ut. The owner (,. ,) of a pasture-land in

which horses feed. (1 .) You say, "He is the

jIl2. of our camels." (A, TA. [But it seems
to be implied in the A that it signifies the same

as >'q as explained below.])

ht;. One who takes forth horses and camels to

the pasture-land, and remains there: [see also

;.4:] pl. ; (TA:) [and ',~ is another

pl. of the same:] see .-- Also [the pl.] 4.
Camels, and asses, going whithersoever they will.
(TA.)

a r t? A drink that is taken at daybreak:

(A, A, 1) you sayy,: a.J I We dranh

the morning-draught that is taken at daybreakh
(S, A:) and it has no verb: (S :) or it is only oj

A -

camels' milk: (.K:) or it is correctly of gentral
application: or is properly of n'ine; for this is
what is most frequently mentioned: and it is also

used as an epithet: thus you say 3 j.A io.

(TA.) - tA certain kind offoold: (1, TA:) or
a kind offood eaten at daybreak. (TA.)- tTlle

[last part of the night, called the] : (K :)
because near to daybreak. (TA.)-tMliddaiy:
(K :) because of the appearance and spreading of
its light. (TA.)

,..' [A beast] made to pass the night in the

pastiure, away from its owner, not brought back

in the evening: (K,* TA: [see also ,:]) or
not pastured near the water: (IAr, TA:) or
that is pastured near to tle nwater. (El-Mundlliree,

TA.) And y? d k. llorses pastured (S, K)

JI~ [in the place of pasturage that is pro-
hibited to the public]. (B.)

1. ., aor.:, inf. n. , lie was, or be-

came, affected with the most vehement desire,
eagerness, avidity, cupidity, or hankering, (S, 0,
.K,) and, (O, 1K,) as explained by an Arab of the
desert to As, (IDrd,) nwith the worst hind thereof,
(IDrd, O, 1,) for eating &c.: (TA:) or, as ex-
plained by another Arab of the desert to AsY,
(IDrd,) he took his own share, and coveted the

share of another: (IDrd, K:) and V* sig-

nifies the like; ( ;) or i. q. , q. v. (.K.)

_-. also signifies The being impatient on

account of separation from an associate. (TA.)
And The being frightened, terri.fied, or afraid.

(TA.)

5: see 1.

6. 1J Q 3 Thlieyi straitened each other in

I pressing to the water, and [so I render ti.iLa]
vied, each with the other, in endeavouring to
sati.fy their thirst; (K ;) on the authority of an
Arab of the desert. (TA.)

part. n. of Affected with the most

vehement desire, &c.: pl. ; (, IK,) and

.. ¢..and nd U. are also pls. [of the

same]. (TA.)_ - .. I Tihe lion. (TA.)-.

i ).j A man in whom are combined

impatience and fright and a heavy, or a heaving,
state of the soul. (TA.)

One who assumes afalse disposition, and

that which is not in him. (TA.)

:1 [comparative and superlative of

More, and most, affected with most vehement
desire, &c.]. (TA.)

· 1.. .s ,,.., aor. , inf. n. (S M(b, O)

and i.l4, (Msb, K,) He took, or imposed, upon
: himely the affair, or he undertook it, as a task,

or in spite of dificulty or trouble or inconwnience;
: (S, M.b, g ;) as also .'", (, M.b,,' g,) and

f ·&qJ: (Aboo-Turab, TA:) or t the second ana
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third signify he constrained himself to do it, or
perform it: (Aboo-Mi4jen, Aboo-Turib, TA in

art. . :) and I Ij 1' He did such

and such things against his will, and in spits of
difficulty or trouble or inconvenience. (TA.) [See

also an cx. of t~.3 in art. .~; conj. 5, last

sentence.] ;dl , 4¢1 is said to mean

[I have imposed upon myself difficulty or trouble
or inconvenience, in coming to thee,] so that I have
journeyed, and become in want of the water of
the water-skin in the journey: or the meaning is,
I have sijered, and imposed upon myself, dffi-
culty or trouble or inconvenience, so that I have

sweated like the water-skin: or by the aj. of the

ai&, is meant its U, i. e., its k, by which it

is carried; and the phrase means i.Jli .t

a mill j [I have imposed uponi myself, in spite

of dfiiculty &c., in coming to thee, the carrying
of the water-skin]; alluding to journeying and its
difficulties: (Hlar p. 511 :) [and in like manner,]

one says, i0I ., ;, t : . ( in art. O.-)

The sportsman, when he has not taken any game,

and has returned disappointed, says, ", 

Ui ;i4J [app. meaning I have not had the
trouble of bringing to thee so much as a hoof of a

gazelle or the like]. (AZ, TA.) And . i

ti;i. 0 , i.e., I have not eaten, to-day, food,
is said on the occasion of the disappoinltment of
any one seeking a thing. (AZ, TA.)

2., - 1 S., (s, Msb, 1g,) inf. n. ';
(S;) and *14.S; (S, Mqb, g;) He imposed
upon him, or made him to undertake, the affair,
as a task, or in spite of difficulty or trouble or
inconvenience; or he ordered, required, or con-
strained, him to do the thing, it being diffcult or
troublesome or inconvenient. (S,Msb,K.) Hence,
(S, TA,) in a trad. of Zeyd Ibn-'Amr Ibn-Nufeyl,
(TA,)

[Whltatever thou impose upon me, in spite of diffi-
culty &c., I undertake it, in spite o'f dfficulty

&c.]. (S, TA.)

4: see 2.

5: see 1, in six places. ,_, _1 .l I
mounted, or ascended, the greater part of the

sand: some say thus; and some say ;.

(TA.) _ iII L.,.Us 6 I directed
my course, or aim, towards such a one, [and chose

him, (like . , q. v.,)] from among the people,
or party. (Abu-n-Nadr, TA.)

_. A state of destruction, perdition, or death.

(AA, TA.) - See also ·

_..: see .~ Also Bad money: pl. 
(IKh, TA.)

_.': see ,.*-, in two places. Also Fat-
ness. (AA, K.)

l : see _4

_. Weight, or heavinss; (9, ]g;) u also

It, (.K,) and saccord. to the j, but

correctly m, as in the A and L: (TA:) [and
54.

I

tixird 

signify he constrained hinwT to do it, or

perform 

it: (Aboo-Mibien, Aboo-Turib, TA in

art. 

He did sucia

and 

Li-4%.j 1.kb

and 

such things against his ivill, and in spits of

difficulty 

or trouble or inconwnivwo. (TA.) [See

also 

an ex. of in art. .- ~; conj. 5, last

sentence.] 

is said to mean

[1 

have imposed upon myscif diifficulty or groitble

or 

inconvenience, in coininq to thee,] so that 1 have

journeyed, 

and become in want of the ivater Of

the 

ivater-skin in the jotirney : or the meanincr is,

1 

have siij�red, and imposed upon mystif, dffi-

culty 

or trouble or inconvenience, so that I have

siveated 

like the water-skin: or by the a,;� of the

's 

2

ati 

is meant its jU, i. c., its by which it

is 

carried; and the phrase means :V%

a��1 

[1 have inipoud upoli mysetf, in spies

.�iifflculgy 

&c., in coming to thee, the carrying

of 

tite ivater-skin] ; alluding to journeying aild its

diffictilties: 

(klar p. 511 [and in like manner,]

one 

says, ��l J� in art.

The 

sportsman, when he has not taken nny game,

and 

has returned disappointed, says,

4J.1 

lapp. meaniiig 1 have not had the

trouble 

of brinqing to thee so much m a hoof of a

gazelle 

or the like]. (AZ, TA.) And

L.t�b 

i. e., 1 have not eaten, to-day, food,

is 

said on the occasion of the disappoixitment of

any 

one seeking a tliing. (AZ, TA.)

2. 

Msb, ]�,) iiif. n.

and 

1 Mqb, 1� ;) He imposed

upon 

him, orneade Itim to undertake, the affair,

as 

a task, or in spite of difficuUV or trouble or

inconvenience; 

or he ordered, requiied, or con-

straikied, 

hitn go do the thing, it being difficult or

troublesomeorinconvenient. 

(?,Mob,K.) Hence,

TA,) 

in a trad. of Zeyd Ibn-'Amr Ibn-Nafeyl,

(TA,)

[Whatever 

thou i7npos� idpon me, in spite of diffi-

culty 

&c., 1 undertake it, in 3pite t!f dfficulty

&c. 

]. (S TA.)

4: 

ace 

2.

5: 

see 1, in six placeis.-,�tAl

mounted, 

or ascended, the greater part of the

sand: 

some say thus; and some say

(TA.) 

1 1 diiected

my 

course, or aim, to;ards such a one, [and chon

hiit&,(likeLl-Q 

q.v.,)]frotnamongthopeopk,

or 

party. (Abu-n-Nadr, TA.)

A 

state of destruction, perdition, or death.

(AA,TA.)-Seealso

Bee 

~Also Bad money: pl.

(I 

Kb, 

TA.)

seellt-, 

in two places. Also Fat-

nen. 

(AA,

ace

Weight, 

or heapinw; ]g;) u also

and 

accord. to the 9, bu

correctly 

m in the A and L: (TA:). land
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an unpleasing, and a dificult or troubleome or at
inconvenient, affair:] a subst. from I,S '
I1.j explained above: see 1. (TA.) You say

L W LIs ' (s,) or , (TA,:
Such a one threw upon me his weight, or heaei.
neu: ($, TA:) to which Z adds, or his dificult,
or troublesome, or inconvenient, affair, that hi
had imposed upon himself, or that was i7mposes
upon him. (TA.) ~Also The .j. [i.e., th(
bell!; or the chest; &c.]: or the breast, with thc
ribs that contain it: (K:) or the breast of a
canmel: (S, TA:) and the part [of the shin] oJ

ithe camel's breast, and of the rest qf the body
thereof, with which the [kind of quiver called]

Oj) [i.. e i] is coerCed. (TA.) You say, a
·a...q. meanilng lIc threnw his breast upon him,
(TA.)

4,, 0 eJ3
.4., [app. pl. of , like as .~ is pl. ol

j&,J,] Iat men: (IApr, K :') and tall, cr,vJt?
or cunning, anpd wicked or malignant, mcnu.
(IAqr, TA.)

;..a_. A mnnl nho tanlE, or iimposes, upon him.
sef, or nho undertakes, oflairs, with energy or
vigour, or in an extraordinory ldegree, in spite oJ
di/ficnilty or trouble or inconvenience. (Msb.)

(1K,) or, as in the book of Kr, 
(TA,) Thlick, gros, coarse, rouyh, rugged, rude,
big, or bulky. (KI.) See also ..

_.I_. A man taking, or imposing, upon himself,
or undertaking, an affair, in spite of dilficulty or
trouble or inconvenience. (,Nlhb.) See 2.

The lion. (1.)

,_1A: see 5 in art. .

4 ..0- 9 ...

oz: aa n , ,: sce art. O: ,-

2. . lie plastered a building with ,~.
[or gypsum]: (Mgh, ] :) or he made a house
therewith: (Moh:) i. q. ,.', (, TA,) which
is of the dial. of El-}Iij6z. (TA.)

(', Ighl, M 9b, K) and ,.., (S , Mgih,
I,) but the former is the more chaste: (TA,
fromnt an Expos. of the Fs:) the latter is dis-
approved by IDrd, and disallowed by ISk;
(TA;) and it is said in the Bari', on the authio-
rity of Allalt, that the latter is the form used
by the vulgar, and the former is that which is
correct: (Msb :) [G6ypsum; a certain substance]
with which one builds, (S,) or plasters; (Mgh ;)
well known: (Myb, ] :) arabicized; (., Mgh,
M 9b, ]k;) because : and w. do not occur in
any Arabic word; (Msb;) or, accord. to AZ,
there are some [Arabic] words in which they
both occur, as has been mentioned in art. ~,1.:
from .b, (Mgh, ], [in the CK i,]) or, as

some say, .; which are Persian: (TA:) in
the diMl. of die people of El-.ijiz, , [i. e.

or ai]. (Lth, TA.) [The n. un. is with; i: sec
art. pi.]

,;~L A preparer of .a [or gypsum].

(, Ic.)

1o4 [pl. of i sdl] Place.
,; [Or gypsumL] is tmade. (.)

in whic)

a I. ;, [aor., accord. to rule, -, and inf. n.,
f probably, 'L,] He wa shlort and fat. (IAar, ]g.)

4. li1 .lie was, or became, proud; or exces-
sivrely proud, corrupt, unbelieving, or disobedient.
(Sgh, K.)

L '. [probably an inf. n. used as an epithet,]
applied to a man, (S,~ Large; big; bulky; or

f trrge in body,, corpulent, andflesihy: (S, , ,TA:)
or tall, ltige in bo,il,; a great eater and drinker,
who exults, and cibehaves insolently and ungrate-
.fIdly to God : (Fr, TA :) occurring in a trad.
dlescribing the peoplle of IIell. (S.)

I. .a , (g, ,) aor. , (K,) inf. n. _,
(TA,) lie prostrated him; he threwv him down
upon the ground; (S, K, TA ;) like iu.; (S;)
as also ., (K,) inf. n. .. ; (TA
and *, (S,g, [in the C}; erroneously written

.a~.,]) like ti fromti f., (.,) inf. n. .
($, TA [in the latter, in one place, probably by a
mistake of a copyist, writtel ALn~].) _ lIe in-
verted it, or hins; he turned it, or him, upside
donwn, or over, or in.side out; syn. .3. (.K.)
- lie collected it; (1 ;) mostly used in relation
to that which is small in quantity, paltry, or in-
considerable. (TA.).=, (A, K,) and ,
.a.a., (A,) lie made a quiver of the kind called
a . (A, .)

2: see 1.

5: see 7.

7. .l and t ; (.) and * '
(S, 1) He became prostrated, or th'ro,vn donn
upon the ground. (S, g.)

Q.Q. 1. : seel.

Q. Q. 2. 1.iS 3: see 7.

a~ A .4S. ' [or quiver] (A, K) for arrows
($, A, Mgh, M,b, K) of the Itind conled ,.,~
($, A, Msh, 1) and for those that are called J.
also: (Vam 1p 154 :) but some make a distinc-
tion between .a. and ia.: the former, they
say, is for ,,LUj; and the latter, for j.;: (Mz,
MF:) accord. to IDrd, the i;S. is only for .',
and is of leather: that whichl is of wood is called
J~c.: and that which is of two pieces [of wood]

joined together is called C,i [i. e. c 3]: (Ham
ubi supra:) accord. to ISh, the .a is round
and wide, with a cover on the top, over its mouth:
the al.j is smaller, and its upper and lower parts
are of eqltal size; whereas the la4. is wide in
its upper part, and contracted in its lonwer part;
wide in its upper' mrt that the feathers of the

[BooK I.
arrows [lhaing ample room] may not become
detached; for the arrows are put in the quiver
with the points downwards: each of these two
kinds is made of two corresponding piece of
tood: (TA:) the pl. is . . (., A,Mqb, g) and
· "'. (Msb.) You say, S;.,A.. l l.

4L,ZlJl [Tluey inverted, or inclined, the quivers,
and poured forth the arrows]. (A, TA.) And

.*3l .; W 4. ,~ [WFith him is a quiver
in vwhich are the daughters of death; i. e., deadly
arro.ws]. (A, TA.)--_Also The largest of drinkh-
ing-vex.sels. (MF, TA.)

-.n. A man (S) short, and ugly, or con-
temnptible; or uyly/, and small in body: (g, ]:)
or weak, and lextitute of good: or vile, or mean,
and despicable: (]{[) or a low, mean, or sordid,
and weak man: pl. . (TA.)

4a,i. The art of manking qnirers of the kind
called .aa., pl. of . (A, 1..)

l&a_.: see what next follows.

A,-. [and app. t a also, as seems to be
indicated in the .K, whelre it is mentioned as a
surnlame, but in the C.; written J&.,] A maker
of quivers of the hind called , *b. (A, 1C.)

..�.. One who often prostrates, or throws
down, others, [in some copies of the ,

erroneously, , .,]) but is not himself prostrated,
or throwrn down. (g, TA.)

* .. , S ..

or .- (accord. to different copies
of thie 1K) Dead, or dying; s vn. . (s.)

1- °d~, aor. ', inf. i. (.8,A, M.b, g)
and La.., (1K,) said of hliair, (S., A, Myb, If,) It
was, or becamse, cr;.Lp, or eurly, or twisted, anl

contracted; (M.sb;) was, or became, the eQntr.
4of ;, (iK,) or of J-?.: (Msb:) or wras, or
became, slxort: (Kr, K:) and , [aor.: ,]
(Msb, TA,) inf. n. .. , (TA,) si,nifies the
samne; (Mshb,TA;) asalsotj;,. (1}.)- -tIt
became contracte(l, and compacted in lumps;
(L;) as also ; (L, ;*) said of earth,
(]K,) or of moist earth. (L.) [The inf. n.] j
is also somctimes used in describing the state of
the froth, or foam, of a camnel's mouth, when it
is accumulated. ($. [Sec ... ])_ Also, said
of a cheek, inf. n. ;., t It was rough, or
coarse, and short; contr. of J.I. . (L.)

2 . , (, A, Mb,K,) inf. n. (,
A, M1sb,) ]Ie crisped, or curled, or twisted, and
contracted, it; (Mqb;) made it the contr. of
J.';, (K,) or of (M.b:) or made it
short: (1K :) namely, hair. (8, A, Msb, g.)

5: see 1, in two places.

j.', applied to hair, (S, A, Msb, .,) Crisp,
or curly, or twisted, and contracted; (Msb;)
on,tr. of Ja.,, (I,) or of . (Mb:) or

short. (Kr,K.)_Applied to a man, ($,) Haciny
hair such as it termed : (, M.b, l :) [or]

I

9

A

9

1

h

1

1
1
j
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[having ample room) may not bocmw
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so IJ :~.: (A,TA:) fem. with ;: (S, Msb,
18 :) pl1. 1a.. (A, Myb.) - As an epithet of

praise, it has two meanings; namely, t Compact
in limbs, and strong in make; not flabby, nor of
slack, or incongruous, make; (L;) or big, or
bulky, and compact; (Ilam p. 238 ;) or, as some
say, light, or active: (TA:) and having crisp, or
cyurly, not lank, hair; because lankness is the
prevalent characteristic of the hair of the Greeks
and Perosans; and crispness, or curliness, is the
prevalent characteristic of' tle hair of the Arabs:
but very crisp, or frizzled, or woolly, hair, like
tlhat of the Zenj and the Nubians, is disapproved.
(L.) - [lence,] Generous; bountiful; muni-
ficent; (T, S, A, ;) alluding to a man's being
an Arab of genecrous disposition, because the
Arabs are characterized by crisp, or curly, hair.
(A.) As (lid not know ~. in this sense; but it
occurs in many verses of the AnAir. (T, TA.)_
As an el,itlet of dispraise, it has also two mean-
ings; namncly, t Short, and incongruous in make:

(L:) [contr. of ':] _and INiggardly; (As,
T, S, L, 1;) as Iulso .j.l , (S, 1,) and

J.,'i ,a~,, (S,) anld &lo'l , (A,) or this

signifies t havi,y short fingers, (K,) and .,-
Q1, anRld JSII J~., (gar p. 96,) and

;, 4Jl; (A ;) contr. of [>Jl L, and]

.. Ii L,~ anid tLJl ~. [&c.]: (1gar ubi supra:)

and mean; ngencerous; bae: (L:) and ^

I.IiI Imean, or ignoble, in respect of rank, quality,
reputation, or the likhe. (A,]K.)-A camel having
much fur: (IK :) or having crisp, or curly, and

abundant,fur. (S.) [Ience,] L11J j a sur-

name of 7'he cancl. (L.) t Soft moist eartl;

as also .: (S:) or moist earthi. (1.)-t A

mess of the kind called 4. that is thick, (L,k,)

not flowi,g; (1.;) as also t (L, K.)
IAgr cites tie tfllowing wor(lds of a poet, accusing
a womah of blii conduct:

· i*9 CC a -' is, L a---Lt I_ - L 5. i.ow tJ1 ii.L3j m

[And she mixes thick ~ wvith thefood prepared

with JmI]; meaning, she confounds men together,
and does not select him who is to have intercourse
with her. (L.) - t Froth, or foam, accumulated
upon the fore part of the mouth of a camel. (;,s

L.) And .iUI j.t tA camel having froth, or
foam, accumulated upon the fore part of his
mouth. (;,'L,1. *). - t A cheek rough, or coarse,

and short; not jel. (L, 1.) And t A round

face, with little l [or beauty], (15, TA,) or, ns

in some copies of the g, .j [or flesh]. (TA.)

And ;~'s4. t ! A short foot; (A, TA;) cha-
recteristic of low origin. (TA.) - It is also
applied, in the manner of an intensive epithet, to

the plant called X LL; and in like manner, with

;, to the plant called . (TA.)-e.. . IU
tA she-camel compact in make, and strong. (TA.)

.r.ay..: see ,., in two places.

aa-N Moist earth contracted, and compacted
in lumps. (L in art. ai.)

1. 'a, aor. , (, Mvb, 1,) inf. n. ,;
(Msb;) and t .1 .J; (1V;) said of a beast or
bird of prey (S, Mgb, 81) having claws, or talons,
(S, ],^) or a hyena, and a dog, and a cat, (TA,)
and metaphorically of a rat or mouse, (Msb,) He
voided his dung. (S, Msb, 1.)

6. , (8, 1 ,) or 1t ;, (TA,) Ic
bound upon his (i. e. his own) waist a ropt of the

kind called jI.. (S, , TA.)

7: see 1.

., originally an inf. n., (MIsb,) Tlhe dung of
a beast or bird of prey (S, Msb, ]) having claws,

or talons; (S, 1 ;) as also t ; .4; (1 ;) which

is like ) in relation to a horse: (TA:) or the
dung of the hyena: (A:) [and of the dog, and
cat: see 1:] or dry dung upon the m, q. v.:
(K :) or dung that come,sforth dry: (IAth, TA:)
and I that of the rat or mouse: (Msb:) pi.

j-a.. (R.) _ See also j3,a. ~ Also Costire-
nes.. (TA.)

,'j.' A nark left by the rope called jaq. (Th,
1) upon the waist of a man. (Th, TA.)

see~ .

O1p M.1 [in which the latter word is imper-
fectly decl. because it is a proper name ending
with the augment OI,] The [black beetle called]
J~ , (Kr, K, TA,) in a general sense: or, as
some say, a certain species thereof. (TA.)-

And Ob-. AI, (K, TA,) or ;s-. A., (so in a
copy of the K,) The ai..j [orfemale of the vultur
percnopterul]. (Kr, ].)

J,a~ A bad kind of dates; (Msb, 15;) also

metap)horically called ;j~ tj.. [the rat's, or
mouse's, dung], because of the bad smell, and the
dliminutiveness, thereof: (Msb :) and you also sty
;ji.t5 ,3: (TA:) or a species of the Jjj,
which is the worst kind of dates: (S:) or a
species of the [kind of palm-tree caUed] Jj that
bears mnnaU things [or dates] in which is no good.

(As, TA.) [See :.JI ,a., in art. .j-.]

JSk)r': see)a~ .

,,_.., (S, A, 1],) like AUl, (1g,) indecl., with
kesr for its terminiation, because it deviates from
its original form, which is ;c.%, and is of the
fem. gender, and has the quality of an epithet in
which that of a subst. is predominant, so that the
thiing to which it applies is known by it like as it
is known by its proper name; and as it is pre-
vented from being perfectly decl. by two cautises,
it must be indecL by reason of three; as we also
say with respect to 3.1, a proper namne of dcath;

(S ;) The she-hyena; (~, A, I ;) a name of that
animal (S) because of the abundance of its dung;

(, A;) as also s;la., and t -, and t A, .

(15.) Hence, q. l ..1 [More mischievous
than the shew-Ayena]: a prov. (A, TA.) And
4W 3 (K1) Be thou litke the he-goat in
stupidity, 0 she-hyena; a prov. applied to a

stupid man: (A and TA in art L,3, q. v.:) or

fai. sB [Do mischief, O she-hyna]; a prov.
used in declaring a thing to be vain, or false.
(K.) And

[for 1AI, Be afraid, 0 she-hyena, and look

nwhere is a place to wchich to fee]: (,,* TA:) or

1 /jh [i.e. turn aside, this way and that]: (S
and TA in art. tj :) a prov. applied to him who
seeks to escape, and cannot: (TA:) or with
reference to a coward, and his submissiveness.

(1K.) And jla.' ~ [Rise, O she-hyena]: mid
to a woman, in reviling her; likening her to a
she-hvena. (ISk, TA.)

j;I. A certain mark made with a hot iron

u,pon [the part called] the 9U ..: (1 :) accord.
to the Tedhkireh of Aboo-'Aleec, one of the marks,
to made, of camels. (Ibn-HIlheeb, TA.)~A
rope which a nlan nwho wvaters ties to a stake, and
then binds upon his naist, wvhen he descends into a
n'ell, lest he should fall into it: (S:) or a rope
which a draner of water binds upon his waist,
(1;, TA,) when he descends into a nwell, (TA,)
lest he should fJll into the well; (1, TA;) the
end being in the hand of another man, who, if he
falls, pulls him up with it. (TA.)

4,. t- 1

see: seU >...e;I The place of
the [two marks made by cauterization which are
called the] O;'*j, in the buttocks (.1) of an
ass: (1, 1 :) or the places of cauterization in the
hinder part, upon the [tw,o portions of the thighs
called the] 0eJ , of an ass: (TA:) and the
part, (S, ,) or two parts, (A,) which the tail
strikes, (S, A, K,) upon the two thighs of a horse,
(S, 1,) or of a beast, where he is cauterized:
(A:) or the two edges of the haunches projecting
over the thighs [behind]; (Ae, S, ]1;) i.e., the
two places wrhich the farrier marks, making lines
upon them [with a hot iron] ( J.~.t/): or the
heads of the upper parts of the two thighs: or the
depressed part of the haunch and thigh, in the

place of thejoint. (TA.)i See also a.

.... The rump, or podes; or the anus; [itn
the present day, the latter;] syn. ; (S, 1 ;) and

? 4:a,. and t aS!. and * ;,t1 the same; syn.

-..; (1 ;) or the last (;t.W.), as some say, i. q.
)A1' a.e.

;br A man ecry, o, often, CosSirs ; (8 ;) as

aso ;w,, j ls. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. I elc (a man, TA) depitd
his ordure, or excrement, at once: (], TA:) or
in a dry, or tough, state. (TA.) The.* is aug-
mentative. (Sgh, TA.)

,, (S, 1,) and dt,.u, (TA,) and t .. tiq.;
(AZ, S, and 41 in art. .. ,) the first of which

5
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is poet-clamical; (, ];) and the last, the tern
used by the Arabs [of the clatnical ages]; (f ;
Human ordure, or excrement; (AZ, TA in art
,~.a;) syn. /: (,] :) or the first signifies

the place in which the ,.~ falU: (IDrd, ]::
the .a in the last word is augmentative; and it

pl. is . . ('.) You say, ,.t~ .' 
.4. [He east forth the excrements of Ath
belly]. (v.)

vaq.: see the next preceding paragraph.
* ... . .. 0..

bo~.q; p]. ;l + see: .

1 A man (TA) who depositts his ordure
or e~crement, at once: (V:) or in a dry, oi
tough, state: as ao i.. (TA.)

W : see what next precedes.

1. dA/q, (~, I~,) aor. -, ((,) inf. n. .. , (TA,)
He prostrated him; threw him down upon the
ground; (9, 1 ;) cast him upon the gronnd;
like ea; (TA;) namely, a man; ( ;) as also
t m_.1. (Ibn-'Abbad, -.) l-He pulled it, or
plucked it, out, or up; ( g, ;) namely, a thing,
(9,) or a tree; (], TA;) and turned it over, or
uptide dowm; (TA;) as also *1g.. (lI, TA.)

4: aee l.

7. ~ 1l [He became prostrated, thrown
down upon the ground, or cast upon the ground:
see its part. n., below]. - It (a thing, 8, or a
tree, 1) became pulled, or plucht, out, or up.
( , 15.)

8: see 1.

JtL. : see what next follows.

j1 applied to a torrent, i. q. J. [That
carflu awasy everything]; as also J1..: (1 :)
and that overturns everything upon which it
come. (TA.)

'Aa A place where one is prostrated, or
throw down upon the ground. (TA.)

Jg4i Prostrated, or thronn down upon the
grouw6; as also t j. . (TA.)

0 ...

_.aq.: see what next precedes.

Q. L .~ [inf. . of . l.] a compound
word from the phrase .la& ' [May God
make me thy ransom]. (lbn-Dibyeh, TA.) [You
say, '* , meaning Hie said to him d1l

'jq. A smoa river; a rtvuet, streamlet, or
brooh (IASr,., V ;) or one that is larger than
a J~ .: (> :) or, as in the NawAdir, a small
rvmr, larger than a J~o: (TA:) or a rimr,
(IDrd, IJ, TA,) abolutely: (TA:) if small, it
is a njj: (IDrd, TA:) or (TA, but in the g

"and") a large, wide river: (Ibn-El-Ajdabee
)K:) [if so,] bearing two contr. significations

(v :) or (in some copies of the K " and") a ful
s river. (K.) Also (from the last of these sige
) nifications, TA) :A she-camel aboundirig withl

Nmilk. (B, TA.)

1. J , aor. , inf. n. Jac. (g, Mob, ]) and

jand. and and a;taq (V) and J , (Q,
TA,) He male a thi'ng; syn. r; (Msb, I;)
but having a more general signification than
,ri and f and their equivalents [as will be
shown by what follows]; (Er-RA glhib, TA;) and
rso t Ja..: (n:) both these verbs signify the
same. (S.) -He made a thing of, or from, a
thing; as in the saying [in the lur xvi. 74 and
xlii. 9], : $jl ; .i s J [Ele hath
made for you, of, or f,rom, yourselves, wives];
and [in the kur xvi. 83] L).Jl ' J q0..~j
) Lii [And He hath madefor you, of the moun-
taint, places of retreat; as caves, and excavated
houses or chambers: so explained by Bd]. (TA.)
- lie created; (K, TA;) brought into being,
or existence; (TA ;) as in the saying [in the

.Kur vi. 1], .,;JI_ :LA,Uil J.a. [And hath
created, or brought into being, the darhnesses and
the light]; (1, TA;) and [in the Kur xxi. 31]

is .0 lJl l Ia..j [And We have
created of water, or the seminal fluid, everything
livin]; and [in the ]ur xvi. 80, &c.,] Jj4

s:;'lj tl eJI ,* [And lie createdfor
you the ears and the eyes and the hearts]. (TA.)
_lHe made, or prepared; as in the saying [in the
lur lxv. 2], .. *a Ja.H [He will make, or
prepare,for Aim a way of escape, or safety]; and
[in the gur lxv. 4] .. l >. a1 J ',. [lIe

iU make, or prepare, for him an easy state of
his cirmcutanca; i. e., will make his circum-
stances, or case, easy to him]. (TA.) - He
made; meaning he made to be, or become; he
constituted; he appointed; [in which sense it is
doubly trans.;] ( aS, n ;) as in the saying in the

lur [xix. 31], X.J j;Lm. 3 [And He hath
made me a prophetj; (S;) [and in the elliptical
phrase, va.l i He made him to be superin-
tendant, or the like, over it; set him, or appointed
him, over it:] and in the phrase, L _ 1iJl J' .

[He made that which was bad to be, or become,
good]. (K.) - He made a thing to be in a par-
ticular state or condition; as in the saying [in
the lur ii. 20], l: rj";t· J 1.Jl [ Who
hath made for you the earth to be as a bed];
and [in the gur lxxi. 15] I_; X .,JI Jq.3
[And hath made the moon, in them (the heavens),
to be as a light]; and so, as some say, in the

saying [in the ]ur xliii. 2], Oe. eLtLq. Ld
[Verily me have made it an Arabic Kur-dn].
(TA.) - [He made a thing to be in an altered,
or changed, state or condition; i. e.,] the verb
signifies also the changing a thing from its state
or condition; as in the saying [in the ]ur xi. 84
and xv. 74], iL. tl Li~1 [We made their

upper part to be their lower part]; (, ;) and in
: the words of the lur [lvi. 81], $ ;

X .n.GIk [And do ye make the thanks that ye
should render for your sustenance to be that ye
charge with falsehood the Giver thereof by attri-
buting it to the stars called ,l1 ? as expl. by Bd
and Jel]. (TA.)3 He pronounced (Er-Raglib,
K) a thing by a true judgment or decision, (Er-
i ghib,) or as a legal ordinance; (1.;) as in the

saying (of the Legislator, TA), .,-;j-l I ' Ja-

L..) 31.ij [God hath pronounced the
prayers that are made obliyatory to be fve]. (p1.)
And lie pronounced (Er-RSghib, K) a thing
by afjlre judgnent or decision, (Er-RUghib,) or
according to his own judgment, heretically; (1;)

ts in the saying [in the l]ur xv. 91], i ^ q. 

sep. c .jsl [Wlo pronounced the Kur-dn to be
lies, or enchantment, &c.]. (Er-PIghib, ].)-
He called, or named, (e, Myb, ],) a thing; (Mqb;)
as in the saying [in the gur xliii. 18], l ..j
.UUil X J v J J [And they

have called the angels, who are t;,e searants of the
Compassionate, females]: (S, .K:) or, as some
say, the meaning is, have described them as, and
p ronounced them to be, females; like as one says,

: ... a . . ,.
,,U_1 ,Wsl .j e 'J a ~. [Such a one described
t7eyd as, and pronounced him to be, the most
learned of men]: or hae held, or believed, them to
befemales; like as the verb signifies in the saying
in the l~ur [xvi. 59], :.RWl d' j~'la [And
they hold, or beliere, God to have' daughters: or
this may be rendered and they attribute to God
daughters]. (TA.) You say also, .ts.! . ,
meaning I asserted Zcyd to be related to thee [as
a brother; or I called Zeyd thy brother]. (K.)

l. le thoght ; as in the saying, .l J
>li [lie thought El-Baufrah to be Baghddd];

(I;) and oin the saying, '". I ~." °ai [I
thought him to be a slave, and consequently I
reviled him]. (Iam p. 31.) --. le made knonwn,
or plain, or perspicuous; as in the saying [in
the Igur xliii. 2, of which one explanation has

been given above], l,u, l ul [ "e Vrily
we have made it known, &c., as an Arabic
gur-dn]: ( :) or the meaning is, we have
revealed it [as such]. (TA.) - lIe exalted, or
ennobled; as in the saying [in the 1Kur ii. 137],
Ij aol . [We have exalted you, or
ennobled you, as a nation conforming to the just
mean; or just, or equitable, or good]: (] :) [or
it may be rendered, we have made you a nation
&c.:] or, as some say, the meaning is, we have
called you, or named you, a nation &c. (TA.)
- Also, inf. n. ~., He put, or laid, a thing;
or put it, or laid it, down. (g.) And ' 4J.

, 3_ He put, or thren, one part of it upon
another. ( H.) - He inserted a thing into a
thing; as in the gur [ii. 18], l, j.L O ..lj
.*1wi [They inuert, or put, their finge into
their ears]. (TA.) - He put into the heart, or
mind; as in the gur [lvii. 27], 0,.3 ~ L.q
a"' '" a .3l Xd [And me put into the
hearts of thos who followed him pity and cornm-

I
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passion]. (TA.). [He appointed, or assigned,
or stipulated to give, or gave, wages, pay, or a

stipend, &c.]. You say, '5k~ j ", -- [I ap-
pointed him, &c., wages, pay, or a stipend].

(Msh.) And I. J;, 1 d .J ;a Il e stipu-
lbted with him to give him such a thingfor [doing]
such a thing. (1g.) And 'J. [alone] He gave
wages, pay, or a stipend, to another to serve .for
him in war, i. e., in his stead. (Mgh.) And

dJ : l..4 I gave to him wages, paT!, or a

stipend. (8,' Mgh.) And t. t ala., and
3 .Lacl, lie gave to him nwages, pay, or a

stipend. (K,TA.) And it is said in a trad., J-

| ;1 JtL~YI ;>o .>* [IC gnave,or
stipulated to give, to his people, or )party, a
hundred camels on the condition that they should
su,·render]. (Mgh.)Ir.--eb ~ a. lie set
albout, began, commenced, took to, or betook him-
self to, doing such a thing; (],* TA;) he became
occupied in doing such a thing. (TA.) J . is

also, sometimes, an intrans. verb included among

the verbs of apl)ropj)inqualtion ($4,U.JI j.WI); as
in the saying,

· W 21 ·

[And I was beginning to be, or at the point of
being, in such a state that, wthen I rose, my gar-
ment heavily burdened me, so that I stood nip as
stands up the intoxicated drinker]. (K.)=o.,
(., .,) nor. , ( i,) int. n. J.a..; (S;) and
tJ0a.. ; (1 ;) It (water) had in it manpy 0.^ ,

pl. of ',.: (. , K :) or had in it dead 0 .9·

(l~.)-Anml 0~, (TK,) inf. n. j;., (IAar,
1I, Tl1,) lie (a boy, T]I) was, or became, short
and fat. (IApr, ]. [In the explanation of lJl
in the CI, .. ;l is erroneously put for >JI.])

And lie (a man, TI~) persisted; or persisted
obstinately; or persisted in contention, or liti-
gation; or contended, or litigated; ,.' being
syn. with tI. (Ahr, g.)

3. ., (A, g,) infC. n. n. a a nd ,
(TA,) He endeavoured to conciliate him by means
of a bribe. (A, V.* [In the Cl, o is erro-
neously put for dtyj.])

4: see ,., above, in three places: -and
see Ja, above. ~j.1 Jat He put down the
cooking-pot (., O) from the fire () with the
piece of rag called Jt.. (., V.) - i. ' and
t --.d -L.l said of a bitch, (., 1],) and of other
animals, (1,) of any beasts of prey, (p,) She
deired, (., Er-Righib,) or loved, (K,) copula-
tion: (., ], Er-R4ghib:) metonymically used in
this sense. (Er-RAghib, TA.)

B. (;,JI l,It3 They stipulated aong them
selwes to give the thing as wages, pay, or stipend:

(K :) from J0~... (TA.) You say also, Js.3

%I-1 ~ -w ,oWl [The people stipulated
among themselvt to give vwages, or pay, to such
of them as should serve as substitutes, on the
occaion of being orderedforth to war]. (TA.)

8. ,a .I: see 1, first sentence. -Also He

took, or received, wages, pay, or a stipend.
(Mgh, TA.)

10: see 4.

j4. ShSort palm-trees: (S, K :) or shoots, or
offsets, of palm-trees, cut off'from the mother-
trees, or plucked forth from the ground, and
planted: or bad palm-trees: or palm-trees that
rise beyond the reach of the hand: ( :) n. un.
with ;: (S: [in the Ki, not so correctly, pl. of
il.:]) and palm-trees such as are called .t
[q· v.]. (K.)

,. Wages; pay; a stipend; or a thing that
is appointed, or stipulated, to be given to a man
for work, or service; (, Mgh, Msb,* K;) of

more general import than 6I. J and .,.:; (TA;)
as also V ;Jila ($, Mgh, Msb, 1) and (as some

say, Msb) ?l,. (As, Mgh, Msb, 1) and Vt31.
(Mg,h, Msb, ) and tj.. ($, Mgh, Myhb, )

andl t J,_i (.K) and j .: (Iar p. 134:) pl.
J~ (TA) and (of .a. or il.., Mgh) t,.

(Mgh, TA.) Aftervards, (Mgh,) or V t .JI and

t ila~ and ala_. , (,TA,) Wages, or pay,
or the lkhe, which one gives to a man wvho goes to
n'or (Mghl, K, TA) as a substitute for the girt,
(K, TA,) that he may aid himself thereby to ,w rue
in the war: (Mg- :) pl. of the last thiree woris

Jl0.. (TA.) Andl ., (TA in art. j,) or

t 'JI.., (1K,) A bribe. (K, TA.) And t
jIl lVhat is given, or stipulated to be given, to
himn who dives for goods or for a man drowned.
(TA.)

3. an d and Watcr having in

it man!/ , pl. of Ja.: or having in it

dlead QJC.. (K.) And t la. o.l A land
abo,unding with 0 .. (K.)

: see 

. [Thc species of black beetle called can-

tharus;] a certain insect (a.j); ($, ~;) a
certain black insect,found in moist places, (TA,)
that rolls along a little ball [of dung] called
a,).- [in which it deposits it. eggs]: ($ and K
in art. C. :) [see also ,L.: it is strangely

explained in the Msb as tbe AQa., which is the

male of the ; .. l J pL ,. (., Mb, K.)
- Hence, as being likened thereto, (TA,) t A
black and ugly and small man: or one who is wont
to persist, or to persist obstinately, or to lperist in
contention or litigation, or to contend or litigate:
and (as some say, TA) i. q. j [a watcher, an
obMer, &c.]. (1, TA.)

JI~ A piece of rag wvith which a cookhing-pot
is put down (8,V)from the fire; (S;) as also

ht. Ji,and t alaq: (K :) pl. Jj (S, TA) and

JS!". (TA.)~ See also JURm..

j-.? The young of the ostrich. (IDrd, g.)

JJ1.: see °., in three places.

431

aJt: see j~, for each in two places:

aAnd Jan

i3e..: see J.;, in two places.

J&l_ [act. part. n. of ja'] Giving [wages,

pay, or a stipendl: &c.]. (K.)

j0~.a applied to a bitch, ( a, g,) and to any
animal (S, K) or beast of prey, (8,) Desiring,
(S,) or loving, (K,) copulation. (S, K. [See 4.])m
Also, fcm. with ;: see ,J., in two places.

Ja'.' Taking, or receiving, [wages, ,pay, or a
stipend.] (1g.)

Q. accord. to the K, hut Q. Q. accord. to Sgil,

,M.~:: sec art. ,q.·

hum: sce art. &..

1. *, (S, Mgh, M1b,) sec. pers. ;, (K,)
:,or. J. (S, Mgh, Myb, K) and ~i, (., K,)
the latter aor. mentioned by AZ, but rejected by

Ks; (8 ;) and sec. pers. C4Aq, aor. A,.ii , (Sgh,
ivM9b, K,) of the dial. of B'enoo-Asad; (Mlgb;)

inf. n. .3tl and *Jye., (., Mgl, Meh, K,)
which are assigned by J and ?gh to J4 nor.

J u.; (TA;) It (a thing, Mgh, or a garment.
Mb, KM , and also said of other things, .) was,

or became, dry; it dried, or dried utp. (Mgh,
Mal,.) lence the saying, cL ~. . ;',;5

JU.' lie )who experiences an emission of semen

in sleep, then ristes in tlhe morning with what is on
his garment, of the senen, dry. (Mgh.) And
j;otJ -., an elliptical phrase, for .~JI ,I 4.
[The water of the river dried up]. (Msb.) And
,,. ....
*e1 J. ' ,i Si Such a one does not remit, or
become remiss, in hit work, or labour: (TA:) or
does not cease to go to andfro. (}.Iar p. M89.) _

_., inf. n. Jn4, said of a man, tile rnos, or
became, silent; he did not speak. (Mb.)n
5.· ·* , ., ,1l

1! ; J.Jl .1a , i naor. , inf. n. , I e ol-

lected the thing to me. (Naw6dir of AZ, TA.)_.

jlA_Fl I,hq. They collected together their camels,
and took them away. (8gh,' 1,0 TA.)

2. , (, M, b,) inf. n. k (s. , M P, )
and JlA3, (18,) He dried it. (Myb,Il1.)

,5-dAh ,..A, (i,) inf. n. 'A., (,) lie clad,
or attired, the horse with a J4.j. (., .)

6: see R. Q. 2.

8. 1Jl , L ; j. Ie consumed nhat n.as in

the vcesel; (;) i. e., drank up all of it; as also
,.l. (TA.)

R. Q. 2. '.I It (a garrnent, or piece of
cloth), having been moist, dried so.far as to retain
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sose moiAre: (. ]9 :) if it has dried entirely,

you say of it, J. .J: ($:) the verb is originally
tVAi ; the medial J being changed into ::

it is like J-4L , originally .I. (Lth, 4.)

On-: we Me.ale

JI,
.. The epath of the palm-tree; the envelop

of the J1; (AA, A'Obeyd, 9,1 K;) as also .;

(AA, TA;) or [in other words] the f1. of the

L.; (I;) i.e., the envlope that is with the
,8: (Lth, K :) or, as some say, the envelop of

the &h when it ha become dry: (TA:) pl. ,.
JI 

(A'Obeyd, TA.) [See ..] ..- A receptacle such

as is termd .l.j that is not to be tied round at its

mouth. (V, TA.) - An old, worn-out water-shin
or milk-skin, of which half is cut off and made
into a bucket: (S, ] :) and sometimes it is made
of the lonwer tart of a palm-tree hollowed out:
(Lth, 9, ] :*) or a thing that is hollowed out in
(u. [probably a mistranscription for ,-., i. e. of])

the trunks of palm-trees: (A'Obeyd, TA:) or a
worn-out milk-skin or butter-skin: (IA;r, TA:)
or a water-skin, or milk-skin, of which part is
cut off at thefore legs, and in which the beverage

called .1 is prepared: (I~t, TA:) or the lower

half of a water-skin or milk-shin, made into a
bucket: (1Drd, TA:) or a thing of camel's shin,
like a essel, or like a bucket, in which the rain-
water is taken, holding half the quantity of a
water-skin or the lihe. (TA.).. I An old man;
(] ;) s being likened to an old, worn-out water-
skin or milk-skin: mentioned in dithe L from El-
Hejeree, and by Pgh from Ibn-'Abb4d. (TA.)
-Anything hollow, such as has something within

it, like the nut, and the ;4k. [or fruit of the

,et., &c.: in the CI, the ;,]. (Ibn-'Abb6d,

]~, TA.) -The body, or substance, (,;,)of
a thing. (TA.) -An obstruction thiat one sees
between him and the /ibleh. (Ibn-'Abbad, yI.)-

J1L . jA* es is a good manager of cattle,

(I,) acquainted with the art of lpsturing them,
and of coUeeting them at their proper time in the
place of pasture. (TA.)~ See also what next
follows.

(., (,1) and t aU,, (.gh, V,) but the latter

is rare, (sgh,) and ~i../ (9, V) pnd ?m.A, (i,)
A company of men or people; a. collective body
thereof: (Ks, 9, ] :) or a great number (g)

thereof. (TA.) You say, hA,l 4 4 ~ '
[I was summoned, or invited, among the collective

body of people]. ($.) And ;.ul 4 ljl. (,

) They caue in one colective body. .) JAi 1

,.r..t . 4 , (, Mgh,) or ,
(,) means [There shall be no gift of poil] until
it is divided altogether: (9, Mgh, V:) a saying
of lbn-'Abbis: (9, Mgh:) aecord. toone reading,

td.. JUi, i. e., [until it is divided] among the

colectite body of the amny first. (V. [Golius
(here copied by Freytag) appears to have read,

. ~J0 ~; and hence to have said, of *q.,
erroneously, "de pecore non dicitur nisi totu
grow sit."])

ai#.: see what next precedes, in three places.
I Also A great 3j [or bucket]. (i.)

JWti What is dry of a thing that one has

dried. (i.) You say, 4c X il jjl [Put
thou apart what is dry thereoffrom what isfreah
and moist thereof]. (TA.)

,Acn. Dry herbs or herbage: ($,1 :) or dry
leguminous plants or herbs, of the kind that are
eaten without being cooked: (TA:) or of this
kind and of such as are thick and inclining to
bitterness; as also Ij5 : (TA in art. %. :) or,

as some say, iJl1 .- . to. (TA in the

present art. [But what this means I know not;
the verb being evidently mistranscribed.])

AJA.. What has become scattered, or strewed,

of dry herbage ) and of [the kind of trefoil

called] ".J, (9, 8, TA,) and the like. (TA.)

%1on3 A thing, (S, Mgh, Msb,) i. e. a hind of
armour, (IAth, 1i,) [a cataphract,] with vwhich a
horse is clad, (9, IAth, Mgh, Mqb, K,) in war, in
the manner of a coat of mail, (Mgh, M9h,) to
defend him fiom being wounded; (lAth;) and
sometimes norn by a man, to defend him in war:

(K:) of the measure Jlta, (Mgh, Mqb,) thdie 
being augmentative, (Aboo-'Alee the Grammarian,
9, IJ,) to render the word quasi-coordinate to the

clas ofj. U.; (IJ;) from , because of its

hardness and toughness: (Mgh, Myb :) pl. J4;.j.
(S, Mgh, Myb.) It is said in a trad., ,. 

UMj3; and one says, Jl1. .3 i.1J.I; [botil]
meaning, tMahe thou preparation for pooerty.
(TA.)

m.LA 6Having a mi.-13 upon his horse.

(Mgll.)

L4, , K, ) anor. ., (K,) inf. n. :, ($,) It
(a valley [flowing with water]) cast forth froth,
or foam, (9, ~,) and particles of rubbish or

refuse; ( ;) as also * til; ( ;) but this latter
is said in the O to be of'weak authority. (TA.)

And l -.l -;?-., and t lUt.Il, The cooking-pot

cast forth its froth, pr foam, (9f, K,) in boiling:
( :) or i. rioti. it cast forth its froth, or
foam: (lIam p. 132:) originally L and
~,J.l, without .. (Er-PRghib, TA in art. jA.)

U . , (15,) or I' · ; 
(IAgr, 0,) He (a man, IAar, 0) nrept off the
scum and rubbish of the valey [after it had
flowed, or while it was flowing, with water].

(IAsr, 0, g.) And ;lt Lq. He cleared off the
froth, orfoam, of the cooking-pot. (1, TA.)-

Also ;.jl t;, (9, Z in the F/a, TA,) inf. n. as

above; (8, TA;) and 'tlCi~; (Z ubi suprk,
TA;) but the former is that which is commonly
known; (18d,TA;) the latter is rare; (IAth,
TA;) or the latter should not be said, though it
occurs in a trad., (., TA,') accord. to one rela-
tion; (TA ;) He turned the cooking-pot upide-
down, or inclined it, (C, Z ubi supra, TA,) and
poured out what was in it: (? :) or he emptied

the cooking-pot, and turned it upside-down: (TA:)

and aAl .i! ) l t; He turned the cooking-

pot upside-down upon the bowl. (. ) 

(8, g,) [like ;,l] and , ~ ti;, (TA,) He
throe him down, or prostrated him, on the
ground; (g, V, TA;) namely, a man: ($:) and
£t i4-I [signifies the same; or] Ahe thre him,

or it, (l, TA,) on the groundn (TA.) - See
also 8.

4: see 1, in four places.

8. q1.l He pulled, or plucked, up, or out, or
he uprooted, (S, K,) and threw down, or away,
a thing, (S,) or plants, or herbs, such as are

termed 1;., (I,) and trees; (TA;) [but see

.. 1 ;] as also t 4.;, (]i,) aor. and inf. n. as
above: (TA:) [or] both signify he cut a plant,
or herb. (IAar, Nh.)

· ." What is cast forth [of froth, or foam,
and particles of rubbish or refuse, (see 1,)] by a
torrent: (ISk, S :) the fioth, orfoam, cast forth
by a valley [flotintg with nater]; and by a cook-
ing-pot, (K, TA,) in boiling. (TA.) - Hence,
as being likened to the froth, or foam, of the
cooking-pot, of which no use is made, (Fr, TA,)

i.q. 1tt [meaning X A thing that is worthless,

ueless, or unprofitable]. (Fr, K, TA.) It is said

in the lur [xiii. 18], .it w'"t LI,
meaning t.4 [i. e. t Nro as to the froth, or
scum, it passeth amvay as a thing that is worthless,
or useless, or unprofitable], (Fr, $, Jel, TA,) and

thrown away. (Jel.) You say also, ,hey %
'tk., meaning [The froth, or scum, pased away]

driven from its vater. (TA.)_ - ,,J1 '. e i',
occurring in a trad., is explained by lAth as
meaning t The first, or foremost, of the men or

people (..,1/r,): but Bkh and Muslim read

(instcad ,f.A-.) .lUI, pl. of .. A. (TA.).

Also, [like LU.',] An empty ship. (O, (: )

1. . ie, or it, became wide: (f :) or
became inflated, or swollen. (A.) And ,*a.t
His (a kid's, S and Msb, or lamb's, Msb) sides
became widened, or distended: (.8, Mqb:) and
;"t. ?jq-i [and t*p~ (1] in art. )] his
(a horse's) aides became inflated, or swollen. (A.)
- He (a lamb, g, and a kid, TA) became what

is termed a .; as also t,4.J and .a,1: (1C:)
and V J- ~ and t .Aq...l she (a kid) became
a ;pi'. (ISh,TA.) And t He (a boy) became

what is termed i,.; as also *;J (TA) and
:q...: (A:) and this last verb, he became

large in the side. (L.) -i'. (C, A) n ! ;,

(v,) or ~7' t' (A,) aor. :, ( n,) inf. ;. ;
(S, K;) and tl,d l; and tpe. 1, inf. n. h-

and ?a., inf. n. g13; (] ;) He (a stallion-
camel) ceased, (S, 1g,) or abstained, (A,) fiom
covering, (C, A, ]i,) and avoided it; having in-
dulged in it so much thmat he as wearied; ( ;)
and his seminal fluid becaume little: (TA:) you
say of a ram, . (C, A,) not 1g-. (s-) And

I
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lp.l W ie jh, (IAsr,TA,) and c t ,i.,
(IAyr, f,) and ?t ,q.1l, and * j4., (IAar, TA,)
He (a man) abstained from the woman; (V;)
he abstained from szual intercourse with her.
(IA#r, TA.) -, ! Cij He recowered

from the disease. (V, TA.)

S: see 1, in two places. e^, *; ) 4. The
thing, or ajhir, cut him off from him, or it.
(IAar, L.)

4: see 1, in three places. m jAw . also signifies
He cut, abandoned, or forsook, (S, K,) another,
(,) or hiis companion, or friend, (K,) and left
off ~iiting him. (S, K.) And . . .Z;. [1
d,I I left, or relinquished, that in which I was
occupied. (.)- Also It (a thing, TA) was,
or became, absent, or hidden, or concealed, (K,
TA,)from one. (TA.)

5: see 1, in three places.
7: see 1.
8: see 1, in two places.
10: see 1, in three places.

d A lanmb, or hid, n.hose sides hare become
widened, or distendcel: (Mshl:) ora lamb, (IAml),
Myb, I,) and a hid, (K," TA,) that has become
large, and begun to pasture, (Ii, TA,) and whose
side have become tvidened, or distended: (TA:)
or a lamb, (ig,) or a hid, (, Mgh,M,.b, ,*TA,)
that is four montlu ohl, (S, MghI, Mlb, If,) and
whose sides have become widened, and that is
weaned, (A'Obeyd, S,) and has takhen to pasture:
(A'Obeyd,TA:) or this is sometimes four months,
and sometimes five months, after the birth: or a
young lamb, and a kid, after it has been weaned,
when stio months old: (IAnr,TA:) 11l. [of pauc.]

,lIql (i) antd [of mult.] ;ti.. (Msb, I) and
j i.: (i :) fem. witIl i: (Q, A, Mgh, Msb, g :)

or ;j&n. signrifies a female kid that has become
satiated nith leguminous herbs and with shrubs,
and is independent of its mother: (IS, TA:)
IAmb applies it to a female lamb and a female
kid; and this is correct, though sonme say that it
is applied to the latter only. (TA.) -A boy
when his belly has become widened, (A,) or when
his jeh has become sn,ollen out, (g,) and hA has
begun to eat: (A, K :) ferm. with S. (s.) [See

a; nd sec also .JA A well, (Myb,K,)

or a wid well, (f,A,) not cased, or walled round,
within; (., A, Mob, I ;) as also ' ;'.: (R,
TA:) or, of which a portion is cased, or walled
round, within, (I, TA,) and a portion is not:
(TA :) the former of the msc. gender: pl. ;t..
(M9b.)_ [Hence,] 4JI el .k (A, i*)
[Such a one's wll is in a state of demolition;
meaning,] such a one has nojudgnent: (A:) or
ha no inteUigence. (g.) And - 6,L jJ ,

[Verily thy ell is falling in ulon me; meaning]
g thy mischief is coming quickly upon me. (A,

TA.)_[The pl.] j,. also signifies [simply]
Welld. (i.) _ And hence, (TA,) : She-camels
abounding with milk. (J, TA.)

ji.: sees.

.A~. A round space in the ground: (,j :)
or a round and wide cavity in the ground: (L:)

pi. jt. (.)- Hence, (8,) The belly, or inte-
Bk. I.

signify they became displaced, (,Vi, TA,) and
quickly defeated, (TA,) and went away; (M, V,
TA;) or these two and the fourth, (TA,) or all
the four, (]iar p. 373,) they hatened in defeat
and flight: (TA, and Ilar ubi supri:) and 
i.l, ((f,) and t- .. iq. l, (.8, I,) the iand ,as

swift ( , K,TA) in blowing. (TA.) - i,
inf. n. J.., It (hair) became shaggy, or
dishevelled, and .frouzy, or altered in smell, in
consequence of its bein,g eldom dressed; or dusty
and ,natted, by reason of its being seldom anointed;
(If, TA;) and became raied and spread. (TA.)
~j4. is also trans., signifying He made a bird
to take fright, and fly away; or he scared it
away: its quasi-pass. is tJAi.I [explained above];
the reverse of the rule commonly obtaining:
(Mb :) or the former verb, as in the 0; not the
latter, as in the If; he made a male ostrich to
hasten, or speed, in hij pace, and to go away in
the land, or country; or made him to spread his
wings, and run quickly, or go away at randloa
and sniflly: (TA:) and jt . hse, or it, made
an animal, or animals, to tahe fright, and flee,
or run anway at random; or scared away it, or
them: (TA:) [and, app., he frightened; Je4;

being also said in the TA to be syn. with U,
whiclh, I think, is evidently a mistranscription
for 3 ;.] You say, .._j,l jJID ,JL. [The
sporteman scared away the wild animals]. (TA.)

And jSi 5. V.jMi,j;3, [TThey cainu
to them, and scared tlem, or frightened them, or
made them to flee, away from their stations].
(TA.) And A'Il I I : 1L. The wind put

in motion the male ostrich, and drove hitn away,
or along: (I:) and [in like manner] La: I

[t the ship]. (TA.) Anld 4 1 'tl _4

The wind rmote the clouds, and put them into a
state of commotion, (iK, TA,) and made them to
speed along. (TA.) And A;t4 l 'j hi
tf le wind carriae away the rainleu clous.
(Mgh. [See also 4.]) Whence, app., (Mgh,)
IS.:_ 1 I tThe sea cast ash upon the
shore; (Lth, Mgh, IC ;) a verb like ,s; occur-
ring in a trad., in which it is erroneously said to
be jt/A. (Mgh.) - Also, (I,) aor.,, inf. n.
j4., (TA,) IHe prostrated a man; threw him
down upon the ground. (J4.) You say, 
·LL'J~ , meaning lis thrust him, or pierced him,
[with a spear or the like,] and displaced and
protrated him. (Mgh.) -He threw goods one
upon another. (IDrd, Myb, TA.) - He, or it,
oveowrturned, or turned upside-down. (TA.) -
Also, aor. ;, (I,) inf. n. J4., (TA,) lie peeled,
pared, stripped, or scraped off, a thing; (AZ,
I, TA;) as, for instance, flesh from the bone,
and fat from the skin; (AZ, TA;) and so 14;,
(],) inf. n. J+*;: (TA:) he rmnoed flesh
from the bone: (VI:) app. formed by transposi-
tion from _L .. (TA.) -Also, (Msb, I,)
aor. t, (Mqb,) or;, (f,) .He swept away mud
(Myb, I, TA) from the ground; (TA;) and so
tj,.. (4f.) [It seems that Golius found, in a
copy of the VI, p.JI erroneously put for 'ij l;

rior of the body: ( :) or the cavity of the
chest: or what comprises the belly [in the TA
the chest] and the two sides: ( :) or the place
water the ribs curv; and so in a horse dec.:
(TA:) the middle of a horse, ($, Msb, IL,) and
of a camel: and, as some say, the middle, and
main part, of anything: and thus, the main part
of the sea: (TA:) pl. .4 and ;j.A, accord. to
the I; but the latter is pl. of 'A. in the sense
of "a round cavity." (TA.) - Also [the pl.]
;&4 signifies The holes tltat are dug in the
groundfor props. (TA.)

...' A kind of quiver like the iL- , but wider,
(Lth,S, TA,) in vwhicl are put many arrows:
(Lth, TA:) or a [quiver of the kind called] 5.'
[q. v.], of skins, in which is no wood: or of wood,
in nwhich are no shinm; (I;) or in which is no
shain; as in some good lexicons: (TA:) or of
skins, and slit in its side, that the wind may enter
it, and the feathers in consequnce may not be
eaten: (TA: [see also e :]) or the same as
the ia. and the JLt;: (El-Ahmar,TA:) or

a quiverfor J,, wide, of wood. (yam p. 358.)
Hence, i w. e *, i ;r [There is not
in his quiver aught save two pieces of wood for
producingfire]: a prov. applied to him in whom
is no good. (Meyd.)

hi'..: see ;.

~, applied to a horse, (,Myb, V,) and
with i applied to a she-camel, ( L,) Large in the
middle: (S,Msb, I:) and ll a horse
inflated, or swollen, in the sides. (A.)

.'A.. (S, A, If) and **4 (Lb, 1) An im-
pediment to venery; (Lb, A 'Obeyd, 1, A, 1 ;)
and a cause of diminishling the seminal fluid:
(A'Obeyd, TA:) applied to food: (Lh, :) and
such is fasting said to be; (A 'Obeyd, S, J ;) and
die sun, (A,* TA,) i. e., sitting in the sun; and
such, also, the sleeping between daybreak and
sunrise, or in the first part of the day. (TA.)

1.i, , Msb, V,) aor. and ;, inf. n. J
(Msb) and j3., (Mob, I,) He (a camel) took
frighlt, or hied, and fled, or ran away at
random; or became refractory, and went away
at random; or ran away, or brohe looe, and
went hither and thither by reaon of his rpright-
lineu: and )Ji.l he (a bird) took fright, and
.f~ away; or became seared away: (Msb:) or
the former, he (an ostrich, I) hastened, or tped,
(S, f,) in his pace, (TA,) and went away in the
land, or country; as also JA.t1; (IDrd,V ;)
both, said of an ostrich, mean he spread his
wings, running; (YIam p. 655;) or spread his
wings, and ran quickly, or went away at random
and swiftly: (TA:) or CtI'l -1J1 . means the
ostrich fled: (Msb:) and & ' ~.41, said of
anything, ht J&d from it: (TA, YTam p. 555:)
and Ij~., aor. -, inf. n. ji; (Msb;) and
? l.1l (8,Myb) and ftl~ l and tI11.3;
(Mb ;) they (a company of men) fled quickly;
(., Msb;) or the second (1) and third (6, I)

I
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an ""im for q; for he has explained the

fermer verb as meaning "1combussit atmamen."]

3: see 1, in five placcs.
'09'

4: see i, i n six places. -You say also* .zAq.

& 5n t T'he wind carried away the dust;

made. it tofly away. (s.) Antl _,eW' JAm..l Thte
clouds, or ejaist, beca me re,,itoicd, or clea,peil qff.
(TA.)

5 : see 1. -Yout say of a cock, J4J, mbean-

,ng SH 4A. [i. e., t Hec reo etll the feathers

around hi3i#eech]. (1Ihn-'Abbidt, K, TA.)

7: see 1.- JAe!. also sigvnifies; ?It renit
away, or del(partee; said of thte shad(e, (Is, TA,)
and of the niglht. (TA.) - lie, or it, became
overturnted, or turned ulps,idledlonn. (TA.).....
3. -- a
i^..~Jl1 ,Z. a. 7'hc tr.ee, IItpsowu rponi by a violent

wind, became uqprootedl. (TA.)

se.:ae J5 A4~1. It is nib inlf. a1. used as all

epithiet; and umcatns A peoplc, or party, fle!chaq

quickly; un also taLl~... (Mfgl.) - Also A
cloud thlit ht's poured fort/h its srater and goine
away(, ) quickily; (Ql;) because it is theni
lighter andi quticker. (I.arp. 37:3).) -A ship;

(;)because the windl dlrives it along(lh.)
(TA:) pi. JJ4- (KS.) Ant.,: block ants:

(]g:) large black ants: (TA:) a dial. var. of

iiUA. U z6 3 [Fear fell vipon the

people] the pe,opkle feare.d. (TrA.) . Aile..i.
A leafy tree; a tree haviny myany leaves. (1~.)

~See also what next followsm.

iikA4. (~ )and ? Li4"*. (TA [there said in
one place to be but this is most probubly

a mistransCrilptioni for >~] A fleece of wool:

(V i:) [a word used in the sense of]I a pass.

part. n., like At in theo phrase JUA QI;k. (s5.)

.j ,(AZ, S, Mob,* ]g,) and

? ~~ (AZ, 8, .,*) which latter was un-
knbown to Aoi, (s) invited themp to my felst, or
foods (AZ, ~,Myb, ~,0) in commnon, (AZ, S,
Mqb,) wit hoet distinction, (lilob,) or wlith their.

company and corn monalty. (1~.) And ~.> j&

~h~ J ~ 'j ~ i l ~i (A k hb, 8, M lh,*) and

Such a one wtas invited among the die-

tingquished petsons, Pant among the commnonalty.

(Akh, ?.) And ;3&,.i4 A general invitation;

co nitr. of Ibs ) ,4 . ( l.) A n d .il.
4.. *a
JJLAqp.., and &ULj;, (Fr, ~, IS,) Thte people tame

in a comnpany; (Fr, ~;) and and

with heir omn .atty. (Fr, ~, Ii) Accord.

to somne, (s)t 1.A,. signifies A collection, or
an auemblage, of any things; (~,IS ; as also

~.m t: (s ) and Y?iU c., or tgh T A,) o

(i)a company, or an aseby ~ gh, l~,) of
men, (,TA,) going along qutickly. (TA.)

e%ld,or 1 9L4., [whether with or without
tenween is not shownJ] Feairful; ,a'ont, or apt, to
take f..ight and flee, or runi awaty at random.

(TA.) [Sco also 34.

[Boo& !.

jt~:see what next followsi.

j l. What is cast forth by a torrent, (S, ~
TA,) of rubbish and scumn, or of rotten leaves

mixed with scumi; (TA;) as also tjtii,., like
-..ia..; (TA ;) and ?atq. ( K~,' TA.) - Thte
froth of milk. (C.)inAIuch (IS) of anythiing:

(TA:) or of wool; as also VJ A: (K~:) or

mnuch wrool. Q5.) Tlap ewe is represented as

~ ~ 3.,3; [I ami delirered of lambs, andl I
am, shorn of mnch/ wvool, and I amn mtilledt of

heavy bore/fuds, and thout hast not seent cattle the

like of me]: by ~4 j~.t is meant I amn shorn

[q!f mnuch n'.ool] at once; for nouight of hter wool
f.lils to the rrouind uintil all of it is shiorn. (5.)
31hn. is applied, by 1) urlu m l,as an epithet

to hair; [meaning Melte/a, or abundant;] aand it
is not applied as an ellithiet to anythingr save what
is mitidi, or abundant. (s.) Ed-D)aW;'d [or Anti-

christ] is described, in a tradl., as ,a!Jl JtA~.

Having much hair: (TA:) and ~t,l t1

[also' liees this nicaniing. (Ilam p. 4419.)

J,Aa- A ivi . that smites the clouds,

andi puts them into a statr nrf cmmiotion ; (k(;)
or that makes them. to pe alony: (TA:) a
3nfij wind; (TA;) zas also * ag'tiI. and *JA

(XC1:) pl. of theo first, (i. c., of J'ia' JA~..

(IS.) -Great, or large: so in tho plhras ..

J3,im. [A great, or large, quiantity of hair. ex-
tending beyond the ears]. (Ki.)-Ace agedwomian;

(I~, TA ;) as also *: (K:) pl. of the
former as above. (Ii.)

J .: see

see . ~ LAac 1:...and "Lk . -.. Also

~it .~j , ( i,) or y.;.` it l4 . (s ) a t on e tak e s1
fromn the head [ipf the contents] of the cooking-
pot with the ladile. , )

JUq.. an intensive epithet fromn JA~ in the first
of the senses explained above; i. c., A camel that
takes fright, or shties, and fleesr, &c., much, or

often. (Mab.) [See alsoC ,i-

itm:see

JI.Ma. part. n. of JAq.. in the first of the senses
explainedi above: (Mab:) [and in other senses.]

- Hastening, or slpeeding. (TA.) See J34'---
- Disquieted, disiturbed, nyitated, or flurried.

(], 1 TA.) - See also

,i~a name of [Thie mnonth] ;.aiJI j3, (1~,
TA,) in the time of piagranism. (TA.)

1:see in twoplcs

se ae -~LA.J, in three places.

J..1t Cowardly, or a coward, (~ ,TA,)
that is frightened at everything. (TA.) A he-
ostrich (~, K) thiat takes fright, (Is,) and flees
from everything (~ ,TA) that he sees; (TA;)

as also *JAA.. (K.) - A bonw of wvhicht the arrowc

goes far. (K.) -See also 

J&Al.` Turning an'ay, or going back, or retreat-

ing; going away. (TA.) - See also J~

34... applied to a camel's hump, Heavy:
[properly, an instrument of overturning:] appliedl
as an epithet to a camel's huimp that is sto heavy
as to overturn the aniimal when, after rolling on
the ground, hie desires to r.ise. (TA.)

1. ii j ; , (I ,) inf. n. C> ( A,k~
lanughtered it she-ca,,,el, and gave her flesh for

foodl (Ii, TA) to the people, (TA,) in bowls

2. I;ka. They madle bowls (CjlAqr. [probably

meanaingc they preparedi bowlis of foodi: accord. to

Frcytag's Lex., C;_ means "lappostait scutellani;'
hut lie dloes niot aninic hiii authority]). (TA.)~

C;i and l It (a grape-viaco) attained it#

the state of havinig an JL [.e, a p,' t c ]

5: ace 2.

C The eyeliil; h,otha the tiiplper. and thee lo,ner:
(S5, Mybi, Ki:) of the ninse. genider: (Mylb:) pi.

. - .a *. .a . A 
(of paue.] ej,&. and C>m- and [of intnlt.] C!*c.
(K.)...T...I'e upper surface, andt the lower, of a

eake of bread: bothi twgether beinig called ""

(LI.i, TA.) -The scabbard, or shteati.,

(.t.S , 1~, or iJ~, Mqb,) of a sword:(S

IM 1b, Ii)[or] the c'ase, or recelptacle, in which
is [Iput] the sworud toge,ther n'ith its .*A and

#isupetsxon? belt or crdpt: (,5 voce l.~ih :) [but the

fi,rmer si.reification onjly isi commoaily known:]

andl [it is said thatt l signifies tile same;

Q(K;) but this is doub,ted 'by IDrd: (1, TA:)
pl. [of pauc.] 1 Ah.A and [of mutt.] 1 (Myb.)
- TheeJh [app. here meaning stock] of a

grape-c'ine: (Is:) or a gralpe.vine itself, in thec
dlial, of El-Yenien ; (T, TA ;) so calledl as being
imagined to lie the receptacle of theo gnxpell: (Er-
Ri~ghib, TrA:) or a species tf grape : ( 1 Sd, ]g:)
or the skin if the grape, in wihich is the juice:.

(IAgr, TA:) or a climbingy shoot of a grape-wine:.
(AHna, TA:) or the shtoot of the grape-vine: (T,

a: . un. witha : (T, 5, M:) or, accord.

to IAys, ai.i4 is syjn. writh La&~ [app. a mistmn-
serip)tion for L sea in l r p vine]: or, accord.

to sotise, as 1Sd says, thee leaves of the grape-wins.

(TA.) [h1ence,] `,.j : The juice of thevi ne;

(A, TA;) wvine: (TA:) [or it may originally
mean tears; then, rain; and then, wine: for]

wine is also called ,cA;..I L: and ~.3 ) q

means'the cloudis. (TA.)...-.A hind of tree, of
xsweet odour. (A 1Iin, kZ.) -A certain plant, of

the kinid called j!~l that grows in a spreading
maniner, and, when it dries utp, contracts; hawing

gr.ainas lilke the i.:k [or fenuglreek]. (Agn, TA.)

c ~see ~a.

a A [bowl of the heind called] Ia.3 i:
or like a au.ai: (s:) the largest hind of 3a.ao;
(Ks, ~ in art. 3.aa.., AI;) next to which is the
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a.L;! [Iproperly so cilledl], which satisfies the

hunger of ten [mcei]; then, the aa.., which

satisfies five; theru, thec · , which satisfies two

men, and tihree; then, thc a4.., which satisfies

one man: (Ks, S in art. _ o :) it is peculiarly
applied to a rece/tacle for hinds of food: (Er-

Rig,hi,, TA :) ll. [of ,,i,l,t.] lic. (S, M;b, K)

and . (Sb, TA) anid (of lpaUe., TA) C.

(S, M.sl, Ii.) [llenc% e,] ;. Z.a' [1Iiis bow,l
s.as turned upside-down; meaning] he was slain;

a phraise simnilar to . J. (A in art. j.)

-,A s,all 'ell; (K ;) as lbeing likened to the

a;hq. for fIowd. (l'h-l{;iglih, TA.)_t A generous
,nan: (K :) .1 1. isan appellation arpplied to
a generous man ,hvo entertains many gttests and
feeds manya: (IAnr, TA:) he is called LAC.

because peolilec arc fed in the 'AC., and the

epithet .1k is added because of the whiteness of

thle camel's Iumpi) in the i;A. (TA.)_ Also

i. q. ij*& [mnean,ingi Some wine, or a kind oJ'

wine: see alsbo ,. 4JI ., vote ]. (lAir,
TA.)

1. L., (I.,) nor. , (TA,) imf. n. :Ui~.; and

* ~ l ; It did not eelp, or clear, to its place.

(g.) You say, gAlg' C' Ali_R , (Mgh,)
and * tJ, (S, Mgh,) Hllis side did not
rest, or a'ts r,stles, or unseasy, upon the bed; or
shrank frinm it; (S, Mgh ;) and heaved, or rose,
from it: (Mlgh :) or the lirmer, his side did not
keep, or cleave, to its place upon the bed: and Ihe
latter, it became withdrawn, or removed, from it.

(TA.) And 5;iJ I i (s, Msb,

TA,) nor. and iaif. n. as above; (M11) ;) and
t .t; (S, Myb ;) The saddle heaved, or rose,

from the bach of the horse: (S, Msb :) or did
not keep, or cleave, to its place upon his back.
(TA.)_ [lIence,] it is said in a trad. of 'Omar,

,W --- ;. '; 'l Ve,rily 1 recoil,

shrink, or am averse,.f.om some matters of know-

ledge, or science, and ignore them, or neglect

themt. (Mgh.)-AIso t., (M.b,TA,) aor. as
above, (Msb,) [and so the inf. n.,] said of a
garment, or piece of cloth, It nvas thick, coarse,
or rough: (MSb, TA:) anid in like manner said
of a reed-pen, it was thick, coarse, or rough, in

its nib. (TA.) - [And lihence, (see ,*~., below,

and HJ,) .Ie ns, or became, thick, yross,

coarse, rough, or rude, of makeA: and, more com-
monly, coarse, rough, or rudle, of nature or dis-
position, or in his intercourse and dealings with
others; unkind, hard, churlish, uncivil, or surly.
(See also 10.)] It is said in a trad., t1 $. l, C4,
i. e. [lie owho abides in the desert] becomes coarse,
rough, or rude, of nature or disposition; [or un-
kind, hard, churlish, &c. ;] by reason of mixing

little with men. (TA.) - -4 a i *. Such a
thing was, or became, heavy, onerous, burdensome,

or oppresive, to him. (Q.) -o h& - U1.
'l,1!.: and ,.1 14.: see 3. -- J

1 The coohkin-pot cat forth its froth, or

foam; as alwo t .:.l; (TA;) [like ;.*q and

_i / 1.l;] originally without ,. (Er-.RAgib,TA.)

And .I1 ti. TIe torrent drove away [things

in its course]. (Msb.)-J..: Jl 'i., aor. as above,
He turned away fromn tIe man; aroided him;
or shunned him: or he drove away the man;

from J*il tU~, explained above: sometimes

mea,ning, with hetred. (M.sb.) And oti_ fle
withdren', or removed,far, or to a distance, Jiomn
him: whence the saying of Moliammad lbn-

Sookah, dr.' JS W [When my
property became little, my brethren 7rithdrew far

fronm me]. (TA.) And d'it liV. e did not

kleep, or cleave, or hold fast, to his property.

( -_And LtA.i, (, K,) aor. ', (S,) inf. n.

ili. (S, K) and , (K,) Hle treated him, or
behaved tomards him, coarsely, roughly, rudely,

unkindly, hardly, churlishly, uncivi!ly, or s,irlily:

(S, 1K:) you should not say -. (S.) Tihe

pass. part. n. is * .. and . : (S, anld .
in art. sA :) the latter formed in accoirdance

with of, in which thc ~ is changed into ~.

(Fr, S.) _ lIe did ro hin wrhat disdlceased, gcrieved,
or vcxcd, him; did to him n'hat he disliked, or
hated; did eril to him. (TA.) So in the trad.,

,1 .... a-. #- , a 
,f,W &ey- r > [lle 7hl0o perfornms

the pilgrimtage to MIckkelh and does not visit me,
i. e. does not visit my tomb afterwards, eitlher on
hlis homewald journey or by journeying to El-
Medeneilh for that special l)urpose, does vwhat

dspleases mnel. (TA.)_ - ; it.I . The
womnan neglected to take care of her child, or to
payfrequent attention to it. (TA.)

!'*. -1 

2. " [il . nii. of 5. signifies, in Persialln,

OSy*p.. [alpp. as meaning, The orderigll one
to act, or to treat anothler, coarsely, roughly,
rudely, &c.]. (KL. [Accord. to Golius, as on

this authority, "i. q. '.A., sign. iujuria qffecit;
duriter et inique tractavit: seu transit. ejus."])

3. -A - and 't .q.., He
caused his side tnot to rest, or caused it to be
restless, or uneasy, upon thle bed; or caused it to
shrink therej.i'om: and he heaved it, drew it up,
or raised it, [making it to be separated by some
space or interval] from the bed. (Mgh.) And

hence, (Mgh,) ,& ^..t. (Mgh, TA) · &

(TA) lIe put, or set, his upper arms apart, or
remote, fronm his sides. (Mgh,TA.) [Thus the
Muslim is enjoined to do in prostrating himself in

prayer.] Anid ,$i, A X > -JI 5i (S,

M9b,) and * lA/..l, (S, ],) and * l., (1g, [said
in the TA to be a mistake, but a similar usage
of this verb has been mentioned above on the
authority of the Mgh,]) He raised the saddle
from the back of the horse: (~, Msb, K :) and

in like manner, .ie.l ,-.t I [- c
raised the saddle from the back of the. camel].
(M, TA.)

4. htil He made, or caused, him, or it, to be,
or become, distant, remote, far off, or aloof.
(TA.) - See also 3, in two places. =-. 1

J1.1AfI He fatigued tAe cattle, [in some copies of

the , ;. is put for 1SJ] and did not lt them

eat, (AZ, f, K, TA,) nort fed them previously,

driviny them veAhnmently. (TA.) j?l J .JI l:
see 1. _ ,j,l .4. The land became like the

'.c., or rubbish and scun cast forth by the
torrent of a valley, or by a cooking-pot, in

respect t.,f the departure of the good thereoJf. (Er-
ILighib, TA.)

6. y e.: see 1, in thiree lplaces. [Said of a
persotn prostrating himself, or lying down, it
Imeans lHe drew up his body from that on which

he rested. And , ,J~ generally signifies
He, or it, recededl, u,ithdre,, r.emoved, or became
remnote or aloof or separuted by some space or
interval, from hi,J, or it: and he drem away,

shranh, or flinchedl, from himn, or it.] It is said,

of the ditflrcnce between aill and J;11, that
the former is by cuitting the external jugular

veins; and the latter, b _JIl ) J l ,*
J' .tl [ By cousing the act to take effect upon

the place thereof nhile standing aloof]; meaning

that the J,) strikes from a distance, not knowing
whether hle will llit the place or not. (Mgh.)

And [Ihence] you say, s~ _ , - ~JW t [Hae

relinquised,l i. e.] he gare, to him, h; right, or
dIue. (TA in mat. ~ .) - He inclined, or
declined, or turned, fiom side to side: and Jrom
right to wrong. (.Har p. 12.) [See 6 in art

ss ]
8. o 'a.1 le removed him, or it, from his, or

its, place. (1I.)

10. a.l lie esteenmed it (namely, a bed,

&c., K) J..-, (S, K,) i.e c. thick, coarse, or rough.
(TA.)_ lie demanded, or required, of him that
he should do nwhat was displeasing, grievous,

vexatious, or evil. (TA.) i. l He became
coarse, rough, rtudle, unkind, hard, churlisht, un-
civil, or surly. (KL. [See also 1.])

s.: see r

_%.. A sinyle act of coarse, rough, rude, un-
kind, hard, churlish, uncivil, or surly, treatment,

or behariour. (TA.) - See also A*.-, in three
places.

: see

,; is in make; [signifying Thickness, gross-
ness, coarseness, roughness, or rudeness:] and in
nature, or disposition; (TA ;) signifying coarse-
ness, roughness, or rudeness, (Mgh, Msb,) in
one's intercourse and dealings wvith otlers; (Mgh;)
unkindness, hardness, churlishness, incivility, or
surliness; a predominant quality of the people of
the desert; (Mgh, M.b;) from Aq. said of a

garment, or piece of cloth; (Mb ;) contr. of,
(,) or of ;J (g ;) as also t 4, (g,) accoid.
to Lth; but Az says that he knew not any one
who allowed this latter: (TA:) so, too, j

and t'w., in the sayings 4. eA and ;* [In
him is coarsenes, roughnes, or rudeness, &c.]:
(s:) and 3,~JI .'hWUi *Such a one c a
person in whom coarsenes, roughnes, or rudmeneu,
i &c., is apparent: ( :) but accord. to Lth, ;h.
[whether i*d.° or ;_ is not shown] denotes a
moro constant quality than 'U,.. (TA.) You

6S a

zjLm.l;] 

originally without.. (Er-IU-Ijib,TA.) eat, (AZ, 8, K, TA,) not. fed them previowly,

And 

1 ti�. Tito torrent drove away [things driviny them vehomently. (TA.)

in 

its course]. (Mt4b.)-J*.:�)i ti�. aor. as above, see 1. h:j�" Tite lapid became like the

He 

turijed 

away ftoin lite man; avoided him; .L&,!., or rubbish atid scityn ra3t fol-th by the

or 

shunned him: or he drove ait.ay the man; turrent qf a valley. or by a cooking-pot, in

from 

J--il th., explained above: sometimes respect t?f the departure of ghe good �hepeoj'. (Er-

in(�aiiiricr, 

with heitied. (Alsb.) And ot�� lle ILIghib, TA.)

withdrepr, 

or rd.,i;toved,far, or to a distance, jio;n 6. see 1, in tlit.ce placea. [Said of a

hint: 

wheiice the sayijig of Moliaitimad Ibl)- person prostrating himself, or lying dowzi, it

Souk 

1 'Uc. jto JU W [When my iticasis U6(1?.eivul)iiijrbo(lyfromthat onwhich

properly 

becante little, iny brethren ivithdrew far he rested. Avid &;z generally signifies

fron& 

ine]. (TA.) And dJt� tio� He tlid tiot He, or it, recc(lc(l, iiiithdi.est!, i.entoved, or became

heeli, 

or cleave, or hold fast, to his proper, repnotc or aluuf or separuled by some tpace or

interval, 

from hippi, (ir it : and he tirom amay,

_And 

(S aor. iiif. n. shranh, orfliriched, from him, or it.] It is said,

Q 

y-

IS) 

and (1�,) lle treuted him, or

of 

the difl�,renee between JJ1 aiid J;A1, that

bch'aveil 

towards him, coarsely, roughly, rudely,

unkindly, 

hoidly, churlishly, uticivi.1ly, or stii.lily: rig the external jugular

veins; 

and the latter, ta �"I

kZ:) 

you shotild not say The Q� gy

pass. 

part. n. is atid ajid 1� jtmjJI IBy causing the act to take effect upo

in 

art. the latter foriiied in accoi.dttice lhe place tlicreof trUe sta iidipig (iloof nieaning

that 

the JO strikes froni a distance, riot knowing

witli 

in wliicli the rl

is 

changed 

iiito

wlietlicr 

lie will Iiit the place or not. (Sigh.)

And 

[Iterice] you say, C).& 63 jwj t [He

(r 

vcxcd, hini.; did to him it.hal he tlislilted, or

hated; 

did cril to ltim. (TA) So in the tirad., i.elittqui,;hetl, i. c.) he yare, to him, M3 right, or

ilue. 

(TA in ai.t. ~.) --- He inclined, or

[Ile 

ivho perfornas

declined, 

or turneii, fiona side to side: and jimon

the 

1)ilyriyjitiqe to 'i�Ickkeli and does nOt visit 'pie, right tu wrong. (klar p. 121) [See 6 in art

i. 

e. (loco not visit my tomb afterwai.ds, citlici. on

liis 

homewatd journey or by journeying to El-

Medeench 

for that special purpose, dues ivhat 8. oU;:i!.1 lle removed him, or it, from his, or

its, 

place. 

(K.)

dhpleases 

niel. (TA.) - k".5 ;!,.J1 Tite

mvinan 

iteglected to take care of her child, or lu 10. He esteenited it (namely, a bed,

payfi.eqiicttt 

alletition tu it. (TA.) &c., K) Jt;-, Q5, K,) i. c. thick, coarm, or rouqh.

(TA.) 

-11c depnanded, or i.equiped, of him that

2. 

c": [hif. ii. of signifies, in Persian,

he 

shoulti tio .7r.,hat was displeasing, grievous,

Uc. 

[app. as iiieoninc, 'flic op.deripig one

vexatious, 

or evil. (TA.) = i.� l He became ffl

to 

act, or to treizt anotlier, coai.sely, i.ouqltly,

coarse, 

rough, rit(le, unkind, hard, churlisit, un-

rudely, 

&c.]. (KL. [Accord. to Golius, as on

civil, 

or surly. (KL. [See also l.])

tljio 

atithority, " i. q. li�., si,rn. i?juria tiffecit

d'uriter. 

et ittique tractavit: seu transit. C U^ see N.R..

a 

sinsle act of coarm, rouqh, rudi, wn-

3. 

and 't oJtin'.., He _~. A

hittd, 

hard, chup.46h, uncivil, or gurly, treatment,

caused 

his side itut to iest, or caused it to be

or 

behariuui.. (TA.)- See also in three

restless, 

or uneasy, upon ilic bed; or causeti it to

shrink 

thcrej.'tom: and he heaved it, dreiiy it up, places.

or 

raised it, [niakinq it to be separated by 3otne i_*Am.: see

rpace 

or intemall from the bed. (Mgh.) And

in 

make 

[signifying Thickness, gross-

ljcnce,(M6,h,) 

is

ness, 

coarseness, roughnem, or rudmm:] and in

(TA) 

JIe put, or set, his tipper arnts apart, or

nature, 

or disposition ; (TA ;) signifying coarn-

remote, 

froni his sides. (Meth,TA.) [Thus the

Anerrs, 

or rudeness, (Mgh, Mob,) in

Muslim 

is enjoined to do in prostrating himself in tress, roug

one'3 

intercourse and dealings ivith otlaers; (Mgh;)

prayer.] 

Aiid �-At -oh c$.& C:.mJ, JI~� (C unkindness, hardnem, churlishness, incivility, or

M9b,) 

and * joti~l, and (1�, [said 3urlinw; a predominant quality of the people of

in 

the TA to be a mistake, but a siniilar usage the desert; (Mgh, M§b;) from ti�. said of a

of 

this verb has been mentioned above on the garment, or piece of cloth; (Mqb ;) contr. of

authority 

of the Mgh,1) He raised the 41

saddle 

(�,) or of iJ- ; Q� ;) as aloo (1�,) accoid.

from 

tits back of the hoise: (�, Meb, K:) and

.6.69 

to Lth .1 but ;kz says that he knew not any one

in 

like manner, j-m.JI jvb C�& 1[1 0,0

who 

allowed thislatter: (TA:) so, too, *93*19.

raised 

the saddle from the back of the.carpicl]. 0, *

and 

in the saying& ;3k� 4!�! and i"4is. [In

(M, TA.) him 

is coarservem, roughnew, or rudeness, &c.]:

4. 

#Uq.1 He made, or caused, him, or it, to be, (1�:) and J 1 Such a one i# a

or 

becomo, di3tant, remote, far oj, or aloof. person in whom coarsenew, roughnon, or rudmm ffl

(TA.) 

- See also 3, in two placeL &c is apparent: but accord. to Ldi,

He 

fati~ tAe cattle, [in some copies of [whether & or tea a

;3k" 

_*k4. is not shown] deno

th; 

4i�J is put for gWIJ and did not kg tAem more conatant quality than (TA.) Yoa
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say also, ; ' , , meaning He is suffering

coarsmm, roughness, or rudene , kc. (s.) And

e o lS .e I S [The rouhnesu, or rudeness,
tc., of time, or fortune, smote him]; and 21'4j
[its rough~e , or rudenesses, &c.]. (TA.)

4; The rubbish and scum cast forth by the
torrent of a valley, and by a cooking-pot. (Er-

Rfghib, TA.) [See also art. 1..] - And hence,

as being likened to the ;.l of the torrent, S The
first, or foremost, of men, or people. (TA.)
[But see art. .]

[l. (act. part n. of 1:] applied to a garment,

or piece of cloth, (Mgh, Mqb,) and to a bed, &c.,
(S,0 ], TA,) Thick, coars, or rough. (Mgh,
M9b, TA.) - And [hence] applied to a man, (S,
TA,) meaning Thick, gross, coarse, rough, or
rude, of make; and coarse, rough, or rude, of
nature or disposition; coars, rough, rude, un-
kind, 'hard, churlish, uncivil, or surly, in his
treatment of, or behaviour totcards, his com-

panions: pl. 1L.. (TA.) You say also, i.'

a~l . 1~.l [A man thick, gros, coarse, rough,

or ruas, of make]: and jL..JI 1i. niggardly
and inco,npliant; coarse, rough, or rude, (1,
TA,) in his intercourse and dealings with others;
oppressive vwhen angry and irritated against his

cornpanion with whom he sits. (TA.) And J.,

j*11 e, [ Obdurate against admonition]. (TA

in art. i..)

(~,) or J9, (K, [in the Ce, erroneously, 
is put for j,]) or both, (TA, [but see what

follows,]) and t., (lyam p. 218, see this word

below, under 14.,) [in its primary sense, It was,
or became, thiek, grou, coarse, rough, rugged,

rude, big, or bulky: (see J~ :) and then,] it,
(a thing, M9b,) or he (a man, 8) mas, or became,
great; (j, Mfb, ], TA;) [said of a thing, mean-

ing in siz; and] said of a man, meaning in
estimation, rank, or dignity: ($, TA:) or a'4.
signifies greatnm of estimation or rank or dignity:
but j ., pre~mgreatne thereof: (Er-Rghib,
TA:) the latter is an attribute of God only; (A 9
in ,am p. 807, Er-Righib, TA;) except in few
instanoes: (A ubi supr :) or it means the great.
nm, or ujesty, of God: (C, Mb :) or his abso-

ut inqdence. (B4 in ly. 27.) [j,.j ;,
referring to the name of God expressed or under-
stood, is a phrase of frequent occurrence, meaning,
To Him, or to Whom, belong might and majety,

or glory and great#~ s]lU .1 _ a ' J

[H is too grat to be comprehended within

limit#] and -ulja.il 1 *;Ji [He is too
grmt to be perceived by tho senses] are phrases
used in speaking of God. (ErE-Rghib, TA.)_-
The saying of EI-Abmar,

0 M j l.~ ' 2 #--

.5J~ a.. .*~~~~~~~~~~~

I

m0, how greatly distant to thee is our country !
tO.erefore threaten in thy land as long as it seems

fit to thee, and menace], means L. tj1 L
[&c.]. (S.)_ Also J, (S, a,) aor.,, inf. n.
~j'~ and J~. , (l,) said of a man, (S,) He
became old, or advanced in age, (S, ]i,) andJfirm,

or sound, in judgment. (].) And ;J.L said of
a she-camel, She was, or became, old, or advanced
in age: (Abu-n-Nasr, :) and so f;j.i said

of a woman. (TA.) zj,l s yt -ri
[The girl married before she had arrived at
puberty, or the beast covered before she was offit
age,] was too young [to bear offspring]: (S:) a
prov. (TA.) [Thus the verb bears two contr.

significations. See also * .. ] iJ1 J , ($,

MsI,' 1,) .j1 i C, (S,) or .Jj" ,,a, (K,)
aor.;, (MIb, KC,) or : [contr. to rule], (S, Sgh,)
or both, accord. to Ibn-Malik and others, (TA,)

inf. n. j,1", (S, 1,) [and i*. accord. to the .K,
but this is an inf. n. of'j], The people, or com-
pany of men, went forth, or emigrated, ($, M.b,
]g,) like ~., (S, K],) from a country, or tonn,
(Msb,) [orfrom their places of abode,] to another

country, or town. (S, Msb.)~ JjIl ll, (1v,)

[aor., accord. to rule, ' ,] inf. n. g., (TA,) They
took the main part, or portion, of the [prepara-
tion of milk termed] .1.. (~.) [See also 5.]

i 1 -li. Thou hast brought this as

an injury (". ) upon thyself. (K.)-.1 34,
(S, K,) aor. ', (S,) inf. n. J. (s, K) and !-.,
(IV,) He picked up, (S,) or collected with /his
hand, (],) the camels', or similar, dung; (9, ;)

and t.,lI signifies the same, (S,) or he piched

it upforfuel. (K.) [See in..] See also 2.

2. J.S , inf. n. ji.n, said of a thing, i. q. ,,
[as meaning It included persons, or things, &c.,
in common, or generally, or universally, writhin
the compass of its influence, or effects]. ($, TA.)

So in the phrase 1,JL ,° l Cq ,...
[Clouds that include the land in common, or
generally, or universally, within the compass of
their rain; i. e., that rain upon the land through-
out its general, or universal, extent]: (S, TA:)
or, as in the A, thundering clouds, covering the
land with rain. (TA.) And so in the phrase,

,'jI1 .Lj l J. The rain included the general,
or universal, extent of the land within tie com-
pass of its fall; and covered the land o as not to
leave anything uncovered. (IF, Mgb.) - And
hence, [in a general sense,] He covered a thing.
(M.b.) It [or he] ascended, rose, mounted, got,
was, or became, upon, or over, a thing; (Ilam
p. 4;) as also Vg/j. (H,e.)- - c clad a
horse (e, 1) or beast (O) with a j~. [or covering
for protection from the cold]; ( u, I;) as also

'J4· (g.)
.i~ li, (, 1,) inf. n. J I, (TA) [He,

made it j1, i. e., thick, &c.: mcotr. of t,;:
see H. am p. 5 46 . And hence,] He magnif~d

[Boot 1.

him; honoured him; (], TA;) as also tqJI3:
(TA:) he eawlted him (TA) in rank, or station.

(S.) It is said in a trad., .ij 1 11i T .L,
meaning [Magnify ye God, and He willforgive

you: or] say ye, A, ?I,j . Q 'JI Q 1 0 ThAou
who art poused of greatnm, or majesty, and
bou,ty], and belies in his greatnes, or majsty:

it is also recited otherise, with ; (TA in the

present art.;) i. e. dl i11, meaning "Resign
yourselves to God ;" or "quit ye the danger and
straitness of belief in a plurality of Gods, to avail
yourselves of the freedom of EI-ldslm ;" (TA in
art. a. ;) but the former recital is confirmed by

another trad., namely, L.vi , JY sjl q ts 1
[see art. J/J]. (TA in the present art.) [Hence,]

see 3._. s He gave Aim much. (S.) You say,

u~~l 9 i ...*l l (S, TA) He gave me not
muclh, nor gave he me little: (S:) or the gave me
not a camel, nor gave he me a sheep, or goat.
(TA.) A poet says, (S,) namely, El-M!.rrAr El-
FaF'asee, describing his eye, (TA,)

tIt wept, and shied fe tears, and shed many. (8,
TA.) You say also, ;; > t;i U e , J.l 1He
gave his horse a large feed of millet. (TA.) -

ie gave him a 4Lq, i. e., a sue-camel that had

brought forth once. (, .;) You say, J. t

~'%.l ' He gave me not a she-camel that had
brought forth once, (S, K,0) nor gave he me a

young, or small, camel. (S.) - q.l : see 1.
[You say, /.L_1 C How great, &c., is he, or it !]

J- j.l lie was, or became, strong : and He
w:ai, or became, weak: thus bearing two contr.
significations. (Ibn-'Abbad, .)

5. I4cJ He took th greater, main, principal,
or chief, part of it; the main, gros, mau, or
bulk, of it; (S, R.;) as also tiq1.! (K) and Vt41i.
(lbn-'Abbad, ]~. [In the C], in the explanation
of the second and third of these verbs, 41'~. is
erroneously put for 1 .4.]) See also 2.---
[Hence,] He sat upon him; namely, a horse.

(1L.) And ijlj / Jl X, .3 (S and V in art.
,i) Ti,e stallion-camel mounted the Ah-camneL
(TA in that art.)

6. jlq i. q. a (S, 10 and 5. (s.)
You say, .. J.4' O> (8, ') Sucl a
one exalts himself above that; holds himelf above

it; disdains it; or is disdainful of it; *yn. -d

';s, (S,) or ,1la; (s;,) as also dL Ju
(TA.)-. See also l. In dl. 3 : see 4: .. and 5.

8: see 5: and see also 1.

R. Q. L j,. [app. It sounded; or made a
sound, or sounds; said of a little bell, such as
is called ,): said also of thunder: and it
sounded vchemently; or made a vehement sound,
or ve~ement sounds: and he threatened: (see
"i4.L', which seems to be the inf. n. of the verb

in these senses:) and,] said of a horse, he neighed
clearly; or had a clear nigh. (.)~ " ,.

I

!
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(s,) inf. n. " ., (g,) He put it (a thing, )
in motion (9, K) with his hand. (S.) And J

HII He (a player at the game called .r l)

moved about [or sAhqfled] the gaming-arrows.
(TA.)- He mixed it. ( H.)_He twisted it
vehemently, or strongly; namely, the string of a
bow or the like. (Ibn-'Abbad, ].)

R. Q. 2. 1;. It mau, or became, in a state
of motion; or was put in motion. (K.) -It
rwas, or became, agitated in the mind. (K,' TA.)
-He sank into the ground. (S,..) It sank,

or became depre.ed; syn. ". (V.) One

says, *tX st ;. The foundations of

the house sank, or became depressed; syn.

- (S.)

The sail of a ship: pl. (S, 

See also ~. , in two places: maid J.: and

j0 "'. _ Also Contemptible, mean, or paltry:

thus bearing two contr. significations. (K.)

J. The greater, main, principal, or chief,
part of a tlhing; the most thereof; the main,
gross, mass, or bulk, of it; (S, Msb, K ;) as also

tJ'*,.. (1K.) You say, ,. m, (K, TA) and

;14. (ES h, Sgb, K) [lIe took the greater part of
it]. A horse-cloti, or covering (Mshl), ) of a
horse or similar beast, (8, Mgh, Msb, 1g,) for
protection (Msh, K) from the cold; (Mq);) as

also tj.: (K :) [in I'Persian J. :] pl. [of mult.]

J~. (S, Mgh, Mgb, K) and [of paic.] J').1,
-4 .1 g5 4 -1

(Msb, 1,) and ;l.. is pl. of JO .. (, TA.)_

The cover of, or a thing nith nhich one covers, a
book, or volume; whichi latter is hence called

t . (Er-ltRfiglfhib in TA; but, in this sense,
written withoutit any vowel-sign.)-The place of

tIle pitching antld constructing of a tCet or house.
a-

(]5.)m.AlN,, (S, 15,) and tJ~., (g,) The rose,
(AHn, 8, 15,) the n,hitc and thc red and the
yellonw; (AHIn, 15;) plentiful in the countries of
the Arahs, both cultivated and wild: (AHn, TA:)
a Persiinn word, arabicized; (AHn, * 8, gh ;)

from j.: (Sgh, TA:) and the jasmine: n. un.a * - -
with ;. (15.) . See also J..: and 0'~.

: sec , in six places. Also The

stalhs of sced-pr,oduce [or co,.n] vwhen it hau been
-, a .

realed; (S, ), Mgl,, K;) as Ialso 3 and tJ:
(1K :) when it has been removed to the place
whIere the grain is trodden out, and has been
trodden, and cut by means of the .j, it is

called '. (AH.n, Mgh.) And, by amplifica-
tion, applied to The stalks remaining upon the
field after the reaping. (Mgh in the present art.
and in art. .. a.)

a, (9, Mgh, Msb, 1) and tI and 
(1,) the second whereof is that which is most known
[in the present day], and next the first [which
seems to be the most chaste], (TA,) Camels',

or sheep's, or goats', or similar, dung; syn. ?:
(9, :) or a single lump thereof: (Mgh, Msb,
S :) or such as has not been broken. (K.) [Com-

monly applied in the present day to Such dung
Aknaded with chopped straw and formed into

round flat cakes, wahich are dried in the sun,for

fuel.] You say, 'i.JI _ 9) hj j j t

[Verily the wons of such a one, their fuel is the
dung of camels or sheep &ec.]. (0.)- Also
(metonymically, Mgh) applied to Human ordure.

(Mgh, M 9b.)

*am A large [receptacle made of palm-leaes
woven together, such as is called] WU, for datesa;
(.K ;) a receptacle (S, Mgh, Msb, K) for dates,
(;, Mgh, Msb,) made of palm-leaves; (.K;) [a
thing made of palm-leaves woven together, gene-
rally used as a receptacle for dates, but also
employed for other purposes, as, for instance, to
lay upon the mouth of a watering-trough, where
tte water is poured in, by way of protection;

see fijl:] pl. j". (Mgh, Myb, K) and ji;.

(5.K) - Sec also i;.
.: see :i -nand el~;; of which it is

in most instances a pl.

A. A great, momentous, orformidable, thing,

affair, matter, case, or event; as also t * (S,

]K, TA) and (t : (TA:) or V [as also

nnd ta signifies a hard, difficult, severe,
or dlistressing, and a great, momentous, or for-
midable, thing, or affair, &c.: (Mqb:) pl. [of

4.,] J'~.; (TA;) and of V ., * . (C,
1.) El-1tfrith Ibn-Waalch says,

... , , 3 .9 -.. 4 .. * * .· li · ·

e

[AIy people, they have slain, 0 Umeymeh, (;~1

being apocopated, for 4o.l,) my brother; so, if
I shoot, smy arrow will strike me; and verily, if
I forgive, I shaU indeed forgive a great thing;
but verily, if I asault, I shall indeed weaken my
bone: see Yam p. 97]. (S.) And Bcshlneh
Ibn-I.azn says,

[And if thou invite to a great affair, and a gene-
rous act, any day, manly and noble persons, the

generous of mankind, invite us]: (TA:) or L.'

is here an inf. n. in the place of j~. and i,,
like &. d&c. (Yam p. 218.) - Also, i. e.,

j., A small, (K,) an easy, or a mean, paltry,
or contemptible, thing, affair, matter, case, or
event: (9, K, TA,:) thus bearing two contr. sig-
nifications. (S, 1.) Imra-el-.eys says, on the
occasion of his father's having been slain,

.... , 0 ' A J a .,

meaning [By Benoo-Asadas slaying their lord:
now surely everything beside it is] a mean, paltry,

or small, matter. (9, TA.) _- , I

AibJ. I did that on account of thee, for thy sake,

or because of thee; syn. JU. .; j (9S,K; u as

also V ?, .. (, , (1) and ar .k. 0 , (V,K,)

andV ti4j C, and C,l ", and J1;, co

t ~t!1. (..) Jemeel says,

meaning [Thes remains marking the site of a
house, I paused at the relic thereof that was still
standing: I almost died, in the early morning,]

on account of it (4.1 >), or, as some say,

became of its greatnes in mty eye. (9.)lAecord.

to Zj, j'; is a particle syn. roith ;. (MugLnee.)

an inf. n. of j.. (K, TA.) _[Hcnce,]

J -.: see ,, in two plnces: -also, and

its fem., with ;, see Je', in thrco places:-

and see ' '.

J3 . The deck, or part resembling a roof, of a

ship: a sing. wonl. (IMgbh.)-[See j; and

i4, of each of wliici it is a pI.]

Je.q, in its primary acceptation, signifies

Thkick, gross, coarse, rough, rugged, rude, big, or

bulky; applied to a material substance; (Er-
Righib, TA;) opposed to ,ij; (, Er-Ringhib,

TA;) as also tJ., (v,) opposed to 3J: (9, :)

[and then,] great; (Msh, K ;) as also tjq. and

t*a.. (K) and *J, (9S,K ,) which is also
explained as signifying larye, big, bulky, or large

in body, (.,) and Vt Jq.: fem. i;. and
* L..: (K :) [also] great in respect of estima-
tion, rank, or dignity: (S, TA:) !p. [of pauc.]

U..! and iL and [of nult.] :>q. (TA.) You

-ay, , ) si j; z a, i- e., j ' 'j J 5; [lie
has neither slender, or fine, or small, no; thick,

or gross, or coarse, &c., or great]. (.i.) And

t ZJe. " [Large tress; or trees as] olposed

to J , [or sh,rubs, or busaes]. (Lth, Mgh in

art. J1.) And t i JJU_ Thick, or coarse,

[garments, or dresses, of the hind caUlled] i ;

opposed to yJ J-: (Mghll in art. 3 :) or the

things termed ,5 , of commodities, are carpets,

and [the garments called] lZe'i" [pl. of ,C],

and the like; (1;) contr. of j,; suell as the

[cloth called] .lj , and the mat, and the like.

(TA.) And a 'i .signifies A great she-camel;
(P, K ;) big-bodied. (TA.) You say also, I

Ž.~ :~m.4 [He ground it coarsely]. (9 in art.

,q..) 1Ja.l, meaning The great in dignity,

is not applied peculiarly to God: when it is
applied to Him, it is because of his creatinlg the
great things that are indicative of IIim, or because
He is too great to be comprehended within limits

or to be perceived by the senses. (Er-ltRghib,
TA.) And a .i means A great peotnle; lords,

chiefs, or people of rank or quality; (1K ;) a good
people; (TA;) a people qf eminence, nobility,
dignity, or high ranh. (..)- Also Old, or
advanced in age, andfirm, or sound, in judgment:.
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[Booz 1.

pI. L4: (1 :) which pl., as meaning old, or
advanced in age, is applied to camels, (S, .g,l,).
M well as to men. (!g.) Iencc,'in a trad., j.hU~
J,Aq. tT' £' y 6 ,. i PJ [A ndu Iblees pre-

snted himslIf to them in the form of an old man

advanced in age]. (TA.) ! 1. in the sense

last explained above, is also used as a sing., and
is applied to the male and the female [of camels]:

or signifies such as is termed 'i, [i. e., a she-
camel that has entered hetr sixth year,] until she

has becoru a Jylt [in her ninth year]: or a male
camel thlat has become a ;j: or it is applied to

a she-camel, and ta.. to a he-camel. (g.) And

[the fem.] t i'. [ulsed as a subst.] signifies A
sh-camel that has broughtforth once: (8,0, 1:)
and [simply] a she-camel; as in the saying, i L

Uj.; j .a4 He has neither a she-camel nor a
ee, or she-goat: ( :) or camels. (JK and TA
in art. 3.) [q. v., voce .';l].) Also (i.e. ea.Lt-.)

A great palm-tree having muchfruit: pl. J ;

(bC;) [or rather this is a coil. gen. n.;] or, accord.
to some copies of the ]K, the pl. is Ja . (TA.)

- Also i. q. ;L [IPanicurm, or panic grass];

(], ] ;) a weak plant, with which the interstices
of houses are stopped up: n. un. with ;: ( :)
or ViL . signifies a species of.,i: (TA in

art. , :j pl. -. (, g.)
L*A . [used as a subst.]: see the latter part of

the next preceding paragraph, in three places.

;-: ece L.-, in four places.
"..;: see ,;L., in two places.

- .a rel. n. from 3, ; A seUer of J'- [pl.

of )5.]for horses or similar beasts. (TA.)

lS): we >.

r.; (., Mgh, Myb, 1) and t ai. (Mgh,
Myb) A cow that repeatedly seeks after filths [to
eat them]; ($, I ;) the milk of which is for-

bidden: (e:) a beast that eats .', meaning
human ordure; (f, Mgh, Mb ;) the flesh of
which is forbidden: (Mgh:) pl. [of the former]

;.,' (Myb) and of the latter Jld'; (Mgh,
Mb ;) the latter pl. occurring in a trad., in
which some erroneously substitute for it ;.jl$..
(Mgh.)

·j b [A little bell, consisting of a hollon
ball of copper or brass or other metal, pesfoi.ated,
and containing a looe solid ball;] a small ,,a.

[or bell]; (MNb, ] ;) a thing that is hung to the
neck of a horse or similar beast, or to the leg of a
hawk: (Mgh:) pl. Jq4.. (8, Mgh, Msb.)

You say, s.;t S; [Such a

one hangs the little bell upon his neck ;] meaning,
such a one imperils, or endangers, himsef. (TA.)

Abu-n-Nejm says,

0.Ma1 t

[Ecxcept a man who ties the string of the little
bell;] meaning, texcept a bold man, who imperils
himself: AA says that it is a prov., meaning,
except a man who makes himself notorious, so

that no one precedes him except a courageous
man nwho cares not for him, and n'ho is stubborn
and notorious. (TA.) - See also J.L...

L;L. 5 [lapp. inf. n. of ,) , q. v.;] lThe

sound, or rounding, of a ., ($,) or of a

,r,.. [or bell]; (TA;) and of thunder: (S, K :)
and vehemence *f sound: and a threcatening (IK,
TA) from behind a thing covering or concealing.
(TA.)

"~4 T1bWhat is J [app. meaning great
in estimation] of a thing. (Ibl-'Abbad, TA.) 
Also The fruit of the ;jH- [or coriandet.r]: (S
Mgh,lP:) and, (Mgh,) accord. to Abui-l-Glhowtli,
(S,) sesame, or sesanmun, (,, Z, Mgh, TA,) in its
husks, before it is reaped: (S:) or it signifies
also the grain of sesame or sesamum. (..)_

tThe heart's core (, liJI (). (S,Z, ,TA.)

You say, i s .) .: l ' [I hit his heart's

core]. (.) And aJ .iI j J) --1
I [That rested, or remained, in his heart's core].
(Z,TA.) And o.W . ' t

o^J' ~. J1t [Speech that canme forth fromn
the core of the heart to the meatus of the ear].
(Z, TA.)

J-l-: asee . .

An ass that bray. clearly; (S, ;) as

also t ; (El-Mol)eet,K;) which is in like
manner applied to a she-carmel. (El-Moheet,
TA.)-A boy light in spirit; btish, lively, or
sprightly, in his work; (.i;) as also ....
(Ibn-'Abbad,l.) - -' . Jq.'.. 1 I re-

vealed to him what was agitated in my mind.
(lbn-'Abbid, 1,* TA.)

Jl Going forth, or emigrating,from a country,
or town, to another country, or ton,n; (Myb;)
[aa also Jl.; (see art. . ;)] and so rol., (S,

Mvb, l,) its pl., (Msb,) applied to a people, or
company of men; (;, Mob, ;) originally aplplied
to the Jews who were expelled from EI-Hlijiz;

as also 1... (Myb.) - Hence, * a.., as a
subst., meaning The poll-tax; (Msb;) as also
aJl', (S and Myb in art. ..~.) You say, 

a.JI . ;) [Such a one w7vas employed as
collector of the poll-tax]; like as you say, J&
a.l.Jl. (S, Msb.) flqt. as a femrn. epithet

used as a subst.: see '2~.

JJI. (as a subst.): see Jt.; of whlich it is
also pl. andl fern.

1.1 [Thicker &c., and thickest &c.; see ~ :
and] i. q. jI [more, and most, great &c.]: (,
TA:) fem. .. (Ham. p. 45.) With the
article, [as a superlative epithet,] it is applied
to God; (S, TA;) and so, by poetic license,

0~-1. (TA.)
a subst. [signifying The act of magnify-.

ing, or honouring]; (g, TA;) like .?. (TA.)

-[Hence,] 1 , like O,

t&e.:me

i. A Ma...m [or boolk, volume, nriting, or

n,ritten paper or the like,.] in n,hich is science:
(S, K :) and any book, or nw,iting, (A 'Obeyd,
S, K,) is tlhs called hy the Arabs; (A'Obeyd,
S ;) as, for instance, that of Lulcmin, and one of
poetry: (TA:) and so in the hrasec used by En-

N;ibighali (Edh-Dbuby&nee, TA) lIb · 4.
JIl [Ttheir book is that of God]: or, as some

recite it, hlie said w,t-, witll .1., meaning,
their abode is one of pilgrimage and of sacred

sites. (S, TA.) See Jq. _ [en cnce,] Science;
and the doctrine, or science, of practical law.

(AA, TA.)

,P~ A horse clad with a j; a s alsotj_.a ;
(TA;) which latter is likewise applied to a camel.
(I n-Abbad, TA.)

'J. .' i. Clouds that include the land in

common, or generally, or universally, within the
corn.pass of their r,ain; i. e., that rain upon t/e
land throu.lhout its general, or universal extent:
(S, TA :) or thundering cloud.x, corveing the land
n:ith rain: (A, TA :) or clouds in which are
thundler and lightning. (As, TA in art. h,..)

[See also e .]

J- Jy.*.: see .... ~ Also Water into which

[q. v.] hasfallen. (TA.)

A man verJ excellent, or elegant, in
mind, manners, addrem, speech, person, or the
like; in nhom is no fault, or vice. (.). A
camel that has attained his full strength. (K,
TA.).2 Ag1*... <41 Camels having mall beills,

of the hind called j., hung upon them. (g.)

J Clouds in which is the sound
of thunder: ($, ] : [in the CI., in this instance,
crroneously written J4 :]) or sounding:

(TA:) [see also J,'.:] and in like manner

tjt,J4..a aplied to rain. (K,TA.)-. A strong
chief: or [in the CK, "and,"] one whose voice,

orfame, (,.z ,) reaches far: and bold, vehement
in repelling or defending, eloquent, or able in
spceeh, (K,) who subjects himnself to peril, or

danger. (TA.)

1. '..' 1, ($, A, Mgh, Msb, ],) aor.: and ;,

(S, Msb, K,) inf. n. "4 ($, Mgla, Myb, IC) and

., ($, K,) lie drove, (A, K,) or brought,
conveyed, or transported, (Mgh,) a thling, (S, A,
Mgh, Msb, K,*) or things, such as camels, sheep,
goats, Ihorss, captives, or slaves, or any mer-
charndise, (TA,) fronm one place to another, (A,
K,) orfirom one country or town to another, for
the purpose (f tr'flic; (Mgh;) as also t.J.I,

(A, K, KL,) and *,t .-. (KL.) And ,.

Ol; J1 Jl and t"l! signify the same;
( ;) i. e. tI brought, drew, attracted, or pro-

cured, the thing to myself. (Ps.) [Hence,] 1l

v1U $j.4i 1_t tThis iJ of the things that

bring, draw, attract, or procure, brothers, or

f*nds]. (A, TA.) And L ' 1jq -

I [The calamitie of time, or offortune, or offate,
brought, drew, or attracted, him, or it]. (A, TA.)

I
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[Hence also, accord. to some,] , 'Ž , a
trad., explained as meaning, The owner of cattle
hall not be required to drive them, or bring them,

to the town, or country, in order that the collector
may take from them the portion appointed for
the poor-rate, but this shall be taken at the
waters; and when the cattle are in the yards,
they shall be left therein, and not brought forth
to the place of pasture, for the collector to take
that portion: or, as some say, ~ '~9 means,
nor shall one have a horse led by his side, in a
race, in order that, wnhen he draws near to the
goal, he may tranfser himself to it, and so out-
strip his fellow: and other explanations have been

given: (Mtb :) [accord. to some,] J ) here
means, they shall not drive, or bring, their cattle
to the collector of the portions appointed for the
poor-rate in the place vwhere he alights, but he
shall himself come to their yards and take those

portions: or [ here is from tile verb
in a sense whichl will be explained below, an(l]
thle trnl. relates to lorse-racing, and means, one
shall not cause his horse to be followed by a manw

crying out at it and chiding it; nor sIall he have
a horse woithout a rider led by his own horse, in
order that, when he drarws near to the goal, he
many tran,ifer himself to it, and outstrip upon it:

(Mgh:) or ',J, whlich is forbidden, means

the collector's not coming to the people at their
waters to take the portions appointed for the
poor-rate, but ordering them to drive, or bring,
their cattle to him: or it relates to contending for
a stake, or wager, and means the mounting a
man upon one's horse, and, when he has drawn
near to the goal, following his horse and crying
out at it, in order that it may outstrip; which is
a kind of fraud: (8:) or it is used in both these
cases: (A 'Obeydl: [his explanations are virtually
the same as those in the :]) or the meaning of
the trad. [so far as the former clause of it is con-
cerned] is, that the contributions to the poor-rate
shall not be driven, or brought, to the waters nor
to the great towns, bit shaU be given in their
places of pasture: or it means, [or rather ,tqJI
means,] the collector's alighting in a place, and
then sending a person, or persons, to drive, or
bring, to him the cattlefro,m their' places, that he
may take the portion thereif appointed for the
poor-rate: or it [relates to horse-racing, and]
means the snding forth a horse in the race-
course, and a number of persons' congregating,
and crying out at it, in order that it may be
turnedfrom its course: or a man's following hij
horse, and spurring on behind it, and chiding it,
and crying out at it: (JC, TA:) or the shaking a
thing behind a horse that is backward in a race,
that it may be urged on thereby, and outstrip:
or one's riding a horse, and leading behind him
another, to urejs it on, in contending for a stahe,
or wager: or the crying out at a iorse from
behind, and urging it to outstrip. (TA. See

also 1 in art. ,.) _JM9 .. l lIe gained or

earned; sought or sought after or sought to gain
[provisions r&c.; generally meaning he purveyed];
and eedsrcised art or cunning or shill, in the man-

tagem of his affairs; for his family; as also

?t4q.l (Lb, 1;.)_l- aor. and , (I,)

[in£ a. $4, and perhaps i;l also;] and t19j;
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(0, g;) and lpJ l, (,) inf. n. :itwm; (Mgh;)
[the second of which is the most common;] They

raised cries, shouts, noimes, a clamour, (S, Mgh,
TA,) or confused cries or shouts or noises. (Mgh,

1R0) And -A qU ",., (S, Msb, V.,) aor. ',

(.i, Msb,) inf n. ;,.J, (S,) or $.[;, (Msb,) HIe

chid, or urged on, his horse; as also tw.. and
V1.~.; (V;) the first, rare; the second and
third, usual: (TA:) he cried out at his horse,
(S, K,)from behind him, and urged him to out-
strip [in a race], (S,) aor. ' and ,; (1I; but this
explanation is erased in the copy of the l in its
author's handwriting, as being a repetition; and
rightly, accord. to MF; though this requires con-
sideration; TA;) as also .J.ql: (S:) he urged
his horse to run, by striking, or goading, or by

crying out, or the like; as also t",J4.l : or, as
some say, he led behind his horse that he n
riding another horse to urge on theformer, in
contending [in a race] for a stake, or wager; as
is shown in an explanation of the tradition cited

above, .. .L ' 9. (TA.) It is said in the

, ur [xvii. 66], *.) 0 &

And raise thou confused cries against them,
(Mgh,) or cry out against them, with thy forces
riding and onfoot. (Bd. But see another expla-
nation in what follows.) And it is said in a well-

known prov., 4 i . It, i. e. a

cloud (X.1_), thundered, then refrained from
raining: applied to a coward, who threatens, and
then is silent: but accord. to some, it is with t
in the place of C. (MF. See art. ... )-

[Tcnece,] .J"., aor. and '; and . .; He

threatened with evil; (K, TA;) followed by an

accus. (TA) [or, app., by Ui& before the object]:
or (so in the TA, but in some copies of the K
"and,") he collected a company, a troop, or an

army. (K, TA.) [It is said that] ; ?;.jJ,

in the lKur [xvii. 66], means And collect thou
against them [thyforces], and threaten thetnm ith
evil. (TA. But see another explanation above.)

And %cA *t .l signifies also Tlhey collected
themsilves together against him, (S, B,0) and

r aitded one another; like I.,l. (S.) ..

e ic, aor. ', inf. n. 14, lIe committed a crime

against him; or an offence for nwhich he should

be punished. (K,* TA.) a. , aor. and ,
(8, K,) It (a wound) healed: (V:) or it (an
ulcer, As, or a wound, S) became cowered with a
shkin in healing: (As, S:) as also q,,t,.. (;,
L.)-And It (blood) dried; became dry; as

also 1. (Lb, ].). ., aor.', It [app.
a company or troop] assembled, or became collected
together. (K.)

2: see 1, in two places. 1 The inf. n. h
' also signifies The act of bringing together: or

collecting. (KL.)

3. [,.Jq. is explained by Golius, as on the
authority of the KL, as meaning He helped, or

aussisted: but this is a mistake for l.t.; for I

find ia.'J,. explained by C.i.. jS~j in a copy
' of the KL, and the order of the words there shows
) that it is not a mistranseriptiou for itql-...]

4. , .l: see 1, in eleven places, in the latter
half of the paragraph. ~ Also His camels brought

forth males; ($, X;) because the males that
they produce are driven, or brought, from one
place to another, and sold; opposed to ,4m.1
"his camels brought forth females:" ( a:) and

his camel broughtforth a male. (TA.) '..,Jl

',,i .1' May thy camels bring forth maes,
and may they not bring forth females, is a form
of imprecation against a man, implying a wish
that he may lose the milk [that he would have
otherwise]. (TA.). He aided, helpld, or assisted,
another. (S, .i.) [So, too, .HA..] He put

an amulet into a i44. [whichl must therefore sig-
nify the piece of skin in wilich an amulet is
enclosed, as well as an amulet enclosed in a piece

of skin: see 4..]. (!.)- , 4 (l,

i,) inf. n. w , (T,) ie co e hred his ,;J [or

camel's saddle] (S, I) ,rith a LL, i.e., (s,)
n,ith a piece of fresh, moist shin, zwhich he left
upon it until it became dry [and tight]: (.8, ]C :*)
or he covered the head of his ,^ wrrith a piece
of hid's, or lamb's, skin, and left it to dry *upon
it. (T.)

5. [.. '. rendered by Golius Clamorem ac
murmur excitavit, as on the authority of the ],
I do not find in that lexicon nor in any other.]

7. ;.k1l It [a camel, sheep, goat, horse,
captive, or slave, or a number of camels &c., or
any merchandise, (see 1, first sentence,)] was
driven [or brought] from one place to another [or
from one country or town to anothler, for the

pumPose of trajc]. (K.)

8. w,. l: see 1, first and second sentences.
- Also tHe (a poet) took, or borrowed, from
the poetry of another. (TA.) - And He sought
or demanded [a thing]. (glar p. 44.)

10. !'.&. ~.I He sought, or demanded, or deired,
that it [a camel, sheep, goat, horse, captive, or
slave, or a number of camels &c., or any mer-
chandise, (see 1, first sentence,)] should be driven
[or brought ]f,om one place to another [in which
he was, orfrom one country or town to another,
for sale]. (.K.)- ee also 1, first sentence.

R. Q. 1. , (,) or , , (TA,)

inf. n. :, the second , not being incorporated
into the first because the word is quasi-coordinate

to the class of r, (8,) I1e put on him a gar-
ment 'f the kind called A;,... ( g, ].) Accord.

to Kb, the first .,o in 4 is [augmentative]

like the j in j . and ;;j: accord. to Yoo,

the second is [augmentative] like the kS in it;

and . (IJ, TA.)

R. Q. 2. 4 4, (1Y,) and .!rZ44t, (A, M9b,)
He, and she, put on a garment of the hind called

.~:i.; or clad himself, and herself, therewith.

(A, Msb, ]g.) And &4 , J lie cowver

himself with his garment. (liar p. 162.)

,;: see ,1..- Also The blackness of

night; (K., TA;) and so .t.. (Iar p. 480.

[The latter evidently tropical in this sense, and
perhaps the former also.])

4;. (w, 8) and 9'; (S, L) A camelr

saddle of the kind called ,.j, with what it

I

1

forth 

males; ($, X(;) because the males that

they 

produce are driven, or brought, from one

Place 

to another, and sold ; oppoced to

"his 

camels brought forth females:" and

his 

camel brottghtforth a mate. (TA.)

C-i-1 

1�5 May thy camels bring forth In,

and 

may they not brinq forth fernaks, is a form

of 

imprecation againat a man, implying a wish

that 

lie may lose the milk [that he would have

otherwise). 

(TA.)~ He aided, holled, or anisted,

anotlier. 

[So, too, ~He put

an 

amislet into a ajcp. [wliicli must therefore sig�

nify 

the piece of skin in wliieh an amulet is

enclosed, 

as well u an anbulet enclosed in a piece

of 

skin: see lq"

k'.,) 

inf n. 1, (T,) He comM his %,,:J [or

camel's 

saddle] IS) irith a &;[;., i.e.,

rrith 

a piece of fresh, inoist skin, iphich he lqft

upon 

it until it became dry [and tight]: �($p IP*)

or 

he covered the head of his %,^U iritk a piece

Rf 

hid's, or lamb's, shin, atid lejt it to dry tipon

it. 

(T.)

5. 

rendered by Golius Camorem ac

murmur 

excilavit, as on the autliority of the

1 

do not find in that lexicon nor in any odier.]

7. 

sbbjl It [a camel. sheep, goat, horse,

captive, 

or slave, or a number of camels &c., or

any 

mercliandise, (ace 1, first sentence,)] was

driven 

[or brouqhtl from one place to anotur [or

from 

ono country or town to anotiter, for tho

PU,P~ 

of traffic). OP)

8. 

see 1, first and second sentencm.

-Also 

tHe (a poet) took, or borrowed,frm

the 

pwtry of another. (TA.) - And He wugAt

or 

demanded [a. thing]. (gar p. 44.)

10. 

~-1 He sought, or demanded, or desired,

that 

it [a camel, sheep, goat., horse, captive, or

slave, 

or a number of camels &c., or any mer-

cliandise, 

(see 1, first aentence,)] shouid be drima

[or 

brought) ftom one place to another [in which

he 

oat, orfrom one country or town to another,

forsale]. 

(1�.)-',Reealwl,firstwntence.

R. 

Q. 1. or l-JAcp (TA*)

U"
inf 

n. the second .,� not being incorpomted

into 

the liret because the word is quasi~rdinate

to 

the clan o JFIO put on him a gar-

ment 

(pf the kind called ]g.) Accord.

to 

Kb, the fimt %,o in is [augmentative]

like 

the 3 in J "'#' and accord. to Yoo,

the 

second is [augmentative] like the Lq in

and 

(IJ, TA.)

R. 

Q. 2. �� , (Y.,) andAJ_. (A, Mqb,)

Re, 

and she, put on a garment of tise kistd caUed

or 

clad himseT, and herself, therewith.

(A, 

Mgb, ]g.) And lle Covered

himwif 

with his garment. (gar p. 162.)

0 

1

me 

4�. - Also The blacknm of

nigbt; 

(K and so V.�

TA 

tet,�.. (Ijar p' 480.

[The 

latter evidently tropical in this sense, and

perhape 

the former also.])

and 

L) A camel's

saddle' 

of the kind caRed vitA what it
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contains, or compris: (7:) or its cower: (Th,
:) or its piecs of wood: ($:) or its curoed

piecs of wood: (TA:) or its wood, without [th
thongs called] 511! and other apparatus. (,
TA.) Also, both words, Clods, (V,) or tAhn
clouds, (,) in which is no water: (e,V:) oi
clouds appearing, or extending sideays, ( je.,
(ir the horizon,] like a mountain [or mountain-
range]: (V, TA:) or a cloud like 1hat which i.
termed S1 ([q.v.], but narrower, and mor
distant, and inclining to blacknesu: (AZ, TA ir

art. :) pl. 4i . (TA.) [See also /.

s4. A thing, or things, drfivren, or brought
(1, A, Mgh, M9b, I,) from one country or tows
to another, (f, Mgh, Mqb,) orfrom one place t6
another, (A, ],) for the purpoe of trafic;
(Mgh;) a hores, &e., (,) camels, (T'A,) aheeF
or goats, captives or slaves, (Lth,TA,) or any
merchandise: (TA:) and so V, thus in the
handwriting of the author of the 1 in his lasi
copy of that work, and mentioned by more than
one, (MP, [who adds that it is correct, but SM
thinks it a mistake,]) and t £4 and 1 :
(V:) [see this last, below:] p1. [of the first]

4i..1. (i.) Hence the prov., AL ,i
I4ji TAe failure of provisions cause the

camels, drimn, or brought, from one place to
another, to be dispoed in files for sale. (TA.)
-[And, app., Mal camels; like iA&.; because
they are driven, or brought, from one place to
another, and sold; (see 4;) opposed to --,
q.v.].Also Persons who drive, or bring, camels
and ssheep or goats ['c.]from one plare or countRy
or town to another, for sale; and so [ibts pi.]
.$ij.q (S.) [(In the present day, Tj; sig-
nifies One who brings slaves from forei3n coun-
tris, particularly from African countries, for
sale.] Also, (8, A, ],) and V ii4, (;, A,·
Mgh, V,) [the former an inf. n., and so, perhaps,
the latter, but often used as simple substs., the
latter more commonly, meaning] Cries, shouts,
noises, or clamour: (?, TA:) or a confusion, or
mixture, (A, Mgh, J,) of cries or shouts or noiss,
(A, Mgh,) or of crying or shouting or noise. (s.)

And dithe former, An asembly of men. (TA.)

i;4 Tbe smaUl piece of Jskin, (.,) or the crust,
or scb, (A, V,) that forms over a wound (, A,
V) when it heals: (S, C:) pl. 4.. (A.)_A
piece of shin that is pnt upon the [kind of camel'sr
saddle called] mi. (8, X.) [8ee 4.] [A
piece of shin in which an amulet is enclosd:
see 4.] - An amulet upon which is sewed a piece
of skin r (K:) pi. as above. (TA.)-A detached
portion of cloud : ( :) [or] a cloud covering the
s,ky. (IA%r,TA.) [See also J4.] A piece
of land differing from that rwhic adjoins it; a
patch of ground; syn. M.L. (XC.) One says,
0jP r;f; Ij .1 i.C. e- 33 z j [app.
meaning t Verily he is in a good station or posi-
lion: see art. p]. (TA.)_A detached portion
of herbage or pasture. ([C,* TA.) Also Sve-
rity, or prsure, of time or fortune; (:, T;)
like i; : :) and Aunger: (so in some copies
of the h:) or hemence of hunger: (so in other

copies of the V:) or ioevrity; adversity; difp.
culty; trouble: (TA:) and a hard, distressful,
or calamitou, year. (C.)

.: see s 4e , in two places.

*1;; (S, A, Mgb, M b, ]g, dc.) and t?C.;
(i;) the latter mentioned ms an ex. of form by
S8b, and tbought by Seer to be syn. with the
former, but not explained by any one except the
author of the 1y; mase. and fem.; (TA;) A
[woman's outer wrapping garment called] aim.:
(S:) or this is its primary signification; but it is
metaphorically applied to other kinds of garments:
(El-Khatljee, TA:) or a shirt, (K, TA,) abso
lutely: or one that envelopes the wvhole boly:

o(TA:) and a wide garment for a woman, les
than the iAJ.: or one writh which a woman
covers over her other garments, like the ;M"J.:
or the [hind of head-corvering called] j" : (] :)

eso in the M: (TA:) or a garment vider than
t the jto., but les than the JIj, (Mg,l, L, Msb,)
i with which a woman covers her head and bosom:

(L:) or a garment shorter, but wider, than the
j: s; the same as the ;.: (En.Nadr,TA:)
or a woman's head-covering: (TA:) or the [kind
of wrapper called] ,j't: (1Agr, TA:) or a gar-
wnent with wrhich the person is entirely enveloped,

so that not even a hand is left exposcd, (Har
p. 102, and TA,) of the kind called ;o, worn
by a woman: (TA:) or a garment, or other
thing, that one use as a covering: (IF, Msb:)
pI. . (S, Mgh, Mob.) - Sec also 4.14.
._t Dominion, oereignty, or rule [wvith nwhich

a person is invested]. (g.)

I and L4: seS X41 , in tlhree places.
e 4tq: see .

X L,J.: see tbe next paragraph, last sentence.

,,4Q., (g, TA, in the CK c;L,l4, and so in
the TA in art. - &.,) and without teshdeed, (}g,)
[i. c.] 9 ,t4., (S, Mqb,) and, accord. to some,
t ,Ci4. also, (Myb,) not heard by AI5n from
the Arabs of the desert but with teshdeed,
though many others pronounce it without tesh-
deed, and pronounced in the latter manner, he
says, it may be a dial. var.; (TA;) [a coil.
gen. n.;] A certain plant; (1 5;) or a certain
grain, or seed, of the kind caUed I [i. e.
pulse]; (Msb;) the [grain, or sed, called] ,
which is a thing resembling the ,AGl: (S:) or
a dust-coloured, dusky hind of grabn or seed,
which is cooked; of the colour of the AL., exeept
in its being of a more dusky shade; but larger:
(T, TA:) a certain kind of grain or seed, renm-
bling the AL., of the kind called j,i, welU
known: (TA:) [a common kind of vetch, or pea,
the common lathyrus, or blue c/hickling vetch, the
lathyru~ sativus of Linn., is called in Upper
Egypt, and by some of the people of Lower
Egypt also, ;LJ4:] n. un. with ;. (TA.).
Also the first, (t,) and V ;44., (TA,) and
t X, (MP, on the authority of Ibn-EI-
Jowzee,) [like ; and 1^ or A
thing like a [ [or sword-ras], of skin, or

[Boox I.

leather, (,, TA,) in which is put the sword
sheathed, and in which the rider puts his whip
and implements 4c., and which he hangs upon the
;; or the k'l; [see these two words] of the
camera saddle; derived from iL. meaning "a
piece of skin that is put upon a , :" (TA:)
r or the case (1jS) of the sword-sheath, or scab-
bard: (i:) or c.J j1 4, occurring in a
trad., signifies the case (.,.j) with its contents:
or the sword and bow and the like, which require
some trouble to draw forth and use in fight; not

s such a weapon as the lance. (L, TA.) Also

the first, and t .l.i, (, TA,) or , (o
in the C]C,) A clamorous man; or one who mahe
a confused crying or shouting or noise. (]C, TA.)

I 4S1: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

.,, . ; see .
a.UU. and a. : sJe:

.. , applied to a male slave, (A, Mgh, .,)
One who is brought from one place or country
or town to another [for sale]: (1, l :) or one
who is brought to the country of the Aluslims
[for sale]: (Mgh:) pl. 4. and 'LA~. (s.)
It is also applied [in like manner] to a woman:

pi. L. and S .. (Lb, *.)

¢.4 A thing that is driven or brought from
one place or country or town to another for sale;
(T, S, TA;) such as an aged she-camel, and a
he-canmel, and a young she-camel such as is called
, - v, and any other thing; but not aplplied to
stallion-camels of generous race, that are used for
procreation: pi. : or the pl. signifies camels
that are brought to a man sojourning at a water,
wiw has not means of carriage; wherefore they
put him [and his companiouns or goods 4c.]
thereton: (TA:) or a.IJ. siglifies male camels:
[see also ~.' :] or camels that are ladlen with
the goods or utensils .'c. of the pcople: and it is
used alike as pl. and sing. (li.) See ., with
which it is syn. (Q.)

.Lm..: see .J·. _-Also t An affected habit
or disposition. (Ibn-Abi-l-Iladeed, MF.)

s e see .

· ~; .Ros-water: an arabicized word, (I;,)

from the Persian [-' J]. (TA.)

it; and V 4 and V ijLb (1g, TA) and
,t:iA. (Cs) and ti 1". and t i4:', (g,
TA,) applied to a woman, Clamorous noiry, very
loquacious or garrulousw, and of evil dispo~ition:
(]C, TA:) or Zl. signifies, thus applied, rude
and coarse: (TA:) the J in this word is not a

substitute for the j in Li,e [which has a similar
meaning]: for it is from '1JI. (IJ, TA.)

,J% (A) and t aIt; (L) and t i;; (-- ar
p. 194 &c.) [all signify] t A caus of bringing or
drawing or attracting or procuring of a thing:
(Har p. 194, in explanation of the last:) thus

.1Jt a4. means t the caum of drawing tears:
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(Id p. 15:) pl. of the second, ; as in the

phrase t; I It . t[the drawing, or procuring,

cas of datiny]: (L,TA:) pl. of the third,

4i.;. (gar p. 430.) You say, , W jL i

Jl ; j I S [For ery decre offate ther

is a drawing, or procuring, cawe; and for eery

Jlow of milk there is a milker]. (A,TA.) And

[bence] the pi. ,Jl. signifies t Calamities, mis-

fortunes, evil accidents, adverMties, or difficulties.

(TA.) Bee an ex. in the first paragraph, near the

beginning._ . j and $ Wounds,

or uleers, healing, or becoming covered with ahin
in healing. (A9 , TA.)

LJ.A.: see the paragraph next preceding.

:.I;. A person who puts an amulet into a

can of skin: after which it is sewed upon [the
headstall, or some other part of the trappings, of]
a horse. (TA.)

-...- . -

'r,e_, appllied to thunder, (V,) and to rain,
(TA;) Boisterous. (Q, TA.) - ;-. : see

.:." r: A ;jd.i [i. e. bead, or gem, or similar

stone] (T, I~,TA) used by the Arabs of the desert,
(T, TA,) [or by the women of the desert, as a
charm,] for captivating, or fascinating, men;
(g,' TA;) or for bringing back after flight;
(T, V ;) orfor procuring affection after hatred:
(T,TA:) Az mentions it as a quadriliteral-radical
word. (TA.) The Arab women used to say,
· · · p ' ' -1
Wt a

[I have .fawinated him with the yenjelib, and he
shal not sek another, nor absent himself, nor
ceae to remain at the tent-rope]. (LI, TA.)

1 , aor. , inf. n. ., IIE (a man, ,
L, t&c.) was, or became, bald in the two side of

his head: (~, I :) or in the two sides of the fore
part of his head: (Myb :) or in the fore part of
his head: or a little more bald than he who is

termd j;l. (L.) [See also anld 5I.]
-- h;j'd l ..Jq ., inf. n. as above, The herbage

of the land was eaten; as also .. (TA.)

And 5ij l r..mq The branches of the tree

mrwe eaten, and it became reduced to its stem, or

root. (Agn,TA.)m _ lkl I , aor. 

(0, ],) inf. n. ,.Z; ($;) and * J.-, inf. n.

g'3 ; (TA;) The cattle ate the trees: or ate

the pper parts thereof: (TA:) orfed upon the
upper parts thereof, and peeled them. (Q, ].)m
See also 3.

1: see 1. -_ [the inf. n.] signifies also

The acting, or advancing, boldly, (],) or tery
boldly: (s :) or being bold to do evil or mischief;
and shnoing open enmity or hostility: (A:) and

Bk. I.
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acting with penetrating energy, vigour, or effic-
tireness, (, 1, TA,) in an affair: (TA:) and
going, or journeying, vehemently: (TA:) and
the assaulting, or attacking, (AZ, j, TA,) of a
man, (AZ, TA,) and of an animal of prey. (].)

See also 3. You say, ; O0 C I l;d [Be

not bold to do eoil or mischief, or to show open

enmity or hostility, to us, 0 such a one]. (A.)

And Co a 4 '. In his face is [apparent]

boldnes to do evil or mischief, and a show of

ope enmity or hostility. (A.) And ;.& c

AJI He charyed, or made an assault or attack,

upon the pople or party. (AZ,TA.) And -

UJ t l 'a [He assaulted rith the asaulting

of the wvolfJ. (A.) And t;i He came

upon us; or came down upon us and overcame

us; or detroyd us; syn. u. (ISh, TA.)

And,..Yl + . H 1went at random, heed-

lesly, witholt any certain aim or object, or with-
out consideration, in the affair; or pursued a
headlong, or rash, coursn therein. (TA.)

3. J_.'- [the inf n.] signifies The acting

openly with another in an affair: (As, ]I:) and
the slhoing open enmity or hostility with another.

(, .) You say, z ,JI .;c I acted

opnly with the man in the affair. (..) And

OjJ4 ~Jlq. Such a one showed open enmity or

hostility with me; as also t L et.. (A.)-.

Also The contending with another for superiority

in strength; syn. .l. (S) and S.JI. (;, ].)
You say, .I " g,. [app. meaning

Such a one contended with me for superiority in
strength, and overcame me therein]. (TA.)

And i. q. Sl [The contending with another
Sor superiority in greatnes; ,'c.]. (i.)

Q. Q. 1. . He shaved his head: (Fr, ,
s ) the a is augmentative. (.)

D Baldnes in the tmo sides of the head: (S,

K ) or in the two sides of the ore part of the

head: (Msb :) it is more than ?j, and les than

', (S, Msb,) which is less than .: (Msb :)

or baldness in tlhe fore part of the lhead: or bald-
neu that is a little more than what is termed

L.Li A part, or place, in which is baldness
such as is termed . (., Myb.)

.,,Land that producaes no herbage.

(J.)
~. A torrent that carri~ amay everything

in its course. (., ].)

~lIj. Wide (Q,TA) and bare, or open, (TA,)

land. (1, TA.)

air. (TA) and l (S, ] [the latter being

pl. of the former]) What Jlies about in successive

portions from the heads of reds and papyrus-
plant (8, ], TA) and other plants, in the wind,
(TA,) ranb/ling cotton; (P, TA;) and spd~'

Jwebso flying about. (TA.) And the latter,
Flakes of snow falling quickly and continuously.
(TA.)

.1J A man bald in tlh two ida of khi iad :

( :) or in the two sides of the fore part of Ahis
ead: (Mtb:) or in th fore part of i head d:

(Mgh, L :) or a little more bald than he who is

ternnd t1i: (L:) it signifies more than il,

and less thn ~ .{ and ;.l: (Mgh:) when a
man is bald in the sides of his forehead, he is
termed "tjl; when the baldnes is a little more,

nl ; when it extends to the half, or the like,
5 l; and then, e.ql: (A'Obeyd,TA:) the

fem. is i..r: and the pl. 5L (L, Msb) and

· ~ .(L)- .-. Having no horn; applied to
a bull and a hegoat: (A:) and in this sense the
fem. is applied to a ewe (T, M, M,b) or she-goat,
(T, M, A, Mob,) and to a cow: (T, M, A:) and

in like manner [the pl.] . is applied to cown

or bulls hAaing no horns; (1~, TA ;) erroneously

said in the i to be (., like . (TA ).

t A [woman's camel-vehicle of the kind called]

ti^ that has not a high head or top: (Ibn-

Kulthoom, IJ,., J]:) or without a top: (T:)

or one that is of a square form: (Aq, IJ :) pi.

ft~ l, ((, IJ,) like as J!j; is pl. of ,ji; a

very rare form of pl. of a sing. of the measure

Ja;. (IJ.) t A flat roof not surrounded bil a
maU or anything else to prevent persons' falling

fron it. (IAth,.K)--f.. 'ai tIA town having

noSfortres: (A,TA:) pi. t iJ: the for-

tresses being likened to honms. (TA.)- 4bl
q..1 ~t [A hill] not having a pointed summit.

(TA.) And f 't. 3: ; t [AJ smooth [hill].

(A.).-.t- . ,..bl t A land in which are no

trees. (TA.) - CJ.I ;c t A hard, distresing,

or calamitous, day; as also l.. (A, TA.)

see 5l
t1.1* A plant of nhich the wppe!' parts hare

been eaten. (TA.)

iti.. Eaten: (8, e:) eaten until nothling of

it is left: ( :) herbage so caten. (TA.)

c, A man () mho eats much; a grat

eater; voracious. (., P.)- See also 

_1a _LE. i. A year of Irotught, barrenness,

or dearth. (TA.) Insolent and audaciots.

(L.) You say, 3AU C 0 [Such a one is

impudent, insolent, and audacious]. (A, TA.)_

A bold wolf. (TA.)

*.q- A she-camel (8) that bears with hardi-

ness a seve year, preserving her milk; (8,1! ;)

as also 'i. (L.) - See also .J.

· t;; *A tree haoing the head, or upper part,

eaten. (L.) - A plant, or tree, that has buen
eaten and has grown again. (TA.)

C* I i.g q. , [Contending oith another

for superiority in greatM ; 'c.: see its verb, 3].
($.)...The lion. (].)_. A she-camel that yields
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milk abundantly in ninter: (., ]:) or that
crop. the twigs of the dry trees in winter, in a
year of drought, and becomesfat upon them, and
so preres hr milh: (IA~r, TA:) pl. VtC'~ :

(, V :) or this is pl. of ;J4 and tC4.. as
epithets applied to a palm-tree and a she-camel
that cares not for the want of rain. (AHn, TA.)
And 1J.. A she-camel that eats the . and
KJr, whether they have leaves upon them or not.
(TA.)

1 .: see 'Ci. Also Years of drought
that carry off, or destroy, the cattle. (~, 8.)

1. ; , (., A, Migh, &c.,) aor.;, (Mgb, ,)

inf. n. ,,J., (8, Mgh, Mgb,) He hit, or hurt, his
shin; (g,];) like as you say, a.I, and rW4:
(9:) he beat his thin: (Mgh:) he beat him;
namely, a criminal: (AMgb:) he struck him with
a whip, and with a sword: (TA:) he flogged
him (A,1 ) with a whip, (J,) or with whips:

(A.:) ,s. is sometimes written and pronounced

. 4 .. (MF on the letter .. ) You say, J.,JI s.J.,
inf. n. as above, He inflicted upon him the flogging
ordained by the lawv. (., L.) - .JI .cJ.. The
erpent bit: (J :) or, accord. to some, one says

of the serpent called 1, specially, LJj .4
[it strikes witA its tail]. (TA.)..;.. . h.,

(1],) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) I He lay
with his young woman, orfemale slave. (/g,TA.)
[lhence,] 5,s , [t i. q. ., C p], a metony-

mical phrase: - p .. meaning '" l,
and QJ ":.~'l, also termed J,.JI., and
ijt'I;l: the similar act of a woman is termed

JU'j1i. (TIar p 672.), ;s % .ni. He
smote the ground with him; (TA;) he threw, him
down prostrate on the ground. (A, TA.) And
'4. lie fell down (IS, TA) upon the ground
by reason of much leepiness; as also *,t ; ;.
(TA.) j .,oJl ,- *;, in a trad., means
[I used to ~ert my strength, or energy, but]
sleep mould overcome me so that I fell donn.

(L.) .__ . ; i. : He compelled him
against his will to do the thing. (A, ].) -

i.. jsi ,44 (or, as related by A3 it, ,~,
with i, TA) Hel is imagined to posesu every
good quality. (A,Jg.) But the saying of Esh-
Shafi'ee ;j. l C X,A means t Mujdlid
used to be pronounced a liar, (J, TA,) or sus-
peeled and accused of lying. (TA.)-;..4
,.Jf1, (9, L, Mgb,) the verb being in the paim.

form, (Mqb,) or J.q, (A, ],) a verb of the
same form a C; (;) [or both may be correct,

like '.' and ,b, in the same sense;] and
t 'i,, ; (g;) [but this last I believe to be a
mistake for z*Jqt., like j. ;] The land mt,
or became, affected, or smitten, by hoar-frost, or
rime. (9, A, L, Msb, V.) And 1 2il ,Jq. [in
the TA .J4] The herb, or leguminous plants,

were, or became, affected, or smitten, thereby.

(L, TA.) And t lJ.ql They (men) were, or be-
came, affected, or smitten, thereby. (L, ].).

9.~ ~ ~ #.m.., aor. ', inf. n. ;'j. and ;.. and 
(or this last is a simple subst., L) and >.4.., (an
inf. n. like P. and J,;, ($, or from .. -,
M in art. j.~,) He (a man, S, L) wvas, or becamne,
hardy, strong, sturdy, (§,* L, K,*) and enduring,
or patient. (L.)

2. , (TAtr, T, $, Mgh,) inf n. ,~, (T,
S, Mgh, ],) lie shinned a camel (IA'r, T, T,
Mgh, O) that had been slaughtered: (9, g:) one

seldom uses L, thus [in relation to a camel].
(S.)_-.Also He covered a thing with shin; as, for
instance, a pair of socks, or stockings: (Mgh:)
and in like manner, [he bound] a book: (A, 1]:*)
and he clad a young camel in the skin of another
young camel: (L: [see U.~:]) thus the verb
bears two contr. significations. (Mgh.). [HIe
ordered to be flogged. (Freytag's Lex.: but
without any indication of an authority.)] 1 [1ie,
or it, rendered a man hardy, strong, sturdy, and
enduring, or patient: so in the present day.]

3. HJt e contended with him in fight,
whether the fight were with swords or not. (A
in art. .. b.) You say, .Jl eo'j.4, (L,) inf. n.

3jtl. (S, A, L) and s , (A, L,) He con-
tended with him in fight with the sword. (S,* A,

L.) And .i.t/.,sJt They contended with
them in fight with swords. (A.) And I..3lt,.

J, (](, TA,) and 1 JJI.3i (.S, A, L, and so
in the CK instead of 1b..) j..Jtl, (9,) and
· lj'. I1, (., A, L,) They contended, one with
another, in fight with swords. (S, A,' L, I.) 
[See also *ja_.]

4. 4!11 6s.Lbt ]tHe constrained, compelled, or
necesuitated, him to have recourse to, or betake
himself to, him, or it: (so in some copies of the
]g:) or he made him to stand in need of, or to
want, him, or it. (AA, L, and so in some copies
of the K and in the TA.) m ~, ..j [or

.t..]: and ;A.. l: see 1.

5. jj. He affected hardiness, strength, stur-
dinews, and endurance, or patience; constrained
himself to behave with hardiness, &c. (.,* A,* L,
].0) So in the phrase ' ,h iv .3 [He con-
strained himself to behave with hardiness, &c., to
those who rjoiced at his misfortune]. (A, TA.)
In the phrase # .4.3 [He constrained himself
to endure with hardines and patience the los, or
want, of him, or it], the verb is made trans. by
means of Xp because it implies the meaning of

J3. (L) - Also'He feigned, or made a sahow
of, hardiness, strength, sturdines, and endurance,
or patience. (L.)

6: see 3.

8: see 8. m~;'1l .q.t, (AZ, TA,) or . W
U,ll, (V,) He drank all that was in tlhe tessel;
(AZ, g, TA;) as also .. t. (AZ, TA.)

.U; (sometimes pronounced .. , ) and

t,.A., (applied to a man, 8, A, Mgh,) IIardy,
strong, sturdy, (S,* A,* L, (,*) and enduring, or
patient: (L:) not ake [q. v.]: (Mgh:) pl. [of
either] ,i, C., ( L, K,) or ,i;, (so in some
copies of the I(,) and -.. 4 and ;.; [a pl. of

pauc.] (9, L, K) and ;.. (].) And [the fem.]
.;L A hardy and strong she-camel; strong to

labour and to journey; that heeds not the cold:

and also sn!ift: pl. ; ,lt: (L:) andla she-camel
that yields a copious jflow of mill: (Thx, TA:)
sing. of v~, (S,) which signifies she-camels
abounding with mtilh; as also '.g, (Is,) !,l. of
t;.i ; (TA;) or she-camels having neither

milh nor young: ( :) [see also J4:] or she-
camels that yield the most greaty, or unctuous,
sort of milh: and so the sing., iJq, applied to a
ewe or a she-goat. (S.) ;L. (pl. of i., TA)
is also applied to palm-trees, meaning Large,
hard, hardy, or strong: (S, K, TA :) or such ns
are not dafected by drought. (TA.) And ej
;.%~ signifies A tongh-shlinned, excellent, date;
as also * L'L: and a hard, compact, date. (L.)

4, (S, Msb, , &ec.,) the only form of the
word mentioned by the genenility of the lexico-
graphers; (TA;) o{c&urring at the end of a verso
with kesr to the second as well as the first letter,
t i., agreeably with a license allowed to a lpoet
in such a case, to give to a quiescent letter in a
rhyme the same vowel as that whichll the preceding

letter has; (8;) and tJJ., (IAgr, S, i,) like
.: and a,, and 1 and Jd ; but this is said
by ISk to be unknown; (S;) The shin of any
animal; (K ;) the integument of the body anil
limbs of an animal: (Az, Msb:) or the exterior
of the ;j [or upper shin] of an aninmal: (M.sb:
[but this is a strange explanation) pl. ; (S,
Msb, lC) and (sometimes, M.sh) ;-1 [a pl. of
pauc.]. (Msb, .)_[Tthe pl.] ;ti sirnifies also,
and t~tl4 likewise, The body and limnbs (8, A,
L) of a man; (S;) tile whole person, or body and
limbs, of a human being; (L, 1K ;) and his self:
(L:) so called because enclosed by the skin: pi.
of the former, .t.l. (L.) You say, .l t

, J.. Hon; like are his person and
body to the person and body of hlisfather ! (L)
And ,j.'l jiSj and ts.tXl (A, L)
Such a one is large and strong (1) in respect of

the body and limbs. (A, L.) And 1i) .3i l,j
.?~.. , Repeat ye the oaths to the persons,
themselves: occurring in a trad.: said on the
occasion of a man's entering among others of
whom an oath had been demanded. (L.)-
.i.JIl also signifies t The penis. (Fr, L, ]: but
in the CK, in this sense, it is written ,;lJ.)
Agreeably with this explanation, its pl. . is
said by Fr to be used in the glur xli. 20: (L:)
or as meaning the pudenda: (L, :) but ISd
holds that this word there means the skins, with
which, as in manual operations, acts of disobe-
dience are performed. (L.)

'.4p: see 'A....-Also The skhin of a camel,
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BooK 1.]

or othler beast, with which another beast is clothed:
(L:) the shin of a young camel, which (being
stripped off, ) is put over the body of another
young camel, in order 'that the mother of the
shinned young one (smelling it, 8) may conceive
an affection for it [and suckle it]: (8, ] :) or
the shin !f a young camel, which is stuffed with

panic grass (.*W), (K, TA,) or tome other plant,
(TA,) and put before a she-camel, in order that
slhe may be induced thereby to affect that which
is not her young one [and so yield her milk],
(1g, TA,) or, to affect the young one of another.
(L, TA.) ~ A ewe or she-goat whose young one
dies at the time of her bringing it forth; as also

4 ',,: pl. [of the former] ; . and [of the

latter] ;laA.. (TA.)_-Also, [asa coll. gen. n.,]
Great she-camels, having neither young ones nor

milk; n.un. with;: (8:) [see also ,.:] or
great camels, among which are no little ones;
(I ;) n. un. with; : (TA:) and (app. as a quasi-
pl. n., TA) sheep or goats, and camels, having
neither young ones nor milk; (K;) app. meaning
having no little ones to wthich they give such:
(Mohammad lI)n-EI-Mukarram, TA:) or she-
camels having no young onies with them, so that
they endure patiently the heat and cold: (Fr,
TA:) or she-camiels having no milk, and the
young ones of nhich have gone awvay from them;

includiig wihat are called X'I ,, and such
as are above these in age; and also such as are

called je and;-% and j,; but when
theicy have given birth to their young, they cease

to be termed -'o., and are called ;jt, and *tW:

the pl. is y. and [pl. pl.] ;31J.I. (Az, TA.)

liard ground; as also t J1 : (S:) or hard

and level ground; as also . .. : (K :) or level

but rough ground; (1 ;) as also t O.: (TA:)

pl. (of the former, TA) .. and (of the latter,

TA) 1.. (8, TA.) You also say . ,.a)l,
withi fet-h to the J; (AHn, TA;) and ,
with a quicscent J; (Lth, AlIn, TA;) and woul

;o..' also; and j.1~.-. (Lth, TA.) 

Also, as a suabst. or an inf. n., (L, [see .,X-,])
HlIardiness, strength, stt.rdliness, (,* A,* L, ]~,*)
and endurance, or patience. (T.)

.J.: see
· · 0· · · ·

see . . .

3.4,-. a more particular term than .. w; (S,
L;) signifying A piece, or portion, of skin. (L.)

One says also ,ddl ;q.- [app. meaning The

eyelid]. (TA.) And tW. ,. C ; A people,
or company of men, of ourselves, and of our
Ainmfolk. (TA.)I See also Z.

;'.db: see ... , in three places.

.k. A woman flogged with a whip; as also
with 3: pl. k ,S . and (Lh,L:) the
former pl. thought by ISd to be of the former
sing.; and the latter, of the latter. (L.)~Hoar-
frost, or rime; i e. dew that falls (,A, A,)

.o the sky (Q) upon the ground (Q, A, ) and
congeal; (Q, j;) also called . - and

(s;) like . (Mb.)_ Congealed, orfrozen,
water; ice. (TA.)~ See also ,d..

'.J4. [dim. of '..] One of the ,;'t.J [coats,
or tunics,] of the eye. (TA.)

kJ..3j [A dlealer in shins;] a rel. n. from

; , pl. of . (TA.)

;. One wvhose office it is to fliog others with
a whip. (Mgh.) [In the present day, An execu-
tioner, in a general sense.]

---65 * --
..1a..: see j~.., in two places.

.~ '.;: see '., in two places.

', A piece of skin which a wailintg woman
holds in her hand, and with which she slaps (S,

l~) her face (S) or her cheek: (. :) pl. J,.i ;

(Kr, K ;) or, as ISd thinks, this is pl. oft' ;.4

[as syn. with 'tA.], for -;? and jtlw* are
often interchangeable as measures of words of
this kind. (TA.)

.M,. Covered with shin: thus applied to a
pair of socks, or stockings, meaning having skin
put upon the upper and lonwer parts. (Mgh.)
[A book, or portion of a book, bound: and

hence, A volume: pl. -.] A bone
covered only by the shin; having nothing remain-
ing on it but the shin. (K.)A horse [rendered
hardy and enduring ;] that is not frightened by,
(.K,) or not impatient at, (S, and so in some
copies of the J,) being beaten (S, J4) with the
whip. (TA.)~ A certain quantity of a burden,
or load, of known measure and weight; (1;) six
hundred pounds' weight. (IAar, TA in art. ... )

c., ..
'C One who binds books, or covers them

with shin. (1..)

se: .see i : ~and see also 

;..q.e [Ilaring his skin hit, hurt, or beaten:
flogged: &c.: see also ;1].- ;l
Land affected, or smitten, by hoar-frost, or rime.

(S, A,.L, Msb, ].) - ;. is also an inf. n.
of 5.m[q. v.]. L( , ] g.)

h 1... A place of contending in fight with
swords. (L from a trad.)

L ~,, (?,A,Mqb,l],) aor. , (A,K,) in£ n.

~.' (.8, A, Msh, R) and t ', ., (S, A, K,)
He placed his seat, or posteriors, upon rugged
[or rather elerated] ground, such as is termed
~Ji: this is the primary signification: (TA:)

[and hence,] He sat; i. q. auj [when the latter
is used in its largest sense]: (MNb, and so S and

L and A and in art. Wa:) you say, ; -
and taW/ , [He sat cros-legged]: (Msb:)
accord. to EI-F"rabee and others, contr. of.Ui;
and thus it has a more common application than
.W [when the latter is used in its most proper
and restricted sense]: (Msb:) but j also sig-
nifies the contr. of .;: ('Orweh Ibn-Zubeyr, L
in art. Wa:) properly speaking, . differs

from .Ja; the former signifying he sat up; or
sat after dleeping, or prostration, (Msb,) or after
lying on his side; (B, TA;) and tho latter, lhe
sat down; or sat after standing: (Mh), B, TA:
and see other authorities to the sanicame effect in art.
.W :) for ,,. is a change of place from low
to high, and .~J is a change of place from high

to low: and one says, l. b _l., but not SWi

'1;, meaning [lie sat] leaning, or reclining,

upon one side: (Msb :) but both these verhs
sometimes signify he wtas, or became: and thlus,
[it is said,] L , . and talj. L signify

he was, or became, cross-legged: and C a -

;.91 la.. in like manner signifies he was, or

became, [between her four linmbs,] (EI-FTiribec,
Msb,) because the man, in this case, is resting
upon his own four limbs. (M 9b.) [' .
and 4ll .', like c~ .. and ell 'd, signify
the same; i. e. He sat with him: or the latter,
he sat by him; like "assedit ci."] An instance
of the inf. n. ,°6t. is found in a trad., in which

it is said, &1 *h,- ,p1 °" 'i
[But when ye come to sitting, perform ye the
duties relating to the road]. (TA.) [The trnd.

commences thus: .Ai.I c - JIj'; 
Beware ye of sitting on the roads: and then,
after the words before cited, (in which, however,
in my copy of the JAmi' cs-uaglheer, instead of

o,_....11, I find .Jt. l , which is pl. of '-.jl,)
it is added that thie duties thitus alluded to are the
lowering of the eyes, the putting away or uside
what is hurtful or annoying, the returning of
salutations, the enjoining of that which is good,
and the forbidding of that which is evil.]

'6I;1 . The aquiline vulture lay upon its
breast on the ground; syn. - .: a saying
applied to him who is of the seceders. (A, TA.)
[See also J.],. also signifies tIt (a
thing, as, for instance, a plant,) rea,uined, or
continued. (AHn, TA.)- Also, (aor. , inf. n.

_.~, TA,) lIe came to .,JI, (TA,) or [the
high country called] Nejtld: (T, ., A, TA :) and
in like manner said of a cloud; it came to Nejd.
(TA.)

3. .Ja, inf. n. .11 and ,-, [lIe sat

ivith him.] (TA.) You say, 9 '9FA .t
,,.i%aJ [Sit not with him with whom thou wilt

not be congenial]. (A, TA.) And b,mlt ' -

o.,~?71. [Generous in oriqin, or disposition;
pleasant to sit wvith;] is said of a man. (TA.)

4. ..1 l []ie seated him; made hinta to sit:
or he made him to sit up]: (S, K, TA:) he gave

him place, or settled him, ("L,) in sitting. (TA.)

6. 1yJ;ni [They sat together; one with
another;] (S,A,TA;) LJt . 1 . [in thesitting-
places]. (S.)

10. A la - I [lie asked him, or desired him, to

sit: or to sit up]. You savy, 4z IU 
[He saw me standing, and he asked me, or detired
me, to sit]: (A, TA:) but this is at variance with
what we have mentioned in the beginning of the
art., respecting the distinction [between jJ. and
j,J]. (TA.)

I
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J.. Rugged ground or land: (, 1j :) this is
thie primary signification. (TA.) -[Also, app.,
lElevated ground or land:] a place lelated and
hard: or, as some say, a tract of land extending
widely. (Ham p. 688.)_.. [And hence,] .j1
What is elevated above the jjb [or lowr country]:
(TA:) applied especially to the country of Nejd.
(1', , M, ].) [Persons sitting: or sitting up:]
a quasi-pl. n., accord. to Sb, or a pl., accord. to
Akh, of t*.J ;.: said to be used as sing. and pl.
and fem. and mase.; but this assertion is of no
account: (ISd,L:) or the people of a :

(Ll, ISd, L,I:) [t,.1- is also a pl. of,Jl.;

like as uj, originally 5A is of OQl: or it is

an inf. n. used as an epithet: see .±.:.)] you
say C)[a company of men iuting: or
sitting up]. (S.) [See also ... A.]- Also A
woman who sits in the .W [or court of the house],
not quitting it: (I1:) or shie who is of noble rank
(J, TA) among her people. (TA.)

4: see ,.-, in two places.

aJ~. A single sitting: or sitting up. (Mob.)

·. L, A ,node or manner, (TA,) kind, (Msb,)
or state, (S, A, Msb,) of sitting: or of sitting up.
(, A,' Mb, g.) You say, aii 
[Ile has a good mode, &c., of sitting]. (A,
Myb, 4.)

Li4. A man ($) who sits mucJ; sedentary.
(,V.)

~ ~a n d ~ A ..-
(", CA,Mqb,g) and * = (TA, as

found in a copy of the 1], [but this is an intensive
form,]) and t/ j.,. (., A, 4) A companion with
n'hom one sits: (A, Mbh, 1C:) fem. of the first
with 3: (TA:) and pl. [of the same] ;' (A,

4) and [irreg., being by rule pl. of ,1..,] f .

(4.) You ay, J qA and * [lie is
my compalnioa with whom I sit]; like as you

say, ^ V# and u (s.)
s: ee ,.

,jIq.l: see _4, in two places. -Also A
man, and a cloud, coming to [the high country
ca//d] Nejd. (TA.) You say, j~.., m-
d~.I .I sanm them running, coming to Nejd.

(A, TA.)

see 1: _ and see 

." A sitting-place; (S,Mb,;) as also
t with; ; (Fr, Lb, igh, l ;) similar to O1t; and
Ji.: (fgh, TA:) [a place where persons sit
together and conve'se; a sitting-room:] a thing
upon which ole sits: (MF:) some make a strange
distinction between and t 4.*, asserting
the fiormer to be applied to the chamber or house
(,.;) [in which people sit]; and the latter, to a
place of honour upon which it is forbidden to sit
without pernmision; but the former is the only
correct form of the two: (MF, TA:) pl. J .

(S, Mb.) You say, i .n Oji and t, LL;

[Be thou grave] in thy sitting-place. (Fr, Sgh.)
-_ The people of a - ; (Mqb, TA ;) ellip-
tical, for _ J. j.1: (TA:) an assembly, or a
company of men, sitting [together]: (Th, TA:)
not well explained as being, with the article JI,
syn. with ,WI1: (TA :) persons sitting, or sitting
up. (A, TA.) [See also ; ..] You say, *ai
hPJ.ql t [The aembly of persons sitting together

broke up]. (Msb.) And alJ. ..; I saw
them sitting. (A, TA.).- tAn oration or a dis-
course, or an exldortation, ( ; ;,)
delivered in a ,Jw; like LUiU. (M;r, in the
Preface to Hlar.). It is also' used in the same

manner as u;r and y,o..: you say &I $h.
[meaning tThe object of reort, with ,nhom others
sit and conoerse, such a one]; like 9~J i'u.

(Kull p. 140.) [See arts. am. and w,,.. But
this usage I believe to be post-classical.] -[Also
tA stool; meaning, an evacuation. So in medical
books.]

''i ;: see ', in two places.

and J'l1: sec art. A.-..

1. b, ( , Msb, g,) aor. ;, inf. n. ,4, (S,
1M sb,) lie peeled, pared, stripped, or scraped, it
off; (, M.sb, I, TA;) namely, a thiing; (TA;)
as, for instanice, (S, TA,) the mud, or clay, (S,
Msb,TA,) from the head of a [jar ofthe kind
called] A. (S,TA.) You say also, ;j

1 ,- IIe stripped off his nail from his
finger. (Lth, TA.) And accord. to some,
signifies The scraping oif, or stripping off, the
skin with somewhat of the fiefl: and the act of
pulling, or draming, out, or up, or off; or dis-
placing. (T'A.) - Also i. q. df. [H]e took awtvay,
carried away, or removed, the whole of it, or the
grcater part of it, or much of it; or he swept it
an.ay]: (1:) or, as sonic say, significs a
more intensive and more exterminating action
than .. .. (TA.)_-And lie cut it off; (S;)
or pulled it, or plucked it, out, or up; or eradi-
cated, or uprooted, it; (.I;) and exterminated
it; (F, ;) as alsot?.A.L. (]s.)-_ e '
He struck him with the sword: ([j:) or he cut,
or cut a piece from, or cut in pieces, his flesh
[with the sword]. (A, TA.) ' ;11 JA4 The
herbage was eaten to the uttermost. (TA.)_-

ht *~ , H . e suffered the loss of some-
what of his property, or cattle. (TA.)~mil.,
aor., inf. n. j. and I'.a , tIle nwas, or
became, rude in disposition, or in male; coarse,
or churlisi. (1.)

2. ZJI $ C * The years of drotught, or bar-
renneSs, or dearth, destroyed his cattle. ($.) And

Ja,.-A :4, (S,) or J' , (g,) The year of
drought, or barrenness, or dearth, exterminated
the cattle. (1i.) And ,Jl,.l ' .. l [It de-
stroyed their cattle] is also said of a year of great

drought, or barrenness, or dearth. (9.) And
j.tI ta.. Time, or fortune, or misfortune,
destroyed his property, or cattle. (TA.)

4. Aj.1 Ile (a man) removed the ij. [or
clay] from the head of the [jar called]
[i.q. jj]. (IA,r, ].)

8: see 1; and see also 2, in two places.

kee. A [jar of the kind called] 5;: (M, g:)
or an empty ;s: (AO, A , Msh, M :) this is said
(S, Mb) by AO (.) to be the primary sigenification
of the word: (S, Mb :) or the lower part of a
Oj when it is broken: (ISd, ?gh, I:) and a
[receptacle such as is called] O;J>, (AA, ?, Hr,
M.sb, k1, [in the C.K, erroneously, J;J,]) and
.1.., (AA, ~, Mob, g,) of any kind, (AA, ?,
M9b,) such as a saddle-bag, or pair of saddle-
bags, and a sack, in whlich bread or other food is

kept: (Hr, TA:) pl. [of mult] J,4 (f, M,
M:b) and [of pauc.] j'j. and J.;t, which
last is rare. (Msb.)_- Also A [skin of tle kind
called] 3j rwithout head and without legs. (IAar,
g.)-_And A skinned animal, (AO, S,) or a
skinned sleep or goat, (KJ,) of which the belly has
been taken forth, (AO, ~, g,) and the head and
legs of which have been cut off; (K ;) the body
of a skinned sheep or goat, without head and
without belly and without legs: or, as some say,
a body of anyl kind without a head upon it: (L:)
or a beast withoutfat, and without back [to bear],
antd without belly to concive: (IAth, TA:) or
the skin tf a sheep or goat, and of a canet: (Ay,
Msb :) pl. _..%w. (Sb, L) and sometimes ,J.:
(Sb, TA:) and [it is also said that] ;iJI js
signifies the skinned sheep or goat that is without
head anl without legs and without belly. (Q,
M§b.)_ Hence, i. e., from ;W Jl J5.l, (f, Msb,)
t Rude in disposition or in make; coarse, or
churlish; (S, M, Mob, ;) as also tV ; ( ;)
meaning that the person so termcd is empty,
withlout intellect: (M, TA:) appllied to a Desert,-
Arab, (S,) or to an Arab: (so in a copy of the
Msb:) or it is so applied as though meaning one
with his skin; not having assumed the gentle and
soft /habits of the people of the towns or villages
or cultivated lands; for when one does this, it is
as thiought he pulled off his skin and clad himself
with another: (M9b:) or ! stupid, foolish, or
unsound in intelclect; likened to a skinned sheep
or goat because of the weakness of his intellect.
(IAth, TA.)-Also Thick, or coarse, dry bread:
or bread not rendered savoury by anything eaten
theremit/h: or the edge [of a cake] of bread. (4.)
[See also '4..] 1 A male palm-tree, (Lti, J,)
with the spadix of which the female palmn-tree is
fecundated: (Lth,TA:) pl. i-3J. (TA.)~
A certain nwell-kinown bird. (]I.)

aW.q. [inf. n. of un. of J., q. v.].- See also

A part of a hskin that is peeled, pared,
stripped, or scraped, o' (L, g.)

4L. A broken piece of dry bread, (R, TA,)
tldch, or coarse, (TA,) and without anything to
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render it savoury: (J, TA:) pl. .j. (TA.)
[See L,, of which it may be regarded as the
n. un.] A piece of anything: (Sgh, ]:) pl. as
above. (TA.)-The portion of a reed for writing
that is between its k.' [or place where the paring
is commenced] and its point; as also iaZ.. (I.)

J)N' Clay; such as is put upon the head of
the [jar called] 2. [See 4.] (IAar, 1].)

je;- Peeled, pared, stripped, or scroped, off;

as also ?Jl: . (I.) It is said by some tha:t
the last word in the following saying of lCeys
Ibn-El-lihateem,

is pi. of the former in this sense: but accord. to
ISk, [the meaning of the verse is, As though
emaciated locusts without heads and writhout legs
occupied the tnwo sides, or the whole, of the part
of her breast where the necklace lay; for he says
that] the poet likens the ornaments upon her aJ
to locusts without heads and without legs. (TA.)

' ,e;. [An excoriated leg]. (TA.) __ahL
[or ig. ] A year that d(lestroys the cattle;

(S, g ;) as also t 1_..: (S, :) any bane, or
calamity, that destroys the cattle: pl. /G.. and

,i. and '... (TA.) You say, a~_.,:;.
i:1 "A great destruction of their cattle befell
them. (S, TA.) And .: J.,, and
and t. Years that destroy the cattle. (.i.)
And J.i/ also signifies Torrents. (TA.)~

See also' '...

jil. [act. part. n. of ]. - ih [or ',
Wl]1 A wo,i,,l of the head that Ipeels off the

skin with the flesh: ($, K :) or that peels off the
skin but dloes not penetrate into the interior.
(Msb.) And aW3 ia. A spear-nound, or the
like, that does not penetrate into the interior;

($, K;) opposed to .. (..)_. t
i. q. qtc. [A time, or season, thlat sveeps away,
or destrons, the cattle]. (TA.) See also ,..

', IHaving a portion, or portions, taken
from its sides. (S, .K.) - ]aving somerwhat
tl ereof remaining. ($, 4.) So explained by
Abu-l-Ghowth as occurring in the saying of El-
Farezda],

i.e., [And a biting of fortune, 0 Ibn-lfarwdn,
left not, of the cattle, save] such as wore destroyed,
or they were such as had only a remnant remain-
ing. (.) - A man ($) iwhote cattle have been
destroyed by years of droulght, or barrenness, or
dearth. ($, 1.) And ' .#4J A people,
or party, whose cattle have been destroyed by a
year of drought or the like. (S, TA.)

.: see -... Also A skinned sheep

or goat. (L.)_-; - ' jo.~ Bread burnt by
the oven, (., TA,) so that its outer parts stick to
it. (TA.)

,,.,,0 0*- .;,, 

,:, . .s . .: see q...

Lean, or emaciated; (.K;) as also

, ... (TA.)

;l. (S, M, MA, Mgh, K) and .J113- (IApr,

M, K) and I~ (.K) A, sac/c; in Pers. jl.;
(MA, PS;) [not so well rendered in the KL by

· ., which means a saddle-bag or a pair (f
saddlc.bays, like the Arabic 9.;] a certain kind
of .4 [or receptacle], ($, M, K,) [for corn .c.,]

iell knownn: (M, ]:) it has a loop, into which
is inserted a stick, or piece of wood, called lil:,
(S and K in art. Ji.,) this being also inse,rted into
the loo100 of another jJl^. , nhen they are bounyd
upon the camel: (1.K and TA in that art.:) or it
has twro loo)p, one of vwhich is insertedl into the
other, ($ and .I voce Aia,) [and then the stick
is put through,] on the occasion of putting it on a
camnel: (TA ibid.:) the word is arabicized; (M,
TA;) said to be from 1_.I, (TA,) or UI.,
(KL,) but correctly from Jl3~., which is Pers.:
(TA:) the pl. is J1J.' (S, MA, Mgh, 1) and

;ele, (Sb,$, MA, Mgh, V1,) the latter occurring
in poetry, (TA,) and -;WI". (S, ]J) was some-
times used, (S,) but this is disallowed by Sb. ($,
M.) The saying [of a rajiz], cited by Th,

L b L . L . . .I - 51 i

· * W l i .~ Li3 ,,~ ·

[I love AIdweeyleh fwith a true love; with the
love of tite owner (lit.father) ,,f the sack for the
s.ack;] means that the speaker hlad a vehement
love for the food, or wheat, that was inl his ;JI.
(M.) Another says,

[0, lovely is what is in the black sacks, of biscuit
and meal of plarched barley sweetened wcith sugar-
candy !]. (8.)

1. ' , (S, Mil,, K,) aor. , (Mqb, .K,) inf. n.
,4;, (E, Msyb,) Ile cut it, or cut it off; (S, Mlsb,

;) [liko .j. .] IIe shore it, or sheared it;
namely, wool, (Myb, 1,) and hair, with the

OL. , (Mb,) or .. (TA.) And ;.* `.
I took [or clipped somerwhat] from it; namely,
wool; like ~--. ( in art. ... ) And .

.Jl Hie shore, or sheared, the sheep or goat.
(H.ar p. 19 0.)_;j3JI .,, (. , K,) inf. n. as
above, (s,) He took the Jiesh that was on the
bones of the slaughtered camel; (S, .;) as also

6: see what precedes.

f' The fat of the j,, [or thin integumeit
that covers the stomach and bowels or intestines]
of a sheep or goat. (4.)

_.4 The instrument with whichk one shears (t,
K, TA) wool and hair: (TA:) and ijt ) signi-

flies a pair thereof; a pair of shears: (?:) or

aq and '1 . signify alike, i. q. Lwlj~; like

as one says ol,A and ol.lj, and .U and

· $Li: and Ot..L is also allowable, as a sing.;
(Msb;) anthor;zcd by Ks; (TA;) and in like

manner, tO,.O. (Myb. [But see . lj.])_
t Tlhe moon; (Az,K ;) as also ': ( (:) or
the [newv moon, or moon wrhen it is termed] .JYh:
(K1:) likened to the i. [as meaning the blade
of a pair of shears]. (TA.) -[llence also, pro-
hably,] tA certain mark of camels, made with a
hot iron. (Ibn-HIabeeb, .. )-[licnco also,] tTho
tick, or ticks. (gK.)_ Aid, accordl. to some, as
being likened to thlese, because of their smallness,
(TA,) tThe shee,p of Afekheh: (A 'Obeyd, TA :)
or ce7rtain shleelp with long and hairless legs,found
at Et-7?'.f (1g.) And t The male of the gazelle,
and of the sheep: pl. .. (K:.) And tA kid:
(Kr, . :) pI. as above. (S, TA.)

J..l The ivkole of a tliing; (S, g;) as also

?J±. and *.. . (;K.) Youl say, ;Il " J.
^Z' I took the thing r/holl:. (S.)

a;L. : see wlmt next precedes.

J4q. A shinned sheep or gont (S, K) wVithout
tke intestines and nrithout the legs, (S,) [or] when,
tie shanks and the redundlant parts have gone.
(]g.) And the ch,ole fles of a slaughtered camel.

(s.) - See also a.-..

olc: eCC_.

ai. 4 Shorn nool. (K.)

j.; Shorn c-.goat.s. (I..)

~ . see ,s .
.,i.. Cut, or ctit ff. (m,b.) _A sltrn

sheep or goat. (K,* TA.)

,=_ A bonc having the flesh cut off with
thke ,.. (TA in art. *....)

Qulasi C .

'~.': see Q. Q. 1. in art. .

,; - and t ;t. Rock: (, K :) or a rock;
or mass, or piece, of rock: (IM :) or a rotnd
stone: (Mgh, Mb :) or [a stone] smaller than

wvhat is termed e J.., of such a size as that
whRich is thrown with a ballista: (L:) or a great
stone: (g~ar p. 95 :) or the latter word, [a stone]
like the head of a kid; or less, such as may be
carried in the hand by grasping its side but ovr'
which the tio hands will not meet, with wrhich
date-stones J'c. are bruisel, or brayed: (ISh :)
[pl. of the former, ,,iq; and of the latter,
·.xeLt. Accord. to the Mgil and Myb, theo is
an augmentative letter; but most of thi lexico-
graphers regard it as radical.]_ [IHence,] CJ

onL,., said of one known to be a niggard, mean-
ing, t He gave somnething. (LIar p. 95.) Andl

.. 40 '9.. 4 ; RIil t lie thrcw his wreigt (re')

I
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upon him. (g. [See &,U. '.LG SAUi, voce

jtl .])_ Also ',, (L,) or A.L, (1,) A
mas of rock rising out of shallow water. (IAir,
L, K.) - And the former, t A strong man; and

so 9 Lj'4: ((:) or a man having a strong
voice; and so * .. 14. (L.) - Also, 'A .,
Many camels: (.8 :) or camels comnposing a large
herd: or camels advanced in years; as also
t; .: (IC:) and sheep exceeding in number

a hundred: (L,K:) you say ,l. ,h (L-)
-And Oxen, or cowm: (L:) and the same word,
(K,) or t ,',, (AA, L,) a single ox or con.
(AA, L, g.)

see above.

oeg
L.'.,. applied to land (/,f) Stony: (s:)

and ~ .~ is [its pi.,] like j?lI+. (TA.) - See

also I. , in two places.

: see , in two places.

W.L9. Theflower of the pomegranate: an arabi-

cized word, fiom ;l., (IC,) which is Persian,

composed of J "a flower," and ;U "a pome-
granate." (MF.) It is said that whoever swallows
three grains of it, of the smallest that may be,
(g,) on the condition of his taking them with his
mouth from the tree, before their opening, at
stnrise, on a Wednesday, (Tedhkiret Dawood,
TA,) will not have ophthalmia in that year. (1.)

Abm~~~9-

1. ~., nor. :, ($, Msb, ],) inf. n. 'A.., ($,*
Myb, TA,) *le n'as, or became, bald in the fore
part of the head: (S, ]I:) or in the greater part
of his head. (Mgb.) [The latter seems to be the

correct meaning: see i. below.]-^-.."
Iis court, or yard, was, or became, twcant, or
void. (J g.) '.4, (~, Jg,) aor. '-, (1g,) inf. n.
I, (TA,) He uncovered a thing; or removed

it [from a thing that it covered or concealed].
(, TA.)_ - He raised the turban, nhile folding
it, from the side of his forehead (. >)' (g,
TA,) [like O;.!j,] and from tlhe fore part of his
head. (TA.) - He removed the pebbles from a
place. (0, Ig.) - lie turned back a person from
a dificult, or hard, thing or affair. (g.)

A.., (JK, ,) or tf °., (I,) Baldneu in the
fore part of the head; (S, ] ;) w"hich is the
beginninpg of L.; like .: (f:) or baldness

of the greater part of the head; M.b ;) more
than , (JK,) and more than a, which is

more than ln. (M.b in art. .)
.... ..

a,..: see _.. Also The part that faces
one of the bronws, or brinks, or edges, of a valley:
(S :) or the side of a valley; (], TA;) the bank,
or border, thereof: (TA:) or elevated parts in
the interior, or lower part, of a valley, rising
above the mater-courme, so that, vwhen the valley

flowrs with water, the water does not reach them:
(ISh,TA:) and, some say, the mouth ofa vallry:
and some, a part of a valley uncovered by the
torrents, and so made apparent: (TA:) and [the
dual] 0:, (JK, M, TA,) or 31 :1., (S,)

the two sides, or borders, ofa valley, (S, M, TA,)
when there is in them hardness: (JK, M, TA :)
occurring in a trad, or, as some relate it, V, C:')L. ,

with an augmentative ,: (TA:) p1. J.. (S.)

-A great round rock. (JK,K.)_-A large
[hill, or the like, such as is caUed] i;Ul; as also
t °;t., with an augmentative j. (TA.) 
The place of alighting and abiding of a people,
or company of men: (JK, ], TA :) and a yard,
or wide space, in front, or extending from the
sides, of their dwelling. (JK.)-_And A meadow
in which water collects and stagnates: pl. as
above. (JK.)i Dates, (V, TA,) of w"hich the
stones have been picked out, (TA,) macerated
and mashed nith milk, (IK,* TA,) then given to
drink to nomen; (TA;) having afattening pro-
perty; (I, TA;) as also t i4.. (K.)

4: see &i.,f., in two places.

aei. A mode of nearing the turban, in nwhich

the [or side oj the forehead] is uncovered,
so that the part rhere the hair grows is seen.
(JK, Sggh.)

a"c';. A place from which the pebbles have
been removed. (JK, 8, ].) - See also Aq.,
last sentence.

I .4 Bald in the fore part of the head; (.;)

i. q. 5.l: (TA:) or [it denotes more than the

latter; meaning] bald in the greater part of the
head: ferm. ~.: pl. lm.. (Msb.) [See ,In..]
- Large in the forehead, having the places of
growth of the hair receding. (K.) - t A bull

having no horn; (Ks, JK, S, I;) like .
(Ks, S.)

:,.* 'A tent, or house, or chamber, (,)
in which is neither door nor curtain. (JK, I.)

~a.jL. Bullets, syn. Mbj.., (,Mb, s ,,) or
,rounded things, (En-Nadr,TA,) made of clay,
(En-Nadr, Ms), TA,) wvhich one shoots [from a
cross-bow]: (K :) n. un. with ;: (En-Nadr,
Myb, TA:) a Persian word, arahicizedi (Msb ;)
in Petsian n., meaning "a ball of thread;"
pl. t,i.; applied also to "a weaver;" (S, ;)
i. e., tl~ is so applied. (TA.) Hence, ,

;a'*4. [The cross-borw for shooting bullets].
(., Msb.)

Quasi 

a*r6.: see art. 4..

1. ~., (8, Mgh, Msb,) [aor. ',] inf. n. "-.,
(Msb,) It (a thing, and fan affair, or a case,
Mgh, or t information, or tidings, M9b,) was, or
becatne, clear, unobscured, eposJed to view, dis-
played, laid open, disclosed, or uncovered, (Mgh,

Msb,) ;M,t to men, or the people; (Msb;) as also
9~,4;'saili of a thing: (S, Mgh, M.b:) it (tin-
formation, or tidings, S, Msb, or t an affair, or a
case, Mgh,) mas, or became, apparent, or plainly
apparent, overt, conspicuous, manifest, notorious,
plain, obvious, or evident, ($, Mgh, Mlsb,) ~. to
me, (S,) or ,-1; to men, or the peo)ple. (Msb.)

One says, ,.1 t%-:a ;' The sun became un-
obscured, or exposed to view, and ceased to be
eclipsed. (TA from a trad.) Er-lRAghib says that

L Lq.JI is sometimes by the thing itself; as in

the phrase [in the ]ur xcii. 2], ;j.1 I l ; Jj41
[By the day when it becometh clear, &c.]: and
sometimes, by the ce, and the action; as in the

saying [in the }ur vii. 139], .J d.j ' 4" l
[And when his Lord became manifested to the
mountain]: Zj says that the meaning in this
instance is, appeared, and so say the Sunnees;

El-Haaan says that the meaning is, 4 Jg
~..j1! [became manifeisted by light, the light of
thie empyrean]. (TA.) S.;, [aor. £ ,] inf. n.
-'4. (S, Mgh, Mb, ~) and 'Q, ; (i;) and
t LylI; (., Mgh, Msb, g ;) lie, (a man, Msb,)
or they, (a company of men, Mgh, Miyb,) went

forth, or emigrated, (S, Mgh, Mb,) oI.i "

from the country, or town, (, Myb,) and C.
.*.w;t fiom their homes: (S, Mgh:) [like

J.:] or they (a company of men) dispersed
.themelves, or became dispersed, ~.,J *,

and .', from the place: (R:) or '4. means,
in consequence of fear: and t .. in COn-

sequence of drought: (AZ, K:) or. ll,ij... 
signifies they left their place of abode in con-
sequence of fear; the verb in thlis ase being
tran by itself: but if they have left for some
other reason than fear, you say, .... .C:
(Mqb:) accord. to IAar, . significs he fled,
being driven away, from his Ihome. (TA.) [See
also 12.] - I~., aor. , inf. n. k., He had
that degree of baldlne whtrich is termed *'M;
(K;) i. e. baldness of the fore part of the head;
(8, K ;) like !J.: (S :) or baldnes of half
of the head; (Q, K;) which is the beginning
of : (s:) or baldness leuss than what is termed

4 -i.. (K.) And ~Jl ', inf. n. ., sig-

nifies the same uas ,. [The part above the temple
became bald]. (A 'Obeyd, TA.) _ ·3q., [aor. !,

inf. n., app., o.4, or perhaps , but the
former seems to be indicated by what follows;]
(S, Mgh, Msb ;) and * ; (MA;) He made
it, or rendered it, clear, or unobscured; exposed
it to view, displayed it, laid it open, disclosed it,
oruncoveredit; (8,Mgh, MA;) namely, a thing:
(.8, Mgh :) he made it, or rendered it, apparent,
or plainly apparent, overt, conspicuous, manifest,
notorious, plain, obvious, or evtident; (S Mgh,
Mob, MA ;) namely, t an affair, (Mgh,) or t in-
formation, or tidings. (Mob.) You Pay, s.

yJ,~ , inf. n. .". and j4. (8, Msb, ) and
toq h(Msb,l) and : (: o anod atl5.rid;

(6, Mob, 9;) He displayed the bride, ,Wi.LF

to her husband: (i:) or he looked at th -bride
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displayed: (9:) and you say also, & ;
;.t.j (TA) She mas shown to her husband, and
he looked at her displayed: (.Har p. 30:) and

I ;j a'j Her husband presented, or gave, to
her a female slave (9, C) or some other thing at
the time of her being displayed to himn; as also

V s (Q:) and &.'Q1 z4a. The

female hairdreser adorned the bride [to display

her to her husband]. (TA.) You also say, .

jX91l O~ t Such a one displayed, discovered,
disclosed, revealed, or mnanifested, the af.ahir, or

case; as also V sj., and c -.: (K1,' TA:)

or , 6L . he displayed, discovered, &c.,

to such a one the affair, or case; as also t .
[i. e.], and -[ c. - -y1 s

e.,. , [. ..
or )~ U f ~.]. (So accord. to the CK.

and my MS. copy of the K. [The reading in

the TA is, in my opinion, p)rcferable to the

latter.]) And atLJI *s iu tGod mill mahe

manifest the hour, or time of the resurrection;
or will make it to appear. (IS in art. .~:
[but it belongs to the present art.:]) so in the

]~ur vii. 186. (TA.) And s-- '; t - -,

t lie declares, or explains, his mind. (S.)i
~.JI ~,~, inf. n. :", (S, Msb, KI , [in the

C] , b. , but it is]) with kesr, (S, Msb,) and

1, (1K,) I remo,ed, or cleared off, the rust
from the svordl; (Mlsh;) I polished, or fur-

bished, the sword; (S,K;) and 113ii the mirror;

(s];) and the like; (TA;) [as, for instance,]
a.ill the silver; and so L'.. (.K in art. ~..)

And Jz' S E4. [I cleared my sight
wvith colyrium]: (s:) [whene,] ]I le applied
collyrium to his eye or eyes. (IAar, TA.) Anl

L %. t I rcenoveld my anxiety, or
caused it to depart, from me: (S, ,*TA:*)

and ;,JI t * .1 t lie removed, or cleared
awray, from him anxiety. (Lth, TA.) And

,~JI ~" i g t God remnoved from hi,n

the disease. (TA.) _ ., and *..l, (9 ,
Mgh,) or ;', and t $.I, (Msb, ]1,) and
~t e1.I, (K,) He, (a man, S, Msb, or the Sultan,
Mgh,) or it, (drought, .K,) caused them, or him,
to go forth, or emigrate; or expelled them, or
him; or drove themn, or him, forth; (9, Mgh,
Msb, 1 ;) [from their homes, or from his home.]

And jJI X., inf. n. ", or 1.., (accord. to
different copies of the ]1,) and ; 1 .L [thus written
without any syll. signs]; and * La.l; (TA;)
He smohed [out] the bees, in order to collect the
honey; (Ii;) he drove away the bees by means
of smoke. (TA.)

2. .: see 1, in six places. Also, inf. n.

i;; and .', He (a hawk, or falcon,) raised

his head, and loohed, (1J, TA,) seeing the prey:
(TA:) or he (a hawk) closed his eyes, and then
opened them, in order to se more clearly. (Ibn.

Ilamzeh, TA.)...And [hence,] '.. J', inf. n.

4Lq, He cast his eyes (9, ) like the hawk

looking at the prey. (S.) [~ is also men-
tioned (in ]ar p. 161), on the authority of Mtr,

as signifying He, or it, outstripped; from J'L.it

meaning "the first of the horses in a race ;" but
as being not known in this sense on any other
authority.]

3. r e41. ., inf. n. i9..A, I acted openly

with iim in the affair; as also ^.-j.. (O.)

4. c.sl as an intrans. v.: see 1, in two places.

-,-r 1 if ' 1*. 1 They cleared themselves away,
or removed, from the slain person. (9, Mgh,

Msb, TA.) -_* L .1 He hastened, running:
(K :) or hastened somenwhat, running: (TA:) or
S.~le signifies he became distant, or remote, and
hastened. (So accord. to some copies of the ]g,

where we find ..rl sl.~.l instead of if l~

~ ~l .)=.M.)~As a trans. v.: see 1, in four

pIlaces.

5. &;5. : see 1, in three places:-and see

also 7. j;tsl li e looked at the thing,

(K in art. .,) standing upon a higher position.

(TA.) [See also 8.]

6. 'JIt.i Our states, or conditions, became
disclosed to each other; the state, or condition, of
each of us to the other. (S.)

7. s~l.' It became removed, or cleared away;
said of anxiety, (S, 0,* TA,) and of an aflhir

[&c.]; as also t ' .. (K,* TA.) You say,

.I)l s q.JI Anxiety became removed, or

cleared away, from him, (S,) *1W L. 
like as the darhness becomes removed, or cleared
away. (TA.)

8. e'.l He looked at him, or it. (1.) [See

also 5.] Hence, ,,jial ~l, explained above:
see 1. (TA.)-See also 1 in two other places,

last two sentences. _ ;1 I .a . .
I raised the turban, uwhile folding it, fiom the

side of my forehead ([ .'S): (9:) [like
eti..] ~ L- l It became polished, or fur-

bislhed; said of a sword [&c.]. (TA.)

12. J_. I e wrentforth, or emigrated,from
one cofintry, or town, to another. (IAr, I.)
[See also 1.]

j. el t A man who is well known, celebrated,

or notable; (Mgh;) of whom it is said, ;*19l ",
i. e. he has made affairs clear, unobscured, or

manifest; (9, Mgh;) or io r1 , i.e. his case
has become clear, unobscured, or manifest: (Mgh:)
or one rrhose case is clear, apparent, plainly appa-

rent, or manifest; (K, TA;) as also tJQ.. ' l:
( :) applied to a man who is upon an elevated
and conspicuous place; and applied by El- .ajjiij
to himself, as meaning that he was one whom
every one knew: (TA:) and also, (],) for this

reason, (TA,) the name of a certain man, (S, (,)
well known, (IK,) of the Benoo-Leyth, who was
a person of great daring. (TA.) A poet says,
(?,) namely, Soleym Ibn-Wdtheel Er-Riya4ee,
(TA,)

ama·an.J · k ow ba o b

[I am a man well known, celebrated, or notable,
I c.; and he rwho rises to eminences, or who is

accustomed to embark in, or surmount, lofty and
difficult things: when I put donn the turban, ye
will know me]. (9, TA.) Sb says, (TA,) '~ in
this case is a verb in the pret. tense: 'Eesh Ibn-

'Omar says that when a man is named ;iior :. 
or the like, the word is imperfectly decl.; and he
adduces, in evidence, this verse: others say that

,. may be here without tenween because it is
imitative of a phrase, as though the poet said,

j t*'1 ..J Jlij .j-l XL Ut: (9,TA:) accord.
to IB, it is without tenween because it is a verb
with its agent [implied in it]. (TA.) -Accord.
to some, it signifies t The daybreak, or dawvn;

(liar p. 498;) and so Ctu HI ' : (TA:) accor(l.

to IHamzeh, t the beginning of day: and accord.
to some, t the moon. (lIar ubi suprti.)

L.>: see 1, voce ~i.: I and see :'.

: see i..

;i: A female slave, (9, 1,) or some other

thing, (.K,) that is presented, or gicen, by the

husband to his bride at the time of her being dis-

played to him. (,' .) One says, cI I 
[Vhat is herbridalpresent?]; and is answered,
"Such a thing." (S.)

. A thing, an affair, or a case, that is
apparent, manifest, plain, or evident. (S, ], TA.)
- And Achnowledgment, or confeuion: so in
the saying of Zuheyr:

* ·

* t,'s;;;ip; ji jM 1

[For verily the means of deciding the truth are
three: an oath, and incongruity of circumstances,
and acknowledgment, or confession]: (.:) but
Az writes the last word V3.", with kesr to the

a, s meaning an evidence, or a proof, alnd wit-

nesses; from ;91.. [inf. n. of 3, q. v.]. (TA.)

Lgr!i. 5,1_ a~ D zi;, (16, TA,) or pW

(so in some copies of the ]K,) [I remai;ned with
him, or at his abode,] during the whites of my,
or a, day. (Zj, V, TA.)- See also the next
paragraph.

, .: see the paragraph next preeeding.Also,

(, M gh, ],) written by EI-Muhellebee t $4i,
(TA,) and t ., which is more correct than the
first, (Mgh,) or it is allowable, as also t X., the
former of the last two mentioned on the authority
of En-Nabhbs, (TA,) Collyriun,: (S, 1(:) or a
particular hind thereof, (1(, TA,) that clears the

sight; (TA;) [i.e.] iq. Z" [antimony, or an

ore of antimony]; (Mghl, TA;) so called because

it clears the sight. (Mgh.) j ; " C WVhat i;

his honourable name, or surname, (v,) or his good
surname, (],) by which he is addwesed? (9, g.)

s Clear, unobscured, exposed to view, dis-

played, laid open, disclosed, or uncovered: appa-
rent, or plainly apparent, overt, conspicuous,
manifest, notorious, plain, obvious, or evident:

(9, M 9b, 1, TA:) Jl. thus used has not been
heard. (Er-R6ghib, TA.) It is applied as an
epithet to information, or tidings, (Mb, TA,)

I
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[Boor I.
and to analogy, or rule. (TA.) - L . .A
eeing eye. (IB, TA.)

Sure information or tidings. (s.) _
.j'i ;1l Xa , ;t gHe informed me of th

trw, or real, state of the affair, or case. (TA.)

;. Sijj [A mudicine that clear the com~pleziot
or thin]. (C voce a d, dc.)

,1;". The act of rendering apparent, open
man(fest, plain, or evident: rendering clear, o0
unobheured; exposing to view, displaying, layind
open, disclosing, or uncovering. (TA.)

j; C Gtoing forth, or emigrating, from hii

country, or town: [like Jl.:] and so ilq.

applied to a company of people; [as also iJ. ;]
(Mqb;) or to people who have gone forth, or
emigrnted,from tkeir homes; ($;) and particu.
larly to those tributaries, (Mgh, M9b,) namely,
certain Jews, (Mgh,) whom 'Omar expelled from
the country of the Arabs; (Mgh, M9b;) and
afterwards, to such as have the poll-taz imlnod
upon then, of the people of the Bible, and of the
Maginm, though not haring cmigratedfrom their
homes; (Mgh;) [i. e.] the free non-Mulfim sub-
jects of a Auslim government; because they were
expelled by 'Oiar from Arabin; (v;) the word
being fem. because denoting a aL.k"; (Mgh;)
and its pi. is nJt (Mgl, Mb.)_ Hence,
(Mvb,) tV ij. [as a subet.] is applied to The
voll-tax that is ezacted from the peron last
mentioned above; (., Mgh, Mb ;) as also 2I:
(.:) first, in this sense, applied to that which
wns exacted from the people expelled from Arabia
by 'Onmar. (M,b.) Yot say, U. Ji j~, 
i4.JI [Such a oneu as employed as colletor of
the pall-tax]. (., Mgh, Myb.) See also 1.,
in art. ..

agIt. (as a subst.): see what next precedes.

.lj. Ih Iaring that dgree of baldness which is
termed 'n-; i. e. baldnrs of thefore part of the
head: or baldness of half of the head; (., ];)
which is the beginning of *: (8:) or baldns

lese than what is termed .Ly: (]:) or baldnres
of half of the head, and the like: (A'Obeyd, TA:)
fer. w Ij;. (IS.) [See ea.]_BB astfiul, or
hand~ome, inface, bald in the sides of the fr-

head. (/I,)- -:T. i; . A widef orehead. (O)
-1-j ti;_ tA eloudlessky: (KR,,e,:) and

I.;q ' 1 ta cloudles, bright, night. (TA.)_
,J4L1- $: see %q cHl, in two places. -Also
(i. e. i. l ,rl) t The lion. (TA.)~ ; " --

J) ], and 'r ", I did it on account of thee,
for thy sahe, or becaue of the; syn. jiitf f,.
(C.)

Ji'l '.j "ia: see what next precedes.

,L ; dsing. of I4 , which signifies Thefore
parts of the head, which are the [first] place of
baldnes: (Fr, .:) or what is sen of the Ahad
when onefronts theface. (TA.)

L VL [act. part. n. of 4. Hence,] _ 141

ZOiL , :_ C l' And either war that sAaL
ause you to emigrate, or abasing peace. (TA.)

J;j1 The first of the horses in a race. (
in ar1t. .)

Some words are mentioned in the A under thiu
head belonging to art. 1q, q. v.

r

9 -

1. , (, Nh, nqb, o,) r. -, inf. n.. t~
S (Mqb,) said of water, (S,) &c., (S, Myb,) I

became much, or abundant; (S,Myb;) as ale
?.qlI; sid of a thing: (TA:) and, said oi

water, aor. a (S, nd) and, (K,) the former ol
which is of the higher authority, (TA,) inf. n.

.eea, (S,Mch, ,) it became much, or abu;nant,
(, Mgh, g,) in the well, (S,) and collected (S,
; ) after it had been drawn from; (S;) as also

t *.qt1.l. (K.) And . Tliey became many.
c (TA.)??_ 1 i, (s,) aor. £ and , inf. n.
.,,., (TA,) The water of the well returned by
degres, (R,TA,) and became much, or abundant,
and collected; (TA;) and t -, 1 signifies
the same. (S.)_ [Hence, .' a1. , .:, a
tropical phrse, explained in art. ~ .,.]
J*CJI, inf. n. ,, with damm, 7Th measure
beramefull orffled. (KL. [But only the inf. n.
is there mentioned: so that the verb may be

w., which see below.])- oihlt, (S, K,)
aor.' and ;, (., TA,) inf. n. ... (n, K) and

.- ; (~;) and t ; (S;) The hors abstained
from covering, (., ,) so that his seminal fluid
(JL*) collected. (.K.)_Also, (nor. of the former
verb as above, TA, and inf. n. ~ and .A, S,
1g,) The fatigue of the horse vent away; (S;)
[he recovred his strength after fatigue;] he re-
covered from his fatigue, being left unridden;
(0, TA;) and so ,_. [of which see also the
pas. form, below]. (MI, K-.) [And hlenee,]

, [inf. n. .1. , q.v. infr",] HIe rested; said of a
man [as well as of a horse]; (TA;) and so .
(.Iar p. 324.) - Also, said of a bone, (J,) inf. n.

., (TA,) It had much flesh; its flesh became
much, or abundant. (K.) -Also i. q. -j [He,
or it, became high, &c.: perhaps said of water in
a well]. (T, TA.) -Also, inf. n. . t-, ie
rose ( ;!)in hisMpace, orgoing. (TA.) Also,

(], ],) inf. n. .q- (TA) and ,;~ ., (S, TA,) said
of an event, (1,) of the arrival of a person, (.,)
It dram near; (., ;) it came to pass: (:)
and t .1 signifies the same, (., Msb, K,) said of
an event, of sepa~tion from another, (S, TA,)
and of an object of want: (TA:) ,a.1, [q.v.,]
with the unpointed :, in this sense, was not
known to AV. (TA.) -_And, said of the 
and the eAL., [two plants, in£. n. not mentioned,]
It attaimnd to the state of having a a4. [app.
meaning tuft, orJ loer-bud]. (TA.) l '1 ."C,

i (TA,) or LJ1 4'., [perhaps a mistranscription

Ilfor ;.,] aor. , (Myb,) inf. n. . ,, (, Mtb,
TA,) The ram, (TA,) or sheep or goat, (S, Meb,)
was hornieu. (S, Msb, TA.) ~, (',) [aor. ',
accord. to rule,] inf. n.q., (TA,) He left it
(namely, water [in a well],) to collect; as also

t .1i. (1.) And 1 1 . [The ell was left

for its water to collect]. (TA.) And AJI 'L,.
He left the well for some days until its water
should collect: whence the metaphorical phrase,

&w. 1. t* , Ct5, [explained in art. ,.,]
occurring in a trad. (1Iar p. 68.)_Also lie

, filled it (namely, a measure, ', such as is called

J'J, O) so that it had what is termed..;
r and so t.; (S, ;) and t. (s.) And
f ~4.' It was filled. (T, TA.) See also l, last

sentence.

2. 2,jt 1-.: The,,~ [q. v.] of the land
became full, or abundant. (ISh, TA.) -_,n
[in the C .K~ ] It (herbage) became such as
is termed ,.; as also t. (], TA.)_

He made a . [q. v.] of his hair. (Z, TA.)
Sce also 1, last sentence but two.

4. _., as an intrans. verb: see 1, in two
places. n..1 : see 1, near the end of the parn-
graph, in two places._ Jlie lft him unrihaen,
so that he recovered from his fatigue; namely, a
horse. (g.) And .. 1 lie (a horse) nas left
unridden. ($.) - [lence, lle rested him, or
gave him rest.] You say, ;1 L. 4 L..5.. I
Oexo [Rest thyself a day, or two days]. ($.)
And hence, in a trad. respecting thile L.j; [or

quince], .ljtl , i. e. It rests the heart, and
consolidates it, and completes its soundu,eu and

liveliness. (TA.) One says also, . . -

3,4 i5 5A J ,; i [ Verily
I relieve my heart with somewhat of tdiversion,
in order that I may become strong therwbt for
that which is substantial, or solid, not rain or
frivolous]. (..) And .hln.I He gave the
land ret from tilling. (TA in art...o
gave him the [or suwpl)ly of water, that had
eoUected after drawing,] of the well. (Th. TA.)...

,1t,q1.l The grape-vine lIad all its branchles
that were above the ground cut off. (AIHn, TA.)

5: see 2.

10._1..I, as ani intrans. verb: see 1, in five
places._ It is Said in a trad., O{j _f. '>

[ Whoso loveth that men] should collect themselte
to him, standing in his presence, and confining
themselves to him, [let him tahe his sitting.place
in the fire of Hell:] or, accord. as some relate
it, -.-; see art. ,; (TA ;) and, as some,
'~,.2. (TA in art. , q.v.) _

.,I.t The land put forth its plants, or herbage,
(l~, TA,) so that it became lihe the [hair termed]
A,. [i. e. .. ]. (TA.) mAs a trans. verb:
see 1, near the end of the paragraph, in two

I
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BOOK I.]

places: -and see 4.;11 ',! i ° a [The
supply of water that had collected after drawing]
was drunk. (TA.)

R. cQ. 1. ,, (., TA,) inf. n. , (K,)
He spoke indistinctly, ($, K,) not from impotence,
or, accord. to tile T, from impotence; (TA;)
antld *' signifies the same. (S, 1.) _
Also, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (Mgh, K,) with
which is syn., accord. to Ez-Zowzanee,
(Mgh,) lIe concealed (Mgh, .K, TA) speech,
(Mgh,) or a thing, (g, TA,) in his bosom.
(Mgh,K,TA.) You say, ja~ si I~,
lie concealed a thing in his bosom; did not reveal
it. (TA.)_Also, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (Kr,
g1,) l£e destroyed, or hilled, (Kr, K,TA,) anlother
or others. (TA.)

R. Q. 2. , .: see R. Q. 1. Ilience,

.jl O; t [lle held backhfrom the thing,
not daring to do it ;] he did not dlare to do the
thing. (.Ham p. '240.)

ar, an inf. n. used its an elpithet, (Myb,) Mluch,
or many; (S;, M1sl, K;) as also t., accord.

to the coplics of the I, I,ut correctly t, , as in

the L. (TA.) You saty _ Jtl (MIb, TA) and

·.n . (TA) Much rtrope,t!/y, or many cattle.
(MHI).) And it is said in the Kaur [ixxxix. 21],
i .. . -c d J I. :~ ', (~) A,nd tl,ey love property

nwith mnuch love. (A 'Ohbyd,TA.) Aboo-Khair&sh
E:l-IludhIalee says,

3. ,S. . ._ .. , 

(TA) i. c. [If tlhou forgive, 0 G'ol, Thou for-

givest] ,,such sin. (Mlgh.) j, Jl .,', in a trad.
resleccting pnraycr for rain, nmealis Copious, abun-
(dant, extensive rain. (TA in art. ~j.) -The
greater, or main, portion of the &J.4" [i. e. mid-
day, or mid-day in sumimller, &c.]: and of water;

as also 0 ·4., (as in some copies of the K,) or
9ap

t ~: (so in other collics of the g, and accord.
to the TA: [the former app. tlhe right: if it
were the latter, the author of the 1g, accord. to a
rule which lie has sellom neglected, would have
added ,.Zs; as SM has here done, unless his
transcriber have thus written by mistake for

cwL :] or . signifies the water, of a wvell,

that has collected [after it has been dra,n from]:

and ) i, the place in which the mater collects:
(s:) and also, this last, the water itself: (TA:
[i. e. the supply of water that has collected after
draning: see 4, last sentence but one; and see
10, last sentence:]) the pi. (of 3 .~.. [or of this

and of .. also]) is ;cq. (S, ) and ;.

(1s.) -; L : see ,. Ie; 5t j1,

and Jml .,.JI, &c.; see ,e , and art. JA. 

, also signifies People of the lowest, or baset,
or meanest sort. (T,TA.)~Also The measuring
to the head of the measure; [app. an inf. a., of
which the verb is , ; see 1, last sentence but
two; and so tl. and L,~ and t;t.q. (].)

#.: see ,. in two places. Also The
part, or place, of a ship, in which collects the

Bk. I.

water that leahs from its j, , [or seatms: in the
CIK ,.]: (]K:) a genuine Arabic word. (TA.)

Also, (5, 1.,) and * a., (S, K, and Ham
p.746,) A company demanding a bloodwvit (S,
K) or an obligation that must be discharged, (TA,
and Ham ubi supra,) or peace; or coming for
some other purpose: (.Ham:) pl. [probably
_.5, pl. of the latter, or perhaps of both; or it

may be..~, as pl. of both]. (TA.) You say,

z~l~ 4. ;t . antd *L t Ile came
in a great company &c. (S, K.)

a..: see ,:-and see also 4*, in two
places._ - Also The collective mass of the hair of

the head, or the head of hair, (,, .

S, Mgh, K,) when more in quantity than what is
termed ;jA.: (S, Mgh :) or the collective nmass of

the hair (?" '~, wtvhen it hangs down

from the head to the lobe of the ear, and to the
two shoulder-joints, and more than that; what
does not cxtend beyond the ears being termnied
;Ji: (TA:) or the collective mass ( )

of the hair of the ato [or anterior part of the

head]: accord. to some, wvhat reaches to the two
shoulder-joints: (Msb :) in the M it is said
to signiifv tihe hair; and in like mannier in the
Deewian el-Adab: but ISd adds that it is also
said to mean hair more in qlantittlfty than that

wvhich is termed 4 J: accord. to IAth, the hair of
the head thatfalls upon the tio shoulder-joints: in
the Muhedlhdhliib, nhat extends beyond the ears:
in the Mu.kaddameh of Z, what extends to the
lobe of the ear: accord. to IDrd, much hair:

(TA:) [see also lJ and jij:] pl. _ (M~b,
TA) and .l.: (TA:) dim. °' .. (TA.)

lience, ~ _ -" n J J., meaning [lIe
sawv a spot, and washied it] by a moistening of

his .. : or wv;th ithe iater of his 3.: the pre-
fixed noun being suppressed. (Mgh.) - Also
[app. t Aflower-bud;] the IcS [rendered by Golius
"nodosior pars"] of a plant, from which the
.flower comnes forth. (KL.) [See an ex. above,
voce ~... If from a4 applied to hair, it would
seem rathier to mean A tuft.] One says also,
'SI, ;j'JI "d._ S... [app. meaning lie

threw anway the husk of the walnut: then ate
it]. (TA.)

s: ee .. , in two places: - and see also
* -'

3G...
;A.. A state of resting; (Fr, S, Mob, I ;) as

also t o-4: (TA:) particularly of a horse.

(Fr, S, Msb.) [See..., of which it is an inf. n.]

See also ., last sentence: and see what
next follows.

.;L~ T. Ihat has collected of the seninal fluid
of a hore [after his resting J'i.om covering]; as
also t;.. (g,.)-Also, and tL.. and t~..,
(, Mgh, Mb,l ,) [but see what follows,] The
quantity [of flour or the like] that rises above

the head of the [measure termed] .. , (S, Mgh,
V,) after the filling, (Mgh,) e=ceeding the IjI.1
thereof; (, Mgh, ;) as abo V ,: (I:) or

the fill of a bowl, without a head: accord. to
ISk, only said of flour and the like: one says,

;i, l .; ,. &UisI [He gave me the bonylful

of Jlour]: bit ..*. meaning the " resting " of a
horse is with fet- b only: (Mqb:) or, accord. to Fr,
one says .i ,jJ t. 1 ., with kesr, meaning the

bovful of water; and Mb Aji Jl I.4, with

damm; and w,,ti.L., with fet-b only; and

one does not say v.~, with damm, except in
relation to flour and the like, meaning the quantity
that rises above the head of the )!j, after the

being filled: one says, L.If-jtl J l. I when

one puts what thie hcad of the b.!)k will bear,
and gives it: (8, TA:) in the T, it is said that

iJjI a.~L . &kl means Giv thou him [the
quantity of] a 'JJ n'ithout a head: hitt [SM
says,] I have seen in its margin written that the
rilght meanin,g is, the quantity borne by the head

of the , .. (TA.)-See also ., last sentence.

;q..: see ;l, in three ,lyaces: and .,
last sentence:i -and see also -od. mIt is

also a. pl. of .' (S) [and perllaps of. likc-
wise: (see this latter :)] and of i~. (TA.)

;. . r (8,1g) and at ; (K) A well of'
much ,nater. (S, J.) A A ho,re th,,t,
after any run, runs again; (T, S, K;) applied
to the female as well as the nale: (T, TA :) a
horse that goes much. (KL.)

~n~ A plant, or herbage, that has grownn
sometnvlwhat, but not attained its full height: (S :)
or much, or abundant, herbage: (1~:) or herbage
standing u)l and s)preading: (AHIn, ]g :) or that

has gronwn up until it has become like the a.` of
hair: (TA :) a plant, or herbage, when it first
appears in the ground is termed u,. I; then,
_,*C; then, yi); then, '6; and thltn, [whlen
it is dry,] ,L~: (S in art. .. :) pl. .l.

(.K.) Atld, with a, A [plant of the kind termed]
a;.3 that has becomc half a month old, so that

it.fills the mouth. (].) .- See also r-.

,L.~.: see .A,... - Also Tbe state of being
satiated, or satisfied, with food, and nwith dr ink.
(TA.)

dim. of , q. v. (TA.)

The bean, orbeans; syn.-I . (AJn, .)
l.., a3

t: "see le.

;t.: see what next follows.

O1 r, A measure, (S,) such as is called ,
(g,) filled .so as to Iave what is termced .A;
(S, ];) as also ;L~a.: (.K:) [fem. of the former

Lf*. Hence,] .. [A] full [bowvl].

(I. In the Cg a**,.c.)

Lt , with O , (S,) an irreg. rel. n., applied

to a man, (Sb, i,) ]laving a long a: (S, 1 :)
3,

or having a great and long I: (Sb, TA :) bIat
if you name a person a., thie rel. n. formed from

it is t f (Sb, S) only. (Sb, TA.)
57
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,qm..q.: see what next follows.

;;. f The skull; i. e. the bone that contains
the brain: (Q, Myb, ] :') or i. q. Ji. [i. e. the
bone above the brain, or a separate portion of the
skull, or a distinct bone of the skull]: ( :) or the
bones of the head; (IAqr,Mgh,TA;) all of tln;
the uppermost of them being the Ll.; (IAgr,TA;)
or the A*1a is the A4 .-..- altogether; (ISh,TA;)
and the JJ is said to be a piece of the 2 :
(TA :) pl. *. , (g,) [or this (in the Cg,
erroneously, ._..q) is a coll. gen. n.,] and

.~t [is the pl. properly so called, and that
which is more commonly known]. (TA.) 
Sometimes it is used to signify A man; so that
one says, 1&,. *. J [Take ye
from every man, or head, a dirhem]; like as
one says, lJ 5 p*: (Msb:) andl 5;l

l5h j2
[Trhe timm imposed the tax, or land-tax, upon
the heads; upon every head so much]. (Mgh.)
_- A wooden bowl: (9, k:) a bowl of glass;
as also j.. (Az, TA.) _ A kind of measure
for corn or the like. (J.)_ Also t Chiefs, or
lords, of the Arabs; because the 2- q, is the
head, which is the most noble of the members:
(TA:) also, (TA,) [the pl.] .. has this
meaning. (T, V, TA.) And t Any sons of a
father that are persons of might, or power, and
eminence, or nobility: (T,TA:) and [the pl.]

o.t.. the tribes (J3.i) of the Arabs which
comprise 0;J, and in relation to which persons
are caUced; as Kelb Ibn-Webreh; for when you

say ', you do not need to call the person in
relation to any of the C1a : (S:) or the tribes
(JO1i) in relation to which the ;Oa are called;

as also L.1. (s.) -A well that is dug in
salt ground. (S, x.) Sixty head of camels.
(IF, IB, TA.)-~/ jlJI n L;.t. The piece of
wood at the head of which is the ploughuhare.
(TA.)

,,l [lGreater, and greatest, in quantity, and
in number, &c.: fem. :t. IIence,] &jlj1

$h L; ft, in a trad. of Anas, means The
revelation being the most that it used to be. (Sh,
TA.) - A bone having much flesh. (1.) You
my also 13,.WI "'.
say also AJU .l . 3;il, A woman having much

Jluh (~, TA) on the bones. (TA.) And l.!
&jAj.l :. [A woman havi,ng much lesh on
the elbows: or, as seems to be indicated by J,
having no prominence of the elbows; and if so,
from 'tq. applied to a ewe, in a sense explained
in what follows]. (~.)_.. iMl elq.JI :;, ' ,
Meb, n,) [and w"i i., rc.,] and !ih. t,

(I],) [and il ta JIl, &c.,] They came all together,
(,oM b,;,) high and low, none of them remain-
ing behind, and they being many: (QI, n, in art.
.j :) see art. ib. (S, k.)- Hornkls, applied
to a ram (Mgh, Myb, V) or he-goat; (Mgb;)
and so ,t1' applied to a ewe (I~, Mgh, Msb) or

she-goat: (;, Mb :) pl. .. n. (Mgh, Msb.)
And [hence,] tA man having no spear (0, j,

TA) in war or battle: (S, TA:) pl. as above.
(TA.) The pl. is also applied to horses, (S,)
meaning t whose owners have no spears; the
spears being regarded as the horses' horns. (Ham,
p. 90.)- -Also t A building having no [acro-
terial ornaments such as are termed] J .: (S:)
and the pl., t Mosques having no .J (Mgh,
TA) upon them, (TA,) [i. e.] upon their valls.
(Mgh.) - t A flat house-top having no parapet,
or surrounding wall. (TA.) - t Slort; having
no elevation. (TA.) - t A woman's anterior
pudendum. (J~.).-And, as being likened there-
to, or the reverse may he the case, (TA,) tA bowl.
(]~.) - Also, the fem., t Smooth. (IApr, ~.)

And hence, because of its smoothness, (IAar,
TA,) t A helmet: (IAar, .:) to which the
epithet . [q. v.] is applied because it covers
the head: but this meaning of "a helmet" was
not known to ISd on any other authority than
that of IApr. (TA.)

A place where water remains: or to
nhich it reaches, and where it ends. (TA.)-
t The breast, or bosom, or mind: (K, TA:)
because it is thc place in whichl are collected the
knowledge &c. that it retains. (TA.) You say,
/, 1 .. c, ,, i. e. .. I r,j t t ,.
[Ite is possessed of ample 7power and migltt,

and free from distress of mind or from narrowv-
ness of mind]. (IAqr, , TA.) And ;W £Jl
_e".11 ! Verily he is contracted, or straitened, in
mind by affairs, or events. (IApr, TA.)

#a - .
a.. A thing in which resting is usualy

known to take place. (TA.)

.a~ A boy (IDrd,TA) having a head of
hair such as is termned a .. (IDrd, ]g, TA.)

L... A woman tvwho makes her hair toform

a .~. , to make herself like a man: the doing of
which is forbidden. (TA.)

1. t-, e aor. :, inf. n. (S A, Mgh

Msb, IJ, &c.) and C (, A, Myb, I) and
.~, (u,) or this last has not been heard,

(Mgh,) He (a horse) overcame his rider, or
gained the mastery over him, (S, L, K,) running
away with him: (L:) or broke loose, or ran
away, (Msb,) and went at random, without any
certain aim, so as not to be turned by anything:
(Mgh, Msb:) or ran so as to hrave the mastery
over his rider: (Tyam p. 5i68 :) and . -....

(A, Mgh, Msb) he overcame his rider, (A, Mgh,)
and ran away so that he could not govern him:
(A:) or became refractory, so that he overcame
his rider: (Msb:) and sometimes, (Msb,) this
verb also signifies he was quick, or sn,i.ft, (A,
Msb,) and brisk, lively, or sprightly; denoting
in this case a quality that is approved; whereas
in the senses before explained it denotes a quality
that is disapproved: but in the last sense it is
obsolete [unless tropically applied to a man].
(Myb.)_. [Hence,] tHe (said of anything [i.e.
of a man or any animal]) went at random, or
heedlessly, without contideration or certain aim,

not obeying a guide to the right course. (TA.)
And tHe (said of a man, S, L) hastened, or went
quickly, (S, L, 1g,) 4t to him, or it, so that his
course nwa not turned for anything. (L, TA.)

_* ..~ , in the 1]ur [ix. 57], means t They
hastening, or going quickly: (A0, S, L:) or
hastening so that nothing turns them back, like
the horse that is termed C .. : (Bd, Jel:) or
running like horses that overcome their riders
and run away so as to be ungovernable by them.

(A.) And 1t vp "*, occurring in a trad.,
tIle hastened after him, or it, so that nothing
turned him bach. (L.)_l- I ;_ S The
woman went forth from 'the place whler she
used to pass tihe night, in anger, without the per-
mi&sion of her husband. (MIsl.) And 

y,.j ', , so in the $ and L &c., but in tile .

;,i;j ; ,. ., [which is evidently a mistakc,]
(TA,) S Sie wnent forth Jri.u the Itouse, or tent,
of her kh,sband, to her opwn fz;mily, before he
divorced her; (S, L, K ;) inf. ni. . (L, TA.)

Anld tAI l . . .Slhe ,ett t, ,her f,anily
n'ithout the permission of her lt.s;batd. (A.) 

"'i. '-*q I. The ship quitted her c,urse, (A,
TA,) and becamne ungovernable by the .sailors;

t The desert led the people, or party, far anwayt,

by reason of its great extent. (A, TA.) _ .

o1~ a4 tt The object of his desirc baffled his e# brts
to attain it. (A, TA.)

' . [A trick of overcoing_ the rieler, a,nd
running away wtith him]. Youl say, eit

~ 'j L tl I [At beast ,I,nisie, or
easy, or gentle: there is not in her. a trick of
overcoming the rider, and runiniy away 7wit1
him, wnor a trick of hicking]. (A.)

t (T, S, A, Mglb, L, Mlsh, 1;) and V

(MghI, Mlsb) A horse that overconmes his riiler, or
gains the mastery over him, (S, A, Mgbl, L, Mob,
15,) being refractory, (Mqb,) and runs arway
with himn, .(L,) or runs awvay so that his rider
cannot govern him, (A,) or goes away at random,
without a,ny certain aim, so as not to be turned
by anything: (Mgh :) or that will not bend his
head: (TA:) the former epithet, (T, Mgh, TA,)
and the latter, (Mgh, Mob,) applied alike to the
horse and the mare: (T,Mgh, Mgh, TA:) and
the former has two meanings; one dlenoting what
is a fault, for which the horse may be returnedl;
(T, Mgl, TA;) i. e., that labitually taAkes his
own way, so that his rider cannot turn hinm from
it; (T, TA;) or as cxplained before; (Mgh;)
the other meaning being quick, or sm/ft, and
brisk, lively, and sprightly; and this does not
imply a fault (T, Mgh, TA) for whichi hlie may be
returned. (T, TA.) -_ [Hence,] tAnythling [i.e.
a man or any animal] that goes at random, or
heedlessly, without consideration or certain aim,
not obeying a guide to the right course: (TA:)
and the former epithet, (Msb, .,) or each of the
two, (M, A,) Ia man lwho follons his own natural
desire, without consideration, not obeying a guide
to the right course of conduct, (S, A, Myb, I,)

I1
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so that he cannot be tut ,ta back. (S, .K.) And

SL: [is pl. of t accord. to analogy, and]

signifies t Men routed, defeated, or put to fl;ght,

in mrar. (IAU r, ].) -- ejlj t [A desert

that leads one far away, by reason of its great
extent: see 1, last sentence but one: likened to a
horse that is termed Ct.]: occurring in a poem

of Dhu-r-Rummeh. (TA in art. _~.)

t~ An arrow, (.8, ,) or a small arrow,

(L,) without an iron point, having a round head,
with which the art of shooting is learned (S, L,
1) by a boy: (S, L:) or one with nwhich boys
play, putting upon its head a date or some clay,
in order that it may not n,ound: (L:) or it
signifies also a date put upon the head of a piece
of wood, with which boys play: (1K:) birds are
shot at with it, and hnocked downn, without being
killed, so that the shooter takes them: and it is

also called C": (T,TA:) or a boy's arrow,

upon the end of which he puts a lump of chen,ed
dates of the size of the .o' [here meaning
stopper] of a bottle, in order that it (the end) may
go more directly, and be smooth; without feathers,
and sometimes without a notch. (AHn, L.)
Also That [hind of plant] at the extremities of
vhich comeforth wvhat resemble ears of wheat, soft,
(L,g,) like foxes' tails, or (L) resembling the heads

of the and the ;t.~ and the lihe: (L, K :)
a coll. gen. n.: n. un. with ;: (L:) pl. ;

and in poetry ; (L, K ;) the latter allow-

able only in cases of necessity. (L.)= See also

: see j~., in two places.

1. '..4, aor. ', inf. n. and a ,d. said of
water, (S, M, L, Mob, K,) &c., (Mob,) [i. e.,] of
anything fluid, or liquid, (s,) It congealed; con-
crated; became solid, or contr. of fluid or liquid;
froze; syn. .A; (S, M;) contr. of I,S; (Mob,

;) as also ,-. (L, ]l.) And said of blood,
&c., (9, M,) It congealed, or concreted; syn.
..U: (M:) or became dry; dried. (S.) See

also 2._-Also, inf. n. .. , tHe, or it, re-
mained fixed, or stationary. (KL.) You say,

is_ . .';Jj L I [I ceased not to beat

him until he became motionless]. (A.) - t [He,
or it, was, or became, incapable of growth or
inrease ; lifeless, or dead: see H. . t He
was, or became, stupid, dull, wanting in intelli-
gence; inert; not sharp, penetrating, vigorous,
or effective, in the performing of a,hairs; or soft,
without strength or sturdiness, and without endu-
rane: see, again, , -t..] Also, inf. n. J,

said of a man's state or condition [as meaning,
It owas, or became, stagnant, or unimproving].
(A.) - Also ,, aor. , inf. n. ,, S She
[a camel, &c.,] had little milk. (T, TA.) And
'~; ~ ',His eye shed few tears: a phrase
alluding to hardness of the heart. (Msb.)_-
Also ., (L, g,) aor. ', (L,) [inf. n. ; ;

andt.an-; (A,TA; [in a copyoftheA, ;.3jl,

but this is doubtless a mistranscription; see
· o ·

;]) I He was, or became, niggardly, penu
rious, or avaricious; (L, A, K;) as also 

[or ,]; (M.sb;) o r .^ o: (A :) and
' ..he posscssed little good: (A,TA:) or.
signifies the refraining, or holding bach,from bene-

ficence. (.ar p. 149.)_ - :g - as.
t.My right, or due, was, or became, incumbent,

or obligatory, on him; or established against
him; (A, K,* TA;) as also -35. (A, TA.)

e. lie cut it, or cut it off. (R.)

2. h., inf. n. .'; (K;) or t . ; (so
in the L;) It (water, and expressed juice, L)
wvas about to congeal, concrete, become solid, or
freeze; was at the point of congealing, &c.;

expl. by . eil Jtm.. (L, K.) = [And the

former, It caused water &c. to congeal.]

4. ~l: see 1, in two places. -Also, inf. n.

ll, e nwas entrusted with the management of
a tirs among a people or party [in the game

called JI: see .]. (T,TA .)=.. I

L*. S I made my right, or due, incumbent,
or obligatory, on him; or established it against
him. (A, K,' TA.)

: see B'., in two places.

: see .'.

. pl. [or rather quasi-pl. n.] of JA.;., q. v.
(S, Msb, K.) .. Also Congealed, or frozen, water;
ice: [see also , mentioned witlh .t..:] and
snow. (K.) See also what next follows.

,~. and * J. Elevated ground; as also
'~..: (M, K:) or a hard, elevated place: (,

TA:) or ~ signifies rugged ground: (TA:)
or an elevated, rugged place: (As, TA:) or a
small isolated mountain, not high, sometimes
rugged and sometimes soft, and producing trees,
onlyfound in ruyged land; so called because of

its dryness; it is the smallest hind of a,.11, round
and small, not extending along the ground, rugged
at the top, and producing herbs, or leguminous
plants, as nweUll as trees; differing from .
[q. v.]: (ISh, L, TA:) pl. [of mult.] tn~. (ISh,

S, M, K) and [of pauc.] ;.', l. (S, M, .)-

Also, the first, A stone: pl. %;l. (Fr, TA.)

t4.. t [A thing that does not grow, or increase;
that is incapable of growth, or increase; an inor-
ganic thing; as a mineral and the like:] an
inanimate thing; a thing that has no soul: [an
epithet used as a subst.; or an epithet in which
the quality of a subst. is predominant:] pl.

;.lj .. (Har p. 13.) [See also .]

Land (,.,l) upon which rain has not fallen.
(T, S, . :) or dry land, upon which no rain hat
fallen, and in which is nothing: (T, TA:) or
land in which is no produce: (A:) or, as some
say, rugged land: (L:) or sterile, barren, or
unfruitful, land, in vwhich is nothing; as alac

>;~. : pl. -. (AA, L in art. -.. )- A

year (L.;) in which is no rain: (.,]:) or in
which it no produce of the earth: (A:) and, in

like manner, * ~k. a year in rohich is no
herbage, or pasture, no plenty, or fruitfulneu,
and no rain. (T, TA.) - A she-camel having
no milk; (S, M, 1] ;) and so a ewe or a she-goat:
(L:) or having little milk: (T, TA:) and [accord.

to some,] a uslo she-camel; syn. ZJ 1 ; (L, K. ;)

but [this is app. a mistranscription for i;
"having little milk," and] ISd says that the
explanation X2 does not please him. (TA.)
_See also o...., in two places. - A kind of

cloth or garment; as also ;ic,. (1.)

.ta., like A.li, (K,) or d .t, (S, A, L,)
said with reference to a niggard, (S, A, L, K,) in
dispraise, (.K,) as an imprecation, meaning ! May
a stagnant, or an unimproving, state or condition
(Jta.JI ,~.) be his lot [or his constant lot]:
(A:) or mnay he not cease to be in a stagnant, or
an unimproving, state or condition (. Jtj '
Jt_.JI). (S, L.) ,.' is [a proper name,] indecl.,
with kesr for its termination, because it is trans-
formed from the inf. n., namely, ._, like
jl., which means iJ' . 1: (S :) and the contr.

of dJ l.. is dJ t, (S,* A,) which denotes
praise. (S.) El-Mutalemmis says,

* Ws sj ot tv t 4

'I ',a j ,41 0 ---'A t
S

i. e., Say thou $>,&. to her, [I;,]J and say

not to her [ever, when she is mentioned,] I_.

and . (S.)

;.: see ;l, last meaning.

see ~10..

;~, [app. Elevated tracts,] softer, or more
plain, than what is termed , and more inter-
mixed with soft, or plain, tracts, sometimes in, or
by, that [hind of high ground] which is tsrnmed

J., and sometimes in, or by, soft, or plain,
tracts. (ISh, L, TA.)

1j.aJI .4: see .L¢

k$g.x One of the names of the months, (Msb,
K,) applied to two of the Arabian months, to-
gether called ;CiL', (TA,) and distinguished

by the appcllations of j'l iS; Lt and l;a.d

ji.)l [thefifth and sixth months of the Arabian
year]: (S, K :) it is of the measure Jlti, from

.o4JI; (S;) the two months to which it is
applied being [said to be] so called because,
when the months were named, these two fell in
the season of the freezing of water: (ISd, L,
Msb:) [but this derivation seems to have been
invented when the two months thus named had
fallen back, into, or beyond, the winter; for
when they received this appellation, the former
of them evidently commenced in March, and the
latter ended in May; therefore I hold the opinion
of M. Caussin de Perceval, that they were thus
called because falling in a period when the earth
had become dry and hard by reason of paucity of

rain, from ;i., an epithet applied to land upon
which rain has not fallen, or from kj tl., an
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epithet applied to an eye that sheds few tears;
which opinion is confirmed by the obvious deri-
vations of the names of other months, L. and

, and aL and Jl.:] afterwards, when
the lunar months superseded the solar, the same
names were retained: (Mqb:) [see o.j, and

j'.lI:] Lp.q.~ is determinate, (15,) being a
proper name, (TA,) and of the fem. gender:
(Msb, 15:) if you find it mase., it is becaume it is
made to accord to .nJl: all the other names of
the months are masc.: (Fr, IAmb, Mqb:) the
pl. is S ., (Fr, L, 1,) agreeably with ana-
logy; and if the form ;1n [a mistranscription
for o&;, like y3t_, pl. of tS_.,] were used,
it would also be agreeable with analogy. (Fr,
L.) The former of these two months is also
called ub * t ~.; and the latter, ~ L.~. ;
(K ;) which mean, respectively, Jumnddtd thesfifth
mnontlh and Juniddd the sixth month, from the
commencement of the year. (TA.) Lebeed says,
[describing a pair of wild asses,]

* - .- . '. 

S
I,$ '), i L

4-te0 Jfi !.- S

[Until, wlrn tley both pau, and come to the end
of, Jumddd, completing six months, they satisfy
themtlvecs with green pasture so as to be in no
need of water, and his and her absinence from
water becomes of long continuance]: thus cited
by Bundar; JL being in the accus. case as a
denotative of state, and by l.q.s being meant
IL..l ELq..: or, accord. to IAyr, the poet
said aL, meaning the six months of winter,
which are the months of dew; and Aboo-'Amr
Elih-Sheyb6nce says the like. (MF.) Alin says
that the Arabs applied the name of jtL.~ to

'%he whole of the winter; [see above;] whether
the winter were at the same time as the months
so called or not: and Aboo-Sa'eed says the like.
(L.)- See also j.l..

l. 'i A wintry night. (Aboo-Sa'ced,

L.) [See e .. ]

.; . !A sword such that Ie nho is struck with
it becoens motionless ( ,j): (A,TA:) or a
sharp, cutting, sword. (AA, 1].)

.. , applied to water, (Mqb,]1,) &c., (Msb,)
[i. e.] anything fluid, or liquid, (],) In a state
of congelation, concretion, or solidity; freezing;
as also q ·. ; contr. of 4 t: (Meb, X :) you

say [ Ltas well as *t]: (Msh ) or
V '. signifies what is congealed, or frozen, of
water [&c.l; ice; (., A;) contr. of : (S :)
[see also ,.:] it is originally an inf. n.: (8,
Mhb, ]1:) [or it is an epithet from ,, like

, from ,_..:] and ?~o is a pl. [or rather
a quaui-pI. n.] of >1i. (., Mb,l1,) like as

is of;?t.: ($ Mb:) you may, 1
'.s1 [The frozen waters have become many].

(v.) [Hence,] i.I1,. d-. A hard piece of
mnarrow. (L.) - t Re~aininfixedl, stationary,
or motion/le. (B4 and Jel in xxvii. 90.) - t A
thing that does not grow, or increase; [incapable

of grorwth, or increase; inanimate;] as stone, in
contradistinction to a tree [and an animal]. (Kull.)
[See also L...] You say, Jl) lj 2.. : U

Sli15 (A,L,f*.) :to thee belongs, or shall belong,
what con.ists of gold and silver [or the like in-
animate things], of this prope,'ty, and wt,hat con-
sists of live stock, thercof: (L, .I:) or il/at
consists of stones, thereof, and rwhat consists oJ
trees, thereof: or what is solitd, threyof, and
t7what isfluid, or liquid, thereof. (L.) - [Ience
its application in lexicology and grammar to t A
noun that is ntot an inf. n. nor derived frons an
inf. n.; a noun having the quality of a real sub-
stantive (ef.n,wl), opposed to that n,hich has
the quality of an ideal substantic ():

and t a verb that las but one tence and no inf n.,
as aJi and, &e., opposed (as is said in tlhe
TA voce .3) to . ': it may be rendered (and
so I have rendered it), in these cases, apltsutic.]
- t Lhfeles; dead. (Kull p. 147.)_ t itaupid,
dull, wanting in intelligence; inert; not xlarp,
penetrating, vigorous, or .ffective, in the per-
forming of affairs; or soft, wvithout strength or
sturdiness, and witlhout endurance. (TA.) It
is also applied to a man's state, or condition: you
say Jlj.l 1I J..; t [A man in a stagnant, or
uniminlroving, state or condition]. (S, L.)-And
to the eye: you say ,l&. ~. t An eye that
sheds no tears; (Ks, K ;) as also V jl~, (Ks,
K,) and . .-; (S, 1;) or this last signifies
tan eye that sheds few tears. (A.) And J-.j
.iol ~1 ., (A, ]:,) and Ci Jl J, and
O1J v i. ., (A,) t A man whose eye sihedsfew
tears; (A ;) or whose eye sheds no tears. (1.)
-See also ;1.. Also, (L,) and 1 ,
(M,A,1g,) and ,.il ,t l., (A,Jg,) Niggcrdly,
penurious, or avaricious; (M, A, g ;) niggardly
of that which it is incumbent on him to gi've:
(L :) and Vt _ , also, a man of little, or no,
good; possessing little, or no, good. (s.)
,,tM., (as its pl., IAar, L,) Linits, or bounda-
ries, or boundary-marks, between lands, (IAqr,
L, f,*) and between two dwellings. (L.)

s..q: see o. , last sentence but one, in two
places. The person who is entrusted with the
management of affairs in a game of chance (jL3
[here meaning the game called ... 1]): (K:)
[i. q. .. :] or the person entrusted with the
management of a.ffairs among a people or party,
(T, K(, TA,) r/to does not take part in the game
called y.J1, except that he shtvffes the arrows

(~i ,.'y) for the players, and has them placed
in his hands, and is confided in with resxpct to
them, and comprei him who has incurred an
obligation to fulfil it: (L, TA :) or one wiho
takes no part in the game called J..J1, (who is
called -%-,) but who sometimes shitt(fle, or deals
forth, the arrows, (1lt , ) for the players;
so in the following verse of farafeh:

Ad of many a yelow arrow, changed i our
[And of many a yellorw arrow, changed inlour

[Boox T.

by fire, I have awaited the sound over the fire,
and I have deposited it in the hand of one taking
no part in the game but only shjffing, or dealing
.forth, the arronws for the players]; meaning, I
have awaited its sound, which was like an answer
procecdilg from it, when I straightened it and
marked it, over the fire: (S:) [or, accord. to the
EM (p. 105), wherc we find 1;J'b in the place
of oy.j, tihe ncaning is, and of tnany a yellow
arrow, &c., I hare an,aited the returning and
gaining, whilc we were assembled at the fire,
&c.:] or x~ here means a man taking twitl
both his hands so as not to let anything go forth
from them: (AA, TA:) or, accord. to As, it
here means a man entering upon .tmindd&, which
was in that [the poet's] time a month of cold:
(8, 1K :) or one whose arrow does not gain any-
thing in the game called .JI: (L:) or a person
in nwhom one con.fides, and who it tenacious of
that which is in his hand or possession, and not
to be deceived. (A 'Obcyd, TA.)

;.A~ A pltace in which icc is kept. (MA.)

LSJ... j Ie is m!y neighbour, his hous,
or tent, adjoniing mine. (.K.)

1: sec 2, in two places:- and see also 4:
and 5. - Also .i. lie gave himn [liw,

or burning, coals]. (s.). lie put him aside,
apart, away, or at a distance. (Tli, .).,
'.ill ,_.I , aor. ', The sun conceialed [or us it
were put out] the mnoon [by its proximity thereto:
see C1 .]. (IAar, TA.) _4. [snid of the
moon, It becamne concealed by its pro.imity to
the sun: see an ex. voce .~ : and see also 4].
- Also, (.,) aor. , (TA,) 11c (a horse) leaped
while shachled; and so 1. (lg.)

2.., inf. n. ;3; (g;) and*l '; (Vyb ;)
lie collected togeter (MQb, K) a people, and
anything. (M.b.) a:, 4.., inf. n. ;
(S,A, K;) and , (M.l,,) and t *., ;
(K ;) Sits (a woman) collected teogethter her hair,
($, A, Msb, ],) and tiedt it in knots, or made it
knotted and crisp, (s.c&, S, A, MsI,,) at the
bach of her neck; (S, A, Msb, K ;) not letting it
hang down loosely: (S :) or plaited it: (T, TA:)
and j ,.- h collected together hit hair at the

bach of his head: (Mgh:) and ,t;, j
site collected together the hair of her head, and
plaited it: and oC, ftj~ he disposed his hair
in ,.ISL [or lochs hanging down loosely from the
middle of the head to thit bach, or plaits Aang~ng
down]. (TA.) - And . It (a thing) nocsi-
tated a people to unite togetuher. (TA.)- Also,
(inf. n. as above, 8,) eli (a commandler, Ay, A)
detained the army in the territory of the enemy,
(S, !,) or on the frontier of the enemy's country,
(A,) and did not bring them back ($, A,})from
tie frontier: ( :) the doing of which is forbid-
den: (TA:) or he detained them long on the
frontier of the nemy, and did not gie them
pormiion to r~trn to theirfamilies: (A!, TA:)
or he collcted them on thefrontiers of the nemy,
and kept them from returning to their famiie.
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BooK I.]

(TA.) See also 4: - and 5. -- J- I ,1., A, MgI1,) Ie .fumigated, or perfumed, himself
(A, Mgh, Mob,) in£f. n. as above, (Mgh, Msb,) with aloes-nood [or tile like]. (AHn,A, Mgh,l.)
Hie fumigated the garment wfith perfume; (A,* 10. 1: sec 4: . and 5: and 8:
Mgh, Mqb ;) as also t j.]t: (Mgh, Msb, K :) and 2. - Also, [and vulgarly ~'.,] lie per-
but the formner is the more common. (Mgh.) 

And, ,, j- , TA,).or formed the purification termed s.t;l with
And ,1. , (MFgh, TA,) or * D,, , j~, (Mg)h, M.s), K,) i. e., with stones, (AZ,
accord. to different modes of writing the surname , b,,) i , stones A,

, .S , .~~ .. X, NF71),) Or mallsiones. (higli, TA.)of a certain No'eym, i. e., .. 1 or s s(, 
(TA,) [and accord. to different copies of tl*e K.,] ,~ : see what next follows, in two places.
le`fuimigated the mosque with perftme: (Mgh:) - -Heflonigated 1~~ ~ ~~.4sno'erihlpr~e .ll: A live, or burynin`j, coal; a piece of[or perhaps it may mcan lhe strewed the gou li or bnin coal; a pice 

otnt ... from ; like smkelessuning .fre.: (Msb:) or buningJ fire:of thetnmosque n',ith pebbles; from i.~. like
o. .he _oq. ,it .e ls (.K:) [but the former is the correct explanation :]

d,r - , from ..~- or a.- or .] _- And when cold, [before it is kindled,] it is called ,_
[or l_J .1] lIe putui,.4h-7)eat u]POn live (TA) [or . &c.]: and whien reduced to

coals [to roast]. (A.) Also, (A,) inf. n. as podr by brni ;j (L in art. :) fromabov, (, A) .1. a j~lgrm, ) trew thc powder by burning, ~ : (L in art. ,M j :) fromabove, ($, A,) lle (a pilgrim, A) threw; the ;. o t ,. .
pebbles [in the valley of Mixia]; (S;) and so ~ "e collected together:" (M3gh :) pl. ~.

-z · (S, Msb, K) [or rathier this is a coll. gen. n.] and(TA in art..O.) li ce, -, ' ' ' ' .·

(A i ~n.) hece,and , -. (Msb.)-[Hence,] s '[The day of the throwing of the pebbles, by the _ an -. (' 
pilgrixns, in the valley of Mini. (A.) [See . :t [Live coals are in my liver]. (A.)

l ~, (inf. n. as above, A,) li ~[lHence also,] ., l, ;.JI t [The three liveS.1q. a~iIII .p.~.., (inif. n. as above, A,) Ife
coals; meaning the first three degrees of beat]:cut off the heart, or pith, (jt.w.,) (f the palmn- l c

ctree. (.o ,e eA . rt or pt , ()L h e) the Iirst is in the air; the second, in th e arth,
tree., (~ A.~ t~ .or dust; andl the thlird, in the w ater: [or, accord.4. · "·'f,nn t;'" an.4. j,;, nand ,Ij; andl *aj. j...q: to the moderni Egyptian almanacs, the first is in

) see 2.... _'L 9' j...l The thing, or the air, and is cold, or cool; the secondtl, in the
water, and is lukewarm; and the thfird, in theaffair, included the conmeon mass, (K,) or thed is lukewarm; and th tird, in th

e/sole nmas, (TA,) oJ the sons (if sch/ a one earti, or dust, and is hiot: the first falling exactly
within t/he compass *f its relation or relations, a zodiacal monthi before the vernal cquinox; anditit,eora;mst its relto o reaios

.or it effect or cflects, &c. (K, TA.) _.1 each lasting seven days:] whience theo saying,or ~~~~~~~~~~its e,..act jo_r. ejL tfk cTta, &e.s atK the~n~
jL 1I lIe comnputed ly conjecture the quantity of t [Tat as at t
the firuit upon the palmn-trees, and then rechoned, tine of thefallin.q of the live coal]; i. c., when the
anl sunmed up the quantity so computed. ( heat hliad acquired strength. (TA.)~ Any body
HC wolo does so is termed ?J . (TA.)_. of men that have united together, and become oneli wo oe s s ered.,n~ . ·(TA.)-_
, ' li-r'rdtehossfrrcn b,.and, and that do not Jbrnn a confederacy with

JI . l ll ,epard tne horsefor ac any othe,'s: (S:) or a body of men that con-:,'c. . e h el, ici with food ba,ely 3n1;i,'ienit to
... t tgregate by themselves, because of their strength

sustain thepn, after they had becomefut, (lt.l,) and their, great valour; [said to be] from the
and collected them tog.ether. (a.) .i9l ./n.l same word signifying "a live coal :" (Mb :) or

S ' ,l,, isiti(, or il&; (K;) and t , any people that endure patiently fiftghting with
1jj~ inf ) or- s (TA;)nnndthose who fight them, not forming a confederacy

(]C,) inf .n. 7" (TA ;) and t,'~., and with any others, nor uniting themselves to any
'n l; ( ;) Thte people, or party, agyreed others: (Lth, TA:) or a tribe that does not unite

together to do the thiny, (f, a,) and united for itself to any other: (g:) or that comprises three
it. (..) [See also 5.] ., j1 . 1 , and hundred horsemen, (K,) or the like thereof: (TA:)

o.1 : see 2. _jWl j,el, inf. n. j~, lie or a tribe that fights wvith a company of tribes:
& 0~~~~~~~~~~ -- -prepared thefire [app. in a ,. ]. (S,K.)= (TA:) pl. Mb.. (., Mb,l.) You say, ,

1 - QC I 4-*S.)
p..,.l said of a camel, He had his foot rendtlered j.q. ;L~ The sons of such a one are a people

even, so thiat ltiere rwas no line between its pha- able to tlefend themselves, and strong. (TA.)
langes, (K, TA,) in consequence of it. is an appellation especially appied 
been wounded by the pebbles, and become hst,rd. i(T.)~ Al saidd of ah caeble, and n bof . a to thrce tribes; namely, Benoo-Dabbelh Ibn-Udd,(TA.) Also, said of a camcl, (S,) and of a and Beau-l-Hirith Ibn-Kab, and Benoo-Numeyr
man, (TA,) He hrestened, or mm quick, in hitradBit--iihIb-",adBnoNmyman, (TA,) He h ;stened, or was Tick, in hi Ibn-'Amir; (S, A,K;) the first of which became
pace, or going; (8, 1;) and ran: (TA :) you extinguished by confederating with Er-RibAb,

_shoul not say jne.. (s.) _ Sec also 1. c and the second by confederating with Medhliij;
X ik l /l, The night had its moon concealed by the third only remaining [a ; ] because it

its proximity to the sun. (K,* TA.) [See also 1.] tfbrined no confederacy: (S :) or it is applied to

5. . It (a people, or party,) collected Abs and El-.Hrith and Dabbeh; all the off-
together; (A, Mgh, TA ;) [and] so t 4; this spring of a woman who dreamt that three live coals
verb being intrans. as well as trans.: (M§b: issued from her Cj. (S. , 1.)_ Also A thou.
[see 2:]) and ?,q. it (a tribe) collected together, sand horsemen. ($,V.) One says s. ^.
and became one band. (Ag,TA.)-It (an army) [A troop of a thousand horsemen like the live
became de:ained in the territory of the enemy, coal]. (, TA.)~ A pebble: ($, ]:) or a stone:

and was not brought back (, K) friom the fron- (Meb:) or a small stone or pebble: pl. ;` .
tier; (;) as also . l. (..) See also 10. ..

8 . . ~ . ~ .l v ) n ( M g h i, M 9b , E t - T o w sh e eg , TA ) a n d , . b..
8..;~.~ .alt q-I, (],) and .1, (Agn, (Mgb, Msb.) - Also sing. of M,1, (S.,Mb,

4OM

1) and of ;. (TA) in the appellations $ 1u

L.o (Msb) or XLCQI ; ) and 

%L,~Ik, (TA,) which were three in number, (8,

M.b,!,) called jol1 '.! and .A l o

and .a l o (C,) at which ;a1 (i. e. small
pebbles, TA) were cast; (S, K;) each of these
being a heap of pebbles, at Mline, and each two
heaps [or rather each heap and that next to it]
being about a bow-shot apart: (Mqb:) accord. to

Th, from "hc put him aside, apart, away,

or at a distance :" or from 1. "he hastened ;"
because Adam pelted Iblees in Mine, and lie
hliastened away before him: (],OTA:) or from

I~, "they collected together:" (Mgh:) or

from . "lie collected it together." (Mgb.)

See also .q.

j;l. An assembly; an agemblage; a collec-
tion: (.K :) a people asnemnbled together. (TA.)

- ,1;e .1Lt He counted, or numbered, his

camels in one herd, (Ag, TA,) by looking at their
aggregate. (As, T voce J, q. v.) _ji

tV tg1., and with tenween, [i. c., app., 5t) ,
not, as might he thought at first sight, ,L.q.., a
form which MF disapproves, though it is said in
the TA that his disapproval requires considera-
tion,] They ca;ne all together, or all of tiem. (g.)

0 -

,n ~ A place of asse1tbly of a people. (,, ].)
-...,.. IIl The night and the day: (S, 1 :) so

called because of the assembling [of people there-
in]; like as thelicy are called p_ Ll because
people held converation therein: (S:) or tAe two
nights during nwhich the moon becomes concealed by

- joits proximity to the stin. (TA.) And . '1 ,

!([Aar, S,) or 1.j.~. ', (Lh, Th,) iT/e inoon in
the night ,'hen it is concealed by its proximtity
to the sun: (TA:) or the moon in the end of
the [lnnar] month; because the sun conceals it

,(o,, i.c. vly): (1Aar, TA:) or the dark
night: (S :) or the night in which the noon does
not rise, either in the first part thereof or in the
last: (TA:) or the last night of the [lunar]

month. (Aboo-'Amnr Ez-Zihid, TA.) You say,
Csl zJ U;l4. [lIe came to us in the

darkest part of the moonles night, or oqf the night
in nwhich the mnoon did not rise]. (Thli, TA.) And

·.. . .. I .,
p ~ C l J - 1 to W La5 j [I will not do

that as long as the moon in t/he end of tie lunar
nmonth becomes concealed by its proximity to the

sun; i. c., I will never do it]. (Lb, TA.) _

):.JI m WH'hat is collected together, of the
hair, and tied in knots, or rmade knotted and
crisp. (TA. [See 2.])

p ep v:: see~q, in three places.

c~. A plait of hair: (T, M yb, .:) and

i. q. ilelj [app. here meaning a plait of hair
hanging down; or a loch of hair hanging down
loosely from the middle of the head to the back]:

(TA:) and t . a lock of hair: (TA:) pl. of

the fonnrmer . . (T, Mob.)

L;1.: see't

I



[Boox I.

;t~ (1, A, Mgh, Msb, ],) and Vt.1 (.)
[each a coIl. gen. n.] The heart, or pith, [or
cerebrum,] of the palm-tree, (S, A, Msb, ]g, TA,)
that is in the summit of its head, rwhich part is
cut off, and its outer portion is stripped o·f from
the pith within it, rwhich is a white substance,
like a piece of the hump of a camel, large and
soft: it is eaten with honey: (TA:) from it
come forth the fruit and the branches; and when
it is cut off, the tree dies: (Mqb:) the spathe
coms forthfrom it, amid the part whence tvwo
branchls divide: (TA:) the head of the palm-

tree; a soft, tvhile substance: from ' "h e

collected together ;" for a similar reason termed
0- -a

Sb: (Mgh:) n. un. t.. (A,TA.) [See also

~/$.] You say, ; Jl a.J H' has a shank
like a piece of the heart of the palm-tree. (A.)

And S1.. l;.a.JI i [Legs like the heart
of the palm-tree are within their anklets]. (A.)
.akbr El-Hudhalee says, using a double trope,
likening the fresh juicy stalks of the p.gi to the
pith of the palm-tree, and then applying this ex-
pression to the legs of a woman,

·.2 - 2 ·

t [ Wen their anklets are bent, (for the anklet of
the Arab woman is formed of a piece of silver, or
other metal, which is bent round so that the two
ends nearly meet,) they are choked, or entirely
filled up, with plump legs like the pith of the
papyrus]. (A, TA.)

' : ee aee

4q.: ee ;....-- Also tA well-knonm apper-
tenane of a hip or boat; [i. e., the head of the
mast; a kind of truck, which is made of harder
wood than the mast itself.] (TA.). And hence,
1 The Ahead [absolutely]: but accord. to Kr, only
the vulgar call it so. (TA.)

j~I occurs in a trad., where it is said, ';"L 
Iyl3 .opl # j# * .J It, meaning I entered
the mosque when the people were in their most
collected state. (TA.)

,.~: see ... :-_.and see also _, in
two places. - Also, (, ]g,) and ', (t,) A
hard solid hoof: (AA, ?, V:) and a hard,
strong, compact camel's foot: or one that has
been wounded by the stones, and become hard.
(TA.)

?: r,see, in two places: and j.l

J. I :l:-and see also 4,.

';;: see .- Also, (Mgb, Mob,,)

and °, (],) Aloest-wood, (Al[n, Mgh, Msb,
,,) and the like, (Mgh,) or other substance,

(Mqb,) with whiichl clothes arefiumigated, (Mgh,)
or with nwhich one perfumes himself by burning
it: (Myb:) pl. ` ; . (Mgh.)

".q*. and *j." , ($, Mgh, Msb, ],) which
latter is sometimes fem. [like the former], (],) or
fem. when by it is meant the fire (j1l), and
muc. when meaning the place [of the fire],

(TA,) and ', , (1.,) A vessl for futmiyation;
a censer; (Mb ;) a vessel in vwhich live coals are
put, ($, .K,) with incense, or somne odoriferous
substancefor.fuimigation; (I ;) a vessel in which
aloes-wood is burned: it is disapproved, because
Fenerally of silver; but not so what is termed
a;s..~i: (Mgh:) or f.`. signifies the thing
for tnhich the live coals are prepared: (S:) [and

~.' 8also sig,nifies a blacksmith's fire-place:

(IK in art. -:)] pL p l4.. (S.)

YU Flesh-meat put upon live coals [to
roast]. (A.)

'~.~ (s,Z) and ' (TA) One vwho collects
together his hait, and ties it in knots, or m akes it
knotted and crisp, at the back of his neck, not
letting it hang dowvn loosely: (S:) or who plaits
the hair of his head. (TA.) lIc who does so
(while he is a .. , TA) is commanded to shave
his head. (S and TA from a trad.) =Also, bothl
the former and t the latter, and t w j., which is
a possessive epithet, without a verh, One wthose
business is tofumiyate garments [,).c.] with per-
fumne. (TA.)

1. j, (S, A, &c.,) aor.;, inf. n. j~ (S,
Mqb, I) and f.$. , (K~,) or the latter is a
simple subst., (Msb,) said of a camel, (., I,)
and of a man, (A, K,) [He went at a gentle trot
or run;] he went a pace quicker than that termed
j&, (. , A, Mob, 1;,) but not so quick as that

termed .. (,) or not so quick as a vehenent
._; (TA;) he went the pace with which corpses

are conretyed [to the tomb; which, according to
the practice prescribed by Mohammad, is a quick
pace]: (TA:) or simply, he went, or wvent along:
(M4b:) and he ran; syn. l.: (Mgh, MCb:)
and he went quickly. (Mgh, Msb, TA.) You
say, ;jtl.J:. j.~ He went a pace quicker than

that termed j; [with the corpse upon its bier].
(A.) And Jl , t j : j The man went
away into, or in, the country or land. (Kr, K.)

[2. ;~., if used, He rode a camel such as is

called . or ijt.... See the act. part. n., below.]

a subst. from :..; [signifying A gentle
trot or run; a pace quicker than that termed

, but not so quick as that termed _.a,
or not so quick as a vehement &; &c.]
(Msb.) You say, l . .JI j~ _, (A,) and
t.jl.Jl ..M ai U6, and in like manner ,jd1,
(Ks, S,) [He, and the she-camel, and the mare
or hors, runs at the pace termed U -..]

See also ji, in two places.

jlt., applied to a he-camel, (, ,) and ;j ,
applied to a she-camel, (K.,) TI at is ridtden by
the 'j,...; (.S;) that goes the pace described
above, [voce j. and] voce ;;.-: (1, TA:)
[the latter is also said in the TA to be ~.zl C.
JAl.l; but the correct reading seems to be

J..tJIt ;.9.1 e'; and the meaning, of those
that carry tAe vehicles clled J.*"I,, pl. of
J,m.O.] .jtq j*a.. An ass that leaps, jumps,

sp,rings, or bounds, quickly: (] :) and jr1 .

l*.%:. a quick as; (S, ];) or an ass that
leaps, jumps, springs, or bounds, quickely, and is
sw/ft; (TA;) the latter word in this phrase used
as a muse. and fem. epithet, though its final letter
is a denotative of the fem. gender. (~am p. 277.
[See below; and see also EJ~ "]) Umeiyeh
lbn-Abee-'Aidh (S, TA) El-Hudhalee (TA) says,

[As though I and my she-camel's saddle, when I
frightened her, were upon a srift wild ass satis-
fled with green pasture, so as to be in no need of
w,ater, in the sands]. (S, TA.) He likens his
she-camel to a wild ass, to which he applies the
epithet ) , that is, swift; meaning, jl. u5>

5.~. (TA.) As says that this is the only
epithet of the measure ,Ws heard by him applied
to a male; and that IAor cited the verse above
to hiim saying t , meaning Jlj! .. ,
[i. c., "shllying and turning aside from the hollows,
narrow at the top but wide below, in the ground :"
but this is probably a reading of some in the place
of Jtl. L._~, whichi ends the next verse,

agreeably with what is said in the L in art. ,~ :]
Az says that $ . .1 may be explained as for

Lq;q- j5 `P t_U, i. e., .pon an as haring the

mode of pace termed j~; and jj.n &i; has

a similar meaning. (TA.) ..- Sce also ..

;.. (., K) and *:. (1K) [The sjcamor
fig: and the sjcamore fi-tree : fus sycomorus;
also called the Eyyptianfig:] the male fig; (',
TA;) which is found in tate Ghaoer, or Oh6r,
[here meaning the Valley of the Jordan,] (TA,)
and is sweet: (K, TA:) this is the yellow: tae
black makes the mouth bleed: (TA:) it is of
various colours, or kinds, (ejlj1,) (l, TA',)
abundant in Syria and in Egyypt: n. un. ;:
(TA:) [a fruit] resmblinag the 54 [or common
fJ]: (S:) Al:n says, of dithe kinds of fig is the
fig of the .. , a sweet, moist fig, which ha long
fruit-stalU, and wiich is dried in the tun: and
there is another species of the j, the fruit of
nwhich is liles the jfig in make, but its leaves are
smaller than those of tih fig, and its figs are
yeUlow, of a smallU size, and blach: it is found in
the Ghomr, or Gh6r, and is called the male fig:
the yellow is sweet: the black maks the mouth
bleed: and it fig has no stalk, but cleave to the
wood. ('Abd-el-Lateef, Account of Egypt: White's
ed., entitled Abdollatiphi Historie Aegypti Com-
pendium: p. 22. See also De Sacy's notes to his
transl. of that work, pp. 82-86.)-[;j,.JI also
signifies t The pudendum muliebre: opposed to
:;.JI as meaning "the anus."]

~S., .: see j~.

.. A seA Uer of .. (TA.)

*"_. One who rides th camel called jl,
(S,*TA,) or who ride the ds-camel callUed ;jl,q-;
(0,* TA;) as also t .. (TA.)
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Boox I.]

1. ,n~, (A, Msb, K,) aor. , (Msb, TA,)

inf n. n . (S, Mb, 1) and _...; (TA ;)

and a.o, aor. '; (TA ;) It (grease, As, S, A,
MSb, K, and clarified butter, and water, A, 1K, 

but . is more commonly said of the last, K,

or . is incorrect when said of water, As, TA)

congealed. (As, ., A, MSb, 15.)

i.'4 A tough date: (IDrd,' M, K,' TA:) a

date ripening (As, ., Z, O) altogether, (As, Z,
g, TA,) but as yet hard, not mellow, or digestible,

or casy of digestion: (As, S, Z, K :) pl. *.~.·
(As, TA.) [See A..] Also A distinct number,
or herd, of camels. (0, K.)

, . Grease, (A,) and clarified butter, (TA,)

and water, (S,) or it is improperly applied to the
last, (Ay, TA,) in a state of congelation. (S, A,
Mgh, TA.) - A plant that has lost its freshness,
or juicineu, (A.Hn, K,) and become old, and

hard, or tough. (AHIn, TA.)- _ . ao A

tough rock, (TA,) firm in its place. (15, TA.)

[In the TA is added `r ;L: but this is evidently

a mistranscription, for ;i'-, which adds nothing
to the explanation.]

~,~, [The b,:atlo;] a kind of 96; (Mgh,
Msb, TA;) well known: (15:) n. un. with ;:

(K:) and pl. l.0 : (S,Msb, ]:) an arabi-

cized word, (T, 8, 1,) from the Persian; (T, S ;)

originally , .. (T, 1.)

1. ',S., (., A, K,) aor., and L, (TA,) inf. n.

., (s,) IHe shaved it, or removed its hair;
(S, A, ] ;) namely, his pubes; (S;) or his head.
(A, 15.) And ;!a S/he shaved it; namely, her
pudendum; or removed its hair: and it (;,
q. v.) removed it; namely, hair. (A.)

,,, applied to ;jy [q. v.], Tlhat removs

hair; (S, ;) s also . .. (.) _Applied
to a year ( t;), t That shaves off, (S,) or nips,

shrinks, shrivels, or blasts, [lit., burns, see j~1,]
(g,) the plants, or herbage. (., 1.)

e.a., applied to the pubes, Shaten, or having
its hair removed, (S, A, ]g, TA,) by means of

;ij [q. v.]. (TA.)_ Applied to a place, t [Slhorn
of its plants, or herbage; or] having in it no

plants, or herbage. (], g.) See also t.

1. '4., (8, Mgh, Msb,) aor. :, (Mgh, TA,)

inf. n. q., (S, Mgh, Msb, 1,) Hfe collected;
brought, or gathered, together; gathered up;
assembled; congregated; mustered; drew to-
gether; or contracted; (Mgh, Er-RAghib, B,

;*) a thing; (Er-Righib, Mgb, B;) so that
the several parts or portions became near to-
gether; (Er-Rghib, B;) or a thing in a scattered,
or dispersed, state; (Fr,. ;) and a number of

men; (Fr;) as also t .; [or this has only an

intensive signification;] and+ ?.~l. (TA.) [Sec

also the inf. n., C', below; and] see 2; and 10.--

[1 'B'. He broulght them trwo togethler, into a

state ofJunion, after separation; and particularly,
reconciled them; conciliated them: and he, or it,
united, connected, orformed a connexion between,

them two: see 3 (last sentence) in art. j.]-

Aej 4j.s liIe put on, or attired himself with, his
clothes. (TA.)__JI .lJ %.i Tl girl

put on the t ; the the 3 . and tie i ; (S,
TA;) i. e., : became a young woman; (S, 1,

TA;) became full-grown. (TA.)__ X- , .

lW iol*, and o1 >I , tI-I have never gone in to

a Ywoman; or I have never had a roman con-

ducted to me as mny bride. (Ks, K.)_ I-l.

.,', , and :-?ia p.: sec 4.-. ,W1 t~.:
see 4. [ .-' also signifies He composed, ar-

ranged, or settled, a tlling, or an affair; as in the

pl,hrase d. l :: see art. J.:,. - Also It
comprised, comprehended, or contained.] -Also
lie pluralized a word; made it to have a plural,

or plurals. (The Lexicons passim.)

2. t., (Fr, Msb,) inf. n. . (,) He

collected; brought, or gathered, together; gathered
up; assembled; congregated; mustered; drerv to-

gether; or contracted; [thus I render . , as
explained above;] much; with much, or extra-
ordinary, energy, or effectiveness, or the like;
vigorously; or well. (Bd in civ. 2; M!b, .)

Thus in the .Kur [civ. 2], o.bx... ^4 ~ 5.Jl

(.,* Bd) TVho hath collected much wealth, and
hath made it a provision for the casualties of
fortune, or rechoned it time after time: (Bd:)
[or nwho hath amnased, or accumulated, wealth,
&e. :J or who hath gained, acquired, or earned,

wealth, &e.; thus differing from ~., explained

above: but it is allowable to say ' I.'O ,
without teshdeed; (Fr;) and thus it is [generally]
read in this passage of the ]ur. (Bd.) See also 1.

_,...., (TA,) inf. n. as above, (1.,) She (a
hen) collected her egs in her belly. (1, TA.) 

1 ., (inf. n. as above, S,) They were present on
the Friday, (S, Mgh, Mob,) or with the congre-
gation [then collected], (Mgh,) and performed the
prayers [with the congregation] on that day. ($
Mgh.)_ Hence the saying, ) , ' 1jl

9'i43 ~4.a , -% 'l i[T,e first Friday
that was observed by tlhe performance of congre-
gational prayer in the time of El-Isldm, after
the observance thereof in EI-Medeeneh, weas in
Ju-dthd]. (TA.)

3. 1.. ~6 ;., (8, ],) in£ n./M;

(TV) [and ], He combined with him,

(~d,. 1 1i.I, S, K, TA,) and aided him, (TA,)
to do such a thing. (,* K,* TA.) It is said in a
trsd. of Aboo-Dharr, , I ;J j i .e.

't 'i L. T ' [which may mean Nor any com-

bining, or nor any coming togetler, for us after-

ward: esee 8]. (TA.)_,a,.I &.., (Msb,)

inf.n. L. (.,Mqb,9) and Etcl, (Mgh,
Msb,) lHe lay with his vife; compressed her.
(? Mgh, Myb, ].*) [The latter inf. n. is the
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more common as meaning Coitus conjugaliJ, or

the act of compressing] . ' .a j'~ -. 1,

and H. , BHe hired the hireling for a certain

pay every weekh. (Lh, TA.)

4. .~ 1: see 1. ;21 . signifies I put

the thing together; such, for instance, as spoil,

or plhmder. (S.) You say, 1. ; l, mean-
ing I collected together from every quarter the
camels taken as spoil from the people to whobn
they belonged, and drove them away: (AHeyth:)
or 1t. signifies [simply] the driving of camels

together, or collectively. (a.)- _ '7 also

significs The composing and settling a thing rwhich
has been discomposed [and unsettled]; as an
opinion upon wvhich one determines, resolves, or

decides: (TA:) or jA; ~ 1% l Ja,"
(AHicyth, K,) i. e. the determinining, resolving,
or deciding, upon an affair, so as to make it

firmly settled, [after it had been unsettld in
the mind, or] after considering nhat might be its
issuac, or results, and saying at one time, I vill
do thus, and at another time, I wrill do thus.

(AHeytll.) You say,j.A'l ;, , (Ks,S,Mgh, e

Msb,K,) and r§l Ls, (Mgh,' Myb,1,) I

determined, resolved, or decided, upon the affair;
(Ks, S, Mgh, ' MSb, V ;) as though I collected
myself, or my mind, for it; (TA;) as, for in-
stance, a journeying, and a fasting, (Mgh, Mgb,)
and a going forth, and a tarrying or an abiding;

(TA;) and in like manner, sr IIHe deter-

mined, resolved, or decided, upon his affair; as,

for instance, a fasting: (TA:) and ta1il , . !
I determined, or settled, the opinion. (TA.) You

say also, 1 1 5. .i [Determine

thou, or decide, upon thine affair, and do not
leave it unsettled]. (a.) The saying, in the ]5ur

[x. 72], ,* j ..~. L qU means Then

determine ye, or resolve, or decide, upon your
affair, (Fr,Ibn-'Arfe!l, Bd,) and prepare for

it, (Fr,) or t .i4!, [wllich has the former

of these meanings, as shown above,] (Alleyth,)
and call ye your companions, (Fr, S, Bd, 15,)
_.nSlf being governed in the accus. case by
the verb understood, (Bd, TA,) becanse the verb
in the text is not used with .·l,. for its object,
(S, 15,) but only the unaugmented verb: (8:) om
the meaning is then determine ye, with your com-
panions, upon your affair; (Bd,l;) so says
Aboo-Is-1-h., adding that what Fr says is erro-
neous: (TA:) or then determine ye upon your

affair and the affair of your conmpanions, for .lj

,;. ,. (B.d.) It is also said that the phrase,

in the 15ur [xx. 67],., I U means
Therefore determine ye, or resolve, or decide,
upon your artifice, or stratagem: (TA:) but

some read , '. ' l .r, (Bd,TA,) meaning

therefore combine ye aU your art;Jice; leave
nothing thereof unexerted; (TA;) and this latter

reading is favoured by the phrase o..4 t

[in verse 62 of the same cb.]. (Bd.)_A]so The
agreeting, or uniting, in opinion. (1[, TA.) You

say, .11 {s. Iyl meaning They asred, or

were of one mind or opinion, upon, or respecting,

the affair; (Mgh, Msb;) [and so i- ... 1 ;

I
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and d t laJq3.] - Also The preparing [
thing], or making [it] ready; syn. .ll1t. (1C
TA. [In the C](, erroneously, .l1jl.]) Yol
say, ~j, : I prepared, or made ready
such a thing. (TA.) And .A Il,a. Prepar
ye for yokr affair. (Fr.) - Also The bindin
the teat of a she-camel all together oith the Mt
q. v. (C.) You say, JlI .. 1, (S, TA,) an,
Jii.l .1q, (TA,) Hs so bound the teats of th
she-camel; (?, TA;) and so t 1. (TA.
- Also The drying [a thing]; drying [it] up
making [it] dry; syn. ;Cj1 JL4. ('°

TA. [In thle C, erroneously, ' J,.A1 .]
Hence the saying of Aboo-Wejzeh Es-Saydee,

* t) Af191 glj·'

i. e. [And the vehement mid-day-heats] dried up
every pool left by a torrent [of the hard and
elevated grou nds and of the soft and even ground].
(TA.) - -;jl 'S.1 .il The rain made the
whole of the land, both its soft tracts and its hard
tracts, to flon: (I :) and in like manner you
say, L. jjl m.* ; 1 The land flowed in its
soft tracts [as vell as in its hard tracts; i. e.,
in eery part]. (TA.) [Seo also 10.]

6: see 8, in three places: and see also 4, latter
half.
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7. , jI C*a J [He withdrew kimselffrom
men]. (TA in art. i..)

8. 1.l It (a thing in a scattered or dispersed
state, Q, and a number of men, Myb, [and a
number of thlings,l]) became collected, brought
together, gathered together, gathered up, anem-
bled, congregated, mustered, drawn together, or
contracted; or it collected, collected itself together,
gathered itself together, came together, assembled,
congregated, drew itself together, contracted it-
self; coalesced; combined; (V, TA;) so that tits
seeral parts or portions became near [or close]
together; (TA;) a a also t (],) with .

[substituted for the j;]; (TA;) and * 3 and
tc..I. signify theame: (Myb,J :) and tl,r;n
signifies they became collected, &c., [from several
place~s, or] hence and thence. (8,I.) [See also 10.]
You say also, ~1 L t..1 (Mgh) and a (Myb)
[meaning He was, or became, in company with
him; came togetherwith him; met with him; met
him; had a meeting, or an inte-viewv, with him].
And 1,. ; em. : (V, :) see S,
first sentence: and ee the sentence there next
following. And in like manner, t1 ~ .J
OUi They combined, conspired, or leagued, together
against such a one. (Ibn-Buzurj, TA in art. . .)
[See also j. 4)l 5. Ilj.a.ql in 4, latter half.]
You also say, 49) I [Their
opinions agreed together, or were in unitson, upon,
or respecting, the affair]. (Er-Raghib.) And

L.L.%J fai- ; The condition of the office
of lmdm occurred together [or were combined, or
they coezisted, in such a case]; as also t.

(Msb: [but it is implied in the Mgh that the
latter verb in this sense is not of established
authority.]) [See a similar ex. voce &j3 I.]_
[He, or it, was, or became, compact in make or
frame, compressed, contracted, or the like.
And hence,] He (a man) attained to kis full
state of manly vigour, and his beard becamefull-
grown. (., TA.) The verb is not thus used in
speaking of a woman. (S, TA.)_ [IIence also,]

_.. ljl .. t [He was quick and vigorous
in executing the needful affair, or in accomplish-
ing that which was wanted; as though lie com-
pacted his frame, and collected all his energy:
see t.4. , below: and see also 10]. (TA
in art. ,;S.)_ [Hlence also,] .J1l ; .I'
The cooking-pot boiled. (Z, TA.) - [Hence also;
.Z.I said of a thing, or an affair, It was, or

became, composed, arranged, or settled.]

10. t ji Q 1 [He dcsired, or
demanded, the collecting together of every body oJ
soldiers; or he summoned together every body of
soldie.-s]: said of him who demands, or summons,
armies, or military forces. (S, TA.) [But this
usage of the verb is perhaps post-classical: for
Mtr says,] With respect to the saying of El-
Abeewardee,

m

[A north wind, cold and vehemennt, inviting to
collect themselves together the she-camels whose
mill has dried up, they having passed seLen or
eight montlu since bringing forth, or since preg-
nancy], it seems that he has compared this verb
with the generality of others of the same class,
[and so derived the meaning in which he has
here used it,] or that he heard it [in that sense]
from the people of the cities, or towns, or villages,
and cultivated lands. (Mgh.) _ ; used
intransitively is syn. wnith I1, which see in
two place., and -. a. (Msb, I.)_ ..
J,JI The torrent collected itself together fiom
every place. (S, Mgh, K.) -_ ,lil .
The valley flowed in every place thereof. (TA.)
[See also 4, last signification.] - ;e! 

*j,Il His affairs, or circumstances, all combined
in a manner pleasing to him. (Mgh, I.) 
i OjLl 1 (6, Mgh, 1O) The horse
exerted all his force, or energy, in running:
(]K, TA :) the last word is here in the accts. case
as a specificative. (Mgh.) You say also, 1 ' 1
,J, meaning They exerted [all] their strength,

force, or energy, forfighting themn: and hence,
. t la~ . sJ .,JI esl [app. meaning Verily
the men, or people, have exerted all their strength
for fighting you]. (A, TA.) JI .. ;
The people, or company of nen, all went away,
not one of themn remaining; like as one says of a
valley flowing in every place thereof. (tTA.)....
s1*l I... The herbs, or leguminous plants,
all dried up. (TA.)

a.. inf. n. of 1. (S, &c.) [Hence,] j , 
The day of resurrection [when all mankind will 
be collected together]. (IDrd,K.) Also, with-
out the article Jl, A name of -E1-li-uzdelifeh

[BooK 1.

[between 'Arafat and Minb]; ($, Mgh, Myb, Ig;)
determinate, like ;,&sU: (TA:) so called because
people collect themselves there; (S, Msb;) or
because Adam there met with Eve (Mgh, Msb)
after they had fallen [from Paradise]: (TA:)
[or, app., a name of the tract from 'Arafdt to
Mine inclusive of theem twro places: and hence,]

-. , the day of A4rafeh [wllen the pilgrims
halt at Mount 'Arafat]: and . Al the days
,f Minci. (IDrd, l.)-As an inf. n. used as a
subst., properly so terined, (,* Mgh, Mqb,) it
also signifies A collection; a number together;
an amncmbly; a company, troop, congregated or
c¢llectire body, party, or group; a mnaw; syn.
cl., (S, Mghi, L, Mob, g,) of men; (9, L,

] ;) as also * _ (L, Msb, TA) and * 

(MsI;) and 't 'a; (L, TA) and t ~.': (0,
1 :) but t *C. is also sneed as signifying a
collection, a number together, or an assemblage,
of other thin,s than men; [of beasts, as camels,
hlorses and the like, bulls and cows, and antelopes,
gazelles, &c., i. e. a herd, troolp, or drove; of
(logs, i. e. a parck; of sheep and goats, i. e. a
flock; of birds, i. e. a flock or bery; of bees,
and lociusts, &cc., i. e. a swvarm;] anid even of
trees, andl of plants; (L, TA;) it signlifies a collec-
tion, or on ass.cmblage, or agpregate, of any things,
conaisting of many and of few; (Mib ;) [as also
t ._ . and t ;]; a number, a plurality,
and a multitude, of any things: (TA:) the pl.

60 - 0 Jj

of 1.- is .. (, nMgh, Msb, K.) And
)articularly, Al4 army; a military fore ; (TA;)

is also t . (q, ].) Whlence thle pirase, in
L trad., L4.~ dJ, [or, more probauhly, ,

L,] meaning For him is, or shall be, the like
of an army's share of the spoil. (TA.) Also
Trhe plural of a thing [or word; i. e. a proper
,lural, according to the grammarians; and also
Lpplied by the lexicologists to a quasi-plural
oun, which the grammarians distinguishi by the
erms a .. amnd , and so ,t

.S,,) and t ~.'., except that this last is what
s termed , . .! [app. meaning a subst. which
oes not govern another as its complement in the
;en. case like as ~, and 4. do, being thus
kened to wihat is termed .;j ,.O, i. e. an in-
ransitive verb; so that you say of .LJI, for
istance, a.'1l e.aJl the plural i 1d.'g;
fr in this manner I always find it used when it
as this signification, which is frequently the case
n several of the older lexicons, and in some
thers; not , 91 l o.LI ]; (TA;) [where-

s] you say, [ae..', :l ,JI L and] t i%
';.l ~.l , (~, g,) i. e. the L [or plural]

'f.,Jl is ,.' 1J; (] ;) for t l*JI is what
amprises a number [of things]. (~, 1.) See
[so this last word below._ And see also the
ext paragraphi, in three places.- The worst
art of dates; (S, Mgh, M. a, IC;) beeause they
re collected together and mixed, (Mgh, Mb,)
fron among the dates of fify palm-tres:
Mgh :) and afterwards, by predominant usage,

I
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[any] bad dataes: (Mgh,* Meb:) or a certain
hind of dates (I, TA) mixed together, of ~veral
sort, not in requet, and not mixed but for their
badnes: (TA:) or it signifies, (Mgh, 1,) or sig-
nifies also, (S, Myb,) palm-treaes (AB, ., Mgh,
Myb, ]) of any hind, (AB, Mgh, Mqb,) growing
from the datstones, (S, ]J,) of which the name
is unknown. (An, S, Mgh, Msb, Re.) _ led
gum; (Ibn-'Abbid, I;) [aplp. because collected
and mixed with gum of lighter colour.] - The
milk of any camel having her udder bound with

the jl. [q. v.]; ([i. e. the milk that collects in
the ud&er so bound;] that of any camel not having

her udder bound theicwith is called 013;) as
also * g.). (R-)

t.I.JI, (TA, and EM p. 102,) and l ,.

(C,,MSb, ],) and J ' L~, (MSb, ], and so

in the margin of a copy of the $, as mentioned in

the TA,) and .JI t . , (Msb,) The fJist; the

hand clinched; (., Myb, 1;) the hand with the
fingers put together and contracted in the palmn:

(TA,' antd EM ulbi suplia:) pl. t~. . (K.) You

may, A ~¢ sk. I beat him, or struch him,n

with my fist. ($, M.b.) And to. - ,

They beat him, or struck him, with their [clinchted]

hands. (TA.) And * Ja .' Li ; t.
Such a one came with a quantity in his gra.p as
much as filled his clinched hand. (S,TA.) And

. significs [also] The quantity that a

hand grasps, of money &c. (Ijam p. 778.)-
1 p£ s#, ($, M bph,0) and &

~t3, (Msb,) i. e. [I took, or seized, such a one]
bythepart where hits garm7ents met together. (M. b.

.. .,.t. 
_..1, ~and t~ , I Their offair, or

cae, is concealed, (~,}I,) undivulged by themn, and
uknwn by any one [beside them]. (S, TA.)-

,,,a, and t , The month paed
away wholly; all of it. (K, TA.) > 

. %;, (S, Mgh, I,) and . (m, ,)
She is as yet undevirginated, or undeflowered,
(1, Mgh, 1,) by her husband. (S, Mgh.) And

or' She was divorced being

yet a virgin. (TA.) And . .zJ'., (S, Mgh,

Msb, 1,,) and t _, (Ks, 8, Msb, V,) and
, (g,) Site diedI a virgin: (Mgh, MSb,

15:) or it signifies, (S, 1.,) or signifies also,
(Mgh, MSb,) she died being nwith child; (AZ, 8,
Mgh, Meb, 1] ;) whether suffering the pains of
parturition or not: (AZ :) or heavy with child:
(]:) occurring in the first sense, (Mgh,TA,)
or, as some say, in the last, (TA,) in a trad., in
which it is said that a wonman who so dies is a
martyr: (Mgh,TA:) it properly signifies she
died with something comprised in her, not sepa.
rated from her, whether it nwere a burden in the
womb, or her maidenhead: (?gh:) [the pl. is

f-a Ja ---
t,;qI; for] you say, 1. : L.J11 :.il The

wom n died [being irgins: or] being with child.

(AZ.) You say aluo, '. blU A she-camel with

yong. (TA.) And tVe ol. A oman it
child. (TA.)

Bk. I.

05
C. : see the next preceding paragraph, in

six places.

i-. pl. of o,ta , fem. of ~ . [q. v.].

a%. is [a subst.] from t.l , like as [its

contr.] ui is [a subst] from il: (Mgh :)

and signifies A state of union, agreement, con-
gruity, or congregation: or sociableness, social-
ness, familiarity, companionableness, companion-
hip, fellowshiip, f riendship, and amity: syn.

*.at 3,#, --- 5*
il: as in the saying, l .; l . .l..l

[May God make permanent the state of union,
&c., subsisting between you two]. (Aboo-Sa'ced,

.K.)-_llenc, (Mgh,) M.I , (, Migh,
Msh, 1~,) the original form, (TA,) of the dial. of

'Okeyl; (MIsh,TA;) and .a_.l I, (-,MSb,
K,) the most chaste form, (TA,) of the dial. of

El-Hij;iz; (Msb, TA;) and a2 1.J . , (Msb,
K,).of the dial. of Benoo-Temeem; (Mgb, TA;)

and, in consequence of frequency of usage, ;aa.JI
alone; (Mgh;) A well-knowvn day; (1K;) [the
da(y of the congregation; i. e. Friday;] formerly

called (TA) the day of4jaJI: (S, TA :) called
;i.1.I ..A because of the congregating of the
people thereon: (Msb:) Th asserts that the first
whio named it thus was Kaab Ibn-Lu-ef; and he
is related to have said that it was thus called
because Kureyshl used to gather themselves to-
gether to Kufci, [on that day,] in [the building

called] j;Il j ;: (TA:) accord. to the R, Kapb
Ibn-Lu-ef was the first who collected a congrega-
tion on the day of 3M01i, which was not called
;4a.J. save since the coming of El-Islam; [or it
was not genersally thlus called before El-Isl(im;
for it is added,] anid lie was the first who named
it a..J 1; for KiKrcysh used to congregate to
him on this dlay, and he used to preachl to them,
and to put them in mind of the mission of the
apostlce of God, informing them that lie should be
of his descendants, and biddijng them to follow
him and to believe in hii: (TA:) or, as some
say, it was thlns called in the time of El-Islaim
because of tlheir congrregating [thereon] in the
mosque: accord. to a tadnl., the Ansar named it
thus, because of their congregating thereon:
(TA:) or it was thus inamed because God collected
thereon the materials of which Adam was created:
(I 'Ab:) those who say ;r_ 1 regard it as an
epithet, meaning that this (lay collects men much;

comparing it to ;p and o'J and : (TA:)
the pl. is . (S, Mg h, b, K) and ,lt.

(Mlb, J) and ;, (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and

LtaO.; (Msb, ;) of which the last is pl. of

aa.~., [as well as of aa.~., accord. to analogy,]
but not so '~. (AI.at) [nor either of the other
pis. mentioned above]. In like manner you

say azy.JI1 J~. [The prayer of Friday], and,
in consequence of the frequency of usage, aJI
alone. (Mgh.)_ ~- jI, with the a quiescent,
is also a name for [The week; i. e.] the days of
the week [colectively]; of which the Arabs are
said, by IAtr, to have reckoned the Sabbath

(,.,JI [i. e. Saturday]) as the first, though they
called Sunday the first of the days. (Myb.) -

l.; is also syn. wsitk a -. [meaning Things
collected togetlur; or a coUeetion of things];
(K ;) as in the phrne [a colleo

tion of pebbles]. (TA.)Y.. ou sy also ali

', 5., meaning A handful of dates. (, .)

I[i.. Of, or relating to, a plural.]

One who fasts on Friday by aimself.
(IAar, Th.)

.: sasee . as signifying "a plural," in
thlree ilaces. [The primary signification seems to
be the last there mentioned; whlere it is sidl,]

_1J is What comprises a numnber [of things]:

S, I:) on says, .,I t t .JI (.8, TA) [i. e.
Wine is what comprises a number of sins: or]
that in which sin is comprised, and known to be:

the saying is a trad.: (TA:) or 3, l i,t% sig-

nifies the plurality ( ) f sins. (Misb.) Hence
also the saying of ElI-Iasan El-Bnsreer, M !il

of these natural desires; for wnhat the/ inrolre is
error, and the phlace to which they leadl is thIe .fire
of Hell]. (TA: in the L, t&.tac*3.) Andl it is

said in a trad(l., I:. J 41 r: 4 i. e. Tell
,ne a saying eomprising [virtually] a phit,ality qf
sayings.. (TA.) [See a similar phrase b,elow,
voce eq..] [hllence also,] tl ;t ; A ,tone-
cooking-pot qf the largest size: (Ks, L:) or j;

and, atd t. ., (S., ., TA,) a cooking-pot

that comprises a slaughtered camel; or, accord.
to the A, tihat comprises a sheep or goat: (TA:)
or a great coohing -pot; S ,;) as also ,.

(Sglg, K:) pl. [most probably of this last] 

[like as m). is pl. of Jj &C, &c.]. (..) - Yol

say also, ;L& 1,Jtl O ' S,ch a ono is aN

object of resort for his counsel and authorit!/ to
the sons of such a one. (TA.)-[Sce also 3.]

.,. see .

'~. In a state of collection, congregation, or
union; being together; met together; [as also

t, ;Jcontr. of tiJA.. (S, IP.) You say

. .. 3 A people, or number of men, in a state
of collection, &c.; being together; mnet together;

syn. . .: (TA:) and in like manner,

t L4.. Jt. Camels in a state of collection; &c.
(TA.)_-[AI, or the whole, of any thiings o.

thing.] See ~1, last sentence.-[As an epithet
in whichi the quality of a subst. is predo)minanit,]
A tribe [or any number of mei] in a state ,y
collection, congregation, or union; being together;

met together; syn. * . . (9, X.) See

also C , in four places. A man compact, 01

compressed, or contracted, in mahe, or frame:

ILJt ?5i.) strong; tho has not beconu.

decrepit nor infirm. (TA.) _.JŽJI J e4
A man having his arms, or nweapons, collected

together. (TA.)_.~S.J! jt, and . ,.,
A man of right, not disordered or unsettled,
opinion, orjudgment, or counsel. (TA.)_.

1

1
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J,h3 " - r.l (AHeyth,l ) He deter-
mined, resolved, or decided, upon the affair, so as
to make it firmly settled, [after it had been un-
ettled in his mind, or] after considering what

might be its issues, or ~rmltt, and saying at one
time, I will do thus, and *t another time, I will
do thus. (AlIeyth.)

AL: see ts ., in two places.

a( s(nd I [are mentioned together, but
not explained, in the TA: the former signifies,
aind probably, judging from analogy, the latter
likewise, as also t , One nwho collects much;
or who collects many things]. - .t~ : see

ta. Anything of which the several component
)narts are collected, brought, gathered, or drawtn,

toletlher. (IDrd, g.) - [Hence,] as an epithet,
applied to a woman, it means Short. (TA.) 

[Hence also,] Q;(JI 1 Th/e cluster of the
Pleiades: (IDrd:) or persons who collect together
.for the rain of the Pleiades, which is the rain
called ~j.*l, looking for the f'uitfulness and
herbage ecnUltingfrom it. (IAnr.)_Andt ~
.Ml1 A medley, or mixed or proniscuous multi-
tide or collection, of men, or people, (S, Msb, 1,)
t!f various tribes; (S, .1;) as also t .. alone:
(TA :) or the latter, people scattered, or in a
state of disjpersion. (Ham p. 30'2.) _ also
signifies The place [either properly or tropically]
n,'hich comprises the origin of anything; (S, TA;)
the source of descent or extraction of people; and
hence applied by I 'Ab to main tribes firom which
other tribes are derived; or, as some say, used by
him as meanin vaarious classes of men, such as
are termned lj;; and '.,,1. (TA.)...[And The
,main, or most essential, part of a thing. Thus,]

;t. l .. means The lhead of the man.

(TA.) _.. I t; Tlie contraction (M.>) of
the envelopes of the floners qf dates, in one place,
?upon [the germs of] the fruit, or produce, thereof.
(TA.)

Cft.. [act. part. n. of 1; Collecting; &c.]-

EA41 one of the names of God.; meaning Tzhe
Collector of the created beints for the day of
reckoning: or, as some say, the Combiner of
things of similar natutes and of things of con-
trat7J naturc, in existence. (IAth.)_ lThe belly;
[because it collects what passes from the stomach;]
of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.) - Also, (Msb,)
or A.bJI .I, (t, K,) [The congregational
mosque;] the mosque in which the [congrega-
tional] prayers of Friday are performed; because
it collects the people for a certain time; (Mab;)
and you may also say, .e.JI .j, meaning

.IJI q... .. , (i, .,) like as you smy jJIt

;.iel and C. I s.~, [the latter] as :meaning

cx0 :LJ' mjJ-; for it is not allowable to prefix.
a noun to another of the same meaning except
with this kind of subaudition; or, accord. to Fr,
the Arabs used to do so because of the difference
of the two words themselves: (S:) or j_ 

a.J1 is a mistake: (.I:) so says Lth; but all
others allow it; for the Arabs prefix a subst. to
another signifying the same thing, and also to its
epithet, as in the phrases in the Kur 4JI s,.-
[ch. xcviii. v. 4] and 3-:i1 -~3 [ch. xlvi. v. 15]:

(Az, TA:) [pl. ^1 -.]_ I_ [A great
town comprising a large population; a compre-
hensive great totn]. (Msb in art. j.*4 [where it
is given as the explanation of a;, ]; and }I in
art. .Sq3 [where it is less properly given as the
explanation of '].)_ and la...:
see t~..-_t_ eye!: see the paragraph com-

mencing with JI1; last signification.- - UI
1_. A shie-ass pregnant lwhen beginning to be so.
(s. 0, K.)". A [collar of the hind called]
Ji; (S, ;) because it collects together the two
hands to the neck: (S:) pL E1A . (TA.)-

.~ .lg An affair that collects people together:
or, as Er-RAghib says, a momentous affair, on
account of n,hich people collect themselves to-
gether; as though the affair itself collected them.
(TA.) [Similar to this is the saying,] ;qkl

,AlJ,I ,IJ Ate.. Prayer is a collector of all
peopic. (Mob.) - It is said of Mohammod,
(Msb,) .AJ1 I i O(. liEe used to
speak comprehensive but concise language; lan-
gtiage conveying many meanings in few words.
(Mob, 1. [In the CIS,._fWlI is omitted.]) And
hence the saying of 'Omar lbn-'Abd-el-'Azeez,

meaning [I wonder at him wvho vies nith men in
endeavouring to show his superiority of intelli-
gence,] how it is that he does not [know the way
to] confine himself to conciseness, and abstain
firom superfluity, of spel)ech. (TA.) In like man-

ner, (TA,) it is said in a trad.,.l ..
meaning I have had communicated to nme the
Kur-dn, (K, TA,) in nhich many meanings are
conprised in a feov nords. (TA.) i . ;;

·.taOJI, also, signifies Prayers, or supplications,
combining petitions for good and right objects of
desire with praise of God and *vith the general
prscribed observances proper to the case. (TA.)
You say also, .l * - : I
praised God .ith words compri~ng variou
forms of praise. (Msb.) [See also ,..]_

J~.j A man who combines tsuch qualities
that lhe is suited to hardship and to easiness (f
circumstances. (As, T in art. .... ) And 
j .. t_.. (T and M and . in art. -A) A ,tan
combining all kinds of good qualities. (T.g in
that art.)- a~, .r I. ; A beast fit for the jLJtI
and t/he .. [i.e. for the addle of either of the
hkinds thus called]. (gh, JL~1_ , and
Le. alu, (1.,) accord. to IShI, (TA,) A he-

camel, and a she-camel, titat fail of putting forth
the tooth called ,.oU at the time expected; expl.
by 'j3, '.: but this is not said except after
four years: (K :) so in the copies of the KC; but
correctly, accord. to the ( and T$, this is not
said after four years, [app. reckoned from the
usual time of J.tj., for this is in the ninth year,

or, sometimes, in the eighthl,] without the exceptive
particle. (TA.)

ial.. used as a subst.: see thie next preceding
paragraph.

.ol [Collecting, comprising, or containing,
a greater, or the greatest, number or quantity;
more, or most, comprehensive. Of its usage in a
superlative sense, the following are exs.]. &.1 j!

i5L C j 1 . 41 h: [When
he took a false witnea, he sent hiMn to the market
when it comprised, or contained, the greatest
number of people]: .I being here in the accuL
case as a denotative of state with respect to the
,3.: and the reason why .i. is not here said
[instead of C)l.] is that ," is sometimes mase.

(Mgh.) And &,-1 J ) C. .~ t, ; JW

[Do thou that vwhiclh is mont comprehensive in
relation to the principles of the ordinances apply-
ing to the case]. (MAb in art. J. .) [As a
simple epithet, Enitire, complete, or whole: fern.
,lt. You say,] :t . ~ A beat free from
defects, entire in all its limbs or members, without
mutilation, and without cauterization; (TA;) a
beast from the body of which nothing has gone.
I(, .K) - 'l JU ' [may sometimes have the
like meaning: or,] accord. to IAar, (TA,) A she.
camnel extremely aged, (1, TA,) so that her
teeth have become short, and almost gone. (TA.)

It is also a sing. having the meaning of a
pl., (, 1~,) withlout any proper sing. of its own
(S:) its pl. is b.o1: and its fem. is I.b:
($, . :) and the pl. of thlis last is . though
by rule it should be formed by the addition of I

and o to the sing., like as the pl. of ~; is
formed by the addition of . and ,; (s;) the
original form from which ~- is changed being

; ; or it is ,a.; it is not n, becausen
.~1 is not an epithet, like as .. is, of whlich

the pl. is °.~; (L;) for it is d(eterminate, though
of the measure of an epithet, whlichl is indeter-
minate; (AAF;) and though it is in concordance
with the noun which precedes it, like an epithet,
it is shown to be not an epithet by its not having
a broken pi.: (L:) it is a simple corroborative;
(, 1g ;) and so are ia~. 1 and "'1.' and ;
not used as an inchoative nor as an enunciative
nor as the agent of a verb nor as the objective
comIllement of a verb, like as are some other

corroboratives, such as -":. and ';-" and °.

(.) You say, . 1 . . , [I took my
right, or due, all of it, or altogether]: and ,-;

; ;:y.J1 [I saw the n:omen, all of them, or all
together]: the last word in this and similar cases
being imperfectly declinable, and determiiate,
because it is a corroborative of a determinate
word: (S, TA:) and X~ 1 13l.. [They came,
all of them, or all together]: and 'el..4 ylj
[I saw them, all of them, or all together]: and

X.. 1 Oj- j [Ipaed by them, aU of tm,
or all together]. (Msb.) Fr mentions the phramses,

-.-- ... ..·~
~.1 y ,JI ;~, [The palace pleased me, all

of it, or altogether], and ;a. j1i [The house,
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all of it, or altogether], with the accus. case, as

denotative of state; but does not allow i ,.,. !
nor ~ to be used otherwise than as corrobora-

tives: IDrst, however, allows 1e..l to be used
ms a denotative of state; and this is correct; and

accord. to both these ways is related the trad.,

,,a. .q. I_Li and Ci~1 [And pray ye

sitting, all of you, or aU together]; though some
make iC~ [here] to be a corroborative of a
pronoun understood in the accus. case, as though
the speaker said, j ~.. 1 [I mean you,
all of you, or all toether]: (K in art. .:) or

C.~ in this case is a corruption committed by
the relaters in the first age; and he is in error
who says that it is in the accus. case as a denota-
tive of state, for corroboratives are determinate,
and the denotative of state is literally or vir-
tually indeterminate. (Msb.) [Respecting the
usage of this corroborative together with others

similar to it, see -.L] You say also, IJ.

_,~., amand with damm to the .,
[They came, all of themn., or all together,] (S,
Msb, .,) the latter mentioned by ISk. (Msb.)

And you say, ,. j4 l . [I took, or
received, the property, all of it, or altogether].
(Msb.) And * .- , also, is used as a corrobo-

rative: (S, Msb:) as in the saying 4b . lj.,
meaning They came, all of them: (S:) and

Jl.I "- ., like .. l [explained above]:
(Myb:) and e occurs as its fem.; but this
is extr. (TA.)

'm.. and . , (S, Msb, K,) the latter

anomalous, like 3.. and 54 &c., (TA,) A
place of collectigj, and the like: (S, Mb,* :)

[p!. .] [Hence,] .w . , in the
]lur [xviii. 59)], means The place where the two
seas meet. (Bd.) And in like manner, where it
is said in a trad., L9a se ' _ ; *. '.

.~?' , [in whiclh C seems to have been dropped
by the copyist between ~ and ie,] the

meaning is, [And he struch h,ith his hand] the
place where my neck and my shoulder-blade meet.
(TA.) [Hence also the phrase J_..a1 .. a 4,

explained above: see t., near the end of the para-

graph. And , j .'~1 4.., meaning Tits concur-

r ences of affairs, or of circumstances, or of events.]
- A place in which people collect, assemble, or
congregate: (Mqb,* TA:) and [in like manner,]

~ - signifies an auembly-room; a sitting
room in which people assemble: (TA:) [pl. of
bo.th C ] You say, ; et,l0 . -J- i

1,41l ) ~)jap.Ij t.L. 4Jl [This language, or

discourse, it more, or most, penetrating into tihe
ears, and more, or moat, circulating in the places
of assembly]. (TA.) - See also as syn.

with atL., in two places; and see 10, first
sentence. _- [The whole of anything, considered
us the place in which the several Lfarts thereof

are collected: see an instance voce A&: and see
also ' .]

.i, (.8, I,) and del ~, (TA,) .A.,

affair determined, resolved, or decided, upon:
(S, g:) an affair agreed upon. (TA.) [The
former signification applies to both of the above-
mentioned phrases: the latter signification, per-
lhaps, only to the latter phrase.] _"3i.a.. a ;.
[A discourse in rhyming prose, or the like,] in
which is no flav, or defect. (Ibn-'Abbid, K.)

,1; A year of dearth, drought, sterilit1, 
or unf·uitfulness: (Ks, K :) because it is an
occasion of people's collecting, together in the
place where herbnage, or plenty, is found. (Ks.)

And -&- i .j, (S, TA,) like a,; ; (TA;)

[in Goel. Lex., erroneously, 2* ;] and ti..f.,
like d3JJ~; (TA;) A. desert in which people
collect themselves together, not separating them-
sel.ses, fromfear of losing their way, or perishing,
and the lihe; as though the desert itself collected

them. (S,TA.) And aa ,o.;l, like a;..
A land of dearth, drought, sterility, or unfruitful-
ness, wherein the camels upon vwhich people journey
are not dispersed to pasture. (TA.)

: see t.

42.a.: see t : _and t~, as syn. with
as.-. Also Sands collected together: (K :)

pl. l4t. (TA.) And A vacant, or void, land,

destitute qf herbage or vegetable produce, and of
water. (AA, K.)

ix ie: see

c~,f Collected; brought, or gathered, to-

gether; gathered up; assembled; congregated;
mustered; drawn together; [or contracted;] (S,
K, TA;) [fiom several places, or] hence and
thence, although not made as one thing. (~, Sgh,
L, K.) It is said in the Kur [xi. 105], , IU3

U,.I j ~.. That is a day for which mankind

shall be collected. (TA.)_ See also 5..
·p;' [A place in which a thing becomes

collected, brought together, or the like; or in
which things have become so; where they collect
themselves, come together, or unite; or in which
theyj are comprised, or contained; a place in
which is a collection of things]. You say, L..l1

ij3l 4'; [The egg is that which comprises the

youny bird]. (Mgh in art. ) And

,.I JI signifies the same as eJ* .. ., which
see, in art. u.b). (TA in that art.)_-[Also The
collective mass, or whole, of the hair of the head:

f(see 4,, in three places:) * "CI. 

meaning the whole head of hair: see also .]

.,~: see C~., in five places. -A man

wrho has attained to his fuU state of manly vigour,
(S, Mgh, TA,) and wthos beard has become full-
grown: (TA :) because at that time his powers
have become collected, or because his beard is
then full-grown. (Mgh.) [See the verb, 8. And
see an ex. in a verse of Suheym Ibn-Wetheel

cited in art. j), conj. 3.]_l- *WI [He
threw him downn gathered together, or in a heap].

(S and Msb and K in art. %.) _ 'u,.

H e wallted quickly, (., TA,) with vehenence of

motion, and strength of limbs, not languidly.
(TA.)

!l.k11 l The main par o?f the desert;
the part in which [as it were] it collects itself;
syn. 4Al _3. (TA.)

J. -

1. J,., (K,) aor. ', inf. n. J., (TA,) lie
collected [a thing, or things]. (.K.) [See also 4.]

Also, (S, Mgh, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above,
(S, Mgh,) He melted fat; (S, Mgh, g ;) and so
V..1., and V.:q.,': (A'Obeyd, S, Ig:) this
last was sometimes used: (S :) the best form is

.. ': (Fr, TA:) accord. to Z, t. I signifies
he made the melted grease of fat to drip upon
breadl, putting it again over the fi,e. (TA. [See

Je.. · ]) itl J'J, meaning May God melt
thee like as fit is melted, is a form of imprecation
mentioned in a trad., as used by a woman. (TA.)

1- j J~ He put the he-camel apart fromn
the she-camel that vwas fit to be covered. (TA.)

-=j ,, aor. '; (S, Mgh, Mb, K ;) and J.-,
aor.; (Msb;) inf. n. Mtn,($, Mgh, MIb, K,')
originally iL..'; (Msb;) He was, or became,
beautiful, goodly, comely, or pleasing, (S, M,
Mgl, K,) in person, (M, R.,) and good in action,
or actionr7, or behaviour, (M,TA,) or also in
moral character: (]g:) or elegant, or pretty;
i. e., delicately, or minutely, beautifel: (Sb,
Msb:) or characterized by much goodne, beauty,
goodliness, comeliness, or pleasingness, in his mindl,
or in his person, or in his actions or behaviour;
and also, characterized by much goodness com-
municatedfrom him to others. (Er-RAlghib, TA.)
[See Jt., below; and see also e ·]

2. ,.., (S, ,) inf. n. H, (]s,) He, or
it, embellished, or adorned, another.. (S, g.)

Hence the saying, _ .J l . .. I

.Lu . ;.. [If thy wealth do not embellish thee,
thy beauty of person, or of moral character, will

not suffice thee]. (TA.) And you say, dl'1 

.k, inf. n. as above, meaning, May God render
iim beautiful. (TA.)m.He gave a camel to he
eaten. (I, in art. .jJ,.)nI£e detained an army
long [on the frontier of tile enemy]; (]g, TA ;)
like [q. v.]. (TA.)

3. J&.1., (V,) inf. n. ;1 , ($, TA,) He
coaxed him, or wheedled him, with comely beha-
viour or speech (J )eJ), not rendering him

pure, or sincere, brothierly affection: (ISd, g :)
or he associated writh him in a good manner:
(R:) or Ihe treated him with comely behaviour.

(S, TA.) One says, , j ; ;I ,1j i4c
[Keep thou to blandishment and coaxing, &c.].
(TA.)

4. J.1l He collected a thing (M,b, ) without
discrimination, or distinction, (Msb,) or from a
state of separation, or dispersion. (1.) [See

also 1.] And ..l It nas collected into an
aggregate. (TA.) j-H reduced a calculation to
its sum; summed it up: (f, ]4, TA:) and in like
manner, he summed up a speech, or discourse,
and then analyzed and explained it. (TA.)
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8ee also 1. - He made good and large [or
liberal]: so in the phrase, i;.:.l J.. (S, K)
Le made the benefit good and iarge [or liberal]

(O) C,~ o,J [to such a one]. ( [.) [lie
acted with goodness, or mnas good and liberal:
and he acted witll moderation, or was moderate.
You my,] .a J ,q. [ie was good and
liberal, or, perhaps, moderate, in his benefit]. (s.)
And H.1 6 J.,- e wna moderate, rnot
eztravagant, in demanding, or desire. (Msb,'

I., TA.) It is said in a trad., i 1 Lt

o ;,:-g o?l i s3j, [BIe ye moderate
in demanding, or desiring, the means of sub-
sistence, for every one is accommodated to that
which is created for him]. (TA.) l.JI .I
The people, or company of men, had many
camels; or their camels became many. (i.)

5. J:;q He beautified, embellished, or adorned,
hi,nself. (g.)- lie affected what is [or
beautiful, goodly, comely, or pleasing, in person,
or in action or actions or behaviour, or in moral
character, &c.]. ( V.) Yon say, l 3.

;. [lie afected beautiful, goodly, comnely, or
pleasing, qualities, more than he possessed]. (TA
in art. ~.) _ lie nas, or became, patient; or
restrained himselffrom impatience; or constrained
himself to be patfient: (Mgh, TA:) from 
meaning "patience." (Mgh.) Hence the saying,

* Si.-jj. ,_' 
And when poversty, or straitnesrs, befalls thee, then
be patient, or restrain thyself &c. (Mgh in art.
,.,.-.) Be ate what is termed J., i. c.,
meltedfat. (9, 1.0)

8. J1q: see 1, in two places. Also lie
anointed immelf mithfat. (TA.) ~ And lle ate
Qf a camnel. (1( in art. h:,*.)

10. J,L.,,l lie (a camel) became a J.', (S,
I],) i. e., such qs is termed I,j [or one in his

eventh year], (.,) or such as is termed 'jjt [or
one in his ninth year], or, accord. to Z, one that
had coveredi. (TA.)

' .see m Li. and J.~; the latter in two
places.

(~, Mgh, M9b, 1, &c.) and ij , ((,)
which latter is so rare that it is said by some to
be used only in poetry, in cases of necessity,
(MF,) but it is a correct dial. var., (TA,) a word
of well-known meaning; (1 ;) i. e., [A lhe-camel;
but commonly applied to the camel as a generic
term; in like mamner as J . is applied to the
males and the females; but properly,] the male
of the Jl; (TA;) the mate of the Ul; (Fr,$,
Mgh;) among camel, corresponding to J4.j
among u; (Sh, Mqb;) JUti corresponding to
".. · o . A 0. 4. ·
;9-, an,d A to . , and i' to Adj .; (Sh,
TA;) [in general] peculiarly applied to the male;
(Mqb;) exceptionally to the female, as in the
saying * ~ A.q j, (i,) i. e., I drank the
milk of my shm-cad; but ISd doubts the cor-
rectnes of 'his: (TA:) [as corresponding to

.-.. j. among us, it signifies a full-ron,n he-
camel:] or it signifies such as is termed t ; [or
one in his seventh year]: (S, ISd, ] :) or stch os
is termed J~. [or one in his fifth year]: (I Sd,
IK:) or such as is termed jjit [or one in his ninth,
year]: (ISd, Mgh, Msb, ]:) or such as is termed

S [or one in his sixth year]: (ISd, K:) or,
accord. to Z, one that has covered: (TA:) [see
also ae, and n, and ;, :1 pl. [of pane.]
J.il, (%, Mgh, Msl), K,) which may be pl. of
J.., (TA,) and J. (M.hi) and [of mult.]
j3lt (S, Mgh, Msb, .K) and . (.K) and l..

(Mgh, Meb,K) and [quasi-pl. n.] J~.. and a;il~
and Jl, (K,) which last is disallowed by some,
as will be seen below, (TA,) and [pl pl.] .r / l
(M, Mb,I,) which is pl. ofJ, (M.ib,,TA,)
or it may be pl. of [L., (TA,) and .',j'
[which see also voce J. and . (.O) and
JSl.~., (S, K,) pl. of al.,.. and Jt.~., (IHam

p. 527,) and t...1. (g.) One says of camels,
when they arc males, withouit any female among
them, OSi . , ~ [These are thite he-
camels (f the sons qf such a one]. (ISk, S. [See
also 'J..]) And thiev said also C,)~. [mean-
ing Two herds of camel&, thuis forming a dual
from the pl. Jl], like as they sai(l d W.
(ISd, in TA voce Je.) It is said in a prov.,

j'0IJI ;i ;. J'92 C. [Ile does not conceal
himaseyf nwho leads the he-camel]. (TA.) And in
another prov., j;. ).hl .1 1 +1ie jour'eycdl
all the night. (K, TA. [See also Frcytag's Arab.
Prov. i. 230.]) ) . I also signifies A certain
fish (IApr, K) of the sea, (IApr, TA,) tlAirty
cubits in length: (tI :) or, as some say, 
.j l is tle name of a very great fish, also called
the JQ, [i. e., the whale,] thirty cubits in length:
accord. to some, this, (TA,) or t.,JI j., (Mgh,)
is what is called the r and - (Mgh,TA)

and ._.J, [i. e., wiphias, or sword-fish,] wiich
pa.es by nothing without cuttiny it. (TA.) [In
the present day, j l J1.~ is an appellation of
The pelican.] J..,.JI '" in the dial. of

Egypt, i. q. 1_ et1JI [The chestnut]. (TA.)_
. signifies also tA woman's husband. (L in

arts. .&.1 and oQ. See 2 in each of those arts.)
-Also tPalm-trees; (K ;) as being likened to
the he-camel in respect of their tallness and their
bigness and their produce: in some of the copies
of the ], J,J l is erroneously put for ,l.11.

(TA.)- See also ...

J~: see '.., in three places.

,. A company, or congregated body, of men.
(ISd, .)-_See also

. A strand of a thick rope: pl. [or rather
coll. gen. n.] 1 .: or many strands of a rope,

put together [to compose a cable: see ;.'].

(TA, in two places in this art.) -Hence, app.,
(TA,) The aggregate of a thing; (1g;) the suns,
whole, or total; (KL, P ;) it implies muchness,
or numerousness, and means any aggregate un-

selnarated: (Er-Raghib, TA :) pl. cJ... (v.)
[Ol &< 'iw. generally means A large Jnm of
,money; and in a similar sense Lt.~ is often used
in relation to various things.] It is said in the

lur [xxv. 34], 4 ; ;i .j &ji ;ii.jUi

e-l- ;-. d;JI;, i. e., [And those tvho dlite-
lieved said, WVherefore was not the Kur-dn sent
down, or revealed, to hinm] agregated? (TA:)
[or in one aggregate?] or at once? (B.d.) [Hence,
1a-.J. Das meaning Upon the n'hole; to rum up.]
-And hence, in grammar, (TA,) [A proposi-
tion; a cl.use; a pirase; sometimes, a entence;]
a lhrase composed of a suljcet and an attribute,
[i. e., composed of an inchoative and an enuncia-

tire, (in wlhich case it is termed a~0 ,1 i~, ) or
f a verb and its agent, (in which case it is termed

4;lai ai ,)] (KT,TA,) [&c.,] ),hether affording
a conpletc sense, as ei .j [Zeyd is standing],
or not, as .4j .eL [If he treat me with hlonour].
(KT.)

see 

. k~. A btuildling, or structure, in the form
tf a ec,mel's hl,mp: (TA:) [a ridged roof: so in

tile present day: p1l. '..1..]

JL . inf. n. of .: (S, Mgh, M§h:) [when
Iused as a simple subst., meaning] Beauty, goodli-
ness, comeliness, or tpleasingness, syn. -- , (,
nr, Mgh,* .K,) in person, (M, J],) and goodnes
in action, or actions, or behaniontr, (M, TA,) or
also, in moral char rcter: (s1:) or elegance, or
prettine.ts; i. c., delice!y, or minutenes, of
beauty: (Sb, Msh :) or riunch goodnesx, or beauty
or goodliness or comeliness, in the mind, or in the
person, or in the actions or behaviour; and also,
much looiness that is comm,nnicated from its
possessor to another: (Er-Rlallilib, TA:) accord.
to ARs, [when relating to the person,] . is in
the eyes; and Jl[.., in the nose. (TA in art.

o--..) [Sce also j] One says, J1 .L.;.

1J. 1, (ISd, ,,) or I.i Ja ., (IDrd,
TA,) mecaning, Keep to that which is most comely
for thee to do, and do not thus. (IDrd, ISd, Ig.
[But see what follows.])-Also Patienoe. (Mgh
in art. ,..) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

(S,* TA, the former of which cites only the first
hemistichl, and the latter substitutes .. JI for

its syn. ilJ,) meaning, [Keep thy patience, 0

thou wounded heart: thou wilt find whom thou
lovest, and be at rest: or] keep to thy patience,
or tity constraint of thy!/self to be patient, and thy
shrinhing from what is.foul, and be not impatient
in an evil manner. (S, TA.)

Jl: see Je:. and ;JI~.

ij~ A piece of fat melted. (IAr, T,4)
[See also J3 .].- A fat woman. (IAVr, ].)
- A person, (15,) or woman, (M,) who melts
fat. (M, g.)
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Meltd.fat: (0, Mgh:) or meltingfat
orfat that is mdted and collected: (g, TA:) o
fat that is melted, and, whenever it drips, mad,
to drip upo bread, and then replaced over th4
fire [that it may drip again: see .]: (TA ::
nd Vt *l., also, signifies [the same; or] meltoa

gre. (Mgh,TA.) [See also3j..]--Hence
acoord. to Abu-l-'AIl, beeause, when a man be.
comes fat and in good condition, his Jt. becomes
apparent, (yam p. 155,) as also tj .. and '3l.;
(,) or this last denotes a higher degree of beauty
than o .g, , 8gh,) and has no broken pl.,

· .5 ,
(TA,) and .J~q, (TA,) Beautiful, goodly,
comely, or pleaiwj, (;, M, Mgh, 1,) in person,
(M, j,) and good in action, or actions, or beha.
viour, (M, TA,) or also in moral character:
(]:) [like the Greek xaAX, the Latin pulcher,
the French bea, &c.; and so j6.:] or elegant,
or pretty; i. c., delicately, or minutely, beautiful:
(Mhb:) [or characterized by much goodness, or
beauty or goodlines or comeliness, in his mnind, or
in hit person, or in his actions or behlaviour; and
also characterized by much goodness communicated
from him to others: see j~:] pl. of the first
51;n: (TA:) fem. L ., (., Mgh, Msb, 1,)
applied to a woman; (S, Mgh, MOb;) as also
V ,".q, (Ks, S,1],) [said to be] an instance of [the
measure] `,W having no [niasc. of the mcasure]
J!I; (TA;) [but see above;] or this is applied to
any female us signifyingr perJect, or complete, in
body. (Ibn-'Abbitd,].) It is said in a trad., d!i"1

jl_J ~ ,Jc. Verily God is comely in
ded,, (TA,) or an Abundant leatonwer of good
things: ]ie loveth those who are of tlhe like cha-
racter. (E]r-Rdglhib,TA.) And you say, --.
.*Jl [lie treated him woith comely, or pleasing,

behaviour.]. (TA.) And ,Je4,,' A.._ [Ile
coazed him, or wheelked lim, 'irth comely, or
pleating, belaviour or peech]. (ISd, g. [See 3.])
-... Ji ,;{ [The kind of plants called] Jl.;
because they embellish by their presenee, and
render good, the seasoning of food; or because
they take away the J*., i.e., the grease of the
flesh-meat, and dry up the food. (.lar p. 227.)

o. -*-
JJL*.: see the next paragraph.

: see J,.: -and ~c Also A
herd, or distinct number, of camels; ( ;) men-
tioned before as a pl. of J.4 [q. v.]: (TA:) or,
of he-camds among which is no he-camd; as
also t. and t* AJt.; ( ;) but this is oon-
todictory to a saying of ISk [respecting JI..],
mentioned above [voce J.;.; where all these
three words are said to be pls. of ,]: (TA:)
and also hors: pl. jl;, which is extr. [as a
pl.; though, in relation to a,., it may be a
coil. gen. n., forming its n. un. with 3]. (AA, 1.)

J?;': see what next precedes.

tlee A number of gazells together: and of
pi~eon. (Ibn-'Abbaid, ].)

a -

o;Lq. applied to a man, (., Myb, ],) Large
in make: (8, Mqb:) or tall in body: (Myb:) or
firm [m' make], (i,) or big in limbs, complete in

J40 --

: makhe, (TA,) like a he-camel. (7, TA.) An
r with i applied to a she-camel, (;, I,) Resmblin
e a he-camel in greatness of make: (8:) orfirm
c 1(, TA) in make, (TA,) like a he-camel (8, TA'

)in greatness of make and in strength. (TA.)

d ;. (S,], i&c.) and and , " (CR
and and t'Po. (IJ,) [A cable;] tA
rope of a shtip, (S, ,) i. e., the thich rope thereof
(TA,) that is also caaed 53, (S, TA,) consistint
of [a number of] ropes put together: (S:) and
? IL.4. also signifies [the same; or] a thick rope,
because consisting ofmany strands put together;
pL _Xl94; (Zj,TA;) which Mujfihid explains
as meaning the ropes of bridges; but I 'Ab, as
the ropes of ships, put together so as to be lihe
the waists of men [in thickness]. (TA.) In all
the forms mentioned above, except the last (Jkt),
the word is read in the phrase [in the Kur vii. 38],
- - - 4,. <_~ j... [Until the cable

shall enter into the eye of the needle]: (;, TA:)
I 'Ab reads aJ , (S, TA,) and so do 'Alee and
many others: l.q is pl. [or rather coll. 6en. n.]
of ALO, a strand of a thick rope; or, accord. to
IJ, pl. of -jL [q. v.]: the first is explained by
Fr as meaning ropes put toyether; but Aboo-
TTalib thinks that he meant Vtj, without tesh-
deed. (TA.) ~_ 1 ` C1 , (S 1s,) thoug,ht
by IDrd to be not Arabic, (TA,) and tj;JI,
(IK,) but IDrd dotubts its correctness, The calcu-
lation by means of the letters 1, +o, , 4c. (TA.)

Jl*" An owvner, or an attendant, of a camel
or camels: (KL,,TA:0 [see also e1_:]) and
;iJl ownners, or attendants, of camel*; (g,g,
TA;) similar to and ,jtm; (S, TA;) as
the former is to ;LZ. (TA:) [See an ex. of the
latter in a verse cited voce Ill.]

i;:~.: see J.

j.,4. [act. part. n. ofJ. . And also part. n.

of 4]. The Arabs say, *._ S 

[Become beautiful, &c., if thou be becoming beau-
tif4l, &c.]: but when they mean the quality
[alone], they say, J 3 .1 [Verily he is beau-
tiful, &C.]. (Lh,TA.) A man posseng a
,1 [or he-camel]. (TA. [See also JL.])-
A herd, or distinct number, of camels, (S, ,,*
TA,) mnale and females, (TA,) with their pastors
and their owner: (S, ,TA: [also said in the
kC to be a pl. of 4: in the CJI, iltil is
erroneously put for 1 .Jl:]) or a word formed to
denote a pl., meaning camels, (yam pp. 122 and
490,) males and females; (Id p. 122;) derived
from ; (Id. p. 490;) like Ji (Id. ib. and
TA) from , (yam p. 490,) and Jl [from
4>]. (TA. ).AlsoA great tribe. (.kHeyth,]C.)

[More, and most, J,.g., or beautiful,

j4 [pas. part. n. of 4, q. v. - Also,
applied to a phrase or the like,] properly, In-
cluding, or implying, a number of things, many
and unexplained: (Er-RAghib, TA:) as used by
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d the lawyers, [conjused, or] requinhg eaplanation.
1 (TA.)

; l;. [act. part. n. of 3, q. v. - Also] Oan
who is unable to anstwer a question put to him by
another person, and therefore neglects it, and

)bears malice against him for some time. (TA.)

t;J. Beads made of silver, lie pearl; (8 ;)
things in the form of pearls, of silmwr; ( ;) one
of which is called Ail., (S, K,) pl. 6i;.:
(Har p. 181:) or pearls (I, TA) themselves:
(TA:) or the first is the proper meaning, and
this is metaphorical: (EM p. 161:) [said to be]
a Persian word, arabicized. (TA.) Also A kind
of belt (U;i*") roten of leather, in which are
beads of eery colour, worn by a woman at a

e t1. [q. v.]: or silvered beads. (X.)

Q. 1. ;, (T, A, ],) inf. n. *, (A,) Be
collected together (T, A, ) a thing, (TA,) or
earth, or dust, (T, A, TA,) one part upon another.
(T, TA.) -...,E- 1 j. , (0, Myh, ],) inf. n. as
above, (S,) He collected the earth, or dut, over
theits grave, (., Myb, 9,) not plastering it with
clay, or mud, (,]V,) nor making it even, or levl.
(TA.) -- 'tJ] He took the main part of
the household-goods, or commodities: and in like
manner the verb is used in relation to plants, or
herbage. (Kitib el-A4d&d, TA.)_ - .. _

l .Jl, (Ks, S, .K,) or dJ, (Lth, TA,) or 9], (AZ,
TA,) He acquainted him with a part of the
news, or story, and concealed what he desired, or
meant: (Ks, S, I :) or he acquainted him nith a
part of the news, or story, incorrectly, or not in
the proper manner, and omitted what he desired,
or rnant: (Lth, TA:) or he acquainted him with
a mall portion thereof, omitting most of what
was necessary for him to know, and relating it in
a manner different from the proper nay: (AZ,
TA:) and accord. to the Kitib cl-Add&d of
Abu-t-Teiyib the Lexicologist, it seems to have a
contr. signification; for he says that a , 
..,Jl means, I acquainted thu with tithe main
part of the nws, or story. (TA.)

Q. 2. L ".V~ He held up his head wnith an
asumption of superiority over us; domineered
over us; or ecalted himslf abowe us. (TA.)

;I [originally inf. n. of ]: see the
next paragraph.

(not which is a form of the word
mentioned by Et-TilimsAnee, MF) A quantity
of sand riting above what is around it, (., Myb,
1g,) and collect'd together; (S;) as also with
;; (L;) so callSd from its abundance and height:
(Mb :) or a large quantity of sand, eaped up,
and extensive: (Lth, TA:) and V with 3, sand
compacted together, and eatending in an oblong
form upon the smrface of the earth. (TA.).._
The generality, or main part, of men, or people:
(S, A, ] :) and the emint, elvated, or noble, of
them: (TA:) and a great number of ~ :pe :
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(Mqb:) pl. #t..; (A, Mqb;) which signifies
also collective bodies of men. (TA.) You say, Ij

J JI j T~his is the saying of the generality,
or main part. (A.)..The generality; the greater,
main, or chief, part; the mnain body, main, gross,

nass, or bulk; of anything; (1·;) as also V~.
(W 95.) Also, (K,) or * ;., (TA,) A
noble, or high-born, wtuoman. (J, TA.)

;" t.: see ;~, in three places.

Sj?.sr An intoxicating beverage: (AO,1K:)

or [beveraye of the hind called] cij made of

grapes, that is three years old: (1:) or i. q.

; (A ;) which is expressed jice [of grapes]

cooked (Mgh voce , and TA) so as to be

reduced to one third, (Mgh,) snlch as is lawful to

be drunk: (TA:) or the bevr'age called .- to

which what has gone fiono it has been restored,
and which is then cooked, and put into vessels,
andl beconmes very potent: (AHln, and Mgh ubi
sulpra, and TA:) or juice of grapes cookhed until
hualy of it is gone and half remnaim: (KL:) called

SJ,v~ because used by most men. (TA.)

pke Large, big, bulky, or corpulent. (TA.)

;. A she-camel compact in make; (K;)
s though she were a JV~ of sand. (TA.)

1. -:,., (, Mgh,l,,) aor. ', (1Vgh, TA,) inf. n.

OI*, (TA,) It veiled, concealed, hid, covered, or
protected, him; (., Mgh, 1K;) said of the night; (.,

1V;) an also sa ., (., Myb, ],) aor. , (., Msb,)

inf. n. O , (a,) or n-, (1K,) or both; (TA;)
so in the ]1ur vi. 76, meaning it veiled him, con-
cealed him, or covered him, with its darkness;
(B!;) and t41: (, Mgb, 1:) or this last
signifies he, or it, made, or prepared,.for him, or
gave him, that which should fveil him, conceal
him, &c.: accord. to Er-Raghib, the primary

signification of an is the veiling, or concealing,

&c.,from the ense. (TA.) And C j~. means
It (anything) was oveiled, concealed, or hidden,
f'om him. (1.) - He concealed it; namely, a
dlead body; s also t ..: (., TA:) or the
latter, he wr2pped it in gra~-clothing: (Q:) and

he b%ied it. (TA.) And Sj 1
I concealed the thing in my bosom. (8.) And

lo3s V .I., (Ps,) or l4e, (g,) said of a
woman, (.,) or a pregnant femrale, (1.,) She con-
cealed [or enveloped in her womb a child, or

an embryo, or a foetu], (TA.) f., acor. ,

inf. n. cm-, It (an embryo, or a foetus,) was con-

cealed in the womb. (I.) -. Also, [inf. n., pro-

bably, and and t..al , explained
below,] It (the night) wras, or became, dark.

(OGalid on the authority of Ibn-Maroof.)

'oq-, ($, Myb, 1,) inf. n. a,. ($, 1) and 4

($) and .; (and nd t , and C* ' ,

and H*;g¶.; (1 ;) e (a man, m) as, or

bawam,, &, [uriginally signifying possessed

by 4a 5 or by ;e.; poscwed by a devil or

demon; (see Bd li. 39;) and hence meaning
bereft of reason; or tnad, insane, unsoundl in
mind or intellect, or wranting therein: the verbs
may generally be rendered he wvas, or beca me,
possessed; or mad, or insane]. (S, Mgb, .) 

.. j,l -., (S, A, TA,) inf. n. y'., (TA,)
t Ttheflie made much buzring: ($:) or made a
gladsome buzzing in a meadow. (A, TA.)-

..'I ;', inf. n. ;, I The herbage became
tall, and tangled, or luxuriant, or abandant and
dense, and putforth its flowets or blossonms: (.,
TA:) or became thick and tall and full-growsn,

and blossomned. (M, TA.) And ,.,j;l -,

(Fr, 1,) inf. n. .t, (1,): The land produced
pleasing herbage or plants: (Fr, TA:) or put

forth its.flowers and bloutosu; as also .. .
(1, TA.)

2: se 4.

4: sec 1, in four places: = and see 8. = Also

".1 He (God) caused him to be, or beconme,

'~. [originally signifying possessed bya ,
or by ;.; and hence generally meaning bereft

of reason; or madt, insane, unsound in mind or
intellect, or nwanting therein]. (~, Msb, g.) [And

so, vulgarly, * _, whoever, or whatever, be the

agent.] - ,. I.. [llo,v mad, or insane, &c., is
he!] is anomalous, (Th, $,) being formed from a

verb of the pass. form, namely, 4; (Th, TA ;)

for of the ,., one shonld not say, 4,0.l Gi;

nor of the J li should one say, .I i: (S:)
Sb says that the verb of wonder is used in tllis
case became it denotes want of intellect [which

admits of degrees]. (TA.)- '~. . also significs

'~ L. j; [app. meaning He fell into, or

upon, a place containing, or abounding wvith,

J1] · (TA.)

5: see 1, in two places....c '.& 3, and

'Hl+, (4, K,) and *t J, (S,) Ile feigned

himself . '4 [i. e. posessed by a S'.i, or by

· -; and hence generally meaning bereft of
reason; or mad, insane, &c.;] to him; (S, g ;)
not being really so. (TA.)

6. ejtR and -j4 : sce 1: _and see also 5.

8. 1, (accord. to the C,) or I (accord.
to the 1K,) He ,was, or became, veiled, concealed,
hididen, covered, or protected, or he veiled, con-
cecded, hid, covered, or protected, himself,(, ](,)
.from him, or it; (]1 ;) as also ·.. l. (S,

1.) You say, :.t;_ 1 I He was, or became,

veiled, &c., or Lse veiled himself, &c., by a thing
n,hereby he was veiled, &c. (-.)

10: see 8, in two places:-and see also 1.

i;'! is also syn. with .;,,.!; (S, ;)
'. I1 meaning ijla..1, i. e. He excited him to

mirth, joy, gladness, or sport. (TK.)

o. The darkness of night; as also 9; and

ft$L., (.,TA,) the last [written in the C]5 O t
but it is] with fet-h: (TA:) or all signify its
intense darkness: (TA:) or all, the confusedness
of the darkness of night: (K:) [all, in these

senses, are app. inf. nas.: (see 1:)] the last, t,.,
also signifies night [itself]: (15:) or [so in copies
of the K, accord. to tho TA, but in the CIV
"and,"] the dense black darknes of night: (,

1K:) aiid *V , the veiling, or concealing, or
protecting, darkness of nigrht (ISk, ..)- Con-

cenlinent: so in the phrase, y i

Thlere is no concealment vith this thing. (4,
TA One of the Hudhalees says,

[And thiere is no concealment ,iiith vehement
/hatred and the lookiny ngith aversion]. (TA.)
= [The genii; and sometimes the angels;] ac-
cord. to some, the spiritual beiigs that ure con-
cealed from the senaes, or thtat conceal themtelvers
from the senses; all of snich beinys; (Er-Ughlib,

TA;) the opposite of ' ; (S, Mgh, Meb,Er-
llRtighib, TA;) thus comprising the angels; all of

these bcing ;.; (Er-RIlhlih, TA ;) thus called

because they are feared hut not seen: (.:) or,
accordtl. to others, certain of the spiritual beings;
for the spiritual beings are of tlhree kinds; tho
good being the angels; and the evil being the

devils (Om.e:l); and the middle kind, among

nwhom are good and evil, being the 4.t; as is
shown hy the first twelve versen of clh. lxxii. of
the lur: (Er-PI ghlib, TA:) or it here means
intelligent inviiblc bodies, predominantly of the
fiery, or of the aerial, quality: or a peciae of
souls, or spirits, diested of bodie : or human
souls sqeparate from their bodies: (B(.1 :) or the

are the angels [exelusively]; (I ;) these
being so called in the Time of Ignoranee, hecause
they were concealed, or becanse they concealed
themselves, from the eyes: so, accord. to some,
in the Kur [xviii. 48], where it is said that Iblecs

was of the q: and so, as some say, in the Ikur

[vi. 100], where it is said that they called the

partners of God: (TA:) but some reject the
explanation in the K, because the angels were
created of light, and the 'c. of fire; and the
former do not propagate their kind, nor are they
to be described as males and females; contrary to

the case of the ,t; wherefore it is generally
said that in the phrase [in the 15ur xviii. 48,

above mentioned] &q?JI '. '. 'I01 , what
is excepted is disunited in kind from that from
which the exception is made, or that Iblees had

adopted the displositions of the '* : (Mr",TA:)
or, as some say, the S. were a species of the

angels, wvho were the guardians of the earth and

of the gardens of Paradise: (TA:) * ';., also,

signifies the same as e;,: (.8, Mb,1:) so in
the last verse of the gur: (S:) in the ]ur
xxxvii. 158 meaning the angdes, whom certain of
the Arabs worshipped; (TA;) and whom they
called the daughters of God: (Fr, TA:) a singlo

individual of the am. is called fem, tfer. with

3 :] (S, TA:) and I,, also, is syn. with jc.:

(Msb :) or tAJI means thefather of the ~; (.8,

Mgh,TA;) [i. e. any father of jo.; for] the pl. is

Olu, like Otia. pl. of L`L.: (8, TA :) so says
El-l5asan: it is said in the T, on the authority of

1
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AA, that the $. is, orare, of the .: (TA:) or

C~n. is a quui-pl. n. of XO-; (M, I ;) like .1.-
and >t: (M, TA:) so in the lur Iv. 5i6 and 74:

in reading the pasage in the lIur lv. 39, 'Amr Ibn-

'Obe?d pronounced it iJq.: (TA:) it is related
that there were certain creatures called the X 1..,
who were upon tie earth, and who acted corruptly
ther in, and shed blood, wherefore God sent angels
who banishedI them from the earth; and it is said
that these angels became the inhabitants of the
earth after them. (7,j,TA.) ,. X v j

[Such a one pased the night a guest of '*.]
means, in a desolate place, in which oas no one
that might cheer him by his society or converse.
(TA.) The saying of Moosd Ibn-Jibir,

* $ y J i j A i L s p 5 

may mean And my companions, w/ho were like

th.e O., did not flee when I came to them and
ivformed them, nor was my tongue, that is lilte
, file, deprived of its sharp edge: or by hiis
·, he means his feimiliar ,", such as were
userted to aid poets when difficulties befell them;
and by his , his tongue: (HIum p. 182 [where
other explanations arc proposed; but they are
far-fetched]:) or by his Z.# he means his heart;
and by his p., his tonyue. (S.) The Arabs
liken a man who is sharl) and cffective in affairs

to a ~q and a CUe,: and hence they said,

; ,, meaning t'ie became weak and abject.
(],am ubi suprk.)-The greater, main, or chief,
part, or the main body/, or bulk, of men, or of'

mankind; as also * i'C'; (K ;) because he
who emtcrs among thel blexconmes concealed by
them: (TA :) or the latter menas the general
assemblage, or collective body, of men: (IAar,

,* TA:) or what veils, coneals, corers, or pro-
tects, pne, of a thing. (AA, TA.)-: The flowers,
or blossoms, of plants or herbage. (IS, TA.).
: The prime, or first part, of youth: (], g, TA:)
or the sharpness, or vigorousn~, and briskness,
livelines, or sprightlimne, thereof. (TA.) You

say, 4 1 t ji l : That mas in the

prime, or first part, of his youth. (., TA.) And

jJJ~ * 4U1 t I 1 iU do that thing
in the time of the first and freshd state of that.

a
(, TA.) a may also signify t The madness,

or insanity, of exultation, or of excessive exulta-
-: w. .u- -- -ii

tion. (TA.) And one says, jU iWI 
4.,*l, meaning t Fear thou the sie-camel, for

se iU in hur eil temnper on the occasion of her

bringing forth. (TA.) -Also i. q. .1 [app.
a
, as meaning t Seriousnes, or earnstness];

because it is a thing that is an accompaniment of
thought, or reflection, and is concealed by the
heart. (TA.)

a. A [garde, such as is called] ejt : (,
Mgh:) or a garden, or walled garden, (a .,

Mob, ]J,) of tree, or of palm-tree, (Msb,) or
of palm and other trees : ( :) or only if con-
taining palm-tree and grapevines; otherwise,
if containing trees, called M~.i.: (Aboo-'Alee
in the Tedhkireb,TA:) or any 1.q havig
tre by which the ground is conceabed: and some-
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times concealing tree: (Er-Righib,TA:) and
palm-tree: (S :) or taU palm-trees: (Mgh:) or
shadoming trees; because of the tangling, or
luxuriousness of their branches; as though con-
cealing at once what is beneath them: then a

:..t ; because of its dense and shadowing trees:
(Bd in ii. 23:) or a l: ·- of palms and other
trees, dense, and shadowing by the tangling, or
luxuriousnes, and denseness, of their branches;
as though it were originally the inf. n. of un. of

d;, and meaning "a single act of veiling " or
"concealing" &c.: (Ksh ib.:) then, with the
article Jl, [Paradije,] the abode of recompense;

because of the Oiv._ therein; (Ksh and'Bd lib.;)

or because the various delights prepared therein
for mankind are concealed in the present state of

existence: (Bd ib.:) [and] hence ,;l...JI [the
gardens of Paradise], (so in a copy of the S,) or

:i0 ztl; [the gardens of continual abode]: '(so
in another copy of the 1:) [for] the pl. of l;.

is O . (Mgh, Mgb, 1) and . ' (Msb, TA)

and -i, but this last is strange. (MF,TA.)

[Dim. t?':., vulgarly pronounced ;, and

applied to A garden; as though it were a little
Paradise.]

a.. A thing by rohich a person is veiled, con-
cealed, hidden, covered, or protected : an arm, or
armour, with wrhich one protects himself: (.:)
anything protective: (s :) or coats of mail, and
any defnnrve, or protective, arm or armour:

(TA :) pl. ';.. (S.) A piece of cloth which
a woman wears, covering thefore and hind parts
of her.iead, but not the tmiddle of it, and covering
the face, and the two sides of the hosom, (I,) or,
accord. to the M, the ornaments [~j instead of

.] of the bosom, (TA,) and having twao eyJe-

holes, like the ^@. (s.)
·.1 a 3* 'p
Lq: see its syn. X : =: and i, .

cpd4 A grave; (, g;) because it conceals
the dead: (TA:) and so * ,., of the measure

jeah in the sense of the measure j3i. (Er-
Righib,TA.) Grave-clothing; (IK;) for the
same reason. (TA.) -A garment that conceals
the body. (TA.) [See also dm1..] A dead
body; (S, ;) because concealed in the grave;
the word being of the measure jWi in the sense

of the measure _La, like ,iA in the sense of

Wk;. (TA.)

. .: see i 3.

. q.: see Co, first sentence, in two places;
; and see the same in the latter part of the
paragraph. - Also A garment: (] :) or a gar-

ment that conceals one; as in the saying, pi --

t.' 41 * [There is not upon me a garment
that conceals me save rhat thou s,eet]. (S.) [See
, also t,..]--The.M.- [or surrounding adjuncts,

or appertenances and conveniences,] (I, TA) of a
house; because concealing the house. (TA.) 
The interior of a thing that one does not see;
(;) because concealed from the eye. (TA.)..
The heart; (T, S, M, Msb, ];) because con-
cealed in the bosom; (T, M;) or because it holds

things in memory: (M,TA:) or its f.; [L e.

the heart's core, or the mind, or understalnd-
ing, or intellect]; (s;) which is more deeply
hidden: (TA:) and (sometimes, TA) the .aoul,
or spirit; (1Drd, 1 ;) because the body conceals

it: (IDrd, TA:) pI. ,ijLl. (IJ, 6.) You say,

,jAil &d 4L~. i Lt [His heart does not rest

in its place by reason of fright]. (TA.) -A
secret and bad action. (TA. [Before the word
rendered "secret" is another epithet, which is
illegible.])

jt;.: see ~ ~ and what here next follows.

3
jj,a.: see o,, first sentence, in two places.

~Also, inf. n. of '; (8, K ;) [originally sig-

nifying A state of posession by a "' , or by -. ;

diabolical, or demoniacal, pousesion; and hence
meaning] lou of reason; or madnes, insanity, or
unsoundnes in mind or intellect; (lMgh;) or
deficiency of intellect: (Sb, TA :) [it may gene-

rally be rendered possession, or intanity:] ,..*
is a contraction thereof; (f, .;) or accord. to

some, an original form: (MF, TA:) and tV ,
also, (an in£ n. and a simple subst., Q,) signifies

the same as , .: (, Msb, :) as also *t..,

(., ],) and *', but this last is vulgar. (TA.)
-Also Persistence in evil; and pursuance of a

theadlong, or rash, course. (tyam p. 14.)

*. Anything veiled, concealed, hidden, or

comered: (':) applied as an epithet even to
rancour, or malice. (TA.) -Buried; depositedl
in a grave. (IDrd, .. ) -An embryo; afcettu;
the ch/ild, or young, in the belly; (., Msb, ]i;)

[i. e.,] in the womb: (Mgh:) pl. L·4 (M, Mhb,

p) and X . (ISd, 1.) - And the former of
these pls., Waters chohed up with earth. (TA.)

See also . -- ilso The vulva. (TA.)

LL;4: aee -.

Lc;. , accord. to the copies of tie l~, but in the

M t -, (TA,).A [garment of the hind called]

j., ('if, TA,) of a roundform, (TA,) like the

tC. (t C., TA,) worn by women: (TA:) in
the T, said to be certain well-known garments.
(TA.)

ah.-.: see Lq., last sentence.

. Of, or relating to, the , or La.. (K.)

See,. In the saying,

. * J .LL . e ') 

[Mercy on thee! 0 Jiinneeye, ,(4r' 'being for
'a.,) doth it appear fit to thee tit ,thAokouldt

reriore my ~ason? for the time hath come for

thee to do so], a woman resembling a ;. is
meant, either because of her beauty, or in her
changeablenes. (TA.)- The tallnes, or length
and height, of a camel's hump. (TA.)

; . fem. of q., q. v.] ~See also '4.
a
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and &4 and t La nd (Q, ) anc

2.i (I) and (as some say, TA) 
() are sings. of eb;.1, which signifies Tht
bones of the breast: (t, V:) or the heads of th
ri of men and of others: (M, TA:) or tha
eztremities of the ribs, newt the sternum. (T, TA.:

see what next precedes.

C;,.: see C o.. Also A elwhite serpent.
(Lth, ., Mb :) or a small white serpent: (Mgh:
or a great serpent: (Zj,TA:) or a species oJ
serpent (AA, M, ]O) having black-bordered eyes
(M, !,) inclining to yelowm, (M, TA,) harmlte:

and abounding in hounse: (M,V :) pi. OI ,
(AA, TA,) or o.-. (TA.)

IiS dl.~ i.q. i lI [IBecause tha
thou art tiaus]; (9, ;) from whicil it is con.
tracted by suppressing the J and I, and trans
ferring the kesrch of the J to the ~. (l.) A
loet says,

* ,I G ; s .1 · a

[Because that thou art in mny estimation the
goodlicst of all mankind]. (v.) The X is omitted

as in the phrue i ;i for 'f . (Ks,
TA.)

C.tej [an inf. n. used as a simple subst.,]
Ihgat is said by thie jp [or genii]: or, accord.
to Es-Sukkarce, strange, utcouth speech or lan-
guge, di.ficult to be understood. (TA.)

1. .. ..
Od.: see .

ir,_ A shield; (., Mgh, Myb, ]1;) because
the ow,ler conceals, or protects, himself with it;
(MAgh, MI, ;) as also t."a (Lb, g) and tc .

an,d t &i.: (15:) pl. Cl_q.. ($, Msb.) Sb held

it to be of the measure Ju, from ~; but his
opillion is opposed by the faict that the word is of
the form which is significant of an instrument,
by the doubling of the Oi, and by the syns. jOL..
anid bi4. (MF, TA.) It is Mid in a trad., that
the luiad [of a thief] shall not he cut off save for
the value of a ; which in the time of the
Prophet was a dcen6r, or ten dirhems; for this is
the lowest amount for which that punishment is
to be inflictedl. (Mgh.) You say, j -j
[lIe turnaed his shield], meaning HIe dropped
shamlae, and did wviat he plean.ed: or he becanme
nbsolute master of his qa..ir, or case. (15,ITA.)
,.And I .,;i 3 :.iJ [I tur,ned torards him
the outer aide of the shield], meaning tI became
hostile to him after reconciliation. (]Iar p. 205.)
- Also A [woman's ornament such as is com-
mionly caUed] tC. (Az, g.)

1;q.* A place in wrhich one is veiled, concealed,
hidlden, coered, or protected; or in which one
veils, conceals, hides, covers, or protects, himself.

($.)._A land having in it '~:: (9:) or abound-
im,,, w,ith 'q. (15.)m See also ;: .

d : seeOO,

os[Peossed by a o, or by ;om, or by
a devil, or demon; a demoniac: (see Bd li. 39:)

c and hence meaning bereft of reason; or mad,
insanes, unound in mind or intellUect, or wanting
therein: (see , :) it may generally be ren-
dered possesed; or mad, or insane:] part. n. of

bF: (Msb:) or anomalously used as pass. part. n.
of X(,l: ($,* , TA:) one should not may

: . 0. : (..A.:) [p]. CPJ Z3;_

) A taU palm-tree: (Q, ,TA:) pl. 9 .
f (3, TA.) And X ~ . t A plant, or haerbage,
, tat is tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and
dens, in part, and strong. (TA.) And e;l

_ij; tLand producin mnuch herbage, that has
not been depastured. (TA. [See also what next
follows.])

a* ej 1 Land haoing muchk herbage, so
that it esrxtends in every way. (V, TA.)

jiq~ and C*Z%: see art. ;O_.

1. Ael& L+, (As, S, L, ]g,) aor.:t, inf. n. :p&,
(AV, *,) Hle bent down over, orfell prostrate
upon, him, or it; (As, S, L, 15;) namely, a man,
(Th, L,) as one does in speaking to another [who
is sitting], (Th,) or to shield or protect another
from blows, (L,) and as a woman does over a
child; (TA;) or a horse, maid when a man has
bent down to preserve himself [from an arrow
&c.]; or a thing; (S;) as also b aor. ,

inf.n. L*.; (15,TA; [in the Cg, erroneously,
t;. ;]) as also * 14, (A, L, B,) likewise said

of a man bending over another to shield or pro-
tect the latter; (L, TA;) and Vt L.., and t i4j,
(S, 1,) and t Li1. (TA.)-.j.- .4 lie

persered, or rasfatigued and slow, (Al, [which
has these two different meanings,]) and bent dowrn,
in his running. (T,TA.) =: , aor. ,(Lth,

,>) inf . Lnp., (Lth, S,) said of a man, (S,) lIc 
had a bendlingfornydarl of the tuppecr part oJ' his
back over his breast: (Lth, 1:) or oas htunip-
backed: (~:) or he had a bent and humped

bach: but Lth denies that L. significs the being 
humpbacked. (TA.) [See also 41.]

(

~~~~8 ) ~~~~~~~~~~~a

41, applied to a man, (S,) aving a bending (
forwardl of the upper part of the back over the a
brcast: (Lth, K:) or humpb/ackcd: (S:) or o
haing a bent and humped bac; b ut see what J
Lth says, voce din: (TA:) or i. q. li,l and c

JOl., mceaning a man having a bending in his [
breast totards his back: (AA, TA:) accord,. to p
Ay, applied to him who has been stnaigit in the a
back and has then been affected witl what is V

termed L(: it is also applied to an ostrich: fem. J

[Boox I.

Uiq. and (TA.) - Also t;. A ewe, or a
she-goat, having her horns bending backnwards.;
(Esh-Sheybanee, V ;) and, so TL°'. (TA in at.

)..

1: A shield: (.,1:) so called hecause of
its being humped, (1, TA, [in some copies of the

former of which, for d$J._., we find j;i.. 9
&, i. e. having no piece of iron in it,]) and on
account of its bending form. (TA.)

*-. * ,
1'... A grave. (s.) [App. so called because

the grave of an Arab of dithe desert generally has
a small oblong humped mound raised over it.]

1. ll. Ie brohe his sidle: (., ] :) or Ae hit,
or hurt, his side. (TA.) [The aor. of the verb in
this senso is probably t, and the in£ n., accord.
to the TI, is .]....I led kim by his aide;
(, A,* Msb, ;) namely, a horse (9, A, Myb,
TA) or dithe like, (., A,) and a calitive. ($, TA.)
In this Csenase, its nor. is J, (A, Mgb, TA,) and
the inf. n. . (, A, Meb, I~) and q..
(I.) IHence,
which is forbidden (., A, TA) in a trad., [in
which it is said, J . jj . ',] (A, TA)
relating to horse-racing and to [the collecting of]
the poor-rate, (TA,) means [in the former case]
A man's lcadiug, flf the aide of a horse that he
rides in a race, another horse, (9, A, ],) without
a ritler, (TA,) anal n,en the horse that he rides
has becone languid an,d neak, (K,) or wchen he
fears that he 7ill not outstrir upotn it, (.,) or
wrhen he drans ne ar to tite goal, (A;) tran]Jr,r'ing
himself to the other, (S, A, K,) in o,rder that he
may outstrip: (A :) and in r,laition to thc poor-
rate, it means the c.llertfors alighltinty in the most
remote of t he phts cc ,,hece tlh e portion appointed
for the pooro-r,tt is t, be collected, and then
ortlcrint thatt the o .lsr lite li;he [that contitute
that p'ortion] shtall be ld', to him: 01o' the yoinq of
the owner qf! tlhc io'oplrty !o a dtistace, [or aside,
or out of the wa'/,] with his ;,ropserty, so that the
collector it obligled to go to a distance in quest of
it. (g. See morc in art. .-J., first paragraph.)
- lie placed, or put, at a distance, or he put,
or sent, arvay, or Jar anay, or Jir off, or he
removefid far away, alienated, or estranged, him,
or it; (1;) as thoulh Ihe put him, or it, aside,
or as thougl he walked aside; as also .t14..
(TA.) And lie pushied, thrust, or dlrove, him, or
it, away, naside, or to a distance. (I~, TA.) And
;;s, 4,., (S, K,') or .JI, (Fr, Zj, M.b,)
nor. £; (M, Msb, K;) and t ".-, (Fr, Zj, , A,
Myb, 1,)but this has an intaensive signification;
Myb ;) and t ..; (Fr, Zj, A, i ;) le put
iside, or aw/ay, or he wrarded oj#;from him, (8,)
ir he removed from him, (9, M h, K,) or removed
far from hilm, (MRb, .,) the thing, (9, I,) or
vil. (Fr, Zj, A, Mgb.) It is saidl in the l]ur

., . ,.... a5 ., -- .
xiv. 38], .w)1 I O! 0. o L ~'. 1 [And
,ut Thou awayfromn me and my sons our wor-
shipping of idols], (,) or, accord. to one reading,

l' 1J. (TA.) - He yearned towards, longed
for, or desired, himn, or it. (1!, TA.) ~. ",
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aor. ', [lile rent aside, apart, out of the way, to
a distance, orfar aavy, with him, or it: or, like
*d;4, in a sense explained above,] he placed, or
put, at a distance, or he put, or sent, awray, or
far awray, or far o; him, or it. (V, TA.)_

4 J uyu (S, w) aor. ,inf n. t;
(i;) and t '; (so, app., in the TA;) lIe
alig/hted, or descended and abode, or settled, as a
stranger, among the sons of such a one. (S, V,*
TA.) One says, 1itl -- j .~ .i 1 [E,
cdllent are the people, they,] to the ncighbour who
is a stranger. (S. [See also ,..]) And '

i4 t U;--Do not thou by any means
refuse me because of being remote (?, A, TA) in
repect of relationship. (A, TA.) [See also Zi;_
mentioned below as a subst.] - i ;q., (1,

A,V,) aor. t, (TA,) inf n. n. ,.; (1C;) and
~,.t.I; (TA;) Tlhe wind was, or became, such
as is termed ,.e . [i.e. south, or southerly];
(vg;) it blew in the direction of the wind tlhus
called: (A, TA:) or the former, (S,) or -;
(TA,) the wind changed, or veered, so as to become
.,jQ5 (S, TA.) -[And hence, (see '·

i (IAar, 151) or ZW jl, (TA,) aor.
(1] ;) and ., nor.:; (Tl, ~ ;) [inf. n., app.,

, for the verb is said in the 1] to bo like .~
and ;] tIle was, or became, disquieted by
vehement desire to see himn, or to meet him. (],
TA.) ~ ., aor. , (S,) inf. n. ,. (S, 1.,)
He (a camel) limped, or haltcld, lby reason of
[pain in] his side: ( :) or he had an offection
resembling ~ [i. c. limping, or halting], (g,
TA,) bnt not the same as this: (TA:) and, (Q,)
or accord. to As, (S,) his lungs clave to his side
by reason of vehement thirst: (., .1 :) or, accord.
to the Armb of the desert, as ISk says, he became
bent, or contorted, by reason of vehemence of
thirst: (S :) and he (a camel) had a pain in his

ide from vehenmence of thirst. (TA.) The epithet
is t ',; which is applied by Dhu-r-Rummeh
to an aDs. (S, TA.) .-- , '; [app. z'.. .]
The buchet inclined to one side in consequenc; of
the breahing of one or two of the thongs attaching
it to the cros-bars. (L, TA.)~ ,, and
and '..4 are syn. with .1 in a sense explained
below: see 4. . . lie had, or became affiected
by, the disease termned . o .1 [or pleurisy]:
(, Mglh, Mi.b:) he had a complaint of his side.
(u.) _oo l They were, or became, affected by
the [south, or southerly, wvind called] , . ($,
A,V1.) And also, [in allusion to the fertilizing
effect attributed to the wind so called,] They were,
or becamte, affctted by that wind in thteir cattle.
(L, TA.)

2. 44: see l:-and see also 3. e,
inf. n. .,,e l, lie did not send the stallion-camel
among his she-camels, nor the ram or he-goat
among his ewnes or she-goats. (5.) _.jl o
'he milk of the people's camels became little:

(S :) or the people's milk ceased; (1, TA;) or
bewame little: or the people's camels had no milk:
and Z-. said of a man, his camels had no milh,

Bk. I.

nor had his Aeep or goats. (TA.) Hence, lt;
,TO4 [A year of little, or no, milk]. (S, TA.)

-_ J1 ; Tlhe camel., with the exception of
one or two, brought forth no young. (AZ, TA.)
The camels did not conceive, so as to have milk.
(TA.)l ~i. [as an inf. n. of which the verb,
if it have one in any of the following senses, is
., ] also signifies A bending, or curving, and
tension [of the sinews] (j 3 ), of the hind leg of
a horse; which is a quality approved: ($, 1 :)
or, accord. to AO, a turning aside of his fore
legs in raising them and putting them dona: but
accord. to As, it is in the hind legs, and ;_ 3 is
in the back-bone and in the fore legs. (TA.)
[See also 2 in art. a; and see also .]

3. 4 uq4, (A, ],) inf. n. 4d.' and ,
(I,) He ras, or became, at, or by, his side: (A,
]5:) and lie walked, or ment, by his side. (A.)
~Also i. q. #,`.t~; (A, ];) i. e. lIe was, or

became, [distant, remote, far off, or aloof, from
him; or] apartfrom him; or in a part, quarter,
or tract, diferent from that in rehich he (the
other) nw; (TA;) thus bearing two contr. sig-
nifications. (A, V.) 1q.. and * Ltv.3' and
* ·. and t '.. all signify the same, (S, K,)
i. e. He rwas, or became, distant., remote, far off,
or aloof, or he nt, or removed, or retired, or
withdrew himself, to a distance, or far away, or
far off, or he alienated, or estranged, himself,
or he stood, or kept, aloof, from him, or it; he
shunned, or avoided, him, or it; as also t 4 ,

(IO) [and .' ?,1J]. You say,AU; l ,..,j.-
[Remove thylself far from the mean, orignoble;
stand, or heep, aloof from them; s/un, or avoid,
them]. (A.) And m lIe per-
siWted in removing himself to a distance, or
estranging himself, fromn his family. (S, A, J.
[In two copies of the ;, I find ,.,t. here written
with fet-4 to the :; but it is expressly said in

the TA to be with kesr.]) -See also 1.

4. lc;1t: see 1, in the former half of the para-
graph, in two placeLs- .. , (8, 1Ath, Mgh,
Msb, 15, &c.,) inf. n. '.l; (IAth, TA;) and
t, ; (IB, 1;) but the former is more com-
mon than the latter; and the latter, than the next
here following; (IB, TA;) and Mt ., (S, Mb,
1,) linf. n. it4;, agreeably with analogy ;] and
*;.', aor. ;; (L,TA;) and ,,..l, and ;..1,
(15,) and t,,.3; (L,TA;) Her was, or became,
in the state of one who is termed h. ; (S, IAth,
Mgh, L, Mqb, 1 ;) i. e., under the obligation of
performing a total ablution, by reason of sexual
intercourCe and discharge of the semen. (IAth,
TA.) 4 4 ' J, said by I 'Ab, of a man, and
of a garment, and of the ground, (TA,) and
of water, (Mgh, TA,) means tHe, or it, will
not become polluted (Mgh, TA) by the touch of
him who is t o that one should need total
ablution in consequence of the touching thereof.
(TA.)- I~.~.I They entered upon [a time in
which blew] the [south, or southerly,] wind termed

v,;.JI.~ (S, A, lj.)- See also 1 in the latter
half of the paragraph.

5: see 1: land 3, in twro places: -and 4.

6: } see3.
8:)

10: see 4.

r,,~, a word of well-known meaning; (;)
The side, or half, or lateral half, syn. ,, (A,

g,) of a man &c.; as also V,1.i and t'.:
(K :) or the part of a man that is beneath the
arm-pit, extending to the flank; as also t ,
because it is the side of the person: (Mb :) pl.
(of the first, Msb) ;q. (Meb, O) and [of the
same, a pL of pauc.,] ,i (Clg) and [of ,1'.]
r1pl (Lh, ISd, tc, but not in the CK) andl
[app. of ~ (like as JUlij is a pl. of Xj) or of

(like SJ - is pl. of -- which is ori-

ginally in.) or of both these] t4. , (M, ( ,)
which is extr. (M, TA.) [Hence;] -l ;.aj
ciw AS. and ejM V Jt1 [I sat by the
,ide of such a ones: both meaning the same. (..)
And t ".. 1 JI : t [Verily he is iJ,flated

in the ride]: r.J . being here one of tlhose
words which are used in the sing. senseo though
in the pl. form. (Lh, TA.) And JI ;i;
[lit. lie gave him the side; meaning] he wasr, or
became, submisive, manageable, easy, or tract-
able, to him. (A.) And .;I J1om lie nwho
cleaves to one, keeping by one's side. (1. [Difler-
ing from 11 j, q. v. infr.]) And ,.t.il
,.J1, [in the g,ur iv. 40] The travelling-com-

1;anion; the comnpanion in a journey: (S, 1:)
or he rmo is near one; or by one's sile : or the
comnpanion in every good affair: or the husband:

or the wifc. (TA.) And Q.,fi /a (S, A,
Mgh, Msb, K, e&c.,) with which t ','J1 is syn.,
(1g,) [and sometimes ,J.I, as will be seen in
what follows,] A rell-hnonn disease; (Mgli;)
[the pleurisy; called by Ilhe first of these three
appellations in the present day;] a serere disease,
being an inflammatory tumour in the [pleura, or]
membrane wvithin the ribs: (Msb :) or an uler,
or a purulent pustule, that comes within a man's
side: (S, TA:) it is a severe disease in the side:
accord. to El-Hejeree, it is in either silde; avid
they assert that when it is in the l,ft side, the
patient perishes: accord. to ISh, the ale; wlichll
is an ulcer that penetrates into the belly: or tle
ulcer (a4. and >) that comes fo,th nlithi,;
the side, and dischlarges internally; the surffrcr.
from whtich seldom recovers: he whlo suffers from
it [and dies in consequence], or, as some say, he
who is afflicted by a complaint of the side (nlso.
lutely) while warring in the cause of God, is
reckoned a martyr: (TA:) [soldiers in a cam.ni
paign are notoriously more subject to it tnhan persons
in most other circumstances; and it is app. for
this reason that] it is termed iis1'l .15 [the
disease of the eourageous chiefs]. (A,TA.) jJ
,4,.I, of whliclh ,j1 I 15 is thle fem., signifies
Having a comnplaint of his side by reason of [tle

disease above mentioned, or what is termed] U I.
(TA. [See also .])_ A poet says,
* O · f .

I
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[The people are a aide and the prince is a aide]:
(Akh, 9, TA :) as though he reckoned the latter
equal to all the people. (TA. [This is cited in
the 1 and TA as though it were an ex. of ."
in the sense here next following: but it seems to
be rather an ex. of this word in the sense first
explained in the present paragraph.])_ - I. q.
'_U. [A side; meaning a lateral, or an outward
or adjacent, part or portion, region, quarter, or
tract; or a part, region, quarter, or tract, con-
sidered with respect to its collocatior. or juxta-
position or direction, or considered as belonging
to a whole; a vtcinage, or neighbourhood]; (S,

;) as also v. Mb ($, Myh,1) and t.;_..
and t (,g) and 4. (S) and 
(L, TA.) It is said tiat the primary signification
of is tho part of the body mentioned in the
beginning of this paragraph, and that its use in the
sense of 6J.l is metaphorical, as is the case of

· and jL_.; but a'..U is mentioned in the
Mtb as the primary signification of V,. ;
(MF, TA;) though its primary signification ac-
cord. to the g and ISd seems to be that first
mentioned. (TA.) You say, V .1. 1. and

? .4%4. and 9 and t i: - [They ivalked,
or nent onfoot; on either sidIe of him]. (A,TA. a)

And L$.. :? (, ) and- -

and t A't (L, TA) They n'ent alongjourney-
itg on either aide of him. (S, L.) And ,.1
9 W1L and 9 ? l K Wle wvere apart from them
[on two aide and on one side]. (TA.) And lji

. [They alighted in the side° of
the ralley, or in the tracta beside the valley]. (A.)
And t . j,; '9 ej Such a one will not
approach our quarter: ($:) thus accord. to AO;
with fet-4 to the ;: IJ, however, says, people

are wont to say, 0 1J4 ,Jj Li [meaning
I am under thy protection and in tlhy quarter];
but that the correct expression is t A.., with
the O quiescent. (IB, TA.) The Arabs also

said, 't . ai. 2 .JI, meaning t The heat is
on eith'er side of Snheeyl [or Canopus: i. e., during
the period next before, and that next after, the
auroral rising of Canopus; which rising began,
in central Arabia, at the commencement of the
era of the Flight, about the 4th of August,
O. 8.]: this is the greatest heat. (TA.) One
also says, 4 q.i, X t~ .I. [meaning They

surrounded him on all hiis sides; lit., on his two
sides]; dividing the surrounding parts into two,
but not meaning that any of these remained
vacant. (Expos. of the exs. cited as testimonies
by 8b, TA in art. J..) - AbPo, [and V 1 ,
which is thus used in the L in art. .^., and by
many authors,] A part, or portion, of a thing;
(L;) the greater, or main, or chief, part or
portion thereof; most thereof; (L,g;) or agreat
part or portion thereof; much thereof. (L.)
Hence, [or perhaps from . in the second of
the senses assigned to it above, conveying the
idea of juxtaposition, and thus of comparison,]

-~ . j J~.U ul [Thi is littlein com-
parison with the magnitude of thy love; or
simply, in comparison with thy love]. (TA.) -

[BooK I.

fiirJCq . es! ; i L sl U-_ [in the Iuir
xxxix. 67] means t .j.; , i. e. [ O my grief,
or regret, for my negligence, or remissncss,] in
respect of that vwhich is the right, or due, of
God! (A,Bd,TA,) i.e., (Bd,) in respect of
obedience to God ! (Bd, Jel:) or, in respect of
[the means of attaining] nearness to God! (Fr,
TA;) or, nearness to God in Paradise! (IAir,
TA:) or, in respect of the nay of God, to which

IHe hath called me! i e., the profession of his
unity, and the confession of the prophetic office
of Moliammad. (Zj, TA.) The saying of the
Arabs, aL, C.dW93 al ; .. & I1 ;i. [may

be rendered t Fear God in respect of his (thy
brother's) right, or due, and impugn not his
honour, or reputation: or] means, accord. to the
copies of the ]i, '±i ' [slay him not], or, as in
the L, and in the original draught of the author
[of the K]] U;5 '9 [slay him not clandestinely,
or on an occasion of inadvertence], from l;ti),
and throw him not into trouble, or trial: (TA :)
or, accord. to some, .c j. means in detracting
from his reputation, or reviling him. (P, TA.
[See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 240.]) A poet,
cited by IAar, says,

t [0 my tno friends, refrain, and be mindful
of God in respect of my reputation; (see also

,.Jl ;)] mcaning, in detracting from my repu-
tation, or reoiling me: or, accord. to MF, in my
cams. (TA.) And one says, % :.W te
,:'. t WVhat didst thou, or Rwhat hast thou
done, in the case of the thing that I want ? (L,
TA.)

_--: see , I1 p,l: see ;L
,_. also signifies Short; (1i;) applied to a

man. (TA.)

_.: see -. It is also applied as an
epithet to a wolf, because he pretends to halt.
from guile, or cunning. (L,TA.)-Also A man

vwho goes aside, or to a distance, from the beaten
may, for fear of guests' coming to him for entcr-
tainment. (K, TA.)

X_, (El-Firabee, S, A, Msb, K,) which is
sometimes used in the sing. form as pl., and has

no fern. form, (TA,) and t.q. and 9..,
(El-Faribee, 8, Mob, 1],) which is said by Az
in art. tj to be seldom or never used by the
Arabs, but is mentioned by him in its proper art.,
(Msb,) and t I, (Az, S, Msbr ],) are syn.,
(El-Firnibee, 8, Msb, K,) signifying A stranger;
(K ;) as also : (S:) or a man who is
distant, or remote: (Msb:) or distant, or remote,
in respect of relationship: (Az and Msb in ex-
planation of the third and fourth :) [or not a rela-
tion; as will be seen from what follows:] and
t jt4. [as an act. part n.] signifies one alighting,
or descending and abiding, or settling, as a
stranger, among a tribe: ( :) pl. of the first

;C.l1, (A,TA,) and of the second .,t., (S,
TA,) and of the fourth $ .. (Msb.) bjJI
$4t1l [occurring in the Kur iv. 40] (T, ,A,
Msb, 1~) and ..JAI je. (TA) The person who

is one's neighbour, but who belongs to another
people; (T, S, A, Mob, K;) cwho is not of one's
family nor of one's lineage; (A;) who is of
another lineage than he of whom he is a neigh-
bour; (T, TA;) waho is not a relation: (MF:)
or one who is distant, or remote, in an absolute
sense: (TA:) or the person nvho is not a relation
to another, and who comes to him, and asks him
to protect him, and abides nrith him: such has the
title to respect that belongs to him as neighbour
of the other, and to his protection, and as relying
upon his safeguard and promise. (TA in art.
j^.. [Differing from .1 j'I, q. v. supra.J)

It is said in a trad., .1. l L .. They are
the strangers of mankind, or of the people. (TA.)

And in another trad., .. 'X ~ 4I1q .JU

mJt t * v ..4 U U %ZJW [Re said to a girl,
Is there any news .from abroad ? She ancered,]
It is for a stranger coming from a journey
[to give such news]. (TA.) And one says, --

9S 'G. V l [He is a person not related to me].
(A.) Also, V the same four words, (of which
only the last is mentioned in this sense in the S,)
That nill not be led; intractable. (g.)._ is
also an epitihet from 4Lt,J1; (S, Mgh, Myb, ;)
signifying A man under the obligation of per-
formning a total ablution, by reason of serial in-
tercourse and discharge of the semen: (lAth,
TA: [see 4:]) and is used alike as msc. and fem.
(S,Mgh, Mb) and sing. (9,A,Mgh, Mb,]) and
dual (Mob, TA) and pl.; (, A, Mgh, Myb, ] ;)
being regarded as quasi-coordinate to the clas of
inf. ns.; for the inf. n., when used as an epithet,
must renain, in form, sing. and masc.: (MF in
art. J :) or one may use the dual form i Z=.;
(K;) and sometimes they used the pl. .,t.
(S, Mb,sbs ) and ', ($, Mhb,) and the fem.
pl. CA..; (Meb;) hut not ., (I, TA,)
applied to a female. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

,4 e k3 '9, meaning [TAe
angels nsill not enter a house, or chamber, or tent,
in which is] one tvho usually neglects the total
ablution wvhen under an obligation to perform it
for the cause above mentioned. (lAth, TA.)

".e.: see , in four places: and see
A,1 ._ lso Rietiement, or seceUion, from

others: (K, TA:) and in a trad., in which it is
enjoined, used as meaning retirementfrom wonen;
avoiding the sitting by them, and the approachlintg
the place that they occupy. (TA.) You say,

JU. , J3 A man ,f retirement. (TA.) And

.iO J lie alighted, or descended and abode, or
settled, in a place aside, or apart. ($, TA.) And

. l£e [sat apart, or] retiredfrom others.
(A, TA.)_ The state of being a stranger; as
also ta, .. (K [Both are there mentioned as
simple substs.; buit the latter is an in£ n.: see
O ~ 4c. 4.~ .~.i; ; and what next follows it:
and see also 4.]) Both also signify Remotenes in
respect of relationship. (TA.) 1 Also, a~., A
piece of shin from the side of a camel, (, L, ],)
of wrhich is made a hind of milking vueel (4.),
(S, L,) larger than the jl~, but smaller than the

a,q. (L.) ~ And Every kind of plant, (Q,) or
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every hind of tree in general, (1K,) that produces
[new leaves such as are termed] J~4 in the season
of the . i [whichi may mean either summer or
spring]: (], IK :) or every kind ofplant that pro-
duces leaves in that season without rain: (TA:)
or a name given to many plants, all of them .j
[Ierhlaps meanc;ing, resembling roots, i. e. strag-
yling, or spreading like roots]; so called because
less than loare trees and higher than those that
have no root-stock (i.3j) in the earth; com-
prising the 5 and ; .o. and Jol.. and g:
andjJ~ [so in the TA, but I do not find it elsc-
where, anvd think it may be a mistranscription for
lj., of wlichl ij~ (the name of a certain sour
tree) is probably the n. un.,] and t*i&; which
are smaller than y and superior to Jje: all
this has been heard from the Arabs: (T, TA:) or
green andfresh .tLAo: (TA:) or rhat is [of a
hind] bletrecen A and .4; (AI.In, K, TA;)
being [in the TA t.&j, but this is evidently a
mistake for , 1 ,] of the kind of which the root
remains in the winter while the branches perish:
(AI.n, TA:) or h rlage of nwhich the root is deep
in the earth; such/ as the U and the 
(TA voce .)

A..: sec , in four places: - and see

';. A thing from which one retires, or with-
drans hitmsel; to a distance, or far anway, orfar
off; from, which one stands, or keeps, aloof. (Jr.)

t: see ', in five places. [IIcncc,]
L: L2 e > and Wo weree remote, or

retiredl,fr.,t thoem; or out of their may. (TA.)
_ Also, (S, A, 1 ,ls, K,) and t *. (M:b,
TA,) A c,urt, or yard, or an open or a wide
space in Jfont if a house or extendliny from its
sides: (X, A, K, TA:) and a place t' alighting
or abode; or a settlement, or plaice of settling:
(A:) a imansion; an abode; a habitation; or a
pltace to which a mnan betaaes hiinsetJ; or repairs,
for lodlying, covert, or reJuiye, in a city or toton i
or village or other place oJ' settled habitations;
syn. J*.j: (1K :) aLnd a vicinage, neighbourhood,
or tract adjacent to the place of abode or settle-
nment, of a pcople or company of men: pl. ' .
(.) You say, . j Cl I am in the
court, or yard, of Zeyd; and in his place of
alighting or abode, or settlement. (A, TA.) And

"lJ _ , i(A, TA,) and 
(S, A,) the forner meaning Such a one is possessed
of an amprle J~) [or mansion, &c., as explained
above]: (TA:) [and the latter, such a one is Sur-
rounded by a plentiful, or fruitful, tract:] or
both mean t such a one is generous or bountiful

[or hospitable]. (A.) And L .'. JI 
(S,TA) [meaning Such a one is environed by a
tract a.ctctd with drought, or barrenness; as
explained in the S in art. : but generally
used tropically, as meaning tsuch a one is tn-
generous, illiberal, or inhospitable]. And ,
... il 4,u. [The neiyhboutrhood of the people, or
tAhe tract surrounding thenm, became plentiful, or

fruitful]. (s, TA.) And 11 . [ Our
neighbourhood, or the tract surrounding us, be-
canme affected with drought, or burrenness]. (TA
from a trad.)i- .oI.J I 4eJ J~j [perhaps a
mistranscription for .[j l] i A man easy to deal
with, compliant, or obsequious. (A.) _[. ;J
is also a title often given by writers of letters and
the like to any great man to whom others betake
themselves, or repair, for protection; and some-
times to God; meaning Thle object of recourse;
the refirue; the asylum: similar to ,j l, q. v.,
and used in the same manner, i. c., alone, and,
without the article, prefixed to the name of the
persoin to whom it is applied, or to a pronoun;
but the latter is generally considered as implying
greater respect than the former.]

1q. 1 i: see (.K·)

U;C A cord tied to the head and neck qf a
beast, by n,hich he is led, or drawnn. (KL.)
[Iience,] ,AJI ,. ,JA A horse easily led;
or easy to be led; tractable; [obedient to the
_t;.;] (S, A, K, TA ;) as also t I :Et.
(TA. [Sec 1, near the beginning.])

.. '. ., of the fern. gender, and, accord. to Sb,
both a subst. and an epithet, [so that one says
~r~ ~, as well as .d.: alone and .

.. JI,] (TA,) [The south wind: or a southerly
nwind:] the nwind that is opposite to that called the
Jl. Z: (S, K :) [consequently, the wind that blows
from the direction of the south lpole, accord. to
the S;] the wind that blows from the direction of
the left hand of a person standing opposite to the
!/ibleh [by which is here meant that corner of the
Kanbeh in which is set the Black Stone; which
corner is towadls the east]: (Th, TA:) or the
wind that blon's.f'om, the quarter betnween the p)lace
where Canopus rises rS. 295 E. in central Arabia]
and the place where the same star sets [8. 29' W.
in the same latitude]: ('OmIrah, TA:) or from
the quarter between the place where Canopus
rises and the place where the sun sets in vinter
[W. 26( S. in central Arabia]: (A., TA:) or it is
a. hot tlind, that blows in every season; blowing
from that part of the tract between the quarter
wnhence blovws the cast wind (IJI) and that whence
blows the west nind (J;jI1) which is next to the
place where Canopus rises: (T, TA :) or the wind
that blows from the quarter betveen the place
uwhere Canopus rises and that nwhere the Pleiades
set [W. 260 N. in central Arabia]: (IAar, ] :)
[the points whence it usually blows seem to differ
somewhat in different parts:] As says that the
.-r-. is attended by good, and by fecundating
influence; and the Jl.,Z by drying up [of the
earth &e.]: (TA:) accord. to IAar, it is hot in
every place, except in Nejd, where it is cold, or
cool: (MF:) pl. t..l (T, .) and [of pauc.]

-.. .. (T, TA.)_ One says, of two persons,
when they are on terms of sincere friendship,

· ' ... ij t [Their wind is south, or sou-
therly]; and when they are separated, _,:

y.. t [Their wind has become north, or
northerly]. (TA.)

_, applied to a horse and a captive, (TA,)
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Led by one's side; asalso t $_ and t _ :
(K1:) or you say tiVq. j4;.., meaning horses
led by the side; the teashdeed denoting application
to many objects: (S, TA:) pl. [of tile first, aud
of L'., q. v., or only of this last,] 4.L and
[quasi-lil. n.] ... (K.) One ialking by the
side of another; (A;) [and] so t.;.. (]i.)
Any animal or man that is obedient, tractable, or
submissive. (S, TA.) You say, 1ol t , lie

became compliant to him. (A.) = See also -.
Also, applied to a man, [Jl,l'. hlaving a paian

in the side; or having the pleurisy; like ... ,,:
and hence, or from , q. v., irregularly formed,]
as though nwalking on one side, bent or crooked,
lt--ia: so in the L: in the M and K, on the
authority of IAar, L:-. [to which I am unable
to assign an appropriate meaning, except its nmo-
dern one of lagging behind]: so in the saying of
a poet,

j , . . S

* --- 0`."' ''1 C~i ''

[ 1unger increased in him (lit. in the two sides of
Ihis saddle-bags); so that he seemed as though he
walked on one sitle, bent thereby; for he rAho
has a pain in his side nwalks on one si(le, in that
manner]. (TA.) =, Also An excellent kind of
dates, (K, TA,) well known; (TA;) one of the
best kinds of dates. (Mgh in art. , Mtb.)

^2.: see -. '-, in four places: and see ,l .
See also i;. _ Accord. to lAth, its primary

signification is Distance: and hence it signifies
The state of himn owho is under the obligation of
performning a total ablution, by reason of sexual
intercourse and discharge of the semen. (TA.)
- The .perma genitalia [itself]. (.. [But in a
marginal note in my copy of that work I find this
last signification rejected as erroneous.]) Sec
also the next paragraph.

.; A led horse or mutle or ans; (S, TA;)
a horse that is led [by one's side], not riddlen:
(Msb:) pl. 4q.. (A, TA.) _ .
The [two equal] loads on the two siles of the

camel. (.)_[IIcnce, app.,] 'j !s 4 C O!
6J a;_. t Fear thou God, to nwhom there is no
equal. (A, TA.)_ Also , (S,) or * i,,
(K,) or both, (TA,) A she-camel that one gives
[or lends] to people, (S, M, K,) with money,
(M, TA,) in order that they umay bring corn or
othe,r provision for him; (S, Nl, K ;) also called

- pl. PIl;. (s.) Also, (Kr, K, ,)

and .,m~.., (M, TA,) The nool f a ~$; [or sheep
in its tihird year]: (Kr, M, K :) it is better an(l
cleaner than what is tcnned ,:iS_, which is the
wool of a [or sheep in or before its second
year]. (TA.)

[ Of, or relating to, the quarter of the
wind termed the . .; south, or southerly.]

,.t~. oas an extr. pi.: see , first sente nce.

_, _ ..: see 

& l; pl. g1.: sec , in eleven places.
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edged in its lowest part, (TA,) wirh nwhich earth

is raised upon, or against, the L.Wi and ;RJi
[or raised borders of watering-trough.t or the like,
and streamlets or irrigation]. (1., TA. [In the

C1, C;tWIMl is put for 1tJt.])-- The ex-
treme part of the territory of the foreigners
towards that of the Arabs: (S, K:) and the
nearest part of the territory of the Arabs to that
of theforeigners. (S. ) See also _.

'../_; and its fern., with ;: see . -
Also, the former, (TA,) or t J,., (1., [but this
is said itn the TA to be a mistake,]) A ilorse nide
in the space betneen the tino hind legs, (.K, TA,)

without nwhat is termed 5 i [whicll is an awk-

ward kind of straddling, with the hocks wide
apart]: it is a quality approved. (TA. [See also

2; and see _ .])

w . A man wIotse sheep or goats [(c.] have
few young ones; [and therefore, having little

milhk;] (TA in art. .. d;) contr. of .. (S and
TA in that art. [See also 2.])

-~ The van, orfore part, (.;, TA,) of an
army. (TA.)

1 -1 The right and left wvings of an army:

(I: [Golius has erroneously written :~- ,
and has given J as the authlority insteadl of the

gI:]) or "~. signifies a portion of an artmy
(;Sb) that takes one of the two sides of a way:
but the former meaning is the more correct.
(IArAy, TA.)

pass. pert. n. of 1 [q. v.]._ See also
, -. _ Also Affected by the disease termed

..,.1J ,il [or plcurisy]: (s, Mgh, Mqb, TA:)
and said to mean also having a complaint of hiJ
side, absolutcly. (TA.)- And Affected by the
[south, or southerly, wind called] .r'. (S,
TA.) [And Affected by that n,ind in one's cattle:
see 1, last sentence.] atj4 ..... A cloud
brought by the blonwing of that wind. (9, A, I.)
The saying of Aboo-Wejzeh,

means 11cr familiarity passes awaay nith the
r; [or south-nind], and her promnises pa.x

away with the Jt.£ [or north windl]. (IA:.r, TA.)

tz i. q. J..l [as meaning The stock, or

stein, or the root, or base, or lowest part, of a
tree or plant: and the stock, or origin, of a man];
(S, A ;) a dial. var. of , or a word mispro-
nounced: (E :) or, as some say, a root (of a tree)

of which the Li~jt [i. e. root.stoch] is erect in the
ground: or the part of the L, [i. e. stock, or
stemn,] of a tree that is in the ground, above the
j.5 [or roots properly so called]: (L, TA:) pl.

[of pauc.] :,t_1. and [of mult.] .b1.. (TA.)
One says, : and , meaning
Ji. 1" [i.e. Such a one is of thy stock]. (f.)

And J~ 4~ Ai i A [Verily he traces

[Hence, 9dP ,j- t He was, or became, gentle,

easy to deal with, compliant, or obsequious. And

.,..JI X zj t A mhn who is gentle, easy to
d.al with, complia;nt, or obsequious; contr. of

4J1l 4ii; sco art. ;li: and see e t.

And] .t4JI ;4 i t [She is suslected of

easine, or compliance], (1 in art. r4J,) townards
him who desires of her that he ?nay lie with .er.

(TA in that art.) [Hence also,] .il L; (CI)

and * t and 4.. and V* a'n (O ) The t,vo
sides of the nose: ( .:) or the two lines that sur-
·ound the two sides of the nose of a doe-gazelle:

(Sb, TA:) pi. [of the second, agreeably with

analogy,] $.". (TA.) - See also ,i;.. [It

often signifies The vicinage or neighbourhood of a
people &c.: and a region or quarter or tract of
a people or country: like a.i.U. - The bank of a
river; and any bank, or steep acclivity. - And
A limit, bound, or boundary: see a tropical usage

of its pl. ( a+) voce. '. - And ,:.J L

means Beide, asile, or apart; and so l t., and

9
1

q. ; 6. Ut sJL ^. $ , in posi-classical

writings, means A portion, and particularly a
large portion, of Iproperty: and .t.. alone, in
the same, a sumn, and particularly a large sum, of
money. - The latter, also, in post-classical wri-
tings, signifies, like , q. v., t A man's honour,
or reputation, which should be preserved inviolate;
so used in the K voce ., in an explanation of
the latter word taken from fIAth; i. q. .,4i and

a- , as in the T]I in that case.] - Avoided and
depistd. (1, TA.) - [Hence, perhaps, Ii t

. Let thou, or leave thou, such a thing alone:

see an ex. voce 1.]-. See also ,-, in four

places. _- And see 

I see ,.u, in two places.

,O~1: see ,_-, in three places.-.You say

also, 1t. U , (A,) or ..LS '*, (TA,)
He has no concern nor acquaintance with such

a thing. (A, TA.)

' ... (9|, AAF, 1) and t 4. (AAF, 1)
Mluch (A'Obeyd, S,AAF, 1) of good (A 'Obeyd,

;) and of evil. (15.) You say, fjc..J uU~ 5i

.t. Verily with us is nauch good, and ;; 1, 
,,,nch evil. (S.) And . ta means Jluch
[Nwhcat orfood]. (Sli, TA.)

_: sec what next follows.

'.4 A shiehl; (S, A, K ;) because it wards
off from its posscssor what is displeasing to him;
(A, TA;) also witi damm to the * [alp. ,,
act. part. n. of 4]. (.K.)_ A thing by which a
person or thing is veiled, concealed, or hiddlen; a
veil, curtain, or covering; (g, TA';) for a house,
or chamber, or tent. (TA.) -A thing lihko a
door, upon which the gatherser of honeyj stands;
(15, TA;) he being let down [upon it] by means
of ropes to [the plhce of'] the honey [in the face

of a rock or mountain]. (TA.). A thing (c.

[app. bcre meaning a rwooden implement]) re-
senblig a comb wvithout teeth (15, TA) and thin-

back his lineage to an ezce!lent stock, or origin].
(TA.)

;. .', (9, A, 1g, &c.,) aor. :, (- , , Mb, g,)

R.greeably with analogy, of the dial. of Temeem,
and the most chaste form, (TA,) and ', (9, MoIb,
1g,) of the dial. of l]eys, (TA,) and :, (9,)

inf. n. p 4, (S,Mgh, Msb, ,) He, or it, in-

clined, leant, orprol,pended, (S, A, Mgh, L, ],) .JI

(L, Mib) and dJ (L) [to, or towards, it]; as also
*~:~, (S, Mgh, 1g,) and t-t. (1 [but, by

the omission of a after it, this is made in some
copies of the 15 to relate to what thecre follows

it].) It is said in the l]ur [viii. 63], I... O

~i j UA (M gh, L) And if they incline to

peace, incline thou to it :_ being hero made

fem. because syn. witlh ;JL,~. (L.) You say,

iJA 1 _ and .1. (A.)- Ie (a man)
incline(l, or leant, on one side; and leant upon his

bow: as also t -1: and 4. tCl. he leant

upon him. (L.) And "-...4 She (a camel lying
on her breast) leant on one side. (AO, TA.)_.
lfc (a manl) set about a thing, to do it twith his
hands, hIis breast leaningq oer it. (T, TA.) -

a,up U& -, ,inf n. and H-, He (a

man) rested himself upon his elbows, having set
them upon the ground or upon a cushion. (ISh,

TA.)_- t and ,AJ le [inclined to them;

or]followed thenm and submitted to them; namely,

a sect. (ISh, TA.)._ j ._ 1 :, [Thie

sun inclined to setting]. (A.)-- , (A, L,

Msb,) aor. , (L, Msb,) inf. n. LC , (S, L, 1,)

said of the night, (S, A, L, Myb, ],) and of the

evening, (A,) and of the darkness, (L,) It in-
clined to going, or to coming: (A:) or it came
on, or approached. (S, L, M.sh, ].) - Also,
with the same aor. and inf. n., said of a bird, It
contracted its wings to descend, or alight, and
approached like one falling, and repairing to a

place of refiuge. (L.) ', said of camels,
They lowered the fore part of the neck [in run-
ning]: or they went quickly, or rmiftly. CTA.)

And, inf. n. : said of a ship (i. ), She

came to shaUllot ater, and stuck to the ground,
(A, L,) so as to cease from motion. (L.)

,?: inf. n C, He (a man) gare with his

[tL;, or] hand. (TA.)sm..., (S, L,) aor. ',

inf. n - , (L,) He hit, or hurt, its Cte. [or
wing]; (., L;) i. c., the Ctl. of the bird. (s.)

And .i e He, hit, or hurt, the arm (CL)

of such a one. (K. [In some copies of the 1, by
the omission of a _, this signification is erroneously
made to relate to I: so in the copies ured by

MF and SM, who state that the right verb is

]) = ./- , -; (S, W ,) with 4amm, (a,) like

'-, (g,) inf. n. pC-, (TA,) He (a camel)

had his 1t. [the ribs so called] broke by

reason of the heaviness of his load: (S, ]:) or
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he (a camel) had the first of his ribs brolken in
the part next the breast. (TA.) [i. also

signifies He regarded an act as a crime, or sin.

Thlus,] &"- ; .a ,J ~ . .' in a trad.

respecting the property of the orpihan, means

Verily I regard as a criyne, or sin, (y,) my
eating, or devouring, [aught] thereof. (TA.)

[2. a.., inf. n. 5e3, lfiefrnished it withi

vvines, or tthe like: see t

4. .: see 1, first sentence. -Ab. Il He

made him, or its to incline, lean, or propend.

(S, g.)

5: see 8.

8. : eec 1, in three places. -Also HIe

(an old man) leant towarlds the ground, supporting
himself with his handls upon his hknes, by reason of
his weakness. (Mgh.) And He (a man pros-
tiating himself in prayer) rested upon hlis palms,
putting his Jore arms apart (from his sides,
lAthl), not laying themi on the ground; (so that
ti ey became like the n,ings of a bird; lAth); as

also i5. (Sh, IAth,Mlgh,I .)--t ! in
a she-camel is The going quichly, or stiftly:
(Sh, K:) or the goiiy so that her hinder part as
it nwere leatns tonwards h'rfifre part, by reason of
her .vehemnt pressiny on, (ISh, (,0) by her
pttslhing J;rnvard he, hindl legs towards her
breast: (ISh:) and in a lhorse, the running nrith
a uniformn leaninj on one sidtle. (A, 0, ].)

10. I It (ltheic night) began. (L)

;l)JI ~. (sA.,M.,tb,l.) and *m .. (S,Mob,
:.) A part, orportion, :f the night: (.,A, :) or
a gteat, or the greater, part thereof: or the first
part thereof: or a part thereof, abott the htalf:
(L:) or the darkness thei'erf; anid its confused.

.. , j . i '

nem. (MsHI.) C ~ dib [As though it eree

a portion, &c., of a night] is said of a numerous
army liheavily encumbered. (L.) [Sec also an ex.

in a verse cited voce 51.]

A sidel (, M.sb, 1]) of a road. (S, Mqb.)

-And The ri'inage or nelihblourhood, or the
region or qutarter or tract, and the shador or

shelter or ,)rotection, syn. 4c.. and * , (S,
1k,) as also te., (.K,) of a people, or party, or
conimpaiy of mien: (S :) the latter word thus used

is tropical. (TA.) You say, · 1 He
pa.ted the night in the vicinage, &c., of thc people.
(, TA.) And C - . ul tI am in his
shadowl, shelter, or protection. (TA.) - See also
the next preceding paraingraph.

. The . (S, .K) [meaning inga] of a bird

or flying thing; (S;) i. e., of a bird or flying
tbing, the limnb that corresponds to the v of a
mnan: (bHsb:) and also the . [i. e. arm, some-
times also meaning hand, (see a signification of

,)] of a man: (L, TA:) and (1K) the upper
arm, or arm from the shoulder to the elbow:
(Zj, L, .K:) each of these is so called because it
is on one side of the body: (L:) and the arm-

pit: (1. :) pl. 1_.;+; (i, Mb, g) and . :

(IJ, ]g :) the sing., though mase., has the latter
pl., which properly belongs to a fem. sing. [of

this form], because U~ is assimilated to q.j;

(IJ ;) [or rather, I think, to o, which is fern. ;]
but some assert Cl.. to be both masc. and fem.

(IF.) [Hence,] Ct l .- g .; *A [Ie has
the wing clipped; meaning] t he is one who lacls
strength or power or ability; he is impotent. (A,

TA.) And ;._ J t pii [He abased hi..eif
to himn: lit. he lowered to him his wing: but see
an explanation of a similar phrase in the Kur,

below]. (A.) And kl .'. ., (Fr, L,

,) in [some of the copies of] the K, j1.Jl,
(TA,) t They quitted their homr.s, or accustomed

places. (Fr, L, AC.) And 3ls ._ I O iJ

t Such a one iJ in a state of disquiet, and con-
founded, or perplexed, unable to see his right

!l 'G
' &

' '~.1' ·'·.courtse. (L, A.*) And -,1 jL_ , ,
! Such a one employed himself vigorously, labouri-
ously, sedulously, or diligently, in an affair; (A,

R;) managing well. (s.) And U. & C>.
j-AJI [lit. 1Vre are on the ning of travel; meaning]

t me are about to travel, or journey. (1K, TA.)

And ,.I ~lq. tA certain star [,] of Pcgasu.;

one of thefour bright stars, in Pegasus, which
form a square; the othler tlhree being that at the

extremity of the neck, called ;.[,,AJl ., [i. e. a

of Pegasus,] that called hr;iiI .,;,. [,6 of Pe-
gasus,] and the star [a of Andromeda] that
belongs to both Pegasus and Androm eda. (lszw.)

[And ;~ ' T tT/ufin of afish.] And 1..

J. TIthe two rwings, or blades, of a spear-head

or of an arrow-head. (L.) And o,41 ct;_
t The wing (jt) of the mill or mill-stone. (L.)

Andja : -. :Thie two wi,ngs of an army.
(A, TA.) And 5jl .)l l7'e tno sides of

the valley (A, L) down which the nwater runs, on

the right and left. (L.) And olm-L. 0 .o

j!' 'S and 0lt~ " [A mes of crumn-
bled bread moistened writh broth, having two side-
garnishes of bones wtith some meat remaining

upon them]. (A, TA.) - See also ., in two

places. -Also The side, syn. J,_.. (0.) So

in the saying in the Kur [xvii. '25], ,.J lj
J.UI ~l', meaning J'k.Ui. tJ ljllj

I [And make soft to them (thy two parents) thy
submissive side; i.e. treat them with genitleness
and svlmisiveness: or the former words may be
literally rendered lower to them tie wing of stb-
misireness ; meaning be sulbmissive to them].
(Jel, TA.) -And A part, or portion, of a

thing; as also *tt'.. (O..)

l;. A sin, a crime, or an act of disobedience:

(AHeyth,S,A, IAtlh, L, Mlsl),K:) or an inclining
thereto: (lAtli,* L, TA:) and anxiety, and annoy-
ance or mnolestation or hurt, which one is made to

bear. (L, TA.) sc 1. '.., in the .Kur ii. 23&5,

means, accord. to AHeythl, There shall be no sin,
or crime, chargeable upon you: or, accord. to

others, theae saUll be no straitening of you. (L.)
- See also t . last signification.

. Inclining, leaning, or propending: pl.

t.' like as c .; is pl. of l. (L, TA.)

il_. sing. of 5t.l; (., I ;) which latter

signifies The ribs of the breast: (A:) or the ribs
that are beneath [those called] the A!)1, of the
part next the breast; (S., ;) like the of
the part next the back: (S:) or the anterior
parts of those ribs; so called because they incline
over the licart: or the short ribs that are in tie
anterior part of the breast: or, of a camel and a
horse and the like, the rihbs against which lies tle
shouldler-blrtde: and of a man, the ribs of the

back which otre called jSl;, six in number, three
on the rigyht and three on the left. (L.)

! A piece of leather upon itAe fore part
of the camel'r saddle, upon nwhich the rider leans
wvith his hands, thus resltiny hinself. (TA.
[See 8.])

[Furnished with nings, or tthe like].

_[Hencc,] 3j,rJt _ i*.h3?: see c

-_ 1 a~..4.. Si tA she-camncl mritic in the
0C¢' [app. here meaning the forehead]. (TA.)

2. 1; ,..' . (S, A) He colleted, or as.mobhxl,
c [i.e. armies, militaryforces, &c.]. (A.)

5. '.. J e toolt, or prepared, for himself,
a ~. [i. c. an army, a miilitary force, &c.].
(A, TA.)

o~ [a coil. gen. n.] An army; a military
force; a legion; a bodly of troops or aoldiers;
(L, .;) a collected body of men prepared for
war: (Mgl :) auxiliories: (S, L, Msl, K :)
n. un. * 5 [signifying a trooper; a soldier;

an auxiliary]; like as LjJ is n. utn. of J:

(Msb:) pl. of the former, ; (, A, Mgh, Msb)
and [pl. of pauc.] .$t. (Mgh, Myb.) It is said
in a trad., t " " Ij (S, A, L) Soul
are troops collected together: meaning that they
are created of two parties, each party agreeing
together, and disagreeing withl the other party,
like two armnies opposed, each to the other. (L.)
_Also Any kind, or species, of creatures, or
created things, regarded as alone, by itself, or
apart fiom others. (g,*TA.) It is said in a
prov., J-WI 1 I;,. 4 ,I KVerily to God
belong hinds, or species, of created things [by
means of which He effects his purposes as by
armies or auxiliaries], of whichI is honej: (Z,
g. :) first said by Mo'iwiyeh, whlen he heard that
EI-Ashtar had been given to drink some honey
containing poison, in consequence of which he
died: and used on the occasion of rejoicing at a
misfortune that has befallen an enemy: it occurs
in the history of El-Mcs'oodee thus; I,. o Z 1
JIJ )i. (MF.)-_Also, [as a term used in

Syria, and afterwards by the Arabs from Syria
in Spain,] A city [with its territory; i.e. a
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province, or district]: ( :) or particularly a
city of Syria [with its territory]: (AO, TA:)

pl. ;t41. (TA.) Syria consists of five L)t.l;
namely, Dimashb [or Damascus], Himy [or
Emesa], linnesreen, El-Urdunn [or the Jor-
dan], and Filasteen or Falasteen [or Palestine]:
(., M,A:) they were thus called because the
military forces were thence collected. (A.) [See

kSoat.: sce ot-..__Also Of, or relating to,

a of Syria. (A.)

s s4.. An armny, or a military force,
collected. (TA.) See also ,".

,e*,~ and ~;~. and ;O.: see art. j..

: see Q. Q. 1 in art. ~.

J.D

Q. 1. [ JL. He, or it, made him to cleave to
the stones. Hcnce,s ie,] 1 [May
his armnu, or his hands, cleave to the dust, or earth,
and the stones, by reason of poverty]. (M in
art. ,,..)

J. (Q, 1]) and 3~ (K.) Stones; (S in
art. J0 ;) used in the sense of [the pl.] .jj4:
(Sb, TA:) n. un. JJ~.: (TA:) or what a man
can lift, of stones: (15:) or, as some say, any
stone: (TA:) or a mass of stone like a man's
head. (T, TA.) [Hence, j.~,. J ,3: see

·: ,., (. in art. J~.,) or , (Kr, K,)
A place in which are stones (Kr, ., 1K) collected
thgether: (Kr, 1:) but ISd doubts its correct-

new. (TA.) And a.~. ,., (i,) and some-
times with fet-b, (8gh, 15,) i. e., to the 

[3~..t,] (T:,) A land abounding with stones.

(.gh, 1].)

J'.. Strong and great. (.K.)

1. , , aor. , (A, M§b, 15,) and , (A,)
inf. n. '., (TA,) He veiled, concealed, hid, or
covwered, it. (A, Msb, 1 H.) He collected it; or
gathered it together or up; (15 ;) as also t ,

inf. n. j.. (.gh, TA.) You say also, J'.JI.,

part. n. ,, The man was gathered up [app.
as a corpse is gathered up in the grave-clothes]:
(TA:) or t he died. (IIar p. 122.)

2. , inf. n. '.J: see L._ It is used by
El-H1asan El-Ba;ree as signifying He put it
(namely a corpse) upon the bier. (1],* TA.)

;L;q. and j'4 signify the same, (Mgh, Msb,
~,) namely, A dead person; a corpse: (K:)
but the former is the more chaste: (Myb:) or
the former signifies the dead person; and the

latter, the bier: (As, IApr, Msb, V:) or the
former, the bier; and the latter, the dead person:
(Mgh, Msb, ] :) so accord. to Th, as related by
Aloo-'Amr Ez-ZAihid: (MSb:) or the former is
said by the vulgar to mean the bier: (As, TA:)
or the former signifies the bier nith the dead
person: (K :) or the dead person upon the bier:
(S:) and the bier is not so called unless the dead
person is upon it: (AAF:) when the dead person

is not upon it, it is called ..w and __;: (AAF,

:) but the vulgar say jL4, with fet-h; ($;)
whiclh is not allowable: (Lth, As, Mg,h, TA:)

or ijLj [so in tile TA] signifies the man: or the
bier with the man: (En-Nadr, TA:) ;jl. is
derived from j;'., in the first of the senses
assigned to it above: (A, Msb, TA:) so some
assert: (IDrd,TA:) but ISd says, I know not
whether this be correct: (TA:) or a ;jL; is so
called because the clothes are gathered together
when the man is upon the bier: ('Abd-Allah
Ibn-El-Insun, TA:) some say that it is Naba-
thean: (TA:) the pl. is .J;U. (S.) The Arabs

say, zijC A3 I lef him a corpse, or dead.
(A, TA.) And ;. S [so

in the TA, The man was beaten until he wa left
a corpse]. (ISh, TA.) And j '. .i.4 ,
meaning, He died: (Lth, Mgh:) or he has been
carried, or lifled, and put [into his bier]: this
they say when they give information of the death
of a man: (TA :) and they say also, ) l
3j'., meaning the same. (Lth,Mgh,TA.)_

Also CjL [or ;jL.] A wnine-skin [when emptied;
as thoungh it were a body without a soul]. (1g.)
A certain impudent man of the Arabs, 'Amr Ibn-
.Ki's, says,

.# #- - 51 

i-A Iji CC UU C:L.2 0

[And I used, when I saw a wine-skin laid pros-
trate, its corpse being wailed orer, to wveep, or
accord. to Th, as is said in the TA in art. L(t,
to sing]. (TA.) - t Anything oppressive and

grievous, i ;i; to a peopl. (Lth,K) 
t ,ickh prson. (Sgh, 1.)

;5jl;.., [from jSl4, pl. of *j',] Ons who
recites [or chants the profession of iAe faith 4c.]
before the dead [in a funeral-procession]. (TA.)

j_,: see l.

2. L , (TK,) inf. n. , from ,
(., 1,) [He made it homogeneous, or congenial,
with it; or similar, or conformable, to it: expl.
in the T.K, not well, by &.Lbs; but the inf. n.,
with tolerable correctness, by L ' .sl

13 cJ.t.L.t e.. The usage of the term

in rhetoric, to signify the use of two or
more words completely or partly conformable, is
post-classical, like , an inf. n. of .]

3. w.lq, [inf. n. a_l. and , It was,
or became, homogeneous, or congenial, vith it; or
similar, or conformable, to it; syn. 4.L; :

(MLgh, Msb :) L4.JI is from yJl. (S, TA.)
You say, j' Jt.U 1M This is'homofeneous

with this; syn. 'aJ'b : (Mgh, MSb:) so says
Kh. (Msb.) And ,)Li ' 1;Li5
[How will he be sociabie with thee rho will not
be congenial with thee?]. (A.) And of a man
who has not discrimination nor intelligence, one

says, t s j,; - Ji ,4-. [Such

a one resembles the beasts, and does not resemble
men]: (Mgh, Msb,* TA:) so says Kh. (Mgh.)
But As says that this usage, (Mgh, MNb,) in the
first and last of the above-mentioned phrases,
(Msb,) is post-classical. (Mgh, MSb.) The usage
of the term .A4 by rhetoricians [to signify the
complete or partial conformity of two or more
words] is post-classical [like , "]. (TA.)

6. :lWJI .J.q.3 [The two things were, or be-
came homogeneous, congenial, similar, or conform-
able,] is a phrase of the scholastic theologians, not
[classical] Arabic. (TA.)

,-.; [A genus, kind, or generical class, com-
priing under it several species, or sorts; or
comprised under a superior genus, in relation to
rwhich it is a species, or sort;] a ".p of a thing;
(8 ;) or of anything; (Mgh, Mb ;) any ,. of
a thing; (A, 1. ;) [as] of men, and of birds, and
of the definitions of grummar and of the art of
versification, and of things collectively; so accord.
to the lexicologists; (1Sd, TA;) a term of mure
common import than 6 [whichl is a specie, or

sort]: (8, A, Mgh, MSb, ] :) thus animal is a
and man is a &, (Mgh, Msb,) because the

latter is of more particular import than the former,
though it is a , in relation to what is under
it; but the scholastio theologians reverse the
case, (Mgh,) for with them .q. is of more par.
ticular import than t: (Kull p. 139:) thus also
camels are a,.; of beasts: (A, K:)pl. 't4;.
[properly a pL of pauc. but used also as ohe of
malt.] (Mgh,Myb,l) and ',-. (IDrd,1.K.)

You say, ,A11t plj lil ,M% [Men are
of sveral hitds, and most of them are impure].

(A, TA.) And [.4 -' ', meaning i1 1

[i. e. Such a one is of thy stock]. (. in art. :..)
- [Hence, '! ,.]- A generic noun: and

; .. dl a collective generic noun.] -

...fi0 signifies IIe left by wrill, of his
property, to the children of his father, [or his
kindred by the father's side,] exclusively of all
relations of the mother: and so, &. e.
(Mgh.) - The assertion, in the 1, that J;'
saying, on the authority of IDrd, that As used
to say l, 1 as meaning L.J..JI is a vulgarism,
is erroneous, is a matter for consideration; for
Ay said not this, but [what has been cited above,
voce Ao..i'., or] wihat will be found below, voco

-~ .-. (TA.)

[ 1 ... Generic; generical.]

[ &4e Generical quality.]

s_ Homogeneous; congenial; similar;
i

4
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confornmable; syn. ;.5L. (VI.) But IDrd
asserts that As used to reject the saying of the
vulgar, l1. v.i 1. [This is homogeneowus
with this, &c.], and to say, It is post-classical.
(S.) [See also 3.]

1. ~ (T, S, Mgh, Msb, g, &c.) and %.J.,
(]g,) the former being inf. n. of J. and the
latter of ./-, (TA,) The act of inclining, or
declining (T, S, Mgh, g, TA) in speech and in
all affairs: (TA:) and declining, or deviating,
.from the right course; acting wrrongfully, un-
justly, injutiously, or tyrannically; (T, M9b,*

], TA;) like ~.., which some erroneously
assert to be the act of a judge only. (T, TA.)
You say, %.., (T, S, Mgh, Msb,) aor.;, inf. n.

w ; (S, nMib ;) [and app. b.h., aor.;, inf. n.
LJ .;] and *t . !i; (T, MSb,TA ;) He in-
clined or declined [in speech and in any affair]:
(T, 8, TA:) and he declined, or deviated, from
the right course; acted wrongfullUy, unjustly,
injuriously, or tyrannically; (T, Mgh, M)b, TA;)

. against him. (Mgh.) Hence, in the gur
[ii. 178], ti4 ',4 X JL4. X (W, TA,) i. e.
[And he wvho feareth, (or, as is said in the g in
art. i .. , knotceth,) from, or on the part of,
the testator.,] an inclining [to a wrong course],
or a declining [.from the right course]: (TA:)
or a maniJest inclining or declining. (Er-RAghib,
TA.) You say, .j . ., aor. ; [He
inclined, &c., in his testament ;] and so t .
(K.) And t ;1- signifies lle deviated from
thlat vwhich was right. (K.) And v * ?J.. 
[He declined from the right course, or acted
wrongfully or unajustly, in his judgment]. (TA.)
Or * .l1 relates peculiarly to the case of a
testament: and 6. signifies absolutely lie
declined, or deviated, from that wvhich was right.
(C.) And you say, , : 4 aor.:;

and i;4, aor.; inf. n. ~.., (g, TA,) which
is of the former verb, (TA,) and (, (g,TA,)
whlichl is of the latter verb; He turned away
from his course, or way; deviated therefrom.
(TA.)_ Or [app. a mistake for "and"]
signifies Depression (Jp& and .. a5l) in one
of the two aides of the breast, or cheat, (b; jl,)
with eoenneu of the other side: (]g :) the verb
is .. : and the part. n. is * tJ and * ,
fern. [of the latter] ,ln. (TA.)

3. .J'.. [an inf. n. of which the verb (._.)
is not mentioned]. You say, 9 j. ,
lle persisted in removing himself to a distance,
or estranging himsnuelf, from his family; (Aboo-
Sa'eed, g;) like G .,,t. (Aboo-Sa'eed,TA.)

4. hA.q. lie committed an act of inclining [to a
wrong course], or declining [from the right course,
or acting wron.fully or unjustly or injuriously or
tyrannically]; like as you say, .,1, meaning
"he did a thling for which he should be blamed."
(s.) See nialso 1, in five places. _ Il.. He
found him to be one who deviated from the right

way in his judgment; ewho acted wrongfully, un-
justly, injuriously, or tyrannically, tlerein. (I.)

&;t HAJ l e carried himself in a
' oerd and self-con. ded manner, [affecting an
inclining of the body from side to side,] in his
gait. (TA.) [And He inclined on one side in
his gait: said of one who is lame of one leg:

0 sec - eA] i > L4. He}[c affected
a declining, or deviating, from his course, or
way; Ie purposely declined, or deviated, there-
from; (K,'TA;) syn. J C. (1g.) And in
like manner, :. iJ ' J [lie affected an
inclining to the thing; intentionally inclined to

it]. (TA.) You say, ',) H. .J inclined
to a sin, (, Mfgh,) [or affected an inclining to
it, (see the part. n., below,)] intending, or pur-
posing, the commission of an act of disobedience.
(Mgh.)

.. aq is [an epithet] like j, applying to a
sing. and a pl., [being] also an inf. n. [of ,
q. v.]: Abu-l-'Iyal EI-Hudhalee says,

J.,., , , s..

[W7erefore didst not thou repel the adversaries,
rwhn thou saivest them inclining, or acting wrong-
fully, against me with tongues and eyes?]: or,
accord. to one reading, 1.. [which is a pl. of
It jI.]: (Skr p. 128 :) [or, as some say,] 
is a pi. [or rather quasi-pl. n.] of t JL%., like

as j;is of 1;: or it may be for .i-?
(TA.)

.: see b;:. l, in two places:_ and see
also 1, last sentence.

5tW. One who carries 1imself in a proud and
self-conceited manner, (Jl', [for which Golius
here copied by Freytag, appears to have read
Jtu;, with the unpointed :,]) rwith an inclining
[of the body from side to side]: (Shli, .I :) or one
who affects an inclining [of the body from sid(le to
side] (Gn4.;) in his gait, and carries himself in
a proud and self-conceited mnanner therein. (TA.)

L:see e .; and see also , in two
places.

l.. [fer. .li. ] Inclining [to a wrong
course], or declining [from the right course], or
acting wrongfully or unjustly, [absolutely, as
also t and t A4. and ,., or pecua-
iarly] in his testament. (I.) You say, fijG

d;_ :tUt.q. [.ie found him to be one nho
deviated from the right way in his judgment;
who acted rrongjidly, unjustly, injuriously, or
tyrannically, therein]. (1I.) And V., _
An adversary who inclines [to a nwrong course],
or declines [from the right course]; (K;) who
acts wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously, or tyranni-
callUy. (TA.)- Inclining; [or pendulous;]
applied to a penis. (TA.) - laving a bending
back; (S, . ;) applied to a man. (S.) - See
also 1, last sentence. -_ Big, or large; applied to
a bowl (.). (TA.)

A..: see 1, in two places.

.,.' ?t jg, in the l]ur [v. 51, means
Not affec,tinq an inclining to sin; intending, or
pu,posing, it. (Meb, TA.)

1. 1X;*, aor. ., (IApr, ]p,) inf. n. .;
(IAqr, TA;) and t1n4, inf. n. ;Oj ; (AZ,
g ;) Ticy cast stones of [or with] this ,:

(K,,TA:) and ts :, (.KC,) or t4; I,i.
[app. meaning they constructed a ,j:], (Lth,
TA,) is said by such as hold the . to be radical;
(K ;) or it may be that the a. is augmentative,
and that the verb is [denominative,] similar to
j from C=. (TA.) J 
Tlhey cast at us with the l;- mentioned by
El-Farisee on the authority of AZ. (M.) An
Arab of the desert, in describing the wars of his

people, said, ;j_1 ; *U [c,
we are cast at with the 'jf;, and another we
are shot at with arrows]: (,*M :) also men-
tioned by El-Farisee. (M.)

2. ~. t4 and * tL;, [app. Thcy
constructed the engines of the kind called " ] .
(JK.) See also 1.

Q. Q. 1. i;~ : see 1 and 2.

0. The stones of the joq.. (M, TA.)

[But] IAar says that `F [app. .] means The
people wvho manage the ' .. (TA.)

,j~ 'dim. of - , q. v. (Sb, S.)

%_..;4: see what next follows.

',,e' (s, M, Mob, ) and j (M,b, )
and j2:..= (Lth, IAar, Mb, 1) [A hind of
balista ;] an instrument [or engine of war] with
which stones a-e cast (S,M, K,TA) at the enemy;
made by binding [in sonime manner] very tall
wooden poles, whereon is placed what is to be
cast, which is then struck with a long pole, and
so cast to a very distant place: [this imperfect
description (the only one that I have found of
this engine) seems to show that it was of a very
simple and rude construction:] it is an ancient
instrument, anterior to the invention [or use] of
gunpowder and cannons by the Christians; and
was used by Moliammad in the siege of Et-T6if;
but the first [of the Arabs] who used it in the
time of paganism is said to hlave been Jedheemch
EI-Abrash, of the Mulook et-Tawl'if: (TA:) pl.

-'._ (S, Msb, K) and (Lth, TA)

and .'t, (Sb, S, Mab, .g) and j.Al.: ( :)

dim. e -j. : (Sb, S :) it is fern., (Lth, S, Msb,
K,*) prefcrably, (Lth, TA,) and in most instances;

(Msb ;) and hence it is also called s,l l; (M in
art. ,5l ;) but sometimes it is mase.: (Msb, K:)
and is arabicized, (S, Mob, .K,) from the Persian
(S, J)O .te; - X, i. e. "How excellent am I!"

(S,) or ,Y ~ X, i.e. "I, how excellent am
I l" (~;) '[Golius asserts it to be from the Greek
M6.yavov; but this is the original of ' ,
which has a different meaning: its derivation,
however, seems to have been unknown to the
Arabs in general; for] some say that a ; is of
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the measure jLA;, [so in copier of the ., but

correctly j~, as in the M9b and TA,] because

of the phrase e j- [see 1]: (S, Myb :e) or,
(M.hb,) accord. to Sb, (S,) it is of the measure

eL> ; (., Mb ;) because cd41_ is its pl. and
the dim. is t .; and because, if the . were
augmentative as well as the Oi, tihere would be
two augmnentative letters at the beginning of the
noun, and this may not be in substs. nor in epithets
that are not conformable to augmented verbs;
and if thile were made an essential part of the
word, the noun would be a quadriliteral-radical,
and augmnentative letters are not prefixed to words
of this class except nouns conformable to their
verbs, like t..-a: (8, TA :) but MF says that

these disquisitions are unprofitable; for in his
opinion, all the letters of the word are radical,
since it is a foreign word. (TA.)

La~.; [app. A maker of the kind of engine
called Cjf;q..; being mentioned as a surnlame :]
a rel. n. from '; . (..)

4,. [and ';,.] A certain [musicall instru-
snent, which is beaten like the joP [or lute;
namely, the Persian harp; two specimens of
which are figured in Note 26 to Chap. iii. of my
translation of the "Thousand and One Nights "];
mentioned by EI-Khafitjee in the Shifa el-Ghaleel;
and often spoken of: it is an arabicized word;

(MF,TA;) from the Persian e : and applied
[also] to the J., [J1 or ji, i.e., tamnbourine,]
with which one plays. (TA.)

l t [and ] A player on the 4q. above
mentioned. (TA.)

i n of ., q. iv.]. (-gh, .)

t4-I, applied to a man, i. q. 41J, q. v. (.gh,
15.) And [its fem.] f'y., i. q. '., ($gh, Xs,)
applied to a ewe, or a she-goat, meaning Having
her horus bending backwards. (TA.)

1. '1 .- ,(,Mgh, Myb, ,) nor. , (S,
M.b,) inf. n. u., (., TA,) or .. , (so accord.
to one copy of the ., and written in the accus. case
li in the IYam p. 355,) and ~';., (Ijam ib., but
there without any vowel-signs,) Hre gathered,
plucked, or took from thet tree, the fruit; (Mgh,
TA ;) i. q. t' 1. (., MSb, I) and 1tA43:
(I :) and in like manner one says of a thing similar
to fruit. (TA.) One says also, J 1.4 and 1, *
[He gathered it, plucked it, or took it from the

tree,for him]. (A'Obeyd,].) And I1 . .

[Igathered for thee truffles]. (TA.) And 
L,hj lie collected gold from its mine. (TA.)
Aboo-Dhu-cyb uses this verb metaphorically, in
thie phrase i! it, meaning : [He acquired]
eminence, or nobility. (TA.) - You also ay,

t, (S, rsr(Myb,) inr£ n.

la?., (S, Msb,) I He committed, [against him,
or] against his people, or party, a crime, or an
offence for nhkich he should be punishled; (Mb ;)
as also t tJL. [or ' _t' ]: (TK in art. ~. :)
[and ! he brought an injury upon him, or them :]
and ,L I JlM s aor. , inf. n. L.L, (.,)
with kiesr, (TA,) t He committed the 'ime, offence,

or injurious action, against him; syn. &] o°.
(]V: [see art. t :]) thus used, also, the verb is

metaphorlical, from ;'JI .: (Er-R4ghib,TA*:)

and so in the phrase, I1, .'., meaning lie
brought topass an evil thing or action. (Mgh.)
[See also Ata1a., below.] It is said in a trad.,

, - .-;j 'G y@U; j t [An injurecr shall
not bring injury jsae on himself]; meaning that
one shall not be prosecuted for an injurious action
committed by another, of his relations or of others.
(TA.) And a poet says,

A * Ayj) N 5 L5.-

[which may be rendered, t Thinu injurer whom
thou shouldst punish is he who brings an injury
upon thee: but sometimes the mangy camels infect
the sound ones so that these become mangy; and
thus a crimninal sometimes brings punishment
upon his relations: for] A'Obeyd says that .t-4.
-.l' a >. is a prov. applied to the case of a
man who is punished for an injurious action;
because brothers [sometimes] bring injury upon a
man [by occasioning his being punished for an
injurious action which they have themselves com-
mitted], as the latter hemistich of the verse cited
above indicates: but AHeyth says that this provey.

means .jl 4C 5;j i1 M J tJJI [The
person bringing thee good is he who brings, or will
bring, upon thee evil: perhaps initended as a
caution; for the Arabs often suspect that a bene-
factor has some evil intention]: and he cites the
following hemistieh:

[meaning Sometimes the places where the mangy
camels lie down, and which afford benefit to other
camels, infect the sound ones]. (TA. [See also
Freytag's Arab. Prov., i. 298.]) You say also,

il ja 1 [Thou hast brought this
aJ an injury upon thyself]. (. in art. Ja..)

3. 40 jt.., inf. n. iUm.A, He aceted him

of a a'_ [or crime, &c.]. (TA.)_ See also 1.

4. .sjl said of a tree, (S,g,) or of a palm-
tree, (Msb,) It had ripe fruit: (S:) orit attained
to the timefor the gathering of itsfruit: (Msb:)
or it attained to ,naturity: (1 :) or, said of a
tree, it had fruit to be gathered and eaten: and,
said of fruit, it became ripe: (TA:) and, said of
grass, or herbage, it became abundant. (KL.)

-And ,fl .l The land had much i ,
(S, Mb, ]i,) i.e. herbage, and tru.ffes, and the
like. (S.)

5: see 1. -s 1 ;J (S,K K,) or sus ;"

Lt., (TA,) tHle accused him of a crime, an offence,
or an injurious action, that he had not comm7itted;
(8, 1 ;) i. o. he forged against him the charge of

his having committed a crime, &c., he being guilt-

less [thereof]: (TA:) I;1JI being like .

(S.) You say also, C; o LtL ; [He
accuses us qf committing what we did not commit].
(Abu-l-'Abbds, TA in art. *...)

8: see 1. ,J- ;* 't;e;. l lT came to rain-
water, and dranh it: (I :) a phrase mentioned
with approval by IAyr, but not explained by
hlim: thought by ISd to have this meaning. (TA.)

- [in the C.K :.] hlViatever is gnthered,

or plucked; as also til.: (K :) or whatever
is gathered, or plucked, fsom trees, (S,) .'r.; (so
in a copy of the S;) as also t it.: (s:) so that

these two words are of the same class as j and

'a.: or the latter of them is a n. un.: (TA:)
or the former signfies nihat is gathered from

trees lrhile'fresh; (Msb;) as also t. .: (Msb:)
or this last is an epithet applied to fruit, signifying
just gathered or plucacel; (S, ] ;) or geathered,
or plucked, while fraesh: (TA:) and .s ,
also, pl. O1, significsfruit gathered or plinched:
(Har p. 69:) '- also signifies .frtit [rcatly to
be gathered or plucked]; so in the ]ur lv. ,54:
(Jel:) and is applied to fresh ripe dates: (Fr,
KI:) and grapes: (TA:) and tru.ets, and the
like: (S:) and even cotton: (TA:) and herbage:
(S:) and gold, (1K,) whlich is collected from its
mine: (TA:) and corries, (.K,) as though
gathered from the sea: (TA:) and honur, (.K,)

vhlen it is gtrthered: (TA:) pl. l;.l (1.) and
e1, ori'inally ' .. (TA.) llence thile saying,Cr~.$ , rainally .

[This is what I have gathered, and the best of it
iJ in it; wthen every gatherer but myself kqs his
hand to his moutl]: or, accord. to one reading,

414; (which has the same meaning, TA in
art. dp.): a prOV., ascribed by Ibn-EI-Kclbee
to 'Amr Ibn-'Adec El-Lakhmee, the son of the
daughter of Jcdheemeh: he says that Jedhecemeh
had ordered the people to gather for him truffles,
and some of them ate the best that they found;
but 'Amr brought to him the best that he found,
and addressed to him these words: and 'Alee is
related to have repeated tllenl on an occasion of
his entering the governmeint-treasllry; meaning
that lie had not dcfiled hilnmself withl anything of
the tribute belonging to ti:e Muslims, but had
put it in its places. (TA.)

iL..: see +, in two places.

: see .' Also Dates cutfirom the tree.
(TA.)

i'.., primarily, The act of gathering, plucking,
or taking from a tree, fruit: [see l:]_then,
t The bringing to pass an evil thing, or action:
(Mgh, Kull p. 147 :) - then, tEvil, [itself]: -
then, +The doing aforbidden action: (Kull ib.:)
specially used in this last sense; though it has a
general application: (Mgh :)_[as a simple subst.,
it generally signifies] A crime, an offence, or an
injurious action,for wh7ich one should be punished:
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(Mqb:) or an action that a man commits re-
quiring punishment or retaliation to be inflicted
upon him in the present world and in the world
to come: (TA:) or any forbidden injurious
action: (Kull p. 134:) and in the language of
the lawyers, especially a nounding: and an am-

putation, or a maiming: (Mgb:) and t '

signifies the same as iL't: (H.am p. 24 1:) the

pl. of k1t;n is A.I, and tl,'; but the latter
of these pi. is of rare occurrence. (Myb.)

.: spe what next precedes. _ Also A [gar-
ment such as is called] .i;, (], TA,) of a round

form, (TA,) made of [the kind of cloth termed]
,.. (K, TA.)

b A gatherer of fruit [&c.] :-and also tA
committer of a a4 [or crime, &c.]: (K,' TA :)

pl. 4. (s , K) and ef.. (Sb, 1) and [of pauc.]
o~, vwhich last is extr., (S, ,) or doubtful.

($.) Hence the prov., l 1 t I jt;1, explained
in art. ;4.' (S,TA.)-[Hence also,] .A4Jl tTihe
wolf. (IAgr, TA voce .., q. v.)_ Also i. q.
· f;: (lAr, Az, TA;) i. e. A fecundater oJ'

palm-trees. (Az, TA.)

i. q. 41,.J [p]. of .4q]; (i;
similar to JtJal and o1)l. (TA.)

see

'L;q.d A place of gathering, or plucking,
fruits, &c. (TA.)

L , ($, A, L, &c.,) aor. :, (.K,) inf. n. 
(TA,) He strove, laboured, or toilcd; exerted
himself or his power or efforts or endeavours or
ability; employed himelf vigorously, strenuously,
laboriously, diligently, studiously, sedulously, ear-
nutly, or with energy; was diligent, or studious;
took pains, or extraordinary pains; (, A, L, V;)
Ij $6 in suck a thing; ( ;) or . t91 /in the
affair; (A;) as also te.I; (A, r;) and so

jah-q, with respect to speech and actions: (L:)

or ).1 5 ~, aor. and iaf. n. as above, ke did
Ais utmost, or umd his utmost power or efforts or
endeavours or ability, in prosecuting the affair:
(Mqb:) and t l and t.s. he exerted un-
sparingly his power, or ability: (S, A, 1 :) or

.1 t V h) exerted unparingly his
power, or ability, in the prosecution of the affair,
so as to effect his utmost. (Myb.) You say also,

l 1,9 ,Lt",a j,tq.! Do thine utmost in

this affair: (Fr, g, :*) but not b.. (Fr, .)

And N1 VSR : He took pains, or put himself
to trouble or fatigue, to form a right judgment or

opinion. (MA.) And , ;--- A

j~Jn~'* tI ezerted my judgment and my
mind so that I attained the utmost of my poer,
or ability. (T, L.)_ - .. S He tried, proed,
or examined, him, (L, ],) ., ' ul * tre-
speetin ~good qualities, 4c.]. (L.)j',., (Mgh,

L, Mb,) aor. , (Mgbh, L,) inf. n. , (L, Mb,)
It, (an affair, and a disease,) and he, (a man,)

1B I.

affected him severely; harassed, embarrassed,
distressd, afficted, troubled, inconvenienced,
fatigued, or wearied, him: (Msb:) it (disease,
L and ], and fatigue, and love, L) rendered
him lean; emaciated him: (L, K:) he burdened
him beyond his power; imposed upon him that
which was beyond his power; as also to.1 :
(Mgh:) and, [as also herl,] he importuned
him, harassed him, or plied him hard, in ashing,

begging, or petitioning. (A.) [Hence,] JS,
said of a man, He was sererely affected, harassed,
embarrassed, distressed, offlicted, troubled, incon-
venienced, fatigued, or wrearied: (S, L:) or w,as
grieved, or made sorry or unhappy. (L.) And

Drought befeU them, and they consequently be-

came sreveely distressed. (.) And 1%. Tsey
were, or became, afflicted with drought, barrenness
or dearth; or with drought, and dryness of tle

earth. (L.) And sa... OIil J - ;

,.M 1,l ., for :L" . -:, A man vwho imposes

upon himself a dificulty, or trouble, or fatigue, or
a dfficult or setrere task, or nwho strains, or strainrs
himself, in the carrying of his weapons, or arms,

by reason of weakness. (Mgh.) And ; ,, -
and t La.Jl Ie jaded, harased, distresed,

fatigued, or wearied, hi, beatt; i. q. t*' :
(K :) or le tasked, or plied, his beast beyond his
ponwer in journeying, or marching, or in respect

of pace. (S, Msb.) And Ja .,l 5ic ~.

wis. lbI [I importuned him, or harassed him,
to do such and such things]. (L.) -Also, (g,
Msb,) aor. as above, (A,) and so the inf. n.,
(Msb,) S lIe deprived it (namely, milk,) of its
butter, (S, A, R,) entirely: (~, I:) or churned
it so as to extract its butter and render it sweet
and pleasant: or mixed it with water: (Mhb:)
or diluted it so that it consisted for the most part
of water: and in like manner it is used in relation
to broth. (A.) Hence, (Mob,) la. tHe
lay rith her; or compressed her: (L, Mab, from

a trad.:) or i. q. tJa;, and tji_. [which has a

similar meaning]. (L.)--;t l'I o tile de-

siredthefoodeagerly; longedforit; (S, K;) as
also to. l. (K.) And t.Ll and t 'I

t Tlte food was eagerly desired, or longed for.
(S.)-Also ! He ate much of the foodl: (S, K:)

he left nothing of it. (A.) You say also, l.

jl, o6,., t Th/is is herbage, or pasture, of
nwhich tbe cattle eat perseveringly. (AA, TA.)

It (a state of life) wvas, or became, hard,
difitnlt, strait, or distress.ful. (S, K.)

3. >t, inf. n. of ..1_, properly signifies The

using, or exertinlg, one's utmost power, efforts,
endeavours, or ability, in contending with an
oldect of disapprobution; and this is of three
kinds, namely, a visible enemy, the devil, and
one's self; all of which are included in the term as
used in the Y~ur xxii. 77. (Er-R6ghib, TA.) See

also 1, first sentence. You say, 3.Wl o.t., (JK,
A, Mgh,) inf. n. as above (JK, Mgh, ]) and

*i1t , (JK, ],) He fought with the enemny:
(V :) or he encountered the enemy, imposing upon

himslf difficulty or distress orfatigw, or eerti/ng
his power or efforts or endeaours or ability, [or
the utmost thereof,] to repel him, his enemy doing
the like: and hence abt came to be used by the
Muslims to signify generally he fought, marred,
or waged mar, against unbeliever and the libe.

(Mgh.) You say also, il t. , s^mt, in£ n.

;1~ ($,Myb) and i3jl , (S,) [Hefought, c.,
in kthe way of God; i e., in the cause of relig .]

4. .al, as trans.: see 1, in six plaoe .. Also
ie made, or incited, another, to strie or labour

or toil, to ezxert himelf or his power or efforts or
endeavours or ability, &c.; trans. of 1 in the first

of the senses assigned to it above. (JK.)_.-. .1
lie was thrown into a state of dijfculty, dietr,
nffliction, trouble, inconvenience, or fatigue. (IL)
-J&L t,~l IsIe consumed, or asted, and die-
persed, his property : (1 :) or gave it away, and
dispersed it, altogether, hers and there. (En-
Nadr, TA.)~-As intrans., He (an enemy) strow,
laboured, or exetted himself, in enmity, (I, TA,)
I4s against us. (TA.) - He acted with energy,

or wvith the utmost energy: so in the phrame ;.
.%~U He marched, or journeyed, and did so with

energy, or with the utmost energy; and aJ i o.

o.S. 5He swore by God, and did so with energy,

&c.: in which cases one should not say ,,.
(Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'AIk, L.) - He took the
course prescribed by prudence, precaution, and

sound judgment, . 1 L. in the affair; syn.
,tI.4. (L, lK.) - lIe became in a state of dffi-
culty, embarrassmcent, distress, affliction, trouble,
inconvenience, or fatigue. (L.) - tlt (a thing)
became mixed, or confused. (1K.) H e entered

upon land suck as is termed , .: Ashe went forth
into the desert; and into the plain, or open
country. (JK.)_-It rose up; rose into avie;

appeared. (JK.) You say, .;i,l ;1 %.I The
people, or company of men, came within my sight,

or view; syn. :.~... (AA, j.) And s .. l
.,J Hoariness appeared upon him, and became
much: (TA:) or :became much, and spread:
(A:) or became much, and was quicrk in its pro-

gresC, (B, TA,) a,d spread. (TA.) And ,,&
,ao;l dJ The land became open to him. (L, 1'.·)

And in like manner, LJI d .rl, (L,) and

SJI, (L, ],*) The road, and ttke trutk, became
open, aprarent, and manifest, to him. (L, K.)
And yj.l jti j.,I tTlhe thing became, or has
become, within thy power, or reach; (Aboo-
Sa'eed, ;) and offered, or presented, itself to
thee. (Aboo-Sa'eed, TA.)

6: see 1.

8: see 1, in five places. I;;;t as a conven-
tional term means A lawyer's exerting tlcfaculties
[of the mind] to the utmost, for the purpose of
forming an opinion in a case of law [respecting
a doutbtful and difficult point]: (KT:) the seeking
to form a right opinion: (KL:) [investigation
of the law, or the working out a solution of any
dif~ldty in the law, by means of reason and com,
parison: and] the referring a cass proposed to
the judge, [respecting a duubltfl and dil'ctul;

Wi
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pOint,] from the metlhd of analogy, to the Kur-dn
and th Swnge. (L, TA.')

0*J0Power; ability; U also ; (g, A,
IAth, L, Mqb, ] ;) the latter of the dial. of El-
/lijz, and the former of other dials.; (Mqb;)
and t;%~ (A:) . in the ]ur ix. 80 is
read both . and V,.: (a:) nd . signifies
alo labour, toil, exertion, efort, endeavour,
enrgy, diligence, painstaking, or extraordinary
painstaing: (L: [me .:]) or .has the
signification first mentioned above, (Fr, ., lAth,
M,b,) and '~., with fet-b, is from %'~- 1.

4el 1,Jm J, (Fr, .,) or from ., 1 ,
being an inf. n. from this verb, (Mqb,) and signi-
Sies, [as also t;..,] one's utmost; the utmost
of one'sW power or ability or efforts or endeavours
or eney. (Fr, ?, IAth, Mqb, K.) You say,

~ .JI J, (M9b in art. &, &c.,) and J,
(, A,) or *., (Mgh,) [and '1 ;' ,] He
exrted ns~aringly hi power or ability: (Mgh:)
[or his utmst ponr or ability or efforts or en-
deavour or ergy; as shown above.] And &
;,q, (A, L,) and t;j~ .., (A,) He accom-
plied the utmot of his powe or ability; did
his utmost. (A, L [Like '~"'. i' See also

''. · 0 ' eJ ,4atlj , i* , below.]) And ? i. is yn.
with ,; (]~ ;) as in the saying, It C , /
.l ! (JK, T,) i. e. I wil anuredly accom-

plih th utmost of my power, or ability, in the
offair. (T& [In a copy of the A,.1 'o-I ; and
so in the TA, I believe from that same copy.])
[So, too, is t.$;s; as in the saying,] jl;.

T he utmost of thy power, or ability, and
the utmost of thy case, is, or miU be, thy doing
[such a thing]; syn. J,1;J [q. v.], (JK, I,)

and Jtf ' i . (TA.) 4. 1 JU

1J, in the lur [v. 58, &c.], means Who
snor by God with the most energetic of their
oatahs: (V,* Jel:) or the strongest, or moat
forcible, of ther oaths; ~q being originally
an inf. n., and in the accuL case as a denotative
of state with i ' understood before it, or as
an inf. n. (B!.) Also Difficulty, or grievous-
ns; embarrasent, distress, affliction, trouble,
inoneience,fatigue, or weariness; (?, A, lAth,
Mgh, Myb, ]( ;) so accord. to some who say that
*'j,, with damm, has the fint of the significa-

tions assigned to it above; (Mb ;) as also
t ,;~ : (Mgh:) a disase, or dfficulty, that
distrsss~ or afflicts, a man; as also t
(JK.) Hence, ,Qtl ,~.', (Mqb,) i. e. A state of
difficulty, or trouble, to which death is preferred:
or largeness of one's family, or houehold, com-
bined with poverty. (L, I.*) [Hence also,] 
;1; a., [i. e. t;, y,] i. q. ta,.: see 1.
(iV.) - Also Small pro~uion, upon which a man
possessing little property can live (JK, L) with
diffculty. (L.) And j ;i What a man
who posseus little property can afford to give in
payment of the poor-rate required by the law.
(L, from a trad.)

: see svq., in five places. Also Milk
· d* .'mized [with water: see ;~ ]. (JK.)

;1;. Hard land: (JK, S:) or land in which
is no herbage: (TA:) or hard land in which is
no herbage: (s :) or level, or even, land: or
rugged land: also used as an epithet; so that you
say .3t,4 ulj*: (TA:) or level, rmooth land, in
which is no hill: (JK:) or the most plain and
even of land, wAether it have produced herbage or
not, not having any mountain or hill near it:
and such is what is termed a ,1o~': (ISh, TA:)
or an open tract of land: (Fr,TA:) or sterile,
barren, or unfruitful, land, in which is nothing;

as also t.: pI ... (AA,L.)=Also The
fruit of the SIil; (IA,r, 1;) and so .
(IAr, TA.)

~ :e Pasture much eaten by cattle.
(S,A,K.) And WI. ,a4 X1 t Land of which
the herbage is much eaten by cattle. (A.)

... , : see

,1_.. [Striving, labouring, or toiling; &c.:
see 1. Hence,] ..u U' [Our journeying is
laborious]. (TA in art. _.1.) And .M '
[Inteme labour or exertion, or the lihe: or severe
difficulty or distress &c.]: an intensive expression,
(1, TA,) like L .a. and ;,' , (TA.)_
t Eagerly desiring [food]; longing for [it]: (JK,

6 ) pl. ;4 (JK.)_.. X)l . 4 Hungry
and greedy, leaving no food. (A.)

0-b ,
ja,*.. A man thrown into a state of difculty,

embarrassment, distress, affliction, inconvenience,
trouble, orfatigue. (L)

--~ 0 6. -J

, -*' , He is one who takes the course
prescribed by prudence, precaution, or sound
judgment, for the; syn. L.c (L.) And
.s,.'... A sincere, or faithful, and careful,

adviser, or couneUor. (L.) A .... A
man in a state of diffiulty, embarrassnent, dis-
tres, affliction, inconvenience, trouble, orfatigue:
possessing little property; poor. (L.)-And A
man whose beast is weah by reason offatigue. (L.)

;,. fSeverely affected, harassed, embarrased,
distressed, afflicted, troubled, inconvenienced,
fatiged, or wearied: (S, Mgh,L :) distressed,
or afflicted, by disease or difficulty: (JK:)
afflicted with drought, barrenness, or dearth; or
with drought, and dryneu of the earth: (L:)
and angry. (JK.)_A hard, difficult, strait,
or distressful, state of life. (TA.) -_ Milk
deprived of its butter (8,A) Aentirely: (S:) or
mixed wvith water: (Msb :) or diluted so as to
consist for the most part of wvater; and in like
manner, broth: (A:) or churned so that its
butter is extracted and it is rendered sweet and
plsant: and used as meaning eagerly desired,
or longed for, and drunk without its occasioning
disgwt, by reason of its sweetness and pleasant-
ne: (Mb :) or eagerly desired, or longed for;
and so food in general: (JK, L:) or eagerly
desired, or longed for, and drunk with perse-

verance, on account of its pleasantness and s~et-
ness. (L.)i* See also ,~, in six places.

..1. j, (A, M9b, g,) aor. , (M,b, g,) inf. n.
, and j t,, (Er- Righib, TA,) It (a thing,

A, Msb) was, or became, plain, apparent, con
spicuous, open, or public; syn. 2~, (A, Mb,)
and I.., (TA,) and jia: (l:) or the radical
signification is, it (a thing) was, or became, te-
ceedingly plain to be perceived, either by the w~e
of sight or by that of hearing. (Er-Righib,
TA.) [Accord. to some, when relating to what is
visible, it is tropical; and when relating to what
is audible, proper: but if so, it seems to be so
much used in the former sense as to be, in that
sense, conventionally regarded as proper. See
also J,,,-, aor. :, [inf. n., app.,
and ; ,]J He (a man, TA) was, or became,
great, or bulky, (K,TA,) [and therefore a con-

7rpicuous object,] before the eyes of the beholder.
(TA.) [And He nwa, or became, pang, or
goodly, in aspect: see e , below.]_ Ablso,
(A, Msb, ,) inf. n. ; ., (A, M:b,) It (the
voice) rose [so as to be plainly heard]; was, or
became, high, or loud. (A, M#b, ].) - Also,
(S,) inC. n. I., (TA,) He, (a man) m, or
became, high, or loud, of voice. ($, TA.)--j;.
aor. , (Msb,) inf. n. ., ($, Mb,) He (a man)
was tnable to see in the sun. ($, Myb, TA.)
And in like manner said of the eye. (.)
ot~., (Msb,TA,) inf. n. v.; (TA;) and 'jf ;
(A, Msb ;) and V ;~.t (A, Msb, TA,) [and

^v,! JI ;] and t o...; (TA;) He made it
plain, apparent, conspicuous, open, or pblic.
(A, Msb, TA.)__;L ,., and t .,,"; ( ;)
and t ,eat, in'. n. jt;.,; (S ;) and & tA~l;

(K;) and ?ja.; (TA;) and J0& 1 ., and

- .&, and .jJt, (TA,) and AZ;!*,, (Sgh, Mb,
TA,) aor. :, inf. n. , and t;~; (TA;) and
d3.j. t9,..; (Sgh, Msb, TA ;) e uttered the
speech, and the saying, and his srupplication, and
his prayer, and his recitation, with a plain, or
an open, voice; openly; publicly: (8, Mb,],
TA:) or A ', (A,) and JiJIp, and V-*.;

(8;) and al; ; (A;) he uttered his speech,
and the saying; and his recitation, with a raised,
or loud, voice; aloud: (8, A:) and ,. I j
he raised the voice [so as to make it plainly

heard]. (Q.) - LtyL , and t1-I, and
t.A.., lie made knonm thle acts of disobedience
that he had committed, by talking of them: he
who does so is termed ~.J1. -~t~ and

simply .. l. (TA.) And o,j p l t n.!
Ile revealed what nas in his bosom. (A.) And
4 % W ". JH tv. He revealed the
story after he had concealed it. (A.) And t'+1
j.*l He made the case, or affair, notorious.
(TA.)-Also ,vat He discovered it (,TA)
ocularly. (TA.) - He saw him (a man) without
any veil (K,TA) intervening; (TA;) as also
· j.q.l: g(:) or he looked towards him, or
regarded him. Qg.) You say, a.* o, l 11
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L em nJ.3 T;ere is not in the tribe any one
whn. my eye regards as worthy of notice or
rpect by reason of his greatness therein; syn.

. . (TA.) And :iji .;,I tW l The people
looked towards such a one without any veil inter-
tnning between thern and him. (TA.) - He
treated him, or regarded him, with reverence,
vneration, respect, or honour: (V :) or (TA) he
regarded him as great in his eyes: ( K, TA:) he
saw him to be great in aspect, or appearance;
( ;) s also ] n .l ( g, I) and * ...,1: (A:)
he wa pleased with his beauty, and his form, or
appearance, or state of apparel or the like; as
also te j..J: (L,I,*g:) or he pleased him by
his beauty and form or appearance &c.: (A:)
or it pleased him by its beauty; as also Vt .
(TA.)_ - Ihe san it (an army, $, A, K, and a
people, TA) to be numerous in his eyes; as also

' ;~; (, A, K.) I ;eJI,, (S, K,) aor.,
inf. n.,, (TA,) lIc cleared out the well, (S,g,)
and took forth from it the black fetid mud that
it contained; as also V tajn.: (S :) or both
signify he entirely, or nearly, exhausted the wvell
of its water: (1K :) or the former, he reached the
water of the well, (K, TA,) in digging: or so
'" alone: (TA:) and accord. to Akhl, .,.
ibJll significs I cleared out the mud that the
water covered in the nell, so that the wvater
appeared and became clear. (S.) 'Aisheh said,
describing her father, ,ljl1 ,; -.I, lit., lie
cleared out the filled-up wells of abundant water
so as to make the water well forth; alluding to
his rectifying affairs that ihad become disordered.
(TA from a trad.) .l. lVe came to them
in the morning, at the time called tL .teJl, (, A,

], TA,) when thjey wvere inadvertent. (S, K,TA.)

._..-. 1j9.'. lIHe traversed the land (,K) with-
out hnowledge. ( .) ; lI slwok the
milk-skin to make butter, (Fr, S,gI,) and took

forth its butter. (Fr, TA.) 1
jt:JlI The sun dazzled the eye, and confused the

sight, of the traveller; syn. -,. , (..)

3. .^.: see 1. . [Its inf. n.] ;l signifies
The fighting [with any one]face toface: and the
showing open enmity, or hostility, with any one:
and the reading, or reciting, a thing aloud: and
the speaking loudly. (KL) You say, ,ljJ y,

(M9b,) inf. n. S . (8, Mgb) and 1'.q, (Msb,)
He showed open enmity or hostility, with another.
(s,, Myb.) And r. ... I acted openly

.~~~~~~~~~~ .. ·
with them in the affair, or case; syn. #4 .nlct.
(JK.) [And j^lq. He treated him openly with

enmity &c.]--,, , I., (TA,) inf. n. ;3q...
and tv., (1],) [is explained as signifying] He
vied with them, or strove to overcome or sutpass
thmn, in the affair, or case. (.K,*TA.) [But
,n,,U, in the TA, and a,iiJIt, in the ]g, are here
evidently mistranscriptions for 1 and aibLJl.]

4: see 1, in eight places. _j~ also signifies
He begat sons goodly in stature (IA9r, 1.) and
in aspect, (IAr, TA,) or in cheeks: (1]:) or, a
squint-eyed son. (IAr, 1].)

6. [,pj. signifies The showing oneselfopenly:

2*4

and acting openly, or being open in one's conduct or
converse, nith others. You say,] la&aWl 141i;
They showed open enmity, or hostility, one with
another; syn. k IjlJ. (. in art. .) [And
s1r3 He feigned himself unable to see in the
sun: see the part. n., below.]

8: see 1, in eight places.

10. ... l: see 1. - Also He took it forth.
(TA from a trad.)

Q. Q. 1. .: see 1, in four places.

I.~.: see ;n~., in two places.

'~.: see j~., in six places.

.~: see ., in two places.

3,* A thing that is plain, apparent, conspi-
cuous, open, or public. (.K.) You say, *.q ; tj
(S, A, &c.) lie saw him, or it, [plainly,] without
the intervention of any veil: (TA:) and V -1; *j
[signifies the same: or] he saw him, or it, nith
exceeding plainness: (Er-Rtighib, TA:) or the
former signifies he saw him, or it, wvith his eyes,
ocularly, or before his eyes, (S, A, Bd in ii.. 52,
Msb,) without anything intervening: (S:) so in
the .ur. [ii. 52], o 4. i' , . : (S, Bd:)

and [some say that] o. is here originally an
inf. n. of .r in o; ".l -, [like t1lq,]
and metaphorically used in the sense of a.;.A.: it
is in the accus. case as an inf. n.: or it is thus used
as a denotative of state relating to the agent or the
object: and bome read ; , as an inf. n. like
a_u, or as pl. of lt., and as such it is a deno-
tative of statc: (Be.:) or o.. is here from '.n.

;a ,1l: (Akh, S:) accord. to Ibn-'Arafch, it here
signifies unconcealedfrom us: (TA:) and in the
.Kur. iv. 152, ocularly; not concealedfrom us by

anything. (I,*' TA.)- You say also, o. ~
[and t* s. He spoke to hirn plainly, with an
open oice, aloud, or publicly]. (S, TA.) - And
tjt i ;.ly ~; and t Ia. [He met him in the
daytime, openly, or publicly]. (g1.)

j--..[A blaze covering the face of a horse: or
the quality of having such a blaze:] a subst. from

j.^1 applied to a horse. (TA.) ._ A cast in the

eye. (AA,TA. [See also e .:..])

.: see ; .,

1t;' and 1;!: see ;..., in three places.

J~e': see .. _ Also, and t s ., An
army seen to be numerous. (A.) - And the
former, Bold; daring: in the IS, erroneously,

je~.(in the TA, here, t ', but in another
placc, ,) iglh, loud, or vehement, speech;

(Msb,l, TA;) as also t't and t*gjg : (K:)
and so applied to the voice; (Msb, TA;) as also

t &j"n. (A,TA.) Also, and ~ (TA) and

t 5jj,q. (A, TA) and ?;,q.(A) and4 all 

(,A) and e,A S - (m,) A man having a
high, loud, or strong voice. (?, A, TA.) - A
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man (?, A) of pleating, or goodly, awpect; (9, A,

.;) as also t.e: (]:) fem. of the former with
;: ($:) beautiful: (:) of goodly aspect, who
pleases the beholder by his beauty: and a fae of

goodly, or beautiful, fairness: (TA:) and *j.!
a man (TA) of goodly atpect, (1,TA,) and of
goodly and perfect body. (AA, T, TA.) - Also,

(K,) or ;e'" and JjwjJ, (A,) Adapted
to, or constituted for, goodnesc: (A,] :) because
he who beholds him desires his beneficence: (TA:)
pl. ,J. (A, 1.) Also Milk not mi.ed with
water: (Fr, S, 1:) orfriom which the butter has
been takenforth. (TA.)

;.' [an inf. n. (see )1 Pleaingn, or
goodliness, of aspect; (?, A, 5;) as also ,,

(IK) and ". : (TA:) [and a quality pleasing to
behold: for] Abu-n-Nejm says,

.. , - -- ,, , … , … 3-

* ;*+ *uL21 Uk owkj .1j

[And I regard fairness in women as a quality
pleasing to behold]: (s :) and '. signifies the
fornm, or appearance, or the like, and goodlines of
aspect, of a man: (1] :) or what please by its beauty,
of theform or appearance or the like, of a man, and
his goodliness of aspect: (S :) [and simply at~et,

or outward appearance.] You say, tA. ' C-
Sons goodly in stature and in aspect: (IApr, TA:)
or in stature and in cheeks: (1:) but the former
is the more agreeable with authority. (TA.)
And 'JM , _- 1h>- C How goodly is the
form, or aprpearance, or the like, and the beauty
of aspect, of such a one! (S, A:') [or simply,
the aspect; for] you say also, tD. l.l [How
evil is his aspect!]. (A.) And jJl X J;
and t* .J1 A man goodly in aspect. (TA.) And

*. > t * j ~ [I saw his aspect, and so
knew his mind]. (A.)

3j.": see the next preceding paragrmph.

1Jt; *J>l sii ~i; [Such a one iu
chaste in secret conduct and in public behaviour].
(A.)

l .q : seee,., in four places.

a word of well-known meaning, (Meb,)
[a coll. gen. n., Jenvels; precious stones; gems;
pearls: any hind ofjewel, precious stone, or gem:
and also applied (as in the T, M, Mgh, Myb, and

, voce j., q. v.,) to native ore:] any stonefrom
which is extracted, or elicited, anything by which
lone mnay profit: (1K:) n. un. with ;: (S:) [pl.

1... :] it is of the measure ~j3i, (Myb,) and is
from ,j,.I signifying a thing's "becoming ex-
ceedingly plain to be perceived by the sense of
sight:" (Er-R.Aghib, TA:) or it is of Persian

origin, (TA,) arabicized, (9, TA,) [from ;.,]
accord. to most persons. (TA.) . . q.
The diversified waty marhk, streaks, or grain, of

a sword; syn. .3. (T and V voce vi.]-
:~ j . [Th emsence of atAing; or that
whereby a thing it what it is; the substance of a
thing: the costituent of a thing; the material
part thereof;] that upon which the natural con-
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stitutiou of a thing is as it were based; or o
which its natural coaustitution is made to be; [o;
as IbrD thinks to be meant in thc ]g, the collectir
parte and materials of a thing, of which its na
tural consutitution is moulkd;] expl. by ... ; t
J"q. iJA, (,) or, ma in some Lexicons, [as th
JK and the Meb,] 4di. 51 "d L [which i
virtually the ame]: (TA:) p.gJ1 and ;ItJ
and 3*&JI and i°1JI are all qyn. terms; and th
first hau other significations; but in the classicea
language it dgnifies . 1, i. e, %:p i-- J.
[the original of compound things]; and not wha
subsists by itself. (Kull.)-.[llence, j.UI . '.
t TA indivisible atom.] - In the conventiona
language of mcholutic theology, .A.~.. signifiei

Substance, as opposed to accident; in whice
sense, some ausert the word to be so much usec
am to be, in this sense, conventionally regarded m
proper. (TA.) See alsojj,'.

i,,,. A jeweller; a seller of,.4q [or ,h.' ]
(TA)._. [In scholastic theology, tOf, or relatin
to, substance, as opposed to accident.]

,0aI a -

.1: Sm, .~. -Also A man having the
eyeball, or globe of the eye, prominent and appa.
rent, or large and prominng; syn. i_4: of
retbling swch as is termd J1.4.: fern. Ijsp.
(TA.) And this latter, An eye having the ball, or
globe, ~promnnt and apparent, or large and pro-
minent; syn. Miak.: (V :) or resembling what
is thus termed. (TA.) - Having a pretty cast in
the eye: (AA, ] :) fern. au above. (L.) - That
cannot see in the sun; (?, A, M9 b, ]g;) applied to
a man, (A, Mb,) and to a ram: (S :) fernm. as
above: (?, A, MNb, ~ :) or mweahk-sighted in the
sun: (L4, TA:) or that cannot see in the daytime;

1 , ssignifying "that cannot see in the night:"
(TA:) and the fern., a woman who cloms her eyes
in the sun. (A.)-A horse-having a blaze that
covers his face: fern. as above. (1].)_ Also the
fern., Open, bare, land, not concealed by anythin g:
(A:) or plain land, in which are no trees nor hills
(, TA) nor sand: (TA:) pl. $G - (A,
TA.) - And A company (, 1() consisting of
the distinguished part (TA) of a people: ( :)
the more, or moast, ecellent persons of a tribe.
(/.) You say, [with reference to distinguishied
persons,] 5v" b How is your company?
(?.)

_.. se,e ~J.~ : and see also ,, in two
places.

,. ((,.) and tl;4 (1) A man accus-
tomed to speak with a plain, or an open, voice;
openly; or publicly. (, J.)

. .a
it~k : see what next precedes.

j~ . Notorious; applied to a thing: (TA:)
and so _ applied to a man: (A, TA:) and

t plain, apparent, or conspicuous; applied
to a thing. (TA.) - ..aj.JI J1.JI [The
letters that are pronounced with the voice, and
not with the breath only; the vocal letters;] the
letters (nineteen in number, g) that are comlprised
in the #a~ * ,* p -- & * -

f
r,

z-

a

a
c

it

I
S

B

K

d

($S, :) opposed to ,J1t: (TA:) so called
[accord. to some] because there is a full stress in
the place where any one of them occurs, and the
breath is prevented from passing with it until the
stress is ended with the passage of the voice.
(Sb, '.) U;_ l. Water wnh/ich, having been
buried in the earth, has been drawn until it has
become sweet. (TA.)_ ~- . A well (Z.)
cleared out, and cleansed froin the black.fetid mud
which it had contained. (S.) - And Wells fre-
quented [and in use], (}~,) wvAther their water be
sweet or salt. (TA.)

:h..;: see, above, 5 a 1 ,-

.: see J: and see also j~...

a, . Feigning in thhe
ing, cited by Th,

8say.

[Like the looker that feigns himself unable to see
in te sun4- (TA.)

1. 1 see 4, in two places.

; e2. j, inf. n. J;, lle Jitted out, equipped,
furnished, or supplied, a bride, and a traveller,
and a corpse, (S,Msb, g,) and an army, (S,)
with her, or his, or their, j4.' [i. c. requisites,
equipage,furniture, accoutrements, or apparatus]:
(S, Msb. l]:) he provided a warrior with a beast
to ride, and with other requisites for his espedi-
tion: (TA:) he prepared him or it. (TA.) You
say also, LJ. 1 j ' . [lHe fitted out the
horsemen and sent them against him]. (v.) -
See also 4.

4. C4l' uI .-1, (As, JK, S, Mgh, Msb,

I,) inf. n. jI4e; (Msb;) and &;U aor. a ' * &'o. :
(Myb, K,) inf. n. j ; (TA;) Ie despatched,
or he hastened and completed the slaughter of,
the wounded man; (As, S, Mgh, Msb, 1g ;) hA
made his slaughter sure, or certain: (JK, I:)
and te1'., with teshdeed, signifies the same, but
denoting muchness, or frequency, or repetition,
of the action, or its application to many objects,
and intensiveness: (Mqb:) or ... JI1 u t;;;.
signifies he slew the wounded man. (IDrd, TA.)
You should not say, .OJ! ku Zl'., (S,) or

.k jc.l. (ISd, TA.)

5. j3J He fitted out, equipped, furnisded, or
supplied, himself; or he or it became fitted out
or equipped or furnished or supplied; with his or
its jt [or requisites, &c.]: (.K:) he prepared
hin,self. (S, 1.) You say, i.i s.' , , (.S,
]I,') and ,jj ,!t, (',) I prepared myself for '
such a thing. (8, ~.)

11. WIi . al ;.jjLt l: see 5.

jt., (Q, Msb, &c, &c.,) so accord. to the seven
readers in the lIur xii. 59 and 70, (Az, Msb,)
and Jt;., (1, MSb,l ,) but the latter is rare,
(Msb,) or bad, (Az, TA,) or an erroneous pro-
nunciation of the people of El-Barah, (Lth, TA,)
The requisites, (Msb, ,) equipments, equipage, I

[Boo IT.

furniturc, accoutrements, or apparatus, (Mqb,)
of a bride, [i. e. her paraphernalia,] and of a
traveller, and of a corpse: ($, M9b, 5:) pro-
visions and other requisites or a traveller: (gar
p. 104:) pl. [of pauc] o 1, and pl. pl. ;s ;
(S, 1;.) _ Accord. to some, Houselold goods or
.furniture and utensils: accord. to 'Alee Ibn-
'Ecsi, xczellent goods that are conveyed from
country to country: and hence the j.. of the
bride: (Iar p. 104:) or exceclent goods that are
conveyed as mserchandise. (Mgh.) - Also the
former, WIhat is upon a camel that is usedfor
riding [consisting of the saddle and its apper-
tenances]. (K.) It is said in a prov., ) .,
ojl., witl fet-h [to the t], (As, 6, ],) i. e.- He
took .fright and fled or eent away at random,
and did not return: (:) or it is said of a thiing
that goes away and does not return: (As,$:)
originally relating to a camel from whose backt
the saddle with its apparatus tumbles, falling
between his lege, in consequence of which he
takes fright and flees or runs away at random, so
that he goes away into the land: (An, S, ]:)
.,., signifies he wrent; (jLw; for which in the
CK is put L ;) and the meaning of the phruse
is, he went stumbling upon his apparatus. ()
In the T it is said, The Arabs say, se 11 4',
1' , meaning Tle camel took fJight and
ran away at random, beating the ground with
hi, feet so as to thtrow down the apparatus and
load that were upon him. (TA.)~ Also the
former, The pudendum of a woman. (S, J, TA.)

)e- Ui, (S, 1Z,) or z :1 , (A0, TA,)
A horse quick, or swift, in run;ning: (A0, )
or the former, a horse that is light, or active. (].)
-vee ;ga, and tj, A quick death. ((.)

, Q see what next precedes.

~ One for wihom are prepared travelin
provisions and equipage, that he may perform
the pilgrimagefor another. (Mgh.)

jt One wlho sends forth traders with ex-
ce1lent goods: or who traveLs with nuch goods.
(Mgh.) Hence, app., the vulgar term
meaning A rich merchant. (Mgh.) And

<jjj.h TraveUing-companions who assist one iis
the loading of the beasts. (Mob.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

1. a4it u; (8,1g,) and , (K,) which
atter, accord. to IDrd, is the more common,
'TA,) aor. , in£. n. n (era, and
Lnd C;ttc, (K,) He betook himslf to him by
reaon offright or fear, seeking protection, and
oeing about, or ready, to weep; like as the cAild
etahes himself to hi mother by reason of fright
prfear, (As, S, -,) and to hifather, (Aj,) being
about, or ready, to meep; (A 9, $;) as also

's, exce(A0, 8.d.) _ are ecf
brdeo &J1r . inf :eell e n. tw ; (TA;) and

- (?. A, wTA;) His soul l caved, (., A,)
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J,; [or ignorane, &ce.]. (g, .) And tj.
l. H feigned ignorance [to Aim]. (i.)

10. ; 1,.l He reckoned Aim, or eteed Aim,
J*l. [or i9~orant, &c.]. (, TA.), He, or
it, xcited him to lightneu, or meity, and u-

steadines. (, ].)-:;q it.1 . °;!
: The wind put the branch into a state of commo-
tion. (Q, TA.)

; an inf. n. of 1: Ignorance; contr. of :
(, Mqb,' ] :') [and silliness, orfoolishnue: and
rrong conduct: (see 1:)] it is of two kinds;
namely, simple, which is the on-~istene of
knorledge of that which should be Anown; and
compound, which is a decisive belief not agr~-
able with the fact, or reality: so accord. to
Ibn-EI-Kemal: or, accord. to Er-RIghib, it is
of three kinds; namely, the minds roidnes of
knorvledge, which is the primary meaning; and
the believing a thing to be d'ferentfrom wAat it
is; and the doing a thing in a manner diferent
from that in rMhich it ought to be done: or,
accord. to El-garlfdlee, the proceeding in dubious
affairs without knowredge. (TA.) It is said in a
prov., '. .tJtu ,i& [Doubt it sUcient igno-
rance]. (Myb.) And it is mid in a trad., .>. I
'~&.. 1a [Verily there is, among the kinds of
knowledge, tvhat is ignorance]: this is one's
learning what is not requisite, and neglecting
what is requisite; or a learned man's affecting,
or pretending, a knowledge of that which he does
not know. (TA.)

: see .al.

.~.: see what next follow.

&tl.. and t3j ., [but the latter has an inten-
sive signification,] Ignorant: (Mqb, ] :) and
silUy, or foolish, in conduct: and wrong in coan-
duct: (Msb:) [characterizd by ;. in any of
the senses asigned to this word above:] pl. JiO.
(, KL) and and j4. and and ,'5ny.:
(. :) see 1rq... The former epithet is mostly
used in dispraise: but sometimes not in dis-
praise; as in the saying [in the l]ur ii. 274],
;AI& JLI4 .JI * i. e., The ignorant of their
[real] state [would reckon them possessed of com-
petence]. (TA.) .lq. means Jt. ,.
· , (1~, TA,) i. e., He id ignorant [of him, or it,
or] of hit, or its, state, or condition. (TA.)_
j.a4JI The lion (Is, TA) tlat is ignorant of the
prey. (TA.). [In the Cli, ,~' 1. ,A 1J is a
mistake for ,~'1 4 .qJ. ]

· o..- 4.....
: see l.tn.. Also Great as an epithet

applied to a smooth rock ( Ktm). (I.)

ai.L (IDrd, JK, It) and t' ' . and t*.
(IDrd, ) and * ;a (a) A piece of wood
with which one stirs liw, or burning, coab (.),
(JK, V, TA,) or wine (s ); (so in some copies
of the I; ) of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

1 4' [A pagan; a pagan Arab; one of
those who are called collectively V a.J1; and

and he ma about, or ready, to weep: (A:) or
Ais soul eamwd, and quitted him. (TA.)I.-.b
·;jJI~j jJI J ,He ma ready, or about, to desire,
and to mourn: (IDrd:) and gi.10 t ,;1 He
ma ready, or about, to weep. (El-UJtnawee, .)
_ J1 Y-. .;4, (AA, ],) and (j,)
eor.:, inf. n. , (AA, g,) He ,asfriglhtend
at th tAing, or afraid of it: (AA, b:) or Ae
fld roms tAe thing. (gh, .)j-J 1t4

,, They came quickly to m,frihtened. (A.)
_ ,, ., He remoes, and

o e quickly, from land to land. ( )_,
.~9l *J inf. n. He., He came to the peopl,
or company of mn. (TA.)

.4: see 1, in three places.l-C I, He
haeteedAch a on. (Ibn-'Abbid, I.)

A flow of tears (A,] , TA) fallin3 one
ofter another on the occasion of , [or the
betaking onesclf to another by reason of fright or
fear, &c.]. (TA.) ,A company of men; as
alo t .: ( :) or the latter signifies a
party, and a multitude, of men. (TA.)

-,.~ Quick; rwho removes, and goes quickly,
from land to land. (g.)

L.4.: sce w e.

1: see 4, in two places.

8. . , (l,) inf. n. ,:1 , (TA,) Ic en-
deamoured to prevent him, or to turn him arimy
[from a thing]; and strove to be befd,re him;
syn. ,mJ. and 4.L. (I..) Hence tie saying,
in a trad. of Molpammad lbn-Meslemehl, relating
his endeavouring to attack a man on tie day of
O°od, MI Zt - W But Aboo-Sufydan
endeawoured to turn me away from him ( t

), and put me away [from him]. (TA.)

4. . U .re ovrcame me in contending for
the thing; as also ' . (p.) You say,
A4% I ; °o1eI, He overeame him in contending
for tih thing, and made him to quit it, or put
him aoay from it; as also " ., nor.
(A, .) And ;EJ,Ies j;J Such
a one was slain, and the people erer overcome so
that he was taken from them. (8.) And .G

~ ehJ.q ~1I Iatq.JI The beast, or bird,
qf prey caugAt the game, and re removed him,
and overcame him in contending for that which
he Aad caught. (?, A,* Mb.) _ - is also
sn. wisth Jw,l. (A, g.) Thus, sometimes, ($,)

IJb , >. ;1, (?,) or ).s'9 O, (Mghl, TA,)
signifies I hurried him so as to prevent him from
doing such a thing, or the thing; (?, Mgh, TA;)
and made him to quit it. (Mgh.) -You say
also, - A .qe 1 He roued him, or made
kim to ris, ,rom his plaee. (A,* TA.) And
[elliptically] i,t1 C1 We roued the enemy,
or made tl~ to rise, frm their places; and
remowd them t/erefrom, or made them to quit
them. (Mgh.)~ _ . ! I She (a camel, AZ, A4,

.$,A,V) cast hr young one: (.,A:) or cast
Aer youn one wit its fir grown, (As, ]K,) before
it ma perfect: (A :) or cast heryoung one before
its form was appars: (AZ:) or in an imperfect
state: (TA:) or lij' ' , inf n. &D . l she
(a camel, and a woman,) cast her young one im-
perfect inform. (Msb.)

u,b: see , , in two places.

. [The act of a camel's, and of a woman's,
casting an imperfect fc!t.;] a subt. from - ;a1 .t
said of a camel and of a woman. (Myb.)

, q', applied to the young one, or fmetus, of
a camel, (S, A, M9b,) and of a woman, (M,b,)
i. q. ~ [pass. part. . of , q. v.]:
($, A, MCb:*) or, ([,) as also ? , on the

authority of Fr, being, as he says, like 5, in

the ],, erroneously, t, (TA,) an abortion:
or a young one perfectly formed, and into which
the spirit has been inspired, without its living:
(1K:) or 1t,4. signifies the young one of a camel
that is cast before itsform is apparent. (TA.)

uwhl: see the next preceding paragraph.

'*.~, applied to a she-camel, (., Mqb, ],)
and to a woman, (Msb,) act. part. n. of .
[q. v.]; (S, Msb, ;) as also with ;: (Mb :) pl.
1 _-LCI". (5.)

b.a;;" A she-camel that is accutomed to
cast her young (S, A) in an imperfect state. (TA.)

1. ,j ; (S;) and l, (Sh, Msb, K,) and

4 !,. (JK) [and (see JAl]; aor. :,
(g,) inf. n. J; and Jl. (., Msb, g) and
i.- ; (TA;) He was ignorant; (S;) Ahe was
characterized by ,J3 in any of the senses as-
signed to this word belowv: (TA:) and )h was
ignorant of it; he did not know it; (Sh, JK,
M 9b, IC ;) contr. of '. (Msb, V.) You say,
o;"i s, l '~ .~ The like of mc will not be

ignorant of the like of thee. (Sh, TA.) And
'~.'; L& i ie acted in an ignorant or a
silly or foolish manner towards another: and
wrongly. (Msb.) And s;;1 j .,q [i. q ti .

4.b, Hle was ignorant, or silly, orfoolish, in his
opinion, orjudgment]. (Sh, TA.) And j.j1.
He neglcted the truth, or the right, or due; [or
he ignored it;] syn. Li,,. (Mqb.) See also 6.
-j. 1 J t ' The cooking-pot boiled vehe-
mently; contr. of-.;X; . (TA.)

2. q, (Msb, l,) inhf. n. jic , (S, ,) e
attributed to him J;. [or ignorance, &c.]. (S,
Msb, 1].)iAnd He caused him to faU into

Lq.. (TA.)

3. tii .; The acting with Icvity, and in an
ignorant or a illUy orfoolish manner, with any 
one. (KL.) [You say, 4 W., meaning He so
acted with Aim.]

6. *J 13 Hc feigned, or made afalse sAho of,

a 'J*,c. 

[or ignoranu, &c.]. And

o.,
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sometimes jtlal, pl. of j.aIJl: and particu-
larly, a pagan poet;] a poet of the first, or
earliest, of thefour class wvhich are ranked in
chronological order; of the clau which was suc-
ceeded next by the . (Mz, 49th t.)

[8ee also .:,.]

ifl:JI see what next precedes_..[Also, or]

t j.".jl i;JI l, (JK, S, 1,) in which the latter
word is a corroborative, ($, 1,) as in "JY ii
&c., ($,) [The time, or state, of ignorance, or
paganism; or of intense ignorance;] the time of
the 5j [(or ceusation of the mission of apostle,
and of the effacement of the igns ofthir reli-

gion]. (JK.) One ays, lyeJ, l U5 JJ i

"*JI [That as in the time, or state, of pagan-
ism, or of intense iguorance]. (S.)

;;;~ JAn affair, or an event, or a case, and a
land, and a habit, a property, a quality, a prac-
tice, or an action, that induces a man to believe a
thing to be d~erentfrom what it is. (Er-Raghib,
TA.) A desert (;j H ) in twhich are no signs of
the way. (v.) And ,- 5 .4. A land in which
are no signs of the way: (TA:) or in which one
will not go aright (1, TA) unleu by means of the
[signs of the way called] A1J: (TA:) pl. Jhq p,
which is the contr. of. laL: (TA:) accord. to
the 5, it has neither dual nor pl.; but it has both,
as 'Iy6d and others have affirmed. (MF, TA.)

' .: 'see J.

·i J. [A cause of, or an incitement to, igno-
rant, silly,foolish, or w'ong, conduct;] a thing
that incites one to J;;.J. ($,! .) Hence the
saying, L .. 01jl [Children are a cause of
silly, orfoolish, conduct]. (..)

-... . v..

Ji ! A she-camel light, brisk, or agile, in
her pace, or going. (TA.)

J~.. [Unknown]. You say, ij4Jl Z,S
V,J ,_, [I ventured upon traersing the
desert notwithstanding its unknown character].
(., TA.)-.[A man of unknorm origin. A book
of unknown authorship. _ In grammar, The
passie voice.] - 3... 1a : A she-camel that
has never been milked: or that has no brand
upon her: (], TA:) and a she-camel that has
never conceived. (Z, TA.)

' Making himself like the J [or
ignorant; feigning himmlf ignorant]: or reckon-
ing, or esteeming, Jlt.. (gIar p. 572.)

1. , sor. ', inf. n. i . (8, ] ) and ii,
(V,) Hle (a man) beca,mefronaing, or contracted,
inface; or grinning in face, with afrowning, or
contraction, or a stern, an austere, or a moroe,
look: (8:) or he was, or became, coarse, or rough,
and contracted, and ugly, inface. (1.)- Also,
said of the pubes, It was coarse, rough, or big.

(TA.) '' , (., 1J,) and .. ,aor. :, in

both instanoes; ( ;) and t , (S, 1,) and
_ t.i; (JK, 1];) He grinned,fronming, or

looking sternly, austerely, or morosely, in his face:
(8 :) or he met him, or reyarded him, with a dis-
pleasing, (JK, 15, TA,) fromning, or grinning and
frowning, (TA,) face: (JK, V1, TA :) or *,.
signifies he shorved a sour, a crabbed, or an austere,
face. (T1I in art. c.) A poet says,

($,' TA,) i. e. [Many a region] that exhibits to
the impotent that which he dislikes, [or that frowns
upon the weah, or impotent, I have cAhidden therein
a strong she-camel that laves the marks of het
footsteps upon the ground.] (S.) You say also,

.1e.p. t;! " JI t [Fortunefrowns upon the
generous]. (TA.) And W..fl i -- [2A y
object of hopefrow:ned upon me] is said when one
has not attained his object of hope. (TA.)

4, L,J, t.. 1 The sky had clouds such as
are termed ] . (1T.)

b: see 1, in six places.

8.._,..' He entered upon, (1.,) or journeyed
in, (A, TA,) the portion of tihe night termed

.. (A, K, TA.)

A coarse, or rou.gh, and contracted, and
ugly, face; as also t ; ( ;) or, as in some of
the lexicons, .. (TA.) And .,jl ~.
Frowning, or contracted, inface; or grinning in
face, with afrowning, or contraction, or a stern,
an austere, or a morose, look: (S, Mgh:) or
coarse, or rough, in face: (JK, TA:) applied to
a man: (JK, 8, Mgh, TA:) and to a lion. (JK,
TA.) And [hence,] .q.JI The lion. (]S.)

See also A .

.-: see,.

· ta.: see a.~, in two places. = Also A big
cooking-pot. (15.)

a~ and V 'a , (JK, S, 1,) both mentioned
by Fr, ($,) A portion of the night: (JK :) the
first of the last portions of the night, (JK, S, 1I,
TA,) extending tapp. from midnight] to near the
period a little before daybreak: (TA:) or the
remaining portion of the darkness of the last part
of the night: (15:) or the former signifies, [or
each,] the beginning of the night, extending to a
fourth part: or, as some say, the middle of the
night: (KL:) pl. of the former , . (JK.)
You say, a.v ) e ,>. and t' ;. [app.
meaning A portion, or a portion at the com-
mnencement of the latter part, of the night pased].
(A'Obeyd, TA.) _ Also the former, Eighty
camels: or the like. (i.)

t Clouds in whichisno water: (JK, S, ]:)
or that hae poured forth their water (1K, TA)
with the wind. (TA.)

.~ , applied to a man, (JK,S,) Impotent;
(JK, ,V1;) nweak; as also ,~. (].) See
an ex. in the first paragraph.

.* [Hell; or Hell-fire;] (T,S,],&tc.;) a
name of the fire with which God will punish,
(T, S,) in the life to come, (T,) his [disobedient
and unrepentant and unbelieving] servants; (e;)
a proper name of the abode ofpunishment: (Bd,
ii. 202:) a word rendered quasi-coordinate to the
quinqueliteral-radical class by the doubling of the
third letter: ($:) accord. to some, it is an Arabic
word, applied to the fire of the world to come
because of its depth; [see the last paragraph;]
(T, TA;) or originally syn. with 1CW [fire, or
the fire]; (Bd in ii. 202;) and imperfectly decl.
because determinate and of the fem. gender: (T,
S:) accord. to otlhers, it is an arabicized word, (T,
S, Bd ubi supra,) imperfectly dccl. because deter-
minate and of foreign origin; (T,TA;) some say,
originally Persian; (S;) others, from the Hebrew
.. l1 .b, (TA,) [or as Golius says, D,'l tN" "the
Valley of Hinnom," where children were burned
alive as sacrifices to the idol Moloch.] -Seec

also ;,.

[~T. Of, or relating to, . ., i. c. Jell,
or Hell-fire.]

.. a (S 1, i, Ham p. 817) and £ . and

l* '], with cach of the three vowels (IS, TA)
to the :, (TA,) [but accord. to the K1 it would

ratl,er seem to bo ; 1;q and A4,] and t ,

(K1,) applied to a well ( , , 1, or e, Ham),
Deep; ($, 1K, Ham ;) in which he who ftlls into
it perishes. (IIam.)

-. The air: (15:) or [the atmosphere; i. e.]
what i* betnen the heaven, or sky, and the earth;
(, Mgh;) the air [or the region] betrween the
heaven, or sky, and the earth: pl. f,l.. (TA.)
'3-Jl , t in the ]ur [xvi. 81], means In
thec air between tie heaven, or sky, anl the earth:
(Jcl:) or in the middle of the sly: (1Catileh,
TA:) or in the air that is remote from the earth.
(Bd.)_A low, or depressed, part of the ground;
(M, IC;) as also tj.: (. :) or a wide part
of a valley: (S, Msb:) pl. (in the latter sense,
Mqb, or in the former, g, TA) '.,. (M9 b, K)
and [of pauc.] s"..il (TA.) It has the latter
meaning in the saying of Tarafeh, [addressing a
lark,]

[The wide part of the valley has become vacant
for thee; so lay thinc eggs, and vwhistle]. (AA,
8.) Az says, I entered, withl an Arab of the
desert, a [hollow place in which water collected,
termed a] J:._, in El-Khal.1k, and when we came

to the water, he said, -. Y Il X

OLi; ~j: [This is an abyss of water: one know
not the utmost extent of it]. (TA.)_A vacant,
void, or desolate, place, in vwhich is no one to
cheer by his company. (Ham p. 203.) - The
inside, or interior, of a house or tent; (] ;) and
of anything; of thc dial. of Syria; also termed

t ;3., (TA,) and t .; (AC; [in the CK
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BooK I.]

'lj;%lb is erroneously put for 1la;. ;]) in

which last, the I and Oi are augmentatives for the
purpose of corroboration. (TA.) - [Hence,]

l ~jf. AQ1 1 desire concealment, or secrecy,

and he desires publicity. (A in art. .-)

;.W: see , in two places.
a a. 1.
~jlj.: see ^. Hence the saying of Selman,

aO 5- *Ve r. ·0 , . a .a a-
&il.t p I rn ai C I X, [explained in

art. S]. (TA.) [It generally signifies Inner,
inward, or interior; and secret, or private;

a aI
opposed to ,lj; and is now vulgarly pro-

nounced aly.] It is a rel. n. [irregularly

formed] from ~. signifying "any low, or de-
presed, part of the ground." (T in art. .)

1. ~ is a dial. var. of [aor. of ;.. and

meaning lie comes, or will come]: (K :) men-

tioned by Sb, who gives as an cx. j.lJ3 ,.. I Wl

[for L I.i Ul, I wviU come to thee and

inform thee]. (TA.)

;jJ and JI). and jJl..: see art. Jq..

1. .(., TA,) aor. Q, (S,TA,) inf. n.

-.fi (S, A, I, TA) and , , (iar p. 33()
lie made a holc in it; or rent, or tore, it; (S,A,

, TA;) as also t~hq.l: (1I,*TA:) he made a
hole through, or in, or into, it; petforated, pierced,
or bored, it: (TA:) he cut it: (S, A, K, TA:)
he cut it in like manner as one cuts a [or
an opening at the neck and bosom of a shirt dc.]:
(L, TA :) he made, or cut, a hole in tle middle
of it; cut a piece out of the middle of it; hollowed
it out; or excavated it. (TA.) You say, ¥..

a."i XHe made a hole in the roch; (A, TA;)
perforated, pierced, or bored, it. (TA.) Hence,

in the Xur [lxxxix. 8], '" 1=1 ;3.- j
)jtt (Fr, ?, TA) And Thamood, wtvho made holes

in the rocks, (Fr, TA,) or cut the rocks, (Bd,
Jel,) [or hollowed them out,] and made them
dnelUings, in the vralley, (Fr, Bd, Jel, TA,) i. e.,
in Wadi-l-1.urL (Bd, Jel.) You say also, ,#.,

~",1, (~, A, ,) aor. <, , [inf. n. .3 ;]
($, ], and Myb in art. ~ ;) and aor. . ,,

($, ],) [inf. n., app., , originally <,se; see

a verse cited below, and a remark of Sh thereon;]

and t4 .; (A,I;) He hoUowed out, or cui

out in a round form, the of the shirt: (S,

and Msb in art. :) or Ih cut the ~ oj

the shirt: (A:) or he made a ~. to the shirt

(] ;) as also ~4., (1, and Msb in art. ,,

inf. n. . (f.) And ';J, I He cut

the garment, or pece of cloth; [or cut it out ;]

as also * v. (A.) And X} .,A,1 -, inf n

.,ocutout the andaL (TA.) And :.UIlb

[i. e. ;.iJI ~ .0-] The horn cut the ih and camn

forth. (TA.)- [Hence, also,] ¥l.., (8, A,

Mob, TA,) aor. < (S, Msb, TA) and ,
(.8, TA,) inf. n. ,;.; (TA;) and ' .. , 1t; (8,
A, TA;) S He traversed, or crossed, (., A,* Myb,
TA,) or cut through by journeying, (TA,) a
country, (S, TA,) or a land, (Msb,) and a desert,

and the darkness: (A,* TA:) and i,w signifies
likewise the pouncing down of a bird. (TA.) A
rajiz says,

:
A L.4 ' A ' - 1

.,~WI tj.~ A;rl ~

id

ab
a

a

(1

8

8

I

t [She passed the night cutting through the black -

darkness, like as the tailor cuts through the voollen
tunic of the valiant chzief, making the opening at 1
the neck and bosom]: (S: [but in one copy, in-

stead of ,-, I here find ,''; and in art. jO,f

J, :1) and Sh remarks that this [verb , or

the inf. n. ,] is not from ,.Jl [meaning
"the opening at the neck and bosom" of a shirt
&c.], because its medial radical is ,, and that of
,n.%qJ.I is c.: (TA:) [i. e., ¥l, aor. , is

originally J-., aor. , .. One says also, of

news, jl X ,., ,;1,, t [It traverses
the earth from country to country, or the laund
from towvn to town]. (S, TA.) And of proverbs,

;iI1 .j- t They are current in tAhe countries,
or towns. (TA.)_-It is said in a trad., 

J J>P ; ts jl "WT I t Tlt e A rabs
were rent from us, like as the mill-stone is rent
from its pivot; we being in the midst, and they

around us. (TA.)m _, 1 l.: scee .

2. ,.r.: see 1. Also, said of the light of
the moon, t It illumined, and rendered clear, [by

penctrating,] a dark night. (TA.)= -i; r 

[from a.'). "a shield "] He shielded him. (TA:
so accordl. to an explanation of the act. part. n.)

3. i[f., inf. n. jiq, He returned him
answfor ansan er, or answers for answers; held
a dialogue, colloquy, conference, disputation, or
debate, with him; bandied words with him.]
See 6, in two places.

4.' 411, (., A, Msb, TA,) inf. n. CI1 (S,

Msb, g, TA) and "1- (1 ,*TA) and 41 ,
(Kr,TA,) or this last is a simple subst., (AHeyth,

., TA,) like ~U., and ;JU, (, A,) used in the

place of an inf. n.; (AHeyth,TA;) and t4;.1

(A, ], TA) and 't ~1 and J , .. !;

] (,TA;) [for] 1.~ and 't~4 are syn.;

(S, TA;) He answered him, replied to him,
responded to him, (Mob, TA,) either affirmatively

or negatively. (Msb.) And i~S ... 1 He answered,
or replied to, his saying. (Mgb.) And 'X ¥..A1

, ll, (, TA) .He answered, or replied to, his

f quetion. (TA.) And ;'; ,./l, (Mob, TA,*)

and ;t; * 1, (8, A, TA,) and J t1,o 1.. ,l,

(Meb,) and * . l, (gar p. 307,) said of
God, (8, A, Mb, TA,) [He answered his prayer;]

] Heacceptedhisprayer; (Msb;) Herecompensed
hi prayer by gift and acceptance. (TA.) It is

said in the Vur [ii. 182], 1 , , , ii;; .
je U 1 [I anser the prayer of

him who prayeth to me;] therefore let them
nrvwer me; (TA;) i. e., let them annr my call

by obedience, (Jel,) when I call them to belief
nd obedience: (Bd:) accord. to Fr, what is

here meant [by the last verb] is 3.,1 [q. v. in

art. 04]: (TA:) [or let ti,m gie me thir
zssent, or consent, to my call; or let them obey

ny call: for you say, .. J! l and L t ,
'for the latter of which there is authority in this
Lrt. in the TA, but the former is more common,)
and] J t .l, He obeyed him, or complied
vith his desire, in doing a thing, [or consented to
lo it,] iwhen summoned, or invited, to do it.

(Msb.) _ ,;l iql t The land produced

,lants, or herbage. (Ham p. 94.)- _ .*.

t Tears running, or flowing; as though called
for and answering the call. (HIar p. 71.) ~ The

forms '. and .r.i [as verbs of wonder] are

not used: therefore you say, lI^ j*I. l s L and

yll ,4jt1 [How good is his anser, or reply!];
, ,t.. . 5 -.

not ,.y.l i nor ~ .,.l: nor do you say, j

.79 ,..tI [meaning He is better in answering,

or replying, than thou: but see ¥j"I, below].
(Sb, TA.)

6. t,oj3 i. q. 'L, ~: ; [Th ey re-
turned one another ansnerfor answer, or answers
for answers; they answered one another; replied,
one to another; 1held a dialogue, colloquy, conference,
disputation, or debate, together; bandied words, one

nith another]: (K.:) t 1 , and ,Ij,3 both

signify i. q. _. (, TA.) In like manner
one says of turtle-doves, (A,) of pigeons, of bray-
ing camels, and of neighing horses. (TA.)-

[Hence,] ,l wj Ti T The first

and the last parts of his speeck correspond, or
are consistent. (A,TA.)

7. ,.4Jl [It (a garment) became rent, or slit:

see .]. - Said of a cloud, or a oollection of
clouds, It cleared away [so as to leae an o

space]. (S, Msb.) It is said in a trad., 4,tq1j

,ls. h a;t l$ X J ,jI' And the

clouds became gathered and drawn together, and
cleared awvay from the city [so that they became
like a crown]. (TA.) -[It (a place) wau, or

became, clear, open, or unobstructed.] See a .
= ;-.thl Shes (a camel) stretched forth her
neck, to be milked; (1 ;) as though she complied
with the desire of her milker to be restrained [for
that purpose]: but Fr says that he had not found

a verb of this measure from ;.I. (TA.)

8. 1,A.I%: see 1, in three places. - H dug
a well. (1.) And s.,,t-!, said of a wild cow,
She hollowed out, or excavated, a place to shelter
herself from the rain. (TA.) - He put on, i. e.
clad himself with, (T, S, ],) a garment, (T,) or
a shirt; (8, ]C;) he entered into a shirt: and in
like manner, t the darkness. (TA.)

10. 0 ,Aq.1 and ¥)_!l, inf. n. 1;!;

see 4, nine places.

1la+: ee 1 in art. t.

-,I [an inf. n. (of 1, q. v.,) used in the sense
of a pass. part. n. Hence,] a tribe is said to be

1 " as meaning Cut [as it were] from one

1
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father ; [sprung from the loins of one father,
ocourring in a trad. (TA.) -A fire-place; [!
called becaue hollowed out;] syn. tb. (l
.A large j; [or bucket; because of its hollo
form]. (Kry,.).. A Aield; (,;) as ali
ti;.. (TA) and t.,. .: (i:) [see a ven
cited ,ooe , :] p]. of the first -;t*Ji. (TA
.A garm t like the 3jgS: [so called because

has a slit in the middle, through which the hea
h put:] (v :) or a woman' sAift. (~.)- S-
abo Ro. ~ [A kind, or sort.] You say, o j

1--- C>C y ;Ai ' [In sch a one are two king
temper, or diionition]; i. e., he does no

remain in one temper, or disposition. (TA.
And Dhu-Rummeh says,

meaning Thou hearest two kinds of the souna
or voice, [or mutterings,] of the ghools. (TA.)

'r~, meaning The [part called] O3 of
shirt, (ee art. ~,) is, accorl. to some, fron
the root o.^, because the middle of it is cut out
accord. to others, from the root ,. (TA.)

; is an inf. n. of ,1.;, (Kr, TA,) or 
simple subet. (AHeyth, S, TA) used in the placi
of an inf. n. (AHeyth, TA. 8ee 4.) Hence

1l4. ;L; [. ; . (He Ateard ill, and tAherefor
anr~td ill]: (., A, V :) a prov., and therefort
not to be reheased otherwise than in the origina
way, a above: [not to be altered by the substitu.
tion of 41. or 141- for 4'. :] its origin is said
to have been this: Sahl [or Subeyl] Ibn-'Am]
had an insane son; and a man said to him, ' I1
,1, i. e. " Whither is thy tending ?" to which
he (thinking that he said, 1 el [" Where is
thy mother I "],) answered, " 8he is gone to buy
flour:" whereupon his father uttered the words
of this prov. (TA. [See also Freytag's Arab.
Prov. i. 608.]) See also lr. . 1 ael;
is a dial. var. of jIS 4et.: (V: [see art.
a. :]) accord. to AO and Sh, it is without .:

accord. to the former, it means A doe-gauelle
wh her Aorn hat com forth; and accord. to
the latter, when her horn ha cut the shin and
conmeforth: (T, TA :) or it means having smooth
horns; and if so, it hua no [known] derivation.
(TA.) [See also art. LSj-.]

A depress~ d place amid the houses of a
people, into which the rain-water .floa: (TA:)
a pit, an excalation, or a hollow, (T, B, TA,)
round and w,ide: (T, TA :) a gaup, or an open-
ing, in the clouds; and in mountains: and a
clear space (t ,,. es ) in a [stony tract
such as is called] Z^: (p:) a place (AHn,1)
that is clear, (Algn,) plain and smooth, (AHn,
g,) such as is termed ;1;, writh few trees, like a

round JSti [or wide and depread tract], (AIin,)
in a tract that is hard, or hard and level, or
level but rough, (Agn, ]C,) and such as is of laroe
eztent, not in ands NOr in a mountain; so called
because [for the most paei] clear of trees: (A.Hn:)
and an interening space betaeen houses; ( ;) as
also t ,q.: (TA:) and a wide, or spacious,
,nd smooth tract, between two lands: (i:) any

wide gap, or opening: any gap, or opening, rwith-
0o out buildings: (TA:) pl. 3,, (,q and ;.
) (TA.) - The former of these pI. also signifies
"w The pudenda of women; syn. t2 (TA.)_
so See also <jq.

se i. q. .1'j-, q. v. (S, .) So in the
it phrasse, l C-I di1 (Verily he is good
u in respect of aner or reply or resronse: or

here it seems rather to signify, agreeably with
e analogy, the mode, or nanner, of answering or

replying or reponding]. (S.)

·)d .I. AAn anrwer, a reply, or a response,
(Mqb, TA,") to a letter, or writing, and to a

) aying, or question; and this is either affirmative
or negative: (Mqb:) [accord. to some, it is only

* after a question or demand; but this is not cor-
rect; for it is often a reply to an affirmation:]

eet anl[q. v.] is syn. therewith; (S, f;) and so
· . ·

are v [q. v.] and Vr: (Q,:) the pl. of
n I +19 is )t1 and ;ll. (Msb.) [Hence, in

: grsmmar, _1m _;, A responsi'v, or replicativc,
particle. And r J,"' An apodosis; the con-
plkment, or correlative, of a condition; as A >51

in the saying, oi q i; ln; also called
.f r , and qus i o. And i s o,A The

complement of an oath.] - Also The sound of a
bird pouncin~ g down from the sky. (TA from a

1trad.)

,A_- [An excelent well-digger:] a surname
given to Malik Ibn-Kab El-Kilaibee, (AO, ISk,
r , 0,) because be dug not a well nor bored a
rock without making it to yield water. (AO,
ISk, .)-tA traverser of countries; one wrho
3travels much. (TA.) Hence, r, 1
tOno who travel, al the night vithout sleeping.
(TA.) And ',.1 tOne who traverdse the c
countries and gains realth. (TA.) And ...
bird o tTAh guide of the dserty. (TA.)

X >dl q.J1i The lion. (s.)

j1. [An e News that traverse the earth,fromn
country to country, or ton- to town: (A, A :)
or i. q. ]j, 3be [tapp. a mistranscription for (

iolj it,. meaning recent news that traversu n
the land]. (.) And [the pl.] 3I,k tTidings
from afar. (1A.) And J .l i,1 . tCuarrnt
proverbs; such as traverse the countries. (TA.)

,1q, [see 4,] in the following question, put
to Mohammad, (TA,) or town Jo I 1i, is A
either from ,.z,.jI (K, TA) "I traversed a
the land," (TA,) and signifies . More, or most, 0
penetratin.g to the places wlhence the answer is c,
imagined to proceed; (1u, TA;) or [it signifies. (:
mnore, or most, quick in being ansuered,] from 0
59.. JI 1 i , of the measure %:iJW, [i. e., &
originally ;ye "the prayer became answered," o
which, however, is a verb not in use, like as A
ptand .; are imagined to be derived fiom
i. and to:; (Z, TA:) or it signifis more, or (
most, quick of answer, [from .nlb ,] and is [ano- tA
malous, and] similar to b; [" more obedient"], cm

[Boox 1.
from ia& , [i. e. from . "he obeyed,"] (M,
L, TA,) and to . I% [" more, or most, excellent
in giving," from JIr " he gave"], and .I.lt
[pl. of 'j a "fecundating" wind, (in the aur
xv. 22,) from ciA "he, or it, fecundated"],
(M, L, I, TA,) and the like; (M, L, TA;) and
if so, the word is anomalous because a word of
the measure JU of this kind is not derived from
a verb of more than three letters, except in certain
cases of deviation from the constant course of
speech: (L, TA:) the meaning is, I What part
of the night is that [in which prayer most quickly
penetrates? or] in rwhich prayer is moat quick in
being answered? (Mgh:) or what part of the
night is that in which God is moatt quick in
ansn,ering prayer? (L, TA.)

* ,-,',. [pass. part. n. of 1, q. v. :] Anything
cut in the mnidlle, or of which the middle it cut
out; as also *_.a.~; (T, TA;) and the latter,
anything hollrowed out in the middle. (TA.)

. ,.'. An iron instrument with whicA one cuts
[or perforates or hollows out]. ($, TA.) - See
also .

,. . 1 onre of the names of God; The An-
sn'erer of prayer; He w/ho recompenxe. prayer
and petition by gifs and acceptance. (TA.)

a~.: see ,1.

r,)..4: see -. [Hence,] · a - 1
tA land of which one part has been rained upon
(]C, TA) and not another. (TI'A.)

. An instrument with which palm-sticks
and canes 4c. are bored by thet maker of cages or
crates or the like. (TA in art. "-.)

.,) .: !Speech, or language, of which the
several parts correspond, or are consitent. (A,
TA.)

. A garment rent, or slit. (yam p. 338.)

1. el, (S, A,) aor. ., (?.) inf. n. 
'E, ~,) lie (a man, ) extirpated, or extermi-
nated, (S, A, ~,) a thing: (S:) He (God, $)
tetroyed (S, A, 1O) a man's property, or cattle,

(,) by what i ter~ed Aa.;.: (, A:) as alo
t l,., (S, A,) inf. n. M..'.i; (] ; ) and t t.l,
(,) inf. n. !. (1.) You say [also], ;_1q
)Jll SJW I, i.e. L aIrJI, aor. Z-j~, inf . as. 
bove; and '1*;m.; and T.T . ; Tae bane,
r pest, or tite like, destroyed the property, or
attle; as also ., aor. ,, inf. .n~-..~:
M.b:) and one says of anything, such as drought,
r dearthi, and civil war, or conflict and faction,
;c., Jl1JI l. and . I, meaning it extirpated,
r extermninated, the property, or cattle. (TA.)
.nd L,1. . .A, (S,) or a , inf. n. '

nd t; and tv~.i..; (TA;) and * t!;
S, A, TA;) i. c. [The calamity, bane, pet, or
he like, or drought, or dearth, destroyed or]
;:tirpatedl [them, or] their pro)erty, or cattle.a

1
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BooK I.]

(TA.) And ei . JI t. ' 1l Th7 enemy de-
stroyed, or made an end of, his property, or
cattle; syn. , J51. (TA.) _Also 4., aor.

•tj, inf. n. t ', He destroyed the property,

or cattle, of ahi relations. (IApr, TA.) And,
aor. t, He de,iated from the road, or beaten

track. (IA,r, I~.)
4: see 1, in three places.

8: see 1, in five places.
0a... ..
a-.^: see

41 [act. part. n. of 1]. You say aaS Li

A lstructlive batne or pest or the like: (Msb:)
and ;4 . a year of drought or dearth or
sterility: (Mgh:) pl. ,1_4.. (Mgh, MSb.)_

[And hence,] The locust. (IAr, T in art .q..)

;,t.f [fem. of 5.., q. v.: and hence, as a
subst.,] A bane, a pest, (Msb,) a calamity, or
the like, (S, Msb, K,) or a great calamity, (Mgh,
TA,) that destroys, or extirpates, men's property,
or cattle; (S, Mgli, MSb,~ K, TA;) as drought,
or dearth; or civil war, or conflict and faction,
and the lile: (S, TA:) drought, or dearth, that
destroys, or extirpates, men's property, or cattle;
as also a. .: (WAiil, TA:) or a calamity
that befallg a mnan, and destroys nUll his property,
or cattle: (A'Obeyd,T:) or severe drought or
dearth, that destroys, or extirpates, men's pro-
perty, or cattle: (ISh :) sometimes it is the effect
of large hail; and sometimes, of excesrive col or
heat: (T:) or (accord. to Esh-ShMfi'ee, Mgh,
MSb) a blast, or blight, or calamity arising.fiom
the atmosphere, that destrojs the fruits, (Mgih,
MSb, TA,) or some thereof; (MghL;) only relating
to fruits: (TA:) pl. . (A, Mgh, MSb.)

It is said in a trad., 1r1.J , ., which is
an elliptical pllrase, meaning lie commanded to
remit the poor-rate in respect of things affected
by a blast, or blight, (Mgla, Msb,) namely, pro-
perty, (Mgb,) or fruits, (Myb,) so affected; (Mglh,
Mib;) i. e., that no portion thereof, (Mgh,) or
of the remains thereof, (M8b,) should be taken
for the poor-rate. (Mgh, Msb.)

5.d: see wlat next follows.

C:~ Property, or cattle, destroyed by a bane,
or pest, or the like; as also . [belonging to

art. C,.], and t .;.o (Mob.)

t~. [A person or thing] that destroys, or
extirpates, ererything. (g, TA.)

.L ;l., anor. , inf. n. bj. and j,., It
(a thing, ~, or a commodity, an article of house-
hold-goods, or the like, MSb, and a work, or per-
formance, TA) was, or became, '4 [i.e. good,
goodly, approvablei, or excellent; the verb being
the contr. of ;, as is implied in the A and V]:
(?, A, MNb, I :) in this sense, accord. to some,
of the classm of jt; accord. to others, of the class
of ,.,J. (MBb.) [Also said of a man, meaning

Bk. I.

He was, or hecame, excellent, or egregious, in
some quality; sometimes, though very rarely, in
a quality that is disapproved.] - And .q, (8,
A, Msb, l,) of the class of JU, (Msb,) aor. as
above, (S, Msb,) inf. n. - ', (S, A, MSb, I,)
with damm, (S, MSb,) lie mas liberal, bountiful,
munificent, or generous: (K :) or he affected, or
constrained himself, to be generous: (Mqb:) or
he gave without being asked, to preserve the
receiver from the ignominy of asking: (MF:) or
he gave what was meet to him to vkhom it wvas
meet: (El-Karmainee, TA:) or he gave what was
meet to him to whom it was meet, notfor a com-
pensation; so that it has a more special significa-

tion than ,i1. (MF.) You say, J0, l.
[lie wa liberal, &c, nith his property]: (S:)
or J4.J .. heIt affected, or constr,ained himself,
to be generous with the property. (Msb.)-
Hlence, (Msb,) ... ' ., (S, Mib, ,) aor. as
above, (S, A,) inf. n. (TA) and ;j;q, (S,
TA,) S lIe gave up his spirit, (A, Msh, TA,) at
death; (S, Msb;) like as one gives away his
property; said of one in the agony of death:
(TA:) and hec gare away his life, in war.
(Msb.) And you say also, - 'il t [Hi
soul, or spirit, resigned itself, or departed].
(MSb in art. ./~ .) -iJl . ., inf. n. -',
The rain was, or became, copious, or abundant.
(S.) And ':..j1 .;1.., (A, Msb,) inf. n. ;,
with fet-h, The sky rained. (Msb.) And jlt.

l1, t inf. n. .. and ;j., T/he eye shted many,
or abundant, tears. (Lh, ] 1.)- 1. said of a
horse, (S, A, L, Msb, . o,) aor. as above, ($,)
inf. n. b. ($, L, Msb, .K) and it-; (Msb,
and some copies of the K;) and t., (A, L, K,)
inf. n. ..̂q.; (TA;) and *.t.l, (L,) and ... I;
(L, ;) ife became fleet, or swift, and excellcnt,

(L,) la|t ;L, ($, L, V,*) in? 3h in Ais running.
(A, L, ].) [See an ex. in a verse cited vocc lA;,
in art. .*j..] - See also 4, in two places. -_ _
dI ° IIe inclined to him, or it. ('I'A.) - l lIe
o~e.came him in liberality, bounty, munificence,
or generosity. (g.) See 3._ . ;. , aor. ,
inf. n. .. , It (rain) rained, or descended, Upon
them copioualy, or abundantly. (L.) And 1q..
They mwere rained upon with a copious, or an
abundant, rain. (L.) And ~,1;,(, L,4 ,,)

inf. n. .; (As,TA;) and 1; (15;) Tihe
earth, or land, was rained upon with a copious,
or an abundant, rain: (S, L, V :) or, so that the
moisture of the rain met that of the soil. (Aq,

TA ;)_, ($, A, V,) aor. ; ,, (., 1,) inf. n.
;.. (S,' J:,. TA,) tile (a man, $, A) thirsted,

or became aJcted by thirst: (S, A, ]:) or
thirsted vehenently: (accord. to an explanation
of 1.. in the ]:) or was at the point of death,
or destruction; (V;) as though destruction rained

upon him. (TA.)_ [Hence,] Ji 1 lb 1 ' l

t Verily I am affected with a longing desire to
meet thee: (A:) or 4i* &l ,j (VC, TA [in

the CV, erroneously, IwYj] i Verily I am affected
writh a longing desirefor thee, (V, TA,) i. e., to
meet thee, (TA,) and am impelled towards thee:

(V :) and iili 'J ;1. :He is affected writh
longing desire for nucha female; like as you say

't4. (A.) One says also, J,,JI , .: Love
affected him with longing desire, (3l, , L, ], in

the CV Jt,) and overcame him. (V.)_ [Also,
app., ..- , aor. , inf. n. ;l., (as in a sense
explained above,) tHe became affected, or ore,-
come, or diJtresed, (see ;j.,) l,/ dr,on.sines, or
slumber: for] 3, C is syn. with y,,*: (L, TA :)

and you say, l;1l Ot.r tDrowsiness, or slumber,
overcame him; (L;) as though sleep rained upon
him. (TA.)

2: see 4: . and see also 1.

3. jl._. He vied with him, or contended ni/it
himfor superiority, in liberality, bounty, mun;fi-
cence, or generosity. (S, TA.) You say, `,>.3
t . ~l IIe voied with him, or contended &c., in
liberality, &c., and overcame him therein. (TA.)

4. t.ql IIe made it good, goodlyt, approvruale,
·.. ei

or excellent; (S, A,* ;) as also 6,)l", (S,* K,)
like as they said JlU! and J*,l, and JtIl and
J.l, and ,.,AI and 1, and ;J1 and CIl;
(S;) and t* , (.,*A,) inf. n. . (S.)
[Hence,] ;11 :}l H e gave him the cash, or
ready money, good. (, And tI A.nd 
I gave thee a garment, or piece of cloth, that was
good, goodly, or excellent; or in a good state.
(A, TA.) - lie gave him a dirliem, or piece of

silver. (If.) . .,;fl ,: .: see 1. lie, or
it, slewr him, or hilled hi;w. (L.) ~1Jq.l, (inf. n.
;i.~.., MSb,) lie said, gave utterance to, uttered,
or expressed, rwhat was good, approvable, or ex-
cellent; he said, or did, well, or excellently;
1s Wgli (L,Myb,]0) .a3l Jvj C$-; (Mqb;)

as also j,.; (L;) and ..., inf. n. .,e. (L.)
[You say, ;4.i jU Ilie said, and said well: and

h._1 ,; lIHe did, andt did nell.] And > w.$
c.a, and ... 1, lIe did well, or excelleUntly, in

his,ivwork. (L.) _Said of a hlorse, and , 1like-
wise: see 1. - Also He had with him a horse
such as is termed . [i. e. fleet, or swift, and
excellent]: (S :) or he became possessed of such a

owrse; (A, I;) as also ,%^l. (~.) - ;ll
She brought forth a child, or children, of liberal,
bountiful, or generous, disposition. (A.) And
.jJB tl,r He begot the child, or children,
of liberal, bountiful, or generous, dispoition;
( ;) and in like manner, OlC1 I ta.1 [His
two parents so engendered him]. (TA.)

5. .. He chose what nwas good, goodly,
approvable, or excellent, among all thingt. (.Ham
p. 299.) He affected nicety, or refinement; he
was, or became, nice, exquisite, refined, or scru-
pulously nice and exact; or he chose what ras
excellent, or best, to be done; and exceded the
usual bounds; o in his worh of art, or

his manufacture; syn. j_J. (A,TA.) And .j.
..;C ... .;j t[He was dainty, nice,

exquiite, refined, or scrupulousy nice and exact;
or he chose what mas excellent, or best; and e-
ceeded the usual bounds; in his food and his
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apparelJ; (JK and V in art. 3j;) ihe was
studious of his diet and apparel, always eating
equuiitefood and wearing sumptuous clothing.

(TV in that art.) _ - ;#: see 10. U ti~. 3

I chose, or selected, the best, or most excellent,
_# a

(t^s ,) thereoffor thee. (TA.)

6. 15j1iq.3 They considered [or tried] which of
them had the best argument, or plea, or allepation:
(1, TA :) so says Aboo-Sa'eed on the authority
of an Arab of the desert. (TA.) And Oj. l
.l.l They consider, or see, [or try,] which of

then will be best in narration, or talk, or discourse.
(A.) -_[Alo They vied, or contended together
for superiorityl, in liberality, bounty, munificence,
or generosity.]

10. ,...l lie reckoned it, or esteemed it,
good, goodly, approrable, or excellent: ($:) or
he found it to be so: (K:) or he desired, or
sought, that it mnight be so, (A, K,) and chose it,
or selected it; (A;) as also D. (A.) Yout

,.t-. .~ . -.

say also, dil j [lie esteemed his judgment,

or opinion, good: or fonnd it to be so]. (TA in
art. J..)-l1 desired, or sought, or demanded,
his liberality, bounty, mnunificence, or generosity.
(1.) - He desired, or sought, that he (a horse)
might be such as is te,rmed el. [i. e. Jfleet, or
smift, and excellent]. t]S.) , It came
or happened, well. (KL.)

#a,

.q. Copious, or abundant, rain; (, L, K;)
as also t ;oa.: (S :) or rain tihat thoroughly
irrigates everythi,y: (M:) or rain that is not
exceeded: (M, L, ]K:) accord. to some, wlho
observe that the phrase, mentioned by Sb, ;&..sl
l0J~ j ~l [Thon hast asailed us rwith a storm
of reproach or the like not to be exceeded, and
with that which is above it,] is one of hyperbole
and reproach. (M, L.) It is an inf. n. thus used
as an cpithet [and therefore applicable without
variation to a fem. as to a maae. n., and to a dual
and a pl. as to a sing. n.]: (L:) and is also pl.
[or rather a quasi-pl. n.] of (, L, 1K,) like
asn - is of,_... (m,IJ) You say, -. ;
[A copious, or an abundant, rain; &c.]: (L:)
and 4" [A cloud yielding a copious, or

an abundant, rain; &c.]: (IAir,L:) and 
;,q. :g_ l [A copious, or an abundant, rain,
&c., became stirred up for us]: (8, k :O) and
you also say, [contr. to the usage mentioned
above, or as though S. were an epithet from
Slq, and this originally -, like , from
fh, but used as a subst.,] O; O fj

[T7tvo showers of rain, copious, or abundant, &c.].
(~, V.) *, lj3, [app. signifying the same as
)j used as a pl.,] occurring in the following
verse of Sakhr EI-Ghei,

* k tIl'<a , 5 ..-. . .1 .. '

S

[Its dust makes spopt with the wind in the morn-
ing and vening, or night and day, and to do
the violent showers of big drops, and the pouring
ofcopious, or abundant, rains, &e.], (L, ,") is
a pl. having no sing.; (1;) or it may be so,
like ~ W. and W. - and oe .; or it may

[Boos r.

be pl. of 4;1 .3 [an inf. n.]. (L.) You say also,

) I )jl.q . L; [Copious showers of rain
fll upon him, or it]. (A.)_See also ;l_w.

i.. [an inf. n. of 1, (q. v.,) in two senses; as
also ;.: and an inf. n. of un., signifying] A
single affection of thirst; a thirsting. (S, .)

-See also olI.

t Saffron. (S, .)

:dy, used alike as mase. and fem., (, K,)
[iberal, bountiful, munificent, or generous: (S,*
1K :) or one rwho affects, or constrains himself, to
be generous: (Msb:) or who gives w ithout being
asked, to preserve the receiver from the ignominy
of asking: (MF:) or who gives wnhat is nmeet to
him to whom it is meet: (El-Karmanee, TA:) or
wvho gives rwhat is meet to him to lwhom it is meet,
not for a compensation; so that it has a more
special signification than .a: (MF:) pl. [of
pauc., mase.,] ;l^ and (of mult., TA) Jy.,
(S, A, K,) like as J. is pl. of Jl.u, but the )
is made quiescent because it is an unsound letter,
(S,) [in some copies of the K .j+",] and 1k-i1,

(S, .,) contr. to analogy, (TA,) or o._l,
[reg as pl. of ;I.,] (A,) and :l (S, K)
and ;, (CKI5, [in some copies of the K omitted,])
or ;s., or iJ., [written in the latter manner
in a MS. copy of the 1K,] with S added to the
[proper] pl. form [... or ye.], accord. to the
doctrine of Sb: (TA :) ,.~ is used as a fem. pl.,
(S, Msb,) and is like_; pl. of;ly. (S.) Also,
applied alike to the male and the female, (S,) A
courser; a fleet, or snift, and excellent, horse;
(L;) a horse fleet, or snift, in running; or ex-
cellent in running, or in the motion of his legs;
as also ;~.': (Bd in xxxviii. 30 :) or that out-
strips others: (Jel ib.:) i. q. l: (, L, .K:)

pl. t ,, (S,A, B,L, Msb, 1,) which by rule
should be -l, like Jlt, but this latter form
has not been heard from the Arabs; (L;) or

;L. is pl. of .i., or of .; (Bd! ubi supra ;)

and b1lq. has also for its pl. , [a pl. of pauc.,

and irregular, or this is pl. of .. , and therefore,
though irregularly, retains the j substituted for
j,] (S, L,) and >"l.l, [also a pl. of pauc., but

agreeable with rule, or this is pl. of ;.,] (L,)

and .~? (S, L) is pl. of ;t... (L.) 1Ience,

; U. 1 j;l t He came on, or advanced, like a horse
that is termed 1~.: and ; . l or.,' t I rent
to him, or it, like a horse that is so termed.
(Mgh in art. .M.) You say also, l; lIj. l

He ran a long run. (A, TA.) And ;l U. 
1;,; and an i,nd d l; Is (S, A)
and l;l (l, (A, TA,) We journeyed a long march
or stage, and two long marches or tages, and long
marches or stages. (S, A, TA.)

;l. [accord. to the TA inf. n. of , which
see in two places,] tThirst: ( ,.K :) or vehemence
of thirst. (1g.)_Also, [accord. to the 1] E. ,
but this is corrected in the TA,] t Drowsinus, or
slumber. (TA.)

;;Iq: see ;.

o-, originally of the measure ja -, (S, Meb,)
as the Basrees say, i. e. , (Msb, TA,) the 
being changed into L. because of its being meksoor
and preceded by U., and the augmentative U.
being then incorporated into it; (TA;) or, as the
Koofees say, of the measure JAi, like ·L; &c.,
because there is found no sound word of the
measure ,a except j4., a woman's name, and
the unsound is accorded to the sound; or, as
others say, of the measure jea., [and so I find in
one copy of the S,] originally t-, thle kesreh
of tllce being, accord. to them, suppressed because
difficult of pronunciation, and the quiescent j and
k5 thus coming together, [the latter receives the
rejected kcsreh, and] the is changed into U. and
incorlporated into the [augmentative] ,gS; (Mb ;)
Good, goodly, approvable, or excellent; contr. of

:k.sj; (A,1 ;) applied to a thing, (S,) or a
commodity, an article of household-goods, or the
like, (A, Msb,) and a work, or performance:
(TA:) pl. ;)t.. (S,A, Msb, 1.) and o;., (1K,)
the latter a pl. pl., [i. e. pl. of ~J,] (TA,) and

j.., ($, K,) witl hemz, [and, acordl. to some,]
contr. to analogy. (S.) [It is also applied to a
man, meaning Excellent, or egregious, in some
quality; sometimes, thoughll very rarely, in a
quality that is disapproved.]

~I1 [Letter, and best; more, and most,
goodly or approvaldle or excellent]: see 5.
[IM'ore, and mnost, liberal, bountiJul, munificent,
or generous. Hence,] i . ). a,; [More

liberal, &c., than J.dtim]: a prov. (Meyd.)_
[More, and most, fleet, or swift, and excellent;
relating to a horse. Hence,] i.J1 ')- >. s

y. 1 [More fleet, &c., than the courser that
surtpaes others]: a prov. (Meyd.)

^).lJ: see .Lq, in two places.

;.~ A field, or garden, rained upon: (A:)
[or rained upon copiously, or abundantly.] And

i . .bjl Land rained upon with a copious, or
an abundant, rain. (S, L, K.)_tA man (S, A)
affected with thirst: (S, A, K:) [or, waith veho
ment thirst: (see s;1. :)] or at the point qf
death, or destruction. (..) - And [hence,]
t Affected witA longing desire. (L.) - Also
t Overcome by dronsines, or slumber: (TA:)
or distressed by drowsiness, or slumber, .Jc.
(Lh, L.)

.~ : see 1. - Also A man possessing
a horse such as is termed .).. [i. e.fleet, or rrift,
and excellent]: pl. I. [by rule pl. of;l:$. ,

q. v.]. (A, TA.) --. X Present death.
(, TA.)

;1'Ca One wrho says, utters, or expreus, or
7ho does, (I, TA,) much, or often, (TA,) what
is good, goodly, appr ble, or excellent; (g,
TA;) as also ,: (TA:) [or rather the
latter is a simple, not an intensive, epithet:] the
former is applied to a poet, (, A, 1:,) as syn.
with the latter, (,) or as meaning who says, or
utters, much, or often, rohat is good, or excelent:

1



BOOK I.]

( :) and botlL are applied to a workman, or an
artificer: pl. of the former o.s l.. (A.)

j see art. 0.1

1. jlq., nor. J~, (TA,) inf. n. .., (
]ie declined, or deviated, from the right cou,rse;
(I,A;) and so ,ij1I1a j : (A:) he nantlered
from the right way: (TA:) he pursued a nwrong

course: (K :) or he left tle ri[iht way in journey-
ing: and it (anytlin,g) declined. (TA.) You
say also, j.JI ;L 1 . lie declined, or deviated,
from the road, o; way. (S, Mgh, M.11.) - And
1w, (8, Mgh, M.b,) nor. as above, (MRb,) and
so the inf. n., (Mglh, M.sh, ],) lie ac ted wronl-
.fully, un!justly, injariously, or tyrannically, (S,*
Mgh, ]I i,, K,) a. aygainst hi,n, (S, TrA,) 
.., in his judtlgent, (M?b,) or .,JI k in

judgment. (S, TA.) - Z,jl Jt. tThe 7dlants,
or herrjey, (pf the landl grne tall: (A, TA :) and
so ;:1%.. (TA.) = See also 10.

2. #jy-, (Q; A, K,) inf. n. -, (1,) Jle
attributed, or imputetl, to him, or charged him
waith, or accused hi,& ef, nwrongfitl, ;just, in-

jurious, or tyranhicl, conduct; (., K ;) contr.
of . . (A.) = lle prostrated him (., K.) by
a bllow, (S,) or )y a tihrust of a spear or the like;
from jt. "lie, or it, declined ;" (A;) like j'.'
(S.) - lie threw it donna, (T..,) and overturnedl
it; (K,TA;) namely, a building, and a tlent,
&c.: (TA:) he. took it to pieces; nanmely, a
tent (A.)

3. 0jJ., inf. n. and ;1./ (S, M.5 , lg)
and ?1i,., (S, M, and some copies of the K,) or
the last is a simple subst., (Msb,) and jt,., (M,
and so in sonic copies of thie K instead of · ' 
of whichl forms the second (j;1) is more chaste
than the third (., TA) and tihan the fourth, as
relating to the verb in the sense lihere following,
thonugh some disapprove of it, and assert the thilirdtl
and the fourth to be more chaste; (TA;) He
became his j4. [or neighbour]; (K ;) he lived in
his neighbourhood, or near to him: (Mlsb, TA:)
or he lived in a dwelling contiguous to his. (Myb.)
__Also ;,$a., (TA,) inf. n. ;l~/, (K,) and i;i,.'
is said to be a quasi-inf. n., anid more chaste than
jl-; as relating to the verb in the sense here
tollowing; (TA ;) Ie bound himnself to him lby
a covenant to protect him. (K, TA.)_And

t jki , and ej U. ; inf. n.

and ;j Z, lle protected himself by a covenant
with the sons of such a one; from "j,t" sig-
nifying the " living near." (TA.)_ And I^,
inf.n. n ., . q. . ; [lIe con-
fined himself in a mosque, or Place of wmrtslhp,
during a period of days and nights, or at least
during one wihole day, fasting from daybreak to
sunset, and occupying himself in prayer and
religious meditation, without any interruption by
affairs distracting the mind from devotion and

not pressing]. (S B . ut4 a j3,lk,arndlB1.Q a ,
signifies absolutely He abode in Mehheh, and
ElI-Aedeeneh; not necessarily implying con-
formity with the conditions of iJitl required
by the law [though generally meaning .for the
purpose of study: and so in the neighboilirhood of
the great collegiate mosque called the Azhar, in
Cairo: so that the term )tt, means a student
of Mekkeh &c.]. (TA.)

4. o~ , (8, A, &c.,) inf. n. ;jt- (M1gh, I)
and .t, (Kr, K,) [or the latter is ratler a
quasi-inif n., like aU. from sUtbl,] lie protected
him; granted him refrtge; ( K;) preserved, saved,
rexcued, or liberated, him; (S, A, Msb, K ;) firom
('A) wrongful, unjust, injurious, or tyrannical,
treatment; (S, K ;) from punishment; (8, A;) or
from what hlie feared: (Msb:) he aided him; suc-

roured him; delivered himfrom evil: the I having
a privative effect. (Mgh.) It is said of God, _
e jl. oj lie protects, but none is protected

atgainst him. (TA.) And in the Kur [lxxii. 22],

~1 r11 i- c> &ie J i 3i JWU Verily none *vill
protect me against God. (TA.) - tJljt.. IHe

put the householi-goo(ds, or commodities, into the
repository, (]C, TA,) and so preserved them from
being lost. (TA.) -It is said [of God] in a
trad., 'J.."e I je lIe meales a division between
the seas, and prevents one firom mnixing with
another and encr oaching upon it. (TA.)

5. j_~3 IIe became prostrated; (S;) hA feU
dowvn; (K ;) by reason of a blow. (S, TA.)_
It (a building, TA) became throtsn doaun, or
tlemolished. (IS.) - ]Ie (a man, TA) laid him-
self down on his side (K) upon his bed. (TA.)

6. ,3;3 and V l,! (8, ) are syn., (,)
signifying Thenj became mutual neighbours; thely
lived near together: (K,' TA:) the [radical] )
in the latter verb remaining unaltered because
this verb is syn. with one in which the )
must preserve its original form on account of
the quiescence of the preceding letter, namely,
lIj.1c., (e, TA,) and to show that it is syn.
therewith: but 13j..l1 also occurs. (TA.)_
[Also They boundl themselves by a covenant to
protect one anotlher.]

8: see 6.

10. .m.. andlt. , (1,) the latter like ;1j.
as syn. with 'j., (TA,) lIe sought, desired,
or asked, to be protected; to be granted refuge;
to be preserved, saved, rescued, or liberated. (.K.)
And #,j b.. lie desired him, or asked him, to
proserre, sare, rescue, or deliver, him, (S, A,
Msb,) 94j Ui friom such a one. (S.) And

j I l liHe had recourse to him for refuge,
protection, or preservation; he soulght his pro-
tection. (TA.)

;I. A neighbour; one nrho lives near to another;
(S, Mgh, Misb, g ;) one who lives in the next tent
or house: (IAar, Th, T, Msb:) pl. [of mult.]

c l;ew (Msb, KY) [and ;1 (a pl. not of unfre-
quent occurrence, and mentioned by Freytag as
used by El-Mutanebbec,)] and [of pauc.] .

and ).'r; (v;) lik.e li , pl. A14 nnd an i
and S1j), the only similar instance: (TA:) fem.
with ;. (Mgh.) ,It .3 'jtJI [in the Xur
iv. 40] is TJhe relation, or kinsman, rwho is abiding
in one's neighbourhood: or who is abiding in
one town or district or the like while thou art
in another, and who has that title to respect
which belongs to nearness of relationship: (TA :)
or the near neighbour: (Bd,Jel:) or the near
relation: (Jel:) or he nwho is near, and connected,
hy rclationslhip or religion. (Bd.) 1 JIq.:
an(l XJ1 ;jl and _,.' J1 jI : see art. L.

ji ; . A stranger [w1ho has becomne one's neigh-

bour]. (TA.) _A perxon whom one protects
fr'onm wrongful, unjust, it!jur1ious, or tyrannical,
treatment. (;, Mgh, Mob, ..) - One who seeks,
or nahs, protection (Msb,1) of another: iJ.
si,gnifying he who seeks thy protection. (TA.)-
A p,otector; (A, Mgh, MRb, K;) one who pro.
ecets another .from that which he fears; (Mb ;)

one nwho grants retfige, or protects, or preserve.
(Allcythi.) ,' ,, i to.Ll . ? . _ They are
protectors fron& that thing, is a pbhrase mentioned
by Th, respecting whichi ISd says, I know not
hlow this is, unless the sing. be supposed to be
originally)., so as to have a pl. of the measure

ah [as r is originally ]. (TA.)-_An
aider, or assister. (IAir,lklsb, K.)- A con-
federate. (IA.nr, M.lb, I.) - A woman's husband.
(Msb, 1.) - A man's wife; (Msb;) as also
jl..: (S, M,A,Mgh, Msb, I :) or the latter,

thc oldect of his love: (M:) and the latter also,
a woman's fellom-nife; (Mgh, Msb, TA;) so
called because the term ;/ is disliked, (Mgh,
Msb,) as being, of evil omen. (Mgh.) - A
partner nwho has not divided with his partner:

so in the trad. . 1; 1q..JA [explained in art.
; as is shown by another trad. (Az, Myb.)

-_ A partner, or sharer, (Msh, K.i,) in imtnove-
able property, such as land and houses, (M.sb,
TA,) and in merchandise, (K, TA,) n,hether he
divide the property with the other or not, (Msb,)
or wvhether he be partner in the rwhole or only in
part. (TA.) - One who dirildes rcitl another.
(IAr, ].)- IThe . ~.. [or pudendum] of a

nwoman: and ! the anus; as also v 34.. (lA9r,
K, TA.)_ The part (IA.r, K) of the sea-hore
(IAnr) that is near to the laces where people
have aliyhted and taken up their abode. (IA',].)

j, an inf.n. used as an epithet, (TA,)i. q.

;1%,.; (X, TA;) i. e. Declining, or deviating,
from the right course: and acting nrongfully,
unjuttly, injuriously, or tyrannically: (TA:) pl.
[of the latter], applied to men, t j4., (IC,) in
whichi the j remains unaltered contr. to rule,
(TA,) and t ;1_, (A, IC,) as in all the copies of
the I, but some substitute for it, as a correction,
?; q., [found in a copy of the A,] which, how-
ever, requires consideration, (TA,) and : J*..

(O.) You say &, A road, or way, devia-
ting from the riglit course. (TA.) And ;J. J.

I4 C& He is declining, or deriating, from
our way. (TA.) - Also, for jy j35, meaning
Wronged, or unjustly treated, by the judge.
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(Mgh fiom a trad.) -. J . JI JLlt *
Ie p)ossessers, of property, an zextraordinarb

abundance. (A, TA.) See also js.

ijwq: see ;j4 ., in three l)laces: and; :
m nd see also 4.

.... .... p ..
ia.. and q.i^ see J^r 

5 eq.Jt C>-J #i Verily ha is good in respect oj
Ilthe mode, or manner, of jl [i.e. living as a
neighbour, or binding hinmsef by covenant to pro
tert others]. (TA.)

a-
j^, A rain accompanied by vehement thunder,

(C:) or by a vehemennt sound of thunder: ( :)

or a copiorts rnin; as also i.t. and ;j_; (~ in
ait. Jit ;) nnd, accord. to A9 , 13j.: (TA:) and
an exceetlingly great torrent. (TA. [In this last
sense w ritten it) a copy of the A jq., and there
said to he tiolpical.]) See 1jt: and see also art.

-Yolu say also js J, (s) [app. meaning
A camel ntin years okl that brays loudly: or]
hatr d and strony: and J^ eat a bulky camei.
(TA.)

sce 3. _ Aklso The patrt of the exterior
coart or ,ordl of a hotuso that is coextensire *aith
the house. (K,'T. .) A buuldant and deep water.
(1(.) Vlhelice t#jy. applied to rain. (TA.)i.
Ships: a diial. lar. of J t s,; on the autlhority of
J2;'id, (Ii,) surninied Al)u-l-'Alih: (TA:) said in
the K to be trnge; bUt si;l;llar instances .re
well knowiat. (M F.)

jl": see 3, in two places.r Also, and trtoi,
or tho latter is only ni inf. n., The covenant
betn'ee,a tno lparties by YC#hick either is bound to
protect the other. (TA.)

: see v int next precedes.[Also a pl.

of;.]

u4m sce ; -Also T fide and big; ap-
plied to a [hueket of the kind called] .: and
so, with 3, applied to a [skin of tie kind called]
e. (A, TA.)

j_ [as meaning Thrown edown, or over-
turned,] occirs in tihe following prov.:

art .~ j.;an, acod to A*, )lC:(e- n

[A day for a day of thl houehold-goods (or,
accord. to the TA, the hair-cloth tent) thrown
down, or orverturned]: applied in the case of
rejoicing at a calamity befalling another: a man
had an aged paternal uncle, and used continually
to go into the latter's tent, or house, and throw
down his household-goods, one upon another;
and when he himself grew old, sons of a brother
of his did to him as he had done to his paternal
uncle; wrherefore he said thus, meaning, this is
fbr what I did to my paternal uncle. (1g.)

;p.:: see 3, last sentence.

1. >1 j4., (g, I,) or J (A, Mgh,
Mqb,) aor. j, (~, pMb,) lof. n. jl_; (1, Mqb,

Jjq- -jjq-

, ) and aj nd j.. and jl, (1,) E mwent,
or pased, in, or along, the place, and left it
behind; (AIgh, K;) [whether this be meant for
one signification or two, does not appear; but in
either case it is evident that one signification is
he passed through, or over, or along, and beyond,
the place; and this significationl is of frequent
occurrence;] as also ~y jlq; (k;) and tjl. l;

f (Mgh;) and ojl, (Mgh, Ii,) inf. n. j;

I (I, TA; in tie C.K j.v ;) and t ojl;

(M1gh;) lit., he traversed, or crossed, its j.,
i. c., middle, and passed through it: (Mgh:) or
he went, or passed, in, or along, the place; (As,
) , A, Msb, TA;) as also N jlt., and tjjj.,
(TA,) and tj.l, (A,) and t*jil: (1: [so it

appears from its being said that jlq.l is syr.
t with _1,L:]) and in like manner, jI the
road: (TA:) ~.'1 ?jjl. and j . signify the
same: (TA:) or t;jel.l (An, $, Mob, 0) and
ttjj.. and tmj.3 (A) signify he left it behind
him, (AF, S, A, K,) and traversed, or cromed, it;
(Ay, S, A, Msb;) and t j, and s tjjl. also
signify he left it behind. (TA.) You say, ,.
C-I JS't., which is like ; [Ipased amid,

or among, the houtses: (see the remarks on the
letter j :) or I nent to and fro amid, or among,
the houses, in a hostile attack upon them: or nwent

roundabout them]. (Ibn-Umm-.K6sim,TA.) And
rL zako4, i. e., ~ ? ;i.; [I passed by, and
beyond, such a thing]. (TA.) And J jl. He
pased by him, or it; syn. ~ ji, and 4 j,! and

,c. (M and K in art. .*.) And j4 He
passed, or crossed, over it. (L.) jl. and fj1.-l
are syn. [in this last sense]. (TA.) You say,

!MA Ai! .iS&;1# (A, TA) AMay God
aid thee [to pass, or cron, over, or] to pan along,
and to leave behind thee, the .Sird$. (TA.) And
it is said in a trad. respecting the Sirat, li C:Ib

. Cjp Jl U.e1. [And I, with my
people, shiall be the first nwho mill pas over it]:
j~ being here syn. withjp. (~
2et Jl ;5,W: see 3. _ t ejs*. .i jl_

[The piece of money pased, or mas current, and he
accepted it as current: in the TA written jW.

oj.. .,.oJJJl, and wvithoutt any syll. signs; but
that the reading which I have adopted is right
appears from what immediately follows:] a poet
says,

^ .. s. to JE >1;;. C 

[Pieces of money whereof there are current and
bad]: and Lh mentions the saying, ,iA1I ~i.1

4~ j3 ld C j,3w [I hare not seen
money for expnses pau away in a place as it
passes away in Mekkeh]: ISd says, He has not
explained it, but I think that the meaning is i"j.
(TA.)_ ': Jl j4., inf. n. ji,., The thing was,
or became, allorable; it passed for lawful: as
though it kept the middle (j".) of the road.
(TA.) You say, 5lj4., and t!, (A, Mgh,)
and .g.j ,all, (Mqb,) [The sale, and the mar-
riage, and the contract, or other thing, wma, or
became, allowable; or] paued as right, sound,

valid, or good [in law :] (Mb :) or had effect.
(Mgh.) [And I A J;i1; 1 jl jt. It tma alow..
able to him to do so. And Il, J .l j -
It may be so; or such a thing may be.] - j.
in the sense of ,j4.l: see 4, second sentence, in
two places.

2: see 4, in nine places.

3. *jjlc. and is jle., inf. n. jI.: see 1, in
six places.._,.Jlj ., and ;.J11, inf. n. jjl;
and so tjtq.J3, alone; lIa exceeded, or trano.
greased, the proper bound, or limit, or measure;
acted extravagantly, exorbitantly, or immode-
rately: he, or it, nma, or became, excessivw, ex-
travagant, exorbitant, or immoderate. (The Lexi-
cons &c. passim.) , - ; u 1l ;$j14. (S,
Mqb*) I passedfrom the thing [to another thing];
(M8b;) as also t ji4 ; ($, Msb;) i.q. ;j.
I($.)-- S . jta..c: se o s._[lence, app.,]
!1_. 5 io h It was of my disposition
to be casy, or facile, in selling and demnnding.
(TA from a tmad.) ~ j..: see 4, in two
places.

4. j..1 and 1.lt: see 1, in six places. m jl.
lie made him to go, or pans along; as also
t V t: (TA:) he made him to pass through,
or over, or along and beyond: (S, IF, Mb, 1];)
as also [~o t j.., as will be shown by an ex.
below, and t j^, and] t o; , for which we
find j.t. incorrectly substituted in the 1]. (TA.)
A rijiz says,

·- , J a 
* .,. J t>acl. S

* Jo_ Sl l, I_
[Leave ye the road to Aboo-Seiydi,ah until he
mahe his ass to pass through, or over, safely].
(v.) And it is said in the Iur [vii. 134, arid
x. 90], 'j-.t l ! [And me
mafde the Chtildren of Ixrael to pass through the
sea]. (TA.) You say nlso l j ts., inf. n.
j,!?J, lIe led for themn their camels one lby one
until they passed. (I..) - [ 11e made it to pass,
or be current; as also t Vj.: as in the follow.-
ing phrases.] q, i. r.;i 4

[I made his name to pass, or be cnrrent, lby
staml)ing money with it]: (lSk, $, TA:) and

.. o. [I coined, or minted, money in his name].
(ISd,TA.) And ,;sI.Jl ,111 tjq., inf. n.
ij J, [The coiner, or mninter,] made the dirhems,
or pieces of money, to pa.ss, or be current. (Mgh.)
- lie made it, or held it, to be allowable, or to
pass for lawful; he allo,ed it, or nnrmitted it;
(.,F, TA;) aalso t ;j,..: (?,Tt:) syn. t:
(s, .:) and syn. of ij1, [the inf. n. of the
former verb,] C.3j. (,TA: omittcd in tho CId.)
You say, .o I ;J jl., (c, g,') and d1 1A.,
(S,) IIe made, or held, wrht he dlil to be allow.
able, &c. (S, K.) And ilJl ' j.j .
[This is of the things irhich reason will not
allow]. (A, TA.) []Ie granted him the
authority or degree of a licentiate in some one
or more of the various departments of learn.
ing, for the inutruction of others therein;] he

1
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it is said in the Ytir [vii. 134, arid

' 

' ' Jj . 6 1 v .6. 1 .

X. 

90], j-.�l 1 Ujj1,9j [And me

mafle 

ghti Cltildren of Israel to lpass through tAe

sea]. 

STA.) You say niso " #i. ll'i

�.0 

j", int n.

ji 

pRJ, lle leti for them flicir eeziptels one lpy ota

etyi;il 

theypassed. (1�.) - [.11e Pitade it to pam,

or 

be current ; as also V as in the follow-

ing 

phrases.] q. l�;�.

1.?M1 

_ zjp.;

[1 

made his name et) pass, or be ceir;wnt, lby

otarnping 

nioney witla it]: (ISk,?,TA:) and

[I 

coined, or minieti, money in his nanw].

�18d,TA.) 

Arid ;^1j11 inf n.

ji 

t*j, f Tite coiner. or 7ninfer. 1 made tha dii.JbobnR

[Boox 1.
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Boox I.]

granted him a licene with respect to the matters
that he had related and heard [from other
learned men, to teach the same]. (TA.) You say
also, 5 t. X. ' - -ter Oj j4i1 [lie
granted hIim a license with respect to all the mat-
ters which he had heard from his sheyhhs, to teach
the same to others]. (TA.) The licentiate is termed
f54l*: and the matters which he relates are termed

Ij . (TA.)_ . 5I Jt.I, (A, Mgh, I],) and

Jtl, (A, Mgh,) and .aJI, (Mab,) Ie (the

judge, A, Mghi) made the sale, (A, Mgh, (,) and
the marriage, (A, Mgh,) and tre contract, (MSi.,)
to have effect; he executed or pceformed it;
(Mgh, Mqb 1 ;) .J for him: (K:) he decreedl it.

(Mgh.) And [in like manner] ajt jl_l, and
tOj;, lIe made his judgment, or opinion, to have
effect; he executed or pe7for,med it. (K.) Hence
the saying, in a trod. of Aboo-Dhlarr, 01 .i'

; 1~ , i. e., Be.fore they slay mnc, and exe-
cute your orde,r upon me. (TA.)== j (S,
]*) IIe gave ,ie water for, ($,) or he wratered
[for me], (K,) my land, or iny beasts. (S, K.)
And 4|4 tjc., (K,) inif n. (TA,) lie
watered his camels. (K.) And A.9j j.t. lie
gare to the paarty who came as envoys, or the lihke,
the quantity of wvater s,fficient to pats therewith
from one nwaterinq-place to another. (TA.) And

.I t j L. lh jt-.I tIle gave him water
wherewith to t,rael the road. (A.) And j

£ Give thoun ,e some nrater that I may go my
way, and passfrom thee. (Aboo-Bekr, TA.)_
Hence, (Aboo-13ckr, TA,) l *jl, (Aboo-

Bekr, TA,) anml ;e ;j; ,jlq., (., A,) tHe
(the Siltitin) gare him a gift, or prcsent, (Aboo-
Bckr, TA,) and he /ave himn a gift, or present, of
high estimation. (., A.*) Or the origin of the
expression was this: .Kt.an the sonI of 'Owf, of
the tribe of Benoo-l il;l- I hn-' ir-Im lIm-San.aa'ah,
gave thle government of lFris to 'Abd-Allah Ibin-
'Abb;ls; and EI-Ahnaf passirng hy him with his
army on nn expedition to Kliur6isain, he waited
for them ipon a bridge, and saind, j . I [MAahe
ye thema to pais over]; and lie began to mention
the lineage of enaci man and to give him according
to his miak: (P :) or from the filet flthat a certain
commander, havis,t a river between him and an
opposing force, sil, 1.L i 'i U ll t.^ l j. O
[ lihoso Ipsseth this river shall have such a thing];
and whenever one passed over, he received a
;,i... (TA.) You say also, jl.., meaning tIle
gave him. (TA.) And it is said in a tradl.,

.. ^^eolS _ .b iIl 1 l Giv ye to
the party weho come as envoys, or the like, a
similar ;j;l. to that which I used to give thentm.
(TA.)

5. J j;,ap Tlho darknes of the night cleared
array. (A.) - .' jq. He relaxed, or
rnmitted, in his prayer; (S,A, Mgh, Mb, ,TA i)
and so in other things; (A;) and abridged it;
and tvas quick in it: said to be from j;,I "the
act of traversing, and going, or passing along :"
(TA:) or did les than wna sufficient in it.
(M*b.) - Hence, ..bl; .s ) j~3, (A,

Mgh,) or .;lj.l1 jpq3, ([,) lie accepted the
dirl/nms, or pieces of money, as current; did not
*rject them: (A, Mgh:) see 1: or he accepted
them as they were, or notwithstanding wvhat mas
in them: (Lth, TA:) or he accepted them not.
withstanding rwhat nwas intermixed wtith them,
(1, TA,) [of bad money,] concealed therein, and
notwithstanding their fewness. (TA.) In the

phrase - JI C. j 'l [Tle accepting less
than nhat wnas due], the inf. n. is made trans.
by means of s because it implies the meaning
of L/t.~ [whichl is made trans. by the same means].
(Mgh.) fj3l;i also occurs in the sense of
in a trad. of Ihn-Raw Iialh: ) j. .;j 4 Ij

._s1i This is thine, or for thee, and be thou
renmis, or not extremce, in, or nith re.pect to, the
division: and is allowable, though we have not
hcard it. (Mgh.) Yon say also, ,I i j')

e c j^ . ) ) . 1 He bore patiently, or
with silence and forgiveness, and writh feigned
neylect, or connivance, in this affair, or case,
what he did not so bear in another. (,* TA.)

_ See also 6, in three lplaces. .j i
IIe made use of a trope, or tropes, in his speech.
(8,1K.) [Seejit;., below.]

6. jjtlq.J: see 1, first sentence: and see also 3.

mj3t..3 i. q. JilI, [i. e., ,.JI jjI., explained
above,] eb in it, or with respect to it. (I. See

3.) _- ' j.Ji, (S, A, Mgh, M,b,) and tjaJ3;
(S,A, Mgh;) and 4o b j&Jt.J, (A, ],) and

jy0., and tjj,. ; (1 ;) He (God, S, A, or a
man, Msb) patsed him by, or over, wvithout punish-
ing him; or forgave hlim; ($, A, Mgh, Ml, ;)
namely, an evil-doer; (A, Mgh, Msb ;) and He
passed by, or over, without punishing, orforgave,

his sin or offence. (A, ~') You say,jh.~3 _.UJ
· and tj1 j, 0 God, pam me by, or

orer, i'ithout punishing me; or forgive me. (,
A.) A j.tn.J, followed by a noun in the accus.
case, also signifies lie forgave him a thiing. (L.)
And the samc alone, Hlefeigned himself neglectful
of it; he connived at it. (K.) -[Also, this
last phrase alone, Hle transcendled it.] &.jlti

.~1 k.s~: see 5.

8. jtld: and 4jl1;:I: see 1.

10. *jt.lI 11e asked, or denmanded, of him
permission. (K,* TA.)-He asked, or demanded,
of him [the authority or degree of a licentiate;
i. e.,] a license with respect to the matters that he
had related and heard [.from other learned men,
to teach the samne]. (TA.) [See 4.] Ille
ashed, or demandedc, of him (S, I) water for,
($,) or to nwater [for him], (]K,) his land, or his
beasts. (S, K.) le approved it. (.Iar p. 326.)

jq. The middle (S, ) of a thing, (1C,) or of
anything; (S;) [as, for instance,] of a desert,
(A,) and of a camel, (TA,) and of the night:
(A, TA:) and the main part of a thing, (]i,)
or of the night: (TA :) pl. jll; (Sb, S, A;)
beside which it has no other. (Sb.) ~[The
walnut; or wralnuts;] a wvell-knovn fruit, (],)
nhich is eaten: (Mqb:) a Persian word, (?,)

aranlicized; (, MSb, g ;) originally j;: (IMgil,
Mlab, :) n. un. ;j~.: (13, TA:) pl. i.j.,:

(S, K, TA: in the Cg tIj. :) i/w tree thereof
abounds in the land of the Ar abs, in the province
of E,Ll-Yemen, vwhere it bears fruit and is culti-
vated; and in the Sarnadt (ala.Jl) are trees
thereof, which are not cultivated: the wood
thereof is characterized by hardness and strength.

(AI.n, TA.)--5 j*.., (]K,) or 'I j, with
the short alif, as heard from the phlysicians, in

Pershi:n _ j_;, (Mghl, under the letter :,,)
[vulglrly caile(l nulm j, The nutmeg;] a
certain medlicine; (K];) it is of the size of the
gall-nut ( ea i), eas.ily broken, fwith a thin coat,
(Mgh,TA,) having a p,leasnut odour, (iMgh,)
or a Idleasant and shnrp odoiur; and the best
kind is the red, with a block coat, and heavy:
(TA:) it is good for the [qaection of the face
termed] ;iJ, strengthens the stomach and heart,
and remnor. cold. (MgIl)- _,r ja..q [The
doatur stradmonirum, or thorn-apple ;] also a rer-
tain inedicine; ( .;) having the property of pro-
ducing tonpor; resembling thCe ;JI jJ. (see
wihat follows); anciing tqpon it small, thick thorns;

and its seed is like that of the t,ll [or citron].

(TA.)_ ;i1 j-.. [,Y,x ronmica ;] also a cer-
tain medicine, (K,) haring a poner similar to
that of the white wij&. [or hellchore]. (TA.)-

JIJ jyP [Tle coroa-nit;] ihat is commonly
called the J,. (TA.)

;jy..: see t.., in four places. I Also n. un.
of j" [q. v.].

: sce t-.

j A rcertain conste,lltlion (.8); (i;)
a certain si!/n of the Zodiac ; (I ;) [namely,
Gentini;] said to cross the j. (i. e. the middle,
TA\) of the shy; (S, TA ;) for wilichl reason it is
[asserted to be] thlus called. (TA.) - Also i. q.

jL:JI [The constellation Orion]: (A and ]~ in
art. :) it has three verFy bright stars dispoiled
obliquely in the midst thereo!f, cilled by the Arabs

, and l U, and tjJI Jl . (I.ar
p. 4o5.)

Il.. t The act of natering, or giving to drink :
(S:) or a sningle ,ratcr'ing nf, or giting drink to,
camels. (TA.) [Sec nlso ;1.] A r:tjiz says,

· * sr i ·r 
[0 master of the ,anter (nmay r.y soul I thy
ransom) hasten the naterinpg f my canmels, and
mahe m. dectention little]. (T.A.)_ t Tlihe ater
with nwhich beasts are natered, or n:ith tohihr

seed-produ re is nnrateed: (AA, 8, K :) [anl]
water lwhich is given one that he mnay travel with
it the road. (A, MIgh.) [See also i4.i;.]

Icnce, (Mgh,) t The trareller's pats, (A, Mgh,
]K,) given himn to ,revent a~ny one's oqflri;v oppo-
sition to him: (A, ighl :) pl. ;j.l. (A, TA.)

The office, or authority, of a guardian and
affiancer. (TA.)I
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;5l [act. part. n. of j4., in all its senses].-
Paning, or cutrent, money. (Mglh.) See at
ex. above, voce jt.. [And hence,] gL.A1 1J ,
and Jt:Sl, (K, TA,) for the former of which wt
find, in some colpies of the K, *:JI, which i;
incorrect, (TA,) Verses, or poem;, and proverbs
Current.from country to country, orfrom ton n ta
tonn. (I, TA.) - Applied to a contract, [and a
sale antl a marriage, Allowable; passinJg br lam.
.fdul;] passing as right, sound, valid, or good [is
lam]; having effect. (MIsb.) [The beam of D
bolise, or clhalilber, utpon which rest the * 2 oi
ra/!?lers;] tiot ulpon ultic/ are placed the exrtre
n,tiies of the pieces of nwood in the roof of ai
house or chamnber; (AO,TA;) the palm-trunk,
(s) or piece of tvood, vhich ynpasses across bet wech
tnwo trills, ( c,) olled in Prcsian ve, (S,},J
n,hirh is the. of the house or chamber: (S:)
Il. [of platie.] jy-l, (S, CI, TA,) in [some of]
lhe copiesc of the j, iincorrectly, j*l, (TA,) [and

lb(pthl these are given in the Cli,] and [of mult.]
tjlj (6, 6) nmland J (Ck, hut omitted in
my AtS. copy of the Kg anI in thc TA,) and J
(Seer, JC.)

olW. t A dtaug/t of water; (S,K;) as also

t 3j : (s:) or V the latter signifies a sinygle
ta taring, or g;ving of wvater to drink; (S, K;
[sce an ex. in art. e sX, conj. 2 ;]) or suck as a
mnan passes withf,.om one person to anothter: and
V botih signify the quantity of water with which
thte traveller passes from one watering-place to
another; as also t;;gq. (TA.) It is said in a

P rov., c , 4;)$t, i.e., t For every
one that comes to us for water is a single water-
ing, or giving of nater to drink; then he is
repelled from the water: or, as in the M, then
his ear is struck, to indicate to him that he has
nothing more than that to receive from us. (TA.)
- llence, (A, Mgh,) accord. to Aboo-Bekr,
(TA,) [but see 4,] t A gif, or present: (Aboo-

Ilence niso, (Mglh,) I Kindness and courtesy:
(Is:) or hindnesses and courtesy shown to those
nwho come to one as envoys or the like: (Mgh:)
or provisions for a day and a night giten to a
.qaest at his departure after ententainment for
three (lays. (AMgh,TA.) It is said in a trad.,

U, meaning, [The period of] the entertain-
*nenlt b a guest is thire days, during the first of
wVlhici the lhost shall take trouble to show him
large kindness and courtesy, and on tho second
nnd tlhird of which he shall offer him what he
lias at liand, not exceeding his usual cuaitom;
th/en he shall give him that wh/erewith to journey
for the space qf a day and a night; and what
is after that shuall be as an almns and an act of
favour, wlhichi he may do if he please or neglect
if lho please. (TA.)

jl 4
lA way, road, or path, (S, ]I, TA,) which

one tratvels.fron one side [or end] to the other;
(I, TA;) as alo t Sjlh.. (TA.) You say,

4t."1 JW ~ Jh r'jU jaqJ. tSuch a
one made that thing a way to the attainment Of
/hiJ w Dant. (n, TA.) M rij, sigrnifies A bridge.

JI. -tA

(A.) And t -j alone [also] sirnifies A rood
n (iiE ) in a [or salt tract]. (K.)-A
p rivy, or place where one performs ablition; syn.

e joe. (TA.) A t.ope; a nord, or phrase,
used in a sense dijfferent from that nhic/ it tvas
oriyinally applied to denote, by reason of some
analogy, or connexion, betneese the tto senses;

as, for instance, ;1, properly signifying "a
lion," appiie·d to "a courageous man;" (KlT,

I 5c.;) what passcs beyond the meaning to which
it is originally applied; (TA;) [being of the
measure j*iL in the sense of tihe measure JaUj;]

contr. t:of .ii. (K.) [This is also called j4b

S~ii, and ii jl ; to distinguishl it from wlhat
is termed s jll., andl U jt, wlhich is A
word, or phrase, so little used in a particialar

I proper sense as to be, in that sense, conventionally
reqardeld as tropical; as, for instaince, ,i,l3 in
tile scnse of "a man," or "a human being;"
it being commonly alpplied to "a beast," andl
especially to "a holse" or "a mule" or "an
ass."] A aikJ~, whenl little used, becomes wliat

is termed Uly j1l_.. (Mfz, 24th i.) T he jl
is eithier wlrat is termed i->a'! [i. c. a nmetap/hor]

(as iLIA used as meaning,, "a courageous man"),
or , IL jl.* [a lOOse trope] (as .1.. used ns
meaning "a benefit," "benefitction," "6avour,"
or "boon"). (KT, &c.) [;1. also signifies A
tropical meaning.]

jsm: and ;jlq..: see 4, in thle middle of the
,parngraphl.

sA commisaioned agent of another; an
executor appointed by a cvill; syn. man;, and

. ja; because he executes what he is ordered to

guardian and aefflancer [of a woman]; svn. J.e
('.) You say, t. oj f.. I a. [This is a
woman w.ho has no guardian and qa.aneetr]: and
Shureylh is related to have said, i si 

)J proJti [TVsen the two guardians and
af.ancers girve a woman in marriage, the mar
riage is the formear']. (TA.) The manager
of the offairs of an orphan. (".)

i4_: see jw, in three plaees. e wjl. ;jlw
(S,A) A land containing treec of the jm. [or
walnut]: (s:) or a land (in the a, 1 ,l [a
place], wliicii is wrong, TA) abounding with

(A. (A, [h.a

[iji.u. Tropical.]

jl.A Going, or paing along. (K.) - One
ho travels, or penetrates, alang a road. (Ie.)

- One who loves to hasten, or outstrip. (Mg, TA.)

1. ud-a, aor. T [f TA,) inf. n. ~.~.
(A, h,) He sought for, or aftr, (Zj, S, A, ,)
a thing, (Zj, A, ir,) or news, or tidings, (S)

I ith the utmost of his endear,our. (Zj, A, g.) -
[Hence,] jlJlI j 1t..a:. (S, A,) in the Kur
[xvii. 5], (TA,) inf. n. as above, (S, A, K,) Th.ey
, nent through the midst of the houses ( iji. ),

s and soughtfor what was ib; them,n, as a man seeks
for nen,s, or tidings; a i also Vt Irt. 1: ($:) or
; thej nrent to and fro among the houses, in a
sudden attack: (A, ]:) or the meanninr in the
gur is, they slew you amnid your ho,set; and
I,l. signifies the sarne; going a,d rcoming:
(Fr,TA:) and, inf. n. a J al,ove, (.K,) and l;-.,
(8, I,) they went rou:d about (7j, S, A, .K) by
night, (S,) among the houses, (Zj, A, KF,) lool,;in
if any remained whomn tl ey hat not dsan, ( j,
TA,) or doing mnischief: (A:) and t, ;.1 !sig-
nifies the same as L,., (I, TA,) thle gI,in
round about by ntight. (TA.) - x- :lso sig-

nifies It (anvthing) was trodden: is is said
to he like ,,aj: (TA :) a-id you sn)ay, "~ ;4.

, 41 9 Such a one ccme stepping o,,er :he
people; syn. . (A, TA.*j) And Wrcold.
to A'Oheyd, . andt both signify I ca,,e
into it, and trodf it; (4;. '3. :) meaning,
any pInee. (TA.) Yout say also, ... 1 ,
The lion trod upon thoan: or canme info the mil.t,
of them, and did mischief among thn.m. ('T.;
[in wvhiiclh the inf. n. of the verb in thii, sense is
said to be *%'~ and :l ..: lint the latter is
probally a mistranseription for 0 .])

8: see 1, in two places.
& ;,

,l.. One who treads upon everytlhinq: or
nho comes into the midst of a peoile, a,d does
mischief among them. (TA.) - Hence, (TA,)
The lion. (K, TA.) And in like manier it is
applied to a man. (TA.)

aq. iq. [A palace: or a lpvilion, or
hind of building wholly or for the modt. part
isolated, sonetimes on the top of a larger building,
i. e., a belvdere, and sometimes projecting fromr
a larger building, and generaUy consisting tof one
room if forming a part of a larger. buildling]:
(,i , and Yam p. 823:) or a fortress; syn.
O.,aJ.: (M, IB, TA:) or [a building] resembling

a ~.: (M:) an arabicized word, (Lth,JK,
S, M,) from the Persian ",g: (TA:) its
primary meaning is a .. ~.. in a state of demoli.
tion; and a ruined .J: pi. J 1,,. and ljt.;
the latter formed by giving fulness of sound to
the kesreh, or by poetic license. (.nam ubi
supra.) There were, in the l(arafeh, [thIe great
burial-ground of the Egyptian metropolis,] numne-
rouis j , i. e., what are called Cwl,q.., hmving
belvederes (iil,') and gardens: but most of
the .a,Ij were without gardens and without a
well; being lofty belvederes: all of them were
eilled j~. (El-Malreezee's "K lhital," ii. 4,53.)

4^The breast; ( ,A,K;) asalso J -,
($) and &O: (t, A:) and [particularly] that

1
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ofa man; as also Vt*.;.: (VC:) and the middle
of a man. (1~.)- Also tThe fore part (j~)
of the night; like ,'.; ($;) and so .
(TA:) or the middle thereof; (1s;) as also j":
(AA:) and a great portion thereof: or of the
latter part thereof: (s:) or a portion of tie
latter part thereof: (TA:) or from the time of a
quparter to a third thereof. (T, TA.) You say,
J~i1 ? LS,. L t [A portion of the fore
part, &c., of the night pasred]. (..)

b,A^ : see above, in two places.

X ,. The breast: (IDrd, S, Mgh, 1 :) or
tile bread part of the middle of the breast: and
tile fore part of the body of a locust. (TA.) -
A coat of mail: (S, Mgh, 1:) or mail with
which tie breast and the .jpe~ [or parts adjoin-
ing the breast] are clad. (M, TA.)-The middle
of the night: (, IC:) and (so in the ., but in
the 1 " or") the fore part thereof: (K, I :) pl.
Cl. (S.) You say, I b- , 
An early portion of the night passed: (f:) or
[simply] a portion of the night. (M, TA.) It is
a dial. var. of A.-", [in the first of the memanings
explained above, and also as relating to the nighlt,]
salthoughl augmnented. (TA.)

' A manufacturer of coats of mail. (15.)

1. , (., Myb,g,) aor. ~-, ($,) inf. n.
c#, (Msb, 15,) or ., ($, so in two copies,)

or thlis is a simple subst., (Msb, TA,)nd 1n ,
($, g,) He was, or became, hungry; or emPnty
in the belly; (TA;) contr. of Z. (S, g, TA.)
[Sce also t below.] - [Hence,] il to.

(1,) or Aw Jl; (M,TA,) tHe desired,

(M, 1,') and longed, (15,) [as though hungering,]
to meet with him; like . . (M,f1.*) And

bct J1 te. t He longedfor his property. (AZ.)

2: see 4, in two places.

4. 1_1, ($, Msb, ]g,) inf. n. ;If.1 ; (Msb;
and M, ( q, MNb, k,) inf. n. .)_ ; (Msb;)
lie constrained him to be hungry, or empty in
the belly: ($,* 14, TA:) or he debarred him
friom food and drink. (Msb.) It is said in a
prov., ';4a 'i 5 . q.l [Make thy dog to be
hnngry and he tiU follow thee]; (., Y ;) mean-
ing t constrain thou the ignob~le to have recourse
to thee, by want, in order that he may continue
by thee; (1, TA ;) for if he be in no need of
thee, he will leave thlee: and for &, some say
*~. - .(TA.)

5. tj~ He made himself hungry, or empty
in the beUlly, intentionally, or purposely. (., .)
You say, .IjjJ ;_.3 and !13.0! Cj , [Make
thys/f hungry, or make thy stomach empty of
food and beerage, (see art. L;_,) or] abstain
thou from eating the full quantity of food, for
the purpose of taking medicine. (TA.)

10. tn l H'e showted hunger. (KL, P..) -
[Hence,l] sall .S.l t Tie being insatiable of
knowledge: (TA.)

~, a subst., (Msb, TA,) signifying Hunger;

or emptiness of the belly; (TA;) contr. of ,;
(8, 1, TA;) as also *t sr , [properly an inf. n.,]
and Vt , (1K,TA,) and tL :. (TA.) You
say, Icj I&.. [May God decree hunger to
him]: accord. to Sb, an instance of inf. ns. in the

accus. case by reason of a verb understood: it is a
form of imprecation: and the latter noun may not
be put before the former, beoause it is a corrobora-
tive to it: (TA:) or, accord. to some, & means

"thirst." (S, &c., in art. .'.) And t jlu. sl.

and ?a4.. (8, 1) and Vacy (TA) A year
in which is hunger, or emptiness of the belly:

(K, TA:) and * )jl jt and t4.it [the
year of hunger, &c.]: (Msb:) pl. -1' (O

and bl.: as in the phrases a,..i,l 
[Cases of hunger, kc., befell them] and * Ij s3
j11d [They fell into cases of hunger, &c.].

(TA.) And -aclJ X ULtJI, meaning The
sucking which occasions interdiction [of marriage
with the woman whose milk is sucked and certain
of her relations] is that consequent upon hunger
which is stopped by the milk in the time of
infancy of the child; not when the child's hungdr
is only to be stopped by solid food. (Mgh.) [Sec
also 1 in art. t.,] And it is said in a prov., '~
s.a. & .t D., i. e. [The dog's becoming fat
is] by reason of [te hunger of his owners occa-
sioned by] murrain befalling the camels; (K,*
TA;) his owners falling into hunger and distress
and leanness: (TA:) or t was the name of
a certain man, who was an object of fear, where-
fore hlie was asked for a pledge, and he pledged
his family: then obtaining possession of the camels,
or cattle, of the people to whom he had pledged
his family, he drove them away, and left his
family: (1, TA:) some relate this provey. diffe-
rently, saying [4.. X. "a dog," or "Kelb,"

"became fat," and] 'a .g [" by reason of
the distrcss of his owners," or " h i s family"]
(TA.) [See Freytag's Arab. Provey. i. 015.]

'_ A single temynporary affection of hunger.
(S, TA.) A state of destitution and hunger of a
tribe. (TA.)

X t&^-: see the next paragraph.

C- -and *,tL4t-, (Myb, ., TA,) but not

tia1 4, [as the vulgar say,] for this a mistake,
(TA,) Hungry; or empty in the belly: (1,
TA:) or debarredfrom food and drink: (Mb :)
the fem. [of the former] is :L. and [of the
latter] ;.ff .: (Msb, 1:) and the pl. [of the
former] is . (., Myb, g) and L4., with the

· changed into kS, (L,) and [of the latter, or

perhaps of both,] te,. (, 1g) and alfr (1]* in

art. t") and cl [with thej changed into c.
contr. to rule, if this be not a mistake for ,
in which the , is changed into tS by rule].

(Mthb.) You say ~' ~'; the latter word
being an imitative sequent; (TA;) or, accord.
to some, signifying "thirsty." (8, d&c., in art.

ti )-01 iM;* "j 3 A man whose cooking
pot is not fll (TA.) _-. 4t. L ; ! - A

woman slender in the [raist, or] belly. (W,y
TA.) [See art. '.]

C4., [The spaces in which one becomes hungry].

You say, '.J,1 t 1 L ,, i. e.,

Or'J:I n.. i t;L , oI [lie, or it, is distant
from mn as far as the space in owhich he who is
satiated with food becomes hungrjy]: (0,1 :*)
and in like manner, OAOjl ,,:h ; [as
far as the space in which he who is satisfied with
drink becomes thirsty]. (Z, TA.)

dcl,_: see v,.., in four places.

a. and ,.s: see ie., in five places.

'._ A man (8) who always shows himself,
or is seen, to be hungry: (S,A,O, ]:) or, accord.
to Aboo-Sa'eed, who is alivays eating one thing
after another. (-gh, L.)

1. J,. The being [hollow, or] wide and hollow
within: (Ps:) or the being empty, vacant, or
void: an inf. n. of which the verb is of the class
of [i.e; .. , originally J4, like J1.,
sec. pers. ..A, aor. Jt.]: (Msb:) the being
wide, spacious, or ample: (15:) the inc n., or
source, whence Ji^lg. ,i. (S.) [See also 10.]
_- -- ., [aor. 'J,] inf. n. J., It reached

his J^a. [or inside, or interior, &c.]. (TA.) It
(medicine) entered his J....'. (TA. [See also 8.])

And 'jJI ti.. TIe wound reached Au I.4q.

(Myb.) - PI a., and t HMq., He pierced
him and pierced his Js..: (Mgh, Msb:) and

t '^J, inf. n. 4..i, he pierced him in his

o.- (TA.) ai;L ', and isi' t "t,
I made the spear-wound, or the like, to reach his

,^.. (Ku, A'Obeyd, S, 1g.) ,11 J%. lie
made the arrow to enter the Jj.. of the object of
the chase. (TA.)

2. J.. 3 The makhing [a thing] hollow, or
empty in the middle. (KL, PY.) You say, ajq.,
inf. n. 4., [ Ie made it hoUow; hollowed it
out;] he *nade it to have a J.y-. (Msb.) And of
a thing that is J~.. , (8,1,) i. e. J-l, ($,)
you say, M..A s [In it is a hollowing out;
meaning a hollow, in which sense . u.3 has a

pl., namely, , ,]. ($, .- See also 1.

4: see 1, in two places._ .J,.lIl Jt4. Ille
shut, or cloed, the door. (S, K, TA.) Hence, in

' " a trad., CL.J,l :ljlj t4 tj5 lj [And

shut ye the doors, and etinguish the lamps].
(TA.)

5. .. ,3 It was, or became, hollow, or erpty
witin. (KL)_ m .3: see 8-- j '. .,

I
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.IaJI The leaf ras in the Jq. [or inside] of

the [plant called] l-,& not having yet come
forth. (9.)

8. ltq.I He entered its J;. [or inside, or
interior; he entered into the umidst of it]; as also
Vti.3. (9, ]'.) [See an ex. in a verse of Lebeed,
voce ,J.t: and see also 1.]

10. Jt.. l1 and J'; 1 l It (a thing) became
wnide, spacious, or ample. (9, X..) [See also 1,
first sentence.] q4 1 lie found it (a place)

to be .. 41 [i. e. hollow, or empty within; or
twide, spacious, or ample]. (0, L, ].)

J..q [A hollow; an interior empty, varant,

or void, space;] a vacancy: pl. .I,;.: this is
the primary signification: then it was used in
relation to a thing capable of being occupied and
of being unoccupied; so as to be applied in the
sense next following. (Mqb.)-The inside, or
interior, (Mqb, KL,) of a house [&c.]. (Mqb.)-
[The midst, or middle, of a thing.] -A low, or
depressed, (9, ]X, TA,) and wide, (TA,) tract, or
mportion, of land, or ground: (9, ~, TA:) what

is wider than the :; the [water-course, termed]

pJ, and the valleyj, floto into it; and it has aJ 
[or abrupt, water-worn, banks]: sometime it is
wider than a vallcy, and deeper: and sometimes
it is a plain, or soft, tract, that retains water:
and sometimes it is completely round, so that it
retains water: accord. to IAgr, it signifies a
ralley: or, as some say, the interior (C>k) of a
valey. (TA.) - The beUy, or abdomen, of a
man: (., ] :) or, accord. to ISd, the interior of
the beUy: and the part upon which close the
saoulder.blades and the upper arms and the ribs

and the two flanks .(Oj'l): (TA:) the chest,
or thorax; i. e., the part of the body that is
eparatedfrom the 'ot [or beUy, or abdomen,]

by t/he 1 [or diaphragm, or midri]; con-
taining the hedrt and its appertenancu: (Zj in
his "Klaalg el-Inuan:") pl. as above. (TA.)
bcs also J51.. It is one of the words that are
ntiot used adverbially except width prepositions.

(Sb, TA.) It is said in a trad., J.JI 1.. '-;
1.. C; [Forget not ye the .j. and rwhat it
hath collected]; meaning what enters into it, of
food and beverage: but some say that JyJI
here means the belly and the Ch [or vulva, or

1ipudendum muliebre], together, which are also
called V,t^Uy')l: and some say that the meaning
is, the heart and nwhat it hath retained, and kept
in mnemory, of the knowledge of God. (A 'Obeyd,
TA.) J-,.'1 is also applied by the people of
EI-Ghliowr (1]) and of El-Yemeni (TA) to The
tents (.bCj) of their J,). [or governors, or
tollectors of the poor-ratu]. (g.)_ - J;

s.y1, occurring in a trad., means t The last
th'rd of the night: [or] the fifth of the sixths of
the night: (}.:) not the hlialf, as some assert.
(TA.)

s e: we _;.l. - Also, and without tesh-

deed, (9, 1,) [app. meaning, when 'with the
article JI, written and pronounced 'a.Jl,] in

the aceus. case i.., by poetic license, ( A,) A

specia offah; and so j,.. (s, g.)

'5U^n The penis of an ans: (El-Miiirrij, :)
and of a man. (TA.)

lw: see se

,S+. Reaching the Jo'.. (Msb.) [Hence,]

i1s 'a., (S, Mgh, 1, &e.,) or 'l;. i;i.,
(Mib,) A senar-wound, or the like, that reache,
the .J., (S, Mghb, Mb, 15,) by which is here
meant [the interior of the body or head, or],
acordl. to IAth, any vital part, as the belly andl
the brain: (TA:) and sometimes, tla t penetrates
into the J...: (A'Obeyd, S, Mgh:) antl that
passes through also: (A'Obeyd, S:) andl said
to be such at is in the pit betn,een the collar-
bones, and in the pubes; but not in the neck.
nor in the throat, nor in the thlighl, nor in
the leg: (Migh:) not if it reaclhes tile interior of
the bone of the thigh: (Mob :) opposed to ; ..
(~ in art. ,.b...) - Hcnce, i¢ is al,plied to

tA great fault or imperfection or rice. (TA
from a trad.) - ii3?. W3 A deep [water-coursc,

&c.: see _a.U]: pl. dji.. (.K, TA. [In the

CId, icg. is erroneously put for a.])-

,,1 51. The deep recesses of the j. [or
c/lest] in the places where the soul has its seat;

S.) So in the phrase, used by El-F,arezduak,

bIy,JI o ,,u >j3 [And he drove back the
soul into the midst of the deep recesses of the

chest]: (L,TA:) but some reand t1 O.
(TA.) - .it.JI [The cephalic rein;] a rein
that runs along the upper arm to the [cartilage
called] - of the shoulder-blalde; it is the ;,.
(TA.)

Jq;l ZIaving a ..; (TA;) [i c.,] hollo,r,
or empty within; (KL, 1'S;) having in it a

J.~.35 [or hollowing out, meaning a hollow],

(s,) and so tJ..: (g, i: [lut the latter is
more properly rendered hollon,ed, or hollowted
out:]) empty, vacant, or void: (Msb:) wide,

spacious, or ample; (S, g;) as also jt,; ,
(8, TA,) and t -., with tlamm, (J~,) thuis cor-
rectly written, being, a rel. n. altered firom the

original form, like y. and ;, (Sgih, TA,)

but meaning wide in the j0 . [or belly, &c.],

written by J [in the ;] 'f , with fet-h:
(TA:) great in the ... ; (TA;) ns also,j ;
(AO,§, ] ;) each appilicdl to a man: (TA:) [fem.

[U^.:] pI. J^... (TA.) You say j.i ,
and tJa., [liollo7v, and hoUloned, pearls; or]

both signify the same. (TA.) And i'4. ;it
An emrpty [or a hollow] cane, or reed: (1 :) and

in like manner, .s [a tree]; (, K ;) having a

J... (9.) And _t4,. A wide, or an ample,
bucket: (V:) and Jg, '. wide, or ample,

buckets: (9:) and tq. ;jJ3 a wide, capacious,

cooking-pot. (Ram p. 719.) And Jj~ .1 Tlte
lion that is great in the Jj.. [or belly, &c.].

(~.) And tj^9l The belly and the [ :or
vulva, or pudendum mulieb,e]; (S. 1 c;) becalem
of their width. (TA.) See also j,. Hence
the trad., .lh.1ll 1 1 
[Verily what I snost fear for you are the belly
and the vulva]. (TA.) _ A con'ardll man; as
also at J, and t. -.. ; the Iast explalined in
the ] as meaning having no heart: ih. [of the
first] Ja.o (TA.) _ A lorse white in the J,.
[or belly] as.far as the part nwhere the sides termi-
nate, whatever be the coloar of the rest of hlim;
(AO, TA;) as also tJy ... (TA.) [See also

.j~.]-- In the convienlionlll langaige of the
science of itilectionl, t [A Aollhno word; i. e.] a
word having un in/i.mn letter for its medial

raliecal; (K, TA ;) as jl a,dl . (TA.)

oj '.t !A shut, or closedl, door. (TA.)

-p.: see _.1.

--9"..: sec j~.1, in tvwo JIIces.

_~ .: Psee ... l, in thlrce pla('es.- Also A
bensirhos c,j [q. v.] reaches up to lis belly:
(As, S, K:) or a hlorse whome jI read,es to his
sides is si9id to he U,4 .j~.. (AA, TA.) [Soec

also .j~I, Ilast me:lnning hut one.]_ Andl nn
elfithe.t npili,d to fhe Iir,l h lled )c . , becausc it
is white in the belly. (AIlglh xnd Msb in art..".)

* .l.j i.·g

1r.j , , K, c.,) r. j , (,) inf. n.

Jq. (9, K) and J. (K) and ",q. (Az, S,

ISd, z, .gh) anl J,. (IStd, i) and 3- ,
(Ibnb-'Abba'od, ], TA,) in somic coplies of the lI
_,...; (TA;) anti in like mantnier, Jtq.tI and
tJa..tl; (f1, 1. ;) lie went round, or about, or

or rouand about; as also tJ., inf. n.J
(g :) or J.~ signifies hic went round, or abort,
or round about, mnuch, or often; agreeably with
what Sb says of the measure jW; but accord.

to the 0, jly,, is an inf. n. of J4.. (TA.) You
say, .s;JI ~ dj.. lie went about, or round
about, in the countries, or districts, not remaining
fixed, or settled: (Msb:) an, ,i Il tJ., (T,
TA,) or .5I! J ;., (f,) i.if. n. , (T,

TA,) or Jly i, (9,) hIe rent about, or round
about, much, or often, in the countrie, or dis-
tricts. (T, S, TA.) And Ol'4.c .i JOl', nor.

as above, inf. n. 1J4. and O'- , lie (a horse)
traversed the sidet, or lateral parts or tracts, of

the horse-course; which are termed J.ll, pl. of
J34.. (Mob.) And , s. Jlq., inf n. J. ,
lie wheeled round, or about, in battle. (g.) And

ji~~ ;' 4, j 9h [lie fld, to wheel
round, or about, and then returned to the fight].

(Myb in art. _b.) And llt,., (Mlb,) or t Iln3,

(s, ,) means M Ub/- J- (, M:b,

1
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X,) i. e., Tlheyaauailed, or assaulted, one another,
(TA,) dj.~l .J [(in battle]; (?, M 9b, K;) [and so,

app, rlg.e., inf. n. Jlq, :] and , ,; A

t .jl. (~, IC.) There were between them
mutual [asailings, or assaults, and] defendings.
(Ibn-'Abbid, TA.) And 1..l J,t, inf. n. j..,
The company of men were routed, defeated, or
put to flight, (Q!.± ,) and then returned to the
fight, or charged, or assaulted. (Ig.) And ,i;
J)J. :lj l Defeat befell the Muslims: a

metonymy; used only in relation to the favourites
of God; from O'j.1.. (Mgh.) t lj.
1iJIl, (5gh, TA,) or IYWI jk , (A, TA,)

t They became excited to lihtness, or levity, awl
unsteadiness, dnd carried away, and (lriven, (fghl,
TA,) or they becarnefascinatead and turned away,
(A,TA,) by the influence of devils, (A,Sgh,TA,)
from their religion, (Sgh, TA,) or from the rirlght
course, (A, TA,) to error. (A, Sgh, TA.)

,,1J JIlt, (ISd, Ig,) inf. n. j., (TA,) 7'e
dust went away, and rose; as also t Jl.l:
(ISd, ] :) or the latter signifies became removed,
or cleared away [hy tile wind]; syn. 1l1. (T,
TA )- :l 3{ 5 ~ j, &4 [It'is re-
volved in my bosom, or mind, that I should do

it]. (TA.)- See also 4, in two places. J 0J.

;~JI, (K,) inf. n. J., (TA,) lIe chose, or
selected, the thing. (g.) You say, > I ."`

kI I chole, or selected, this from this. (AA, S.)
And 9j. °l .ico I chose, or slected,frorn
them [a choice portion]; (S, K,. TA;) and sepa-
rated some of them from others. (TA.) And
'o. al. ~ ,9JIq., and jhye., lIe chose, or
selected, from his property, or cattle, a choice
portion. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places.

3. ,Ijg , inf. n. aij..: and 4 - i=,
%.s'p 1 .a: see 1.

4. ,jhI, (Msb, K,) and O Jq.l, (1K,) inf. n.
#ih, (S,) lIe, or it, made, or caused, hitn, or

it, to go, move, or turn round, or about, or round
about; to circle, or revolve; (, Myb, ] ;) as
also t tJI.. (Zj,] .) One says in the game

called j ll, [see this word,] Jl ).1 [Tlu.n
thou round about, i. e., shuffle, the arrows in the
3$w]. (S,TA.) And il jS t * JI J- l He

moved about the arronm, [i. e., Ju.ffled tem in
the 414,]J (Az, ISd, TA,) and then distributed
them among the people, or party. (Az, TA.)
And *.. J,-1 lie brandished, flourished, or
played n'ith, his sword, turning it round about.

(M 9h.) And . ,pJ tj. q i. , (Lth, TA,)

and . t/, (I(, TA,) [The wind makes the
dust, and the pebbles, to turn round about, to

circle, or to revolve.]- . -. L. lj.lqJ
i They turned about, or revolved, [in their minds,
the idea, or opinion, respecting the matter that
rat between them.] (TA.) And jJIl 1 31tq1

t [Tlgy turned about, or rovolved, thoughts, ideas,
schemes, or contrivances, in their minds]. (Jel
in ix. 4) [' - ' JqL, in the 7th

Bk. 1.

Mankimeh of H.lar, (p. 76 of the see. ed.,) is ex-
plained in a MS. of that work as meaning Jsl,
(Do Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., p. 185,) i. e.,
He inserted: but the proper meaning is, he
turned about, or round about, his_five fingers in
his boag.] J,. . I 1 Accomplish, or-finish,
the affair in wthich thou art engaged. (M, P,
TA.)

6: see 1.

7: see 1, in two places.

8: see 1, first sentence. l1J%.l ie turned
them from their course. (v.) lIe (the devil)
caused them to leave, or forsake, the right wvay.

(T, TA.) . ,. J ±J~l . t. !J. The devils
excited them tolightness, or levity, and unsteadi-
ness, so that they turned anwayfrom their religion,
to error; i. c., they carried them away and drove
then [.from their religion]. (Sgh, TA.) [See
also 10.] = See also 1, last two sentences.

10. '.i"tl ·. tJl The devils turned them
fromr the right course, to error; fascinated them
so tiat they turned with them. (A, TA.) And
.'sJl JIIn.Z The thing excited him to lightness,
or levity, and unsteadines. (TA.) [See also 8.]

-- ...,~ .. L j.J.l ;Jl..l The horses removed,
or displaced, that by thich they passed. (O,TA.)

4A)l ,LJ~.i T'he ..,tO [or white clouds]
were driven together after a state of dispersion,
and became ready to rain: (M, TA:) or it menis
,:t, JI .. , i. e., the wind came to

them, and removed them, or displaced them, and
dissundered them, and drove them away. (TA.)
--. :.',J L.Ln.1 1 Ve saw the rainles clouds
going about, or round about, in the horizon, (A,
TA,) or in the shy. (TA.)

jl_.: see j.-, in five places:-and J..

Jl.: see J .

see ; in two places. Also A
large army, or military force, or troop of horse:
(Sgh, 1 :) pl. J.. (Sgl, TA.) A herd of
camels: and a troop of J,4. [meaning horses or
horsemnen]: as also tj4. in both these senses:
(K :) or the latter, which is also explained in the
K ns signifying a herd of camels, and a flock of
ostriches and of sheep or goats, is pl. of the former:
(TA:) or thie former signifies thirty [horses or horse-
men]: orforty: (1g:) or le: or more: (TA:)or
the choice, or best, of camels: and [in like manner]

IJ'l. signifies the choice and best; as in the
saying, WJl al. J.l. [He took the choice and
best of his cattle, or proper.ty]. (Q. [See also 1,
last two sentences: and see O'9'..]) And AKany
great sheep or goats. (1J.)_ Also A male mren-
tain-goat that is old, or advanced in age: (M,

I :) pl. JllI. (M, TA.)

The wall [that surrounds the interior] of
a well: accord. to A 'Obeyd, every side of a well,
fr'om its top to its bottom: and teb. signifies
the same: (S :) or the former, the side, or lateral
part, (M, Msb, V,) of a well, and of a grave, and
of the sa, and of a mountain; as also tJlt
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(M,1) and 3.J': (K,TA; in the eq :)
or the surrounding parts [or sides] of a grave:
(M, TA:) and Lq 1tl tVt.. the two sides of the
water of the valley: and _e 1 V 'q. the two
shores of the sea, or great river: (T, TA:) pl. [of
pauc.] jlt.., (As, , Msb, K,) pl. of J,.. and
j.., (TA,) and [of mult.] Jl. and aJli.; (so
in copies of the K, and in the M, but in some

; ' . . . . . ' copies of the g Ji1'. and ail" ;) and j.t_.1 is
pl. of ,ll... (TA.) Also, as in the T and the
Mol.eel, (TA,) The portion of rock that is at the
bottom of the mater, (1, TA.) upon which is the
casing of the well; so that if it quit its Idare,
the well falls to ruin: this is [said to be] tbhe
primary mcaning of the word: and hence the say-
ing, J~. bj ` :L I., [Tbis is water of ,vhich
the rock beneath it is not to be reached]. (TA.)
-[And from this word as signifying the casing
of a well, or the portion of rock above mentioned,]
t Intelligence; (S, K., TA;) judgment, and in-
telligence, or full intelligence, or intelligence to
wthich one has recourse; (T, TA;) understanding
of the heart; (TA;) and resolution, or fJired
purpose of mind; (~, M;) and prudence: (T,
TA :) %1l in the V is crroncously put for A_$
(TA.) You say, of a man, jq.. l L Sie chas not
intelligence and judgment, or fixed purpose of
mind, to withhold him, or protect him; like the
J. of a well; (?, 1M, TA ;*) because a well,
when cased withi stone or thie like, is stronger.

9, 4*. l. II,
(TA.) And J^3j dl J ~.;j A man having
judgment and intelligence, or full intelligence, or
intelligence to srhich recourse is had; whose J^.
does not become demolished: and in like manner,

_o.JI 0e: and in thie contr. case, .. i
:y Such a one has not intelligence norprudence;

i. e., his J^. is demolished, therefore one is not
sure that the 2j' [that rests upon it] may

not also fall: and J^ A ,d , and tJLp, /H'e
has not prudence. (T,TA.) 
I did it on account, or for the ake, or because,
of him, or it. (Ibn-'Abb4d, TA.) ~ See also

J- mand O'~t'.

J* a- ce:5. see 0.w..·

Oj.S. Dust; as also t3I. and tj3., (I,)
both mentioned by As, (TA,) and $ i s. , (1C,)
mentioned by ISd: [or] all signify ldust which
the wvind makce to turn about or round about, to
circle, or to revolve, upon, orfrom, the surface of
the earth. (TA.) And SmaU pebbles which the
wind maks to turn about or round about, to
circle, or to revolve; (~, TA ;) as also t
and t j." (TA.) _ -: see j 1.

~j~JI e ^ t The first, or beginning, [lit. the
revolving, (see 1,)] of anxieties. (Ibn-'AbbAd,
K, TA. [In the C], erroneously, .])
You say,.. oY C ,.4 t In hi, heart
arerewolvinganxieties. (A, TA.)- JLJI j'yt
The small, or young, and bad, of cattle: (Fr,
$, K:) so in the M and O; but in a copy of the
M, written O,'.; which is app. a mibtake.
(TA.) Accord. to Ibn-'Abb6d, The choice, or
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best, of cattle: the contr. of what is said by Fr.

(TA. [Sce also .. ])

wce oo·,q., in two places. _ j:

'~jq: sleo j,l. Also A man whoa
benteflt are common to the near and the distant;
(1;, TA;) uwhose benefits go round to every one.
(@gh, TA.)

J, . ,
aee

&,;.'Vhat the wind nswCeep away (AHn, M,
O) and round about, (AHn, M,) of fragments of

plants and of thefallen leave of treea; (AHjn,
M, ;) as also ,¥. (,M, TA.)

i ll Thc t The turns (lj) of an affair, or
ervent. (TA.)

J11^ Ono who goes about, or round about,
nuch, or often, in the countries, or districts,
(Mph, TA,) not remaining fixed, or settled;
(Mb ;) as also vt JJlI [but in a more intensive
sense, meaning whko does so very much, or very
often]. (TA.)_A horse having ajlexible head:

(TA:) and tj;l. a v/ifl horse, that turns
about hocrsoever one turns him. (~,0 TA.)

Jlr.: see the next preceding paragraph.

see _;-.-. Also Rainless clouds going
round about. (A, TA.)- And, applied to a
[woman's ornament of the kind termed] t?,

and to a camel's belly-girth, Loose; not tight;
unsteady; as also tJt.. (T, TA.) [Hence,]
eALI 4L3. 3mj! I A so,nan slender in the
fraoist. (Z, TA.)

3t; An affair in which one is engaged. (M,
,.) See 4, last sentence.

J_.l [More, and most, wont to go round, or
about, or round about; to ciicle, or revolve;] is
from the first of the verbs in this art.: and hence
the prov., T 4L ,9. O;; [More wont to go
about, or round about, or more reatles, than a
¥.5W; a certain animalcule, or insect, that is
constantly moving about: se art. ,. dd]. (JIar
p. 61 I.) - Also, [as meaning t Afore, and most,
cir.culating,] applied to language, or discourse.
(TA in art. ~q-.) [See an ex. voce q..]

j^1 ;9, and and(L,

M, ,) and ' ) , and 'i~., (M,1],) A
day of much dust (T, M, g) and mind: (T, TA:)
from J^ signiifying "dust." (TA.)

Jt.~ A place in rowhich one goes round, or
about, or round about: (TA:) [afield of battle:
a circus:] a place of exercie for hors. ( ar
p. 16.)- [Ilence] one says, ) Jtq . *1.

' I [ Tlhrb remainednot anyscope in thaqffair,
or case]. (TA.)

J~. A certain garmet for womn, (M, V,)
doubled, and s~d togethAr at onu of its two ides,

and having an opening malde to it at the neck
and bosom; in which a woman goes about: (M,
TA:) or for a young girl; (1K ;) the *? being
for a woman: (TA:) a small garment in nrkich
a girl goes about: ( :) or a garment which a
girl wears before she is made to hep herself behind,
or within, the curtain, and in which sie goes

-. a &
about: (Z, TA:) accord. to IAgr, i. q. oj.w.
(TA.) Imra-el-.eys says,

[At the like of her the staid would fixedly gaze
with tenderness of ldesire, when si has become of
erect and justly-proportioned stature, betn'cac
such as wears a w,oman's rhitt and such as wears
a young girl's gar.ment]. (9,* TA.)_A woman's
anklet. (Ibn-'Abbid, 1.)- An amulet, a plhy-
lactery, or charm of the tind termed ;i3. (IAnr,
.K.) - A crescent of silver in the middle of the
necklace termed ;'J. (IAer, i.)-Silver [it-
self]. (Th, ].)_ A good, or sound, .n. [or
silver coin]. (IApr, K.) - A shield; (S, 0, 1 ;)
sometimes used in this sense; (S, O;) as also
tjt.. (Ibn-'Abbid, TA.) - A large woodlen
bowl. (IAr, TA.) A white .'j, [or piece of
cloth] that is put upon the hand of him to whom

the players at the game called 4 J1 commit the
arrows [to be slu.jled and distributed, in order
that he may not be able to distinguish themn by
the feel,] when they have collected themselves.
(ISd, 1,* TA.) [For the same purpose, a piece
of thin skin was also used: see A .] -A pool of
water left by a torrent; because the water goes
round about in it. (IF, TA.)~ A wild ass.
(IAgr, I~.)

J4.- [pass. part. n. of 10, Turned from the
right course, &c. :] excited to lightness, or levity,
and unsteadiness: (TA:) being bereft of hij
reason, or intcllect. (AA, TA.)

;1 A vessel, (s,) or Ui [I. e. a basin, or a
table, or a tray used as a table], (IApr,TA,) of
silver: (IA9r, 1g, TA:) or a white dish or tray,
of glass or of silver: (Mgh:) or a veml fi )
of glass: (.lar p. 200:) [a Persian word, i. e.

.;1, arabieized; or] a genuine Arabic word:
(TA:) pL. [of pauc.] .. , with ., (Ar,,)
and .. ,1, and (as some say, IAar, TA, [of
mult.,])..*. , (1,) with (damm, (TA, in the C.{
^. j,) and [of pauc. or mult.] j.Gt..: (1A,r,

g :) hut IB says that..;. is pl. of t* q., as is
also .,t;l.: [instead of which he should rather
have said that A. is a coil. gen. n. of wliich the
n. un. is 1t., (though- this requires considera-
tion, as the former is commonly used as a sing.,)
ald that the pl. of the latter is .ltq. :] that its
dim. is n .: and that it, i.e. .1m, is of the
fem. gender. (TA.)

I } see above.

1. ' ., (Q, TA, [in the C., erroneously,

Ot q.,]) inf. n. ';j, (TA,) It (the face) became
black. (1:.)

J. WkhTitei: and black: (S, Mgb, ]:) thus
bearing two contr. significations: (8:) and *if-,
also, has the latter signification: (lAth, TA in
art. ape-:) or '. signifies black tinpged over
with red: (T, M,TA:) and black intermixed
with red; thic colour of the LJh: (T, TA :) andl
also ,red: (1 .:) or of a pure red colour: (TA:)
anl, applied to a horse and a camel, of thke

-O.
colg,,tr ter,ndjl ;, (S, g,) intensely black: (9 :)
every can,iel, and every will nss, seen from a
dist,ance, is of this colour: ferm. with i: (T, TA:)
and, applicd to a plant, or Irlblge, green, (],)
or intetnse/!/ gyrcn, (TA.) inclining to blackness :
(I, TA:) pl. O .; (S, TA;) like ase is of

..o, (S,) anil -j ol fj. (M, TA.) You say
also, v,. JI l·e .J!T. i.V cbl.ct·rteri:ed by
wt/chst is ttrpoetl Zj,.: (S :) or i. intenely glixten-
inyg anl clener. (Az, TA.) [Sec :also rn . I)elow.]

See also .. Accord. to lSk, ,j .1 tl mncans

Tlhe nwite ,n.o: o,pp,os,l to :t.;4,,1 Inallin,,
the negro. (TA in art. .)_ Also t D)iy:
(A), ., 1.:) 1pl. as abuove. (1o.) ,o in tle
saying,

., _..., :. .. ·

.*r * g _ Y -, -r

a ... _ .a~ 'I 4,
,@"Sj JW613 jt&t,1kI t

[The passinY of the nigats, andl te alternating of
thke day, have changel, 0 ,la,tighter of Ell- loleys,
my colour]. (AO, S.) - And, naccordl. to certain
of tie lawyers, met.iallorically, I The light : and
the darkness. (M Lb.) - Aind accord. to IAqr,

tThe ,j. [lapp. j3, meaning day-break]. (TA.)

IOC.a4l' The two extremities of tiuh bow. (Fr,
Az, J.)

i.. The sun;. (.1;) [i. c.] tie sun's di;*;
becaulse it Iccoomes black [or of a lblackishl colour
tinged witI red] at setting; ($;) or it may hbe
Ibecanse of its whiteness and clearness; but it is
said to be only apllied to the sun when it is
setting; opposed to nJoi; as observed by MF:
(TA:) [see also j.. :] tdie sun is also called
t ,U~, (K,) because of its becoming black [or of
a blackish colour tinged with redl] at setting.
(TA.) A [jar such as is called] eAt.: (IAqr,
TA:) or a acS&. sneared with tar, or pitch. (S.)
[See an ex. in a verse of Lebeed cited in art.
.e,.] See also J. ...And A buckert (;)

that has become black. (1ACr, TA.)_ And i. q.
3..h [whichl may hero mean either A piece of
charcoal, or the blackness of night or the like].
(IA,r, 15.) - And i. q. i perhalm as a subst.,

meaning A red thing]. (1§.)- Seec also kiF

Zi^. The quality [i. o. colour]k in horses,
denoted by [the epqifet] O.y'; likb L.k and

;;;j; (9;) in horse,, i.q. a;: (:) arda in
the sun, I:.lsQ, the quality denoted by Xi. [as
fem. of On- , q. v.]: and blackne; as in the

saying, jWI U_ #A . L [J w mi not
1

1

1
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do it until the blackne of pitch, or tar, become
white]: but if you say jtJIi t1 ;`., the meaning
is the t; [smeared with tar, or pitch]. (S.)=
A smali basket ('aii2), (K,) or JaL,, (1 in art.
JW.,) of a round for,m, (TA,) that iu with the
eUlner of perfumes, (f., 1.,) used for containing
thitr perfumes: (( in art. etq.:) called in Persian
Olt s [a receptacle for bottles or tih like]:
(KL:) originally with .: (.K:) or sometimes
pronouneed with : (8:) EI-Farisee approved the
suppression of the.: (M, TA:) pl. X 4. (S, M,
].) [See also A,j.] A smll mountain. (15.)

;X.i see __. .Also A cooki ,jg-pot; (K;)
because it is black. (TA.) -And A she-camel
such as is termed .l; [of an intense, or a darh,
gray colour, without any admixture of white];
from O1,. said of the face. (]K.)

j: see .C ·--_ Also A qs,ecies of the
hind of bird called 1U, (S, 1K,) black in the belly
and wings, larger than the [species called] .5j.q,
one of the former species being equal to two of
the latter: (S, TA:) or, accoixl. to ISk, the U3
compose two species; one called r? and
a eJ
5j.O; and the other, Lb1; and the former

is dulsky, or dingy, or of a hue inclining to black
and dust-colour, (jxl,) in the back, black in
the inner side of the wing, ycllo,n in the throat,
short in the le.s, having in the tail two feathers
longer than the rest of the tail: (T, TA:) or,
u some say, the 4l,. and . are one of
the two species of the UW, and itheic other is the
bUA; and the former are short in the legs, yellow
in the necks, blach in the primary feathers of the
wings, ofa nwhite hue tinged with red (,&) in
the tertial.: (TA voce bUs, q. v.:) [but see

1, : the is described by Dc Sacy, on
the authority of the book entitled .'* ;Ut.l ;;J
;l*.nn-~.~l ~1 ~.~ ~, ~..01 ,~r.~h~, thlus: "le
djouni a les barbes internes des ailes et lea pennes
primaires noires; il a la gorge blanche, orn6e de
deux colliers, I'un jaune et l'autre noir; son dos
eat d'un gris cendrC, mouchet6, mele d'un peu dc
jaune: on nppelle cette espdce djouni, pares quc
sa voix ne rend pas un son clair et sonore, mais
qu'elle fait cntendre sculement unc sorte de gar-
gouillement dans le gosier:" (Chrest. Arabc,
2nd ed., ii. 369 :)] it is stated in the handwriting
of Ay, on the authlority of the Arabs, that .
applied to the U, is with .; app. meaning that it
was pronounced s (M, TA:) a single bird
of this species is termed ae.: (S:) and you
say also V W1q * , withl fet-l: (TA:) [but

V., seems to be also used as a n. un., like

s~.qJ: for it is said that] i o is pl. [or rather

coil. gen. n.] of &j.g, like as n is of .
(Im p. 005.)

k/q.,j if. Uner. q , ( o . [ i e md
him, or encountered him, with, or hA said to Aim,

or did to him, or he accused him, to his face, of,
that which was, or a thing that vas, disliked, or
hated]. (S, K.) And [in like manner,] .4 .
Ile encountered him n'ith evil [slpeech or conduct];
or confronted him therewith: whence ; *,

i. e. Mayest thou not be encountered with evil;
said in chiding a he-camel: see el. bclow. (TA.)
A woman of Ghatafin, being chidden by her son,
and being asked why she did not reply against
him, said, 1> l. j ;.t ~' .1 Ol I,
meaning I fear that he nwould encounter me with
more than this. (JK.)

[2. e. and t*.l_ are rendered by Goliis Ad
dignitatem evexit: spectabilem reddidit: as on
the authority of the 8: but in my copics of the 8
the two verbs are ..3l and &;.3; and belong to
art. i., though mentioned in the present art.]

[4: see 2.]

5. *. Ie magnified himself; or was, or
became, prolud, haughty, or disdainJMil: or he
aijected rank, station, or dignity, not posscssing
it. (TA.)

*#.. Rank, station, or dignity, (S, K, TA, and
JK in art. w. ,) with, or in the estimation of, the
Sulitan; (JK, TA;) as also t l, (K,) on the
autilority of LhI, (TA, as from the 1C, [but not in
my copies,l) or, neaccord. to Sigh, of Ks.: the
former word [probably arabicized from the Per-
sian et.; but] said to be formed by transposition
from j.3; this being first changed to .; thien,
to ,.; and thento o _.: or, accord. to Lh, it
is not from ', but from [app. , first
lIcrs. sing. of .., q. v.]; though lie does not
cxplain what is ;. ·(TA.) You say, 3 ;1
e4. [Such a one is posessed of rank, station, or

dignity]. (S.) And , e.. 0 To sruchl a
one belongs ranuk, station, or dignity, among them.
(Aboo-Blekr, TA.) The dim. of 1_. [or of . ]
is . (TA.) 1L, indecl, with kesr for
its termination; and, accord. to As, sometimes,
.l, with tenween; (S ;) or e.- ,1.', (JK, 
and *lq. e&.l, and :G. *4.. (Lh, K,) and ,..

.,.or , ., 4, (accord. to different copies of
the I, but) indecl., with kesr for the termination,
[i.e. e~. ,~., or ; J- e,] mentioned in the

M, (TA,) and t ,L.. ' .*, (IDrd, TA, [see 1,])
ejaculations used for chiding a he-camel, not a
she-camel: (AV, JK, IDrd, 8, 15:) or one says
to a she-camel, t and 14.. (A'Obeyd, TA in
art. C,: [or perhaps there is an omission here:
I think it more likely that what A 'Obeyd said
was that one says to a she-camel ct, and to a
he-camnel #...])

*^ Theface, or countenance; syn. .; as
also : (Lbi, 1 ) the latter with kesr: (TA:)
so in the saying, %, .Jii; and y ~ [He
looked with an evil face or countenance]. (Lb,
] .)_, - , or e.- : see the next pre-

ceding paragraph.

.... · see .

*1j and ;tj and ;4.: see art. `.j.

-S -r

a -8-
e see art. jn.

1. o, (8, ,) aor. :, (TA,) inf. n. ~.,
(],) He (a man, .) was, or became, affected with
nwhat is termed ti'. e, (S, .K,) meaning ardour:
and violence of amorous desire; or of grief, or
sorrow: (S:) or intmard love: (M, 1:) and
grief, or sorrow: (K, and so in a copy of the :)
and ardour: and violence of love; or of grief, or

sorratv: (s:) [see ,...:].and also as meaning
consumption; or an ulcer in the lungs: and long
continuance, or oppressiveness, of disease: and a
disease in the chest : (] :) or any inward disease
during which one does not find food to be whole-

sonme: (TA:) part. n. t.; (,K; ) fem. 1 j.
(TA.)_-You say also, OL; ;t-, meaning I
found the countryj, or town, to disagree with me.

(S.) And i.. -" and '; [IHe found it
to disagree with him: a meaning indicated, but
not expressed]. (15.) See also 8. And jq?

,b9j1l The land stank. (TA.)

8. .1,.1 IIe disliked residing in it, namely, a
country, or town, even if in the enjoyment of ease
and plenty: (S:) or he dislihed it, (K, TA,) and
found it to disagree with him; (TA;) as also
tj..: (, TA:) or he disliked it, namely, a
city, andfound it to be insalubrious: or, as AZ
says, he disliked it, namely, a country, even if it
agreed with him in respect of his body: and he
says, in his Nawadir, that l.;. signifies the
year'ning towards, or longing fo., home, and dis-
liking a place, even if in the enjoyment of ease
and plenty: and disliking it without yearning
towards, or longingfor, home: and also the not
finding thefood nor the beverage in a land to be
wholesome; but not nwhen one likes the residing in
it but its food and beverage do not agree wit/
him. (TA.) And kS.:j,.I Is heart was burnt
by theffire of enmity. (yHam p. 219.)

~..gn: see 1:_ and see what next follows, in
two places.

f. part. n. of 1, q.v.; (8,1;) and *QS
signifies the same, being an inf. n. used as an
epithet. (1.) - Hence, (S,) the former, (., ],)
as also V the latter, (1, and so in a copy of the R,)
signifies Stinking water; ( ;) or water that has

become altered and stinking. (S, TA.) - .
J .. and ?a~j. A land that disgresm witA
one. (1.)

$S.'- Contracted in the bosom, (, TA,) by
reason of ditase therein, (TA,) to that hit tongue
cannot explainfor him, (1,) or so that his tongue
can hardly, or not at all, cxplainfor him. (TA.)

62 1 1
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3. ,1t, inf. n. H;e, Ie faced him,frionted
himn, was opposite to him, or was over against
him: a dial. var. of tI. (IAar, K.) Yon say
also, ;t. d .s. lie passed by me being in
front, or opposite. (TA.)

1. ;1, aor. :. , inf. n. ($, M. b, ,
&c., [the most common form, but] deviating from
the general rule [respecting inf. ns. of this class],
for the inf. n. of a verb of the form j.i having
its aor. of the form j!A is [accord. to the general
rule, if commencing with an augmentative .,]

J3Ja:, though some words, beside :a., deviate
from this rule by being of the measure jaA, [for

.:Lv. is originally ~:.,] as ~. and 3eC;
and .e. and ; and . and ,J) and

r),L and .j. and iha; and t and po

and b,. , ,* TA) and ia. ($, 1, of the form
of an inf. n. of un., but used as an inf. n. in an
ahbsolute sense, like 'ai;. and TiAa , , TA) and
g~, (v,) He, or it, came; or was, or became,
present; sy. j1; ($, ];) or J-*, said of a
man [&e.]; (Mqb;) or J.1._ [meaning it came,
came to pass, happenreed, tooh place, betided, befell,
or occurred; it rendted; it emsued; &c]; and
it is used in relation to ideal, as well as real, sub-
stantives; so that i iI.u ;4. 1l1 [When the
assistance of God shall come (in the JZur cx. 1)]
is [not a figurative but] a proper phrase. (Er-
Rghlib, TA.) Sb mentions, on the authority of
certain of the Arabs, i .~ [for . ,&

He come, or will come, to thece], with the hemzeh
suppresed: (TA:) and he also mentions .
as a dial. var. of i . (Id. in art. eyr, q. v.)

[As shown above,] ;1. is usea intransitively and
transitively. (Myb, MF.) You say, ,j [.- Zeyd
came; or was, or became, presecnt. (Myb.) And

:1.... Lt q. [1 came with a good coming;
or in a good manner]. ($.) And I,.j -.. 4. 'I

came to Zeyd. (Myb.) And sometimes one says,
· i ,i . meaning I went [as well as I came] to
him, or it. (Myb.) And .Jl X. &. 1l came
from the town, or country]: and '..'I, X..,

meaning ,4l X ' [fromn the presence of the
peple, or company of mvt]. (M,b.) And ;1s
I l The rain [came, or] descended. (Myb.)

And ~iJL l at ;'. The order, or command, of
the Sul{dn came, or arrived. (Myb.) And '

., ($, lMb, j) and T1 ;., both signifying the
same, (~, I,) [I came with him, or it;] I brought
him, or it, with me. (M;b.) And js:JI k ', 1
J,4 ;. [Praise be to God who brought thee];
and .1 Xi .4,,JI [Prais be to God because,
or that, thou camteds or hast come]; but not

s. 1., . J.a,J1: (, TA:) and [in like
manner] you say, l.% 1 .L 1 _ '*J1; but... --

not lIS v l.S JAq dhJl unless you say d

or L., or .c [after LSJI]. (ISk, TA.) [Hcence,

X ;W? He begot a child, or children; like .s

S. And at ,t4. She brought himforth; gave
birth to him; like & .jI. And 4 ;1 It (a
word) conreyed, or imported, a meaning.]_

[:. ; 4. also signifies lIe brough t to pasn, did,
executed, performed, or qffected, a thing: and he
said, gave utterance to, or uttered, a thing: like
a UI in both these senses.] And I ;.- Ile
did thus, or such a thing. (TA.) Hence, [in the

ur xix. 28,] toi ;4 JJ (TA) [Ver,ily, O
Mary, thou hast done] a thing hitherto unhnown;
a thing deemed strange. (B.d. [See another ex.
voce at, likewise from the Kur.]) And t 

L~. I did a good thing. (Msb.) And 1 ,9 ;.J
He produced a newv sayinig, or new poetrj, not
after the similitude of anything 1preceding. (TA
in art. .. ) And ;. - it. (. in art.

·. . ., I..U1) or [more commonly] j~.. 1...
(M in that art.) [He (a horse) performed, or
fetched, run asfter run]. -_ ;. is also syn. with
;., like it1; as in the saying, t 41 U;i:
The building became, or came to be,ftrm, strong,
or compact. (Kull p. 11.) [And hence the phrasc,]
s%_~ .,1;'(. La, (M, K.,) thus in all the copies of

the K, with the noun in the accus. case; i. e.
Vhtat became, or has become, thy ,ant . syn.

.j.~L La; (M, 1]g;) or ['i/sat was thy want? syn.
:.JLe to: (Er-Radee, TA:) L being here an

interrogative, and the [implied] pronoun [in the
verb] being made fern. because its predicatc is
fern.: but some say .... , in the nom. case, [as
it is in the C., meaning Tflhat did, or has, thy
want become ?] regarding J.1_q.. as the subject of
,o.., and La as the predicate of this verb. (TA.)

_See also 3.

3. ;- [inf. n. of to.] signifies The act of
facing, or fronting; being opposite, or over
against: (IApr, K:). and the act of coinciding;
as also t'.. (AZ, 1g.) You say of a man,

,T, '. 5s1>.. IIe faced me, fronted me, was
opposite to me, or wras over against me, at a short
distance. (TA.) And ;.. ~j . He pased
by me being in front, or opposite. (TA.) And
t;* ;s.~. I coincided with such a one in his

coming. (TA.) And z .;a!J C;,J L , j3;ji. 9
:.i4i Hadst thou passed beyjond this place, thous
hadst met with rain, or coincided writh rain in its
coming. (TA.)- *,.J [l., [so in copies
of the 8, and in copies of the K, as from the 8,
but in the TA, as fromnt the S, 5.;1., and said to
be with two hemzehs, though this is evidently
wrong,] aor. es.l, the former verb of the mea-
sure l. (8,) is [said to be] a mistake for

~.q .s.1Q., since the former verb has an
infirm letter [S] for its medial radical and . for
its final, not the reverse, (Sgh, .1,) [therefore]
what J says is not allowable unless it be an
instance of transposition; (IB, TA;) but what is
given by F [and Sgh as the correct form] is that

wllich is accord. to rule, and what J says is that
which has been heard from the Arabs, as ISd has,
pointed out; (TA;) [and rule is not to be re-
garded wllen it is contr. to classical usagc;] the
meaninlg is, He vied twith me, or strov to surpass
me, in frequency of coming, and I surpassed him
therein. (S, .)

4. o;.bI lie made him, or it, to come. (Kull
p. 11.) - [Hence,e] .l i. q. t.: see 1.

(S, .I.)-1 .1t I compelled him, constrained
him, or necessitated him, to have recourse, or
betahe him.,Celf, to it; (Fr, S, g;) or made him to
want it, or be in need of it: (S:) in the dial. of

Temeem, ,a1. (TA in art. i:.) It is said in a
prov., .P . G [It is an
evil thinly that compels thee to have recourM to
the narrowv of a hoch]; for, as As says, the
r,j contains no marrow, and only he who

cannot obtain any [other] thing is made to want
it. (S.) And it is said in the lur xix. 23,
;JI , 1 el t l ll4JU And the motion
of the child in her womb compelled her to betake
herself to the trunk of the palm-tree. (Bd.)

'a!. [A coming;] a subst. from ;.., (S, ,)
of the measure ;"i, with kesr to the t. (..)

and :l.: see what next follows.

(', (K,) mentioned by Sb as an extr. word,
(TA,) [but regularly formed, of the measure

JW,] and ,.!., also written :,1., (K.,) with the
,5 changed into hemzch, (TA,) and ':~, (K,)

[originally ~. , of the measure Wi', denoting

intensiveness, in the CK] written ~1,] mcln-
tioned by IJ as anomalous, A frequent collier.
(TA.) Onc says, ? *;.J s2 Vcrily he is a
frequent bringer of good. (TA.)

[ o-, originally Xm ~, then ), then i ,
and then I.., Coming; act. part. n. of 1.]

L 14., aor. : sec 1 in art. ,.', in
two places.

2. , inf. n. dee.: see 1 in art. wr..

,~ The j; [or opening at the neck and
bosom] (K) of a shirt (S, 1) and the like; (K ;)
as, for instance, of a coat of mail: (TA:) or the
opening of a shirt at the uppemost part of the
breast: (Mob, MF:) or the opening in a garment
for the luad to be put through: or such an open-
ing as a sIcoe and a 3j;: (MP :) pl. [of mult.]
3,o, (M 1b, K,) also pronounced ,, (TA,)

[like ;i.M for ;.,t,] and [of pauc.] ,Ot;l:
(Msb :) this is said to be its properart., (1,'TA,)
not .-'^., because its pL. is .,'.- · (TA.) [The
Arabs often carry things within the bosom of the
shirt &c.; and hence the word is now applied by
them to A pochet.] - t The heart; the bosom.
(K.) So in the saying, .Jl U .,& t [He is
pure, or sincere, of hea't orbosom]: (] :) or
trusty, trustworthy, or faithfuL (g. [See also
art. .o.]) A poet ays,
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t [And thou hast exasperated a bosom the heart
of rhich was faithful to thee]. (TA.) You say
also, J..JI ~ t [He is a person of foul
heart]. (A in art. ,.a.) And ^; . C.

t He cleared his heart, or bosom, of it. (1. in
art. tj, q. v.)--.~',j'l ) t The place of

entrance of the land, or country: (1.:) )pl. -'.
(TA.)

1i~: see art. , .·

W8 ;J t. . Hollowed [sapphires]: occurring
in a trad. describing the banks of the river of
Paradise: but accord. to one reading, it is y1y
0. . .. j .0. .
.,,..; accord. to another, c or ~.-;

and accord. to another, - or ¥.. . (TA.)

1. jl M .- 1 , aor. inf. n. S-l,

[perhaps a mistranscription for i;.,] i. q. .t

of which the nor. is ae': see art. (hIMsb.)

And 41 ,~., inf. n. and ., the latter

an inf. n. like iel&, God afflicted them with a
calamity. (TA.)

s. ;. C:~: sec art. C:". (Mshi.)

1. , (Lh, L,) or ;I., of the same class

as ., nor. , (Mtl.,) inf. n. ., (Lb, 8,
A, L,M.l, , K1,) lie had a lI,ng nech: (A, Ms.b,
K :) or a lon,y au,l beautJifd neck: (., L :) or a
slender and lo,y neck. (1., Ki.)

, of the nc:asure JW, (Sh, Akli,) or it may
be originally of the measure .J , (S,, TA,) The
neck: (S,L, Msb,IK:) said by Sh to be used
only in praise; and ia;, in dispraise; the use of
the former in the ]Jur cxi. being ironical; (TA;)
but accord(. to Elish-Shiliab, the contr. is often the
case: (MF:) generally applied to tihat of a
woman: (L:) or the part of the neckh ut)pon nhich
the necklace lies: or its fore part: (L, :) pl.
[of pauc.] >.l. (S, L, Msb, I) and [of mult.]
* ., .JP 5.

e .,. (L, K.) q.. 1l i means A femnle seft
in respect of the neck; as though the term 
applied to each dlistinct part of the neck, and the
pl. denoted the whlole neck. (L.)

x : see ,l..

: see art. ...

,; Having a long nech: (A, Msb, K:) or
having a long and beautiful neck: (S, L:) or
having a slender and long neck: (L, K :) or it is
not applied to a man: (T, TA:) fern. l.l., (S,
L, Msb, I,) with which V I;l, is syn.; (. ;)
or this signifies having a beautiful neck: (L:)
pl. o, [originally ]. (, A, K .) And

~1 A long and beautiful, or sender and long,
nech. (L.)

2. ,. lie plastered a watering-trough or tank
,withk,1. (TA.)

.J., withi kesr to the j, ($, Mughnee, ], &c.,)

lilke ,.I; (Mughnee;) and , like .1; and
sometimes ;. (Mughnec, K;) or this, where
it occurs, is for -1 e, and is properly written

·.. .',1 ~in the sense of sa being a corrobora-

tive pf .~., and its hemzelh and sheddeh and final
vowel being here suppressed : (Mughnee :) a
form of oath, (S, ,) or put in the place of an
oath, (IAmb, TA,) meaning Verily, or truly;

syn. Lie: (S, K:) or a responsive particle,
(Mughnee,) meaningr yes; syn. _r [which is
most approved as responsive to an intcrrogation],
(Mughnce, K,) or l.. [which is most approved
as responsive to an affirmation]; (Silark. et-Tes-

hcel, K;) not a noun in the sense of i_., for
were it so it would be an inf. n.; nor in the sense
of l.1, for were it so it would be an adv. n. of
tinme; and if it were a noun it would be dccl.,
and would admit the article J1, and would not
have Il for a corroborative, nor have ) opposed
to it, as it has in the saying,

[llhen the daukltter of Bl-'Ojeyr says J, sthe
speahs trtuly: not :chen she says .,~. ]: (Mugh-
nec :) or it is a verbal noun, meaninig I knom;

syn. .Jjl; as is mentioned by Ihn-Abi-r-Rabee;,

and by lEr-Rtadee on the authority of 'Abd-El-
Klhir. (MI F.) You say, ,l' j ~ Verily, or

truly, [&c.,] I will not come to the. (S.) And
,s Jail 0 .r~ Verily, or truly, [&c.,] I will

not do that. (K,* TA.) And Wi . j .,,~ j No,
verily, or truly, [&c.,] I will not do [that]. (K..)

j. G,ypsum; syn. ,. (IAar, TA.) [In
modern Arabic, Lime: see also what next follows.]

;1 Quick lime, and the mixtures thereof, with
which are plastered ieatering-troughs or tanhks,
and baths; syn. : (S, K :) quick lime and

gypsum mixed wvith ashes: (IAar. TA:) or quich
lime alone. (TA. [Sec also ,.~.])~ [A lime-

burner: so in the present day: see Oj9.]=
ileat in the chest, by reason of rage or hunger;

as also * 1.: (S, J :) or cough, or the like.
(Ham p. 56.) It is app. of the measure JWt.; or
it may be of thie measure JaS; or jl., [ori-
ginally ;q.]. (IJ, TA.) - Strength, or vehe-
mence. (TA.)

jl_.: see _.

A watering-troughl or tank made small:
or made deep: or plastered with gypsum. (I(.)

1. ,4.W, (s, A, Mob, K,) aor. P~., (S, Mob,

,) inf .n. (Msb, K) and ,- (T, $)

and 3,", (1,) said of a cooking-pot (T, $, A,
Mqb, K) &c., (T, A, I5,) It boiled, or eutuated:
(T, S, A, MIsb, K :) or began to do so, not yet
boiling or eJtuating; this latter being said by
some to be the correct meaning. (IB,L,TA.)
-t It (the sea) estuated (A,0 K, TA) with the
waves, (A, TA,) so that it n,as unnavigable.
(TA.)_-t It (a valley)flowred mrith much natetr,
its water, or 7aves, rising high. (S, ].0) - t It
(a water-spout, or pipe,) poured forth water:
(TA:) and [in like manner] you say of the eye,
_1_, meaning, t it flowed, or oveflonwed, with
tears. (J5.) -t He (a horse) reared, and became
excited. (TA.) - : _ ., ($, g,) or '1G

.; s_ll, (A,) I His soul [or stomach] haved;
or became agitated lby a tendency to vomit; syn.
-.~; (S, Y1, TA;) or .1; (T in art. j; see

: .;,.i in that art.;) as though nwhat was in
his belly rose to his fates: (TA:) or his soul
[as it were] turned round, [i. e., he became giddy,]
wvith the tendenyj to vomit: (S, K :) as also
*- ',.. ; (K ;) which occurs in the former of'

these senses in a trad.: (TA:) and -a G.
also signifies his soul [or stomach] heaved, by
reason of grief orfright; (s ;) [as also ,.1 ;]
or when this last signification is meant, you say
1,q.: (s :) and his (a coward's) soul purposed
flight : or reas frightened: as also t, in
either of these two senses: (TA:) and -.

L,,.I &Il his heart quitted its place by reason
offear. (EM p. 9.)_- o i~ His bosom
boiled wnith wrath, or rage. (TA.) You say also,

J3J~iJ { J ut [fHis bosom boilt against
me wvith rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite;
or wvith latent rancour, &c.]. (A.)_j.. I . s .

j.,a1 Anxiety boiled in the bosom: and in
like manner, j_.al .L ,1 . t [COohoing
in,rath or rage boiled in the bosom]. (T, TA.) 

.4 , .u .. 'JI _ .. (A, L) TVar, or the ,,ar,
[boiled, or raged, or] began to boil [or rage,]
betwreen them. (L, TA.) - In the following
words of a poet, cited by IApr,

t [ She arose, shonwing herself to thee] in her strength
and youth, [j~. being for L~ .,] :t.., [the
inf. n.,] meaning as rendered above, is with
sukoon [to the .] by poetic license. (ISd, TA.)

2. , [from j,] lie collected, or assem-
bled, armies, or militarJforces. (v.) And _ p.

t.. [lIe collected, or assembled, an artmy, or a
militaryforce]. (A.)

5. ; -,.;: see1l. [lI,, from ,
They became collected, or assembled, as an army,
or a military force: or they fornmed then~elres
into an army, or a militarj force.]

10. .-1, [from H;,] He demanded, or
summoned, armies, or militaly forces, ; .'

LL from such a place. (A.) And .lle Ii
demanded of him an army, or a military
force. (v.)

,Al-.: see :,AW, in art. Atn-, in two places;
and see aiitJI, below.
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to, ~qAn army; a military force: (A, ]>) or
a body of mmn in mar: (TA:) or mmn going to
mar or for some otker purpose: (T, V, TA:)

344 A single rising, or heatving, or the like:
PI. ~sq:hence the phrase j,IM"' 1
(app. meaning The riuingsr of/abe or tlain things
in the wind, or the like]. (TA.)

to. 0.e
j1 pegq Jq...[A cooking-pt boiling, or boiling

muck]. (A.) - t t A Aorse that rears
and is eweited wvhen tkou puttest him in motion
writh tAy heel. (V, TA.)

h.~4,TA. #owl; syn. um.A&i; (]p;) [as also
,,AQ.I, sometimes written VwldJ'JI, without ;
mentioned by some in art. sq.(TA.)

Quasi 4r

and gq:see .,in art.

1. ig..i ~ii4, or.JgJ;(J9;) and ~4.
]g ,) inf. n. ~ a)and 

(i)[and VC4J Golius, as from tie I,but
not found by me in any copy thereof,] and

[Boox I.
.4%.Jbl; (TA;) Thte dead bodY stank, or became

stinking. (9,0 ii:, TA.)

9. .4 He became a stiniking dead body.
(Mgh, KL.) - See also 1.

7: see 1.

h5iI*. (A carcass, or corpse, i. c.] a dead body
[of a beast or a man], thtat Aas becopnw stinking;
($l, Mgh, V;) or, as some say, in a general misc;
[wvhether stinking or not.:] (TA:) or, of beasts and
cattle, an animal that has died a natural deatha, or
been killed othermivie than in tA. manner prescr.ibed
by thes law, and has becoie stinking: (Mh)[and
the corpse of/a man: (see biteo.:)] pl. [of rniilt.]

0, 0 6 L~q.(,Mg,P Mybb, K) nnd [of pauc.] bj.t~l..
[Hence,] ,y iJ1 Ote ,vlio

sleeps aU lis th iglt, and labour# all the day.
(TA from a trad. [See also ar.t. .!~pWJa.) IDrd
mentionis thais word in art. jja.. hodnch 
to be oricrinally j. (TA.)

jkq. A Yij/tcr, or ransacker, of graves (a
TA;) because lie removes the [,gravc-] Clothe.,
from the corpses, and takes thczui; or, as some
say, because of the stinkin- nature of hiis act.
(TA.)

,)a.A naition, people, race, tribe, or/amity of
m kinaatpd; (S, Mob, K(;) sucha as the Turks, and
thte Greeks, (~TA,) and lthe chines,: (TA:)
PI. j 1q (Mi, Myb, TA) and C*,q.. (M, TA.)

-And Ageneration o/men. (TA.)~nSee also

see ',JImin art. t.

C)5.aJI Small pebbles which the wvind
makies to turpn abiout or round about, to circle,
or to revolve: (?, K:) btut this belongs to art.

(TA.) a ee in art.

-ay.,: see mbl in art. J^~. .

2. L .. I lie rote a .()

- The letter c: njasc. and femn.: (T,K,0

TA:) pbl. ..Z4t and% t~^ (TA.)

Quasi s1..

see ^0 
1

i
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[BOOK I.]

C
The sizth letter of the alphabet: called *:. [and
l. (respecting which latter see the letter r,).
It is one of the letters termed IL~,, or non-
vocal, i. e. pronounced with the breath only,

without the voice; and of those termed A.;
i. e. faucial, or guttural, for] the place of its
utterance is in the fauces; and were it not for
a hoarse aspiration with which it is pronounced,
it would resemble : next after- it [with respect

to the place of utterance] is *: [( having the

lowest place of utterance; then C; and then e:]

and C and o nre never consociated in any un-

compounded word of the which the letters are all
radicals, because of the mutual nearness of their

places of utterance: they occur togetller in j';;
but this is only a compound word in the classical
language; and as the name of a certain kind of
tree it is a post-classical word. (Kh, L.) [It
is often put for '".-. As a numeral, it denotes
Eight.]

,.. and :".: see the letter C, and see arts. I.
and ~.

1. _ [signifying HIe, or it, was, or became,
loved, beloved, an object of lort, afjected, liked,

or approved, is originally _ or ']. You

Say, :'J 1t. 1 1 ,& [aor. or :,] inf. n.

, i, This thing was, or became, an object of love
to me. (]. [The meaning is there indicated, but

not expressed. In the C1, ;JXI is erroneously

put for :.JI.]) And i.1 .. I became loed,
beloved, or an object of love, to him: [said to be]

the only instance of its kind except .,_j, and

.;e.r (s.) And ;._ j lwe4 t , with
kesr, Thou mast not loed, and thou hast become

loed. (fs.) See also 5.__, formed from
,.4., by making the former . quiescent and in-
corporating it into the latter, is also a verb of
praise [signifying Beloved, lovely, pleating, charm-

ing, or excellent, is he, or it]; (TA ;) and so _,
[which is more common,] formed from the same,
by incorporating the former , into the latter
after transferring the dammeh of the former to the
C. (ISk, g, TA.) A poet says,

^; i,;_l t ,! ob 

* CWt1W , 

[And her denying inceased his devotion in love:
for lovely, as a thing, to man, is that which is
denied]. (TA.) And Sa'ideh says,

[Ghadoob hath forsaken thee, (and lovely is the
person who rithdraweth far awray,) and obstacles
in the way of thy drawing near have occurred to

separate thee and her]. (S, TA.) [See also 1k,~
below.] _ [Both are also verbs of wonder.] You

say, ,.S 4 ., (As, S, and so in copies of the

V1,) and _e.v, (I 'At p. 236, [where both forms
are mentioned as correct,] and so in the Cs,)
How beloved, or lovely, &c., is sucAk a one (As,
9, Ir) to me! (AV, S.) [See also 4.] A'Obeyd
and Fr read this _, saying that it means _
C;', and that the former ". is rendered quies-
cent by the suppression of its dammeh, and in-
corporated into the latter. (S,OTA.) See also
4, in two places. Also ,..-, [aor., accord. to
analogy, ,] He stood stiUl, stopped, or paused.

(I.) lAnd _, with damm, He wat fatigued,
or tired. (I.)

2. ,,i , He, or it, [rendeed him, or it,
an object of love, lovely, or pleasant, to me;]
made me to lo~e, affect, like, approve, or take

pleasure in, him, or it. (].) You say, L51 '.
~-1. [His beneficence made himn an object of

love to me]. (A, TA.) And XA' al1 41 .,'_
[God madefaith loely to him]. (A,TA.) And

-, ., g ;,, i.

1 ;jj3 k JL ~ [Thy visiting me hath been

made pleasant to me]. (A, TA.) _
[He formed the medicine into piUs, or little clots
or balls: see its quasi-pass., 5]. (V in jm., &c.)
- And ,. . He fild a water-skin &c. (AA,

TA.) _ See also 5

3. at..., (S,) or aq., (g,) and ,-si cg-
nify the same [as inf. ns. of, l.]. (S, '.) [You

say, ,4 j . "" They loved, affected, liked,
approved, or took pleasure in, one another.] And
Ita. He acted, or behaved, in a loving, or friendly,
manner with him, or to him. (A, TA.) -See
also 4.

4. 'd1, ($, A, Msb, ]g,) inS. n. ... ; (KL;)
and 1e., (S,) first pers. ,, (Msb, ],) aor. ,

which is anomalous, (S, Msb, 15,) the regular
aor. being !, which is unused, (Msb,) [said to
be] the only instance of a trans. verb whose
second and third radical letters are the same

having the measure JtAi as that of its aor. with-

out having also the measure ', (g,) and
therefore by some disapproved, as not chaste, and
disallowed by Az, though he alloVs the pass.

form ,.., (TA,) inf. n. a (K,) or this is a

simple subst., (Msb,) and _..; (s;) and [?^-.,]
first pers. ;.', aor. :; and tVl., in£. n. ,
of the dial. of Hudheyl; (Msb;) and V ,I;
(Msb, .K;) signify the same; (g, Myb, ]1;) He
loved, affected, liked, appr~d, or took pl~ure in,
him, or it: (A, ]L, and KL in explanation of the
first and lust:) he heldd him, or esteeend him, as a
friend: (KL in explanation of the firt and last:)

or I signifies the esteeming [a person or
thing] good: (g:) and the preferring, or choosing,

[a person or thing,] as also 'e"1: (KL:) and

, .ca '.4..%1 means Ae loved, or eteemed,
him, or it, above another, or others; preferred
himn, or it, to another, or others. (S, A,* TA.)

'isJ , + ; L, in the dial. of the tribe of Suleym,

is for '.e;t i [I loved not, or liked not, tlhat];

like a for , and a and a for

W. (Lb, TA.) [l.& XpA " X *-_t may be

rendered I would that it were thu, or that such
a thing were.] It is said of Ohod, in a trad.,
'A ·. ,,. ·..-..
A' j ,..i .- , meaning It is a mountain

whose inhabitants love us, and rhose inAabitants we
love: or it may mean we love the mountain itself,
because it is in the land of people whlom we love.

(IAth, TA.) And one says ti. Ist. 

. lJI for l ._ i [In an hour, or a time, in

which food is loved, or liked]. (TA.) -a,a.l 

4 i. q. & _ [How beloved, lovely, pleating,

charming, or excellent, is he, or it, to me!]; (A#,

S, ,TA;) and so t 'I '. (A, TA.) [De
Sacy, in his Gram. Ar., sec. ed., ii. 221, mentions

the saying, Ji d^5 1, , - -

as meaning How greatly does tlh belier love
God! and how great an object of love is le to
God!]u---al, (?, V,) inf. n. as above, (?,)
also signifies He (a camel) kyaeled and lay down,
and would not spring up: (] :) or wna retive:
or kneeled and lay down: (f:) or wu aj.flicted
by a fracture, or disease, and would not mo~e
from his place until cured, or remained there
until he died: (AZ, $, ]:) or became jaded:
(TA: [agreeably with this last explanation the
act. part. n. is rendered in the f and ], on the
authority of Th :]) or was at the point of death,

A
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by reason of violent disease, and therefore kneeled
and lay dlown, and could not be roused. (AHeytli,
TA.) Accord. to AO, 5. .G .Jl _ ' #'
tJ [in thle laur xxxviii. 31] means I have stuch

to the ground, on account of my love of tlhe horses,
[lit., of ood things,] and so been diverted from
prayer, until the time of prayer has passed:
(TA:) by X,-.JI is meant ,Ji1. (Jel.) Also
lle became in a state of recovery from his disease.
(g.)~And It (seed-produce) had, bore, or pro-
dluced, gr'ain. (,q, .)

5. _ lie i manifested, or shonwed, love, or

afe.ction, (S, ,) l1 to him. (S.) i and
"^ nare both syn. witlh ;3. (TA.) - [Also,

app., LIe became, or mnadle himself, an object of
love or affection to himl: see ,?, said to be
syn. witll .] lie became swollen, or
inflated, like a jar (,), from drinking. (A,
TA.) - It (a water-skin &c.) becanme full. (AA,
TA.) - lI began to be satiated with drink.
(K.) - lie (an ass &c.) becamnte filled withl
water: (S:) and 4.. also is used in thlis
sense, but ISd doubts its correctness: (TA :) one
says, %:_ J_ ,X Z.O The camnels drank
until they e satiated. (s.) .JI r

1.l JiaI [Tl e hoar-frost for,,nei into grains

like small pearls]. (TA in art. .L,.)_ _
~j~ 1 u J*;ll [7'he saliva formed, or col-

lected, in little bubbles upon the teeth]. (Az, TA.)
_ . ,3 l U ;[Tl3the mnilkh becane deco,n-

posed, and formed little clots of curd]. ($ in

art. -..)h&$ I .J [The butter formed
into little clots, when first appearing in the milk
or cream]. (? and gK in art. >,J.) The verb is
also used in like manner in relation to honey, (K
in art. ,) and t, ($ in that art.,) and
medicine. (TA in that art. [See also 2.])_
1 ,JI _ [The shin brohe out with pimples,
or small pustules: so in the language of the pre-
sent day: see ,..]. (TA in art. .)

6b. Il3 They loved, or affected, or liked, one
another. (., A,* J.0)

10: see '4.~.JI.JIA The stomacht
of the cattle, or camels ,fC., retained the nate,
[that they had flrunh], and the tine between the
two waterings thereof became long, or became
Ingthened. (]r.) This is at the conjutnction of
[the periols of] .4iI and aJI [the ninth and
tenth of the Mansions of the Moon, which, in
central Arabia, about the commencement of the
era of the Flight, took place on the 12th of
August, 0. S., (see jl, in art. 
when Canopus rises with them. (TA. [31l is
there put for J;Al1; but evidently by a mistake
of a copyist. There is also another mistake,
Ihough a small one, in the foregoing passage: for
Canopus rises, in central Arabia, after J..Wll,
and before ~n.JI; and rose aurorally, in that
latitude, about the commencement of the era of
the Flight, on the 4th of August, O. S.])

v. and . A cry by which a he-camdel is
chidden, to urge him on. (TA voce .,JS, q. v.)

,, (S, Mob, ],) a [coll.] gen. n., (Msb,)
n. un. L .; (S, Mob, K ;) Grain of wheat, bar-
ley, lentils, rice, &c.: (Az, TA:) accord. to Ks,
only of wheat and barley: (TA:) or tuheat ~4c.
while in the ears or other envelopes: (Mb :) [but
applied also to various other seeds; among which,
to beans, (as in the Mgh in art. 04,) and peas
and the like; and kernels; arid] the stones of
grapes, dates, pornegranates, and the like: (Mgh
vocc :) by some it is applied even [to ber-
ries; as, for instance,] to grapes: you say ae.

. , as well as .lI i , and . a:l 0-p, and
the like: (TA:) [and hence, to beads: (see

_ :)] the pl. (of ,,, Msb) is _- (S, Msb,

.jfand , like O'. (K,) lII. ofp ; (TA;)
and (of AC, M.sb) A,t_. (Msb, K) and _t.,
[or this is pl. of . also,] likc as pl. of

a.L. [and of . ]: (Msl :) and ~. is also
called [by lexicologists, but not by grammarians,]
a pl. of L.. (TA.)_[llence,] Sced-produce,
whether small or large. (TA.) And ;1l

'.j11 (S, K~) i. q. .J 1 [Tliefiruit of the tore-
binth-tree, or pistacia terebinthus of Linn. (I)clile,
Flor. iEg. no. 936.)] (1.) An,,d :.IJI; Jl (,R

) i. q. j.J11I [Tle black aromatic seed of a
species of nigella]. (g.) [But see art. .
And for otlher similar terms, see the latter word

of each.] - And .,LJI e. and i;JI ,l and

i; 4a_. Hail. (S. [See a metaphorical usage of
the first of these in a verse cited voce .])
[Hence likewise,] _ also signifies Pinple, or
small pustules: [so in the present day: and any
similar small extuberances: a coll. gen. n.: n. un.
with ;.] (S and K' in art. J.)

_ Love; affection; syn. >., (A,) or ;1;.;
(K ;) inclination of the nature, or natural dispo-
sition, towards a thing that pleases, or delights;

(Kull p. 165;) contr. of V: (1Mgh, TA:) 4 |
a nd

and ... and9 4.. [this being said in the S to

be syn. with - and in the ]g to be syn. with
a4~ , and it is used as an inf. n. in an ex. cited
voce in art. ,] and t..J (S, K) and

t,1'. (K) and t a3,~ (S) signify the same;
($, ]K;) i.e., as above. (.K.) The degrees of
_ are as follow: first, .. A, the " inclining of

the soul, or mind ;" also applied to the "object
of love itself:" then, ij31, "love cleaving to the
heart ;" so termed because of the heart's cleaving
to the object of love: then, '..1, "violent, or
intense, love ;" from UL% signifying " difficulty,
or distress, or affliction :" then, jSc, [" amorous
desire;" or "passionate love;"] in the ?, "excess
of love ;" and in the language of the physicians,
"a kind of melancholy:" then, .', "ardour
of love, accompanied by a sensation of pleasure ;"
like 3.} and .; the former of which is
"ardour of love ;",and the latter, " ardent love :"
then, $Sq', "inward love;" and "violence of
amorous desire," or " of grief, or sorrow :" then,

.,33, "a state of enslavement by love:" then
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.43, " lovesickness.:" then, aJj, "distraction, or
loss of reason, in love :" and then, .a& "a state
of wandering about at random in consequence of
overpowering love." (Kull ubi supra.) [Accord.
to the Msb, it is a simple subst.: but accord. to

the K, an inf. n.; and hence,] ,_1 tJ 1.,
meaning ~ ,. ! [I love with loving, i. e. muclh,
tvwhat ye have loved]. (Har p. 18G.) IIence the
ph,rase, U te.,j_ [Yea; and lith love
and honour will I do what thou requirest: orfor
the sake of the love and honour that I bear thee:
or 4. may be here used for _~ to assimilate it
in termination to Laol.. : see what follows]. (S,
TA.) Hence also the saying of Abu-l-'AlA Es-
Sindee,

* ). ;...

* ,,1 t~4c;;>% u l# l 

[A,d by God, I knowv not (and indeed I amn
speaking t,.uth) whether disease have befallen me
in consequence of love of thee, or enchantment]:
(S, TA:) but IB says that the readinll best known

is t . .. '>; and that i,. r, lerc, may be an
inf. n. of .~.; or it may be pl. of ,, like as

bm.i is of .;S ; (TA;) or it may be an inf. n.

of ':~: some also read tL ~.. ., with fet-h
to the t, said to mean on account of t!i lo~ of
thee, and of the main amount thereof: (Iyam
p. 2G:) and some read XL;'.. '. "from thy
part" [or " firom thee"]. (TA.) . See also

,~..e.e~. · Also a Persian word, arabicized,
(Aait, S, Msb,) from ,_., (AHit, TA,) [or
,. or _.,] i q. tis, (S, Msb,) A jar, (g,

MF,) wthether large or small, ed for preparing
wine: (MF:) or a large jar: (Ii:) or one for
water: (IDrd, TA:) or the four pieces of oood
upon which i.x placed a two-liandled, or tno-eared,
jar: (1K, TA: [in the CK, by a misplacement
of words, this last signification is assigned to

.,_ A.:]) pl. [of pauc.] r,A. (K) and [of mult]
rl.,. and '. (S, Msb, V.) From this last
signification is [said to be] derived the phrase

j l;·.. [pronounced jii, L., lit. Ajar-
stand and a cover will I give thee, or the like],
1.1j_ signifying the " cover" of a jar, (g, TA,)
whether of wood or of baked clay. (TA.) [If
this be the true derivation, the phrase may have
originated from a person's asking of another the
loan or gift of a jar, and the latter's replying
"Yea; and I will give thee a jar-stand and a
cover ;" meaning " I will do what thou requirest,
and more :" but this phrase is now, and perhaps
was in early times, generally used, agreeably with
the more common significations of the two words,
in the sense assigned above to the phrase ai.

_: see :__ and , in four places:

- and '4. ~Also, and te., [but the latter is
doubted by the author of the TA, and thought to

be perhaps syn. with _ in the sense of,

and in the L it is said to be syn. with _ but in
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what sense is not explained,] An ear-ring

[formed] of one .L [or bead]. (K..)
g, a.- n. un. of -_ [q. v.]. (8, Msb, K.)

[Hence,] aea t 1 a name of tBread. (ISk,

-.) S8ee also i.~, in two places. - [A grain;
meaning the weight of a grain of barley;] a well-
knowrn night. (]g.)- A [smaU] piece, or por-

tion, of a thing. (T, K.)_,&i.l . Tke heart's

core; (AA, TA;) the blact, or inner, part of

tha heart; or i. q. d3)j.; (S, A, K;) which is
that [same thing]: (8 :) or a black thinfg in the
heart: (K:) or the black clot of blood that is
within the heart: (T, TA:) or the heart's blood.

(Oi.) You say, .3 ..U LJ. , , [Such a
woman smote his heart's core]. (A, TA.)=A
want: or an object of nwant; a needful, or requi-
site, thing: syn. t.h.. (1K.)

L.&.: see .. , in two places:_and _,d .

_[It is also used in a pl. sense.] You say, y

; L_A j.* [le is of the beloved of 7ny soul].

(TA voce ,a..)_And ;d also signifies IVhat
thou lovest to receive as a gift, or to hare. (1K.)

You say, i . 1 Choose thou vwhat, or ,vhom,
thou lorest; ad also t '-14'. (TA.)=Also A
grape-stone: sometimes without teslhdeed; (K;)

i. e. ... (TA.)
41
a._, a pl., [or rather quasi-pI. n.,] The seeds of

desert-plants that are not used asfood; pl. -~ :

(.:) or seeds of herbs, or leguminous plants,
(J3i4,) and of odoriferous plants: (1K :) or of
the latter only; (Ks, Az, TA;) and one of such

seeds is called 4 .; (Az, TA;) or ,..; the

cll. n. being t_,.~: (Msb:) or different seedls
of every kind: or the seeds of the herbage cualled

: or all seeds of plants: sing. the same, and

't 4: or this signifies everything that is sown:

and i^., the seed of everything that grows spon-
taneoudsy, without bein9g sown: or a small plant
growing among the kind of herbage called :

(] :) and dry herbage, b;roben in pieces, and
heaped together: (Aboo-Ziyad, 1K:) or dry herbs
or legumninous plants: (1K:) or the seeds of wilt
herbs or leguminous plants, and of those of the

kind called c, and their leaves, that are scat-

tered and mixced therew^ith; such as the 'O'

and ,o" and j.b and J.i and C:, and all

kinds of those herbs or leguminous plants that are
eaten crude, and those that are thick, or gross,
and bitterish: upon these seeds and leaves, cattle,
or camels &c., pasture and fatten in the end of
[the season called] the ,. . (T, TA.)

. s.e: see -A.a._. Also, ,) and at ,
(Q,) A beautiful arrangement of the teeth in
regular rows. (., :.) _ And Streaks of saliva
on the teeth. (TA.) And (both accord. to the
15, but the latter only accord. to the TA,) The
saliva that.flomw over the teeth, or collects in the
mouth, in little bubbles. (T, 1, TA.)

_: see ., : -. and ...
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..jLa.: see . ._. L. Thline utmost:
(M.sb:) or the utmost oJ' thy power: ( :) or the

utmost of thy love: or, of thine endeavour (.i.

[like I and le an d j3l.~l~. and an d 

and a;]). (K. [In the CK o ..]) You

say, iS 41 (K,) and tU JL ;c1 L_,

($, Msb, TA,) and !ll O O. .t., (TA,)
Thine utmost, (Msb,) or the utmost of thy porwer,
(S,) or of thy lore, or of thine endeavour, (1K,)
will be such a thing, (K,) and thy doing that,
(S, Msb,* TA,) and that event's taking place.

(TA.) Also, and u.'.. and V , The
main body, the masx, or bulk, or greater part or
portion, of water, (S, 1K,) and of sand, (1K,) and
of [the beverage called] j..: but it is said that

the third word applies particularly to water: (TA:)
or the first signifies the streaks, or lines, of water,
(As, K,TA,) resembling variegated worh : (As,
TA:) or the waves of water that follow one
another: (TA:) or the bubbles (S, A, K) of
water, (S,K,) or of wine, (A, TA,) that float
upon the surface; (S, A, K ;) as also thile second
(AHn,A) and the third: (AI.n, TA:) [it is a
coll. gen. n., in this sense, of which the n. un.
is with 3:] accord. to IDrd, J1 ~ anld ,.t-

.lr1 signify 6S [app. meaning tile ripple, or
broken surface, of mate,., such as is seen when it
is slighitly fretted'by wind, and when it flows

over uneven ground]. (TA.) ., tt. L ,1
t~t, in a trad. of 'Alec, relatilig to Aboo-
Bekr, is explained as meaning Tlhou hast o,trigun
others, and attainedl to the place whcerc thee.flood of
Ell-Isxin collects, and reached the first [springs]
ther'e!f, and d,'Iunl the purest. q' it, an;d become
1)possessor of its exeellencies: [this is the only ex-
p)lanation of it that I have found :] lut it is also
otherwise explained. (llr and others, TA in art.
,c.·)_ I.o also sig,,ilies : Dl) -drops; (A;)
the dewv (IAth, K) that is on treex 'jc. in the
evening. (IAth, TA.) It is said in a tlad., of
the inhabitaults of Paradise, that their food shall
turn into a sweat like JCJI bv, by which is
meant JIMusly dew: or, perhaps, musky bubbles.
(IAth, TA.)

31oc: see %,, in two places: and ....

=Also The serpent: (S,IAthl, K:) or a serpent
not of a malignant species: (TA:) and the alume
of a devil, (.,K,) accord. to some; (S;) Iut
said to be so only because a serpent is called

k;S . (A'Obeyd, S, TA.) - And a pl. [or
rather coill. gen. n.] of which the sing. [or n. uni.]
is 4.L [accord. to the C.K 1. ], meaning A
certain black aquatic insect or small animal (1..)

_- ..L A .1 The present world; (15, TA;)

metonymically used in this sense. (TA.)

,m.t: see ,, in two places: = and _.

vrr A person loved, beloved, affected, liked,
or approved; (s, A, Msb, ;) as also ..+-_

and _.., (S, Msb, ]g,) of which two the
former is generally used for the latter, (., 1K, TA,)

in like manner as are used j and an j~d

and ~ and j; and 'c;, each of which

has its proper verb of the mcasure jai, (TA,)

and _ (, 1) and .l and , whiill
last is also applied to a female, and has for its
pl. ,_: (15:) the fem. of _ is with ;;

(Msb, K;) and so is that of .,.cj, (l5,TA,)

[nnd that of 4 ,_,] and that of 4 _: (TA:)

the pl. of . is .1_1, instead of ·.40, which
wouhl he the reg. pl. but for the repetition of the

.; and the pl. of re is ,..: (Msb :) tihe

pl. of * _ is 1..l [a pl. of pauc.] and O,..

(K) anid J.~ (MF) and ,.. and . anid

4t ,', which last is rare (j.jv) [as a pl.], or id a

quasi-pl. n. (1K.) Though t',.. is uncommon,
it occurs in the following verse of 'Antarah:

[And thoou hast taken (and imayine not other-
wise), in respect of me, i. e. of my heart, the
place of the beloved, the honoured; or become in
the condition of the beloved, &c.]. (T, TA.)_

Also, (IA.r, KL, TA,) and (K, KL,) A
person loving; a lover; a f.rientl; (KL;) i. q.

_.: (IA.ar, K, TA:) [ferm.. of each with; :]

the pl. of the first (i. e. ,) is ,;~ (TA)

[and .L_l and a.~., mentioned by Golius as
firom the S, but not in my copies of the S: both,
however, arce correct: the former, the more com-

mon: the latter, a pl. of I)auic.]. You say ;!J.!

1v4.. ajj . and ,.a [A womnan loving to)

her husband]. (Fr, 8, K.*)-- _ The kid.

(I.ar p. 2 2 7 .) - a.JI: sel; _.

_ ,~C. (K,) or . _ yt, (S,) [A kind of
fre-fly;] a fly tat fl;es in the night, (v,) re-
sen,bling fire, (S,) emitting rayl like a lamp:
(K:) AHn says that _L_ and ,,. Mt
were both unknown to hill, and that nothing
respectilg iterln had becn hcard by him from the
Arabs; but that so6ime people asserted the insect
thus called to be the E1l, a moth that, w7hen it

.flies by night, no person not knowning it would
(loubt to be a sl)ark q 'fire: Aboo-T;lih says,
as on the authority of Arabs of the desert, that
_,.L is the name of a .fying thing longer than

the conmmon fly, and slender, that flies between
.,sinset and nightfall, resemnling a spark ofSfire:
(TA :) or, accord. to As, it is a flying thing, like
the common .ly, with a wing that becomes red;
,when itflics appearing at a distance liAe a lighted

piece of fire-wood. (I;ar p. 500) ../,lJI i

(S, 1) and , - U t;. and .imply .n..L JI
(S) mean Thie fire of the fly above mentioned :
or of El-Itfobdhib or Aboo-l.obdlib: (TA:)
[for] El-:Iob.hib, (S,) or Aboo-HIobailib, (g,)
is said to have been a niggardly man, who never
lighted any but a faint fire, fearing to attract
guests, so that his fire became proverbial. (8, 15.)
El-Kumeyt says, describing swords,

.. ,,; ,; ,.
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[The beholders me, in the aides of thle blade
thereof, and the extremities, the semblance of th
fire of the fire-Jfly]: ( :) bere thile poet has mad,
w.~t,o. imperfectly decl., regarding it as a fern
[proper] name [of the fly above mentioned]. (TA.
Or ..eL.Jl jU (S, ]() and simply .l.tel (S
signify The fire that iq struch by a hor se's hoofs
(Fr, :) or the spars of fire that are made t,
.fly fop th in the air by the collision of stones
or the sparAs that fall from the pieces of wooo
thtat are used for producing fire [by mneatns o
frictio,a]: (K :) or they are derived from L
(lAir, ],) signifying "weakness," (IAar, TA,

[and tiheir meaning is failt fire.] ,.L. .)

A flying insect resmnbling the [species of locus
called] ."~, (l,0 TA,) spotted with yellonii
and green: whien people see it, they say, .,.

e,~. 1~ [Spread forth thy wings (,.) C
.obdhib]; whereupon it spreads its two wings
which are adorned with red and yellow. (TA.)

l;,_, meaning, ', as in the phrase I."
jp1 [Loed, beloved, affected, loved, or approved
is the thing, or affair; or lovely, charming, ol
excellent, is it]; (1a;) and in .j '.. [Loved,
beloved, &c., is Zeyd]; ( ;) is composed ol
.a .
_4.., (Sb, Fr, $, ],) a verb of praise, in the

pret. form, invariable, originally ,.- , (Fr, ;,)
and 6i, (Sb, Fr, ., I,) its agent, (g,) which
together constitute it a single word, (Sb, 8, K,)
a noun, (Sb,],) or occupying the place of a
noun, ($,) governing the noun [particularized
by praisie] that follows it in the nom. case; (Sb,
.', 1g ;) the place that it occupies in conastmaction
making it virtually in the nom. case as an in-
choative, and the noun that follows it being its
enunciative: (S:) [but see what follows.] It is
used in the same manner as a prov.; (Sb, .;)
[i. e., it is not altered to agree in number or
gender with the noun particularized by praise,
which follows it;] remaining the same when
used in the dual and pl. and fern. sense; so that

e -*. .a · .1
one says, j L, and ljJI and jJ

and ,.nd J·sf and Q 1 and ,lt (c.];
(Ibn-Kcysin, TA;) and ipl* Ii.., not *j

;3t1I; (Sb, , ;') which shows that the noun
that follows it may not be regarded as g substitute
fi)r 13: (.S :) [but see what follows.] It is allow-
able, but bad, to say, IJ.e. ,,j. (TA.) [Therc
are, however, various opinions respecting 1,'~
and tihe noun that follows it.] Some hold that
1.. is a noun, composed of . and 13, and
is an inchoative, and that the noun particularized
by praise is its enunciative; or that the former is
an enunciative, and the latter an inchoative,
reversing the usual order: others hold that
is a verb in the pret. form; and 13, its agent;
and tihat the noun particularized by praise may
be an inchoative, of which 1.. is the enuncia.
tive; or it may be an enunciative of which the
inchoative is suppressed, so that .tj I.3. is for
min. . · N 

; j Ui~.4 [Loved, or belored, &e., is this
person: he is Zeyd], or .j 4j i .I.4. [loved,
&c., is t/is person: the person praied is Zeyd]:
others hold that 1.~ is a pret. verb, composed

%W-~

s of 4. and 13, and that the noun followiug i
e is its agent; but this is the weakest of opinions
e one also says, in dispraise, ,j I"j. (I 'A4

p. 233.)

.) .A An arrow thatfalU [in the space] arouna

: the butt: pl. 1 g,. ) (..)

I . ! [.I lfore, and most, loved, beloved, &c
.1 You aay, ll Cj 5 11 i1 L' This is mor,

an object of love, affection, lihing, or approval
or is more lovely, charming, or plleasing, to m

) than that. And 1t. l H lIe is then mos
belovel of the,n to me.]

t ...: see ?, in three places.__ .

a' nnd t* l and tV .J anid :a..J an
I cpitlhets of l-iledlceeneh. (K.)

... , and its fern.: see _, in thlree places.

;.~.: see ~... Also A cause of love or
. aiffection: (Jel in xx. 30:) [ipl. ,A..., like

, t pl. of a..., &c.] You say, SLi u31
r/"v$UJI 4_.s. [Se/ch a one was gy,teed with
,qualities that are the causes of thc loce (of hearts].

r (A, TA.)
.;,, . ;.L,e...: seeL_.

| U-' ;1 _ . q. [ce 6]. (A,

_ 'e : see , in two places.__.,:

see ...... _ .i . ^ a suame of Th se pe t.
(K.) [See also ~ .]

1. .e., (S, M9 b, TA,) aor. :, (Mmb,) inf. n.
;. (8, Msb, TA;) and t., (TA,) inf. n.

/je- 3; (S,], TA;) or the latter has an inten-
sive signification; (Msb;) lie mnade it beautiful,
beautified it, (S, 1], TA,) or adorned it, or etm-
bellished it, (Msb,) and made it plain; (TA;)
namely, handwriting, and poetry, &c., (., K,
both in relation to the latter verb, and TA in
relation to both verbs,) such as languiage, or
speech, and science, (S, TA,) and pronunciation,
and a recitation; meaning, with respect to the
last, the voice [with which he recited]. (TA.)

-Also e_., (., A, L, Msb, but in the Msb
" or," not "also,") aor. , inf. n. (S, Msb)
and .1~; (;) and .1; (S.;) and in an inten-
sive sense V,~.; (Msb;) ie, (God, A,) or it,
(a thing, or an affair or event, $, L,) made hiin
happy, jo,dful, or glad; (S, A, L, Moh, K;)
affected him with a happinesst, joy, or gladness,
that made his face to shine, or of vhichs the marlk,
or sign, (j ., i. c. J1,) appeared upon his coun-
tCance; (Bd in xliii. 70, in explanation of the
pass. form of the drst of these verbs;) he made
him to enjoy a state of ease and plenty; and
treated him woith honour: (Lth and 8 in explana-
tion of the pass. form of the first verb as used in
the lgur xxx. 14 :) or treated him with extraordi-
nary honour. (Bd in xliii. 70, and TA.) [j,
properly signifying IHe ra made happy, &e.,
may be used as meaning he nas, or became,

t hapny, &e.; like ; and ;x, and its syns. men-
tioned with it below, may be regarded as its

F inf. ns. Golius, app. from his finding ~e- ex-
plained in the KL as an inf. n. meaning The

d being happy, &c., ($ ;;l,) assigns to
as on the authority of that lexicon, the meaning
of " hilaris lretusque fuit;" but I have not found
this verb in any Arabic work.] - ;,~. _ His

c shin wras beaten so tkat there remained the marhk
of the beating. (i. ) . , (. , )

e aor., (S,) inf. n. e,-, (.,,) Tlth wound broke
t out afresh: (S, .K:) or becamnte healed, but left

,~a,.s. (K,,S,"".)_il,l ,..I . aor- (
I A, Msb, .1,) inf. n. . , (, MFI!,,) flit teeth

became of a yello,v colour maingled n,ith the whrite-
ncss: (gC:) or became yellow; (A, Msb;) syn.
-. ~U. (S.) [See also ,..]

2. .;.~: see 1, in two places. .. Also, inf. n.

r ~, lIe pared it well; namely, an arrow.
(TA.)

4. e$e.l: see l. wm _ .l lIe, or it, lef a
mnark upon Iim, or it. (TA.) And A1 ;,.
OJ:. an. d oa . The blow made a mark, or
marXhs, upon his shin. (TA.)

.)e: see jy., in two plaes:_-and ^., in

two places: - and .. - Also e and &e;
(,, A, Mqb, .K, &c. ;) but An says, I know not
whetlier it be the former or tho latter: (8 :) IAar
says both: A 'Obeyd says that some of tho law-
yers say the former; and some, the latter; (TA;)
and that in his opinion it is the former: (.8, TA:)
Alleyth, that it is the former only: (TA:) Th
mentions the former only: (Msb :) Pr says it is
the latter only: (TA:) and the latter is [said to
be] the more chaste beausom the pl. is of tho
measure Jwl, and not j): (., TA:) [but a
pl. of the latter measutre is also mentioned:] A
learnedl man (As, S, M.b, ]) of the Jems: (.,
A:) or whtether he be a Christian or Jeowih or
Sabean Subject of a Auslim goernment, who
pays a poll-tax for his freedom and toleration, or
one n,ho, having been such, has become a Mudlim:
or one shiUed in the beautifying of languag :
(A'Obeyd, :) or a good, or righteous, man:
(Kab, .K, TA:) pl. (of the former, M.b) 'J '

(Myb, ],) [but this is seldom used,] and (of the
latter, Mob) jt:-. (IDrst, S, A, Mo;b, ], &e.)

_ Ink, syn. ;1~, (Msb,) and , (K,)
wvith which one nwrites: (S, Mqb:) so called because
it is one of the means of beautifying writings;
(Mo1ammad Ibn-Zeyd, TA;) or because it beau-
tifies, and makes plain, handwriting; (Hr, TA;)
or because of the marks that it leaves: (Aq, TA:)
pl. [of pauc.] jl. (IDrst, TA) and [of mult.L]
j~. (TA.) - I. q. ~.,j [The variegation, or

figuring, of cloth or of a garment; or a hind of
variegated, or figured, clothit or garment]: (IAgr,
.I:) pl. J . (1,TA.) [See also 4....].-A
mark, or sign, of the enjoyment of eaxe and
plenty: (A, S,.y: [in one copy of the 8, and
in the Cs, for A 1 ;jl1, I find, erroneousiy, :.
a.'1:]) and [hence,] beauty; (An, S, A, ;)

[Booc I.
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beauty of aspect; or a beautiful and pleasing
aspect, that satisfiae the eye by its comeliness:
(Ay, ., TA:) colour; complexion: (Fr, IAar, S,

TA:) pl. ;j- (.) and ;. (1g,O TA.) One
says, )g .&Jl, &1 L... Vcrily I he is beau-

tiful, and of goodly appearance: (Am, S:) or of

beautiful complexion. (IAar.) And .~ ,, S

s,.~j His colour, or complexion, (Fr, S,) or

beauty, (A,) and goodliness of form or aspect,

departed: (Fr, 8, A:) from the saying, ';4-

'lj l,- j..~l " 4 1~ [Tlre canels came
beautiful in colours and in appearances]. (Fr, S,

A.*) One says also, Jljtj Jl J :

where ._ seems to be the inf. n. of ,Aj-" I

made him, or it, beautiful." (..)_Also, (S,

1,) and t*. (TA) and V. (1K) and *jL.

(8,15) and ?;Z., (A, 1K,) A martk, or trace, ($,
A, K,) of beating, (A,) or of a blow that has not
brought blood, or of a healed wound, (TA,) or of
work, or labour: (A, TA:) pl. of the first [or

second] jy (Yaqcoob, S, 1K) and [of the first

and third, accord. to analogy,] j.tl; (TA;) and

of the fourth ;l,. (Ya4oob, ., TA,) it having

no broken pl. (TA.) One says, .J~ t Upon

him are marks [of beating, &c.]. (S.) And

w91r4l ?jl3. * Upion his skin is the mark of

beating. (A.) And Jl t'j, -. Upon lis

hand is the mark of worf', or labour. (A.)_

See also .. _ And se .. - .Also, [like the

Hebrew '~2r, and the Chaldee "2l,,] like;

an equal; afellow. (.1.) Sce also .j.
... ... 0. ...

J~e: e J :- and , sd: _. and .

see
,..: see je.

/, (Msb, K,) the only subst. of this form

beside J', (Msb,) [and a few rare dial. vars.,]

and V. (K) and ?j.. (A, ]) and f 9.' (V ,

Meb, j) and t ;.. (A, g,) and t ,; (1 ;)
or '.r/, without ;, [as also ej~ and '"e,] is a

pl. [or rather a coil. gen. n.], (-,) and with; it is
said to be a n. un.; (Mb ;) A yelloOness that
mingles with the whiteness of the teeth; (K;) a
yellowness of the teeth; (Sh, A, Msb;) wchat is

termed in the teeth: ( :) or is when

they become green: and when the crust increases
so as to encroach upon the gums, and to make
the roots of the teeth to appear, this is what

is termed '_ and 'A.: (Sh, M,b, TA:) pl.

u--. (·.)
r.a.: seej , in three places. Also Ex-

traordinarineS (ki4lt) in a thing that is described
as beautiful. (1.) [See 1.] A musical per-
formance, or concert, instrumental or vocal or

botA, in Paradise; (Zj, 11;) agreeably

with which signification Zj explains [the verb in]
the verse of the 1]ur [xxx. 14, or xliii. 70]:
(TA:) and any nrcet melody. (V:.)imSee also

Zq. : see
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~,K,: see j.~:I and see also the next para-
graph, in two places.

°ye~ (S, Mgh, Msb, .~) and t o3,_ (1K) A

[garment of the kind called] ,* (S, Mgi,) or a

sort of ~, (1K,) of thefabric of Il-Yemen, (S,
0·&J

Mgh, K,) striped (;. [or llhis word, q. v., may
perhaps signify spotted]); (TA;) a hind o.fgar-

mnent of the fabric of El-le,nen, of cotton or

linen, striped ( ..): (Msb:) pl. . anid

1.j.. (S, Mgh, Mgb, K) and e and j,l .:

(TA:) [or rather ¢.~. and t¢. are coll. gen. ns.]

Accord. to Lth, (Az, Mgh, TA,) .~.. is not a

place, nor a known thing, but only signifies jr

[see ]; (Az, Mgh, Msb, TA;) and one says

.. ;,- (Msb, TA) and .S t, (TA,) and

;2e ., (Mgh, Msb, TA) and r mj., (Mgh,

TA,) like as one says . ''3 , the word je)

signifying a certain dye. (Az, Msb, TA.) [Thce

term ~ ;.. is now applied in Egypt to A lady's

outer covering of silk, blackfor the married, and
white for the unmarried, rrorn in riding and

walking abroad; theformer worn also by concu-

bine slaves. See also s_.]

.- .
: see

LSt A seller of ink. (K.) t,1. also, is

mentioned as having the same si-nification; and
some say that analogy is a sufficient authority for
it: but it is disallowed by F. (TA.)

I -
not ;t;L, (K,) or the latter is allow-

able on the ground of analogy, (MF,) A seller of

the garments called e.. . (J1.) [See .M,".]

;_ (Msb, 1)) and ? A-- and ?ym and

t;j1 and ; [in the CI5 ; .~] and

_ (K) The young one of the '; : (Msb,

15:) pl. y and jeA. (15.) [See also ;

below.]

j4~ -:_ >see wllat next precedes.

J ;1.: see -e. i Also The ,SZ4 [i. e. form,

or aspect, or the like, or goodliness of form or
aspect,] of a man. (Aboo-S.afwan, Lh.)

;S_: see /, in three places.

. U~ and ..~, (8, K,) or . with kesr,

(Mqb,) and t ·j", which last occurs in a verse of

EI-'Ajj4j, for ~., [by poetic license,] (S,) and

1 o_ (A, g) and * °n, (K1,) appiness, joy,

or gladness: (S, Msb, 1:) or the first signifies
ccheerfulness; i. e. pleasure, or delight, and dila-
tation of the heart, which has a visible effect in

the aspect: (TA voce j, :) and the same word

(lAth) and t . (Az, lAth, 1) and *'_, (K,)

a state of ease and plenty; syn. ;'L : (IAth,

K.: [in the CK and in a MS. copy of the 1, erro-

neously, *a; :]) or a state of complete, or per-

feet, eaue and plenty: (Az:) and amplenes of

the circumstances of life. (IAth.) [See 1. HIence
4.*,' a- * O .*- 

the saying,] ;c. ' *ai .- Jb [After ewvery

state of happiness, orjoy, c., is a tear]. (A.)

._. A. [ga,rment of the hind called] , varie-

rated; (~',',) (K.,) [i. e.] striped. (TA.) One
says jee ~ and ( ;~. eTA.) [See also

i^... lIence the saying,] 5 1 Jlje-. ,p..

J,y.JI X. ~ ? [He clad himself with the

mantle of cheerfulness, and seated himself Jirmly
upon the couch of happiness]. (A.) - Also,
applied to a garment, or piece of cloth, Newv:

(S, 1K :) and soft and new; (1K, TA;) applied to

the same; (TA;) and so t*_; (1K;) whichl

also signifies a soft thing: (TA.Q pl. of the

former e- (QC.)- And Clouds; syn .,l:

(S:) or clouds spotted (..,.); (1K;) in whichi

one sees wvat resembles ' by reason of the

abundance of their water; but Er-Riyashee dis-
approves of this. (TA.)

j5j)~ [a word respecting which J says,] its

alif [written I] is not the fern. alif nor the alif
of quasi-coordination; [as F says of the alif of

J.'.-, though he finds fault with J for saying
thus of the alif of L;l..~; (see I . lJI, in

art. I ;)] the name [says J] being only composed
with it, so that it is as it were a part of the word
itself, which is imperfectly dccl. when deter-
minate and when indeterminate; i. e., without
tenween: (S :) but its alif is the fem. alif; for
were it not so, it would be perfectly decl.; (1 ;)
and J says that it is imperfectly deel.: (TA:)
and his saying that the alif is [as it were] a part
of the word itself is a strange expression, for
which it would be difficult t3 give an answer,
and which therefore requires not exorbitance:
but" it is sufficient excellence for a man that his
faults may be counted:" (M:) [A species of
bustard;] a certain bird, (S, M9 b, 15,) well
known, of the form of the goose, with a dust-
colour upon its head and bellUy, and the bach and
tnings. of which are for the most par.t of the
colour of the quail; (Mb ;) or it is a long-neched
bird, of an ash-colour, of the form of the goose,
witth a beak sonmwhat long, and that is preyed
upon, but does not itself prey: Az says that it
does not drink water, and that it lays its eggs

in distant sands: [the truth is, that it drinks
seldom: the male bird has a pouch, extending
from beneath the tongue to the breast, said to be
large enough to contain seven quarts of water;
and it has been supposed by some that he fills
this with water for the supply of himself and his
mate:] and Az further says, We used, when we
journeyed, to proceed in the mountains of Ed-
Dahnk, and sometimes we picked up in one day
between four and eight of its eggs: it lays four
eggs, of a bluish colour, more delicious in taste
than those of the domstic hen and than thos of the
ostrich: and others say that it brings its food

fromn a greater distance than any other bird;
sometimesfrom a distance of many dayjs' journey:
also, that it is constantly provided with a thin

excrement, or dung, rwhich it voids upon the hawk
mwhen pursued by the latter; thus saving itself,
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Iy prcrnting the hamAfrom continuing its fligh
and, as some say, causing itsSfeatllrs to drop oi
whence the prov., : [see ar

CJL:] (TA :) 5t;l,. is applied alike to tb
male and the female, and used as sing. and pl.
(V, 1:) but it has pl. forms, (TA,). namelj

DtIg4.. (1, M9b, 1], TA) and ~;.: (TA:
accord. to Sb, it has not ._, [in the TA ir
correctly written .ji;, au though it had th
article Jl prefixed to it, or were prefixed to anothe
noun,] nor .tL., [though both of these are men
tioned as ple. of it in several of the grammar
of the Arabs,] in order to distinguish betweel
~$1- and nouns of the measures .' and $J1
and the like. (TA.) It is said in a prov.,

* 0-,.j ~ :o" 3- '

[And everything certainly lores its offsprinyg
even the bustard; and it flies by its side]: (8
Mgh:O) [in the TA, ;O j.4,:] it flies by tluI
side of its young one to teacih it to fly before iti
wings have grown, because of its stupidity: (TA::
the qjtl~ is thus specially mentioned becaun
it is proverbial for stupidity, and, notwithstand.
ing its stupidity, loves its offspring, and teaches
it to fly. ($, Mgh.) Another prov. is, '~ ' t

4j;lti .. [Such a one is dying with ihe con.
cealed rief of the bustard]: because the jlt..
moults with other birds, but its new feathen arc
slow in coming: so when the other birds fly, it
is unable to do so, and dies of concealed grief.
(TA.) [See also i, and .]

on. 3 * . .stow: see , .: - and S,..

J e,.: see 3_.

jMWI. A sitting-place, or a company sitting
toyether, (J ) of unrighteos perons [or
retMUe.r]: ($, ]:) from ~. "it made him
happy," &c. (s.)

; jq,, (M9b, g,) which is the most approved
form, (Mqb, TA,) and tM, (, Mb,) because
it is an instrument, (Mqb, TA,) a correct form,
though sid in the B to be incorrect, (TA,) and

~'.; (Mb, ) and · , (i,) the last
used by poetic license, (TA,) The place, (?, j,)
or eartlrn pot, or glass bottle, (TA,) in roich
ink is put: ($, IC, TA:) p1. . ;. (M 9b.) -
Also, the first of these words, A thing, or things,
in which happines, joy, or gladnes, it usually
found: such are women aid to be. (TA from a
trad.) [A u of hanppiness, joy, or gladnesm;
agreeably with analogy: of the same class as

and

e >ee the next preceding paragrph.

j~ A mua (T) Aaing hi in marAed by
t ite oQf ~f (T, )_ - An arrow 
P (8.)

Lt, J., applied to a man, [Very happy, joyfrl,
: glad, or chccrful;] of the measure JP4 fron
rt. 1j.Jl: ( :) a soft, tender, or delicate, man
Cpl. ' . (AA, TA.) 1A certain bird: o]
: the *n;ale of the .5J.: or its youny one. (R.

y, See j.

e 1. c._, (K,A, Mb, K,) nor., (Msb,,)
r inf. n. ~ (S, A, Mgh, M.b, .K) and o,
- (Ltl, Sb, g,) lIe conJinef, rcstrietedl, limited,
r kept in, prevented from escape, keipt close, kept
n within certain bounds or limiits, shut up, irm-

prisoned, held in custoed!, detained, retained,
arrested, restrained, nithheld, debarred, Iindered,
impeded, or prevented, him or it; contr. oJ

' ;o; (S, TA ;) syn. -, (A, Mg-A , Mgb, ]s,
* TA,) and all; (TA;) as also t . (S,

.:*) and i. q. d' (Sb, TA in this art) or
:; 1 Se ((1'A in art. k".b) [he took, hell, or

' retained, him or it, strongly, vehemently, or
firmly; &c.]. You say, .6 ' mean-

ing, JI .lj .., ' [Your, mnilch animalt shall
c not be conJined, or restrained from pasturing].

(TA.) And Xde _~l. 1 ~ t[IIe con.fined, or
I restricted, the property to him, by will or otller-

wise]. (Mgh in art. .Ai.) And & ..'U ;
-1M [,He confined, or restricted, hIimelf to such
a thing]. (S and .1 voce .) And .
l.* j C [ Iae restrained, or nwitiheld, him from
:his cou,rse, purpose, or olbject]. (S in art. ;JI;
&c.) And 4;. ' .- [lie withheld, or
debarred, him from the thing that he n,anted].
(/; in art. ,:; &c.) [IIcnce,] -.s,., (IDrst,
Mgh,M9b,],) inf. n. u.; (TA;) and tf ..l,
(S, IDret, Mgh, Msb, (, [in one copy of the S,
and in one of the A, ? 1., wihicl is perhaps
allowable,]) inf. n. ,.; (TA;) and L.. ,
(IDrd, Mgh,) inf. n. ; (IDrd, TA;) i
4,1 Jg,; (,S IDrnt, A, Mgh ;) ! He bequeathed
it, or gave it, (namely, a horse, S, IDrst, A, Mgh,

uK,) unalienably, ( 1, IDrst, Mgh, Mgb, I,) to be
used in the cause of God, or religion; (S, IDrst,
A, Mrgh, . ;) i. c., to the na'riors, to rids it in
rwar against unbelievers and the like: (TA:) it
is said that the chaste forms are t..1 ul:l
tL.:.: (TA:) or the latter of these two is some-
times used; (Mgh ;) but has an intensive signi-
fication [or is applied to several oljects]: (Msb:)
* .- is said to be a bad form; (TA;) it is used
by the vulgar, but is allowablo: tl.I is used
in preference, to signify the bequeathing or giving
of horses and other articles of property that are
forbidden to be [afterwards] sold or given, to
distinguish between that which is so forbidden
and that which is not: (IDrt, TA:) the reverse
is the cse with respect to -j-- and , ji and
eij; for the first of these three is the most chaste,
and the last of them is disapproved and rare:
(TA:) t .. , in£. n._ p_g. signifies t He
made a tking to remai i itf unalienable, (,
TA,) not to be inherited nor sold nor given away,

[ BooK I.

1, (TA,) assigning the profit arising from it to be
en mployed in the cause of God, or religion. (V,

: TA.) Mohammad is related to have said to
'Omar, respecting some palm-trees belonging to
the latter, (Mgh, TA,) which he (the latter)
desired to give in charity, (TA,) j,l · t
B,I ,, Jt ., M ,ake thou tke p,roperty itself to
remain unalienalule, (Mgh, TA,) in perpetuity,
(Mgh,) not to be inkherited nor old nor given
) anway, (TA,) and assign thou the profit arising
tlrerfrom to be employed in the cause of God, or
religion. (Mgh, TA.) [See '.]

2: see 1, in four places.

, 3. '. ,.e,., (g,) inf. n. X._, (T)

i.q. q [fle confined his companion, or re-
stricted him, &c.]: or [more probably, and agree-
ably with analogy,] he coi.fined his companion,
&c., the latter doing the #ame to him. (Tg.)

4: see 1, in three places.

5. US, u; ,_ He confined, rcstreted,
limited, restrained, or withheld, himself (ve.
;-) to such a thing. (M, K.) ,,4 ~,.,.;: 
Ire held bach from the riders. (TA.) 1

19 [He withheld himself, or held back, in, or
respecting, tle affair]. (TA in art j..)

7: see 8.

8. w..~1 quasi-pass. of H.."; He, or it, was,
or became, confined, restricted, limited, &c.;
and he confinedl, restrictedtl, limited, &c., himsalf;
(, A, 1] ;) [as also t w~.,,; but this latter is
probably post-classical.] - Said of urine [as
meaning It became aippressdlJ. ($ and Msb in
nrt._,.; &c.)-~.. s xn. with '., which
see, in two places. ($, K.) -Also lie alpr
7priated it to himuelf; restricted it to his own
slwcial possession: (A, TA:) or he *nade, or con-
stituted, it ( w.i!) rhat is termed -*~.. (TA.)

A place of confinenent, restriction, im.
prisonment, or the like; a prison; a jail; (A,
Msb ;) as also * $'., (Lth, A, TA,) which is
also an inf. n.; (Lth, TA;) or, accord. to analogy,
t_.i.: (Sb,TA:) pl. of the first, ,, ;
(Msb ;) and of the second [and third], ,~_
(A.) See also ...

a contraction of 4... , which is pl. of
[q. v.]. ([Ath, TA.)

w. A dam constructed of wood or stones, in
a channel of rater, to conJine the water, ($, ,)
thiat people may drink from it and water their
beasts; (S, TA;) as also ,.: (El-'Amiree,

P ) pl. e.; ($, TA) and ,teo _: (Meyd, in
Golius:) or a dam Iby which the nater-cours of
a valley is obstructed, in any place s,ve it is
confined: (TA:) or stona int in the wmoth of a
river or riuklet or the like, prenting te over-
floing of the water: (IAr, TA:) or a ";
for water; [i. e. a thing like a .,bp0,, or wate-
ing-trough for bea~st c., in which the rei-ater
is coleted;] (?;) a alo *s.o : (TA:) or0
thing liltke a " for wtur: (AA,]:) pl.
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I;iA ;s (AA,TA:) and tLV a and item.
signify the same as .. : or, accord. to Lth,
the tle. in a piece of iand are what surround

a [portion of ground such as is called] f;o, whiich
is the same as a i;j , in which the water is con-

fined until tlheJ are full, Iwhen it is made to f.orw

to other parts: (TA:) or a is what is

surrounded by dams [or by rilges of earth] wvich
confine, or retain, the water [for irrigation];

as also 3jt" and i;. (It, TA in art. j.)_
Also Water collected, and haring no supply to
increase it: (11bn-'Ahbid, 1]:) thus called by the
name of that by whicll it is confilned. (TA.)

L .- a subst. fromn A..! [signifying A state

of confinement, restriction, limitation, &c.]: you

say, L _ ..Il [,5peechlenesn is a state of
rehriction]. (F;, TA.)- [lHence,] A difc:llty
of utterance which Inevents one's rpeaking dis.
tinctly; (A;) a diffirulty of seech, (Mbr,1l5,)
and hAitation, (Mhr, TA,) lwhen one desires to
qspeah; (Mbr, 1r.;) a hesitation in speech. (Myb.)

i i. q , [pass. part. n. of 1,]
Confined; restricted; uinited; &c. (TA.) -

: Anything bequeathed, or given, unalienably,
(Lth, Mgha, Myb,) for the sake of God; wheelicr
an animal or laund or a house; (Mgh ;) as also
vsoan and , an: (Mmb:) pl-

of the first , (MNh, Msl,) and, I,y contrac-

tion, : (Mpb :) ~ is used as a sing. and
as a pl.: (Msyb :) it is of the meuasure ji in
the sense of tihe measure JL.; and is sonic-
times used in the phlace of the pass. part. n. of

m~.: (TA:) it is also particularly nl)lilicd to a
horso bequeathed, or given, unalienably,'tq be
utnd in the cause of God, or religion; (S,A,'
Mgi,]5;) i. e., to the warriors, to ride it in
rear against unbeliewers and the like; (TA;) as

-also V ( gh, 1K) and v (2 :)
and , (s,) or ,. (15,) to what is, or are,
bequeathed, or given, rinflicnnbly, (, ,) not to
be sold nor inherited, (TA,) of ipalm-trees, or
vines, &c., (1],) as land, and anything that is a
source of profit, (TA,) itself to remain unalicn-
able, and the profit arising therefrom to be emn-
pleyed in the cause of God, or religion: (g,
TA:) but the which Mohiammninad is related
to havc made common property were what the
pagan Arabs bequeathed, or gave, unalienably,
for (~L [so in the TA, and this I regard as the
true reading, rather than >A., which is the read-
ing in the Mgh and L,]) the [camels called]
3Ij, and ).., and sch as wa caUed ,I.:

(Mgh,L,TA:) Hr, in the Ghareebeyn, gives
the reading w~., which, says lAth, if correct,
is a contraction of , `.. (TA.) [From *_

ued as a subat., has been formed, app. in post-

clamdical times, the pl. sA~.: see De Sacy's

"Chre~ Ar.," sec. ed.,voL i. p.189.] · A ', also,
[used as a subst.,] signifies tA thing that is be-
quathed, or gi~en, unalienably, in the v of
be~ c.: and its pl. is O.JI. (TA.)

aul and Lwte.: pI. wIl_ ee

L....: sce -. last sentence.

[,.AS. A jailer.]

.t'.. [act part. n. of .. ; Confining; re-

st7icting; limiting; &c.]: pl. (IAtb,TA.)
[Hence,] Je.J ,..A ' The Restrainer of tIhe
Elephant: an' ecpithet applied to God; alluding
to thc case of Abrahal. [See Kur chli. cv.] (TA.)

And ,.Am-jA sthin that retains the water [&c.j.

(TA.) And ,j- l Herbage that is abun-
dant, and retaining the nater. (TA.)-See also

me 0 . ·. ·

~... - Also i. q. m.., or W~ 3. (.yam

p. 88.)

', :-; and : see , .__ Also, the
latter, [or both,] The manger, or stable, of a
beast. (TA.)

: ee ,,~., in two places.

W,_e_.4: see.,

e: ce , . in three places.

L-:_ k1. Camiels that remain at the hous;

syn. ".Ij: as though they were restrained from
imeasturing. (TA.)

A~

01. -~- .K ac, ((TIo,) inf n. J

and le, ; (K, TI ;) or o,. ; (S ;)
[wlhence it appears probable that the author of
the .K is in error in regarding U-le. as an
inf. n.;] lIe collected for him something; as

also ,.a., inf. n. , 5,3: ($S, :) and t
and ,..1 likewise signify he collected it. (TA.)

You say also, M.i ., inf. n. ,?-?, IIe

collected his people. (S..) And *J,Jd .. , inf. n.
.t,, iHe gained, or earned, and collected, for

his fatmily, or houshold; like u,a as also
t ,;_1. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places.

4. ^J~ 1 She brought forth her child
like an Abyuinian (±.) in colour. (8.)

5. I1 ,, They colUected themselvJ together,
(S, A, TA,) ^ agai,ut him; as also Is.± .

(TA.) ~ &i-j: see L
8: see 1, in two places.

'~J1: see the next paragraph.

j,; Jt, ($, A, Myb, g,) a coll. gen. n., (Mqb,)
and t., 1 l, (A,MF,) or this is a pl., and the
former is also said to be an anomalous pl., (TA,)
and t 1 ' J, (S, A, Myb, 15,) also said to be an
anomalous pl., (TA,) and wrong with respect to
rule, (T, M,) having no sing. of the measure
1U~, (M,) for they did not use J.,Q as a sing.

thereof, like .., as sing. of aLi, (T,) but
i'*.JI became used as a dial. var., (T, Msb,)
commonly obtaining, for j.JI, (Myb,) and is
allowable in poetry in caes of necessity, (T

and 1, (IDrd, *,) also ued as syn. with

tb,a.l, (IDrd,) or it is pl. of ;1, with leamm,

not a sing. as it seems to be from the mention of

it in the K, (MF,) and 1Vb,, (A, TA,) and

at..1l, (A,) which is a pl. (IDrd,Q , ~) of

,.A.J, (IDrd,) like as u j. is pl. of j_,
(8,) and .1, (A,) [also a pl.,] and V~',
which is also a pl., (TA,) [or rather a quasi-

p)]. n.,] and j.rl..l, which is likewise a pl.,

(1K,) app. of a.1, (TA,) and t.?j)l, (A,)

[which is pl. of .,1,] A certain race of the
blacks; (S, A, Msb, &, &c.;) [namely, tha Abyt-
sincians; wio, however, are not properly called

"blacks:"] one of whom is called °1.. (A,

Mgh, M.sb.) The dim. of j is J.. (Meb.)

I..JI: see ;0.Jl._ It also signifies The

country of the l.. [or Abyuinians]: (] :) a
proper name applied thereto. (TA.)

se_L: fem. with ;. For the latter, see .

a rel. n. from ' 1; (TA ;) [signify-
ing Of, or belonging to, or relating to, Abyuinia or
the Aby.sinians.]- [An Abysuinian ;] one of tAh

race called .ll. (A, Mgh, Mb.) -. 
(K) and V 4'a ' (A, o) A black, (A,) or an in-

tenely blach, (1,) she-camel. (A,1] .)..,4.J

J.il XA The blach ant. (M in art. ,.)

i: sace 

_dim. of ., q.v. (Mtb.) -Also A4
certain ell-khnowrn bird; [the Numidia; which
comprises the species commonly called the Gunea-
hen, and pintado: so applied in the present day:]
the word is thus, [without the articlc Jl, apparently
as a proper name, and] in the dim. form, like

S and ;aa: (d,TA:) it is strangely
omitted in the 1]. (TA.)

U'. What is collected, (?,* and TA in rt.
b.,) of mcn, and of property; as also :

(TA ubi supr :) pL *t£; .. (?, and TA abi
supra.) _A comnpany, or body, of men, not of
one tribe; (, 15;) like t,; (TA;) as also

· . .l~,1 and , .; (; ;) or u also ao t I_,
(1., TA,) of which the pl. is J 1; (TA:) the
pl. of a. in this sense is us above. (TA.)

u se1: wee _Jl.
sl: ee J.gmJt..-..: - D,;:

accord. to some, it signifiesa Any company, or
body, of m-en; because, when they are collected
together, they are [in their general hue] black.
(TA.)

La~,).: see A:l..

1. _-, aor. - inf. n. , (As, 1,, & c., )
He (a beast, Az, $, or a camel, ISd, ) ate
much, (g,) or Aad pain in his bdlly from p~re
which he found ,mwhol/ome, or .frou ing
much of kerbage, (ISd, ]V,) wo that hA bhcme
swomen, or ingJated, t by (Q, I8d, V) in his
belly, (f,) and thr wd not coefort fJrm
him (Q, I8d, ].) ht a in iAt, (,) or anthing;I
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(ISd, ;) he did not void either thin dung or
urine, his belly being bound: (Az:) or he (a
sheep, or goat, ISk, 8) became swollen, or inflated,
in his belly, in consequcene of eating [the herb

called] j;, (ISk, , g,,) which is the jjiJ.a
[i. e. tOe herb lotus, melilot, or bird's-foot-trefoil]:
(ISk, :) or he (a beast) lighted upon good pas-
turage, and ate immoderately, so that he became
tsmolen, or inflated, and died: (Z, IAth:) or, in
spenking of a horse, you do not say, ,,l aJ1.', but

//1 i L.. , or s3/.l, or W^., because
it means that the hors's belly became swollen, or

inflated: (I8d, Z, L:) you say also, eJ
his belly became swollen, or intflated, so that he
died: (Az, TA:) or his (a man's) belly became
swollen, or inflated, by food .c.: (Mbr, TA in
art. lIs.:) and 4.. is also said of the skin,
meaning it became swnollen, or inflated. (TA.)
[See also Q. Q. 3; and see I.:. below.]
Hence, app., i. c. fiom i . said of the belly,
(Az, TA,) or it is fiom this verb said of a beast,
(Z, lAth, TA,) 'J,s~ .Is., (Az, S, Mob, K, &c.,)

aor. -; (Az, Msb, K;) and Is.., nor. ; (AZ,
Az, Myb, ] ;) the latter, says Az, hncard by AZ
from an Arab of tho desert, but I have not heard
it on any other authority; (TA;) inf. n. ,
(Az, ?, ], [but in the Myb it seems to be indi-
cated that it is 4._,]) with the ,, quiescent,
(Az, $,) thus differing from the inf. n. of .
said of the belly, (Az, TA,) and I.", (Az,S,
Myb, 1,) which latter, accord. to AZ, is the
inf. n. of L. like ,,; (T, TA;) S llis work,
or deed, became null, or void, or of no account;
it went for nothing ; it perithed; (Az, Myb, TA;)

for like au he of whom one says zi 'k
perishe, so does the work, or deed, of the hypo-
crite: (Az, TA:) or it becamne ineffective of
reward; its reward becamne annulled. (S, K.)
And hence also, (Z, TA,) a.* .. , aor. -, (Z,

Myb, V, TA,) but not , also, as is implied in
the 1], (TA,) and in this case the inf. n. is ..,
(Mqb,* TA,) with the .' movent, (TA,) Slis
blood (the blood of one slain, K) went for
mothing; utnrtaliated, and uncompensated by a
miulet. (Msb, 7, TA.)._-. said of the water
of a well, i.q. 1Is,, q.v. (TA.) -_ Said of a
wound, (~, Ibn-'Abbid, K,) aor. :, (1K,) inf. n.
£., with fet-1h to the .,, (S, .K,) It had scars
remaining ajfter having healed: (lbn-'AbbAd,
] :*) or it broke open again; or became re.
crudesent; syn. tj. [which has the signification
given above on the authority of Ibn-'Abbad as
'vell as what follows it] and ,..d. (S.) [See also

.. below.]

4. [1a_.1 seems to signify, in its primary
acceptation, lIe made him, (namely a beast,) or
it, (the belly,) to be in the state termed ,
vhhich see below. - And hence,] Al lIsl
,lIe (God, 1, J, or a man, Msb) made his roork,
or deed, to become null, or void, or of no account;
to go for nothing; to perish; (Msb, l~, TA;)
to be ineffective of remard; or he annulled its
reward. (S.) So it signifies in the lJur [xxxiii. 19,
&e.]: aud you say, L, ,ma I J 0 1

[If he do a good deed, he akes toflloovit that
which annuls it; and if he send forth good nwords,
he ernds fotrth after them that wvhich annuls thenm].
(TA.) And hence also, (Z, TA,) .JIl Ll t i lie
made the blood to go for nothing:; unretaliated,
and uncompensated by a nmulct. (Msb, K,* TA.')

-. JI I.l The beating made a mark or
scar, or marks or scars, upon him. (TA.)=

L(g,) intn. . l, (A,) ii. n. (, (AA,S,) The
water of the well went away, and did not return
(AA, S,I) as it was; (AA, S;) as also t .. ,
aor. -. (TA.) - >' Jam. 1 lie turned awcay

from, avoided, shunned, and left, such a one.
(IDrd, g.)

Q. Q. 3. s.'! lie (a man, TA) vnas, or
became, sw7ollen, or i)nflatedl, in his belly: (1K,
TA:) he (a man) 7,as short and bighelliedl: (S :)
he (a man) rvas, or becane, filled wvith nrath, or

rage; or by rpcl)letion of the belly; as also k.l~t:
from L._. (TA.) [Scc 1.]

l [inf. n. of s.~, q. v.:] A beast's hating
the belly snollen, or i,flated, so that vwhat is in
it does not comeforth, in consequence of eating
much: (S:) or pain in the belly, of a camel,
from pasture which he finds unwholesome, or
from herbage of which he has eaten much, so
that he becomes swollen, or inflated, therefromn,
(lSd, .K,) in his belly, (TA,) and nothing comes
forth from him: (ISd, K:) or a swelling, or
inflation, of the belly, (.K,) or a beast's huavin
the belly s'eollen, or inflated, (ISk, 8,) from

eating [the herb called] 5jl: (ISk, ,S, :) [see 1:]
and a swelling in the udder or other thing: (g :)
or, accord. to the M, the slighte.t sn,elling in the
udder: or, as some say, swelliny, or inflation,
wherever it be, from discase or other cause. (TA.)

It is said in a trad., J L. C4J1 L. :., I

L,, I kll . [Verily, of what the (rain, or season,
culled) &' causes to grow, is nwhat hills by infla-
tion of the belly, or nearly does so]. (S, TA.) -
The scars, or marks, of a wound, or of whips,
upon the body, after healing: or the svollen scars,
or marhs, (of whips, TA,) not lacerated: when
mangled and bleeding, they are termed .

[pl. of .&] : (1 :) the exsrescentflesh upon the
scars of wounds. (.Sgh.)

.. part. n. of i..; A camel [or other beast

having his belly swnollen, or infiated, so that what
is in it does not come forth, in consequence of
eating much: or] having pain in the belly, from
pasture which /he finds unwnholesomne, or from
herbage of which he has eaten much, so that he is
swtollen, or inflated, therefsom, [in his belly,] and

nothing comesforthfrom him: (K:) [see iLa..:]
, .. ....

pl. Ul.bl (1) and IJak . (M, TA.) You say
also iqcj-aIl . j.~ A horse swollen, or in-
fated, in the flanks. (TA.)

SL. The disease in which the belly is swollen,

.or inflated, from eating [the herb called] jl3:
(K :) or, as Az says, accord. to some, it is with

the pointed t, from ,it signifying "the being

[BOOR I.

in a state of commotion, agitation, convulsion,
tumult, or disturbance." (TA.)

a.
3 #.,

uY- .
see o

es>, with tenween, and Us, the ,C and
the I [wllic latter is written in the former word
.] beinlg adlted to render thce word quasi-coordi-
nate to j.., (S, TA,) the derivation being

firom li., (TA,) A marn short and biybellied;

(S, TA ;) as also jl and . ,:;~ : (S :) [see
the last of these words below:] or filled with
wrath, or rnage; or by repletion of the belly;

(.K;) as also i and ti~..: (Ks, Lh:) and
this last, a womanl short, ugly, and bigbellied;

(. ;) also related with . [i. c. ;tUl.,, or, as it is
wliitten in the L, it.i, but this I tbhink a mis-
transcription]. (TA.) When you form the dim.,
you may re:ject the CO, and change the I [which is
the final letter] into U, so that [the dim. becomes

oriainally ' for which, accord. to a well-

known rulc,] you say * lZ, with kesr to the Is,
and with tenwecn; for the I is not to denote the
fem. gender, that the letter preceding it should bae

with fet-h, as in [J..I. and LJ~] the dims.

of J ' and .jjg4: you may also retain the Ci,
and reject the I; saying t~ 'a.: and thus you
may do in the case of any noun havinlg two letters
adlded for the purpose of quasi-coordination: you
may also put a compensation for the letter rejected
in either place, or not: if you put a compensation

in the former instance, you say wti, with

teslldeed to the US, and with kesr to the b; and

in the latter instance, you say t -e .. (S, O0
TA.)

see . .

a:K. and & A man, or child, vollen,
or inJlated, in his belly: (TA:) orfilled with
anger: (AZ, TA:) or who becomes angry, deem-
ing a thing slow or tardy or late: (IAth, TA :)
or refraining as one who sceks or deires, not as
one who refuses: (TA:) or the former, becoming
angry; and the latter, nvollen, or inflated: (IB,
TA:) or the former, deeming a thing sloro or
tardy or late; and the latter, bigbellied: and the
latter also signifies cleaving to the ground. (TA.)

See also .s;

1. L., ($, Misb, 1g,) said of a goat, (Lth,
TA,) or mostly said of the camel and of the goat,

(1.,) and sometimes of a man, (TA,) or &;,.
said of a she-goat, (Msb,) aor.;, (S, Msb, ],)
inf. n. L;, (S, }]) and l.' (Msb, .K) and u3L.,
( H;,) He, or she, broke wind. (S, Meb, 1.)-

[Hence,e] , b 2J i I They revile such a

one; and act in an ignorant, or a ilUy, orfoolish,
and a wrong manner towards him. (TA.)

see
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(" [The mentha pulegium of Linn., or penny-
royal; so generally called in the present day, in
Egypt and other countries; accord. to Golius,
applied by the Moors and Egyptians to ocimum
(i. e. basil), which, he says, the Easterns call

alJI j.~.; but he should have said LSI.JI

". 1l, which see below;] a certain plant of

swuet odour, (V,) of sharp jfavour, the leates
mhereof are like those of the ot [q. v.]; of
which one kind grows in the plains, and another
on the mountains; not depastured; (TA;) caUlled

in Persian c.;i(l, (K, in the C1K .iJl,)

or 4jh1, (S,) or : (TA:) AHn says,

on the authority of an Arab of the desert, that it
is a cause of diminishing the seminal fluid; that
the horse rolls upon it and it diminishes his
seminal fluid; and it is put into tlhe pillow wvhich
is placed beneath the head of a man and it
diminishes hit seminal fluid: (TA:) it resembles

thie sweet-smelling plant called the *t· [q. v., in

the CI, erroneously, t.A]; (,* TA;) and grovws
abundantly by water: (TA:) [a coll. gcn. n.:

n. un. with ;: and] pl. l... (IKh, TA.)-

.JtI _. and Atl .1i [Mentha aquatica, or

water-mint,] kj3¢I 1 5r,3i1; ( ;) so called

because it grows upon the sides of rivers, and
because the crocodile cats of it much. (TA.) 

tUl L', or biJI j_, [Marjoram, sweet mar-

joram,l] . (1. .)_cH J 4 [Coin.

mon artemisia, or mugrort,] ,j, .JI [or

-L,.iel]]. (, TA: in the C 1 .t;.. J.)

_,-ll sj. [Chamomile] $t. (K.) 
o:31J [Mlarum; so called in the present day ;

;}1; (I9;) also called ' . j;. (TA.)T

-- S I k.---q'.J a nd 5h;ijil.~ ',J_I [Basil-

royal] Ji.aol JI [from the Persian .,L.: or

A, &c.]; (g, TA; in the Cl i lJIt;)
rwhich is the Sul4dn of the e .lJ i; also called

jitI X ljl. ; and which is townn in Iouses.

(TA.)_ J.I.I j..JI [Common clinopodium,

or wild basil,] 'j,i; (K, TA; in the CK
'i. ' "jil;) [a word of Persian origin,] meaning

the musk of the Franks. (TA.).' tI I 'Jill,
i. e. . , jJI s; [which is Garden-basil:

u., 1,,Jl is said in the 1p, art. , to be ae.JIl

j.G.2il, with wide leaves; also called J'.JIl

.i4tJl]. (TA.).__ .t 7 p [delissa, citrago,

balm-mint, or balm-gentle,] t..q.J. I. (TA.)

- i.',ll m.JI What is eaten of JI Jal
[see art. .]. (K.)

Lo_, (S,O,L, TA,) in the K, erroneously,

jOm., (TA,) .Emission of wind from the anus,
with a sound; (S, O, L, K, TA ;) mostly used in
relation to camels and sheep or goats; (K;)
accord. to Lth, in relation to goats; but some-
times used in relation to human beings; a simple
subst., as well as an inf. n.; (TA;) as also
t jt. (0) and t. (TA.)

ai. A single emission of wind from the anus,
vith a sound: (K :) or a slig/ht emission thereof.

(IDrd, TA.)

3L_ b' is said to a female slave, [in reviling
her, meaning O thou stinking one!] (.K,) like as
one says to her ,j> G. (TA.)

J1~_: see '.'

j >.cs, (As, S, Msb,) or, accord. to Milik

Ibn-Anas, .elJ l 3j.r. , (Msb,) and i O.

i.jlJ, (s, and TA in art. .. ,) or '- .-,
(K, in the CE .o. Jjs,) A sort of Oi;, of
bad quality: (As, S:) or dates such as are

termed 0J3j; (Msb, 1];) dust-coloured, small,
and somewhat long; of bad quality: (As:) so
called because of their badness; (Msb;) or so
called in relation to [a man named] Ibn-H.obeyk.
(TA.) It is said in a trad., . '1 c v

LDi' j 3j i aJl .JI [He (Mohammad)

forbade two sorts of dates; the jO~. and

-.JIl of]: (S:) or 3. i.&. jl ,>:

j.Jl: ((MIsb:) meaning, in the case of the

poor-rate. (S, Msb.)

1. /..., aor. (S,E) and ', (g,) inf. n. ',
(S,K,) lie bound it, or tied it; and made it fast,
or firm: (g: [see also 2:]) he mnade it well:
(TA :) he wove it well, (S, K, TA,) and firmly,
or compactly; (TA;) namely, a piece of cloth:
(S, ]g, TA:) he made the effect of the work
therein to be beautifdl; i. e., in a piece of cloth:
and '.Lt.lt signifies the same: (.:) or this
latter, he matlde it (i. e. anything) firm, or com-
pact; and mnade it wvell. (IA.r, S,Mb.) It is
said of 'Aiishelh, in a trad., ,L3 . , - 3 

j-I ;.J1 She used to bind the Ijl [or
waist-wrapper], and *nake it fast, beneath the
shift, in prauyer; (S;) from ;,~, q. v.: (TA:)

or ,ie.iji '* j 3i W-

she used, in prayer, to bind an 1jlj over the xhirt.

(Msb.) [It is said that] t~l_l is also syn.
witIth Ll, on the authority of A;: (S:) [i. e.,

that] ,I,l is syn. with .Iv~1: (Mlsh:) [and

that] ljt¢k .A.t.; signifies or-, (g,) or Oe-

&V ,91 ;-; ~: so says Aboo-'Obeyd, as on
the authority of As: but Az says that this is a
mistake: that what As said was, that 3I;_m1,
with .q, is syn. with l.L; I9, as ISk relates.

(TA.) One says also, .4- . o1&,l 1 s.--L

Ot~3Jl tt.SI vr 4~i le [I bound the en-
closurefor cattle with canes, or reeds, (or perhaps
we should read e?i.:, i. e. with twigs,) like
as the trellises of the gtape-vine are bound with
cords: see also the last sentence of this para-
graph]. (Az, TA.) -[In the present day, £i
also signifies He sewed the leaves of a book: and
he bound a book.] 1 1 t." also signifies The act
of cutting: and Jmiting [or severing] the neck.

(K.) One says, tfJo ' , aor., and ',
in£ n. ._.., (IAar, TA,) He struck him, or
smote him, upon his middle, or waist, with the

smord: or ha cut the Jlesh [or his fPash] above
the bone [with the sword]: (TA:) or Ah rmote
[or s~vered] his neck wvith the sword: or he smote
him with the sword. (IA,r, TA.) And jia.

;1 'js He cut the trellises of the grape-
vine. (TA. [But this has another meaning, ex-
plained above.])

2. , (A, TA,) inf. n. j, , (Sbh, ,)
He mad firm, or fast, (Sh, A;, ,) a knot.
(A, TA. [See also 1.]) He striped, or wove
with stripes, (A, ]:,) a [garment of the kind
called] ;t.~. (A, TA.)

5. J'.3 IHe bound, or tied, the 3.4, i. e.

the 5 ..: [see :d., below:] (1:) or i. q.

~4'. j [he raised, or tucked up, his clothue;
or girded himself, and raised, or tucked up, his

clothes; &c.]. (IDrd,1l.) And 0JLLE -X-4
She (a woman) bound, or tied, her 'j3U [q. v.]
upon her waist. (IDrd, bC.)

8: see 1, in four places; and see ·.

l.JI jl-1 and a.Jl and AC1 and jl

and 4l.JI and J.4.JI (TA) and .lJIl (Bd in

li. 7] and ,...iJ1 and .L.-J1 (TA) are various
readings in the ]Rur [li. 7]: J.Ji is a contrac-

tion of 4.J, of the dial. of Benoo-Temeem:
..A..JI is a contraction of JL,..JI: ,.1JI is as

though its sing., or n.un., were aL:: 4L.&J1 is

as though its sing. were !e.: 4.JI is the

common reading, and is pl. of .tL- [q. v.] or
of ' ': 4._l is of a form unused [in any
other instance]: (TA :) j..JI is like l .l [as

though its sing. were '.j: (Bd:) ikJI is
affirmed to be a mixture of two dial. vanrs.:

..~JI is of a rare measure, like Jtl &c. (TA.)

.i. q. Sj. [i.e. The part of the jljt (or
waist-wrapper) wlhere it is tied round the waitt;
which part is folded, or doubled]: (Sb, 14:)
whence * J,.. ?l, meaning "the binding, o0

tying, the jIjl :" or the folds of the ;j~, let
down, before the wearer, for. the urponm of his
carrjing anything therein. (TA.) And An jlj
[itself]; as also t .. (Hajum p. 37.) And A

cord, or rope, which one binds on the waist:

(1 :) and *,~ tiC [also] signifies a cord, or rope,
or an ijij, or other thing, with which the mait
is bound; pl. ,i.": whence the saying, X

t. ! ;.i iJ, meaning I Such a one prepared
hinams;elf to go away; or applied hinmself ewlu.-
sively and diligently to an ajfair. (.art p. 160.)
And The thong (i,;J [in the C. , erroneously,

li;l1]) that connects the head to the [pieces of
wood called] o.a, of the [carnrs saddle

called] ., (0, TA,) and of the [saddle called]
.j) ; (TA;) as also tJ3 ,.. (..) P1. (of the
former, TA) i_. and (of tho latter, TA)

j.I: see ' ., in three places._-Also An
enclosure for cattle ( [" ), [made] with canes,
or reeds, (. , [or perhaps we shoutld read



, i. e. wih t wi t .,]) put croswie, and tan
bound, or tied: (Az, TA:) or pi~c of wood put
togptAcr like a i;., and thn bound in the
middl mithl a co;d, or rope, that join thm
topgtAer. (Lth, TA.)-The J1ib [i. e. selages,
or the lihA,] of a garment, or piece of cloth.
(Z,TA.)-The black throads with which are

umwd tAh bordrs, or xtremities, of a (cloth of
the kind called] g. (Ibn.'Abbhd, TA.)I-A

streak, or ie, (iL,) in and and the like;
as also t 4;.: pi. of the fo:mer J; and of

the latter tU,.: (:) or A., the pl. of .1L.,
signifies the ridge of sand [that are formed by
tAe mind]; (];) the ripples (LO) of sand, and
of water, when moved by the wind; pl. of t-.
and of .': (Az, TA:) [i. e.] 1 JI4 .sig

nifies L. j . [the pt ~ of water]: and so

,jA JI jai.4u [the rimpl#e, or wary forms,
of crisp hair, appearing as tAough it were
trumped]: (1:) [and the like of other things:
this in what is meant by the following passge :]

P, sa., o. t'; 'e W * j l

JI.,s: (s:) [respecting the jl4 of a coat of mail,
here mentioned, ee what follows: in like manner,]
t ;.' (T, 1) and ' . and A~., all upb.

of 4, [or rather . is a coll. gen. n,]
signify the streak of locks of hair; (V ;) or of
a helmet; (T, ]; [in the CId, i.1l is erro-
naeously put for i4l ;]) and likewise of sand,
such as are made by the wind: (T,TA:) the
J4 of the sky, (M, B,) sing. a ,4e; ' , (:,) are
the tracks of the stars: ( i, :) and .t..
signifies also streaks, or tracks, in the sy : and
the heaven; because in them are the paths of
the stam: and 4J, the streaks of a mountain:
(TA:) and ;J. .i-, the rows ofrings of a coat
of mail: (T7C in art. _,_:) [in a pasage in
the f, cited above, it seems to be implied that it
means the rimples, or folds, thereof:] or the
scale of silver with which a coat of mail is orna-
mented; likened to the cales on the back of a
fish, by their being termed the i;t~. of a coat
of mail: (TA in art. :) and .tm.JI it; ,
the blackne.. of th part abo· the rwing of the

pigorn. (Ibn-'Abbid, A, ].) The phrase a..Ij
jt4., in a description of Ed-Dejjil [or Anti-
christ], means The hair of his head is rimpled
(; .' ) by reason of crispne; like stagnant
water, and sand, when the wind blows upon
them, and they in consequence thereof become
rippled (4,I.1~); and marked ith streaks:
or, u some my, it is AIJ ti. i, u in the ],
meaning the unme; (TA;) or crisp-haired: (]4:)
or ,iii ;l , (IDrd, 1,*TA,) meaning the
same: (TA:) or ) or
aj4 Jo . .j;. (TA.) In the phrase, in the
]ur [li. 7], 1JI .;) [l.jIj, it is said that

I.JI meuui the trac of th stare, (, ErF

jq. - J.

Righib, TA,) and the milly way: or ideal
tracks: (Er.Righib, TA:) or traks of clouds:
(TA:) or beautiful li3J. [which is generally
understood to mean, in this instance, streaks,
or the like; but may also be rendered stages, one
abovu another, to the number of seven]: (Zj,
TA:) or structures, or construction: (Mujahid,
TA:) or beautiful construction. (I 'Ab, TA.)
See also the paragraph, above, commcncilig with

and 'J Bound, or tied; mad.
fast, orj frm: (g, TA:) made well: woven nwll:
(TA :) made beautiful in thte cfet of the work
therein: applied to a piece of cloth: (1, TA:)
and the former, [app. as meaning,firmly, or well,
made,] to a bow-string also. (TA.).For the
former, see also .tl., in two places.

ie.. and its pl. ASL;.: see ,jL., in seven
places.

[. 0, in the present day, signifies A sew.e. of
the lIaves of books: a binder of bookh: and also
an ornamental sewer: and a maker of the kind
of lace called 4j.]

Striped; applied to a [garment, or
particularly to one of the kind called] . .
(A, TA.) -- /JI : see ,L_., in the latter
part of the pargraph.

.3g;: see ,e.. _ [Hence,] A strong
horse; (V ;) firm, or compact, in make: (TA:)
or trong in make; applied to a horse &c. ($.)
And albi cl; A, beast having a well-knit
frame. (Sh, TA.) And · ]j g OJ J_
Even, and kigh, in the back and rump. (Lth,
TA.)

. ,0 , (,) aor. , inf. n. .. (TA,) He
bound, tied, or madefast, him, or it, with a rope,
or cord. (5, TA.) - [Hence,] .~ signifies
[also] t The making a covenant. (KL.) - And
tThe obtaining Zlt [i. e. a promis, or an
asurance, of security or safety]. (KL) - And
Tue placing a snare for game. (KL.) And The
catching game with, or in, a snare. (KL) You
say, _ I ., (Az,ISd,Mb,K,)aor. , (Mb,)

inf. n. );.; (M 9b,TA;) and t.,,o., (Az,S,
ISd, M9 b, KC,) and t 'd~ ; (TA ;) He took, or
caught, the gane witA the ;iJ._ [or snare]: (Az,

I, ISd, Myb, V :) or he set up the iJ.. for the
gcame. (ISd, ~.) And t..JI h4 T"he sare
[cauh.t him, or] clung to him: and hence, t3j
&d. e.~ !. [Mote which his eyj caught]; a
metaphorical phrase, used by Er-R'ee; the eye
being likened to the snare; and the motes, to
game. (TA.) And lJ , j . t [He s
premted, as by a sare, or by a rope, from
quitting his place]. (TA.) And ;.j a*g; l
[app. meaning t Her husband entrapped her.
or laid a snare for Aher]. (TA.) And 1: 
z.l I[Death ennared him; or took him]. (ISd,

Z, TA.) And ai)U 2 . " Such a woman smote
his heart with her love; [or captivated him;]

[Boom I.

as also t li'.t. (TA.) [And accord. to the
CK, ,_m. also signifies the same as 'lM. [i. e.
t The endearvonrin to conciliate; &c.]: but
the reading in the TA, and in my M8 copy of
the ]K, is 4tI.: which, however, occurs after.
wards in the I as a meaning of ~J and ofj,b.]
- .L , ( g, Mth, M,b, ],) aor. :, (Mqb, g,)
inf. n. , (S, Mgh, Mb, , TA, [in the CV
J.,]) snaid of a woman, (R, Mgh, Mqb,) and of
any female beast, (Msb,) She was, or becama,
pregnant: (ft, M9b, 5:) J and j; signify-
ing the same: (AO, ,ISd, g:*) or the former
applies only to human beings; and the latter,

to others. (Msb, TA.) You say i4 dI J.-j. j
[The time of his nmother' bein prenan witA him].
(.) - [HIence,] 'ie' signifies also :The being

full. (ISd,4g,TA.) You say, , .Jl 1 ; and
,ir, aor. :, (5,) inf. n. J;., (,T5:,)j: Hes
became full of beverage, or mie, and of mater,
(K, TA,) and his belly became smollre [(thkrrith,
like that of a nprenant woman]. (TA.)- And

! The being angry. (,* TA.) You say, 
t Suclh a one became angry. (T4.)

2 ;jl ja., inf n. 3, (M, A, 1[, in the
C!, and in my MS. copy of the K, erroneouly,

tj5l,]) The seed-prodluce shotforth (JJJ) onu
part thereof upon another, or parts tAdereof upo
others: (M, IC, TA:) or the ears of tAhe seed-
produce [or corn] became compacted and JlU
with the grain. (A, TA.)

4. 'Ltb ,._l Tie [trees calkd] .t! p~
duced their J, or ,;.; or] scattered their
blouoms, and organied and compacted their
fruit [i. e. titair pods with the saed tAherein];
expl. by ;4 Ig ;li [meaning j;L1 ]:
(A, O, 5:) from "'d~l [q. v.], like it from

.. (AA, O, TA.) -; ,.., ($, 15,) in. n.
3 , (TA,) lIe fecundated it; syn. de.ill.

5: sec l.

8: see 1, in four places.

J~ i. q. '>j [a meaning A rope, or cord];
(S;) a certain thing well knonn; (MNb;) a
thing rith which one ties, bind., or mas fast, a
beast 4-c.; syn. L~: (M, 5:) and i. q. ,; [-a
meaning a halter]; (M, M,b, ;) us in the ]ur
cxi. 5; (TA;) and so ·.,: (M, Y:) in the
former sense, the pl. [of pauc.] is *' ( m, ]:)
and JI_J (M, ]5) and [of mult.] J_ (;, M,
M9 b, ]O) and d (M, ]) and lit.. (L voce
t.. .[and J_..~ agreeably with a usage of the
Arabs, which is, to add; to any pi. of the mea-
sure J.h or of that of J, (see ,)] and

tSt_, which is anomalous, as in the phraue

;,J4J.I jsl,. [cords of pearls], occurring in a
trad.; or this is a mistranscription for t1;q., (5,
TA, [in the CV -l;,_]) with : [and ej] and S:
(TA :) and in the l~tter sense, the pl. is j*..
(M, M.b, 1.) In a tad. in which it is mid that
a man's hand is to be cut off for his stealing a

I
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Boor 1.J

J ;, the Je~ of a ship may be meanu. 'Mgh in
art.- ~ .)- [Hence, tA bond; caus* of union;
or link of connteion:] conneiom Wit another by
the bond oflove orfriendslhip or the l k; (g, ],
TA;) pl. JC.: (TA:) mutual connezion by
such a bond. (ISd, Mob, ].) You say, )t

015 rk- 1*j t Suck a one married his
daughter to such a one. (LIar p. 223.) And j

bjk. Je - t He aids such a one in
seeing, or idemanding, a woman in marriage.
(TA.) And it is said in a trad., C. t;Z;t c,,
IU COi. '' qnji t t Vcrily there is be-
twes; us and the party a connezion by the bond
of love or friendship or the like, and we are
sering it. (TA.) You say alh, JSj1 .9 ilI
t Verily he is large, or liberal, in disposition; [or
in the scope of his friendsip;] and J,Jl `0'

nato,ow therein. (TA.).-A covenant, orconm-
pact: (S, Msb, K, TA:) :a covenant, or an
obligation, by which one becomes responsible for
the safety, or safe-keeping, of a person or thing:
(1, TA:) and I a promixe, or an asrurance, of
security, or safety; (A 'Obeyd, S, Msb, S, TA;)
such as a man, desiring to make a journej, used
[and still uses] to take.from the chief of a tribe:
(A 'Obeyd, TA:) pl. jl.. (TA.) You say,

itLi" J3%_t *' -A : Tiere were between
them covenants, and obligations nwhereby they
were resionsible for one another's safety, and
they broke them. (TA.) And it is said in the

lRur [iii. 108], ,,A1 s Jeaj il a 

I UnlesU [they have] a covenantfrom God and a
covenant Jrom men: (Ibn-'Arafch, TA:) for the
unbeliever requires a coveioaait from God, which
consists in his being of those who have a revealed
sripture without which he cannot retain his reli-
gion nor enjoy protection, and a covenant granted
to him by men. (Er-1R6hib, TA.) And it is
also said in the ]ur [iii. 98], uXI l"-j- ~
i. e. [(And hold yefast] by the covnant of God:
(TA:) or tthe means of approach, or acces, unto
OGod; i. e. the .Kur-in, and the Prophet, and
intelligence, 4c., which are the means of obtaining
the protection of God; for Jf. is metaphorically
applied to any means of access to a thing: (Er-
RAghib, TA:) or these words of the gur mean
t and fallow ye the Jfur-n, and abstain from
schism. (A 'Obeyd, TA.) And in like manner,
the saying of Ibn-Mes'ood, XIi ' ·. n,
means t Keep ye to the Book of God; for it is a
security for you, and a covenant, against dthe
punishment of God. (A'Obeyd, TA.)-: An
elongated, or extended, tract of sand, (T, ?, M,
Mgh, V,) collected together, abundant, and high:
(T,TA:) or X1 ie 1 means a long, ex-
tended, tract of sand, collected together, and ele-
oated: (Msb:) [or simply a long, or long and
elevated, tract of sand; likened to a rope, as is
indicated in the Mgh :] pl. J.. (TA.) - [tA
long, creeping, or twining, stalk or sAoot or branch;
likened to a rope or cord: pl. 31;.: often occur-
ring in descriptions of plants by A.n and others.]
_8ee also 'j4 .j JI; t [a name
applied to each of the two carotid arteries, and

BL I.

8o0

sometimes to each of the trro external jugular

eins;] also called ,jl j; a vein betwren
the windpipe and tae [two sinews called the]

QtI ;I ; (Fr, TA;) a certain vein in the neck,
($,) or in the jI.. (Mb.) -tThe j3t [or
part between the sAoulder.joint and the neck]:

(.:) or ,J:1 ., (C,) or -i,JI J";, (TA,) sig-
nifies the aiiji [app. here meaning, as it does in
some other instances, oblong muscle] that is be-
tmeen the neck and the head of the shoulder-blade:
or a sinew between the neck and the shoulder-
joint: (g:) or jfI- j.; signifies a bond, or
ligament, betreen the .,1tr and the neck; (T,
Msb, TA;) or betnween the neck and the dtoulder-
joint: (Lth, TA:) or certain sinews. (Q.)-
t A certain wein, or nerve, (,ja,) in the for arm,
(;, TA,) extending from th;e ,tet until it be-
comes concealed in the shoulder-joint: (TA:) or
ljJI ,J3 is [a oein, or nerve,] in the arm:

(W:) or A'jl;1 0 J signifies the sinews that
appear upon the tmo fore arms; and in like
manner, thoe of a hors. (TA.) One says,

JA&;S ); ic j, (S, TA,) a prov., (S,)
meaning ! He, or it, is near to thee: (T, S,
$gh :) or within tthy power, or reach; or possble,
or practicable, to thee; or eaty to thee. (ISd, Z,
TA.)_. Also, (1g,) or 2,Ui ! ,a, (TA,) t A
certain tein, or nerve, (,sj,) in the back, (V,
TA,) etending from the beginning thereof to its

end.. (TA.)_yWI Q6 ,JG.J, (:,) or Jle
C,JI, (M,) tThe sinews of the two hank;.
(M , Sp6JI '9 JLaJ (f,) or *JSL..

.J1,L (M,) tThe veins (j .) of the peni.
(M, K..)-.. 'klJlA also signifies The station of
the horae collected for a race, before they are let
go. (K.) [Probably it was marked by an ex-
tended rope; and for that reason was thus called.]
~Also Heariness; wight, or weightiness; pon-

deroumne; sy.. (AZ, g.)

J..: see 'L..

J.4 A calamity, or misfortune; (, ;) as
aluo ,,..* : (K :) pl. J_... (, .) ISd acites
as an ex. the saying of EI-Akbhtal,

* J,4 ' ?L z ¼E
[And I was sound of heamrt until cdamities befell
me from tts replendent femalet, eAibiting their
beauty]. (TA.) - J J. tA learned, saga-

cious, intelligent man. (IAr, ]g.*) [And j.
also signifies t Very intelligent, or ery cunning.
Pl. Jl;.] You say, C't; J . a i l, mean-
ing I Verily he is one who paoes much intelli-
gence, or mucA cunning : and verily he is a gentle
manager of cattle. (lSd, 1g,TA.)

Jgm: see a.. It is also an inf. n.; i.e.,
of ... (~, Mgh, Msb, 1.) -- And it is also a
simple subst.: (], TA: [in the CI, l
is erroneously put for .,ul:]) [i. e.] it also
signifies The fetua in the womb: (Mgh:) pl.

J_bl. (1g,) It is said in a trad., J C-

t J, (.8, Mgb,) or ;;JIl
(M!b, ],) L e. Heforbade tbe sellng of the off-
sprng of the offarg (;, M9b, ) in the belly
(Mqb, TA) of the she-mel &ce.; (Mob;) ti. e.,]
the off.smpring of thefoetw (A 'Obeyd, $, M9b) in
the belly of the she-amel [&c.]; (A'Obeyd,
M9b ;) [i. e.,] what tAe ftu will bring forth, if
it be afenale; (Mgh;) the & in lL.,I being the
sign of the fern. gender; (A 'Obeyd, Mgh, Mob;)
or a sign of intensiveness of the signification:
(IAmb, TA:) for the Arabs in the Time of
Ignorance used to sell the offbpring of the off-
spring in the bellies (T, M, Msb, TA) of pregnant
beasts, (T, Mob,) or of sheep or goats: (M, TA:)
or the meaning is, what is in the belly of te she-
camel: (A 'Obeyd, Esb-Shifi'ee, 1 :) or the pro-
duce of thae grap-ine before it has attained to
maturity: (M, ] :) but Sub disapproves of this
last explanation, as a mistlke occasioned by the
; in a.L.Jl. (TA.) - tAnything that is in ano-
ther thing: thus, for instance, the pearl is the
j.:. of the oyster-shell; and the wine is the J.
of the glass bottle. (A, TA.) Fulnmes; (ISd,
K, TA; [see J ;]) as also ,j.. (IAr, v.)

- Anger: (,TA:) anger and grief; as in
the saying ,. a t In him i anger and grief:
(Az, I8d, K, TA:) from the sme word as mean-
ing the "pregnanoy" of a woman. (As, TA.)-

J.. Ja;. A cry by which p or goats are
chidden. (6gh, g.)

L:;_: see ^_

J_ The .fuit, or produce, of the [kind of
trees called .L, ($, K,) in general: ( :) or
the pod, or receptacle of the seeds, of the and
,*C; [so accord. to AZ; au appears from a com-
parison of paasges in ar. Jb in the T and TA ;]
that of other [trees of the kind called] .tL being
termed _;': (TA:) or the fruit, or produce, of
the ., ;esmbling the [speces of kidAny-ben
calledJ . ; (IAyr, TA;) or of thea and

JlG and ' (, Os, .) whieh is a curd thing,
containing small black grains, resembling letil:
(M,TA:) or, acord. toAO, a pcies of tre;
as is the J~: (Az, TA:) pl. [,.,, (or rather
this is a coll. gen. n.,] and [the proper pl. is]
J.,i.. (].) Hence, in a trd. of 8ad, C 
mJI Ik,i..JI " [We havn no food
except the z . and the leave of the ]. (,
TA.).-A kind of ornawment by women,
($, V, TA,) fashioned in the form of the fruit
thu called, (TA,) and put upon neclat~, (,
TA,) ud in tahe Time of Ignora. (A, TA.)
-A certain herb, ( 1, ISd, g,) smweet, or
pleaant, of the herbs termed jL : so ays
ISd: and in one place he says, a ertain tree

which [the l~zards termed] .,t eat. (TA.)_
See also what next follows.

. (M, A, ]) and t4, (M, A,) or t ,
(,) tA grape~ e; (M, A, ] ;) its hrmnes
being likened to ropes, or oords: (A, TA:) or
a stock of a grapevine: ( :) the first of these
words has the latter signification (Mgh, TA)
accord. to As: (TA:) or it signifies a stoch of
a grapvine having its branc pread upon its
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trdlises: (TA:) or the first and second signify
a branch of a grape-vine: (?:) or, accord. to
Lth, i_. [thus in the TA, without any syll.
sign,] signifies a grape-vine: and also a t3}
[app. here meaning an arch] of the branches of
a grape-vine: so in the T: (TA:) and t.4i.
aild t*?. [are coll. gen. ns., and] signify grape.
Vines. (1g.) _.j. . A sortt of grapes of
El.t-Tdif, white, and pointed at the extremities.
(TA.) _ See also J: i and see what next
follows.

UL,. Pregnant; (, Mgh, Mob, I ;) as also

t2i_.; (11;) and t'^.. also occurs in the
snme sense: (ISd, 1 :) applied to a woman, (S,
MgIh,) or, accord. to AZ, to any animal having
a nail, ($,) or to any beast, as, for instance, a
sheep, or goat, and a cat: (Msb:) pl. of the
first L . .Mg. ( Mh, MMg , M, ) and ; .le " (Msb,
1) and AI,Jl,., ($, TA,) which last is pl. of j . :
(TA :) and the pl. of 4i . is * i;,, (.K,) which
is cxtr. (TA.) One says, 5 1J3 

,j La t [The night is pregnant: thou knon,est
not n,hat it will bring forth]: meaning that the
events of the night are not to be trusted. (TA.)

Sec also ,i'..

--- and n i5L and Oj j f, or re-
lating to, one that is OS., i.e. pregnant. (S,I.)

Li_~: see S - [Hence,l 'Lf .: Full
[of beverage, or wine, and of water; see .];
ns also .O;: fem. of the former U ; and
of the latter t1, .. [which is anomalous]: (AHn,
ISd, K, TA:) and ,;L a man full of beverage
or wine. (Z, TA.) - And e."; AIngry; (,
TA;) fullof anger; oi ai against nuch a
one: (TA:) fem. with ;. (ibn-'Arafeh, K, TA.)

CJ".: see the next preceding paragrnph.
[By rule, it should be with tenween, like c9.,
and should form its fem. with 3.]

*i;: - . .

jOL.: see J0~.. Also t A:luch hair. (Az,
TA.)

* ·· O·

J: see Ja.e

J1 e 3 ' t One wh o stands in his place like
the lion, not fleeinq: (?:) or + courageous: (s,
TA:) and an appellation given to t a lion; (1,
TA;) as though he were prevented, as by a
snare, or by a rope, from quitting his place; not
quitting it, by reason of his boldness. (TA.)

al _. (Q Mohb, Mb ) and V sl,l (Lth, Mb hi )

and jJt (Lth, 1) A snare; or thing by
mneans of which one takes, catches, or snares,
game, or wild animals, or birds; (, M, 1 ;) of
whateter kind it be; (M, TA;) a a!;, and the
like: (Myb:) or J&.m. peculiarly applies to the

cord (i..) of him vwho takes, catche , or snares,
gamne or the like: (Er-lA,ghib, TA:) pl. of the
first Jlt., (Msb, TA,) and of the second [and

third] ijwl;. (Myb.) It is said in a prov.,

Ji3 k isJjlg; .'. [r,.ighten thou the wolf to
catch him n'ith the snare]; 3Jl3 meaning the
wolf: applied to him whose threatening is not
cared for: i. e., threaten another than me; for
I know thee. (Meyd, TA.)_ [Hence,] 'L I
O4Jl j5Lu.. t [W 1omen are the snares of the

Devil]. (TA.) And ?jJ1 ,j;. t T/he causes

of death. (IK.) And l1 iL&. ' t Ifc is one
whvo takes good care of the camels, so that they
do not escape from him. (TA.) _ For the pl.
l;L:., see also L.., in tieo places; in the first
sentence, and near the end of the paragraph.

jl_. One who binds, ties, or mlakes fast, a
;rope, or cord. (TA.) Hence, (TA,) l$ I1

.551, a prov., (1K, TA,) meaning O binder,
or tyer, of the rope, bear in mind the time of
untying. (TA.)-_The setter of th/e snare (;J%L )
for game; (, TA ;) as also *',y.-. (TA.)

It is said in a prov., .l1I j1l.41 l1 ($)
t The setter of the snare became confoundled'n ith
the shooter of the arrows: (TA in art. ". :)
or, in this instance, (S,) kaw.JI sibgnifies the
7vnarp; and ,4I, the woof. (S, K.) And in
another provey., _:l4 G . UL t They
kindled mischief among themselves: (.i, TA:)
0.taJI [properly] signifying the owner of the
;I.; and jUI, the shooter , ith o, or the

owner of J. : i. c., their case became confused:
and sometimes it is applied to a lparty whose casc
has become turned from its proper state, and who
become roused, or stirred up, one against another.
(Az, TA.) One says also, sU ui& 4 1.. j~

t lie turned it upside down. (KI.) And aq.l
dL .4;_., and e..1 , &t J.A, tTurn tlou it
upside donwn. (TA.) - An nchanter. ($gh,
.K,TA.)-zA [lizard of the kind called] ,
that feeds upon the aU- [q. v.]; (S, M,: ;)
and so a gazelle. (TA.) seektl: seC 

Oj.[. A rope [in the form of a hwop] by
means of which one ascends paln-trees; (9, M,
K ;) made of bark, or of [the fibres of the palm-
tree called] .. (.Har pi). 544-5.)

_1: wsee voce

J0._l and aji.l: see ail.a..

· ._ The time of pregnancj: (g:) [or the
time of one's m7other's pregnancy: for] yb)u say,

Q ¥tJi.~ i LU~ Xb 'that was in the time
of such a one's mother's being pregnant with him.
(S, TA.) So in the saying of EI-Mutanaikhkhili
EI-Hudhalee:

VL 1 l - L 1 * SM ZS1

[His possessions by means of which he preseves
himself shlaU not presroe him from death: that
was written for him in the time rwhen his mother
was pregnant with him: or the last word is
J).3l: so in the TA in arts. jL. and J.: see
what here follows, in the next sentence]: or
the meaning is that here following. (TA.)_-
[The register of God's decrees; which is called]
the first woriting: (ISd, V:) but in the verse

[Boox I.

cited above, the last word, accord. to some, is
t e. 0tJ0...JI, (TA,) which means Jt.Il, (,TA,)
and this is the reading best known, signifying
the place of gestation in the womb. (TA.)

c: see what next precedes.

s: ee .e~., first sentence. - Also Hair
crispled, or twisted and contracted: so accord. to
the k.; in which is added, .. JI t.Z; but the
right reading is A.JI -' [lile the rope or
cord]: or having its locks twisted like ropes or
cords: [thus many Ethiopian races, and some
of the Arab women, twist their h:lir, like cords;
and thus, generally, did the ancient Egyptians:]
or, accordl. to the M, i. q. j; [meaning
plaited, or tristed]. (TA.)

J).,. A wild animal caught, or entangled, in
a ;t_. [or snare]: (S:) or one for which a
XL.~. ihas been set, though he may not as yet have
faillen into it: and t J., [in the CIF erro-
neously .~] one that has fallen into it,
(1Sd, K,) and been taken. (ISd, TA.)

: see what next precedes. Also [The
place of the htobble; i. e.] ! the pastern of a
beast: (T, TA:) or the pasterns of a horse:
(S, :) originally used in relation to a bird
caught in a suare. (A, TA.)

see s l.

1. o , c nor. :; (S, ;) and ' .; inf. o.
(of the former, TA) _ and (of the latter, TA)
· .; (.K ;) He (a man) had the dropsy; as
also 1 : (KL:) he had a disease in the
belly, whereby it became large and rmollen. (I.)
_ [Hence,] 4i , aor. :, (v,) inf. n. C~,
(TA,) t He becam efilled with anger against him.
(K. TA.)

4. a..1 [It caused Ahim, or his bellUy, to become
large and swollen]: said of a disease [app. dropsy]
that has befallen one; or of much eating. (TA.)

8: secl.

The tree calUed ,U [q. v.]; as also
· .,e.. (1g.)

and t * i. q. J - [all which are
npplied in thc present day to A boil]: (. :) and
[small swellings or pustules, of the kind termed]

ttw, (K,) like j: (S K:) or a thing that
comes upon the body, or person, generating pus,
or thick purulent matter, and swelling: pl. [of
the former] C;jO . (K.) Also, the former,
An ape, or a monkey; syn. . (Kr, I.)

The dropsy; (S ;) a disease in the belly,
vhereby it becomes large and swloUen. (K.) -
The yellow water [of the blood; i. c. the serum:
a superabundant effusion of which, in the body,
constitutes dropsy]. (TA.)

L^;: see O.

: see O..l: and see also ..



Boox I.]
o-, .1J
, .. A A certain email beast or reptile, (.,
,well knon; (RK;) the a: (Mgh:) or

a tpecie of the [hind of lizards termetn] 'o;
of stinking odour: (Mqb:) so called because of
the largenes of its belly; from 0.E1 [q. v.]:
also called t I': ; (S , Msb, . ;) and sometimes
the article Ji is prefixed to it, (S, Myb, K,) so

that it is called C>W.Jl ..1, (., Msb,) by poetic
license: (TA:) it is of the form of the J~ [or
chameleon], broad in the breast, and large in the
beUy: (TA:) or, accord. to some, (TA,) it is
the femae of the 4;m: (. and MSb and K in
art. , , and TA in the present art. :) accord.
to As, it is a small reptile resembling the [hind of
lizard caled] -. ,: (Msb:) or, as somc say, a
certain reptile of the size of a man's hand: or,
accord. to Ibn-Ziy(d, a dust-coloured reptile,
with four legs, and of the size of a frog that is
not large; and when the children hunt it, they
say to it,

[Umm-el-Hobeyjn, spread forth thy two wings:
werily tihe commander is looking at thee]: they
hunt it until fatigue overcomes it, when it stops,
standing upright upon its two hind lets, and
spreads forth two wings that it has, of the same
dust-colour; and nwhen thecy hunt it further, it
spreads forth wings that were beneath those two
wings, than which nothing more beautiful in
colour has been seen, yellom and red and green
and white, in streaks, one above another, very
many; and when it has done this, they leave it:
no osifpring of it is found; nor any genital
organ: (TA:) the appellation e 1 is deter-

minate, like ?,, t C.t and ~..jI wtl; (S, M.b;)

anid [so is * 4':, like iLG'; ($ ;) but deter-
minate as a generic appellation: (S, M.s :) the
suppression of the article does not render it in-
determinate; which is contr. to rule: (S, K :)
the pl. is . .1, [which is strange,] and

.- , i , at'
.,I _l.I. (Msb.) - The Arabs say, in one of

their imprecations, , *a j:u. ai .,

meaning t [AlMay God pour upon thee] the night.
(Ibn-Buzurj, TA in art. ,...)

4-.: sce the next preceding pararphl, in
two places.

. 6.s
C,.1 Having the drop.y; (, Mgh, Mb ;) as

also ' 7,e.. (KL) [and ' ' 0; so in the Lex.
of Golius; and so in the present day]: having a
disease in the belly, whereby it becomes large and
swollen: (J :) fern. a;'.., ( , 1,) applied to a
woman: (S :) pl. ~. (TA.)_. Hence, (TA,)
the fem., $ Dig-bellied; (1g,TA;) applied to a
woman. (TA.) And t A foot (. ) having
much flesh in the a [app. here meaning the
pulpy portion of the sole]; (s];) as though it
were mwoUllen. (TA.) And tA pigeon (.;.,.)
that does not lay eggs: pl. '>_. (]s.)

s: ee the next preceding paragraph.

-'ai.t..lng,y. (i.)
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GL, (Ms, g,) [aor. in£ n. ,
(],) He, or it (a thing, Msb, TA), was, or
beame, or drew, near. (MSb, 1g.) And hence,
(TA.) i e~ I was, or became, or
drew, near to.fjify [years]; (S, ISd, TA;) [as
also c.7,.I Z_.; for] IAr says that It1.

and lJ t.. both have this signification. (TA.)

-- ' t -ml 1 f J' ... The ribs joined to
the backbone; (I ;) and in like manner, with
the same meaning, one says of the entrails: and
the ribs were near to the bachbone. (TA.) And
.,j.;t, ,r_, (K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)
i. e. [The extremities of the ribs, projecting over
the beUly,] were long, so that thley rereo near one
another. (g.) And .j.l %' The water-course,
or channel of a torrent, became [contracted,] so
that one part thereof was neat' to another. (g.)
--- _, (8, Mgh, MSb, K,) nor. , (Mgh,
Msb,) in£ n. .. , said of a child; (S, M, Mh Msb,
K,) before he stands; (Lth, TA;) as also '
aor. , inf. n. . . which, however, is rare;
(Msb;) He crept, or crawled, [or dragged him-
self along,] upon his posteriors; (Mgh;) or so

L.; k m.: (8:) or he went along upon his
posteriors, protruding his chest: (g:) or went
along onfour [or, as we say, on allfJburs]: in this
last sense it is used by the lawyers. (Mgrli.) And,
said of a man, lie went along upon his hanls, or
arms, and his belly: (K :) or upon his hands, or
arms, and his Inees: or upon hiis 7i7steriors ?: or
upon his elbows and knees: (TA:) [or he crept, or
crawled: for] you say, la.. 1 ;.. La, meaning
lle came not save creepling, or cranling: and

.. ` ... .-
I'*..a1 5~' q.J I C [Such a one escaped not
save creeping, or crawling]. (TA.) Also, said
of a camel having his fore shank bound up to his
arm, He crept, or crawled, along: [or he dragged
himself along on the ground:] and, said of a
camel, he lay down, and crept, or crawled, [or
dragged himself along,] by reason of fatiyue:
or; as. some say, being constrained to ascend a
difficult tract of sand, he protruded his chiest,
and then crept, or cran'led. (TA.) -[Hence,]
said of an arrow, It glidled along the ground,
and then hit the butt: (S :) or so eff i ..
(Msb.)_ And j l . L., (K,) inf. n. ~, (TA,)
The cattle clave to the ground, motionless, by
reason of emaciation. (..)-And /.t J ,
(1g,) inf. n. ., (TA,) The ship ran. (1.) -
WJ L It (a thing) presented itself, or its breadth,
or width, or its side, to him, or it; syn. , 1,
(1g,) or ,.., ; (Mgh;) as do, for instance,
waves to a ship; (TA;) and as clouds, like a
mountain, before they cover the sky. (S.) And

, or. n, inf . ., The sands rose
up, extending sideways (Li..'): (TA:) or ex-
tended Widely. (IApr, TA.) l, (S, Msb, K,)
aor. as above, (TA,) in£. n. _ (TA) and ,
(., TA,) or this is a simple subst., (1.,) and the
inf. n. is t., (Msb,) or this last also is a simple
subst., (S, t,) He gaw him (S, Msb, K) a thing
(Mhlb) without any compensation (Msb, O) and

without [receiving] any faoour, or benefit: or
in a general sense. (K.. [See also *.t. below.])
You say, ID ;q._ and I.j$ He (God, or a
man,) gave him such a thing without [recsivin,g]
any favour. or benefit, and without requital.
(Ijam pp. 3-27 and 604,) - And also, (1.,) aor.
as above, inf. n. t1., (TA,) He denied him,
refused him, or refused to give him; (, TA.;)
on the authority of IA~r only. (TA.) Thus
the verb bears two contr. significations. (L.)
_ i, - . L. l e defended, protected, or

guarded, what was around him; (AS, , ];) as
also t t.., inf. n. i_.3. (8, 1.) J cites as
an ex. of the former verb, from a poem of Ibn-
Ahmar, the phrase j L .. [Uas though
meaning A stallion did not defend them]; refer-
ring to she-camels: but accord. to AHn, it means
did not regard them; being occupied with him-
self. (TA.) You say also, ,,.i, ., ,
and ,L.t j [Such a one fights is their
defence; or defends them in a distant quarter:
but generally meant ironically: see 1 in art.
,b.]: both signify the same. (Abu-l-'Abbas,
TA.)

2: see 1.

3. t1, (Mb, ,) in£. n. !Q.1. (Msb,],
KL) and L., (],) re vied, or contended, with
him in giving. (KL.) - He aided him, or
assisted him: he treated him, or behaved towards
him, with partiality; was partial towards hinm:
and inclined towards him: (] :) he treated
him in an easy and a gentle manner. (MSb.)
--_ t ;L mL., (S, MA,) inf. n. jlWl. , (:,
Mgh, KL,) He abated the pries, or payment, to
him in selling: (MA, KL, PS:) or he treated
him in an easy and a gentle manner therein:
(T :) from ' t. signifying " a gift." (Mgh.)

4. ~.tU Lj He shot, and made his arrow
to fall short of the butt (IAQr, ) and twen to
leap so as to hit the butt. (I Ar, TA.)

5: see what next follows.

8. .1 .He drew together and confined hiJ
back and his shanks (, Mglh, Myb, and Har
p. 179) with his lI' (,) or with a garment,
or piece of cloth, or wnith some other thing, (Mgli,
Msb, and IHar ubi supra,) when sitting, to be like
him who is leaning [his bach against a wall]:
(Har ubi suprzi:) he drew his legs against his
belly nvith a garment, or piece of cloth, confining
them tlherewith, together with his bach, and bind-
ing it, or mahing it tight, upon them, so as to
presrve him from falling, [wlun he sat,] like a
wnall: (IAth, TA:) and t signifies the
same: (TA:) or ?,J .. l he innrapped
himself with the garment: or he drew togeth~ .
and confined his bach and his shanks with a turban
or the like: ( :) for the Arabs not having walls
in their deserts to lean against in their usembling,
the man used to set up his knees in his sitting,
and put against them a sword, or surround them
[and his back] with a piece of cloth, or knit his
hands, or arms, together upon them, and rest
against them; this standing him in stead of lean-
ing. (I;ar ubi suprL) The doing this in one
garment is forbidden, in a trad., lest, by accident,
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what decency requires to be concealed should
become exposed. (lAth, TA.) You say also, ,..l

[He confined his legs against h bellUy with his
hands, or arms, in sitting, to support himself by
so doing]. (;, Mqb.*) [See also £ .] i"1)l
with the sword is practised on the occasions of
making a covenant for mutual protection, or war,
or appointing a chief, and the like; because the
sword may be wanted in these cases. (ylam
p. 711.)

t.: ee o?.

m. A grape: (K:) or grapes when tey first
gro,/fonm the berry, not from planting: (TA:)
pl. ,. (..)

i;. a subat. from Lt.$n, (YagJoob, $, [,)
a also t . (s, Meb, ) and i 'a (g) and

t :1.. and t ^.1_: (Ke, :) meaning [The act
denoted by ._I; i. e. 't;.1l: and also] a
turban, or piece of cloth, or tome other thing.
with which a man performs what it termed

/t;-j: (H.ar p. 179:) pl. ,. (Ya4oob, TA)
and y.. (Ya4ooh, S, TA.) [See an ex. from
a trad. voce . ': and see also a verse of
El-Farezda4 cited voce ;.] Hence, 3OJ. J.
and ' 4, mean t He rose, or stood up,
and t He sat. (gar p. 179. The former phruse
is also mentioned in the S.) And the saying,

wa,l Lg;iUa-Jl [The tlings used for the
purpor of .;tul are the walls of the Arabs:
see 8]. (TA.) And the saying, in a trad. of El-
Abnaf (when he was asked in a time of war,
"When is forbearance?"), tV; hjl, [On the
occasion of .Lh.l]; meaning that forbearance is
to be approved in peace, not in war. (TA.)
Ijl.JI on Friday, when the Imim is reciting the
khutbeh, is forbidden; because :"k I1 induces
sleep, and exposes the purity of the worshipper
to be annulled. (TA.) m 8ee also a . .

y.: see .~: and see also :%.

._; wsee ;~_, in two places.

i; 'r. (,Mgh, )h, a sublt. from ;. "he gave
him without any compensation" &e., ( a,)s also
95 *. (M 9b, ) and ti; and ti3; ( ;)
all held by L!i to be inf. ns.: (TA:) or meaning
A gift. (8, Mgh.) And the first, The dowry of
a woman or wife. (TA.) See also i., in
two place.

a .
~.: aee -A., s._A A colUction of cloud;

syn. ,a...; because it creeps along; or from
1i. meaning us~, wherefore it is also called
,.,la: (Mgh:) or applied to a collection of
cloud as meaning that prewnts itself, or its
breadth, or width, or its side, or stends sideoays,
(?, lHam p. 785, and EM p. 1,) heaped up,
(EM,) in the tracts of the horizon, (.am,) like
a mwnrtain, before it cowrt the sky; (}, EM;)
as also t ; ( ;) so called because near to the
earth, (g, jam,) as though creeping, or crawling,

like a child; or from m; like as ., is from
,~,, (.Ham,) or from 41.,U1 _: (TA:) or,

as also Y.s,, a collection of clouds overpeering
(h., in [some of] the copies of the IC, erro-
neously, 3 1, TA) from the horizon upon the
earth: or heaped up, one part above another.
(K, TA.)

U .: see the next preceding paragraph.

,_. Near; applied to a thing of any kind.

(s.) [Hence,] ,j1 jtl;. Having the leads of
the ribs connected [by means of the cartilage.],

one ,vith another. (Az, TA.) And &tiJ 2

.i,J.1 Verily he is protuberant in the two dides.
(S.) _- laving the shoulder-joints elevated to, or
toward(, the neck; (QK;) applied to a man, and
likewise to a camel. (TA.) -An arrow tkhat
creeps along (.Kt, K) upon the ground (.Kt) to the
butt, (Kt, K,) having fallen short of it: (Kt:)
or an arrow that glides along ti e ground, and
then hits the butt: pl. i, .. (Msb.) Hence the

saying, in a trad., OW! ; je. te/~. 0), i. e. An

arrow juch as is termed ., , though weak,
having hit the butt, is better than one that goes
beyond tiw butt by its vehemence of passage,
and its force, not having hit it: meaning, by the
two arrows, one who attains the truth, or righlt,
or a part thereof, though weak; and another who
goes beyond it, and far from it, though strong.
(TA.) A thing presenting itself, or its breadth,

or width, or its side; as also t15'; (K ;) as in
the saying of E-'Ajaj1, describing a [vesscl such
as is called] j.3,

S di G.;. ;1UI J ~t lil A
i. e. [So it,] vwhen waves present themselves, or
their breadth, &c., to it. (TA.) [Hence,] lj
..,6. Overpearing sands presenting themselves, or
their breadth, &c. (TA.) And j1. -j A
heavy, ovs7pering mountain. (TA:) _ Also A
certain plant: ( :) so called because of. its
height. (TA.) And i,El. A tract of sand (ti.),
(1,TA,) elevated and overpeering, (TA,) pro-
ducing that plant. ([, TA.)

~nu.
l. aor. . .. -, inf. x.

4a-: see O"

: see 1 in art.us~..: see 1 in art.

S - .3
A and a.: see art. y,.

aS·

1. A_3, (A, Mgh, Mqb, ], ec.,) aor. ', (Mgh,
aI 

Mb,) inf n. c.., (M, Mgh, Msb,) He scraped
it, or rubbed it, off, (Az, Mgh, Msb, TA, and
.Ham p. 310,) or rubbed it and scraped it off, (A,
,) or wcraped it off by little and little, (Az,
TA,) namely, a thing, (TA,) as, for instance,
blood, (A, TA,) or semen, (?, A,) or something
dry, (yam ubi supri,) from a garment, (8, A,
]Ham, TA,) or the like, (1, Hlam,) with the hand,

[BooK I.

or mith a stick, or piece of wood, (Mgh, am.)
or nwith the end of a tone or of a stick or pice
of wood. (Az, M9 b.) And jl ',, (A, M^b,)
inf. n. as above, (~, Msb,) He removed the leavr
[by rubbing or scraping], (Mgb,) from a branch,

(S,) or from trees. (A.) - Hence, ii "iit ~;,
(A, TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) I God dstroyed,
or may God destroy, his property: (A:) or God
caused his prolrty to pasu away, and so reduced
him to poverty; .r may God cause &c. (TA.)
-And ';>JI . -:-, (A,* TA,) aor. and inf. n.
as above, (TA,) l He repelled him, drove himn
back, or turned him back, froms the thing. (A,8

TA.) __; i dLe. t I:e payed him hastily a
hundred di.heims. (A, TA.*) And b,, jLt "
t lie inflicted upon him hastily a hundred iashes
ruith a tvhip. (, A.)-;jJl - i.q. ;
[He put the thing; put it down; &c.]. (g.)-
See also 6.

4. .,~1 It (the kind of tree called .;;)
dried, or dried up. (J.)

6. .ta.j It became rubbed and scraped off;
as also tV4Jvl: (1 :) it (a thing) became scat-
tered, strcen, or dispersed; or became to by

degrees, part after part; syn. .. (S.) And
jjj3l1 lt,3, (A, TA,) or lit.; (3I;) and
t-Jl, (A,) or -... tJ; (g ;) and *,:, (K,)
[aor., app., :, the verb being intrans.,] inf. n.
;_..; (TA;) and * "; (g;) The leaves
became rubbed and scraped of: (A:) orfall (K)
from the branch &c.: or fell succesively, one
ofter another. (TA.) And 3J,lI -:l. 3 T,e
tree shed its leaves, one after another. (Myb.)

And ,-l. .- , _j1 His hair fell oJ
from his head. (TA.) And ,1ti ... tj Hir
teeth feU out, one after another. (TA.)_
[Hence,] .J j .l tHis sinsfellfrom him.
(TA, from a trad.)

7: see 6, in three places.

R. Q. 1. /: see ',,;A.

R. Q. 2: see6.

~. (indecl., with kesr for its termination,
TA) A cry by wrhich birds are chidden. (v.)

c~: see t;. -. Also Dead; [as though
strewn upon the ground, in fragments;] applied

to locusts (:.): pL. ; .tl; (s;) its only pl.
(MF.) [Hence, app.,] C Ut.bf and 1 i.

S They destroyed them. (A, TA.) - Dates (')
not sticking together. (K,' TA.) [See also ,..]
-_ A Jleet, or swift, horse; (S, A;) au though

he scraped the gronnmd; (A;) light in pace, and
wide in step: pL as above: (S:) or aflect, or
swift, and excellen t horse; (;) that runs swiftly
and much, or that furrow the ground muc writA
his feet: (TA:) also geneu and igh-bred

(L .oS [app. as applied to a horse]): (1:)
and aJleet, or smi/ft, camel: (1:) a quick-pacd
and light-paced camel; as also * L: (TA:)
and a male ostrich. (;.) The Hudhalee says,
(8,) namely, El-Aqam, (TA,)

qJ



(8, TA:) he likens himself, says As, in his run-
ning and fleeing, to a male ostrich, as is shown

by what precedes this verse: ( :) by 1jl .L
is said to be meant a.lI. WI; c_., i. e. :fleet, or

srnfi, when emaciated by journeying; the subst.

X, being said to be put for the inf. n. kSj:
(A,* L:) some of the Ba.rces say that the poet
means a camel; but As disapproves of this, be-
cause to that which he liere dcscrilces he has
before applied the epithet %.: ISd says that

in his opinion he likens his horse or his camel to

a male ostrich, because of the epithet JMA., pre-
ceding, and becunse neither the hlorse nor the
camel cats the colocynthl, but tllis plant is cropped
by ostriches; jS..v mcilning the colocynth: IJ
says tlhat j.Z here signifies a tree of whiclh bows
are made; and the poet means that if the trees
thus called are tall, they conceal him, and lie is
the more lonesome, or sad; and that if they were
short, his eye would range freely, and he would
be pleased, and would run gently. (L.)~See

also kj_ near the end of the paragraph.

; applied to i. q. [i. e. Moi-

tened, or stirred about, nvith water, &c.]. ((.)

[See also l .]

A disease that affects trees, in conwequence
of which their lea vsfall off. (TA.)

'. [app. -. , as pronounced in the present
day; pl. .;.; now applied to A bit of any-

thing; properly, a paring, or scraping;] apiece
of peel or barh or crust or the lihe. (TA.)

.Am. Cries, shouts, noises, or clamour; or a
confusion, or mixture, of cries or shouts or noises,
or of crying or siwuting or twise. (L.)

;.A What is ndbbed and scraped off; or
wthat becomes scattered, strewn, or dispersed; or
what becomes so by degree, part after part; of
a thing. (., TA.) A word of this clats generally
ends with ;; (TA;) [as &.* and ;jlh &c.;

but t 31; seems to be also used in the same
sense: and hence the phrase,] . k.s.j. t

s;, o in the A, but in the K to~.m., (TA,)
There is not aught of it in my hand. (A, ]C,
TA.) -Also A disease that attacks the camel,
so that he becomes emaciated, and his jflsh and
fat and colour change, and his hair fall of.
(TA.)

;.Zp A palm-tree of which the full-grown
unriMpe datea fall off and become scattered, one

after another; as also Va..: (V:) and the
latter, a tree that scatte itt leaves. (TA.)

1I.: seeo Ae.

is a particle, used in three *emes: (Mugh-
nee:) it is a particle denoting the end of an ex-
tent; (Mughnee, l;) which is its predominant
meaning; (Mughnee;) arted by some to be
always its meaning: (TA:) and denoting a cause,

or motive: and syn. with i as an exceptive;
(Mughnee, ];) which last is the rarest, and is

mentioned by few. (Mughnee.) _ It is used as
a preposition governing the gen. case, in the same

manner as ji ($, Mughnee) in respect of mean-
ing and government, (Mughnee,) denoting the
end of an extent; ($;) [signifying To, till, until,
or to the time of;] but the word that it so governs
must be a noun properly so called, not a pronoun
except in a case of poetic license; and must
signify the last part, or portion, of what is signi-

fied by that which precedes ·s, as in the saying,
t. C' "... . ·

y~. 9 ja c ~ q . l [I ate the fishl, even to its

head]; or must be prefixed to the word signifying
that part, or portion, as in the saying, [in the

Iur xcvii. Inst verse,] )4M iirn. -

[A night of peace, or of salutation, is it, until the
time of the rising of the dawn]. (Mughnee.) It

is also followed by a mansoob aor., as in ~-

i.AI if_ [I journeyed until I entered it, l.;l1

here virtually meanting ' 1j], X; being here

understood after yS, and the iI together with
the verb being rendered in grammatical analysis

by an inf. n. governed in the gen. case by U~'

[so that 41&r,I I j.~ means iM :s.; t. .]:

this is one of the casc in wlhich 5 differs from

;ll .; for one may not say, ...; .11 . [with

JI understood after t1]: and in the same sense

it is used in the phrase, [in the Bur xx. 93,] J

*j - L. il . [Until lMoses return to us].

(Mughnee.)-lt is also syn. with , denoting
a cause or motive [of action &c., signifying To
the end that, in order that, or so that], as in the

saying, .qJI )i.. j.A.I [Become a Alus-
lim, to the erd that, or in order ihat, or so that,
thou mayest enter Paradise]; being in this case,
likewise, followed by a mangoob aor. (Mughlnee.)
- It is also used [as a preposition virtually go-

verning the gen. case, O1 being understood after

it,] in the sense of '1, meaning Except, or unless,
likewise followed by a mangoob aor., as in the
following verse:

* _t_ 6J > Li 

[Tlu giving of superfluities is not liberality:
(giving is not liberality) except, or unless, (or
here we may also say until,) thou be bountiful

hen little is in thy posseion]. (Mughnee.)

It is also a conjunction, like j, [signifying And,
or rather even,] (S, Mughnee,) but on three con-
ditions: first, that the word following it and
conjoined by it be a noun properly so called, not
a pronoun: secondly, that this noun signify a
part, or portion, of what is signified by that

which precedes U., as in LJ tl;.JIl .

itL.JI [Tih pilgrims arrived : even those onfoot],
S. , ,. -. · e- '

and t. Lt ;a. a.Jl .I [I atle the fish: even
its head]: thirdly, that the noun following it and
conjoined by it denote either the greatest or the
least [literally or figuratively] of what are in-
cluded in the signification of the noun that pre-

cedes Ua., as in W;8l j_ ,1I ..o [Men

harv died: even the prophets], and j_ WI ;.iiLY1A, h-M 5U~

O. JI [The people visited thee: ecen the
cuppers]. (Mughnee.)- It is also used as an
inceptive particle, (,, Mughnee,) preceding a
nominal proposition, (Mughnce,) as in the fol-
lowing verse (of Jereer [so in a copy of the S]):

[And the slain ceased not to emit their blood into
the Tigris, so that the water of tle Tigris was of
a mixed colour consisting of red and white]: ($,
Mughnee:) and preceding a verbal proposition,
of which the verb is a pret., as in the phrase,

[in the Iur vii. 93,] jU lio J.. [So that
they became numerous, and said]: (Mughnee :)
and preceding a marfooe aor., as in the phrme,

[in the lur ii. 210,] J l j mi [So tsat
the Apostle said, or, as in the S, so that this was
the case: the Apostle said], accord. to him who

reads )j ; (IHsb, in De Sacy's "Anthol.
Gramm. Ar.," p. 82 of the Arabic text;) others

reading jn , which, as well as 3Ji, here means

jU. (Jel.) - [Respecting the ca cs in which

the man9oob aor. is used after a.., and those
in whiclh the marfoo aor. is used, the following
observations are made.] When t,. precedes a

future, the latter is mansoob, by reason of i[ un-

derstood before it, as in the saying, 0 1

l..;.i ' h' S [I journeyed to El-Koofeh

until I entered it: see above]: ( :) it is not
mansoob unless the verb is a future: if it is
future with respect to the time of speaking, it

, j a. 1 0, !.

must be mansoob, as in Uw. .i; tW UI

[cited above]: if the verb is future with respect
to what precedes, only, it may be manyoob, as in

J", jl .j _. [mentioned above]; or it may be
marfoog; but not unless [somehow] denoting a pre-
sent time; (Mughnce ;) and if present with respect
to the time of speaking, it must be marfoo, as in

the saying, Ieto.1! .L l .1 Vis (, CI have

journeyed to El-Koofeh so that now I am nter-
ing it]; (;, Mughlnee;) but if not really present,
it is not marfoo* unless denoting a past event as

thou,h it were present, u in 'j .j JI 1j
[explained above]; nor may it be mat;
unless denoting an effect of what precedes it;

so that you may not say, ZI ~ 0~ ",
nor LV.I Z. unles the Lt is regarded

as prefixed to the entire affirmative pirase that

follows it, nor 1.j tim . JAm; nor may
it be marfoop unless it denote a complement to

what precedes it, so that you may not sy .S5,
L j.l m._, as the inchoative would in this case
be without an enunciative. (Mughnee.)- [The
following verse of El-Farezdal is cited in the
Mughnee as an ex. of gm used as an inceptive
particle:

.I- G i , ' I '…S t i A4 .. -.. L1h - L_&~
?* 8 j .i s -.- r-- *·.

and it is there added that ,~I / .. dZ must be
understood in this vene before y;~: but I rather

think that 1_ is here a conjunctve particle, and0~ ~ uci.pm ,n

Boox I.]
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that the meaning is, And alas, my wonder! the
people revile me: even Ku!yb revile me, al
though their father wroe NahAsal and a thougi
he were MujdAi'.] - It should be observed thai
1j. may be used in three different ways in somo
sentences: thus you may samy, using it as a pre
po ition (in the sense ofj, . ,Ia 1 .J
t;[I ate the fih, even to its head]; and, using

-L ,
it as a conjunction, 1 ., J L.. [vewn its head]
nnd, usin it as an inceptive particle, Ltrl LJa

[for JjS.e t bI bJ . so that its head wma eaten]
(Mughnee.)_It is said in the l that 2o
renders makhfoo4 and marfoo9 and manpoob
and that therefore Fr said, X e i; . ij,

u:S, U- [" I shall die with something respectin I

m_ (remaining unsettled) in my mind"]: this ii
said on the suppositionl that 5b. deviates i:
government from an established rule, which is
that a particle which governs one part of speelh
governs that only; those, for instance, whicl
render manyoob and mejzoom governing verbi
only, and the particles that govern nouns govern.
ing none but nouns: but the truth is, that C
governs only the gen. case; a marfoor noun oi
aor. after it would be so without it, as .in
this case is only an inceptive particle; and a
manyoob aor. after it is rendered so by XI under.
stood, so that o,. in this case virtually governs
a noun in the gcn. case [as has been shown
above]: therefore the remark quoted above from
thoe is faulty, and confounds things that should
be distinguished. (MF, TA.)._ 0Some say that
'f¢ is [a noun] of the measure ui;i, from
Vt j.JI the ceaing from a thinj, having finitsed
it; or the becoming unoccupied by a thing; like
,. from s..Jl: but Az disapproves of this,

becaue, were it so, the pronunciation termed
J3L would be allowable in its case, and it is not
so: ., he says, is a particle, not a noun, nor
a verb. (TA.)_ ... am. is originally L* Si [Till
when? until whaen? or hor long?]: the I of bL
is elided because the expression is used interroga-
tively, like as it is when any preposition is pre-
fixed to it if used in terrogatively, as in W and
.g and .. (8.)-- In the dial. of Hudheyl,

; is said for ;.. (L.)

1QD ;"4 11 I , or ej1a, (as in diffe-
rent copies of the J in art. u~j,) They left not
of them so much as thou mighteat rub thy hands
therewith and then blow it awaoy in the wind
afe.r rubbing it off. (V ubi supr&.)

'': seae ;_~.

:i. S Quicknses, (1, TA,) and hatte, in
anything. (TA.) [App. an inf. n., of which the
verb is * ] Henoe the proey., ji -
I;. I t [The worst pace is that which is quick
and hasty: but in Freytag's "Ar. Prov." (i. 654,)

at lt igq. qi [ cki or wifl, -c]. (.)
£h. J no. ( T.

b 1' i)1;cl·, ,aor, ($,L, K,) inf. n :,
(L,) He remained, stayed, abode, or dwelt, in
a place, (, L, ],) and became fixed, or settled.
($, L ) s :, aor. , (L, ,) inf n. S (L,)
It (anything, L, O) was pure, (L,) or pure in
origin. (i.)

2. 8 , in£. n. i, He chose it for its
purity and excellence. (1.)

l . Anything (L, 1) pure, (L,) or pure in
origin. (6)

, mA. Origin; syn. J1 ; (IAar, $, L, ];) app.
in respect of rare, or lineage, only, as several of
the lexicologists have exprcssly asserted; (bM F;)
as also '- (, L) and i and %G=

(lAar, L:) ph. v l. (A.) You say, Y C
jj.. .;3 ., ($,) or 3.. . . (A,) [Such

h a one is of a good, or an excellent, origin.] And
h 1,, 2 j* [He is generous in ruespect of
sorigin]. (A,L.) - Also Nature; natural, or

native, disposition, temper, or the like. (L, .)
You say, of a man who ha done an act of kind-

rness and reverted from it, *; J1 Cj He
l returned to tis natural dispoition. (L.)

3l.. The circuit, rim, or surrounding edge,
of a thing; what surrounds [the witole of] a
thing: (S, :) pl. , ($. )-The hoop of a
sieve [and the like]. (TA.) - The anus; syn.
l JI A;LA; (g;) or such is the meaning jt

!wJl, and & pZ: (Mgb in art. t:) and the
extremities of its skin; i. e. the place rhere the
external skin and tte extremities of the ;1
[or rectum] meet: or the edges of the ; [or
antus]: (TA:) or the part betceen the anus and
the anterior pudendum: or the line between the

two testicks. (K.) _ j3)l 1a_ The circuit of
the edges of t gristls of th ear. (TA.)
;2ll 1;._ Thc edges of the eyelids, which meet
when the eye is closed: (TA:) or the jo ofthe
eyelid, (1 accord, to some copies, [and this is
the right reading, meaning its edge, jj being
here used tropically, its proper signification being
the " part " of a shirt " that surrounds the neck,"]
as is said in the TA,) internally: in most copies
of the g Z4J LJ1, [in the Cg J I " ,]

with .j [not cj1]. (TA.) AI 1j. Thue
part of theflash which is around ithe nail. (TA.)

1. J 'a., aor., is a verb mentioned bn. Iloot,
and Il,[H and others, as derived from ..o sig- 
nifying "death," though J says that no verb
is formed from this word; as IF and Meyd and
Az also assert: (MF, TA:) and jf . is its
inf n., as well as pr. of L.: [accord. to SM,
it is intrans, signifying He died; for he rays,]
hene the saying in the A, L, ) o Z prJIe i

ajsJI al o [Man labours, and goes about:

and his end is dying]. (TA.) [But see what
follows.] - IF says that no verb is formed from
lji;. signifying " death;" and so, after him, J;
and Az says that he had heard no such verb:
but IKoot mentions ,u, aor.:, inf. n. Jz.., a
signifying He, or it, hilld him; or caused him
to die. (Msb.)

j;.m. Death: (, Mb, K, &c.:) pl. .
(S, .K.) You say, a.; h .. i., (A'Obeyd, g,
Mgih, Msb, g,) and d ;ia., but this is rare,
and ai;l bi.;, (1],) which may mean j~.
or it may mean dj es;1, the J.il being made
predominant, (TA,) He died upon his bed;
(A 'Obeyd, Mgh, Mob, ] ;) [a natural death;]
re.piring until he yielded his last breath; (Mqb;)
not from slaughter, nor beating, (A'Obeyd, S,
Msb, K,) nor drowning, nor burning, (A 'Obeyd,
$g,h, M#b, P,) nor by a wild beast, Jc.: (A'Obeyd,
TA :) the nose is particularized as meaning that
the spirit passes forth from it with the breath;
or because they imagined that the spirit of the
sick man passes forth from his nose, and that of
the wounded man from his wound; (IAth, ];)
or because the spirit pases forth from the mouth
and the nose, and the latter of these is made
predominant: (O, TA:) and bA; is put in the
accus. case in the manner of an inf. n. (TA.)
This phrase was used in the time of paganism,
by Es-Semow-al: (Msb, TA:) or, accord. to
some, in the phrase attributed to him, the right
reading is not a/0l i ; .L, but ^aI, j ,L.A;
and the former was first used by' Moonmad.
(iHam p. 52.) It is said of a human being: (,
Mgh:) and then of any animal when it dies
without any accidental cause: (Mgh:) hence, of
a fish that has died, and floats upon the water.
(Mob, TA.) It is said in a trad. of 'aimir Ibn-
Fuheyreh,

[And man, his death coes from abor Aim]:
meaning that his caution and his cowardice wiJli not
repel from him the decree of death when it befalls
him: originally said by 'Amr Ibn-Mmneh. (L,
TA.) Aa. a_ . [A dead serpent] is a phrase
like X& 35; : (Z, TA:) the latter word is
here an epithet. (Z, IC.)

L ',, aor. , inf. n. ii and X ts, ;H
walked wih short steps, and quickly; ($,];)
said of a man (T, O) &c.; .like s;;, except that
this is said peculiarly of the camel: (T,TA:) and
"..- signifies the same; (ISd, ];) or he walked

with a moving, or shaking, of his limbs, and with

,tort steps. (TA.)_- ; 1 * L1 t 1, (j,)
or 1a. . j 1 g ,C (g,) I know not hir,
or in what direction, tey wesnt, or haw gone. (& ,
l. ) a~, (v,) zor.,, inf. n. ;., (TA,) He
scraped it up; orsarchd, or so~ht,for it, or afte
it, in th duwt, or ~arth; namely, a thing; syn.
'. (g, TA. [In the CV, ', .. ])__.H (an
ostrich, ], and any bird, TA) dWg it up, or oL-
'owed it out, (1], TA,) with his wings; (TA;)
inamely, sand, (1j, TA,) and pebbles. (TA.)

1e 
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8: see 1.

A1. : see

aL. A man despised and little in the eyes of
others. (Az, TA.)

J:, ee asee

i'..t Slow, or slhort in stlep, and lacltin strength
or peoer. (Az, TA.)

^ and ~ . Sh,ort, and lean, or ema-
ciated, and smaU in body, or slender in the bonex,
(Az, S, I,) and slort in step; (Az, TA;) applied
to a man and to an ass: (TA:) or the former
signifies anything short: (AZ, Th, TA:) or small
in body, and mean, or ignoble: (Az, TA:) and
tthe latter, anything small, or young: (H.am
p. 631 :) and also, the latter, a manl that eats
en~ tly. (Ibn-'Abb,ad, .. )

Wi. The manner of walking of him rwho is
short; as also t ·. (Ibn-'Abhiad, .) Also
sing. of 4;l_., (Ibn-'Abbad, TA,) which signifies
Ill-fod beasts. (Ibn-'Abbid, 1.)_ The same pl.
also signifies Young ostriches: ($, K:) the little
ones of ostricha; as also t . (Ibn-'Abbid, ].)

;I:.i Young children. (Ibn-'Abbld, TA.)

Lif,j:; see WA3 , in two places.

'g%3j~ A certain hind of turban, norn by the
arabs: (Sh, IC:) said by sonic to bc so callcd
after a man namezld ~.- , whio wore it. (TA.)

1. i.a, nor. , (.R,) inf. n .. , (S, TA,) lie
made it, or rendered it,.firm; or established it, or
settled it,fjirmly; namely, a thing, or an allhir.
(S, ], TA.) - He decreed it; ordained it; pro-
nounced it; or decided it judicially: (TA:) and

so r ',_.. (T].) [See l..],-Ih necessitated
it; or made it, or rendered it, necessary, requisite,
or unavoidable; syn. dl..S1: (S, I,' TA :) and so

... (Meb.) Seco 1.. You say, ;

;U I Jl 4 I made it, or rendered it, necessarjy,

&c., for him to do, or to suffer, the thing. (S.
[Golius, reading on;.l for ;.., the expla-

nation in the S, has rendered ~ as signifying
"inspiravit:" and the next explanation given by
Ihinl, i. e. "indicavit," is a misprint for "judi-
cavit."]) Or jf l ;p ,, aor. and inf. n. as
above, signifies He made the thing, or affair, or
ecent, to be absolutely, or decisirely, or irreversibly,
necessary, requisite, or unavoidable,for Aim to do,
or to suffer. (M 9b.) w, which is pl. of_i,
may also be an inf. n. of_. , and is likewise pi. of
.A1.. (TA.)

5. ;_; He made a thing to be necesarny, or
unaooidable. (,* TA.) _ [Hence, perhaps,]

. ;9 J .PW 3J He wished nuch .a one good:
or a autgured goodfor him. (J.)_ See also 7;
[It (a thing that was eaten) was soft, yielding,
crummn, or easily broke,a.] It is said in the .

thatAn.I signifies ;l~Jlt: but in a marginal
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note it is stated that there is an omission in this ex-
planation, the right rendering being UA 

J.* tI. (TA.) One says, _. ) j. [It is
soft, yielding, crummy, or easily broken: explained
in the K. by A.., which is evidently a mistran-
scription for ,.L^, syn. with ,,.]. (8, g.)

And r 1 mo i [It its fresh, juicy, sappy,
or most, in its s*ft, yielding, crummy, or crum-
bling, nature; _ being a regular inf. n.]
(8, .)- It (a J3·j [or wart] when it had
become dry) crumbled, or brolte into mall bits.
(TA.) And It (a glass vessel) broke in pieces,
one part upon another. (TA.) - He ate a thing
tltat wtas soft, yielding, crummy, or easily broken,
in his mouth h, . )_ IIa tc thc.1;at , i.e.,
the food that remained upon the table, or what
fellfrom it during eating, (IS, TA,) of the crumbs
of bread 4c. (TA.) It is said in a trad. that he
who eats and does this will enter Paradise. (TA.)

mj%S o; He eas, or became, cheerful, brisk,
livcly, or sprihltly, by reason ofsuch a thing. (1.)

7. _J1I It (a thing, or an affair, or event,)
n,as, or became, absolutely, or decisively, or irre-
cersibly, necesary, requisite, or unavoidable; as
also t..,;. (M 9b.)

Q. Q. 4. f;.! mle cut or cut off [athing]. (K.)

. [inf. n. of 1: when used as a simple subst.,]
A decree, an ordinance, a sentence, or a judicial
dlecision; (S, lg ;) accord. to some, adapted to a
particular case: (TA:) pl. j.. (S, K.) It is
aid ill thle Cur [xix. 72], C1 :; ~ 1 .Ab
i_:i. [It is imposed by Himself upon thly Lord
as a decree judicially decided]. (TA.) And
Umciych lbn-Abi-e-Salt says,

B

rrJ) o~41 :Sc SLL

A- - as, -i1 A a I
~.,o, %:A !.,bte-

[Thy servants sin: and Thou art a Lord: in thy
hands are the decrees and the judicial decisions].
(S.)_ [As a term of the law, it is sometimes
used instead of .j as opposed to :lji.] - Also
[an inf. n. used as an epithet, signifying] 1Ve-
cessary, requisite, or unavoidable; that must
ineritalbly be done [or suffered] : (TA:) or indis-
soluble and irreversible: as in the phrase.~. ,:
[an indissoluble and irreersible decree or ordi-
nance or sentence or judicial decieion]. (Mob in
art..j -.) -_ And [hence,] Death. (MA.)r 
Pure; free fromn ad,n&iture; genuine: formed
by transposition fiom , _ (1.) One says,

_..JI .') j He is the pure, or genuine, true,
brother. (TA.)

i.~ Blackness; (s;) as also *;·. (TA.)

Lo-: see what next precedes. - Also A flash
(;jtJU) broken into small pieces. (.K.)

lu. The food remaining upon the table: ($,
:) or what hasfallenfron it during eating, (K,)

of the crmrbs of bread, !c. (TA.)

a.... Acidity, sourness, or pungency; syn.

a.L. (1)
3l; A judge; or one who decrees, ordains, or

pnonounces a judicial decision: (S,' ~, TA :) p1.

.;.,., (K,) like a ;*i is pl. of 1*1. (TA.)_
[Hence,] because, u they [the Arabs] hold, or
assert, it necessitates separtion, or departure,
(d,~.~e * ".._.,) (., MMb, TA,) i· e. 1,,,
(M.ib,) by its croaking, (Myb, TA,) ,.lJl sig-
nifies The %1,i [a name applied to any species
of crow; and here, app., particularly to the ra-
ven]: (Mt.b:) or the blackh ,,1;: (., :) and
[the bird caled] O1 .,ih, [see art.· ,] which
is red in the beak and legs: ( :) aid by Lb to
be that which is fondif phccking out it feathers,
and which is held to be of ezU omem. (TA.).
And [hence,] f . signifies also Unlucky, or in-
auspicious. (TA.) - See also ,_l.

_.., of the measure 3nJ, signifies A green

jar (& ..j&, meaning .): it is also applied
to anything [of tet colour termed] aLl: and
'i.l is, with the Arabs, _.~I [which may mean
either that green is, with the Arabs, termed 1,,
or that hL.'~1 is, with the Arabs, black; but the
'former appears to be the right meaning: see
,..I]. (AMb.) [See `.iIl: and em also what

here follows.]

,,.1 Anything (TA) black; (.F, TA;) as also
jt '. (TA.) [See also what next precedes.]

a -

U:. The j. [or meal of what has been
parched, or perhlaps of what ha. been dried in
the sun,] of the J [orfruit of the Theban palm,
or cucifer ThAbaica]: (., ]:) or what is rasped,
of the J, rohen it has become ripe, and is thea
eaten: (Al.n, TA:) also, (],) or as some say,
(TA,) the fr uit called] JL , (g, TA,) itself:
(TA:) or what is bad thereof: or wrhat is dry
thereof. O(.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce

; -] _ The refuse (Ji) and skin (,i.U) of
dates: (1.:) [like a. and -,..] The scaly
substancues (.3 [app. meaning bits of the rwa])
of honey, or of honey in the wax. (Th, .) -

I. q. C [Dung of beasts, compacted together;
&c.] (Az, ], TA. [In the C1, JJl is put for

i-JI.])_ The apparatw (te ) of the [kind
#if baslet, made of palm-leams, called] J: or
its -. [meaning the suspensory, by which it is
carried: see this word, which also means the
"suspensory" of a water-skin]; ( ;) its UJ.
[or cord by which it is carried, being attacheld]
in its &i- [or edge, lit lip, and app., as is com-
monly the case, pased through a loop-shaped
handle in the opposite edge, so that tae two oPppo-
site edges are drawn together rchen it is carried:
J.l? oririnally signifying "a rope with which
one's arms or hands are tied together behind his
back"]. (TA.) _ The E' [or furniture and
utensils, &c.,] of a house or tent. (TA.). And
What is bad of spun thread. (TA.)

j. ,: see art. .

1. ' , aor. !, inf. n. _, He hastened him,
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or hurried him uninterruptdly, or in any man-
ner. (TA.) And r4. aL., (g, A, M9 b, ]~,)

aor. ', (Mqb,) inf. n. ._, (g, Myb, j,) with
which are syn. Vt* [app. a quasi-inf. n.]
and t [an intensive inf. n.]; and t? ' .l;

and *.5., (;, : ,) inf. n. &g,i; (v;) and
,'~_; (A,g ;) and ".l,; (0;) and *:i an;
(g, A, ;) He incited, excited, urged, or insti-
gated, him to it, or to do it, (, A, M9 b, ],)
namely, a thing; (e, M9b;) syn. a,u; (Msb;)
or _; (S, A, ;) or : is used in relation to
pace, or journeying, or marching; and i~ in
other cues: so says El-.areeree, on the authority
of Kh. (TA.) You say, .'; ,~., and Vt- i,
[He incited, or urged, his beast,] );JI [ilth

the whip]. (A.) And ,xal if ' iil , and
· ..1l, .He made thd horse to go quickly, or in
a brisk or sinrightly manncr; or urged him to run
by striking him tvitA the foot, or by beating him.
(Msb.) - See also R. Q. 1.

2: see 1.
4: seeL

6. ,lJ.i, (., A,) inf. n. Wj, (,) They in-
cited, excited, urged, or instigated, ot another.

( T, TA.) You say, . lzl.. l ,A U.i; c' '
They do not incite, e.cite, urge, or instigate,
one another to feed the needy. (J, TA.) And

[jI (Piety is the
principal, or best, thing to which men incite one
another.] (A, TA.)

8. ..gl ile was, or became, incited, excited,
urged, or instigated. (., 8.) See also L This
verb is both trans. and intrans. (IO.)

10: see 1, in two places.

R. Q. 1. : see 1, in two place. Also
He moved about [a thing]; or put [it] in motion,
or into a state of cornmotion; (i ;) [and so t ,
as is implied in the M, voce .0, where it is used as
meaning it (a bird) moved, orJlapped, its wings.]
You say, sui ll e 1t % . .He moved about
tihe collyium.~tyle in the eye. (A, TA.) And
[hence,] j3 , j l I.) J- ' t They stirred
up (1t _.) that affair, and then left it, or aban-
doned it. (TA.) - He scattered about the uten-
sils, or furniture, of his house, or tent; as also
t.,*. (TA in art s.) -Also, inf. n. ,
It mwa, or became, in a state of commotion: (L:)
or in a state of consecutive motion. (TA.) It
(lightning) was, or became, in a state of com-
motion, (V, TA,) as some say, (TA,) in the
clouds. (], TA.) - It (rain, and hail, and
snow,) appeared and nwent awvay, nithout pouring
down. (L.)lHe (a man) slept. (TA.)

8._ Small lparticles of straw. .($, J, TA.)
Anything bruised, brayed, or broken into small
particles. (L.) - Coarse sand: (Ay, :) or
what is 3jIj, (.y,) probably, [says SM,] a
mistake for j).s_ [broken into smaU particles],

agreeably with an explanation of t.. in the L,
for, as to ji_, [he adds,] I have not found it
in any book, (TA, [meaning that he had not

A-_*

found a signification assigned to it thdint is appro-
priate here,]) of sand, and of earth, or dust: or
wvhat is dry, or firm, or hard, and coarse, of
sand. (K, TA.)i Bread nithout any seasoning,
or condiment, to render it pleasant, or savoury.

(A 'Obeyd, S, .) -_ , - (8, ,) as also
c..&, (TA in art. ,) [Jleal of parched barley

or nhbeat] not moistened, or stirred about, with
water 'C.; expl. by .L j i; (., and in a
similar manner in the 1;) and in like manner
:_ is applied to collyrium (1 ), and to
musk: or h.-_ not finely ground. (TA.) [See

also ;_.] _s . j Dates not sticking together.
3,

(IAr, TA.) [See also .~.]

.t!;. and tf m.L Sleep; as also ,tiL; and
, 4g.LJ;. (TA.) You say, u~. _ -ij L I
tasted not sleep. (TA.) And tt,,.. t .l
and dlft I slept not: (S, K:) As says the latter;
but A'Obeyd asserts the former to be the more cor-
rect: (8':) Th mentions both. (TA.) And "1.i~ LC
.± s.. " I have not anointed my eye withh

4ep. (TA.) And U;Ml . z i; L [I
have .not put any sleep into .y eyje]; (A, TA ;)
meaning I have been rery nwakeful. (TA.) Or
:.a. signifies Light, or little, sleep. (IDrst,
TA.) It is related on the authority of an Arab
of the desert that it signifies A little collyrium:
and on the authority of El-Fihree, that it is sJn.
with , i. e. j_ [collyrium]. (TA.) ...

,.l or LL*.. Little sleep. (TA.) [See also

J.t:.: see the next preceding paragraph.

M. : sec what next follows, in two places.

*, in the sense of Lte., A woman inciting,
exciting, urging, or instigating. (TA.)- And
in the sense of ' -, A woman incited, excited,
urged, or instigated. (TA.) [So, too, a man.]
-And [hence,] A sharp man, quick in his

affair; as though his soul incited him; as also
)t . (TA.) -And Quick, or srifk; as also
*t5 and t£i.Lt . and *,.1.: (] :) pl. of
the first :1. (L.) You say JlI t r,,J
[A horse quich, or s,ift, ofpace]. (A.) And

l.e _.- (A, Msb) He passed, or wrent away,
quickly, or smiftly. (Myb.) And t. g.sj lie
retreated quickly and teaerly. (S.) And ..3
*~.ta i.e. [A] quick [night-journey to water],
in which is no flagging: (S:) or [a] hard [night-
journey to nater]; as also t'- and :.

(TA.) And t,, J, 6 i. e. [A journey in
which the second and thirdl and fourth days are
nwithout water,] in whicAh is no flagging; as also

1i4...: or long and fatiguing, in nwhich is no
flaging; as also . (TA.) And t, ' D'.
A serpent that is in conmtant motion. (TA.)-

_ay Light sleep. (IDrst, TA.) [See also

[Boox '.

A;: see 1C.: - and see o w ; , in
four places.

j,: .. l:see and see also t ;.:-~and

';Ljl >;l. dj A horse that run resptedly
/when incited [to do so]. (8.)

I.'. Thikelnes of the lip. (K.) See also
what next follows.

am_ The i;l; [or maU l potberance] in the
middle of the upper lip, (S, P,) benea the nose;
(1 ;) also termed i , with as well ;
($ and 1( in art..,j..;) or, accord. to Aboo-

Haitim E-Sijzee, a-2j.; (TA;) and .i : (].
in art. ,,.:) when somewhat long, it is termed

;iU4J [q. v.]; ($ in art.da ;) and when it is so,
the man is termed 1JI. (S in the present art.)

Also The a."; [i.e. the lobule, or lonr por-
tion, of tI/ nose]: or the ertremity of this:

(IA;r, K:) accord. to IDrd, (t uim,] with
fet-h. (TA.)

jt. ; A man (TA) Amav ng a thick lip. (P,
TA.)

,i and J, dial. vars. of and -A.:

(0, ii :) pl. JUnl. (TA.)

j.a: see what follows, in two places.

ait. [The grain of the reed called] ;lj, and
the like, (M, K,) of what is w*o,tldess, (M, TA,)
found in ,,hteat, (M, K,) and thrown away; .(M,
TA;) said by Lb to be somenhrat grosser thal
dust, or earth, and than *rhat are termed j3i;
[q. v.]: (TA: [see also aJl.:]) and bits, or
particlez, that fall off, or are pared off, (J,TA,)
from datex, and barley, and the like: (TA c) or
what fills of the husks of barlkJ, and rice, and
of the shin of dates; and of oervything of which
bits, or particle,faU off, or are pared off; when
it is picked for th purpose of removing what is
bad: (S:) the refuse of iij [or leaves of the
mimosa fiava] after picking to remove what is
bad: (TA:) dregs of oil (S,TA) &c.; (TA;)
the thick, or turbid, portion that remains at the
bottom of that wrlch is clear: (Mob in art. 3J :)
broken Iteces of straw: (TA in art. w,ha:) what
is rworthless: (]:) what is bad, and what remains,
of wheat: (Lb, TA:) nrhat is bad (As, $, ]) of
dates, (Az, TA,) or, (?, 15,) app., ($,) of any-
thing; (S,K I;) as also t)L.. (K.) [Henoe,]
t The refuse of men or mankind; the bad, or
evil, thereof; (T, TA;) as also t .. (T.)

. : see what next follows.

A_ A hill, or rising ground; (Mb ;) as also% 14 : Ree 1.
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Vt a;: (Ar, u heard from the Aralbs; and TA:)

or a red [hil suck as s termed] 4v;: ($:) or
a uma red al: (i:) or a black 4&I con-
uting of tone: (M, ]:) U also t i: (. :)
or, as some say, an eated road: (Meb:) pl.
~; (VOTA) and : (TA:) and tZ.
[as a col]. gen. n.] signifies eleated roads. (TA.)

;;: iee ~i, in two places.

s.: and

L 4;t1 C- and M.lJ js (s, Mgh, Mqb,
I,) the latter of which is the more usual, or more

supported by authority, (TA,) aor. t and

La,w (g, Mvb, 5,) inf. n. _. and (
Mgh, Myb, 1) and tLj, ($,) He poured dust
(Myb, TA) with hi hand; (Myb;) threw it,
or cast it; (TA;) or seized it with hi# hand
and threw it; (Mgh, Mqb;) 4i~ [upon him,n,
or it], (1,) and * ) [in his face]: (S,

Mb:j) ;JI and jl both signify the pour-
/sg of dust; but the former, not without [.firt]
raising it; and the latter, the mending forth,
or down, without raising. (yIam p. 477.) [See
an ex. in a verso cited in art. qlt, conj. 6.]

Accord. to lAth, the saying, in a trad., 1 tW~1

,v a ..j t ;/ J l means t [Repel ye with]
disappointment [thore wro praise much]: but
some make it to have its overt meaning [of throw
ye dust in the faces of those who prais much].
(TA.) The verb is also used in relation to water;
as in the saying, tzt;, : 3i o 4,

(M b,) and ,:; vJi ~ ' , (TA, [and
the like is said in the Mgh,]) i. e. t [It is ruffi-
ciantfor him to throw, and he ued to throw,]
three handfuls [of water]. (Myb, TA.) _-
said of a jerboa means He went so deep into his
hole that he could not be dug out, the direction of
Ais hole being unknown, and it being sen to be
filed with dust, or earth, even wii/ the ret of
the ground. (TA in art. j~.) The jerboa throws
up (jL;) the dust, or earth, from his hole.
(IAr, TA.)-...J ta also means tl gave Ahi
omesthing little in quantity, or paltry. (F, i.)

~You say also, U.Jj . or aor.
and U..i; (1 ;) so in the copies of the 1~, but
correctly l, [or rather ,] which is extr.,

like G- [or , aor. o [r and s

[or ai], aor. Aj [or ,LAi]; i.e. The dust
became poured; or thrown, or cast. (TA.)

4. #08l j.-t and 1.t; [He turned, or
thre, up the earth, or ground, earching for
what was in it :] both signify the same. (TA in
art. :.) And il jILJi ;A The orses
bruised, or crushed, the regions [wDith their hoofJ];
as also L1 . (1.)

10. 1,! 2ey thkrt, or cast, dust, each in
another's face. (TA.)

lt ($, 1Sd, TA) and t (], TA) Duet
poured; or thrown, or cast: (I8d,y ,TA:) or
dust being poed; or being thrown, or cast:

Bk. I.

dnal i and 't;'. (TA.) - Also, (1(,)
written in both ways as above, (TA,) The shkins

(jA) of datat; (i;) and the bad thlereof:a-
(TA:) [like ,J:] pL of kin: (V:) [or rather
this is a n. un., and what is called the pl. is a
coll. gen. n.;] like 'ti. and L_. (TA.)_
And Straw (;. [in the CV. erroneously, pi.]):

(]., TA:) or broen pi thereof; (Lb, $, ] ;)
i. e., of straw: (Lb, :) or straw (O;. [in the
Cg, again, ]) separatedfrom tAhe grain. (O.)

W kat is raised with the hand [to be poured,
or to be thrown, or caxt, therefrom; of dust;
and also t of rrater]; (1L, TA ;) or, as in some
copies of the ]g, with the two hands: and so

;3~. and] 9 a.; [or rather these signify a
single handful of dust, and t of water, raiecd to
be poured or throrm ;] pL ti. , and] Zj.
(TA.) See 1.

m._; pi.ee 1.a:

.gl m. ueGl Land abounding in dust: ($, :)
but IDrd says that it is asserted to be not of esta-
blished authority. (TA.)

,.ii. One of the hole of the jerboa; (TA;)

like 'iit.: (V.:) or the dust, or earth, of the
jerboa, (IAyr, ,* TA,) which he throws up
with his legs from Ai hole: (IAr, TA:) pl.
:il_ [likLe as pl;u. is pl. of ti;U]. (IB, TA.)

0_. (p) and U (ISd,TA) Dust poured;

or thrown, or cast. (K,* TA.) t*,Jt' cjl L
e^l [ 0 would that I were he upon whom dust
is poured, or thrown: (in Freytag's Arab. Prov.
ii. 920, 1.,J :)] said on the occasion of wish-
ing to be in the condition of him of whom the
honourable treatment that he receives is concealed,
and of whom the contemptuous treatment that
lie receives is made apparent: originating from
the fact that a man was sitting with a woman,
and a man attached to her approached; so, when
she saw him, she threw dust in his [the former's]
face, to show this man who was sitting with her
that he should not draw near to her, lest their
ease should become known. (TA.)

: see what next precedes, in two places.

1.. , aor. , (8, A, Mgh, Msb,) inf. n. t -a
(S, Mgh, Myb, ],) He repaired, or betook him-
self, to, or towards, syn. j., (E, A, Mgh, Msb,
1~,) a person (S, A, Mgh) [or place], in an
absolute sense: or to, or towards, an object of
reverence, veneration, respect, or honour: or,
accord. to Kh, he repaired, or betook himself,
muchk, or frequently, to, or towards, an object of
this kind: and also he repaired to, betook himself
to, or viited, a person: (TA:) and he went to,
or viited, a person repeatedly, or frequently.
(ISk, T, $, Mgh, ]..*) You say also, g~ .

9;j 7l* sons of sEch a one continued long
going rep~ tedly to visit such a one. (..) 
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Hence, ($, Mgh, Mbl,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

(S,) and inf. n. .~ also, (Sb, L,) or this is a

simple subst., (e, Myb, ,) by a conventional
usage, (C,) or predominantly, (Mgh,) or by
restriction of its usage in the law, (Myb,) He
repaired to Mehkeh, ($, V,) or to the Kab~,
(Mgh, Mqb,) to perform the relio rites and
em'nie of te pilgrimage; ($, Mgh, M4b, ];)
or for the purpo~e of twhe a [q. v.; but this
latter meaning is veryv rare: the usual meaning
is, he performed the pilgrimagoe to MekheA and
Mount 'Arafdt, with all the rite and ceremonoies
prcribed to be observed at, and betrween, thoe
two places]: (Mb :) or he repaired to the House
[of God, at MekhhA,] and performed the actions
pracribed for that occasion by the law of the

a .
Kur.dn and the Sunneh. (L.) [See .~., below.]

You say also, a:ii _., aor. , inf. n. t
(T, $,) and * 4.t.l, (EI-Hejeree, TA,) He pr-
form the pilgrimage to the Hous [of God,
at Mhheh]; (T, ;) beeauso people repair to

it every year. (T, TA.) And a iqd. [They
performed the pilgrimage to Mehhek]. (A.) And
t 'j 5,* L. He did not repair to MekheA

to visit the Houe of God, (Aboo-Tilib, Az,) or
for the performancew of th rites and ceremonies
of the pirimage, (Mb,) but he journmyed for
mercantile purposes. (Aboo-T.lib, Az, Myb. [See
also art. .. ]) And hence, accord. to some,

, a prov., which ee below. (TA.)-
Also, (TA,) inf. n. ., (J,) He came, or
arrived. (I~, TA.) You my, C>J L;i1 C~
Such a one came to tu. (TA.) Also, [aor.,

accord. to rule, as above,] in£ n. ..~, Hle skatwe
[his head; as one does on completing the per-
formance of the rites and ceremonies of the pil.

grimage: see ., below]. (TA.).Also, (IA1r,
&o

A, &c.,) aor. ', inf. n. .~, (TA,) He probed

a fracture of the head, (],) or a wound, (A,TA,)
with a .CtL , (A, I,) or J., (TA,) for the

purpose of curing it: (TA:) or he probed a
wvound to know its depth: (lAr,TA:) or he
examined a cleft in the head to hnow whether
there were in it boue or blood: (ISh,TA:) or
he dreed and cured a wound in the head reach.
ing to the brain: or he pourd boid clarified
butter upon a fracture of the head, in consequence
of which the blood was mixed with the brain,
until the blood appeared, which he took away

with a little cotton: (TA:) or q.~., inf. n. ,
signifies he probed a fracture of his head for thke
purpo~e of curing it: (;:) or he made a perfora-
tion in the bone [of his broken lhead] (d. 5j)
with an iron instrument; it being broken to that
the brain was befouled with blood, and pul~d off
the shin that had dried up, and then cured is,
so that it closed up with a [new] skin: it relatea
to a wound reaching to the brain. (L.) _- Ablso,

aor. ', infn. a.. He cut out andteraeteda bone
from a wound. (TA.)~AIso, (A, Mqb,) aor. ',

(Myb, TA,) inf . D. t. (,) H o a,ne
another in, or by, an argument, a pla, *n aned.

ff5
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gation, a proof, an eidece, or a tetimony
(A, Mlb, ].) Bee 3. It is said in a prov.,
&a. (P, TA) He aw pertinaios in litigation

dispute, or altercation, and ovc'ame th~in [a
is implied in the $, and expressed in the TA]
or Ak persmred until h p rfomud the pilgrimag
[not having intended to do so when he set out
see Freytag's "Arab. Prov." ii. 4,52]. (TA..)
Also, (TA,) [aor., accord. to rule, , inf n.

(go;) and , (1,) inf. n. ".. ; (TA;
He refrained, forbores, or abstained, (J, TA,

U.. C* from a thing. (TA.) [See also the
latter verb below.]

8. ~1;., (, A, Mgh, Meb,) inf. n. 1,.~
(A, Mb, TA) and : x(TA,) He contendes
with Aim in, or by, an argument, a pka, an all
gation, a proof, an eoidece, or a te.timony.
(M, Mgh, Myb, TA.) You say, Vt o' .1. He
contended with Aim in, or by, an argument, &cc,
and he overcame him therein, or thereby. (~,
A,*Mgh,Mqb.)._. [And hence, t.. He pleaded
in a lawsuit.]

4. Mb~t He snt him to performn th pigrimage
to lehAkh, and the religio~ rite. and ceremonie
thereof. (M, Mb, .)

6. .3 [inf. n. of 1#b- ,] The contending,
one wth another, in a litigation, a dipute, or
an altercation; ($, ] ;) the adducing arguments,
pleas, allegations, proofs, eidenc, or tetimonics,
one with another. (KL.)

8: see 1. -[4, .l He adduced, or
urged, or defended himself by adducing or urging,
a tAing as an argument, a plea, an allegation, a
proof, an evidence, or a testimony.] You say,

.* £ jL _1 [He argued against
his adwrsary with a strong, or a difficult, argu-
ment, plea, &c.]. (A.)

R.Q.1 L ._, inf. n.4 : see 1, lat
signification. _- Also He retired, or dren bach;
or did so in fear: (Q, ]:) or he lacked power,
or ability. (TA.) One says, , °'l "I l"

I1~.._ £ . They made a single charge,
or assault, upon the party, and then retired, or
drem bach; or drew bacA in fear: ($, TA:) or
lached pontr, or ability. (TA.) - He refrained
from saying what he desired, or vas about, to
.ay; ($,If;) like '': (a:) or he did not
reveal, or manifest, what as in his mind. (M,
TA.) It is said in one of the proves. of Meyd,
_.; _ J Y JLi Thou thysef knowest
better than others [what thou refrainest from
uttering, or] what is in thy mind. (TA.) -_ He
remained, stayed, abode, or dwelt, (g, TA,) ;t,*

in a place; not quitting it; as aso .3..
(TA.)

R. Q. 2. w : Me what next precedes.

. and * , the former an inf. n., and the
latter a simple ub&l, (, Mlqb, ],) or the latter
also is an inf. n., (8b, L,) [both used as subst.,]
The pil~rimage to Jfehheh, (§, g,) or to the

Kaabeh, (Mqb,) to perform the religious rite
i and ceremoniet presribed to be obsered on tha

occasion: (1, Mtb, V:) Ks makes no differeno
'Xbetween these two words: some say that tbh
X former is employed to signify the religiou rite

and cermoies of the pilgrimage because the,
" follow the repairing to Mekkeh, or becaus
: they are cbmpleted by shaving [the head], o:
' because people continue long going to and fr
; to perform them: accord. to Az, it signifies the
) performance of the rdigiou rite. and ceremonie
) of the pilmage of onf oe year; and somi

say 1 and t q._: (TA:) or this last sig
nifies a single pilgrimage, for the performanc,
of its appointed religioua rites and ceremonie,s
deviating from rule; (Q, Mgh, Mqb, g ;) for b?
rule it should be , (S, Mgh, ]s,) which, TI:
says, has not been heard from the Arabs: (Mgl,
.Meb:) Ks says that '-t .. - and

c a] , are the only deviations from the model ol
'iw 5i;ii in all the language of the Arabs: but

a El-Athram and others are related to have said,
We have not heard from the Arab.s .. :44.
l]nor ; ,.; they saying only v..a. :.Rq.:
(L, TA:) whence it appears that a~. and
t4~ were both used: (TA:) the pl. of the
latter is Cg.'..: (Mgh, Msb:) so in the saying,

,.. ,_^jJ [.He made a row to perform
five pilgrimagu]. (Mgh.) Hence, ta,JI j
(S, Mgh, Myb) and A4,'Il ), (Msb, TA,)
which latter is said by jiz and 'Iyad and Ibn-
Curyool to be the more common, (TA,) [or,

accord. to Fei, the contr. is the case, for he says,]
some pronounce it in the latter manner, (Msb,)
[The last month of the Arabian calendar;] lthe
month of the pilgrimagse; (S, Mgh, Msb;) so
called because the pilgrimage to Mekkeh, and
the religious rites and ceremonies thereof, are
performed in it: (TA:) pl. .a.ll lj: (S,
Msb:) they did not say i...I .j agreeably
with the singular. (S.) [Hence also,] Vt,
jWil d' Lil [By the pilgrimage which is the
ordinance of God, I will not do this or that
thing]: a form of oath used by the Arabs. (Q,
1y.) What is commonly termed t-Jl is some-
times termed .3 I Cl.Jl [The greater pil-
grimoge]: S, 1 [q. v.] being termed :
jb..lo [the minor pilgrimage]. (KulL p. 168.)
_ See also t.

/./: see -, in two places: _ and see also
z.t

a.&: see e., in five places. Also, (IAbr,
],) and a..., (?, K,) the former of which -is
the word commonly known, (IAqr in a marginal
note in a copy of the $,) and w 4l., which is a
subst. like JALb and ,r,t, (L,) The lobe of the
ear. (I, L, 1.) - And the first, The bore, -or

perforation, of the lobe of the ear. (AA, TA.)
- And A bead, or a pearl, that is hung in the
ear; ( ;) sometimes called tP 4.. (IDrd,
TA.)

[Boox I.

aI A mode [of argument or the li] by
t mkick one overcoma in a litigation, dispute, or
e altercation; so called because recourse is had to

e it (.A 1;J, i.e. .a3): (T,TA:) that by
nwhich one rebutl, or refee, an adveraryn in a

e litigation, dispute, or altercation: an argument;
r a plea; an allegation: [it may be true or false:
o see ]ur xlii. 15, and xlv. 24:] (TA:) a proof;
e an evidence; a testimony: (S, Msb,]:) [a title;

: a voucher: often thus used in the present day:]

also applied to a person; like ..j; (A and Mfh
and TA in art. ;p ;) [as in the saying, '1U CO-
min 3 ' i;- Iq He who preeres in siJ
mind a word, or an authority, &c., is an evidence
against him nwho does not; occurring often in the
larger lexicons, expressing the superior authority
of hearsay, or usage, over analogy &c.; and in
the saying,] L.; L& , ~ %.il [Two# art an
evidence against tyself ]; a phrase mentioned by
Akh: (S in art. -. :) [also, an =ecus :] pl.
t . (A, M8b) and t (TA.)

. 1...: see _, in four place. - Also A

year: (S, Msb, V:) pl. r .. (S,A, MNb.)
You say, i o ,. .i-l [I stayed at his abode

a year], andl .L..b i. [three complete
years]. (A.) See also 't.

:. : see _, in two places: -and see
also W;.

al n and * The surrounding bone of
the eye, (Msb, TA,) upoa [the upper part of]
which go'rs the eyebrotw; (TA;) the bone that
surrounds the cavity of the eye, upon [the u pper
part of] which gromws the hair of the eyebrow:
(ISLk,TA:) it is aid in a trad. that a female
hyena and her young ones were within the
Lt..o of the eye of an Amalekite: (TA:) or

the [supra-orbital] bone upon wNAich grows th e hair
of the eyJebrorw; (S, 1 ;) the bone that projects
over the cavity of the eye: (IAmb, Mb :) or the
upper bone, beneath the eyebrow: (TA:) of the
mase. gender: (Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] a.1 (W,
M.b) and [of mult.] t1 . , deviating from a
general rule, accord. to which a sing. of the
measure to which this belongs does not assume
this form of pl. because the reduplication is dis-
approved: also, by poetic license, c^, contr.

to rule, for elj.. (TA.) The expression I

. _ 1 .~ is used by poetic license for
_;;. ~ '.,. (TA.) [Hence,]

both words also signify S The upper limb of the
dish (i. q. ,._l ) of the sun, appearing when it
begins to rise. (A, K,TA: but in the A, only
the latter form of the word is given.) -Also,
[hence,] both words, SA side. (A,0*.) You
say, rJI Ljp L _ l5.. S They passcd by the
two side of the mountain. (A.)

~tn~s: ee the paragraph next preceding.

_A man upon r]whom te operation termned
_ (the probing of a fracture of the head, &c.,)1
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hAu bue perjOrmed; ($, L ;) as also t .'.
(L.) And A fracture of the head that has been
medically treated, or cured:--and also A certain
mode of medical treatment, or curing, of such a
acture. (A9, TA.) _t (pl. of ,

TA) signifies Probed wounds. (K.) _ And
tthis same pl., Roads much furrowed [by the

feet of beasts or men] (i,.): (L, l :) but it is
uncertain whether its sing., if it have any, be

. _ or .. (MF.)-- Also i.q. t*~
as act. part. n. of 1 .: so in the phrase, Cl

s_.. I am he mho will overconme him by
argumentj, or proofs, or the like: occurring in a
tmrd. relating to Ed-Dejjl. (TA.)- See also

5L-
,Ip A frequent performer of the pilgrimage

to Mekkeh, and of the religious rites and cere-
monies ordained for that occasion: the I in this
word, as in other epithets of the same measure,
does not [regularly] admit of imileh; but when
it is used as a proper name, it admits this, agree-
ably with rule: some pronounce its I with imileh
even when it is in the nom. or accus. case,
contr. to rule. (TA.)

t1a. act. part. n. of 1; Repairing, or betaking
himself, to [a person or place]. (Msb.) -And

hence, (S, Mqb,) A man repairing to lehhlch,
(S, !,) or to the Kanbeh, (Msb,) to perform the
religious rite, and ceremonies of tIle pilgrimage;
(~, Myb, R ;) or for the purpose of the ;.:
(Mob: [but see 1:]) [a pilgrim of Mekkeh; or
one whfo has performed the pilgrimage of Mekkeh:
see what follows:] as also , .i , (i, g,)

the original form, sometimes used by poetic
license: (~:) pl. *.. and (, A,

Meb, K) and .; (., 1 ;) or rather the second
of these is a quasi-pL n., a kind of noun which,
as well as the coil. gen. n., is often called by the
lexicographers a pi., though not so called by the

grammarians: (MF:) t-. is also used as a pl.,
syn. with t; like as "tw is with ;,::
(Mgh:) it may be considered as a gen. n., and is
sometimes a quasi-pl. n., like j,:r and .1;

(TA;) as is also t .; signifying a company of
pilgrims of Mekkeh; or pilgrims, collectively;

(ISk, L;) and likewise '2 E" (So in a marginal
note in a copy of the f.) The fem. is t ._.:

rl. tal : (8, ] :) you sayl . It 1~ when
they have performed the pilgrimage; but when
they have not yet performed it, [being in the act
of performing it,] you say Xi :'.t , in

which latter ee you would say l1. were not
this word imperfectly decl.; fand in like manner,

dil %. _, and dEl _' r-&;] like as you

sy ;, .Lj j , and 1.h I, Ij. (1.)

[t'i au., a an. un. of to., considering the latter

as a coll. gen. n., like ;.j, of which the n. un. is

1Sje is commonly used by the Turks and Per-

sians as signifying a pilgrim of Mekkeh: but I
have not found it so used in any classical Arabic

work.] You say, .ltJI) Ij J.i1 The company

of piugrim to Mekkeh, and of men travelling for
mercantile purposes, came. (TA. [See also art.

]) And ij., H3 ' . t ,3 e le ft not
a company of pilgrims to Mekkeh (4... 'lA.),
nor a company of their foUowers, or dependents.
(TA from a trad. [See also arts. C. and ... J])

Also Overcoming in [or by] an argument, or
a plea, or the like. (Mgh.)

al...: see tl., in two places:=and see also

·a._, in two places.

s..: see s .

's. .~.1,. He is one who overcome in [or
by] a a.. [i. e. an argument, &c.,] more than
he. (Mgh.)

-~.... A road, or way: (Mgh, TA:) or the
middle of a road; (M, voce .,;) the beaten
track, or part of a road along nwhich one travels;
(T, TA ;) the main part, and middle, of a road;

syn. ;l.: (S, Msb:) pl. ~. (A, TA.)

[Hence,] aj am.. a_ .. .. tMake thou
the affair, or case, [unifornm, or] one uniform

thing. (Fr, TA in arL t. .)

t~ - A surgeon's probe. (., A, 1.) A
man much addicted to litigation, dispute, or alter-
cation. (f,g.)

A man repaired to. (S.)~ See also

-..- Also A man overcome in [or by] a '

[i. e. an argument, &c.]. (A,' Mgh.)

. .s..:ee...

4,*" ,~ A blow that is feeble, and

falling slort. (1Air, TA.)

L &4 l.., aor. -, He rejoiced in it, or at it;
namely, a thing, or an affair or event; (8, I ;)
as also ' ; aor. : (1 :) or the latter, he
mas, or became, attached to it, and tenacious of
it; (S, ;) as also s ' t , without .; and

t? l.t. : ( :) orhe laid, or kept, hold upon
it, and cdave to it; (Fr, l;) as also d.4.

without.; (Fr;) and i t..., (TA,) and .
-~. (Fr, g.)I.: J I: .~, aor.:,He kept,
or nithheld,from him such a thing. (S.)

5: see above, in two places.

8. dt 1.I He had recours to him for pro-
tection. (TA in art. .)

cy ~ Attached to, and tenacious of, him,

or it. (Fr- & 11 &_J 1 Yerily
he is betahing himslffor refuge, or protection, to
the sonw of such a one. (AZ, l[-.) .--

I.iJ He is adapted or disposed, apt, meet, suited,
suitable, fitted,fit, competent, or proper, for such
a thing; or rrorthy of it: (Lb, 1:) a dial. var.

of : (L4 :) you say, Xt l t, a,d i

tL4.. (TA.)

1ao. A refuge; a place to wrhich one has
recourse fur refuge or protection. (LI, ].)

1. · , (S, A, Meb,) aor. t, (Mqb,) inf. n.
~ .~., (Mgh, M9b,) He, or it, prevented, hin-
dered, debarred, or precluded, him, or it: (Mgh,
Msb :) he, or it, precluded him, or it; i. c. pre-
vented him, or it,fromentering. (S,A.) [Hence,]

i''I t F l Xjqsm.. it.'v [Brothers of a
person deceased preclude the mothier frorm re-
ceiving the third of the inheritance]. ($, A.).

Also, (A, 1],) aor. as above, (TA,) inf. n. '
and . _', (¢1,) Ze, or it, veiled, concealed,
hid, covered, or protected, him, orit; (A, ];)
as also t.. (1.) - [And It intervened be-
tween two things. Thus the diaphragm is de-
scribed as] Ji JS i ;JI : 44. 1;4 [A
piece of shin that intervenes between the heart
and the belly]. (A.) -[And He held the office
of ,_., i. e. door-keeper, or chamberlain. You
say,] eMWJ ",*~ Oi Such a one holds the
qo.fce of A. to the prince, governor, or com-
mander. (A, TA.)

2: see 1.
5: see 8.

8. .1 [He, or it, became prevented, hin.
dered, debarred, or prccluded: he became se-
cluded; or he secluded himself:] he, or it, became
veiled, concealed, hidden, covered, or protected;
as also t,,. . (g, TA.) You say, .m.l
~,p1 AC L,JIt [The King secluded, or concealed,
himself, or became secluded or concealed,from the
peoplc]. (S, A.) And,l .. ~ 1 _- -
: [The sun became concealed, or concealed itself,
in the clouds]. (A, TA.)- [Hence, app.,]

1 (j,) ~or W..o .4U C." and

tU 'A , ' , (TA,) [as though meaning
The reoman ecluded herdelf from the commence-
ment of a day of her ninth month of pregnancy:]
said of a pregnant woman, (TA,) when a day has
passed of her ninth [month, during which it was
probably a custom for a woman to seclude herself
in the house or tent]. (]~, TA.)

10. '..a.. L. He appointed him to the ofice
of .. [i. e. door-~ , or chamberlain].

(.s, .. )

,..: see q..M..-Also [The wincdpipe;]
the passage of the breath. (Kg.)

%~ A hill; syn. i4.1: (]:) or a lofty
46.. (TA.)

~: see ac -

at~ The had [or crest] of the hip or haunch

(s, A) [of a man, ( seo ^,) and] of a horse;
85X
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(A ;) i.e. each of te 'G , whih project above,

or beyond, the ;jU [or two lanks]: ( o :) or
the dual signifies the two dges of the hip or

haunch, that project above, or beyond, the tL..L
[orJlnh]: (1i:) or the two bones abowe the pube,
that project above, or beyond, the sof parts of the
belly, on tha right and left: (Zj in his "Khalk
cl-Insin," 5 and ]:) or the heads of the two hip-
bo,ne or haunch-bones, next the OGAi~ [q. v.];

,Il. [or rather coil. gen. n.] t,..-, and pl. of

i)aue. st: (TA:) and in a horse, the parts
(f the two hips, or haunches, that proect
above, or beyond, the [skin called] j t, of the
bellUy. (V.)

'q, (A. thing that prevents, hinders, debars,
or precludel:] a thing that veils, conceals, hides,
covers, or protects; (., Myb, ], TA ;) because it
prevents seeing, or beholding: (M#b:) a thing,
(A, I,) or body, (Mqb,) that intervene (A, Mpb,
K) between two things, (A, ],) or betrween two
bodies; which is [said to be] the primary signi-
fication; (Myb ;) [a partition, a bar, a barrier,
or an obstacle :] and sometimes applied to ideal
things: (Mb :) pl. ].. (A, Myb, ].) You
suy, ;"I c W. , [The veil, or cur-
tain, was put, or let down, over the women]. (A,
TA.) And . ,1 - 1,s; : [He has
prayers that rend the veil]. (A, TA.) And
8J14_ ,,1.It ;fajJ L [Ttere is no veil, or
obstacle, to the prayer of the wronged]. (A, TA.)
It is said in a trsd., L. gl l.,4.aJ '.i 1 >
;1;j [He mho gets sight and hnowled~ge of the veil
fall into that which is behlind it]: i. e., when a
man dies, he falls into what is behind [one of]
the two veils, that of Paradise and that of Hell:
(ISh, TA:) or, accord. to some, ,.I.JI !
signifies the stretching out the head [and looking
over the veil]; for he who examines into a thing
stretches out his head to see what is behind the
veil, or covering. (TA.) And in another trad.,
a saying of Mobammad, (TA,) JiAU ,A dil I
.,ibm1JI t i I.. [Verily Godforgireth the m-
cant (his creature) as long as the precluding evoent
dhall not have happnd]~: .o,w.JI here meaning
the dying in the belief in a plurality of gods:
(1~,OTA:) as though one were precluded from
true belief by death. (TA.) One says also,
., z rjLm's l X ,,t ... jv'..nul [Inability s a
bar betmwn man and hi desre]. (Mab.) And

is a bar between the servant and his Lord]. (MNb.)
- [Hence, in the present day, tA written charm
or amulet; generally worn in a case (called
,,#..) suspended, on the right side, by a string
!aing over the left shoulder, or on some other
part of the person: pl. of mult. , , and of
paue. ,. and ~,.. ]... [Hence also,] A
thin piece of fl~sh, (,) resembling a piece of
shin, (TA,) in the interior of the body, between
the two ddes, interwning betwen the lnngs and
the 5 [in the V _ l, but this is evidently
a mistrancription for . ,l the lowr intestine.;
for the ,4. is the diaphragn, or midrift]:

(,TA :) and `1 _>w, (A,) or tiw t +*

(8,)signifies [tLheam e; asalso, ll 4d.; (see
.;)] what interveg betw,e the heart and

the ;est of the Jy.; (.;) the piece of shin that
intervene between the heart and the belly : (A,
TA:) or .i1 4.ioa" signifies a certainfat that
clothe the heart: (AHeyth, TA in art. * .:)
[or it siginifies, or signifies also, t/te wptum cordis:
see i':] pl . (A, TA.) Hence the say-
ing, .e J - ' J, I 'j£; [Fear rent open
his midriff: or his setqtum cordis]. (A, TA.)_-
t TIhe horizon: [because it terminates the view:]
so in the phrase, _,l . . It (the sun)
became concealed by the horizon; occurring in
the gur [xxxviii. 31], and in a trad. (TA.) .
t A mountain: (A:) or an elevated part of a
mountain. (g.) You say, .. J,.., Qj i
He sat in the shade of the mountain. (A.) -

t The place mhere a [stony tract such as is called]
i; ends. (g.) - t A tract of rand uniformly
contiunuos, and long. (g.) _ t The light of the
sun: or the tract, or side, of the sun: (]C, TA:)
or [like _..] a side, or part, of the sun.
(TA.)

.4.., (1K,) or ' °*a., (S,) The office ofdoor.
keeper [or chamberlain]. (S, K.) - And the
former, The office of door-keeper and guardian
of the Kaabeh. (TA.)

, an epithet in which the quality of a
subst. predominates, (TA,) A door-keeper; (M9b,
k;) so called because he prevents persons from
entering: (Mb :) [a chamberlain:] pl. ,4 (S,

Msb, g) and 4'.*.. (Msb, g.) And ;.", 4..
[Tle door-keeers and guardians of the Kaabeh:
see a4.a.]. (TA.) - Each of the two bones
over the eyes, with tlhe hair and flesh upon them:
(IF, Myb, .:) or the eyebrow; the hair gronwing
on either of those bones: (AZ, K:) so called be-
cause it precludes the rays of the sun from the
eye: (TA:) of the mase. gender: (Lb, TA:) pl.
. _...pla. ($, Mob, ].) One says, .. L

.. 1_.JI [Verily he has the eyebrow made narror
and long, by the removal of redundant hairs; or
made narrow and long and arched; or lengthened
with antimony]. (Lh, TA.) - [Hence, as being
likened thereto,] t The piece of nwod that is over
the lintel of a doorframe. (Az, TA.) [See 4:".]
- The edge, (A,) or side, (K,) or upper limb
of the disk, that appears when it begins to rie,
(T, TA,) or the first part that appears, (Mgh,)
of the sun, (T, A, Mgh, (,) and of the moon:
(T, TA:) likened to the ¥..h. (A, Mgh) of the
face (Mgh) of a man: (A:) and ,tJ. 1 .

the sid of the sun. (S.) You say, Q4. ,0
1,J, (T, A, TA,) and .l, (T, TA,) Theit

upper limb of the disk, (T, TA,) or the edge, (A,)
of the sun appeared, (T, A, TA,) and of the moon.
(T,TA.) -- tThe edge of anything. (Q.) A
woman said to a man who was eating of the
middle of a round cake of bread, 'h.lj. 0.
Eat of it, edges, (A,TA,)oritssid,. (A.)._ 7

t [The beginning of the dawn.] You say, :.~

eJI ,.t The beginnings of tA dawn ap
peared. (A, TA.)

, ~: see what next follows.

~ . _pa pert. n. of 1]. You say A

So, (A) and t. ( nd w,

(A) and n.... (TA) [A king secluded, or
conceaked, from the people]. And _ i1s!
A woman veiled, or coAcealed by a curtain or the
like. (TA.) And .JI ' ,s '- j- (He i
deba,rred from goo.] (A, TA.).- tBind; (,

;) and so , .' (TA.)
.~~ ~ (TA.

%q.,: see the next preceding paragraph.

e_.: see , in two plac

,aor. , (ISd, TA,) inf. n. (ISd,
Mgh, O) and . and & and . and
1~ , (ISd, s,) He prevented, hindered, with-

held, restrained, debarred, inhibited,forbade, pro-
hibited, or interdicted, (ISd, Mgh, ],) .ifroi
him, or it: (ISd,TA:) [or %tl is here a mis-
trunscriltion for ;: for] you say, a / .. ,
meaning There is so prevention, &e.,fr~ him,

or it: (TA:) and' .a .-,aor. t, inf. n.j..,
(., A,* AfMb,) He (a }l4ee, or judge, $, A) pro-
hibited him (a young or a lightwitted person, TA)
from using, or disposing of, his property according
to his oron free will: (S, A, Myb, TA:) ot '.
i;, i .4.e Ahe (a 1Fi4ee) prevented, or prohibited,

him from consuming, or wating, or ruining, his
property. (Mghi.) -Seealso 5:_-and8.

2. A : ase 5. J j 4 [He made
a bound, or an enclosure, around his land]. (A.
[Perhaps from what next follows; or the reverse
may be the case.])_ e2&I ' ,p_, (Mqb,)
inf .n. , (S, L,) He burned a mark round
the eye of the camel with a circuldar cauterizing

instrumnent: ($, L, Mb :) and klI .C'' J .,
and & ., [i.e. ·t j, , like a is said in the

A,] he burned a mark round the eye of the beast.

(L.) - de..l The camel had a mark burned
round each of his eyes with a circular cauterizing
instrument. (]K. [Perhaps this may be a mis.
take for -,:.I '.a: or for a,,; ., meaning
he burned a mark round each of the eyes of the
camel t&ce.: but see what follows.]) 'p. 1,.Z ,
(., 1,) inf. m. as above, (/,) The moon became
surrounded by a thin line, which did not become
thich: (S, ] :) and (. [in the ]1 "or"]) became
urrounded by a halo in the clouds. (S, :.)

5. 4A ' He straitened him, (g, TA,)
and made [a thing] unlarwful to him, or not al-

hloable. (TA.) And 4i1 ,~ . .~ 3 He
made strait to himself what God made ample.

(A.) And A. j s ' Thou Aa.
made strait and unlawful to me what God ham
made ampl. (Mgh.) And L11; jq.J He
made strait whtat was ample: (Mb :) or he made
strait what God made ample, and mnade it to be

I
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peculiar to himslf, eclusitely of others; s also
t ;'. and d j. (TA.)m- See also 8:
and 10.- [Henoe, perhaps,] .; 3 It (a
wound) cloed up, and consolidated, to Aeal. (TA
from a trad.)

S.a q, , (TA,) or ;,+ ,pj .l, (. , Mlb,)
and V~,..z/. a*nd ;4..3, (g,) He madfor
Aimself a jq.. [i. e. an enclosure for camels].

(., Mqb, ].)-And hence, (Meb,) ,,j1 JI .l,
(Mgh, Mqb, V,) and V I&q.-, (TA,) He placed
a land-mark to the land, (Mgh, M 9b, .K,) to con-
fine it, (Mgh, Mqb,) and to prevent others from
encroaching upon it. (Mgh, TA.) -- t j.I
He sougnht protection by him, (A,* l;j as, for
instance, by God, eij,UJI l.! from the deoil.

(A.) . y I ; .~1 He put tht tablet in his

[or bosom]. (K.)

10. q./.-: sec 8. .- Also It (clay) became
stone: (TA:) or became hard; as when it is
made into baked bricks: (Mgh :) or becam,n hard
like stone; (A, Msb;) as also t _.. (A.)
tlie becamne emboldened or encouraged, or he
emboldned or encouraged himsef, (.K, TA,) sIC
ogainst him. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. *._ lle slusghtered hin by cutting
his throat [in the part called the ;j..]. (1 in
art. n...)

s: ee ·. , in three places. ~ Also, and

t.n.a, (S, A, Mgh, Myb, K, TA,) [the latter of
which I have found to be the more common in
the present day,] and t · , (V., [but this I have
not found in any other lexicon, and the TA, by
imlplicationl, disallows it,]) The _.; (Mgh,
M3b, ] ;) [i. e. the boson; or breast; agreeably
with explanations of ~ in the g: or] the
IMrt beneath the armpit, eztendingp to tle flank;
(Mgh, Myb;) [agreeably with other explanations
of cp.l;] of a man or woman: (~, A, Mglh,
3.sb, Ii:) pl. (S, Mb.) Hllence the say-
ing, (Mgh,) 91, l. O " Ž t Sach a one is
is the notection of sach a one; (AZ, T, Mgh,
MI,b;) as also * . , , (TA.) And 'i

te s and _ t He gren up in his care
andprotection. (.)_ -Also V~.. (T, ) and

(T, TA) [The bowom as meaning] the fore
part of the garment; or the part, thereof, between
one's arms. (1', .) _ Se also -.m.:_ and
0 I1 j ~. - Also An extended gibbous tract
of an.' (i.)

: see , in three places :-and :

v4. (6l, A, Mgh, M4b, 1) and Vj_ (S,
Mgh, Mb, ) and t'V , (M, ,' of which the
first is the most chaste, (S,) and t .. (S, O
and TV,q.. (1) [and * u], Forbidden,
prohibited, unlawful, inviolabl, or iacred. (S,
A, Mgh, Mqb, X.) Each of the first three forms
occurs in different readings of the ]~ur vi. 189.
(4.) You say, J_ ~4 l,i TIhis isforbid~ ,
or nlanful, to thee. (A.) In the time of paganism,

a man meeting another whom he feared, in a
acred month, used to say, 1I;-,'_..o (*,

meaning It is rigorously forbidden to thee [to
commit an act of hostility agaiunt me] in this
month: and the latter, thereupon, would abstain
from any aggression against him: and so, on
the day of'reurrection, the polytheists, when
they see the punishment, will say to the angels,
thinking that it will profit them: (Lth, S :*) but
Az Pays that I 'Ab and his companions explain
these words [occurring in the ]Iur xxv. 24] other-
wise, i. e., as said by the angels, and meaning,
the joyful annunciation is forbidden to be made
to you: and accord. to El-.lasan, the former
word will be said by the sinners, and the latter
is said by God, meaning it will be forbidden to
them to be granted refuge or protection as they
used to be in their former life in the world:
but As adds, it is more proper to regard
the two words as composing one saying: (TA:)
and the latter'word is a corroborative of the
former, like A.1.. in the expression "St ,_.
(Bd.) The same words in the ]rur xxv. 55
signify A strong mutual repugnance, or incon-
gruity; as though each said what one says who
seeks refuge or protection from another: or, as
some say, a defined linit. (Bd.) A man says
to another, "Dost thou so and so, O such a one?"
and the latter replies '~, or 1.,,, or t (_,

meaning [I pray for] preservation, and acquit-
nent, from this thing; a meaning reducible to

that of prohibition, and of a thing that is pro-
hibited. (Sb.) The Arabs say, on the occasion
of a thing that they disapprove, dJ t* ,, with
Ldanm, meaning, Mtiy it be averted (S.)_

.Homeyd lbn-Thowr says,

· o9 ' o, *

* 9t .,AJl *j; ' yU.i,

meaning, And I ?mrposed doing to her a for-
bidden action: and verily tAe like of her is one
to wkom that which is forbidden is done. (S, .K.)
t'_.~ is also explained as signifying L.;
[app. meaning a thing from which one is bound
to refrain,from a motive of respect or reverence ;]
and to have this meaning in the verse above.
(Az.) - Also, the first of these words, Any Jt?..
[i.e. garden, or walled garden of palm-trw,]
nwhich one prohibits [to the public]. (S.) And
j1.Jl That [space] which it comprised by [the
curved maUll called] tlh .J', (S, A, Mgh, 5:,)
which encompasses tih Kaabeh on the north [or
rather north-west] side; (f, A, K;) on the side
of the spout: (Mgh :) or the _JB.. [itself],
which encompas~ the Kaabeh on the side of the
pout. (M 9b.) [It is applied to both of these

in the present day; but more commonly to the
former.] -Also, ,.~., The anterior pudendum
of a man and of a woman; and so V : (5,
TA:) the latter the more chaste. (TA.)-A
mnare; the female of the horse: (S, A, Msb, V :)
and a mare kept for breeding; (A;) as though
her womb were forbidden to all but generous
horses: (T :) but in the latter sense the sing. is
scarcely ever used; though its pl., the first of
the following forms, (as well as the second, A,)
is used to signify mares kept for breeding: (I :)

t a' , s a sing., is mid by P and others to
be a barbl*ism: it ocursn in a tad.; but perhaps
the a is there added to asimilate it to ih, with
which it is there coupled: (MF:) the pI. [of

pauc.] is ;l qb, Vb:) and [of mult.] j

(A, Mvb, ) and ~ (]-) A poet says,

* ,;: 3.CJ1Sd 1ClY

When the stallion, seeing the army and the
gleaming swords, is mute in the midst of the
mares kept for broeding, and does not look
towards them, and the dogs bark at their msuters,
because of the change of their appearances, and
children behave undutifully to their mothers whom
fear diverts from attending to them. (A.)-
Relationdrip [that prohibits marriagel; near-
ness with repect to kindr~ (Mb,.)- Under-
standing, intelligence, intllect, mind, or reason:
(, A, Mb, :) so in the kur lxxxix.4: (4 ,
Bd:) thus called because it forbids that which
it does not behoove one to do. (Bd.) One says,

U J L5j1 i. £il c.£ In that is an admonition
to him who pouessa understanding, &c. (A.) -
See also ,u, in three places.

°q.. [A stone; explained in the 1k by *'_;
but this means "a rock," or "a great mas of
stone" or "of hard stone"]; (i, 1, c.;) so
called because it resists, by reason of its hardness;

(Mgb;) and t.1.l signifies the same: (Fr, :)
pl. (of pauc., of the former, S) ; (8, Mgh,
1i) and ,1i (iK) and (of mult, S) ;l,.m. and
[more commonly]i ~j -, (S,5,) which last is
extr. [with respect to rule], (S,) or agreeable
with a usage of the Arabs, which is, to add i to
any pl. of the measure JW or of that of J2n,
as in the instances of 'tlJ and iltJ. and J"4 Sj
and ;JIm;. (AHeyth.) And (metonymically,

TA) i Sand: (IA#r,I :) pi. j;t.~.. (TA.)_
[Hence,] j. )1 The people of the desert,
who dwell in stony and sandly places: occurring
in a trad., coupled with ).hL '. (TA.)_-

A,'n 1, and simply . Jl, The [Blak]
Stone of the Kaabeh. (X, TA.) El-Fare;zd
applies to it, in one instance, the pl. ,
considering the sing. as applicable to every part
of it. (TA.) -One ysay, e;l " p j " ,
meaning t Such a oe is unequalid. (TA.) And

v;l~ ;i~ Llf S Such a onsh Am had
a ery sagacious and erafty and politic man
made to be an asailant against him. (I, TA.)
El-Ahnaf Ibn4-eys said to 'Ales, when Mo'6-
wiyeh named 'Amr Ibn-E:-'AV as one of the two

.0- J$ a.0. .. . .a.

umpires, C;l J > > ,I g ji .3

iJiis 3y a - LU yr< t~LOY ' AaA t
a most eesdingy sagacioW and crafty and
politic man made to be an assailant ag~ t th~e:
so appoint thou with him Ibn-'Abbd; for As
will not tie a knot but he rall UNtit it: meaning
one that hall stand firm likh a stow upon ths
grnd. (L from a trad.) One says alo, ' ;
i~sr C$WP, meaning Such a one mu coupled
[or opos~ with Ais lite: (A:) [as though he

1
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ja...,..: see the next preceding paragrapb, in
three places. - Also A small L [or receptacle
for perfumes and the le]. (.) .- And A glass
flask or bottle (;Qj,i), (1, TA,) of a small ine,
(TA,)for $j~., [q. v.]. (g, TA.)

3, .5 .,,1..l: see .

' ....: see j,., in four places. Also, (S,)
or T .. a- and * (,) The tract aur-
rounding a town or village: (9, ]:) [pl. !; .]
Hence the j.te: of the kings (J0I) of El-
Yemen, whichl were Places of pasturage, whereof
each of them had orne, in rwhich no other person
pastured hlis beasts: (?, I :) the ~ of a
J of El-Yemen was his tract of land into wAich
no other person than himself entered. (T.)-
See also . ...._ And see a¢l '-

'v_. (s, 1) and '...,_ (C) A garden ur-
rounded by a wall; or a garden of trees; svn.
a~: (S, K :) or a lon,, or depreed, piete of
pasture: (T, TA:) or a place in whirch is mwurh
pasture, nith water: (A, TA:) pl. ..... (,
A.) Sce also .. l. for the former word and its

pl.: and see ,5. _. 1 Q (RS,I, &c.)
and 1 la' (TA) and tVp_,.. (F) and
simply .,..1 (Msb, TA) and t (IO) and
tV.I, which occurs in a verse of EI-Akhlal,
(IAar,) [The part which is next below, or around,
the eye, and which appears when the rest of the
face is veiled by the ..,A or the . :] that part
[of the face, next below the eye,] which appears
from out of the [kind of veil called] ,A.l; (T, S,
A, M.b, 1J) of a woman (A, Msb, R) and of 'a
man,from the lower eyelid; and sometimes from
the upper: (Msb :) or the port that surroundslx
the eye (Msb, R) on all sides, (Msb,) and appears
from out of the [kind of veil called] ".: (Msb,
g :) or the part of the bone beneath the e CJelid,
which encompases the eye: (TA:) and ,

sel1 means also what appears from beneath the
turban of a man when he has put it on: (g:
[accord. to the TA, the turban itself; but this is
a meaning evidently derived from a mistranscrip.
tion in a copy of the KC, namely, (1 for
~Ls.:]) also j _. that part of the face
against nhich the .,W lies: and ,. .Jt the eye
[itse]: (T, TA:) the pl. of j_~ is l..
(A, Mob.)

)q s: ace __ and sec also w_, in
two places.

_. ~, for which the doctors of practical
law say ;_, . only, omitting the preposition
and the pronoun governed by it, on account of
the frequent usge of the term, A person prohi-
bited [by a .kdee] from using, or dispoting of,
his property according to his own free weill:
(Msb:) or prohibitedfrom connming, or smting,
or ruining, hTu property. (Mgh.)- See also

,,_, in two places.

.. l:-, . · .a..;,> ,," sceew

had a stone suited to the purpose of knocking him
down cast at him.] -. Jl ,uJ, occurring in
a trad., means t For the fornicator, or adulterer,
disappointment, and prohibition: accord. to some,
it is meant to allude to stoning; [and it may
have had this meaning in the first instance in
which it was used;] but [in general] .this is not
the case; for every fornicator is not to be stoned.
(IAth,TA.) [See also art. vG.]-,;~1 Gold:
and slrer. (r.) Both together are called
oi;.; . (9.)

q.i~ [Stony; abounding with stones]. You
*· . .3 

say i;jq.. jI [so in several copies of the 1;
in the C! ;~ ; Land abounding with stones;
as also a a, nd ( '.)

r,. Theflds aurrounding the nail. (I..)

;~ A severe year, that conf.nes men to their
tents, or houses, to that they alaughter their
ge#nerous camels to eat them. (L in art. ,;, on
a verse of Zuheyr.) A side; an adjacent tract
or quarter; (ISd,1g;) as also t _'t: (EM
p. 281 :) pl. of the former tq a, [or rather this
is a coll. gen. n., of which the former is the n. un.,]
and ]g)~ (9, ) and t 1: a (V:) the last
is mentioned by 1Sd as being thought by him to
be a pl. of ;,t_ in the sense above explained,
contr. to analogy. (TA.) Hence, .,1 The
tract or quarter adjacent to thlc abode of a
people. (S.) And I. 1 U~.. Thre two aide
of the road. (TA.) And .;. U.. The two
sids. of an army; (A, TA ;) its right and left
winFt. (TA.) And .. .. .i He sat aside.
(A.) And ,;~ j;I_ He journeyjed asile, by
hinuelf. (TA.) And 9,~. is also said to sig-
nify the same, in the following ex.: I1 u. 
LLj ; j She (the camel) pastures aside, and
lies down in the middle. (TA.) It is said in a
prov., U l; ' i.~ ,iwj Hie lies dowrn
naide, and patsures in the middle: (s:) or i,~
;>,1 'as' ~.'O ; 1Lt Such a one pastures in
the middle, and lies down aside: (TA:) applied
to a man who is in the midst of a people when
they are in prosperity, and when they become in
an evil state leaves them, and lies down apart:
the prov. is ascribed to Gheylin Ibn-Mudar. (IB.)
Imra-el-leys says, [addressing Khalid, in whose
neighbourhood he bad alighted and sojourned,
and who had demanded of him some horses and
riding-camels to pursue and overtake a party
that had carried off some camels belonging to
him (lmras-el-eys), on Khilid's having gone
away, and returned without anything,]

:-* e3 ' - S I,a-

*· . il · . . 4 
[Then let thou alone spoil by the sides of which a
Ahouting wm raised: but relate to me a story.
What is the story of the riding-camels ?]: hence
the prov., 4 '.s ml

[Dominion belongeth to God: then let thlou alone
&c.]; said with reference to him who has lost

part of his property and after that lost what is of
greater value. (TA.) [And hence the saying,]
,j~ z!p= ; s . tHis property ha become
large, or ample. (S.)_ See also 

yp~.. An enclosure (i- L) for cameel. (S,
-.).- [And hence,] The _~ of a house; ($;)

[i. e.] a chamber [in an absolute sense, and so in
the present day]; syn. .: (Myb ) or an upper
chamber; syn. ij.: (VC:) pl. - and 1.,.
(S, Msb, 1) and p.;. and .lC . (Z, Msb,
1 .)__ See also -.

a~ : see -.

Jt.- and 4. A right, or due; a thing,
or quality, to be regarded as sacred, or invioltablt;
( ;) a peculiar attribute. (TA.)

;?eU· u el see w_

^1_. The part of the brink (ail) of a valley
that retains the water, (S, J,) and surrounds it;
(ISd;) as also t;,v_: pi. of the former O1,.
(?, .K.) Iligh land or ground, the middl' of
which is low, or depressed; (];) as also Vt; · _. :
(TA:) and t,;.. [pl. of the latter] low places
in the ground, retaining rvater. (A.) A fertile
piece of land, abounding with herbafe, low, or
depressed, and having elevated borders, upon
which the water is retained. (AHn.) A place
whtere mater flows, or whiere herbs grow, str-
rounded by high ground, or by an elevated river.
(T, TA.) A place witere trees of the hind called
:j grow; where they are collected together;
and a place which they surround: (M, ]:) pL
as above. (.) - A wall that retains water
between house: so called because encompassing.
(TA.)

see - and J1- Also A
refuge; a means of protection or defence: ana-
logous with j;A, which signifies "a place of
perdition :" whence,

And their sayer said, Verily I lay hold on that
which will protect me from thee and repel thee
from me; ",.L being understood. (TA.)

,1j_.: see 

; .... and ( ., , (,1g,) each with an
augmentative O, ($, Msb,) [The head of the
windpipe; consisting of a part, or the whole, of
the larynx: but variously explained; as follows:]
the windpipe; syn. ; ($, ~:) or the former
[has this meaning, i. e.], the pasage of the breath:
(Mgh, Msb:) or the extremity of the Aj3U, at
the entrance of the pasage of the food and drinhk:
(Bd in xxxiii. 10:) or [the head of the larynx,
componed of the two arytenoides;] two of the
taucssvey-auperimposd cartilages of the .ih.
(~...Al '* ,11 ;(." c ~,l), next the c [or
epiglottis], where it is pointed: or the inide, or
cavity, of the Ua..: and so t';&.: (TA in
art. j,.~:) or V the latter is syn. with
[q. v-]: (Msb :) pl ' tl. . )II

1
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1. oj., aor. a (. , O) and , (1i,) inf. n.

4- (F, O8) and ;J _ and* t a (1i,) [or

the last is rather a quasi-inf. n. of !lj·1, and,
accord. to some, it is of an intensive form,] He,
or it, prevented, hindered, impeded, witAheld,

rstrained, or debarred, him, or it; syn. a.',

(8, ],) and &Afr. (IC.) It is said in a trad.,

. ;9.U ; 13 And it is
for the family of the slain person to prevent the
nearest [in relationship] and then the nearstt
[after him] from retaliating the slaughter. (TA.)

And one says, J1;tt C ' jw NW

I"je.. There was a hooting of arrows or tAe

like [or a great shooting &kc.] between the people;
then they withheld themsclves [or withheld them-
selvoe much]from each other: (g, L:) which is
a prov. (TA.) It is also said in another prov.,

.tx Ut !.Sj- a& C :Such a one's case [rith
reqsect to knowledge or science] cannot be con-

cealed. (A, TA.) i _ j ., (A, M9 b, 1,)

aor. ' (Myb, K) and, (g,) in£ n. j_, (Msb,)
He, or it, intervened as, or made, or formed, a
separation, a partition, afence, a barrier, or an
obstacle, or obstruction, betnween them two; he
separated, or parted, them; (Meb, ] ;) i. e., two
things; (Mb ;) or two persons or things facing,
or opposite to, each other. (Az, A, TA.)

2. l j J , [A flat roof that has

not been fenced round with a wall to prevent per-
sons flling from it]. (KI in art. c..)

3. a.sJ ,. ., (A,) inf. n. A j ', (~, K,)
They reciprocally prevented their cnemy from
fighting vwith them, or reciprocally abstainedfrom
fightinj with them, and moade peace with themr; syn.

,"wmib, (A,) and syn. of the inf. n. .ai., (S,
g], TA,) and .41_S. (TA.) It is said in a prov.,

ej4,lt l pI .*jq il ;; L1 [If thou desire
the reciprocal proevention of fighting, and the
making of peace, let it be before fightinJ]: (S,

TA:) or ;jJl *j~ . .il [Tlc reciprocal
prevention offJightiig, and the making of peace,
should be before fighting]. (A.) [See also art.

4: see 8.

6. I'jt They presvnted one another, or mu-
tuaUy abstained,fromfighting, [and made peace,

one with another; (see also 3;)] syn. tst:
(S,* g, TA:) said of two troops. (S.)-j-_. t

.J311 The people separated themelves, one from
another; they left, forsook, or relinquished, one
another; as also l' .aJl and ljj*..l. (TA.)

·iAlso ,oJI1 j.. 3 The people took, or took

hold of, one another by the j'.. [pl. of oj_];
took hold of one another's jn.-: (TA:) [or
sought aid, or refuge and protection, one of ano-

ther: see :jS~ .]

7. ij*1do quasi-pass. of j4_ in the first of
the senses explained above; (TA;) He, or it,
was, or became, prevented, hindered, impeded,
withhlld, restrained, or debarred; he withheld,
or restrained, himself; he refrained, forbore, or

absiained. (, , TA.) _ j He_l He left, 
forsook, or rdinquithed, it. (TA.) - See also 6.
_mSee also 8.

8. at j' .l He, or it, wat, or became, de-

fended, or ht defended himnelf, by it; syn. t,I'.

(TA.) [See also another explanation in what
follows.]4R .-.ji.l They two wvere, or became,
separated, or parted, eachfrom the other. (TA.)

See also 6. _ ..jl He carried it in hit ;.:

(A, 1:*) like as '..i-1 signifies "he carried it

in his X X-." (A.) - ' ..a .rl He tied his
jIjl upon [or around] his waist; (S, Mgh, Msb,
;) he made the two ends thereof to meet, and

tied it upon his waist; (A, TA;) he wrapped it

round his waits. (TA.) _ Hence, :l; ji l

Jlq.lj It was encompassed by the stony tracts

called jIt [pl. of ;.^], and by the mountains.
(Mgh.)ijq...l He, (a man, TA,) or it, (a
party of people, S,) came to the province called
El7-.ijdZ; ( s,g;) as also l; (ISk,.S,

K;) and tj'.~.al, (I,) inf. n. jl~. (TA.)

"._ One who abstains from what is unlawful

and indecorous. (TA.) [See also *i...]

j .., : see j ., in two places.

j'~ A severe year, tlat confines men to their
tents or houses, so that they slaughter their gene-
rout camels to cat them. (L in art. , on a
verse of Zuleyr.)

.j!I ''j. ' The place [or part] of the ftjl
where it is tied [round the waist]; (S, Msb, K,
TA;) the place where the end qf the jIjl is folded,
or doubled, in wrapping it round: (Lth,TA:)

and [in like manner] ,.jl.JI ;"_ [thc tuck, or

doubled upper border, of the trousers, through
which passes the waist-band, i. ce., the band or
string t,lat binds them round the waist ;] the part

of the trousers in which is the 'b [or waist-band];

(S ;) the place of the aS3: (1 :) pl. *. (Msb,

TA) and ;.,P and .j_: (TA:) and hence

o"*- is applied to the garment called jjl itself;

as also t:j,; of which latter the pl. is 'J ,
with two dammehs, [app. contracted into ",]

and pi. pl. 3: Z says that tj and ._

signify the same. (TA.) -Hence, 1 ;oa '

S Patience, (g, TA,) and hardineu. (TA.) One

says, i'1.JI ..J. j tlIe is patient in diffi-
culty. (TA.) And it is said in a trad. of
'Alee, when he was asked respecting the Benoo-

Umeiyeh, jq.. lta, .A, or .~, accord. to
different relations, : They are the most patient of

us in difficulty. (TA.) You say also J .
o.jl j, (A,TA,) and Ji w l' , and

:.ijd l ., , [app. a contraction of j:J;,]
(TA,) S He is one who abstains from ntiha is un-
lawful and indecorous [especially with respect to

wo0men]; like 1 44. (TA.)_And &'U' '
;i' JIS He ifull in thflianks: the being so is

a fault. (18, TA.) - You also say, j j.,
meaning : He sought aid of him: (A, TA:) or
he had recourse to him for refuge and protection.
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(TA.) And Xi ' jfi, i. , a$
[meaning, tHe laid hold of a mran of obtaining
acces, or nearness, to God]: said of Moamnmad,

in a trad. (TA.) And '~ WJigf 1

Xa : This is language diposed in regular

order, consecutiely. (A, TA.) It is said in a

trad., ' ' -s pt (Verily
j1 i connected wth O JI]: maid to mean,

that the name of_.a.ll is derived from c~..JI;
so that it is as though it attached itself thereto,
and laid hold of the middle thereof. (IAth, TA.)

;j~. A mode, manner, or form, of tying the

il. (TA.)

Ojl.,; Separate thou, or part thou, tiu
people; ($, A, ];; and T in art. Jj., on the
authority of IAar;) time after time: (]:) app.
meaning, without intermission: (TA:) or it may
mean withhold thyself (IAqr, T in art. Jj.)

CS.e:~.: see 1, in two places.

a.ta A thing intervening, as a separation, a

partition, a fence, a barrier, or an obstacle, or
obstruction, betweenm two other things, (TA,) or
between two things facing, or opposite to, each

other; (Az, A, TA;) as also t; .. (Az, A,

TA.) Hence the province called El-lijz is thus
named, because it forms a separation between
Nejd and the Ghowr, or Gh6r; (S, Mgh, TA;)
or between Nejd and the Sarah; (Mab, K;) or
between the Ghowr, or Gh6r, and Syria (Mgh,
Msb, TA) and the Bidiyeh; (Mgh, TA;) or
between Nejd and Tihimeh; (IC;) or because
the Hiirhr [or certain stony tracts] separate it
from the high part of Nejd; (Az, TA;) or be-
cause it is encompassed by the Hirar and the
mountains, (Mgh, M.b,*) or by the five HIir6r,
namely, the gHarrah of Benoo-Suleym and that of
Wa]im and that of Leyla and that of Showran
and that of En-N'r. (As, K.)- Also sing. of

',..., (K,) which latter signifies Wrongers, or
wrongdoers, who prevent one from obtaining his
right: (S:) or persons who defend men, onefron
another, and decide between them justly. (Az,
TA.) In the ], the signification of" wrongers,
or wrongdoers," is combined with the contrary
explanation given by Az. (TA.) It is said in a

trd. of 1eylch, i >. i iil
.. ~ . '1I [I J the son of this woman unable to

obtain his right in the absence of the wrongdoers
who prevent his doing so?]: (S:) or [according
to one relation] i 'iaWlLJ J 1 *"I' e ,As

;'i.. J;S [Is the son of this woman to be

blamed for deciding the affair in the absence of
those who defend men, one from another, and
decide betnween them justly?]: by "the son of this
woman" she means her own son: she says, if he
suffer a wrong, and allege for himself that which
repels from him the wrong, [without having re-
course'to the judge,] he is not to be blamed.

(TA.) [See also iU .]

jm~.. Hit, or hurt, in the place [or part of

the body] wiere the jIj it tied. (g.)
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:jT; The place [or part of the body] where
the JJ it tied. (.)

a; Harin his waist bound [with thA 1e· l:
and with 5, a woman haing Aher . bound upon
[tlhat part of her person swhich i' termed] the
5;j. (TA.)

3. Rie1. HII oppos~d him and repelled him,
lapp. with a I , (see the act. part. n., below,)]
being opposd and repe~U d by him. (s.)

Lp.~.: see what next follows, in two places.

i.~ A shield made of skin, ($, K, TA,) or,
as some say, of the sking of camels, cut out in a
round form, (TA,) without wood and without
sinews; (,1, TA;) as also U,: (8:) or of
skins sed one over another; as also i.U,:
(18d:) or a smaU shield made of two [pieces of]
shine ew~d together, one over the other: (Mb :)
Il. i , (, , Mb, 1g,) [or rather this is a
coil. gen n.,] and [the pl. is] .L4. (Myb.)
The saying of the rdjiz, (9,) namely, Su-r-edh-
Dhi-b, (TA,)

means $W j. .,j [i. e. Many a middle of a
desert in which one loses Ais way, like the back
of a shield such as is called aiAq,.]: and [by
C..Aq.-l is meant ~a,..J; for] some of the
Arabs, in pausing upon a ;, make it .: thus
tocy say, .,. 1, and &..I ; e: (9, Sgh )
these are Teiyi. (9gh, TA.)-t The breast, or
chest; (Abu-l-'Omeythil, 15:) as being likened
to a shield: (Abu-l-'Omeythil, TA:) pi. [or
coil. gen. n.] t4.. (Abu-l-'Omeythil, 15.)

t-La Fighting with another, having a
IA..m: (9, g1:) opposing reciprocally. (1.)

1. ')_s aor. J and, inf. n. ',. (, g)
altd J3;, (g,) He walked having khi legs
shackled: ($:) or he raised one leg, and went
slowly on the other leg: (M, J4:) or he nent rith
short steps, like him who has his legs shackled:
(lYam p. 221 :) and he raised one leg, and hopped
on the other: (TA:) it is said of a bird: (9:)
and it means, (9, ],) in like manner, (9,) as also
itt.., (TA,) he leaped in going; (S, K, TA;)
said of' a crow, or raven; (4, TA;) as laps
(,r ) the camel that is hocked [in one leg]
upon three le, and the boy upon one leg or upon
tno. (9')-' " , aor. :, inf n. J3,-;
(1];) and * ., (Ay, 9. 1,) inf. n. ;
(A#, 9;) Hit eye sank, or became depresed, in
hi head; (A4, 9, ;) said of a man, and of a
camel, and of a horse: (TA:) and tV .,
toIne, signifies the came; (Ibn-'Abbid, 1;) said
of a man. (Ibn-'Abbdd, TA.) j ' j. ,
in£f n. AJ, An obstacle was made to intervene
betvreen him, or it, and him, or it. (5.)

2. [J , inf. n, 'j , originally, He orna-

mented a woman, or her legs, with anklets: and
he shackled a man, or a man's legs: see WJ.

: .And hence,] 4i;;,; , I- , inf. n.
said of a horse, His legs were white in the ioroer
parts, the whiteness extending [upwarde] beyond
the pasterns but not extending beyond the hnes
and hocks; because they [the lower parts of the
leg] are the places of the Jlt...l, e., the anklets,
and the shackles. ($, TA.) [See jt ;' ex-
plained as a simple subst., below.] - [Hence
also,] 4L W She (a woman) coloured the dye
of herfinger, or of the extremities ofherfingers.
(15, TA.) In the copies of the T, 4r is put in
the place of ;:ji, app. by a mistake. (TA.)
[Hence also,] · . in the .', signifies The
nwahing a portion of the --a [or upper arm,

r perhaps a mistake for the ?;S, or fore arm,] and
a portion of the shank, while washing the hand
andfoot. (Meb.)-[Hence also,] L5JIl -,-
(TA,) inf. n. as above, (15,) A little milk, as
much as the nmeasure of the , of a horse,
was poured into the bowvl for the guest, or guests,
and then the boml was filled up with water; this
being done in a case of dearth, or drought, and
want of milk: (15,* TA:) or, accord. to As, it
means the bowl for the guet, or guests, was con-
cealed in the ,.A, through niggardliness, in
order that the owners might drink its contents.
(TA.)..-[Hence also, as '.._~ renders a horse

conspicuous,] l i J t Such a one made
his case, or afair, notorious, or public. (TA.)
-See also 1, first sentence. in.., inf. n.
as above, He made for her a ;)_: (M, ] :)
or he brought her, or put her, therein. (0,15.)
- [And hence J;.. signifies also He concealed
a thing in the : see above.] See also 1,
second sentence.

4. ;1 J..I He loosed the came's shaccle
from his left fore leg, and fastened it upon the
right: ($, 0, ]:) or, accord. to the M, he
looted it from his right fort leg, and fastened it
upon the left. (TA.)

Q Q. L Je_. see l
, : see what next follows.

J/... and t J';. (S, Mgh, M,b, g) and
tJ·..- (Sgh, 1) and ~.. (O) An anklet;

or a pair of anklets; syn. J ': (9,Mgh,
M?b, 1 :) and the first and second ($, Mgh,
Msb, 1O) and third, as some say, (15,) by a meta-
phor, ( Mb,) S a shackle; or a pair of shackles,
or hobbla; syn. e3 : (, Mgh, Myb, 1:) and
t the two rings of the ,: (15:) pl. [of pauc.]
Jt [ (9 , Mgh, Msb, K) and [of mulLt] J4.
(Mgh, Msb, 1.) You say, Jq... WLt ) [or

&c.] Upon her legs are anklet. (TA.)

i.e. Shacles are the ankklets of men; and anklets
are [for the mistres of the curtained canopies,
i. e.,] for won (TA.) And , $ --.

a.Lq.m. v) JS1L~ [He ment forth dragging his

[Boox I.

legs, and hobbling in his shackle]. (TA.) And
[hence] q+ liS .q 1 [q. v.].
(TA.) AbSO, te first, Whiteness: (M, .:)
p]. J t (]9)

J'.a [The partridge; or partridgs; com-
pridng several species, of which those most com-
monly known appear to be identical with the
Barbary partridge and the Greek partridge;
both red-legged: accord. to Forskal, ("Descr.
Animal.," pp. vii. and 11,) applied both to this
bird, tetrao prd~i, and also to the phaanau
meleagris:] a well-known bird; (Mqb;) i. q.
.t: (ISh, ?:) or the male of the : (: )

6 '8.or the females of the 4t d [pl. of ' s,
q. v.]: (Lth:) also called JJ, t -[A t4 ]:
there are two e; 5;. [i.u of Ntd]
and [;4,3 of Tihdmeh]: the former

peie is .ju l ([here meaning of a dark, or
an ashy, dust-color], with red feet [or lega];
the latter, of the former colour intermixed with
white: but .qN.; is found used for the malc;
and ;jd and kS-. ;., for the female:
(Dmr, cited by Freytag:) a single bird of the
kind is called M: (,Mb, ]:) J·. is
a pl, as also $ and ; (;) or
[rather] Ja_ is a coill. gen. n., (Mob, 1,) and
the pl., (Mqb,) or quasi-pl. n., (1,) is g.l !
(Msb, g ;) which is the only instance of its kind
except .J: (, g: in a copy of the MNb
5jj :b) itu f,h iJ of moderate temperament.

(1, TA,) more delicate than that of the t. and
that of the ,.l.1, and very fattening: (TA:)
the swallowrig haif a mith4.l of its liver is good
for the epile~y; and the introduction of its
gall-bladder into the nose once in every mouth
sharpwns the intellect greatly, and strengthens
the sight: (1J :) its jlesh is good for the dropsy,
benefits the stomachli, and increases the venereal
faculty. (Ibn-Secn&, TA.)_ Also, (S,) or
t.lq.., of which ~ is pL, (/,) or is

n. un. of J.a, [which is a coil. gen. n.,] (9,)
The young offspring of camels; the little ones
thereof. (9, 1 .)-J-.. ,? A certain game
(Fr, O) of the Arabs of the dert. (Fr.) See
also I.m..

s) see ., in three places.

'a_. [A hind of curtained canopy or alcove
or the like, prepared for a bride;] a thing like
a .3: (M, g:) and a place, (I,) or a tent, or
pavilion, or chamber, (q.,) (S,) adorned with
rloths (f, 1) and with raied couches (g) and
with curtains, for a bride: (9,1s:) or the cur-
tain of the bride, ithin a :. [meaning tent, or
pavilion, or chamber]: (Mgh:) pl. 31. (S,
Mgh, 1) and [coil. gen. n.] *,i... (1J.) [See
a.l% , and r. .]See also Jn'., in two place.

mee 4.jL, in two place

_'*'., applied to a ewe, (, a , TA,) Whose
fore and hind shanks are white, (S, 1, TA,)

I
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and the rest of her black: o in the M and 0.

(TA.) [See a1o . ,, vocoe .]

A horse that is Ja [q. v.] in three
lgs. (Fr, 1.)

t;.. [part. n. of j;] has for its pl. 'M.,
which is applied by Jereer to crows or ravens
[as meaning Leaping in going, as tdough shackled].
(TA.) [The fem. pi.] tqk.t. is also applied
to camels, (e, V,) meaning That haa been

munitten in their legs, (.,) or that hae been ham-
strung, (][,) and in con~eqnce walk not on aU of
their lek. (f8, .)

*aJ, (8,] , &c.) and 1.;'.., (M, ,) like
*it;L and a,., and .;j; and j, &c.,
(TA,) A flask, or bottle; syn. 3jtU : ( :) or
a smaU ;j U with a wide head, (., M, 0,) tthe
head] resembling a . and the like: (M,
TA:) or a ;j1U large in the lower part: (I :)
or one like the l1j of [the kind of perfume
called] i;pS: (TA:) pi. j1l. and Jtl_.;
(M, V;) in the latter of which, the U may be
inserted by poetic liceuse, or as a substitute for
one of the Js in 4jt-.. (M, TA.) [See also

' .i. [inf. n. of 2, q. v.: and also used as a
simple subst., signifying] WVhitenes in the legs
of a hors, (., Y~,) all of them; (];) or in three
of the legs; (v;) in the two hind legs and afore
leg; (Jg;) or in a hind leg and the twofeore legs;
(TA;) or in the two hind leg (., J) only; (I ;)
or in one lind leg only; (K ;) but not in the two
Jbore legs alone, nor in one fore leg ivithout the
other, unlehs ,ith the two hind legs, (AO, S, JI,
TA,) or with one kind leg; (AO, , TA;) whether
little or much, so that it extends [upwamds] beyond
tie pastern but not beyond the knee and hock.
(S,.) -Also A whitenet in a she-camers teat,
occasioned by the f.. [q. v.]. (K.)_-And,
accord. to ISk and the 1, A certain mark made
with a hot ir on uona camel: but sgh says that
the righlt word is ' ~ ., with >. (TA.)

J~4. Wearing Jt4.., i. e. anklets; [or
adlorned therewrith;] applied to awoman [with-
out; because men do not wear anklets]: if applied
to a man, shackled. (y/am p. 238.) - [And
hence,] applied to a horse, (, Mgh, Mob, ,)
Having what is termed . , as explained in
the first sentence of the paragraph next preceding;

(, ;) as also tJ...: (. K :) white in the
place of the anklet, and above that; wherefore
the horse is thus termed: (Ham p. 3 :) having
his legs, (Mgh, Msb,) all four, (Mgh,) wrhite;
the whiteneu extending [upwards] beyond the
pasderns, (Mgh, M^b,) to a third, (Mgh,) or to
half, (Mgh, Msb,) or thereabout, (Msb,) or to
two thirds, (Mgh,) of the shank. (Mgh, Mqb.)
When the whiteness is in all the four legs, he is

termed wt .: when in the two hind legs,

ji...Jl -)q.&: when im one of the hind legs,
extending [upwards] beyond the pastern, '.J;
e ll il or j.1l: when in three legs,

exclusive of a hind ls or of a fore leg, j;. a
0 ' L : or l,: when in the fore leg

Bk. I.

and hind leg of one side, 'iL. .tl a1 ;

.F.t' or JoL. -,l : when
on opposite sides, whether little or much, 3,;.

(.8) Hence, in a trad., ' .il ij.l
pJ U'i ; "I It * t [My followesn i
be tho ktaving a whits on the foreead and
on the wrists and ankles, on the day of resurrec-
tion, fron the effot of the ablution for prayer].
(TA.) [Hence also, because the horse that is

is conspicuous,] ii.q.al L t -S;

t He committed a bad and notorious deed. (
in art. A, q. v.) And the saying of El-Jadee,
satirizing LeylA El.Akhyaleeyeh,

$ I:M :;1 I -C- - M 

t [For U has committed a glaring, notorious

ded]. (Az, TA.) And ' . .l ; tA
day bright and beaming with happines and
cheerfulness. (Har p. 377.) - Also A she-
camel's udder having a whiteness in the teats,
occasioned by tluhe j. [q. v.]. (1.)~A woman
who keeps, or cleav,, to the JI3~ [pl. of 'a]:
and in like manner, a man; meaning tone wlho

eeps rmuch, or habitually, to the company of
women. (Iam p. 238.)

J y _: see J~. .

1._ '.m said of the breast of a woman or girl:

see 4 . .. ,; , (ISk, 8, a,) aor. ! and , inf. n.

,. , (.,) He (a child, ISk, S, TA) sucked
(ISk,?,]) the breast of his motlher. (ISk, S,
TA.) [Hence,] , aor. ', inf. n. °,
(S, Mgh, M9b,) He scarified him [and drew

blood from him with the '. ; i.e. he cupped
him]; (Msb;) he performed upon1 him the opera-

tion of the.l I , (Mgh,) or, of th , (S,)
who suck the mouth of the a-eq. [to draw the

blood]. (Az, TA.)-And [hence,] AJa ;,J
t The erpent bit him. (TA.) And ;__

l JS'il The stallions bit the qa. '(TA.)

And . l.,q., (TA,) inf. n. as above, (I,)
ftJe ate off the Jleshfroma the bone. (., TA.)=m

j;l q.f_, (., Msb, TA,) nor. l, (, TA,) inf. n.
as above, (TA,) He put a .. A. upon the mouth
[or muzzle] of the camel, when excited, in order
that he might not bite; (., TA;) [he muzzled
the camel;] he bound the camel's mouth [or
muzzle] irth a thing. (Msb.) - Hence, (iHar

p. 474,) !,l c .':.a, (8, M 9b, TA,) and
4; . ;. , (TA,) inf. n. as above, (I.,) I made

him to refrain, forbear, abstain, (., TA,) or go
back; (Msb;) or I witkAeld him, or restrained
him; (., ], TA ;) from the thing, (6, TA,) and
from hit female companion. (TA.) And_.a.
'aa ai He turned away his eye, or eyes, fr.om

him, or it. (TA.) And . il ? st I is
also mentioned, as meaning I withheld him from
the object of his want; or preented him from
attaining it. (TA.)

2. _..: see 4. m~ Also, inf. n. . J, t e

looked hard- (, TA:) and so, acoord. to Az

'- (TA.)
4.,. It (the breast of a woman or girl)

was, or'became, smeiling, prominent, or protub

rant; (Mgh, ;) s also , ., inf. n.q :
(s:) or was, or became, round, and ~elling,
prominent, or protuberant; u also t.*.: (A,
TA:) properly, became such as to ham wchat is
termed ', (Mgh, TA,) meaning projection,
protrusion, prominence, or rlotlube nce, and
elevation: (Mgh :) or, as some say, became such

that thae clin might such it. (TA.). -Is,.I

j;;; She (a womad) suckled the nr-born
child for the first time. (], TA.) ' ~
He refrained, forbore, abstained, or desisted,

from it; (?,V];) quasi-pass. of a'".q , like

asA 1 is of -;f-,; which are extr. of their
kind; (S;) and ,s , l signifies the same;
(. in art. _ ;) but is a rare dial. var.: (Ijar
p. 95 :) or he drem back from it, or him, in awe,
or fear: (l[, TA:) or he receded, or drew back,
from it; namely, a thing, or an affair: (Mqb:)

and .Jd!I po c ra I dreaded, or feared, the
people, or party, and returned, and left them,
after I had desired to go to them. (AZ, M9b.)
._,... l1 also signifies He (a man) advanced,
or wentforward; and so ,&.. 1: both of these
vcrbs thus having two contr. meanings. (MF.)

See also 1, last sentence.

8. ,.~1 He performed the operation of
cupping: (MA, KL, PS :) [or rather he had
that operation performed upon him; or had
blood dramn from him by that operation; a
quasi-pass. verb, like .l- and k.s;l and
j.t.1 and countless others:] or he sought, or
demanded, the performance of that operation

[upon himself]. (g, TA.) One says, 
.Sil C>. [app. meaning I had tome of the blood
drarn from mne by cupping]. ($.)He (a camel)
was withheld, or restrained, or prevented, from
biting [by being muzzled]. (TA.)

..m~ A rising, protuberant, or prominent,
part of a thing: ($:) a projection, protrusion,
prominence, or protuberance; (., Mgh;) and a
rising, or an eleoation: (Mgh :) or the part of a
thing that one feels beneath his hand: (El-
Ghooree, Mgh:) or the part of a thing that oue
feels projecting, protruding, prominent, or pro.
tuberant, beneath his hand: pl. .'. . ( .)

One says,. There i no projection,
protrusion, prominence, or protuberance, to his

elbow. (..) L says that..", ', 4 n means Onc's
perceiving the feel of the bones [or bone] behind
the shin: thus explaining it after the manner of
explaining inf. ns.: and ISd says, I know not
whether it be in his opinion an inf. n. or a simple

subst. (TA.) And Lth says that ,_.J means
One's perceiving the feel of a thing beneath a
garment: [and that] one says, ' a*''

'.L' . '.. 1 '.t~ , ~,- _l [which
plainly means, I felt the belly of the pregnant
woman, and perceived the bulging of the child in
her belly]. (Mgh, TA.) It is said [of a woman's
garment] in a trad., yi. [lit.
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X It does not describe thae projecting of her bones]:
meaning, the garment does not stick to her body
so as to tell what projects of her bones: it is
made to be a describer by way of comparison.
(lAth, TA.) - [In post-classical works it is
often used as signifying Bulk, bigness, or mag-
nitude.]

;.i_ [A muzzle for a camel, commonly a net
of cord;] a thing that is put upon the mouth
or muzzle, of a camel, (S, ],) when Ahe is excited,
(S,) to prevent his biting. (S, I.)

..~Jq, Gentle, nice, or skilful, in operation;

syn. bi 2; [in the CId, erroneously, uj] as an
epithet applied to a.... [or cupper]; as also
*g a1..b. (S.) -_ The t) [meaning vulva,
or vagina,] of a woman. (J., TA.)

a.m.~ The craft, or art, of theAt.. or. a.~.
[i. e. cupper]: (S,* Mgh, Msb, :) and the ope-
ration that he performs. (S,' TA.)

. -~A cupper; syn. ,~ [lit. one who is
in the habit of ,uching1; (s ;) one vho pe,forms
the operation terned .; (S, Mgh;) one who
scari.fles [and draws blood with the ". 4.;];
(Meb;) as also t o.; (S, M sb, .;) but the
former is an intensive epithet [denoting frequency
or habit]: (Mb :) so called because he sucks the
mouthl of the '&q . (Az, TA.) Hence the

prov. L C,e Gj ;jl' [A(ore unoccupied
than the cupper of Sdbdf (the name of a place)]:
for military forces used to pass by the man to
whom it relates, and he used to cup them on
credit, in consequence of want of employment,
waiting for payment until they should return.

(: more fully explained in the ]C in art. 4a.)

1: see what next precedes.

, : see what next follows.

~ _. The red rose: (g :) or [rather] a single
red rose: (A 'Obeyd, 8 :) pl. [or rather coll. gen.
n.] , . (A 'Obeyd, S, g.)

'. , (Mgh, Mb,) or 2 "~ , (TA,)
The place to which the 2 is applied, (Mgh,
Meb, TA,) in the neck: (Mgh, TA:) pl. ,, .
(Mgh, Myb.)

The scarifying instrument of the .
(.IAth,TA.) _ See also 2.-.. - And see

... : .6 ..
1: see__.

"2 -and t'... The , 0 [or glass veel,l
or the lihe,] of the ...14; (Az, 9, Mgh, Mb ;)
the thing with vhich the A.aq operates; (1 ;)
the utensil in which the blood produced by the
operation of A.b.. is colUected by sucking: (IAth,

TA: ) pl. ~..' (TA.)

;~,. A man (TA) who draws back much,
or often, in awe, orfear. (], TA.)

,,,j~. A breast sucked. (TA.)=-A man
[cupped, or] operated upon by the _,. .. (S.)

A camel [muzzled, or] hamng a .... put

thet a [which is said to be a species of .,4].
(TA.) And .. , pl. of L., Thefruit-sta/s
of grapes. (TA.) _ Also A thing, or portion of
a thing, that one ha drawn and appropriated to
oneself (TA.)

: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

,j- _ Sluggish, lazy, or indolent: (.:) from

hostile, or hostile and plundering, expedition, in
which the partyfeigns to be going in one direction,
and then turns to another: (A, ],' TA:) or far-

extendling. (S, .) And 4i4. . :<' t ve
journeyed a long stage. (S, TA.)

, . 65
~. 1 Crooked, [hooked,] or curved: fem.

,1._: pl. a..a. (.Ham p. 403.) You say,

WI :m.'. 'A,' Thte hawkh is crooked [or
hoohed] in the bill. (TA.) And ; 
.IJ.iI A hawk having crooked [or hooked]
talons. (S,TA.) And _,1.I /, [A hooked
nose;] a nose having the tip approaching the
mouth, and, Az adds, having its e iOZjd [or two
alae] receding in an ugly manner. (TA.) And
,1 · ,.l1 An ear having one [app. the upper]

of its two extremities turning towards the fore-
head, dlonnwvards: or lhaving its edges turning
towards the othler ear, in the direction of thefore-
head: (M, K;:) in either case, curving. (M, TA.)
And _~ 1 y, t Iair that is crisp, or curly,
in its extremities: or, accord. to AZ, n:avy hair:
(T:) or hair that is recurvate at its extremities

(.~ ), and intermingling: (M :) or hairform-
· · ·- S

ing a succession of rimples (.. :.), pendulous,
wavy, and crisp, or curling, in the extremities;
as also ' '. (g.)

" _: tA crooked, [or hooked,] or ecurred,
brand, or mark made with a hot iron [upon a
camel]: (. :) [originally inf. n. of 2; but in this
sense,] a subst., properly speaking, like 3 and
'm. (TA. [See also ' ])

"~. A croohed, [or hooked,] or curved,
stafor stich; as also * ;_. : (]g:) or a stick,
(IAth, Mgh, Ham p. 403,) or staf; (IAth, Hamni,)

or piece of wvood, (M sb,) with a crooked, or hooked,
head, (1Ath, Mgh,) or crooked at the end; (Msb;)

like the _".Jy: (S, Mgh, Msb, Ham:) one
dranws towards him with it the extremities [of the
branches] of trees, and the like: (Ham ubi supra:)
or a stick with a croohed, or curved, end, being
naturally so on tie tree on which it has grown;
distinguishled from a .IJ, the end of which
is crooked, or curved, artificially: (T:) or, accord.

to AZ, any stick with a curved head: (M.b :) or
it signifies also anything bent, or crooked: ( :)
pl. i,... (M,b, TA.) Theappellation 4-

.j>10 l [The owner of the crooked stick or taff]
was given to a certain man who, in the Time of

Ignorance, used to sit in the highway, and take
with his s~ one thing after another, of the

goods of the passers-by; and if any one were
cognizant of his doing, he excused himself, saying

that the thing had caught to his C~m. (TA.)

upon his mouth [or muzzle] in order that he may
not bite. (S.)

1. ~
· 1;. , aor. ;, (1, TA, [in the CI ;,]) inf.

n. ';_, (TA,) He bent it, or made it crooked
[or hooked]; namely, a stick, or branch, or slender
piece of wood; as also t * .a , (](,) inf. n.
, '.,> (TA.)_ tHe marked him (i. e. a
camel) with tahe brandi of tite ' ~ , which is
a line wvith a crooked, or hooked, end, like the
stick called >~...; inf. n. as above. (TA.) 
He drew it, or pulled it, [or hooked it,] (S, ]1,)
towards himself (S) with the ' ; as also
, 'a .1. (S, K.)_ t He turned him away

(K, TA) ;.:JI C. from the thing. (TA.)-
U.ae :, and s, aor. :, (1K,) inf. n. n.,

(TA,) He was, or became, avaricious, tenacious,
or niggardly, of it; (K ;) like d . (TA.)

jlJ :I,.0 ._He renuained, stayed, dwelt, or
abode, in the house. (K.)

2: see 1.

4. ~,.l1, said of the .a,; [or panic grass],
It put forth its ,oj..; (A 'Obeyd, S, K ; [in
the K, its L ;]) [i. e.] its leaves appeared.
(TA.)

5. ' ._ It was, or becam,e, crooked, [or
hooked,] or curved: (T, K :) said of a thing tIhat
is termed ~a.t. (T.)

8: see 1. - [Hence,] jLJI ·- 1 ie drew
the property, or camnels 4c., together (S, .K, TA)
to himself, (S, TA,) and took, or took possession
of, it, or them. (S, K, TA.) And -.I t lie
took possesion of it (i. e. a portion of land), ex-
clusively of others. (TA from a trad.) And

; S0.. ~ ..... l, lIHe appropriated it
(a thing) to h,imsef, exclusively of his companions.
(T, TA.) And j t,. ^ , 1.. t He took anay,
and stole, the ;property of another. (TA.)-
Also t He put the property, or camels fc., into
a good, or right, state, and drew together what
had become scattered thereof. (TA.) - And
Ac. '~:& tHe straitened him. (TA.)

Crookedness, [or hookedness,] or curva-
ture; (S, .;) as also t Q- .(K.)-- See also

: see ~!.

· a.: see .q.~. -_ Also Crispness [or re-
curvation] in the extremities of hair. (T, TA.
[See ~ -. ])-_ A place of crookedness or
curvature (ISd, TA) of a staff or stick (TA.)
- The hook in the Aead of a spindle, (S,0 1,*
TA,) with which the thread is cautght prepara-
tively to the twisting tthereof. (TA.) - The
ej~. , (g,) or e.., (s,) [i. e.] the leaves [or
blades], (TA,) of .- 4 [or panic grass]; (., ~,

TA;) as also t '.. .. (1.) And t* u [of
which · ;:; is the n. un., if not a mistran-
scription of C'. ~ ,] Tender, or soft, shoots, that
grow tpon the sides of the stalks of the .*Q4 and

a

.

l

t'P^ 

ltis mouth [or muzzle] in order titat he may tige a" [which ig said to he a species of.Al;J].

not 

bite. (TA.) And pl. of 35 * "

1;q.*., 

Thefmit-daMs

Of 

graPes. (TA.) ~ Also A thing, or portion of

a 

thing, that one Am dramn and appropriated to

onesel 

(TA.)

1. 

aor. ;, Q(, TA, [in the Cg �,]) ist£ .. if'

n. 

He bent it, or made it crooked L��: see the next preceding paragraph, in

[or 

hooked] ; namely, a stick, or branch, or alexider two places.

ece 

of wood; m also (1�,) inf. n. Sluggish, lwy, or indolent: (V.:) from

P.i 

a 

'

Chn.a.3. 

(TA.) He marked Aim (i. e. a

jJ 

0- (TA.)-ej~ ;jjI :A

catiel) 

miek tA# biatid of tite epm' ~", wh' h ' ' ' '

'c 

lo hojtiile or hostile and plundering, expedition, in

a 

line ivith a crooked, or hooked, en�, like tite 701tich'tlte partyfeigns to bequing in one diivction,

stick 

caikd em~ anil then tunts to another : (A, ]K,' TA or far-

He 

drew it, or puikd it, [or hooked it,] exten(ling. And U' ~"

ive
towards 

Aimulf nith the Cm~ ; as alsO journeijed a long stage. (?, TA.)

1 

He turned !ins away ss

~1 

Crooked, [Itooked,] or curwd: fem.

(1�.,TA) 

!U'AA eoofrom the thing. (TA.)~ --- . , 0 . '

PI. 

(yam p. 401) You say,

�eU 

and ',,w, aor. -, (VCJ inf. n.

~ 

p ~ 1 jj.WI Tite hawk is crooked [or

(TA,) 

At mair, o;b'ecame, avaricious, tenacious,

hooked] 

in ghe bill. (TA.) And

or 

niggardly, of it; (1�;) like dy ' ~ 1

W..J1 

A hamk havinq crooked [or hooAcd)

He 

rensained, stayed, dwelt, ot. y� ' ' ' A 009

talons. 

(S And ~ 1 hi�l [A ltooked

abode, 

in the house. TA.)

nose;] 

a nom having the tip approaciiing the

2: 

see 1. .1 1

naozith, 

and, Az addo, harinq its ejU,%ZU [or two

4. 

~ l, said of the -a [or panic gnu], alre] rece(Iiitg in an ugly manne;. (tA.) And

j't 

put forth *3 (A 'Oheyd, S, g;* [in �ll Ait ear havinq one [app. the tipper]

tile 

[i. e.] U3 leaves appeared. of its two extremilics turning towards the fore.

(TA.) 

head, downwards: or ltaviiiq its edges turning

5. 

em��' It was, or becopne, croolied [or '0'vap.il.,t the otlici. ear, in the direction of thefore-

head: 

(11, K:) in eitlier case, cui-ping. (M, TA.)

hooked,l 

or curved: (T, ]g:) said of a tliiii.e tliitt

And 

1 jat, ]lair that iv m,'rp, or curly,

is 

termed ~1. (T.)

in 

iti extre-mitie3: or, accord. to AZ, reavy hair:
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see 1. - [Hence,] jQI 1 lle dretv (T:) or hair that is recurmte at its extremilin

the 

property, or cainels jc., together (�, ]g, TA) anti intei.ntitiglin : (M:) or hairform-
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and ci.isp, or curling, in the extremities;
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also (1�.)

clusively 

of othets. (TA from a tmd.) And

He 
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(a 
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(T, 
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and 
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A 

loo t He put the property, or camels,yc., into CX.Zei. (TA. [See also C~ J)
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good, or i-ight, state, and drew together what

had 

become scattered thereof. (TA.) - And 0- A croolted, [or hooked,] or curred,
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C~I.

branches] 
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or 

a stick witA a croohed, or curved, end, being

3.;a� 
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turvation] 

in g/&# extremities of hair. (T, TA. naturally to on tits tree on witich it has gromn
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tively 
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1 Crooked, [Itooked,] or curwd: fem.

JUAM.m.: 

PI.

(yam 

p. 401) You say,

Tite 

hawk is crooked [or

hooked] 

in ghe bill. (TA.) And

~1
A 

hamk having crooked [or hooked)

Jam. 

(S ,TA.) And 1 [A hooked

nose;] 

a nom having the tip approaciiing the

naozith, 

and, Az addo, harinq its eji.Zzd [or two

alre] 

rece(Iiitg in an ugly manne;. (tA.) And

1 

Ait ear havinq one [app. the upper]

of 

its two extremilics turning towards the fore-

head, 

downwards: or ltaving its edges turning

toicartht 

the otlici. ear, in the direction of thefore-

head: 

(11, K:) in eitlier case, cui-ping. (M, TA.)

And 

~ 1 yLt, ]lair that iv m,'rp, or curly,

in 

iti extre-mitie3: or, accord. to AZ, reavy hair:

(T:) 

or hair that is recurvate at its extremilin

t�'i
G.~and 

intermingling: (M:) or hairform-

ilig 

a 3UCCC.Ysion of rimples 1 '"' "),pendulous,

and 

Crisp, or curling, in the extremities;

as 

also * OP)

tA 

crooked, [or hooked,] or eurred,

brand, 

or mark matic with a hot iion [upon a

camel]: 

(1�:) [originally inf. n. of 2; but in this

sense,] 

a subst., properly speaking, like and

em.Zoj. 

(TA. 

[See also

epa~ 

A crooked, [or hooked,] or curred,

stajor 

3iick ; as also * a.' �. �': (]g:) or a stick,

(IAth, 

11-li, Ham p. 403,) or staff, (IAth, H ni,)

orpiece 

of7vood, (Msb,) with a croolied, or ltooked,

Itead, 

(1Ath, j�igli,) or crooked at the end; (Mob;)

like 

tite _": (�, Mgh, Mob, Ham:) one

draws 

torvards him nith it ghe extremities [of the

branches] 

of ti.ees, and the like: (gam ubi suprh:)

or 

a stick witA a croohed, or curved, end, being

naturally 

to on tite tree on witich it has gromn ;

distinguislied 

from a the end of wliich

is 

crooked, 

or curved, artificially: (T:) or, acwrd.

to 

AZ, any 3tick with a curved head: (Mqb:) or

it 

signifies also anything bent, or crooked: (V:)

pl. 

(Mqb, TA.) The appellation

�j�1 

[The owner of the crooked.stick oritaj]

was 

given to a certain man who, in the Time of

Ignorance, 

used to sit in the highway, and take

with 

his Csr~ one tljing after another, of the

goods 

of the pusers-by; and it any one were

cognizant 

of his doing, he excused himself, naying

that 

the thing had caught to his C~. (TA.)

.. - C~- [Book 1.



CTA-.) -; W --i j .' L A skin that wiU not
hold, or retain, water. (TA.) - a _ L
':, I did not keep, or retain in mny mmory, of

it, aught; Hu also j .. i. (Ks, TA.) _ Also,
(,) iuf. n. s above, (TA,) He, or it, prenated,

or ihheld. (V, TA.) [See l1;..] - -...

,ea _ c,Ill inf n.
as above, (],) He remained, stayed, dwelt, or
abode, in the place, (8, ], TA,) and becamefied
[therein]; (TA;) as also & ".a ' (' , '.)
And q.. , (IAgr, lC,) inf. n. s abo:,e, (IAtr,)
He rtopped, or paused. (lAir, V.) - And

" .a., [in£ n. as above, (see Bam p. 523,)] He
was, or became, tenacious, or avaricious, of it,

namely, a thing; (8, ];) as also ~ t.U b

(TA.) And &o L;?, (Fr, 1, JI,) nor. :, inf. n.

0q.~a [or 1'.], (T1i,) He wam, or becarme at.-
tacked to it, and clate to it; (Fr, S, ;) as also

~ ,~; and 4 ~;_ (Fr, $;) and ^t j.
(Fr, TA.) t* . .3 also signifies He kept to thc

.~., or place of bending or turning of a valley.

(TA.) And jijl 1I4, , I preceded

you, or out went you, to this place, and clave to it

before you. (S, TA.) And [hence,] * tU

is said to mean t He mwafirst, or foremost, or

quick, to blame them. (TA.) - ', (V, TA,)

aor. :, (TA,) is also [said to be] syn. with 1t., (K,)
He ran; (TI;) thus bearing two contr. signi-
fications: (K:) but this requires consideration.
(TA.) - [Golius, as on the authority of the KL,
assigns to it also the meaning " Hilaris et libens
fuit:" but in this sense it is said in the KL to be
with . for its last radical letter: see art. .a..]

3. ;d3j i '_., (T, 8, ],) inf. n. of the
former skl- and '.1~ , (K,) I contended, or
vied, with him in intelligence or skill and know-
ledge, or in endearouring to show my superiority

in intelligence &a., (',i,) and I overcame him

therein; (i;) from m. [or lr] meating
" intelligence." (lar p. 0.) [And hence, I tried
him with an enigma or cnigmas, and orercame
him therein: (see 6:) or] I proposed to him an
enigma [&c.]: (T, TA :) [or I contended with him
in propoming an enigma or enigmas, &c.]: i. e.

'", ~;.1i: (8:) so in the handwriting of
Aboo-Zekereey&, and in that of Aboo-Sahl, [and
in my two copies of the g,] but in [some of the
copies of] the 8 d;o. (TA.) And ^ '._
[He was tried with it as an enigma to be ex-
plained by Aim; or he had it proposed to him as

an enigma]. (TA.) - ..;~. signifies [also]
The asking a thing of one much, so as to weary;

as aso ;itl.~. (KL.) .. And ., (1, TA,)

[accord. to the CV ta_., but correctly] like
,.,, (TA,) An engaging in conflict, or fjht.

(V, TA.)_ ee also 1.

4. L~ t, and , How well adapted or
di~poed, or Aow apt, meet, suited, switabb,.fitted,
fit, competent, or proper, or Aow worthy, is he!
(g, ]~, TA:) verbe of wonder having no corres-
ponding verb of the measure 3ji. (TA.) You

You my, aj,.i j. i 0. [lit. Such a
ons wil not Aick the crooked stick or staff],
meaning t uch a one is of no use, or stands one
in no stead: the saying originating from the fact
that a ew~ is put between the hind legs of the
camel, and if he be inert, or wanting in vigour,
he will not kick it; but if he be sharp in spirit,
he will kick it and go on. (TA.) And you say,

L qm*. a 1, meaning t Verily he is one who
puts the caitle into a good state, and pastures and
manage them wel. (TA.) Also tA branl, or
mark made with a hot iron, upon a camel, in the
form of a line with a crooked, or hookhd, end,
liketkesticksocaUed. (TA. [See also I .])

- And The [hooked] bill of a bird; because of
its crookedness. (TA.)

2.q C: see the next preceding paragraph.

CJY~ A camel marhed with the brand termed

Oq.4- (TA.)

1· 1 , (8, ],) nor. y.,_, (8, TA,) inf. n.
j..., (TA,) He thought, or opined: (8, TA:)
or he thought, or opined, a thing, and, doing so,

claimed it (1.), not being certain of it: (V:)
[or he thought it and asserted it; as appears from
a verse here following, cited in the TA as an ex.
of the meaning explained as above in the K :] and
4. tV .J, and j.. alone, Ihe thought, or

opined, a thing, not being certain of it. (T, TA.)

You say, lit& t ~.1 U1 I think, or opine, that
there is good in him. (8, TA.) And Aboo-
Shembel says, respecting Aboo-'Amr Esh-Shey-
binee,

[I used to think and assert Aboo-'Amr to be a
trustworthy person, until, one day, mifiortunes
befeU us]. (TA.) _- I !j, t . jiJI I (8,

#) He repaid, requited, comp~nated, or recom-
pensed, the people, or party, [with, or for, such

and such things,] syn. .. l;,; [so in my copies
of the ?, and in the V; but Freytag gives, as the
reading found by him in the $, .. lj, , as though
meaning he computed them by conjecture to be
such and sch in number; which is agreeable with
what follows ;] and Ae tho~Aght them to be so. (8.)
_ He directed himelf, or his course or aim, to,
or towards, him, or it: (Az, TA:) and V
;U /I he directed himself, or his cours or aim, to,
or towards, the thing. (.8, TA.) Also, (v,)
inf. n. as above, (TA,) He kept a secret: (1 :)
or he concealed it: (AZ, TA:) [and t q.1_b has

a similar meaning; for] you may, U-! il4._ '
.iL ~6, i. e. Thre is no concealment mith me in

r~pect of ^ch a thing; as also At1. J. (TA.)
- 4 9, said of a pastor, He doe not,
or wiU not, keep and tnd, or pasture and defend,
his camelb. (TA.) One says also of a pastor
whose sheep or goats [and camels] are lost by
him,and become dispersed," - L '&_. t
[He does not kep hiA ep or goats, nor Ais ca-
me, ~ being bt and boomg di~prsd].

say, i.L ,.&i L How well adapted or dispo~ d,
&c., i hefor that! (?, TA.)

5: see 1, in eight places.-You my also,
S. owm, meaning He Anero it, or unerstood
it, readily, or wKith quickness of intelligncc.
(AHeyth, TA.)

6. I.j ..3 They tried one another with enigmas:
[or proposed enigmas, one to another: or con-
tended, one with another, in proposing an enigma,
or enigmas: (see 3:)] from 4~ [or lq..]
meaning "intelligence." (Rar p. 189.) You say,

·a..a. o.(' [T1e try one oanother with an
enigma: or contend, one with anotoer, in pro

posing an enigma]: (, TA:) L IJl signifying

~l,;J!. (TA.)

8. Hefound out, ordicomre,d, (. ,)
that with which he was tried u an enigma to be
explained by him. (TA.)

1. ; or 0 . A side, region, quarter, or
tract: (8, Myb, ], TA:) and an extremity:
(TA:) pl. /*al. (8, M9 b.) - A refuge; a
place to which one has recourse for refuge, or
protection; as also t . (Lh, TA) and

;,~. (L, J in art. ,)Ew....Eated ground.
(TA.) - A place of bending or turning of a val-
ley. (TA.) -Anything by which one is miled,
concealed, or protected; (Mgh, Myb, TA;) as
also ?p . (Mgh, TA.) [Hence applied to A
parapet on the top of a house; as is indicated
in the Mgh and TA.]~-Bubbles upon water,
arising fromn the drops of rain: pl. [or rather

coll. gen. n.] of V k..: (~, 1.: [in the Cl,
erroneously, ;q.~.:]) the latter word, which is

like ~., is explained by Az as signifying a
bubble that rises upon nwater, like a fJlask; and as
having for its pl. 1I;,,: and the same word
(;4.._.) signifies also a pool of water, itself, such

as is left by a torrent. (TA.) See also _q..
-.. 4_,. is also used, by poetic license, for ,

q. v. (TA in art. -. )

s: see U-,; J&I .a.J di

means , & [i. e. Verily he is betaking him-
self for refuge, or protection, to the usons of such

a one; like : : but by rule it bshould be
~.J; and thus, perhaps, it is correctly written].

(AZ, TA.)

1_or q_ Intelligene, or understanding;
(f, Mbh, V;) sagacity, or saill and knowledge:
(g :) [said to be] from "- meaning "he, or it,
prevented, or withheld;" because it prevents, or
withholds, a man from doing that which is bad,
or corrupt. (TA.) And i.q. ;i. [Quantity,
nea~ure, c.]: pl. : .. (, Seo o 1;.;.
_ [Also said by Golius, as on the authority of

J, to signify "an enigma," as though syn. with

~q.i; but I have not found it in this sense in
any copy of the 8, nor in any other lexicon.]

ilu.: see 1-.

L'P~ ·a subst. signifying [q-- [i. e. A
66
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contkno in intelligpne &c.; and particularly,
in trsyg with an ~g or ei ; ins pro-
posng an mi~m or angi~ ; or simply the
propol~ of an enig~a; se 3]; (T, TA;) the
aubet. denoted by *.J e3 , ,; (s;) [or
ather by the verb J. * agreeably with the
foregoing explanation from the T;] also 1~..,
(Q, ], TA,) with a !ammeh, (V, TA,) and with
teshdeed of the U.; (TA; [in some copies of the

s erroneously written ;]) and Vm it:

( :) or t is the dim. of i..S.: (T, TA:)
and t; t signifies a ayig of which the mean-

int9 diffr from the letter, u also ' V ._ , ((~,)
but 4...1 is preferable, (T, TA,) and 4
t *s'aL:, (K,) like L. ~ ; (TA; [in the C~,

erroneously, a ~;]) [i. e.] t ~.1 signrifies
an e~ ; a rial; (MA, PP, TIV;) and so
9 4._; (P ;) or a question put to one with the
view of cauing him to mahe a mistake; (TA;)
and is from * [or 3. meaning "intelli-

genoe," because ;1~.t is like a vying, or con-
tending, in intelligence: (Xlar p. 9:) the pl. of
t lqme1 is 7.t1 and :g.1, (MA, and kar ubi
supri,) gre~bly with a general rule relating to

worde of its measure, a s ' and I,1. (Seer,

in gar ubi auprL.) One says, e.j Lb . '" °

t.b, ", [The qustion of contention with thee
in trying thins intelligence by an enigma, or the
enigma proposed to thee, it, WVhat is, or was,
such a thing, and such a thing?]: it means a
certain game, and a question put with the ce of
causing one to make a mistake: A 'Obeyd sasye,
It ie like their saying, Disclose what is in my
hand, and thou shalt Aave uch a thing. (S.)
One says also, I." 0. 9 j.0at . 1, meaning 

[i. e. I am heA wiw contends nwith thee in
intelUigence, or in trying with an enigma, &c.,

respecting this thing]. ($.) Ad tatid

~ ;-.I- [Between them is a contention in
intelligce, or in proposing enigmas, or between
then it an enigma, with which they try one ano-
thOer]. (s.)

8 U - He is adapted, disposed, apt,
meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, competent, or
proper, for it; or worthy of it; as also .

( , M , ,TA,) of which the pl. is ~_; (TA;)
and *.um, ($, M, ], TA,) which last has no
fern. nor dual nor pL form, ($, M,) retaining the
same form as fem. and dual and pl.: (M:) and
in like manner you may, iJt , vj a td ;I
Verily he is adqpted, &c., to do that; (, 1i ;*) and
. 4.... . ; audit . ("m; A . .

1#1; nd , .and (' )- -
also syn. with ._ [ Veouemntly desirous, eager,
&c.]. (KL)

g.~: see ~ a.., in five places. ~Respecting

this word in the phrasee4a .. , see itJm. (in
art. i.), near the end of the paragraph.

$.1 More, and most, adapted, di~oed, apt,
muet, suited, suitable,fitted,fit, competent, proyper,

or worthy: (TA, Yam p. 523:) so in the saying,

~.j~- I s( [He is more, or mot,
adapted, &e., to be tAu; or worthy of being
thus]: (TA:) and 1.j . I '~ [Such a one
is ore~, or most, adapted, &c.,for such a thing;
or worthy of it]. (Iam ubi supra.) Hence, in
a trad., Uijy1 e.. u~ J 1 1 [The
compantis of RsJi ddn are the most wortAy tribe
in EI-Koofeh]: or, as some say, the meaning is,
the most intelligent tribe. (TA.)

~.,: see a S .
el · l

A*...1: see in five places.

s. ee l -..

a~ Niggardly, tenacious, or ataricious.

e *, : see e,,-.

1. ,.., (A, Mgh, Msb,) aor. -, (Mgh, TA,)

inf. n. ., (S, Mgh, Msb, ]g,) lie, or it, pri-
vented, hindered, imleded, wvithheld, restrained,
debarred, inhil ited,forbade, prohibited, or inter-
dicted: (S, A, Mgh, Mob, .K, TA:) this is the
primary signification (Mg,h :) and he repelled,
turned away, or arerted, (L, K, TA,) evil [or the
like], and also a person from a thing, good or
evil. (L.) You say, I,C Heo , '
prevented, or hinderedl, andi nithheld, or re-
strained, the man from the thing, or affair.
(L.) And .. JI C.. UL. .ij,~ 1 prevented, or
hindered, such a one.from [fallipng into], or pr-
served him from, eviL (L.) And l m J 1 i 
'U' [God hath forbidden us that]. ($.) And

,.~_. ~;, (T, A, L) O God, prevent him from
hitting the mark: said with reference to a man
shooting, or casting a misile weapon, or the like.
(T, L.) And ~. He (a man) mas prevented, or
withAleld,firom obtaining good fortune, cceu, or

mtwhat he desired or sought. (L.) And t I ,_

O~ May God repel, or avert, firom us, the
evil, or mischief, of such a one. (L.) - [Hence,]

~,_, (~, L, MNb,) aor. - (L,) inf. n. _, (L,
Msb, ],) He inflicted upon him the castigation,

or punisdmett, termed .; (:, L;) he inflicted
upon him (namely, a criminal or an offender
[against the law],) a castigation, or punishment,
that should prevent him from returning to his
crime or offmence, and that should prement others
frmn committing such a crtime or such an offence:
(~,5 TA:) he inflicted upon him a flogging.
(M,b.)--. . 4 ., aor. ', (L,)inf. n.

.s.; (L, j ;) and :.; (L;) He distin-
g~ished, or separated by some marh or note, or
marhk or notes, a thingfrom another thing. (L,

!.0) And j.J, .s.., aor. and inf. n. as above;
($, Mqb;) and t&j, inf n. ,.d. ; (N;)
He distinguisdh the hous from tihe parts ad-
joining it, by mntioning [or defining] it limits. 

(Myb.) ~ [And hence, . in logic, inf. n. .,

[Boox L.

tHe definetd a word; as also t*~, inf. n. ]
(L, M,b, V,) or. t, (L, b, inf. n.

(; L;) and j.., ($, L, Mb, ],) [which is
more common,] inf. n. ,j.i.; ( ;) and t0.t,
(, L, L,) which is the form prefe~ed by Lb,

(L,) inf .n. ;i; (S;) and t_.L.; (As, S,
L;) Be edped, or sharpened, a knife, (L, ,) a
blade, (S,) a sword, (L, Myb,) or anything blunt,
(L,) (and pointed, or made dr-pointed, an
arrow-head or the like,] with a stone orfile. (L,

-.) [And hence,] el .. , aor. ; (Lb,
L;) and t (,L1, (L,) or ,l1 A ' .1; (m,
Mb ;) and v; ( in art W, &o.;) He
looked sharply at him, or it; (L;) or intoetly,
or attentively. (Myb.) , (~, Mgh, L, ,)
or tL., sl , , (Mob,) aor., and ', inf n.

;,t.. (s, Mgh, L, Myb, g) and ~;; (L, ;)
and 'tz ,., (Ae., $, A, Mgh, L, Mqb, ]p,) in£ n.
;1~.1; (Mgh, Mqb;) the former the more com-
mon in the language of the Arabs, but the latter
preferred by the early grammarians, (Fr,TA,)
and the only form known to A4, ($,) who rejected
the former; (Mab;) She (a woman) abstained
from the wearing of ornamentJs, (A 'Obeyd, ~,
A, Mgh, L, Mob, K,) and the use of perfumes,
(L,) and dye for tha handf c., (S, Mgh,) 1*.
cause forbidden such things, or becamse ste for-
bade herself, (Mgh,) and lmt on the garments of
mourning, (A,) after the death of her husband,
(S, Mgh,) or on account of the death of her hut-
band, (A 'Obeyd, A, Mcb,)for the period called

;.aJl: (K :) or sae mourned fur her husband,
and put on the garments of mourning, and ab-
stained from the wearing of ornaments, and the
us of dye for the ham,dt c. (L) The epithets

a 
applied to a woman in this case are 1.~. (,, L,

Mob, OC) and *,.m (S, A, Mgh, L, M9 b, K) and
t ~ also, but the first [always] without ;,
(Msb,) or both more chaste without . (TA.)m~
._, aor. ,, inf. n. ;urn; (S, L, Myb, V;) and
t* '.a4; (L, ]K;) [and app. tsm., q. v.;] It (a
sword, S, Myb, and a knife, L, K, [or the like,]
and a canine tooth, L) was, or becam, [edged,
or] sharp, or pointed. ($, L, Myb, ].) -_ [And
hence,] ~' , aor., f . in S n. ;.~, t He was, or
became, sharp [or effective] in re~pect of eloqumce,
and of intellect, or understanding, and of anger.
(L.) And **' ,u., aor. -, (S, L, /,) inf. n. ;_.

and ., (q, L,) HIe becamne excited agains him
by sdarpness, or hastiness, of temper; by iroai-
bility, pasionatenes, or angriness; (K, g, L,
g;) as also * t.7..: (TA:) and .I ,
aor. as above, inf .n.1.~; (L, ] ;) and tj~.,
(accord. to some copies of the l,) and ?.l;_, (~,
[in which it is not followed by 4*,,] A, L, ]g,)
and t.m...t; (L, ]k;) Ahe was angry with him;
($,5 A, L., ] ;) but Az remarks upon the last of
these verbs as not heard from the Arab ofclamieal
times in this sense: (L:) and V w j t Ahe
became easrated by them: ;yn. ...
(AZ, L.)

3. ),.*. as a trans. v.: see 1, in five places.
1
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- I;i > M. He repaired, or betook himself, to
the limits, or boundaries, of a country, or town.
(L.) And 11 ,j and ad He repaired, or
betook himself, to him, or it. (1,.) As an in-

trans. v., inf. n. ,. -J, It (seed-prodltce) nas
late in coning forth because of the latenes of
rain, (9, TA,) and then cameforth [pointed,]
without for/ing, or shooting forth into Separate

stalks or stems. (TA.) - L. ..: see 1.
., .·$ .· . ...

8..,.bjI _.3 tjl Our land borders upon,

or is conterminous with, your land; syn. 'trY .
(V in art. .3.) _ [And hence,] *.il, (L, K,)

inf. n. H..,, ($,) t He acted tonards him with
reciprocal anger and enmity (L, K) and olposi-
tion or contrariety or repugnance, (8, K,) con-
tending tvith him, (TA,) and refusin, to do what

was incumbent on him: (?:) like iAl: as though
meaning he became in the ., i. e. the side,
region, quarter, or tract, in which was (.,r oppo-
site to that in whichl was, Zj) his cnemy; like
as 1 means he became in the ,, i. e. the
aide, or quarter, in which was [or opposite to

that in which was] his enemy: (L:) and t .3J,

(TA,) inf. n. .b., (?,) signifies the same. (,
TA.)

4: see 1, in three places.
5: see 1, last sentence.

6: see3.

7. .1 It was, or becanme, slendtler. (TA in
art. 1.) - See 1, lutter part.

8: sec 1, lutter part, in thlree places.

10. . -a \s a trans v.: see 1. Also t lle
shaved (, .S gh, ,1) his ,ubes (., Mgh) with [a
razor of] iron: (Mgh, IK:) derived from '~-.'
(Mgh.) - See also 1, last sentence.

,., for .04,, in the phlrase Walj . t: see

,~..1, in art. _1.

.~ Prerention, hiplderanee, an impediment, a
withholding, restraint, a debarring, inhibition,
forbiddance, prohibition, or interdiction; (,
Mgh, L, Msl, (, TA;) as also v .: (S,L,
1 :) and, both words, a repelling, or an a rerting.
(J. [See 1.]) A poet says, (S,) namely, Zeyd
Ibn-'Amr lbn-Nufeyl, (TA,)

.. ... .' . .'.l

[Ye shall by no mean worship any deity except
your Creator; and if ye be invited to do so, say
Iye, There is an impediment in tbe way of it, or
a prohibition against it]. (, TA.) And one

Hay., * ;L; S t % , 6 (A,' L) There is
an impediment, or a prohibition, in the nay of
that respecting which thou hast asked. (L.) And

'i ;. 9 j ' There i. nothing to prevent, or
hinder, one from it. (L [But this admits of'
another meaning, as will be seen, under the word
;,_, below.])- [Hence,] A restrictive ordi-
nance, or statute, of God, respecti,g thi,gs lawJfl
and things unlanful: pl. >.~. (L.) The >j~
of God are of two kinds: first, those ordinances
lwes;bed to men (T, Mgh, L) retpecting eat-

ables and drinkabile and marriages pc.; what
are lawful thereof and what are unlanfeul: (T,
L:) the second kind, castijations, or punishments,
prescribed, or appointed, to be inflicted upon
him lwho does that which he has been forbidden

to do; (T, Mgh, L;) as the ,m of the thief,
which is the, cutting off of his right hand for
stealing a thing of the value of a quarter of a
deenar or more; and that of the fornicator or
foraicatress, wlich is flogging with a hundred
stripes and banishment for a year; and that of
the adulterer or adullteress, which is stoning; and
that of the person who [falsely] charges an honest
or a married woman with adultery, which is
flogging with eighty stripes [as is also that of
the person who has committed the crime of
drunkenness]: (T,L :) the first kind are called

.j- because they denote limits which God has
forbidden to transgress: the second, because they
prevent one's committing again those acts for
which they are appointed as punishments; (T,
Mgh, L ;) or because the limits thereof are deter-
mined: (Mgh:) the latter kind of ,~ is also
explained as being that [castigation, or punish.
ment,] which prevents the criminal from return-
ing to his crime, and prevents others from com-

knitting his crime. (L, K') ?. Ur1 db ,J
in a saying of 'Omar, means Hadst thou seen
htim engaged in an affair requiring the infliction
of the _.a. (Mgh.) -A bar, an obstruction,
a partition, or a separation, (., A, Mgh, L,
Meb,* K,) between two things, (S,A, L, ],) or
between trwo places, (Mgh,) [or between two
Jersons,] to prevent their commixture, or con-
fuiion, or the encroachment of one upon the
other: (L:) an inf. n. used as a subst.: (Mgh:)

1)1. .j~.. (L.)- A limit, or boundary, of a
land or ternitory: pl. as above. (L.) [Hence,

;JI jt. t IIe, or it, exceeled the proper, due,
or common, limit; was excessive, immoderate,
beyond measure, enormotns, inordinate, or exor-
bitant.] - [And hence, in logic, tA dIefinition.]

It is applied by the learned to the i_' of a
thing, [or thlat by being which a thing is what it
is,] because it is [a term] collective and restric-
tive. (Mgh.)-The end, extremity, or utmost
point, of a thing: (S, L, K :) pl. as above. (L.)
_[t The point, or verge, of an event.] The

, .. .. - ,.... .

saying _ . ~ lr Uije .L means t A

Mjuslimeh brought to the point, or verge, of being
subjected to an infidet' lying with her: and in

like manner, ,.4 , ~ Ji. . tA

Muslim brought, bv beating or slaughter, to [the
point, or vcrgc, of i denying God. (Mgh.) 
The edge, or extremity of the edge, (S, L,) and
point, (L,) of anything, (S, L,) as of a sword,
a knife, a spear-hlead, and an arrow: (L:) the
part of a sword [&c.] wivth which one cuts:

(MF:) pl. as above. (L.)-See also ~.., in
four places. - [And hence, app.,] Arms, or

weapons; as in the phrase a-1j3 [Possessors
of arms or nreapons: or this may mean: persons
endowed trith valour]. (Iam p. 143.) - A side,
region, quarter, or tract. (L.) - t Station,

standing, rank, condition, or the like; syn. L3...
(KL.) [tA case: as when a noun is maid

to he j.l , . 9 in the nominatie caM.--

And t A class, or category: as when a verb is
said to be , , _ of tke clas, or category,

of -- [: quarter of the year.] You
say, C i o4 .sil : He remained, stayed, or
abolde, during the quarter of the &ij. (A.)~
Sec also ~j,.

J: see .

J_. A snall qutantity of water or milk &c.
remaining in a vessel or skin; syn. in.A and

are. (K.)

:;. [Slarptems of a sword, a knife, or the

like: see 1]. [And hence,] ! Sharpness, or
hastiness, of temsper; irascibilit!y, passionateness,

or angriness; (Ks, , A, L, ;) as also * .:
(Ks, S, L, ]g:) $ sharpncu [or .flbctivenes] in
respect of eloquence, and of intellect or under-
standing, and of anger: (L:): sharpness, pene-
trating energy, vigorousness, effctirenss, anti
briskness, in the performance of aiff.ir.; and also,
in matters of religion, writh ambition to attain

3-
nwhat is good: from ~ as signifying the "edge"
of a sword [e&c.]: (L:) and * the latter word,
[or rather both,] 1 a man's sharpness, penetrating
energy, or vigour, in the exercise of courage;
his mettle; (LI;) his valour, or vrliantnes, in war.

(S, A, L, 1g.) You say, t.; J ).0I t Verily

he is one nwho di.lwlays sharpnesu like that of a

knife. (L.) -- ,. and ,~, as denoting a
quality of any thing; are syn. (IL.) [Both signify
t Sharpness; vehemnnce; force; and strengthl:
and] both, t the force, or strength, of wine andl

the like; syn. !-# ; (Msb and X, in explanation
of the former, [which is the more common,] in ar.t.

j.;) meaning #.; (MF;) and 4'L. ($ and
L in explanation of the latter in the present art.)
[Also, the former, t Pupngency; acridttes:tx.]

.~o,: see m., first four sentences. - You say

also, ;j. ,1 tM ; ; L;, (S, A,') and

· 3Y .a ... s tIL., (i,) and ',a. (g,TA,)
with damm, of the same measure as ;j. , (TA,)

or *ao, (so in the C.K,) I hare no way of
avoiding, or escaping, this thing. (g, A, ].)

And I1, h; , .. ~ ,.1 - * Ifind not any
may of avoiding, nor any way of escaping, it.

(S.) Also, (L,) and I; ,~ , (AMb,) Pre-
vented, hindered, impeded, withheld, restrained,

debarred, inhibited, forbidden, prohibited, or in-
terdicted. (L, Myb.) You say, jI I. '
Tlij is aforbidden, or prohibited, thing; a thing
unlanful to be done, or committed. (Q. [See

also what follows.]) And IiS , t4 s;;
(v,*A, L) Fotbidden be it that it should be so:

like as you say, Ut;& .LU1 Ji1 ~.J ' it a. (Q,

A, s L.) .. g I1 also signifies A disallo?wed, and
vain, orfalse, thing or affair. (L.) And ij.
v_ A vain, orfalm, pretension. (P, L, g.)

.lj,^ like .A , [indecl., a proper name, for

E)hm.$, fem. act. part. n. of .; like J1J for

;j?4lI; and hence, for ; Jl. I;] occurring in

A
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the phrue, , b..l. (O averter, avert him, or
it]: mid [with respect] to him whose aspect, or
countenance, thou dislikest. (A, 1.) - [It is

A4
also a proper name for ,,.JI; like j,i for i;t
or ujlp1; u in the following hemisfich:]

[May there be an impediment in the may of her
/il, or mischief: an impediment]. (L)_

.Jdl,a.: see the next paragraph.

(1], TA,) with d mm, (TA,) or t;jt, (so in
a MS. copy of the V and in the C],) 7Te utmost
of tAy power, or of thine ability, [fill be] thy
doing snch a thing; and the end of thy case; syn.

JiL, (V,) [or iJJ,] and , .---u (TA.

;.l.;. The black garment of mourning [wMor
by a widow]. (8, A, Mgh, L.)

.,;. i q. , (A.) You my, ; ,i
' Such a one is th ecloe, or next, neihbour
of muc a one; meaning that the house of the
former is next by the side of that of the latter;
(A,* L;) or that the land of the former is adjacent
to that of the latter. (8, L) And $ * &
1,11 t , i. e. tl.: [le is my net neighbour

in rspect of houe]. (A.) And .,! l. 1 _. -.?

and t1blm. (L, ],) or 1.l id., (A,)
My hous is close, or next, or adjoining, to his
Aous; meaning that the limit of the former is
like that of the latter. (L, ].) Also, (8, L,
M9 b, VJ,) used us mm. and fern. without ;, and

also us fern. with T, (L,) and tI., (8, L, Msb,)
but this is disapproved by IKh, (TA,) though
allowed by some as agreeable with analogy,
(MF,) and t;l,, (A, L, ],) and t.jl, (AA,
S, L, [,) [Edged, or sharped; or] sharp; ap-
plied to a sword, (8, M9 b,) a knife, (L, M9 b, ],)
[and the like: and pointed, or sharppointed:]
pl. [of the first] ia.., (8, L, 1V,) mus. and fem.;
(L;) and Lt,.. and Sl.., (L, 1,) fem. (L.)

And .*. .,i and ;& A sharp canine tooth:
(L, 15:) tJm. thus applied has not been heard.
(L)_ - [Hence,] .j ,A man who is
hAarp [or offectiv] in repct of eloquence, and

of intellect or undetanding, and (as also t.,
) of anger: pl. :i,t and i~L.. and ;l.. (L,

V.) And ;1G. t Sharp tongue. (S)
And .?" ._ J. [A man who loob sharply,
or boldly;] a man not tupected of evil, so tAat
he should cast down his eyes. (L.) .,jll .ti
.Dd- [in the ]5ur L 21] means tAnd thy sigAt,
or intellect, to-day, is] sharp, or piercing; so
that thou perceivest therewith what thou didst not
know, or what thou deemedst improbable, in thy
life on earth: (Jel :) or thy judgment, to-day, is
peetrating. (L.) [Hence alo,] ;ls , i.]t
(L) and t _. (L, K) IlA harp, or pungent,
odour. (L, V.) And J i &.i~ .5 A she
caml whos cud MA a pum~t odour; (], TA ;)
which is a quality approved. (TA.) m .~.-

also signifies [Iron;] a certain subsianee, (L,)
well known; (, L, ;) so called because of its
resistance: (?, L:) ? S&.). is a more particular
term, ($,) signifying a piece thereof; (L;) [and
an instrument, or implement, thereof:] pl. ,1, t.
(8, L, V) and (.;1.; ($, L ;) the latter (which
is erroneously written in the ]5 ;La,.., TA) is
a p1. pl., (L,) sometimes occurring in poetry.
(.) It is said in a proey.,

'; 3."J*' . : .. -. a

Verily iron with iron is closn, or cut. ($ and 1]

in art. U.) And in another, -_ 5 
?tt [Thou beatest upon cold iron]: applied in
relation to him who hopes foi that of which the
attainment is remote, or improbable; and to him
in whom is nothing to be hoped for. (gar
p. 633) - Also t Like iron in hardnes: ap-
plied in this sense to solid hoofs. (Mgh.)

0. ..
l1b.t, One's wife. (8h, 1].)

T IhM- The office of a doo~r-eeper. (Mb.)-
The art of a blacksmith, or worker in iron.
(Mgh.) [The art ofa makr ofcoats of mail.]

5 j.j : see . a.

~,., : see ;.^., in art. 1..

L1oM A door-eeper: (8, A, Mgh, L, Myb,V:)
so called because he prevents men from entering.
(Mgh, L.)._.A eeper of a prison: (, Mgh,

>) because he prevents persons from going out,
or because he works the iron of the shackles.
(8. (cee what follows.])_The person who in-
flicts the punishment termed _: so in the saying,

jALJ l a,,..J q.I [7he pay of the inJficter

of the .. is to be imposed upon the thief]; or,
as some say, the meaning here is, tAe keeper of
the prison, because, in general, he has the charge
of the amputation; but the former meaning is
the more probable, and more obvious. (Mgh.)
- A lleUr of win ; a vintner: because he with-
holds his wine until he obtains for it a price that
contents him: so in the following verse of El-
Aph&:

4) .9 ia ' 1''.

c . .. . .. 

,1 ,; . J!

t

a

[And we arose, oAhn our cock had not yet crowed,
to a rine-jar smeared roith pitch, in the poeion
of its seUer]. (l, L) . A blacksmith; a worker
in iron. (Mgh, L, ].) A maker of coats of
maiL (TA.)

1...~.: see 

_.~ Short (L, 1) and tAick: an epithet
applied to a man. (L.)

t..; femrn. with t: see ,~., in two places.
~ See also 1, voce ,. -

.l1 [More, and most, sharp: &c.]-You say,
)jjl . a > p t; e is of he most harp, or
haty, in temper, or of the mt irascibe, pa.-
sonate, or angry, of me. (A, TA.)

[Boo I.

~.,, or .,: see jj..

. and it: see 1, voce .j..
J.. 0-..

j.....: see .j. - Also A man (L) denied,
or refued, good, or prosperity; prevant d, or
with,eld, from obtaining ood; (T, L, ;) and
so I,^, with damm, (1,) or t.a~; (as in the
L;) the latter heard only ftrom Lth: (T,TA:)
withebld from good furtun 4c.; (8, L ;) with-
eldfrom sustenance; contr. of ;j..o: (Mgh:)

and witiheldfrom evil. (L, V1.)

t.;. and cl.: see &., in four places.

.: see ~: nn d see also ; , in two
places.

3. Uo.. UL.

,ou: see il.~: and se also SOI., in two
place.

1,.: see MIm, in three places: and see
also what next follows.

t.. (A, 8, 0) and tt~,., but tdie former is

tho more chaste, (TA,) A double-headed .dM
[i.e. hAoe, or adz, or axe]: (At,, [a:) (a kind
of '.m Ueed in the present day is a hoe with two
heads, one at each end of the handle:] or thie

head of a ,i: and the Ahead of an arrow: (] :)
pl. of the former t ~, (A9, S, I) [or rather this
is a col. gen. n.] and -J?~, (!, TA, [in the Cg
1.~J,]) mentioned by AO and A9 and A'Obeyd;

(TA;) and the ~l of ;,i~ is t1 .a (TA) [or

rather this, like I.~., is a coll. gen. n.]. m See
also the next paragraph, in two places.

;la., (S, Myb, 15,) or t1 , [lut see what

follows,] sometimes pronounced 1 , (Mgh,)
[The kite; vulg,,arly called .1~;] a ce'tain
bird, (8, Mgh,1,) ercll known; (S,] ;) a ce-
tain noxious bird; (Msb;) surnamed ,,;.j' 
and '.L.'l M,; (TA;) that preys ~pon large
field-rats (0jI.): (Mgh, TA:) J and 8gh say
that the word shiould not be pronouncedl t 1.;
but Agei mentions this pronunciation on the
authority of [some of] the Arab; and accord. to
IAqr and IAmb, the ,,ol [see above] and this
bird were sometimes called alike I F .. and

t ~.: the more approved pronunciation of the
name of the bird, however, is with kesr [i. e.

Sa~-]: the pl. is t 1~ (8, M.b, 1) and T,,
(],) both extr., (TA,) [or rather the former is a

coil. gen. n.,] and 1~: (M 9b, ]:) and the
following are variations of the name of this bird:
J.., and ., (TA,) the latter said by A1,t
to be an erroneous form of the word, used by the
people of EL-.ijhz, (Mgh, TA,) and 1 , ,

app a dim, for 4 ., also pronounced ad~ ,
(T$, TA,) and j., occurring in a trad. in con-

junction with .Ail [for ~,1], (Mgh, TA,) of the
dial. of the people of Mekkeh. (TA in art. j~)

1

1

I
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Hence the saying, Jj , t , ('S, ~1,

TA,) for which the vulgar say, 1,. IJ., (S,)
[accord. to some, meaning 0 kite, 0 kite, a bullet
is behind thee: accord. to others, 0 Ifidd, 0
Hidd, lBund.uah is beind tAee: Es.h-Shar4ee

(Ibn-FA-$uutalmee, TA) says, (l,) .a/. and Ji.a.

were two tribes, descendants of I;j O4 1,. and

L Cai , (?, ,) and both of * i ,;
(S, TA;) the former in El-Koofeh, and the latter
in El-Yemen: the former attacked the latter, and
obtained spoil from them; and then the latter
attacked the former, and destroyed them: (TA:)

and hence this saying: (S, 1, TA:) or 1~ is

here an apocopated form of ;~..: (S, :) so

says ISk: (?:) and AO says that by it is here
meant the bird [i. e. the kite]; and by i4, the
thing with which one shoots [from a cros-bow,
namely, a bullet]; and the prov. is used to caution
a person: accord. to Ibn-EI-Kelbee, it is applied
to him who esteems himself cunning in an affair,
and is outwitted therein by another: accord. to
the A, to him who is threatened with an evil near

at hand. (TA.) it ~/ also significs The iiWJ~
(meaning the fore part, TA, [or the fore part
from beeath the ear to the middle of the collar-

bone,]) of the nck of sa horse: (A., I :) pl. ;C.
(Ah,TA.)_Sce also t1a..

I,a.. and a£a,.:~ see the next preceding
paragraph.

L ~j_, aor:, ink. (.S,* A, Mgh,'
Myb, n ;) and o., and .a3, (1,) and
tij.ml_ ; (9, ];) IIe (a man, Msb) was, or

became, humnpbacked; (Mghi, Mb ;) he had a
lrominent, or protuberant, back, and a hollor, or
receding, chest (A,* 1K) and belly: (1 :) [accord.

to the Msb, from ., signifying "elevated
ground ;" but the revelse is indicated in the A:]
and it (the back) was, or became, humped, or
protuberant; (S, A ;*) as also t.r.a,Jl. (KL.)
. And the first, tlt (a thing) rose, or grewt up
or out, high: (KL:) [it u;as, or became, gibbous,

or conv ; as also .sj 1 ] %' _ .. , (,
A, 15,) inf. n. as above; (KL,TA ;) and 4,.3;

($, A, 1 ;) :He wat, or became, affectionate,
favourable, or hind, to him. (S, A,* 15, KL,

TA.) And tliJ Q. ' .- , (1, TA,) inf. n.
as above; (TA;) and *,4d; (1g;) : Seu (a
woman) applued herself constantly to tiu care of
her child, or children, aqfer the los of her hua-
band, not marryin, ag!ain. (15:, TA.) ,.~J.

, or. , inf n. H..a ,, He repelledfrom him,
and defended him. (MF, TA.)

2. [inf. n. of ?~] The act of ele-
vating, or raising high, the bach. (KL.)
[And, accord. to Golius, as on the authority of
the KL, The making a thing gibbous, or convex:
but this meaning which the word has in the pre-
sent day, I do not find in my copy of the KL.]

4. 4a~lI He (God) rendered him humpbacked.
(a.) t He, or it, rendered him affectionate,
favourable, or kind. (KL.)

5: see 1, in two places.-a ,# j. lIc, or

it, clung, or clate, to it. (VE, TA.)

6: see L

7: see 1.

9: see L

12: sec 1, in two places. -Also tIt (sand)
was, or became, curved, or winading; or curved,
or winding, and long. (15.)

,.r~. .S igh, or elevated, ground; so in the
K.ur xxi. 96; (8, A, Msh ;) as also t 4.a; and

so ,jl 4 4 : (A:) or ugged and high
ground: (T, K:) pl. .. l- (S) [and app., accord.

to the TA, .~rl1 also, a pl. of pauc.]. And

3J.. jL : Sand brought by the wind, [or
blown together,] and elevated. (A, TA.) And
hence, as being likened to such sand, (IA*r, TA,)

y il ~j t What is scattered, and heaped up,
of [the species ofbarey-grau called] L~. (IAXr,

K, TA.) And h11I ,j. t The elevated ,aves of
water: (T, TA:) or the rolling over of water,
volume over volume: (1K, TA:) or the rolling of

mater in waves. (TA.) And .a l .,.j t The
motion and waves of the pool of rwater left byl a

torrent. (IA~r, TA.) And -JI 4J.- 1 TIhe
rise, or nvell, and abundance, of the torrent.
(A,TA.)_-tA slope in a declivity; expl. by

jj~, as in the correct copies of the 1,
and in theL; in some copies of the I . ; (TA;)
[in thie C15: j.a..;] as thc , of waves (in
some copies of the ], of the wind, TA, [an evi-
dent mistranscription, .1I for ..il,]) and of

sand. (1].) tA mark left upon the shin; (A4,
;) such as the [weal or] snelling and thickness

produced by beating. (Ay, TA.) The intense-
na of the cohl of winter. (A, .) A certain

plant: or the [plant called] :. ($.)

.,,.A_: see ,._.. - Also t Affectionate, fa-
vourabe, or hind. (A, TA.) You say, #,,...

&a.! 5 l ]ie is affectionate, &c., to his brother.

(A.) ~ b!; A land abounding with the

plant called ... (1K.)

.1~ A humnp on the bach. (Az, S, A, Mgh.)
_See also ,.

. _..,a, like .tli, (1K,) indecl., (TA,) tA yeat
of drought, barrennec, or dearth: (1:) or a
year of sevr~ drought. (TA.)

: _.J..: see what next follows.

.,al Humpbached; ($, Mgh, Msb ;) having
a prominent, or protuberant, back, and a hollow,
or receding, chest and belly; (g;) and t 'r_

signifies the same: (Sb, ., ]g:) fem. of tho formner

i't._: (Mqb:) and pl. .. (Msb, TA.) ;lI
t W"." (dim. of g.,.-), meaning A little hump-
backed daughter, occurs in a trad. (TA.) 

Hence, t~ ;JI1, (see a verse of Kasb Ibn-Zu-

heyr, voce ;JI, in art. J3l,) tA gibbous bier: (A,*
TA :) or (as used in that verse) it means a dis-
tresing sate, or condition: or an elevated appa.

ratus. (TA.) And ioa L.j; t [A gibbou tract

of sand]. (ISh, 1 in art. ,, &c.) And 1Ui

;tt;., ($, A,) or ~. i$j, ( A1,) t A she-camel,
($, A,) or a beast, (Y,) the prominent parts of
chose hips, ($, A, V,) and the bone of ~hos back,

(TA,) appear, (S, A, 1,) by reason of her lean-

nes. (A, TA.) And ' ; 4 i_' and ;l are
expressions used in the same sense: (L, TA:) pi.

)~l,J* ,j.... ($, L, TA.) .a.~.1 is the
name of A rein (3j) penetrating into, or lying

rewithin, the bone (.AJ [app. a mistranscription
for ali tihe upper portion]) of the fore-a,rm.

(K ..-.. e.,...j (A) and. g iU,. (A, TA) SA
dfficult affair: (A,TA:) and,~,.. l(A,TA)and

,) ,,j.. (1) :difficult offairs; (A, , TA;)
sing. (_ [for n.4 . !L or the like]. (.)

And , l ! A severe, cold year. (A, TA.)

[Hence,] .~A.. je. tA quick driving. (TA.)

- [Hence, also,] ,.~'1 [used as a subst.]
f Vehemence, severity, difficulty, or distrem; syn.

:.1J. (1K.) [Also tMore, and most, affec-

tionate, favurable, or hind.] U .La .

· O*l_.l, said of Aboo-Bckr, in a trd. of 'Alee,
means t The most affectionate, favourable, or
kind, of them, to the Muslims. (TA.)

1. .±,., (S, A, Mgh, MNb, 1,) aor. J, (Mgh,

Msb,) inf. n. M. (S,Mgh, Mqb,) and il_,

(A, g,) It was new, or recent; contr. of., :
(S, A, 1:) it (a thing) camnu into exiUtnce;
began to be; had a beginning; began, or origi-
nated; existed newly, for the first time, not
having been before: (9, Mgh, Myb, TA:) but
when mentioned with ,j, it is written .i.,~,

with damm to the >, (MgS , M h ,) as in the

saying, 1,. t.A.j j L jiJ.l, (s,) or oi.,&
lJI, (A, Mgh,) meaning Old and new anxieties
and thoughts [came into my mind, or his mind,
or overcame me, or him]; (TA;) or old and newn
griefs or sorrows; (Mgh;) the former saying
occurring in a trad.: (TA:) the verb is not thus
in any other case [in this sense]. (S.) You say,

.' d ;,_ A vice, orfault, or the like, origi-
nated in him, or it, not having been before.

(Msb.) And .1 .±... An affair, or event,
originated: (Mgh:) or happened, or came to pass

(S.) ,.,, is of two kinds: ,.j ,
whichl is A thling's being preceded by ~o-eist.-

ence: and j13 .,.s.~.., which is a thing's being
dependent upon anotherfor its existence. (KT.)

-1 and ;a_,M [as inf. ns. of which the
verb, if they have one, is, accord. to analogy,
1, ~.,] relating to a man, signify The being

young; or [as simple substs.] youthfulness.
(ISd, g.)

2. 1j. [He told him, or related to him,
sominething; he discoursed to him, or talked to
him: see also 5]. You say, .N%1 ;J._, (L,)

and ~ .,., (A,* L,) inf n. , a word of
well-known meaning, ($,) He told him, or related
to him, the story, or narratire, or tradition. (L.)I
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[And ... / He related traditions of Mohammand:
and ijJ 4, J.rj he related such traditions
heard, or learned, from ruch a one: the verb in
this sense being an Islamee term.] -[Hence,]

j, ; I '- tI left the countries, or
towns, resounding with a buzzing, or confused
roise. (Th, I8d.)

3. ,_ :,1. , (TA,) inf.n. ;jl, (s , ,)
lie polished his sword; (,0 ],*, TA;) [as thougk
he made it newo by doing so;] as also t 1o,

(TA,) inf.n. l (.-) Hence, ." f;.

i3J 1 Zy, a W 11i· .S* JI tPolish and
l/eane ye thee hearts by the remembrance of

(lod, like as the sword ij polisied: [for they
quickly becoame sullied:] a trad. of El-HI.osan.
(TA.)m>jt_ -Jt ii and , J, words of well-
known meaning, ($,) are syn.: (18:) [but the
former generally relates to two persons: tie
latter, to more than two:] you say, ..L ,.I_..
[Ife talhed, or conversed in words, vithi his com-
panion]: (A:) and I3Jb.. and '1.l.. [ThTey
talked, or conversed in words, toelther, or one
with another]. (TIJ.)

4. i..~ ($, A, M.b, TA) and t*.u.a.I (A)
He (God, ., or a man, Mob) brought it into exist-
ence, caused it to be, made it, produced it, effected
it, or did it, newly, for the first tione, it not having
been before; began it, or originated it; invcnted
it; innovated it. (., Msb, TA.) [Hence,] ,±.Il
j1( [He browght to pass an event]. (lCur lxv. 1.)
And 6.1. b,.~l He originated an innovation

[see .o.]. (TA.)_. See also 3....Also ~..i,
(., L, Myb, ],) inf. n. .. !I, (Mqb,) firom

.JM.tJI, (1,) tHe voided his ordure; or broke
vind: (L, ]:) it has both these meanings: (L:)
or he did a thing that annulled his state of legal
purity. (Myb.) [See _,..-.]- And He coan-
,titted adultery, or fornication: (], TA:) and
in like manner one says of a woman [J ].
(TA.)

5. b.imi [He talked; conwrsed in words;
told, or related, stories, or narratives]. (a.) And
a, 4,.3 [He talked of it; told it; related it];
(i, A, Myb, ] ;) namely, a q..., (Myb,) or

what is termed M,,... (. , .) And ,,
:"I j.J [He talks to nomen]. (t, A.*) [See
ablo g.]_ It is said in a trad., l I

: [God shall end the clouds, and they shall laugh
with the bet laughing, and talk with the best
talking]: the talking here mentioned, says IAth,
is said to mean thundering; and the laughing,
lightning; thundering being likened to talking
because it announces rain, and its near coming:
or by laughing may be meant the smiling of the
earth, and the appearing of the flowers or blos-
soms; and by talking, the talking of men in
describing and mentioning the plants or herbage:
thlis figure of speech is termed a Jt~4, and
is one of the most approved kinds of j t;.1. (TA.)

6: ee 3, in two places.

10: see 4. ..- You say also, Ir. , ,, lie

ab

found nen tidings or information: ($:) or he
gained, or acquired, tidings or information. (A.)

:,J. 3.~ and *.,. and &.P. and t* .
() and t ./', (L) A man of many stories or
narratives, (I ]g,) and ywho relates them well: (L:)
or t. ~. .j and t,. a.. signify a man who
relates stories, or narratives, well: and J.j
)t4j signifies a man of many stories or nar-
ratives; (., A, El-Wi'ee;) but is used by the
vulgar to signify a man owho relates stories, or
narratives, well. (EI-Wi'ee, TA.) And yod say

,JJ ~ J. .j A man who is a companion of
kings in talk (S, A, K) and in their nocturnal
converoations: ($:) and LJ ,.,a. one wAo talU
to womcn; (8,A;) or who talks wnith women.
(Az, TA in art. .) And Vt. ~ [He ir
his story-teller]. (A.)

. A novelty, or new thing; an innovation;
a thing not known before: and particularly re-
lating to El-lnidi [i. e. to matters of religious
doctrine or practice or the like]: (Mgh:) [and

so V,.L. '{; for] ;..l , ';3. (pl. of
·.±~,i, TA) signifies innovations of people of

erroneous opinions, (Msb, TA,) inconsistenat with
the doctrines, or practices, of the just of pre-
ceding times: or rhat is not known in revealfl
scripture, nor in the Sunneh, nor in the general
contventional tenets of the doctors of tlhe law:
and .L_,, [in like manner,] an innovation that
is disapproved, not agreeable with custom, or
usage, and not known in the Sunnek. (TA.)
' tS', ~.~, occurring in a trad., means He
entertained an innovation; [i. e. he embraced,
or held, it;] or he was content, or pleasd, with
it; or he bore it patieatly: or, as some say, it
is j' 1,. j.9, meaning he entertained, or har-
boured in his dwelling, a criminal, or an offender,
and protected him friom retaliation. (TA.)-
Also i. q. t k,>_. and t OU,_ [in some copies

of the C t.A,] and t., [signifying An
accident, an event, a hap, or a casualty: and
generally an evil accident or eoent, a mishap, a
misfortune, a disaster, a calamity, or an ajlic-
tion]: ($:) [the most common of these words
is t DI;.; and its pl., 1, is more common
than the sing. :]. the pl. of ,~ is , 1.,_1.
(TA.) jU,l ~l I_ and t ~I. (A, V) and
t dO.ad., (]4,)or, as is said by Fr and others,
this last is * JI ., (TA,) signify The accidents,
or casualties, of time or fortune; or the evil
accidents, or calamitite, of time or fortune. (A,
]~.) t:.1 j. occurs used as a sing., said to be
put by poetic license for tV0i: and this
latter is also used [as a pl.] for L.1j.: so say
Az and AAF: and it is said to be a noun in the
sense of 11 1j. and ~l 44,,. : accord.
to Fr, the Arabs say, [using it as a pl.,] :tWa,
;jU.JI (The accidents, or evil accidents, of
time, or fortune, destroyed u]: some say
Ot$3.JI, making it dual of .,., and meaning
thereby the night and day; like as they say [in
the same sense] O JI and ) sJ4i &c. (TA.)

[BooK 1.

([Hence] %.s. is a term applied by Sb to
Tbe,~a4 [or infinitive noun]; because all jLt,
are [significant of] accidents [considered as sub-
sisting in, or proceding from, agents]: and the
pl. which he assigns to it in this sense is li_l.
(TA.) The voiding of ordure; or the break-
ing of wind; syn. h,,1 l: (1 :) or legal impurity
thlatforbids, or prevent, one's performing prayer
ic.: (KT:) or a state annulling legal purity:

pl. .l..i. (Myb.) [See 4.] _ I.q. ) t[The
rain following that caled thl ,]: (L:) or
,~1,.'1 [pl. of L 1nJl] signifies the rains of
the commencement, or first part, of tAe year.
(,.) - Young, applied to a man, (A,* L, Mlb,*)
and to a horse or an as or the like, and a camel,
and, accord. to IAar, to a mountain-goat: (L:)
pl. .i..~` (A, L, M1b,) and C3UA . (L.) You
say ,. j",, (Th, , L, &c.,) and t'J.
I >,, (Th,S, A, Meb,.,) and j, : , (IDrd,

,; [but this is by some disallowed, as will be
seen below,]) A yowng man: (., L, lhb, ]C:)
and in the pl. sense youn say 'l,.. ClJ.L and

J(.g- _[plia. of I:], (-,) and .:IA J.
.ZJl and 'JI t,Ia., [or these, as is implied

above, are not allowable,] and ;Jt i.'. [pl.
of t4 ]. (ISd, TA.) J says, [in the .,]
if you mention the &, you say J.1 ' t ?.
[lit. Young of tooth]: and IDrat say, the vulgar
say, 'Jl '~., , like as you say ' JI M;
but it is a mistake; for .ka. is an epithet applied
to the man himself, and is originally an inf. n.;
one should not apply it as an epithet to the w
nor to the ,, ' nor to the Wi; but t ,, , is
an epithet applied to anything rcent. (TA.)

il.1 see .j, tirt sentence; each in
two places.

& ,: a c .

U. .: ee what next follows.

41;,. The first, or beginning, or commenc-
ment, of a state, or a case, or an affiair; (, A,
Mgh, ;) as also * L;i.,": ( gh, , :)
and its frAshness; which is also a signification
of both these worda. (l, Mgh.) 80o in the saying,

3 ,)l ill; !l and V &;t^ [Do thou
that thing while it is in its firt and feh state].

($, Mgh.') One says also, t,$ I; _.. U `i`
and V1r t~ jhb and ~4? t,jA tI came
to him in the beginning, or first period, of khi
youth. (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybinee, TA.) And
it is said in a trad., addressed to 'Aisheb, j9i

TA,) or, u some relate it, ,s. I il, which
means the same, (Mg ',) i. e. Were it not for the
shortnme of the period that has dtapsed sin thy
peopl were in the state of infdlity, I ouldd
pull down the Kaabeh, and build it [anew]. (TA.)

See also 1., in two place.

,jt*_, used as a sing. and as a pl.: see l .,
in three places.j
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4..j New, recent; (I ;) contr. of .i:
( :) having, or lhaing had, a beginning; exist-
ing newly, for the first time, not having been
before; as also Vt $ .: (Myb:) brought into
eittncwe, caused to be, made, produced, or dotne,
srwly,for thefirst time, not having been before;

begun, or originated; invented; innovated; as
alwso *A . (TA.) _ ee sj~, last two
sentences, in four places. And see ,^.. You
say also, tL, ~ ,. He is, or neas,
ecently become a M.uslim. (Mob.) And ^,4.
,~ ., (TA,) or aI,Jt6 or _, ,
(Mgh,) Men lately in their Atate of infidelity'[or
in the state of paganism or ignorance]; who have
but recently ceased to be in their state of infidelity
[&c.]. (TA.) Also i. q. * [Information; a
piece of information; intelligence; an announce-
ment; news, or tidings; a piece of newNs; an
account; a narration, or narrative; a story;
&c.]; (8, K;) employed to signify little and
much; ( a ;) and ' .'~ signifies the same:
(I:) or a thing, or matter, that is tcalled of,
told, or narrated, and transmitted: (Msb:) [and
talk, or discourse:] and [in like manner] APJ_1
signifies a thing that is talked oqf, told, or nar-
rated: (S, . :) or this last signifies a wonderful
thing: (IB, TA:) it has been asserted, says
MF, that there is no difference between Z~m.l
and :o_ in usage, and in denoting what is
good and rwhat is evil; in contradiction to such
as say that the former peculiarly signifies that
[kind of story] in nwhich there is no prqfit nor
any truth; such as amatory stories, and the like
fictions of the Arabs: Fr asserts it to signify
peculiarly a laughlable and an absurd story; differ-
ing from .: and Ibn-Hishim El-Lakhmee,
in his Expos. of the Fe, says that it is only used
tdo denote what is bad, or evil: but Lb replies
against him, in his Expos., that it is sometimes
used to denote what is good; as in a saying
mentioned by Ysnakoob, which see below: (TA:)
the pl. of A.o. is &d1.1, contr. to analogy,
(9, ~,) said by Fr to be pl. of V a~ $, and
then used as pl. of , (8,) but lB says
that this is not the case; (TA;) and O,. and

are also pls. of , (.. , , TA,) some-
times occurring; the latter, rare. (TA.) You
say, ;1 L .. _~ .: (TA) and a. tu
(9, A,* TA) [I heard a good story or narrative
&c]; both meaning the ame. (TA.) And y;.'

~ V 2J_ ,i Jl EjiJ [A good story of
kiim became spread abroad amono the peopie]:
a saying mentioned by Ya4oob in his" I16h."
(TA.) And Z"7j0 . ~2..1' [A pretty story],

and d ,jj1o. [pretty stories]. (A.) And

· I.~ CiJ. jt. sJ [S Such a one has become
the subject of a story, or of a wonderful story:
and in like manner, as is said in the A,
~-O~ 1)L.: there said to be tropical]. (IB,
TA.)- Hence the %.i. of the Apostle of

God: (Myb:) [i. e.] '. also signifies A
narration of a [: (L:) [meaning 4s-

Sy.i, i. a. a tradition, or narration, relating,
Bk. I.

or describing, a saying or an action !c. of Mo-
Aammad:] this word and ri both signify a
tradition that is traced up to Mohammad, or
to a SaAhdbee, or to a Tdbi'ee: (TA in art. i. :)
or , _ is applied to what comes from the
Prophet: s., to what comes from another than
the Prophet- or from him or another: and ;,
to what comes from a Companion of the Prophet;
but it may also be applied to a saying of the
Prophet: (Kull p. 152:) the word in this sense,
i. e. the 4o_ of the Prophet, has for its pl.
only . ..L_; and therefore Sb mentions it in
the category of those words which have pls.
anomalously formed; such as `, , pl. ,jai;
and t, pI. 3lI,t4. (TA.) [ written
at the end of a quotation of a part of a trad. is for

±.~. O.J-! .Read the tradition.]-, , .. _
[A holy tradition or narration] means wuat
God has told to his prophet by inspiration, or
by a dream, or in sleep, and the prophet has
told in his onm phraseology: the lRur-ain is
esteemed above this, because [it is held tlhat]
its words also were revealed: (KT:) that of
rwhich the n'ords are from the apostle, but the

meaning is from God, by inspiration, or by a
dream, or in sleep. (Kull p. 288.)

i,.: asee 1~, in three places. [Hence,]
Ji ail. : Youth; the first period of life.

(TA.)

.1~: see ~..

u_.-: see j.~., in three places.
,,0 

USi .: see .. ~, in two places.

,~1.: see e , first sentence.

Sjh,.; and its pl., .l1a.: see j~., in fou,r
places.

·2m.l More, and most, new, or recent: fem.
J,.; as in the phrase J.o. 3 1 !, occurring
in a trad., MIy wife who was more, or most, re-
cently married. (TA.)

tv.l.-: see ,s, in five places.

±'J.m: see j~. : -and see also ,j~.,
in two places. - Aiso, applied to a poet, i. q.
Wjy9 [A post-classical author: itself a post-clas-
sical term]. (Mz 49th _.) [And 3 JlI
The moderns; or people of later times; opposed
to ;.j;ii.]

h.d..: see %~.

,.~. A true, or veracious, man: (.1:) a
man of true opinion: (S :) of true conjecture:
(A, TA:) inspired; into whose mnind a thing is
put, and tvho tells it conjecturally and with
sagacity; as thou.qh he vwere told a t/hing, and
said it: occurring in a trad.: (TA:) such was
'Omar. (A, TA.)

'~_. A teller, or relater, of stories, narra-
tives, or traditions: [and particularly a relater
of, or one Milled in, the traditions of Moham-
mad:] ' d l in the sense of X. , signify-

ing a company of men telling, or relating, stories
&c., is an anomalous pl., formed by assigning it
to the same predicament as words of similar

meaning, of which l.., pl. of L;., is an ex.
(L.) See also $-.

;'.,L o,lb t Land upon

called .p,.,. has fallen. (L.)

which the rain

I. ,..,, (s, A, K,*) aor.;, inf. n. ., (9,

]g) and . (TA,) lIe bound the .~ upon
Iim, i. e., upon the camel; (, A, IF;) as also
t a~.1: (1:) or he bound upon him the q1_.',
i. e., the [saddtle caUld] .A, and its apparatus;

(Az, TA;) which apparatus consists of thoe Jl;jl.X

with the two girtts called the ,;Ltb and the .,

without wehich a cnamnel is not [said to be] ..

(Sh, TA.) [See t..] Accord. to J,
also signifies lie bounid loads, or burdens, and
divided them into camel-loads: (TA:) but this
is a meaning that was unknlown to the Arabs.
(Az, TA.) J cites as an ex. the words of El-
Apshi,

[Is it for separation that hler loads are bound
&c. ?]: but he addls that, neaccord. to one reading,
the poet said t.~Il: and this [SM says] is the
right reading. (TA.) -[Hence, .~. is used
to signify t lie betook himself to warring for the
ake of the reli;ion.] 'Omar is related to have

said, Lj Uj.. U a. e _ L.a &b, mean-
ing Perform one pilgrimage, then t betake thysJef
to i'arring for the sake of the religion until thou
become old and wveak, or die; ..lI literally sig-
nifying bind the 4l~. upon the camel. (Az,

TA.)_[Hence also,] , (TA,) inf. n. * ,
(15,) l .Ie imposed upon him in a sale. (K, TA.)
You say, ;L. ! .. , (A, TA): I1 imposed

upon him with a bad sale, and & wn7ith bad
merchandisc. (TA.) The person imposed upon
is liliened to a camel upon which a 41.1. is

bound. (Az, TA.) -And J,3,; .. f 
imposed upon him a heavy dorn;y, bj deceit and

fraud. (A, TA.) Also, nor. ., inf. n.
He cast .:~ [or unripe and hard coloyntlh,
or small colocynsiu, or small and green colocyntih
or nmelons,] at him. (A, TA.) - Hence, (A,
TA,) A. _', (s,A,) iuf n. C"" (1')

I lIe shot at him wit an arrot. (, A, .)
And Lt~ s.-., inf n. , ? He beat him,

or struck kim, with a stajf, or stick. (Ibn-El-
Faraj, K,* TA.) - [Hence also,] --4Jl ... ,
inf. n. li, e cast suspicion upon him. (IC,

TA,' T1.) And *,4 J a*_ (?, A) : He
accused him of the crime, or offence, of anothe.,
(9, TA,) and put it upon lim. (TA.) And ' .'
*y*>, (S, A,) aor.;, inf. n. m.. (9, TA) and

67
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C:,$~; and tl , inf. n. .e ; (TA;)

lie east his eyes at him; ($,TA;) as also

*'. 91Ej y,.: or he looked itntently, and sharply,

at him: or he looked at him with a look whichk

he [the latter] stupected and dislike/: (TA:)

)thut 5. in looking may be unattended by alarm,

or fear: (Az,TA:) ' ~.3 is like ,

(s,) syn. therewith: (I :) and also signifies the
lhoking intently, after alarnm, or fear. (TA.)-

Also ., aor. , inf. n. r,',, t lie (a hors)

looked at the figure of a mnan, or the like, seen

from a distance, or heard a sound, and raised
his ears, and directed his eyes, towards it. (TA.)

a * ~~~~ 0 0a-

2. ... , if. n. ~.j3: see 1, in two lplaces.

4: see 1, first sentence.1JJ~ l a.l ;.1. ~.J..
The colocynth-plant bore, or produced,fruit such

as is termed 's. ($.)

•- A certain thing upon which the women

of the Arabs of the desert ride; not a J' nor

a vpb: (Lth, TA:) a certain vehicle, or thing

to ride upon, for women, (Az, ., A, ~,) like the

AA~, (Az, $, (,) and like the r:3; (Az, TA;)

as also tA.j /: (, A, ,:) pl. of the former

and 1~ (, A, 14) and _ (AAF,

TA;) and pl. of the latter .J1~: (Ya*oob, g,

A:) Az, however, says that ISk makes no differ-
s

ence between the Lj~. and the t 4.1j~, though

there is *a difference between them accord. to
the Arabs, as will be seen from what follows:

Sb says that Lr.m. is a name given to a j

bound upon a A [or small kind of camels
saddle] when it is bound upon the camel at once

with all its apparatus: he also says that 9.l,r.

is a name given to the apparatus comnpoued of

the ;j.], pl. of ;tL, q. v.,] which are also called

.,..iJl i ', ,[and which are appertenances of

the .. J,] wlen they are filled, and drawn to-

gether, and bound, and tied to the .,I: [and

lie shows, in his explanation of the verb --.

that this apparatus conmprises the j and J1 1.,

nith the two girths called the Oti and the ".~:

this is what is meant in the J~ by the saying that

t .. ,ar,JI also signifies l"l:] Aboo-.a'id El-

Kilabee says that * 3l.s1~ signifies the apparatnt
(;I.bl) of the MJ: and Az says that it signifies

the .r with its apparatus. (TA.) - Also A

load, or burden. (., K..) - And [its pl.] .r.,,

Camel with their Jl_. 4 [or saddles]. (TA.)

,._ [a col. gen. n.] The colocynth, or colo-

cynths, when unrile and hard: (TA:) or when
become hard; (., TA;) before becomting yellow:
(TA:) or small colocynthl: (A:) or the colo-
cynth or colocynths, and the melon or melons, (M,
I,) while small and green, before becoming yellow,
(M,) or wohile continuing succulent, or fresh, or
green: ([ :) or [more correctly] the melon or
melons; and the colocynth, or colocynths, while

continuing succulent, or fresh, or green: (T:)
n. un. with ;. (L.)

-Iq.to-: see 5.a./, in five places.

1. ;., aor.: (M, Msb, , &c.) and , (M,

1S,) inf. n. _ (T, ., M, M.b, I) and js,
(T, M, V,) He made to descend, or to go down
or downwards or down a declivity; sent, let, or
put, down, or from a higher to a lower place
or position; (T, $, M, A, Mel, ;) as also tj.l:
(Msb:) [or this latter is not cllhaste; for, accordl.

to J,] one says, 'ilA ;j~ he lonered the shilp;

or sent it to a lon'er place, (fi,) or fr,om a hig,he,'
to a lo)ver part of a river; (A;) but one should

not say, j~.l. (..) You say also, . 1 j.,

A.JI 'C lie roUed down the stone fr.om the

mountain. (A.) - 7L j j. Aj I Deartth,
scarcity, or drought, malde them to descend [.friom
tkhe desert]; brou!ht them to a descent; (T,8 ;)
brtought them, (TA,) or brought thelm dotnm, or mnade
them to descend, (A,) to the tonsns, or villayges.

(A, TA.) - O , J A J, lie tum'ed
down theL A [or mutler'] from the )a,rt beneath

his chin. (TA.) - .:;I j~, aor. ands,

inf. n. o,_1 and ;., Ile shed, or let fall, tears;

as also Vt j~.. (TA.) And 1 c * ,. O 1,

(A,I ,*) and ej,_, inf. i. , (K,) S TThe eye

sheds, or lets fall, tears; (A;) or flons with

tears. (g.) And J2 I j,~ .JI I [The

tears maltske the collyrium to flow dlownn]. (A.) 

"'~ '"" ' J"'' (A,) aor. l., (TA,) inf. n. ,J-,

(J,) I The medicine made his belly to discharge

itself. (A, ].) [And j ,l j.~ t1 It (a medi-
cine) caused the nenstrual flux to lescend: sec

;j...] .~., (T, 8, Mgh, ]J,) aor. ' and ,

(K,) inf. n. .; (S, Mgh,K ;) and tj..l,

(T, 8, A, [,) inf. n. j~.; (Is;) lIe made

the skin to svell, (T, 8, A, MgAh, K,) and to
become thick, (A,) by beatig. (T, S, A, Mgh.)

I ;>1 _, (A, I~,) aor. ' and:, inf. n. j;

(K;) and t j l, (S, K,) inf. n. j;l1 ; (I ;)

t He twisted the unon'oen wvanrp, (.K,) or the cx-
tremnities of the unn'oven warp, (S, A,) of the
garment, or piece of cloth; (S, A, ;) like as
is done with the ends of [a,'ntents of the kind

called] a-,h [pl. of ,L-,]: (S:) because its

length is thus diminished. (A.) , Sec 7. -

[Hence,] ;;w.l I jJ-, (S, Mgh, M.sb, ],*)

and 1j 1 .ll #, (S, Mgh, Mbl,,) and .U,l'I ,

(Myb,) aor. ' ($, Mgh, M,b, ) and :, (K,)

inf. n.;.~; (S,Mgh, Mb,Jl;) and tj, inf. n.

· J-t'; (];) and i;lil j.., (A,Msb,) and

;o,i,, and L&U.I ; (Msb;) I He hastened, or
was quick, in the reading, or recitation, (S, A,
Mgh, Misb, I,,*) and in the call to prayer, (S,
Mgh, Msb,) and in the [form of words called
the] *UlI; (Mb ;) and he hastened the reading,

or recitation, &c. (Msb.) . and j_,

inf. n. [of the latter, accord. to analogy,] U~.,
It (a bow-string) was thick and strong. (TA.

[See also jl-..]) And [hence, app.,] I It (a

rBOOk I.

bIoy) was, or became, such as it termd j;t

[q. v.]: (TA:) [or] .tom, nor. ; (Lth, A.,. ,

A, ] ;) and >j, aor. '; (ISd, ;) inf. n. [of

the former] 3;jI (A,K) and ;.-; ($, K;)
t ihe was, or became, compact in mnake, (As, S,
K,) and thick: (TA:) or short and fiesy : (A :)
and he was, or became, fat, with thickness, (K,

TA,) and shortne.ss. (TA. [See;t..])- And

~, (T, $, A, K,) aor. £ (T,. $) and , (~,)

ilaf. n. )Ob (T,$ , A) annd j~; (1 ;) anil
tjJ,I, inf. n. t1,,,l; and tj,,., inf. n. j. 3;

(K, TA;) or tho first form only; (T ;) I Ii (the
skin) becanne swvollen, (T,. , TA,) as also tj.i.jl,
($, K,) hly reason of beating: (T, S, TA:) or
beamnte swollen and thick, by reasonF tihereof.
(A, X.)- 'a2tI :;., inf. n. (I t-, t The

eye was, or became, large and #wide: (M9b:)
nasx, or became, beautiful. (TA.)

2: see 1, in four places.

4: se! 1, in four pnaces. Also J1 J~
tile se'wd the garment, or piece o!f cloth, the

second ti,,'l, , fte,r the [slight sewving termed] J.,
or J:. ( .)

5. i. :.JJ (5, ') and t j,. (A) The

tears descended gently, or little by little. ($, A,

K.') And A.c;1; I san
the rain dslest'nli'ng and ,droplping upon his beard.
(TA.)

6: see 5, in two places.

7. j1,il lie, or it, descended; went wn',n,

downwards, donm a declivity, or from a hkither
to a loner place or position: (., A, Msb, K:)

and [in like manner] j.., inf. n. j, (TA,)

or j.., (A,) he nent don,n, or descended, a de-

clivity. (A,TA.) [Hence,] i;' Jl, ~;f!
I went ldonwn to El-lla.rah. ($.)_ Also lie
journeyed, or went, towards El-'.lrdi, and Syria,

anld 'Omdn: ol,posed to w_1i, whlicl signifies
" he jolrnv;yed, or went, towards Nej,l, and El-
Hijifaz, and ElU-Yemen :" (ISk, on the authority of
'Omimrah, TA in art. _- :) or the former, he jour-
ny!ed, or went, tonwards ElE-'Irdk : and the latter,
"lie journeyed, or went, towards the Biblch:"

(Aboo-Sakhr, T, TA ubi suprt :) and *; _ is

used as an inf. n. of the former; like as s'." ' is
of the latter: (T, TA ubi supr :) also, the former
verb, he returned from any town or country: and
the latter, " he commenced a journey or the like,
in any direction." (Ibn-'Arafeh, TA ubi supra.)
- Also, said of a place, It sloped down. (Mob.)
- See also 1, last sentence but one.

j,.: see ,^ in two places.

pj. A single thread, of the threads of a [gar-

ment of the kind called] L.b. (TA.) [See ,.1

.~;J .]--i~.~. ,. (Ay, T, ., Mqb,l) and

·.. ;"> (1s) tAn eye compact and hard: (AV,
T, 8:) or thick and hard: (]:) or wide and
large and projecting: (T:) or large and wide:
(Mqb:) or large: (i:) or wide: (TA:) or
sharp-sighted. (s.)

ij.~ A herd of camels, (., 1,) like, or about,

a £i, (8,) which is [as some say] from ten to
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forty: when they amount to sixty, they are termed

a Ab.~: (TA :) afJock of sheep or goats. (L4,

TA.)-See also 3;j~.

l,_~s: ee . X tA beautifWd
eye. (TA.)

L5J : see ;iM..

,j.,. (., A, M,b, 5) and >j_ ($, 1) and
t t,1;~, (T, 1,) of the same measure as :Lo,

(T,) [in the Cld, erroneously, °.m.,] and ~,.1

and t ; ]A (1) and t;`. '. ($, K) [which is of

frequent occurrence] and t ;j - and ;-.a-,

or t;j, or Jt~j , (as in different copies of

the 15, the last of these being the third form given
in the Cli,) A declivity, or declivou place; a
place sloping down; a slope; a place of descent,
or by which one descends: (8, A, Msh, 5::) a
j3~ is at the foot of a mountain, and in any

place. (TA.) You say, 4au p~ '
[We descended a d.ificult declivity]. (A.) And

1 - L. . L.b [As though he nwere de-

scending a declivity]: ($:) occurring in a trad.
(TA.)

$~-: asee what next follows.

5;,.~. and ' j3~ and V ?3;. X A flowV, or
.foing, of tears from the eye. (Lh, ISd, K,
TA.)IAlso the first, (,8,) so accord. to the M,

&c., (TA,) or t *'_., (1],) Multitude, and con-

gregation (S, M, 5:.) You sary ;..s-
A tribe numeros and congdegate. (, M.)

j1. A rope strongly tvisted: a bow.string
strong andfull. (TA. [See also 1.]) -A thick

spear. (TA.) And .1ja. Thick and
round knots, or joints, of a spear. (TA.) -A
cake of bread (¥..4) complete: or having thick
eidges. (TA.)_ sA man compact in make: ($:)
a boy short and fhy: (A:) a youth thick and
compact: (TA:) or full of fat antd flsh, with
sofnes, or thinnes, of skin: (Lth, Az:) a boy
full in body, and of great force : (Th:) or a boy
fJlU of youthful vigour; as also oj>.: [but this
is an intensive epithet:] (Lth, Asz:) or afat boy:
(1:) or a boyfat, thick, and compact in make:
(I8d:) or goodly, or beautiful: (ISd, ]5:) pl.

3;... (TA.) Also the fern., j1m., tA thick, or
bulky, she-camel. (T in art. .Jj.) And the oame,
tl+Buky in the shoulderjointu. (lB.) And .!
[the pl. fem.] tCompact and bulky camels or the
like. (TA.) - tAnything fuUll of moisture, and
of beautiful make. (TA.) And dl ;a. tA
she-camel having fUl eyes: (f:) or having eyes
full of fat, equal, and beautifuL (TA.)_-A
tribe congregated. (TA.) - A lofty mountain.
(TA.) - See also ;o..¥.

;j.,. and to;. (. ,:) and ,. (;)
and V * (Th, 5:) and ? i;_and tad,;

and V j;.. and Vjj;. and t'.;, (5,) of

which . is the most approved form, (TA,)

The black of the eye. (., ].) One says, si
S. ; and * (;V 0 ) and

a and * ;;;t . (TA) tIe is deed bur-
;nsome, or troubksome, by him, so that he cannot
look at him by reason of hatred. (, 1.) And

u;9 & .;,i~ and Uic I ;;~ tI
made Aim, or it, a conspicuous object, or a thing
infull vi~ew of my eye. (., I.) Several lexico-
graphers mention these forms in art. j,., re-
garding the i as a radical letter, as it should not
be held to be augmentative, when occupying the
second place in a word, unless on strong evidence.
(TA.)

j.~. and 1)jJI: see what next follows.

i;'gJl tTIe lion; (, 1 ;) as also *· ,
(]5,) and t ';,, without Jl, (TA,) and t;jllJ:
(1 :) or the lion that is, among othler lions, like
the king among men; (IAqr;) because of the
thickness of his neck, and the strength of his
fore legs. (Th, TA.)_-Also ';j'. i Destruction,

or perdition; (AZ, ];) and so t;j.t.: (If:)
or a seecre calamity; as though it were a lion in
its severity. (A.)

j : see .i.. Also An ear-ring; syn.

: (S,1 : ) pl]... (TA.)~ I A laxative
medicine; (A, g,* TA;) contr. of k. (A.)
~Sce also 6'.%JI.

see jj...

.t.. and ',: see ; , in three places.

. ; see .-

;,.~ and . and .: sce .;, in
six places.

; t./: see jv , in three places.

j~1 t More, most, or very, fat and thick.
(TA.)

j~ 1: see j~.

': J ;i> t [E,nmenagogue]. (1 in arts.
J~ and j,q. &c.)

and and or , or

;' : asee ~._: -and for the first, see
also 7.

1. , m', [aor., app., and ,] inf. n. ,,,

He threw, cast, or shot. (TA.) You say, J:..

.. I shot an arrow. (S.) And 1J ',Ej I
tire;v, cast, or shot, at him rwith such a thing. (A.)

- ence, cJ,, . The conjecturing without
evidence or proof. (TA.) You say, ,, , (S,
A, Mqb, 1],) aot. ($, Msb, 1I) and ;, (]:,) inf n.

.o.~, (S, A, Msb, 1f,) He opined: (S, A, 5 :)
or he formd a confirmed opinion: (Msb:) he
formned a surmise, or an opinion; or he spohe
conjecturally, or surmising: (S, A, V:) he sur-
mised respecting the meanings of peeh or lan-
guage, (A, 5,) and things. (a.) And h '
He says a thing according to his opinion. (,

TA.) And d ,,;!~ .t,9 v* ' . .1 A

thing has been told me of Juch a on, and I speak
of it conjecturally, or surmising. (TA.) And

4. 4 C ~~ Iformed my opinion of it, not

being certain of it; as also c~_S. (TA.) And

" & iUS i1 ;~ j~ He spoke rrithout any-

thing to guide him, and without caution. (TA.)

And ;J y1 He computed by conjecture the
quantity, meamurc, or the like, of the thing. (A.)

And , d a Ji [generally meaning He said it

conjecturally, or surmising: but also meaning]

he said it by means of intuition. (A, TA.) [..'.

is also explained in the A as signifying il. ,L:

in the TA Ly. i&i: both app. meaning An ob-

scure, or an occult, mode of judging of a thing.]

.S-~m. is also syn. writh j, (1,) used transi-
tively, (T, i,) [app. signifying The aiming at a
thing,] by, or with, rwhatever thing it be; (app.
meaning by any mental operation;] by opinion,
or by judgment, or by inteligence or cunning saga-

city. (TA.)o ,Jse1 .L _, (El-Umawee,
Mob,) aor. , (EI-Umawee, TA,) ink. n. ,
(H,) He wrent arway, ($, Msb, TA,) orjourneyed,
(TA,) into, or in, or through, the country, or
land, without guidance: (~, M9b, TA:) or simply
he went amay into, or in, the country, or land;
as also ,.,. (El-Umawee, TA.) - [Hence,

app., the phrase :& J . w j_, which
seems to mean A thing came at random into my
mind. Sec ... ] - Also ,., inf. n. as
above, lie went in a right course, or direction:
(TA:) or in one regular, uniform, or constant,
course: (0, ]:) or, accord. to As, not in one
regular, uniform, or constant, course. (TA.) -
And ) j: U ., (Mfb,) inf. n. ,_' (15,)
He hastened, or was quick, in pace, or in jour-
neying. (Mob, 1g.)

5. .;l.l9 ,J.., (S, 1g,) and J t. .,, (AZ,
S, A, 5,) He outght to learn the mws, or tidings,
without others' knowring of him; (AZ, $, M, A,
15;) as al s oa, and w ;: (AZ,TA:)
or he soughtfor, or inquired re~pecting, the nwrs,
or tidings, in order to know, what others kne
not. (A.)

,01~ One who opines, or conjectures, much;

syn. X v. CrC.)

1. j& (g, TA) , aor. , in£ n. O-,
(TA,) He looked at it. (5, TA.) It is aid in a

trad., ,^jL4 ! 9;I j And the people, or
party, cast the blacks of tAheir eye at me. (TA.)
And ,.~. He, or it, Ait, or hurt, the black of

Ais eye. (Q.) - .i., (i, TA,) aor. , (TA,)

in£ D. n.0~, said of one that is dying (.),
He opened his eyaes, and moved Ais eyelids, or

twin~Aled wit his eyaes. (]I.) You say, G".'

j 4*JI I saw him that wa dying open his
eyes, &c. (TA.) - ee also 4.

2. 3. , (Mgh,) or '.i 3 l , (Mqb,) inf. a.

.j!.35(, (M, gh, M,b, V,) H looked hardly, or
intently, (?, Mgh, Mqb, 1],) and rolled the black

67*
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if the eye, (gar p. 221,) .iJ at him: (Mgh,
Mb :) and t isi , with an augmentative J, is
like i.m.J; [the verb of which it is the inf. n.,
namely,] s;iJ, aid of a man, signifying he
rolled tAe black of his eye in looking. (8.)

4. , tjJ..l; (., Mgh, Mob, 1~ ;) and l,
4, (8, Mqb, ],) aor. , (Mob, ]g,) inf. n. 3.;
(T ;) and at Ij j.s..l; (.8gh, ] ;) They sur-
rounded, encompasud, or encircled, him, or it; (.8,
Mgh, Mb ;) namely, a man, (8,) ora town or the
like: (Mb :) or they ment round or rou,nd about,
circuited, or compared, him, or it. (].) You
say of anything, at 3,.l as meaning It sur
rounded, encompassed, or encircled, it; (TA;)
as, for instance, a house [or a wall] surrounds a
6arden. (Mgb.? Thus you say, :lrj4 i.. d4

, JJ. js [Upon Aim is a black mol
vkich whitenessu has surrounded]. (TA.) And

'3 a. 'J.~ 1 Death encompased him. (TA.)

j --t la Ij~, a phrase used by El-
klareeree, means They made the blacks of the
eyes to surround him. (gar p. 186.) ~,.J~1,

Liii, (],) or LL 3jJ)t ;J~,% (Zj, TA,)

i.e. [The meadow] became a 4;l . [q. v.], (Zj,
,) [by producing herbs such as are tormed

; for] without ~ it is a /jj. (Zj, TA.)

12: see4e

Q. Q. L .J~, and its inf. n. ~..: ace 2.

: see sJ,~, in three places._ -Also The
Ifiu-it of the] 0A.b [q. v.: accord. to FonrkAl
(Flora 2gypt. Arab., p. 47), solanum cordatum]:
(IA', A, ] :) [a coil. gen. n. :] n. un. with;:
likened to the blacks of the eyes of the [species of
antelope called] t: in the handwriting of'Alee
Ibn-lamzeh, written J~., with the dotted S;
but this is not known. (TA.)

J..* (Q, Mb, ], &c.) and j/,. and
i/.j., (i,) but 1Drd doubts thecorrectness

of this, (TA,) The black of the eye; (IDrd, Mob,
] ;) i.e. the round part in the middle of the eye;
(TA;) the greater black of the eye; (., TA;)
the smaller being the .ji [or pupil], in which

is what is termned ;1! sil', for it is like a
mirror, in which one facing it sees his figure;
(TA;) [the part, of tAw eye, that is surrounded
by tlh white; the iris, together with the whole of
the anterior chamber of the je ;] rwhat is in the
middle of the white of the eye: (Zj in his" Khall
el-Jlnan :") or, as some say, externally, the black
of the eye; and internally, its ;jy. [or lens]:
(TA:) [and sometimes the eye, absolutely; as,
for instance, in a phrae mentioned voce 41, in
art. ] pl. M j.b, (8 , Mb]) [or rather
this is a coll. gen. n.,] and [the pl. is] j' 1 [a
pl. of pauce.] (1.) and ;UI. (Mqb) and .;
(., Mb, ];) which last is applied by Aboo-
Dhu-eyb to the J3. together wit/h what sur-
rounds it. (TA.) [Henee,] tVj~u. '.* ki

# U I spoke whilb the people, or party, looked
at me. (TA.) And fy_l iC,4 Those who hit
the mark in throwring or whooting. (TA.) And

3.. - jJ

~,, Jla.~ j... u i tj~.~ They alighted, or
alighed and abode, in a tract abounding with
Ierbage; likened to the a.. of the camel
because this is plentifully supplied with moisture.
(TA from a trad.)

3tJ& A wailed garden; a garden arrounded
by a wall: (8, Mb, TA:) of the measure 4ai
in the sense of the measure m ;Z: (Mqb :) or
any round piece of land surrounded by afence or
the liAe, or by elvated land: (TA:) or whateer
is surrounded by building: (R :) and, by exten-
sion of its application, a garden, thwugh without a
wall: (Mob :) or a meadow, or garden, (..ij,)
having treem: (., :) or a garden of palm-tree.
and of other tree, (Zj, IDrd, ~,) den e and
louzriant, (Zj, IDrd, TA,) and, as some say,
fruit-bearing: (TA:) oragarden(4) ofpalm-
trees and grape-vines : (TA:) or a distinct col-
lection of palm-trees: (1 :) or a plot of seed-
lwproduce: (Kr,TA:) or a hollow in a valley,
that retains water: and any depressed place in a
vailey, that retains mater, thtough mater be not in
its bottom: (TA:) pl. ~... (., Msb, K.)

Hence the saying,, g J. ;,k;; U& .jj
lu..a £q.. 1 [Thy letter has come to me, and I

have recreated myself in contemplating the beauty
of its garden-like phrasJ]. (TA.)

',^_ (mentioned in the g in art. jP~) A
large iJ.;. [or black of the eye]: (s, l[:) a
meaning which shows the J to be augmentative:
(TA.) or some part of the body that is unknown:
(g :) one says, i AJljI ; Ct' ,>. j >'"
[the wolf ate, of the Adsep, or goat, the '..~]:
A'Obeyd says, it is some part of the body
thereof, but I know not what it is: (8 :) or the
eye: (,K:) so says Lb; (S;) and so Kr:
(TA:) As heard an Arab of the desert, of the
Benoo-Sasd, say that it means its :,:;i [or
epiglottis]. (IB, TA.) - Wa , An eye of
which the ball, or globe, is prominent, or large
and prominent; or of which the black is prominient;
syn. _. (TA.)

,jJ.. S4ort and compact. (IDrd, .)

·. . see J3d_.

and its vars. (mentioned in this art.
by J and Sgh): see art. j..~;..

.,.9

j.... A difficult, or distrsesing, afiIir or
event; in consequence of which men look hardbly,
or intently. (TA.)

For several words mentioned under this becad
in some of the Lexicons, se art. j~.

1. ,'. ",-, and jk,, aor. , inf. n. j ,
The sun, and thefire, was, or became, vehtmently
hot upon him. (Msb.)

:} see what next follows.

[Boox I.
8. JIa I._o1, and jl ., in the ],

erroneously, *~I, Te fire, and the heat,
burned, or burned fiercely: (, TA:) and
ji , ..;, the fire flamed, or blaed: (.,
Mgh, ! :) and in like manner, [as meaning it
became inflamed, or made to Jlame or blaze,] the
verb is said of anything: (T, TA:) or .. J;al

AjI, and ';j ....I , thefire, and the day, mas,
or became, vehmnently hot: (Mb :) and j.1,
sid of a day, (AZ, TA,) and of heat, (. in art.
.. ,) signifies the same as...., (AZ, 8 ubi

supri, TA,) from which it is formed by transposi-
tion. (. ubi supriL) And ... I He suffed
vehAmnct heat from the sun, and from fire.
(Msb.) And ;'JI ,: :- The cooking-pot
boiled vehemently. (AZ, TA.)_[Hence,] .,*.l
,~1~1 1 The wine, or bevera,y, estuaotd, or fer-

mented; syn. .i,. (Mgh, TA.) And ._.
'Ib ,oJ ~.. () : The boso of such a one

burned rith anger, ,rrath, or rage. (TA.) And
'4.i 4e.. .. t . He burned against him with
anger, wrath, or rage; (g, TA;) as also 9.
(1.) And ..a1 .aJ, l : Tihe blood became in-
tensely red, so as to be [nearly] black; (., Msb,
k(, TA;) and becamne rehelewntly bu,n,ing. (Mob.
[See also the part. n., below.])

.~ and tj The vehement burning of fire,
(1C,) and of heat: or, accord. to the T, s
[app. .~] signifies the vehenent heating of a
thing by the sun, and by fire: [seo 1:] accord.
to AZ, JWI j signifies " tlhe flaming, or blazing,
of fire ;; and 'ij and 'g.. and 'l.. and

" .t;-.it have all one meaning [app. the third
of the meanings as igned below to i.u~]. (TA.)

.. : see what next precedes.

i;=.. Fire: and the sound of fire: (Q :) or
the sound of the flaming, or blazing, of fire; (Fr,

;)as also ;j.~. (Fr, TA.) _ t The sound of
the belly of the serpent, (]g,) or, as some say, of
the species of serpent termed >i": (TA:) or
the rustling sound of the shin of the saerpent,
caused by rubbing one mpat thereof against ano-
ther; as thoughl it were the confused and con-
tinued sound of a thing . [i. e. flaming,
or boiling]. (AHIt, TA.) tThe purring of
a cat: likened to the sound of flaming, or blazing.
(TA.)

aL . .5_ A cooking-pot quickly boiling; contr.
of .;.: (Fr, , A, TA:) in the ]., erroneously,
J..s., like .iJ. (TA.)

.,su A day velenuntly hot. (..)_-t Blood
intenuly red, inclining to blackneu: or, as some
say, intensely burninwg. (Mgh.)

1. Jtl I.,., (8, Mgh,) or lt IJ.., (Meb,)
or both, (g,) aor. j,,m , (Mob,) inf n. nj.. (.,
Mgh, g) and fU. (.8, ) and "s (f,) Ha
drove the camels; ($, Mgh, ;) and chid them:
(1 :) [and t ~l.,.t app. has the former signifi-
cation:] and he sang to them: (.:) or he urged,
or excited, the camels by singing to them, which1 1
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is termed t V.; (Meb:) or I. 1.. signifies he
ang to thm. (Mgh.) The Arabs in driving

their camels ued commonly to sing verses of the
kind termed .j. (TA in art.j.j.) [It is said
that] t f.i. originated from the fact of a Desert-
Arab's beating his young man, or boy, and biting
his fingers; whereupon he went along saying

S LS, meaning LS' I; [" 0 my two hands I"];
and the camels went on at his cry; therefore his
master bade him keep to it: (Y> in art. C: )
so says IAr. (TA in that art. [Other (similar)
accounts of its origin are mentioned by MF in
remarking on this passage of the s.]) I,A sig-
nifies also He raised his ic wit [the sinaging
termed] ,.JI. (Uar p. 576.) [And He breathed
short (anhelavit), and entforth a woice or sound.
(Golius, from a gloss in the KL)] - You say
also of the north wind, .! j, . i. e. t It
dris along the clouds. (.) _ And s :SA
I,; t He urged him, incited him, or put him in
motion or action, to do ^uch a thing. (Mgb, TA.)
-And I. t It followed it; namely, the night
the day; (a;) as also t.sl: (Agn,y:) and
so the [wild] he-ass his she-aes; and anything
my other thing. (TA.) Hence the saying, )

jetI vJI I. . 'il t I miU not do it as long
as the night follows the day]. (TA.) - See
aleo 5.

4: see 5.

5. l;K.3, in its primary sense, is from .IJI,
and signifies He (a driver of camels) vied, com-
peted, or contened for superiority, with him,
or emulated him, (namely, another driver,) in
driving camcls, or urging them by singing to
them; each of them desiring to elicit the ability
ofthe other in doing so. (Z, TA.) _[And hence,]
He vied, or competed, and contended for supe-
riority, with him, ($, 1,' mentioned in the 1p
in art. .~,) in an action or a worh [of any
kind]. (¢.) You say, J"1 il ',,.l I
sought to elicit the ability of the people in order
that it might be known which of us was most
skilled in reatling or reciting [the gur-dn]: it
means like as does the saying of a person con-
tending with others for the superior glory of his
people, "Bring ye a people like my people, or
like one of them." (Mb.) It is said of Moham-
mad, in a trad., Xli al --- 4S [He vied,
or contended, with the Arabs by mean of the
· Kurdn]. (TA.) And one says, Jil 'm L,

and 1'J.1, [He vied, or contended, with his com-
panion in reading, or reciting, and in wrestling,]
in order that it might be seen which of them was
the superior reader or reciter, and the superior
wrtler. (TA.) - Also He aimed at it; made
it his object; sought, endeavoured after, pursued,
or endeavoured to reach or attain or obtain, it;
intended or purposed it; (AA, and ]~ and TA
in art. S.;) as also tolA., (AA, TA,) and
c~l,..1. (lgh, and V~ ib.) Hence the saying of
Mujiaid, ;Jti ',iiI e U J' A [I uemd to
aim at reading, or reciting, the Kur-dn, and so to
rmad, or recite]. (AA, TA.)

6. J ; Thl camelr urged on one
another. (4.)

jS~ -

8: ee 1, in two places.

as long as the night follUom the day. (TA.
[See 1.])'

:j.I.^ The north wind; (?, ];) because it
drives along the clouds: the mawu. form, jSI,.
is not used. (1.)

:,.: see 1, in two places.

see 1,.., in art. 1.
01,. I

1J.

lj.. A vying, or. competition, and contention
for upriorty. (],. [There mentioned in art.
S a.; but belonging to the present art., (see 5,)
like as i~_ belongs to art. -... ]) tOne O who
vies, or competes, and contends for superiority.]
You say, , l IJ J4 a u~ [I am he who vies,
dc., with the in this affair], meaning comeforth
to me as an adversary, by thyeif alone, (T, S,*
],' TA,) and compete, or contend, with me [in
this affair]. (T,TA.) - And .,~_l He
aims at them; makes them his object; kseek, en-
deavours after, purtues, or endeavours to reach,
or attain, them. (TA.) - And Lj' l 1''
This is the like, or like in form, of this. (As,
TA.)- And ,'lI 1~,. One of the men or
people. (Kr, K.) ) See also IA., in art. 1~. )

r,.~: see what next follows.

.ta. Driving or a driver [of camels; or urging
or exciting them, or one who urges or excites
them, by singing to them: see 1]: (Mgh:) pl.
;I_. (TA.) You say 1_. j and t
[which latter is an intensive epithet]. (..) - It
is also applied to a [wild] he-ass, as meaning
Driving before him his she-asses. (S,0 TA.) He
is said to be .3 ,Ss.t [A driver before him of
three she-sses], (S,TA,) and e,,;LS,. [a Jrirer
before lim of eight shle-asese. (TA-.) -
J..'I [lit. The driver, or urger, of the asterism]
means Jl$Jl [i. e. tthe Hyades; or the five
chief stars thereof; or the brightest star thereof,

a of Tawrus]: (TA :) and so :Jt kj5.
[lit. the driver, or urger, of the stars]. (S voce

-C ;.)- 1 ptJ1 [pL of the fem. tl,.Jl]
means tThe hind legs; because they follow the
fore leg. (.) And tThe latter or hinder, or
the ast; or hindmost, parts or portions of any-
thing. (Az, TA.) _-.. is also the act. part. n.
of 1..~ as syn. with .S~;; and thus means
Aiming at a thing; &c. (AA, TA.)~ - .

&:, &c.: see art...~. IP

kS.1 fem. of ~ : see art. 1..t.
0.1; . J · .. #'·JA
a~,l _.!* and ;j.1 Among them is in use

a certain kind of ._. (Lb, 1.)

For several words mentioned in the V~ under
this head, see art.. ..
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1. J., aor. ', (L, Mqb,) inf. n.JL., (L, Meb,
],) He cut, or cut off, a thing: (Mqb:) or cut,
or cut off, quickly; (IDrd, A, L;) u also
(A:) or cut off quicdy and utterly: (L:) ..l is

syn. with .. .)
J. t Quichnew in peech and actions. (TA.)

* A p of flsh-meat; (A, L,]V;) a
also j. (A,L.)

;, an inf n. having no verb, (As ,L,) Light-
nes of the toil: ($,L, :) lightnes of the hair of
the tail of a hore: shortnes of the tail of an m;
and of a bird of the kind called Ui; or lightness
of the faters ofthe tail thereof; or tlightnts and
quicknoe oftkejlight thereof: (L:) and lightlu
of the beard. (L.)- tLightnes of hand. (f.

[See J_.I.]) t Quickuu: or quicknm and light-
nesa or agility. (L.)

.hj.. and 3 .; . A short woman. (L.)

;I_;.. ,i tA quick [night journsy to water];
($,L,5 ;) like .: (S,A,L:) and far-
eztending, or distant; u also j,.lj.. (L.)

And -;ji. _ (L) and t...i (.) [A journy
offire days whereof the second and third and
fourth are without water] in which is no languor,
orflging; (L;) and quich. (I:.)

..I1h..: see what next precedes.

ja,. Depriwed of an arm, or a hand, &c., by
amputation: fern. j...: [pl. _.:] thus _;
W1 means having the arm, or hand, ampntated:
and [hence] t not having the mmean of acquiring
eminence, or nobility. (L.) [Hence, also,] j.l

.. a~ , in a trad. of 'Alee, means t Shall I
asaul the en emy with a short arm, that will not
attain to that which I deire ? or, accord. to one
reading, it is ;IZ., meaning amputated: alluding
to his companions' falling short of their duty, and
keeping back from the war. (L in arts. J. and

.. ) [Another meaning of 41 ._; will be
found below.] -A light-tailed camel: (, L:)
a horse light, or scanty, in the hair of the tail:
(A, L:) or having it (the tail, M9b) cast off:
(A, Mb :) a Sort-taid am. (L) 'l_. Ai A
bird of the hind called UJ having a light, or
scanty, tail; having a tail of which the feathers
have become light, or scanty; (~, L;) having
few feathers in the tail: (A:) or short-tailed:
(L:) or t light and quick in Jflight. (A, L.)
And Ijm. 1 #.J A light, or scanty, board. (L.)
- Lean, lanhk, or light of eh; or slender; or
lank in the belly. (V.) - Smooth; (Kh, M9b;)
a thing to which nothing clings, or attache.

(Mqb,* TA.) ;li 1 .,;Jj;, in a 1;. of
'Otbeh Ibn- Ghazwan, means t The world hath
retired, pssing away quickly, (A,* L, V,*) nothing
clinging to it [so as to retard it]: (L, ]:) or
the people thereof not clinging to aught of it [so
as to retard it]: (A:) or quickly; its latter part
being cut off. (Az, L.) - A sword quick in
cuttting. (A.) - Light-handd; ($, A, L, I ;)
quickh-handed; (L;) i. e. thtievisth; or quich itN
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getting, or attaining: (A:) [and so Q, J&.t, as
is implied in the g and L.] El-Farezdak uses
the expremion ulOt jl, J. , (9, L,) meaning

thereby l Qj% . (L) s:J ;i. t A she-camel

quick in pace. (A.)_;i 1 tA sharp,
quick, active mind. (L.), - .l. A wry
quick, unpleasant journey or pace. (A.) See

also 1J... _- -. ..l; 1 TAn affair, or event,
quick in pasing: (L:) or decisive and quick:
(TA:) or severe and abominable; (A, L, ][;)
eithout a parallel : (A:) or as though it eltded
every one, so that he could not attain to it, and

was not fficient for it: (A :) pl. ".* (L, V.)
-. ,1m *~ r S An oath hAich a man takes
quickly: (], :) or an abominable, severe oath,
whweby one decides a right, or due: (A, L:)
some ay ,.. (a.) It isu id in a prov., ' t'i

U J HSe mvallowed it [i. e. took it, namely, an
oath, Astily,] like as one wallom butter. (TA.)
-fid . Si. : An energetic and effctive reso-
lution, from which one does not turn to anything.

(A.)_.:.j, ,. t. l:,ht want, quickly ac-

complid&eL (A,L.)-_ .JL .. _ A bond of
reatiomAip [cwt, or mwred, or] not made close
by qifction; expl. by .j. i J !: (Fr,,K :)

JJp.

1. ;-_, aor. , inf. n. ; and ?jJm.l;
(Mqb, ] ;) He was cautioou, wary, or vigilant;
ma on Ai gward; took care; (1, TA;) mas in
a state of preparation; (Mb;) ar in Scfear;
fared. (TA.) [You say, ,,l . , and tj.LI

He wa cautiow, &c., of a thing, or an eent.
And Ij1 ' j .. and t 1 J. He was
oautiou, ts., for Aim, of such a thing. And
both verb are also trane.: for you say,] ,j..,
(g, A, Mlb,) aor. and inf, n. as above; ( ;) and
*;yjJ.l, (TA,) and t1_..; (A;) He wa cau-
tiou of it; guarded, or was on his guard,
against it; (9, A;) prepared, prepard him-
u;f, or was in a state of preparation, against
it; (TA;) feared it. (M#b, TA.) [And j..-

S4 and tj.ll He ca/tiou of doing
it; or Aefarod doing it.] And .J; JtI j..
The thing was an obect offear, and so hefeared
it. (Mob.) And 4 1 i jJ.; [Death w an
object of fear]: and , j. t?j1,. [Hefeared
death]. (A.)

3. ,J [The cautioning another; putting
him on his guard; making him to be cautious or
wary or ~igiant, to be on his guard, to take care,
or to be in a state of preparation ;.] the making
tofear, or be infear. (9, TA.) [You say, j..
,t &X . He cautioned him against a thing. And
the verb is also doubly trans.: you say,] r.e l *j
[He cautioned him against, or made him tofear,

the thing, or e~nt]. (TA.) And J [I
caution thee against Ahim, or it]. (g5.) And it is
aid in the ur [iii. 27 and 28], . i)
God maketk you tofer Himielf. (TA.)

3. lji;., (T,,) inf. n. *;j.2, ($, 1) and ;li.,
(S,) They two were cautious, or in fear, each of
the other; Nere on their guard, or in a state of
preparation, each against the other. (TK.) ;?J
is syn. rwith ;j l.., (S,) and 5jt,; is between
two. (1.)- See also 1, in two places.

8: see 1, in five places.

11. ;Lj~ He wma angry, (m,) and prepared
himself to do mischief, (TA,) and drew himself

together (,i-i?): so in some copies of the ], and
in other lexicons: or became enraged (1i;"): so
in other copies of the X. (TA.)

;jJ/: see what next follows, in two places.

;j and ;'J~, (S, A, Myb, ],) the former an
inf. n., (S, Mqb,) and the latter a simple subst.,
(Mqb,) Caution, roarines, ilance, guard, or
care; (9,A, ;) as also * )j3 ...; (V;) or a
state of preparation; (Mqb;) or fear; (Mgh,'
TA;) and so f '",.: (S, Mqb, ].:) [pl.

;I,i_.] You say, to j. ,&I He took care;
at cautious, or vigilant. (Bd in iv. 73 and 103.)

And lJ.t_1 w! j : He is a son [i.e. a peron]
of resolution, or determination, and caution, or
waritne. (S, n.) And 1j ,Jij: see ejw.

_..kk M! The male chameleon: (V:) because
of its frequent changes. (TA.)

j.; , and its pl.: see what next follows.

;_ (S, A,Myb, 1K) and V;J (S A, A,) Cau-
tious; wary; vigilant; on his guard; careful;
(S ;) or in a state of preparation; (Mqb ;) as also
·;^..; (S,A, Myb;) andfearful: (9:) or very

cautious or wary or vigilant or careful; as also
· it;. (1]) and O~.%L.: (A, 5 :) or this last
signifies weryfearful and cautious &e.: (S :) pl.
of the first b and j,t. (S, ]5.) Sb cites,

as an ex. of J; . used transitively,

a I

[Cautious, or very cautious, of things not to be
feared, and trusting in that which mill not awv
him from the decree of destiny]: but this is
extr.; for an epithet of the measure , is not
[regularly] trans., so as to govern an objective
complement. (S, TA.) In the mur xxvi. 56,
some read t "i.; and some, OJ1;_ and

tijj;a.: jlM. signifying in a state of prepa-
ration; (Zj, Q;) or fully equipped writh arms:
(Sh:) and j)s -, in a state offear; (S;) or in
a state of preparation; (TA;) or in a state of
preparation with the accoutrements of nar; (Ibn-
Mes'ood;) or cautious, or vigilant. (Zj.)

jJ. A ,rugged piece of ground: (?S,m:) or
the top of a mountain, when it is hard and rugged,
but lewel: (Aboo-Kbheyreh:) and rough ground:
(TA:) and a rugged [hiUl uch as is termed]
A,1; as also (tj.'.: (:) pl. ,lJ and

l!ja.. (g.) = Also The L. [or feathers of
the bacA of the nwek] of a cock: (S, 1:) pl. as
above. ( )

[Boox I.

.i),_: see what next precedes

it;_j : see ;

J..q1.Jl, [like .j.ll,] What is false, vain, or
ineffectual; syn. (J]. (1g.)

jl. [an imperative verbal noun] meaning
Bewvare; be cautious, wary, or on thy guard;
or take care. (S, A, 1.) The poet (Abu-n-Nejm,
TA) says,

Beware of our apears: bewtare. (9, A.) And
you say, Jl,n - [The cry "Be-
ware" was heard in tilheir army]. (TA.) When
the word is repeated, tho second is sometimes
with tenwccn: (1 :) but this is only in poetry,
when requcired by tho metre, as in the following
verse, cited by L.h:

:
a

.
' . a ..1 .-

is - ,JI 1 a1 14
G.h;; C; I . 4 Of

[Beware, beware of the horsemen of Ddrim, 0
Aboo-Kitdlitl, before that thou rel,ent]. (TA.)
You say also, Jtjl,., [witll the of allocution,]
meaning Beware thou. (Lh., TA.) And when
you caution a person [aguillst another], f;j.
I.40 [len,ore thou of Zeyjd]; (,' TA;) and

!J..j '.j.ia, (15,) which latter means Berare
thou, and beware thou ayain, of Zeyd: both then
[also] being verbal nouns. (TA.)

I.L [A cautioner]. You say, .J; .1 l

i. e. 3J [I a thy cautioner against him, or

it]; (TA;) or -,j.~ [I caution thee against
him, or it]: (1:) known to As as heard only
from Lth. (TA.) [See also what next follows.]

&QJ;1L Persons who make others to fo&r:
(1:) or rather, as others than F explain it,
. · dJ

OJj. [cautioners, or warners, &c.]. (TA.)

; and k1C_: see j_.

sM: e ej

;jJ. [More, and most, cautious, wary, igilant,

careful, or ferful]. You say, i1' ';jJ.,i
Morefearful [or cautiou, &c.] than the raven:
a prov. (Mgh.)

;j.~ A thing that is feared. (M9 b.) One

says, plj2.. AJ i ;1i; [May God p
thee from everything that isfeared]. (A.)

;j .~ A calamity that isfeared, or regarded
with caution: ( :) or a troop of horse making
a hostile attack, or incursion, upon a people: or
i. q. ~a_ [app. as meaning a hostile attack, or
incursion, aten it comes upon a tribe udd ,
or unexpectedly; or it may here mean a pn~h-
ment, or chastisement; or a crying-out, which is
the primary signification]: (A:) and mar. (1].)
_ See also j., in two plaees

L Jyb, (,f,'Mgb, Mfb,, &cc.,) aor. ,, (Mgb,
M,b, ],) inf. n. J,; (8, Mgh, Mb,) Re cut

1
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it off: (Mgh, Mb :) or he cut it [so as to lam
it] at its e:tremity; (TA;) he cut off somewhat 
from the eatremity of it; he curtailed it; as,
for instance, the tail of a beast: (Lth, TA:) and
h made it to falu; dropped it; rejcted it. (,
Mgh, Mb,]k.) One says, U.Ps > .i_.,

( o,) or , C., (Myb,V,') and 4155i %,A o.,,
(S, Msb,) [l being understood,] I took, or cut
off, [somewhat]from my hair, [or his hair,] and
from the tail of the beaJt; (S, ;*) I clipped

it. (Myb.) And .a1 J tJ.e. [He clipped the
hair]: said of a cupper. (TA.) And t i

l;t He cut off a piece from the garment, or

cloth. (TA.) And i- s. ,i ,4 . Icutof
a portion of his head with tahe mord: (IF,Myb:)
I struck hiJ head with the rsword and cut off a
portion of it. (S.) - Also, inf. n. as above,
tHe elided it, struch it off or out, or rjected it;
namely, a letter, [and a syllable,] from a word:
(MA, P?:) he omitted it. (MA.) [t He sup-
preued it; namely, a word of a proposition or

sentence.] And . J! A, (1],) inf. n. as
above, (TA,) 1 lIe made the salutation to be light
[of utterance], and concis; (~, TA;) i.e., the
salutstion in prayer. (TA.) And . J."'
(Myb,) and , lJit J, and ,141, aor. and inf. n.
as above, (Mgh,) t He wat concse, (Mgh,
Mqb,) and quick, in his saying, (Mqb,) and in
the call to prayer, and te recitation, or reading.

(Mgh.)-tlJld J. He struck him, or beat
him, with the staff, or stick: (TA:) and hu cast,
or threw, at hin the staff, or stick. (., ]i, TA.)
It is aid in a prov. of the Arabs, mentioned by

Sb, e., i. e.
[mBeware ye] let any on of you cOast at, or shoot,
the hare: because this animal is of evil omen.
(TA. [But the reading there given is i,$l: an

evident mistranscription.]) Or J.i.;, inf. n. as
above, signifies He struck, or he cast at, or shot,
Aim, or it,from one side. (Lth, TA.).--[Hence,]
ph5 ~ 4 JJ.H. :e gatve such a one a gf.
(Z,1.)-And 4. ;J . tHse broke wind. (Ibn-

'Abbid, TA.) -4 . J. He moved
about his sde and hi hisnder parts (in the C]~
hA moved about hit inder parts and his shoulder-
joist) in hit gait: and (in the CV "or") Ahe
wnt with short step. (En-Na4r, ], TA.)

3. 4.;., [inf. n. J 1 #,] He clipped it
muckh: he took, or cut off, from its lateral parts,
whatever it was, so as to mahe it even: (Mb :)
hA (a workman, or an artificer,) made it (a thing)
beomingly emn; as though he cut off from it
whe r required to be cut off, so that it became
f from everything un mly, and waiedy,

neatly, or properly, trimmed. (A, TA.) .4 .i

11I [or bijtl] signifies The cutting of the Aair
so as to fornsa 4;L [q. v.], by taking from its
ids so as to make it eve [with the cut portion
ovr the foreheald; (T, Mgh;) as is done by,
or to, a girl: (Mgh:) or ;,,y1 .4..3 is a
custom of women, consisting in the rmovig of
b hair from [the de oQf] te Aead asfar as a

Ji upon te side of thfac made by putting on
end of a string, or thrad, upon the top of the

ear, and the other end upon the angle of the
[(or part aboe the temple]: (Mqb:) accord.

to En-Na4r, the .4Jd,3 of the $P is the making
a tJ sch as is termed] , [i. e., after the

fahioAn of SuA~eyneh the daughter of El-.loseyn,
as is shown in the 8 and ] &c. in art. .Ac,]
like as do the Christian. (L, TA.) - Also,
inf. n. as above, t He prepared it; or put it into
a right, or good, state; and made it; or made it
skilfully, or well. (g, V, TA.)

8: seeL

J.i. Small, black s~eep or goats, (8, Myb, g,)
of El-ffijdz; (S, g ;) or of Jurath, (ISh, g,
TA,) of El-Yemen, naall, writh dsort, or short
and fine, wool or hair, (ISh, TA,) without tails
and without ears: (ISh, , TA :) or the young
on of sheep or goats, in general: and meta-
phorically applied to tgazelles (TA:) n. un.
with ;. (S, Mb.) -A certain kind of bird:
(.Sgh, V :) or small L [or ducks]: (I :) like [or
likened to] the sheep, or goats, thus called: it is
said by IDrd to be not a genuine Arabic word.
(TA.)-.The small tj [or rook], rwhich is eaten;

(Lth, ;) the mall black birds of the crow-kind,
caUed ;$43 [pl. of t:,], wahich are eaten: n. un.
with . (ISh,TA.)~-The leas of seed-produce,
(L,) or of grain. (0, .)

aL. A p~ cut off from a garment. (L,
TA.)

UJ.. Short: applied to a woman: ($gh, 1 :)
and to a ewe. (Sgh.)

· ~J t Ol An ear that is as though it were
-clipped, or cut off. (1], TA.)

alb.k Clippings, or what one cuts off, of a
hide, (Lb,?,Sgh,g,) &c.: (S, Sgh, I :) or what
is cut off, of a thing, and thrown away. (TA.)

t[Hence,] one says, ail. 4S.. - T ~
is not in his travelling-utensils anyfood: (., Sgh,

:) or any smaUll quantity offood 4sc. (Z, TA.)
And z*j_ j3 O .6.aJSI >ft [He ate

the food, and left not of it anything]. (ISk, .)
And M3. ;. , t [He took

up and carried away his travelling-apparatus,
and left not of it anything]. (ISk, .. ) Accord.
to the companions of A 'Obeyd, the word is

1l3.k, with 3; but this is disallowed by Sh;
and is wrong. (Az, TA.)

tt,.LJI 27T anus, or the podez; syn. _ .

(P)
J1;. act. part. n. of 1].-You say, ,

J.SM J1l. ;, i. e. [They are partly, or in
part,] beating wit the stqff, or stick, and [partly,
or in part,] pelting wAith stons; [or Some beating
&c., and the other pelting &c.] (TA in the
present art.; and . and TA in art. J.U, but
without Lt; before 0w.)

.. 1 J_.. . ; *A man chastened, good,
fre from eery fauldt, in re~pect of speech: and
you say also .si I i ; in which the is
added to give intensivenes to the signification:
the latter occurring in a trad. (TA.)

;.U, (S,1 )and t . ) (. A side; or a
lateral, or an adjant, part; (., K, TA;) of a
thing: and the upper, or uppermno~ part of aj .s
thing: (. :) pl.,:J.1 .. (?,]V.) You say, .J1A

and and A1 4 He tooh it
altogether': (, TA :) or mit its lateral parts:

or with its higher, or higAhest, parts. (TA.)

And oJ.1 ;1 h #Uai He gave him the
nworld, or worldly goods, altogether: (, TA:)
or roith the lateral parts thereof: or with thA
higher, or highAst, parts thereof. (TA.) And

,h*pciJ 13~ 1 They came altogether. (TA.)

dJ~.: see above, in two place. - Also A
numerous congregation or assemblage. (V.)-
And An eminernt, an elevated, or a noble, mn:
(],TA:) pl. as above. (TA.)-And the pl.,
(as some say, TA,) Persons prepared for war.

(s.) Whence the phrase, ,OjeJhI3. > Prepare

thydlf (l, TA)for war, 4c. (TA.)

L JiA, aor. , infn. . (, , TA, in
the CV j*.) and bit.W, (0, TA, in the CV

U13-,) He cut it; ($,9;) namely, a rope,
(.,) or a thing: ( :) orhe stretchAd i$, or e-
teded it, to cut it witA a reaping-kook and the
like, (V, TA,) so that there remained not of

it anything. (TA.)_- tI l 1 Ti aL h
bond made an impremnion upon the fore leg of the

shep, or goat, (IDrd, ],) by cutting. (1Drd.)
_-tA j,.(IDd, ( rd, V,) inf. n. jJ., (.,)
said of vinegar, (IDrd, ., ],) and of milk [when
sour], and of the beverage called j;, and the
like, (TA,) t It stmg, bit, or burned, his mouth,
by its strength and sharpness, (IDrd, ,.[, TA,)
and contracted it. (i.) - And a., (~, Myb,

ag,) or.:, (Mb, :,) inf. n. j , maid of
vinegar, (., Myb, I,) and of milk, (TA,) tIt
was, or became, sour, (S, Myb, ], TA,) in the
utmost degree, (Mlb,) so that it burned the tongue.
(Myb, TA.)_ -_O I 33., and (so in the .

but in the V "or") j---, aor. ; and 3'0.,
aor. :; (~,;) or .j., and j.; (TA;!

inf. n. (of both, ) j.; and (of the former,$)

j.l. and j1s. and 311.. (g,]) and 31j.
and UlJm.; or tthis last is a simple subet.;
( ;) t le (a boy) wa, or became, skiled in th
.K rtn, and the work; (?;) or earned tahe
whoe of it, and wa, or became, skilled in it:
(, TA:) from jL 1 signifying "the act of
cutting." (Z, TA.) You say, daI. . 1J

This is the day of his finuhing [the learning
or reciting] of the Ku,r4n. (., .) And 3j._

.. t~. t and '-. also,] aor.,; and I ,
aor.:; t He wa, or becanme, skilled in his art,
or habitual work or occupation, and knm its
abstrusitie and nicetia. (Msb.)

2. s.3, [inf. n. of a3.1 tHe, or it, made,
or re~n , him silful,] from ij.tI, remts upon
analogy, not upon the authority ofhearsay. (MgBh.)

9

and 

Qp) A side; or a

taieral,' 

or an adiaont, part; (?,K.,TA;) of a

thing: 

and the sipper, or uppe~ part of a

j 's
thing:(?:)pl.,:J1.1�.. 

(9A.) YOuBaY,6.1A.1

Jk~ 

and and & He took it

(lg,;tA.5or 

mi iu lateral parts..

or 

wUh 

its highff, or highest, Parts. (TA.)

' 

1 
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And 

ki�J1.1a.4 

WM #Uaoi Re yam him tAd

nwid, 

or vo;UUy goods, akogethor: ffl,TA:)

Dr 

tvith 

the lateral parts thersof: or wit.4 ths

��her,,?r 

highast, parts themof. (TA.) And

13j�. 

TAq came allogotkr. (TA.)

J~ 

me above, in two placm-Aho A

numerous 

conpvgation or assemblage. (V.)-

And 

An eminent, an #Uvated, or a noble, mm:

(YJA:) 

pl. u abQve. (TA.)-And the pl.,

(as 

some way, TA,) Person# prepared for war.

1, 11 0.00 0
Whence 

the phmse,,OjJllm. > prepare

tijymlf 

(lg, TA) for mar, tjc. (TA.)

j-1-

1. 

Ji�., aor. ' inf n. ]p, TA, in

the 

CV j.1.) and bt.W., (lg, TA, in the CV

JU-,) 

Re ma it, ($,19;) namely, a rope.

or 

a thing: (V:) or he ~Ichod il, or

~ 

it, to cut it with a ruping-hook and the

like, 

(V, TA,) so that thm remained not of

it 

anything. (TA.) - �.lil 1 TA*

bond 

made an impmnion upon the fore kg of the

shep, 

or goat, (IDrd,]�,) by cutting. (1Drd.)

A11
(IDrd, 

?, V,) iaf. n.

0
said 

of vinegar, (IDrd, C, ]g,) and of milk [when

war], 

and of the bevemge caUed ko�, and the

like, 

(TA,) : It stmg, bit, Dr bumed, his mmik

by 

its strength and sharpness, (IDrd, $,.V, TAJ

and 

contracted it. And J^ (�, Meb,

aor. 

(Mqb, inf. n. 1 mid of

vinegar, 

Mqb, V,) and of milk, (TA,) :D

was, 

or became, wur, �, Mqb, V, TA,) in the

utmost 

dogree, (Mqb,) so that it burned the tonque.

(Myb, 

TA.) - "" 1 , and (w in the

but 

in the V 11 or j --- 1, aor. -,; and

aor. 

t; or &,oi and (TA;�

inf. 

n. (of both,?) Oi. and (of the former,$)

j.l..and 

j$�. and 33 11'. (g, ]p) and

and 

JJUm.; o; V this' last is a simple subst.;

(V 

;) t lie (a boy) mm, or became, skiW in th

�Cu"n, 

and the nwk; (?;) or kerned the

whok 

of it, and mw, or botame, shiU#d in it.,

TA:) 

from oil�it ai~ng "the act of

1 06. ' 9
cutting." 

(Z, TA.) You say, fka. ~ tJA

1
This 

is the day of his ilnUing [the barning

or 

reMin.9] 

of the Ku"n. (g,y.) And

[and 

also,] aor. -; and

aor. 

�:; t He ow, or Ucame., skilled in his art,

or 

habitual work or occupation, and Aum its

alltrusitin 

and nicetin. (Mqb.)

t 0.
2. 

Ls.�-3, 

[inf n. of J.1~ tH#, or it, mad%

j
or 

ran~, 

him shilfwd from ii�it, mth upon

analogy, 

not upon the authority of hearsay. Mg14)

ear, 

and the othff end wpm the angk of the

(or 

part abow ths temple]: (Mqb:) accord.

jul- 

(?, V) and Qp) A side; or a

to 

En-Ns4r, the �..4.km.3 of the 39% 'a 'h# mak'ng lateral,' or an adjaomt, part; (?,K, TA;) of a

a 

swh as is t~ A:X, [i. c., aj?er the thing: and the sipper, or uppe~ part of a

fashion 

of Suk~ the daughter of El-~ , thing: You say, &

as 

in shown in the ? and ]p &c. in art. CA-11

% 

* and and A 11.4 He tooh it

like 

as 

do the Christiant. (L, TA.) - Alw,

inf 

n. as above, t He prepared it; or put it into altogether: (JP, TA:) or witia iU lateral parts..

a 

right, or good, state; and made it; or made it or wUh U3 higher, or hiplost, parts. (TA.)

, 

1 
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shilffly, 

or well. TA.) And WM Wol He gam him the

8 

: see ~rid, or wo;UUy goods, akogether: ffl,TA:)

J.;�. 

Small, black ~ or goats, ($, Mqb, L) or tvith the lateral parts thersof: or with th

of 

El-j1ijd-r; (g, ]�;) or of Jurath, (ISh,]�, higlmt, parts themof. (TA.) And

13j�. 

TAq came allogotkr. (TA.)

TAJ 

of EPYomen, t*aU, with diort, or short

and 

jlno, wool or hair, (ISh, TA,) without tails

J~ 

me above, in two placm-Also A

and 

mithmt ears: (ISh,l�,TA:) or the young numerous congregation or assemblaps. (V.)-

ono 

of ~ or goau, in general: and meta- And An eminmt, an #Uvated, or a noble, mm:

phorically 

applied to tgazelks: (TA:) n. un. (YJA:) pl. as abQve. (TA.)-And the pl.,

with 

3. ($,Mqb.)-A certain kind of bird: (as some way, TA,) Persons prepared for MW.

like 

[or ; j 0 0 pldmfw

�gh, 

V :) or smaU 1� [or ducks]: Q( :) (g.) Whence the phmse, JIM

likewd 

to] the sheep, or goats, thus caUed.. it is thysdf (lg, TA) for mar, tjc. (TA.)

said 

by IDrd to be not a genuine Arabic word.

(TA.)-The 

small tfj [or rook], irhich is eaten;

(Lth, 

V;) the onaU black birds of the cro"kind,

caUed 

ejUwj [pl. of th], which are oaten: n. UU. aor. ;, in£ n. jk~ (C, V, TA, in

with 

3. (18h,TA.)~The kaws of seed-produce, . ' ) and bt.Q, (lg, TA, in the CV

(L,) 

or of grain. (0, V.) Re cat it; ($,]g;) namely, a rope,

or 

a thing: (V:) or he ~Ichod il, or

A 

piwo cut off from a garment. (L, ~ it, to cut it with a rmping-hook and the

TA.) 

like, (lg, TA,) so that thm remained not of

U 

U. SAM: applied to a woman: ($gh, X:) it anything. (TA.) - �.Iii 1

and 

to a ewe. �gh.) bond made an impmnion upon the fore kg of the

~6. 

*A shep, or goat, (IDrd, ]�,) by cutting. (1Drd.)

c�ll 

An ear ghat is as though it were 1.1

(IDrd, 

?,V,) iaf. n.

-clipped, 

or cut o _# J. (1�, TA.) said of vinegar, (IDrd, C, ]g,) and of milk [when

ail 

CliMngs, or what one cuu ILD. ff, of a sour], and of the bevemge caUed ko�, and the

hide, 

(Lb,?,�gb,g,) &c.: (�, ?gb, ]�.:) or what like, (TA,) : It stung, bit, or bumed, 1his mmik

is 

cut off, of a thing, and thrown away. (TA.) by its simyth and sharpness, (IDrd, $,.V, TAJ

[Hencej 

one says, i�-i Z Thr* and contracted it. And 0"~9 (�p Meb,

is 

not in his travelling-utensils anyfood: (�,?gh, V,) aor. (Mqb, inf. D. mid of

or 

any smaU quantity offood 4�c. (Z, TA.) vinegar, Mqb, V,) and of milk, (TA,) :D

And 

'bil~ &Is ;t!LI > '1' t [He ate was, or became, wur, �, Mqb, V, TAJ in tho

the 

food, and left not of it anything]. (ISk, p utmwt d" , (Mqb,) so that it burned the tonque.

a'i 

1 

~" dZ .j .63 1 1.1 9 and (so in the

t 

[He 

took (Myb, TA.) ejlp� 0.1-

up 

and car~ away his travelling-apparatus, but in the V 11 or ") O-Wit, aor. and jJ,

and 

Le.ft not of it anything]. (I Sk, �.) Accord. aor. t; (?, ]�C;) or &,§,4 and (TA;�

to 

the companions of A'Obeyd, the word is

331.ka., 

with j; but this in di;aUowed by Sh; in£ n. (of both,?) J.1*. and (of the former,$)

and 

is wrong. (Az, TA.) aiiid js�. and (g,IP) and 0

1 1
and 

JJUm.; 0; Ythis' last is a simple subst.;

tut.t;JI 

2%# anus, or the podow; eyn.

(V 

;) t He (a boy) mm, or became, tklUW in the

Ki"n, 

and the mrk ; (g ;) or kerned the

J11;- 

[act. part. n. of 1]- You say, 'whok of it, and mw, or botame, skiu#d in it:

from 

1 gi~ ng the ad of

J11j; 

J1Q. ��, i. c. [Thq are partly, or in a, TA O.L�j

0 ' ' 'part,] 

beating wUA the stqff, or stick, and [partly, cutting." (Z, TA.) You say, fka. t."

or 

in partj pelting mUA stonm; [or wm beating This is the day of his finishing [946 barning

&c., 

and the oth~ pelting &c.] (TA in the or rwUing] of the Ku"n. (g, V.) And JJ~

present 

art.; and $ and TA in art. JA, but also,] aor. -; and

without 

L� before came, skilkd in hia irt,

1 

A 

man C,&attomd, good, or habitual work or occupation, and &mm its

.fr;o 

~ a" fatdt, in r~ t of speech: and alltuoitin and nicetin. (Mqb.)

a, 

j 

t 0.

you 

say abo in which t'he i is 2. [inf n. of JIb tH#, or it, mad%

jadded 

to give 'intwdvenew to the signification: or .dd;td, him &WfW,] from js...Js, rests upon

the 

latter occurring in a trad. (TA.) analogy, not upon the authority of hmuy. (M914)

BooK I.]
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ternned Jel, exceeding what is termed ;.
(TA.) - Aind Slowmn (g, TA) in walking or
going: so says Aboo.'Adnan on the authority of
Khblid Ibn-Jembeh. (TA.) Thus it bears two
contrary meanings. (].)

;l an epithet applied to a slave: so in the
saying, >j;JIl l liA 5! H bought a
slave slow [in gait], lazy, (, TA,) deoid of
good: so says Kbhlid Ibn-Jembeh. (TA.)

,.~ : see a .
9·o

.. ? Skilful (I, TA) in a thing. (TA.)_
See also .aj.

1. dl.l IU.~, [sor. j,,] inf n. D .;j. and
I.;P, Ies measured thAe sandal, or sole, or made

it according to a meanure; ( K;) and cut it (T,
1) according to a pattern: (T, TA:) or he made
the sandal, or sole, , for me. (Mgh.) And

0Jl: J.4I id J lie cut the sandal, or sole, by
the pattern. (Mgh.) And J i ,j;l l;., (8,
Msb, K,) inf. n. j, (5,j He measured the
sandal, or sole, by the sandal, or sole; or made it
accoriling to the measure thereof; (., M9b, j;)
and cutt it according to tlh pattern and measure

therelof: (Msb:) and in like manner, *'ll l.i~
;JJdtt lie measured tl efe atherfor an arrow bj
thefeatherfor an arrov; or made it according
to the measure thereof. (](.) Hence the prov.,
(TA,) ;'l ;kI .j. [meaning t With likefor
like]. (S,TA.) And the sayiyg, Jall j.. . w.
jaik, meaning tI requited him [with like for
like]. (Har p. 43. [See also Freytag's Arab.
Prov. i. 345.]) One says also, ;lJ.Jl '4-
He is good in reect of proportion, or conformna.
tion. (TA.) And [in like manner] a beast is
said to be I.-- .JI Goolly, or beautiful, in
respect of proportion, or conformation. (TA in
art. .i...)-[And hence,] ~.j . t [He
did as Zeyd did;] Ie did the 'deed of Zeyd. (J.)
And J , (8,1, ) or WJ, ~ , (T,
TA,) t lIe followed, or imitated, his example (T,
., T, TA) in his affair, or case: (TA:) or

k. 5 :lI hefollowed, or imitated, his example
in his affairs: (Mb :) syn. j..Jl. (T, S, Myb,
].)S8ee also 3, in three places.. .- iJ,
He put on him (namely a man [i. e. on hisfoot])
a sandal; as also tll: (s:) the former is
authorized by As, but the latter is disallowed by
him: Az explains the former by Ja. sb L.~
[as though meaning he gave him a satual upon
which to walk; like as 'aJ for ;'l 1L 
means "he gave him a beast upon which to
ride"]: and accord. to J, (TA,) t' '"jj'*
signifies I gave him a sandal (8, TA.) _ I,..

IJj, (g,) inf. n. ;~, (TA,) He gave to Zyd.
(K, TA. [See also 4 in art. U.1..])-_ i..
;3.1. He cut offfrom it a piece of fieah-meat.
(TA.)--:I 11U., aor. i.q. :;i (H
out a piece out of te shin, generally meaning in
a round form]. (TA.)_ _C IJ., (VI,) Qor.

4. j,.il t It (the heat) rendered it sour, sa
that it burned teu tongu; namely, vinegar. (TA.

6· L, 3.i. tI H. fi~d, or made a son
of, shifldnesu to us. (TA.) And *t .jj , (,9
g], mentioned in the latter in art. l.,) with
an augmentative J, (8,) inf. n. WiJju, (A, TA,'
I He feig~ , or made a show of, skilfulness, aon
[in some copies of the ] "or"] laid claim to
more thautn he posed; also * ja;: (. ,
I, TA:) or tW,~. signifies t the employing
on,eself, or using art or artifice, with skilfulness,
cleress, or ingeniousness: and l t;g_
!..b t ke feigned, or made a Ahow of, skiflness,
ci ness,uor ingeniousness, in hki speech. (L.) You
say, *J.a _ e and tji[ 1 [In him is a
quality of feigning, or making a show of, skilful-
ness, &cc.]. (A, TA.)

7. 3_mjl It (a rope) was, or became, cut.
(15, TA.) Hence the saying of the poet,

· * jAjJ,,-i:.. :.y ~;: ·
[The sspensory of the heart is near to becoming
severed in constequence thereof]. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. P.Ji., inf. n. a..: see 5, in three
places. ~ Also, [perhaps originally,] It was, or
became, sharp·ed. (TA.)

Q. Q. S. Jj.,L.*: see 5, in three places.

i_ JA piece, or portion cut off, of a rope:

pl. lj~ and lbbi.; as in the phrase, .

lJai. ~JI and Ul,_ [tI left the rope in pieces].
(i.) [See also what next follows.]

J,._ (.,:1) and V 3j -- (g) Cut: ,
],* TA:) pl. ji_;. (Lb, TA.) One says J.
J,j.1 i A rope altogether worn out; as though

it were cut: (Lb, g,0 TA:) every part of it
being termed &Ji. (L4, TA.)

tAb A b ~tHe has not aught offood. (g,
TA.) [See also lj, with J.]

'1,,~: see 1.

Jl.1. Sharpened: applied to a knife: (Ibn-
'Abbad, ]:) and t l,. signifies the same,
applied to a thing [of any kind]. (TA.) - See
also j1.. -. A man chaste, or elo~uent, of
tongue; (, V,* TA;) perspicuou~ in language.
(·.) A young ass; syn. j .. (1.)

e.J~-t A loquacious man; who affects to be
comnded for, or glories in, that which he does
not posseu. (TA.)

-- see .

Jhi.1 Cutting, or sharp: (., ] :) applied to a
knife [&c.]. (..)-t Wine (,l,A!) that has
attained to its full maturity [of strength, so that
it stings, bite, or burn, Ihe tongue; see 1]:
(AIjn, TA:) likewise applied to vinegar [in the
same sense; or as meaning our, or sour in the
utmost degree, so that it burns the tongue; see
again 1]; as also t,i.. (TA.)- 18killed,
or shiifl, and thoroughly learnued, [so as to know
abstruities and niceties, (see 1,)] in an art, or a

ohabitual work or occupation, and in the ]~ur-hn:
pi. p! I.. (TA.) You say, ; ) O*U

UJ3C 3Lt (8,TA) Such a one is skiled, or
sk1 u, &ha c., in his art, or habitual work or occu

b pation; (TA ;) using the latter word as an imita.
tive sequent. ($, TA.)-t Bad, evil, wicked,
mischievous, or the like; syn. *... (TA.)

&,.h..,: see ,s ..

7 * Feigninig, or making a show of, skil-
fulnes, cleverness, or ingeniousness: or dersing
to eceed hi due bounds. (L.) [See 5.]

For several words mentioned under this head
in the g, see art. 3j...

, .1 · uS, (8, Msb, g,) nor. , (Mb, li,) inf. n.
.MJ~, (S, MSb,) He cut it, or cut it off, (8, Msb,

K,) in any manner: (TA:) or hastily, or quickly.
(..)-And [le did it quickily: or] he :,;as
quick in it; [as also , . j.;] i.e., in any
action. (S, Msb.) You say, -. : Lr A.,
(Msb,) and s;3W, ). (., V,) He was quick [in his
wralking, or going, and in his reading, or reciting]:
($, Mob, :) and so in other things: (]C:) by
"other things" being here meant walking and
the like; for;.'Z, of which the verb is...,
signifies the being quick in walking, app. nwith a
stretching out of the arms backwards: (TA:)
and a light, an active, or an agile, wvalhing. (S,
TA.) [See also ;tj, below.] Hlence, (Mgh,
Msb, TA,) 'Omar said, (S, TA,) to the ~. ; of

Jerusalem, (TA,) .4lg IS!' J- - IN l 
.AJlU, (8, A, Mgh, Msb, TA,) i. e. [ WVhen thou
chantest the Ol,lW, be moderate; not quick: and
when thou chantest the it ,] cut short the
lengtohmening of thine utterance; meaning, be quick
in the L..l: (As, Mgh, TA:) another reading
is said to have been given by Z, namely, [.;'i,]
with t. (TA.)

The flight of a bird that has its wings
clipt, (], TA,) as tluhe pigeon and the like. (TA.)

;* A sharp, or cutting, sword; as also Cm,,
witheesr to the , (g,) and with fet-l to the

S; (TA;) or . (So in two copies of
the S.)

.a.. and t lja.. Short in stature and in step;
(K ;) applied to a man: (TA:) and the latter is
likewise fem.; ($, l, TA;) applied to a woman
as meaning slwort in stature. (S, TA.)

;.. Swift hares. (IAir, g. [See also l.~..])
- And Skilful thieves. (IAr, ].)

L..im.; see -..j...One says of the female
hare, . J;.,i 3LJl L; -iJ , i. e.
Swift, persitent in running, ashe outstrips the
company pursuing her upon the hilL (TA.)

O ~J. Quickln~ in walking or going: ( :)
accordl. to Aboo-'Adnin, a pace of the kind

1

j.l~ -3j1 [Boox I.
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as above, inf. n. j, (TA,) t It (wine, or be-
verage,) bit his tongue; (Agn, V, TA;) a dial.

vatr. of JU.' aor. H ;J, which is the word
well known. (AlJn, TA.)_m ~ J I.
~.,;; i. q. :. [ii.e. He poured with his hand,
thre, or cast, the dust in theirfacs]. (IAth, ].)

s. ;ti~, (S, Mgh, M,b, V,) inf. n. 61bl
(Mob, TA) and '.jU , (Mqb,) He, (Mgb, Mqb,)
and it, (Mgh,) was, or becamn, oer against, or
opposite to, him, or it; (?, Mgh, TA ;) faced, or
Jfosted, him, or it; (TA;) syn. ji, (Mlb, Jr,)

and XUi; (TA;) as also t ;1., aor. ',
(Mgh, Myb,) inf. n. ;_.: (Mqb:) [and] the
latter, (a,) or each, (lar p. 43,) signifies he sat
owmr againS, or opporite to, him, or it. ($, and

gar ibid.)

means &ilm- ti [i. e. What is again,t, or oppo-
site to, her head, of the hair, and does not hang
down below it]. (Mgh. [See another ex. in an
bxplanation of f'1.]) One also says, l,bl ;-

--- ,i ; i l;i t I came to a land
the herbs of which were oppoidte to the mouthA of
its sheep, or goats, not rising beyond them. (Sh,
TA.) And ;j;.JI A.LAh t;- '. Be tou
over against, or opposite to, th' tre. (TA.) -

,ja., said of a girl, She matched her, namely,
another girl; she mat, or became, her match

fJlow, or equal; syn. ;!jU. (A and TA in art.
~r93.) - [lHence ; - signifying A conformity,
a mutal resemblance, or a correpondence, with
regard to sound, of two words occurring near

together; like &lij.! .: see art. C,j ]

4: see 1, in two places. - lI._l also signifies
He gace him a thing. (TA.) [See ;jL. and
see 4 in art. .]

6: see 3.

[6. itij They were, or became, over against,
or opposite to, each other; theyfaced, orfronted,
each other.- And They matched each other;
each of them was, or became, the matcAh, fellow,

or equal, of the other.] - Lt l in selling
and buying: see ,ham l. [This, perhaps, may
belong to art. UHJ.]

8. HJ.1a He wore, or put on, a sandal, or
sandals. (, TA.) Hence the saying, , 1
JlaQlI I [The best of those who have worn
sanials]. (TA.) A rijiz says,

0

[The barefooted whs,e sole it hurt by tAe rugged
ground and stones will put on any sandal: a
prov.]. (8. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 317.])
- See also L

10. 1.1m..,,I He asked him to give him a sandal
[or a pair of sandabl]. (",8 TA.)

5J..: see :t[ m., in three places.._You say

also, ?3 3 ,,t 1. l Q. Th two men came to-
gether, side by tide. (TA.) [8ee also Wi, in

art. I...]
Bk. I.

;.b. [originally an inf. n. of 1, q. v.]: see'i ,
in three places.

J~ : see um,.: - and see also ,.

3,.. .gift; (4, andI amp. 56;) a also
1J.; (TA;) or t.1.L: (Mgh, and Yam ubi

supr :) or a portion that is gien of spoil. (S.)

[See also l1.., in art. H,..]-.And A piece,
(g,) or mall piece, (TA,) of. flesh-meat: (g,
TA:) or a piece of flesh cut lengthwise; or so
,_., accord. to some. (Mgh.) [See also i._,

in art. ._.] - See also :. m., in three places.

tlI.. A sandal, or sole; syn. ,W; (S, Msb,
TA;) vulgarly called .j_J.: (TA [there written
without any syll. signs]:) pl. LJ.i;. (Msb.)_

t The sole of a camel's foot and of the hoof of a
horse (?, Myb, TA) or similar beast; (Mb ;) as
being likened to a j.. (TA.) Hence the saying
in a trad., (?,* Mb,* TA,) respecting a stray

she-camel, (Mob, TA,) b1; t ---jl.. r ("8,

Myb, TA) t With her are her foot, with which
she may defend herself from the smaller beasts of
prey, and [her stomach, which, by her replenish-
ing it, affords her means of long] endurance of
the want of water: (Mqb:) [or] it means that
she has ability to traverse the land and to go to
water. (TA.)_-tA wife; because she is ;;,,
like the . (TA.)~Also, [originally an in£ n,]
i. q. jI [Thef.ont, as meaning the part, place,
or location, that is over against, opposite, facing,
fronting, or infront]. (~, .) One says,
d;~ [ He sat in the place over against, oppo-
site to;,facing, or fronting, him; or simply he sat

over against, &c.]. (a.) And J..U~ j and
V43.. and tiA3j~. [in the C.K, erroneously,

J,j_. and '.] and *.II [He, or it, is
over against, opposite to, facing, or fronting,
thee]; (I ;) and Vt.4~. p; i. e. alSji.. (Q in

art. J...) And .jli ;ai. jjtl (O) and ;.

ft) ( a, ) and *1. t ij. (f) and .1 j,.'
(], O) and .1t j_ and ,, * ;.. and

.1 ~ ,iI. and *jI *j;.. (O) i.e. L,lW [My
house is over against, &c., his house]; (1 ;) and
[so] #I,) C.itbk.. (Mab.) And 3'

%SIl and ,;,l ;Ia. [He raised his hands over
against, or opposite to, not higher than, his
ears]: (Mgb,? Mb :) both are correct expres-
sions. (Mgh.) [Hence, ,~1 L- ,1 Corre-
sponding to, or matching, one another; uniformly
disposed.]_ See so art . b.

5;jl. and ;1,.. and .a,j Whatfalb, and
is thrown away, of skins, when they are pared
and cut: whence the saying in a trad. respecting
the bridal furniture of Fitimeh, that one of her
two beds was stuffed with Ija.s, of the malcers of
sandals. (TA.)

I.i_ [perhaps belonging to this art., like uas
and ' ~ ~ 3 ant~.s. a. nd l belong to arts. js._- and _._a.]:

j .se,., and art. HJd3. :- and see also T?...

:T, A maker of sandabls: whence the prov.,

. ;~ .~ ,I; _ ~ ·

[He who i a maker of sandab, his pair of sanalab
is good]. (TA. [Freytag (Arab. Prov. ii. 066)

gives it thus: e ir, *I j h4 H
whosefatAer is a maker of a~d, his pr of
andalb is good.])

l. A man wearing a sandal [or a pair of
sandalts]. (TA.)

lh... JA: see 1..

1. ji ;pk:JI .Lj., [aor. and inf. n. a be-
low,] The shoemaker's knife cut the sandal, or
sole. ($.) And &.' .i3. He cut, or cut of,
his arm, or hand, (T, w, a,) with a knife. (f.)

And atl H,j, He cut off a piece of his ear.

(TA.) -- 1JI ,., anr. o ..J, He, or it,

wounded the skin. (TA.) And 4,Abl Jj.,
(1,) inf. n. j, (TA,) He rent, or tore, ,nurth,
or he made many hola in, the skin, or hide. (1(,
TA.) - ._ J H,C ($,Mgh, g,) and #5 ("8)
or ., (TA,) aor. as above, (S, Mgh, MMb,) and
so the inf. n., (", TA,) t It, namely, vinegar, and
wine, or beverage, (", Mgh,) and [sour] milk,
(Mgh, 1,) &c., (Q,) bit his tongue, (", Mgh, 1],)
and his mouth; (", TA;) had a burning effect

upon it, like cutting. (Mgh.).;...-dL. U Hj

tHe spoke evil of sucA a one, saying of him what
would griev him if he heard it; re~led, vifided,
or vituperated, him; (1, TA;) [as though] he
cut him with his tongue. (TA.) A man who does
so is termed V.T.'.. (], TA.) See also what
next follows.

4. ;,.ri ; (S, Mgh, ,;) also t 1, m, firet
pers. q.; (Mgh;) He gave him a thing, or
somewhat: (Mgh:) he gave hin a portion, or
share, of spoil. (8, Mgh, g.) [See also 4 in art.

-_.]- _[Hence,] iL .~j,,l t [I gave him a
thArut, piercing thrut, or stab;] I thrust, pfereed,
or stabbed, him (L}, TA.)

6. .iZ, .CJ;Jt > j_J3 S The party, or com-
pany of men, divided among themselves (4, TA)
water equally; like l;JWL. (TA.)-See also
o in art. ,h.

· . ...

Hs'.: see a ..

a~j*, with damm, The diamond mith which
stones are cut and bored. (TA.)

4.1.. A piece cut kngthwAribe (A, S, ) of
flesh-meat: (A, 8 :) or a mal pc (1) thereof.

(TA.) [See also j_., in art. jl..] Hence the

sayigin a trad., ~ ~ £4.. i. J6
t L. t[Fd.tim i only apiece of me: mhat
distrees, or griev, her, distrese, or griv,
me]. (TA.)_ 'A .-. t:%. They two came ide
by side: (JI, TA :) ands5o a'. ; 14, mentioned
in art. ... (TA.)m A gift; as also v,&
(TA) and LJ, (Mgh, and 5am p. 56,) or
· q.~. (TA in art. .M-,) and 3... ( in that

art., and Yam ubi supr.) [See also 1t.]

.: see what next precedes. _ Also A share,
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orportion, of /poil; ($,];) and so tV1 .1, and
1 ̂_ (O) and tI and ()

ij, The gathering of the crop of grape: or
the riu tmof: syn. JtiS. (]~.) See also

art. .J_.

Qj._ A gifj, or preent, for bringing good
mew. (1, TA.) See also 4.. You ay, ;, 1

.1Li; tj,jl 'PWs He took it as something be-
twen a gift and a thing carrid off by force.
(I8d, g.) _ See also njo. _ 1JL. ~: see
iJ., in rt. .. ·

S.~ 1A large, or broad, hnife; or such at is
ued by a hoermaker or maker of sandals. (TA.)

.rj~ . ee 1.

.,;, sc. pen,. ;C/:. aor.:; (., A, MNb, g ;)
and ., sec. pers. .j, aor. and J; inf. n.

. and (M 9 b, ), and ;ji, (6, ,) or
this is a simple subst., (MNb,) and ia_; (TA;)
and ;-I, (¢, 8,) a dial. var. heard by Ks, (K,)
and mentioned by Zj and I]tt; (TA;) It (a day,
I, A, M9b, ], and food, M,b) was, or became,
hot; (A, Mob, V;) or ery hot. (TA.) And
,. A . '
JtI /j~., mec. pere. ,J aor. :, Th fire
burned up, and became fierce or hot. (M?b.)_

8ee also 10. -p., se. pen. ;'j2_, aor. :, inf. n.
im., He (a man, f) thirsted; axu, or became,
thirety. (9, V.) L4 mentions " ` Q ,

aor. , inf. n. u [perhaps a mistaLke for ,]
and jlm.: [app. in the sme sense:] ISd ays,
I think he means [from] .JI, not i.JI. (TA.)
And ;. [an inf. n. of the same verb] signifies
The liver's beconing dry from thirst or grief.
(TA.) sj., ec. penr; . al, aor. , (9, A,
Mgb, Meb, ],) in£ n. jl;._, (, Mgh, Myb~, ]V,)
He (a slave, $) became free: (9, A, Mgb, Mqb,

:) and t*jJ,.3 in the same sense is agreeable
with analogy. (Mgh.) - And ., sec. pers and
aor. as above, inf. n. H~ , He (a man) s free-
born, or of fre ormgn. (a.) _ ., [sec. pers.

;ZO.',] aor. -, inf. n. j., He heated water (A,*
) &Oc. (A.) _ j., aor. , He cooked [what is

t~nud] bj . : ( :) and ;J. she made ;X^.

(A.) Hence, in a trod., .j~1J c h5 ) Spinkle
thou the flour, and I will make of it 3S.pfor
thee. (TA.)

3. j., inf. n. A,'j, He frfed, liberated, or
emancipated, a slave. (A, Mgh, Myb.) And

; J). Hefreed a neck [i. e. a claw]. (9, V.)
- Also He set apart a child for the worjhip of
God and the r~ice of the moJqUe or oratory:
(Q, TA:) or he devoted him to the rvic of the
church as long as he should live, so that he could
not relinquish it whil he retaind his religion.

(TA.) - Also, inf. n. as above, ! He made a
writing &c. accurate, or exact; (9,1 ;) he made
a writing beautiful, or elegan, ndfreefrom de-
fects, by forming its characters rightly, and
rectifying its fault: (A:) he wrote a writing
well, or dlegantly, and accurately, or exactly;
(TI;) he rote well, or elegantly: (KL:) and
he made an account, or a reckoning, accurate,
without mistahe, and rithout omission, and with-
out erarre. (TA.) [And simply cHe wrote a
letter &c.]

4. .l: see L . Also llis (a man's) camels
became thirsty. (9, ].) . Also He (God) made
a man's liver to become dry by reason of thirst
or grief. (TA.) And He made a man's bosom
thirsty; as in the saying, used by the Arabs in

cursing a man, j, ao1 dl.l ) Ito [What aileth
him? May God make hi. bosom thirsty]: or the
meaning is ^1t [app. here used as signifying the
bird called a.tI, in the form of which the soul
was believed to issue from a slain man, and to
call incessantly for drink until the slaughter of the
slayer]. (TA.)

5: see L

10. 1.. (S, ]g) and 1 . ( T, TA) It
(slaughter) was, or became, vehement, (S, 1,)
and great in extent; (TA;) and the same is said
of death. (TA.) - Lt I He ached, or de-
sired, of her [that she should make what is
termed] ;Sj. (A.) [See 1, last signification.]

.: see , below; and see also art. .

Ldq^: ee art. C:^.

. Heat; contr. of >.; (, A, Mgh, .. l),
;) as lso * v., (s,. Mb,' 1,) contr. of

if.Jp; (S;) and *" (, Mqb, g) and 'ta.:
(TA:) [see 1, first sentence:] pl. [of the first]
;J. and ';il; (15;) the latter anomalous,
both as to its measure and in the non-incor.
poration of the first j into the second: it is men-
tioned on the authority of AZ and others; but
IDrd doubts its correctness; and the author of

the WA'ee mentions jI.l as a pl. form, but appa-
rently to avoid contrariety to rule: the pl. of

asl as simple subst., or as an inf. n., but
more probably as the former, ia ;I,.. (TA.)
- t A burning of the heart, fromv pain and
wrath and distrew or affliction or trouble orfa-
tigue. (TA.) [See also j5-.] - tDiffirulty,

or se~rty, of work. (TA.) - See also ji.e:

and i_.: and . 3L_, voce a..

.~ Free, ingenuous, or free-born; contr. of
Zc: (S, A, Mgh, Myb, 1:) fem. p.: (S, Mgh,
Mhb, V:) pl. masc. ;l#~ (Msb, ]g) and
(IJ, I ;) not Alm., as some say; nor is ;l~ an
inf. n. as well as a pl., as others say: (MF:)
pl. fem. 9,!, (Msb, V,) contr. to analogy, and,
as Sub says, the only instance of the kind except

-- .. , as pl. of ; j;4-; for the [regular]
pl. of i. is jW; but ~. has this form of pl.
because it is syn. with it and isLs [as will

be een in what follows]; and Sa, because it

means _IsJ! 's. (MNb.) Omar said to the
women who used to go forth to the moeque,

;3 !S [lit. I miU asnuredly make ye to
beome free oomen]; meaning I w/il apredly
make you to keep to the howus: for the curtain is
lowered before free women; not before slave-

women. (TA.) [See also .. ]jGmerowu ,

noble, or well-born; like as is ued to signify
"ignoble," or "bae-born:" (Mgb :) and so the

fem. y._; (S, Mgh, ] ;) applied to a woman;
(TA ;) and to a she-camel: (9:) and so the
masc. applied to a horse. (.K, TA.) [Hence,]

a ic 4 ij t [She pased a virgin's night] is
said of her whose husband has not been able to
dcvirginate her (., A, K) in the night when she
has been first brought to him: (TA:) becaue
the ;5. is modest and repugnant: (Har p. 418:)
in the contr. case one says,t .; aIl: (" , L :)

and one says also .Ii; and ' .

(TA.) [And hence,] ;.. and ;_. 4 sig-
nify also tTle first nght of the [lunar] month 
(. :) its last nighlit is called ;" ii and '.)

,'tL. (TA.) You say also ~. q.j 5[app. mean-
ing An ingeqiuous countenance]. (A.) Ge-
nerous, or insenuous, in conduct: as in the saying
of Imra-cl-leys,

S

[ny thA life, my heart is not generou in conduet
to its, or his, companion]; meaning that it is
averse therefrom, and inclines to another. (As,
TA.) [Hence,] , ir a , 5 A cloud bountiful
with rain; (A;) or abounding with rain. (5Q,
.K.) _ A good deed or action. (V, TA.) You
say, e. .tL ti This is not good, or well,
of thee. (S;,A.) _ tAnything good, or meel

lent; as poetry, &c. (TA.) You say . ;
t[app. meaning good, or excellent, peech or lan-
guage]. (A.) - S Good earth, or clay, and *and:
(15, TA :) or earth, or clay, in which is no sand:
(S, A :) and sand in whAich i no earth or clay:
( :) or sand that has good herbagc: (A:) you

say ;- ij1j; (t, A ;) and the pl. is 51_: ( :)
or sand in which is no mixture of any other
thing: (Myb: [accord. to which, this is the
primary meaning of the word, whence the mean-
ing of "free," i. e. the "contr. of .. :" but
accord. to the A and TA, it is tropical:]) and
.5·. 0 a
e; a.jl I land in which is no salt arth: (A:)
or in rwhich is no sand: as applied to that upon
which no tithe is levied, it is post-classical. (Mgh.)
- IThe middl, (S, A, 15,) and best part, (TA,)
of sand, (9, 15, TA,) and of a house. (9, A, TA.)
t.The best of anything; (], TA;) as, for in-

stance, of fruit. TA.)_ o sing. of J!l in the
term J,il j1pm1, (TA,) which means IH'rbs,
or leguminous plants, that are eaten without being
cooked; (.,A;) u also J.3Jl ?t5V : (A:) or
such as are slender and succulnt; and ;d;
J3ll means "such as are thick and rough:"
(AHeyth:) or the former are such as am dedrr
and oftl; and the latter, " such a are hard and
thick:" (TA in art. C :) or the former are
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keh as are eder and ~ ; and the latter,
"such as are thick, and inclining to bitternes :"
(TA in art. ,b):) or the former are such as are

rough; and these are three, namely, jJIl and

,1,J1 and .- ; 1l: or pJI is applied to a plant

of th hind called j3oJl, growing in salt grounds.

(TA.) -- r. j i What appears of theface:
(!,, TA:) or what appears of the eevated part
of the cheehk; ( ;) [i. e.] the bat, or most pro-
minent place, of the cheek; (W p. 28;) and
1t; 1 signifies [the same, or] the elroated part
of the cheek: (TA:) or the former is what fronts
one, of thelface: or thefour tracks of the tears,
from each corner of each eye. (TA.) One says,

0 1;5 * 43 ?[Ir slapped hin on the ball
of his cheek]. (, TA.*) The young one of a
gazelb. (9, g.) -The young one of a frpent:

(9, :) or ofa d~ s~erpent: or it is a slender
serpent, like the oi., of a white colour: or a
white srpent: or a erpent, absolutely. (TA.)
-. The young one of a pigeon: ($, 4:) or the

mae thereof. (TA.)-. JC, [is said to sig-

nify] The male of t he [or kind of collared

turtle-dove of which the femae is called 

(see M.)]: (', Mpb, :) Iomeyd Ibn-Thowr
says,

0 A t . tl ' _ .t 

· L,, .. # .i. a --.
0 W;,3 a...:p ,- L *-r $

[And notling eacited this desire but a pigeon (see
.;1;.) that caUlld ; 31, sorrowing and warb-
lilg]: or, accord. to IJ, the right reading is

*[l . among other pig , ,arb-

[lhat coUled . 31t_ among other pigeons, warb-
ling]: but some say that 3LJ is the pigeon; and
v., it young one: or;. 3L, is the cry of the
jlJW, and is an onomatopeia: accord. to Aboo-
'Adnan, it is ;^. jL, and means the warbling
of tL pigeon: and gakhr El-Ghef makes it a
compound, and indecl.; using the phrase, s.;W

. 3L [she calls ;. 3L.]: on which IJ ob-
serves, A4 says, . 3jL is thought to mean the
young one of the bird; but it is her cry: and he
(IJ) adds, the fact that the poet [$akhr] does not
make it decl. is an evidence of the correctness of
the auertion of Ae; for, were it decl., he would
have said 3i if it consisted of two nouns
whereof the former was prefixed to the other so

au to govern it in the gen. case, or 1 . 3l if it
were a compound; as it is indeterminate: and its
being made decl. by lomeyd does not show it to
be not significant of a sound; for sometimes an
exprerion significant of a sound consists of two
nouns whereof the former is prefixed to the latter
so u to govern it in the gen. case, like j? jl..
(M, MP, TA.)

. (Mqb, ]) and 1t. (9, Mgh, Mqb, nd ,
in art. C:.) The vulva, or pudendum, of a

woman: (Mqb, j:) the former a dial. rar. of
the latter; (V;) originally .[q. v.]. (M 9b.)

h. A stony tract, of AiC th dtoM are

black (9, Mgh, M#b, V) and worn and crumbling,
(;,],) as though burned with fire: (S :) or a
hard and rugged tract of ground, strem with
black and worn and crumbling stones, as though
thly rer rained down: (TA:) or a lavel tract
abounding with stones, over which it is difcult
to walk, and hard: (IAr:) or one [irhereof
tAh stons are] black above and white beneath:
accord. to AA, of a round form: such as is
oblong, not wide, is termed pt!: (TA:) pl.

t_, (Ig,) or rather this is a coll. gen. n., (MF,)

and ;1. (S, A, Mgh, Msb, ) and 1.A.1 and

O.y_, (9, ],) with j and Xj like Xj.bjI, (Yoo,
9,) to which it is made like because it is fem.,

as w,1 ix, (Yoo,) and t i , ($, ,) as though

the sing. were r1,I (Yoo, Sb, S,) though this
sing. is not used; (Yoo;) or as though its sing.

&.,
were ,m, accord. to Th, who app. means that
this place is hotter than others. (TA.)

j..JI: see jib. -_ . I X The part of
the protuberance behind the ear where the earring
nwings about: ($, ] :') or it is an epithet, sig-
nifying beautiful and smooth and long in the pro-
tuberance behind the ear; applied to a woman

and to a she-camel. (TA.)- _ aJ-It is also

said to signify Tihe two ears. (TA.) One says,

..o~, Ir.!4.· dN:S 3 ,_. (A, TA) i. e. I [May
God preerre thy two eyes and] thy two cars.
(TA.) ~ Chamomile, or chamonmile-flowera; syn.

(TA.)

a: see .- Also A heat, or burning, in
the throat: when it increases, it is termed ;j,~.
(TA.) [See also .,.] _ Thirit: (.,A:) or
the heat and burning of thirst: (IDrd:) it may
be said that it is with kesr [instead of fet-h
(see 1)] for the purpose of its being assimilated

in form to J, with which it occurs. (S,]~.)
One says, pl ll i .L. (A, ]) May

God afflict him by thirst with cold: and ;'JLt

iJIj by tairst and cold (TA.) And 1jjal "I

; . jr . The moat svere of thirst is thirrt
in a cold day. ($.) And 0 _ ";. Thirst

in a cold day: (ISd:) a prov., applied to him
who makes a show of the contrary of that which
he conceals; (TA;) or who makes a show of
friendship while he conceals hatred. (Meyd.)

f the fe. gender, (Mb,) A hot ind

.. , of the fern. gender, (M9b,) A hot wind,
(Myb,) in the night or in the day; (AA, Fr,

M9b;) as also"j : (AA, Msb:) or the former
is a hot wind in the night, and sometimes in the
day; (AO, 3, ;) and the latter, a hot wind
in the day, and sometimes in the night: (AO;

:) or the former, a hot nind in thl night; like
the latter in the day: ( :) or the former, in the
day; the latter being in the night; accord. to

Ru-beh, as said to AO: (Mqb:) pl. 3,kJ. (A.)

.The heat of the sun: (V:) or heat [abso-
lutely]: (ISd:) constant heat: (v:) the fire of

eUll: (Th, ]:) pl. as above. (TA.) In the

Pur [xxxv. 20],; jJ j . iJI J measo Nor
shade nor heat: (ISd:) or nor Paradis nor
Hell: (Th:) or nor the people of trth, Aho
are in thi shade of truth, nor th people offal.-
hood, who are in constant heat, night and day.

zj.)
. i a S.
.OP: see^.

j _ Heated by wrath !e.; as also _:
(9, K:) fem. of each with 5; the former being
with ; because it is syn. with 'a.;i .[aficted
with grief or orrom]: or ; signifies affected
with grief or sorror, and having the lier burned
[thereby]: (TA:) or heated in the bosom: (Az,
TA:) and its pL is ,1' . (Az,, TA.)I-
Silk; syn. .- �.: (Mb :) or dressed sik;

syn-. .; ~_1 : (Mgb, Mb :) and a gat-
mont, or stuff, made thereof: (Mgh:) or stuff
rholly composed of silU: or of which the woof is
silk: (Mgh, from the Jemi et-Tefareel :) n. un.
with ;; (Msb;) meaning oe of the garments,
or piece. qfo t,ff, called j-." (9, g.)

i;j.: see ., in two places. Alo I. q.

;j as used in the saying, .s,Jl IJJ &.' l
U. 3 ;^, (9, TA,) meaning Verily I find
tlhat this food has a burning effect, or a pungency,
in my mouth. (TA.) It signifies A burning in
the mouth, from the taste of a thing: and in the

heart, from pain: and hence one says, tJa. ,.
J11, and .Y.., and , and j1I11, [He

felt the burning ffect of the sword, and of
beating, and of death, and of eparation.] (IDrst,

TA.) [See also .. ] _ See also k...

., .. i.a)
;W.,: see 2_.

;_ n. un. ofj, [q. v.]. (Mgb.) Also
A kind of soup of flour and greame or grawy:
(TA:) or pour cooked with milk, (9, ],) or with
grease or gravy: (i :) it is of flour, and ;
is of bran: (Sh:) [when a mess of this kind is

thickest,] it is '_;'; then, ~s"; then, im.;

then, ~.. (IAr.) [See also -;L.]

Xj·^.: see the next paragraph.

iaO, urand i{J..: ee a~... ,j .jl
A sect of the heretics, or cAisamatics; 

[q. v.];) so called in relation to ]aroor& (:.j,.),
a certain town (Az, $, A, Mgh, M9b) of EL
KRoofeh, (Az, Mgh, Mlb,) from which it is distant
two miles; (TA;) because they first asembled
there (Az, f, Mgh, Mqb) and professed the dooe
trine that government belongs only to God: (As,
S, Mgh:) they dived so deeply into matters of
religion that they became heretics; and hence
the appellation is applied also to any who do
thus: (Mgh, Mb:) they consisted of Njdek
and his companion, (,) and toe holding thir
tenets: (TA:) they were also alled L'1,
because their ensigns in war were white: (T
voce 3m.J:) a man of this sect is caled

Ct 9 ;i (9,1( ;) and a woman, as well u the
sect collectively, igj..: (Mgh, M,b:) which

68 ·
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also signifies the quality of belonging to this sect
(9, ,O TA.)

I--
.i*~ A camel that pastures in a stony trac

such as is termed ;!a. (9, .)
.;. ~ ~~ .P

'1._ ThIe state, or condition, (f freedom
on,tr. of slavery; as also ,. (9, A, Mb

IK) and V Msb, ( , KM: ,) of which two th
latter is the chaste fonnrm, (Mgh,) or it is mon
chaste than the former, which is the regular form
(MF,) and t;I., ($, A, M,b, K,) not *
(TA,) and t j, (K, TA [in the C1] .]'
and t jI~. (TA.)_ - Free persots, collectirely
(Mgh.) [See j~..] - The eminent, elevated, oi
noble persons of the Arahs, (]~, TA,) and of th
foreigners. (TA.) You say, d.j .. .
lie is of the noble ones of his people: (A:) or ot
toh choitest, best, or most excellent, of his people.
(TA.) - t Sandy, soft earth, (K, TA,) good,
anld fit to pro/duce plants or herbuige. (TA.)
J,s1J J.am: see

q ,,. TlirsJty: (,., A,K :) or it has an intensive
siignification, as will be shownII by what follows:

a-
(TA:) fen. . : pl. (masc. and fern., TA)
;I,. ($, TA) nl -, - and LSj!pa. (TA.)
One says O/ OjI l1.. (TA.) It is said in
a trad., 1 q~ , ., ' 5, meaning For
the giving of drink to any liver that is dried ttup
by thirst from intense heat, ther shalil he a
recompease: and in another, ' .. ,j., 9 

tI. (lAth, TA.)_ [See also a trolfical use of
this word in a velose cited in art. , conj. 2.]

AI.
j_. HIot: (MAb:) a very hot day, and food.

(A.) IAr says, I (do not saty * *.. (TA in
art. ).) [This seems to imply that some allow
it; and it is common in the present day. See
.;..] - See an ex. of its fern., lta., in the
mext preceding parmgraph._fDifficult, trouble-
some, distrei,g, fatiguing, or severe work. (1,
TA.) El-Jusan, when [his thtler] 'Alee ordered
him to flog El-Weleed thle son of 'Olhbeh for
drinking wine, in the days of 'Othm6n, said, j

tjU ks1 0* .. 1 t Set thou over what is evil
theresf him who has spe,intended what is good
thereof: (Mgh:) or set thou over n'hot is diffi-
cult of the aJahir him who has superintended
w,hat is profitable thereof: (Mb :) meaning that
only he should undertake the infliction of the
flogging who superintends the profitable affairs
of government. (Mgh.)__-. b j ;..
and .U -IIl j1., Such a one came in a plump,

'A L, a - Lhali 1
orfat, state; contr. of ';.. l, and ~, - -
(A and TA in art. .. )

A ' g ~ ~ ~ ~ - a
..1 [Htotter: and hottest]._. _ ;j l: see

.1, .. .. a. ..se3 ~ t~ . J
;- . _ 1 p& t He is more delicate

[or mor Yree from d&fects] in goodlinet, or
beauty, than he. (~, TA.)

s: ee i., first sentence.
I ,

_ A man nhose camnels are thirsty. (S.)

; Freedfrom slavery; emancipateld. (TA.)

t. A child devoted by the parent to the service
of a church. (TA.) [See also 2.]

t qj d: see 

i *J-

,, 1. ~~, (S,sA, g,) nor. ,inf. n. .,, (S,
e I1,) He dspoiled him of his wealth, or property;

or plundered him; ($, A, ] ;) leaving him with-
out anything. (9.) [Hence,] , (A, Mgh,
M. b,) or JL , .. 1, (S,) lie was, or became,
depoiled, or plutndered, (S, A, Mgh, Mslb,) of his
wealth, or property, (S,) or of all his wealth, or
proprty; as also .,, (Mgh, Msb,) aor. , (Msb,)

r inf. n. _. (Mgh, Msb.) You say, Jj' 4j 

; ,._j: see art. ,o.. (TA.) Anld .. . ,
ft He was despoiled of his religion; was rendered,
or becanme, an unbeliever. (TA.)_ [And hence,]
ym., aor. ', inf.n. 3p_, He said t. I1, or

. , lj: [see ..[ , below.] (TA.) - And
'-, (S, A, ],) aor. -, (1P,) inf. n. ', (A,

TA,) : Ie (a man, S, A) was, or became, angry,
(A,) or violently angry. (S, 1.) And i. q.
[mcaning t He was, or became, affected with
canine madnesa: see <]. (1..) And t lIe
(an enenmy) was, or became, like a lion; as also
P ,,_.. (TA.)

2. -r_, inf. n. $j..i, ]Ie sharpened a spear-
hecad. (S, .) I e angered: (S, A:) or
angered violently: (g:) and he tnovoked, or
exasperated. ($, Ig, TA.) And it is said to sig-
nify t He acquainted a person with a thing that
angered him: but where it is said to have this
meaning, it is accord. to one reading with and
hemzeh [in the places of and ,]. (TA.)

3. A,, ($, A, M Kb, K,) inf. n. i;1_~ (Mhb,
1) and .I.., (g,) He waged, or contended in,
wtar writh him; warred, or battled, with himn.
($,0A, Msb,K.) See also 6.--lie nas, or becasme,
hostile, or an enemy, to him. (8,S TA.) - lie
disobeyed Him; namely, God. (TA.)

4. .JI .al1 Ile excited, provoked, or
stirred up, war. (l.)_ ~- .l lie guidled himn
to spoil, or plunder; guided him, or showsed him
the way, to obtain spoil, or plunder, qf an enemy; 
(S, K, TA;) acting as a spy. (TA.) - lie (
found him to be despoiled, or plundered, of hit 4
nwealth, or property, or of all his wealth, or pro-
perty. (TA.)

6. I_ 3 and V I (,, I (S, A, K) and V tIla.
($) They waged, or contended in, war, one with
another; watred, or battled, one with another.
(A, gA,.)

8: see 8. _ ,J.i It was all plundered,
taken, or carried oJf. (.Har p. 313.)

10: see 1, last meaning.

5~ WWar, battle, fight, or conflict; (Msb, i
TA;) contr. of.L; (TA;) consisting, first, in
shooting arrows, one at another; then, in thrust-
ing, one at another, with spears; then, in com-
bating one another with swords; and then, in
grappling and struggling together: (Subh, TA:)
it is [generally] fem.; (Q, L. Mob;) but its dim.

is * , without ;, (Kb, $, L, Msb,) contr. to
rule, (L, Msb,) like ), and and , and
in a fem. sense, (L,) because originally an inf. n.
[of which the verb ( ) setms not to have been
used as meaning "he waged, or contended in,
war"], (El-Mi.inee, ?,) or in order that it may
not be confounded with the dim. of ' : (Mib:)
Seer makes its origin to be the epithet .r,

which, however, is originally an inf. n.: (L:)
sometimes it is mase.; (IA'r,Mbr, S,Mqb,l ;)
but this is extr.: (L:) the pl. is .,.. (9, K.)
You say, ^.) ; ',- j [SWar happened be-

tn,een them]. (S.) And ,L s ..;j, .I
The war, or battle, became vehement, so that
safety fr.on destruction was dificult of attain-
ment. (Msb.) And making it mase., as meaning
Jli, you say s . ,NZ A voeement jight or
battle. (Msb.) [Hence,] .Jw*. 0t1 A warrior:
(Er-lig,lil,, TA in art. ;O ̀) and sp*Ji ' I [the
warrior; or] he who su.ices for n'ar, and who
defends. (Myb in that art.) And . _ jl;i T/e
country, or countries, of the unbelievers, (Msb,)
or of [ttose called by the Mudlim] the polytheists,
(K,) betnween nwhom and the Muslims there is
not peace. (Mysb, g].) In the saying of Aboo-
Haneefchl, '. l ;1 2; ' t, the meaning is

jl, >1 [AMekleh ma at that time a place of
which the people were at war witl the Mudlims].
(Mgh.) ~It is also an epithet; originally an
inf. n. (L.) You say ,j. 3J, (1g, TA,) [iu
the CI .,j., but it is] like J,, (TA,) A man
vehement in war, and courageous; as also t'
and t -1: (] :) or " signifies a man
of wars; (S;) or a man of mar, as also ',. (..;
and a known, e:xerienced wareior. (TA.) [Being
originally an inf. n.,] ,.~ as an epithet is used
in the same form as masc. and fem. and sing. and
p1.: (g:) so that one says r,. All and ,;i
3-o, (TA,) as also V " . 3.. (S, .)_-
Also An enemy, (S, 5,) whether, or not, actually
at war. (gi.) So in the saying, J .,.. gI

"l. [I am an enemy to him who wvars with
me, or who is an enemy to me]. (S.) And c,~
05hi .4,j Such a one is th/ enemy of uach a one.
(TA.) Some hold that , is a pl. [or rather a

quasi-pl. n.] of .i|. or , . (TA.)

M._ inf. n. of . (A, Mgh, Msb.) 1; Ij
is an ejaculation expressive of grief, lamentation,
or regret, [meaning Alas, my rpoliation! or my
lor ! or my grief!] (lSd, FMgh, TA,) used in an
absolute manner, like lil Ij, (ISd, TA,) or
li ;., (Mgh,) from he_ "he despoiled him of
his wealth, or property :" (. :) [or from ..,
q. v.:] or it originated from the fact that giarb
the son of Umeiyeh, when any one died, used to
ask his family what they required to expend on
the occasion, and used to supply them therewith;
(TA;) and when he himself died, the people of
Mekkeh and its neighbourhood bewailed him,
saying, t.~ I;, (Th, ]g,' TA,) or :1; I, (TA,)
[Alas for .Harb!] and then they changed the
expression to It. Ij;, (Th, K,) or ;*. Ij;, and itI I

is 
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the ridge of the backbone: (., TA:) or , lj

iO;,JI (S, L, TA) signifies the portions of fesh,
(S,) or the ash, (L, TA,) along either side of tlh
backbone: (S, L, TA:) the sing. is ,i,; likened
to the t,A. [or male chameleon] of the desert,
and therefore tropical: Kr says that the sing. of

, sIlj is l,.i . accord. to rule; showing
that it has no known sing. on the authority of
hearsay. (L, TA.)_ The nails, (S,) or a nail,
(V,) of a coat of mail: (8, :) or the head oJ
a nail in a ring of a coat of mail: (K:) pl. as
above. (TA.)~ And Rugged ground: (K:) or
rugged and hard ground; accord. to Th; but the
word commonly known is w:j, with szy. (TA.)
[This meaning has been supposed to be assigned
in the K to Z·~ ; but the TA shows that sucll
is not the case.]

-- "d t _ ($, hMgh, Mb,1) and _
(MF) Despoiled of his wealth, or property; plun-
dered; (S, Mgh, MSb, KI, MF ;) and left rithout
anything: ($, Mgh, Mb :) pl. (of the first, TA)
. and :. (K.) And L... and a,.

A woman deprived qf her child, or children. (TA.)
And t j t Despoiled of his reliqion; ren-
dered, or become, an unbeliever. (TA.)

_, dim. of . , q. v.

ae!,.: see what next follows.

X -v (.8, , 1K) and V1aj (A) Wealth, or
propesrty, of rrhich one is despoiled, or plundered:
(A, V:) a man's property is not so called until
he has been despoiled of it: (TA:) or (.K, but
in the A "and") wealth, or properity, by means
of twhich one lives, or subsists: (S, A, K:) pl. of
the former [and of the latter also accord. to ana-
logy] Ia.. (TA.)

iL. dim. of a~., q. v.

41a. A troop of plunderers. (TA.)

.. l_ [act. part. n. of ]. _ It occurs in a
trad. as signifying One who strips people brcibly
of their clothes. (TA.)

.j. and a : see a , in three places.

a ,ei (S,1k , in the CV °'eu ) A land
containing, (S,) or abounding with, (K,) animals
of the hind called .eI [i.e. male chameleons].

(S, I.)

3>1i1 and j The lion. ( r, TA.)

see , in two places. = Also The
upper end of a sitting-room, (Msb, and so accord.
to an explanation of the pl. 4 .jjl.~, in the 8,
on the authority of Fr,) or of a Iouse, or tent, or
chamber; (K;) the chief, or most honourable,
sitting-place; (AO, L, Msb,K ;*) whence, in a
trad., 3 1 Jl o;'l i% rt [he used to dislike the
utppermost, or chief, sitting-places in rooms]:
(L:) the place where kings and chiefs and great
men sit: (Msb:) a high place: (As, Hr, TA:)
a [chamber of the hind called] b>=: ($, MSb,
K :) the highest chamber in a house: a chamber
to which one ascends by stairs: (Zj, TA:) a
king's closet3 or private chamber, into wh7ich he

became wsed in the case of bewailing any person
who was dear, and in the cases of other calamities:
but this account of the origin did not please ISd.
(TA.)_Alo Perdition. destruction, or death.
(iar p. 168.)

c: ee ~p. - Also Angry: (A:) or
tiolently angry: (S, -:) applied to a man and
to a lion. ($, A.) And i. q. .. [meaning
Affected with canine madnea]: pl. .", (K,)
syn. with LtL, but unknown to Az in this
sense except in one instance. (TA.)

41 . [A dart, or javelin;] a certain weapon
(V) rclembling a spear, (MSb,) but smaller,
(TA,) having a wide head; (As, TA;) not
reckoned among Ctj: (IAv, TA:) dim. V:tIa~:

(Mhb:) pl. . , A, Mb, .) You say,
V', 3 .,JI1 I.jL( [They took the darts, or
javelins,for contending in war, or battle]. (A.)
- A thrust, stick, or stab. (V.)- Spoliation.
(O.) - Corruptness of religion. (1g.)- -
a name of Friday; (4, TA;) accord. to the
Nmunooe, because it is a time for warring with
oneself: (TA:) pl. ,_ and , .. (IO.)

Ie. A modle, or manner, of war, battle,fight,
or conflict. (J.)

;,1/ [The male chamnleon;] the male of what

is called X .h .l; (S, Msb, I; [but see the
latter appellation in art. i ;]) a well-known
animal: (TA:) or a certain reptile, like the
lUtc, (K,) said to be larger than this latter,
(Msb,) svcmenhat larger, (.,) that turns itself,
(., Myb,) or its head, (n,) towards the sun, (8,
MSb, 1[,) turning with the sun as the sun turns,

and assuming various colours (S, Msb) by reason
of the heat of the sun: (S. :) Az describes it as a

reptile resembling inform what is called ,. l. AF.,
veithfour legs, slelder head, [which is not correct
as applied to the chameleon,] and striped bach;
that all the day looks towards the sun; and he
adds that itsJ./sh is imnpure, and the Arabs never
eat it: (TA:) [accord. to Freytag, the word,
thus applied, is said (but I know not on what
authority) to be from t..,meaning ?q l1&U.]

(guardian of the sun) :] the fem. is with;: (S :)

and the pl. t. . (., Msb.) [The word .l._
is used in passages cited in the TA as masc. and
teim.; whence it seems that it may be written
* m as well as a.] The Arabs used the ex-
pression or l or , like L 'J:
(.:) [the"latter word in each of these cases being
the name of a tree:] the former is proverbially
applied to a prudent man; because the .,1a does
not qu&it the first branch but to leap upon the
second. (TA.) The phrase 1 , ..

I is used, by inversion, for tsJ1 -,-;
.J?.l ) [The mnle chameleon stood erect upon
the branch]: for it stands erect upon stones, and
upon the roots or trunks of trees, looking towards
the sun, and declines as the sun declines. (TA.)
_Also :The bach: orits Jesh: (V:) orj_
~JI means the esh along either side of the
backbone: (TA:) or this, (TA,) or 14.JIl, (1i,)

retires alone, out of the way of the people: (i :)
a [pavilion, or building of thc kind caUlld] ji:
(As, TA:) the station of the Imdnm in a masque:
( :) the ,1!.r [or niche which shows the di-
rection of the kil;leh] of a mosque; from the same
word as signifying the " tpper end of a sitting-
room ;" (Fr, S, Mob;) or, as some say, because
the person praying wars with the devil and with
himself by causing the attention of his heart:
(Msb :) the highest place in a mosque: (Zj, TA:)
the .kibleh: (L, TA:) a mosque, or place of wor-
ship; so in the Kur xix. 12: (S, L:) a place of
aurembly. (As, TA.) j;.l .i ,.,jl- means
The places of worship of the Children of Israel,
(T, ],) in which they used to assemble for prayer,
(T, TA,) or in which they wed to sit; (];) as
though they sat therein to consult respecting war.

(TA.) [See also 5..] - I.. Lq. , (]C,)

meaning The haunt qf a lion. (TA.)- The
neck of a beast. (Lth, K, TA.)

....,jja.. and ai3 : see _, in three
iplaces.

,-i, .. ,; , 

.~.m l: see . ,_)L

1. ,"_, aor. ! (8, Msb, IC) and , (.,) inf. n.
· _, (S, A, Mqb, ],) He gained, acquired, or
earned, (S, A, 1~,) wealth; ( ;) as also tZ.j~.:
(Az, TA:) he collected wealth. (S, A, Msb, .)

_He sought, sought after, or sought to gain,
nustenance; and laboured diligently; 6JIJ for
his.family; as also t,j..: (TA:) he worktd,
or laboured, for the goods of the present world,
(Az, TA,) and %for those of the world to come.
(Az, A, TA.) You say, "Jip;d. . i :Labour
for tlhy good in the world to come. (A, TA.)
And it is said in a trad., WB .tJl.; J &_i

1Is1 *i (S, TA) Labour for thy good in the
present nworld as though thou inert to live.for ever:

and, in continuation, . ,J i. jij. .j
1" :and nork for thy good in the world to come
as though thou rwert to die to-mor row. (TA.)

Also ~ (T, T , Mgh, Msb, K,) aor. 'and:,
(1,) inf. n. &J. (T, Mgh, Msb, IC) and X3 l;
(TA;) and .±.:.l; (T, S;) He sowed; (T,'.,
1i;) he cast seed upon thes ground: (T, TA:)
[accord. to Bd (xlii. 19), this is the primary sig-
nification: see o,, below:] and the former
verb, he tilled, or cultivated, land, either by sowing
or by planting: (TA:) or he ploughed up land
for sowing: (Mgh, Myb :) or he ploughed land;
because the doing so is a means of gain. (gnam
p. 70.) And the former verb, Hr ploughed up
the ground by much walking upo it; as also

.tj~-l. (TA.) - Also, the former verb, (L, ],)
aor. ' and , (1,) inf. n. c., (A, L, VJ,) He
took, or had,four wives together. (A, L, .) -
Immoderate inivit: (A,]:) multkm inivit. (IApr,
L.) And ";i1 :. Multilm inivit mulier
suam. (IAp, L.). -_ e emaciated, or rendered
lean, (IAyr,., A, ],) a beast, (I,) or a camel,
(IAr, TA,) or a she-camel, (IAqr, S, A,) and a
horse, (IApr, TA,) byjourneying (IApr, ., A, O)
thereon; (IApr, S, 1 ;) as also t:,.I, (so in tlle
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A and L and TA, and in some copies of the $, in
this art.,and so in the 9 and L and 1 in art. %J,)
or t:Jjrl. (So in some copies of the $ in the
preent art.) - RHe stirred a fire, ($, A, ],) and
made it to burn up, (TA,) with the JA.... (A,
TA.) -I He examined, looked into, scrutinized,
or inmetigated: (V, TA:) app. in an absolute
sense: but accord. to some of the leading lexi-
cologists, he examined, looked into, scrutinized,
or inveetigated, and studied, the book, or the
JVur-.n: (TA:) Ae studied the ]ur-an: (8:) or
he studied the Jur-in long, and meditated upon
it. (A, TA.) .t.He called to mind a thing, or
an affair, and became etcited therenby: [for ex.,]
Ru-beh says,

.

[And tAe sying isforgotten if it be not called to
mind so as to produce excitement]. (TA.) 
tHe applied himself to the study of iJJl [i. e.
the law]; or e learned the science so called. (I.)

4: see 1, in two places.

8: ee 1, in four places.

Jb Gain, acquisition, or earning; (Jel in
xlii. 19;) a also e * m.; of which the pl. is

": (v1:) and recompuse, or reward. (Bd
and Jel in slii. 19, and TA. [Accord. to Bd, in
the place here referred to, this is from the same
word as meaning "seed-produce: but the reverse
seems to be the case accord. to the generality of

the lexicologist.]) ;jl1 'c -O~ ', in
the l(ur xlii. 19, means t Whoo desireth the rermar
or recompene, (Bd,) or the gain, i. e. revard, or
recompens, (Jcl,) [of tAe world to come. ] A lot,
share, or portioib. (TA. )Worldly goods. (TA.)
_tSeed-produce: (?,* ]g,* TA:) ewhat is grown,

or raised, by means of eed, and by means of
date-stone, and by means of planting: (Mgh:)
an inf. n. used as a proper subst.: (Mgh, Mb :)
pl. J_.~ (Mb.)- t A place ploughed for
sowing; (Mgh, Mb ;) as also ' '.., (Mgb,)
pl. 14A1.: (Mgh, MNb:) or land prepared for
sowing: (Jel in ii. 66:) and it is said to signify
also a plain, or soft, place; perhaps because one
plough* in it. (Iyam p. 70.) [Being originally
an inf. n., it is abo used in a pl. sense.] It is
said in the ]~ur ii. 223,.~ J, , 'tcJ (Mgh,
M 9b) 1 Your wies, or women, are unto you
things wherein ye sow your offspring: (Bd,Jel:)
they are thus likened to places that are ploughed
for sowing. (Mgh, M 9b.)- [And hence,] t A

wife; as in the saying, 4i A I[Iiow is
thy wife?]. (A, TA.) - A -oad, or beaten
track, or the middle of a road, that is much
trod~ [a though ploughd] by the hoofs of
horm or the like. (][,· TA.)_ [A ploughAhare:
so in Richardson's Pers. Ar. and EngL Dict.,
ed. by Jobnson; and so, app., in the Munjid of
Kr, voce M.

eme o.. The pl., also sig-
nifiest Camels mciated by travel: (El-Kha.t-
bee, ] :) originally applied to hornes: of camels

you [generally] ay, t&4J.I [" we rendered them
lean"], with J; and li eJ means "a lean
she-camel." (E.l-Khaabooe, TA.)

[BooK I.

J14_ A sower, plougher, tiller, or cultivator,

of land; (S, TA ;) us also t*'1. [pl. b1.']:
(KL:) a plougher of land for sowing. (Msb.)
- One who eats much; a great eater. (IAar,
TA.)

.jj. ,A collector of property. (Msb.) 

~j,~, (1, [also written Ij., in the Ct~,
erroneously, ubJI,]) as a generic proper name,
(MF,) and .I.Jl J1, ($,g,) the latter the
better known, (TA,) Tihe lion: (S, K :) because
he is the prince of beasts of prey, and the strongest

to acquire. (.ar p. 662.) See also £12

1-'- S"
M: ee W_

~'_.: sec what next follows.

t.~ The thing (i. e. the piece of wnood, or
the wooden thing, TA) with which the fire is
stirred (8, A, ]) in the [kind of oven called]

,; ($;) as also t,.o.: (K :) and&';..
JIt the shoel (t_.) with which the fire is

stirred. (TA.) [Hence,] ., jt b. _ t TIat
which [or he who] stirs up, or excites, rar.
(TA.) _ [In the prsent day, it signifies A
plough: and (like ,.to) a ploughthare.]

,- ... f.g ....
Waj,~ ,bjI and * a;. Ground ploughed

up by people's treading much upon it. (T, TA.)

1. 4.,e aor.:, inf. n. E9., It (a number of

things) became collected togetheru: and, neces-
sarily, because cloc, strait, or narrow: (so accord.
to an explanation of the inf. n. by Er-RIgbib, in
the TA:) said of anything, it mc, or became,
close, strait, or narrow. (KL.) One says of
du.t, Js3. J1 9 ." or 1, It rose, (Lth, Az,

TA,) in a narrom place, (TA,) and became
collected [against a wall, or an acclivity or the
like]. (Lth, Az, TA.) - " · ' ~.' aor. and

inzif. n. as above, t His bosom became strait, or
contracted; (~, A, Mgh, Myb. TA;) not ex-
panded, or dilated, by reason of what was good.
(TA.) And ~. alone, aor. and inf. n. as above,

t He became disquieted, and contracted in bosom:
and t he became in doubt; he doubted; because
doubt disquiets the mind. (So accord. to ex-
planations of the inf. n. by Er-Righib, in the
TA.) - Also aj nor. and inf. n. as above,

[tHe became straitened, or in difficulty: and
particularly, by the commission of a sin, or crime:
(see tj., below:) and hence, simply,] t he

committed a sin, a crime, or an act of dis-
obedience for which he deserved punisiment.
(Mqb.)-_Also He looked, and was unable to
move from hit place by reason of fear and rage.
(T, TA.) And 'al -. -, (S, A, K,) nor.,
(1],) inf. n. as above, (TA,) , The eye became
dazzled, (;. , S, , TA,) or ank in its socIet,
(;R,) and its vision became straitened: (A,
TA :). or it did not turn about, nor mink, by

reason of intent gazing. (TA.) -Also, (S, A,
1,) aor. as above, (],) and so the inf. n., (I,]~)
t It ras, or became, forbidden, or prohibited,
(S, A, K,) and attended with straitne, or difi-

culty. (A.) So in the saying, ,Ki rl. .,-

tTMe wronging of thee isforbidden, or prohibited,
to me. (S,TA.) And ;jl .I : AThe

meal termed j., became forbidden, or pro-
hibited, to him, (A, TA,) namely, a man fasting,
and attended *vith difficulty, (A,) by reason of
the straitneua of the titne thereof (TA.) And

L ; -. tI Prayer became forbidden, or

prohibited, (A, and TA as from the g, [but not

found by me in the copies of the ]C,]) '; to
her [by reason of legal impurity, as is shown in

the A]. (A, TA.) - l Q .? He betook him-

self, or had recourse, to him, or it, for protection

from a strait, or difficulty. (TA.) And .

AIi l.ib .it + He betook himself to such and
such things. (TA.)

2. r- (TA,) inf. ..j,) 3 , (, ,) t He

made it strait, or d/fficult; (S, K, TA;) and
forbade it to be violated; namely, a right.
(TA.).-. L.l4 t -t HIe said to a serpent,

[by way of warning, lest it slhould be a Jinnee,]
Thou wilt be in a strait if thou return to w;
tlherefore blame us not if we reduce thee to a
strait by purwuing and driving away and killing.
(TA from a trad.)

4. C.J1 ILHe mrade him to betake himislf to a
narrow, or confined, place; and so qsl and

>,.1. (TA.) And lie made him (a dog or
a beast of prey) to betake hirnelf to a narrow,
or confined, place, and then attached him. (TA.)

[Hence,] di d .l ti He constrained him to

betake himself, or have recourse, to him, or it.

(s, A, 1].) And li6. 1, ujl us l" t He
made him to betake himself to such and such
things: (TA:) or he, or it, caused him to want
such and such things. (AA, TA in art. &j.)

- He caused him tofaU into a strait, or diffi.
culty: (A, TA:) Ah straitened him; reduced
him to a strait, or difficulty. (TA.) - t He
made him, or caused him, to fall into a sin, a
crime, or an act of disobedience for which ie
desered 7)unishment. (9, I, TA.) _ q..
6'ikWl lt made, or pronounced, pruyer to be
forbidden, or prohibited. ,1

(A,) or �. .. q ,.., (AV, TA,) He gav to
hir dog a portion of his prey. (A.)

5. a. t He made it strait, or dificult, to
himeldf (TA.)- And c % H/e put awaroy,
or cast away,from himself, sin, or crime; (TA;)
he shunned, avoided, or kept aloof from, sin, or
crime; (Mgh;) he did a deed whereby he sAunned,
avoided, or kept alooffrom, sin, or ctime; (Mqb,
TA ;) syn. _. (S,A, Mgh.) And ~ J 3

l lie shunned, avoided, or kept aloof from, it, as
a sin, or crime. (A,*Mgh.) [See .J.]

t.: esee , in two places.

A";J^ - C:^
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Boot 1.]

m:e so --- Also The dog's portion of

the prey, or game; (f, A, ;) such as the head
and the shanks and the belly: (TA:) what is
thrown to the dog, of the prey, or ganme, that heAs

has taklm: (Az,TA:) or a pice of ~sh: pl.

t - (TA.) m And A cow7ry; syn. i--: (S,

A, V:) ph. :l. l (9, A) and _.i (T, TA) and

tl".; (TA;) the second, [as also the first,] a

pl. of paue.: (T, TA:) or cowries (t>) which
are hung upon the necks of dogs. (An, TA.)-.
And A dog's collar [of cownries]: (TA:) or a
collar [of cowries]for any animal (T, TA.)

- [inf. n. of 1, q. v.:] Straitnes; a strait,

or .i/culty. (A,* TA.)..- I A sin, a crime, or
an act of disobedience for vwhich one desers pun-

ishment; syn. l; (S, M b, 1 ;) as also 
(Yoo, g, ]V:) or the straitnss [which is the con.
sqence] of sin or crime. (A, Mgh.)_[Hence,]

i. q. t [There is, or will be, no harm

in thy doing this or that]; and .,l [thAere is,
or will be, no sin, or crime]. (IAth, TA.) -~ Sce
also .. , in six places.- Also, applicd to a she-

camel, I Lean, lankh, light of flesh, slender, or
latnk in the bUelly; (, ];) as also ,(S,

A,) accord. to AZ, (S,) and .j.: (A:) or
V _ signifies, so applied, lean, &c., as above,

and sharp-spirited: (C :) or this last, (IK,) and

. and t Y j., (TA,) fat, (., TA,) large-

bodied, (TA,) and long [lit. long upon theface of
the ground, as distinguished from tall]: or strong:

(],TA:) and signifies also, (]K,) or, as

some say, and so do L .a~ and'.. and

*t~ , (8,) so applied, long [lit. long upon the

face of the ground]: (S :) and some allow

'V* /in the sense of *~~ ; (TA;) which

last is originally . _, which is originally

j: (8:) the pl. of t^ (S) and of

t9¢ (L) is 1. (S, L.) = See albo

4.,.., in three places. Also A thing composed
of pieces of wood, (As, 8, ]1,) bound together,
(As, .,) in which dead bodies are carried; (As,

1, IC;) sometimes put over the bier of a onman:
(.:) accord. to the T, the C.~ of a bier is a

jto:, [i. e. theframi-,rorh of a .j, which is

constructed of wood, and put over the bier of a
corps: accord. to ISd, the j is a vehicle for

women and men, which has no head. (TA.) See
also J,, in two places.

0 an ow..op
,?~and t A strait, narrow, confind

or close, place: (TA:) or strait, narrow, con-
fined, or close, in the utmost degree: (Zj, T:) or
a strait, narrow, confined, or close, place, abound-
ing with tres, (., ],) and impenetrable to the

paturing animals: (.:) and * j, also, ap.

plied to a place, signifies the same as U .. (TA.)

- J... (S, M9b, TA) and ?tj-' (@,A
TA,) like _j and a .j, and ;i and ;J, and

JU and J (9,) A bosom strait, or contracted;

(A, Mb, TA;) not eMpanded, or dilated, by reason IS;) from t4/: (9:) having cownrie upon ahiu
0 t -4d J* *

of fehat is good. (TA.) In7 .. ej.;^ nch. (A, TA.)

or?L4.m., accord. to different readings, [in the 9- *-

ogur vi. 1253] (,) is explained by I 'Ab a mean- Sc a one wre by
ing Hewilmake hiboo strait, timpnt the three divorce [which render the wife abso-

ito w///m (TA b_ Asto _tmpenert lutelyforbidden to the husband]: (A:) or by the

to wisdom. (TA.) - Also L~ and *^. A oaths that rendered his scope strait, or narrow.
man having a strait, or contracted, boom, which (.Har p. 178.)
does not expand, or dilate, by reason of what is . , s
good: the former has a dual and a pl.; but the : see 500
latter has only the sing. form, because it is [pro-
p.rly, or originally,] an inf. n.: Zj says that the J
former is a part. n., and that by the latter is L t..., aor.:, He hit, or hurt, her (a wo-
meant j-. (TA.)_And the former, tOne or [i.e. ula, orp n ()

(TA.)-An~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r e 's) j .or C i. . vulva, orpu&mum].o(1~.)
whofe,ars, or dreads, to venture upon an a.air. ] 
(TA.) And t That sedom, or never, withdraw , (., (,Mgh, Mb,],) similar in form to 1 and
from fight : (]p:) tiat will not be put to flight . b a
as though it were difficult for him to find at , (M ,)and (Heyth,,Mb)nd ;

excuse for being put to flight. (TA.)-And (] ;)the first of which is the mostcommon; and
Committing a sin, a crime, or an act of dig- the last, strange; (TA;) or the first is sometimes

obedince for wch dser punihment; used instead of the second; (Mqb ;) The mdva,
obedience for which ot de mae punishment;ll
(MSb ;) and so Vjl which is thought by ISd r dum, of a woman: originaly 'jo (9,

to be after the manner of a rel. n., because it has Mgh, Mqb, b,) as is shown by the form of its
no corresponding verb [of which it may be re- broken pl, (, Mgh, Myb,) and by that of its
garded as the part. n.; the regular part. n. being dim.; for in the formation of the broken pL and

. i of the dim., a word is restored to its original state:
at.s as . it s Antrans.]. (TA.) - Also tAb- the final in the original is elided, and j is put

staining from in, or crime; and so t~. and in its stead, and incorporated into tbhe medial
Ct- - (TA.) [Thus bearing two contr. sig- radical letter; and sometimes the word is wed

nfCa-r n Se 5]As,ad ? For- without any letter of compensation: thus are
nifications. See 5.] -Also, and tCj~., !For-

formed j~ and j.~: (MS.b:) the pl. is ~
bidden, or prohibited: so in the phrase, foed . and : (Mb ) te Pl is

_ 1L andl I [The wronging of thee is (, Mgh, MSb, ]g,) its only broken pl., (TA,)
.~. ~J~ and ~~~~~~ ~~and ]~,(, g,) which latter is like 6,.and

forbidden, or prohibited, to me]. (A.) and j (, ,) which latter is lie and
I'.,- : sL, pls. of defective nouns [U) and aU]: (1:)
I-a.^ t A wood, or collection of trees; ( S, dim .t M b)dim.. (Msb.)

TA;) so callcd because of their closeness: or (
dense and tanyled trees: (TA:) or a thicket, or t./: see the paragraph next preceding.
collection of dense and tangled trees, of the hind A 
called .L, into which no one can penetrate; A man loving, (L,TA) ornd ()
(Alleyth, Az, TA;) or of the j and .U and the C1 [or pudenda] of women: (L, :) an

yO and -. _ and j.; or of tAhe j. and olive epithet after the manner of a reL n. (Sb, TA.)_.

and other trees: or a Iplace in a wood hitere tress See also Lpt.
are dense and tangled, extendintg as far as a
stone's throw: and also a tree which the pastniring

ani)iudl cannot reach: (TA:) pl. ;.(S, ) [or

ratlher thlis is a coll. gen. n., of which .,a. is the

n. un.,] and ,: .-. (8, A) anrd .l (S) and [of

paucn] tl,1.: (A, TA:) or tj-. signifies a

7idacc in vwhich is a collection of trees, and ,Acre
they are close together. (A.) - Also S A collec-
tion of ca,nels: (S, K, TA:) a hundredl camnels:
(ISd,TA:) pl. [or rathler coil. gen. n.] .ja.. (K.)

: see m.,o in two places.

... see ta., in five places.

.: see ., in two places.

.t O '.l,(1IC(,) or '9Li ' ,y, (A, TA,) and

*'I1 '~, (TA,) ~ Dense darhness. (A,* K, TA.)

: see z^., in two places.

see (

A dog hawing a coUar of cories; (

3-
.: see what next follows.

, ',.., and (if you will, i) t.Jt, (, ],) in
which latter the medial radical letter is with fet-b,
as in the rel. ns. formed from .i and , namely,

.N g and (8;) [Of, or belonging to, or

relating to, tile vulva, or pudendum, of a woman;]

rel. ns. of [and 5_.]: and (if you will, .)

you may say *t., like d. (' , K.)

: ee s./, above.

_ A woman hit, or Aurt, in her . or
[i.e. vulva, or pudendum]. (.)

1. ;.g, (8, A, Mqb, ]~,) aor.,, (8, ,) inS. n.

;,s, S, Mqb,) He tended, repaired, betook Aim-
slf, or darected himnelf or his cours or aim, to
or towarid; made for or towards; aimed at;
sought, pursued, de~red, or intended; (him, or
it; IAr, ]g;) syn. ,i. (lA4r, , A, Myb, ].)
Agreeably with this explanation, some render tie

V~ - >J~
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words of the gur [liviii. 25], 13 -- .j

. (..) You sy to a man, v.,_i j
have tended, repaired, &c., to, or towards, thee;

like %i. L;;i (Fr, ,* L) and ,. -
(Fr, L) A rajiz says, (.,) namely, 1asdn, (so
in a copy of the .,)

* e... .5p ;1' -- j; ~ *

* ;; ·. 4j ' *

[A torrmt advanced, that came by the command
of (od, tending to the fruitful garden]. (?.)--
Also, aor. ,, (1g,) inf. n. le, (;, L,) He pre-
vnted, hindered, impeded, withheld, restrained,
debarred, inhibited,forbade, prohibited, or inter'
dicted; (IA4r, ., ;) and so t;.., (L, 1],) inf. n.
,A?Ja. (TA.) Agreeably with this explanation,
also, some render the words of the ]}ur cited
above: from . mJjkb said of she-camels, meaning
"they became scanty in their supplies of milk."
(.a.) - Also, aor. , (., L, ],) or';, (AZ, 8, L,)
ins a. j.; (~, ;) [and app. V S,; and

tjat..; (see .t. ;)] He (a man) separated
himself from others; ( ;) Ahe lft, or abandoned,
orforooA, his ople, and removed from them;
(AZ, ;) he retiredfrom his people, and alighted,
or took up his abode, in a place by himself. (S.)
---;~., (8b, 8, M9 b, j,) aor. (Mqb, 1,) and

~.b, aor. ., (L, ]V,) in£ n. ,, (8b, Aq, T,
IDrd, ., M;b, cc.,) so says Aboo-Naqr Abmad
lbn-;i&tim, companion of A, (.,) and ;*.., (T,
$, Mb,) this latter form of the inf. n. sometimes
used, accord. to 18k, (.,) and this is the form
heard by AZ and AO and Ay from the Arabs of
chaste speoch, (TA,) but both forms are chaste,
(IA#r, TA,) though the former is the more com-
mon, (IAqr, M9 b,) He an, or became, angry:
(8, Mqb, V, Icc.:) he was, or became, exasperated
(h~.J) by one roho angered him, and deired to
kliU him. (T, L.) And ji _ (A, L) and 
(L) He wu angry with him. (A, L)jm , (.,
Mqb, ~,) aor.:, (.,1r,) inf. n. ;-, (~,Mgh,
Mob,) He (a camel) had tahe diseae termed ~ .
[q. v.]: (l :) he had the tendons, or sinewt, of
on of his fore legs relawed by the cord wahereby
thefore shank is somtime bound up to the arm,
or Aad them in that state naturally, (., Mgh,
Meb,) so that he shook his fore legs, (8,) or so
that he beat th ground [with thefore leg], (Mgh,
Mfb,) in walking, or going: (., Mgh, Mb :) or
he (a camel) had the tendon, or inev, of his arm
broke, so that his fore leg became lax, and he
never ceamed to shaks it: the tendon, or sinew,
breaks only in the outer side of the arm, and it
[the arm] seems, when the camel walks or is in
motion, as though it stretched, by reason of his
raising it so high from the ground, and by reason
of its laxness: (18h, TA:) or he (a beast) raised
his lgs ery high, in nwalking, or going, and put
them down in thAir place, by reas~n of Ais being
ery short in his step. (L.) - Also, aor. and

inf .a. above, He (a man) was oppre~ d by
tIa wleight of his coat of mail, so that Ae was
unabe to stretch himsf out in walking. (5.).
And, with the ~me aor. and inf. n., It (a bow.
rtriag) had one or Mor e of dh ~ral portionu of

which (by their being twisted together) it was
composd longer than othrs. ( .)

2. ,s;.: see . Also, (T, L,V,) inf. n. ·j,
(V,) He twisted a rope so tightly that the strands
formed knots, and owrlay one another: (T, L:)
and At rolled a rope in twisting it (eJ C: ) so
that it became round. (Agn, L, 15.) [See also
the pass. part. n., below.] _ And, (]g,) inf. n. as
above, (8, 1,) He crooked, curved, or bent, a
thing, (S, 1,) in tte form of an arch. (S.) 
See also S..- [It seems to be implied in the L,
that one says 11l , l. i . -. , meaning He
bound a ,,;. (q. v.) upon the fence of reeds, or
canes, of a fold for sheep &c.]~ -Also, (K,)
i. f. n. as above, (T, ],) He (a man) betook him-
'if, or repaired, for covert, or lodging, to a
1house, or hut, such as is called] f, (T, K,)
Nith a gibbous roof. (i.)

3. ;;t., (S., A, ,) inf. n. ;1,., (S,) She (a
camel) mu, or became, scanty in her supply of
mi/k: (., A, 1]:) or ceased to yield milk, or to
haye milk in her udder. (]g.) - [Hence,] t She
(a woman) ceased to have milk in her breasts.
(L.).--And It (a 4i. or other vessel) ceased
to have wine, or beverage, in it. (L.)_And lIt
(a year, L.1,) was one of little rain. (S, A, K.)
-And sjtm t He (a man) was about to give,

and then refrained. (A.)_-And O1_. ;j.
! My state, or condition, became changed, so as
not to be hnown, or so as to be displeasing. (A.)

4. j~.tl He separated, or set apart, (1,) and
removed, (TA,) him, or it. (15, TA.)

5: see L

7: see 1._ [Also,] It (a star) darted down. ( .)

s~. i. q. j..oi: whence the phrase, ;.d .
Ji,_,: see 1. _ Anger; [as also 1.;.: see 1 :]

so in the prov., , .i j.. , , ju 
Retain, or persist in, thine anger until thou ob-
tain thy right. (TA.) Rancour, or enmity which
one retains in the heart, watching for an oppor-
tunity to indige it. (El-l.Klee, MF.) - See

;.)~ The ~ [i.e. the intestine, or gut, con-
taining the ., or dung,] of a camel, (At, ., 15,)
male or female; (1];) as also *j.: (Ay,1:)
pl. -. (As, S.) An intestine, or a gut:
(T:) pl. as above: (IA :) [or] ;1Il signifies
the intetines, or gUts, of camels; and is probably
a pl. of >., like j,, as the .t&, and the .abI
are nearly alike. (L.) Accord. to Lthli [and the
5], j. signifies A piece of a camel's hump: but

this is a mistake: it means (as explained above)
an intestine, or a gut. (T.)

;,~: see a~. Also A certain disease in the
legs of camels, (V, TA,) occasioning them, in
walking, or going, to shake their legs, and to beat
tha ground with theAm much: (TA:) or a certain
diease in their fore legs; (15, TA;) not in the
hind legs; eaused by the cord whereby the fore
shank is sometimes bound up to the arm: (TA:)
or an aridity in th tndou, or snews, of one of

[Boox L.

thefore legs, occasioned by th2t cord, (V, TA,)
hen tAthe animal is young and reently mend,

(TA,) in conetuenqce of which he beats the ground
with his fore legs, (J1, TA,) or [strikes] his breast
[therewith], in walking, or going: (TA:) the
disease thus called is casual; [or generally so;
(see -: ;)] not natural. (T.) [See j.]

.pb: see Ji.: and ;ja;. - and j^--, in
two places. I Also A rope uneven in its strands.
(AIn, TA.) A bow-string haring one or more
rf tAe several portions of rwhich (by their being
twisted together) it is composed longer than others.

(1.) [See also ..] A man in want, or
needy. (Yoo, on the authority of an Arab of the
desert.)

Zi,~/: see

.5.) A bundle of reeds, or canes, which is
laid upon the rafters, or pieces of wood, (called
j., 1jj, IAyr, L,) of a roof: (IAr, Mg,h, M:b:)
[the reeds, or canes, which are ithus used in the
construction of a roof are tied together in small
bundles, each of whichl I have generally found to
consist of about five or six: over them is added a
coat of plaster:] pl. .i~.: a Nabathwan word:
(s, Mgh, Mb, K:) arabicized: (S:) you shlould
not say p,a. (ISk, 8, Mgh.) _- Also, (L, 1,)

and ta3j-, (Mgh, L, ],) The girdle (L.tem.,
Mgh, L, 1, TA, in the C5 Lit.) of a fold for
sheep, 4c. (;i' ), which it bound upon thefence
(lm3,) of reeds, or canet, (Mgh, L, 1.,) crossnise:
(Mgh, L:) accord. to IDrd, Nabathean. (L.)
You say, ;."j, inf. n. 3. (L.)_.Also
?J.p-, (Lth, M.b,) in the'Eyn 4 js., (Mgh,)
but this latter is disallowed by 18k, (Msb,) Reeds,
or canes, which are connected, in a bent form,
with the arched branches (U ) of a grape-wine,
(Lth, Mgh, Mqb,) and upon which the shoots of

the vine are let fall. (Mgh.) - Also a ~.
with damm, [irregularly formed from .. , unle'
it be a mistake for t.p/,] A man having wide,
or capacious, intestines [like those of the camel].
(L, TA.)

ad,,b.: see what next precedes, in two places.

CJI>J_: see ;.,;: _-and JIt_.

;9 (S,A,1) and ,tL..1 (A, 1) and t iltJ
(15, TA, but omitted in some copies of the 1) A
she-camel yielding little milk: (S, A, 15:) or
ceasing to yield milk, or to have milk in her
udder. (.)

S;0- and ,.; ., (1], TA,) or &,,, (so in
a MS. copy of the 15 and in the C1g;) The pro-
minent edges of a rope: (15: [in a MS. copy of
the 1 and in the C1, for j0' is erroneously put

.:]) or the former, knots, and parts overlying
one another, in a rope, in conscquence of the
strands' being gwisted very tightly. (Az, on the
authority of Arabs of his time.) - Also the
former, pl. of jS. [q. v.]. (AY,..)

A man who separates himselffrom others;
1
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as also ;V and , ;- and t )ji. and ;t)
(V) and ''blj : (L:) fem. 5.d not S;n :
(L:) or a man who has left, or abandoned, or
forsaken, his people, and removed from them:
(AZ, :) or a sole, or single, man: (Ay, :) and
tj.z signifies solitary, in the dial. of Hudheyl:
(AS, $:) pl. (of the first, 8) :Ij (], .) and
(of the second, TA) ;1_.. (g.) You say, J.

,..j.. lie alighlted and abode aside, or apart,

*from the people. (A.) And ;_ s_ A tribe
that separates itself from others, (1K, TA,) not
mixing with them mwhen departing and alighting,
(TA,) either on account of its might or on ac-
count oJ' its smallnees of number (}1, TA) and its
meanness ofcondition. (TA.) And .. j
(, A) and t s (O) A solitary star. (1.)
Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

[As though it mere a solitary star in the region
between the hearen and the earth]: but AA reads
[&.;~, ] with :, explaining it in the same sense;
and saying that the poet means Je#g [or Canopus].

($.) [See also 7.] And they say, ) j
J_0 *. [Everyjthing little among much, or

small in number among great in number, is soli-
tary]. (AZ, S.)

'.%i^ A tendon, or sinew, that is in the place
of the rord whereby the fore shank is sometimes
bound up to the arm, occasioning a beast to be
,hat is termed ^.l, (15,) i. e., to shake one of
isi fore legs in walking, or going: soieetimes this

is natural. (TA.) [See j..]

- ) 1 .,
-.,. see ,;.

,: see . Also, ($, A, ],) and t .-

(A, ]g) and ? jlj_, Angry: ($, A, > :) exas-
perated (, ) by him who has angered himt,
and deironi; of killing him: (T, L:) or the first,
compact in make, strong, feared, or dreaded;
whom, by reason of [his] disdainfulnes (;j& [i. e.
;j&]) one thinks to be angry. (yam p. 300.)

.bib. ,U An angry lion: pi. g13_ (S, A.)

j1m.t A camel (or a beast, L) having the disease,
orfault, termed u.,.; (?, Mgh, L, Msl, .K ;) as
also t ~j: (1. :) fem. of the former 'I;.. (S.)

A man oppresed by the nweight of his coat
of mail, and unable to stretch himelf out in
walking; (T, TA;) [and] so t]. (].) -
:Niggardly; mean; sordid. (1, TA.) And

'l sp-I t Close-fisted, or niggardly. (T.)

j.. A rope plaited so that it ham prominent
cdges, by reason of its distortion. (S, L. [See
also 2; and see e..]) And A bow-string strongly
twisted, having one or more of it strandJ, or the
seeral portions of which (by their being twisted
together) it is composed, appearing oer, or above,
others; as also js.-. (L.) - Crooked, cured,
or bent, (, g,) [in the form of an arch: see 2 :]
applied to anything. (i.)._ A room isn wmAicA

Bk. I.

are [bundles such as are called] &S . of reeds,
or canes, (., L,) laid acrou [over the rafters of
the roofe;. (L;) as also ;j.._ applied as an
epithet to a room of the kind called ab.: (8,
L :) and the former word, (1K,) used as a subst.,
(TA,) signifies as above. (15, TA.) - Also, (1.,)
or j. .. , (As, S, A,) A howu [or hut] with
a gibbou roof, such as is termed t . (As, ,
A,"l~.")

_ and sjt--: see

is.: sco: a.

).,__d: see , in three places.

* & ..-

C;j .: see the next article.

,j- (S, L, K) and C;j:).: (L, K:) some
say the former; and some, the latter: (Msb:)
A certain small reptile (L.O.): some say, the
male of the [kind of lizard called] : (, K :)
accord. to As and IDrd, and sevcral others, a
reptile (41;) of which the real character is un-
known; and therefore, ly several authors, said to
be a reptile (41.,) of the r,ptiles (l...j) of the
deserts: (Msb:) in tihe O (Msb) and in the L,
(TA,) it is said to be a small reptile (L.~ ) re-
sembling the o'. [or chaamelcon], (Msb, TA,)
of a beautiful kind, (TA,) dirtersified writh various
colours and qlots,found in the re.ion of lE.ypt;
and [it is said that] it (tihe male therof.f, Msb) has
two penes (C,tp), likle as the . has: (Mys,,
TA:) accord. to some, the O is augnmentativc:
accord. to others, radical: the pl. is d.,-. [or
;).~lj-]. (Msb.) - Also, the fornimer, The [kind
of lizard called] WiU&: (Th, Seer, TA:) not what
is here, immediately before, described. (TA.) -
[In the present day, Any lizard.] - And A she-
camel that is ridden until no strength remnain in
her: (TA.)

1. aor. , (,) inf. n. i and
(TA,) It (a place, TA) was, or became,fortifled,
string, or protected against attach. (], TA.)

aj, or. ', He wras very pioas, or abstinent
from unlawfil things. (Sgh, Ig.) . ojs: see 4,
in three places.

2. ej.: see 4, in two places.

4. oj_l, inf. n. M, He kept, preserved, or
guatded, it; he took care of it; (TA;) as also
tjJI., (]i,) aor. , (TI[,) inf. n. j.; (TA;)
or the latter is formed by substitution of a letter
from .,: (15:) or the former signifies he
put it in a j,_ [q. v.]; (Mgh, Mb ;) and so
* the latter: (TA:) and the former, he preserved
it from being taken. (TA.) You say, ) ojbl
iSI [He kept, or preserved, it in hit, or its,
r~ecetacle]. (A.) And ~t1 , j;jI- I put the
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goods into the j.. (Myb.) And }ii; V lj-_
Presere ye, or guard ye, yoursrves: (A :) [or
do so strenuously; for it is said that] .'i inf. n.
.jm3), signifies he took extraordinary pains
in keeping, presermng, or guarding, it. (15.)
You say also 1tv,) ; j;l She (a woman, TA)
guarded her pudtndum; (V, TA;) as though
she put it in an inaccessible j~. (TA.) And
J.-l ljl j l1 The place protected the man;
afforded him refuge; as also i j, (1,) inf. n.

..jm_.. (TA.) - ie made it firm, or strong.
(KL.) [lie fortified it, or protected it against
attack: see j;.] lie drew, collected, or

gathered, it together; (Msb, TA;) as also tj.,
[aor. '-,] inf. n (TA.) Hence, (Meb,)
'-JI ~ j. l He grasped, or liutched, the
winning-canes; he got thLnfor hinusef: (Msb:)
S he outstripped; outran; or won the race. (A,
TA. See 4...) [Hence also,] I'el ji- lle
took, receitved, or got pouessuion of, the reerim-
pense, *en'ard, hire, pay, or wages; syn. jl_..

(K..) Whence the prov., l,'1 .j U sJJ-
j)IlJI [I hatve gained my spoil, and I seek the
superabundant gain]: originally said hy AIbo-
Belkr: he used to perform the prayer called j,1
in the beginning of the night, and to say these
words; meaning, that he had performed his .),p
and was safe from its escaping his observance,
and that he had gained his recompense for it;
and if he awoke in the night, would perform the
supererogatory prayers. (TA.) You say also,

.JI jj~l [lie won the bet]. (A in art. m..)

5. e,j;J: see 8.

8. jj. lie prepared himself; he was, or
became, in a state of preparation. (Myb in art.

..)_-- jj~.l, and *tj. J3, IIc guarded
against it; was cautious of it; syn. oeU, (S,)
or . J, (g,) and 2.. °i;; (A, Msb ;)
namely, a thing; (S, Msb ;) or an enemy: (A:)
as though he put himself into a ij. to secure
himself therefrom. (TA.)

10. j. I It was, or remained, [or nas pre-
served,] in the [or in a] j-. [or place of custody,
&c.]. (A.)

J_. A place that is fortified, strong, or pro-
tected against attack: (S, Mgh, 1(:) or a place
in which a thing is kept, preserved, or guarded;
a place of custody or protection: (Myb:) or a
place or other thing that protects a man: or a
place or other thing that is held in one's poussion

or to nwhich one betakes hinself for refuge
or protection: (TA:) pl. jl.l. (Myb, TA.)

You say, i t *jy. .J * He, is in a
place of protection to nwhich there is no access.
(TA.) And j' ljtl J1 [The thief broke
into the place of custody]. (A.) [ Hence,] A n
amulet, or a charm, bearing an incrilption, whicfh
is hung upon a person to charm him against
the eil eye ce.; syn.. &jm, (a,) or j_: (A,
1 :) pl. as above. (A.)- A s/tare, or portion:
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pl. u above: you say, s,/. M. l He took, or
receited, hi share, or portion. (A, TA.)

3/4_. A place fortifud, strong, or protected
against attack; (A,TA;) as also CJj.. . (TA.)
You say, *j. (Q, M;b, TA) A strongforti-
fied place: (TA:) the latter word is a corrobo-
rative. (MSb.) [See alsoj.. Hence,] ,J. '

X Sr[Thee is nothing kept from sale]: (A,
TA:) a prov.; (TA;) meaning, if thou give me
a price that I approve, I will sell to thee. (A,
TA.) [Hence also,] ;l.. [a pl.] Camels that
are not sold, becaus of their preciousnss. (i.)
And It. X. ~ )j0 Such a one is a person
who keepa aloof from, or shuns, this. (A.) -
A recompense or the like, taken, received, or
got possession of; as also &j . (TA.)

jjI. occurs in a trad., in a form of prayer;

ypJ1 #a. ) (4i1 ;i. , meaning 0 God,
place us in a protecting asylum. (TA.)

~: resee i,p in two places.

1. A w_ , MgMb, aor. Myb,
TA) and , (TA,) inf. n. L-~.. (S,Mgh, v)
and ,, (IS,) or *the former is a simple subst.,
(Myb,) and the latter is an inf. n. only on the
authority of analogy, though often used by [the
}ianafee Imam] Mo4ammad, (Mgh,)He guarded,
kept, preewred, or tooh care of, him or it: (?,
Mgh, Mqb:) [and so t ,jta.; or Ahe guardedhim,

being guarded by him: see 3 in art. %.] You say,

;~, I X> 4 1l s.`-- [May God guard him from
trial, or af.iction]: and ̂ lwjA.i, [Mfay He con-
tinue the guarding of him]. (A.) .- .,", aor.-,
(Mqb, n,) inf. n. . , (Msb,) I He stole;
(MNb, ;) [ironically used in this sense; see

, ;] as also t -I: ( :) or the latter, he
stole a sheep or goat by night: (S :) or both, he
stole camels and sheep or goats by night, and ate
them: (TA:) or the latter, he stole [a sheep or
the like]from the mountain: (El-Farabee,Msb:)
or he took, (Shli, TA,) or stole, (TA,) a thing
from the place of pasturage. (Sh, TA.) You

say also, $U U'j. , (A, Mgh,) and t i ,
(A, TA,) [but the latter is perhaps a mistranscrip-
tion for ,:] Hd stole from me a sheep
or goat. (Mgh.)

3: see above.

4: see 1, last signification.

5. v' Oh,ja3, and . t,,..I, He guarded,
i.e., guarded himself, against him; syn. ' 3_

. (S, Msb, 1;.)

8: see 5: _ and see ,, in two places.

see ,..: for the former, in two
' 5 |places.

. : see 1.--;Ll,JI e.W Such a
one eats stolen things: (A :) or steals the sheep
or goats of people, one after another, and eats of
ihem. (TA.)

L.d)m. What is guarded, kept, preserved, or
taken care of. (Mb.) - t A thing stolen: (] :)
or a heep, or goat, that is stolen by night: ( :)
of the measure 1'a in the sense of the measure
3ijah: (TA :) hence, J;.JI! 'L. (S) a sheep,
or goat, that is overtaken by the night before its
return to its nightly retling-place, and is stolnt
from the mountain: (Msb:) or a sheep, or
goat, that is stolen, of those that are guarded,
or kept, in the mountain: or, as some say, from
,.th. applied ironically to a thief: (Mgh:) pl.

;l.. .(S, .(.) Hence the saying, (TA,) ~Id '

9)1qj L.dje.. 1 1 [There shaU be no amputation

of the hand for the sheep, or goat, that is stolen
by night from the mountain]. (A, TA.) IF says
that there are two explanations of the expression
JL.si L . : some make it to signify theft, or

the thing stolen, (a;~Jl,) itself: others make the
meaning to be, that there shall be no amputation
for [stealing] what is guarded, or kept, in the
mountain, because it is not a place well pro-

tected: ISk says that l ,.JI signifies 'ZJl.
(Myb.) -A vall of Stones, made for sheep, or
goats, (1,) to guard thAem. (TA.)

<?-. Guarding, keeping, or preserving; a
guardian, or keeper: (S, Mgh, Msb :) pl. t*,,m.
(Mgh, Msb, O) [or this is rather a quasi-pl. n.]

and ,.4! (M 9b, ]) and [pl. of pauc.] I1.
(Ig.) t `, also signifies The guards of a

Sultan; ( b,' Myb, ]g,* TA;) and so ,, : ($,
1:) the former is thus used as a gen. n.: (S,

Mb :) and the n. un. is t t.,: (S, Mb, :)
you do not say 1sh1 unless you mean to denote
thereby the signification of guarding, or keeping,
without the quality of a gen. n. (?,Msb.)_
Also A thief; used in this sense ironically; (A,
Mgh, TA;) because they found guardians to be
thieves; (A, TA;) and so ,.,_: (TA:)

pl. of the former, l -. (A.)

I y_ [pass. part. n. of 8]. You say, i.
I.,".. ,;; 4 ;. [From su,ch as he doe one

guard himslf; rwhereas he is a guardian]: a
prov.: (f, K :) alluding to him who finds fault
with a bad man when he is himself worse than
he: (1S:) or to him who is intrusted with the
guarding of a thing when one is not secure
from his being unfaithful with respect to it.
(TA.) [See also Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 706.]

: ee l.jb, last signification.

1. A,,-_, (s, A, ,) aor., inf. n.
(S, :) and ,.,. (1,) He hunted, or sought
to capture or catch, or captured or caught, tho
[lizard caUled] '; syn. "lG ; (S, A,;) by
moving about his hand at its hole, (., K,) at
the entrance thereof, (S,) in order that it might
imagine it to be a serpent, and put forth its tail
to strike it, rwhereupon he rould seize it; (S, V ;)
as also t .p.1: (A, :) or, as also t ,
and V ~..3, and q V h&, he traced its hole,
and made a noise with his staff, or stick, at it,

[Boox 1.

and inserted the nd of this into the hole, and
the ., hearing the sound, thought it to b a
beast deairing to come in upon it, so it came
backwarde upon its feet and hinder part, fight-
ing, and Striking with its tail, wohereupon the
man hastened with it, and seized it firmly by its
tail, and it wasu unable to aescape from him.
(TA.) And hence, HIe hunted, or sought to
capture, or captured, the -~: in any manner.

(Ham p. 61.) Hence also the saying, ,1 jI

6^pm. v_ t. [Verily he is worse than a

wAich tAou hoast hunted]: for sometimes the .
scents [its pursuer], and circumvents [him], and
cannot be caught. (TA.) And hence the prov.,
alluding to one's discoursing to a learned man

with the desire of instructing him, . ' 
·

Zi- Cl [Dost thou acquaint me with a
rwhich I hav captured?]. (A'Obeyd,Az.) Hence

·· 1 A' ts ,.1
also the prov., .t >. Jb.l lU [This is a
greater matter than the hunting, or capturing, oJ
the ,]: (M, A, K :) originating in one of
their fables, to the eftect that a .b said to its
young one, "O my little son, beware thou of
~,jbl:" and the young one heard, one day,
the fall of a digging-implement upon the mouth
of the hole; so lie aid, " O my father, is this
,..JIl ?" to which his father answered, " O my
little son, this is a greater matter than ,u.Jl :"
(M,] :*) and it becamo a prov., which is applied
to him who fears a thing and falls into that which
is more severe. (M.) [Hence also the saying,]

- 5ljait .,...h ? ..- !.t 1[lIe roused thte
r,ancour of enmity between them]. (TA.)-

~,~., (.8, K,) aor.:, (K,) inf. n. u$ (S, ]')
and ~L.-, (K,) signifies also He scratched
him nwith the nails; or wounded him in the outer
skin; (S, .;) and so .:, with t. (S.) 

Both also signify It (a fly) bit hinm. (TA in art.
-,~,.)_ And j;-&J1 1-,-- He scratihed, or

rubbed, the ,RjU [or withers] of the camel with
his staff, or stick, to make him go. (TA.)-
And 1Ie scratched, or rubbed, the camel so as to
abrade the upper skin, and mahe it bleed; where-
upon it is smeared with l' [or tar]; as also

:.. (TA.) ,4 l * _ &c.: see 2,

in two places. _ - , aor. , inf .n. He, Ie

deceived, beguiled, or circumvented; syn. ~:
and ,,p.l signifies the same; or nearly the
same; i. e. he endeavoured to deceiv, beguile, or
circumvent; syn. of the inf. n. Ql.M. (TA.)

2. .AyUI ve w inf n-. ( A,'

1, TA ;) and f -t *,. (A, TA,*) inf. n.

F.-_; (TA;) He excited discord, diusnsion,
disorder, strife, quarrelling, or animosity, be-
tn,en, or among, the people; (~,* A, * K,* TA;)

and (so in the g, but in the ] "or") .. ,; "OI 

betoeen, or among, the dogs; (~, ];) and .A$l
the beasts; exciting, or provoking, them, one
against another; as is done with camels, and
rams, and cocks, 4c.; the doing of which is for-

bidden in a trad.; (TA;) or ,a and 
signify one's inciting a man, and a lion, to attach

J, -- ,;
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hiA adrary; (TA;) and Li"_ and ,1

[inf ns. of ] are syn. with ji jj3 [in the

last of the senses above]; as also t;iY and

S p: (TA in art, q. v.:) you ay, %Z

[and t , meaning, he incited him, &c.; or

rather, he exaperated him; app. from _ or

or Lm, signifying "roughness"]. (AZ, in

art );_.) [Hence, app.,] .im.3 also signifies

The mentioning a thing that reders reproof ne-
cesary. (TA.)

8. OM-)l .JI . TA ._ fought With
the viper, the latter desiring to come in upon him.
(TA.) -See also 2.

4. ' 'l .1 Z 1. [app. originally signifying

The itar made tAe camel to scratch: and hence
meaning,] the tar made the camel to break out

with small pustuls; syn. : (V:) or excoriated
him, and made him to bleed. (Ibn-'Abbid.)

5. 41 aJ and t0 ;o : see '1I E_

[S_3 is also quasi-pas. of 2 You say,] G,a-3
v. [He beceame easerated by them]. (AZ, L

in art .. , in explanation of the phrase im3

.. ) [See also jp.]

8. -jm: see 4MI w .a, in three places.

See ntso NSV.

hAi- A mark, or trace; syn. ;i: (S, 1:) by

poetic license written tAl;) : (S:) or a mark
upon the back: or a mark of a blow or beating,
upon a camel, wAhich has healed, but upon nlhich
no hair norfur grows: or, as heard by Az, from
more than one of the Arabs of the desert, a gall,
or sore, on the back, which has healed, or become
covered nith a skin in he.alwng: or a scar of a

gall, or sore, on the back: (TA:) pl. W,,. (S,
TA.)

A Roughnes, harshness, or roarseness; as

alsor aig : (gn:) or roughness, &c., of the hin.

(S.) [App., it has no verb see n,f voce

(J.)-] -See also 2.

A dc sch:see

meanib t A hunter, or catcher, of [lizards

of the kind caltled] [pl. of ]: (S,A:)

p. ao -. (A )

, .1 Anything rough, harsh, or coarse; as

also q- '. on the authority of AHn, and thought
by As to be a poseive epithet, [meaning haveing

roughne, &c., from :_ or U^,] because he
had not heard ay verb belonging to it: (TA:)

or the former is applied to a , signifying
rough; (o,];) or rough in ths shin, (A, ( TA,)
as though notched, or rrated: (TA:) and in

like manner, its fen., to a serpent (as),
signifying rough; (I;) or rough in the skin:

(,TA:) and the masc to a deenr, aignifying
rough (?,A, O) by reao of its nens; (A,

;) god, rough, reently oin led; hag upon (A
it tA. roughnes of the samp: pl. ja9_ (TA)

[and L .]: and to a camel, signifying whose
galls, or sore on his bach hav healed, or become
covered witAh a skin in healing: (Az, as heard by
him from more than one of the Arabs of the
desert:) and the femrn., above mentioned, is applied
to a she-camel, signifying, having the mange, or
scab, (1, TA,) and not smeared [rith tar];
(TA;) she being so called because of the rough-

ness of her skin: (Az,TA:) and to a Ae [or
scab], signifying having small pustul., (,) not
smeared [wnith tar]. (9, A.)

*,^

1. . , aor. [, and] ', (Tg,) inf n. u,,
(T, 91, &c.,) He rent it; or clave it: (T, 9,
], &c. :) and he, or it, stripped off, scraped off,
rubbed off, abraded, or otherwise removed, its
superfcial part, peel, rind, or the like: (T,1 ,
&c.:) the former, (Az,) or the latter, (Az, Er-
R4ghib, B,) is the primary signification. (TA.)

You say, 4 14JI ;' oI p , (S, A, Mgh, M9b,)

aor. (S, Msb, TA) and , (Mgb,) inf. n. e.,
(Msb, TA,) The beater and washer and vwhitener
rent the garment, or piece of cloth, (A, Mgh,
Msb, TA,) in beating it (Mgh:) or made holes
in it by beating it: (S, TA :*) or made holeks and
rents in it thereby: or abraded its superfcial
part thereby. (TA.) And .JI The

pasture, or herbage, became entirely consumed,
nothing of it being left; (IF,. y;) as though it
were stripped off from the surface of the land.

(TA.) - O;_ b. -- , (T, , A, Msb, ],') aor.:

(T, 9, Msb, 1) and ', mentioned by It.4 and

the author of the Iktit£f, (MF,) inf. n. 

(Msb;) and e - aor.:, (T, Myb, 1g,) inf. n.
~. .; (Msb; [but it seems to be indicated in

the K, by its being said that the pret. is like

, that it is b0^ ;]) the latter form of the

verb, however, is bad; (T, TA;) though El-
gKurtubee is asberted by MF to have said that the
former is of weak authority; which is clearly
wrong, as the readers of the l]ur are generally
ugreed in using it; (TA;) He desired it vehe-
mently, eagerly, greedily, very greedily, or with
avidity; he hank,ered after it; he coveted it; he
desired it excessively, or inordinately: (S, ],1
TA:) or he desired it culpably; namely, worldly
good: (Msb:) said by Az to be derived from
the first of the significations mentioned in this

) art., or, as is also said by Er-Righib, and
in the B, from the second thereof; because,
says Az, he who does so [may be said by a
figure of speech to be one who] scratches off

t the outer skin of the faces of men by his so doing:

but MF regards this as improbable; and says
that most of the lexicologists hold the last to be

) the primary signification, and others to be taken

from it: (TA:) ak s., nor. , inf. n. ,
) also signifies he strove, or laboured; exerted
himlef; took pains, or extraordinary paint; to

, acquire, obtain, or attain, it: (Msb, TA :*) and

: U,oj.l signifies the same as .I,.> [he desired
vehemently, &c.]: (1:) and he strove, or laboured;
exerted himsef; took pains, or extraordinary
pains; to acquire, obtain, or attain, a thing.

) (AA, ,*TA.) You say, p,^. Cj y~ -

[May (od not guard him who duires inordi-
nately, or culpably]. (A.) Aboo.Dhu-eyb makes

J.a.. trans. by means of f, in the following

verseo:
-..... .-i. -l;S - ~~~~~~ Md ~ al.*. 

[And verily I had purposed to defend them by
repelling aggreuion from them; but lo, the decree
of death came: it vas not to be repelled]: mean-

ing, ,,.. (TA.) - [Also He was ex~eively
solicitous, or careful, andfearful, respecting him;
and excessively pitiful, or compassionate, to him.

See Uh and ji,-..]

3. mF1 L .,L He hept, or applied himself,

constantly, or perse~eringly, to the thing, or affair.
(TA in art. ~j..)

4. 1 1 aiJi u Li·..l l [(How vehemntly or
inordinately or culpably desirous art thou, or
how greedy or covetous art thou, of worldly
goods I] (A.)

"5. . j ', ' a.. ' .l Verily he

watches for the time of (, .) their morning-
meal and their evening-meal: (15:) from ,oj~*

as meaning " vehemence of desire," &c. (TA.)

8: see ^l .;,.

p.~~ a subst. from g. h_, (Myb,) VYoeh
mence of desire; eagrnes; avidity; cupidity;
hankering; greediness; ehement greediness, or
avidity,for an object sought after; cotetountu ;
excesrive, or inordinate, desire; (TA;) or i. q.

,.: (Q, 1:) or culpable desire for worldly
good: (Mb :) [the different opinions respecting
its derivation have been mentioned above, voce

,e,a.:] also the act of striving, or labouring;
exerting oneself; taking pains, or extraordinary
pains; to acquire, obtain, or attain, a thing.

(Mgb,TA.) .~Jt $.,JI C [Greediness,

&c., is coipled with prohibition of the object
thereof] is a saying of the Arabs. (TA.)-Also
Excessive solicitude, or care, and fear, respect-
ing a person; and ewcesive pity or compassion.

(TA.) [See oh-]

l -^ A rent in a garment or piece of cloth.

(TA.) - See also b_. , in two places.

,.~. A garment, or piece of cloth, rent [in

being beaten and washed and whitened: see 1].
(1.) Vehemently desirous; eager; greedy;
hankering; vehemently greedy; covetowu; exc.-
sively, or inordinately, desirous: (8," A,* 1],

TA :) [or ctulpably desirous: see d s :]

fem. with i: (TA:) pl. _l/,, (A, L, ], [in the

C1, erroneously, w,]) which is mawe. (A,

L) and fem., (L, TA,) and fG, (],) which is

masc., (TA,) and .!, fem. (TA.)_Also

Exesidrely solicitous, or careful, and fearful,
respecting a person; and esively pitiful, or

compassionate. (TA.) X _C , in the ;ur

[ix. 129], means [Vehemently desirous, &c.,] of
profiting, or benefiting, you: or ecuxc vel/y soli-
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citous, or rareful, and fearful, respecting you;
and ecesuively pitiful, or comtpaionate, to you.
(TA.)

ijj._: see the next paragraph, in three places.

3L;.i A wound in the head ( ) by which
the shin is cleft (, A, Mgh, M9b, O) a little;
(S,]~;) the fist [in degree] of t.Z [pl. of

,~n~]; (TA;) as also tL~. (S, ]) and
*'Lim>: (TA:) or, accord. to IA9r, t4l;,
is syn. with .4-Z, q.v. (Az.) [See also Ijal.]

Also, and ' i_., A cloud (X1_~ ) the rain
!f which, (S, A, ],) .falling wehemently, (A,) re-

,nuvs the surface of the ground. (S, A, ].) One

sam the Arabs Aehemently dsirous of the dscent
of the cloud of which the rain should fall vehe-
mently so as to remove the surface of the ground].
(A, TA.)

.1.l [comparative and superlative of h.~;
i. e., More, and most, wAhemently desirous, &c.].
It is said in the ]}ur [ii., 90], ,., .a .
s;. 'l, meaning, And thou nwilt assuredly
find them the most tehement of men in desire, or
the most exczsi'e of men in greedines, of life.
(TA.)

s- . .J .
s~ jQ.m An ass much lacerated by the

bites of other asses. (A.)
, *, 0 00

L0 , . -~ 1i, Land depastured and trodden.
(TA.)

0t..

/,t., (Mqb,) is stomach became in a corrupt,
or disordered, state: (I :) or he (a man) became
in a corrupt, or disordered, state, and sick, or
diseased, so as to des.il himself in his clothec:
[see ,,;sj^., below:] or Ate became emaciated (lit.
dissolved) by grief, or by excessioe love: ( :) or
he became at the point of death: (Mqb:) and
he suffered protracted disquietude of mind, and
di~ea; as also we.', aor. ': (]K:) and ,,
aor. and;, inf. n. s. (O) and .p, (TA,)
he became heatily oplprossed by disease; or con-
stantly aJected thereby so as to be at the point of
death: (A :) or this last form of the verb signifies
he died, or peorihed. (TA.) -[Hence, app.,]
,.,, and ao, aor. ', inf. n. b.%, as in

the L; not u, as in the ]; t He was, or
became, low, base, mean, or wordid; unable to
ris from, or quit, his place; a signification given
in the 1 to .: or low, bae, mean, or sordid;
pouseing no good: (TA:) [but of the correctnes
of one of the two forms here mentioned on the
authority of the L, the author of the TA expremes
a doubt: app. with respeet to the latter of them;
for it is said,] ' inf. n. a,l. and .
and . a, also signifies he (a man, TA) mas, or
became, low, bae, men, or sordid, and bad, cor-
rupt, or viCioUsJ, and neglected, or forsaken; (g,
TA;) a also , - , (]: but only the former,
,.,j., is given in this sens in the TA.)

; ,_ uas a trans. v.: see 4, in two places. -
b./.,, aor. :, also signifies He picked up from
the ground jAg-I4 [or saflowr]. (0, K.)

2. 2.j..: see 4.1 Also, inf. n. ~~;, BHe
rendered him freefrom,orrid him of, ue. [q.v.];
like as &;A signifies "I rid him of what is
termed L.ji." (TA.) [Thus it bears two contr.
significations.] - And, [hence, perhaps,] (ISd,
A, &c.,) inf. n. as above, (S, ISd, A, &ce.,) IIe
excited, incited, urged, or instigated, him, (Zj, S,
ISd, ],) and rowed him to ardour, (S,) ,

-;iJI to fight, (Zj, $,) or .* 1 .iS to do the
thing, (A,* Mb,) in order that he might be
known to be such as is termed ~ij ifhe held
bach from it: (Zj:) so in the Kur [iv. 86 and]
viii. 66: (Zj:) or he excited, incited, urged, or
instigated, him to apply himself constantly, or
perseveringly, to fight: (TA:) [see 3:] and
:U.2t eU. a.jl, inf. n. u!,i1, signifies the
same as a,d,b. (T$.) o_. , inf. n. as above,
He had a b,j~, i. e., a person entrusted with the
office of turning about, or shuffling, the gaming-
arrows of the players. (TS.) . lIe employed
the portion of his property set apartfor trafic

in e,.q.v.],(IAgr,K,) i.e. ;. (TA.)m
He dyed a garment, or piece of cloth, with W,Ajl
[q. v.]. (IA*r,] I.)

3. ,ol_, (Ibn-'AbbAd,) inf. n. ibjta..~, (Ibn-
'Abbad, H,) He contended with another in shaf-
Jfling, or playing with, gaming-arrows. (Ibn-
'AbbAd, g.) [Sce Le _.] - JaJ c ,
(Lb,) inf. n. as above, (Lbh, K,) lie applied him-
self constantly, or perseveringly, to wvork: (Lh,
] :) and Jl;;I Us tofigujht. (Lh.)

4. ..b1.l It (disease, A, TA) pressed heavily
upon him; or clave to him constantly: it cauwed
him to be at toe point #f death; as also 4.&_:
it corrupted, or disordered, his body, so that he
became on the brinh of death. (TA: [in whlich
this last signification is said to be tropical: but
accord. to the A, it is evidently not so.]) It
(food) caused him to be sick, or diseased. (A.)
It (lhve, AO, ') corrupted, or disordered, him.
(AO, S, K.) - ~ He corrupted, vitiated, marred,
or destroyed, it; namely, a thing; as also t...:
(A:) and he annulled it; rendered it null, or void.
(TA.) You say also, :L , anor. , (K,) inf. n.
,,._, (TA,) : He corrupted, or vitiated, or de-
stroyed, himslf, or his own soul: (K,* TA:) and
L. w,~1 the destroyed himself, or his orwn

soul, by telling a lie. (TA.) And it b .
~.1 ! . , occurring in a saying of Aktham
Ibn-leyfee, means tThe ill-bearing of poverty
annuls the grounds of pretension to respect. (TA.)

--. jl L., ~ul: see 2.-i, ... tHe (a
man) begat evil offspring. ($, g.)

,;w.: mee ., lasst sentence :-and sce also
what here follows.

L,A (Mgh,) or 'r , (Msb,) or both, (,
],) the former mentioned by Sb, but in some of
the copies of his book written with fet-i ( t .),

i. q. e.;),1 " [The trees, or plantu, from
w, ich potads is obtained; the kind of plantu
called hali, or glastort, &c.]; which are of the
kind called Je: (Az, TA:) Aboo-Ziyad says
that vwhat is termed b is slender in the ex-

-.etremities (JOJ'I l;), but itu tree is large,
being ometimes usedfor shade, and oaffords fire-
nwood, and it is that with which people wash
Clsthes; and hlie adds, we have not seen any e,p.
purer or whiter than some which grows in El-

1.Yeminimehl, in a valley thereof called ptl.alJ ":

(TA:) i. q. i 11 [q. v.]; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, g;)
with which the lhantmls are washved after food.
(TA. [But acsee ,lm.]) So in the lCur [xii. 85],
accord. to one reading, (l~,) the reading of El-
.Hasan El-Baoree, (Sgh,) t V. a. _j
(Bd,) meaning Until thou be like Ot~l in dry-
neu; as explained in the F, except that '_ is
there erroneously put for 9,J: (TA:) but Es-
Suddee disapproved of this reading. (S?h.)~

Also !,, [and app. ,a. also,] i. q. , [or
Gypsum]. (TA.)

,,,~ Corruptnes in the body, and in the
intellect, (lbn-'Arafeh, A, ],) and tin one's
course of conduct, or tenets. (Ibn-'Arafeh, l.)
[See L] ~A man in a corrupt, or diordered,
state, and tick, or diiseased, ( s, ~,) so that he
defles himsel (t~ [but in some copies of the
S this word is onmitted]) in his clothes; (S;) as
also vLk.. and ' j. and t e ; (,;)
t which last also signifies a man having his
stomach in a corrupt, or disordered, state; and
suffcring protracted disquietude of minl, and
disase: (TA:) also the first, (,.0j~.,) weary,
or fatigued: (]g:) and at the point of death;
(Mob, g ;) as also el..; (Cg ;) which last
also signifies one near to dying, or to perishing;
and having his hody corrupted, or disordered,
by disease, so as to be at the point of death, and
so .. ; (TA;) and [in like manner] t *.~
signifies dying, or perishing, from disease, being
neither living so as to be an object of hope, nor
dead so as to be an object of despair: (T, TA:)
e.,~. also signifies emaciated (lit. dissolved) by

grief, or by excessiwve love; (AA accord. to the
S, oe AO accord. to the TA, and I;) as also
..;_. (S,) or I ;:: (I:) and heavily
oppretsd by diease; or constantly affected thereby
so as to bc at the point of death: so in the gur
xii. 85: (l:) [in the CId, L.j. is here erro-
neously put for J. :] or it there signifies heavily
presed upon by disease; or ajffected by constant
disease: (AZ:) or extremrudy aged; or old and
weak: (l]atideh:) and anything withAering:
(TA:) [the following observation, which is in-
serted in the S after the first of the signifieations
here given of ,.. used as an epithet, and in the
1K after a later signification which is said to be
tropical, applies to it, when so used, in all its
senses:] it is employed alike as sing. as pl. (Fr,
S, ]) and musc. (Fr) and fem.; (Fr, 1 ;) being
originally an inf. n.: (Fr, Mb :) or, like every
inf. n. used as an epithet, it is for jj followed by
the inf. n., and therefore has no dual nor pl.

9
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form: (Zj:) but some of the Arabs use t usie

as an epithet applied to a male, and' l b1. as
applied to a female; and these have duals and
ps.: (Fr:) and sometimesa ,. has pls.; namely

_1l; ( ;) which is also pl. of and of

j$1_d.; or, accord. to the L, it is allowable as a
pl. of *.' , in the place of the more common

pl. * .; (TA;) and t _ (V;) which

is more approved; (TA;) and jk/.. (V: [this
last being expressly aid in the TA to be thus
written, but in the CV it is written L.i.])
Also, applied to a man, (A,) X Possessing no

yood; (A, V ;) like t 1i_.., (TA,) which latter
is explained by A4 as signifying a man in whom
is no good: (T, TA:) or the former, one ,whos
good i not hoped for, nor his evil feared: (V :)
and a bad man: (1 :) and low, base, mean, or
sordid; unable to rimse from, or quit, his place;

as alsoe V · and · ,/j. and / , a (],
[this last, in the C1, written w _~- "]) or

, (TA,) and ,u : (:) or lo,
base, mean, or sordid; in whom is no good:
(TA:) and [in like manner] jta. signifies
bad, corrupt, or vitious, and neglected, or for-
saken; (li;) and so ,.;.., (TA,) and

iLb.., of which the pl. is ,j~; (TA;)

' ,.~)' also signifying made, or auserted, to be
low, base, mean, or ordid; (V, TA ;) and so
tij1_ and ? a;.; and this last signifying

also having in him no good: (TA:) and ,b..
likewise signifies one who does not take to himel.

armJ, nor fight: (Lth, ]:) its pl. is ..
(A,TA) and * ,_..: (TA:) both these pl..
signify weak men, vwho will not fight: (S :) and
the former of them is explained as sibnifying the
lonwt, basest, or meanest, sort of mankind: and
mens corrupt in their course of conduct, or tenets:
also the latter of them as signifying men who
know not the place of their chief: and ? 't.,
of which the fem. is with ;, signifies a stupid
man. (TA.) - Also, applied to a she-camel,
Lean, or emaciated: (V, TA:) and t ? .,
so applied, vile: and perishing, or dying; in
which sense it is likewise applied to a male camel.
(TA.) -Also, applied to language, or speech,
4 Bad; (V ;) and so, by poetic license, ? ;
or this, accord. to egh, is a dial. var.: (L, TA:)

and perhing: pl. .,P.l. (TA.)

f : see ej., in three places, near the
beginning: - and again in the latter half of the
paragraph.

W& : see mew., in two places

L&4 The peron calUed ~ U* .?; (0,
! ;) [i. e.] the man rwho turns round about, or
shu.ffles, the arrowvs [in the 5.j], or who deals

them forth, (l.tJl , jJJ, , or a,

A,) for th playws in the game caled

.jI, (1, A,) in order that he may eat of their

mt [withoumt having contributed to pay for the
d Aghtedcal]: (A:) lilke him who is termed
,.W, (~, A,) always a low, or mean, person, (,)

an object of dispraise: (A:) called thus because
of his lowness, or meanness. (L.) - Also One
who does not purchase flesh-meat, nor eat it unless
Ahe find it in the poueuion of another person.
(AHeyth, Az.)

ib /: ee a ,e , latter half, in two places.

X.b^.: see .,, (of which it is a syn. and
a pl.,) latter half, in three places.

,,~ _: see ./., in the latter half of the
paragraph.

.el_ One who burns i_a. [kali, or glass-
mort, &c.]for jU [or potash]; (V; [in the CI(,

iiU, is erroneously put for J ;]) one who

maAke a fire upon b.4. for the purpose of pro-

curing from it vJ3 ; ($;) i.e. for the dyers;
and ? 1L,1 also signifies one nwho makes afire

upon XOUI [or ,J.]: it is said that [plants of
the kind called] , _ are burned, in their fresh
state, and then water is sprinkled upon their
ashes, which in consequence are compacted, and
become Ji [q. v.]. (TA.) - Also One wiwo
maks a fire upon masses of hard stone for the
purpo~ of preparing thence 1~ [or quich lime],
or ,~ [which is gy/pum]. (0,I.)

La!~. A place in which ;s11 [or b~] is
burned [for making potash]. (TA.) - Also A
place for the preparing, by fire, of [quick lime,

(see .,u,) or] gypsum. (TA.)

; and "jb1.: see j-, from near the
beginning to near the end.

: see ,_~, latter half: and see

also ~,,. - Also Saqower; syn. 5 L'; ($,

A, K;) a general name thereof: or J~i that is
put into cooked flesh-meat: or the grain thereof.
(TA.)

, s: ee .,.'F, in three places.

L,m'-, with kear, A vsselfor . v; (P, l;)
made of wood, or of bras, and the like; (TA;)

i. q. XL-I: (A:) pl ./,. (A, TA.)

, · }see 1,,~; for each in two places.

1.' 5 i c;X1 J;:- (A0, , Msb,
aor. !, (Msb,) or , (]V,) inf. n. ~Ja., (S, Msb,)
He turned the thing f'om its proper way, or
manner: ( :) or altered it therefrom: (Mb :)
and t 7, inf. n. Jq_.5, has this latter mean-
ing: (],e TA:) or has an intensive signifi-
cation of this kind. (Myb.) ' '.A, ? 'V
".1_ signifies Th altering words from their

proper meanings: (S, TA:) and agreeably with
this explanation, the verb is used in the ]ur
iv. 48, &c.: (TA:) or .AjpJ signifies the per-
wertin of language: (Mqb:) or the altering a word

inform; as in writing ;. for ;,; or mce wersd:
(KT:) [and the miJtrancribing a word in any
manner: commonly used in this sense in the

lexicons &c.: or the altering a word by nsbsti-

tuting one letter, or more, for another, or others.

See also jS.] see also 7 . iIsaW Jje,

(Mb, ],) aor. , (A, $, ,P,) or , (MIb,) He
earnsd or gained [subsistene], or laboured to do
so,for hi family, or houshold, (As, g, M9b, J,)
from this and that quarter; (Ah,;) a also

,Jz.! : (Mgh,* Mob, TA:) and ? Jim..
[he earned, or gained, with his hands]: and

tiJ 9 t ;b3 he applied himelf to ean or gain

[subsistence] for his family, or household, by
means of any, or every, art or craft: (TA:)
and j 1~ he laboured, or sought gain or sus-
tenance, for his household, or family; expl. by

Qsi&; ,- . (IA r, .) sr_n ;p inf n-

'_., (J,) not an inf. n. of un., (TA,) He applied
collyrium to his yJe (], TA) with the [style

called] k-o. (TA.)-~. 4 j.., inf. n. ji.,
He nsffered the loss of omevwhat of his property.

(Lb, 8.)

2: see 1, in two places. _ [Hence,] J Ut
,,tWJI j,.. [A pestilence] causing the hearts

[of those witnessing its effects] to turn arway,
and be aloof: (i:) occurring in a trad.: or,
accord. to one relation, .. ,jJd! ,.s , (TA,)
i.e., turning the hearts from confidence, and
inclining them to removal and flight. (1 and
TA in art. J^..) ..-. I Jq. The nibbing
the writing-reed obliquely; ($," ,eTA;) making
the right tooth of the nib higher [i.e. longer]

than the left. '(TA.) You say also, AtiiJ s.,
[He made the nibbing oblique]. (TA.) And
L 0JI~. )~ .j. ! Jj.. [He turned the Anife
obliqutely in nibbing]. (TA.) - See also 7._

also signifies The putting in motion, or
into a state of commotion; syn. , . (TA.)

-- ;;1.W ! Ny -h .. J J.U, ,j, in a trad.,
means [He made a sign with his hand,] and
imitated with it the cutting of a sword with its
edge. (TA.)

3. J .j~ He was debarredfrom the means of
subsistence; becautse he of whom this is said is aloof
(?.;Ja) from the means of subsistence. (Mgh.)
And X - ..*j. Such a one was made to

experience dificulty ($, TA) in his buying and
seling, and was straitened (TA) in his meauns of
subsistence; as though his means of subsistence
were turned away from him: (?, TA:) or he had
his gain, or earningq, turned away from him.
(Msb.) It is said in a trad. of Ibn-Mes'ood,

,9 1 v-- 1 ii 1 . .,

w1 cis1 +w1,yJJ i. e. [The death of
the believer is accompanied with swmeating of the

side of the forehead: some sins remain chargeable
against him, and] he is made to eaperience dffi-
oulty by them [in dying], in order that his sins
may be diminished. ($.) -- ~ h! also a
meaning like 5,t , : 8A'ideh says,

[And tey e-rtainly know, in warfare, how we
viefor mperiority in glory: or] accord. to Skr,
it means ow e deal with thAem; as when one says

t
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to a mas, What is thy 4.. (i.e. thinme occupation)
and thy lineoge? (TA:) [or the meaning may be

Mmm reqite; for]_,- . jl. signifies He
ited him for ev (15, TA) that he had done.

(TA.) And it is said in a trad., · f 

j.jI1 .N. JI ^;. 0', i. e. [Verily the servant)
taU be requited [for hit deed; the good I mean,
or th vfJl. (IApr, TA.) And tVJ.1 also sig-
nifies He rqited for good or evil. (IAr, .)
_ MjIlm. signifies also The mweamring a wound

with gthe J , i. e. the probe. (],* TA.)

4. _j.1: ee 1. _ Alo, (inf. n. Jll, Mb,)
His J,L [or cattle] increaed, and became in a
7ood state or condition. (AZ, ., M;b, V.) One
say, j.l- jI-4 S1., meaning He came
with, or brougAt, m;cA cattle. (AZ, .. [See
j_.]) ~ iHe emaciated, or rendered lean, a
she-camel: so says A9 : others say b .l. (..)
[See J;.: and see : .a.] -See also 8, lut
sentence but one.

5: see 7: .and see also L
7. J_,1 [It became turned, or altered,from its

proper way, or manmr; quasi-pass. of 1 in the
first of the enses explained above: and] he turned
aide; (As, ., Mgh, Mb, I5;) u also .. mJ3;
(Az,., Mgh, l;;) an d VJj,.I; (Az,8,1g;) and
.tJ., inf. n. J_..; (TA;) c from it. (Az,

M, Mb, TA.) [Hence,] one ays, .- j ^ ,a...
(His temperament, or constitution, became dis-
orderd]; as also [,, app. a mnistranscription
for J.~.,] inf. n. .,4~J. (TA.) [And J,...J

l' He turned againut him, with enmity, or
anger.] And g.11 ,J, .. l He turned to, or to-
wards, him, or it. (TA.)

8: see 1, in two places.
13: ee 7?.

,J._. The eatremity, verge, border, margin,
brink, brow, side, or edge, (., Mgh, IV, TA,) of
anything; (;, ;) as, for instance, the side of a
river or rivulet, and of a ship or boat, (TA,) and
of the notch of an arrow; (Mb ;) and the edge
of a sword: (L, TA :) pl. [of mult. .Jjj.., and
of pauc.] ,aJ. (TA.) Hence, (Q,) [A point,
a rid~e, a brow, and a ledge, of a mountain :] the
pointed, sharp, or edged, summit of a mountain:
(., Myb, ]K:) a projecting portion in the side of
a mountain, in form like a smaU 1/t; [i. e.
bench] or the like: and a portion in the summit
of a mountain, having a thin edge, or ridge, riting
above the upper part of the back: (Sh, TA:) p].
(of the word thus used in relation to a mountain,
TA) ,..; (Fr,$,Myb,[;) accord. to Fr, (Mb,)
the only instance of the kind except jUi. as pl. of' 

J1;. (Myb, ].) [Hence, also,] A nib, of a
writing-reed, obliquely cut: so in the phrase .A
,) .Jt. 9, in the . and ], in art. aj.., a writing-
reed not having a nib obliquely cut. (TA in that

art. [See S in the present art.]) And ,,jl lP^ t
The two later al al of the Aead (TA.) 

[Hence, also, the phrue] C, J^. L ,lj.
.t [and .; J (mee 3, first sentence,)] Such (

a one is [stanung] aloof with r~ct to his affair, r

(46 14; a C: ISd, TA,) [in nupene,] waiting,
and looAing to the result, if Ae e, in regarding it
from one side, what Ae lis; (TA;) turning
from it if he se what does not please Aim. (ISd,
TA.) The saying, in the Fur xxii. 11, ,.l '.

.;. j; ~ 4o. ; means And of men is he
who servel Od standing aloof with repect to
religion, in a jfuctuating state, like Aim who is in
the outskirts of tAs army, nwho, if sure of victory
and spoil, stande firm, and otherwise JEes: (I&:h,
Bd :0) or the meaning is, ovho serve God in doubt,
or suspense, (Zj, ]~, Jel,) being unsteady like him
who alights and abides upon the .-' [i. e. point,
or ridge, or brow,] of a mountain: (Jel:) or in a
state of disquietude respecting his case; (Ibn-
'Arafeh, ;) i. e. not entering into the religion
firmly, or steadily: (K :) or who serves God in
one mode of circumstances; i. e. wen in ample
circunmtances, and not when straitened in circum-
stances; (Az, 8, ] ;) as though good fortune and
plenty were one side, and an evil state were another
side: (Az, TA:) [hence,] i_. sometimes signi-
fies a mode, or manner, and a way. (Mb.) -
A letter of the alphabet: pl. Jj.: (., M'b,
I :) the letters being thus called because they are
the extremities of the word [and of the syllable].
(Kull.) The saying of the lawyers, 1'Ji1 ij 3
,.J '~ [Prayer is made null by a signi-

ficant letter] means only by an imperative of a
verb of which the first and last radical letters are
infirm; such as . from i;), and 3 from ij,
and the like. (Myb.) - As a grammatical term,
t[A particle; i. e.] vhat is used to express a
meaning, and is not a noun nor a verb: every
other definition of it is bad: (1:) pl. - .-
(Myb, &c.) -And ?A word [absolutely: often
used in this sense in lexicons &c.]. (Kull.) 
A dialect, an idiom, or a mode of expresion, pe-
culiar to certain of the Arabs: pl. [of pauc.]
i^l: so in the saying (of Molhammad, TA)

yj~ t" j 1pl jj The Kur-dn ha
been rerealed accordling to seven dialects, of the
dialects of the Arabs: (A'Obeyd, Az, lAth,
Ig:) or this means, according to seen nodes,
or manners, (Mgh, Msb,) of reading: whence

.e~, .' .Jf. .. .. ...

, r >_ !;p1 ei JM ; Such a one readt
in the manner of reading of Ibn-Mes'ood.
(Mgh.) ~ Applied to a she-camel, tLean, or
ligAt of lesh; or lean, and lank in the belly;
(S, ;) and firm, strong, or hardy; likened to
die .J of a mountain; (S ;) or to the .J^a. of a
sword, (Z, O, TA,) in respect of her leanness, or
thinness, and her sharpness and effectiveness in
pace; (Z, TA;) or to a letter of the alphabet,
meaning the letter I, in respect of her leanness:
(TA:) or excellt, or high-bred, or strong and
light and niflt, sharp and effective in pace, ron-
dered lean by journeying~ ; likened to the J^.
of a sword: (L:) or emaciated: ($, J:) so A#
used to say: (v:) but this is inconsistent with
Dhu-r-Rummeh's description of a she-camel by
the epithets ;LL J_. l;.: (TA :) [see .j :]
or [in the C]. and"] gmrt; big; ofgreat iec;
(], TA;) likened to the Jj_ of a mountain:
(TA:) it is applied only to a he-camel: one may
not ay J5 .4 (IAr, TA.)

[Boox I.

, J. and b 1. (S., 1) and tAi . (Mgh, )
and Jm. (TA) Ill-fatedneu; privation of pros
perity; or the being denied proeity syn. ; L
[as inf. n. of.>.-]: (1P, TA:) lack of goodfortune,
so that one hae no increase of his cattle or otAer
property: (.:) debarment from the means of
subsistence. (Mgh.) Hence the saying of 'Omar,

-6- 6 ;0.. &.- · .It
.,.~ Ws'e , 1..... 6 , ,.,(] ,) or,

accord. to one reading, Vti4j, (TA,) [Verily
the ill-fatedness of any one of them is more dis-
tresuing to me than h i poverty :] i. e., the sup-
plying the wants of the poor man is easier to me
than the making the bad to thrivc: or the meaning
is, the want of thes means of gainintg bitentce b!y
any one of thetn, and grief on that account, ix
more distressing to me than his poverty: so in thdie
Nh. (TA.)m _JJI A certain grain, remling
J.;iit [or mustard]; (Az, Mqb, TA;) called by
the vulgar, (AI2n, TA,) or in the dial. of El-

'IXrd, (TA in art. . 11,) )Lol ., (Agn, S, 81,)
or tI.Ai: (Myb:) n. un. with 3, (TA,) applied
to a single grain thereof. (Mob.) [See art. AZ.]
Hence .A, [q. v.]. (S, Myb.)

,_: see ,j_-, in two places.

aI A craft, or handicraft, (-, K, TA,) by
rchich one gains his subsittence; a mode, or manner,
of gain; any habitual work or oecupation of a
man; because he turns (J., K, i. e. ;,
TA) to it; (1, TA ;) a subst from jji! : (MIh,

Msli:) pl. ... (TA.)- Sco also j., in two
places.

s,,. A seler of t.,J, i.. AC- .oI . (g.)

1: see -o^.

m A feUoo-worker, syn. C6r, (8, M,h,
Myb, ,) in one's craft or ortlinar!l occupation:
( :) and an aociate: (KL:) pl. j.. (Mab.)
- It is mostly used by foreigners as meaning A
companion in drinking: and by most of the Turks,
as implying vituperation; [like our term "fel-
low;"] so that when any one of them addresses
another by this epithet, he is angry. (TA.)

Jii. The quality, or properfy, of burning, or
biting, the tongue; acritude. (Q, Msb, TA.)

!., from J D.JI, Burning, or biting, to the
tongue: (S, MBb, TA:) it is applied in this sense
to an onion, and to other things: one should not
say a.. (S, TA.)

L ..4 A place to which to turn away, or back,
from'a thing. (AO, , IC.) So in the saying,

1 1L j; 3 [I charc no place to
which to turn away, or back, from thSi thing].
(AO, S, A ) Alo, and tPj , A pla in
which 'a man earns or gains [subsistence], or la-
bours to do so, and employs hiself as he plass,
orfollows his warious pursuits. ( .)

-... A man whos property increase, and
becomew in a good state or condition; or whos
cattle incrms &c. (., MYb.)

t 4. 3
9^ 

and 1�) and V (Mgb, V)

and* 
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r it. (TA.).-You say also, S' , U 3j.1
u 4.~l. Give tho, or bring thou, to us, upon
his cane, ome fire. (IAvr,TA.) AsAbo 3^!

He mad,, or prepared, what ias tearm i . (.)

6: aee 8.__[Hence,] W * , t[Hs

urns ith hunger]: like .,e; . (TA.)

8: j.I ([It burned, or became burnt,] ju
with .fire]: and tV,.3 (it burned, or beam

burnt, much, or frequently, or rpated/ty]: each
s a quasi-pass.; (g, Mqb, ], TA;) [the former,

of ..l1 or ,j.; and the latter, of j...];
[Hence,] one says of a horse, ~ 
[tHe is fiery, ardnt, or ehement, in his rum

ni,g]. ($.) And ;,.!H J,A 1 [tT/u plant, or
plants, or herbage, became nipped, shrunk, Ari-
Pelled, or blasted: see 4]: this is said of a cone-
quence of heat, and of cold, and of a wind, and
of othler banes, or cause of mischief or harm.

(TA.) And id101 zJj_ t. The silver became
black. (H.ar p. 114.) And F;-' t He, or it,
perished. (TA.)

smee s , in two places.
0*i

J, tAn angry man. (TA.)

,3p [A burning by means of fire ;] a subst

(Mgh, M9 b) from lj,l, (Mgh,) [i. c.] from

tI 0-1 : (Mb :) orfire, ($, Mb, ],) itself;
(Myb ;) [thefire of a burning howse 'c.;] aU also

V,L. (Mgh) and tLs.: (1:) or theawme of
fire. (IApr, Th, Mgh, ].) The first is meant in

the saying, 'jt1 . 4, 4.1l aJb [The stray-
beast of the believer is a cause of the burning of
Jfire]: (Mgh:) or it here signifies the flame of
fire: a trad., meaning that if any one takes the
stray-beast of a believer to posess it, his doing so
will bring him to the flame of the fire [of Hell].
(Az, Mgh, TA.) And hence, (Mgh,) ';S j;JI,
(Mgh, TA,) i. e. [Burning, or]fire, [orfiamne, is
a cause of one's receiving the reward of mar.tyr-
dom:] occurring in another trad. (TA.) You ay

also In t. # In the fire of God. ($.) And

,:J. itbd1 ,W ; ;wil, i. e. [May God cast
the unbdiver] into his Jfire. (TA.)-A burn,
(S,) or a nark of burning, (!,) in a garment, or
piece of cloth, firom the beating ($, g) of the
washer, and wvhitener, and the like; (v;) and so,
sometimes, ?3_.: ($ ) or the former, a hole thus
caused in a garment, or piece of cloth; (IAqr,
Mgh, TA;) and so, sometimes, t tho latter;
which also signifies a hole caused by fire, in a
gapt-e, or piece of clotA. (Mgh.)

-. ,. A cloud lightening vehmently. ($, [.)
- Sharp; as though having the quality of burn-

ing; npplied to an iron head or blade of an arrow
or a spear or sword &c.; (TA;) and so ' i~.

and V I1, and Jjj,., applied to swords.
(10) _ See also ~A. I _ Having
the hairfaUlling off piecemeal: ($, 1 :) and _~

e'il has a similar meaning; (1, TA;) i. e.
[having thefeats her of the wing falling off piece-

meal: or] short in the wing: or having it cut

o.ff. (TA.) And 'D' FeathersfalliUg off,

Boos I.]

- see j~J~~~~q . _] On A tw

J_ [pas part. D. of -,q.rv. _] One whoed W
property haa yone. (TA.) A writingreed a
nibbed obliquely; hating the right tooth of the

nib higher [i. e. longer] than the le. (TA.) J

.?jiU% Jl_, applied to God, The Turner, or A

Incliner, of hearts: or the Mover of hearts:
(TA:) or the Remover of hearts. (Fr, TA voce

q. v.)

J1... (@, L, 1) and tJ _, (L, TA,) or

1;i, , (Akh, TA,) A probe with which the

depth of a wound is measured: (Q, L, 15:) pl. of

the first .,j1_; and [of the seoond, or,] accord.
to Akh, of the last, jta_. (TA.)

Jl... Prevented, or withheld,from obtaining

good; woithheld from good fortune, or from sus-

tenance; denied, or refused, good, or prosperity;
laching goodfortune; having no increase of hu

cattle or other property; (g, Mgh, V;") contr.

of ;;;: (s:) or having his gain, or earnings,
turned away from hin: (Myb:) or who obtain
niot goos from a quarter to which he betakes him-

self: or scanted in his means of subaistence: or
who works not, or labour# not, to earn, or gain:
or wvho earns, or gains, with his hands, but not
enoughfor the support of himelf and his hou

hold orfamily: (TA:) J:l;WL*e and JjW.. are
dial. vars. thereof. (TA in art. Jj.)

~: see see

A handicraftsman; a worker with his

hands. (?, TA.)

JWl U , in the gmr [viii. 16], means

Tum;in`g way for the purpose of returning to
fight: the doing which is one of the stratagems
of war. (Mgl,, MbA.*)

J--

e~~~~~~~~~

1. , nor., inf. n. r : see 4. -
(@,,1,) aor. !, (TA,) inf. n. H, (,) He filed
it: and he rubbed one part of it twith another.

(S, 15.) - And hence, (s,) 4- -_J^., aor. ' and ;,
(, 1,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He grounad his
dog-tooth, so that it made a grating sound: (,
15C:) when said of a stallion-camel, denoting
threatening: and, accord. to IDrd, when the like
is said of a she-camel, it is aserted to denote a

colsequence of fatigue. (TA.) And l jt
(]5 and TA in art. ijc) He grated the teeth.
(TA in that art.) One says, h hi

Upe.A o. (S, A*) Such a one grin togther the
..;jI [or teeth, or molar toeth, (as the word is ge.
nerally understood to mean in this ca , but other
meanings are assigned to it,)] at thee [in anger,
or ras, like one iling: (A, TA:) or, a ome

say, ;j'191 [the canine teeth]: and the verb is also
used without tbhe objective complement, because
the meaning is understood. (am p. 115.) IDrd
makes the act to be that of the canine tooth; sa-

aing, ( :)l o, WA_ meaning Te canie tooth

of the aore made a grting n (TA.) Al t

J,_-de~~~~~~~~~
lso mentione the saying, J ^U 3J" fj J o

Such a one's canine tooth maltes a grating snd 1
it me]: and Zuheyr uses the phrase * 1U ;~.. t

0..~~~~~~e

*. (Ham p. )28()_- also signifies The i

Lct of eating to the uttermnost. (IA.r', TA.)_
H.. He ( a man) as, or became, evil in dispo-

sition. (TA.)' an, an inf. n., [i. e. of b

J,] sirgnifies A garment's, or cloth's, being burnt

by beating [with too much violence]. (KL)- [
And The springing forth, or shooting forth, ve- 

hemently, of lightning. (KL.) -- ;yJ J-, ($, i
,) aor. :, (IK;) inf. n. . , (TA,) His hairfeUll 

o.ffpiecemeal. (s, 1.) [And 4-31 T. Te 
forelock of the horse became thin, or scanty: for

it is said that] 'jJ! in relation to the ..U is like

lJI. (TA.) And "ia l ;J The beard was, 1
or became, shorter upon the chin than upon the 

two ides of the face. (TA.) _ dm, aor. -,
inf. n. ~J , His 3jla. [q. v.] became cut, or
severed: said of a man: in speaking of a camel,

,._, like &s, is more commonly used than 0_.
(TA.)

2. f., inf. n. kj.3: see 4. - -jo,J3 also
significs Fire's mahing a mark, or impresion,

upon a thing. (TA.) - J1 .., said of pa-
turl,ge, (K,) [particularly] of what is termed
,p~ ., (S,) It made the camels thirsty. (P, 1.)

See also L

3. l3., (.,) inf. n. i1_,, ($,) lIe lay with
oer (f, K) [a3iJt , i. i c.] on the side. (1.)

4. JWI ;. , inf. n. , (M.b,) [Tlhe fire

burned him.] And j)tI 3J.,1 (S, M,b, 1) tHe
burned him, or it, with fire]: tbis phrase, and

j)J f-1 , aor. , (I~,) inf. n. j., (TA,) sig-
nifythe same; as alsowt r.: (1]:) or this last [sig-
nifies he burned him, or it, much, or frequently,
or repeatedly; for it] denotes muchness, or fre-
quency, or repetition, of the action. ($, Mqb, TA.)
_- [Hence, j..1 tIt pained him; or caused him
baurning pain: said of beating, or a blow; and of
a galling, or chafing; and of fever, passionate de-

sire, rage or anger, hunger, &c.] And W U^i.;.
t Suac a one afflicted, distressed, annoyed, mo-

lcasted, or hurt, us. (TA.) And jl.J.4 TJan.1
t le blamed, upbraided, or reproached, hitnm;
detracted from his reputation. (Myb.) And

sbJl DI Jj.I [ItThe cold nipped, dsrunk, shri-

velled, or blasted, the herbage; like .. l, q. v.;

and like the Lat. "ussit," and "adumit:" comp.,
Virgil, Georg. i. 93, "Borem penetrabile frigus
adurat:" and Luean, iv. 52, "Urunt montana
nives:" and Ecclesiasticus, xliii. 20 and 21,
"When the cold north wind bloweth, and the
water is congealed into ice, it abideth upon every
gathering together of water, and clotheth the
water as with a breastplate: it devoureth the
mountains, and burneth the wilderness, and con-

sumeth the grass as fire"]: ($ and 1 voce :)

and [in like manner] ,Wl$ jC'"1 is said of heat,
and of cold, and of a wind, and of other banes, or

causes of mischief or harm. (TA.) And .I-1
tHe, or it, destroyed, or caused to perish, him,

r 

it. (TA.) -You say also, 6-k� L,& U

Give 

", or bring thou, to us, U'pon

his 

cans, &~.fire. (IAer, TA.)~ Alw j^t
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a J141, - ' 0

6: 
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', 

"- oj--.d ib

urns 

mU hunger] : like.;' (TA.)
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burned, or becanu burnt,] juto

with.fire]: 

and ViGa.3 [it burned, or
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much, or Jinuently, or r"tod�y]: each
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quasi-pan. (g, Mqb, ]�, TA;) [the former,

)f 

j^1 

or and the latter, of

'Hence,] 

one says of a horse,

.t 

He 

isfiery, ardog, or mbmmt, in his ruw

ting]. 

($.) And itAl j,:,.1 [tTia plant, or

dants, 

or horbago, becanu nipped, shrunk, Ari-

Polled, 

or biatted: see 4]: this is said of a conw-

luence 

of beat, and of cold, and of a wind, and

Df 

otlier 

banes, or causu of miediief or harm.

(TA.) 

And i101 zJj.:*.1 +The silver became

black. 

(gar p. i14.) And jj.;*.; t He, or it,

pei.isited. 

(TA.)

00,
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in two places.

An 

angry man. (TA.)

13^ 
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,p ' a
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Mqb) from jt^lt, (Mgh,) [i. c.] from

AI 

05-1: (Myb:) orfire, ($, Mqb, V,) itself;

(Mqb;) 

[thefire of a burning how# J-c.;] U also

VL�� 

(Mgli) and (19:) or theganu of

fire. 

(IAv, Tli, Mgh, V.) The fint is meant in

.1 

J- ' a '

the 

Bayingp 4ul jj. �CPI a)tb [The stmip

beast 

of ghti believer is a cause of the burning of

fire]: 

(Mgh:) or it here signifies thegama of

firo: 

a tmd., meaning that if any one takes the

stmy-beast 

of a bcUever to pown it, his doing so

will 

bring him to the flame of the fire [of Hell].

(Az, 

Mgh, TA.) And hence, (Mgh,)'$'!�i j;;JI,

(Mgb, 

TA,) i. e. [Burning, or],fire, [orjUms, is

a 

cause of one's receiving the reward of marl.,w-

dom:] 

occurring in another trad. (TA.) You way

also.&b 

IntA#firsofOod. ($.) And

h,. 

�itbi W; Owl, i. 0. [may God cast

the 

unbdiamr) into hijrfire. (TA.)-A burn,

(?,) 

or a tnark of burning, (lg,) in a gartnent, or

piece 

of cloth, fiom ths beating (?, g) of the

washor, 

and wlsitener, and the like; (1�;) and so,

sometimes, 

or the former, a hole thus

caumd 

in a garment, or piece of cloth; (1Aqr,

Mgh, 

TA;) and so, sometimes, * tho latter;

which 

also signifiec a hole caused by _fire, in a

gap~, 

or piece of cloth. (Mgl).)
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A cloud ligitteninq ve~tly.
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Aharp ; as though having the quality oj'burn-

ing 

; iLpplied to an iron head or blade of an arrow
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or 

a spear or sword &c. ; (TA;) and so 'V aij~

andV 

and applied to swords.
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ass See also ~A I Having
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hairfaUing off piecemeal: ($, V:) and og~

bm 

a simi.lar meaning; (?, TA;) i. e.

tAef~horo 

of the winqfaUing off piece.

meal: 

or] short in the wing: or having it cut

o.ff. 

(TA.) And Feathersfalling off,
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mentions the saying, i--U 4-0 w~ 1-jw or it. (TA.) - You my also, 6,16 W j^1

'Such 
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so, 
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it 
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P. also signifies The Hemadoorp" rodmhatist~ akj.. (V..)

Let 

of #aging to the uttermost. (I AV, TA.) J1,

,0. 
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( a man) nw, or became, evil in dispo-

f.,
*ion. 

(TA.)~ j^ u an inf. n., [i. e. of burm hunger]: like (TA.)

j' 

',]sicrnifiesAgarment's,orclotli's,beiiiqburnt 8:

A^ 

0 ;~% [It burned, or botanu burnt,] jUto

5i 

beating [with too much violence]. (KL) - [withfire]: and [it burned, or " n�

And 

The springing forth, or shooting forth, ve- burnt, much, or or r" tod�y]: each

Fiemently, 

of lightning. (KL.) am #Ytt. j� ~, (�, is a quasi-paw. (g, Mqb, ]�, TA;) [the former,

aor. 

inf. n. (TA,) His ltairfeU of j^1 or and the latter, of

-QI 

Z� Tit# [Hence,] one says of a horse, ,

pjfpiecemal. 

[And 4

forelock 

of the horse became thin,' or sc;n'ty : for It He isfiery, ard~, or mummt, in his MW

jj-' 

1 I T n , or

it 

is 

said that] it in relation to the 3coU is like nitig]. ($.) And cow t lie pia t

li:�l. 

(TA.) And i�.!; zJ' ' Tite beatd was., plants, or horbago, becanu nipped, shrunk, Ari-

1 

' ?~ volled, or blasted: see 4]: this is said of a conse-

or 

became, 

shorter upon tU chin than upon the

two 

sides of ilts face. (TA.) aor. quence of beat, and of cold, and of a wind, and

tll 

of otlier banes, or causu of miediief or harm.

in£ 

n. O^ His 3jjt;. [q. v.] becimo cut, or (TA.) And i101 zJjzot +The silwr became

sevffed: 

said of a min: in speaking of a camel, 1

1 

J .1 1 black. (gar p. 1 14.) And jj.;*.; t He, or it,

j^ 

liko r&, is more comnionly used than J^.

pei.isited. 

(TA.)

00, 

ill .

j^: 

am J^ m two places.

2. 

J^ inf. n. kjoi : see 4. - &kjo.3 abo

si(rnifies 

Fire'ia mak69 a niark, or impression, jj- t An angry man. (TA.)

upon 

a thing. (TA.) 1 said of pw

J^ 

[A burninq by means of fire;] a subot.

turg7.�, 

(K,) [particularly] of what is termed 0^ p ' a

]�.) 

(ngh, Mqb) from jt^lt, (Mgh,) [i. c.] from

,jL~, 

(�,) It made the cawwU thirsty. (�, ' . a

See 

also L jUl 05-1 : (Myb:) orfire, ($, Mqb, V,) itself;

(Mqb;) 

[thefire of a burning how# J-c.;] U also

3. 

QJ1;-, (1�,) inf. n. 3JJ1'.t' , (�,) 11e lay wt'th (Mgh) and Q( :) or tbejUnw of

for M 1P Wit;J1 jA�, i. c.] on tite side. (1�.) fire. (IAv, Tli, Mgh, V.) The first is meant in

the 

sayiib- 4ull 'Ul du [The stmip

4. 

JU; in£ n., (Meb,) [Tlofl,.e et J^ �C- a)

.1 

J a beast of the believer is a cause of the burning of

burned 

Wm.] And jUti J,p�.:1 (?, Mqb, f.) [He fire]: (Mgh:) or it here signifies the jlama of

burud 

him, or it,'wiiii fire]: this phrase, and

t# 

- firo: a tmd., meaning that if any one takes the

aor, 

;, (V,) inf. m. (TA,) sig- stmy-beast of a bcUever to po~ it, his doing so

nirythe 

same; as also*J^: CP) or tllio lut [sig- will bring him to the flame of the fire [of Hell].

ijifies 

he burned him, or it, mucii, or frequently, (Az, Mgh, TA.) And hence, (Mgh,) al�i kl;;ji,

or 

ropeatetlly; for it] denotes muchnew, or fre- (Mgb, TA,) i. e. [Burning, or] fire, [orflano, is

quency, 

or repetifion, of the action. (?, Mqb, TA.) a cause of one's receiving the reward of marl.,w-

[Hence, 

Jj~1 t It pained him; or caused him dom:] occurring in another trad. (TA.) You way

burning 

pain: said of beating, or a blow; and Of also �01 In tA# fir# of God. ($.) And

a 

galling, or chafing; and offever, panionate de-

AD; 

UWI, i. c. [May God cast

sire, 

ragre or anger, hunger, &-c.] And the unbeliamr) into hijr fire. (TA.) -A burn,

t 

Suria a opto afflicted, distiened, annoyed, mo- or a tnark of burning, (19,) in a gartnent, or

losted, 

or hurt, u3. (TA.) And eg"t� J,.1

1 

1 1 Paece of cloth, fiom ths beating (?, g) of the

tlle 

blamed, upbraided, or reproacited, hitn ;washor, and whitener, and the like; (1�;) and so,

detracted 

from his reputation. (Mqb.) And wmetimes, * 10. or the former, a hole thus

�bl 

1 j,.% It The cold nipped, slarunk, slari. caumd in a 0^

69 

garment, or piece of cloth; (1Afr,

velled, 

or blasted, the /&orb"#; like ' '$, q. v.; Mgh, TA;) and so, sometimes, * tho latter;

C7,&"
and 

like the Lat 11 ussit," and 11 adunit: " comp.�, which also signifiec a hole caumd by _fire, in a

Virgil, 

Georg. i. 93, 11 Borew penetrabile frigus qa,ihM, or piece of clotis. (Mgl).)

adumt: 

" and Luem, iv. 52, 11 Urunt montana. ! .

oi~ 

A cloud ligitteninq ve~tly.

nives:" 

and Beclesiesticus, xliii. 20 and 21, - 1

"When 

the cold north wind blowetli, and the -... jsharp ; as though having the quality oj'bisrn-

ing 

; iLpplied to an iron head or blade of an arrow

water 

is congealed into ice, it abideth upon every Q-.,

Aor 

a spear or sword &c.; (TA;) and so Ir U^

gathering 

together of water, and clodieth ine *..I J

water 

as with a bmutplate : it devoureth the and V U!po. and applied to swords.

mountains, 

and burneth the wilderness, and con. (]p)~ See also jdje.. ~j"t jj~ Having

sumeth 

the gran as fire"]: (? and V voce the hairfaUing off piece~ i: and

' 

a 04,1111

and 

[in like manner] roW$ j^1 is mid of boat, has a simi.lar meaning; (?, TA;) i. e.

and 

of cold, and of a wind, and of other banes, or tAef~horo of the winqfaUinq off piece.

causm 

of mischief or harm. (TA.) And smeal: or] short in the wing: or having it cut

t^ 

or it, destroyed, or caund to perish, him, ol. (TA.) And j Fiathersfalling off,

.551
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,j^ - otj-

means of which the man walks: it is said that
when the Ijt_. is displaced, the man becomes
lame. (TA.)_.Also, the sing., The side of thebody. (AHeyth, TA.)

IaJl_.: see 9_.

: see

j,3. 1 A certain idol, of Bekr Ibn-Wdil, (g,)
which was in Selmdn. (TA.)

3~_: see .z~. . ~iHaving his ij4t [q.v.]
svered; (, TA ;) as also tjp.; which latter is
[said to be] the more common: (TA:) [but this
I doubt:] or, as some say, (S,) hAoing his hip,
dilocated: (, V:) [pl. of the latter, deviating
from rule, '31, occurring in a verse below.]
The rAjiz says, ($,) namely, Ahoo-Mohammad
El-Iladhlamee, (TA,) describing a pastor, (S,)

a* · ·yj i-i.l . ·
:a .. __ ·._ . : _.

and becoming scattered, by degrees. (TA.) An
b. A beard that is shorter upon the chi

than upon the two sides of the face. (TA.) 
Also, j.., A man having the extremities muc
chapped: (1:) so some ay. (TA.) -See ale

9 .

i,.: see what next follows.

U. [A. state of burning;] a subst. fron
~3jm.l; as also I-S. (~,I.) Thus the Iatte
means in the lur [Ixxxv. 10], Vs_ll ,j, lj~
[A ndfor them shall be the punishment ofburning
as in other passnges in the glur]. (TA.)..tA
burning such as a man experiencesfrom the tast
of a thing in trich is heat, orfiom love, or grief
(TA;) and such as is ex:wrienced in the eyefron
ophthalmia, and in the heartfrom pain: (Lth
TA:) heat; as in the phrase, ,. e, [t/ I

his belly, or chest, is heat]; and so U X_ and

&_m.: see .

A rubbing together of the thigh. (l,a.)

,l-: see olj~, in two places._-tA horse
that runs much: (- :) or OM.1 J1,~ a horse
that is fiery, ardent, or relhment, ( j,,) in
his running. (v.) _ t Very salt water; (l, ;)
as also '1la.: (s:) as though it burned the
fauces of the drinker: (TA:) or such as is ez-
ceeded [in saltnesS] by nothing; that makes the
urine of the camels to burn; as also ~t. (IAr,
TA.) _ Also, ($, g, &c.,) and * at.l ($, Mgh,
OC) and .. , (i,) or this is vulgar, (0, TA,)

and t?. , or this is incorrect, (],) or vulgar,
(1|, o,)ad ! and tj.a (Fr, 0, g) and
t [.Wj, (Fr, l, 0, ,) [Tinder; i.e.] a thing,
(1, g,) or burnt rog, (Aln, 1Sd, TA,) into
which fire falls when it is struck: (Alln, 8,

8Id, I, TA:) or what remaint of burnt cloth:
(Mgh:) [and any substance ued for receiving
fire that is struck; as, for instance, the pith of
the ... ]

;m.., applied to fire, (U,) That bur ery-
thing; as also 3mjl.: (Aboo-Malik, TA:) that
spares, or leaves, nothing. (IA;r, g.) - tA man
that spoils, mars, destroys, or consumes, every-
thing; (IAr, ;) sparing nothing; like the fire
thus termed; (IA ur,TA;) as also tf. (i.)
In some copies of the g, , i L .a. .:

but correctly, without O. (TA.)__-,~ ;
tA ehetnent throning or casting or shooting. (1.)

jj,p.: wee 0),-.
.t a @j_.: ee the next paragraph.

b.^: see 3j.: - and see also ai., in two
places. - Hat, or t cold, or a wind, or some
other cased of mischief or harm, that burnt, or
t nips, shrinks, shrivel, or blasts, ( ,) herbage.
(TA.) Also i. q. qtj~ , [i. e. Durnt,] (Mgh,
M9b,) and so tVj..: (TA:) pl. of the first

; like A and ~, , pl. of ,i and

IdC (Mgh.) Thus, in a trd., jeZ k,f:.j
" [The burnt is a martyr]: (Mgh:) or tjWJi
- i. e. he who falls into fire, and takes fire ano
h burns. (TA.) The grating sound of the dog
o tooth by reason of anger, or rage; as also Vj 1."

(TA.)

a3l.: see J_-

D J3v_: see ai)_s
r

*A.i4: see 3Ji. Also, (Ya8oob, , ],)
and l U3, (i,) A kind of food, (s,) thicker

i than what is termed .L.; (Yaqoob, , l;) like
Rc i ;a: ($:) or water, (V,) i. e. hot water, (TA,)

upOn which a little/our is tprinkled, and which
s ells, or becomes inJlated, in boiling, (g,TA,)
and becomes of a nwhitish dust-colour: it is licked
up with the tongue: and is alo called Z.,W: they
made use of it in hliard and dear times, and when
the cattle were lean, and when the season was
severe: (TA:) or it was made by sprinkling
flour upon irater or fresh milh until it snelled,
and became [;lte] lwhat is termed .1_: a man
ulsed to satisfy his household with it when fortune

overncam him: and it is also called a;: (ISk,
Az, TA:) pi. J!~ (S.) One ays, 0;. Zj

"jij J.i_J t p ijJ. [Ifound the sons of
such a one hating no means of subsistence othe,
than the nesses of the kind called jfl]. (S.)

aee

: see j!., in two places:_ and see also
3jj , in two places.

! J
3JS: see j^.

u31. A kind of ship, (Lthu , , K,*) [built] at
El-nBarah, (,) in whicha are engines for throw.
ing fire upon the enemy at sea, or on a large
-iver: (Lt, S, (:) accord. to some, such an
engine itself: (ISd, TA:) accord. to the A, [a
bark;] a light-going slip: (TA:) [it is often
used in this last sense in post-classical works:]
pl. ;AiI. (1) [and SJ1 - Also the former
pl., The places of those whofry [meat 4c.], and
of the makers of charcoal: (Ltlh, ] :) of the dial.
of the people of El-Basrah. (Ltb, TA.)

n;!p.: see ,j^: ~and see also jlj~..

,ti4. The act of conpulation upon the side.
(Z, TA.) [See 3.]

aUl: see see , in two places. -cjitljl
The heads [of the bones] of the two thighs, in the
two hips: or two sinews in the two hips: (., g :)
when these are severed, tbe man walks upon the
extremities of his toes, and cannot do otherwise:
when one so walks by choice, you say that he is
;: {, :part. n. oft ! (IAtr, TA:) the UJ
is also explained as being the sinew that connects
the tAigh and the hip: or the sinew that connects
the head [of tAe bone] of the thigh and that [of
the bone] of the upper arm, which turn in the
ab.. [or socket] of the hip and of the shoulder-
blade: when it is severed, it never unitee: or a
sinew in the r4 [or socket of the hip], that ti
pends [the bone ofl th thigh to the hip, and by

[He continues, or continues during the day,beneath the leafy branch, raising the crooked-
headed stick, like the 3j.]: i. e. he stands upon
one leg, stretching himsclf.up towards the
branches, and drawing them to him with the
C.~ , and shaking off their leaves for the
camels: (S, TA:) or he stands upon the extremi-
ties of his toes, [see ij..,] in order to reach the
branch and bend it to his camels. (ISd, TA.
But see another meaning of the last word, below.)
And another says,

* ,i!4. * A2_ is! J ig MiK2 , 0

[They are like the crows in respect of the sacred
rights of a naeihbour; and in respect of inferiors,
like those wmo are dislocated in the hips, or who
have the sinews of the hip-joints smered]: i. e.,
when a neighbour having a sacred right to respect
alights among them, they are like the crow,
which loaths not the gall on the back nor that
which is unclean; and in wrongful treatment of
their inferiors, like the j~*, who walks with
an inclining of the body (L; i U.*); and
they abstain from aiding and defending them.
(;, TA.)~Accord. to Ibn-'Abbad, in the saying
of the rajiz cited above, it means (TA) The iron
inutrument wnith rwhich one roasts meat; svn.

)j. (g, TA.)

v3,.

.0^:: see what follows.

i;, . The ;S of the j.g, [meaning the
head of the windpipe; app. called its ;'"&, or
"knob," because its anterior portion forms a pro-
tuberance, that which we term "pomum Adami:"
see ai.]: (M,L,^:) pi. ,,.. (L.).And
The root of the tongue; (IAar;L;) as alsot j..
(IAar, L, g.)

mj_. A certain in#ct, rusembling thA fla,
(1, A, ,) to whick, ometim~, there ro,w two
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wings, and thAe it flies; (8 ;) or, a some say,
larger than thea a; (TA;) or like the tick;
(A;) accord. to Lth, a certain variegated inect

(Uijq ,j;); (TA;) the 1;. [i. e. vnom, or
sting,] qf which is like that of the hornet; (A,
V;) which sticks to men, and bites, or stings;

`(it. ;) and to which the eCtremities of whipI

are likened; (A;) or, accord. to Az, it has no

A. wAhen it bites; but itu bite occations much

pain, [though] it ha no venom (. ) lihe that of
Aornets: (TA:) or (1) a certain small insect,
(IDrd, TA,) resmbling the tick, that sticks to
men: (IDrd,, TA:) or it is smaller than thL

[black beetle called] J~ ; (18k,TA;) or, accord.
to the M, a thing like a small pebble, speckled a
little with red or yellow, but its prevacriling colour
is black; which collects, and enters beneath men,
and in their groins, or armpits, or the like, and
bite them; and rends the skins in which water
or milk is kept; or, as in the T, a certain smaU
insect, (TA,) rwhich makes holes in the skins
wherein water or milk is kept, and (as Az heard
the Arabs of the desert to assert, TA) enters into
the pudenda of girls; (15, TA;) and is of the

same kind as CJ. [pl. of,a.], but smaller;

black, speckled with white: (TA:) because of
its entering into the of the virgin girl, it is

called ).i4)' jlAc: (IB, TA:) pl. A1m_...
(5.)-_-Also The stone of a green unripe date.
(AA, $.)

Q. 1. sSivPl Us." lIe (an ass) took hold upon

the 1 . [pl. of ot.] of the she-ass [with

his fore legs]. (Ibn-'Abbad, .gh, 15.)

WaI. The bone of the a'q.~ , which is the
Jead [or crest] of the hip or haunch: (S,K:)
or the head of the upper part of thl hip or
haunch: (TA in art. ..- bI:) or [the dial]

O .t j. signifies the place where the head oJf
each thigh unites with, or micets, the hip or
haunch, (Zj in his "Khal1 el-Insen," and TA,*)
exterally: (TA:) [see an explanation of .q. ,
in which a distinction is made between this latter

term and u_.: a distinction is also made between
them by Zj in his work cited above, as a reference

to l~ will show:] pl. . .l.. ($, K) and

J.1S.. (TA.) One says, lit. 'iL
Wl_; W ~4~ [The sck man, when his

lying on the side is of long continuance, his t.O..
becaoe galled; i.e. the ewterior prominent regions
of /hi ipt oiU]. (80)

J An emaciated beast, or horse or the
like; (?,],TA;) L e., wAhose . are ap.

parent. (TA.)

L i .aor. , (I]~, M,b, l,) inf. n..~.,
(I~t,M#b, MF,) or JW., with fet-b, (1:,) as
in the 'Eyn and O, but disallowed by MF, (TA,)
[and probably transcribed from some lexicon in
which, a is often the case, "with fet-b" relates to

the medial radical letter,] and .. , (1],) or
this is an inf. a. of un.; (Mqb; [but in general

Bk. I.

usage it is not thus restricted;]) and t)3 
[which is the more common]: (., Msb, 15:)
[both signify the same; It, or he, moved; wam,
or became, in a state of motion, commotion, or
agitation; shook, shook about, wabbled, tottered,
waggled, wagged, or nodded: or the latter verb,
more properly, it, or Ahe, was put, or it put itself,
or he put him elf, in a state of motion, commotion,
or agitation: and the latter also signifies he
became active; said of a growing child, and of a

young gazelle &c.: (see .;. :)] the former is

the contr. of ' ,; (Msb, ] ;) and the latter is

quasi-pass. of. :.. (S, Msb, K.) J ,

(AA, ., g,) aor. ', inf. n. ),~ (.,) iHe hit, or
hurt, his (a man's, AA, 1) .t.. (AA,;,K..)

Accord. to Fr, b$1 4_ He cut his Jl

(TA.) And accord. to AZ, OJ . _,., inf. n.

.,_, He smote [meaning useveed] his neck with

the snord. (TA.)- -J- ., aor.:, (I,A&r, K,)
inf. n. iJ., (TKg,) lIe wax, or became, incapable
of coition (TIAr, K) with women. (IAar, TA.)

2. d- b^, [inf. n. Aw_,1 He moved; put in
motion; put in a state of motion, commotion, or
agitation; moved about; agitated, stirred, or

shook; it, or him. (S, Msb, K.) [Hence,] j.0

t.lli. [It agitated my bowels] is like the phrase

hi f.lm. _[it agitated me], said by one who has

been agitated by reason of an event or affair.
(Ijam p. 183.) - []ie made it (a letter) movent;
i. e., made it to be immediately followed by a

vowel; contr. of H.] - He urged him (a
camel) to go, but he nent not. (Ibn-'Abbid, Z.)

5. j,: see 1._ [Also It (a letter) was,
or becnme, movent; i. e., immediately followed

by a vowel; contr. of '..]

J.)., applied to a boy, Light, active, agile,

brisk, lively, or sprightly; and sharp, or quick,
in intellect. (S, 1.)

.a,.wJ Motion; commotion; agitation; contr.

of / ;, ; (S, Myb, ;*) and so * J3 , (S,
Myb, [,) as in the phrase, .,l;j. s~ C [Tiere is

not in him any motion]: (., 15:) and, accord.
to El-Khafajee, A!~ also; but this is disallowed

by MF. (TA.) [The first, accord. to the Myb, is
an inf. n. of un.: but see 1.] - [Also Activity:

often used in this sense in the classical language,
and in the present day. - And A letter's having a
vowel immediatelyfollowing: and a vowel itself.]

' . i. q. ~LL_. [q. v.]: ( [: [in the ]5

i.*. , which is evidently a mistake:]) pl.

.al.m. and ($ll. , (,.,) meaning the heads,
(., TA,) or extremities, (TA,) of the two hipS,
or haunches, that are next the ground when one
sits: (,TA:) in the latter pl., which is extr.,
the t. may be inserted for euphony, because of
the double j). (TA.)

see l 2 ...

&ij~ Incapable of coition; (IAVr,K;) applied

to a man and to a horse. (IApr, TA in art.
, ~ .)- One who is mweak in the waist, so that,

when he walUe, Ae is as thougA he were plucking
up hinusf [or Aisfeet] from the ground: (IDrd,

:.) fem. with i. (15.) A man weak in the
jAb· 5_ [pl. of WS ., q. v.]. (TA.)

~. -The Jti [or withen]; (8;) as also

:~ (s and:) andth branch of the two
shoulder-blades of a hore: (.:) or the upper
part of the Jatb (V) of a horse: (TA:) or
a bone projecting from the two sides themref, (15,
TA,) bordered by the tnwo branches of the two
shoulder-blades: (TA:) or the place of grotvIh
of the lonwt part of the mane, next the back,
upon which he who mounts lays hold: (1K:) or

i ,lS . signifies the place where the two shoulder-

blads met. (Myb.)

,;il The upp,er etremity of the neck, (AZ,

], TA,) at the joint of the head. (TA.)

J ,l .7 The /Turner [or Mover] of

hearts; [applied to God ;] occurring in a trad.,

in which some read in its stead .,il S_,
meaning "The Remover of hearts:" (Fr, TA:)
Abu-l-'Abbas says that the former is preferable.
(TA.)

31- A thing, ($,) or piece of wood, (1K,)
rwith whioch a fire is stirred. (f, V.)_ A style
with which a receptacle for ink is stirred. (Lth,
TA.)

;1? One who keeps, or cleave, to the j;.

of his camel. (lbn-'Abbad, (.)

1. ,A,_, (S, Mqb, K,) aor. , (,) inf. n. ^p_

(Myb, 1,) and .,.. (Myb) and a., (Igcot,
M, Meb) and . (Igoot, Mb) and ,

(MIb, $,) It (a thing, S, Myb) ma, or became,

forbidden, prohibited, or unlawful, (Myb,) a--

to him. (8, 5.) And ial 3.....%: , (?, Myb,
15,) inf. n. .,,_ ($, 1) and .... () and j.;

(Az,TA;) and;.-, (_ , Myb, 1,) aor. :, inf. n.

.;.. [in the C 1 a,.] and ;;; (Myb,K,TA;)
Prayer was, or became, forbidden, prohibited, or

unlawful, (Myb,) I; to her; (T,,1V;) namely,
a woman (T, $, 1) menstruating. (..) And

t; o. ' 4..J. [The m~l befo,re day-
break wats, or became, forbidden to the fauterl.

(1V.) And "jj ofh& lWJ z_, aor. ', inf. n.

l5- and l, [The woman was, or became,
forbidden to her husband.] (Az, TA.)- [Also
It (a place, a poseion, a right, an office or a
function, a quality, a command or an ordinance,
tie.,) and he, (a person,) was, or became, sacred,
or inviolable, or entitled to reverence, respect, or
honour; whence several applications of its part. n.
! * - J- a ; (I, M b,

1 ;) and *.tJI .*~., aor. -; ( ;) inf. n. ..

(?, Myb, 15) and... and _ (1) and 1.*

and ;Ej_ ($, Mb, ) and a (, nd

"b (15) and a..; (Har p. 69;) and t4*l,,

I,rllJ, (., Myb, ],) but this last is of weak
authority; ( ;) He denied him, or refued him,
the thing; (., V;) he refued to gie him the
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1
when 

ha maLb, he is as though he Mffd pitickinq

up 

himseif [or hisfeet] from thd ground: (1Drd,

V:0) 

fem. with 3. (V.) A man mmk in the

[pi. 

of !W,;., q. v.]. (TA.)

The 

j�b [or witAm]; ($;) u also

(V:) 

and t'h'e branchn of tlit two

thouUm-blodu 

of a bone: ($:) or the upper

part 

of the J&tb (V) of a horse: (TA:) or

a 

bone proecting fr^ ths two #kW themf, (1�,

TA,) 

bordered by tU two branches of tkoe two

shoulder-bladu: 

(TA:) or the plac* of gyotvlh

of 

the lonw£ part of the mans, mxg the back,

upon 

which h who mounts lays hold: (K:) or

Lhjlo. 

significe the place whffe ths two shoulder.

bkuW 

wwt. (Mqb.)

b;il� 

The uppop. extremity of the itock, (AZ,

TA,) 

at the joint of the head. (TA.)

Th 

nrner [or Momr] of

lseares; 

[applied to GodJ occurnng in a tmd.,

in 

which some read in its stead 1

meaning 

"The Remover of bearu:" (Fr,iA:)

Abu-l-'Abbis 

says that the former is prefemble.

(TA.)

& 

A thing, (?,) or piece of wood, (IS,)

with 

which a fire is stirred. (8, V.)_ A style

with 

whirls a receptacle for ink is stirred. (Lth,

TA.)

One 

who keep3, or cUava, to thogj;;.

of 

his camel. (Ibn-'Abbid,

Mqb, 

K,) aor. inf. n.

A^
(Mqb, 

1�) and (Meb) and a.^

Meb) 

and (Igoot, Mqb) and

(If 

gb, V,) It (a thing,?, Mqb) mm, or became,

foi.biddm, 

prohibited, or unlawful, (Mqb,) *---

to 

him. And 6il'.0"31 %:m^, (?,?�qb,

inf. 

n. A^ and and Ajj-

(Az, 

TA;) andr.�, (�, Mqb, V,) aor. -, inr. n.

C..
[in 

the CV a d ;(j,;-; (Mqb, K, TA;)

A^ 

.. 

n

Prayer 

was, or became, forbiddon, prohibited, or

unlawful, 

(Mqb,) L�U to her; (T,g,V;) namely,

a 

woman (T, g) menstruating. And

JU 

' 1 [The w~l befors day.

break 

mair, or became, forbidden to the ftutop.l.

(V.) 

And 4" ol& SWI aor. ', inf. n.

#pi
A^ 

and [Tit# woman was, or becaine,

forbidden 

to hor husband.] (Az, TA.) -[Also

It 

(a place, a pommion, a right, an office or a

function, 

a qudity, a command or an ordinance,

ke.j 

and he, (a. pemon,) was, or became, sacred,

or 

inviolabk, or entitled to reverence, re"t, or

homur; 

whence several applications of its pwt n.

0 

0.9 J- �; (�, Mqb,

q. 

v.]~. 1 &*j~, aor.

Y�
V;) 

and *,.tJI &*4~, Ror. (lg;) inf. n.A^

c.;
(?, 

Mqb, V) alad and (lg) and 1*^

and 

ol-j- ($,M9b,V) and and

and 

& (yu p. 69;) and'V&*^1

.LytJ;, 

(?, Mqb, ]g,) but this last is of weak

authority; 

(V;) He denied him, or re.fumd lim,

the 

thing; (�, VJ A� refumd to gim him the
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thing: (TA:) he rendered hinm opelssu of tht
thing: (P :) accord. to the T,... signifies the
act of denying or refuting [a thing]; and o
is the same as .;.; (TA;) which signifie'
[also the denying, or refusing, a thing; or] the
rendering unprose.rous, or unfortunate; (KL;)]
[and frequently, as inf. n. of the pas. v. .. ,_, the
being denied prospeity ; privation ofprosperity;
ill-fatednes: see its syn. . aor. :,
inf. n. l; (Y;) and *,:._; (S,;)
said of a female cloven-hoofed animal, She desired
tse male: (,} a:) accord. to El-Umawee, (S,)
likewise said of a she-wolf and of a bitch: (S,
!i:) and sometimes also said of a sabe-camel:
but mostly of a ewe or she-goat. (TA.) ._ .. ,
nor. :, (S, I,) inf. n. .,_ (.,) accord. to AZ
and Ks, (.,) lIe was orercoame in contendingfor
stakes, or rwagers, in a ganas of hazard, (S, (,)
not having hinumself overcome therein. (I.)~
Also ..j, nor. ', (I,) inf. n. e., (TA,) He
persisted; or persisted obstinately; or persisted
in contention, litigation, or rtangling; or he
contentded, litigated, or nnanlced. (IC.)

2. (, inf. n. MA.3, (, M4b, K,) said of
God, (C,) and of a man, (., Msb,) He forbade
it, prohkibited it, or nade it unlauful, (., M9b,
K,.) ,; to him; ($;) as also edj..1, (.,*

M,Ih, ,) inf. n. ;.1 X (8.) The sayingj.l ,1
at the commencement of prayer is termed

.,^ 443 [The i 3 of prohibition],
because it prohibits the person praying from say-
ing and doing anything extraneous to prayer:
anid it is also termed t.Al~. i. , meaning
the is * .of entering upon a state of prohibition
by prayer. (TA.) It is said in a trad., of Ibn-
'Abbis, h $; i - Ji ' -.
[ When the man declares his wife to be forbidden
to himn, it is an oath, which he mudt espiate]:
for the n i_ of a wife and of a female slave may
be without the intention of divorce. (TA.) And

; LC ,L ',,U.LI ., , occurring in another
trad., [lit. I have forbidden myself wrongdoing,
said by Mobammad,] means I am far above
tcrongdoing. (TA.) .'M 3 [as the inf n. of. .]
means The being refractory, or untractable;
[as though forbidden to the rider;] whence ....
[q. v.] applied to a camel. (TA.)_-[Also He
made, or pronounced, it, or him, sacred, or
inaiolable, or entitled to roeverence or re4pect or
honour; whence ... 1 applied to the -,. of
Mekkeh, &ec.:] he, or it, made him, or it, to be
reverenced, rspected, or honoured. (KL.)i_
ie bound it hard; namely, a whip. (KL.)-
fHe tanned it incompletely [so tihat it becarme, or

remained, hard]; namely, a hide. (KL.)
See also 4, in two places

4. ,*j 1 , [inf. n. ;l.~l,] He entered upon a
thing [or state or time] that caused what was
before allowable, or lawful, to him to be for-
bidden, or unlawrful. (l,* Mb. [See also 5.])
And hence, (., Mqb,) He pmw7posed entering upon
the performance of the tm. or the .*s: (Mb :)
or he (the performer of the C. or the tps )

centered upon acts nhureby what was allowable,
or lawful, to himn became forbidden, or unlawful;
(IC, TA;) as venereal intercourse, and the anoint-
ing of oneself, and wearing sewed garments, and

e hunting and the like: (TA:) you say, -Jl- l
and ip.", because what was allowable to the
person became forbidden; as the killing of objects

; of the chase, and [venereal intercourse with]
women. (S.) And lie entered into thie .a^,

) i. e. Mekheh or ELl-. deenech, (I, TA,) or the
sacred tcrr-itory of either of those cities: (TA:)
or he entered into a sacred, or an inriolable,
state; or into a state of security or safety, (S,
.C, TA,) being assured by a compact, or bond,
that he should not be attacked [&c.]: (TA:) or
it signifies, (EI,) or sigvnifies also, (S,) he entered
upon a sacret month; (S, M.sl,, .K;) and so
V., (.,TA, [in the Cg. .. ,]) inf n. x. .
(TA.) And lie entered [as a subject] into the
covenanted state of security of the yovernment of
the Klaleefeh. (TA.) 'Omar said, .;tjl..,l4l
[Fatsitng is a state of prohibition], because tie
faster is prohibited from doing that which would
break his fast. (Sh, TA.) And ~..e._ ).j)l
! ,01J, a saying of El-IHasan, mcans Tls man
swears in anger, because he becomes prohibited

thereby (a to;J) .[from doing, or refruiilli.
from, a thing]. (TA.) See also 2, seconid seln-
tence. .- & 1 lHe refrained from it [as
though he were prohibited from doing it]. (El.
Mufalddal, TA.) ~.L : sece 2, first sentence.
_ See also 1. . Also He overcame him in con-
tending for stakes, or iragers, in a gaTme of
hazard; (AZ, Ks, 8, Is;) and so ad.' , (i,)
int n. . (TA.)

5. I.,.p [Ils became in a state of lprohibition] :
see 4. [Thus it is silnilar to 4 in the first of the
senses assigned to this latter above. Like as you
say, C.JI ._1 and ij* , so] you say, -. ^.

lJYl [lie became in a state of prohibition by
prayer; i. e.] he pronounced the k e4 [or ;

.t1, .Jl,'also termed .,el -. e ,; (see 2,)] for
prayer; he entered upon prayer. (MA.)_
[Also .He proteted, or defended, himself.] You
say, , s,...,, meaning .3 and ;
[lie protected, or defended, himself ] eia [by a
compact, or covenant, whsreby hi became in a
statse of security or safety, or by a promiue, or an
assurance, of security or sofely]; (K;) or '
[by companionship] ; or X_ [by a right, or due].

(TA.) And , .m [He protected, or d- 
fended, himself by his companionship: or, as '
explained in the PS, he sought protection, or se-
curity, by his corpanionship]. (.) - Also [lIe s
was, or became, entitled to reverence, respect, or
honour; or] he possessed wrhat entitled him to [

reverence, respect, or honour. (KL) 

8. Ja; l He held him in reverence, respect, [
or honour; Ashe reerenced, respected, or honoured, a
him. (MA.) [See L 1.. Golius and Freytag 1
explain u.l as meaning "Dignitate et prmsidio 
venerabilis fuit :" but it is the pans., .;jl, that c

[BooK I.

has this meaning; or rather, Ae was dld ir re~
rence, &C.; was rverenced, &C.]

10...;1 [He deemed Aimself in a state of
prohibition]. It is said in a trad., of Adam,

~~~~~~~~~-- a 6; 1 [Heo_ t
deened himelf in a sta't of prohibition, after tihe
death of his ton, a hundred years, not lautghing]:
from .^1 signifying "he entered into a sacred,
or an inviolable, state." (TA.) _ s ,.l., said
of a female cloven-hoofed animal, &c.: see I.

.,p-: see.

.. The state of.,.1j- (As, S, K) on account
of tise performante of the . or the ;j.; (As,
TA;) as also t*j.. ( in art.j.. [Se 4 in
the present art]) Hence the saying, 4l.. 

°

"_, and l*.. ,. ]I;I did it when he
7vas free f.ron .1_1 a*nd when he rwas in the state
ofolj~l. (l in art. J..) And hence the saying
of 'Aihelh, respecting Mohamnimad, '&" 

4.1 , i. e. [I usedl to perfime him when he
was frce Jf'om .1A 1 andl] when hie cas in the
stetc of.6,_l. : (S, Mb :*) or nwhen he became

.friec Jfromn .a. and whlen he performed the
ablution and desired to enter upon thit state of

lj^.lJb.the or the o ;,. (Az, TA.) [.i&L
in colpies of the 1, explained as meaning ,j

e., .a.j, is a mistranscription for &.U..: asee

ac: e .eJ~., in two places. See also .;l1.,

in two places. . Jl' . ,l ; . , '
O~. . 9, (.,' g],0 TA,) in the lur [xxi. 95],
(TA;) thus read by some, (S, TA,) means
[i. e. It is a necesary lot if the people of a town
that me have destroyed that they shall not return]
(S, I, TA) to their present state of existence:
(TA:) so explained by Ks, (~, TA,) and by
I 'Ab and lFr and Zj: (TA:) some rcad :
(B(I:) the people of El-Medeench read !.3.;
meaningforbidden; and accolid. to this reading
and meaning, 9 is reduudant: (TA:) [or;.l.
in this instance is syn. with l, like ,;
for it is said that] the explanation of Ks is con-
firmed by the saying of 'Abd-er-Ra]hmin Ibn-
Jumanch [in the TA LA.l, app. for L..,] El-
Nluharibee, a Jahilee,

[For it is a necesary thing that I should not
evr see one weeping for his sorrow but I should
reepfor 'Amr]. (TA.)

.,..: see .g;., with which it is sometimes
syn., like as 'j is with WjL. (S, Msb, TA.)_
Hence,] ijs.l The .. [or sacred territory]
!f Mfhheh, (Lth, Az, M1b,0 ],) upon the limits
f which were set up ancient boundary-marks
said to have been] built by Abraham; (Az, TA;)
lso called .. and ),j (I) and
t,;-j..l: (Lth, :) also the ,. of EI-Medee-
aeh: (Msb:) [and Mehheh itself: and El-Me-
deeneh itself:] and OtLj;Jl [the sacred territory
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of Mekheh and that of EI-Maedeeneh: and] Melh-
keh [itself] and EI-Afedeeneh [itself]: pl. ;1..m:
(I:) and a,l _;. is also applied to Afekheh
[itself]. (S.)_ See also o , in two places.

* : see 1. with which it is syn. (TA.)
Zuheyr says,

·°"' '°' 9 'h ,~' '· 3;
· , )U'._ ; · u X 
[And If afi.iend come to him, on a doy of soli-
citation, he says, My cattle are not, or my pro-
perty is not, absent, nor forbildden, or refused]:
(9, IB, TA:) [in the 8, this is cited as an ex. of

. as syn. with i", whlich is an inf. n. of

_, q. v.: but] IB says that -. means :
(TA:) JOy in this verse is mariboa thoglli com-
mencing an apodosis, because meant to be under-
stood as put before [in the protasis], accord. to
Sb; as thloughl the poet said, J e i ,I j l
accord. to the Koofees, it is so by reason of 
understood. (S, TA.)

K,,~ The state of being forbidden, prohibited,
or unlawful: (KL :) [and of being sacred, or in-
violable; sacredness, or inviolabilityl: (see .A^,
of which it is an inf. n. :)] and the state of being
revered, respected, or honourcd. (KL.) See also

-.. _ Also, (Az, Mgh, Mqb,l(,) and f..,
(Mghl, gi,) rned *c, (K,) leverene,e rspect,
or honour; (Az, K, TIj;) a stil,st. from .,
(Mgh, M.Rb,) like aA4 from !-; (Mb ;) and
t. .,_ signifies the same; but proplierly, a place
oqf 4.1.: (Mgh :) pl. of tile filst .. ant

.;; and ,,. lilke : pl. of . (B)
When a man has relationship [to ns], and we
regard him with bashfulness, we say, .~ i
[Reverence, &e., is due to him; or is rendered to
him]. (Az, TA.) And we say, j ... L.

~, .. 11-.d [Reverence, &c., to the Aluslim is
incumbent on the .Muslim]. (Az,TA.) - Also
A thing that should be sacred, or inviolable; (S,
M9b, ;) anl so t _,· and t .. (., Msb)
and ?..1..: (Meb:) as, for instance, a man's
honour, or reputation: (Tg :) a thing nwhich one
is under an obligation to reverence, respect, or
honour [and defend]: (Jel in ii. 190:) a thing
of which one is under an obligation to be mindful,
observant, or regardful: (Bd ibid.:) [everythiing
that is entitled to reverence, respect, honoi,t, or
defence, in the character and appertenances of a
person: a thing that one is bound to do, or.from
which one is bound to refrain, from a motive of
reverence, respect, or honour: (see the next sen-
tence:) and any attribute that renders the subject
thereof entitled to reverence, respect, or honour:]
the pl. of ~_. is i.Ao. (B4 and Jel ubi suprA,
and TA) [and IG_ and as above,]
and .- ; (Mlb;) and that of t;'_ [and

and t9 .. ] is .lIm; (Msb;) and
;.',:.: and ;. : [also] are pls. of#*";;.
and t. (A, 9.) df t. means [The
inviolable ordinances and prohibitio of God:
or] the ordinances of God, and other inviolable
lthings: (Bd and Jel in xxii. 31 :) or *rhat it is

incumbent on one to perforn&, and unlawnful to
neglect: (Zj, ]:) or all the requisitions of God
relating to the rites and ceremonies of the pil-
grimage and to other tlhings: (Ksh in xxii. 31 :)
or the .,.t [or sacred territory] and the requi-
sitions relating to the pilyrimage: (Bt! ubi supr :)
or the requisitions relating to the pilgrimage in
particular: (Ksh ubi supra :) or the Kaabeh and
the sacred mosque and the sacred territory and
the sacred month and the person wrho is in the
state of..-ll: (Ksh and Bd ibid. :) or the in-

violability (i,..) of the sacred territory and of
tlh state of.*!.-, and of the sacred month : (TA:)
or AIehkeh and the pilrimange and the 10,
and ail the acts of disobedience to God vwhich He
hasforbidden: (NMujailid, TA:) or [simply] the
acts of disobed lience to God. ('Ata, TA.) And
[hence, because it should be regarded as sacred,
or inviolable,] i. q. i., [A compact, a covenant,
or an obligation; and particularly such as renders
one responsiblefor the safety, or safe-heeping, of
a person or thing, or for the restoration of a
thing, orfor the payment of a sun of money, 'c.;
or by which one becomes in a state of security or
safety: and simply responsibility, or suretiship:
and security, or safety; security of life and pro-
perty; protection, or safeguard; a promise, or
an assurance, of security, safety, protection, or
safeguard; indemnity; or quarter: or an obli-
gation, a duty, or a right, or due, that should be
regarded as sacred, or inviolable, or the non-
observance of whicht is blamenable]. (.K.) - And
[hence also] A man's .,. [i. e. his nives, or
women under covert,] and his famiy: (S:) and
[in like manner the pl.] .. , actcord. to the K
.~-, but correctly like ,j, (TA,) a man's wives,
or women [unider cortert], (K, TA,) and his house-
hold, or family, (TA,) and *rhat he protects, or
defends; as also jto1, of whichl the sing. is

t _ ' and i-: (g, TA:) and hence
14^ is appl)lied by the vulgar to signify a wnfe.
(TA.) [In Har, p. 377, a man's L,. is said to
mean his .j. and his family: and in p. 489, a
man's .41. is said to mean his family and hIis
wives and those whom he protects, or defends.
See also .i._.] Also A share, portion, or lot;

syn. . (1-)

ai.; (K) and t. . (Lh, S, 1) The desire of
a female cloven-hoofed animal, (1K,) or of a ewe,
or she-goat, (S,) and of a she-wolf and of a bitch,
(15,)for the male: ( , gi) _. in ewes, or she-
goats, is like -.~ in she-camels, and i;:L. in
ewes. (S.) It is also used, in a trad., in relation
to male human beings. (1.) It is said in a trad.,
respecting those whom the hour [of the resur-
rection] slhall overtake, i-.j.J i,. ;
;t.JI, i. e. Venereal desire [shall be made to be-
fall them, and they shall be bereft of shame]. (S9.)

, : see what next precedes.

a--,it4,~.: }

, applied to a female cloven-hoofed an
UXoj, applied to a female cloven-hoofed ani-

mal, (g,) or to a ewe, or she-goat, (s,) and to a
she-wolf and to a bitch, (Ii,) Desiring the male:
pl. ;,' and , 1, (, g,) like Jl. and

Ji;c , (l,) or the latter pl. is (so accord.
to some copies of the 1C [like 3j ] ;) as though
its masc., if it had a mase., were tL,.).. (S.)

bly _is." means the same as #i1D i1 [ Verily, or
now surely, by God]; (g ;) as also t,j j-'
(]g in art. .. j.)

.j, applied to a man, Of, or belonging to,

the .*.: fem. .,.. (S,M 9b, TA.) [In the
TA it is said that Mbr mentions two forms of the
epithet a,._. as applied to a woman: it does not

specify what these are; but one seems to be k _,

for he says that it is from the phrase . 4i. .
"by the sacredness of the Iouse" of God.] Az
says, on the authority of Lth, that when they ap-
plied the rel. n. from .1.JI to anything not a
human being, [as, for instance, to a garment, or
piece of cloth,] they said tV4 : (Mb)

[but] they also said .e-, (S,) or i.a-..9,
(Msb,) meaning Arrows of the .. _: (;, M9b:)
and . [also, or >~ ry.;,] meaning A bow

made of a tree of thle .. (Ia.Im p. 284.) _
Also A man of te ._ whose food was eaten by
a pilgrim, and in whose clothes this pilgrim per
formed his circuiting round the Kaabeh: and
a pilrinm whvlo ate thse food of a ,nan of thle A^,
and performned his circuiting round tlhe Kaabk
in this man's clothes: each of these was called the

sv42/ of the other: every one of the chiefs of the
Arabs who imposed upon himself hardship, or
strictness, in his religious practices had a .,
of the tribe of gureysh; and when he performed
the pilgrimage, would not eat any food but that
of this man, nor perform his circuiting round the
Kapbeh except in this man's clothes. (TA.)

. see the next preceding paragraph.

.... Forbidden, prohibited, or unlatwful: and
sacred, or inviolable; as in the phrases.**I,m.JI e,Cit
[the Sacred Hfouw of God (i. e. the Kalbeh)] and
, 4 ...JI ,q,. l [the Sacred Mosque of Mekkeh]
and j,.,. .,I [the Sacred Town or Territory]:
(Mqb:) contr. of jo.; (s;) as also t-- (,

Msb) and t...; ($, Msb, K) and tr.. [q. v.]
(TA) [and in its primary sense *.. .] and

C/w..gu: (8, Mgh, Mb :) the pl. [of .i,., ag,ree-
ably with analogy,] is-...; (I ;) and -~---
also is a pl. of. ., contr. to rule, (TA,) and
signifies things forbidden by God. (4.) See also

.a J W1il 4llI ., (as in some copies of
the S,) or J,)l J ..a4,l., (as in other copies of
the $ and in the 1S,) is a saying like 'j ·
hil, or Jail1 9 )1 ) : ($,Ig:) it ma;y mean

a declaration that the wife or the female slave
shall be forbidden [to him who utters it], without
the intention of divorcing [thereby the former, or
of emancipating the latter; so that it may be ren-
dered, according to the two different readings, I
imprecate upon myself, or that which I imprecate
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upon myself is, what isforbidden of God, if I do
it: I wiU not do such a thing: in like manner,

..jl t ,b is often said in the present dayj.

(TA. [See 2.])- [1 .' l! An iUegitimate
ton: and a disingenuow, or dishonest, person.]

.~ '~ t[A. sacred month]: (Msb:) pl. , ..
(9, Mlb, V.) %.AI I.;'l [The sacred montha]
(1,* Meb, O) were four; namely, ;jiAl 9j and

na..Jl ji and .j1 and ..+j; (S, Mhb, 1;)
three consecutive, and one separate: (., Mqb:)
in these the Arabs held fight to be unlawful;
except two tribes, Khath'am and Teiyi; unless
with those who held these months as profane.
(., TA.) ;1,. applied to a man signifies

]lnttrin into the .4. [or sacred territory of
Jlehieh or of El.-Medeeneh, or Aeckkelh or El-
Jfedeeneh itself]; and is applied also to a woman;

ndit to a pl. number: (TA:) or i. q. .... (S,
Myb) as meaning [in, or entering upon, the state
of .jl~! : i. e. entering upon the peiformance of

tbose acts of the o;, or of tie ;{ , whereby cer-
tain things before allowable, or lawful, to him
became forbidden, or unlatrful; (see 4 ;) or]
putInning to enter upon the peiformanee of the

t or the 1,.,: (Msb:) as also *,er: you
ay, . 4.1 and I. 1 [Th·ou art one nwho

has quitted his state of .. !11 and thou art in,'or
entering upon, the state of A,..l]: (TA:) the
pl. of.;4. thus applied is ,_.: (., Mob:) the

few. of t'.sr. is with ; and the pl. mase.

X a--'; and the pl. fem. .;,a . (Msb.)_-
See another meaning voco ..

1..j: see 8, a..

.. j. A she-camel that does not coneeioe rwben

coered. (AA, ]. [In the CI, UL; is erro-
neously put for 1 .])

.M~_: see a.,... [Hence,] The apperten-
ances, or conveniences, (.iy-and *;, s, Msb,
V,) that are in the immediate environs, (S, M9b,)
of a thing, (Myb,) or of a well &c., ($,) or that
are adjuncts [or within the precincts] of a house;
(i ;) because it is forbidden to any but the owner
to appropriate to himself the use thereof: (Msb:)
or, of a well, the place where is thrown the earth
that has be dug out, (V, TA,) and the waUlking-
place on either side; in the case of a well dug in
a waste land that has no owner, said in a trad. to
be forty cubits: (TA: [but see aO:]) and of
a river, or rivulet, or canal, the place where the
mud is throrwn out, and the walking-place on each
side: (TA:) and of a house, the interior part
upon which the door is closed: (Ibn-Wasil El-
Kil6bee, TA:) or the interior part, or middle,
(4-,) thereof: (T, TA:) [and particularly the
women's apartmetus, and the portion that is for-
bidden to men who are not related to the women
within the prohibited degre~ of marriage:] and
the court of a mosque: (T, TA:) [and in general,]
a place whicA it it incumbent on one to defend
[from intrusion]: (nam p. 42 :) a thing that
one protects, and in defence of which one fights;

(and partioularly, like s. a used by the vulgar,

a man's wife; and also hisfemale slave; or any

woman under covert; and, like 0.., pl. of ,
as used in the classical language, his wives, or
women under covert, and hlousehold;] as also
t'..: pl. ..A , (I~,) the pL of .I.; (TA;)

and ;4, (s,) which is the pl. of *.-.. (TA.)
A partner, copartner, or sharer. ( A.) A

friend: so in the saying, .~ . . Such

a one is a genuine, or sincere, friend. (TA.)
The garmtnent of the ., (S, 4,) [which he

wears durinag the performance of the .~ or the

;5* ;] called by the vulgar t.1^!. and tA,a.

(TA.)...._Thc clothes which the .~, , used to cast
off, (.,· IX, TA,) rwhen, in the ti,ne of paganism,
they performed the pilgrimage to the House [of
God, at Afekheth], namely, those that were upon
them rwhen they entered the .*a. [or sacred terri.
tory], (TA,) and wrhich they did not wear (I,
TA) as long as they remained in the 4.: (TA:)
for the Arabs used to perform their circuiting
round the House naked, withl their clothles thrown
down before them during the circuiting; (T, g,
TA;) they savying, "We will not perform the
circuiting round the House in clothes in which
we have committed sins, or crimes:" and the
woman, also, used to perform the circuiting
naked, except that she wore a J4. of thongs.
(TA.) A poet says,

JJ3 '- v --- #-. -a

* ste4.J 4 10 U^

· .M.,as' 1oA3.It~ ~jal ioe ~d
[Sufficiently grievous is my passing by hinm as
thou/jh he were a thing throrwn away, a cast-off
garment of a a,j~, before those performing the
circuiting round the Kagbeh]. (S.)

0. -

I.Q_ Anything eagerly desired, or coveted,
tiat escapes one, so that he cannot attain it. (..)

And .lI i: Ttat which the Lord denies to

wrlhomsoever Hle ivill. (f.)

;jt. Denying, refusing, or re.fusing to give.

(TA.). ... f jta. 4,^ (so in the copies of thse

or dl;*c t; n t, (so in the TA,) means
He has intellect, or inteUligence: (1 :) a phrase
mentioned, and thus explained, by AZ: and so
Q); .. la.. (TA.) [The righlit reading is evidently
that given in the TA.]

.J'. inf. n. of 4. See also...

;_: ~se ac,e with whlich it is syn. (.,
a-

Mgh, Myb.) [And see an ex. voce ~...] -See

also i,, in three places. - Also A female
relation rohom it is unlarful to marry: (T,
Mb :) [and such a male relation likewise:] and

p._.. ... ; relationship that renders it unlawful

to marry. (V.) You say,;',, L; ;5 [She/ is
a relation to him such as it is unlawful for him

to marry]: and ._ *bJ and . ._ 

(Mgh) and ; ~ he is one whom it

is unlawful for herA to marry, (f,) and J .
.. and ... j , applying . as an,_and A~ .4_j j, applying,^ u asa

epithet to .. and to j.; (Mgh, M9 b;) and .j

-2Id h t Lu,.: (Iam p. 669:) and in the
case of a woman, . _ ; , .ti. (Meb.)_

Jj,jt z;l The fearfl pklce of tAe night,
(IAr, ., g, TA,) which the coward isforbidden
to traverse. (IAr, $, TA.) [(See also .j;, pl.
of; A]

* .. ... a ,
..: see ol,^ in two places: Contr. of ,r.:

and as such signifying [also] one with whom it is
unlawful tofight: ($ :) or, as such, wrhom it is
unlawful to slay: (TA in art. .:) and, as such
also, one soho has a claim, or covtenanted right, to
protection, or safeguard. (S in art. Jr.) Er-
RI'ee says,

· G 1 oW ,, ·
(S,) meaning [Tley lero ('Othmin) Ibn-'Affdn,
the Khaleefeh,] while entitled to the rspect due
to the office of ImR,n and to the [acwred] city and
to the [Mered] month: for he was slain [in El-
Medeeneh and] in [the month of] Dhu-l-iijjeh.
(.Ham p. 310.) And one says, ,ia .,4_ 21

Verily h1 is one whotm it is unlawful for t,he to
harm: (K:) or for wuhon it is unlawful to harm
thee: (IApr,Thi:) or whomn it is unlawfulfor
thee to harmt and for whom it is unlawful to
harm thee. (Az, TA.) And . _... , A
Muudim is secure, as to himnetf and his property,
by the repect that is due to El-Idd : or a
Muslim refrain fr'om the property of a Muslimtn,
and his honour, or reputation, and h;is blood.
(TA.) -One who is at peace with another.
(lAg, :.).-One who is in the a' of another.
(o) You say, 1*j j& Re is in our. .
(TA.) - Fasting, or afaster: because the faster
is prohibited fromn doing that which would break
his fast. (TA.)-And, for a like reason, S:ear-
ing, or a sweareor. (TA.)

~L'_ and a.-~ , pl. .r. (K) and ,'
and ,..L;_: (As, 8 :) ce each vocc a .., in
foubttr places.

....~ [Forbidden, prohibited, or made un-
lawful: and made, or pronounced, sacred, or in-
violable, or entitled to reverence or repect or

honour]. It is said in a trad., j,all 1 X, t;e

~-.., i. e. [Knonwest thou not that the face is]
forbidden to be beaten? or that it has a title to
rererene or re~pect or honour? (TA.) _~f..
The first of the months (F, Msb, g,* TA) of the
year (Msb) of the Arabs [since the age of pagan-
ismn]; (TA;) the article JI being prefixed because
it is originally an epithet; but accord. to some,
it is not prefixed to the name of any other month;
or, accord. to some, it may be prefixed to .
and Jlj_o: (Mb :) and [in the age of paganism,

the seventh mnonth, alto called] v ,,~ I , bl v,

(], TA,) [$~..')l being app. a dial. var. of-dr-I,]

i.e. [.; [for] Az says, the Arabs used to call
the month of "i', in the age of paganism,

*.*..1 and.Aj,u l; and he cites the saying of a
poet,
* l&.i ~ . A. *e. L t'i| ,_ ̀

-- . a,,/ ...j ~ .... -.

L,'i 11M" " iv00 0.1
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[We stayed in it during the two months of
Rabeea, both of them, and the two months of
JuMdd; and tey made El-Moearam to be
profane; app. by postponing it, as the pagan
4Abs often did]: the Arabs called it thus because
they did not allow fighting in it [unless they had
postponed it]: (TA:) the pl. is ,C~ (Msb,
1S) and 4 and . (-.) See also

... -- J~ applied to a camel means Refrac-
tory, or untractable: (TA:) [or,] thus applied,
[like ~..b, q. v.,] submissime in the middle
part, [but] djficult to be turned about, [i. e.
stubborn in the head,] when turned about: (15:
[in the C], C ;jl j,4I is erroneously put for
,j"l Jj,Ul: in my MS. copy of the ], jj.lI

.jl :]) and with l, a she-camel not broken,
or not trained: (TA:) or not yet completely
broken or trained: (9, TA:) and li j,_ a
she-camel that is refractory, or untractable; not
broken, or not trained: in this sense heard by
Az from the Arabs. (TA.) - ! A skin not
tanned: (15:) or not completely tanned: (S:)
or tanned, but not made soft, and not thoroughly
done. (TA.)- t A new whlip: (15 :) or a whip
not yet made soft. (., A, TA.) -_ t An Arab of
the desert rude in nature or disposition, chaste
in speech, that has not mirxed with people of the
towns or villages. (TA.) - t The part of the
nose that is soft in the hland. (].)

*j3~ Denied, or refuJted, a gift: (Msb,*
TA:) or denied, or refused, good, or protperity:
(As, 15 :) in the gur lxx. 25, (I 'Ab, S,) [it has
this latter, or a similar, meaning;] i. q. J
[q. v.]; (I 'Ab, S, g ;) who hardly, or never,
earns, or gains, anything: (1 :) or who does not
bey, and is therefore thought to be in no need,
and is denied: (Bd:) and who has no increase
of his cattle or other property: (1 :) opposed
to 3j,.: (Az, TA:) accord. to some, who has
not the faculty of speech, like the dog and the
cat &c. (Har p. 378.) -_ Held in reverence,
repect, or honour; reverenced, respected, or
honouredl; and so !*% _. (KL. [But the
latter only is commonly known in this sense.])

an anomalots pl. of.;l., q. v.: (TA:)
.and pl. of ' and . (:)._and

also of l. (a.)

a pl. of . -J. (1.)

.j..w~ [erroneously written in the Lexicons of
Golius and Freytag....]: see...

1. :., aor. t; ($, Mgh, Meb, ;) and ;. ;
($, Mb, ;) inf .n. . (Mgh, Mb, 1) and

C j^, (Mgh, Mb,) or the former is a simple
subat, and the latter is the inf. n., (9,) and .;
( ;) said of a horse (9, Mgh, Msb, 0) or similar
beast, (M,b, g,) .1i was, or became, retire, or
refractory, and wmhen ehemently running, stopped:
(i :) or stopped, and was retive, or refractorny:
(Mgh:) or toppFtd when ont tesired to call into
action his power of running: said peculiarly of a
solid-hoofed animal: (M, I :) or, accord. to L1,

one says also UJLJI ,J., meaning the Ae-camel
stood still, and would not moe from Aer place:
and ~!p is used by AO in relation to a she-
camel. (TA.) And :l~, inf. n. ,, i. q
j&U [He went back or backwards, drew back,
receded, ic.]. (As, TA.) _ 1 1 inf. n.
ajj., [perhaps a mistranscription for a^,]
He kept, or clave, to the place, and did not quit
it. (TA.) - ! , ;t_ He did not 2ceed
nor fall short in selling. (S, , TA.)_i m .

l He separated and loosened the cotton [by
means of a bow and a kind of wooden mallet, by
striking the stting of the bow with tgie mallet];
syn. dJh. (K1.)

Ol;b a subst. from . said of a horse [or
similar beast; i. e. Restiveness, or refractorines,
&c.]: ( :) or an inf. n. (Mgh, Msb, 1.)

b,~' an epithet applied to a horse (S, Mgh,
Msh, ) or similar beast, (Msb, K,) [meaning
Restive, or refractory, &c.,] from C . (S, Mgh,
Msb, ]g) or i^..: (S, Mob, 1K:) pl. C ., with
two dammehs. (TA.)_ Also An animal of the
chase that does not quit the higher, or hiyhest,
part of the mountain. ($, g.)

:Vp. The wooden implement (a hind of mallet)
with which, together with a bonw, by striking witl
the former the string of the latter, cotton is sepa.
rated and loosened; syn. C.Pj;. (1I.)

·j m. Honey: (] :) pl. 'Cj,,9". (So in the
TA, as from the lC.) See also the pl. below.

jji~.: see what follows.

· t . (S, O) and ' ) ($ [in which the
latter occupies the first place, the former occurring
in an ex.,]) The bees that stick to the honey, and
are extractedl with the bj.t , (S, g, TA,) or
wooden implements with rrhich the honey itself is
extracted: (TA:) or the bees that stick in the hive,
and are with dfificulty extracted: or the bees
that die in the honey: (T, TA:) sing. t V.
(1g.).. And The pods !f cotton. (1..)

j~. A burning (,M, K) which a man ex-
periences (M) in the fauces ('jJ_Jl) and the
chest and the head, by reason of anger, wrath,
or rage, and of pain. (M, g.) - Acritude (S.
K) of food, (S,) or in the taste of mustard (I,
TA) and the like; (TA;) as also ; jly . (S, 1K.)
You say, ;.a%.. ! Ist.J .. 1 and t al..
Verily I find that this food has an acrid quality,
(S,) or a burning quality. (TA.) [See also ;,.,

and ;;.] And .one gays, l .13. ?1 "I ,Jj
'al1 c [This collyrium has a burning effect in
the eye]. (TA.) -A disagreeable odour, that
has a sharpness, or pungency, (M, K,) in the
_el- 1 [or air-passages of the nose]. (M.)

i;jac: see above, in three places.

1. .Sj, aor. j ., (9,, ) inf. n-. ~, (n,)

557

It (a thing $) decreased, diminiAhed, or rcaed, (9,
g, TA,) after increase; (TA;) as does, for instance,
the moon. (S, TA.) [See an ex. in a verse cited
in art. C+S 1..],.i .; q- 
[May-be, or may-hap, ic., that mill be]. (TA.)

.l, C g fHe was, or became, adapted, dis-
posed, apt, meat, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, com-
petent, or proper, for such a thing; or worthy of
it. (MA.) 1;~ : see 6.

4. ../I1 It (time) caused it (a thing, $) to
decrease, diminish, or wane. (S, 1.) ; ;.i la,

and 1..i, or 7I well adapted or disposed, or
how apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, com-
petent, or proper, or how wortAy, is he ! (, X.)
[You say, !3,j lIC C Hon w well adapted or
disposed, &c., is he for that!]

5. U;" signifies S .J I ; i. e. He
sought, or repaired to, the vicinage, quarter,
tract, or r,cyion, of a people: this is aid to be
the primary signification: (Mgh:) and :l3
lie sought, or repaireld to, his vicinage, &c.;

(,. w ;) ~as also t , or. : TA :)
he aimed at it; made it his object; sought, en-
deavoured after, pursued, or endeavoured to
reach or attaina or obtain, it; intended or pur-
posed it; namely, a thing. (9, Mgh, Mhb, V,

TA.) Hence, in tho lur [lxxii. 14], i,5j.,{
1 jI Ir.. Those havte aimed at, or sought, &cc.,

,. .. 0 · .1 . -
a right cou,se. (5,TA.) And dO, j ; I
aimed at, or sought, i&c., hit approval. (Mgh.)
And the trmd., jsli all w Lll 1 1-3

Seek ye the Night of >iJI in the last ten [nights
of Ramadin]. (TA.)_-Also lIe sought what
was most meet, suitable,fit, plropler, or deswving,
($, Mgh, Msb, K,) to be done, (S, 1,) of two
things, (Mgh, Msb,) according to the opinion
predominating in his mind, ($,) .'~ ~. [in the
a.ffair, or case]: (Msb:) or he sought, or en-
deacoutred, and steove in seeking, and deciding
upon, the singling out of a thing, by dleed and
by word. (TA.) - And le tarried, vaited,
or paused in expectation, 0I4JI in the place.

.. The vicinaope, quarter, tract, or region,
(AV, T, S, lAthl, Mggb, 5,) of a man, (As, T,
lAth,) or of a people; (Mgh;) the environs (A,
T, S) of a man, (As, T,) or of a house; ( ;) and
t '!~ signifies the same: (, 1g :) and [it is
said that] the former signifies also the place of
the eggs of an ostrich: (9, I :) and a covert, or
hiding-place, among trees, of a gazelle: (l,* TA:)
Lth says that it signifies the place ,f laying eggs
of the ostrich; or the comert, or lodging-place, of
the gazelle: but this is false; for with the Arabs
the word signifies as explained above on thdie
authority of A9 ; and tdie j^. of the place of
laying eggs of the ostrich, and of the covert of
the gazelle, is the environ thereof: (T,TA:)

O,,"'" e S '..g --- 4. 0 
pl. g.uI. (4.) You say, JSF AJl W ,.
and [Go thou, so that I may by no
means see thee in my vicinage, &c.]. (p.) And

9 Approach not thou our e,irons.

(9-) And and 1 at [I alghted, or
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dsndd and abode, in his vicinage, &c.]. (S.)

See also i., in six places.

see k.~, in four places.

tl_: ee g.t , in two places.

iS. Adapted, disposed, apt, meet, suited,

suitable, Jittd, fit, competent, proper, or worthy;

s also o and t)J., wlhich last has no dual

nor pl.R,, Mb, V,) nor a fern. form, remaining
unaltered, because it is [originally] an inf. n.; [see

a verse cited voce ;i ;] or, accord. to Lbh, one

may say 'v, because Ks has related that some
of the Arabs dualize what they do not pluralize:

(TA:) the pl. of Sp is ,jani and . ;

(1, Mb ;) and the pl. of is o and .l :
the pl. of _. is i;t. (~, TA) and )j~.; and

the pl. of (. is oI.. (TA.) You say, ~0

14 ~f;j, and , and jj..J, (1., TA,)
Vrily Ase, or it, is adapted, &c., to such a thi,ig;

or wortly of such a thing. (TA.) And k.jA

j1 ia4 j1, and _., and t u He is adapted,

&c., to do that: (?, Mob:) and OI L 6..h ;1
J,a, (Li, I, [in some copics of the I], erro-

neously, &S -,]) and '13 _, (g,) which last
has no dual nor pl. nor fern. form, like i ..
[q.v.] and i;.: (TA:) and TMl. j 1j1
JIJJ [2Tis thing, or affair, is adapted, &c., to

that]. (f.) And hence the phrase, ,1 , .JI

.0l ~; (?, 1) It is suitable, fit, or proper;,
that that should be. (Pf.) [But this phrase, in
the preent day, means Rather that should be.

And hence, *t. ,J. ._,b How much rather.]

One says also, of a man who has attained to fifty

[years], tL., meaning He is adlapted, &c., to
attain all that is good. (Th, TA.) And one says

_J1 as meaning Verily it is probable; or

likely to happen or be, or to have happened or

ben; as also ij. (TA in art. jl.)

g~: see art. g_.

masc. of Zt., (M, TA,) which is an epi-

thet applied to a viper ("l); (9, M, 1 ;) mean-
ing That has decreased in its body by reason .'
age; and it is the worst, or most malignant or
nozio~, that is: ( :) or that has become old, and
has wasted in its body, and mwhreof there remains

not sare its head and its breath ('; [in the
CV .t.]) and its poison: (M, V :) dim. tj.
(TA.) One says, t_. ' U ii'1.;j [meaning

tMay God miOe thee with an evil like a viper
isted by age]. (f.)

se: ee what next precedes.

jowl More, and most, adapted, disposed, apt,
mcet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, competent, or
proper; or more, and most, worthy, or deserving.

(, Mgh, M,b, 1.) A thing is aid to be Uj5,

,it.;-' [More, or most, meet, &c., to be done].

(, V.)
e.e, e I -

1l,.: see .>pm, in two places.

is-

L j,_, ($, A, Mhb,) aor. -', inf. n. j_, (S,
M 9b, K,*) lie cut it; (f, A, V ;) namely, his, or

its, head; (A;) as also tj1l: ($, A, K :) or
he cut it (namely, a thing, or flesh-meat,) without
separating; made an incision in it: or he cut it
with labour: (TA:) and he notched it; or muado
a notch in it; namely, a piece of wood. (9, Msb,

TA.) It is said in a prov., tt. e >. ;. ;
[A n-oman cutting cut a part of the skin of the ex-

trenity of the bone of her fore arm next the thumb:

nearly the same as another prov. ' 1.- ';-
l.aj.]: alluding to a people's being occupied by

their own affair so as to be diverted thereby from at-

tending to other things. (AZ, g.) Yousayalso, j_

.UiI j. l lie made a notch in the head of the

bon. (A.) [Hence thesaying,]) ja . A
JJU I[Sin is that ulhich mnake an impression

upon thy heart, causing thee to waver lest it be an
act of disobedience because of thy not being easy

respec!ing it]. (A. [See jlj., below; and see

also Ji., and J_..]) Of anything making an
impression in, or upon, the bosom, and causing

one to waver or scruple, you say a (S.)

2. [ j., inf. n. jj, He cut it, or notchd
it, much, or in many places; he ntade notchea in
it; he nadle it serrated; he jagged it. You say,]

l., jj., (S, ]g,) inf. . j.._, (TA,) le nmade

his teeth serrated, and sharpened their extremni-
ties, to make them like those of a young person.

(S, K, TA.) [See also 'j1 , below.]

5. j_.i It was cut much, or in many places,
or into many pieces: (9, Ii:) [it ras notched
mach, or in many places; nwas made serrated;
teas jagged.]

8. ajeI: se 1.

j A notch, or an incision, (S, A, Msb, ]g,)
in a thing; (S, ;) as, [for instane%,] in n piece

of wood, and a toothl-stick ('.J..), and a bone,
(TA,) and a bow: (A, TA:) and in like manner

t5j_a, the notch of a bow, into which the ring of

the string falls: (A and 1~, voce jI :) [or the

former is a coll. gen. n. n.n. un. tj.A; (, TA ;)

[for which, in the S and L and K, voce ,
we find p5', perhaps a dial. var.] You say,
im..S ji ) Iie put bach the bot-s,ting to
it; notch (A, TA) in the head of the bow. (TA.)

For the explanation of -emlJ,I j-, se e ec .

A time; a particular time; [a nich of timen:]

(?,V:) and t;;_ signifies the same; and also
a particular state or condition. (A, TA.) You

say, . '- !Mj * [T1iis is the time of

the coming of sch a one]: (A.) And . ,X
t 1 ;.j_JI k [Howv hast t/hou come at this time,

or in this state?]. (A.) And t^;-_c 
" [I met hinm at an evil time, or in an evil

condition]. (A.)

;j.: see j.., in five places.

I,-.: see .. - Also A piece of flesh-meat

cut off lengthwite: ($, :) or only of liver:
(J], TA:) not of a camel's hump, nor of flesh, or
other thing: (TA:) or it signifies also a piece
cut off ofanything, such as a melon &c.: used in

$. J

this sense bv the people of Syria: (TA:) pi. jjA_.
(Mb.) - tThe neck: ($, Myb, ]:) accord. to
some: (Mqb:) o termed metaphorically. (S.)

So in a trad., 4,. UJ He took hold of his
ncch. ($, TA.) ,kj, l -jI i. q. ZIj:,
(TAqr, As, S, Msb, ]g.:) but disallowed by Ay.
(TA.)

l,. Scurf of the head: n. un. withl; [signi-
fying a particle, orfiake, thereof]. (S, X.)

6 -
jg,.. Rugged ground: (IDrd:) or a rugged

and extended place: (J, 1:) or a place abounding

with rugged stones like kniva: or hard ground in

a tract abounding with pebbles: (TA:) or rugged
and hard ground with a slight elevation: (ISh:)

or depressed ground: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] ;.l

and [of mult.] ]. (, ) and alj nnd j,

(1i, TA,) with two 4ammehs, (TA,) or ,.

(C1.)

;jl;: see jlj~.: and se also ee

j15. Food that becomes acid in the stomach,
(1g, TA,) by reason of its badnes, and so [as it

fLere] cutJ (j_) into the heart. (TA.) Henco
i-el 31.

thle saying, jlpJt ,.* jl k l [Thou art heavier,

or more difficult to be born, than the food that

becomes acid in the stomach, &c]. (AHeyth, on
the audthority of Abu-i-~san El-Agrabce.) -

[And hence, app.,] Anything that makes an im-
preuion in, or upon, the heart, or bosom, causin.q
one to waver or wcrupe; lit., that cuts into the

lieart, and semrpes in the bosom; cxpl. by . (

,41 L), (A'Obeyd, $, ],) andd.uJl i. i.;
( ;) as also 1 J!- (1) [and ;jt.,'as will b se en
below]: and pain in the heart, ariijntg fom

wrath c.; as also fjlj_, (A'Obeyd, $,) and

t ;jlj_; (A'Obeyd, $, g ;) of which last the pl. is

(A'Obeyd, ,.) [See also It is

said in a trad., ,i jt^... ,'l, ($, MBh, and

1 in art. j^.,) i. e., Sin is those thinqs that
malte an imprnssion upon hearts, (Lth, Mgh, M$,
and K ubi supra,) like as cutting, or notching,
makes an impresion upon a thing, (TA,) and that
caue one to suspect that they may be acts of dis-
obedience, by reason of uneasinesJ respecting then,
(Mgh,) or to avmr respecting them, lest thty
should be so,for that reason, (]i,) or to be uneasy

in heart respecting thurm: (Mbi :) ji1. being pl.

of V*Ijt., (Mgh, L,) like as .I; is pl. of f9iX:
(Mgh:) Sli. reads !*LtIi 1 which he ex-

plains as meaning, "what overcomes heart,

(lCjs. L, i. e., 't . ,) so that they com-
mit that which is not incumbent:" (Mgh, and ]'
and TA ubi suprk:) but the former reading is the

more common: (Mgh, TA:) and some read

jl!~; and some, l~.. (TA in art. [S.) [See

also jq.]_a l tj . and j..I j! .: see
aJI - in art. ~.

8m
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Ajl;: ee ,jlj, in two places.

JI;. , said of a camel, He has an incido, or

a cut, in the edge of the calous protuberanee
upon Ais breast, produced by his elbowr, which
mahke it bleed: if it does not make it bleed, it is

termed &Lo: (g, ]:) or jm. is a cut, or an

incision, in the arm, penetrating trough the
skin, to thelesh, opposite thl callous protuberance

upon the breast of a canel; also termed ,!;P:
(El-'Adebbes El-Kininee:) or a cut, or an inci-
sion, in the said protuberance: it is a subst., like

.bt and LMb. (TA.)

J1_.; pL jlt: see jji., in two places.

ij,... A pain in the heart, arising from fea,

or from physical umffering: ( :) pl. j ..
(TA.) [See also jlj,.]

_;a [see 2. -] The being cut, or notched,

much, or in many places; being serrated, or

jagged, like the teeth of the J .: and some-

times this is in the edges, or extremities, of the

human teeth. (TA.) You say, 'j_3 . I

(S, A, O) In his teeth is a serration, and a

slarpneu of the extremnities [such as is seen in

the teeth of young persons]; syn. .. ; (S, ~ ;)

the like of tie e ~rration of the toeth of the J.

(A.) - Also The marks of cutting or notching.
(TA.)

.j_ A place of cutting [or notching]. (TA.)

You say, ... l ,l.C h (A, TA) lIe cut, and

hit the place of cutting. (TA.) And j;tj,

.j.l .(4 : [(He spoke, and indicated, or ad-
~ed, and hit upon thse right thing]: (A, TA:)
[app. alluding to the right place of incision of the

;,i.&, which is a nice and difficult operation:

ae jb; -.] - [A notched, or small hollowed,
place, made by cutting or otherwise. - A groove,

or tithe like. Occurring in the ], voce 5, and

in art.m, &c.] -- See also j, first signifi-
cation.

L ., (., A, Mgh, Msb, g,) aor. , (Mgh,

Mqb,) inf. n. _, (, TA,) It (an event) befell
him: (., A, Mgh, Myb, X:) and it becam evre
to him; dittresed him; or pre~ed sverly, or
heabUily, upon him: or it straitened him, or ove-
came him, (g, TA,) suddenly, or unexpectedly.
(TA)

3. J,, (A, ]g,) inf. n. ,}, (V,) He col-

eoted, congregated, or assembled, people: (TA:)

Ae collected, or formed, people into l, (A,
],) i. e. parties, cla~ , bodies, divisions, or the

like. (A.)- He divided the gur-4n into ¥Ij_l,
(, A, lgh, TA,) meaning et portioms for parti-
cur acts of prayer, .'c.; the doing of which is
forbidden. (Mgh.) [But it may also be used as
meaning tHe divided the lur-an into sixtieth
portiow.]

3. 4j1.. He ma, or became, of the n b of

his partisans, or party: (TA:) he helpsd, or

aided, him. (A.)...See also 5.

5. I$jM . They became [or formed themuelve

into] ,1, (A, Msb, 1,) i.e. parties, clausses,
bodies, di isions, or the like; (A;) as also V ttjL.:
(I :) they coUllected thmslvea togcther, (8, Mgh,*

TA,) against ( oLh) others. (Mgh.)

>ja. and t ,'I. A severe, or dixtressing,
vent: or one that straitens, or overcomes, (.K,

TA,) suddenly, or uplexpectedly. (TA.)

j,'¢, in its primary acceptation, A party, or

company of men, assembling thenuelves on account

of an eenatthat ha befallen them ( j j- 9):
(Ksh and Bd in v. 61:) [and then, in a general
sense,] an asse1mbly, a coUllective body, or company,
qf mer: (IA*r, A, Mgh, L, .K:) a party, portion,
division, or clas, (8, A, L, Msb, K, TA,) of men:
(L, Msb, TA:) the troops, or combined fo,ces, of
a man; (K, TA;) his party, partisans, or fac-
tion, prepared, or ready, for. figtilng and the
lihe: (TA:) the companions, (S, 1,) sect, or
party in opinions or tenets, (K,) of a m,an: (S,
]:) any party agreeing in hcartt and actions,
whether meeting together or not: (EI-Monjam,

TA:) pl. .~-.. (s, A, Mgh, M.b, L, 1..) And
the p]., with the article, Those people who leagued
together to wage rear against Mohiammnad: (K :)
or the parties that combined to wnar nith the
prophetw. (..) And in the Kur xl. 31, The
people of Noah and 'Ad and Thlamood, and tihose
wrhomt God destroyjed after tihet, ( K, TA,) as the

people of Pharaoh. (TA.) And .j l .!

[The day of the combined forces;] tle daay [or

war] of the moat (3.'1). (Mgh, Mb, TA.)

I. q. ;, (., Mgh, Msb, 1K, TA,) either in its

proper sense, A turn, or time, of coming to water:
or in the sense next following, which is tropical.
(TA.)_ t A set portion of the Kur-dn, (A, Mgh,
L, TA,) and of prayer, (Mgh, L, TA,) 4c.,
(Mgh,) of which a man imposes upon himself the
recital (A, Mgh, TA) on a particular occasion,
(Mgh,) or at a particular time; (TA;) a set
portion of prayer, and of recitation [of the
Kur-dn], Jc., which a person is accustomed to
perform (M;b:) pl. as above. (Mgh.) You

say, p1 l . -> ` t [He recited his st

portion of tAhe Ku,r-n]. (A.) And jk,;..%

t [How much is thy et portion of the ]ur-an ?].
(A.).-[Also tA sixtieth portion of the Kur-dn.]
-t A portion, share, or lot, (Msb, TA,) of
wealth, or property: or perhaps a mistranscrip-

don for ¥jn; since IA~ says that .,.~. signifies

"a company of men;" and ,*.., "a portion,

share, or lot." (TA.) A weapon, or weapons,

of war; syn. iA; (M,A,1,TA;) i.e. JI

+,_*. (TA.)_ Bee also what next follows.

oJ,~., (.8,) or t. and t , (, TA,)

Rugged ground: (., :.) or ry rugged ground:
(TA:) or the first signifies hard, el~ed ground:
(/am p. 664 :) and the last, a mt rugged tract

of [high ground such as is termed] .0, slightly

elerated, in another hard .; (ISh, TA;) or a
rugged, elevated pla: (TA:) the first is a pl.;

(I ;) [or rather a coll. gen. n., of which the last
is the n. un.; i. e.,] the last is a more special term

than the first; (S;) and the pl. is m.,, (8, in

copies of the V Lt.lj,) like 41_, originally

t~i]j; (, TA;) and also explained as signi-
fying extended, rugged, narrom placae. (TA.)

,. T'hick, coarse, rude, or bulky, and lort ;

as also t, .: (S:) thick, coarse, rude, or

bulky, and inclining to shortnes; as also V ~atj, .
(8, ],) in which the Uj is for the purpose rf
quasi-coordination to the quadriliteral-radical class,

as in 1,tji and iei, from ,. and 'A, (S,)

and t4j.; (.1;) applied to a man, (8, TA,)

and to an ass: (TA:) and t a,j. also signifies
thick, coarse, rude, or bulky, applied to a camel,
and to a pubes; and hardy, strong, or sturdy,

applied to an ass. (TA.) Also pl. of ij. (8.)

;_: see 3jl.

ae$.~: see 

.elj3.: see .1,j, in two places.

wjl and tj_m A sr, or distrsuting,

event: pl. [app. of either word] _,, (1J,) or,

accord. to MF, ,. ; and pl. of the former word

jl_.. (TA.) -Also, the former, IVlVat feill

to one's lot, of work. (TA.)

.;4.:, in which the O; is said by some to be

augmentative, and by others to be radical: (TA:)

see .I , in two places._Also The carrot of

the land (.'1 jj.: [this would rather seem to

mean the wild carrot, but for what here follows:])

the carrot of the sea ( 1 j) is called L.j.
(.8.) [See also art. .j;d, .] . The cock. (L.)

.A species of [the birds called] UI. (].) [See
also art. .,,.]

~ '; A certain plant [app. that called .1'j.,

mentioned above: see art. .j' .].

· J:i j An old ,roman: (8, TA:) or [an old
woman] in whom is no good: (TA:) or a cun-
ning, or crofty, old woman. (Iuar p. 76.) The

i is augmentative, as it is in C.ij. (TA.)

1. j_, aor. ' and:, inf. n. Mjj (8, M, b,

IJ) and j_.~, (Th, !,) He co,mputed, or deter-
mined, its quantity, measure, ize, bulk, propor-
tion, extent, amount, sum, or number: (8, Mgh,*
M9b, ]P:) [more commonly,] he computed by
conjecture its quantity or measure 4&c.; syn.

i, (8, V,) and y j aJ; (M;) he tool
its quantity or meaure &e. by the ye. (TC.)

[He conjectured it; and so t?j., inf. n.S :

perhaps post-clanical: whence lJtI The

cience of divination.] You say, j 1l j;a. He
computed by conjecture the quantity of the fruit

upon the palm-tries. (A, M,b.) And ; ja.
1 *i > X I compted his r citation, or reading,

to be twenty vrses [of the Kur-4n]. (A.) And



-*M d.ja Z4j_J t I computed his arrioal
to bo on such a day. (A.) And j;i ;j

4isi . t Meawsre thyslf, whether thou be able
to do it. (A.) -jj~, (p, Mh, g,) aor. ', inf. n.
;JR_ and ji., (M,) It (milk, ,g, M, I, and
beverage of the kind called J.", g, I) became
sour, or acid. (M, N, .) It is said in a prov.,

ji 6' ,W~l I ,[explained in art. L.ub]. (A.)
_Hence, (TA,) : It (a man's face) was, or
became, [sour, i. e.] frowning, contracted, stern,
austere, or moroe. (i, TA.)

2: see above.

jLl $'j~ Tite betts., or best, of cattle or other
property; (8, A, Mgh, M,b, I ;) as also V i"'

tjll: or the latter signifies property to which
the heart clings: (TA:) the term ;jim is applied
alike to what is mauc. and what is fem.: (AO,
Mqb:) the pl. is ;(it (8, Msb, 1) and .il .,
as though the sing. were an epithet: (Mqb:) it
is applied to the better or best of property because
the owner of such property always, when he sees
it, computes its quantity or number in his mind:
accord. to Aboo-Sa'eed, .jl" I l ;j_ signifies
those kinds of property which their owners love:
accord. to AO, choice kinds of property. (TA.)

0- i.o. ;s
You say also, L; .jj~ U&i, meaning This is
the best of what I haw : and of such property
the collector of the poor-rate is forbidden to take.
(8, Mgh, TA.) Also, 4i ij. , It is the
choice taing of ir Aheart. (AO.)

:,j_. Sour [milk such as is termed] "*.
(i. [In some copies of the IS, i.., which SM
thinks to be a mistake for .- o. See also .ji.])

;jj_ (TA) and 1 ,;_ (6, ) and tj
(i) A smaU hill: (8, If, TA:) or the first,
rugged ground: (TA:) and the second, stony
ground: (Abu-t-Teiyib:) pl. [of the first and
second] a1nj (,0) and !;j (1, mentioned
by Abu-+Teiyib as pl. of the second,) and [of the
third] 3l. .(15.).Also j' and t;,',
(8, A, I,) [the latter the more common,] t A
strong boy; (i;) one that has attained to youth-
ful vigour, or the prime of manhood: (TA:) or
a boy aho has become strong, (, A,) and has
serted: ($:) or one lwho has nearly attained the
age of puberty, and has not had commerce nith a
woman (j;A4 ,i [app. meaning i;;. * 4 us]):
(Yaqkoob, Q:) or one rwho has attained the age
of puberty, and has become strong: (Mgh, TA,
in explanation of the latter word:) or a boy who
has nearly attained the age of puberty; so called,
accord. to several authors, as being likened to a
hill: or one who has fully attained that age:
(TA:) or, accord. to Ay and El-Mufaldal, a
young boy, who has not attained the age of
puberty: and sometimes, one who has attained
that age, and become strong in body, and has
borne arms: and this is the right explanation:
(Az:) and a strong man: and, contr., a teak
man: (A1llt, I:) or, accord. to some of the
lexicologists, when applied to a boy, or young
man, it signifies strung: and wficn applied to an
old man, weak: (Abu-t-Teiyib:) pl. tjlj (',
TA) and taj. (TA.)

; 2j._: see 3j.

J@l .l ;_: see J;l *j.

JA1wj_ The name of a month, in Greek; [the
Syrian month corresponding to June, O.S.;] (S,

f;) [next] before Jj. (S.)

...* see .O..

.. A man computing, or who computes, by
conjecture, the quantity or number [&e.] of a
thing or things. (, TA.) [See 1.] Applied
to milk, and to the beverage called J..i;, Sour, or
acid: (S, 14:) or, applied to milk, it m'eans more
than .t.: (TA:) or i. q. '; .: (IAar, TA :)
or more than .t.. (TA in art. j..) And
hence, (TA,) applied to a filee, : [Sour, i. c.]
frowning, contracted, stern, austere, or mlorose.
(i, TA.) [See also what follows.]

Oja.,, (., TA,) in some copies of the 1K

j3~, (TA,) [in the CI j ---,] I Angered;
(i, TA;) and having a frowning, contracted,
stern, austere, or moroseface. (TA.) [Sce also
what next precedes.]

1. 3jm, (8, I,) aor. :, inf. n. h3i", (1,) Jfe
tied, or bound, a thing (8, 15) with a rope: (8:)
he tied, or bound, it strongly with a rope. (TA.)

e- Ie bound, or bound round, a foot, or a man.
(I], accord. to different copies.) - lie strung
a bow. (TA.)-He pulled, or drew, a bond,
and a bow-string, hard, or vehemently. (5.)_
He, or it, squeezed, pressued, compressed, or pinched,
a thing. (Ki.) You say of a tight boot, 'Ji 3&
It compressed, or pinched, his foot. (if.) - Le
straitened; made strait, or narrorw. (TA.)-
e. Ymj- They surrounded, encompasud, or en-
circled, him, or it. (TA.) lIe broke nwind:
(1i:) said of an ass. (TA.) Hence the saying
of 'Alee, in disparagement of the schismatics,

s *jiPm ,a 3j ,..; meaning " the case is not as
ye assert:" said by El-Mufaddal to be a pro-
verbial phrase, applied in relation to a man who
relates a piece of information that is not complete
nor realized. (TA.)

4. Jj-1, (Ig,) inf. r J'l', (TA,) lie pre-
vented, withheld, debarred, orforbade, him, (Az,
I,) ; &from it. (TA.)

5. j.3 i. q. 5;3 [It became collcted,
brought together, Ic.]. (TA.)

7. j_.J1 i. q. .al [It became drann, col-
lected, or gathered, together; or drawn and
joined, or adjoined.; .&c.]. (TA.)

0j and t* I, and * 1 _ and t m . and

jm..' (, 1) and *t . (1i) A collection
(9, Og) of men, and of birds, and of paim-trees,
&c.: pl. of the second Jij. (9.)

,jj. [Niggardliness, or tenaciousness, of that

which is in one's hatds]: )ee 7 je .

[Book I.

- see i:- and see also Ji .
1,.
3j_-: see the next paragraph.

jk- and t 3j2, . Sio,rt: or short in step by
reason of the weakhnes of his body: (.1:) or
short, and short in step: (9:) or narrow in
judgment: (1f:) so AI, in explanation of the
latter word; applied to a man and to a woman:
(TA:) or this signifies short: and short and
ugl!: and the .former, narrowa in poner and
judgpm1ent, and avaricious, niggardly, or tent-
cious: (Sh, T, TA:) and the latter, (AO, TA,)
or bothl, (K,) large-bellied and short, and, in
n'alking, turning about his buttocks; as also

tj,i.lt and ti;j_.: [the last in the C.K without
teshded:] or [in the C.K "and"] the first two

words, and t j. and t aj&, a short man who
is shlort in step by reason of his shortness or oJ'
the ncealtness of his bodly: or a man niggardljy,
or tenacious, of that nwhich is in his hands; and
the subst. [signifying the quality thus denoted]
is as: ( oK ) also evil in disposition, (lAir,
K,) and niggyardly: (I Ar, TA :) and straitened
in circumstances: (Sh, VC:) or 3j;.JI [in the
CK jiJl] significs [sometimes] a sort of game;
(1K;) as iu a trad., in whlich it is said of some
girls, ;j.J_ll i [They played at thte game of
ojl,J]. (TA.) ,& O j ,;., ' ja. (.,
TA) is a saying of the Arabs, (I,) explained as
meaning Short in step by reason of thy weaknes,
lshort in step &c., climb up, [0 eye of a gnat or

musquito;] and was said, as is related in a trod.,
by the Prophlet, in dancing EI-Hasan and El-
.oseyn; whereupon the child woull climb up
until he placed his feet upon the Prophet's chest:
(TA:) Jj. is for .j. ,,1, or ;p:. : (lAth,

TA:) and d, means 1 , from ;..11 ,) :
(S ) and e '*p is an allusion to smallness of
the eye, (IAth, TA, and H.ar p. 61,) as being
likened to the eye of the gnat or musquito; or
denotes smallness of person. (.Har.)

,j,~: see jj~, in two placcs.

aUj~ : see .

jlj&/ Anything nwith which one ties, binds, or

makes fast. (TA.) [The meaning of ;3,...l
ashsigned by Golius to dit ' is a mistake, occa-
sioned by his misunderstanding a passag in the
K, where it is said of a woman that she used
Ul;_ by poetic license (Q;;,U) for I,jl., a
proper name of a man.]

, se and see also Lj..

hip.: see .

Ug._~: see ijm...Also, (g,) and i
(TA,) A part, or portion, (1(, TA,) [ofa swarm]
of locusts; (TA ;) as also ii.; (i and TA in
art. jj&. ;) or of anything; (i, TA;) even of
wind: (TA:) pl. of the former tlj_ and .j..
(K, TA [in the CF r.~., which i;s pl. of aby.,])
and [coil. gen. n.] * Qij g. ( -.) _ And i.q.
aiq, [A walled garden; &c.]: (.K:) or the
like of a aLtO. (Ibn-'Abbid, TA)



'j1 ,. One who is pinched by a tight boot:

( :, g :) of the meaure j in the sense of the

measure jaL. (I.) One says, ,jtJ 51 j 

[No counsel, or advice, is possible to one who
is pinched by a tight boot]. (?, TA.) [See also

~i.]

XjL: Re 'js.e
i;j_1: see 3ja.

;.;l 3:~ L. t .,4t A narronw-necked ewer.
(A, Nh, 15.)

'~- Vcry niggardly or tenacious or avari-
ciow. (V,.)

Aij-

1. dja_, (, Mb, ,) aor. -, (,) inf. n.j_
( H,) He bound it, or tied it; ($, I;) namely, a
thing: (f:) or he made it a j_. [q. v.].

(Myb.)_$.a .I i,. (8, Myb) or ,.I, (1g,)
mor. ua above, (Myb,) and so the inf. n., (Mgh,
Mb,) lIe bound the beast [or horse] with the

.aiL ( [or girth]; (T,* ,' Mgh,* M9b;) and
ith a rope; (T, TA;) or he bound the...j. of

the [beost or] horte. (].)- [And hence,] .,j,

d/Ij, [nor. and] inf. n. as above, tHe made his

judgment, olpinion, or counsel, firm, or sound.
· *5 0., · · a -

(Myb.) It is said in a prov.,..-j! .j.l Joi

[Certainly I make firm my detcrmination if I
determine upon doing a thing]; meaning I know
.;11 [i. e. prudence, or discretion, and pre-
caution], though I do not practise it. (IB, TA.
[See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 2G2.]) -

[Hence, also,] .,j, (?, K,) aor. ;, (1,) inf. n.

.i_. (.,1*) and ij., (K,* T ,) but this
latter is not of established authority, (TA,) and

-'j, (CI,* Tg, [or this is probably a simple

subst. in relation to .j.,]) He possessed the
quality of ,o' [explained below, as meaning

prudence, or discretion, &c.]. (] , 1.)m j_.,
aor.:, inf. n. .j., (g, 1,) He was, or became,
choked, (1I,) or he had what restrbled a choking,
(?,) in his cheut. ($, g.)

4. ,j..1 He made for him, or put to tim,
[namely, a horse, as is implied in the 1,] a
.~1a. [or girth]. (15.)

5. Fj and tj.lA , (, 1,) [said of a horse,
as is implied in the C, and of a man,] lie became

furnished with a .lj. [i. e. girth, or girdle]:
(1] :) [or, said of a man, he became girt; or hbe

girded himself;] or i. q. .e*'~, meaning he bound
his waist wvith a rope [or girdle]. (s.) It is said
in a trad., * lc' " . [H- e

forbade that the man should pray unless he mere
girt, or unless he girded himself]. (TA.) m

· i £ ..1]JarHe acted with prudence, or dios
cretion, and precaution, in his affair, or case.
(TA.)

8..pfdZl-: see 5, in two places: :-and see
. _.- Also It was, or became, inwrapped.

(yam p. 614.)
Bk. I.

12. .- j;j.t, (15,) from j'jl; like -;,

from ,.,uIi; (TA;) It (a place) nwat, or became,
rough, or rugged: (1 :) or elesated (TA.) .-. It
was, or became, collected together, and compacted,
or compact. (IS.)-He (a man) was, or became,
big, or large, in the belly, without being full. (15,
TA.)

.i~ [(Prudence, or discretion, and precaution;]
sound management of one's affair or case, (8, R,)
and taking the sure course therein, (T, ,},)
and precaution, that it may not become bejond
the power of management: (TA:) said in a trad.
to consist in evil opinion: and in another, in the
asking counsel of people of judgment and obey-
ing them: (TA:) or good judgment: (Mgh:)
or strength, [or firmnes of mind or of judgment,

(see ...,it,)] and sound manaenment: (Ijam

p. 83 :) the first part thereof said by Aktham
Ibn-Seyfee to be consultation: (yam ibid:) from
the same word as signifying the act of "binding
the ,*j/.," (Mgh,) or from this word as signify-
ing the act of "binding with the lj,," and

"with the rope :" (T, TA:) and , j.'. signifies

the same; as in the saying, -,-L, - .I,jIl X1

a,_JI [Verily quicknes is of thefood of pru-
dence, &c.], a prov., mentioned by lbn-Kethweh,
alluding to people's collecting themnselves together
and aiding one another, when they act with
quickness, or sharpness, and vigour; and said in
praise of him who thus acts. (TA.) You say,

e..J1 I1 (TA) and [sometimes] jaJI
(] in art. bjh ) [He took the course prescribed
by prudence, diwretion, precaution, or good

judgment; he used precaution: and, like d-1

ai_Ji, he took the sure course in his affair]. _

Ekl ted ground; as also % and
(15 :) or this last signifies rough, or rugged,

ground: (Yz, IB, F :) and j. is [ground]
C. *

more elevated than what is termned j_.~: ($:)
or more rough, or rugged, than what is termed
* *5

ija.: (yam p. 45:) or elevated ground, or
rugged and elevated ground, that is girt (t.j;.l)

by a torrent: or rugged ground,having manystones,
which are more rugged andl rough and scabrous

than those of the a*;, but the top of which is
broad and long, extending to the length of trvo
leagues, and three, nand le.s than that, vwhich the
camels do not ascend except by a road that it
has: accord. to Yals·oob, the A is a substitute
for the X of J-.: pl , a..-. (TA.)

.ja. [in a horse (see .. j.)] Largeness, or
fulness, of the sides, or of the sides and belly

and .flank; contr. of . (S.)

: see ,j;.

! .~ A bundle, or what is bound round, (R,

TA,) of firewood &c.: (.:) pl. Aa.. (Myb,
TA.)

/.so_ q. ZJI.j L,I; (]~;) as also~l t.ljbuo
[q. v.]. (1 in art. .)

! j, Short; (g ;) applied to a man. (TA.)

.;.1. [The girth of a horse and the like; and

the girdle of a man;] the thing with v,hich one

girtba, or girds; a also vl 1 and tj...
and tL ,,.: (1:) pl. j., (Myb, 15, TA, [in

the Cg .;Jj,]) i.e., pl. of.lj, (Mqb,TA,)

[and .tI is pi. of pauc. of the sme :] the pl.

of j [a (and i, (TA.) [J
says,] The .!. of the beat is well known: and

hence the saying, ; ll .1a1 J l' [Tbe
girth pased beyond the trwo teats]; ( ;) meaning
tthe affair, or case, became distressing, and
formidable. (1g in art. r.,.)-Hence, also,
The. .! [or saddling-bandJ of a child in his

cradle. (8.)_ [And hence, also,] ei,. j, 1

JoI t He took the middle, and main part, or

beaten track, of the road. (TA.)

M.n -: see ;l.: ~and see also ;j;, in

two places

La 1: seee .

;IjA. A binder qf paper into bundles: in (the
dial. of] MA-warl-en-Nahr. (TA.)

;jl_ (5,1) and tV _ (l) Posesing the
quality of ' [explained above, as meaning
prudence, or discretion, and precaution; or good
judgment; &c.]: or intelligent; discriminating,
or discerning; poessing firmneUs, or souundne,
of judgment, or knowledge, and skill in affairs,
or experience and good judgment; using pre-
caution in affairs: (TA:) pl. (of the former,
TA) ij (K, TA [in the C], erroneously,

al']) and .j_, and j_. and .l.j_ and [of

pauc.] .. lj._l; (TA;) and (of .t', TA)

, - (1.)
;e,. and t.. . The breast, or chest: (:)

or the middlt thereof; (?,J1;) and the part

wvhich the .lcj [i.e. girth or girdle] embraces,

(~,TA,) where th heads of the 1ljt [or ribs

of the breast] meet, above the lower extremity of

the sternum, opposite the >Lb [or uppermost
third portion of the backbone]: (TA:) the part

of the breast which is the place of the .lj_:

(yam p. 704, in explanation of the latter word:)
and the former word, the part that surrounds
thu bach and the belly: or the ribs of [the part
wihere lies] the heart: and the part of the side

of the breast on the right and left of the .e
[or windpipe]; (1 ;) the two parts thus described
being called OC.jj : (TA:) pl. of the tformer

.~0te.; (TA,) and of the latter I.j_. [a pl. of
pauc.] (Kr, K) and .. j [a pl. of mull.]. (1]g.)

One says, * 4 J1 .bj j.:i, and jl-,

i. e. t Dispose and subject thyself to this affair,
or case; meaning prepare thyself for it: and

t& a ;.jj.. [tH e disposed and subjected, or

prepared, himself]: (TA:) or ._jta!JI x is an

expression denoting, by way of similitude, patient
endurance of that which has befallen one. (I]am
p. 163.) -And the former, t The breast [or

bows] ofa ship or boat. (MA.) _.,*jj. [so in
my copies of the ~, imperfectly deel., app.

regarded as of foreign origin, (not ;j.JI as is
implied in the 1,)] the name of One of the
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.ai.j Rugged mountains: pl. 'i. (Aq, ( ,
]g.) _ And [hence,] the pl., t Dfficulties, hard-
ships, or distreuse. (TA.)

ls'j, A camel tlat pastures in a tract such as
is termed c;. ($, TA.) __ .. vj: see

,.Aj_ AlAffected with vehement, or intens, L .j
[i. c. grief, mourning, &ec.]; as also 'VJ,...
.(1, TA.)

. sai_ A shleep, or goat, (it,) evil in disposi-
tion. (, g.)

) jw- (?, Msb, a) and Cj (, nd ;
(Q) Grieving, mourning, lamenting, sorrowfil,
sad, or unhappy: ($, M.b,*K:" [see also ' '
with which, accord. to the g, all seem to be syn.;
and with whlic the first may be regarded as pro-
perly syn. on the ground of analogy, being from

d-', "not from ',j3 :]) pl. (of the first, TA) C1!;~
and j (K TA) and Q (j voce g.)
_. j_. &i A soft or gentle, easj, slder,
plaintive, and melodious, voice. (TA.)_dlJL;

O.j;J1 A ccrtain bird. (TA. [See art. l.])

l 5*. A man'sfamily, or houselhold,for n'hose
case hsuffers grief and anzxiety. ($, ~.) [And
simply One's family, or household.] One says,

4 j, ' * ' . 1) -- .

[Such a one cares not, when his store -room isfull,
that his family, or household, sUffer hunger]. (A,
TA.) ~A prior right which the Arabs enjoy
over theforecigners, on theirfirst arrival [in the
territory of the latter], with respect to the housest
and lands: (M, 1I:) or a condition which the
Arabs used to impose upon the foreigners in
Khurasadn, when they took a town, or district,
pacifically, that nhen tihe soldierny [of tie former]
pasted by them, singly or in companies, they
shouwd lodge them, and entertain them, and supply
tihm with provisions for their march to another
district. (Az, TA.)

, ja.: see Fe,l**, in art.6..j.

.. : see e j-*-

"j~ [Grieving, or causinq to mourn or la-
ment, &o.,] is applied to an event, or a case; and
also, but not ~tk, to a voice. (TA.)

5Ij_: see C--.

' Grrieved; or catsed to mourn or lamnent,
or to be sorrowful or sad or unhappy; (AA, 9,
g ;) as also tA* '.. (g.)._ - ..1 ;..
Rough in the &*J [app. meaning the angle of
the lower jaw, or the ./lesh on that part]: and
hacing the 1jJ hanging down, [by the relaxa-
tion of its muscle,] in consequence of grief. (TA.)

and $j;.

1. ;.s.J !, , (As, S,) aor. jj, (g,) in£ n.
;_; (A, TA;,) and , ll .aor.

(S,) [inf. n. .jj ;] He comlmted, or determined,
the quantity, measure, or the lihe, of the thing;
( ;) he computed by conjecture the quantity, &c.

hoer,s of the angels; (s;) th horse of abriel :
(]:) accord. to some, [esjj.,] with O in the
place of the-o. (TA.) See also .;;.

..jli [luore, and most, prudent, discrete, or
cautious]. Hence the prov., rj_l
[More prudent, or cautious, than a chameleon].
(Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 399.])
_ Also, applied to a hore, (?,) Large, or full,

in the sides, or in the sides and bellUy and flank;
tontr. ofJ A.l. (9, 1.)-.And, applied to a
camel, (TA,) L arge in the .)je~: (1:) or
large in the place of thI j.. [or girth]. (T,
TA.) - ee also ij..

JI j,l i. q. .j_l) [pl. of ..]: ( :) the . is
a substitute for the .,. (TA.)

.. j~, of a beast, The part upon which

the iA.1t [or girth]. (S.)
0. a

,--. see. A ).
")"?': )

.. e. J b-.

lie,!

1· : : , (, M,b, I,) aor. ', (Mb, g,) inf. n.
o.; (M 9b, TA;) and Vtj.l1, and ,j..J,

(9, I,) and t Cj.j3; (] ;) He mm, or became,
afected with cj, [q. v.; i. e. he grieed, mourned,
or lameted; or wat sorrowful, sad, or unhappy;
&c.; ,4f and ), for him or it]. (9, M,b,:.)

:a.3 j and ly.J , in the lur [ix. 40, &c.,
and iii. 133], do not denote a prohibition of
getting 'Xj ; for ~j_ . does not come by the
will of man: the real meaning is Do not thou,
and ye, that which engendeJrs ; do not thou,
and ye, acquire ' . (Er-Rkgliib. [But this
requires consideration; or, rather, is not in every
caue admisible.]) _~ , (Q, M 9b, ]1,) aor. ,
(Mb, TA,) inf. n. &JM; (1g;) and ?;j.l;
He, (another person, $,) or it, (an affair, or an
event, or a case, Myb, ],) caused him to be
qffected with 'L*.p [which see below; i. e. grieed
him; or caused Aim to mourn or lament, or to be
sorrowful or sad or unhappy; &c.]: (?, Myb,
I :) accord. to Yz, (S,) the former is of the dial.
of lgureysh; and the latter, of the diaL of
Temeem: (, Mhb:) and so say Th and Az:
(Myb, TA:) but the former is said to be the
more approved: (TA:) or, accord. to AZ, the
aor. of the former is used, but not the pret.;
(Myb, TA;) and when the act is ascribed to
God, the latter verb is used: Z, also, says that
what is well known in usage is the employing
the prct of the latter and the aor. of the former:
(TA :) or L.IJ. signifies li made him C_
rq. v.]; and ,j_., in some copies of the g

,] Lhe made jj'~ to be in him: (Sb, 1 :)
or A^j., it caused Aim to fall into . (TA.)

-- ,jh ?.; ., (TA,) inf. n. aj_.; (S, TA;)
and j-J..:;; (TA;) The ground wax, or
became, rough, (TA,) or rugged and hard. (S.)
_One says also of a beast that is not easy to
rile upon, .l#l i.jt [He is rouglh in pace]:

and £Eij' si t [In him is roughnss in pace].
(TA.)

g
a. X jm ii He ecad, or recites, with a

slender [and plaintive] voice. (S, .) _ See
alsO 1.

4. ajl: see oL _ j jm.l Thte plae¢
of aligAhting, or abode, was, or becamne, rough,
or rugged and hard, with us: or mnade us to be
on rugged groun,L (TA.) And e,jo-l lie 'as,
or beCame, in a tract swh as is termed C)~a [i. c.
rugged, or rugged and hard: opposed to j4.1].
(K.) [And hence,] ljm.I t They used roughness
with men: opposed to 1jJ1. (TA in art. ")

5 : see 1. ... 4L ' J3 lie ~xpressd pain,
grief, or sorrorw, or he lamented, or moaned, for.,
or on account of, him, or it; syn. ' . (I.)

8: see 1.
10:

·~ Rugged (?,Mqb,.) and hard (0) ground:
(?, Mob, 1 :) or rugged high ground: (TA: [see
also .j,. :]) good land, though hard, is not thus
termed: (ISh:) pl. CIj,m.: (Mqb, TA:) and
aj. signifies the same as e~: (V:) so tQo,

as some say, does w, with two dammehs; or,
as others say, this is a pl. of j.~.: and you say
also 1 . j. ,;.JI [meaning the same as Oj., or
land of a rugged, or rugged and hard, or rugged
and high, hind]. (TA.)

,s. and .;., (Lth, g, ,) the former said
by AA to be used when the nom. or gen. case is
employed, and dithe latter when the accus. is em-
ployed; (TA;) or the former is a simple subst.,
and the latter an inf. n.; (Msb;) Grief, mourn-
ing, lamentation, sorrowv, sadness, or unhappiness;

contr. of JJ: (9, TA:) or i. q. _,: (s :) or
[.L , accord. to common usage, is for some evil
that is expected to happen; whereas] 'i. is
grief arising on account of an unpleasant eent
that has happened, or on atccount of an object of
love that has pased away; and is the contr. of
C'.: (EI-Mun6wee, TA:) or a roughness in the
spirit, occasioned by grief: (Er-RaIghib, TA:)
pl. Op.-l; (IV;) [properly a pl. of pauc.; but]
it has no other pl. (TA.) [Hence,] J.jmI.. ts
The year [of mourning;] in which died khadeejeh
and Aboo.-'lib: (IAgr, Th, V:) so called by
Mohammad. (1Apr, Th.) .,All t,i,,r ,sJit^,~ ~~~~~ -.. I.. ..

jJI I!, in the lur [xxxv. 31], is said to
mean [Praise be to God, who hath diTpelledfrom
us] the anxiety (.i) of the morning and evening
meals: or all grieving anxiety of the means of
subsistence: or the grief of punishment: or of
death. (TA.)

ei,.: see .;.., in two places.

.: 
· . sec .

i:*: ~ 6*
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(Ay, .. ) You say, ;..l :;., (., MSb,) inf. n.

SJ.;; and "jj., inf. n. j.; I computed by
conjecture the qantity of the fruit upon the
palm-tree. (Myb.) In the copies of the ]g,

5L j.J s ISjm, meaning J., is errone-
ously put for ,jJ mjl J S,; the words of As

(TA.) - lj, (Lth, ]g,) aor. .,, (Lth,) inf. n.

i_; .(. ;) and Jaor , (Ltl.,,)
inf. n. .j_;; ( ;) and aoS3r, (Lth, ],) inf. n.

sj..3 and J.3; (s;) He divined: (Lth, ],
TA:) and particularlyfrom theflight, or cries,
&c., of birds. (1.) And Ij., (AZ, ,) aor.

-, (TA,) inf. n. .; (AZ;) and S.j-,

aor. i~ ; (TA;) He chid birds, to make them
rise and fly, or drove them away, and divined
from theirfligiht, or cries, &c.: (AZ, I,* TA :)
and drove them: (V1, TA: but the error in the
], mentioned above, makes the verb in this case
also, and in the next following, to be Sj.., and
the inf. n. to be £.j_: TA:) [for] when a crow
croaks in front of a man, and he desires to obtain
some object of want, he says, "It is good," and
goes forth: when it croaks behind his back, he
says, "This is evil," and does not go forth: and
when. a thing passes by him from the direction of
his right hand, he augurs good from it; but if
from the direction of his left hand, he augurs evil

from it. (AZ,TA.)-~ JJI ., aor. ,

(,) inf. n. j.; (TA;) and :1 p S,i, (.,
K,) aor. g. ; (8 ;) said of the ;,ot [or
mirage], It raised [to the eye] the fignre of a
man or other thing seenfrom a distance: (S, V,
TA:) or, accord. to IB, the correct phrase is
J9l Sqt... [which may mean that one should say,

J9l ,.,.IJI sj_, or ,JI ,ji ej_ see Jf,
in art. Jjl1]. (TA.)

5 soce 1.

.;': see what follows.

j}Q One wrho computes by conjecture the quan-

tity of fruit upon palm-trees. (Myb, TA.) - A
diviner: (Lth, TA:) one vwho ex:amines the mem-
bers, and the moles of the face, divining [from
them]. (., Iar p. 170.) One says, iS,.j I t.i

L;i [meaning t Thou hast lighted upon him
who is hnowing]. (Ilarib.)-An astronomer,

or astrologer; as also V · A. (TA.)- The pl.
is ;_ and ~1.. (TA.)

1. ~, (first pers. -, or *-,., and

and_, Qnd g"_m, and '~,,) as syn. with

.o.l : see 4, throughout. -. 0 ., first pers.

.._, aor.; (., ;) and first pers. -. 

[aor. :;] (Ya4oob, ., ]g;) in£ n. , (1, 10)

and ."., (1i,) or the latter is inf. n. of both verbs,
but the former is a simple subst., (TA,) He was,
or became, tender, or compasionate, towards
him: (.,V:) [lit, he felt for him:] ISd says

that, for :) C-5, the explanation ofaS _-..~,
he found in the book of Kr the verb written with
J and 3; but that the former [?] is the right:

(TA:) or he lamented for him; (Aboo-Milik,
TA;) as also j * ..a . (1,* TA.) The Atabs

say, 'd,U ai Verily the 'Lmiree
it tender, or compassionate, towards the Saadee;
because of the relationship that subsists between
them. (TA.) And Abu-l-Jarrih El-'OV eylee

said, 1I .Lei .S 1 C, I have not seen
an 'O.jeylee witAout my feeling tenderness, or
compauion, towards him; (., TA;) for the same

reason. (TA.) [Sce L.l., second signification.]
in- I-A

.- 'A , [aor. ', inf n. ,] e made his ..

[i. e. sound, or motion,] to cease. (Bd in iii. 145.:)

-Hence, (Bd, ubi suprl,) . a., aor. ', (,

A, Bd, Msb,) inf. n. .. , (Msb, .K,) [and app.,

accord. to Fr, ,, or this may be a simple subst.,]
He slew them: (Bd, Msb, :) and extirpated
them: ( :) or he slen them quichkly: (A, TA:)
or he extirpated them by slaughter: (Aboo-Is-l)k,
.:) or he alsew them rwith a quiick and extirpating
slaughter: or wvith a vehement slaughter: (TA :)
it occurs in the ]ur iii. 145: (S, A:) accord. to

Fr, ,.., [so in the TA,] in this instance, is the
act of slaying and destroying. (TA.) [Hence,

app. signifies It rvas utterly destroyed, so
that nothaing was left in the place thereof; and so

?t..1l; for it is said that] and

with respect to anything, signify _. .iA y 
.* ti t1. (TA.) Also a., nor. as above,

He trod them under foot, and despised them.

(TA.) And ^.1 >.A;l ~ The cold hilled the

locusts. (g.) - [Hence,] ,;)l W >.!i. JI The
locusts eat the herboge of the land. (TA.) And

t j.$Jl j ,.., (S, 1I,) or tjjl, (A,) aor. , (S,

TA,) inf. n. ,~, (TA,) I The cold nipped, sh/runkh,
sthrivelled, or blasted, (lit., burned, X _, q. v.,)
the herbage, (S, 1,) or the seed-produce. (A.)

a.lJI _^,(8TA,)or;· .A t..., (A,) aor. ,

(S,) inf. n. ,.., (S, ],) He curried the beast;

removed the dust from itwith the .... (S, A,I,
TA.) [See a proverb, voce ,,~..] Hence the say-
ing of Zeyd Ibn-Soolyan, on the day of the battle of
the Camel, wlhen he was carried off from the field,

about to die, t, is> 1.. Y; s g6 j-.)t
S [Bury ye me in my clothes, and] shake not of
any dust from me. (8, TA.)

2. ( J .1 [a mistake in the CK for

] see 4.

4. s;&1 _1, (., Msb, g,) inf n.
(MSb,) He perceived, or became sensible of, (o. j,)
the ~ (i. e. motion or sound, TA) of the thing:
(.,~, 'TA:) he knew the thing by means of [any
of] the senses: (lAth, accord. to his explanation
of ,..-1_ 1 as signifying ;IjhJt1. lt:) he as-
certained the thinq as one ascertains a thing that
is perceived by the ense: (Bd in iii. 45:) he kneu
the thing; or he perceived it by means of any of the
su ; syn. s,1', (Msb,) and ,.L, and s,

and '~;; (TA ;) as also f..^, aor. ', inf. n.

_ and . and ,, (TA, in explanation

of the saying in the ] that g,JI . [in the

C]j erroneously 0t? ._] signifies the same as

1'~ ;) and in like manner o ~..I is syn.

with 4 a.; (L, Msb;) and so is t J~,-

aor. :, inf. n. , (L, MSb) and , and wg~ ;

(L;) or ,_ is a simple subst.: (M, L:) accord.

to Pr, RC.I is syn. with j^.; and Zj says that
the meaning of .1I is ,;; and 4.,: (TA:) or
j.1 signifies he perceied, or became unible of;
syn. a.: and he thought, or opined: (Akh, .,

K :) and he saw; syn. _;it: and he nerw: ( :)
and is trans. in these senses by itself, (AkIh, ,)

or by means of .: (TA:) and ,_..._. sig-
nifies I kne, it certainly; was certain, or sure,

of it; (S;) as also ~ t :.Z.. , (S, ,) with
kesr; (K ;) speaking of news, or tidings: (:)

and for ..- -. , some say · ;lr.., ($, MSb, MbC,)
changing the [second] , into j.; (., Msb;)

and -. ,, (T, T, L, 1,) with a single ., which
is an extr. kind of contraction, (., 5,) but made
in all other similar cases, where the last radical
letter is quiescent; (Sb, L, TA;) and [thus] for

w1, e find .~1; ( ;) and in like man-
ner, for t i., (S, ],) or : , (MSb,)

some ay .- ;, (T, ?, M, L,) and 4 , (M,
L, Msb, ], [in the Cg w.~..., which is the
modern vulgar form,]) and ; . (Abu-l-lasan,
IAar, T, M, L) You say, d1 I [lie per-
ceived him, or it, with his eye]; (Ibn-Zekereeyit,

TA in art. w ;) and so Vs..~m. (Sgh, TA ibid.)
[In the present art. in the TA, it is said that

.. ;Jltl '. _ is syn. with .I: but J..Zj is evi-
dently a mistranscription for ;-t.] And it is

said in the lpur [iii. 45], r u ls
;'1I And when Jesna ascertained their unbelief
as one ascertains a thing that is perceived by the
sense: (Bd :) or opined it; or perceived it, or
became senible of it: (Akh, ?:) or san it: (Lb,
TA:) or knew it, or perceied it sensibly. (Msb.)

And in the same [xix. last verse], -, Jt

.t.A1 0. Dost thou see of them any one ? (TA.)
iou say also, aJI . ~1 H 1last thou hknown

the newn? (TA.) And ' " 1, and

..- _1-I, and w *J ., and i 'e-, I

knen the nesr certainly. (..) And.JIll -.I ,

and "~ , and Vt-., and ., I Inem some-

what of the news. (T, L, TA.) And - ; t

_ ,h and at ;I · , and ~ t .... , and

· .2. L, I hnew not aught of the ners. (T,
L, TA.)

5. L~& He listened to the discourse of
people: (El-iarbee, ]:) accord. to Aboo-Mo'adh,

it is similar to ·~J and ~.': (TA:) or he
sought repeatedly, or time after time, to know a
thing, by the sense (t_lJI) [of hearing &cc.]:
(iar p. 678:) or (so accord. to the TA, but in
the E "and,") he so,ught after, (Mqb,p .) or sought
after repeatedly, or time after time, (MSb,) news,
or tidings, of a people, in a good cause; (1 ;)
_. signifying the doing the same in an evil

cause: A'Obeyd says, you my, , I "1J
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and e.; and Sh says that .,;3 is similar
to it; and IApr, that ;aJ.l C and a 'n
[but this is app. a mistranscription for ]
signify the same. (TA.) You say also, ,_
:i;Wl ; IIe asked, or inquired, after news, or
tidings, of tle thing. ($, TA.) And ,j .Z..J,
and 4.6 &, Hoe inquired, or sought for infor-
mation, respecting ulch a one; as also -.3:
or the former signifies he sought after haimfor
himnilf; and the latter, "he sought after him for
atnother." (TA, art. V..) The lam~ge in which
it occurs in the ]ur xii. 87, has been differently
interpreted, accord. to the several explanations
hero given. (TA.)m See also 7.

7. .a'1 t It became pulled out or up or off;
became eradicated, or displaced; fell, or came,
out; syn. '!: ($, :) it fell; fell off; or
fell continuousaly, by degrea, or one part after
another; syn. a.3, (S, 1.,) and JICt: (A,
TA:) it broke in pieces: (TA:) said by Az to be
a dial. var. of &,.1. (TA.) You say, 1
iti. (S, TA) I is teeth fell, or came, out,
(-_ai:l,) and broke in pieces. (TA.) And

1 a ..iul His hairfell offcontinuously. (A.)
And in like manner, JI,ll j;l ...- *, (TA,)
and *J -: , (1, T'A,) t Thefur of the camels
.fell off continuously, and became Jcattered. (},
TA.)

8. we: ~e --.

R. Q. 1. i -: see ;J ,.

R. Q. 2. 4 IJ1 _ :... se 7.a

_I. [accord. to some, a subst. firom 1, q. v.,
in se;eral senses explained above; but accord. to
others, an.inf. n. As a simple subst., it is often
used as syn. with j._1 in the first of the senses
asigned to the latter below; i. e., A sense; a
faculty of unse; as, for instance, in the 1P in art.

-, .Hence ijJj4l jl: see art. j.)].
-- A sound: (s :) or a low, faint, gentle, or

soft, sound; as also * _~ : (8, Mgh, Mgb,
TA:) [in the present day it often signifies the
voice of a man or woman; and particularly when
soft:] a plaintive voice or sound, in singing or
neeping, and such as that of a lute; syn. bj:
(TA:) or t ,, [or I)oth,] the sound by mhich
a thing it perceived: (Bd in xxi. 102:) and the
former, motion: (K :) and the pauing of anything
near by one, so that he hears it without wseing it;
as also ,V.... (I, TA.) It is said in thce ur
[xxi. 10-2], i,. .-... ' Ttey shiall not
hear its low sound: (8:) [meaning, that of hell-
fire:] or the sound by whiclh it siall be perceived :
(Bil:) or the motion of ite faming. (TA.) And
in a tad., *~. ,J 6 And he heard the mo-
tion, and the sound of the pasing along, of a

serpent. (TA.) And you say, Laj l .. 
L- He heard not any motion, nor any sound,
of him, or it. (TA.) It may refer to a man and
to other things; as, for instance, wind. (TA.)

- A pain which attacks a woman after child-
biJ;th, (Q, A, 1],) in the womb: (A :) or the pain

[Boox I.

qf childbirth, nwhen the latter is [_first] felt: but
the former meaning is confirnmed by a trad. (TA.)

--_ ilJI , T he commencement offever, rwhen
the latter is [first] felt; (TA ;) as also t

1 L..:

(Lh, TA:) or , signifies a touch, or slight
a.ffection, of fever, at its ver!y commencement.
(TA.) - Cold tlat nips, shrinla, dsrivels, or
blaut, (lit., burn, ,i.., for which, in the TA,
is substituted g,,,) the herbage. (S, K.) [See
also Lt.4.]

~,,., with fet-h., Perception by means of any
of the sene; syn.sj. (L, TA.) Hence the
proverb, s., ,.o~ i .Sd -- [There is no
perceiring of the two sons of the place of the hind-
ling offire]: (L, TA:) for they say that two men
used to kindle a fire in a road, and, when people
pa~ed by them, to entertain them as guests; and
a party passing by when they had gone, a man
said these words. (L.) And hence the saying,
a. L_ - b j,. . Such a one ha gone, and
there is no perceiving him: or there is no per-
ceiving his place. (TA.)

., ,, a
.jl d.c.: ee . -.see ...

, lj A year of sere sterility and
drought; (., g;') in which is little good for-
tune; (TA;) as also V,t,.: (1:) or a year
that consumes everything. (TA.)

, .: see ,._, in four places. I Slain;
hilled. (S, M§b.)

Lr~ [Relating to sense; sensibk, or perceptible

by wnse;] opposed to Um._. (Kull p. 101 &c.)

,L I laving strong perception: an epithet
applied in this sense to the devil. (TA.) 

dJ ,..La. J~,. A man having much know-
ledge of newr. (M sb.)__1.; i-a. J [Tle sen-
sitivefaculty]. (Er-Rhghib, TA in art. I.)

,J,.. One who searches for nevws or tidings;
(TA;) like ,.l: (1(, TA:) or the former
relates to good, and the latter to evil. (Ig, TA.)

Unfortunate; unlucky; (lApr, ] ;) as also

t,,y~ ; (Lb, TA;) applied to a man. (IA;r,
-.) See also , ".

iA~- . sing. of ,.1,. , (A, Msb, g,) which sig-
nifies The five senses; (S, Msb ;) thc hearing, the
sight, the smell, the taste, and the touch: (S, M9b,
X :) these are the external: the internial are also
five; but authors disagree respecting the seats

thereof. (TA.) [See also .]- [A feeling;

as in the saying,]_ _.. al l . j '"i [A feel-
ling of relationshit;, or consanguinity, pleaded for
him on my part]. (Aboo-Mialik, TA.)_ [An
organ of sense; as when you say,] a,tC. 'JI
.j3JI [e.nl is the orYan of the sense of siglt].
(S in art. O,a.) [... also signifies tA thing
that destroys, consumes, or injures, herbage or tzhe

lihe. Hence,] . dl1 ^ ,,1 Cold and hail [in one
copy of the S heat] and wind and locusts and the
beasts [that pasture]: (S, g :) these also being
five. (S.) You say, aL.. ,jl ;Al tCold

smote the land: (Lh, TA:) the i is to denote
intensiveness. (TA.) [See also , last signi-

fication.] And t.._,L4 t Injury befell them
(S, TA) from cold (S, A, TA) or some other
cause. (S.) L_., also signifies t Wind that re-
mpwres tih dust into the pools of water left by
torrents, andfills them, so that the tnoist earth
dries up. (AHn, TA.) And t Loctuts eating the

herbage of tlhe land. (TA.) You say also, ;

,j, .....ii,, meaning t Sevre years passed oer
the people. (Lh, TA.)

SU i . j,,tI, (S, TA,) and ;s.U, (A, TA,)
T'he cold is a cause of nipping, shrinking, shri-

veUing, or blasting, (lit., of burning, see 1,) to the
herbage. (S, TA.)

..~ S A currycomb; syn. .'j^ q ; (3, A,*
K ;) it is an instrument of iron, having teeth like
the :. (TA in art. ,..)

.,... pass. part. n. of 1, q. v. _[As a subst.
it means A thing perceived by any of the senses;
an object of sene: pl. n-

,-.. ! [lit., The tway that is sensibly per-
ceived; app., the milky wny in the sky: or] te
tract in tlw shy along which (t,) the [wandeleri.ing]
stars [or planets] take their courses. (TA voce

P.$ ,-ijl fliand smnitten by lo-
custs. (TA.)n Sce also ,Z1.

1. ~..., (S, A, Mgh, &c.,) aor. J, (S, Mglh,
Mgb, &c.,) inf. n. _ (S, A, Mgh, .1sb, O

and I~,"-' (S, Mghl, M,R, K) and e.,.~. (1)
and k.,l_, (S, K,) whichl is generally an inf. n.
of this verb, but sometimes of,, (TA,) a'ind
!L_.. ($, K) and "a., (Msb, K,) or this is like
;.W and J.a.j, [denioting a mode, or manner,]
as in a verse of En-Ntil,ighah cited below, (S,)
and ;, whiclh is of rare occurrence, (MF,
TA,) lIe numbered, counted, reckoned, calcu-
lated, or computed, it; (S, A, MghI, Msb, ] ;)
namely, property [&c.]. (A, M1gh, Mob.) You

[Who can count the sand&, and number the peb-

bles?]. (A.) And ,. 1 u. I jJ jI [Thrhow thou
this into the reckoning]; i.e., into what thou hast
reckoned. (A.) o C.~ ' 1, ; -:ll', in the
gur [lv. 4], means And the sun and the moon [ri.un
their courses] according to a [certain] reckoning;
or through a scries of mansions [or constellations],
the bounds of which they do not transgress:
(TA:) or . alludes to the numbers of the
months and years and all other times: [but pro-
perly speaking,] ;.~ is here an inf. n.: (Zj,
TA:) or, accord. to Akh, a pi. of 4,..; (S,
TA ;) and so says AHeyth: or, accord. to some,
it is here a proper subst., signifyving the.firma.
nent. (TA.) tISQ- in the Kur vi. 96 is held by
Akh to be for ( ," ~ meaning..,.L~ [as in
the phrase quoted above, from thle .Kur lv. 4,
accord. to the first explanation]. (TA.) And
'01 g.U ,WY.~ signifies Jl1 g.l L..~ [On

c,- m -.
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God be it to reckon with thee: see also [,...

bli]. (TA.) Az says that the reeklonitig in buying
and selling is termed ,i. because one knows
ther3by what is suffiient. (TA.) A ' Iij

,,Al~JI, in the ]ur [ii. 198, &c., God is quick
in reckoning], signifies that his reckoning is ne-
cessary, or of necessity, and that his reckoning
with one person does not divert Him fron reckon-

ing with another. (TA.) And :1 4 j # 

3.iLC., in the ]ur [ii. 208, &c., lHe supplieth
;hbomn lie willeth, without reckoning], means,

without sparing, or scanting; as when a man
expends without reckoning: but tie phrase is
variously explained, as meaning without appoint-
ing for any one what is dejicient: or without
fearing that any one wriU call Him to account
for, it: or without the receiver's thinking that
lie will bestom upon him, or without hit reckoning

upon the supply; so that it may be from r
"lhe thought," or from _ "hle reckonced."
(L, TA.) Tihe saying, cited by 1Anr,

nas related by J [in the S], but correctly 1LI,
(TAr) means [ .) Jtml, inaynst thou be given rain]
writhout reckonling, and without measure. (S.)
An instance of as similar to o.,d and ,j
occurs in the saying of En-Nibighah,

[And hke complerted a hundred, in whltich was her
pigeon; and she was quick in the mode of com-
puting thlt nutiber]. (e.) lJ.Lb 1 -, [a verb
of the kind termed 1.ti1 jW.aI, having two
objective, compllements, tIhe former of which is
called its nolin, and the latter its enunciative,]
aor. : and .; (S, Mhb, 1 ;) the former the more
approved, (TA,) of the dialects of all the Arabs
except Benoo-Kin4neh; the latter aor. being
peculiar to the dial. of this tribe, (Mob,) and
contr. to analogy, (S, M.b,) for by rule it should
be' [only]; and - _ is the only verb of the

measure ja having both ja' and ja, as the

measures of its aor. except , and .' and -

[and j and pa and Z and and Jj

mentioned by Ibn-Malik (with the preceding)
cited in the TA voce ,,p]; but. eight verbs
having an unsound letter for the first radical have
kesrel to the medial radical in the pret. and aor.,

viz., ; sd and ! and and s and and

Ej and j and ,.; (p;) inf.n. n- . (- ,

Mgh, Mgb, ]) and 4.-.-. and . -a (,0 ])
and ,L.; (TA; [but ace what follows;]) He
[counted, accounted, reckoned, or steemed, mean-
ing] thought, or suppoed, him, or it, to be so.

( g, Mgb, B.) You say, l,JL J i . [I
counted him, or thought Aim, good, or righteous].

(;.) And t~j IS j .t.' [I thought Zeyd to
b standing]. (Msb.) And jAL t. 6j · ti
I~ [Such a thing was not in my thought]: you

should not say ,Lt, J, (,) unless you mean

therclhy it was aot included in my reckoning, or,
by amplification of the sense, Ir did not think it.

(MF.),_, aor. , (S,Msb,]V,) in. n. n.
(S, 1) and _, (Mb, V,) lIe was, or became,
characterized, or distinguished, by what is termed

_. .- as explained below [i. e. grounds of pre-
tension to respect or honour; &c.]. ($, Mgb, ].)

2. ._, inf. n. 5: see 4....Also He
placed a pillom for him; supported him with a
pillou; (S, K;) seated him upon a j;1., or
2.d.. (TA.)_-And hence, lie honoured him.
(L.) IHe buried him: (TA:) or buried him
in stones: [see _ :] or buried him wrapped
in grave-lothing: namely, a dead person. (],
TA.)-Nuheyk El-Fezlree says, (S,TA,) ad-
dressing 'imir Ibn-Et-Tufeyl, (TA,)

., ..A. Lab 

(S, TA) Thou wouldst hare avoided, by turning
thy hinder part, the thrust [of a thin, thirsty
weapon], or thou wouldest have taken thy resting-
place (TA) not honoured, or not shrouded, (Q,
TA,) or not pillowed: _.~ j* being variously
rendered: one person prefers the meaning not
buried: Az says that the signification of burial in
stones and that of wrapping in grave-clothes,
assigned to the verb, were unknown to him; and
that ._~ . signifies not supported with a
po~. (TA.)

3. a1..., inf. n. . (8, TA) and some-
times w..d, which is also an inf. n. of _., or,
accord. to Th, it seems to be a quasi-inf. n., (TA,)
[He reckoned with Aim.] And :i 1_. [He
called him to accountfor it]. (TA.)

4. '...1, (Th, S, ,) inf. n. ,.1., (TA,)
H ae gae him what s#ficed, or satisfied, him,
:L ' i ,of everything: (Th, TA:) he con-
tented him: (V :) or he gave him whiat contented

him; as also V &an.: ( :) and both verbs, inf. n.
of the latter ,2.3, he gave him to eat and
drink until hewassatiofied: (V:) and the former,
[or both,] he gave him until he said ue [It is

sufficientfor me]. (AZ, g.) You say also, ."I

_1.~ lHe gave, and tgare much: (~:) and

t'. :1, [if not a mistranseription for 'A...,]
S I gare him much. (A, TA.) - Also It (a
thing, f, Mqb,) ufficed him: (8, A, Mqb:) he

sufficed him. (TA.) You say, -.,..l bjqj' 4.jj
aC. nd [ e, ] ; * .,and

[~Jt+ ;,4 iJ Jl4-, I passed by a man

nsffcient for thee as a man, i. e., supplying to
thee the place of any other [by his excellent quali-
ties], and by two men &c., and by men &c. (S.)
[The verb here is rendered, in grmmatical ana-
lysis, by its act. part. n. See also _...]

5. _ S I Ie sought, or sought leisurely and
repeatedly, to earn news: (A, ,*TA:) he sought
after news: (],* TA:) he inquired, or asked, re-

specting news; (g, V,* TA; [in the CV, --- !

is erroneously put for 'd.!;]) of the dial. of

El-ljijiiz: (TA:) lie searcAed after news as a
spy. (A'Obeyd, TA.) It is said in a trad.,

accord. to one reading, O .._, iO Iyil

i'11 ! They used to auemble, and endeavour to
ascertain the time of prayer: but the common

reading is ;~. (TA.) Also ie reclined
upon a pillow. (V.)

8. _ l [for 1tn I - lIe reckoned upon
a reward: or] he sought a reward [from God in

the world to come]. (TA.) ` ,. J ' j.
" '"j, in the lur lxv. 2, means [And I[e will

sapply him with the means of subsistence] whence
he does not reckon, or expect; whence floes not
occur to his mind. (Bd, Jel.) And .L '

W1~jl) DLGI C,JG, in a trad., Whoso fasteth
during lama(ain, believing in God and his
Apostle, and [reckoning upon a reward, or] seek-
ing a reward from God. (Mgh, '£A.) You

say also, Xf , 1lit _ (, He
reckoned upon obtaining, [or he sought,] by such
a thing, or such an action, a reward from God:
(P :) or he prepared, or provided, msch a thing,
seeking thereby a rewrard from God. (15.) And

2 dat .,c _ He prepared, or prorided,
in store for;himelf, good, [i. e. a reward,] with
God. (A, Mgh.) And d1 1 "l ,,, 1
He laid up for himself, in store, the reward,
with God, not hoping for the reard of the

present life; c.- 4,lJ. relating only to an
action done for the sake of God. (M9 b.) [Hence,]
.jt; -1, (A, Mgh,) or ;1, (M9b,) or ' l,

or ta-, (,I,) is said when one has lost by
death an adult child or son or daughter; ($, A,
Mgh, Masb, V ;) meaning He prepared, or pro-
tided, in store for himself, a reward, by his
patience on the occasion of hij being afflicted and
tried by the death of his adilt child: (Mgh,*
TA:) when a man has lost by death a child not
arrived at the age of puberty, you say of him,
~,'A'. (i, A, Msb, ]i.) [Hence also,] ,_a

4 [lIe reckoned upon, or propared for him-
self, a reward by his deed: or] he did his deed
seeking a rewardfrom God in the world to come.

(L, TA.)... t .o Iinclude the thing
in a numbering, or reckoning; or made account
of it; accounted it a matter of importance.

(Myb.) And ' 'j [for 4 p . )]
Such a one is made no account of; is not esteemed,
or regarded, as of any account, or importance.

(A, TA.) - A / means g i [I
was, or became, sufficed, or contented, thereat, or
with him, or at his abode]. (A, TA.) [And
IbrD thinks that the verb has the same significa-
tion in the phrase QQ.l~ & "U , quoted in
the TA from the A; holding % to be here
used in the sense of ~; so that the meaning is
J was, or became, sufficed, so as to hace no ned
of him, or it, by the property: but I doubt
whether this phrae be corretly transcribed.] -
w also signifies *.l [He abstained, or
desisted; app. as one sufficed, or contented].
(].) -And I dfi 1 He disappro~d
and disallowed his doin, or haing done, such a

I
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thing; (,, V;) namely, a foul deed: (TA:)
whenoe the appellation t ... (].) And

accord. to some, JI ,&.b _ I means He said,
May God take, or e~c#te, geance ~pon Aim;

os pun/A Aim; for his evil deeds. (gar p. 371.
0 .[See ,. _.]) [In the present day, A. ,_hl..

is used as meaning ie prayed for aid against

him by saying, i L:;. God is, or wiU be,
u,ffcientfor us.]-You ay also, t * _ ,
(i,) or . _ 1., (A,) meaning tHe
endeavoured to learn what suck a one had [in his
mind, or in his poueion]. (A, l, ' TA.)-
See also 4.

9. _.I. He (a camel) was, or became, of a
wAite coour intermied with red (f, TA) and
with blach. (TA.)

_2. Sa0Jciency. (o voce _.) _ _
is a [prefixed] noun (.) [syn. with iu, as 
implied in the ]p voce J; or] syn. with k
(Mb ;) or [virtually] meaning b [as a pret.
in the sense of an emphatic aor.]; (,, ;) or
A : (TA:) 8b says that it is used to denote

the being sufficed, or content. (TA.) You say,

Aa; '.. [and.,;., ' 4k ., in which latter
the ,o is redundant; meaning Thy ufficincy, or
a thing sflicing thee, is a dir/sm; a phrase
which may be used in two ways; as predicating
of what is sufficient, that it is a dirhem; and as
predicating of a dirhem, that it is sufficient; in
which latter case, 4J. is an enunciative put
beform its inchoative, (as also z.~,) so that the
meaning is, a dirhnm is a thing sujffcing Sthee,
i. e. a dir/sm it su.~c/nt for thee; as is shown
in a marginal note in my copy of the Mughnee,
in art. ,; or, accord. to the , and I5, a dirhem
sujfficea ate: accord. to Bd (iii. 167), A.-

means 'e -, and iVLS, from ..a. meaning
4i~; and is shown to have this meaning by its
not importing a determinate signification in con-
sequence of its being a prefixed noun with its
complement in the saying, 'ia l.. Thu

is a man U,ffCin, thee]. (,, Msb, g.) You say
also, .A3 *,t That i, or muill be, [or let that
be,] s.Jffient for thee. (TA.) And iL' '-.,
in the ](ur viii. 65, God is, or will be, su~cient

for thee. (Fr,TA. See also 'T ',...) And
1; JA. i.;. [A person sufficing thee is our
friend]; in which the ' is added to denote
emphatico praise. (Fr, TA in art. .,.) In the
saying, * p X. . j Q l Ti is a man
sufficing thee as a man, i. e. supplying to thee the
place of any other [by his excellent qualities],
($,)and; & & , I pau sed
by a man auficing thee as a man, (TA,) ,l..-
is an expresion of praise, referring to the indeter-
minate noun [JqJ]; because, in its case, [what is
originally (see below)] an inf n. (j. [under
which term lexicologists, but not grammanrians,
include the J.]) is rendered, in grammatical
analysis, by another word, [i. e., by an act.
part. n.,] as though one said W , or ?L
.J. (8. [Thus &k,. in these two instances is
a i, i e. an epithetic phrase; and J 
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is a j.3, i. e. a specificative phrase.]) Whent (MF:) or the memorabke deeds, or qualities, qf
the noun to which L.~. refers is determinate, one's ancestors; and one's own deeds, or qualities,
you put ~ in the aecus. case, as a Jtm., i. e. in which he gloriea; because they were enume-

a denotative of state; as in the saying, J. Ie rated, or recounted, by the Arabs in contending,
', a. i.;. sJJ This i 'Abd-Allh; being or disputing, for glory; (T, M9b,* TA;) the
ou .mf *in At a man. (,s8i. [Here bein latter consisting in such qualities as courage,

As sujficing thee a a man (g. [Here J+' C. and good disposition, and liberality: (Msb:) or
is, as before, a specificative phrase.]) [See also what are enumerated, or recounted, of genrous
4, the corresponding verb.]) ,., in this actions, or qualities: (MNb:) or good actions,
manner, is used alike as sing. and dual and pl . ; or conduct, of oneself, and of one's ancestors:
(,, ;) being [originally] an inf. n. (S.) It is (Sh, Mgh:) or generosity, or nobility, of actions
also used alone, [as a prefixed noun of which the or conduct: (IAwr, 1 :) or righteous, virtuous,
complement is understood,] as in the phrase or good, actions or conduct: (g:) or good dis-

*0 0- 0 0. ,~0
_- ,,j, without tenween, for _ or A �. position: (TA:) or religion; (S, Mob, 1;) picty;

[&c., meaning Zeyd is sJufficient for me or fo because true nobility consists in religion or piety:
tAe &c.]; like as one says, ` u- ' ~ .'i,' (MF:) or wealth; (S, , ;) because it serves in

fo· ," 1A~ b -~ (*- [That ~ * a - ' lieu of true nobility: (TA:) in this sense, and in
for t-.q sjd t,. (S. [That is, _,~ when the sense next preceding, it has no corresponding

thus used, is subject to the same rules asu and verb: (TA:) or state, or comdition; [i.e. good
Je and k,a &c. when so used.])-See also state or condition;] syn. j [ii. q. 11u.]: (g:)
_ , in three plaees.iAlso, (TA,) and "._, or intellect, or understanding: (MF :) and a

(1i,) Burial of the dead: (TA:) or burial of the man's relations, consuisting of his chilrem and
dead in stones [app. meaning in a grau cased others: pl. &. (Az, Mgh.) Accord. to
n.ith stones]: or burial of the dead wrapped in ISk, (., Meb,) _. and-&" may pertain to
grave-clothes: like ,3...' . (]~. [See 2.]) him who has not noble ancestors; but not 

0..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e 0*0

_ i/. q. .' .~....; (S, ];) of the measure nor ..... (, Msb,* ]g.) - is also used
in the sense of the measure ~J, like , elliptically, (Mgh, TA,) [in the sense of . ,

0 *0. - , -

in the sense of ;d; ($;) Numbered, counted q. v.,] for , (TA,) and for tr_ j-
reckoned, calculated, or computed. (S, X.)- (Mgh.)-- $ · 1, l He bought a thing
A number counted. (L) - Amount, quantity, in an honourable manner h r~pect to Aimelf
orvalue. (L.) Sometimes, (S, I, ],) by poetic and tahe eUelr: .~, here, is said to be from
license, ($,) and in prose, (L,) t ,v,-.. ($L, L " h o ' , ho l

Y yt 'i ... "he honoured him;" or from i't. "a
] 0.) You say, ~ L. ~ ,~Jl, and small pillow" [because him for whom you put a
t .. , ThAet recompense is, or shall be, accord- pillow you honour: see 2]. (TA.)
ing to the amount, or quantity, or vpalue, of thy . .wok.Ad.-. . L..-, in a camel, A colour in whichd are white-
oork. (L) And .,4? _ b .J .i ness and redne (1g, TA) and blackne: (TA:)

The man is, or shall be, paid according to the in a man, [a reddish colour such at is termed]
amount, or quantity, of his work. (M9b.) And tji in the hair of tAe head: ( :) and also in a

4J 5X 4 ..;. L _ sL [and ' L.; man, (], TA,) and in a camel, (TA,) whitenet
. and ronedst produc by a whitem of t & iun(for t _ 1)] Accordin_g to th amount, or and redne pduced by a whit o

- . arising from diea~ and infecting the hair [to as
value, of the benefit, or benefits, that thou hast to turn it red]: (, TA:) accord to 1Ar,

conferred upon me are my thanks to thee. (L.) blackness inclining to redness. (TA.) - Also
And Jll _ £i ' . Let thy deed, or Leprosy. (g.)
work, be correspondent to the quantity, or number, . [ognally The t ofnmering, ountig,
of that: or adequate, or equivalent, to that. (8.) h [orgnally The act of numbering, counting,
And 1S ~ 1.. This is equal in number or c: or a mode, or manner, of numbri;ag, &c.:And I~ I." ThiJ is equal in number or 0a9'--
quantity, or is equivalnt, to that. (].) And see 1._] A subst. from 1. . .i.; (., Mlb,

JA.. _..,.. . ¢[ 1 t S L (, i.e. .3 t. [app. I ;) syn. with , (A) [as meaning A

know not what is the value of thy story]. (Ks, S.) rechoning upon, or uesing, or preparng or ro-
And _1 and _ - v- ,ing, or laying up for oneslf in store, a rewardAnd a&, L Ll "An &d '`.. and i.. n the wtorld to come]. You say, _. :5.: [He

aiJ 4 I benefited him according to the measure did it rechoning upon, or seking, &ic., a rveward

of ability. (Mgh.)_Also [Grounds of pre- in the world to come]. (A, TA.)_,>.- 
tension to rspect or honour, conisting in any .
qpalities (either of oneself or of one's ancestors) I. JI is good in ICt of mangng, con-
which are enumerated, or recounted, as causes ducting, ordering, or regulating, (s, A, Mob, ]p,)
ofglorying: and hence signifying nobility; rank and ezamining, or judging, (Msb,) and suficing,
or quality; honourablenes, or eatimablenes,from (A,) .w'1 j in the affair. (8, A, Myb.) This
whatever source derived:] originally, (MF,) what is not from & L ; for 'Jl L 

one enumerates, or recounts, of the deeds, or relates only to an action done for the sakeo of
qualitie, in which his ancetors have gloried: God. (Msb.) -A reward, or recompense: pl.
(,, A, Mgh, I, MF :) secondly, what one enu- (, g.) [The ofice of the -'-.]
merates, or recounts, of L is own deeds, or qualities, ee o , las t sntenCe.

S ee also ~.m,last sentence.in wich he glories: thirdly, what one enumerates, *. ..
or reontJs, of any deeds, or qualities, that are ' .A.( : see ,!.p . - Also A punishment.
caum of his glorying, of whatever hind they be: (A, J.) - A calamity; an ajiction with which

:
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a man is tried. (Aboo-Ziyld, 1].) - Evil; mis-
chief. (Aboo-ZiyAd, 1c.)- Loc,uts. (Aboo-
Ziyd, , 1.) - Dust: or rmoke: syn. t.

(].) - Fire. (TA.) This, and each of the five
significations next preceding, and that next fol-
lowing, have been assigned to the word as used
in the 1]ur xviii. 38. (TA.) See also 3y :L..
SmaU arrows, (Mgh, Msb, 15,) or short arrows,

($,) which are shwot from Persian bows: (Mgh,
MNb:) said by IDrd to be, in this sense, post-
classical: (TA:) or arrows which a man shoots
in the hollow of a reed, or cane; draning the
bow, he dischayges twenty of them at once, and
they pass by nothing without wounding it, whether
it be an armed man or another o!ject; they come
forth like rain, and scatter among the people:
(ISh, TA :) or smaUl arrows, with slender heads,
in the hollow of a reed, or cane, n:hich, whea dis-
charged, come forth like a shower of rain, and
satimte, and pas by nothing mwithout wounding it:
(Az, Msb:) or iron-headed arronw, like large
needles, slender, but somewhat long, and without
egest [to tle heads]: (Th, TA:) n. un. with ;.
($, Mgh, Myb, g.) It is also said to signify
The circumference of a mill-stone: - and hence,
in the ~ur lv. 4, [see 1, above,] to mean The
[revolving]firmament. (El-Khafijee, MF.)

't;.. n. un. of :,. [q. v;]. (?.,Mgh,&ac.)_
Also A thunderbolt; syn. J : (15:) and

t _, [oftwhich it is the n. un.,] thunderbolts;
nyn. cle,. (Bd and Jel in xviii. 38.) - A

hIailstone; syn. .. (]~. [In some copies of the

K ;. ])_- A cloud. (K.) A Asmal ant. (5.)

A s,maU pillow; (R,1;) and so . -. :
( :) or this signifies a pillow of shin, or leather.
(TA.)

, and t r~: [A numbeing, counting,
reckoning, calculation, or computation: see 1:]
both signify the same: ( :) or the latter is pl. of
the former, (9, ], TA,) accord. to Akh (S, TA)
and AHeyth and others, when the former signi-
fies what is numbered; J'c.i [a number; or
q?antity;] and the former has also for a pl. [of

pauc.] .- 1. (TA.) You say, tL. J.WI1 8j

and '1,; [The agent preented his reckoning,
&c.]. (A.) Hence, JI L and J :

sce art. 1 ~.. [And 1L1 4s 1. The num-
bering, counting, or reckoning, with the fingers.]

And ., 1 A [The day of rechoning; i. e.,
ofthefinaljudgment]. (]ur xxxviii. 15, &c.)_
~..L_. also signifies The reckoning, or enume-
rating, or recounting, of cause of glorying; or
of memorable, or generous, actions or qualities.
(M9b.) - And 1 A great number of men: (A,
L, 15:) of the dial. of HudheyL (L.) - And
1 A suicing thing, ( a, ],) and gift, (9, ]g, and
Bd in lxxviii. 36,) as also t. : (Bd ib.:) or
a large gift: (Jel ib.:) ora gift according to one's
norks. (Bd ib.)

A reckoner, or taker of accounts: [see

also ._.:] or a wf~cer, or giver of what is

ejfcient; (V, TA;) from ._1, of the mea-
sure J.i in the sense of the measure Ja,.

(TA.) It has the former of these significations,

or the latter, in the phrase, l it1~ a L.
[aod is sufficient as a reckoner, or as a giver of
what su.Ficeth], (Fr, ~, TA,) in tile .Kur [iv. 7,
and xxxiii. 39]: (TA:) and so in the l1ur iv. 88.
(TA.). [Hence,] Ji1 . ., (i, I1,) in the L

i1 t ;.L. , (TA,) [both of which phlllrases are
used in the present day in the sense here following,]
May God take, or execute, vengeance upon thee;
or punish thee: (9, L, 15:) meaning an impre-
cation though literally predicatory. (IAmb, 1ar
p..371 .) [See also Xi . voce .
1 Also Characterized, or distinguished, by vwhat

is termned , as explained above [i. e. grounds
ofpretension to respect or honour; &c.]: ($, & :)
generous, liberal, honourable, or noble: (Msb:)
bountiful, or munificent: and having a nuumerous

household: (Az, Mgh:) pl. ... (A, 1.)

.wL~: see 

,_.m [act. part. n. of 1; Numbering, count-
ing, &c.:] a reckoner; an accountant: [see

also , ~.:] pl. _ and ,LA~ (TA) and

.1..1, (9, 15,) fem. L.-., (TA,) A camel of
a colour in which are whiteness and redness (n,
15, TA) andt blacknes: (TA:) a man in the hair
of whos head it [a reddish colour such as is termed]

;, : (S, 1:) a man, (5,) and a camel, (TA,)
wh,oe skin has become white by reason of dimase,
and whose hair is infected [and turned red] in
conmquence thereof, so that le has become white
and red: (1 :) accord. to Sh, that has no [distinct]
colour; of whom, or of wi,tch, one says, I think
so, and I think so. (TA. [The latter clause of
this explanation (in the TA ..-... l JU4 L51U
I.Lb "..-j 1. i) I have rendered conjecturally;
supposing ei to have been omitted by a copyist,
after JU.]) _- Also A leper. (Lth, T, 1g.) -
And t A mnean, avaricious, man. (S, TA.)

Camels that have much fih and
fat:. (TA:) or ~. has two meanings; from

_ signifying "nobility;" [i. e. noble camels;]

and from L1; i. e. satisfying, with their milk,
their owners and the guest. (IAyr, TA.)

a : see ·t~.

: ee 2.

: see _,-., first sentence.

, [The inspector of the markets and of

the wights and measures #c.] is an appellation
derived from _.. 1, as shown above: see this
verb. (Q.) You say, i.il _ ' l (Such
a on# is the inmpector of the markets 4ec. of the

town]: you should not say 4,, . (~.)

.j. an

L LtJW V o and ; :,:;JIA,
Myb, ],) aor. & and , (, 1],) the latter form
of nor. used by some, (Akh, t,) the former being
that which commonly obtains, (TA,) inf. n. 

(4h, ~, A, Msb, 1] [in the C15 _]) and ,.,
but the former is more common, (M.b,) and
;._ and ;L.. (, 1 )0 and (CV;) and

to.ab., [which probably has an intensive signi-

fication,] (s,) inf. n. `..i3; (TA;) lie envied

him for the thing, or ejivied him the thing, menn-
ing a blessing, or a cause of happiness; i. e. ie
disliked that he should possess it, and mitshed that
it might depart from him [and be transferred to
himself]: (Msb :) or he wiisled, or regarded him
with a wishl, that the thing, meaning asabove,
might depart from him: (A:) or he wrisited that
he might be depnrid of the thing, meaning as
above, or an excellence: (g: [in the CId, for

°..Lt,is put l .t:])or he wished that the thing,
meaning a blessing, or a cause of happines, (, 1.,)
or an excellence, (1g,) miqht become transferred

from him (another) to hismelf. (9, 1.). And

Lar53 t_~ l ; L; AL He wished that he

possessed such as his (another's) courage, and the
lise, without wishing that the other theould be de-
prived of it; the verb in this case being syn. with

i. ; and implying admiration. (M°b.) d.sJ

'J.l.1 *I * , 41 (M, ]) is a saying of the
A rabs, mentioned by Lb, strange and abominable,
(M,) meaning hfay Ood punish me for my envy
if I envy thee. (M, 1.)

2: see 1.

4. v.f.^i 'd.-. I associated with him and

found him to be envious. (A.)

6. 11.t,3 Thley envied (I. ) one anothepr.
(A, A,* J.)

,~ Enry; or the wishing that a blessing, or
a cause of utappiness, may depart from its pos-
seCsor (S, A) and become transferred to oneself.
(S.) [See 1.]

..j~ Envaiou: (M9 b, ]1:) used also as afem.
epithet without;: (TA:) pL · _. (1.)

... ~Envying: (S, Myb, K:) pl. ij'. (9,

A, Msb, K) and :-, (Msb, A, O1) and o .
(A,1 .)

; 3_-L ;'-; ', 1 [That which is a cause of envy
is a cause of corruption, or evil]. (A.)

;.j. Envied. (S, A, Mgb.)

1. ,_, aor. ' (S, Msb, 15) and :, (Mgh, Mqb,

g,) inf. n. M_ (S, Mb, 1g) and :~, (TA,)
He removed it, put it off, took it off, or stariped

it off, (Mgh, ], TA,) :IS , from a thing which
it comred or concealed. (TA.) ~ is said of any-
thing as meaning It was removed, put off, taken off,
or stripped off, from a thing which it covered or
concealed. (A.) You say, .i L ' - '
He removed his sleee from hisfore anrm. (, A.)
And simply *&l; H> e uncoered his ore

arm. (Msb.) And ;Ij IJ '.tp . .D. lHte re-
moved, or took o, his turban from his head.
(A.) And 1 -·r, (A, Msb,) aor. :, (Msb,)
She (a woman) took o.F lur shift (A, Myb)

O C from her body: (A:) and tL;tL he,.

head-covering. (Mb.) -_[Hence,] ;5.i

3'JI - tt[The wind rtmoved the clouds from the

I
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sky]. (A.) And.q .JI ,. . :[1CHe, or it,
removed the covering of anxietyfrom lne]. (A.)
-Also, (]g,) inf. n. (A, (TA,) He peeled a
branch of a tree. (1C, TA.) .. And He swrept a
house or chamber. (]K, TA.) -And ,J' .,
aor. -, inf. n. *_ and .... , i They begged of
him amnl 'le gae them until nothing renmained in
his poaenion. (TA.) , (., A, ],) aor.
and ;, (TA,) inf. n. _. (., TA) and i;
(TA;) and *t.l, (.8,,) inf. n. j;l1; and

t_., inf. n. 3; (TA;) He, (a man, 8, A,)
and it, (a journey, TA,) tired,fatigued, or jadtd,
(8, A, g,) a beast, (A,TA,) or a camel: (.:)
and he drove a camel until he tired, fatigued, or

jaded, him. (s.) And Iltal ?. The beast
was fatigued so that it roas left to remain where
it was. (AHeyth.)._And",, aor. ', tit (the
distance to which it looked, and the indistinctness
of the object,) fatiged the eye. (TA.) And

ih&I J3r ;>9_ ([The ey *a fatigud
by the lnpth of looking: see a similar meaning of
_s andj.., below]. (A.) See 7, with which
_-. is syn. _ [Hence,] y , (ISk, A, Mgh,

Meb,) aor. ', (TA,) It (water) sank and dis-
appeared; or became low; or retired: (ISk, A,
Mgh:) it sank and disappeared, or retired, fromn
its place: (Mb :) properly, it became removed
froam the shore: (Mgh:) and it (the sea, or great
river,) sank, or retired, from (t) El-'lrL/ , and
from the shore, so that the ground whick wma be-
#eath the water appeared: (TA:) you do not say,
in this sense, tj..l. (Ax. [But this latter is
sometimes used, as, for instance, in the M 9b art.
jq.]) Hence, in a trad., j&l L _ j; ,
4>. i , L ; [E(at thou that from which the
sea retires, and leave wat loats upon it]. (Mgh.)

,t aor. ;, (8, A, ],) inf. n. j (8, A)
and; ; (TA;) and;.,aor. z, (A, ],) inf. n.
J-. ; (TA;) and t. 1, (9, V,) and tjV ;
($;) lie (a camel, ., or a beast, A) became tired,
.fatigued, orjaded, ($, 8, TA,) by travel: (TA:)
[or] the last signifies he (a camel) fell down from
fatigue. (Ijam p. 491.) [Hence,] it is aid in a
trnd., V 'j1j n l;;;, tSupplicate ye
God, and be not weary: and a similar instance
occurs in the l1ur xxi. 19. (TA.)_ [Hence
also,] _.?,, aor. :o , , ) or ', (Mqb,)
inf. n. ._; (8, M1b, V;) and .~, aor. :;
(A;) S It (the sight) was, or became, dim, dull,
or hebetated; (I,M 9 b, ];) and it failed; (.,
Ii;) [or becamefatigued;] by reason of length of
space [overlooked], (., M 9b, ],) and the like;
(., Myb ;) or by long looking. (A.)~ .j..,

aor. :, inf. n. ) (., Mlb, 1) and '., (8, ' ,)
or the latter is a simple subet., (M4b,) and 1'_,
(TA,) He grieved for it, or at it; or regretted
it; he felt, or expressed, grief, sorrow, or regret,
on account qf it; syn. 4Ijj; (Mqb, g ;) as also
t_3.: (., ] :) or the former, he grievedfor it,
or regretted it, ( , A, or .
TA,! namely, a thing that had escaped him, most
intensely. (, A,* TA.) [See e _.]

2. j, inf. n;, J: see L. AlIo He des-

pised another: he annoyed, or vexed, him: (K :)
he drove him away. (TA.) -_ He caused hin; to
experience, or faU into, grief, or regret: (Mgh,
Mqb, ] :) or to gpieos for, or to recyret, nost in-
tensely, a thing that had escaped himin. (S.) -

',lt ;,s,,m., (s,) inf. n. as above; (S, K ;) and
*oa3, (A, TA,) and .:t ...jJl; (TA;) The
birds moulted; shed their feathers. (., A, K,*
TA.)

4: see 1. aAlso . I )... The people, or
party, experiencedfatige. (TA.)

5. j.3 It (the plumage of a bird, A, and the
fur, or soft hair, of a camel, ., .K) fell oqf; (.,
A, 1 ;) when relating to the filr, or soft hai., of'
a camel, [said to be] by reason of fliigue; (] ;)
but this restriction is not necessary; for its falling
off is sometimes occasioned by diseases; thoughl
it may be said that the former cause is the more
common. (TA.) You say also, >C l . _
*.1l Thefur, or soft hair, fell off from the ca-
mel: and in like manner one says of the plumage
from the birds: (A:) and of the hair from the
ass. (TA.) See also 2._ - .,
[She uncovered herself, or her i/ead and forehlead,
or her head, or her face, before him: (see >. :)
or] she sat before him with her face uncovered.
(TA from a trad.) See also 1, in two places.

7. .J-m It became removed, put off, taken
o.ff, or stripped off, from a thing which it covercd
or concealed; ($, A, Mgh, Mb ;) as also tV ,
(J,) which occurs in poetry, (TA,) inf. n. .
(1I.) [See also 5.] -It (the darkness) becamne
remoed, or elared away; (A, Msb;) E [from
him, or it]. (A.)-See also 1._-and 2.

10: see 1, in two places.

,,p: see .

.a Grief, or regret; syn. h.U, (MIsb, K,)
and _..., (M.b,) or 2Io, (Jel in ii. 162 and
viii. 36 and xxxix. 57,) or;. and_,: (Dd in
viii. 36 :) or intense lamentation or ex;ression of

pain or of grief or of sorrow; syn. .IWJI l; :
(Jel in vi. 31 and xxxvi. 29:) or most intense
grief or regret ( .4I ,a1, S, or .. Jal %.Zl,
Zj)for a thing thait has escaped one, ($,)so that
he who feels it is like a beast that is tired, or
fatigued, or jaded, (.. ,) and of no use: (Zj
in xxxvi. 29 of the ]ur:) pl. .. (Ms,.)
You say, 4 l;o .m t[ O my grief, or regret,
&c.,for it!] (A.)

?!j,-~: see what next follows.

Tired, fatigued, or jaded, (S,,) by
much travel; (TA;) applied to a camel, (K, I,)
alike to the male and the female; and so 
and ;..sI, applied to a horse or the like: (TA:)

and *· a camel fatigued, or jaded; ema-
ciated byfatigue, or made to exert himself beyond
his strength in a journey: (am p. 208:) pl.
of the first S. (., ]C.)_ I Sight that is
dim, dulsdl, or hbetated, and failing, by reason of
length of space [overlooked] (., Myb, I, TA)
and the like; (,Mb ;) as also tVj,q.; (S,
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K ;) or [fatigued] by long looking. (A.)-
Also, (S, K,) and ?... ahd V Oi , (TA, [but
whether the latter be with or without tenween
is not shown,]) Grieving, or regretting: (v:)
or grieving, or regretting, most intnsely, on
account of a thing that has escaped one. (.,
TA.)

A.t. A man having no ,i [or covering for
the head, made of mail, &c.,] (S, ],) upon him;

(S;) nor a coot of mtnail; (, K;) contr. of l;
(Mghl;) nor a helmet upon his head; (TA;)
contr. of -a: (Mgh :) or having no LC. [or
dejictmsive covering, &c.]: (K :) a man Kaving no
turban on his head: (TA:) a man having his
head uncovered: (A:) pl. .. , and pl. pl.
Ol~s-; the lattcr a form used by one of the
pocts; the former pl. applied to foot-soldiers in
vwar, becausc they uncover their arms and legs,

or because they have not upon them coats of
mail nor helncts; occurring in this sense in a
tratl. (TA.) Also, without ;, A woman who
hax taken off her shift friom her person: (ISd,
Msh, TA:) N'ho has talken off her clothes from
her person: whto has uncovered her head and her
forc arms: rch o has taken off her hlead-covering:
and, with , a woman having herface uncovered:

pl. and ,_. (TA.)-__... ,.lJl IJl,
in a trod. of 'Alec, means DuMile ye ms es, or
oratories, with bare walls, with no ..jj [or
naolterital ornanents or crestings]. (TA.) See

· o
also .....

j-__ I The internal, or intrinsic, state or
quality, (f, A, .,) of a person; (S, A;) as also
tV..: (.K:) and the latter, [or both,] the
nature, or natural disposition. (g, TA.) You
say, 0...mil , C4 tM Such a one is generoks,
or noble, in respect qf his internal, or intriisic,
state or quality: (., A :) or l, mening
as above: or in resapct of his nature, or yatural
disposition: orJace, or countenance. (TA.)

p.. The face, or countenance: (g :) [or a
part, of the person, that is uncovered:] the pl.,
, .,_, signities the parts, of the 2erson of a
woman, that are exposed to vierw; namely, the
face, anns, and legs. (Az.) You say z. l
j.t...JI [A woman beautiful in respect of th;
larts, of the person, that are exposed to rtiew].
(A.) - [llenec, : An elevated, plain tract, bare
of herbage or trees]. You say rl # ,
I Land bare of herbage: (A:) and in like
manner, pAwfi.gl ;jt& a desert withmot any
covering of trees; its y. A. meaning its levated
and plain tracts of ground that are uncovered by
plants [or treew]. (T, TA.)- See also y a,
in two places.

D..,. An instrument for seeping; a broom,
or besom. (. .)

~":' see e.~.- Also Annoyed; vexed:
and despised: (8, R:) applied to a man. (.8.)
It is said in a trad. that the companions of a man
who is to come forth in the end of time, to be

called l ,1, or, some a1y , , ,called ..,....zJ j,.eI or, as some sayp, .o.li *C.!I,I

1
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shall be X I , (TA,) meaning despiued; (8,
TA;) i. e. annoyed, or ~eed, and caused to
grieve or regret, or to grieve or regret mot in-
tely: or driem away, or outcats, andfatigued;
from _ signifying "he fatigued" a beast.
(TA.)

;, [pas part. n. of ; Removed; put,
taken, or strippedl, off: &c. - And hence,] t A
man who has givn aU that he had, so that nothing
remains in his pouenmin: thus it is said to mean
in the 1]ur xvii. 31. (TA.) . See also .e..'

1., , , (i, lg,) lor. :, (],) inf. n.
jL.., (.,) t le bore rancour, malevolence,
malice, or spitr, aoninat me; and nnmity: (8:)
or he was angry n' th me. (K, TA.)

9. t.., inf. n. ;L, fe was, or became,
niggardly, tenaCrius, or avaricious. (Sh-, IAth.)

4. lU. Il c TIe plant of the specie .et med
J; [q. v.] pi fortri a '.-, 2. . a piclkle.
(TA.)

il;. [is applied, app. in the classical language,
as it is in the present day, to Various species of
thistle, and other prickly plants: also to the
heads of thistle# and the like: and particularly to
the caltrop, or tribulus: and hence the expllana-
tions here following:] the L [or piickly
'wads] of the [plant called] O1 ',: (S:) or a
certain herb, (Aboo-Ziyad, Mgh, TA,) inclitning
to yelowness, (Aboo-Ziy&d, TA,) having [a headl
of] prickles of rounded form: (Aboo-Ziyid, Mgh,
TA:) seldom, or newr, does any one walk
upon it, whten it has dried up, with/out putting
upon his fect boots or sandals: and the ants trans-
pert its protuce [or heads] to their nests: (Aboo-
Ziyid, TA:) a certain plant, the produce [or
head] whcereof (wrohich is rough [or prickly], TA)
clings to the wool of sheep, (1,) and to the fur
of camels, in their places of pasturing: (TA:)
its leave are like tose of pur.slane (;.Jl), or
narrower, and at its leaes are compact and hard
prickles, haring three forks: [hence it seems to
be a species of three-horned caltrop: or for
"three," we should perhaps read four: (see
another application of the word in what follows:)]
the drinking [of an infusion] thereof has the
effect of crumbling the stone of the kidneys and
bladder; and the drinking of the expressed juice
of its leare is good for the tnereal faculty, and
for difficulty in the discharge of urine, and for
the bite of vipers; and the rpriahling it in the
dnelling hills fleas: (1 :) also, accord. to Aboo-
Naer, the produce of the [plant called] ~j:
(TA:) and sharp, hard pricklae or thorns: (TA
in art. J_ :) n. un. with 5: (8, Mgh:) which
some hold to apply to any fruit, or produce, of a
plant, that is of the kind termed {,Gu [i. e.
forming a compact and roundish head]; and
hence, to the pod of the cotton-plant: and it also
signifies a prickle, or thorn. (TA.) [Hence,]

v i;;j A Verily he is rough. (A, TA.) And

,,"."l "arL . t Verily they are strong: and
of one person you say ,, * k.. (TA.) And

o * I .. ;,tHe is courageous: (I5 and TA
Bk. I.

in art. L :) and of a number of persons you
say ," ,L~. (TA in that art., q. v.) [See
alsoL.r ..]_ See also i4 ... Also [t Caltrop,
as meaning] a hind of instrument used in mar,
(., C,) made like the l mentioned in the
first sentence of this paragraph, (S,) or like the
prickle# of the J ., (,) of iron, (S, ]1,) or of
canes, (K,) and sometimes of wood, (TA,) and
cast, (1],) or set up, (TA,) around the army,
(15, TA,) in the ways of the horm. (TA.) -
And I Rancour, mnalevolence, malice, or spite;
and enmity; (., TA;) as also ? a., (1,)

and t . and t 1 t. (S, 1. [The last in
the CK written .L_.; but expressly said in
the TA to be with damm, and so written in copies
of the S and J.]) You say, 'a ' ..
and t1 . [In his bosom is rancour, &c.,
against me]. (s.)

l t Affected with rawncour, malevolence,
malice, or spite; and enmity: (TA:) or angry.
(K1.) You say, Z i , ,. J1 .A i tvey
he is affected writh rancour, &c., of tihe bosom
against such a one. (TA.)-,- ,a " tCou-
rageous [and strong]; not to be attempted [in
fight]. (A, TA.) [See also J....]

ia ;: see A:. , (of which it is properly the
n. un.,) in four places.

i£i~: see 34.
... .5 ..

. : see ., last two significations.

"a.: see I., last two significations.
Also, (?, IF, K,) and t~, (.K,) so accord.
to Az, on the authority of Lth, but in the 'Eyn,
and also in the Mo]ee:, as 'gh says,
which (SM says) is probably a mistranscription,
(TA,) The hledge-hog: ('Eyn, S, ] :) or a large
hedge-hog. (TA.)

8. J_.1l He hunted, catght, mnared, or en-
trapped, the [young lizards tcrmed] J~ , pl. of

~j... (0,6-)

j,)_ The young one of the [kind of lizard
called] ,, (AZ, S, Mgh, 15,) when it first
co,ne forth from its egg: (AZ, ., K5:) it is next
called ljs ; then, - J..; then, ..j.b&; and

then, _: (S and L voce [:: [but see this

word:]) pl. [of pauc.] jl.L (g) and [of mult.]
J ($.10) and _, with kesr, and I..,

(K, TA,) with kesr and then fet-b. (TA. [In the
0-. 0 ~~~~~~5 is~iC1g '"''j.]) [Hence,] ,,J? .M,, (S.,) orl

and jjI, (V,) The [lizard called]

.,. (S, 15.) [Hence also,] J.:.,.JI ' .. i1 ',
i. e. I will not come to thee ever, (S, 5,) until thy
death: (S:) becautse the tooth of the jL~ does
not fall out: (S, 1 :) a prov. (..)

'J.~: see.. [of which it is the dim.]. 

1. n....-, (8, M{b, ]1,) aor. , (Msb, K,) inf. n.
_. , (Mgh, M9b,) He cut it; or cut it off:
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(8, Mqb, V1:) he cut it off entirely. (Mgh, Mshb.)

-Hence, i ,JI _: (.:) you say, vjJI .1 ,
(],) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He cut the iein, and
then cauterized it to prevent the flo of the blood:
(1 :) or this is an elliptical expression, originally
j ... ! < .. , meaning he stopped thef low of

blood from the win by cauterization. (Msb.)
And hence, (Mgh,) ej_.. ;*aLI, (,M Mgh,)

or ,1 ,.J 'S 1.tWi [Cut ye of his hand,
then cauterize it], (.8,* Mgh,* TA,) in order tl,at
the blood may stop. (8, Mgh, TA.) You say
also, alJ41l ,.,- meaning I cauterized the beast
by uccessivs operations. (Bd in lxix. 7.)_[Hence,

also,] ;IJI .1 (1g,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)
He stopped the disease by a remedy. (X.) And

itl4 h L , ~, and :;j.I., His mother stopped

his sucking, and his food: (TA:) and -L. _
[His ucking was stopped]; (s ;) said of a child.
(TA.) And ;1 USrj ... , (1g,) inf. n. as
above, (TA,) He prevented such a onefrom at-
taining the thing. (1K.) And X '1

f1l I cut off from him the thing, so tiat he
cannot attain aught th/ereof. (TA.) See also
.j, below. - You say also, * , aor. ,
inf. n. .. a., It caued them to pan away, come
to an end, cease, perish, or come to nought. (Zj,
TA.) See, again, * , below . -~ 

J.t, (T1C,) in£ n. ... , (Yoo, 15:,) He strove,
ulboured, tiled, or exerted himmelf, and mearied

himself, in rrork. (Yoo, , T1.)

7. .al It was, or became, cut, or cut off:
(8, Msb, 1 :) [or it mua, or became, cut off en-
tirely: see 1, of which it is the quasi-pau.]

t _L A s1word; because it cuts that upon which
it comes: (Mqb:) or a sharp sword; (., 1, TA;)
and in the same sense applied to a [knife such as
is termed] .a~: (TA:) and (so in the 8, but in
the . " or") the edge of a sword, with wh,ich one
strikes. ($, 1.) _.;L i;i A lasting night:
(V :) or a night of lasting evil, especially. (TA.)

f,_. Unluckiness, or inauspiousnem . (8,
$, TA.) Some explain it thus in the passage
here following. (,*' TA.) _, a .,
,. ` j1 .t ; l JQi, in the gur lxix. 7, means

He sent it (the wind) upon thlm byforce, (Jel,)
or made it to prevail against them by his poaer,
(B4,) [sseve nights and eijht days] contecutioly;
(T, 8, Bd, ]5, Jel ;) an expression taken from the
repetition of the act of cauterization, (T, Bql, Jel.)
i. e. the act of the t..; (Jel;) whence this
word ( .. ) is applied to anything made conse-
cutive; (T, TA;) and ... is its pi.: (T, B(!,
TA:) or ' _ signifies the making consecutive.
and, as an epithet, conseccutiw, and costinuois
friom first to last: (Fr, TA:) or, accord. to somc,
.*. Jl .*Jl meaes the days that are consecutire
with evil especially; and such ISd thinks to be
the meaning: (TA:) or ..Jl1 U~1;l means
the nights that cut off good, or prosperity, (t..
'jC.Jl,)from their people: (8,t : [and the like
is said by Bd in lxix. 7:]) or ... in the gur
means causing them to pass away, come to an
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end, case, periah, or come to nougtht: (Zj,T:)
or it may be an inf. n., meaningfor the purpose
of cutting off: or an inf. n. of a verb meant to be
understood, as a denotative of state; i.e. t,v-
L,_ [agre~bly with the explanation of Zj];
and this is confirmed by the reading with fet-h
[i. e. ,.., thoughl this is a very rare form of
inf.n.]: (Bd :)you say .*.^ , (,) in which
case the latter word is an inf. n. used as an epithet,
meaning cutting off, or preventing, good, or pros-

perity; (TA;) and .. s..t l, which has a similar
meaning. (15, TA.)

o.-; pl.; .: see this latter wor(ld.

a*t~ A cause, or means, of cutting off, or
stopping; (T, 15, TA;) syn. * .. (T, TA.)
So in the saying, ;tJ.U I~ 1. This is a caue,
or means, of cutting o.ff, or stopping, the disease.

iS. a.1 .i*-

(C,* TA.) And hence, (TA,), s?.5 .JeL.
iJ 4 , j 4':,: a trd., (T, S, TA,)

meaning [Keep ye to fasting, for it is] a cause,
or means, of stopping venereal intercourse, [and a
canse, or means, of dispelling exultation, or ex-
cessive exultation, and resting the mind upon
things agreeable with tatural desire :] (TA:) or
an imnpediment to venery, and a cause of dimi-
nishing the seminalfluid, and of stopping venereal
intercourse or pasion, &c. (T, TA.)

_.~t- A child (TA) whose stucking is stopped:
(15, TA:) and nhoseJbod is stopped. (TA.) And
A child badly fed. (t, I.) Hence the provey.,

b_..m ~jb ~S i [The lapping of a little

puippy that had been badly fed]: said on the
occasion of a greedy person's taking much of a
thing that he had not been able to obtain, and
that he had become able to obtain; or in ordering
one to take much when able. (TA. [See Freytag's
Arab. Prov. ii. 817; where another reading is
given, namely, L*..~ in the place of L .. ,
as well as the reading here given.])

1. .... , (g,Mgh, Mb,l c,&c.,) which may also
be written and pronounced _., with the dammeh
suppressed, (s,) and ~. , (],) aor. , (TA,) in£. n.

0 0.0 ~ ~ ~ ~ .0

'_ (;,' Mqb, V," TA) and ., (Ham p. 657,
and Bd in ii. 77,) Iet, or it (a thinig, F, MNb),
had, or possesed, the quality termed ' m [which
see below; i. e., at, or became, good, or goodly,
(generally the latter,) beautiful, comely, or pleasing,
&c.; and t'.:.. often signifies the same, as in
the phrase .~ ' *..3 it was, or became, good,
&c., in his estimation]: ($, g, TA:) and [in like
manner] .j C;~1l means ZTyd became possessed
of 02.. (Mughnee in art. .. )_One may not
say '., transferring the 4ammeh of the ,. to
the and making the former letter quiescent,
except in one case; because it is [virtually, to-
gether with its agent expresed or implied, in this
case,] a predicate: [see I 'A4 p. 234:] this is
allowable only in the case of a verb of praise or
dispraise; * . , in res pect of the transference of
the medial vowel, being likened to. and j,

which are originally.a and 4: and thus one
does in all verbs like these two in meaning: a
poet says,

* tXj '"Jl4 Wl "'uJ 

* k Ih 
1 j)j L.a1l S

[Alen have not nwith held f.om me n.hat I have
desired, not. do I give them whtat they have de-
sired: good, or very good, is this is a inodte of con-
dutct!]: meanin.g Lt' I.f OA. (8, TA.) You

0e. -
say also, ,j '-", [meaning, Good, or goodly,
&c., or rery good &c., is Zeyd! or] meaning
I# T--I [i.e. horv good, or goodly, &c., is Zeyd!

as aso ta . L.]. (13, TA in art. .,.)

2. ;, (, IC,) inlf. n. "e. , (S,) HIe made
it, or rendleed it, C>. [i. e. good, or goodly,
(generally the latter,) beautiful, comntely, or pldeas-
ing, &c.]; (1:K;) he beautified, enibellidshed, or
adorned, it; (S,TA;) as also 'L..t. (TA.)

You say, 1 3 .J1 te_1 The .dsaver beauti-
fled, or trinmed, his head. (TA.) And U5.Jl
'i" :& 3 *d2. [Who hath malde good, or
goodly, everythling that lle hat/s crcated], in the

a.'. . -a- -a-
]Kur [xxxii. 6], means : J.5 · [hath
mnade good, or goodly, the creation of everrything].
(TA.) - [See also i.] - And see 10.

3. , lut i4 ...l &t! (S, TA) Verily I con-

tend wcith men for thy superiority in ~ [i. e.
goolneess, or goodlinemss, &c.]. (TA.) [;,._ fol-
lowed by an accus. is rendered by Golius, as on
the authority of J, who gives no explanation of
it, "Bene tractavit et egit."]

4. .~.l as an intrans. v.: see 1. - Also He
did that which 7as A;. [meaning good, comely,
or pleasing; he acted well]; (Msb;) he did a
good deed: (Er-RtAlghib, TA:) [for] ;L..I is the
contr. of ;;ZL: (K :) it differs firom ;,lal in be-
ing to oneself and to another; whereas the latter
is only to anothler: (TA:) and it surpasse J ,
inasmuch as it means the giving more thtan one
o;es, and taking less than is owed to one; whereas
the latter means the giving whiat one owes, and
taking what is owed to one. (Er-R4ghib, TA.)
You say, s,l :.;.~...1 and & [I acted, or behaved,
with goodnes, nwell, or in a good or comely or
pleasing manner, towards him; did good to him;
benefited him; conferred a beneit, or benefits,
upon him]: both sigsify the same: (;, TA:)
and hence, in the l'ur [xii. 101], .~1 ,i

'o:Jl ~ ; us.9' 1 meaning 5I [i. e. He hath
acted rwell towards me, n,hen he brought meforth
from the prison]: (AHeyth, Az:) or, accord. to
some, the verb in this case is made to import the
meaning of -J. [which is trans. by means of
.,' i. e. lie hath acted graciously nith me].
(Mfughnee in art. ,.)_ O-_L.'~# is also expllained

as meaning " lI [i. c. Th/e being sincere, or
without hypocrisy; or the asserting oneself to be
clear of believing in any beside God]; which is
a condition of the soundness, or validity, of

l and .. ~,7 i together: and as denoting
watchfuln, and good obedience: and as meaning

the continuing in the right way, and following
the way which those [of the rightsour] who har
gone before have trodden; this last being said to
be the meaning in the Iur ix. 101. (TA.)_
As a trans. v.: see 2, in three places.& _
also signifies lIe knew it: ($,~, TA:) [or] he
knen it rell; (Er-Ri,lhib, M.sb;) and so t t-a.I,

as in the saying, ·a . ~ . t-e knows
,uel tie Arabic.language. (MA.) Hene tbe eay-
ing of 'Alee, -. ij;, .[The value of
the mnan is 7what he knows, or knons well]. (TA.)
79_ b. .L4 ,jUI is another saying of 'Alee,
meaning ' ilflen are nnaed, or reputed, in relation
to whlut they hnow,, and to the good deeds that

· a - #i at -
they (lo. (TA.) - O l.~1 and &.a.. to: see

1, last sentence. You say also, v .... 14 [i. e.
leon rery good, or goodly, &c., is hwe!]; using

the dim. form; like . l t [q. v.]: (. and g
in anrt. .L.) Also le (a man, IAnr) mat upon

a hiyh hill, or healp, of sand, such ats i tetwed
o--. (~Aw', K)

5. 'O..5: see 1. - Also i. q. .~ [i.e. lie
bes utifiel, emlibellished, or adorned, himself: and
he aflected nithat is beautifud, goodly, or comnely,
in person, or in action or actions or belhaviour, or
in moral character, &c.]. (TA.) [_ *; -, said
of a woman, occurs, in the former sense, in the S
and K in art. Lc, and in the TA in art. J;, &c.]
_ ~ laJI J Hle eutered the hot ballth
and oas shaven. (TA.)

6. C..,j [lie affected to be ;>_ (i. c. good,
good/ly, beautiful, comely, &e.), not being really
so]. (A in art. ~.. [See 6 in that art.])

10. '.m! HIe counted, accounted, reckoned,
or esteemed, him, or it, ;- (i. e. good, goodly,
beautiful, comely, pleasiny, &c.; he approved,
tiouyet weeU of, or liked, him, or it]; (S, ;) as
alsoh t · ;, inf. n. " . (.Har p. 594.) Hence

the saying, ,(j ° j j L."i h, J, [Th
maklting this word perfectly declinable is appro'
cable, but the mahing it impefectly declinable is
agreeable with analogy]. (TA.)

>_ (8, It, &c.) and t ', which is of the
dial. of El-gIijiz, and * ., (MF, TA,) Good-
ness, or goodliness, [generally the latter,] beauty,
comnelines, or pleasinyness; contr. of : ( :)

i. q. Jt.: (I :) but accord. to An, [when re-
lating to the person,] c is in the eyes, and
Jto. is in the nose: (TA:) symnmetryj; orjust
proportion of the seve,al parts of the person, one
to another: (I5ull:) or anything, moring tlhe
mnind, that is desired, or wished for; such as is
approved by the intellect; and such as is approved
by natural desire; and such as is approved by
the faculty of sens: in the common conventional
language, mostly applied to nwhat is approved by
the sight: in the gur, mostly to mhat is approved
by mental perception: it is in accidents as well as
in substances: (Er-Raghib, TA:) the pl. is
1 &t/, (, (],,) like 5. pl. of L.', and

.A,; pl. of 'a., &c., (Iar p. 0,) contr. to rule,
(S,1,) as though pl. of t "O or ~. :
(S accord. to different copies:) or, accord. to Lb

1
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and Eth-Tha'slibee, ' . has no proper sing.

(TA.) t IAU I j, in the ]ur [ii. 77],
means And say ye to men a saying having in it
goodne ( W,.....lb): or .m may nmean :
(Zj, TA:) and some read here (..: and some,

..:., accord. to the dial. of EI-H.ijiz: and some,
as an inf. n., like Ljq: (Bd:) but

AjI[t and Zj disallow this; the former saying

that ~s is like i, [as fern. of l denoting
the comparative and superlative degrees], and
therefore should have the article Jl. (TA.)

A;~I CS'-.}14 U jj, in the -ur [xxix. 7],

means [in like manner] And we have enjoined

man to do to his two parents what is good (L*

1 ; . : (TA:) and here [also] some read
L ; and some, U!L.. 1 . (Bd.) [See another ex.

of a similar kind, from the $ur xviii. 85, voce

L1, near the beginning of the paragraph.]-

C .;_J [Tie convolvulus cairicitus of Linn.;
abundant in the gardens of Cairo;] a certain
plant that twines about trees and has a beautitul

flwer. (TA.) - See also >-~.

- H Iaving, or poesing, the quality termed

.-- [which sec above; good, or goodly, (,gene-
rally the latter,) beautiful, comely, pleasing or
pleasant, &c.]; (Mob, K, TA;) either intrin-
ically, as whcn applied to belief in God and in his
attributes; or extrinsicolly, us when applied to war
against unbelievcrs,for this is not good in itsclf: said
to be the only epithet of its measure except :
(TA:) antd t *e significs the same, (IB, K,)

because from , like l" and ~ from

.L and .. 4, (1lB, TA,) and t , (1K,) but
this is an intensive epithet, [signifying verJ good or

goodly &c.,] (In, TA,) and O..., (1g,) also an
intensive epithet, (S, IB,) and ~OA,., (K,) [pro-
perly signifying beting, or becomning, good or goodly
&c.,] cited hy Lb as used in a future sense, (TA,)

and * ._ as applied to a face: ( :) the fern.

is ·a, nnd t., applied to a woman, (;,
Mqb, X,) though the corresponding masc. of this
latter, namely, V C' ., is [said to be] not used (S,
1) as applied to a man [in the sense of o...],
(s,) [but the phrase t ;. .j_.. "l ,s as meaning

,.q. e* is mentioned in the S in art. ,i,
(see eW and see also the pl. C..I_ in what

here follows,)] and tVil: (S, :) the pl. masc.

is C.., (Msb, 1I,) pl. of C' ~ used as an epi-
thet; but when - is used as a [proper] name,
its pl. is O ~; (Mqb;) and jL-./ may also

be pl. of .; (TA;) and ' t.., (Sb,z ,)

pl. of ts, which has no broken pl.: (Sb:)

and o;il 1 means, _ [thle good, or
goodly, 1w., of the party, or company of men]:

( :) the p1. fem. is 1, (I,) like the masc.,

pL of o.,, and the only instance of its kind ex-
cept J_, p1. of 'lc. (TA.) You say J.j

·.. m .-
C~ ;C~ [A man wvery good or goodly &c.],
using ;t as an imitative sequent [for the purpose

of corroboration]. .[. J .,i A tra-

dition of good author.ity; generally applied to one
transmitted in the first instance by two or more
relaters. Also meaning Goodl, comely, good-
humoured. ]pleasing, or pleasant, di.course or
talk.] -. . ;Jl The bone that is next to the

elbow; as also t .> Jl: (K :) or the extremity
of the bone of the upper half of the arm next the
shoulder-joint, because of the abundance of flesh
that is upon it; the extremity of that bone next
the elbow being called ` l: (TA in art. ri:)
or the upper part of that bone; the lower part
thereof being called a- il. (Fr, TA in that art.)

-A hind of tree, of beautiful appearance, (.,

TA,) also called the .'1, that grows in rows upon

a hill, or heap, ( ,) of sand; so called be-
cause of its beauty; whence the .e2 is called

.JI j1 W: thus described by Az, on the authority
of 'Ale Ilbn-Hamzeh. (TA.)- [And hence,

perhaps,] C~ signifies also A high "b [or
hill, or heeap, of sand]: (IAar, K :) whence it is
used as a [proper] name of a boy. (IAnr, TA.)

See also , fist sentence.

C : see .~, first sentence.

A ledye (.bj) projecting f'om a moun-
tain: pl. _. (.K.)

;.;- fernm. of Cp [q. v.] (., MAb,.)_
Also, [used as a subst., or as an epithet in whlich
the quality of a subst. is predominant, A good
act or action;] an act of obedience [to God;
often particularly applied to an alns.-dccdJ: (Ksh
and Bd in iv. 80:) and the renward [of a good
action]: (Er-Raghib, TA:) a good, benefit, bene-
.faction, boon, or blesing: (Ksh and Bd ibid.:)
contr. of :Z. [in all these senses]: (, K:) as
contr. of this latter word, it signifies any rejoicing,
or gladdening, good or benefit &c. that betides a
mnan in his soul and his body and his circum-
stances: (Er-RAghlib, TA:) pl. (:., and
Iut vii. 10'7, &c. :) it has no broken pl. (TA.)
llence, in the ]nur iv. 80, it means Abundance of
ljerbage, or of the goods, conveniences, and com-
forts, of l;i; amplehness of circumstances; and
succe.s: and a!;. there means the contr. of these.
(Er-Rattghib, TA.) In the Kur xi. 116, ,t. :Jl
is said to mean The five daily prayers, as ex-
piating what has been between them. (TA.) -

As an epithet, [fem. of : ~-,] it is applied to
an accident as well as to a substance. (Er-RfAghlib,
TA,)

s : see , and C~. ; the latter, in
three places.

[dim. of --~. -Also] A high moun-
tain: whence it is used as a [proper] name of a
boy. (TA.)

One's utmost, [or rather one's best,]
or the utmost of one's powver or ability or deed or
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case: so in the saying, 1. JaA l ;'
[Ilis utmost, or best, &c., is, or rvill be, the doing
such a tini8]: and Vt -" means die same.

(K,' TA.)

.r_,~: see what next precedes.- Also A
hind of tree, rith small leaves. (1].)

iLs.; and its fem., with i: see , in
three places.

';.: see ri..[HIence,] O,jl The
moon. (AA, S.)

-1, fern. ml.-, pl. .: see 'p --

0 _j..1 denotes the comparative and superlative
degrees [of ' .]; as in the phrase &..jl '
[Ile, or it, is the better, and best; or the mnore,
and most, goodly or beautiful or comely &c.]:

(1C:) 1t ,l is the fem.; as in the phrase

;L..1 I,191 The best names; those of God;
whicll are ninety and nine: (Jel in vii. 179:)

it signifies the contr. of .;4Jt1: (S, ] :) the pl.

of >...JI is OL.A)l. (R1.) In the saying, in
the ]uir [vi. 153 and xvii. 30], Q1ll j % ;iW

--s1 j o ~ )i [And anproacah ye not the
property of the orpihan, to make use of it,] exeeilt
by that act which is best to be (lone with it, the
meaning is, such an act as the taking care of it,
and increasing it: (Bl :) or, as some say, the
meaning is, the taking, of his property, what will
[suffice to] conceal those parts of one's person
tlhat should not be exposed, and stay one's hunger.
(TA.) [The fem.] V. 1 is applied to acci-
dents only: not to substances. (Er-Rsghib, TA.)
It means also, [as an epithet in which the quality
of a subst. predominlates, That which is better,
and that which is best. And hence,] The good
final or ultimate state or condition [appointed
for the faithful]: (K :) so, it is said, in the .Rur
xli. 50. (TA.) And The view, or vision, of God;
(RK;) accord. to some: but it is said that in the l]ur
x. *27, it means Paradise; and ;Lj, which there
follows it, means the view, or vision, of the face
of God. (TA.) And V'ictory: and martyrdom:
(Tlh, K:) wlhence, [in the ]inr ix. 52,] $,~'L
,: _1I [one of tile tw!o best things]; (K ;)
victory or martyrdom. (Ksh,3 BI, Jel.) And

The saying 4l 1 l . (Jel in xcii. 6 and g.)

The pl. of tV is is t; ; .J and Vt .. l,

(1., [the latter like J pl. of , but mnis-

understood by Freytag as syn. with ' ,I_l,
which next follows it in the K,]) neither of whicl
is used without the article J1. (TA.)

l-,L b: see 4, last sentence but one.

'ex " a subst. of the measure _;J; (i ;)
or rather an inf. n. used as a subst.; (TA ;) pl.

Cta.3J : whence ~b;"ll r;. (I) [Cali-
gralphy; or] deliberate, orderly, and regular
writing; (T1 ;) [or clos and compact writing,
without spaces, or gaps, and without elongation
of the letters ;] co;ntr. of ' j.l. (1[. [See

s...., and 
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J.s. Doing, or who does, tAat which ic

C_ [meaning good, comely, or pleasing]; (J,
TA;) as also t (V:) or the latter [ii
an intensive epithet, meaning doing, or who does
much that is good, comely, or pleasing: or:
means constantly doing that which is C>,
(TA.)_-a_1 Xp b!p 41, in the l5ur
xii. 36, means : Verily we se thee to be of thod
,rho knom, or know well, the interpretation oj
dreamu: (Ksb, BO, TA:*) or t of those endowed
twith knowldge: or of the doers of good to the
nisoners: (Ksh,BP:) or of tlose wio aid th
nweak and the sufferer of wrong, and viit thu
sick. (TA.)

&t (A caue of good: pl., app., t;
like u i, originally &1 ;, is said to be pL
ofr;L, originally a;1.]. You say, 4*& UU

. L. [This food is a caue of good,
i. e. bneficial, to the body]. (W.)

c_: see X _

e: ee ^ -see

Cj~1~ The beautiful ploces [or parts] of the
body: (:) accord. to some, (TA,) the sing.
is ; . : or it has no sing.: (] :) the former
opinion is disapproved by ISd.: the latter is the
opinion of the grammarians and of the generality
of the lexicologists: and therefore, ys Sb, the
rel. n. is tV li; for if h bad a sing.,
it would be restored to the ing. in forming the
reL n. (TA.) You say, o .h eowed
Such a woman has many beau tiful places [or
parts] of the body. (TA.) And olt t

Litr;j ([TAe beau tie of theface, and its defects]:
(, in art. su.:) [for] ofw signifies the cointr.

of ? [ ( -[ As Oontr. of ;, it signifies
also Good qualitie of any kin: and also good
actions; like ! .: agreeably with an ex-

1b d ( eb, : ,) aor. te, (Tb,) inf. n
, ( 5, oMb,) iad some say that :) alwf is

an inf n., (Mqb,) [but this is properly an inf. n.

opinion in the lie; (Mb ;) u Se also erat 1

(of heli and anseeo the n preelt meansr, in ah

leLy aner. (8b, ..) You m say atbo, ;ao

of u, He (a man)supped, or sipped, ore dup, or

sip]. al nd lie k m ansping b drankt [or

sppor ed ad the lkat 'U t ; ,s and L ~.
(18k,TA.) [IHenoe,]Q (tA.)1X0 t1-y1.t[They

aipped thec pof doath, lioth, at and s i t

(y ji-W. t [Tfoy sippfe the draughts oftsp

leaning they tool .(S,.) Yo sa A on, O sneays

also of a bird, ;tij , a( Ml,in) or. as above,

(Msb,) inf. n. _, (Mb, ],) like as one says
of a man, ,j; (TA;) [He ipped the rater:]
one should not say, in this case, j<. (Msb, K.)

Hence the prov., (Mqb,) l A I ; [A
sleping like the sipping of the bird]l; i. e., oj
short duration; ($,M, Mqb,TA;) likcied, in
its quiclk ending, to a bird's swallowing water:
(Msb:) in the copies of die 1,;. [a day];
and so in [some copies of] the 8, and in the A.

(TA.) And the saying, Ai 1.1 L.y o ;
I slept [a sleep like the sipping of the bird;
meaning,] a short sleep. (T, M 9b.*)

2: see 4, in two places.

3. [LIt. He supped, or silpped, with him soup,
or broth, d&c.] You say, i. LlS 14 [I
supped, or sipped, with him a bitter cup]. (TA.)

I made him, or gave him, to sup, or Jip, the
soup, or broth; (S,· ;) as also 1' , (15,)
inf. n. 4m. (TA.) It is said in a prov.,

[For the like thereof I used to give thee the
mouthfuls of soup to sup, or sip;] meaning tfor
the like of this case I used to act n ith goodnes to
thee. (A, TA. [See also Frcyta,g's Arab. Prov.
ii. 437; where we read t-.l.]

b: see 1.

6. l..3 (TA) They supped, or sipped, [soup,
or broth, &c.,] one wvith another. (KL.)

8: see 1, in three places. - [Hence also,]
11 L aInl and 1., and ait, lIa

elicited, or exacted, the utmost pace, or power of
going on, of the hors, and of the he-camel, and
of the she-camel. (TA.)

l.: see fL:.

_4 a, inf. n. of 1. - Sec also .;1.

i..; _A ingle act of supping or sipping; (S,

K ;) as also ? i.u; but the former is the more
chaste: (j:) some say that these are dial. vars.,
like LAi and i, and Lc and aj: but
accord. to Yoo, the former denotes the act, and
the latter is the [proper] subst. (TA.) See also
what next follows.

I. A sup, or sip; i.e. a sall quantity of
what is supped, or sipped: (1 :) or as much as
iJ supped, or sipped, (_> at once: (a:) or
a mouthful of Rwhat is supped, or sipped; and
some say that * ;4. is a dial. var.; but others,
that this is an inf. n. [of un.]: (Msb:) pl. `u
[for an ex. of which see 4] (Msb,TA) and 1Iap
or t1 n, or .. j , (MAb) and [of pauc.] Iaer.1
and [a. (in some copies of the c1, erroneously,

;ji, and p. pl. .bI.[or rather , ], (,)
which ISd thinks to be rather a pl.e of :f,
contr. to rule. (TA.) You say, ; tj l t 
[In the sel is a sup, or sip]. ($, Msb.) See
ald oiso i esk of] f d; i .

i.[;. A well-rnon kid of food; ( ;) soup;

[Boox I.

i. e. what is supped, or sipped; ( ;) thin cooked
food, (Sh, IAth, Myb,) that is supped, or sipped,

) (lAth, Msb,) such u is prepared for one who
has a complaint of his chest, (Sh,) made offlour

f and water and oil or greas, and sometimes
sneetened: (IAth:) also called ,.a (Sh, ,
MIsh, C) and VCA (Sh, ) and ' tC and
;t _.; (15 ;) the last two, the latter of which is
like the inf. n., mentioned by IA.r, but regarded
by ISd as of doubtful authority. (TA.) See
also 53.

j w: see what next precees._ -Also One
mho supr, or ipts, much: (S, 1 :) an epithet
applied to a man. (S.)

a, ..: isee .

,[._. act. part. n. of 1. Hence,] j UL~.
[lit. The supper, or sipper, of gold;] a surname
of Ibn-Judh'4n, because he had a vessel of gold
from which he supped, or sipped. (Q, CI.)

Lr_ [The ,nouth; lit, the place of supping,
or sipping]. One says of him who is short, g
JL2Jl1 h>., ,Jd I 4 .Q rIle Ihas the mouth
near to tIr anus]. (TA.)

1.* L.; .: see 8. q .Jl q i. 
" -[i. ae. I knew, the news certainhj; or knew

noamevhat of the news; see 4 in art. _.]; as
also · J1 :, .. (S,TA.) And I C, u;L'

H e knewr what was in Ahi mind; as also

.tL*.. (P1.) One says also, *, 
,U CiAM, meaning Ilast thou found, or dis-
covered, [or learned,] anything from such a one?
(Az, TA.)

4: se eL

8. ..... l He dug out the sand from a
to procure thc water beneathr: ( :) he dug out
the earth for the water to come forth: (TA:)
and . U.. (T,]5) heftcheid out, by digging,
the water of a L~; so as heard by As from
more than one of Benoo-Temeem: (TA:) or he
dug a .-. ; as also t .. (.) .._ [Hence,]
t lie ahked, or wought, information, news, or
tidings. (TA.) - See also 1, in two places

L_: see what next follows.

a (T,S, K) and ~ (Almad Ibn-Yabya,
AAF, ]) and ?.a., accord. to the 15, but this
is unknown, and the correct word is CL., [or
rather Vf ~;.,] mentioned by IAr, (TA,) Water
which the earth imbibes from sand [above it],
and htrich, when it reache wh4Lt is hard, is
arrested thereby: one digs out the sandfrom over
it, and drawt itforth: (S:) or accumulated sand,
beneath rchich is hard rock, so that, mAhm the
sand is rained upon, it imbibes the water of the
rain, which, reaching the rock beneath, is arrested
thereby, and the sand prents th hMat of the
sun from drying up the water; wAerefore, Ahen
tih heat its whement, the upper portion of the
sand it dug out from over the water, and it wells
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ur -Aj
forth, cold and sweet, and if ta7kn by little and
little: (As,TA:) or sofi, or plain, ground, in
ohich water remai and coUllects: or rugged

ground, oer which is sand, that collect tAe rain-
water; so tat mheera bYucetful is drawn forth,
another collects: (, TA:) so in the M: (TA :)

pl. [of pauc.] i.t ) (H, 1) and [of mult.] ,'_.:
(V:) L..i l is syn. with j;1. (s.) [See also

] g .i also signifies A small quantity

f water; and so * t'~. (Th, TA.)

i 

L J.L, (Mqb, ,) aor. ', [contr. to general
rle in the case of an intrans. v. of this class,
unlm the sec. pers. of the pret. be : t.J, which

a-
seems to be not improbable,] inf. n. _., (Msb,)
It (a plant, or herbage, Mqb, or a shoot of a
palm-tree cut off from the mother-tree, or plucked
forth from the ground, and planted, OI) dried, or
dried up. (M,b, 7C ) [Accord. to my copy of the
M,b, the same is said of a well; but I incline to
think that ). is here written by mistake for ;.
(meanoing straw) or some similar word.] You say
als o, 2~ J , (IApr, $, A, g,) aor. and inf n.
as above, (TA,) or inf. n. ^_g±., (IApr,) and,
as some say, J.; (A'Obeyd, ;) andm t_,lI;
(TA;) The child, or young one, (8, A, V,) of a
she-camel, (IA9r,) dried up in the belly, ($, A,
],) or womb, (TA,) the time of the birth having
been .exceeded. (TA.) And ,41 ; :--, (A, ]K,)
and .. , (Yoo,) and ]z.._ / (H, 1g,) and
*- '- - 1, (Yoo, ],) The arm, or hand, dried
up; (H, A;) and became unound in its wins or

a,
ducts, and so remdered motionlek; syn. :
( :, :) or, as some say, became seder and
small. (TA.)_- ~, (, Mqb, Ig,) aor. ', [in

this case agreeable with general rule,] inf. n. d*
(M#b, TA,) He cut it, namely, ,;: [or dry
herbage]: (?, Mgh, M 9b, ].:) and he collected
it; as also V' U~: (TA:) or the former hasu the
former eignification [only]; and t the latter sig-
nifies hA sought it, and collected it. ($, 1, TA.)

You say also, He colected dry herbage

(i_ )for, his co,el. (TA in art. Ji.) And
'.il 1, , . Re cut dry herbade, ( ;:_ ) for
is beast. (TA.) And &. 5 . He beat

tAe branche of the trees Jo that its leates became
scattered [for, or upon, his sheep or goats]; like
bM. (TA.) - Also, (, -,) aor. as above, (?,
A, 1,) and so the inf. n., (TA,) He threo to him
(namely a horse) [ [or dry herbage]; (H,
] ;) heA fed him tAverith. (A, TA.) Az says, I
have heard the Arabs say to a man iLj J.
[Feed thou thy ~e with dry herbage]. (TA.)

Hence the prov., i i [Ifeed the with
dry ~rb and thou dunget upon me]: (6, A,

V:) and if it were aid with ,, -L-.I, "I
crr thee,"j it would not be strange: (? :) ap-

plied to him who does evil to one who does good
to him: (Az, 1]:) or to any one to whom a
benefit has been done and who requites it with
the contrary thereof, or is not grateful for it nor
profits by it: and thus the prov. is related in theT
and H and Mand A [and 81 ; but by 'Abdes-SelAm

El-Baqree, Lj4 'J1. (TA.)- Hence,

(A,) j;l _,* (S, A, ],) aor. and inf. n. as
above, (S,) and Az adds (t, (TA,) t He
kindled the fire; or made it to burn, or to burn
Jfecly; (, A, , ;) and fed it w itfirewood,
like as one feeds a beast roith ,:: (A, TA:)
or he colleted to it what was scattered of the fire-
wood: (TA:) and Ae stirred it. (g.) And
4.P; jL, aor. and in£ n. as above, He kindled,
and exited, or provohed, mar, or the war. (TA.)

_ And jU b. _ He improved, or made good,
the condition, (A, ],) or property, (0,) of such
a one. (A, 0, 1.) - And "i LL.' He multi-
plied his property, or made it to be much, (A,
1I,') by [adding to it] the property of another:
(A:) or ,C. .4 he put property into, or
among, his property: (Skr:) or he strengthened
him with proprty. (El-Bahilee.) -And ,a;

4'r , (S, A, 0,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,)
lie featha-ed his arrow: (A, 0:) or stuck the

feathers upon the sides of his arrow: (S:) or
mounted them upon his arrow. (TA.)

4& ~1 It (herbage) became in such a state
that it might be cut (ISh, O) and gathered,
(TA,) being dried up. (ISh.)..,~1 c 3:
see ;a.._ Also ;J,1 She (a woman, g and
]g, and a camel, TA) had her child, or young one,
dried up in her belly. (H, l.) - D 3i .. l
[May God make his arm, or hand, to dry up;
or to become unwund in its veins or ducts, and so
rendred motionls;] is a form of imprecation
used by theArabs. (TA.) - `.1 ;_l He cut

(X) and collected (TA) bge [or dry herbale]
with such a one; ( ;) as though he helped him
in doing so. (TA.)

8. v.:1l: see , in two places.

10. ,1jl ;._,.,t and Fl1 _,,1t: see

u~; and 

:_. (S., Mgh, Msb, ]) and ,.., (S, Msb,
],) but the former is the more common, (Msb,)

and t'./ , (g,) A garden: (El-F"rlbec, 3., Mgh,
Msb, ] A:) or a garden of palm-trees: (Aliat,
Mqb:) pl. S.!r ($, Msb) and X,'.. (M9 b.)
-Hence, I A privy; (El-F"rbee, H, A, Mgh,
Mqb, 8];) likewise called 1,JI :;. or Jlo :
(Mb :) because they used to ease themselves in
the gardens: (?, Mgh, Mqb, ],:) then, when
they made privies, they applied thus this appella-

tion: (Mqb:) and in like manner, a .; but
accord. to the Abridgment of the 'Eyn., this is
proper, not tropical: (Msb:) or this last, also

written ~J.., signifies the same; (TA;) or a
place in which human ordure has become col-
lected: (] :) the pl. of ~ as applied to a privy

is ..: ($, Mgh, O1) and X. (Ibn-'Abbld,
g .) See also 'LL.

: se ~, in two places: - and ee

I.

.: see ,

;,t.: see ~:_ and see se .

L~: see-

toj- [Haing herfetuw dried up in
her womb]. (L from a verse of Ibn-Mu4bil.)

;c Dry herbage; (Mqb;) dry pature, or
fodder: (El-Firabee, H, Mgh, M9b, V:) of the
measure jed in the sense of the measure JCU:
(Mgb:) what is fresh is not so called: ($, Mjb:)
but :.! is applied to what is fresh and what is
dry: this, says I8d, is the opinion of the gene-
rality of the lexicologists: some [he adds] assert
that ;: is gre~ pature or herbage, as well
as dry: but he says that this is not correct; [and
the like is said in the Mb ;] for this word is pro-
perly applied to denote dryness and contraction:
ISh says that it is applied to all Ahrbs, or le~ui.-
nous plants, freah as well as dry; as also J.L
and Ul.: Az says that when they ue it unre-
stricted, the Arabs mean thereby ;?, [which is
the herb called whe it has become dry and
white,] in particular; and that this is the best
kind of fodder; that horses thrive upon it, and it
is one of the best pastures for camels, or for
camels and sheep and goats; a good supply in
years of scarcity: (TA:) or it signifies ct herb-
age or pasture; and is of the measure in the
sense of the measure j,;: (Meb:) the n. un.
is with 5, signifying a fascile, or wisp, of ':.:
(TA:) [and sometimes a herb of any hind: the pl.
is ;t:~.] . [It is also applied, in the present
day, to Hemp, used for its intoxicating property;
bothfresh and dry: app. what is termed .±.

.1;_1 in the II, voce , q. v.: and also

termed ;jiUil 'e : see Do Sacy's "Chrest.
Arabe," sec. ed., vol. i. pp. 210-283. ~ '

;AlaJI: see 3;...]- .. ~" also signifies'A
child, or young one, that has dried up in the belly

of its mother; (Mgh, Meb,TA;) and so ,_

and * and t t 1: (TA:) or;
[and the rest], a child, or young one, that peris
in the belly of its mother. (]s.) It is said in a
trad., UAm ;;JOt And sh castforth a cAild, or
young one, dried up. (Mgh.) And you say,
L4.. .. tI SAhe (a camel) cast forth hr
young one dried up. (Mob.)

,t.~ The [last] remaim of the spit (, A,*
M9 b, V) in the heart, (TA,) [or of life ;] in a
sick man, (?, M,b,],) and in one who is ~ud;

(I ;) as also t ,, (H, Mb, 1,) the £ being
sometimes elided. (Mb) -_ And tAny remain,
or relic. (TA.) You say, 4 ., . ,;a 

- jI *, I. .L±.There remained
not, of manlines, sae a last relic 9oing to and
fro, or awvring, in the entrail of one at the

BooK I.] MS



[Boor I.

point of death]. (A, TA.) And, i* h ' t

LJU lithA 'I :'[Tl'ere remained not, of the sun,
sav a last departing relic]. (A, TA.)

~[~f :5:One skilled in the knownledge of herbs:
so in modern works. - Accord. to Golius, as on
the authority of the KL, but not in my copy of
that work, A collector tf ,hay; a forager.]

2.t1~, [pl. of ,.1.,] Cutters, or cutters and

collectors, of . . [or dry herbage] : (TA:) or
seekers and collectors thereof. (S.) - See also

_- 

LJWI,: ee its pl. UL1..

,: see *J-', last signification.

;.m, (1, A, TA,) or t .~, (1s, [but this
seems to be a mistake occasioned by the accidental

omission of ;jlj, as is indicated by the addi-

tion of ;4 shortly after, referring to the word
in a sense different from that which is here next
mentioned,] A place, (s,) or land, (i,) in which

is much u [or dry herbage]; (S, I;) as also
·t'.i~ : (i:) or a place in which one cuts

.t.m: (A:) and the first ( ) a place in
which are much pasture, or herbage, and wealth,

or good things. (-.) You say, . j;~ U&,
meaning This is a [good] region abounding in

hi.. (TA.) And '3 -u
Verily thou art in a place abounding in good
things, therefore do not quit it: so in some copies
of the $; and accord. to this explanation, the
word is tropically used: in other copies of the 9,
in a place abounding in ,.:. (TA.)_See

also .. - Alo the former, A thing in which

mis put; and so * d; but the former is
the more chaste; (A 'Obeyd, S, ;) and fltL,
(]g,) and * ;L~ , which is more chaste; so in
some copies of the .k; (TA;) and ?,,L -, like

, .1I; of which the pl. is (I: T-t: (TA:) the
first two of these words are applied to a woollen
:C.w [q. v.] in which L,.a is put: (lAth:)
and tSJlt_, with kesr, signifies a [sach of the
hind called] .;Jl. in whi,ch is _. (i.)-

See also .

j;_~ A woman, ($, ],) and a she-camel,
(TA,) whose child, or young one, dries up in her
belly. (?,I, TA.)_ An arm, or a hand, (i.,)
drying up; or becoming unsound in its veins or
ducts, and so rendered motionless: or becoming
slender and small. (TA.)

An instrument with which 4,±. [or
d Ty herbage] is cut; (A'Obeyd, S;) as also
,t_, t , like 0l: (TA:) or a plain [i. e. not

serrated] J [or reaping-hook] oith which

a cut; U alaso e t; ; but the former is
the more chute; ( ,;) or, accord. to the L, the

latter is the better. (TA.) - See also k , in
two places. Also An iron instrument with

which ajir is stirred; and so t V : (Q, :)

pl. ,s.. (A.) - [Hence, t A kindler, on ex-
citer, or a provoker, of war: or] a courageous

man. (g.) Of such one says, a:L Jl _ ,....,
t [E:xcellent is the exciter of the army, or troop)]
(S, A.) And , _u- signifies ! A kindler
and an exciter of war: (I, TA:) or a conductor

of war. (Ham p.1 4 .) You say, /.< J 1_,*,J " .
SThej are the kindlers and exciters of wars. (A.)

See also *..

~.,: see ,~, in two places.m Also : The
podex: or anus: (S, Mgh, Msb,° I:*) and so
t· ,.: (TA:) pl. of the former ,.-, ; (S, Mgh,

;) and of the latter w,_~': (TA:) the former
also occurs written with u. (S, Mghl.)

L.md: see n,l:l see also .~.o. Also
A taff; or stick: or a rod, wand, or twnig. (TA.)

-- , : see , , last signification.

4. l. bI He angered him. (K.)

8. 1 1t. They collected themselves together;
congregated. (EI-Muarrij, K.)

: see what next follows.

~. A thick, coarse, or rough, garmen or
piece of cloth; (Aboo-Semeyda' El-Awrabee, Ko;)
as also _ and , . (TA.) See also

L :: see what next follows.

.- ty- Tho fetlock-joint (jl~3 J ... ) in

the pastern (&i) of a beast: ( o, K :) or, (g,)
as also t*' and t (so in the TA,) a
bone in the inside of the hoof, between the tendons
(.~c) and the t."ij [or shank; app. the lower

pastrn~bone]: (s:) or the contents ( ..) of
the hoof: (AA, TA:) or a small bone, like a
q.is' [orfinger-bone, a description aptly apply-
ing to either of the pastern-bones, the upper of
which seems to be here meant], at the extremity
of the J.J, between the head thereof and the
place where the hoof is set on, (AV, , .,) entering
into the .: (As, S: [see this last word (.),
to which various significations arc assigned; here
said in the TA to be that which contains dithe

_ and mp.1. (both of which words seem to
be syn.), between, or amid, the flesh and the
tendons:]) or the bone of the ' [or pattern]:
(T, K:) or a name applied to each of the two
bones of the pastern (".j) of a horse. (TA.)
Lean, and lank in the belly. (K.)- And Big-
bellied: or big in the sides: (TA:) or swolUen,
or inflated, in the tides: (S,1:) or swollen in
the bellUy, and short: (Skr p. 57: [sec an ex. in
a verse cited voce .. in art. j. :]) bearing two
contr. significations: (V :) fem. with ;: (TA:) pl.

,~!m.s. (Skr, ?.)~The male hare: (a' TA:)
and [so in the 1]; but accord. to the TA, "or"]
the calf. (].) Also, accord. to the ], the "male
fox :" but this is a mistake, occasioned by the
occurrene of the words w., and to-

gether in a verse: the latter of these two signifies
the " male fox." (TA.) = A company of mmn;
as also Vt ;. .': (El-Muarrij,K:*) a large num-
ber of men collected together. (TA.)

;.A^.: see what next precedes.

L .t, aor. ' (A, MIsb, 1) and ,, (Mqb, ],)
inf. n. Js., (A, Msb, ,) lie collected together
(A, Msb, 1K) people, or a company of men. (A,

M.sh.)__[TIence,] .. n1 ~ 3 i} ,
: [I passed a night that brought anxieties crowd-
ing together upon me]. (A, TA.)~. t/ , (S,

A, Msb,) aor.;, inf. n. .. , (S,) or. .; (A;)
and ?I.:.tl, and t 1 .dA.-; (, A ;) They
collected themselves together, or assembled, (S, A,

MsI,,) and came round about (Ifia [but see what
follows]) aiding one another: (A:) or I.
significs they were prompt, or active, [instend of

3i_, in the K, I read 13 ., as in the L,] in
aiding one another: or they comp,lidd quickly,
when called, or sumrnoned: (L, .1:) the verb is
thus gencrally used in relation to a collective
number: sel(lom in relation to one: (L:) or they
collected thernsclres together, or assemblcd.for one
thing or affiitr; as also *t 1l,t1, and *V I ,
and *tj^s ,.J. (L, K.) And d% lG., (L,)

and i t 1t,tZ.3, They collected themnuelves
together, aiding one another against hin. (A.)
And J .I 4 t.Al The ypeople, or party,
collected tihenuclves together to suck a one, and
prelared, equipped, orfurnithed, tlhemseles [for
action]. (TA.) .- Itjj Tlhey combined for
him, [or on his accosnt,] and took pains, or
exerted theInselres, in treating him with courtesy

and honour; and so dJ li,U. (Fr, L.) And
They showed honour, and gae a hospitable enter-
tainment, to him; namely, a guest. (L)

4: see 1.
5: see L
6: see 1, in two places.

8: see 1, in three places. ._lil. . J *.:.l1

He prepared himsef for him [in such a case, or

in such an affair]. (A.).-iCe.JI U! J.*) 1
and ~'4ilt He strove, laboured, or exerted him-
sel, in, andfor, the entertainment of a guest or
guests. (A.)

-.a-, (S, I~,) originally an inf. n., (S,) and
?.t.~, (1s,) An assembly, or a collected or con-
gregated body or party, (S, ],) of men. (s.)

e. : see what next precedes.

e.'0~ One who does not leave [unemployed] any
endeavour or aid or property that he possesses;
as also t"- .,. ; (L, 1 ;) and *tl_ , pl. ~.
(L.) . A valley similar to land such as

is termed >t~.: (;f:) a alleUy which a small
and an inconsiderable quantity of water causes to
flow. (TA.)

;L . ,; Land that does not flow rith water
sare in consence of much rain: ($:) or in
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consquence of [lasting, or continuous, rain, such

as is termed] .r: (if:) or that flows with

water in consequence of the least rain; (ISlk, M,

s;) as also j and l and £j: (Ik :) or

such as is the quickest to flow with water: (AA

in a marginal note in a copy of the S:) or >t;
signifies a water-course of which the ground is
hard, quickly jflowing with water, having many

minor water-course (la) pouring into its bed

and uniting one with another. (ISh.)

;,_ [A people collecting thenuelves together,

or asembling, &c. (see 1)]: pl. ~, occurring

in a trad., followed by , J. (L.)- - ' 
:1S 91_ and t 1 i iia Such a one

camne [fui of energy,] prepared; furnished, equip-

ped, or accoutred. (v.) See also .

~Jk.~ A man with whom is an assembly, or
a collected body, or party, of men: (L:) or one
to whom otlers collect thennelves together; who
is served, or naited on: (A:) or obeyed by others,
(e, f,) among his people, (TA,) and whom they are

prompt [instead of CJ , in most of the copies

of the ]g, I read i , as in others and in the S,]

to ser, (f, ,) and to whom they collect them-
selve together. (TA.)

Places where people are collected to

go forth: or it is a pl. of ,.., contr. to rulc,

like , [pl. of ~.] and cs [pl. of a_].

(L from a trad.) [See ,. ]

': 'ee ts , and .

1. n_, sor. and;, (S, Myb, I,) the former
of which sors. is found in the seven readings of

the lIur, (Mgb,) inf n. ; , (, Myb, I,) He
congregated, or collected togetAer, (?, Myb, V,)
men: (, Msb :) or he congregated them, or col-
lected them togetlwer, and drove them: (Msb,
TA:) he made them to goforth, collected together,
from one place to another: (Bd in lix. 2:) he,
or it, compelled them to emigrate: (,* TA: [in

the Cif ;~J,I. is put by mistake for ,.JI, the
explanation of the inf. n.:]) and [simply] he drove

towards a place or quarter. (TA.) Hence .s,

1AJI 5[The day of congr~ation, &c. ; meaning]

the day of resurrection: (S,0 TA:) [see also

:_:] and ; ::l ,: i[The Chapterof the

Compulion to emigration; which is the fifty-ninth
chapter of the l]ur-an]. (TA.) It is said by most of
the expositors of the · ur that the wild animals and
other beasts, and even the flies, will be collected to-

gether ( J) for retaliation; and they cite a trad.
on this subject. (TA.) So in the Ifur [lxxxi. 5],

t u j l)! And when the wild animals

shall be collected together, (Bd, Jel,) from every
quarter, (Bd,) after resurrection; (Jel;) or raisd
to life, (Bd,) for the purpose of their retaliating,
one upon another; after which they shall return
to dust: (Bd, Jel:) or the meaning is, shall die,
(Az, %,) in the present world; accord. to some:
(As:) and thus says 'Ikrimeh, (?, TA,) on the
authority of I'Ab, (TA,) as is related by Sa'eed

Ibn-Masrool5: (Q, TA:) but accord. to some, the
two meanings are nearly the same; for each de-

notes collection. (TA.) ". also signifies The
going forth with a people ~eing or hastening or
dipersing themselves in war; when used abso-

lutely. (TA.) -... I :, aor. - and ,

(Lth,) inf. n., (1l,) tThe year of dearth de-
stroyed their camels and otiter quadrupeds; be.
cause it causes the owners to collect themselves
from the various quarters to the cities or towns:
(Lth:) or it caused them to go down to the cities
or towns: (A:) or it distressed them; app., be-
cause of their collecting themselves together from
the desert to the places of settled abodes: (Abu+-

Teiyib:) and W Jt. -'JI ,a,j. The year of

dearth destroyed the camels 4c. of such a one.

(S, .) ~ , (S, ~A,) in£ n. y, (j , I,)
I ie made it (a spear-head, g, A) thin, or slender:
(S, A, :) he made it (a spear-head, and aknife,)
sharp, or pointed, and thin, or slender: (TA:)
he made it smynall, and thin, or slender: (Th:) he
pared it; namely, a stick: (TA:) he pared it,
and made it sharp, or pointed. (S.)

7. 1 i.I,_1 They (people) became collected to-
gether from the desert to the places of settled
abodes. (Abu-+eiyib.)

°.. :Anything thin, or slender, or elegant.

(TA.) You say ;~ 0i 1 IA thin, or an elegant,
ear; (Lth, ISk, g, A, I;) as though it were
pared, (Lth, S,) and made sharp: (?:) or tsnall,
elegant, and round: (Lth:) or thin at the end:
(Tb:) or harp-pointed: (TA :) and the epithet
is the same for the dual also and the pl.: ( :)
[J says that] it does not admit the dual form nor
the pl, because it is originally an inf. n., and the

expression above mentioned is like ;. fL and

" ,; but ;Z X l is sometimes said: ( :)
and the pl. `:. occurs in a verse of Umeiyeh

Ibn-Abee-'idh: (TA:) and you also say ~1I

;,.~. (TA.) ; is also applied in the same
sense as an epithet to other things. (?.) You say

- i tA thin, or an elegant, feather of an
arrow; (Lth, S, A, ;) as though it were pared

(Lth :) or harp-pointed. (TA.) Also".- e t

t A thin, or slender, spear-head: (1, f ) or tharp,
or sharp-pointed: and ;'~?. in like man-

ner: and ;._ ,a~: (TA:) and , and

. l.: like i and i , and ;and 

(Akh, 8:) or ' _ signifies an arrow having

straight, or even,feathers; and so ';. ." _ ;

and ? , of the same measure as U , an ar-

row havinig good feathers attached to it. (TA.)

You also say ! ,. : IA camel having a

thin, or an elegant, ear. (TA.)

asee

*,.- and ," , (1i,) each being a coil. n.
without a sing.; (TA;) or the former is sing. of
the latter; (S, Msb;) Any small animals that
creep or walk upon the earth; (S, Mgh, Myb, I ;)
as jerboas and hedgehogs and lizards of the kind

called ' and the like: (TA:) or the former,
(Msb,) or latter, (Mgh,) is applied to rats or mice,
andjerboas, and lizards of tAe hind abo~e mnen-
tioned, (Mgh, Msb,) collected together: (Msb :)

or any venomous or noxious reptiles or the like,

such as scorpions and serpents; syn. .lja; (As,

;)as also ,1j~- and .1- (As.)-_Also
the former, Whatever is captured, snared, en-
trapped, hunted, or chased, of wild animals or
the like, birds, and fish, 4c.; (i ;) whether small
or great: (TA:) or the great thereof: or what
is eaten thereof: ( :) thus in all the copies of
the K; but the pronoun [in the latter case] does
not refer to the animals &c. above mentioned: it
is expressly said in the T and M that the word
signifies whatewr is eaten of herbs, or leguminous

plants, of the earth, such as the > and .i
(TA.)

'lf. One who congregates, or collects together,

people. (TA.) With the article Jl, applied to

Mohamminad; (., f;) because he collects people

after him ($, lAth) and to his religion. (lAthi.)
A collector of soils: (El-.tllw Anee, Mgh:)

and [its pl.] L. signifies collectors of the tithes
and poll-tax. (TA.)

;($K) and 'AL; () A place of con-

gregation: ($, f:) a term used when people are
collected together to a town or country, and to an

encampment, and the like. (TA.) Hence, .'

,A41i [The day of the place of congregation;

meaning the day ofjudgment]. (TA.)
· ~ . 05·
J3:t_ ; and its fem., with;: a m.A

Q. 1 , (TA,) inf n. q , (,, TA,)

He rattled in the throat, in dying: he made his

breath, or spirit, (· ', or -, accord. to dif-

ferent copies of the ~ and If,) to reciprocate: (S,
K:) said also of the chest: or he made the sound
of his breath to reciprocate in his throat, or
fauce, ithout uttering it with his tongue. (TA.)
Also said of l ass, He made his voice to reci-
procate in his throat: (, If, TA:) or uttered his
voice from his clhest. (TA.)

pe"' Water that is beneath the ground, un-

perceiwed, in tthe wride water-channels that contain
mall pebbles, and which, when one has dug to the

depth of a cubit, gthes forth abundantly: waters

of this description are called by the Arabs :L.*.;

[pl. of L.' ]and j; [pl. of ,b] and ~t
and sweet water, of tke water of a _ (Az,

TA:) or water that runs, clear and shallow, over
pebbles, or over small pebbles: (TA:) what is

termed *~, among pebbles: (ISk, S, ]K:) or

what is termed hra, having pebbles in it: (K

accord. to the TA:) or what resombles that which

is termed _, in which maters collect: or a nmall,

or round, hollow, or cavity, in a mountain, in
which water becomes clear, (As, I, TA,) after
collecting: (As, TA:) or water in a small, or
round, hollow, or cavity, in a mountain. (A.)-

Soft foraminous stones (flJtd) of the ground:
n. un. with ;. (g.) - A small, (A, TA,) or

thin, (,) and clean, (TA,) j,A [or mug], (A,
If, TA,) in which water is cooled, (A,) of the
manufacture of El.-Heereh. (if.) - The cocoa-
nut. (Kr, TA.)
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-. ~. inf. n. of _Lr. [q. v.].--[The rattlu;]
the voice of a sick person reciprocated in tgh
throat, orfoauces. (A.)

1. %J.~, said of a she-camel's dug, Its milA
became dramn up or withdramn or withheld, or il

vent away, frm it. (IDrd, L, TA. [See alea
4 and 10.])

3. SL, inf. n. s, He (a man, TA)
contracted Ai eyelids, and looked tArough the in-
terstices of their ashes. (IDrd, 1.)

4. 1~, sid of a she-amel's udder, It be-
came contracted, and like an old wor-o~ water-
skin or milk-skin. (TA. [See also 1 and 10.])
,-- l ,1 ll The palm-tree bore dates ch

aJ are termed ~.A.. (, Mgh, Mqb.)

5. 4~.3 He wore old and orn-ouant clothing,
(0, L, KL, TA,) such as is termed h.a. : (0,
L, TA:) in the copies of the ]1, erroneously,
t .J La...L.. (TA.)

10. sa.t, said of an udder, (Jm, 1,) It
becaeo contracted: (Jm :) or became dried up
and contracted (]. [Se elso 1 and 4.]) And

- r. T'. e er b came drid up (Mgh,
Mqb, O) and contracted. (]1.) And .. Ab..,
%.A'lt The crtiloge of tAe nos became dried up
from want of natural motion. (M 9b.) - See
also 5.

i.Dry bread. o (1.)

The worst kind of datas; (9, Mgh, Mqb,
1 ;) that dry up withouet ripening, so that they
ham noflshk: (Mb :) or dates without firmae,
having no stoes; (15;) like a.: (TA:) or

dry, or tough, bad date; (5;) for when they
dry up, they become hard and bad, without taste
and without sweetness: (TA:) or of which the
lower portion has becom bad and rotte, while in
its place: (IAgr, TA in art. j.1 .:) n. un. with 1.
(Mob.) [Hence,] a ; ,j t(d., a prov., (,
Meyd, 0,) meaninjg Dost thou combine the wort
of date and bad masre? applied to him who
combines two bd qualities. (Meyd, 0.) -A
worn-out udder; (f, ;) as also tJ': (1 :)
or an udder of which the milk ha 'dried up,
so that it has become contracted. (EM p.67.)
-A tAisng that is lan, and dry, or withered.
(KL.)

: see .L. .. - . J Dates having
many such as are tered :.. (TA.)

LiL The head [or glans] of the penis: (TA:)
or the part of the penis, (9, 15,) [i. e.] the part of
the head of the peis, (Mgh,) that is abow [i. e.
beyond] tat place of cicwmtci~on: (9, Mgb, 1:)
[accord. to the latter explanation, somewhat more
than the glanu:] the mulet for the cutting off of
which is the whole price of blood. (TA.)

.' a.Old, and worn-out: applied to clothing
or a garment. (9, 1, TA.)

J1 U~. * [A palm-tree tkat bears dats sch
as are termd . ( and L voce )

]. A man clad in old and worn-ouu
clothing [such as is termed t. .]: (, TA:) a
man in eril condition; slovenly in his person;
threadbare, shabby, or mean, in the state of hid
apparel: or dried up, and shrivelled: or having
hi. garment tucked up. (TA.)

i. .a 1 , n aor. -, inf. n. old and won.;
for the former of which, AL is used by poetic
Ucense: (S:) or ', aor. %, (TA,) inf.n.
J. (1, TA) and a.: (TA:) ThJ lo oj
milk becamefuU: (S :) or became vehement in the
udder: or collected quickly therein: (1, TA:)
but accord. to Lth, i nU. and are like

ri and ai, and ii and UiLh; the former
being an inf n., and the latter a subst. [in the
proper sense of the term, app. signifying milk
couected, or collected quickly, in the udder].
(TA.) - [Hence,] b..JI ':-, (15,) aor.:,
inf. n. 4S~., (TA,) lThe cloud had much rater.
(Q,TA.) And * ;1, aor. , inf. n. ,
tTIe sky letfall a rain such as is termed ..
(AZ,S.) And $I 3jl! ,, tThe alley poured
(C%) wmith water. (TA.)--And il'I -CS..
t The palm-tree bore muchfruit. (Ya4oob, , S,
TA.)-AodiJI , (,,) inf. n. 
or, accord. to Th, 1 , (TA,) t The people col-
lected themseles together, or asumbled. (Th, S,
15.)m.y;,J A.s;, , inf. n. L and s3 , She
(a camel) collected her milk. (1.)--itJI "',

(9, ]1,) aor. , (15,) inf. n. ,!..., (TA,) He left
milking t" ~e-camd until her milk collcted (S,
1i, TA) in her der. (TA.)

Ai.c : se L

k;. t A rain exceeding such as is termed
luA; like L:.L and ad . (S).

°. , Ij. , (15,) or, as in the Moh.ee;,

, j t;', 4,(TA,) means t [They came,
o;r ucA one came,] with their company. (g,TA.)

43., (IDrd, S, Sgh,) thus correctly written,

like .1;,, but in [most of) the copies of the g1
like ,1, , (TA, [in the C15 like ..*1.,]) A
piece of wood rwhic is put in the mouth of a Aid,
(S, 15,) across, (9,) and tied (S, 1) at the back
of his neck, (g,) to prewent him from sucking:
(1, 1 :) also called.;lZ. (IDrd, 8.)

;j:_ A she-camel pollcting milk in Aher udder
( ), ) quicktly. (g.)

Jb.i. [act. part. n. of ]. You say ;l:

.. I.A sheep, or goat, abounding withk milk.
(TA in art. .q.J.) [And hence,] A,t_. °a
IA palm-tree bearing much fruit. (YaOloob, S,

.)--Also t Con#eutive, or uninterrupted. (Ibn-
'Abbid, 1.)

L._, aor. :, (M1b, 15,) inf. n', (Mb,)
H mwas, or became, agry; (M4b, 5;) as also

[Boox I.

t wf_1: (Mb :) or the latter signifies he became
a angered. (TA.) - And He was, or became, con-
; ounded and stupi{fed by shame; or ashamed and

t confounded or stup;fied, and remained speechless
and motionles. (Mgb.) See also 8. -,. ,
Dor. , inf. n., ; (Mqb;) or .,.-., aor.:;
(1];) He angered him; (Mqb, ];) as also
t 4,.;I, (IAar, 9, Msb, g,) and V ... (19.)
And, accord. to AZ (9) and El-F"r~bee, (Mqb,)
~,.., (9, Myb, 15,) aor.; and l, (1],) He an-

noyed him, (9, Msb, K,) and said to him what
he disliked, (15,) and angered him; (8, Meb;)
namely, a man sitting with him. (9, Mqb, 1].)
An Arab of chaste speech is related to have said,

';·'vS~ Ls $ C tI .iUJ, meaning That is of
the things that anger the sons of such a one. (.).
Accord. to lAar, (8,) . signifies He caused
him to become confounded and stupijied by shame;
or to become ahiamed and confounded or stupaiid,
and to remain speec/less and motionless; (9, g ;)
as also $ 1: (S, M9b, 1 :) and both signify it
caused Aim to be affected with shame, shynew, or
batlfulneu; or to arink; as in the saying, to one
shrinking from food, Lq..I g, or ;i.. oI,
Wlhat caused thee to be affecteti with shamne, &c. ?
(TA.) _, aor. , inf. n. .Aj , He became
fat, or in a good condition of bodly, after leanness.

(1g.) And .I ~ att i J! . . ... , (15,)
aor. , inf. n...:, (TA,) or , (T1,) TAh
beast obtained nomewhat of the [Aerbage called]
&, in the beginning thereof, and became fat,
and in good condition, and large in the belly, (1,
TA,) and goodly: (TA:) or, as En-Na4r says,
.. ;JI jS the beasts became in prood condi-
tion. . ate not of our

food (15, TA) aught. (TA.) - ' "l C. H.
hit not, or obtained not, orfound not, the game, or
object of the chas. (l )-_ ~.t, int n., L (TA)
and .* , (1,) He was, or became, fatigued,
tired, or wearied. (., TA.) The Arabs say,
AjI 1 .... Labour, or toil, occasions
fatigue. (Yoo, TA.)

2: seeL

4: see 1, in four places.

5: see 8. -You say also, ,,jl_ l ' . -
He guards ogainst things forbiddn. (TA.)

08._~_1!: see 1....Also Lie fel, or had a
sense of, or as mooed or affected with, shame, or
shyneu, or bashfulnes. (M9 b.) 1 ,. (9,
Mgh, 0) and , (.,) and ,L:1, (t, Mgh,)
or this last is not allowable except when g is
meant to be understood, (TA,) signify the same;
(9, Mgh;) i.e. He mas ashamed of it, or abashed
at him; or mas ashamed to do it, or sky of doing
it: (Mgh, 1 :) orit signifies, (Mgh,) or signifies
also, (1,) he shrankfrom it, or him: (Mgh, 15:)
or, as some say, thus used it is vulgar; for ;i.~,
with the Arabs,. is only anger: (Mgh:) but IB
cites, from Kutheiyir,

as meaning [yerily I, wC the gift of thAm tbo
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in my posneeson is not for hat I have done,] am
iWeamed, or abaAed: and in a trad. of 'Alee,

aep eting the thief, occurs the aying, .9 ju'!
d , .l ~ 1, meaning Verily I am athamed

*ot to leae Aim a hand; and I shrink from it.

(tA) [And t*... app. signifies the same; for,]
accord.to AV, (TA,) [the inf n.] .. j. signifies

The act of shrinking. (].) You say also, CI
t;~ j Verily I abstainfrom it, or refrain

from it, to Aun blame, or through disdain and

pide; disdain, or son, it; ( /1A; ) and
am asamed ofit. (IS.) .Also He as, or be-
came, mater of many _.:_ [or dcdents &c.]
and srtants. (KL.)

.2.f A man's pecial dependnts, consisting of
iis family and slaves and others], or his neigh-

bqu, ,Ao are angry on his account (g, TA)

whe an e~ befalls im; (TA ;) asalso t .;
(Yoo, TA;) in the 1, erroneously, i'A .; (TA;)

and; t.l; (0;) which IApr thinks to be p].

of. uwed in a sing. sense; (TA;) [for] this
word is applied to one [of such peraons] as well

a to a pl. number: (K:) you say,.Zi/d lt
O.-. C[This young man, or stave, is a depe-
&at of mine]: (IAr, TA:) or signifies,
(ISk, Mgh, Mgb,) or signifies also, (1,) a man's
ration and houehold; (IS8, Mgh, Mb,V;)
or his servants; (9, M9b;) and those who are

ngry on Ais accout (I8k, , Mgh, Myb) whAn
an et befallb Ai; (Mgh, Mb ;) for which
reason they are thus called: (8:) or a man's
followers; and tAos on whome accouant he should
b angry: (Vamp. 614:) orthe_m!. of aman
are thoe who are ary on his account; or those
on whoe account Ahe is anjy: (.Harp. 164:)
acord. to ISk, (Mb,) it is a word having a pl.
signification, and having no proper sing.: (Mgh,

MYb:) but some say that it huas for its pl. .. Ll.:
(Mgh:) and accordL to the 1,, L;'; . [in the
C]5 .o1 ] signifies neighbours and guests; as
though it were pL of.e , like as is of

.jfi but [perhaps this should be.t;ll; for]
we find in the M, ;Ot~1 .9t, meaning 7i/e~
are my nighbours, and my guests: (TA:) and

with two Oammehc, signifies daves;
(I4Ar,TA 0;) or, as some say, folleres, whether

aves or fr perons. (TA.) - Also An object
of d~sire or qut; syn. " [in the CV a.L];
and so *. (1g.) You say, a.. It is
his object of desire or qst. (T]5.)

.;. Perons having, or po~esng, ( uj, a in
the explanation of IAyr, for which .j is erro-
neously substituted in the copies of the 1], TA,)
consummate shame, hyneAss, bathJftdne, or puw
dmy. (IA*r, 1, TA.) - See also,*~.

' .. (in the V, erroneously, E'., TA):
see, ..- _Alo [in the C1V, erroneously, ia~.]

A woman, or a wife; syn. (, TA.)-1. q.
,*S [(pp. Us meaing protectio, safguard, or

se ority qffan,d p~ y]. (Yoo, .) So in
the p i, J , [ProtectioW , &c, is du to
Aim]. (Yoo,TA.)_-Ra~ti ip. ([.) so in

B. L

the phrase, [Among them is relation-
ship]. (TA.) - See also .

4iu Anger. (A.s, , Mgh, M.b, TA.). And
Shanme, sAhyne, bashfulnms, or pudencr; (S,
Msb, 1 ;) and a shrinking (Lth, Mgh, k, TA)
from one's brother in a place of eating, and in
seeking, or requesting, a thing that one wants.
(Lth, Mgh, TA.) It has been asserted, (Mgh,
M9b, TA,) on the authority of A9, (M 9b, TA,)
that it signifies only "anger:" (Mgh, Ms.b, TA:)
but several authors have refuted this assertion,
by showing that it occurs in trads. as meaning
" shame." (MF, TA.)-Also The act of annoy-
ing a person sitting roit one, and saying to him
vhlat he dislikes; and so t ,A. (1:)

L...r, in the C .. : see...

.;r.: see A, last sentence but one. mIt
is also an inf. n. ofl. (1.)

,._, (9, 1,) in some of the copies of the q

,.n-, which is app. a mistake, (TA,) [thus I
find it in one of my copies of the ?,] i. q. ;
(S, 1 ;) i.e. Regarded with revrence, venera-
tion, respect, honour, awe, or fear; (TA;) applied
to a man. (a.)

. A man being, or becoming, fat, or in a
good condition of body, after leanneu. (TA.)

,.L~ Angered. (TA.) [But it is implied in
the S that it signifies Confounded and stupified
by same; or ashamed and confournded or stupi-
fled, and remaining ~peecls and motionles.]
A poet says,

[By thy life, eily the round cake of bread of
Aboo-hubeyb is dlow in becoming thoroughly
baAed: the eater is angered, or confounded andl
stupified by shame, &c.]. (T, TA.)

. . Verily he is grieved and dis-
quieted (.) by my affair, or case. (AA, TA.)

L L., (9, Mgh, Msb, TA,) aor. , , (M 9b,
TA,) inf. n. ", (, Mgh, Mb, 1g,) He filled,
(g, TA,) or stuffed, (KL, P",) a pillow, or
cushion, [and a garment, (see _., below,)] &c.,
(~,Mgh," M9b,],) with a thing, (1],) with cotton,
(Mqb,TA,) and the like. (TA.) [And He stuffed
a lamb, or a fowl, and a vegetable, &c., with rice
&·.] - Hence, tl ltU., aor. and inf n. as
above, ([He stffed wrath into a man's bosom:
me an ex. in a verse cited in the first paragraph

of art.l· i_:J and !-
manwa tduffed with wrath and pe],and >;
,4o *qjJ and J.0 J9 t [The man wa

stuffed mitkh pride, or self-magnification, or with
disdain, or sCorn]. (TA.) - [Hence alo,] ,%

;C.t JL. 1 fTe youg camels enter, or
occupy the pac~, among the old one. (TA.) -

[~ji; Jj a1;,* phrse ocrring in the
Iet p of the Mz, mean t He ~t ot a

book, and did not il it up.] - it. [(alo sig-
nifies Hefoiured it into a thing. -And] He lit,

or Aurt, hir L. [q. v., likeb a]. (I) You
say, t;; 1:_., inf. n. aU above, He Ait, or hurt,

hit d [with an arrow]. (TA.)

3. £1t J' :4 b He gam him not a 4
[i. e. a di-camdl that had brought forth once]

nor Z _. [i.e. ~mau, or young, came.]: ( .:)

or , *L; i - L; R He gav me not a ,.
canumel that had brougt forth once or gave Ae
me a young, or emall, camel. ($ in art. J-.)

4: see 3.

5: ee 8. e_ · tHs bc~
reeid among the so of uc a oe, and a -

boured, protected, or lodged, by'the. (TA in
art. is [but belonging to the present art.].)

7: ae 8._.;y 6 m ;v [l taPP. tA
sound became bld in a oud], and 

[p a letter in a ltter]: mentioned by Az
(TA in art. U. [but app. belonging to the
present art.].)

8. U:.. It (a thing) becamefied [or stu"d;
as also tu .l] (].) And in like manner you

say of a man, .1;lfl J.... H e became filed

[or tfed]J fwith food (TA.) And a !
It LJI The pomee beoaled with

thae graiu, or sed. (TA.)- ' She (a
Lhl.) s#tuFed Aer uoa (1;!) with the

[rags termedl] , [in the CV, erroneouly,
. (1] , ( TA,) and the libe and in a similar
sense u .l is nsed au said of a man having the

[disorder termed] '; . (TA.) .And 
- l (. KMgh, TA) and i;:II (Mgb, TA)j
Sh (aJ1;, {, Mgh) atuffed hr vula with cotton,
(Mgh, TA,) to arrest the blood. (1.).._-;-1

ae:. and 4.~ She (a woman) wore a ;
(IA,r,]y;) as also : -.. ' [alone]. (Az,TA
in art. .. A) A poet says,

[She wil not wear any u~ffng but that wAich is
genuine and tre]: meaning that she will not
wear Q ;. because the largeness of her po~teriors
renders it needles for her to do so. (IAv, TA.)

iLd, pi. ~,~ : see 't.j

t:~ The content of the belly: (V:) or a
bowel, or an inteStine, into which the food pases

from the stomach; syn. a.: (Mqb:) pl. O;.I:

(Mhb,V:) and tVj,. and t, _. signify the

bowels, or intestines; [like gU;l syn. Amal:
(Mqb :) or these are caUed .. , r,j and
' ?*. : (9, TA:) or t signifies aU that uis
in the belly ~sept thefat; so accord. to As and
Esh-Shf'ee: or, accord. to AV, tho ~pl Qf tbe
food, compr~ g the til and the, :
(TA:) [see also u. :] ti.,JI is the name of
all thel places of the food: (Zj in his "Khal1
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cl-lnsin:") [see also, for odler meanings, its
dial. var. t. , in art. ." j:] the word belongs
to this art. and to art. .S~; the dual being

0t.o. and ;,.a.. (TA.) -A side, (Myb,TA,)
re'gion, quarter, or tract. (Myb.) You say,

9 ~i ' i; I am in the quarter and protec-
fion of such a one: pl. as above. (lIar p. 61.)

[See, again, , in art t$. ]
3~, like the inf. n., (TA,) St,fing; (PS;)

[i. e.] what is put into a pillon, or cuAhion, pc.:
(C, TA:) and [hence] cotton: and the seeds
used for eawsoning food, [and the rice 4c.,] with
which the bUlly of a lamb is stuJfed: pl. Sl.,
deviating from rule. (TA.)-. The sout of a
man. (15,TA.).t[A parenthesis;] a redun-
dant part, or portion, of speech, or of a sentence,
(], TA,) upon which nothing is syntactically
dspndent. (TA. [See gar pp. 85 and 86.])-
tt[A digretsion.]-t The portion of either he-
mistich of a verse that is comprisrd betneen the
first and last foot. (KT, &c.) - t Small, or
young, camel., (,,) among which are no great,
or old, ones; (S, TA;) as also V*.,.: (S,]:)
so called because they enter, or occupy the spaces,
among the latter; or because they go against the
sides of the latter: (TA:) accord. to ISk, (t,)

.t O s'1 l signifies [the camel tnrmed] !

i'_jI l and [that termed] ;jtAl C!: (8, and
iC in art. ±.:) the pl. [of 1.] is ' 1.
(TA.) It is said in a trad. respecting the poor-
rate,.. *!..I 1 . ., i. e., accord. to
IAth, t Take thou of the mall, or young, of
their camehl; such as thou termed .pl..JI ,l

and .t.UJI ot1. (TA. [But see another explanation
of this saying voce .c, . in art. -.]) And
. and 1 ';. signify also t The like of man-
kind; ( ;) [i.e.] itL. signifies the lower or
lowest, baser or baset, meaner or meanest, tort,
or thdie rabble, or refue, of mankind, or of the
people; (TA in art. g., and lar p. 61 ;) as
also . [which is of frequent occurrence in this
sense]; (KL ;) and t .j; (., TA ;) such as
servants and the like. (Vlar ubi supra, in ex-
planation of 4,t±.. [See also this word in art.

1.]·) You say, + ; :ii ;L..; t Such
a one came with those who were in hit yuarter
and protection: but this may be from 1.. sig-
nifying "a region, quarter, or tract;" servants
and followers being in the quarter and protection
of their master. (ljar ubi suprL.) And *,~

; i tf;i. 1 t slch a one is of the
lower or lonwest, &c., of thes ons of such a one.
(.)S..See also o'.lAlso A stufjd garment.
(Mgh.)

;t. bi ; S Black land, in wlsich is no good.
(V, TA.)

;ji. and "..:: for each, see L., in two
places: - and for the latter, see also a., in
two placs. _ You say also, jI ;._~. ,;S. L.

and 4, i.:, i..e. t' and W; [app.
meaning : How many are the thickets, or the
like, that obstruct the tracts of his land ]. (L.,
1, TA.)

si. Herbage that has beconme dry in its lonwer
part, and rotten: (IAar, IC:) or dry: (As,S,

.:) like [q. v.]. (S, TA.)

a; . A stuffed bed: ( :) pl. tt .. (TA.)
['Antarah says that a saddle was to him what

the 4:_, or stuffed bed, is to otlels: see EM
p. 229.] - Also, (K,) and L , (.8, K,)
A pillow, (.K,) or the like, (S,) with which a
woman maker her posteriors (S, 1K) or her body
(1) to appear la,ye: (S, . :) pl. of the former
as above; (TA;) and of the latter A,t"L. (S,
TA. [In the S, it is only said of the former that
it is the sing. of [....]) -Also the former,

The pad of a ~.j (or camel's saddle): see

a,l.., and its dual and pl.: see '., in six
places. - See also art. .s.

The place of the food in the belly. (F.)
[See also L., and ;.]

-: see ac ..

t- [The rectum;] the lo,west of the places
of the food, (As, TA,) [i. c.] the portion of the
intestines which is the lowvest of the places of the
food, (lAth,TA,) leading [immediately] to the
place of egress; (As, TA ;) in a beast, i.q. ;.":
(TA: [explained in the K in art. ~, to which
it does not belong:]) pl. a.. (IAth, TA.)

Hence, > ei 15 J ji £L1i;1j

,.b- ;u. (TA.)

;tL~ A coarse [garment of the hind called]
. ,1 (An, S, TA,) that abrades the shin: (TA:)
pl. 1-~.. (A,, S.) [But accord. to some, a

garment of this kind is called ~ or .]

and F,iUled, or stu.ed.]

1.- pl. of ,i , (., TA,) and of !'~...,

(lAth, TA,) and of *t~, (As, S,) and irreg.
pl. of ',, q. v. (TA.)

1. Is.' [aor. ~ ,] inf. n. t~, Hlie (a
man walking quickly, and one speaking with
sharpness, or hastiness, of temper, TA) breathed
short, or unintermittedly; panted for breath;
or was out of breath. (S, ]K, TA.) - See also 3.

2. ~.,J (TA,) in£. n. °.±1, (KL, TA,) lHe
made a 4... to a garment, or piece of cloth.
(KL)- And [hence,] tHe wrote a note or
comment, or noteC or commentt, upon the margin,
or margin, of a book: (KL, TA:) in this sense
it is vulgar [or post-classical]. (TA.) [Also,
app., He, or it, causd one to breathe short or
unintermittedly, to pant for breath, or to be out
of breath: see "- "' , below.]

./l,. _ #Lib., (IAmb, ], &c.,) inf. n. 16:,
(KL,) He et Aim aside as ecded from the -
scription of them; [~clsd~ him from them;]

[BooK I

did not include him among them: (IAmb, TA :)
from ,5_ meaning the " side" of a thing: (As,
TA:) heexccptedhimfrom them; as also 'l_;r3.
(Llh, i, TA.) You say, C; ".e" ~j..";;'
,.~. and *- -*- t* ., i.e. [I reled them and]
I did not say [of any one of thtem] OiJ sil
[Far it such a one from being included among
those of whom I speak! or from any cause of
reproach!]; or I did not except, of tlrem, any
one. (Lh, TA. [Thle same saying is repeated in
the TA, in the supplement to this art. of the K5,
but withl the substitution of . for .lf , .;
perhaps by a mistake of the copyist: or it may be
inferred from a statement of Fr and IAmb, which
will be found below, that one also says L
it -.. .] ) And En-Nabighah [Edh-Dhlubyinee]
says, (Mbr, S.)

a ~1 1 C> Lrt-' La, m

[And I shall tnot see an actor among manhind
resembling himn; and I do not except, of the com-
lpasnies of m,en, any one]: whlich shows s, to
heC a verb l,eritctlv inflected. (Mbr,S, Muglu;ce.)

Anld hellce the trod. of the Prophet, ; .Ll jU

"ai 'to. ; j`1 UJ! _1 , i. c. [lIc said,
Useinch is tlte most beloved of mnen to te :] he tlid
not except Fla!imneh: L. being here a ncgative;
not, as Ibn-Mailik imagines, supposing this
clause to bce of the wordLs of the Prophet, the La
whichl, witll a verb following it, conveys the mean-
ing of an inf.n. (Mu g hnec. )- .51 also denotes
exception as a particle, or as a verb (8, Mughllce)
having but one tense and no inf. n., (Mughnee,)
accordinlg as it goverlns a gen. or an accus. case. (8.)

You say, . _j ) j [I beat them, exz-
cept Zeyd], using it as a particle; and,.
i.oj Zl,., using it nas a verb. (8, I 'Ak p. 109.)

And sometimes one says, 1.,;j . l_. le .J .
[Tle pa,.ty stoocl, excet Z,eyd]; (Muallnce, I 'A.k
p. 1G69;) like . C; though Ibn-Malik [like
Sb] disallows it: (I 'Ak :) this being shown to be
allowable hy the saying of the poet,

[I have seen mankind, except Kureysha, that ire
are the most excellent of then& in conduct].
(Mughnce, I 'Ak p. 170.) The agent of' t.
[used as a verb having but one tense and no inf. n.]
is a pronoun implied, relating to the inf. n. of the
preceding verb, or to its act. part. n., or to a por-
tion of what is meant by the [preceding) general
noun: so that when one says, . .1. .ill .U
I.j, the meaning is, [Thle party stood, but] their
standing, or the stander of them, or a portion of
them, was apartfrom Zeyd. (Mughnec.) [In the
]K, its use as a verb of this kind is niot mentioned;
but it is there said to govern the gen. case, like

-It also denotes remoteness from imper-
fection or the like, or freedom thierefrom; as in
the phrase bi $t . [I ascribe unto God re-
motenes from eery imperfection or the like, or
freedom therefrom; generally implying wonder
or admiration, so that it may be rendered, honw5
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far, or Aow frec, is God from rvery impe-
fectionl]: (Mughnee:) or this phrase means
jI it [I seek protection by God; or, as often

used by late writers, and in the present day, God
forbidl]; a also,6 * ,ta..; (8,IV;) the former
being the original expression: (s:) it occurs,
read in both these ways, in the l5ur xii. 31
and 51; where it implies wonder at the power of
God as manifested in the creation of such a per-
son as Joseph. (Ksh, Bd.) Mbr and IJ and the.
Koofees hold that it is a verb; and that, in the
[latter] verse the meaning is, Joseph hath kept
aloof from diobedience for the sake of God;
but such an interpretation as this is not suitable
in the case of [the former verse,] I1 .' di 1 .
I-: the truth is, that it is a noun, syn. with

j;,;JI or ;91, [accord. to different copies of the

Mughnee, meaning .j;3 or 5;!$,] as is shown by

another reading, .i. tot., with tenween, like
di IS-; and by the reading of lbn-Mcs'ood,

XI t,,t., like Au !a: some assert that it is

a verbal noun, meaning 1 [I assert mtself to

be free, or clear, to God], or 01. ' [I have as-
serted myself &c.]; but its being deel. in some
dials. contradicts this. (Mughlnec.) One says
also, tlCl. and jJ * t;.. [Far art thou from
being included among those of whom I speak!
or from any cause of reproach ! or the like]; both
meaning the same. (S, 1K.) And some of the
Arabs say ., (Fr, IAmb, TA,) drop)ping the
I. (IAmb, TA.) - Sb says, (S, Mug,liicc,) with
most of the Basrees, (Mughnce,) that it is only
a particle governing the gern. case, (S, Mlugilioiee,)

syn. with '!; (Mughnce;) because, if it were a
verb, it would be allowable to make it a con-
nective to l, like J.; and this lihe asserts to bc
not allowable. (S.) Mbrsays that it is sometimes
a verb; as is shown by the vcrsc of En-Nib.ighalh
cited above; and by the saying .. 5L..t., be-
cause a particle cannot be made to precede imme-
diately another particle; and beause it sufTers
elision, as in the phrase ji b,ta_., seeing that
elision takes place in nouns and verbs only,
exclusively of particles: (S, Mughnec :) and IJ
and the Koofees say the like: but Mbr also holds,
in common with EI-Jarmee and El-Mizine and
Zj and Akh and AZ and Fr and Aboo-'Amr Esh-
Shlieybanee, that it is often a particle governing
the gen. ease, and seldom a trans. verb having but
one tense and no inf. n., because syn. with .
(Mughnee.) See also 5, in two places.

5. ,L.~3 [He went aside, apart, or aloof, or
he removed, wnithdrew, or retired to a distance,]
is from 4a.ZJI; like from t.C'i: (TA:)

and t ' . .W has a similar meaning:] you say,
lI. , 4.s1_;.3 I kept aloof from, shunned, or
removed myselyfar from, stuch a thing; from

ti.JI [or .JI] meaning Z_1. (l.ar p. 194.)

- And i - (IAgr, 1;) and bh.,
(Uar p. 294,) inf. n. ;11 (KL;) He ab-
staind, or refrained, (IAr, 1], KL, Ilar,) from
him, (IAyr, g, Var,) or it, (IAyr, KL,) through
disdain and pride; or he disdained, or scorned,
or was asltamed of, him, or it. (IAar, 1, 1lar.)

- And j , (El-Ba,hilee, TA,) and j
*.tj1., (.Har p. 294,) lIe illU not care, mind,
heed, or regard. (El-Bihilee, Har, TA.) - See
also 3, in two places, first and second sentences.

8: see 5.

_, for C..: see 3.

L., [in some copies of the S written with a
final I, (sce :._ in art. 3.,)] The contents of tel
ribs; or mwiat the ribs enclose: (S:) or the contents
of thw belly, belonr the , ,4.. [or diaphragm],
consisting of the liver and the spleen and the
h,j~ [or stonmac, properly that of a ruminant,
but also applied to that of a man,] and rhat sruc-
ceeds to this: or the portion between the shortest
rib, Nhich is in the extremity of the side, and the
hip, or haunch: or the exterior of the belly: (K:
[in the CK, j.'L1 .U.j .l is erroneously put for

'.>ia! .' 51 :]) and, accord. to the copies of the
IK, the d.).: [in telo CK, i .JI :] but cor-

rectly, the ~ [or wvaist]: (TA:) the dual is

0 _~ , (Az, TA,) and the dual of U~ is Ol_;
(TA in art. _:) and the pl. [of both these

sings.] is ,:;1 [generally meaning thile bowels, or
intestines]. (S, TA.) [It is often used as meaning
The belly: and the naist.] You say , J.j
WS _l A man lank in the belly. (S and Ki in art.

,,,..) And E : JeIJi ^ He is slender in
the meait: and of a woman, _ jl -i. :

e w aa .i: rd .. -- 

alid of women, tI~."Jl .*_.b C.- (TA.) - A
sitle, qnarter, region, or tract: (S, K:) a vici-
naye, or neighbourhood: slelter, or protection.

(Z, 1K,* TA.) You say, Ot U L;3 I amn in his
quarter, vicinage, or protection: (Z, K:) [see
also 1~, in art. j. :] and tVeZ :.. These
are in his quarter, or vicinage, and shadow, or
protection. (TA.)-=Also inf. n. of u [q v.].

w; A man having a complaint of his .S-

[lq. v]. (Az, TA.)_Also, and ', r, n,'eath-
ing short, or unintermittedly; panting for breath;
or out of breath ; (S, .K, TA;) applied to a man;
(8;) in walking quickly, and in speaking with
sharpness, or hastiness, of temper: (TA:) fem.
[of the former] ;'t~ and [of the latter] te~.,
(K,) of the mcasurle JLi. (TA.)

OlJet~ see swhat next precedes.

i. 't. and ,t a.i and d4it t.: see 3.

'to. as a particle, and as a noun; as in

.j and 41, and tJ,a. and .U '£o.: see 3, in
four places.

i.Z.tA [The selage, or selcedle, i. c.] the side,
(Mgh, Msb, TA,) or each of the tn'o sidles that
have no unwnoven extremity, (M, TA,) or each of
the two long sides that have at their tbro ends the
untowven threads, (T, TA,) of a garment, or piece
of cloth: ($, T, M, Mgh, Mob, 1 :) and in like
manner, of other things; (K, TA;) as, for in-
stance, t the side of a tract of herbage, and of the

mirage; and t the extremity of the ,sU [app.
meaning , .tI ;._i in the Temple of Mekkeh]:

(TA:) pl. AtAl;.. (S, Mgh, Myb.) - t The

margin of a book or writing. (TA.) - IA
nriting, or writings, upon the margin [or mar-
gins] of a book: (TA:) [i. e. a marginal note, or
marginal notes; an annotation, or a comment,
scholium, or gloss: and hence, a series of anno-
tations, comments, scholia, or gloses; a com-
mentary on particular words and pauages of a
book; distinguished from a j, which is an

exposition, explanation, or interpretation, in the
form of a running commentary, comprising the
entire text of the work which it expounds.] 
tAn indefinite portion of property, or of cattle:
(Mgb :) [or a portionfrom the side; not selected:

for, accord. to some,] the saying, Iy.. '>! .-
.I,*Jl means tTake thou from the sides of their

collections of cattle, [for the poor-rate,] without
choosing [the best]: this meaning being from

i4t_. as used in relation to a garment, or piece of

cloth, meaning the "side." (Mgh. [But see
another explanation of this saying voce ~.])

_ _.rJ -;I '.~A tTThe collateral relation or re-
lations; such as the paternal uncle, and his son:
as though from Z,ta. as meaning the "side" of
a garment, or piece of cloth. (Mgb.) a - l4

J.j t A man's family and dependentt, (1., TA,)
who are under his protection. (TA.).-. See also
°Ail. and its dual and pl. voco 3.:., in six
places.-And see . (in the present art.),
last sentence but one.- _ 'IjJI jj Jqj t A
man gentle, gracious, or courteout, to his asso-
ciates. (TA.)_ JI -j .-Aplentful,

easy, lfe. (S, TA.)- - U_/.JI JI .b1 c. -tA

congregated bodly crowding close together, side
against side. (Iar p. 294.)

..,._ 1 "d. [She that causes the dogs to pant
fo;breath;] applied to the hare; meaning that
the dogs nm after her until they are out of breath.
(ISk, S. [In one copy of the S, erroneously,

1. n, aor. ', (TA,) inf. n. -. _, (A, gy,)
Ile, or it, shaved it of; namcly, hair. (A, IS,

TA.) You say also, .A; i./eJS ... (S, A)
[The helmet rubbed off his hair: or] rendered his
hair scanty. (S.)- He cut off from it, either
with the ;;1:, [a word for which I do not find
any apposite meaning, and which is perhaps a
mistranscription,] or with the shears: (Er-Righib,
as quoted in the TA:) whence, accord. to some,

the word ^. (TA.) - t1.j I" -.,a.
:Tieyd cut, or severed, a tie of relationship be-

twreen them. (TA.)_ j4 ; ; _ ;.;lw
t[Ttere came a dearth, or drought, or a year of
drought, and] it did arway ,vith, or consumed, or
destroyed, everything. (TA, from a trad.)_

:J-I Zel.J t The hoar-frowt, or rime,
nipped, shrunk, shrivelled, or blated, (lit. burned,

,jl, q. v.,) the plant, or plants, or aorbage:

(Alin:) a dial. var. of i-., q.v. (TA.)-

,,o_, quasi-pass. of in the first of the senses
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explained above: see 7, in two places. -
IJ.b JWLJI X, (A, Mgh,. Mqb, K,*) nor. ', (A,
Mgh, Mab,) 8uch a thing became my portion of
the property: (A, :) or came to me, and be-
came my portion: (Mgh:) or came to me as my

,a
portion. (Msb.)m ~ , aor. t, [contr. to rule,
by which it shlould be :, the verb being intrans.,
unless the sec. pers. pret. be ~ ,] inf. n.

,~, ($, TA,) with which M, q. v., is syn.,
($,&c.,) He ran vehemently and quickly: (,
TA:) and ~.,e , (TA,) inf. n. !. ,
(R, I,) he was quick (S, ], TA) in going, (TA,)
and in journeying or pace. ($, TA.) . o is

also syn. with tl in all its meanings; like
..b and ,and b and n iAS . (Er-

Raigbhib.)

2: see R. Q. 1, in two places.

3. ; /t1 1 I divided wit htim the thig,
each ojus allotting to himself his portion. (TA.)
See also 6.

jD * - & 
4. _.1. I gqave him his portion, lot, or

share: (S, Msb, K :) or his portion, lot, or share,
of food and beverage cc. (TA.) And ~. 1
a.il I gave tte company of men their portions,

lots, or shares. (A.)

6. I15.tm They (namely, creditors,) divided
property among themsivet in portioen, lots, or
shares; ($,' Mgh, Msb, g ;*) as also t Il,
(KC,) inf. n. la. ($, TA) and j.lh.; (TA;)
ewery one of them taking his portion. (TA.)

7. . JI quasi-pass. of m_. in the first of
the senses explained above; It (hair) became
shaven off; a also .t d,m [see. pers., app.,

_'., , and nor. _,] inf.n. ,~ [and

app. _& , q. v. infrh]; or, as some say, #,
[perhaps a mistake for ~ or .] signi-
fles the hair's going from the head by shaving or
by disease: (TA:) and the former verb, it (the
hair) ivent fiom the bead; (V,, TA;) became
removed, or stripped off; (TA;) fell off, and
became scattered, by degrees; (8,TA;) us also

t : (TA:) the former is also said of the
plumage of a bird; (A;) and of the foliage of
trees; in the last of the senses mentioned above:
(TA:) and [in like manner] 1* ,a it (fur,
and the nap of cloth,) became removed, or stripped
off. (IAr.) You say also, i;il ;.1 l The
beard became short, its hair breaking off in pieces.
(TA.) And ,JI 't The tail became cut
off. (14.) It is aid in a prov., e&J;. il
J'Jt [He escaped, but the tail became cut off]:
applied to him who has been at the point of
destruction, and then escaped: (I :) or alluding
to the coward's escape from destruction after
being at the point thereof: related to have been
said by Mo';wiyeh, on the occasion of the safe
return of an ambassador whom he had sent to
the King of the Greeks, appointing for him a
threefold bloodwit [if he should be slain] on the
condition of his proclaiming the call to prayer
on entering his court; which he did; whereupon
the King's generals, who were with him, sprang
forward so slay him; but he forbade them, and
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sent him back farnished with rcquiMites for his
journey. (A 'Obeyd.) [Sce also Frcytag's Arab.

Prov., ii. 201.] You also say, ,l; A.il1 [His
head shed, or lost, its hair: or part thereof]:
(A:) and 1.Jl j1.a .. , and 1uJ1, the
ass's, and the camers, hairfell off. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. -, inf. n. a.a.m.: sec 1,
last two sentences._ The inf.n. also signifies
The nalking of him vwho is shaclied. (.K, TA.)
= ][e strove, or laboured; exerted himself;
took pains, or extraordinary pains; or excetled
the usual bounds; in lhis aflihir. (Abu-l-'Abbis,
TA.)= He (a camel) fixed, or made firm or
steady, his knees, in order to rise (S, .K) *with
the load; and lhis stifle-joints: (S:) or lay dovwn
upon his breast, with folded legs. (TA.)--
llence, as some say, , JI Oa,m. 1:jl in the
I;ur [xii. 51], meaning, Now the trutl hath
become established: or, as others say, it is from
a^., and means, now kath the portion of truth

become distinct from that of falsehood: (TA:)
or no7w hath the truth become distinct, apparent,
or nmanifcst, (S, MIsb, Er-Raghib, TA,) after
concealment, (TA,) or by the coning to light of
that which wras conacealed in the mind. (Er-
Riglhib, TA.) You say, cJI The
thing became distinct, apparent, or manifest,
(Kh, S, I,) oaftcr having been concealed; (Kh ;)
as also VJa_o, inf. n. oam,.: (.1:) and

some read ,,Jl t ,_. in the .ur ubi suprl
(TA.) One should not say ~ in this sense;
(TA;) nor a .. (Ez-Zejj.jee.)

R. Q. 2. ': see 7, in two places.

ue A portion ofa sum: (Er-Raghib:) and
used to signify a portion, lot, or share, (S, Msb,
Er-Righlih, ],) of food, and of beverage, and of
land, &c.: (TA:) accord. to some, from _a
signifying "he cut off from it:" (TA:) pl.

- (A, Msb, K.)

L,,a_ Paucity, or scantiness, of the hair of
the head; (S, ] ;) and of the fetlock of a horse:
(TA:) also shortness of the beard, when its hair
breaks off in pieces: (TA:) and the state of one
suffering from a protracted disease, whose hair
does not grow long. (TA.)

L~k Mange, or scab: (Ibn-'Abbid, I :)
because the hair falls off in consequence of it.
(TA.) . Vehemence of running, (As, S, Mgh,
.,) of an ass, (Mgh,) and quickness thereof:
(As, $ :) [see 1, last sentence but one :] or, accord.
to 'Asim Ibn-Abi-n-Nujood, (S,) an ass's straighten-
ing and erecting the ears, and moving about, or
wagging, the tail, and running: (S, 1 :) accord.
to some, ($,) an emission of wind from the anus,
with a sound; (S, Mgh, K;) as A'Obcyd says,
in relation to a trad. in which that which it signi-
fies is attributed to the devil as the effect of his
hearing the call to prayer; but he adds that the
saying of 'A4 im is more pleasing to him; and
it is also the saying of Ay, or like it. (S.)

ho-. i. q. t~ [Shaven off]; applied
to hair: (s :) or it is a bubSt. applied to that

hair [rrhich is shaven off]. (TA.) [See also

-..a. :] - and see ,~,l.

*a.a - Vthat is collected from sharing or
plucking out. (TA.) [See also ~ ',].-.Also
The fhair and fur of the ear, whother shaven off
or not: or, as some say, hair andfur in general:
but the former explanation is more known. (TA.)
- And tIVat is above the jl; [or part next the
hoof (in the CX( erroneously written jaz)] of the
horse; (Ibn-'Abbaid, 1] ;) i. e., of the hair that
surrounds the hoof: so called because of the
paucity of that hair. (Ibn-'Abbad.)

,e aa +>3 A laborious, (I;,) quick night-
journey to vater, in vwhich is no flagging; (As,
S, I;) like . :: (S:) or tuch as is far-
extending, or long: and t...a a quick

journey, or pace; like ,A,t.. (TA.)

.aoht,. A disease in consequence of which the
hair gradually falls off and becomes scattcred:
(S, A, K:) or a disase that takes awvay the
hair: (IAth:) or that takes away the 1air
entirely. (A'Obeyd.) =_ i.q.
t Ai,,o ; (K ;) : Bect,ven themn is a tie of
relationship which they have sceered, or cut;
not treating one another with the affection duo
to it; (TA;) [so that it is an act. part. n. in the
sense of a pass. part. n.;] as also .:
(A, TA:) or the meaning is, ~ .Z li [having
a severing; so that it is a possessive cpithlet]. (.;.)

a . f
,a~1l [Having the hair shaven off, or rubbed

oJ; or fallen oft; cither vwholly or partly], applied
to the bead; pl. _ : (A:) a man having littla
hair upon the head: (S, K:) or a man having
no hair; (Mgh;) a man whose hair has all gone;
fern. a^., applied to a woman: (Et-Tirmidhec:)
also, [a man] having no hair upon his breast:
and a man suffering from a protracted disease,
whose hair does not growv long: (TA:) and a
horse having little hair in the fetlock, and in
the tail; which is a fault; (TA;) as also
v,,_; (K, TA;) on the authority of Drd:
(TA:) and the fern., a she-camel having no fur
upon her: and the masc., a tail having niao hair
upon it: and t _.~ applied to the back of
the neck, of which the hair has been shaven off
(TA.) You say also ;~-Ul , 1 J A an
whose beard has become short, its hair having
broken off in pieces: and ' a.J a beard
that has become short in like manner. (TA.)

And '.'Jl ,,a.l ls (S, A, K) A bird haring
little plumage in the wing: (:) or whoseplumaoge
of the wing has gradually fallen off and beconme
scattered: (S,?TA:) pl. as above. (S.)_: A
sword having in it, or upon it, no 1 [or diversified
wavy marks, streaks, or grain]. (1, TA.) _
Applied to a man, (A,) : Unluchy; (AZ, A, ;)
unpropitious; in whom is no good: (AZ, A:)
and the fern., applied to a woman, also signifies
t unlucky; (g, TA;) in whom is no good. (TA.)
And hence, (A,) or because they keep pace to-
gether in their prices (lPl Xt ;) until they
grow old and weak, when their prices becomeI

I
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diminished and they die, (s,) Q s.1 signifies

S The slave and the ass. (S, A, i.) _ [A man]
who cuts, or severs, the tie of relationship. (TA.)

_:a t.. -: see .mt. -_ La. 0l (S, A, .1)

t A sterile year, in which is no good: (S, :)
or a year of drought, in which iJ little herbage:
or a year in which is no herbage. (TA.)_

, , .4. S A day intensely cold. (TA.) It was
said to a man of the Arabs, " Which of the days

is the most cold?" and he answered, ,r)1 ,,. 1;
(TA;) the former meaning, t The day ,rhose

sun ris (1, TA) the horiton being red, (TA,)
and its Ahy (3~,), accord. to the copies of the
1, but correctly its north wind (iJl,), (TA,)
being clear, (}, TA,) and such that a touch is
not felt by reason of tihe cold; and it is that in
which there are no clouds, and of whicAh the cold
does not abate: and the latter meaning, the day

in which blows the wind called .L;I, driving
along clouds in which ii no water, wherein no
sun rises, and in which is no rain. (TA.) Z
says, (TA,) it was said to one of them, "Which
of the days is the coldest?" and he answered,

n ,vflj >g ~j.l, i. e., The clear, [in
which the horizon is red,] and the cloudy, in

which blows the wind called [_1. (A, TA.)

-- CL.. b A wind that is clear, without

dust. Qg, TA.)

J see W,,~; and, .^; and La..

1. ,c^, (.8, A, Msb, a,) aor. (S, A, M.hb)
and :, (Mb,) inf. n. am, (Mab,TA,) 1He

threw at him, or pelted him with, pebbles, (8,
A,* ,) or small pebbles. (Msb.) And hence,
in a general snse, He pelted him. (gar p. 234.)
And e Z.t s : , .. [The wind cast, or

drove along, or tore up, the pebbles, or snmaU
pebbles]. (A.)_-Also, (A,) or ~. ., inf. n.

s,y ', (.,) or both, (Mqb, ],) but the latter
has an intensive signification, (Mqb,) He spread
pebbles in it, (A, ],), namely, a -mosque, (A,)
or a place; (1;) he strewed it, namely, a mosque,
(., M9b,) &c., (Msb,) with pebbles, (8,) or with

small pebbles. (Mqb.) _5;& , _. He threw
it (anything) into the fire. (AO, g.)7

l Hle threw _ [or firewood, ,c.,] into
the fire. (A.) [Also,] inf. n. as above, He
kindled the fire, or made it to blaze or flame,
with . (TA.)" s 1j~ IiThey hastened
from him, or it, in flight. (A, TA.) -

~.L & t He turned away from his com-
panion; as also P 1. (1.) - ,

.;~l t i. q. W , [which has two meanings:
he went away in, or into, the country, or land:
and he discharged his excretent: the former
seems to be here meant]. (g.)~. ; (1;
[in a copy of the A , but this is probably
a mistranscription, u appears to be indicated by
its being there added that the part. n. is ..;])
and ... , aor. , (g,) inf. n. ,,., (KL,)

or ,.,.; (TV, and indicated in the 1 ;) [and

app. * also; (see ..a ~;)] lIe broke

forth with '.aa. [i. e. measles, or spotted fever].
(1K, KL.) The second of thcse verbs signifies as
above, said of a person's skin. (S.)

2. '.a.: see 1. = Also ., (T, TA,)

inf. n. ,3' ', (T, Mglh, ,) He (a pilgrim)
slept [or stopped to sleep] in El-2Iohax.ab

(t - .t1), (T, Mgh,* .K,) whlich is the name
of the way between the mountains opening upon

the part called .1J4)l, (T, K,) between Mekkeh

and Mina, (T, Msb,) so called from the pebbles

in it, (T, TA,) and also called ;1, (Msb,)

for an hour, or a short time, (az,) of the night,
(T, Mgh, I,) in returningfrom 2lini to .lekkeh:
(T, Mgh," TA:) this was formerly done in imi-
tation of Moh.ammad; but it is said to be volun-
tary; not obligatory. (T,TA.) Also He slept
at that place after going forth from Mehheh.

(TA.) ' - 1 is also the name of the place
where the pebbles are cast in Min6; (As, S., A,
Mgh, Msb, ;) also called ' .' -. (TA.) =

: sec 1.

4. _.e n 1, (S, A, ],) inf. n. ~ .i, (TA,)
le (a horse, S, A, or other beast &c., TA) struck
up the pebbles in his running. (., A, IS.) - See
also 1.

6. l~d) Theey elted oneanother with pebbles.
(A, g.)

.; Stones; as also t.;a, n. un. ai;..,
which is extr. [as n. un. of ., but not of
_a]. (K1.)-A stone that is thrown; like

,,a in the sense of G. . (TA.)-Firewood,
(1.,) in a general sense; (TA;) in the dial. of
El-Yemen: (Fr,TA:) or what is thrown into
afire, (A 'Obeyd, 8, IK,) offirewood and of other
things; (TA;) in the dial. of Nejd: (Fr, TA:)
or fiJrewood prepared for fuel: (Msb :) orfire-
wood with vwhich a fire is lighted; firewood not
being so called until it is thus used. (..) 

,:q', in the gur [xxi. 98], signifies, in the
Abyssinian language, accord. to 'Ikrimeh, The
firesvood [orfucl] of .Iell. (TA.)

_a. [Pebbly]. You say '.a .. jl and

2 1'.. (T, 8, A, g1) A land containing, (T, S,)
or abounding with, (A,1,) pebbles. (T, S, A, 1.)
And ' ,.t,, . O A place containing pebbles.
(TA.) - See also _.

°a~. [A tingle throwing ofpebbleas]._.[Hence,
app., because immediately following the day of
the last throwing of pebbles in the Valley of

Minc,] ' .JI ' The night [next] after the

days called &P. l .1., [which are the 11th
and 12th and i3th of Dhu-l-Jijjeh]. (K.)_ See

also _..~_Also, (S,A,Mgb,g,) and V1,'

(., Mob, 1,) and (sometimes, ) t !, (., K,)
[Meales, or spotted fever;] a certain cutaneous
eruption: (., A, Myb, 1 :) by some, [contr. to
general authority,] said to be nsmall-pox. (Msb.)

: e -,: see _, and : and see

also a_am.

-- : sec -.

:L..~ Pebble.: (S, A, 1 :) or small pebbles:
(Msb:) accord. to Sb, a quasi-pl. n.: (TA:)
sing. t -.. (]..)- See also 2.

~.A.~..: see 2.

.1_,.l. [A thrower, or pelter, of stones]. You

say, ..L j. l_s g [He is a pelter of
stones (app. meaning a calumniator): he is not
afriend]; (A, TA.) [Hence also,] ~ , (,
.K,) or ,_ ,, (A,) A violent rind that

raises the pebbles; (S, A ;) as also t *.i45 .
(S :) or a wind that bears along the dust (]C,TA)
and pebbles: (TA:) and a wind casting down
pebbles from the shy: or a wind that tears up
the pebbles. (TA. [See the ]5ur liv. 34, &c.])
-And hence, tA punishment from God. (TA.)
-Dust containing pebbles. (IA.ir, TA.) See
also ,_'._ Clouds (.; ) casting down
snow anil hail: (1 :) or clouds (,.A ), because
of tllcir casting down snow and hail. (TA.)-
Pebbles [bortne] in the vind. (ISh, TA.) You
say, l._ e .I C; L O [Our day was one in
n,hich pebbles were blown about by the wind].
(TA.)_ Small particles of snown and hail scat-
te'red about. (1.) -A large number of nwn on
foot. (Az, TA.)

A )-; -*: seec

,..-- : see ,u :annd see also 2, in
two places.

r. , _ zAffected with the cutaneous eruption
termed t.. [i. e. meases, or spotted ferercr;

(A, 1 ;) as also $ _ . (TA.)

1. ,, (, A, Mgh, &c.,) nor. ' and , inf. n.
. (,- Mgh, M, b, 01) and ,; . (Lli, Mgh, K)
and L~,, (Lh, ,) He reap,ed, or cut (A, 3Mgh,
.K) wit/, the J~. (,) ceCd-l)produce, (S, A,
Mgh, Msb, I5,) and plants, or herbage; (S, I: ;)
o:i,ginally used in relation to seed-produce; (TA;)
as also oP . (1f.) - [lence,] _

-_ :to [lIe reaped, or mowed, them doan with
the nrsord]: (A:) he slenw them: or he exerted
his utmost povwer or ability, or exceeded the
ordinary bounds, in slaying them: (TA:) he
exterminated them [cith thes,word]. (Mgb,TA.)
_And 1a ICIj.. . Hj s [e w · ho

sows evil reaps repentance]. (A.) ~ , (L,)
[aor. -,] inf. n. .a. , (L, K,) It (a rope, and
a bow-string,) was, or became, strongly twitted,
and firmly, or compactly, made; (L,B ];*) as
also t koa....tl: (S, A, L, I :0) and it (a coat
of mail) was, or became, [close in its rings, (see
.h~,) and] firm, and compactly made. (L, 1.*)

4. .a.l It (seed-produce) attained to the

s proper timefor it being reaped; u al so 
(., Mgh, Mgb, 1 :) or the latter, t it. invited the
act of reaping. (TA.)- He tristed a rope
(., O) firmly. (TA.) - [He made firm, in a
general sense. (Golius as from the KL; but not
in my copy of that work.)]

h-^ - J%^
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10: see 4: _ and see also 1..... [Hence,] t It

(the affair, or state, of a people) became establidsed,
or sttled, firmly, soundly, thoroughly, or well.
(TA.)...It (a people, or party) collected together,
or amembled, and rendered mutual aid. (., ].)
-He as, or became, angry: (K:) or violently
angry. (TA.)

.: n see _.

_ J 1 . and (S,1 and t &a
id .i (J) A rope strongly twisted, and
rmly, or compactly, made: (.,V :) and 3

.a.l a bow-string strongly twisted: (TA:)
And v :l1 &) a coat of mail close in its rings,
compact and strong. (L, .g.)

;l^, The time, or season, qf reaping; as also
VL;C~.. (g, TA. [In the C., each is erro-
neously made to be with ;.]) One says, [also,
using each as an inf. n.,] "LXl ,j L;, (8, A,)

or lr;JI X,ljlI, (Mob,) and Vlm.JI1, (S, M9b,)
[This is the time, or eason, of reaping: for]
both are also inf. ns. of _ in the first of the
senses explained above. (Lb, B.)8 See also
,r.. - Also i'.a t remains upon the ground,

of seed-produce, among the lower parts of the
stalks of that which has been reaped; and so
2~,S pI. of tb~ and t,;L . (Mgh.) _
And What falls off, and becomes scattered, of
seeds of wild leguminous plants when they dry
up. (L.) -And The fruit, or produce, of any
tree. (L.)

;ld,._: see t.., in two places.

_. Reaped seed-produce; (., A, Mgh, Mgb,
1f;) ' also a.i.d. (, Mgh, 1) and tj.r

and tar. (.8, Mbb, ) and t.; ., which last
is originally an inf. n.: (Mgh :) pl. of the first,
(A, Mgb,) and of the second, (Mgh,) oL;-.

(A, Mgh.) And J.al.JI [see Xlur 1. 9]
Grain that is reaped: (L:) grain of wheat and
of barley and of anything that is reaped; as

though for j1aJl ;j1 ~._.: (Z :) orgrain of
reaped wheat. (Lth:) _ See also la~-. - It is
also said to signify Seed-produce torn up and car-
ried away by the w ind. (L.) - Also t Slain [or
moned down] witI the sword, like seed-produce
reaped. (Jel in xxi. 15.) I ; oc-
curring in a trad., means t The words that their
tongu utter, and [as it nere] cut off, againt
othera; (, A, L;) being words wherein is no
bgood: the tongue being likened to a reaping-
hook; and the words that it utters, to reaped
seed-produce: AL., here, is pl. of t ;o..
(L.) - See also what next follows.

s.~r: see ,.'a, in two places: - and
;t '..-Also The lower parts of seed-produce,
which the reaping-hook does not reach.. (].)-
Also A pice of ned-produce: (! :) or Vt.,.
has this signification; such a place being so calied
becase it is reaped: ., accord. to Az, sig-
nifies a field of rwhich all'the produce has been

reaped: the pl. is L_.. (L) _ A place of
reaping. (M.b.)

.. ,_ A reaper: pl. *r; . and ;LL. (1g.)

' ,a.i; fem. l... : see ,a, in three places.
) Also i.1 *. A tree abounding with
leavs [and therefore compact]. (I1.)

.,' at . , ,-..
: see %~_ .-[[Hence,] LS,Ip x

:A man whoe judgment, or opinion, is well, or
rightly, directed, ($, K,) and sound, or firm.
(TA.)I What has dried up while standing [of
seed-produce]. (1C.)

. Seed-produce that has attained to the
proper tim, or season, for its being realped; as
also t.a. : .. (Mgh, Msb.)

.K~ A reaping-hook, syn. J.., (s, K ,)
nith Ahich wsed-produce is cut. (TA.)

, : Bsee , r.

, : ee .ul : -and see :an d see . .

[Hence,] .a. lj :Sound, or firm, judg-
ment or opinion. (TA.)

1. *.a,;, ($, A,) aor. ' (S, ) and -, (1,)
inf. n. j^.., (., .K,) lIe, or it, straitened him;
(S, A, . ;) so in the 1.ur ix. 5; (TA;) and en-
compased, or surrounded, him. (S, A.) You say
.2yA., '($, M.b,) or ~ v,-., (g,) nor. :, (S,
Msb,) in£. n. , (Ms.b,) It (a hostile party,
18k, S, Msb, or a people, .K) encompassed him,
or surrounded him, (M9b, JI,) and prevented him
from going to his business: (Msb :) or straitened
him, and encomtpassed or surrounded him; as also

* ., inf. n. and ;1_.. (ISk, S.)
The ; ta... of an enemy is well known. (K.)
You say jud ?r..tr., inf. ns. as above, [TIhe
enemy besieged, or bet, them;] and 5
il* j.~JI We remained in the state of siege
some days; or in the place of confinement; and
i,:, e.; 1.,9j [They were besieged, or

beset, vdehemently]. (A.) - Also *yar,, (S, A,
;K, &c.,) aor. ' (Mgh, 10) and , (K,) inf. n.
^., (A, Mgh, K.,) He, (Akh, 8, A,) or it, (S,)

confined, kept close, imprisoned, detained, retained,
restrained, withheld, or prevented, him; (AO,
Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheyb(nee, Akh, S, A;) as also
to_a .: (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybanee, 8:) or a
distinction should be made between these two
forms, as will be seen in what follows. (TA.)
And It (a hostile party, and a disease, ISk, Th,
Msb) detained, restrained, withheld, or prewnted,
him (ISk, Th, Msb, K) from journeying !c.;
(g ;) as also V ,,,$1: (AO, ISk, Tb, Msb, k :)
or the latter signifies it (disease) prevented him
from journeying, orfrom a thing that he desired:
so in the ]ur ii. 192: (ISk,S:) or [more pro-
perly] it (disease, or urine, [&c.,]) made him to
rwtrain himelf: (Akh, O, ] :) or ;ta.I signifies
the being preveonted from attending the religious
rites and ceremonie of the pilgrimae, by dis-

case, or the like: (IAth :) or j 1.I is said when 
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a man is turned back from a course which he
desired: and _i', when he is confined, or re-
strained, or the like: (Yoo:) or, accord. to Fr,
the Arabs say, of him whom fear or diseae pre-
vents from accomplishing his pilgrimage or his
;j. [q. v.], (Mgh, t TA,) and of any one that is
not forcibly constrained, as by imprisonment, or

by enchantment or the like, (TA,) t'j f: and
of him who is imprisoned or restrained by a
Sultan, or by one who overpowers, '~.: this
distinction is observed by them: (Mgh, e TA:)
but if you mean that the constraining power of
the Sul,.n is a preventing cause, and you do not
refer to the act of the agent, it is allowable for

~- Of[ e-
you to say, J.jl vyrn~.1 eJ: and if you say of
him whom pain or disease makes to restrain him-
self, that the disease, or fear, restrains him, it is
allowable for you to say, .r.: or, as Aboo-Is-
1b4 the Grammarian says, the correct rule, accord.
to the lexicologists, is, that one says of him whom

fear and disease prevent, 'm-_1.: and of him who
is confined or restrained b; another, vj : and
thus it is because he who refrains from conducting
himself freely in an affair restrains himself: and
thy saying ,j,. means that thou hast restrained
him; not that he has restrained himself: so that
it is allowable to say in this case [when you do
not mention the agent], r'.t. (TA.) (Accord.

to Z,] , r and ,~) [lit. He was withheld
from it] is said when a man is ashamed at a thing,
and leaves it, or abstains from it, or when he is
unable to effect a thing, or finds his wisll difficult
of attainment. (A. [See also yr, in what fol-

lows, in this paragraph.]) JQIl 5 .;L.jI ,;a.°

means - 1,dl jL L, JIJ i [I rstricted
the division of the property among the creditors]:
for the prevention is not against them, but against
others, from their being sharers with them in theo
property:· the phrase is inverted, like >a~;1
;.: .. . (M9b.)__ Also d,, (1gC,) aor. ;,
inf. n. '_, (TA,) He took the whole of it; (v;)
[appropriated it to himself eczlutively;] acquired
it; took it to himse/f. (TA.) -And a_, (8,

A, Mgh, K,) and t .l , ($., A, g,) or y'

tw·, and ^_, (Ks,) or Jot i j n,
aor. ., inf. n. r. [and .m., or this latter
is a simple subst.], (lbn-Duzurj,) He (a man,
$, A) suff'erd suppresion of the fecas, or condti-
pation of tithe bowels: (Ks, Ibn-Buzurj, $, A,

Mgh, 1:) [distinguished from ,.l: (see ya_:)

or] ,_W cl j~ signifies hc suffered suppreion
of his urine.. (1bn-Buzurj.)~.jr.~, [intrans.,]
with fet-h [to the .o], and VJ,rI, , She (a
camel) had a narrow orifice to the teat. ($.)

And j. , aor. !; and L_, aor. :; and ,

(g,) or y~31; (so in the TA;) It (the orifice of
her teat) twas, or became, narrow. (C,* TA.) 
And '_, nor. ', inf. n. y., He was, or be-
came, unable to express his mind, to say what he
cwould, to find words to wpre what he would
ray; he faltered in ~peecl; (Q, Mgh, K, ExpJs.

a
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of the " Mufafoal" of Z;) by reason of rhane and
confurion of mind, or other [accidental] cause;
wherein, only, it differs from jO.. (Expos. of
the "Mufay0 al" of Z.) And also, (Mob, 1g,) or

$!,"11 ~ ! yan, (,) He faltered, or became im-
peded, and was unable to proceed, in reading, or
recitation. (S, Mob, 15.) And '_. aor. :, He
was adhamed, and cut short, as though the affair
straitened him like as the prison straitens the
prisoner. (TA.) And a;c . He became im-
peded, and nas unable to do it. (S.) And y' .
aw1l ;C, aor. ', [inf. n. .a,] He abstained
from jexual intercourse writh the cnoman, (K,
TA,) though able to cieoy it: (TA:) or C.

1,,a (S,) or '*.1.J e, (Az,) he reas prevented by
impotencefrom having sexual intercourse (Az, S)
with his wife, (S,) or with Yeomen. (Az. [See

.. -]) _ Also ._Y., (Mgh, TA,) or y.

*j-", (S, Mob, TA,) nor. :, (Msb,) inf. n.j. ,
(S, Mob, 1,) lie became straitened in his bosom;
his bosom became straitened. (S, Mgh, Msb, g,*

TA.) In the ]gur [iv. 92], IP-_. 53..· . 1

.Ob Ulit LdI means_:k J [Or wrho
come to you, their bosoms being contracted so that
they are incapable of fighting you; or their
bosoms shtinkingfrom fighting you]: (TA:) Akhi
and the Koofces allow that the pret. here may be
a denotative of state; but Sb does not allow this
use of the pret. unless witlh .; and hc makes
... s t_.a.. to be an imprecation [meaning
may their bosoms become contracted]: (9:) accord.

to Fr, the Arab say, A ,.ei CM Al,
meaning &U& 0 ,3: Zj says, Fr makes .a.~
a denotative of state; but it is not so unless with
.J: Th says that if d be understood, it approxi-
mates to a denotative of state, and becomes like
a noun; and some read .,; ~ ,a.^: AZ does
not allow this usc of the pret. [as a denotativc of
state] unless preceded by 3 or ,.. (TA.) - And
.!~, alone, He vomited. (Mgh.) -- And He be-

came affected with a disease, or malady, by a
thing. (TA.) - Also, (, 1g,) aor. :, inf. n.
j.^., (],) ve as, or became, niggardly, tena-
cious, penuriouts, or avariciou. (91, .) One
says, gJ ;I The party
drank, and such a one was niggardly to them,
(AA, 9, L,) not expending upon those who drank
with him. (L.)_ - [Hence,] to . He con-
cealed the secret; (K;) ,.efrainedfrom divulging
it. (TA.)-e~a.l ya _, aor. ' and , (TA,)
inf. n. _.., (1,) He bound a jL~, (K, TA,)
or a t ., (TA,) upon the camei; (., TA;)
as also ?ea1: (9, K,TA:) and he' made for,
or put to, the camel a j.; : as also 1,a1l.
(TA.)

3: see 1, in three places.
4: see 1, in eleven places.

7. .1..J He, or it, was, or became, restrained,
withheldd, or prevented. (KL.)

8: see 1, last sentence.

; (9fi, Mgh, ], &c.) and · . (A, and
Expositions of the Fq) Supprenion of the fec~ ;
or comtipation of the bowels: (Yz, As, s, A,

Meh, .:) suppression of the urine is termed

y.l: (Yz, A, Mgh:) or , signifies also
suppresion of the urine, like W1. (Ibn-Buzurj.)

',;. [inf. n. of y, q. v., pasim. - Also]
Suppression of the flow of milk of a camel, from
a heavines, or heaving, of the stomach, or a
tendency to vomit; and unwillingneu to yield a
.fow of milk (TA.)

ym .A man unable to express his mind; to
say what he tould; to find words to express
what he would say; (Mgh, TA;) by reason of
shame and confusion of mind, or other [accidental]
cause: (TA: [see yr:]) and one who is im-
peded, and unable to proceed, in reading, or reci-
tation: (Msb, TA:) and so t. and V_,
in both these senses. (TA.)_ Contractel in
the bosom; having the bosom contracted; (Tgh,
TA;) as also .;eaa. and t a.. (.) n the

1Kur iv. 92, some read .Lj j.a. [Their
bosoms being contracted]. (TA. [See 1, latter
part.]) - Affected with vomiting. (Mgh.)-
Niggardly, tenacious, penurious, or avaricious;
(K;) as also f;es.! and ?t;j-: (?,]:) and

e a. one who will not drink wine, by reason
of nigardliness: (1I :) and ; one who wilU
not expend upon those wrho drink with him:
(L:) and one vwho [by reason of niggardlines]
does not take part in the game called _. JI.

(Sub.)_ Also, (<,) or `1jw ja._, (A,) and
t;* .. [alone], (1,) A strict concealer of secrets:
( :) or [simply] a conealer of secrets. (A, g.)
__ :.TJI eye._. A she-camel whose flow of
milk is suppressed. (TA.)

ja-_: see',.

;_ Impervia eounti mulier; syn. ',.
(A, 1.)

UJA.. [and w which latter is now the
more common,] A maker, or seller, of y [or

, i.e. mats, p1. of Je ]. (Ibn-Khillikan,
p. 19 of vol. i. of Dc Slane's ed.)

,--
jt.a: see the next paragraph.

`;t_.: see .~ . _ [A fo,.tress; a fort; a
catle.]; Also, (9, R,) and ;t.G;-, (1,) A
hind of pillow, cushion, or pad, which is put
upon a camel, and of vwhica the hinder part is
raised so that it is made like the i.A of a camel's
saddle, the fore part being stuffed so that it is
made like the a.~i [or rather ia/tl or aL .Ij]
of a came's saddle, and which is ridden upon;
and so 't '.: (K :) or a hind of saddle upon
which those who break, or train, beasts ride: or
a [piece of stuff of the kind called] 't .b, Which
is thrown upon the bach of the camel, behind the
rider: (TA:) or t !' i. (O) and ;k (TA)
signify a mall [saddle of the kind caUed] .,,
(K, TA,) which is bound upon a camel, and upon
which is thrown the apparatus of the rider.
(TA.)

j.U- One who has no sexual intercours with
women, (9, Mgb, 9,) th~ough able to hae it,
(K,) abstaining from them from a motive of

chastity, and for the sake of shunning worldly
pleaures: (TA:) or who is pr~neted from
having it, (V, TA,) by impotence: (TA:) or
wino does not desire them, (IAar,A, Myb,],) nor
approach them: (IAvr,K :) applied also to a horse,
i. q. C>;.. (IA,r,TA in art.,...) In the aur
[iii. 34], applied to John the IBaptist. (TA.)_
Castrated; (V;) having the penis and testicles
amputated. (TA.)- Very fearful or cautious;
who abstains, or refrains, from a thing through

fear. (K.) -See also m., in four places. _-
Also A she-camel having a narrow orife to the
tcat. (s, .)

:see j.9~, in two places: -and see

._, in four places. ... Also A king: (, A,Y:)
because he is secluded: (S,A:) or because he
prevents those who have acces to him. (TA.)
m A prison; (9, A, Mgh, Mb, ] ;) as also

?;L.. (TA.) So [accord. to some] in the ]5ur
xvii. 8. (S, ISd.) A mat woven of reedt [or
of rushes] (Mqb, ]) or of palm-leavers; (IDrd

and K voce ;Ji;, &c.;) syn. j; (Mb, ;)

vulgarly $}ja.: (Msb:) or a thing wove,
[i4L, in the L and TA erroneously written

&&;L,] made of j&4 [or papyru] and of J21
[or ruhe], and then spread upon the ground

like a carpet: (TA:) pl. ._ (Msb, TA) and,
by contraction, ... (TA.) Hence the prov.,

._ ~i J. [A captive upon a mat]. (TA.)

And ,..l £L Bugs; syn. &. (TA in art.
j.) _ Anything woven. (V.) - .A garment,
or piece of cloth, ornamented and tariegated,
which, when spread out, captivates hart, in a
manner peculiar to it, by its beauty. (K.) So,
accord. to some, in the trad. of godheyfeh, /,pa

1Jt e> ~9;s1 isha * UI [expl. in art.

,/,&, conj. 1]. (B.)_A bed; or a thAing spread
to lie upon; as though it were a mat: so, accord.
to El-Hasan, in the I5ur xvii. 8, referred to

above. (TA.) - A sitting-place; syn. j;:
(<, and so in two copies of the A:) MF thinks
it to be a mistake for r [a prison, or place
of confinement]. (TA.) The surface of the
ground: (Mob, ]5:) whence, accord. to some,
it is applied to that which is spread upon the

ground [i. e. a mat]: (TA:) pl. [ofpauc.] .1.
and [of mult.] _. (.) - Water. (1.)
[Perhaps because its surface, when rippled by
the wind, is likened to a thing woven: see .]

- The diversified wavry marks, streaks, or grain,
(.kW,) of a sword, (V,TA,) re~lmbing the tracks
of ants: (TA:) or its Cl!pe~ are its two sidw.
(], TA.) - A road, or way. (IAr, ].) -
A row of men, and of other thingL (].) -

A certain cein extending acros upon the sid of
a beast, towards the belly: (J:) so, accord. to
some, in the trad. of l[odheyfeh mentioned
above: (TA:) or a portion of J~eh to itu~;
(] ;) i. e., from the shoulder-blade to tha jlank;

as also t ', explained in the a us a portion
of.s~ lying acros in the sid of a horse, whick
one see when he i made lean by canty food:
(TA:) or the former signifies the n~w that
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is between the part called the 3ti and the part
where the false ribs end; (8, TA;) which is the
end of the side: (TA:) or the part that is
between the rein that appears in tAe side of the
camel and horse, lying acrou, and what is above
it, to the part where the jide terminates: (As,
S:) or the j~ of the side is what appears oJ
theits upper parts of the ribs. (Ibn-Es-Seed.)-
Also The side itself (Az, 9, .) Hence the
phrase, ,;wpg ll we $l> A beast having
wide sides. (A,TA.) Aud l1. ' i jl
[May God make his sides to acie; meaning]
may he e severely beaten. (A,TA.) A certain
elegant scholar says, J .Jl ° 1i
.mJl The mat of the prison made marks upon
the aide of the ing. (MF.)

ij_ : see p~a, in two places. -Also A
place in which dates are dried: (S, 15:) or,
accord. to As, it is with e.,. (TA.)

_.r: *e ej.e

s. see L_, in two places.

;j_.# Straitened: [encompassed, or sur-
rounded:] bieged, or boet, in afortres. (TA.)
ConJined, kept close, imprisoned, detained, re-
tained, restrained, wiathheld, or prevented; (Akh,
?, TA;) as also $ga . (Ibn-Es.Seed.) De-
tained, restrained, wilthheld, or prevented, from
journeying c.; as also t ; . and t$j _:
(TA:) [or this luast signifies made to restrain
himeirf: ee 1.} See also ... . Suffering
upprenion of the feces, or constipation of the

bowels: (Jbn-Buzurj, Mgh, ]p:) [distinguished

from ,t,: (see ,_ :) or] it also signifies suf-
fering nuppression of the urine. (Ibn-Buzurj.)
_~A camel harinig upon him [or furnished with]

Q. 1n. . inf ,] He braced his
bow, making the string tight, or tense. (9, ](.)
-_ lie twisted a rope strongly. (I5.) - He
filled (AIgn, K) a vessel, (AtIn, TA,) or a skin:
(V:) or he filled a skin so that it became strait
[or tense]. (TA.) - He pared and shaped a
reed for writing. (1.) -_ [Golius has added the
signification "Exeitavit," as on the authority of
the KL; but in my copy of that work, I find,
as the inf. n. of the verb having this signification,
· i ; which immediately follows the significa-
tions of il~, and hence appearsm to have been
omitted in the copy of the KL used by Golius.]

Q. 2. [t..~ app. signifies It (a grape)
became in the state in which it is termed .s_..
And hence,] .... e. ,l J , ,3 [app. mean-
ing t He did tihe latter part of an affair before
the first; as when a man writes a book before
he has qualified himself by preparatory study]:
a prov. (TA.)- ,~ said of butter [in the
process of formation] means It becamne dis-
sundered, or sparated [into clots], by reaon
of intense cold; and did not coalesce; as also

Oj, . (TA.)

.-*..: see the next paragraph.

t ...u The first of grapes, (S, Mgh, Msb, ,)
such as are crude and sour, (Mgh,) as long as
they remain sour, (Msb,) or as long as they
remain green: (K :) or grapes when hard: (Az,

. TA:) or, accord. to AIHn, grapes when theJ
, have become organized and compacted: or, as

f he says on one occasion, [the n. un.] 4L _ sig-
nifies a grape when it germinates. (TA.) The
rubbing of the body in the bath with bruised,
or pulverized, -*r_ dried in the shade prevents
the origination of [the cutaneous disorder termed]
I] in the year in which this is done, and
strengthens the body, and cools it. (K.) 
Dates, or fruit, (`,, or "j, accord. to different
copies of the K, the latter being the reading in
the M, TA,) not yet ripe. (M,IK, TA.) .. Fruit
plucAed from the tree called the ,-, (K,) i.e.
the n'ld pomegranate. (TA.) -In the " Jem9
et-Tlfireeck," it is said to signify Grape-stones:
but this requires consideration. (Mgh.)- Wlhat
is lean, dry, or withered, (syn. ;~.,) of any-
thing. (AZ, Mlsb, g.) And hence, (Msb,) tA
niggardly man; (1Sk, S, Msb, g ;) narrow in
disposition; as also t;.. (S, TA) and

-t : (],aTA:) or 't. '.yA o means haring
little, or no, good. (TA.)_ Short; (K ;) end
:~.t [app. as meaning evil in (dirposition]; as
also t_.s (TA.) -And An iron [hooked]
instrument with which tlhe bucket is extracted
from a well; (K ;) also called OJ;. (TA.)

l.p. [inf. n. of Q. 1, q. v.]-Also Niggard-
lines, tenaciousness, or avarice. (K, TA.)

a .
[If.y .9 Omphacine. (Golius, on the autho-

rity of Meyd.)]

4j,e.. Soup made [or flavoured] with unripe
grapes or dates, or n,ith the juice thereof. (MA.)

;laa~ Butter dirsundered, or separated [into
clots], by reuon of intense cold; not coalescing ;
(IC;) [as also trn.. .: see Q. 2.]._A scanty,
or mall, gift. (TA.) Anything straitened, or
scanted. (TA.) See also ., in two places.

-'~ ,S i. q. M (K,) which is the
more common term; meaning A poet that lived
in the time of paganima and in that of El-Islim.
(TA.)

__; see _ : and y.

1. _,_, aor. ', (S,K,) inf. n. i., (S,
TA,) [app., in its primary and proper sense, It
was, or became, compact, or firm and close; said
of a rope, and of a web, and the like: see its
part. n., aia; and see also 10. -And hence,]
! He (a man, TA) was, or became,firm, or sound,
in intellect or sense; (S,, TA ;) or strong in
intellect, and good in judgment. (TA.) ~m.a~.,
aor. -, inf. n. _A^., It (the skin, S, TA, or the
body, or person, Msb) was, or became, affected
with dry mange or scab: (S, K, TA:) or broke
out with small pustules, (Msb,TA,) like the small-
pox, (MNb,) generating matter, or thick purulent
matter, and not becoming largce; sometimes
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coming forth in the soft parts of the belly in the
days of heat. (TA.)

4. ,i_al, (1K,) inf. n. k jl, (s,) He twisted
a rope firmly, strongly, or compactly. (S, .)
And t. -.. Il [He made his weaving, or
his wveb, compact; orfirm and close; or close
in texture, and strong: see the pass. part. n.
below]: said of a weaver. (TA.)_ [Hence,]
t He established, or settled, or he did, performed,

or executed, an affair, firmly, solidly, soundly,
or well. (., K, TA.) - , He (a man, and a
horse,) passed, vent, or went along, quickly, or
swiftly: (S, 1K:) or raised the pebbles in his
running: (Sgh,l, :) or went with sihort steps,
but quickly: (ISk, K:) or he (a horse) ran
quickly, with short steps, at the utmost rate of
the pace termed _. (AO,TA.),.Jll ;.l i,
inf. n. as above, The heat caused pustules [such
as are termed _La.] to come forth upon his
body, or person. (TA.)

10. -.. l; It (a thing, S, TA) was, or
became, firm, strong, compact, sound, or free
f,'om defect: (S, K, TA:) properly said of a
rope, as meaning it was, or became, firmly,
strongly, or compactly, twistted: and_ tropically
said ofjudgment [as meaning t it was, or became,
firmn, strong, sound, or good]: and of an affair
[as meaning I it was, or became, established, or
settled, or done, performed, or executedl, 'firmly,
solidly, soundly, or Iell]. (TA. [See also '_.])
- It (the'vulva) was, or became, narrow, and
firm, or tough, on the occasion of l.e (};,
TA.) The quality thus denoted is approved;
and the woman possessing it is termed tL .
(TA.) - t It (timc, or fortune,) pressed hardly,
or severely, (S, g, TA,) .-il upon him. (S, TA.)

t It (a company of men) collected, or con-
gregated. (TA.)

..i.a Dry mange or scab: (S, 1 :) or small
pustules, [like the small-po.x, (see _,)] that
generate matter, or thick purulent matter, and do
not become l(trge; sometimes cominng forth in the
soft parts of the belly in the days f fheat. (TA.)

, _.,: see . - Also part. n. of .LM-.
(Msh.)

...j.f Anythingfirm, strong, compact, sound,
and free from defect. (TA.) A garment, or
piece of cloth, compactly, or firnmly and closely,
woven: (TA:) or derue; concealing [what is
within it]: (Kf, TA:) and ti [in like
manner] signifies dense and strong. (TA.)-
[Hence,] t Firm, or sound, in intellcct or sense;
(S, 15, TA;) and J.am. signifies the same;
and firm in judgment; [or possessing firmnes,
or soundness, of intellect and judmcent; for] it
is a possessive epithet: and the former is said
to signify strong in intellect, and good in judg-
ment. (TA.) i.JWIl JA., occurring in a letter
of 'Omar, means t [Firn] in judgment, and in
the management, conducting, ordering, or regu-
lating, of affairs. (TA.)

L.s.a.: see h__am.. -[H ene,] 3X L.,.l
bA~ I Betwveen thesm two it a firm tie of
brotherhood. (TA.)1 5
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signify strong in intellect, and good in jud -q

Mont. 

(TA.) i.UWI occumn- in a letter

of 

'Omar, means t [Firn] in judqment, and in

the 

management, conducting, ordering, or requ-

la 

1 ing, of affairs. (TA.)

0 

0 6, J'O'

see 

h.Acam..-[Hence,] Ley;r.#

bA~ 

t Bettveen tlism tmo is a firm tie of

brotherhood. 

(TA.)

J^I - ILr



BOOK I.]

A horse that goes in the manner denoted
by the verb .A1a; ( ;) as also *,j . (S,

18) and tJL ~ ; (. ;) [or] the last is applied
to a she-camel: ($:) the fem. of the first is with
;. (TA.)

see what ext precedes.

* , ' see what niext precedes.

23ee r A narrow C' [or vulva].
See also 10.

(s.)

r1. 'd., (Msb, K, &c.,) aor. L, (TA,) inf. n.
j._ (M.b, K, &c.) anld 3y, (K,) like

JF.~ and ~.. and 3 ;', (TA,) [It waj, or
became, produced, educed, extracted, taken forth,
or fetched out; as gold or silver from the stone
of the mine, and the kernel from the shell, and
wheat from the straw: (see 2:)] it came out,
it became apparent: (KL:) it was, or existed,
or came into being or eristence; it became real-
ized; syn. rvith the complete [i. e. attributive]

· L4: (Msb in art. e _. :) [it present(ed itself:
it was, or became, prepared, or r ead./ it became
attained, obtained, gotten, or acquired :] it came,
came to pass, happened, took 7place, betided,
befell, or occurred; said of an event; syn. with

hj;, (TA in art. wjh,) hicll is also syn. with

the complete [or attributive] ;Si6; (M.sb in art.

.b. ;) likewise syn. with E..: (Er-l.'ihib, TA
in art. i :) [it resulted; and particularly as a
sum; and as a product; and as a quotient: it
ensued: it arose, origyinated, proceleded, camie,
supervened, or accrued: in wlhicli senses, also,
it is syn. writh the attributive e71E, and with ;I_,

followed by '>:] it remained, and continued,

nwhen the rest had gone, or passed away; (.K,
TA;) relating to a reckoning, and to an action,

and the like: (TA :) and i. q. ']4. and j. 3;

as in the saying, UIh %± U . [Such a
thing, or sum, was, or became, or pr.oved to be,
binding, obligatory, or incumbent, on him to
render as a debt to me]. (Msb.) Ja'",
[aor. ,] inf. n. ,.)-, ie (a horse) haIl a com-
plaint of his belly.ffromn eating the earth of the

herbage: (S:) or klA10Jl L ., aor. (I, K,)
inf. n. as above, (TA,) the beast ate earth, (M,

o) or pebbles, (}g,) and they remained in its
inside, (M, .K,) fixed: (M:) or ,L) signifies
a horse's taking into the mouth earth fr.om the
herbs, some of which earth, collecting in his belly,
kills him: and the horse so killed is said to bce
tJ.a : (T, TA:) or a camel's having pebbles
[nhich he has swallowed] remaining in the oma-
sum, so as not to come forth in the cud nthen he
ruminates; and when this is the case, they some-
times kill: or a young camel's eating earth, and
in consequence not ejecting the cud; which some-
times kills it. (TA.)-Said of a boy, it sig-
nifies u l ei' (1) or *L1J ;j (0) ;,

4 it (0, V) [app. meaning The stones, or the
stone,fell, or descended, in his scrotum: Freytag,
following the TIK, in which &: ;1l u is con-

Bk I.

sidercd (I know not on what authority) as mean-

ing ; .35.), renders it "laboravit lapidibus
in vesica urina orientibus "].

2. LJ_,, inf. n. J*e , a trans. verb; (S,

Msb ;) i. e. trans. of J , primarily signify-
ing, accord. to IF, (Msb,) He produced, educed,
extracted, took forth, or fetched out, gold [or
silver] from the stone of the mine; (Msb, Er-
R;;ghllilh, TA;) and in like manner, the kernel
from the shell; and [thle grain of] wheat from
the stlraw: (Er-R(Lliib, TA :) he made a thing
apparent; (Az,Er-Rfiglghib,TA;) as, for instance,
the kernel from the shell; and the Jl_. [or result]
of a computation: (Er-Raighib, TA:) [he brought
into being, or existence; he realized :] he prepared,
or made ready: ('S :) he snparated, discriminated,
or distinguished, (Az,}K,) what remained and con-
tinilcd, when the rest had gone, or passed away:

(1.: [in the CKl, 3. t.. is erroneously put for
)~ . :]) he perceived a thing: he attained,

or obtained, a thing: syrn. 'jl~! [in both these
senses: and also as meaning he overtook]: (Abn-
I-Ba.ka, TA :) he took, or got, or acquired,

advantage, or profit; (KL;) i. q. jl, and jI.:
(B and TA in art. J.1 :) he collected: (Az, Er-
Raighib, TA :) and [hence, app.,] A" 'J ;
signifies The reducing a sentence, or the liile,

to its * J [here meaning its essential irn-
port, or its sum and substance]: (S, TA:) and

IJ .' 1JI J. [The sentence, or speech, com-
prehended, or comprised, wvithin its scope, such

a thing]. (Msb in explanation of ; .) '_

I,O11 LSf t, in the Kur [c. 10], means And
nwhat is in the breasts, or minds, [of men] shall
be made apparent: (Az, Er-Ritgilib, TA :) or
discriminated: (Az, Bd, TA:) or collected, (Fr,
Az, Bd, Er-Raigh,ib, TA,) in thile registers. (B(l.)
-- Sec also 4, ill two places.

4. 'JI .a.l; (S, 1K;) and t.J , inf. n.
1e_om.; (.K;) The palm-trees had 1J; i. ec.,

dates that had not yet become hard, (S, I.,) and
ofn.hich the Jm.t [or bases] had not yet appeared;

(S;) or dates that had become hard and round:
and also, had _ as meaning slpadixes (&)

that had become yellow: (]g:) or tJl j..a
the dates came forth from their S .jli, small:
and *t1,. they became round. (TA.) -- 0I
_;*_JI The people had unripe, or ripening, dlates
appearing upon their palm-trees. (TA.)

5. jC~i It became collected, and remained,
or continued. (I, TA.)

Q. Q. 1. J... He (a bird, S)filled his a_
[i. e. stomach, or crop]. (S, K.) You say [to a
bird], , j g... [Fill thy stomach, or crop,
andfly]. (S.)

J~ : see what next follows: - and see

i..·. (, 1) and 1J., (M, K,) the latter
used by poetic license, (ISd, TA,) Dates before
they have become hard, (S, K,) and before their
j 1 Ai [or bases] have appeared; n. un. iAa.A.:
(S:) or waen they have become hard and round.

(IAar, K.) And The spadix of the palm-tree
(&t) when it has becomne ytellow. (v.) Also,
the former, IWhat fall, and become scattered, of
the produce of a palm-tree, green and frewh, like
small green beads. (Aboo-Ziy&d, TA.) -- See also

,L~: sceeJ-_

j,.aa A certain plant. (S, M, O, 1.)

L_ Withat remainis, of grain, in the place
nwhere it has been trodden out, after the removal
[of the bulk] of tlu grain: (S, 0:) or, as also
*j.a (6, TA) and V' , (k,) what remains,
of barley and wheat, in the place wrhere it has been
trodden out, after the bad thereof has been re-
moved: and what comesforthfrom reheat, andl is
thrown anway, such as [the weed called] · j1:j,
(K,TA,) and ;L) [i. c. ac or ~i.] and the
like: or what comesforth from barley and wheat,
and is thrown away, when it is somen,hat groser
than dust, or earth, and than what are termed

l;; [q. v.]: (TA:) or the remains of wheat in
the sieve, aoJter thle sifting, with vwhat are mixed
theresmith; as also ;JL. ; but the former word
is thc more known. (JK and TA in art. . )
[See also aJ:_..]

see

5 ~: see . .C

J..o_ (T, s3, M, Mob, , KL) and Vi ]5 _

(S, K, &c.) and t j .b (S, Mb, 1b ) [and
t J~] Prodeuce; or what is produced, educed,

extracted, taken forth, or fetched out: rwhat is
made aplparent: profit, advantage, gain, or acqui-
sition: (KL in cxplanation of the first word [hut
applying to all]:) [thie result of a thing:] a re-
main, remainde7, remaining portion, remnant,
relic, residue, or the remains, of a thiing; (8;)
what remnains, and continues, of anything, when
the rest has gone, or passed awtray: (IK :) it is of ia
reckoning, or computation, and of actions, and the
like: (T, Mb, TA:) pl. of the seconid j;.
(S, TA.) The first also particularly signifies
IVhat is cleared, or purNifed, of silvcr [and of
gol(i] fromn thu stone of the mnine. (TA.) [Andl
The produce, or net produce, of land &c.; of any-
thing that is a source of revenue; as also the
third. Theic result of an arithmetical process; the
sum, the product, and the quotient. The sum, or
sumt and substance, or essential import, of a sen-
tence or the like; as also the third (see 2) and the
fourthi. And the result, end, conclusion, event,
issue, ultimate consequtence or effect, or ultimity,
of anything.] See also Z.L~..

J.4~ A depressed place wthere water raests in
a meadow, where the therbage is the latest to dry
up: whence the i'Lo. of a bird, as being thio
resting-place of whlat it eats. (Az, TA.) _ The
place where water rests, or remains, in thefurthest
part of a watering-trough or tank; ( U;) as alao

* L'a ... (ISd, K.)- See also Loj-__Also
A sheep or goat large in the part of the belly
above the navel. (M, .K.) A certain plant.
(TA,)
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[BooK 1.

Jm. The [plant called] C;lj1i [q. v.] (.)

i _3 : see J.;;, in two places. - The
;.. eofa bird (9, MNb, O) is [The stomach; the

triple stomach, consisting of the crop, or craw,
the second stomach, and the gizzard, or trne
stomach: and often, particularly, the first of these

three: msee and h:] that which, to a

bird, is like the .a, to a man; (] ;) also called
t Le.... (Myb, j and ,iSz; and J;;:
(1K:) and of an animal having a cloven hoof or a

.i., i. q. . [q. v.]: (Az, TA :) pl. J,l,;.
(f, TA.) - Hence the .. l;. [i. e. t Store-
rooms, or magazines,] of khkns: [also meaning
t the cells of prisons:] of which the sing. is
Mi;;. : not, as the vulgar say, tJl. 1 . (TA.)
- Also, the sing., The lower part of the belly,
as far as the pubes, (1K, TA,) of a man, (TA,)
and of any animal: (15, TA:) or the place where
thefeces collect, below the navewl: or the part be-
trrees the navel and the pubes. (TA.)_ -at

I.i4i.JI i.i . A she-camel big in the belly.
(TA.)

l;-i: .see . Also A thing resem-

bling a AL [q. v.], made of baked clay; vulgarly
called taj.. (TA.)

__: see J.1_

J0~ One who clears, or purifies, silver [and
gold froam the stone of the mine. (TA.) And
UL A woman who separates (~ .) the
ea,th of the mine [for the purpose of extracting
the gold or silver]. ($, .)

j,: see j.:l.: and see also 2.

3J.4. (1I) and o-4°, (1, TA,) or
V L, .. , (so in my MS. copy of the l¥,) or

Lj_..., (so in the Cl,) One who is protuberant
in his lowser part [of the belly], next his navel,
like her who ie pregnant: (i :) so in the M.
(TA.)

~,.y'__, or J..4s *: see what next
precedes.

1. c,--, (Mgh, Mqb, *,) aor. ', (1, TA,)
inf.n. ikL ., (~, Mgh, M^b,TA,) said of a
[or fortres], (8,) or of a place, (Mgh, Myb, TA,)
i. q. C, for which the C] erroneously substi-

tutes ~j, after .. , as though the verb were

O,.o. and Im,] ($1,TA,) [i.e.] It was, or
became, .. [meaning inaccessible, or unap-
proachable, or difficult of access]; it was, or be-
came, uwattainable, by reason of its height; (Msb;)
it was fortified, or protected against attachk, so
that one could not gain acces to what was nwithin
it. (Mgh.) - Hence, (Mgh,) -:, , (S, Meb,

aK,) aor. , (i,) inf. n. a>. (I,Mgh,l ) and
j.am and > . (1) and i;L..; (,* M.b,*

TA;) and , 1, (?,Mgh,y,) inf. n. ill;
(Mgh;) anld t. ;; (1;) said of a woman,

She was, or became, continent, or chaste; or she
abstainedfrom what wa not lawful nor decorous;

syn. A: (S, Mgh, Msb, 1:) or she was, or
became, married; or he had a husband; (]K;)

as also * and t 1 : (Ham p. 101, in
which .; is likewise mentioned in this sense:)

or $t_ ..~1 signifies she was, or became, pregnant;
(g;) as though pregnancy protected her from a
man's going in to her. (TA.) e.&., inf. n.

~m, He preserved, or guarded, him, or it, in
places inaccessible, or unapproachable, or dificult
of acca, as in a X < [or fortress]. (TA.)
[See also 2 and 4.]

2. ',.,, [inf. n. OelJ ';] and ta.; ;He
made it, or rendered it, inaccessible, or unap-
proachable, or dfficult of acces; (M.sb,l ;) he
made it, or rendered it, unattainable, by reason
of its height; (Msb;) hefortified it, or protected
it against attack, so that one could not gain ac-
tess to what was within it; (Mgh ;) namely, a
place. (Mgh, Mob.) ai-i.l ,;.a- I built a nall
around the town, or vllage. (~.) _ For the
former verb, see also 4. - And see 5.

4. L,1: see 2._-Also He, (God,) or it,
(a coat of mail [or the like],) protected, or de-

fended, him. (Fr, Mgh,* TA.) ' ~J .a:IAal
a*. ,l ~ [Continence, or chastity, preserres
from suspicion, or evil opinion]. (Mgh.)

- .,a:,i U.l ;, in the Kur [xxi. 91 and lxvi.
last verse], means Wlho preserved her pudendum
from that which is unlawful or indecorous; (Zj,
Mgh,* TA;) who abstained from whiat is unlaw-
ful or indecorous; or nwas continent, or chaste.

(Mqb.)-ilnJl .,~m- le (her husband) caused the
woman to abstainfrom that which is unlanwful or
indecorous, or to be continent or chlaste; (, Mgh,

C ;*) as alsot :.. (1K.) And j:.i ,^.
[Marriage caused him to abstainfromn that nwhich
is unlawfil &c.]. (I.) - [Also He married the

wroman; i.e. gae her in marriage.] See 
above, in the first paragraph. In the .Kur iv. 30,

some read ' $1_ liM, meaning And when they
are married. (S, TA.) And a poet says,

I
1 4 rrW .. L * 0.0 jaIl ,.*Srr 

i. e. Thry married [their mother to their slave:
such are the deeds of the mean, the basc]. (.)
'. lde, intrans.: see 1, in two places. - In the

15ur iv. 30, some read ,a-I liJL; and accord.
to Ibn-Mes'ood, this, said of female slaves, means
And rhcn they are Msudimchs. (TA.) Accord.
to Aboo-Haneefeh, ,.yl in a case of stoning
involves six conditions; TAh being a Muslimeh,
and free, and of sound intellect, and of the age of
puberty, and validly married, and haring had her
marriage consummated: and in a case of charging
with adultery, the being a Aluslimeh, andfree,
and of sound inteUect, and of the age of puberty,

and continent, or chaste. (Mgh.) - And c ' *1
He (a man, S, Mbb) married, or tooh a wife.
(8, Myb, ].) With the lawyers, 'it.l means

The act of coitus conjugalis in a case of walid
marriage; and accord. to Esh-Shafi'ee, by a free
mnan who has attained to puberty, and in the case
of a free woman who has attained to puberty,
among the Muslims and the believers in a pln-
rality of gods; meaning, in a case of valid mar-
riage. (Msb.)

5. ',;as_, said of the enemy, (S, TA,) [He
fortified himself: or] he entered the [or a] ;_
[or fortress]: or protected himself by it: or took
it, or made it, as a place of abode. (TA.) - And
hence, lie guarded, or protected, himself in any
way. (TA.) - See also 1. - Also lie (a horse,
TA) became a O;t,;~, (}.,) i. e. a stallion, orjit

to cover: (TA voce Cl:) or affected to be so:

(Az, TA :) [and so i or ; for] a horse

in this case is said to bear evidence of ' 1Jt
and 'su;ll. (.S,' i, TA.)

'~ [Afor'tress; afort; a fortified place;]
a place of which the interior is inaccessible; (];)
any place that is fortifitel. or protected against
attack, so that one cannot gain access to what is
within it; (Mgh;) a place that is unattainable,
by reason of its height; (Mib ;) a fortified city:
(TA:) pl. [of mult.] . (. , Mob, O) and
,a._ and [of panc.] Cl_. (1K.) [Hence,]

c l _: sec O~Jl Jl , below. [Hence,

horses of the Arabs are their Pya ; the males
the.reof and the females thereof]. (TA.) A man
said to 'Ab(-Alluh Ibn-EI-Hasan, " My father
laas left the third of his property for the )sa.:"
and he replied " Buy thou horses :" so in the A:
in the M, "Buy thou therewith horses, and mount
[men] on them [to figt] in the cause of God."
(TA.) -[Ience, also,] : Arms. (K, TA.) You
say, Lt a..,A : lie came bearing arms.
(TA.) - Also The [nem moon; or the moon
when it is te,.med] J0 : in the K, 3tJ is er-
roneously put for ,Ji. (TA.)

-- : se wha next follows.aL^aa: sec what next follows.

ci s_ (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and tO.l. (S, Mgh,

K) and taL:. (.1) and t"L. (.8, 1) and
* "-a (Th, S, Mgh, M.h, R) and * ,
(Th, $, Msb, R,) applied to a woman, Continent,
or chaste; or abstaining from what is not lawful
nor decorous, (Th, S, Mgh, Msb, 1,) orfrom that
nwhich induces suspicion or evil opinion: (Sh and
1'A in explanation of the first of these epithets :) or
married; having a husband: (K:) or ,L--. has
both of these significations: (Ham p. 101:) and
accord. to Th, ($,) t _" , with fet-h. only, has
the latter signification; (., Mgh,* Mb ;*) and
means caused to be continent or chaste, or to ab-
stain from that which is unlan,fitl or indecorous,
by her husband: (Mgh: [and the same is implied
in the S :]) and this epithet is also applied to a
woman emancipated: and to one having become
a Muslitneh: (Az, TA:) [certain particular ap-
plications of ti "r~ have been implicatively

shown above: see 4:] the pl. of in ` is `

1
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BooK I.]

and 1_: and the pl. of Vt ol~ and tao,.
is C _ and h1e,.: the former of which
(C;'1y.) also signifies pregnant, (]5,) applied to
women: (TA:) the pl. l.;,.. in the first
instance of its occurrence in cb. iv. [verse 28] of
the 15ur, is read by all *,. : , (A 'Obeyd,
TA,) meaning having husbands; (A 'Obeyd, Mgh,
Mqb, TA;) because when such women are made
captives, their marriage-tie is cut: but in other
instances, some read thus, understanding it in the
sense last explained; and others read tl ,
as meaning that have become Muslimeks:
(A'Obeyd, TA:) in the K5ur iv. 29, it means
free women: and in the .Kur v. 7, continent, or
chaste, women: (Mgll: [in the Msb, it is said
to have the latter of these last two mennings in
iv. 29, and the former of them in v. 7:])
~.;A~ :,a is the more common in the language
of the Arabs. (Fr, TA.) _.,i also signifies

A pearl, or a large pearl; syn. i.: (K :) be-
cause it is protected in the interior of thce shell
that contains it. (TA.)

,L... A generous, or high-b7red, horse, (Msb,
1,) of whose seedl one is niggardly: (1 :) or a

male horse: (Mgh, 15:) or this latter is a
secondary meaning, originating from frequency
of usage: ($, Mb :) or a stallion horse; or one
fit to cover: (TA vocc tlj:) the iL . is. so

called because he preserves his rider: (TA:) or
because his back is like the C>i_ to his rilder;
(Mgh, Mqb;) wherefore horses arc called O) ~.:
(Mgh :) or because one is niggardly of his seed,
so that he is not made to cover any but a genc-
rous mare: (S, Mgh, Msb:) pl. ~.. (Mgh,
Meb, 1.)

~, applied to a place, (Meb, TA,) or to

a C at. [or fortress], (S,) Inaccessible, or tin-
approachable, or dificult of acces; syn. ;
(Mob,1;*) [unattainable, by reason of its heighkt;
fortified, or protected against attack, to that one
cannot gain access to what is within it; (see

Y:., of which it is the part. n.;)] a building
that protects him vho has recourse to it for

refuge. (Sb, TA.) - . X ,1 Jl _, mean-
ing.,d W,l X .X * OX ~' 1: see (near its end) the
first paragraph in art. Jl. ,. - . (.)
and °i (Sh, ) A coat ofmail firmly, strongly,
or compactly made: (15:) or trusty, or trusted
in, having the rings [for jlciJl in the L and TA,
I read 1jl.JI,] near together; such that weapons
produce no effect upon it: (Sh, L, TA:) so called
because it is [as] a X h_ to the body. (Er-
Righib, TA.)

[ "O:,, dim. of -. .Hence,] 'a.JI 1
The fox; syn. ·iJ; · (8,1 ;) so called because
of his protecting himself from causes of harm

by his acuteness; (lgar p. 663;) as also y1

a.l_ and '_.: wee C. , in four places.
... The latter alo signifies A man's yife: and so

'a .. (TA.)

C,~ [More, and msat, strongly fortified, or

587

protected against attach]. (TA in art. ,.3.) See
also '_.

",.~ Wheat stored up. (TA in art. j..)
A man caused, by marriage, to abstain fr.om

that which is unlawful or indecorous, or to be

continent or chaste; expl. by ..j;JI :1. OJ.
(15.) And A man married, or having a vife;
(S, Msb, . ;) as also ,..-.: (zj, Mb :) the

former anomalous [if .m1t be not allowable

as meaning, like Cia.l, "he married," or "took
a wife :" but see 1 and 4]. (S, Msb.) For the
fem., ':,~ , and its pl., s.a , see bG;,
in four places.

'i_~: sec X .a-: and for the fem., ;.=.,
and its pl., ~I. , see ijL; ., in three places.

,~, .. A lock; syn. Jii. (1.) - The piece
of iron that extends upwards upon the nose of
the horse, having its base in the w., which

is the iron thing that emnbraces, or clasps, (...-3,)
the nmuzzle of the horse. (IDrd in his book on
the Saddle and Bridle, pp. 8-9.) [Jac. Schultens,
as cited in Freytag's Lex., explains it as Ferra-
mentum quotiddam infrwno equi etfre,num ipsum.]

A- [basket of the kind called] .j: (K :)
one should not say a;... (TA.)

. and

1. 1 ;a_, (.,TA,) [aor. .,] inf. n. _,
i. q. . [as meaning 1es denied, or refused]:

($, . :) doubly trans., as in the plhrase L ;.n -
, [Thtou deniedtlst me, or refusedst me, my

ri/ght, or duc]. (S, TA.) ~ -'.--, (1K, TA,)
inf. n. L.1, (TK,) I cast a pebble, or small
stone, at him, or it: (TA:) or I smote him, or
it, with a pebble, or small stone. (15.) I #

,.yPi, (1,) aor. 5A , (TA,) [inf. n. ]
The land, or ground, abounded with pebbles, or
small stones. (1K.) [lIe had a stone
in his bladder or kidneys: or] he had a harden-
ing of the urine in the bladder so that it becanme
like a pebble, or small stone: (Ltl, K :) said of a

man: part. n. ? S . (Ltb, TA.)

4. et.l, (inf. n. 'L.l1, TA,) lIe numbered,
counted, calculated, reckoned, or computed, it:
(S, Msb, 1 :) or he reached the last number
thereof: (Ham p. 297:) or he collected it into
an aggregate by numbering: from k ..; because
they used pebbles in numbering like as we use
the fingers; (Er-Rlxglib;) or because they used
to divide a thing upon the pebbles, and when

nothing remained they said, t;,al, i. e. We have
come to the pebbles; or because they used to
reckon the spoils, and to divide among them-
selves, and then to take the pebbles, and put
marks upon them, and when they ended the
reckoning, and eame to the marks, they said,
U .l: (Ramn ubi suprk:) or he retained it in
his memory: (5,' TA:) or he understood it.
(15.) - He registered, or recorded, its number:
(Ksh and Bd in xvi. 18, and TA:) and [simply]
he registered it, or recorded it. (Bd and Jel in

xxxvi. 11 and lxxviii. 29.) - He was able to
number it, and to register it or record it: (TA:)
and he was able to do it. (Msb, TA.) - He
comprehended it, or knewr it altogether: (TA:)
or [simply] he hneem it. (Msb.) You say of
God, &*i'4 % 1 J z H}e lhatiJ conpre-
hended everything by his knorvledge, nothing
escaping Him thereof, small or great. (TA.)
And you say [of a man], & J ;t..aa. [He had,

or attained, a comprehensive and complete know-
ledge of it]. (J4 in art. bja.. [In the Cg,
erroneously, c.s])

L5ja Pebbles, or small stones: (Q:) things
that one thronws, like the dung of sheep or goats:
(ISh, TA:) n. un. ~..: (S, Mob, 1::) pl.

l ; . (S, K) and .a (1g) and "'.., thus,
also, in [some of] the copies of the K. (TA.)

[Hence,] j I j,i [Pessomancy; also termed

~;fiJL 4,i ;] a certain kind of divination.
(Har p. 655.) And ;tLJl The bargaining

by one of the two persons' saying, TVhen I lthrow
the pebble to thee, the sale is binding, or cettled,
or concluded: or by his saying, I sell to thee,
of the commodities, that upon which thy pebble
shall fall when thou throwaest it: or I sell to
thee the portion of the land extending to the
place rohich tShy pebble shall reach: all of which
practices are forbidden. (TA. [See also 3 in
art. -. ]) And 'Il fL_ A pebble nrhich is
put into a vessel, into tnhich is then poured as
much water as will cover it; this being done
nwhen they are journeying and have but little
mater, which they thua apportion. (1] in art.

.. )-X ,. ;;.. is a vulgar term for j
ij;.UlI, (1 in art. J..,) i. e. id4JI [generally

applied to Storax, or styrax], which is some-
times used for fumigation. (TA in art. )-.)
[In the present day, pronounced ie LW , and
applied to Frankincense: or the coarser tear.
thereof; manna thuris. Also to The officinal
rosemary; rotmarinus officinalis.] mA number:
(S,1:) oragreatnumber; (]g;) as being likened
to the pebbles in multitude. (TA.) You say,

. L .. l ' We are more than they
in number. (:.)

^~ n. un. of e [q. .]. (e, Mob, 1.)-
Also [A stone in the bladder or hidneys: or]
a hardening of the urine in the bladder so that
it becomes like a pebble, or small stone. (J4.)
- L.. ;L~ A hard piece that is found in
the vesicle of mush: (S, TA:) or any piece of
mush. (Lth, TA.) Intelligence, or understand.
ing, ($, 1,) and judgment, or mental perception;

(g;) as also 3a%.. (TA.) You say, S ,SY
;iL. Such a one possessec intslligence, or under-
standing, (?, TA,) and judgment, or mental per-
ception: (TA:) [or] is prudent, or dicreet,
and wont to conceal his secret. (At, TA.) Or
;l.. was used by the Arabs not as meaning
intelligence, or understanding; but u meaning
Gravity, staidnss, and forbearance, or clremncy.

([ar p. W37.) And OtJl JI L . means 'ravity,
or staidnes, in r~pect of the tongue (TA.)
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The act of numbering, counting, calculating,

reckoning, or computing: a subst. from in .
(Az, IB, TA.)

3 ' ' ~

LSw :... .. , e.

Pomuning full, sound, and strong, in-
telligence or understanding. (15,* TA.)

5~1L. Bread made upon the pebbles: but this
is a vulgar term. (TA.)

.k.~1l one of the [ninety and nine] best
fnames of God; lIe who comnrehendleth everyJ-
thing by hAi knowrledge; nothing escaping llim
thereof, small or great. (TA.)

L$~: see 1, last sentence.

~, ,,bjl A land containing pebbles, or
small stones: (8 :) or abounding tilerewith; (1 ;)
as also 4 .t. ./ijl: and in like manner, .,

t . a river, or rivulet, or the like, abound-
ing therewith. (TA.)

a- 

1. _,, (8, A, Mpb, a,) aor. ;, (Msb,) inf. n.

_i. (8, MMb, ), and -i_., (IDrd, 1,) or this

latter is a simple subst., (.,15,) and t ,
(15,) or this also is a simple subet., (S, TA,) and

c,.', (15,) or this also is a simple subst,

and is the only instance of the measure 5a.;
and of these last two, the former is the more
approved; (TA ;) [both of these, accord. to
some, have an intensive signification;] lie ex-
cited, incited, urged, or inutigated, him; syn.

..; (T,S,A,K;) or ia.; (Mqb;) and roued
kim to ardour; (15;) &:;i to do it; (1;) i. e.

,.9l1 cif; to do the thing; (Mb ;) or.Jtl sk.
to do good; (T,A;) or JW'l ic to fjiAt;
( ;) or it is used s relating to pace, and to
driving, and to any other thing; (M, TA;) and
El-Ilareeree say, on the autllority of Kh, that
2. is used peculiarly in relation to pace, or

journeying, or marching: (TA in art. _ ~:)
and V ' , (T, S, 1,) inf. n. _, (T,
Mfb,) signifies the same; (1[;) or has a more
intensive signification; (M9b;) or i. q. ..

[which is equivalent to 4 with the addition
given above from the 15]; (T,.7;) and this is

ued u relating to fighting: (T, TA:) or , 3k~
signifies the amking, or requiring, with urgency.

(Mugbnee oce -rL) It is sid in the ~ur
[Ixxxix. 19], accord. to the reading of the people

of El-Medeeneb, ? Ui ;L ;

and acoord. to that of El-]amn, '; [Nor
do tAey, or ye, ci one another to feed the
poor, or detitt]: (TA:) or nor do they, or
ye, command to feed the poor, :.. (Fr,TA:)
and there are other readings thereof: see 8 and 6.
(TA.) The grammarians apply to the particles

; and ' and Q'3 and ; the term J .
t .~ 21l l [Partices of exciting]; and say that

when they are followed by a filtre, they denote
exciting to an action, and seeking or desiring or
demanding the performance of it; and wllen fol-
lowed by a preterite, reproof for not doing
a thing. (MBb.)

2. '.~., inf. n. ~. : see 1, in two
places.

3. "/., (T.,) inf. n. i/A, (S, K,) ne
excited him, &c., as above, being excited, &c.,
by him. (S, , TK.) In the Klur ubi supra,
among the various readings are these two: ~j

tim-! and i1 .yl3 9J., meaning, accord. to
Fr, Nor are they, or ye, nmi,ndfal. (TA.)

6. yt1m.3 They excited, &c., one another.
(S, K.) In the Kur ubi supra, some read 'j

O .1_3 (Fr, S, TA) Nor do ye excite one another.
(Fr.)

,a~., said to be a subst.: see L

4j.i- A depr,eed piece (ali) of ground at
tie place vwhere a mounotain ends; ( ;) or a de-
presed piece (jlJ) ofground at, or by, the
[i.e.foot, or bottom, or lowvest part,] of a moun-
tain; or in, or at, the lower, or lowest, part
thereof, (,Jlt o,) the & bcing behind the

_ ; the , being in the part next the
,and the f being qJJ3 OZ [whiich seems

to be virtually a repetition, signifying behind that
part, or it may mean above that part]: (TA :)
or i. q. ^_: (15 in art. ~ :) or a depressed

piece (l.j) of grotund: (A:)or a tract ('j .
[in the C1, erroneously, ~ ]), and a depressed(l
piece (AW), in land or ground: (.:) and any
low piece (JJI) of land or ground: (TA:) and
the ground [in an absolute sense]: (S:) pl. [of

pauc.] ai.. and [of mult.] ;. (15.) It
has the last of the above-mentioned significations
in a certain trad., in which it is related that a
present being brought to Mohammad, he, not
finding anything upon which to put it, said, .
_.l.J, meaning J4l~; [i.e. Put tlhou it

upon the ground;] adding, for I am only a ser-
vant; I eat as the servant eateth. (S.)

and B', said to be substs.: see I.

1. J;Ul Lha., (., 1g,) aor. , (,) He lighted,
or hindled, the fire; or made it to burn, burn up,
burn brightly or fercely, blaze, orJflam.e: ($, 1 :)
or he opened it, (1K,) i. e. stirred it, (TA,) in
order that it might blaze, or flame; as also
t&L'a.il. (1.) It is also without.. (.8. [See

arL J..a-.]) _.jUl ,l,, The fire becams lighted
or kindled; or it burned, burned up, &c. (15.)

8: see above.

.j.asm.. # i, (15,) so accord. to the correct

copies of the 15, but in some copies U. ', (TA,)
Very white. (1.)

U IA stick, or piece of wood, with which a
fire ; tirred; as also .; (.8,1 ;) the latter
accord. to those who pronounce the verb without ..
(.8.)

[Boox T.

1. n, nor. :; (S, A, Mgb, ]g, &c.;) and
,.-., (AA, Kh, Lth, Fr, S, Msb, I, &c.,) aor. as
above, (Kh, Lth, Fr, Az, S, Myb, &c.,) not :, as
is implied in the 1K; but the latter form of the
pret. is disallowed by some; (MF;) and, with its
nor., is an instance of the intermixture of dialects;
(MIb ;) and is like JJ, aor. z, and ,, saor. ;
which are said by Iloot to be the only instances
of the kind; (MF;) inf. n. ; . . (S, Myb, 1)
and ijU-; (1K;) and .. i, and t*.i;
(1.;) lHe owas, or became, present; contr. of
.. A: (S, K :) he came afiter having been absnt.
(Msb.) _ ;.J . ,, (Lth, A, L, Mob,) and,
as the pcople of El-Mcdecnch say, ,. - , but all

say j..J, (Lth, L,) originally r l a j :J,.
TIw timT e t f prayer came, or arrived. (Msb.)
_[ '._ also sigmifies t He, or it, was, or be-

came, ready, or prepared. See 4; and see also
- 1_.] = , (AA, Fr, A, Mgh, 15, &c.,)

aml *_, (AA, Fr, &c.,) aor. and inf. nS. as
above; (TA;) and .l, (Mgh, TA,) and

. ; (. K ;) lie wasm, or became, pre~ent with
him; attendled hiim; came into hisprewene; camse
to him: (1K, &c.:) and 4c was, or became, pre
sent at it, or in it; namely, a place. (Mgh.)

One says, ;i. 1 .Wl ;.. ., (Az,) and ;a.,

(Fr, S,) and '., in which the a. is elided be-
cause ,b WI intervenes between the verb and
it..l, (Sh,) but the first is the most approved,
(Az,) [A n,oman came into the wreence of, or
presented ierself before, or came to, the judge.]

And OW l , ;' , nor. -, in n. .. ,
I was present at, or attended, the court of the

judge. (Mob.) [And L; 1, _ ie attended a

lecture.] And 4;1 j.m.; . Thtey stayed, or dwelt,

by the waters. (.. [See ]) ; - 0 - '
CA' O1 [in the gur xxiii. 100] means [I

seek thy protection, 0 my Lord,] from their
(the devils') bringing evil upon me: (8 :) or
[firom their being preent with me: or] hoverng

around me. (Ksh, Bd.)- - 3 C "J,·, -4-
(S, 15,) or t .~ , (T,TA,) t[TAhejinn, orgenii,

come to, and taint, the milk.] -- ', (A,) and

tvr_i, (A, Mgh, I, ) i. q. Jiw S1 DJ~, (A, g)
i. e. :[He oat visited by the angel of death;] he
became at the point of death; in the agony of
death; as also J1 t .. 1.l: (Mqb:) or h

w vited by death, or by the angels of death;
meaning he died: (Mgh:) or t_.i means he

died a youth. (. and TA voce )jq1, q. v.)
1.. a. & 4 r We removed from such a

water. (,TA.)._. ,&, '. Iwaa prst
at the affair, or ~vent. (A.) .~...'a, , .
Iformed a right opinion, or jud~ t, r~cting

the thing, or affair. (A.)-._nJt *j), and

t ;.., and- .. , :[Anxiety befell him.]
(S, A.)-1-; . .& ,.. t Such a thing occwrred

to my mind. (M9 b.) And U C.e
t [Say ye what is in your minds; or] what is
ready with you. (TA from a trad.) I~ .,

11
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(Mqb,) inf. n. jt:., (AZ, .q, ,) or SjU.., (As,
, A,) or both, (MNb,) [see Is, the contr. of
_yar., in art. ,] He resided, dwelt, or abode,

in a region, district, or tract, of cities, towns, or
ilUages, and of cultivated land; (~, Mqb, . ;)

[s also *Am.3: or this latter signifies he became
an inhabitant of such a region, district, or tract :]

o a , , a ,,
you say V if ~ [an inhabitant of the
deert who becomes an inhabitant of a region, dis-
trict, or tract, of cities &c.]; and [contr.]

a...a .5 
HdJq:/ t.?&. (A.) [Sce also 8.]

8. a3,~bh, (A, TA,) infn. n. ya, (TA,)
I mitnesed it; saw it, or beheld it, with my eye.
(A, TA.) ;al.. between people is One's
giving to another the answer, or reply, that pre-
sents itUdelf to him: and .ol_.JJI lm.. signifies
He gave the answer, or reply, readily, or pre-
sently. (Hjar p. 189.)-. a3yh,., (v,) inf. n. as
above, (]g,) [also] signifies I sat with him, with
my knee to his knee, each of u sitting upon his
haes, in contending or disputing, ( ?, K, ,')
in the prenc of the Suldn: (: , th:) the mean-
ing is similar to that of 1if and ij, (~,) or
a.~ [which seems to be the right reading].
(TA.) - [And t1. ;lf* He dirputed, debated,
or bandied wortds, with him respecting such a
thing. - And 1 ;,1 ,, (Lth, TA,) inf. n.
U above, (Lth, 1,) He contended, or disputed,
with himfor his (the latter's) right, or due, and
overcame him, and went off vith it: (Lth, I :)
and L,U1., also, [which is one of the expla-
nations assigned to ... in the ,] is syn. with
gj sa1_a the inf. n. of the verb in this sense
[unles it be a mistrmnscription for .i , which
I think not improbable]. (TA.) _ Also o ,
(?,A,) inC n. as above, ([,) I ran with him:
(], :) or I vied, or contended, with him in run-
Ring; syln. j; from '-_Ji. (A.)

i ;pr.I, (~, .A, ,) [inf. n. ;LIL, ] HIe caused
him, (Q, A,) or it, ([,) to be present; he brouglht
kim, or it. (?, ].) [It is also doubly trans.]
You say, ;1 ;,*'l He caused him, or it, to be
present with him, to attend him, to co~n into his
presence, or to come to him; or he brought him,
or it, to him. (S.) And C .U.J .i.
'~G [I demanded asuch a one, and his com-
panion caused him to come to me, or brought hitn
to me]. (A.) [Hence,] .ii 41~I [Summon
thiAm intellect; have thy wits about thee]. (A.)

Also t He made it ready, or prepared it;
sn. t. (TA in art. .. ) -__a., (S,)
inf. n. j't-; (S, A, K, &c. ;) and ?;..l; ( ;)
He (a horse, ], ], and a man, Kr) ran; syn.
g.;: ( :) or roe in his running; [app. meaning
trotted;] syn-. ,,, ~2 ~· -)

5: see 1, in five places.
8: see 1, in seven places. _ [p..at. also sig-

nifies He came to a region, district, or tract, of
cities, towns, or willages, and of cudtivated land.
see ... voce o1.. ; and see also _., last
signification.] _ See also 4.

10. yja.J.1 He desired, or dnemanded, his

presence. (A.) [He desired, or requi'ed, or re-
quested, that he, or it, should come, or be brought.]
~ He made him (a horse) to run; syn. ol1cl.

The intruding uninvited at feasts.
(IAr, (.)

; (Az, f, S, and [in poetry] *4' (.yam
p. 277) and tVjlt (Az, TA) A run, or running;

e.-
syn. j..: (S:) or the rising of a horse in run-
ning; [app. meaning trotting;] syn. 4 1 ,J3!

.w.s .: (1K:) or vehement running. (ylam
p. 277, in explanation of 4._.) It is said in a
trad., 4.Q,X --ai -a, '.I -a

[lie assigned to Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr the extent of his
horse's run in the land of El-Afetleeneh]. (TA.)

'.h: see y'a. a Also, (SA, Mb, , ,)
and ?j1. (S,A, ) and toar. and t3tL*.i

and t 'L~., (R,) [or the last two are app. only
inf. ns. of u/. as contr. of l..,] A region, dis-
trict, or tract, of cities, towns, or villages, and of
cultivated land; (S ;) contr. of ;, (S, A, Msb)
and a,bt: (t,K:) pl. [of the second]l jt13. (A.)

You say, J0Jl Jl e (A) and l Ml

(, A) and l_l (A) .He is of the people of
the region, or regions, &c., of cities, towns, or
villages, and of cultivated land; (~, A;') contr.
of aid)U JAl 'o. (8.) - And the first signifies
also Residence at home; contr. of .A. (M and
K in artj. .)

seean - and y.

'. One who intrudes uninvited at feasts; a
mell-feast; a tpunger; (TA;) one who watches
for the time of (,;) thefeeding of others, in
order that he may attend it; as also ?.'w, (K,)
and *]_.. (IAr, K, TA.) A man unfit for
journeying: (T, :) or one who does not desire
journeying: or i. q. 5-.- (P.)

ye_.: see J _:and - a .

ij./a_, originally an inf. n., signifying Presence:
and afterwards applied to signify t a place ofpre-'
sence [as also the several forms occurring in the
following phlrases]. (MF.) You say, "
OS ;_,~ (~,A, Msb,) and ;. . vJ,
(]g,*TA,) gad and t1;ai (X,) and
ty ;jb. (Ya4oob, S, Mb, 1}) and ?djy. (1)
anid t, (_ , A, Msb, IC,) all syn. expres-
sions, (]~,) meaning I[I spoke to him, and that
was or happened,] in the pretence, i. e. the place
of presence, of such a one. (S, A, Msb.) And
?,1 IX.JI * 6 (B, M, A, K) and t; i
(S, M) Such a one is a person whose pre;ence is
attended by good (.) And ; J1U J!

.A.W I[Cover thy vesel in the presence of the
flies, lest they taint it.] (A,TA. [Or perhaps
this is a mistranscription, for `.AJJI i ,
meaning, if thou do not, the Jflie wiU come to it,
and taint it.]) -It is also applied as a title, by
writers of letters and the like, to any great man

with whom people are wont to be present; [and
sometimes to God; and meaning tThe object of

resort;] as in the phrase, l. yU £dtWI ,JJ
S[Tle exalted object of reort commands such a
thing]. (MF.) [It is similar to ,A;,Jl; but is
generally considered as implying greater respect
than the latter. It is often prefixed to the name
of the person to whom it is applied, or to a pro-
noun: as ;' *_ tThe object of reort, such
a one: and j. 1 .= tThA object of reort, thy-
self.] Also tThe vicinity of a thing, (T, A,)
and of a man. (. [80o accord. to two copies of

the ?; but j4l1 is there an evident mistran-

scription, for J_jl, " of the house," or " abode:"
see what follows.]) You say, jltl ;p'. i
I was in th vicinity of, or near to, the hose.

(T, A.) And t ;i~ th :X We were by a water.
(TA from a trad.) And ;t!il ; l. tIn the vi-
cinity of, or near to, the water. (A.) - Also
The t; of a ;;. (S. [So accord. to two copies

of the ~; where it is said, ,; 4; " 4.l ':
but the right reading is evidently ¥Jl: so that
the second of the two meanings thus explained is,
The court, or yard, in front, or extending from
the sides, of a house, or an abodc.]) And ?Ap-
paratus for building, asuch as baked bricks, and
gypu~ laster: so in the saying, 'l l i-

1l ;4 X: [He collected the apparatus, such as
the baked bricks, 4fc., desiring to build a house].
(A.) See also ya_..

0. 0 ...
4.P^ ·

4., .
;0_: 

see .~ ' , in five places.

a ,,
5.rn. An inhabitant of a region, district,

or tract, of cities, towns, or villages, and of culti-

vated land; (S,A,' Msb opposed to .St
(S, A.) [See also .r.]

'L~ [an imperative verbal n.] Be thou preent.
(A.) Also A certain star, (S, ,) upon the
right hoof of Centaurua: upon his other fore
leg is i'jl1. (1zw.) It is said, X' lj 4't.i

0,W-... [ addri and El-Wezn are two causes
of weamring]: they are two stars that rise before
Canopus (Suheyl); and when either of them
rises, it is thought to be Canopus, because of
their resemblance to it: (AA, .:') they are
termed eim.. because of the disagreement of
their beholders when they rise; one swearing
that the one rising is Canopus, and another
swearing that it is not. (AA, TA.) Th says
that it is a dim, distant, star; and cites this
verse:

IMl .t,1 *C

I see the fire of Leyld, in El-'A.ee., dim in the
distance, as though it maere addri, mwha it
appears, with its Furood, which are dim stars
around Ha4Ari. (TA.)I;lU : see what next
follows.1
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;t. (, ) and t;t (g) White: (Sh, T:)
or excellent and white: (, ]:) or red: (K:)
but this requires consideration: (TA:) applied
to camels, and to a single camel: (., K:) or
having no sing. (I.) And the former, A she-
camel combining st,rcngth with excelence of pace:
(El-Umawee, T, f, 1C :) but Sh says that he had
not hleard it used in this sense; and that it only
signifies "white," as applied to camels. (TA.)
~ See also o...

j.~" It One who always forum right opinions,
or judjgments, respecting things, or ajfahirs. (A.)

m See also &jmn, in three places.

i;>1a and ;ta_.: see a..

,up,i. The collective body of a people: (Fr,

1:) so in the following ex., (Fr,) from a poem
of Selml EI-Juhaneeyeh, in which she bewails
the death of her brother As'ad, and celebrates
his praises: (S:)

0
,. -.... . . ; .

3,ct J O ; a

~;4ii signifying the same: (Fr:) [so that the
meaning is, Coming to the tuaters in a collec-
tie and congregated body:] or the former sig-
nifies waters by which people are dwnelling, or
staying; and the latter, "by which there is not
any one:" (JIAr, Sh:) or the former, people
dwelling, or staying, by the waters; and the
latter, men "going before an army as scouts,
or explorers :" (As:) but what IAgr says, men-
tioned above, is better: (Az:) or the former, a
company of seven, or eight, men; and the latter,
"one;" and also men "who explore a place
thoroughly:" (A'Obeyd:) or the former, a com-
pany of four, or fire, men, (., 1.,) engaged in a
warring and plunulering expedition: (S:) or
seen: (TA:) or eight: or nine: (1: in some
copies of the 1 "seven ;" but the former is the
right reading: TA:) or ten: or a company of

eun not tore than ten (.i*) with whom oine goes
on a n'arring and plundering expedition: (K:)
or, accord. to AAF and the M and K, the fore-
nost, or preceding, portion of an army: and

accord. to IB, ~Lq _ signifies "a party sent to
a place to discover whether there be there an

enemy or any cause of fear :" (TA:) pl. 31a_..

(?.) - A place vhereo datse are dried: (El-
B&hilee, ISk, A;, Mgh, Mqb, ] :) because fre-

quented: pl. as above. (Mgh.) [See also i a.

and lii..]l-Also, (.,) or *_, (g,Ti,)
What collects in a wound, (., 5,) of thick puru-
lnt matter. (..)-.And the former What collects
in the membrane that enclose the faetus, of the

[fluid called] _.L,, (s,) and the like. (TA.)

You say, Vie^ il %;.JI Te emse, or she-

goat, ejected her j. and water and blood, after
having brought forth. (?.)-And What a woman
emits after childbirth and [after] the stopping

of Aer blood: and t.h. is its pl. [or a coll.

gen. .]. (V. [Or, accord. to some copies of
the 1, and the TA, The stopping of her blood,
or its ceasing to jlow, is a signification distinct
fiom what precedes it.)] - And What a she-
camel emits after bringing forth: or, accord.

to AO, the membrane that envelops the fatus.
(TA.) - And (g, TA, [in the CS "or"]) t the
latter signifies Thick blood which collects in the
membrane thlat encloses thiefcetus. (~, TA.)

j .t1 A man resnt: (A, 1:) pl. [Cj3laM.

and] . and [more commonly] ] _, (S, K,)
which last is originally an inC. n. (S.) You

* - * 4 . . 554 .'

say, z1'. j sW I did it such a one being

prcent. (A.) And J.I ,1t e b [le
is of those who are in the presence of the king].

(A.) -So, too, applied to a time: and you say,

yh.. ;'.Ll, forj.. ltJ3, : The time of prayer

is come. (Msb.) [Also t Ready, or prepared:
often used in this sense in the lexicons &c., as
in modern Arabic. Soee 4.] You say, G Ij
,~j . _. .4 t Say ye what is ready with

you [or in your minds]. (TA.) And 1..lj.
,y $ 1JI [lIe is ready with the answer, or reply];

and j.l1Jt : [with rare words or expressions];
(A ;) as also .. ,a: (TA:) which latter word,
alone, signifies a man having the quality of per-

spicUity of ~pech, and intelligence; syn. O I js

JMI. (Q.) -A visiting angel: and t d/. is
applied to a class or conpany [of visiting angels].
(TA.) Onc coming to a region, district, or
tract, of cities, towns, or villages, and of culti-

vated land; contr. of set; (S,K;) asalso t.
(S.) _ A man staying, residing, dwelling, or

abiding, . in a place. (S.) [A man, or

people,] staying, or dwelling, by water; (S,*

TA;) contr. of s?: (I :) pl. jy.a (TA) and

;lt. and ' _: (S:) one says, ;tJI jl 

'oa. [Tiere is not any one staying, or dvelling,

by the water]: and i;a_.j ; and l

[which is pl. of * · , a syn. of >. in this
sense; i. e. These are a people staying, or dwelling,
by water]: (S :) or '..Ec. signifies any people
that hare alighted and taken up their abode by
a constant source of water, and do not remove
from it in wvinter nor in summer, whether they
have alighted and tahen up their abode in tomns
or villages, and cultivated land, and houses of
clay, or pitched their tents by the water, atul
remained there, and sustained their beasts with
the water and herbage around themn: (TA:)

or L. k., without ;, signifies a tribe that
has alighted and is abiding by a constant source

of water: (T,TA :) and t and 'e_,
a people staying, or dwelling, by waters; alighting
there in the hottest time of summer: when the
weather becomes cool, they migrate from the con-
stant sources of water, and go into the desert, seek-
ing the vicinity of herbage; and then they are
termed 1s4 and Os.j. (T in art. .,.)=Also
A great tribe (., ) or company of men: (TA:) or
a tribe, (ISd,) or company of men, (Mgh,) when
staying, or dwelling, in the abode which is their place
ofasembling; (ISd,Mgh;) asalso ta.. (Mgh.)
One says , .. The great tribe of Teiyi.

({.) It is a pl., (s,) or coll. n., (ISd,) [or quasi-

pl. n.,]l like ,L and t_. (S, ISd) for ]*

and ,. (S.) Also, of the measure iti,

[BooK I.

in tile sense of the measutre J3a,, (TA,) A
place whiere people are present; or w/here people

stay, or dnell, by waters: syn. ;j.~ o:
one says, ei 'i U. ;ij [We alighted and
took up our abode, or sojourned, at the place
where the sons of such a ote were present; or
nwere staying, or dwelling, by waters]. (El-liht-
.tdbee.) [See also yma...]

;rj.> : see e;. , in three places: m and see

j.~_, in two places.

j..~ A pllace .chere people r,e l,resn,,t, or
assembled. (K,* TA.) See also oiJ....A tIlace

to lwhich people return ( . [lichre a n. of pl;lec,

agreeably with analogy,]) to thle waters, (, I.i,)
or to the constant sources of srater; (T, TA ;)
contr. of ... : (T and S in art. .,t:) a place
to which one gocs (,.j,) iri search of herbage

is called ; and every s,chil iblace is called

~., of which the pl. is )l: tr.(itri,,ng-ltaces

(J3 .) are called .ts [Ipl. of 'J] because
of the congregation and presence of men at them.
(T, TA.) [Sec also 1;., last signification.] 
[People prexent, or asnembled; an asemnlly : so
in the present day.] -A peolple dtleelling, or

staying, by N,ater.s: (.,* TA:) [hla. ,al..:]
see j,';.. .m The record of a kadee (or judge),

in which his sentence is written, sy8n. .. :
(., g :) or what is written lhcn a person brings
a charge against another: wlhen the hittcr makes
his reply, anid proves it, it [tile writing] is [called]

,jit3; and when judgment is given, J~. (Kull
p. 352.) This is thought by MF to l;e a recent
conventional term; but it h:s been hleard from
the Arabs [of the classical times], and is men-
tioned by ISd and others. (TA.) - Also A

xignatur.e (L) that is written at the end of the

record of the signatures ( 7) of the wtitne..t,
in testimony of the truth of the contents of tlhat
pireeedes. (1. [In the CK, a.3lI is erroneously

put for a;il;; and b_,L/., for b-.]) But this
is a recent conventional appllica.tion. (MF,TA.)

__~JI 51; s , t~ Such a one is a lermon
who spea wellU of tle absent. (S.)

;i~f: see us .

y;a..a [pas rt. n. ofo e.]. [Hcnce,] '.Jt

;~, (S, A,K,) and (S, A,) 
J[t1, (,) t Milk is much subject to taint, or
much tainted; [lit] come to [and tainted; i. c.,]
by the jinn, or genii, (Aq, T, S, 1,) and beasts,
dt&c.; (As, T ;) [therefore cover thou thy wessl.]
And (in like manner [one says], K) S) 'S...
t [Privies are haunted by jinn, or genii]. (., .)

It is said in a trad., t 2 ; i' .JI e s. a

t [Verily thse privie are haunted by jinn].
(TA.) And in another trad., 't !.a ;i yi
Verily it (the prayer of daybreak) is attended by
the angels of the night and the day. (TA.)_Also,

(Msb,) and ', (Mghl, Meb,) :At thu
point of death; in the agony of death: (M9b:)
[visited by death; or by the angel, or angels, of
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death: (see 1:)] or the latter, near to death.
(Mgh.)

_a'., applied to a horse, (8, A, I5, &c.,) and

to a mare, (., M,) That runs much, or vrhe-

mnntly; syn. .al .J, (.,) or .Jl . . ;

(M;) as also 1t;u., applied without S to a

mare; (M ;) or this latter is not allowable;
(., i;) or is of weak authority: (i:) pl. [of
both] %... (A.)

._,: lsee ,j , in three places. Also
tA man fflicted by demoniacal possegion, or

insanity, or madnest. (TA.) , ~.' ,j.,
in the Ifur liv. 28, Every share qf th ivatecr
hall be come unto in turn, means, the water shall

be come to by the people on their day, and by
the she-camel on lher day: (Jcl :) or it means,
the peolple shall come to their shares of the
water, and the she-camel shall come to her shiare
thereof. (1f.)

'~: see,.

L l , or. (TA,) inf. T.

.. and ULt~, le put tle chill in hIis Cs
[i. e. under hit arm, or in his bosom]: or he
nourished him, reared him, fostcred him, broaught
him up, (1, TA,) and took care pf himn; (TA;)
as also I. S (K,TA.) And l -,

(M, Mgh,) aor. , (Mgh;, TA,) inf. n. ,
(Mgh,) said of a woman, (8, M,.l,, TA,) She put

her child in her ;i, and [thues] carried hint

[under her arm,] on one of eIr two sides: (TA:)
it hasa sililar mcaning to the lphrase next follow-
ing: (S :) or it mcans she had charge of hler
clhild, andtl carried him, and reared hin, or

fostered hIi,. (Mgh.) - _ , (, Mgh,

M.b, a,) an&d u , (TA,) aor. ', (8 , Mqb,)

inf. n. n (Mgh, Myb) and iL - (Myb, 10)
and tL:. and s-, (1,) said of a bird, (S,
Mgh, MCb, i:,) He pressed, or compretaed, his
eggs (., Meb) to himelsf, (S8,) beneath his wing,
(e, M9b,) or beneath kii tno wings; (so in some
copies of the ;) he sat upon hIis eggs, protecting
thens with his twro sides ( i.',..); (Mgh ;) he
brooded upon his eggs to hatelh them: (1K:) as
also tip. ;t. (KL-....) .' ' _
,,1 j.i ,, meaning He put an egg beneath
a hen belonging to him, and made her to sit [or
brood] upon it [until it became hatclued], if
remembered to have been heard [from any of the
Arabs of pure speech], is a tropical usage of the
verb, like as when one says " The Emeer built

the city :" otherwise, it is oorrectly [1t' I,]

with teshdeed. (Mgh.)__l. . , , inf. n.

'>.m and aiL'~, t He made him to turn away,

mltkdraw, or retire, from such a thing, and had
it to khimsel exclusively; (., 1f, TA;) as though
he put him aside from it, or by its side: he ex-
cluded him from participation in it; in which

sense 4;4 t'---. is disapproved: (TA:) he
impeded him, or debarred him, from it. (18d,
TA.) It is related in a trad. of Ibn-Mes'ood

that, when he made his will, he said, ; ,~
;,0Uj '~ .j, meaning tAnd Zeyneb (his wife)
shall not be precluded from looking into that
and executing it; namely, his will: or shall not
be precludsd from it, nor sitall any mnatter [re-
lating to it] be decided wvithout her. (TA.) And

you say also, 4. .. ', :. l wi ,ithheld him

from the object of his want; as also t":... .

,ISd, g.) And J. O>_.;, (]K,) and .e,;.,

(TA,) Ao .. , (K,) and .l, (TA,) inf. n.
, (1f,) tHe turned his beneficence, (iK,TA,)
and his discourse, (TA,) from his neighbou'rs,
(1g,TA,) and his acquaintances, to others: on

the authority of Lh. (TA.) -,. aor. '

inf. n. ' l~, (if,) or this is a simple subst.,
(A'Obeyd, TA,) She (a ewe [or goat], and a
camel, and a woman,) had one of her teats, or

breasts, larger than the other. (1..) [See ape.]

2: see 1.

3. U;IJ1 ; ..ot cij. [Such a one i,rdltlyes

hinsclf with wontcn in mnutual embracingy or pres-
x.ing to the bosom]. (IAar, TA in explanation of

the epithet *°~, q. v.)

4. ;,l UI l ai.. Hle m,ade the birdl to
sit [or brood] upon the eggs. (Msb.) a
a.L.: see 1. .-1 O.a ! lie icent away

mith, or took away, my right, or due; (1, TA ;)
as though he put it by his side. (TA.) - d.a 1

,J. j,, (AZ, I,,) and ~ .-0-1, (1,) i. q.

! t,5jl t [lie leld him in little, or light, or
mean, estimation, or in contempt; &c.]. (AZ,
S, If.)

[6. Il;..m.3 They embraced one another, or
pressed one another to the bosom. See also 3.]

8. _'.1 lie put it (a thing) in his , a

[i. e. under his arm, or in his bosom]: (., Msb:)
he took it up, and put it in his ,.> , like as a
woman takes up lur child, and carries him [in
her Ci a-. or] on one of her two sides. (TA.) -
Seo also 1, in three places

"i.~ pece what next follows.

_~. The part beneath the armpit, (P, Mgh,
Myb, K,) ctendling to the :S [orflank]: (

Msb, f :) or the bosom, or breast; syn. jU..:

[~J;A in the Cg should be .; l:] and the
upper arms with what is betwneen them: (i :)
and Vt . signifies the same: (S :) pl. of the

former OLh~1 (Msb, K*) [and accord. to Frey-
tag's Lex. i, also]. - The side of a thing,

(, 1i,) and of a man: (Migh:) the lateral, or
adjacent, part of a thing: pl. ti . C1 (, If.)

;.1)1 i ;3 ' means The tnwo borders [the nearer
border and the further] of the detert. (M, TA.)

And tI L' ~ t The two side [or first and last

portions] of the night. (TA.) And [as the
i, . of a man or woman is often a place of con-

cealment,] one says, JA it L k F j, j 
t [meaning He ceasud not to traverse the shades
of the night]. (TA.) ' is.Jl. ;i;, in a trad.
of 'Alee, means [Keup ye to] the two wings of the

0o1

army. (TA.) You say also, u 'd. _ .1/J

^1, i. e. Such a one took hit right, or due, by
force. (TA.) _ Also tThe quantity that is car-
ried in the Cipa. (A.) -Also, (.8, ]f,) and

C' _, (1i,) The hole, or den, or subterranean
habitation, of the hyena: (S, 15 :) or the place of
hunting, or of capture, of the hyena. (ID, TA.)
-And, both these words, The circuit, or sur-
rounding part, of a mountain: or its bae; or
lower, or lowest, part. (1i.) Accord. to Az,
J.mJI l;a. means The twtvo lateral, or adjacent,
parts of the mountain. (TA.)

0 -- Ivory: (ISk,8, I:) the tusk of the
elephant. (T, TA.)

/~. The state, or condition, of a ewe, or
she-goat, (S, TA,) and of a she-camel, and of a
man in respect of his testicles, and of the pudendum
muliebre, (TA,) denoted by the epithet s ..

(S, TA.) [See also C:-.]

· m. A ewe, and a she-camel, and a woman,
having one of ler teats, or breasts, laryer thitan
the other: (1i :) or, applied to a cwe or she-goat,
i. q. ;j ; i.e c. having one of her teats longer thitan
the other: (P.:) or a sbe-camel, and a she-goat,
of whic one of hler ';J [meaning eithler two
maemmw or tro teats] hasgone. (A' Obeyd, TA.)
- Also A man havimig one of his testicles larger
than the other. (]f.)- And A pudendim
muliebre having the edge of one of its labia ma-

jora (i. e. having one of its .CIji) larger than

the other. (5.)

IL;a_ and , [The office, or occupation,

oqf carrying and rcaring or fostering a child: the
latter, accord. to the K and the Mgh, is an inf. n.:
(sece 1, first two sentences:) but accord. to Fei,]
each is a subst. from t, ..- applied to a man, and
aL._. applied to a woman. (Msb.)

· ~j. A man who has the charge of [carrying
and] rearing, or nourishing, orfostering, a child:
(Msb,* TA:) and L;.bl. A woman who has the
charge of a child, (S. Mgh, Myb, If, TA,) rwho
carries kim, (Mgh,) and taltes care of himn, (TA,)
and rears, or nourishes, or fosters, him: (S,

Mgh, TA:) pl. of the former &'. (TA) [andl
;4. (as in a phrase below), agreeably with a

gencral rule: and pl. of the latter, also agTreeably
with a general rule, 1 ]. _ [Hence,] 0

_tWl . , m, S i.e. a.J [a mistranscription

for .:,J, meaning He it of the serrants of
learnling, or science]. (TA.)- _ 1la a1t_
(Mgh, Msb, TA) and i;-'_ (Myb) A pigeon sit-
ting [or brooding] upon its eggs, protecting them
with its two sides; (Mghl ;) or preussing, or com-
pretisig, its eggs beneath its nwing. (MNb.) -

[Hence,] eply. & [pl. of _to.] Thres

stones for supporting a coohing.pot, cleaving to
the ground,(K, TA,) with the ashes. (TA.)

'dI<_ also signifies A man's wife: and so L ..

(TA.) - And a palmn-tree (i.j) having short
racemes: (Kr, K:) or one of which the racemes
have come forth, and quitted their spatlus, and
are short in theirfruit-stalhks. (Ah;n, 5.)

1
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:;O,_ and " o The place in which a bird
broods upon its eggs to hatch them: (1(:) pl.

X t,. (TA.) See also what next follows.

:LL4 A saUlow bowl, made of cloy,for the
pigeon (J, TA) [to lay its eggs therein, and] to
brood tArein pon i eggs: (TA:) > .. [ii
its pl.], accord. to rule, pi. of * :_ [&'c., and]
signifies the places, in pigeon-towers, in which thc
pigeons lay their eggs. (Mgh.) [See what next
precedes.]

iyp;U: ree ;s.

1. ,;1 Li., (I,) first pers. ,i, (S,) inf. n.
. i., (19,) He lighted, or kindld, the fire; or
made it to burn, burn up, burn brightly orfieredy,
blae, or flame: (s:) or he stirred the live coals
of the fire after they had become [partially] ez-
tinguihed. ( [. [ , there, seems to be a mis-
take for .. ]) It is also with ,. (, TA. [See
art. t .])

ai. q. .b [as meaning either A black-
mith's fire-place, or the shin with which hA blow
Ais fire]. (i.)

" IA stick, or piee of wood, with which a

fire is dtirred; as also w...; the latter accord.
to those who pronounce the verb with . (.)

1. ., (9, M 9b, TA,) aor. ;, (Msb, TA,)
inf. n. L, (Mtb, 1, TA,) He put it down, syn.
ua.j, (],* TA,) and ,.Ot, (MNb, TA,) from a

high to a lomer place; (Mqb;) namely a load, or
any other thing from a back; (TA;) a eamel's
sddle, (?, Myb, TA,) or other thing; (Mb ;) a
horne's saddle; and a bow; (, TA;) as also
tL~.l. (C,* TA.) You say, * jtl. Jl :.
.,lj.;l Hie put down the loads from the beasts.
(L.) And *J L. [He put down from him
his heavy burden: or this heavy burden of sin]
(?,*1 ,0 TA:) if a real load be intended, this is
proper; but if an ideal thing, it is tropical; (TA;)
[as when you say,] ; L . [?Put Thou
down from us the burden of our sins]. (],.) And
'dA La. [lit. He put down his camer' saddle;]
meaning he stayed, or abode. (TA.) And L.
alone, [elliptically,] tHe alighted; or alighted
and abode; (9, TA;) 0~. ) in a place. (TA.)
.He threw it down; namely a thing. (TA.)
[lie paid it domn; namely money.] - He made
it to descend, or to go down, or downwards, or
down a declivity, (9, ,* TA,) from above to be-
low. (1, TA.) Imra-el-leys says, [describing a
hor in motion,]

[Like a mass of rock which the torrent has made
to descend from abore]. (TA.) - [tH/e lowered
him, or degro d him.] -l ';It L

HIHe abated of the price so much; syn. l1;
(Mgh, Mqb;) 1i to him. (Myb.) And L.

I ~jl) ;4 - [He made a large abatement of it].
(TA.) [See iL ] And Ci> ' if itm.
I abated [somewhat] ofthe debt. (Msb.) [See

also 10.]..J. is also syn. with a.: as in a
trad. where it is said of Mohammad, that he sat
by a dry branch of a tree, ,3;j L .;e.4 jW
[And he made a sign with his hand, and removed
its leaves]; meaning, scattered its leaves. (AA,

TA.) And so in the phrase, XlUI i i ,;11
[The froth is removed, or shimmed off, from the
milk]. (TA.) 3l l Ja., aor. ', (L, TA, [but
I think it more probable that the aor. is :, agreeably
with analogy, like as some say of ij, which,
accord. to Sh, signifies the same, or nearly so,
but accord. to others, the contr. of L,] inf. n.

L and L.,L ., (L, g,) :The price n,as, or be-
came, low, or cheap; (L,, TA;) it abated;
(Fr, TA in art. .k;) and so * L_i. (Fr ubi

supra, $,'TA.)--JI 1- (S ; ,) I s
(9,) inf. n. jlaU , (S, 1,) tThe camel iore upon
his nose-rein (9, 1K) towards one side, (1,) in go-
ing; (9;) as also tL._il: (IC:) or, accord. to
AA, 1t.I . iiW1 ',aL ;l signifies tthe she-
canmel was quick in her pace; (S, TA;) and so
%..L: (TA :) andLtUa. also signifies tfvhement
running. (TA.) [From what next follows, it
seems that the verb in this sense is of the measure
Jj, aor. '-.] The poet 'Amr-lIbn-El-Ahtam
uses the phrase, Ulj 5a ' , meaning tRest
thou upon my love, and incline my way. (TA.)
And it is said in a trad., wtJI J - ! tAnd
sh inclined with her hea rt towards the youth.

(TA.)-- j ~ _ *;S e L t ile launched forth
into, or pressd on in, the reviling of such a one.
(TA.)._-, LJ ~ JL. iHe ate the food; (!,
TA;) as also 'tl, (gSh, K,) inf. n. L.mwi:
(TA:) or he ate much of thefood. (A, TA.) 

.JI; L, innf. Ln. a, He polished, or smoothed,
the skin; and figured, or decorated, it; (], TA ;)
and ruled it, or made lines'upon it; (TA;) with
the L.. (, TA.)

2: see 1; last sentence but one.

7. L;..1, quasi-pass. of ·lm.; It was, or be-
came, put down; (S,' TA;) said of [a load, or
any other thing from a back;] a camel's saddle;
a horse's saddle; (TA;) [&c.] - He, or it,
descended; went donrn, or downwards, or down a
declivity; from above to below. (9,* TA.) You
say, j~. ! L~a.Jl [He descended a declivity].
(9 and TA in art. j., from a trad.)_ [t He
became lowered, or degraded.] - Said of a price:
see 1._ Said of a camel: see 1. -Also tHe,
or it, went back, or backward: went away: pe- 4

rilted. (TA.) - See also R. Q. 1.
8: see 1; first signification.

10. ZJ,'.. -"- I He asked him to put down
from him [his heavy burden: or t his hearyt
burden of sin]: (T], TA:) if a real load be in-
tended, this is proper; but if an ideal thing, it is
tropical. (TA.) _ J, I,, , ] 1,) ($,

Mqb,) or d4; X, (i,) 1, (S., ,) or I;.L,

[Boos I.

(M.bb,) ! He asked, demanded, or desired, of me
an abatement, a lowering, a diminution, or a le-
sening, of somewhat, or so much, of the price.

(9,a Mbh, Kl.) L 1.-'. t He deserved to be
lowered, or degraded. (Iar p. 258.)

R. Q. 1. i La i. q. VL.1 [but in what sense
is not pointed out]: (Ibn-'Abbid,]t:) said of a
thing. (Ibn-'Abbid, TA.) - He n,as, or became,
quick, (IDrd, K,) in his walk, or going, and in
his work. (IDrd, TA.)

iL. [A petition for the putting donn of a
heavy burdenfrom one: or, 5 of the heaycnr burden
of sin: or merely a putting dowrn thereof:] a
subst. from jj -- -1, explained above; as
also ?ULe. (Ii.) It is said in the l~ur [ii.
55, and vii. 161], _. ljjj; i. e. they were
told to say i° for the purpose of asking thereby
for the putting down of their heavy burdens from
them, and they should be put down fiom them:
(Ibn-lsrccl, TA:) the meaning is, And say ye,
Put Thou do,nn from us our heavm burdens, (9,
TA,) or tour sins: (Ibn-'Arafehi, ]:) or [and
say ye,] Our petition is .; i.e. that Thou
n'ouldest put down from us our sins: (Aboo-ls-

hbl'., K:) or, accord. to some, ~ _ is a word
which the children of Israel were commanded to
say; and if they said it, their heavy burdens, or
sins, were put down: ($,TA:) accord. to IA.r,

it is tlhe saying ^Xfl -j '9: (TA:) or it means
forgiveneu: (I 'Ab:) or our affair is analighting
and abiding in this town: (Bd in ii. .5M:) and
thero is another reading, i Vl3. , which is
explained in two ways; either by making the
verb to govern the noun, as though lie had said,
and say ye a saying wthicAh shall put downf"rom
you your heary burdens, or stins; or by making
the noun to be in the accus. case as an in£ n.
meaning supplicating and petitioning [thlat God
may put down from you youri heavy burdens, or

stin,]; i.e. a_ Ul~ $i dJ.1. 1 : (TA:) but
they changed this saying, (Fr;, gh, 1,) using for
it a Nabathean expression; (Fr, TA;) saying
1' .. , i. e. " red wheat," (ggh, V,) accord.
to Es-Suddee and Mujihid; or, accord. to IA;r,
GA1 'ai.L , i. e. "good wheat." (9gh, TA.)

You say also, t l.I &jt;, i. e. iao.JI [He
asked of him the putting down of his heavy burden
from him: or this sin]. (TA.) And it is said in
a trad., that when God tries a person with a trial
in his body, U. dJ j, i. e. I is to him a mode
of putting down from him his sins. (TA.)
ia.JI is also A name of the month of Ramatidn,
in the Gospel, or some other book: (Az, ],*
TA:) because it puts down somewhat of the sin
of him who observes the fast thereof. (Az, TA.)
-Also tA decrease, or state of diminution, in
respect of rank, or station: (TA:) [or low, or the
/onest, rank, or station: for] *1d.L.JI, (], TA,)
which is its pl., (TA,) is explained as signifying,
(:, TA,) on the authority of IAir, (TA,) S .
AJ I, or correctly il .31 ,;: (], TA:) the
atter [meaning Ithe ranks, or stations, of the
!owet, or meanest, of mnanind,] is the right
reading, as verified by Az. (TA.)



Booi I.]

LL.: wee L~k., last sentence. mAlso ISmooth,

or sleh, bodis; (IApr, 1], TA;) as though
polished with the a.._ (TA.)

L,L. A declivity, or declivous place; a place
of descent, or by which one descends: (S, TA:)

a hill (A1;) that is difficult of descent: or,
accord. to IDrd, a difficult aibl. (TA.) 
t An excellent, rmift she-camel; (., ] ;) as also
V L. (TA.)

; -a -.. - An ankle-bone covered wvithfesh
andfat to that it is not apparent. (TA.)

·lc : 1s What is abated, or diminished, of a
price: (Mgh, Msb, 1K, TA:) pl. 3U... (TA.)

You say, c>,oJ 1I5j1 l;.S i ;.JI I [Th,e
portion that is abated is so much and so much
of the price]. (g.) And ; , L -6;
S [He sought, or demanded, of me an abatement
ofprice]. (TA.)

le : see L~.; first sentence; and again,
in the latter half of the paragraph.

d*. j :A low, or cheap, price; as also

*L,L r (TA.)

LI t Smooth in the O [or two portions
of ~l and sinew next the bach-bone, on each
side]. (IAqr, l.) [See also L,1 .]

L [A place where load, 4c., are put down.
. And hence,] t A place where otne alights, or

alights and abides; (., TA;) as also ', :

pl. [of either] ~i and [of the latter] a.

(TA.) - [Hence also,] Aie L [A place for
udnloading of ships]. (, and K in art. e )_

[Hence also,] .J L . 1 I [T/his is the
meaning, or intent, of the saying, or sentence:
used in this sense in the present day]. (TA.)

L.. (., o, ] and V L;1. (1) An instru-
ment of iron, (0, ]:,) or of wood, prepared (f,
in some copies of which, for w, we find Li.,
which is a mistake, TA,) for the polishing, or
smoothing, of shins, (0, ],) to make them soft
and beautiful; (0 ;) andfor figuring, or decora-
ting, thmn; (]K;) [and for ruling them, or
making lines upon temn: see 1; last sentence :]
or an instrument with which tattooing is per-
formed: or an iron instrument used by sewers
of boots c., with wvhich they fiure, or decorate,
the lather: ( :) or an instrument (T, A, TA)
with a pointed extremity, (T, TA,) used by
binders of books, (T, A, TA,) and by others.
(A, TA.)

aj m ..: se e h a. ..
iL..: see La.

,,,
L ;... [originally, Put down; applied to a

load, &c. See 1. -- And hence,] applied to a
lrice: see /i _. _ Leather polished, or made
sooth [&c. see 1; last sentence]. (TA.)-

S A sword Made tAin. (TA.)_;Le ; J
I [A rmp] without lbs [or protuberant but-
tock]; (],,TA;) as though it were smoothed

( w) ith the L,. (TA.) And LA .
Bk. I.
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",zli 'i S A girl having the c." [or
two portions of Jlesh and sinen next tae back-
bone, on each side,] extended [or long]; as though
tAey were smoothed with the .ta : (TA:) or
having them extended [or long] and even (S, TA)
and beautifuL (Az,TA.) And 1 aii.,.
may. mean t A woman whose flank is as though
it were smoothed with the : but it is better
explained as meaning elevated, or protuberant,
in the posteriors, and derpressed in the flank.

(IHam p. 141.) [See also 1.]

LZ t A shoulder-joint (K, TA) ncither high
nor low, (TA,) of the most beautiful hind. (.1,
TA.) Sec also ,L1;.

1. Lm. lie cast, or threv; syn. s.. [and,
like this, trans. by means of ,]. (1..) [Hence,]

,o;§l d4 ti, (AZ, ., IK,) aor. :, (K,) in£ n

uil, (v,) He cast him, or threw him, domn
prostrate upon the ground: (AZ, S, K :) or, with

violence: one says, e;"l U 1i_ a !1 [He
raied him upon his back, and threw him down
violently upon the ground]. (Lth, TA.) And

ls.i tllU. She (a woman) cast forth /hr
child from her womb. (TA in art. , j.) And

.:.JI . The cooking-pot cast fort,
its froth, or scum. (., TA,) in boiling. (TA. 

And . Lt w fi He cast forth his excrement,

or ordure. (S.) And t;. [alone], aor. and;,
He cast forth his excrement, or ordure, at once,

(K, TA,) quietly, or gently. (TA.) And Ui.,

(g,) or G{ He, (S,) He broke wind, with a

sound. (?, V_.)_1 - 4 . rHe turned
him back from the opinion, or judgment, that

he had formed. (IAth, ]l.) He struck
him, or slapped him, on the back with his open
hand: (S, 1 :) or struck him gently on the back
with the palm of his hand: (S in art. W:) or

slapped him on the back, or between the shoulders,
or on the upper part of the side, or on the chest;
(KhIlid Ibn-Jembeb, TA;) or on the back of
the head: (AZ, TA:) and he struck him, or
beat him, (Sh,V,*) with his hand; (Sh, TA;)
but it is said that the meaning is, he struck him
on the back of the neck: (TA:) it also occurs

without .. (TA.)-_ti.. Iie lay nith her.
(8, 1.*)

AtL. A slap on the back [&c. (see the verb)]
with' the open hand. (S, TA.) It also occurs
without ., written }.;. (TA.)

,;.;e, applied to a man, Low, ignoble, mean,
or sordid. (AZ,8, ].) You say also :;s &, ,
using the latter word as an imitative sequent. (S.)

·;;f, applied to a man, Ugly; or con-
temptible; or ugly in atpect and nmall in body:
(Th, , I :) or short. (S, I.)

1 .L, (Q, A, I,) aor., (Qg,) inf. n. ,

(TA,) He coUected , (.,A, ],,) i.e. fire-
wood; (A,/C;) as also t . l_ : (S,A,l:)
[and] so '.JmJl .1 L, (Mgh, M:b,) aor. and
inf. n. as above; and t ,w -- l. (M9 b.) -

[Hence,] .4;. , (A,) or ,,
(Q,) [lit. He collected firewood in Ais, or their,
rope; meaning] She aided, or atisted, (A, ],)

him, (A,) or them. (1.) One says, ' U 'l

4 -- ui >3 ,1 j :[Verily thou aist
him, and inclinest to his desire]. (A,TA.)_
And h:,.: , (A, Mgh) S ie brought
to him Je5 ., (Mgh,) meaning wealth, or property.

(A.)-And 9i.W ; *:i tSuch a
one incites, urges, or instigates, [others] against
suck a one. (gar p. 200.)-. And ai ~ He

calumniated him, or slandered him. (A, Mgh,
Mob, 1. [See ,.,;, below.]) '1,., (8, ,)
aor. ;, (TA,) He collected firemood for him:
(1.:) or he brought firewood to him: (Q, .4:)
as also i % :,.. (TA.) You say, ,;'J

.. ..W. %:J&4mi [Such a one coUets fire.
ivood for, or brings firewood to, his companione,
and gives them to drink]. (A, TA.) - Also He
collected for him a thing as firemood. (TA.)_

-.la, inf. n. [, and app. also
U..1i, which see below, or this may be a simple

subst.,] I Thley cut off the .k~ of their grapo
vine; (A;) i. e. the dry portions threof, that
were of no usC but for fire. (Mgh.) mm, . and

"Jm..1 It, (a place, 1,) or Ae, (a man, TA,)
abounded with firewood. (i,* TA.) -
ie was, or became, lean, or meagre. (A.).

4. 'a.I: see L - Also t It (a grape-vine)
attained to the time for having its [q. v.]
tut off from it: ({:) or * attained to th
time of bearing grapes and for the cutting off
'f what required to be cut off; as also V -1-:

(4 :) or the latter, it required to haw its uper,
or uppermost, portions cut offJ, (,) or somatw
of those portions. (TA.)

8. e: se 1, in three plaoea_Also tIt
(rain) tore up the roots, or stenu, of the trees
[as though it made firewood of them]. (].)-
t He (a camel, TA) fed upon tha umal and dry
part& of the branches. (Y, TA.) This a camel
does bnly by reason of soundnes, and of sur-

passing strength. (TA.)...A1 j. ofi ,1aZb,I
i. q. .J [app. meaning tHe took upon him-
self a burden, or a rstpon~iblity, in the affair;
as thou[h he bound it like a bundle of firewood
upon his ,back]. (1K.)

10: we 4.

· . FiPrewood; the porltioWS of tree that

are preparqd for fuel: (M,A, ]:) p]. ,Ad .
(Mb.) .-. And hence, becauseo enmity is kindled
with it like u fire is with (. (properly so
called], (.gar p. 209,) 1Calumnyt, or dander;

(A, Mgh, TA,) also termed ja;l ,m.
(TA.) The former is said to have this meaning
in the gur cxi 4: (Mgh, TA:) or to mean
thornt, which the woman there spoken of is
related to have been in the habit of throwing in
the way of Mohammad. (TA.) You ay, ;J

~l;JI h ,.,4.J, meaning I He goes about
75
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with calumnny, or slander, among, or between,
the people. (A.) Also :The prunings of a
grape-vine; (9,' A;) and so t ),i : (A:) the
dry portionu of a grape-vine that are of no use
but for fire: (Mgh :) tthe latter is explained by
18h as meaning the prunings that are cut off
each year from the upper, or uppermost, portions
of a grape-vine. (TA.)

;i;, applied to a man, (S,) [and app. to cattle,

'(see ... ,)] t Very lean or meaore; as also
9t,,,J': (8, 1:) or the latter means unlucky,
orunfortunate; syn. ; (1j;; (Q;) in some copies
of the o !; ; (TA;) and its fem. is :.. (1.)

,,Iam [app. an inf. n., see 1,] t The pruning
of a grape-vine until reaching the part in which
the sap runs. (1k.) See also 4., in two
places.

,iu., (S, Msb, ],) fern. with ;, (15,) A
place, (9, Myb, 5,) or land, (g,) abounding with
fireRood. (9,* M9 b, 1V.)

,gg. A handful, or bundle, of firewood.
(g, TA.)

, .: osec . ..cAlso t A camel that
feeds upon the small and dry parts of branches:
(], TA:) fem. with ;. (TA.) [See 8.]

44.. A collector of firewood: (M9 b, TA:)
and so t,n , (A, Meb,) but in an intensive
sense: (Mqb:) or the latter, one who collects
and ells firewood: (TA:) and 4tL a company
of collectors of firewood: (9, Mgh:) and iGt
.,1ng t[pl. of em.] female slave, who collect

firewood. (A, TA.) [Hence,] ,j '1. j -
: He is one who confuses in his speech, (A, J4,)
and in hi. a.fhir: (TA:) or one vo speahks
nrlat is bad and what is good: (, TA:) like
him who collects firewood by night; (TA;) for
this person sees not what he collects in his rope,
(S, TA,) so he collects bad and good. (TA.)
Az says, one who acts unjustly towards himself
is likened to a collector of wood by night, because
the latter may chance to put his hand upon a
viper, and boe bitten by it: and so is one who
does not restrain his tongue, but censures others;
by doing which a man sometimes occasions his
own death. (TA.) It is said in a prov., j"lJI
J .bt. The loquaciouJ is [like] a collector
offirewood by night. (A 'Obeyd, TA.)

a: see ,Jam..

'hd t A in'ing-knife. (1, TA.)

i;il, t A she-camel that eats dry thorns.

m, it.)
~.;* tA small creeping thing that goes

rYong upon the ground with pieces of wood, or
ctich, clinging to it. (Iam p. 207.)

1. ,;., aor. :, inf. n. , It broke, or
became broken, in pieces; u alwo ,Ju~ (Mb)
and t ._.: (TA:) or these two, (, ]g,) or
{correctly] the former [only], (TA,) it broke,
or became broken : (8, V, TA:) or they are

peculiarly said of that which is dry, or tough;
(1, TA;) as a bone and the like. (TA.)_
[Hence,] a-..l .g t The beast became aged
[and emaciated and weak, or broken with age:
see, Jm, below]. l.)-And t TIe beast had
a disaae (termed '..lm) in his legs. (TA.)~m

"e, (, M.sb, ],) aor. -, (M.b, ,) inf. n.
AJ.., (S, Msb, 15,) lis broke it: (S, 1I :) or it

applies peculiarly to that which is dry, or tough;
(1K,TA;) as a bone and the like: (TA:) as
also * *, (1K,) inf. a. e.J': ($:) or the
latter signifies he broke it in pieces, ($,) and so
the former; (Msb;) or the latter, he broke it
much. (Msb, TA.) - e, or it, crusled it,
or bruised it; as, for instance, a lion, that which
he devours; and as a camel and a sheep or goat,
the ground with hig feet or hoofs, and the trees
and herbs in eating them; and as the wind, that
upon which it blows [vehemently]. (TA.) It is
said in a trad, t ' [I
saw Iell-fire, one part thereof crushing another:
or, as though pressing upon another; from what
next follows]. (TA.) One says of people crowd-
ing together, A '., ;.: [Thecy crush,
bruise, or press upon, one a,wther]. (TA.) And
of a vehement driver, jYI .,. ' [lie br,uises
the cattle, or camels 4c.]. (A, TA.) - One says
also, ' iiJ ",c .", meaning Spoil niot
thou to us the pasturage by pasturing Upon it.
(TA.) - And A.1 .; _i S His family
rendered such a one a broken old man; as though
they loaded him with their burdens. (TA.) And

0>..l "*.,m. (9) t Age rendered himt/ ifrm.
(TA.)

2: see 1.

5: see 1. You say also, c . A. l .hJaa~
.I!MI [The eggs broke in pieces so as to disclose

theyoung birds]. (TA.) And C.~ ' . .
The ground, or earth, crumbled by reason of cx-
cessive drynes. (TA.) And At .3 T/e
people crowded together, crushtinga, bruising, or
pr~ing upon, one another. (TA.) And t,.Jm.j!

· c W-U 'he people presed together, or crowded,
upon it, or him. (ISd, TA.) - And b _
tIi tHe became inflamed with wrath, or rage,
against him. (V,OTA.)

7: see 1: _ and 5.

lJ inf. n. of JI. [q. v.]. (Mb.)_Also
A certain diseas in tie legs of a beast. (9.)

.~ A thing (M?b) breahking in pieces of itself
(9, M9ob, 1:.)--. t A horse broken by age: (9:)
or a horse weak by reason of leannss and old age:
(Az, TA:) or an aged beast. (Mob.)

_,m One who breaks the ranks on the right

and left; and ~,..&: t.L [signifies the same].
(TA.).....8ee aso a ., in five places.

.:,.: see .

41.. The crowding, thronging, or pressing,
of men; and their pushing one another. (TA.)
-_The tids (;1n) of a torrent; like hei.

(9.) - The havoc of a lion among cattle. (TA.)
.- Dearth, droulght, or sterility; or a year of
dearth, &e.; (S, k, TA ;) because it breaks
(L. ) everything; (TA;) as also i and
!~t.f;5: (1. :) or this last is not used except as
meaning continual dearth &c. (TA.) [(See also
the last of these words below.]

iLr.: see what next precedes.

~. 1VWhat is broken in pieces, or whlat one
breaks, [accord. to different copies of the ], the
former accord. to the reading in the TA,] of a
thing that is dry, or tough; (K, TA;) as also
tf,iL. .: (K:) pl. of the former 1.: whence

i_ ;.M. [meaning a spear, or spear-shaft,
broken in pieces, as is indicated in the TA], in
which the term i;~ is regarded as applying to
every portion. (1K, TA.) [Se e.U_.]

a.l. A vehemnent fire, (1K,) that breaks in
pieces evertything that is cast into it. (TA.)
IHcnce, (S,TA,) L&J.Jl a name of Hell, (4,)
or of Iell-fire: (, 15:) or, as some say, the
fourth stage of Hell: (lar. p. 347:) or a gate
of lell. (g.)_ tA man wiho eats much; (,
TA;) as also tJ .; ,rho brealAs evrything in
eating: (lar p. 580:) and the latter, and t;l,
an insatiable man. (TA.) - tA large number
of camels, (T, 9, 1,) and of shlee, or goats: (T,
5::) because they break, or crush, (T, S, TA,)

the herbage, (T, TA,) or everything, (S, TA,)
or the ground with thecir feet or hoofs, and the
trees and herbs in eating them. (TA.) - Also,
and t.L , (S, 15,) S A pastor having little mercy
upon the cattle; (9, TA;) or who acts injuri-
ously towards them; (.i, TA;) catsing them to
crush, or bruise, one another; (S, K, TA;) or as
though he crushed, or bruised, them by his vehe-
ment driving: (A, TA:) or the former signifies
a pastor who does not allow his beasts to avail
themselves of the plentiful pasturages, nor let them
disperse themselves in the pasturage: and tthe
latter, one who is ungentle, or rough; as though
he broke, or crushed, or bruised, them when dri-
ving them or pasturing tlhecm: and tj'. J ,
signifies a man who drives beasts vehemently,
crushing them, or bruising them, by reason of his
vehement driving; but it is used by way of com-
parison, as meaning :cunning and versatile. (TA.)

Hence, 1. ._JI '1 .!Q A [The worst of pastors is
the ungentle, who causes the beasts to crush, or
bnuise, one another]: (9, ] :) accord. to the $,
a prov.: accord. to $gh and the 1, not a prov.,
but a trad.: but many of the trades. are reckoned
among provs.: it is applied to him who governs,
or manages, ill. (MF, TA.) Hence also what is
related in a trad. of 'Alee, that l5ureysh, when
they saw him in war, or battle, used to say,

-J"a "'l -!. t,;"jl 1ij-! [Beware ye of the
rough one! Beware ye of the rough onell].
(TA.)

,1,t~. Coats of mail; so called frou a maker

thereofnamed i;.: or such as break tie swords:
or such a are heaMy and wide: (V :) the first of
which explanations is the most probable. (TA.)

;tLL What is broken in pieces, of a thing that
a 5
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is dry, or tough. (6,X. [In the CVi, by the ac-

cidental omission of ,q. , this signification

and the next here following, from the 1[, are as-

signed to .,1_ SI-. See ja, which, accord.

to some copies of the X, is syn. with .;Ut in the
sense explained above.]) And Fragments of eggs;
(A, TA;) or of an egg-shell; so in a verse of
Et-Tirimmgi: (TA:) or the shell of the egg.
(I.)-- [See a tropical usage of it in an ex. cited,
from a trad., voce ;L.] - '1W J*-i tT/e

frail, or peridhing, goods, or posseions, of the
prtsent world: accord. to Z, from Aim~ signi-
fying the "fragmcnts" of eggs: (TA:) or
[simply] the goods t!f the present wvorhld. (TA in
art. we.)

j,IL The lion, (K,) that crushe.s, or bruises,

everything that he doeours; (TA;) as also t;lL

and t.... (K.) And A wind (Ct) that

crushes everything. (TA.)

,eAI lierbage remaining fraom theA preccding
year: (Lb, K[ :) because dry, and brokcnl in

pieces. (Lh, TA.) .,.i Jl The . [q. v.]

(MNb, k) of eSkt eh, (Msb,) [i. c.] of the Kaq-
beh; (] ;) which is excluded from the Kaabe ;
said In the M to be of the part next the spout; and
in the T, to be that in [or rather over] which is thle
spout: so called because it was left broken wlien
the House was raised: or because the Arabs used
to throw in it, or upon it, the clothes in which
they performed their circuitings, and it remained
until it became broken by length of time: (TA:)
or the wall of the . of the Kaabeh; (I 'Ab,
s, ];) the rall over which is the spout of the
Kaabeh; (IHam p. 710;) the wall that [partly]

encloses the . of the Kaabeh, on the restern

[or rather north-western] side: (Har p. 389:) or
the part between the angle [of the Black Stone]
and [t th well of] Zemzer and the Mahdm [-Ibri-

heem] and, some add, the j.: or from the

Ma,adm to tlhe door: ( :) or the part between
the black angle and the door and the Ma.kdm,
where the people crowd togetler to offer up their
sUpplications, so that they crush, or bruise, or
presr upon, one another: (5,*0 TA:) and there
the pagans used to confederate. (1.)

&,U,m: see i;;..

A;L: see ;.: and .0

see .; .. - Also iA digestive;

syn. .4t. (IS, TA. [In the Cid, erroneously,
.,&.W.]) It is implied in the V. that this is also

a signification of 4L. and i;. ; which it is
not. (TA.) One says, .ll LI Jl 

[Excellent, or most exceent, is the digestive of

food, the melon, or vater-melon]. (A, TA.)

.. sJm: mb:see .. ,L

', see. pers. . (, ,) aor. ~., (,)

inf. n. , (m, ) He wa, or became, fortunate,

or pouseued of good fortune, (M, 1,) r 81 , in
the ffair; (;) as also *i 'l: (, TA:) or
tthe latter signifies he wa, or became, rich,

m08

wealthy, or opulent; or in a state of, or possessed
of, competence, or suNfciency; in no need; with-
out wants; or oith fem wants. (0, TS.) Lth

says, I have not heard any verb from ~: but it
has a verb, transmitted from the Arabs, which
Lth did not know, and had not heard: and

AHeyth says, in writing to Ibn-Buzurj, .&
·:0 . &. - - - A-.*

OX ; , and _M r-, (Az, TA,) mean-
ing They become possessued of good fortune, andl
riches, or competence, or sufficiency. (L in art.

J--)

4: see 1, in two places. 4~ "i I [Iprc-

ferred him above him] may be from the same
root as the other words of this art.; the second li

being changed into j; [like as 4i;. is, accord.

to some, formed from A.l ;] or it may be from

3_,i.. (TA.)

L Fortune; or particularly good fortune;

syn. . (S, Nh, Myb, K) and : (Nh:) and
a share, portion, or lot: (S, Msb, K:) or par-
ticularly a share, portion, or lot, of something
good or excellent: (Lth, 1 :) some of the people

of Hims say j;~; but when they form a pl., tlhey

rcturn to the original, saying a: and the 0
is regarded by them as a nasal sound, not as a
radical letter: and in like manner they do in the
case of every word having a doubled letter, such

as j and Vj., sayin, .p; and .1: (Lth, L:)

the pl. (of pauc., S) is 'A! (S, IK) and (of mult.,

S) ialj. (AZ, S, Msb, K) and " - (Ibn-

'Abbaid, .K) and Li.~ (IJ, K) and L (AZ, )

and Vt .. , (S,L, K, [in the Cg, erroneously,
1J.S,]) irregularly, as though it were pl. of Jl..I,

(S, L,) or it is regularly formed from JI~., which

latter is [irregular, being] originally dil_'i', [which
is the original form of the pl. of pauc. mentioned
above,] (IB,) and another pl. is '" , (L, [and
so in the TA as from the K., but in several copies

of the K ,, whlichl is of one of the forms of
quasi-pl. ns.,]) also irregular, being formed [from
,iU.i] by a change of the second 1 [into Sq, and

then into .]. (L.) - See also o ..

..m amnd *:IL: see L.

>, or i.: see what next follows.

Ub and ri (S,V and V * , as a re-
lative n., accord. to [most of] the copies of the

K, or as a defective word, [i. e. r?, with a

single Ji, as we find it in the CJ,] accord. to Az,

who says that it is originally (L, (TA,) and
t,, (AA, 8, Msb, ,) Fortunate; or pos-
sessed of good fortune; (8, Myb, I ;) possessing

a good share ('_) of the means of subsistence:
(TA:) or the first, accord. to Fr, possessing com-

petence, or sufficiency; or rich, or wealthy, or

opulent: (TA:) the pl. [accord. to analogy of

'lia.> ] is , .I¶. (So in the L: [in the TA

written UiWi, which I think a mistake, though

it seems to be there implied that it is pl. of ,

and if so, we must suppose it to be originally

;LL21, like as tfr.., a pl. of the subet. ., if
correct, is originally i-.])

~;sS ,; 1; Such a one is ore for-.
tunate than such a one. (S,' Mqb,* TA.)

Jt.1i said to be an irreg. pl. of -, q. v.

-, see .a.)o

1. 'il, (M,b, V,) and ;i/. , ([,) aor. '
(Msb,) inf. n._. (?, A, Msb) and ;iU., (TA,)
He forbad it; prohibited it; interdicted it. (i ,

A, Mob, V.) The Arabs say, . l a jU,I. 91
There is no protibition against names; i. e., no
one is forbidden to be named, or to name himself,

as he pleases. (TA.)- - ; ; .JI wi It (any-
thling intervening) debarred the thing from him,

(L.) And l.& X' jL. Such a thing waJ de.

barred from him,'by something intervening. (A.)

-Also ;, (Msb, V,) inf. n. ;'., (Mgh,)
IIe took it to, or for, himself; (Mgh, Myb,l ,
TA;) as though he withheld it from others.
(TA.)_ And ,' , (K,) aor. ;, inf. n. '.,

(TA,) He confined cattle in a ;',l.. (s.) And

vd.~ i He confined his cattle in a i.
(Az) - And 'j ., (I,) [aor. app. as above,]
inf. n.l~; (TA;) t.jl .; (A, Myb, ;) He
made a ;4 e1 : (A, Msb, K:) or the former,

(Mgh,) or *,Ji.! inf. n. JUi't, (TA,) he made a

;J-.for anotiher: and t;lm.I he made a Q ;,~
for himself. (Mgh, TA.)

2. [,L., inf. n. ';i& , app. signifies Yle made

a limit of separation, or the like. For] X."

Ol;JI (used as an era, Mgh) points to what
'Omar did, in dividing Widi-l-]urk among the
Muslims and Benoo-'Odhrah, after the expulsion
of the Jews: (Mgh, ]K, TA:) as though he as-
signed to every one a limit of separation. (TA.)

4: see 1.

8: see 1, in two places. - Also L ,&;.. t He

protected, or defended, hiuelf by means of him,
or it. (TA.)

j';r. Trees ,with which a ,; is made. (A,
V.) .And Fresh thorns. (K.) JI ra.l

j 1 t He fed into that to which he ras not

equal, (g, TA,) is a prov., originating from the
fact of the Arabs' collecting fresh thorns, and
making of them enclosures, into which a man
sometimes falls so that he becomes caught therein.

(TA.) And .rl.i ;I . IHe came with,

or brought, a large number of cattle, and of men:
or an odious lie: ( :) [or calumny, or slander,
and falsehood :] is said of a calumniator, or slan-
derer, and liar, who kindles by his calumnies the
fire of enmity, and makes it to burn up. (A.)

And ,4Ljl JHJI ) .;1 ?He uttered calumny,

or slander: (i :) or he went about with calumny,
or dander, andfoul conduct. (TA.)

_ (Sh,T,C)0 and UA; (T, 1) i.q. L75a
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[A wall, or waU of enclosure, &c.]: (Sh, T, 1 :)
and anything intervening between a person and a
thing, or between two things, and forming a bar-
rier, an obstruction, a partition, or a fence.
(TA.) See also the next paragraph, in two
places.

0. 1

;j, An enclorure of a thing, of wood, or of
canes or reeds: (15:) [a kind of pen:] an en-
clorsre for camels, (8, Mgh,) made of trees, to
protect them from the cold and wvind; (S;) as
also ;lm.: (s, ] 1 :) an enclosure for sheep or
goats, 4c., made of trees, to confine and protect
them: pi. lJ. and ;Jim: (Mob:) Az heard

the Arabe apply the term t.ti., with fet-b [to the

C], to a wall mode of trees placed one upon
another to form a protectionfor camels or sheep
or goautfrom the cold of the north mind in winter.
(TA.) The pl. 3Ui.; is met. applied, by the poet
El-Marrar Ibn-Mun4idh, to S [Enclosures of]
palm-trees. (TA.) [Hence,] U,WI ;1u tPa-
radise: (1 :) occurring in a trad. (TA.) And

~,1J ; * S Hie is a person of little good, or
of no good: (g, 15:) or niggardly, tenacious,
penurious, or avaricious. (A.) - Also A place
in which dates are dried: (15:) of the dial. of
Nejd: as also w;.w- and r . (TA.)

jp .. Forbidden; prohibited; interdicted:
($, Mgh, 1 :) confined to one class of men, ex-
clusively of others; thus in the l]ur xvii. 21.
(.)

;ii~ .: see what next follows.

.;J& .A maker of a ;j~. (, Msb.) In the

1ur liv. 31, some read, :.l .Se_; and
others, ,;J l: (t, TA:) the former meaning
Like the dryfragments of plants, or trees, which
the maker of a tlekm. coUlcts: the latter, like the
dry fragments of plants, or trees, of a ijl~.
(TA.)

1. ', (Mqb,) or 4 'i,. (S,1,TA,)
aor. ' ( b, Sfh, 0) and , (V.,) inf. n. L ($,
M9b, 1]) and i k.. and v L., (1],) He
forbade, prohibited, or interdicted, him, (?,Msb,
k, TA,) like 1, (Myb, TA,*) or particularly
(TA) from free action, and motion, (S, 1, TA,)
and walking, (15,) [or wtalking out,] or somewhat
fr'om walking. (TA.) jlt. also signifies A
man's regarding his wife with jealousy, and for-
bidding her, or prtvonting her, from free action,
and from walking [out]: (TA:) and je01 , h,
straitens, and withholds, restrains, or debars:
(Fr, IAr, TA:) or A he preents her,
or retrains her, from appearing [in public].
(TA.) _ Lq Oail , (J1 , 1, ) aor. , (S,) inf. n.
0~, fHe checked, or restrained, somewhat
of his waLAkig: and the inf. n. signifies the walk-
ing of him who is angry. (S, 1.) EI-Marrir
Ibn-Munidlh says,

5* s .** .....

sl i lsdsim . >j· ,·13~"t ~h
a

A. -_-u_

[And I stuffed wrath within his r-ibs, so that
he walks checking somewhat his pace, like the
J"]; (ISk,8;) i. e., like the ram that has a
vein, or nerv, twisted in his hock; so that he
somewhat checks his walk. (TA.)_Ji. , aor. ;,
signifies also He walked on one side, by reason
of some complaint: (Az,TA:) and XiJA., a
man's being lame. (TA.) -_ aor. -, (M,
1g,) inf n. 1,i.-, (TA,) She (a ewe or a goat)
limped, or uas slightly lame, and her colour
changed, in consequence of a tumour in her
udder: (M, 1:) or, aid of a she-camel, and
of a ewe or she-goat, her udder became swollen,
and lhe' milk became bad. (AI.ei, TA.) -J..,
(S, 1g,) aor.:, (1,) inf n. n. i;., (T1g,) IHe (a
camel) ate much of JJ. [or colocynths]: (,
g :) or became sick from eating J1_4: (AHei,
TA:) but seldom does he eat them. (TA.)

4. OJ.lt It (a place) abounded with JL
[or colocynth]. (R, TA.)

;Js A parsimonious man, who reckons wit/h
his family, or calls them to account, for what
he expends upon them; as also ,Jil. (s, M,
sgh, g) and t:3J'. (M, 1 :) which last also
signifies [simply] niggardly, or avaricious. (TA.)

A camel eating much of J m. [or colocynths]:
(., 1:) or that eats J : (M9 b:) or that
pastures upon JLa., and becomes sick in con-
sequence thereof: (AHn,TA:) but it is seldom
that he eats them: (TA:) pl. ik.. (. , 5.)

X ,i~ The quality of parsimony, and reckon-
ing with one's family, or calling them to account,
for what one expends upon them. (S, .)

3J, : see jk-. - Also A ewe, or she-
goat, that limps, or is slightly lame, and changed
in colour, in consequence of a tumour in her
udder: (M, TA:) or a she-camel, and a ewe or
she-goat, having her udder svollen, and her milk
bad. (Agei, TA.)

: see .

j1l. [act. part. n. of JJa.; Forbidding,
&c.: -_] accord. to Az, Walking on one side, by
reason of some complaint: and accord. to AHei,
Jlagging in his walking, by reason of pain or
anger. (TA.)

, accord. to some derived from ,0',
the last verb in the first paragraph of this art.:
see art. ih... (TA.)

L * .I S TA,) aor.;, (g,)

inf. n. .e and u.. and ,i_, (S, TA,) She
wai, or becanme, fortunate, or happy, with her
husband; near to his heart; infavour with him,
or beloved by him; (, e TA;) as also V 1.J :
and ". I .' [he was, or became,fortunate,
or happy, wth her; &c.]; as also tuLbl.
(Q,* TA.) And ,,W'I ~ u ., aor. and inf. n.
as above, He was, or became, in favour vwith,
or beloved by, and in high estimation with, the
people, or mn. (MNb.) And <#*Y U&&~

[Boo& I.

and s t [;1..l H[e was, or became, in favour,
and high estimation, or an occupant of a high
place, with the prince, or commander :] both sig.
nify the same. (S, TA.) And 1.i1 . He
was, or became, .fortunate by means of such a
thing. (MA.) [In the vulgar dial., He acquired,
or obtained, such a thing.] L gU., aor. ,
(1g,) inf. n. 'i, (TA,) He went in a gentle,

or leisurely, manner, such as is termed j~. ('.)

4. *UI.l It [or he] caused him [to befortunate
or happy, to be in favour or to be beloed, or] to
occupy a high place or rank [in the estimation of
another or others]. (Har p. 379.).[1e favoured
him, 1J wvith such, a thing: for] ,I,_ also
signifies ~Jt$ trans. by means of .U. (lIar
p. 687.) _And i~ Jk '^kLl I preferred
him above such a one. (S, TA.) [See also 4 in
art. li1.]

8: see 1, in three places.

M_: see

, or &m.; see ; .

: see il. . Also, (S,1,) and t; .
(K) and V Ik., (MF,TA,) A small arrow,
(S,K,) a cubit in length, (S,) with whic childnn
play, (1K,) and with wrhich they learn to shoot:
(TA:) and any rod, or twig, growing upon the

stock (J:l) of a tree, that has not yet become
strong: (1 :) pl. (in both senses, TA) :Lf. and

,L'.. (S,I..)-. The dim. ti; signifies Such
an arrow havintg no head: the pl. is ;.;:

($:) and [hence,] 1 ;ii : ¢-I On, of
the [small headless] arronws of Lukmdn, the son
of 'Ad, is a prov., applied to him who is known
for evil conduct, aml from whom proceeds (S, O])
something, (S,) or some good act. (K. [See
Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 52.])

i and t VL (]) and ; k.I (Th, MF)
and ii., (1K,) [all, except the tbird, said to be

inf. ns. of 'i and , A state offortunate.
nem or happiness; nearness to the heart; a state
of favour, of being beloted, or of being in high
estimation; (see 1 ;)] high rank or standing, in
the estimation of another or others; (5, TA;)
and ideal nearness: or rank, station, or dignity,
and advancement in the favour of a man of
porwer or authority, and the like: (TA:) and
a good share of the means of subsittence: (1:)
pl. 1L_ and '.i_: (1:) and ,L.t [or LA.]
signifies the same as i;_.; (IAmb,TA;) or
the same as t., (so in some copies of the J1,
in art. &.,) or t~L., (so in other copies of
the 1K and in the TA,) mentioned by Sgh, on
the authority of Fr, (TA,) i. e. the same as

[good fortune, kc.]: (Ibn-Buzurj, 1 :) pl. v1i ,
and pl. pl. lM.1. (1.) Accord. to AZ, one says,

po or of,; fortunatndu, d c, amongVerily i a
possesor of fortunatenes, &c., among m and
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in their estimation; i. e., among those women
and in the estimation of those women]; and he
adds that one does not say this except in relation
to a state subsisting between men and women:
(TA:) and the mull& 'Alee, in his "N6moos,"
[an Expos. of the ]amoos,] says that i.~ seems
to apply peculiarly to the case of a woman, as it
does in the common conventional language: but
it is of common application, agreeably with the
explanations in the 1, as is expresslry asserted
on the authority of Th and others. (MF.)~Sec
also ';.

: see . .:-- and see also

~l. part. n. of .lb~, (Msb,) [Fortunate or
happy,] in favour with, or beloved by, and in
high estimation with, others; (S,* Mb, TA;*)
occupying a high place or rank [in the estimation
of another or others]; (, TA ;) and li_. sig-

nifies the same: (gHar p. 623:) fem. *1 ,
(S, Msb, .,) applied to a woman in favour with,
or beloved by, and in high estimation with, her
husband; (Msb;) pl. QUi.. (S, TA.) You
say, tjl~ ~ [She is mny favourite], and

5.i e - [one of myfavourites]. (, TA.)
For a5 ., the vulgar say, erroneously, t

[meaning thereby A concubine; in which sense
·a . is used by late writers;] and making the
p1. i .: , which is also wrong. (TA.) Hence
the prov., Zi! ' t l, (* , K,TA,) ex-

plained in art. ll.--. also is applied to
The eighth of the hortes that are started together
in a race. (.Ham p. 4G.)

s~: see what next precedes, in three places.

'~.: see 'J..

1k. A certain gentle, or leisurely, manner of
going. (1.)

~. ~uI e is nearer to him, [or more
in favour with him, mm'oe beloved and eateemed
,y him,] and more fortunate or happy [with
him]. (TA.) [It may also mean He is nearer,
or more in favour, &c., than he.]

see 

· .3. Ij -
1. s9*., (Ksh and Bd in xviii. 31,) or 
.^v, ($,15,) or ., (Msb, and W p. 153, [and

so in the present day, because syn. with d4 b. l
and 4 jsUibl and ,q Ijtl.Il, &c.,]) but the
verb is properly trans. by itself, (W ibid.,) aor. ',

(s,) inf. n. .*. (?,TA) and Jct.a.; (TA [accord.
to a meaning there assigned to it] ;) and tliO.
and l l; all signify the same; (K,TA;)
They went round about, eircuited, compased, or
surrounded, it, or him. (~, Ksh, Bd, Msb, TA.)
You say, 4k , .aiJ _ [or rather l j; ,]
The company of men vwent round about the Hous
[called the House of Clod, i. e. the Kabeh].

(Meb.) And it is said in a trad., . .

,.- And they circuit round about them

with their wings. (TA.) And in a prov., *.
j ij lt Lie., i. e. Whoso goes round about

us, and minds, or manages, our affairs, ( K, TA,)
and treats us with honour; (TA;) or [in the
]K "and"] serves us, (S,1.,) and guards us,
defends us, or takes care of us, and regards us,
or beliaves towards us, with benevolence and soli-
citude; (S, TA ;) or [in the K "and "] praises
us; (A 'Obeyd, K, TA;) let him [act moderately,
and] not exceed the due bounds, (A'Obeyd, 1g,
TA,) but speak truth. (A'Obeyd, TA.) Hence

the saying, (1K,) ,lj '. t j . J L. (S, K) [He
has not any who goes round about him, and minds,
or manages, his affairs, &c.]. And :j1~ i 
,-,-- Js. .

di~j M- (S, 1K) [tIe went away, or has gone
atvay, vho used to go round about him, &c.; or]
who used to give to him, and bring him corn or
food: (TA:) [for] a sig,nifies also he gave

to him. (Mob.) And h.t.. _ j He stands
and sits: and he acts as a sincere, or faitlful,
adviser, and wvith benevolence and solicitude. (As,
(TA.) [See also art. J,j.] One says, of persons
in want, a...JI , (, aK,) nor. ', (S,) inf. n.
3-.. , (TA,): [T ant beset, or encompassed, them;

or has beset, &c.;] and ' i -3 .

I [Tthey arc persons beset, or encompassed, by
want]. (S, 1, TA.)- _.J1 i.A, nor. ;, (S,
O, K,) lie surrounded it, or him, with the thing;
(., TA;) as, for instance, a A withl pieces

of cloth; (S, 0 ;) and so V a/, inf. n. ~

(S.) It is said in the Iur [xviii. 31], 1 'a/
· it We made them, namely, the two gardens,

to be sarrounded by palm-trees; (Kshi, Bd;) lfe
made palm-trees to encompass their 'a.l, (1K,)

i. e., their sides. (TA.) And you say,,. a, u.
I surrounded it, or him, wvith them. (Ksh and
Bd in xviii. 31, and TA.) And £.Jl cI-&
,)W.Jt. (TA) a trad., meaning tParadise is encom-
passed by things that one dislikes to do: these
being likened to a wall, through whichl alone one
can enter Paradise. (Gloss in a copy of the
"JAmi' es-. agheer"ofEs-Suyooteec.)=.l; " . ,

(S, M Kb, K,) and ,, (s, 1,) and a'., (M,)
nor. r, (S,) or ;, (M, IB,TA,) [tlhe formner contr.

to rule, and disapproved by 1B,] inf. n. .-_, (.S,
M, TA,) He cut, or clipped, (S, M, Msb, 1K,)
his mustache, (S, Mob, K,) and the hair of his
head, (S, ],) and the beard, (M,) much, or short,
or to the utmnost degree. (S, M sb, K1.) 
th;;j (S, Mgh, Mob, K) 1 :) ! Xt , (S, K,) nor. ',
(1, M1b,) in£f. n. ... (MS, Mb, 1) and ;
(S,];) and t· l; (S,1;) said of a woman;
(, Mgh, Myb,K ;) She pluched out the hair of
her face: (Mgh :) or she embellished her face
by removing the hair thereof: (Msb:) or she
scraped off the hair of her face (1, TA) with a
razor: (TA:) and ' she ordered another
to pluck out the hair of her face with two threads:
(,'TA:) so some say: and t;..., inf.n.

l, signifies the same as ;.l. (TA.)

_ s.A, aor. inf. n. ., His Aead

remained long without ointment, (A9 , S, .1,) and
its hair was shaggy, matted, frouzy, or dusty:
(TA:) and aa_JI ;/.4, aor. and inf. n. as
above, The beard was shaggy, matted, .frouzy
.from long want of ointment, or dusty. (M, TA.)
El-Kumeyt says, describing a wooden peg or
stake, (S, L,) long neglected, (L,)

.a. ', l,l . 'ii.

[And a wooden peg or stake, in the dwelling,
having a head of battered and pendent fibres,
long neglected, but not lousy: the fibres being
likened to hair; and (uas is said in the TA in
art. ^ *-, where this verse is cited, but with 0s
in the place of li,) the term al being used to
signify a wooden peg or stake because its head is
bruised, or battered, and separated, so that the parts

do not cohere]. (S,L.). . ._ I l The 10
[or mess of crumbled bread moistened with broth]
became dry in its unper part [by reason of paucity
of broth], and cracked open in several places.

(TA.) [See the part. n., 1..A..] _- [The inf. n.]
a signifies The being dry, without grease.

(TA.) - And "4~ . H is (a man's) belly
became dry in cosequence of his not having eaten
greasyfoodnor.fi esh-mn cat. (TA.)-- i'.!1 _"
(Msb, K,) nor. -, (Mob, TA,) inf. n. J , (TA,)
The earth, or land, dried up: (TA:) or its
plants, (Msb,) or its herbs, or leguminous plant,
(K,) dried up, (Msb, K,)for wvant of water.
(TA.)_Axe _~_, (IA.nr, K.,) inf. n. _
(IA.ar, TA,) t His hearing vent away entirely.

(Iar, K.) _, (S, 15:,) aor. :, ($,) inf. n.
, (S, 1K, KL,) lie (a horse) made a sound,
($, 15, KL,) such as is termed i [i. e. a con-
fused and continued sound], ($,) vith his fore
and hind feet, (KL,) in his running, (S, ,) or
in going along. (KL.) Said also of violent rain,
It made a [pattering] sound. (As, TA.) And
of a viper, It made a [rustling] sound with its
shin: , inf. n. , signifies "it made a
sound to proceed from its mouth:" (Aboo-Khleyreh,
K :) or . b, inf. n. as above, said of the female
of the [kind of serpents called] >Ll, she made a
[rustling] sound with her shin by rubbing one
part thereof with another. (L.) And in like
manner it is said of a tree, meaning It mad. a
[rustling] sound (1, TA) by the blowing of the
wnind upon its branches. (TA.) And of a bird,
meaning It made a [rustling] sound (g,TA)
with its wving [or wings]: (TA:) and t 
signifies the same, said of the wing of a bird;
and likewise, of a hyena, (IDrd, ,) as also

;~. (TA.) [Hence,] said of the [beetle
called] Ja.., [because of the humming that it
makes in flying,] It Jew. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places: _ see also 4. Also
.sa, inf.£ n, i3, :He (a man, TA) was in a

state of embarrassment, or distress, and his pro
perty became little: (5., TA:) from w l ;.Am
"the earth, or land, dried up." (TA.) Ji.

&. occurs in a trad. [app. in the same sense].
(TA.)

6m7
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4. , said of a woman: see L n .U,.1!

,A I made my head to remain long without
ointment [so that the hair became ~aggy, matted,
,*froy, or dwty]. (A9,s, , .)- [Hence, app.,]

AiZi. I rpoke eoil of him. (Ibn-'Abbd, ,

T pA.) iI U._I I urged the horse (8, 0,
L, 1) to run ehemently (O, V) so as to cause
him to mahe a ound such as is termed 5J; [i. e.
a confused and continued sound] (., O, L, 15) in

his running, [with his feet, (see J.*,)] (9, L,)
or in his blly: (0, I5:) the former is probably

the right meaning. (TA.) - , , . 1 I
woow th piece of cloth with the J._, i. e. the

; s also V , (1,TA, [in the CV

4"-. ,]) inf. n. .A-*'. (TA.)

8. Ijia.l: see 1, first sentence. - d o l
Ie, or it, became encompassed, or surrounded,

by it: and hence, became in the midst of it. (Har
p. 445.) _- -. a't, said of a woman: see 1, in

two places. - tIl j.l He cut the herbage;

syn. i,.: (so in some copies of the 1g, and in the

T]:) or *jju [he computed by conjecture its
quantity]: (so in other copies of the 1g, and in
the TA:) mentioned by egh: in some copies of
the V, sj_ [he jagged it]: in one, sjjb., which

is a mistake. (TA.) _- i _ ,k,It The

camels ate the herbage: or obtained some of it.
(TA.) - And jK.:l He ate up entirely what was
in the cooking pot: like as Il signifies "he
drank up entirely" what was in the vessel. (..)

10. .jlId j l He took the whole of their
poseeusione (, TA) in an incursion into the ter-
ritory of an enemy. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. _'.: see 1, last sentence but one.
~Also t He (a man, TA) was, or became, strait-

ened in Ais means of ubsistence. (IA§r, 15, TA.)

%.: see LL, in three places._ [It is said,
accord. to the KL, to signify also What is called
in Persian &j 'Jd, app. meaning a saddle-
bow: but this signification, if correct, is probably
post-clasical.] -Also, and tJbAu and ad,

A time, or eason: (L:) or i. q. J [a track, &c.].
(V.) You say, a1 i s Lo ;p, and tia,
and * temh., (L, ,) lHe, or it, came in the time,
or meason, of that: (L:) or the meaning is hc

1 [lit in the track thereof; and hence, afer,

or near after, that]. (i.) -; Js
Such a one is busied with, or aniouow about, Aim-
self. (TA.)

31. i.q. J. L3 ; i. e. The web-beam of a loom;
the wooden thing [or roler] upon which the
wreaer winds the web, or piece of cloth [as it is

wrorn]: )1." signifying the = [which ge-
neally means the maver's loom; but explained
in the Ts u meaning here the stay of a weaver's
loom; in the KL, said to be what is called in
P rs,a s jlb, but this is the a., to which
the same explanation is asigned in the KL]:
(9,]V:*) so accord. to A4: [for] Aboo-Sa'eed
[i... A] says, the . i te the l; and it should

not be called the tj; forthe ~ isthec ..-.:
(S, 0:) [the former is also applied to the yarn-
beam, upon which the yarn is rolled: see Wc :] in

the L, it is said that the it~ of the weaver is the
wide piece of wood with rwhich he arranges the
woof between [the threads of] the warp: or, as
some say, the three canes: and some say that it is
t'*., with kesr: and it is said to. be the thing
with which the weaver strikes, like a sword: and
the *.. is the cane that comes and goes [or goes
to and fro; app. meaning the shuttle]: Az says,
thus it is with the Arabs: and its pl. [the pl. of

,_.] is (TA.) One says, a, J1
j [Thou art neither a a.. nor'a ;"]; the

;,Q being the transverse piece of wood: alluding
to him who neither profits nor harms; meaning
that he is good for nothing. (TA.) [See also a
similar saying voce '.] Also Vhtat camels

hav eaten, or obtained, ( !)of herbage.
(TA.) -See also 'i~..

.1 ,.a/.: see M~..

.~ The verge of an event, or affair. (K,'
TA.) You say, ,.i _. _iHe is on the
verge of an event, or affair. (TA.) - See also

..A, in two places. - Also, (As, S, 1,) and
?J,Ai, (19,) tAn evil state, or condition, of life;
and paucity of property; (As, S, K, TA;) as
though one were placed aloof (jA_. L, i. e.
.w,.,) from the means of subsistence: (Er-RI-
ghib, TA:) or the former signifies straitness of
the means of subsstence; (IDrd, TA;) and so
?the latter: (TA:) or the former, a [bare] nsf-
ficiency of the means of subsistence: (Lb, TA:)
or a state in which the family, or hotuehold, is
proportionate to the provisions: (Th, TA:) it is
coupled with J'L: and is said to signify strait-
nesu; the latter signifying "paucity of food with
numerousness of the eaters thereof;" or, as some
say, "food proportionate to the houselold:" (TA:)
or the former signifies a state in which the eaters
are proportionate to the property; and the latter,
"a state in which the eaters are more than pro-
portionate to the property:" (Abu-l-'Abbas,TA:)
or the former, want; and the latter, "paucity [of
property]:" (IA*r, TA:) or both signify the
same. (TA.) One says, ' , .' ; 

There was not seen upon them a trace ofn,ant.

(v.) And _A_ ;l . .l.tl and -L and
%.- , Straitnes of the means of subsistence befeU

them. (As,TA.) And X A. ; .X

i;nJI There is not with stch a one aught save a
scanty supply of the necessaries of life. (TA.)

And J. i M . s,or , TTis is ascanty
supply of the necesariaes of life, not exceeding the
wants of its people or owners. (TA.)

jti/ A tside (, of a thing; : U li.

signifying the two sidd of a thing: (8 :) pl. 31..
(- .)--A border of hair remaining around the
head of one who has become bald: (., :*) pl.
as above. (, 1g.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says, (?,TA,)
describing bowls [of food], (TA,)

4s j *je. -* aS -fl,

· t*tk, ,.W ,. ; Caut eh- $

meaning They, i. e. the bowls, haare a party of
them surrounding them [hen they are set in the
beginning of the day, and when they see the night,
that it has advanced, coming on]. (S, TA.) And

you say, ew J.l d~ .His people are surrounding

him. (TA.)_. J...I . The place where the

sand ends: pL. as above. -(TA.),- JI - ijt.

I,I i. Jli. The food was proportionate to

what they ate. (TA.) -See also v_., in two
plCes.

.A_m. an inf. n. [See ~,tl jm~, &c.]. - See

also _., in two places.

siti The tjS. [or confuied and continued
sound] (S, 0, .K) [of the feet] of a horse in run.
ning, (S,) or of the belly of a horse in runnin.
vehemently: (0, 1 :) the former is probably the
right meaning: (TA: [see 1 and 4:]) the sound
of thefeet of camels when going a velhement pace:
(TA :) the [pattering] sound of violent rain: (As,
TA:) the [rustling] sound of the skin of a ser-
pent, (L, K1,) caused by rubbing one part thereof
with another: (L:) the [rustling] sound of the
wing [or wings] of a bird: (., TA:) the [rustling]
sound of a tree agitated by the wind: the [rustling,
or murmur.ing,] sound of the wind, in, or upon,
anything by [or through] which it passes: aplain-
tive sound, or moaning: the [murmuring, or
quivering,] sound of the flaming, or blazing, of
fire; and the like: (TA:) the [rushing] sound of
a stone thrown by a 4' ': : the [whizzing]
sound of a penetrating or transpiercing arrow
[app. in its passage through the air: see a verse

cited voce aJI]: (TA:) the humming, orbuzzing,
(qJ,) of bees. (f and K in art. kSC..) The
saying, cited by IAgr,

is explained by him as meaning [TeU thou Aboo-
Keys] that he is weak in intellect; as though he

were the kAA~ of the tree called A41U when it is
agitated by the wind: some say that it means
[tell thou Aboo-.ceys that] I will threaten him
and agitate him like as the wind agitatca this tree;
but ISd says that this is nought. (TA.) Dry
herbage; as also gi.. (TA.)

MAJI. Hair plucked out: or what has fallen of
hair pluckhed out. (TA.) - Remains of straw,
and of [the trefoil, or dry trefoil, called] Nj.
(Ibn-'Abb4d, 15.)

aii.A. [inf. n. of h__]- Bee j

tLr A fuU vessel: (K.:) or a vessel nearly
filled to [the top of] each side: (TA:) or a vessel
of which the contents, measured therein, reach to
[the top of] each tide. (., ].)~ The young onerm
of an ostrich; male and female: (1, 1V:) or,
accord. to ISd, femalaes only: (MF, TA:) n. un.
with ;. (.8, 1.) - The featAhers, or plumage,
of the ostrich. (TA.)- The young onaes of
camels: (TA:) sometimes these are thus termed:
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(. in art. A.:) [app. a being likened to those
of the ostrich :] or such camels as are under [i.e.
younger than] thos termed 315.: (TA:) n. un.,
applied to a male and a female, as above. (. in
art. le.a.) - &rScrvants: (S, Ji:) as though
likened to the young ones of the ostrich. (TA.)

a

Ji .. Going round about, circuiting, compass.-
ing, or surrounding. (S, Msb, lg.) It is said in
the lkur [xxxix. last verse], '_. kblJ! J;,
jrjall J_e. S. (Zj, $, ) And thou shalt se
the angels surrounding the b,,: (Zj,TA:) or
surrounding the sides thereof: (.gh, 15:) or
going round about on either ide thereof. (Er-

Rg,hib, TA.) -.i j Jl_ .J Lt: see 1. m

JIm. &- [Meal of parched barley] not mois-

tened with water or with clarified butter or the
a . 0 .0

like. (Lth, .) [JIm. '.j , in the present day,
means Dry bread; i. e. bread without anything

savoury.] And SJI Ji. _ lIe is one whose
food is dry. (TA.) Sece also J;., in art.

~)..

J.jia [Encompassed, or surrounded]. You

say, XO Jqe. ja [ie is encompased, or
surrounded, by his servants]. (TA.)- i...
j~ .. : see 1.

ae~ , with kesr; (S, Sgh, Msb, 15 ;) in the

"Meshgri" of 'Iyad said to be [aLm.-,] with
fet-b, (MF,) A vehicle of the hind used for women,
like the j, (S, Msb, 1,) except that it has no

4 [or dome-liAe, or tent-like, top], (., I,) *hich
the : has: (a:) or a camelrs saddle (,J.)

surrounded (e.t [(with pieces of cloth (see 1)
upon a wooden fram e]), uspon which a woman
rides: accord. to IDrd, so called because the
[frame of] wood [with the pieces of cloth attached
thereto] surrounds on all sides the sitter upon it.
(TA.)

;t.tq J _ [(A v hung round
writh silk brocade]. (TA.)

(S,10) and .. ~i and V (10) [A
certain portion or appertenance] of the stomach
of a ruminant animal, that which has w!Jm
[meaning either furrows or streaks, but more
probably the former], as though it, or they,

.0Q-1 tebl) ~~~~~o.f the faces( L,) were the coverings (,3ljI) of the fees
in the tomtach: (Az, L:) or that [part] which

has coverings ( 1 1I [or probably this signifies
here folds, one above another,]) at the lower part
of the stomach of a ruminant, towards the side
of the latter, from which the feces of the stomach
neer pass forth: tapp. meaning the third stomach,
or omasum; commonly called the manyplies,
because of its many plies, or folds, and strata
super strata; and by some, the miUlet; from
which the food, being already ruminated, does
not pan out again to the mouth, as it does from
the first and second stomachs :] it pertains to the
eamel, and to the sheep and goat, and oxen; or,
aeoord. to IAF, [only] to the sheep and goat:

(L:) the of the stomach of a ruminant;

(8;) i.q. $g, (., ,) or : (TA:) or that
which is with the stomach of a ruminant, and
which resembs it: (T, TA:) or that which ham

,4l>i, by the side of which is the ,, another
thing, which has not j!ps: it is called %ZL
and J. and .Z_ and . and ^- and, as

some say, 5 and .: (AA,TA:) pl. ,lU.l.

(1.).-Also the first, A certain great hind of
serpent, resembling a .,l!. [or traveUer's pro-
vision-bag]. (1)

,.9 : see above.

' Big, bulky, or corpulent. (K.)

.±e A certain kind of serpent, that blows,
but does not hurt: (S:) a kind ofserpent larger
than that called * ~;, (y, TA,) speckled with
black and whlite, party-coloured; that cats herbs,
or dry pasture, and threatens, but does not hurt
any one: (TA:) or, accord. to Sh, a bulky
serpent, with a large head, red, speckled with

white and black, resembling that called 1,
but not the same as this latter; if one irritate
it, its jugtdar vein becomes distended: accord.

to ISh, it is larger than that called .j , but
is speckled with black and vwhite in the same
manner as this latter: pl. .'i. (Az, TA.)
[Hence,] Zt. ._ THis external jugular

veins (ae. I [likened to serpents]) became dis-
tended by rage, or anger. (TA.)

1. N., [aor.:, as appears from what follows,]

inf. n. .. and 1! t..i (S, A) and ;, (A,)
He (a camel, S., A, and an ostrich, S) was quick,
or went quickly; (., A;) was continuous in his
course or pace: and some say that t'M I is syn.
with . , meaning he went quichly: (f:) accord.
to A'Obeyd, /e.l, said of an ostrich, is syn.
with -, inf. n. .. : and it is said that .. ,

inf. n. O! 4., signifies he went a pace such as

is termed , quicker than that of wvalking:
(L:) or -. ., inf. n. 'U. (TA) and ~. and

j1!'. .; and *Jubl, inf. n. ;tij; he ivent a

pace less quick than that termed e~. (K., TA.)
- And M, (A, L, Msb, K,) aor. ;, (L, Mgh,
Myb, g,) inf. n. J.M_ (T, S, Mgh, Msb, 1]) and

O1,~/_.; ( ;) and ls. I, inS. n. .. 1.; (Mqb;)
and lO'-,l; (A, ];) I He wvas quick (S, A,
Msb) in an affair, and active, agile, or prompt,
in per.forming it: (A:) or he wvas quick in ser-
vice: (Mgh :) or he wvas active, agile, or prompt,
in work; and quick: (15:) or he was active,
agile, or prompt, it service and in work: (T:)
or he was quich therein. (L.) Hence, (Mgh,)

, _;i (S~, Mgh,0 L, Mqb,) in a
form of supplication, (, L, M.b,) which is uttered
standing, termed ,.q*;11 is; means And wve are

quick in working for Thee and in srving Thee :
(L:) or quick to obey Thee: (Mb :) or we work
for Thee by obeying Thee : (Mgh :) [for] -

."-, (A, L, Msb, ]g,) aor. ~, (L,) inf. n. *A*.,
(L, Msb,) also signifies S He served (A, L, Msb,
10) a person: (A:) [I have marked this, and the
significations explained in the second sentence
above, as tropical on the authority of the A: but]
accord. to A'Obeyd, the primary wignification
of this verb is he rved and worked. (L)

4: see 1, in three places. m .,.t He made
him, or incited him, (namely, a camel, S, A,)
to go quickly, (S,A, ],) with a continuous cours
or pace. (S.)

8: sce 1.

.. A pace less quick than that termed .p,.
(1g.) [See 1.] See also .

M_.: see .iM..
.a.

;>.i A camel tha t goes quickly, mth a con-
tinuo course or pace. (a.)

sing. of bul (L) [and of A; 1, a pL of
pauc.,] and of 3 .a, (S,A,L, Msb,) which last sig-
nifies t Assistants, helpers, or auxziliarie; and any
who work, or labour, in obedience to orders, and
strive together in quicknes; (Ibn-'Arafeh;) what-
ever Terve thee and work for thee and ashist thee;
(El-I~asan;) assistants, helper., or auxiliarisa,
and servants; (S, A, Mgh, Msb;) au also 
which is likewise a pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.]

of ._; (y,TA;) [and ; aL.] and also, (A,
Mgi, Msb, ],) hence, (A,Mgh,Mqb,) as some
say, (S,) a man's grandchildren; (., Mgh, Mqb,
1] ;) because they are like servants while young:
(Msb :) or sons' children: (A:) or a son' chil-
dren: (Mgh:) likewise pl. of .1m.: (8 :) and
t?_., which is said in the 1] to be syn. with

.%~ as meaning "grandchildren," is a sing., of

which ; . and .t1a - [and _] are pb.,
(TA,) and signifies a grandchild: (L, TA:) [it
is vulgarly applied to a son's &t; and Ji., to a
daughter's son :] or !.Ua/ signifies a man's chAil-
dren: (CJ[ :) or his daughters; (1;) by which,
as some say, are meant those who sere their
,arents in the house: (TA:) or his children and
grandchildren who serve him; accord. to Zirr
and 'Ikrimeh; but this is contradicted by 'Abd.
Allah Ibn-Mcs'ood and others: (L:) or euch

relations as are termed j Q,: ('Abd-Allah Ibn-
Mes'ood, L, 1] :) or such as are trmed 0'i a:
(Fr:) or one's t,ife's uons by her former husband.
(Ed-Dahh. Jf.)

hi Origin, syn. 0.e, (., 1,) of a man;
( ;) or in a general sense; (L;) i.q. ..a. and
;.C; and °o~i.. (IA r.) - And The base, or

lower part, (Jol,) of a camer's hump: (IAr,
Yaqoob, S, M, 1 :) or the hump itelf. (TA.)

0ja

~.. A man served, or waited on, by others;
(S, A, 1 ;) and obeyed: (A:) one whom his
companions serve and honour, and mhom they
hasten to obey. (TA.)

. - A sword quick in cutting. (, -. )

ijil [. [meaning A sword quick infalling]

occurs in a verse of EI-Ash& describing a sword,

111 to.
."-, (A, L, Mqb, ]g,) aor. ;., (L,) inf n. *A*.,
(L, Mqb,) also signifies 1 He ~ (A, L, Mqb,
1�) a person: (A:) [I have marked this, and the
Bignifications explained in the wwnd sentenee
above, as tropical on the authority of the A: but]
acoord. to A'Obeyd, the primary wignification
of this verb is he mrmd and worked. (L)

4: see 1. in three places. Hot mad#
laim, or incikd him, (namjly, a mmel, ?, AJ
to go quickly, (?,A, ]�,) with a continuous courn
or pace. (?.)

8: ace 1.
10 --- ` ---
."*. A pace less quick than that tomed r-CA.4

(]g.) [See 1. See also

M_. 

see 11;..

>ti~ A camel tha 't goes quickly, m" a con.
tinww course or pace.

sing. of bu'l ~" (L) [and of '1311L2, a PL of
pau�,] and of (?,A, L, Mqb,) which Int sig�
nifies t Anistants, helpers, or auziliarin; and any
who work, or labour, in obedience to orders, and
strive togetlw in quicknm; (Ibn-'Amfeh;) what-
ever Term thee and m"k for thm and amist thee;
(El-V~;) assistants, holpen, or auziliariet,
and servants; (?,A, Mgb, Mqb;) u also
which is likewise a pl. [or mther a quasi-pl. n.]

of (y,TA;) [and and also, (A,
Mg�, Mqb, k(,) hence, (A, Mgb, Mqb,) an some
say, (?,) a man's grandchildren; (?, Mgb, Mfb,
]�,;) because they are like servants while young:
(Mqb:) or sons' children: (A:) or a &m's chil-
dren: (Mgh:) likewise pl. of 1Q: ($:) and
* * ' which is said in the 1�. t� be syn. with

;.%A~ an meaning 11 grandchildren," is a sing., of
!111 "' 3which J%k^ and .11JA~ [and are pb.,

(TA,) and signifies a grandchild: (L, TA:) [it
is vulgarly applied to a son's &m; and L�.1 to a
daughter's sonj or !.U� signifies a man'� clail-
dren: (C.1kC :) or his :ughtors; (]p;) by which,
as some say, are meant thoce who urm their
,)arenU in the house : (TA:) or his children and
grandchildren who serve him; accord. to Zirr
and 'Ikrimeb; but this in contradicted by 'Abd.
Allah Ibn-Mes'ood and others: (L:) or such

relations a3 are termed j -1: (Abd-Alla Ibn.
0

Mes'ood, L, ]�:) or such as are te~d eplat
(Fr:) or one's toife's wu by herformer husband.

jA- Origin, syn- of a man;
(?;i or in a geneml sense; (L;) i. q. .1; ~"' and

j£�� and Jl~i' '. (IA lx.) - And Thibass, or1 ' at
lowey part, (jot,) of a camet's hanap: (IAV,
Yaq4oob, S, M, g:) or the hump itmif. (TA.)

0 j a
.b~ A man served, or waited on, by otAers;

�, A, 1IC;) and obeyed.. (A:) one whom his
companiotu serve and Amour, and mhom they
hasten to obey. (TA.)

A sword quick in cutting. M 194

igi [meaning A sword quielt infailing]

occurs in a verse of El-Aashi desmibinp a sward-

1 (A, L, Mqb, ]g,) aor.;., (L,) inf n.(L:) the of the stomach of tz ruminant;
(L, Mqb,) also signifies 1 He served (A, L.' Mqb,

i. q. or (TA:) or that
V) a person: (A:) [I have marked this, and the

which is wit! the stomach if a ruminant, and eignifications explained in the wwnd sentenee
whick re~ ks it: (T, TA:) or that which Am above, as tropical on the authority of the A: but]
k�l>, by the side of which is the M, another acwrd. to A'Obeyd, the primary wignification
thing, 

which has not jj!pb it is called %tqtsl of this verb is he mrmd and worbd. (L)

and li:;. and JUL and and ImiJi and, as
'69 p in three places.~` He mad#

some say, and (AAJA:) pl. !U.$. laim, or incited him, (namjly, a mmel, ?, AJ

(V.) -Also the first, A certain great kind of to go quickly, (�,A, ]�,) with a continuous courn

serpent, re~ ling a ,o!;" [or travoUer's pro- or pace.

vilion-bag]. OP) 8: ace 1.

i��: see above. A pace len quick than that Umed
(]g.) [See 1. See abo

Big, buLky, or corpuletal. (K.)
M_. see 11;..

liLL A certain kind of sepent, that blotvs,
but does not hurt: (S:) a kind ofserpent larger �ti~ A camel tha.t goes quickly, with a con.

` ' tinww course or pace.than that called %tj~, (V, TA,) irpockled with

black and white, party-coloured; that eats herUP sing. of bu'l ~" (L) [and of '1311L2, a PL of
or dnj pasture, and threatepa, but does not hurt pau�,] and of ! 111 , (?, A, L, Mqb,) which Int sig�
any one: (TA:) or, accord. to Sh, a bulkY nifies t Anistants, helpers, or auziliarin; and any
~ nt, ivith a large head, red, speckkd tvith who work, or labour, in obedience to orders, and

white and block, resembling that caikd J' & �l, stritv together in quicknm; (Ibn-'Amfeh;) what-13-
but not the sayne as this latter; if one irritate ever Term thee and 9~k for thm and amist thee;
it, its jugtdar vdn becomes distended: accord. (FI-V~ ;) astiotants, helpers, or auciliaria,

to I8b, it is larqer than that called Mgb, Mqb;) u also
is tpeekled with black and tvhite in the same which is likewise a pl. [or mther a quasi-pl. n.]

manner as this latter: pl. (Az, TA.) of QC,TAo [and >kLJ and also, (A,

[Hence,] ZU'^" 1 1His'external jugular Mg�, Mqb, V-,) hence, (A, Mgb, Mqb,) an some

veins [likened t� serpents]) became dis- say, (g,) a man's grandchiUren; (?, Mgb, Mfb,
tended by rage, or anger. (TA.) ]�,;) because they are like servants while young:

(Mqb:) or sons' children: (A:) 0or a &m's chil.

dren: (Mgh:) likewise pl. of #JQ: ($:) and

which is mid in the 1�. t� be syn. with
NI&., [aor..:, as appears from what follows,] 0, ,,

L"oh. m meaning 11 grandchildren," is a sing., of
in£ 

n. and 1;�� �, A) and 'i (A,)

He (a camel, S, A, and an ostrich, �) was quick, which J%k^ and .11JA~ [and are pb.,
(TA,) and signifiesagrandehild: (L,TA:) [it

or went quickly; �,A;) was continuous in his
course or pace: and t is vulgarly applied to a son's &m; and L�.1 to a

with meaning ho nyent quickly: (5:) accord. daughter's sonj or SbA&. signifies a man'� clail-
to A'Obeyd, %Am.I, said of an ostrich, is syn. dren: (C.1kC :) or his tiaughtors; (]p;) by which,

with ��, inf. n. and it is said that as some say, are meant those who urm their
)arenU in the house : (TA:) or his childrea and

inf. n. signifies he went a pace such as g'randcl&ildreps who serve him; accord. to Zirr

is tffmed quicker than that of walking: and 'Ikrimeb; but this in contradicted by 'Abd.

(L:) or - ,, i,£ n. JU ~' (TA) and J*U ~' and Allah Ibn-Mes'ood and others: (L:) or such

11.1&Z; and *~ inf. n. he ivent a relations a3 are termed j `11: (Abd-Alla Ibn.
9 !' te- 0

pace km quick than that temed,,,~ Mes'ood, L, ]�:) or such as are te~d eplat
(K, TA.) (Fr:) or one's toife's wu by herformer Autband�

And (A, L, Meb, V,) aor..p , (L, Mgh, hhik.)
Mgb, V,) inf n. JU* ~_ (T, S Mgh, Mob, V) and

(1�;) and Y."md, in£ n. (Mqb;)a jA- Origin, syn- of a man;
and (AJP;) :He tvas quicit �,A, or in a geneml sense; (L;) i. q. .1; ~"' and
Mgb) in an affair, and active, aqile, or prompt, and �� . (IA q�r.) - And Thibase, or
in 

per.forming 

it: (A:) Qr he ivas quick in ser- &At

vice . (Mgh :) or he ivas active, agile, or prompt. lowel part, (J-Q of a camets hanap: (IAV,
in work; atid quick: (1�:) or he was active, Yaq4oob, S, M, ]�.:) or the hump itmif. (TA.)

agile, or prompt, in sea.vice and in work. (T A man served. or waited on, by ocAers;
or he was quick therein. (L.) Hence, (Mgh') � >~A, 1IC;) and oboyed: (A:) one whom his

Mgh,0 L, Mqb,) in 'a companions serve and Amour, and whom they
form of supplication, (?,L, Mob,) which is uttered hasten to obey. (TA.)

standing, termedei.;�1 means And ive are A sword quick in cutting. M 194
quirk in working for TAss and in mMng nee:
(L:) or quick to obey Tkm: (Mqb:) or me work [meaning A sword quic.4 infailing]

for Titoo by obe~ Thw : (Mgh :) [for] - occurs in a verse of El-Afebi demibing a sword,

WO9



oa.. -A~. [(Boo I.
accord. to one reading: but Az says that the right
reading is JA0.., with J. (L.)

1. ', ($, A, ]g, d&c.,) aor..;, (Msb, 1,) inf. n.
ji., (Mgh, MOb,) He dug, excavated, or hol-
lowed out, the ground, or earth; (KL, Pg, &c.;)
he cleared out a thing, (1g,) as one does the
ground; (Q, Myb, ] ;) and a well; (the Lexicons
pamim ;) and a river; (A, Mgh;) with a jt~;
(A;) or with an iron implement; (1;) and
t jAil signifies the ame. (?, A, 1.) And ;i;j
.il, and a;u, and H ; , fiHe dug for Aim,
(namely, a lizard of the kind called ., or a
jerboa,) to fetch him forth. (A, TA.) - [He
burrowed.] - t It (a torrent) furrowed a valley.
(M 9b.) [See also 5.]_ Inivit feminam: (IA9r,
M9b,] :) the action being likened to that of
a man digging a river. (IAr.)_-j 

s~1 ojA&. tThis is a rain of wvhich no one knomvs
the utmost extent. (],aTA.) - k.4 'P
He searched into the affair, or case, of Zeyd,

(A, 1],) and became acquainted with it. (1i.) -
And 'i, (8, A, 1g,) aor. as above, (s,) and so
the inf. n., (S, A,) t He, or it, emaciated, or ren-
dered lean: (Q, 1 :) it (a copious flow of milk,
TA) emaciated a she-goat: (1K, TA:) lhe (a
young camel) rendered his mother flabby in flesh
by muc rsucking. (A.) There is no pregnant
animal that pregnancy does not emaciate, except
the camel: ($, A:) she fattens in pregnancy.
( s.),jAm. He (a child) shed his "Ij; [or
millt teeth]. (6, TA.) [See also 4.]
j.1J l , or o.m., (accord. to different copies
of the A,) X The milk-teeth of the colt became in
a rabbling, or loose, state, previously to their
falling out; becaue, when they have fallen out,
their sockets become hollow. (A.) [See 4.]
-- l1 ; ,'j , aor. , (?, Mgh, Msb, ,)
inf. n. A; (8, M,b;. and '~, aor. :, (S,
Mgh, Mqb, g1,) inf. n. i_., in the dial. of Benoo-
Asad, (?,Mqb,) and this is the worse of these two
forms, (8,) and °; (EI-Wa'ee;) and '. ;
(K;) TAe teeth became affected Fwith what it
termed . [q. v. infrk] or jA..: (?,Msb, ]:)
or became unsound: (Mgh :) and . jA and
j hir teeth cankered. (A.) IDrst says, in the
Expos. of the Fy, that ', aor. :, inf. n. `,
is trans.; and that the cause of ,L of the teeth,
[or the agent of the verb Z.,] is old age, or the
continuance of a yellow incrustation, [or tartar,]
or some kind of canker that effects them: but
that the verb in the phrase ;. C m.j , aor. ,!
inf. n. ;,A, is intrans (MF.) [The truth pro-
bably is, that the former verb is both trans. and in-
trans., and hence X'.! 1 A;m; and that the
latter is intrns. only.] And jA., aor.:, t I
was, or became, in a bad, corrupt, or unsound,
state. (Az.)

3. tom., (A) inf. n. ; .1 ,, (TA,) He (a
jerboa) went deep into his hole; (A;) so deep
that he could not be dug out. (TA.)

4. Ijp lI jA.1 iHe assisted such a one to dig

a well. (g.).~ I.., A.1, (1,) inf. n. ;li
(TA,) t The child shed his too upper and lower
central incisors: (CjI ;:WI e1 .jI I dj 6

.1? Jlj :) so in the ]: and to these words we
findadded, in some copies of the g, .I K , Ui;

and then, t%e.j b;.U - VJtl; but in
some good and corrected copies, we read, after
; -s11, thus, #9I;J t,eL 91A,,tU jv1 
l.tejlj.: to which, in some lexicons, [as in the
?, though the explanation which follows is there
different,] after tI.bjj, is added C .. (TA.
[This is evidently the right reading; and therefore
I follow it in an explanation in what is here im-
mediately subjoined.])-,t j sj 
t The colt shed his central incisors, or nippers,
and each of the teeth immediately next to these:
(2: see what next precedes:) or ,."7J .. 3l.aa.

j*;11 (k;16 the colt shed his milk teeth
[the centrial pair, the seeon4 pair, and the third
pair, in each jaw,] and grew others: (S:) or
.nj! ,.il, [inf. n. ;jlI,] signifies, the colt had
his milk-teeth in a rabbling, or loose, state, pre-
viously to their falling out; because, when they
have fallen out, their sockets become hollow:
(A:) or the colt htad his lower and upper central
pairs of nippers, of his milk-teeth, in a wabbling,
or loose, state: this is during a period extending
from thirty months, at the earliest, to three years:
then the teeth fall out: then a lower and an
upper central pair of nippers grow in the place
of the milk-nippers which have fallen out, after
three years; and the epithet g. is applied

to the colt; and the epithet L, is [also] then
applied to him, and continues to be until [again
it is said of him] .~., meaning, he has his
lower and upper pairs of nippers, of his milk-
teeth, in a wabbling, or loose, state: then these
fall out, when he has completed four years: then
the term 'Ul is [again] applied to him; [i. e.,
he is again termed S. ;] and he is, and ceases

not to be, termed st.li, until [it is said of him]
CjLU jA~. [in the TA, -I Jh.J, which is

an evident mistake,] meaning, he has his two
corner nippers [in each jaw] in a wabbling, or
looe, state: this is when he has completed five
years: then the term .a is applied to him as
before described: then he is [also said to be]

?t. (TA from the "Kitib el-Kheyl" of AO.)
[See also 1.]

5. Jh*j : It (a torrent) made hollo~s in the
ground. (A.) [See also 1.]

8: see 1, first and second sentences.
10.A., H.ae asked, or desired, [another] to

dig a well, or pit, and a rivulet, or canal. (KL.)
_ nJ,I ha.Jl It wa time for the river, or
rivulet, or canal, to be dug [or cleared out]. (S.)

JA: see j~, in two places; and .1 O
Also t Emaciation, or leannes. (Kr.) [See 1.]
- Also, and C- , (Az, 8, Masb, K,) the latter
of the dial. of the Benoo-Asad, and the worsm

of the two forms, (S,) said by IIt to be a bad
form, (TA,) and by ISk to be a vulgar mis-
pronunciation, which is attributed to his not
having heard the dial. of the Benoo-Asad, (Msb,)

A scaling (j)4.) in the roots of the teeth:
(Yakoob, S, g :) or a rottenness, or an unsound
state, of the roots of the teeth, (S, Msb,) by
reason of a scaling of those parts: (Msb:) or
what adlheres to the teeth, externally and inter-
nally: (Az:) or an erosion of the roots of the
teeth by a yellown incrustation between those parts
and the gum, externally and internally, pressing
upon tke bone so that the latter scales away if it
be not quickly removed: (Sh:) or a cankering of
the teeth: (A:) or a yellowness upon the teeth:
(IDrd, IKh, 1 :) or 'j_ signifies a pimple, or
small pustule, in the Sum of a child. (El-Wh'ee.)
[Sec 1: and see also .... ]

._ A nell that is videned (1, TA) beyond
measure; (TA;) as also ''a (K) and * -,

and e A. (TA.)_Se also ihe. - The
earth tlat is taken forth fr om a hollow, cavity,
pit, or the like, that is dug in the ground; (S,
K;) likec;~: (8:) [see also i!; . :] or what
is dug, or exca-ated; like ;. and '.k and

in the senses of J3; and :.. and
w.b._: (Msb:) or a place that is dug, (Az,

M, Msb,) like a moat or a iwell; (Az, M.sb;) as
also t' : (TA:) pl. j (Mob, g,) and pl.
pl. J.ta.I. (g.) _ See, again, .e'. _ And

see vi_.

ij'~ What is dug, excavated, hollowed out, or
cleared out, (Mob, K,) in the ground; (Mb ;)
[i. e. a hoollow, cavity, pit, tole, trench, ditch, or
furrowv, dug, or excavated, in the ground: and
aniy hollow, or cavity, in the ground, rwtether made
by digging or tnatural: a burrow:] as also
?;m.i, (Mgh, Msb, 1],) which is of the measure

in the sense of the measure J~ : (Mb :)
pl. of the former .; (S, Msb;) and of the
latter .t_. (Mob.) _ See also ji.

'_ is of the measure ja in the sense of the
measure J. [meaning Dug, excavated, hol-
lowed out, or cleared out, in the ground]. (TA.)
[Hence,] J;,i. a A nerly-dug wvell; as also

,ij. (TA.)_ See also this last word. _ Also,
(IAar, S, A,A ,) and t /. and t;L, (A,) [or
t~,, q. v., and t3'ff., as is shown by an expla-
nation of its pl. (i_..) in the Ham p. 562,]
A grave. (IABr, S, A, I.)

see _:_ and *jm: and ;4."
- Also What is dug out of a mine. (Mgh.)

j1s A grave-digger. (1.)

t., [ Digging: a digger. - And hence,] The
,Mt. of a beast, (al;, S, 81,) i. e., of a horse, or
mule, or ass; (TA;) [namely, the hoof; a solid
Itoof;] as though it dug the ground by reason of
the vehemence of its tread upon it; (MNb;) a
subst., like j)lh and ljti: (TA:) pl. itl.
(8, A, g.) - [Hence, by a synecdoche,] J.
# j t Camels and horses. (Mgh in art. ,.u.)
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BOOK I.]

.. hi.. is also applied to :The foot of a man,

(, TA,) when it is meant to be characterized as

ugly. (TA.) -_ ; , · 1Jil, (, A, ,)

and A..JI, (A, ,) is a prov., (.,) meaning,
t The payment in ready money is on the occasion
of the first scntence spoken (Yaq4oob, T,° 8, O.)
by the teller, nwhen he says "I have sold to thee"
[such a thing]. (T.) The origin of the saying
was this: horses were the most excellent (]) and
precious (TA) of the things that they possessed;
and they used not to sell them on credit: a man
used to say the words above to another; meaning
that its hoof should not remove until he received
its price: (1i:) and he who says ;..JI & .

(since he makes jt.lJI to mean the beast, lojil,
itself, and since its use in this sense is frequent
without the mention of ,lj [prefixed to it],) sub-
joins to it the sign [i] of the fem. gender to show

that %h1jt ;1S is meant by this name. (TA.)
Or they used to say this on the occasion of racing
and betting: and the meaning is, when the horse's
hoof first falls upon the dugground [at the oal]:

(Abu-l-'Abb6s, Az, .:) ~ I~, (Abu-l.'Abbds,)
or )., (1-,) signifying dug ground; (Abu-l-
'Abbac, K ;*) ground that is dug by a horse's

feet; (Ilar p. 653;) like as one says ~I ft,

meaning j~.. (TA.) Lth says that the saying
means, when thou buyest it, thou dost not quit
thy place until thou payest ready money. (TA.)
This was its origin: then it came to be so often
said as to be used with reference to any priority.

(]I.) - [Thus,] t; . signifies Thcte original

state or constitution of a thing; that wvkerein it
was created: and the returning in a thing, so that
the end thereof is brought bach to its beginning.
(.K.) It is said in the gur [lxxix. 10], CJ
?,.Mt..l 5,},;sj.6, i. e., X Shall we indeed be
restored to our first state? (.:) i.e., to life?
(Fr:) or to the present world, as nwe nwere: (IAr :)
or to our first creation, after our death. (TA.)
IAqr cites the following verse:

·. '.

- 1 9 1 a 1- 1 .,

S

I

nieaning'? Shall I rcturn to my first state, nd,1ercin
I was in my youth, when I indulged in ama;tory
conversation, and silly and youthful conduct, after
hoa,iness, and baldness of the fore part of my head?
[I beg God to preserve me from lightwittedness
and shameful conduct.] (S.) One says also,

$'a1; .. e" (A,) and .., (TA,) :He be-
came old and decrepit: (A, TA:) [as though he
returned to his first state; or became in a state of

second childiIthnes.] And . Ij Jt~ I;jUJI
.t> J1t ((,A, I) and jMl (A) :They met,

an.l fouylt one another at the first of their meet-
ing. (S,].) And tijitJl , .IJi WJ and

t.-.JI : le dlid so at the first, without delay.
(TA.) And tstajt.% :.He. returned by

ti wnay by which he had come: (T, :) or by
n,itch he had come forth. (V.)

~i.o.: see .l., in nine places.
Bk. I.

;i5 (i) and t;A (A,1) and t;Xe (O

A spade; syn. .. (:) an implemaent for

digging (A, K, TA) of the same kind as a ;. :
kTA:) pl. of the first [and last] M1.. (IHam
p. 665.)

c., 0

~' .: see what next precedes.

i;dub ,j.l [app. Roads muchfurronred by the
feet of beasts or men: see _ ']. (L and 1k in
art. C..)

U~ : see A-.

.~ [i. q. .. as meaning Dug: see thle

latter.] _ar. . .3j [and ;ju. . 1]

fThe teeth of uch a one are ,affected with mvhat
is term ed . orX.. (S, TA.) And#j,A A .

tA clhild raving a pimple, or small pustule, in the
gum. (El-Wi'ee.)

Sjlae &yA >e ,ij i Such a one is more
elusive than a jerboa that goes so deep into his
hole that he cannot be dug out. (A, TA.)

1. ji., aor. :, (9, K,) inf. n. ji., (,) iHe
hastened, or hurried, or incited, him, or it, from
belhind, either by driving or otherwise: this is the
primary signification. (TA.) You say, e ;j:

?'1, (K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (IDrd, TA,)
lIe Lastened, or hurried, and urged, him away
from the thing or affair. (IDrd, ,0 TA.)-
He pushed him, or it, from behind. (S, 1.)
[Hence,] v;l J3UI jL , (1,) aor. as above, (S,)
and so the inf. n., (TA,) tThe night urged on the
day. (S, I~, TA.) - lIe put in motion, and dis-
turibed, or remored, him, or it. (Mgh.) - lie

thrust him, or pierced him, JI. tvith the spear.

(S, R.) - [Hence,] jA signifies also t Inivit
feminam. (.Sgh, l~.),"t..lj 'l.J ..I...
They poured upon us [the horses and the camels
with their riders]. (Shuja El-Aaribee, TA.)

5: see 8, in two places.

8. jai;l lIe urged, or pressed forward, and
strove, in his gait, or pace; (IApr, ;) [and so
tj3 : see Alj'tl, in art. js; and .1j;, in

art. .Jj).] - He sat upright, not in an ea.y pos-

ture; syn. 9-j 1; as also tjij. (V.) [See the
part. n., below.] - He drew himself together

(, Li) in his prostration and sitting. (s.) It is
said in a trad. of 'Ale, :A e tJ ;jt ..i IS;
Ihen the woman prays, let her draw herelf to-
gether in her sitting and prostration, (., Mgh,*
TA,) and not put her arms apart from her sides,
like the man. (S, TA.) - He settled himself in a
sitting posture upon his buttocks: (En-Nadr, :)
or upon his hnees, as though he would rise: (TA:)
or he was uneasy, and raised himself, being vezed,
or disquieted by g,'ief: (lAth:) or he desired to
rie and to lay violent hands upon a thing, while
sitting. (TA.)

·. ~. Hasting; (TA;) sitting upr,igt, not in

an easy posture, (;i, -S, Mgh, TA,) desiring
to rie, not sitting firmly upon the ground. (TA.)

j.L-: see what follows.

;. A receptacle for spindles: ( a, :) a
li. [or receptacle woven of palm.leaves, in wiich
are stowed perfumes and similar things, of the

apparatus of women]; (g; [in the C]~, 1liil

is erroneously put for .ii~ ;]) a LiL. in which

perfumes are khept: (TA:) a t;, (g,) i.e. a

small receptacle of the kind caUed IJ lA, in which
a woman keeps her perfumes and apparatus, or
imnplements; (TA in art. tj ;) a woman'J s :

(Migh:) pl. as below. (TA.) _TA smaUl 
[or tent]; (A'Obeyd, $, Mgh;) as being likened

to a woman's ~C.: (Mgh :) or a y smally nae

[or tent], (1K, TA,) having a low roof; so called
because of its narrowness; and accord. to some,

tU~-, and tj;. : (TA :) or a very smalU /-/ t

of [goats'] hair, (g, TA,) of the ,'J." [or tents]
of the Arabs of the desert: so says Kh: pl. as
below. (TA.) It is said in a trad., L '.l~ ;,
meaning tShe entered a smaU ~ [or tent].

(Mgh.) And in another trad., &.h 5. if ~k

'al, ($,) or- iJ ja, (Mgh,) i.e. t[Where-
fore did he not sit] in the r, ill . of his
mother? ($, Mgh:) or, accord. to some, the

meaning is, .l 4 ,~ [i. e., by the receptacle

for the spindles, ,c., of hIis mother]: (S:) or, as
some say, by the .C of his mother; for (TA)
-It also signifies tThe .; [pudendum mu-
liebre]. (K.) - And Any vessels that are held
in little account, (Lth, l, TA,) that are used as
receptacles in the house, or tent, for perfumes and
the like, (Lth, TA,) such as glass fasks, or bottles,
4'c.: (Lth, I, TA:) and an old and worn-out
thing, (., TA,) that is of no use: (TA:) and a
large, old and worn-out, sack (K, TA) of [g.oats']
hair: (TA:) pl. (in all the senses of the word,
TA) ,tf (., TA) and ,kii.: (TA:) or
.el ,IA .Il means the furniture and utensils of
the house or tent; and the paltry articles thereof,
or such as are lheld in little account. (Aboo-Sin6n,

.)- And ,wjJ;l s,lm..I means The [lizards
called] av, and the hedgehogs, (.,TA,) and the
jerboas, (TA,) of the earth: (.~,TA:) not the same
as .AUL~l: so says Aboo-Ziy:ld. (TA.)

,>_: see above.

1. 'ai;, (., Mgh, Mgb, g,) aor. '-, (],)

inf. n. t., (S, Mgh, M;b,) lie kept it, pre-
served it, guarded it, protected it, or took care of
it; (.,];) namely, a thing; (S;) he prevr ted
itfrom perishing, or becoming lcst; (Mgh, Mab ;)
namely, a thing, (Mgh,) or property &c.; (Mb ;)

and hence the saying, (Mgh,) IL is the contr.
of OA;; (M, Mgh ;) i. e., it signifies the taking
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care, being carefid; (M ;) being mindful, regard.-
ful, attentive, or considerate: (M, ]:) [see also
5 :] and jt UL:.-l signifies the same as UiJ;.
(M, Myb.) [Hence,] you say, j4jI i I. He sept
and tended, or pastured and defended, the camels
or the like. (S.) [And ; i4. J He
was regardful of evrything entitled to rewrence,
respect, honour, or defencse, in the character and
appertenances of his companion, orfriond.] And

Jl 'i. He kept the secret. (TA.) [And

', k H#e hept his oath: but this has also
another meaning, as will be seen below.] And
OiJI .i. He kept, or retained, ghe Kur-dn in
Ais mind, or memory; got it, knew it, or learned
it, by heart. (S,0 Mb, ].) [See also 5.] And

9, ' 9A [He learned by heart from such a
one: and, followed by an accus. case, the same;
or he retained in his memory, as learned, or heard,
from such a one; or he remembered to have heard
from such a one]. (TA &c. passim.) And one
says of God, L* .1X; t c X

i 31 s o * [He hath prrvedfrom oblivion,
for, or against, his creatures and his servants,
what tAy do of good or eril]. (TA)...Also
He hept itfrom being used, or mployed, on, or
for, ordinary, mean, or vile, occaions, or pur-
pose. (Mgh, Myb.) You say, ' ki? 'X 
& Jj Such a one hkeeps Ahimelf and his tongue
from ordinary, mean, or vile, employment, in
that which does not concern him. (Mgh.) And
hence the saying in the ]Cur [v. 91], li5.

LWl, accord. to one of the modes of interpreting
it; i. e. And heep) ye your oaths from being used,
or uttered, on, or for, ordinary, mean, or vile,
occasions, or purposes; agreeably with what is
said in ii. 224 of the ]ur, where ordinary and
frequent swearing by God is forbidden. (Mgh.)
[Another meaning of which this phrase is suscep-
tible has been shown above.]

2. 4?l " I incited him, or urged him,
[tar made him,] to commit to memory, or learn
by heart, the book: (a:) and [in like manner,]

,,4 j ? 1 I made him to retain the
narration, or tradition, in his mind, or memory;
or to knom it, or learn it, by heart. (TA in
art. )

3. 1. The defending of those persons, or
things, that are sacered, or inviolable, or that one
is bound to respect or honour, and to defend,
(I, TA,) on the occasions of wars; (TA;) as
also lih/. (l, TA.) You say, -S. JiM.. lie

defended his wife, or wires, or the like. (T1.'
[And hence,] you say, &lilA~. 3 a and j3

1Mt._, meaning Very he is disdainful, or
scorlful. (, TA.) - The being mindful, watch-
ful, observant, or regardful: (9, and TA in art.
.j:) [see also 5:] or the Aeeping, attending,

or applying oneself, constantly, perseveringly, or
aussiduously, (V, TA,) to a thing, or an afiair.

(TA.) You say, P' l J. utl., (TA,) or

u..r uha, inf n. AJIa., s (Mqb,) HeA kpt,
attended, or applied himself, constantly, &.., to

the thing, or affair. (TA.) And hence the say-
ing in the ]Bur [ii. 230], CAlji tll ILi.
Peiform ye the prayers in their proper times:
or, accord. to Az, keep ye, attend ye, or apply
yourselves, constantly, or perevteringly, to the
performance of the prayers in their prope?r times.
(TA.) ilt, is also explained as signifying
The being mindful, or observant, of a covenant,
and the keeping, or fulfilling, of a promise, rrith
forgiveness, and holding fast to lovw or affection.
(TA.)

4: see 2. 1 JiA. , (S,1,TA,) and sJAi.
ki~u , inf. n. Itili, [He made him to conceive

what is terned i, or 'aJ."k ;] he angered
him; made him angry: (S, , TA:) and in the
same sense it is said of a speech, or word: (TA:)
or only he angered him by evil, or foul, speech,
(], TA,) and making him to hear what he dis-
liked, or hated. (TA.)

5. Ii;>~ ]Ii guarded himself; syn. J_l,

(1, TA,) or j._, (Msb,) and , and ,
(S and Mob and V in art. ,)o^ from him,
or it, (S in art. , &.., &c.,) or wA. (TA.) He
wvas, or became, careful, mimndful, attentive, or
considerate; (TA;) watchful, vigilant, or heed-
ful; (S, 0, L, TA;) in affairs, and speech, and
to avoid a slip, or fault; as though hlie were
cautious, or careful, or efearful, of falling. (L,
TA.) [See also 1, and 3.] - [In the last of the
senses explained above, it is also trans.: you
say, ,p 1.i J He was careful, mindful, &c.,
of his affair, or case: see BId in xxxiii. 52.]
.,o.1 .IA- I learned the book by heart, one
part, or thing, after another. (S, TA.) [See
also i/lil JiA., in the first paragraph.]

8. ~ 1~.~1 see 1.I ,a__ l:l
* (K1,)

and -. J .' J&.1, (TA,) lie approlrtiated it,
took it, or chose it, to, or for, himself. (]K, TA.)
~kai1 [tie conceived, or became affected with,

what is termed ijm., or Iie;] he becanme
angered, or angry: (iS, :) or he became an-
gered by evil, orfoul, speech. (1K.)

10. J&l... 1, (S, 5z, Sghl, Msb, K,) followed
by *~I, (K,) or ;o.., (1Kz, Mb,) or 9t, or
l., (Sgh,) [but in the S, nothing follows it,]
lit asked him to keep, preserve, guard, or take
care of, or to pr~serrefrom perishing or becomning
lost, or to be careful of, or mindful of, or atten-
tive to, ($, $gh, Mob, K,) it, ($, R,) or the thing,
(Msb,) or property, or a secret: (?gh:) or he
placed the thing with him for him to keep it,
presrve it, guard it, or tahke cars of it, &c.:
(z :) or he intrusted him with the thing; in-
trusted it to him; or gave it to him in trust, or
as a deposite. (Msb.) It is said in the Kur
[v. 48], slit .,AbS '. L 'q, meaning

By that Which they have been required to heep,
&c., of the Book of God: (Msb:) or by that
with which they have been intrusted, of the Book
of God. (Mhb, TA.)

i.A inf. n. of 1 [q. v.] ($, Mgh, Mb.)
See also 'L ., last sentence but one.

°.: see ~..

), J..J A man of much £im [app. mean-
ing retention in the mind, or memory: see 1].
(Sgh.)

'CJ.e: see Ji;., in seven places: -and see

iiAM . The defence of tlwos persons, or things,
that are sacred, or inviolable, or that one is bound
to respect or honour, and to defend; a subst.
from 3, in tile first of the senses mentioned above:
(K,TA:) pl. JSLi~. (TA.) Hence the saying,

jU*.';J 43 UtJI, (TA,) or ii ,.41,
(S,) [The acts of defending those whom one is
bound to respect or honour; and to defend, put
away, or annul, rancorous feelings;] i. e., when
thou seest thy relation, or kinsman, wronged,
thou defendest him, though rancour be in thy

heart. (9, TA.) - Also, and t ;hi , Indigna-
tion, and anger, (S,],TA,) by reason of violence,
or injury, done to somethling which one is bound
to honour or respect, and to defend, or of wrong
done to a relation, or kinsman, in one's neigh-
bourhood, or of the breach of a coronanl. (TA.)
It is said in a prov., 'iJll ',3 ;5xJI
[Power to revenge displs anger, or indignation,
&c.]; meaning that it is incumbent to forgive
when one has power [to revenge]. (A, TA.)I
An anulet, or a charm, bearing an inscription,
rwhich is hung upon a child, to charm against the
evil eye ,}c. (TA.)

'L_ and Vt IA. Keeping, preserving, guard-
ing, or taking care of, a thing; or a keeper, pre-
server, &c.: keeping and tending, or pasturing
and defending, camels or the like; or a keeper
and tender thereof: (s:) keeping a secret [and
an oath]: (TA:) keeping, or retaining, the
Kur-hn [&c.] in the mnind, or memory; knoaing
it, or learning it, by heart: (] :) intrusted with
a thing, (.i, TA,) to heep it, treserve it, guard
it, or tuka care of it: (TA:) [careful, mindful,
attentire, or considerate: (sec 1:)] and the latter,
a heelper, or person mindful, of the ordinances
presciribed by God: (Bd and Jel in 1. 31:) pl.
of the former ai. and i' : (Msb, ] :) the
latter pl. particularly applied to persons endowed
with a faculty of retaining in the mind what they
have heard, and seklom forgetting what they

learn by heart. (TA.) You say, t* ictk. XJ)j

SZi; i. e. WIii. [Such a one is our keeper over
you]. (TA.) it is said in the g that t . is
syn. with t* 'I.; [but this seems to be a mis-
transcription for JiC. ;] and hence (it is there
added) the saying in the lur [vi. 104, and
xi. 88], C i . ,; LI S [And I am not a
defender, or a natcher, or, as I rather think,
a keeper, orer you]. (TA.) You say also, J;

j 5L.1 &;; il J 1._ [A man who is a heeper,
&c., of his religion and his deposite and his oath];
and t* ; . likewise: (bMb:) but .e}J t..
signifies also who keeps his oath from being uJed,
or uttered, on, or for, ordinary, mean, or vile,
occasions, or purposs. (Mgh.) And 'iitQ. .;
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·ba31 A man whom sleep does not overcome:
(Lb, l:) because the eye guards the person
when sleep does not overcome it. (TA.) V JA.JI
is also a name of God; meaning [The Presrver
of ll things;] He from whose npresrvation nothing
is excluded, (1, TA,) not even a thing of the
weight of a 5;) [q. v.], (TA,) in the heavens, nor

on the earth; (Ig, TA;) who preserves from
oblivion, for, or against, his creatures and his
scrvants, what tihey do of good or evil; who pre-
sweres the hearvns and the earth by his power,
and whom the prscoration of both does not
burden. (TA.) And AIm1l is an appellation of
The recording angels, who write down the actions
of the sons of Adam, or mankind; (S, X(;) as
also ; I.Jl. (1.) V i;A. is sometimes trans.;

as in the saying, ilv, JJs 1~b [cHe
knows by heart thy science, and the science of
others beside thee]. (TA.) [iilbJl ;I, and
simply iiUtJI, signify lhe retentivefaculty of
the mind; retentiveness of mind; or memnory;
as also v 'jiJl, for Wi l h.]_ _ t. also
signifies t A distinct and direct road; (E;n-Na(lr,
]~, TA;) not one that is apparent at one time
and then ceases to be traceable. (En-N:.dr, TA.)

i;i..:. T7hings that anger a man, when he
has hiJ hinsman, or neighbour, slain. (TA.)_
And ~.j :'ik_ A man's women and others
rvhorn he protects, and for wvhose defence he fights
[when required to do so: because they occasion
his being angered when they are injured]. (TA.)

iji A.lKept, preserved, guarded, or taken
care of, because of the high estimation in which
it is held; as also * Jae^. (TA.) It is said in
the .Kur [Ixxxv. 21 and 22], * ',I) . J#

.ib., A. ) (TA) [Nay, it is a glorious
r-dn,.n, written upon a tablet prese,-ved] from

the devils and from the alteration of anything
thereof: (Jel:) or, accord. to one reading, 'l'i. ,
this epithet being thus made to relate to the
]ur-hn. (TA.)_[Hence, is an epithet in which
the quality of a subst. predominates, and then as
a subst.,] A young child; in the dial. of Mekkell;
as a term of good omen: pl. J.e.~. (TA.)
[Also Kept, or retained, in the mind, or memor7y;
known, or learned, by heart. Hence the phrase,]

j;W iiCV u?1 j,A He showed the thingx
which he kept, or retained, in hir mind, or
memory, or lwhich he knet, or had learned, by
heart, to such a one. (TA.)

IuI.: see 'ls .

1. JA~, aor. , inf.n. JA~ and J,-m.. and
40_', said of water, and of milk (1g) in the
udder (TA) [or breast], It collected; as also
VtOJ; and Ja.An1I. (1, TA. [In the C]C,
2ji.l is erroneously put for ji l..]) And Ji .
signifies The collecting qf water, i. e. its becoming
colltd, in its JA., meaning its place of col-
lcwting. (TA.) - Cll J ., (M, 1,) inf. n.
'J0, (TA,) The tears becamn copious. (M, },

TA.) In some copies of the 1, , is here erro-
neously put for ji. (TA.) 

I eJ-t The valley brought the torrent so as that
.it lled its sides; as also tJAi.l: (1 :) or the
latter signifies the valley became filled !by the
torrent: (S:) or S31jJI Aim.l the valley became

full, and.fo~d: (Mlob.)wed.JI ., (S,
M, V,) inf. n. JU., (8,) The sky rained vehe-
mently: (. :) or the rain fell profuscly. (S,*
M, TA.) _; 1.,JJ~-, said of a woman, She collected
the milk in her breasts. (TA.) And of camels,
one says, (. in art. ,C,) Ol i _ ; [They
abounded in mill, or had their udders .full, from
the herbage called j]. (S and K in that art.

[Sce Sl.]).4;ii jA., (S, Msb, I) nor. ,
inf. n. JL.; (Mb ;) and t l l; (S, M.b,
. ;) The people, or party, collected themselves
together (S, Mah, K) in a sitting-place: (Mgb:)
they collected themselves together, aiding one
another, or for one thing or offair; syn. Io .:l.
(S.) And e3 Ii~ Theyj combined for him, [or
on his account,] and took pains, or exerted them-
selves, in treating him with courtesy and honour;
as also di 1o. (Fr, L in art. ... )_ See

also 8. = ia: see 2. sL4 ".- I
manatged, or conducted, the oaair, or affairs,

of such a one. (Msb.) And j"% YJAi.l tie
managed, or conducted, affairs, or the affairs,
wnell. (ID,rd, .K.) - I, ; ar, aor. , I cared
for, minded, heeded, or regarded, such a thing.
(S.) And . I~, and a4 Ji i, nor. , (M,
K,) inf. n. JA.; (T1'A;) and a )Ja..I 1

[and i; so in the T and TA in art. t]; He
did not care for, mindl, heedl, or regard, it, or
hin. (M, .i.) And . Ji_ j Do not thou
care forp, vmind, &c., it, or him. (S.) And ?j

.U ;j Do not thou ash his affair, #or be
disquiieted thereby. (Msb.) e 'd, aor.;, (S,)
inf. n. 1m., (TA,) He, or it, made it, or ren-
dered it, clear, unobscured, apparent, plainly
a7l,parent, or conspicuous; (S, TA;) as, for in-
stance, black hair the colour of a pearl, increasing
[in aplpearance] its whiteness; (TA;) exposed it
to viewi; di,played it; syn. e. [perhaps here
signifying also he polished it]. (S, TA.)

2. hi, (AMgh,' Msb, K,) inf. n. '04di;
(TA;) and ., (IK,) infS n. i_.; (TA;)
He collected it, or caused it to collect; (Mgh,
Msb,K ;) namel3, water, (f1,) and milk (Mgh,
Myb, K1) in the udder (Mgh) of a ewe or she-
goat, (Mgh, Msb,) or of a she-camel, or of a
cow, in order to deceive the purchaser, that he
might increase the price. (Mgh.) Hence one
says, ilJI jL., (s,* Mob, 1 ,*) or ;il, or ' ;lI,
(TA,) inf. n. as above, (S,15,) He abstained
from milking the ewe or she-goat, (S, Myb, K,*)
or the con, or the she-camel, (TA,) for some
days, in order that the milk might collect in her
udder, for sale, (S, ,*) or until the milk collected
in her udder. (Mob.) The Prophet forbade the
doing this. (~.) ~He adorned him, or it.
(;,' TA.)

5. j. : see 1, first signification. - Also,
said of a sitting-place, It abounded with company;

had many persons in it. (ISd,g.)iHe adorned
himcelf; (i;) as also V'i;il. (TA.) And
'~Lp hl1~ 3 Adorn thyself that thou mayest
be in favour with thy husband. (TA.) And
l ,;,.,. 1 lThe bride adorn herself. (TA.)

It was, or became, clear, unobscured, appa-
rent, plainly apparent, conspicuous, exposed to
view, or displayed; (9;) as also tJA-1: (9,
E] :*) each is quasi-pass. of 'a.. as explained
in the last sentence of the first paragraph in this
art.: ( :) the latter, said of a road, means it
was, or became, apparent. (As, -.)

8. J .l1: see 1, in five places: and 5, in
three places. ~J13 l* ] also signifies The exceeding
the usual, or ordinary, or the just, or proper,
bounds, or degree; acting egregiously, or immo-
derately, or extravagantly; striving, or laboutring;
exerting oneself, or one's porwer or efforts or en-
deavours or ability; or the like; syn. AWlY.; and
so ,a.. [an inf. n. of tJi.&]. (M, B.)_ -And
Ji~l, said of a horse, He showed his rider that
he had attained his utmost speed of running, and
yet had some remaining powrer. (AO, .)

0 4

JA. A company of men; as in the saying,

b, ..1 ' . ; o. [ lVith him, or at his abode,
is a company of men]: originally an inf. n. (n.)

_- A- and tJ [which latter is also
originally an inf. n. (see 1 and 8)] A numerous
company. (8.)= ,)i~ ., (1K,) and *iL.. .,
(S, .,) and tji'., (I.,) ?L)1 ), (TA,) A man

lwho exerts himself, or his poner or efforts or en-
deavours or ability, or who takes pains or extra-
ordinary pains, in that vwhich he sets about. (S,

18, TA.) And _ ~ ..'J S,..i He strove, or
laboured; exerted himrself or his powner or efforts
or endeavours or ability; or took pains or extra-
ordinary pains; in the affair. (Sgh, I-.)

JA.: see ailu..

alU.: see JA~, in two places: and see also

' j:t._, below.

.L_jl ; _ and t ,i~L l dial. vars. of
_i~ .Jl and .LA~. l, (nM,I,) which are more

common; meaning He invited them writh their
company. (M, TA. [See art. J..])

J1I. Milk collected. (IAar, K.) -A great
company. (IAar, IK.)

ji;.: see J.c . _ Also, applied to a woman,
,Beautiful, goodiy, or comely; syn. ie.L.: (lbn-
'Abbad, TA:) pl. j)., or, as some say, JAlI.
(TA.)

i;_.: see Ji., in two places.

Jlti. The bad, or vile, of anything: (As, :)
of wheat, what comes forth and is thromn awray;
[like tJ.;] (TA;) and YJA [in like manner]
signifies the JI. of wheat: (AA, TA:) also,
the former, what is thin, of the dregs of oil (]~,
TA) and perfume, (TA,) and of the froth of milk:
(Cs :) or it signifies also thefrot of milk: (ISd,
/, TA:) and the worthless of mankind; those in
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whom is no good; (A,$;) like lie.; (Ay,,

1 ;) as in the saying ,.JLI~ .. " [He is of

the worthle of them]. (AB, 6.)

;.Z.ri ' They came, all of them, or aU
togaeler: (M, 15:) in the O, t fi;. (TA.)

09- 6hi - , - -
-. 1 1~;; I. h .L.. C1b The utmost amount

that he gave was a dirhem. (TA.)

J .~. A valley, and a small water-course

(l L),fJlowng with a copious torrent. (S.) An

udderfull of milk: (s:) or having much milk:

pl. (O) and also: (I,ar p. 131:) it
has also the latter meaning applied to a ewe or

she-goat; (1;) pl. Ja .: (TA:) and so have

_.A and tjVs . applied to a she-mcameL (15.)

j p :l Copious floings of tears. (TA.)

ui_A.8l ,&la;: see Ws..l.

A place of collecting of water. (TA.)
_ A place of asembling, or congregating, (T,
., Myb, 19,) of a people; (., M9b;) as also

tJi;.: (., 1 :) or a place of assembling, or

congregating, of many persons: (El-Amidee,
MF:) or a place in which is an asembly, or con-

gregation: (El-Munawee, TA:) and a sitting-

place: (T, TA:) pl. M... (Myb.)_ [And

The elevated platform for the 1 .~L in a mosque;

also (in Egypt) called il;, vulg. aL, it is

surrounded by a low railing or parapet, and ge-
nerally supported by small columns.]

iL.. A ewe, or she-goat, left unmilked (S,

Myb) for some days, in order that the milk may

collect in her udder, for sale, (.,) or until the
milk has collected in her udder: (Myb:) or a
ewe, or she-goat, or a she-camel, or a cow, whose
milk has been made to collect in the udder, in
order to deceive the purchaser, that he may in-

crease the price: (Mgh:) originally L4 JX.
(Myb.)

Jh.. Contending for muperiority in number

,! ..'r jaH4c. (TA.) Jm.* 4p IU 4M He
is one who preserv~ his nobility, or honourable-
nes. (Az, 1.)

s, : ee J&d. _- Also The mnwt flehy
part of the flesh of the thigh and shank. (TA.)
- And The main part of an affair: (TA:) [and
likewise of a place, or tract, or region; for]

*l.bl AiL... signifies the main part of the de-

ert; syn. l.;;l and v.q.. (TA in art.

L 'a~., (.,) aor. ', (P?,,TI,) [or ,, as in a

phrase following,] inf.n. * L., (M,1V,) He took it
(a thing) wth the palm# of his two hands and with
the fiangers put together [so as to make the two.
hands ike a bowl]: (M, V:) or he scooped it up,

or out, ( J,) with both his hands: (g, V:)
stiaid only of what is dry, u flour, and sand, and

the like. (H.) .,JIl :. He gav to e~ery one

of the partya A. (TA.)-.)_ . (Mxb,)

[BooX 1.

or a. ) 'A., (S,) acr. :, (Mqb,) inf. n. 'Ai-,
(Mgb, ],) He gave to Aim a mall quantity.

(S, ~.) ._ .&.. J. ;.4l ;- He threw the

water upon hi. head with his two han& [put to-
gether so as to be like a bowl]. (IAar, TA.)

8. 'a; 1l (., ]) 10I- (S) He took it (a thling)

for himslf. (S, RL.) - oA c~1l t He took much

of it. (A,TA.).-.JI a;. ,/ tHe pulled up

the trea from the ground. (IK.) And J .-.1 A.l

t He uprooted the man: (Az, :) [or] 1.1u. sig-
nifies the put his hands, or arms, beneath his
hne~, and took him [by that part, i. e.] by the
inner side of the knee, and then carried him, or
carried him off or away. (.K, TA.)

i _ The act of turning the feet as though one

were throwing the dust ( 'a Zt-) nith them,
when walking. (K.)

aj~, (S, Mgh, Msb, TA, and so, accord. to

the TA, in the 1~,) or V ILL, (so in copies of the
I,) [but the former is that which is commonly
known,] A handful: (Mgh, K :) or the quantity
that fills the two hands [when they are put
together so as to be like a bowl]; (, Mgb;) of

wheat [or the like]: (S :) pl. ,;:. (S, MBb.)

Hence, (in the saying of Aboo-Bekr, TA,) tl,

;21 ; ;. aUL., (S, TA,) i. e., S We

shall be but little, on the day of resurrection,
lihe a ;a., in the estimation of God; (TA;)
meaning we shall be but a small thing in com-
parison with the dominion and the mercy of

God. (, TA.) - Also The hand (,.) itself.
(Har p. 296.) - See also what next follows.

';~ A hollow, cavity, trench, or the like,
dug, or excavated, in the ground, (., 1,TA,)
wherever it be; or excavated by a torrent in
rugged ground, in the channe of the water:
(TA:) and a [hollow, or cavity, in the ground,

such as is termed] ;J, (ISk, K,) having in it
water, and in its bottom pebbles and earth;

(ISk,TA;) as also a.: (K :) a well, or

pit: (KL:) pl. of the former j_; (.,15;)
which is explained by Shli as meaning small
round hollows or cavities, in which rain-water
stagnates, excavated by the water, in the form of

pools. (TA.)-_Sce also ";&,.

u, n. un. with ;, belongs to art. .J~, q. v.
(S,154)

;~ , applied to a man, (TA,) i q.

CA.J! [i. e. One who takes much with the palmnu

of his two hands and with thefingers put together:
or who scoops up, or out, much, with both his
hatnd: see 1, first sentence]. (ISd, 15.)

_A and -

1 '.t' (S Mgh, Msb,) aor. :, (., Msb,)

in. n. Q'4U_., (ISk, Zj, IB, Mgh, Mb,) like.~l.,

(MNb,) with fet-!, not 'lA.., as in the $, (IB,)

[for] this latter is a simple subst., (M.b,) He
walked barefoot, without sandal and without

boot; (1Sk, Zj, S, IB, Mgh, Msb;) as also
If:._.l: (, :) [but Mlr says,] this latter, occur-

ring in the sense of the former in a trad. of
'Omar, I have not found [elbewhere]. (Mgh.)

And ,aiZ >. ' and .;_, inf. .n . sad

· _ and itl., [or all these are simple substs.,

IIe wvas, or became, bare of his sandals and his

boot.] (TA.). And j, inf. n. IA., ($,Mgh,

Msb, K, J&c.,) His foot, i. e. a man's, (8, M;b,
K,) and a camel's, (K,) or his solid hoof (8,
]Ham p. 476,) or this also, (1,) wat, or became,
attenuated [in the sole], (8, Msb, ,) or chafed,

abraded, or norn, (Ham ubi suprk, and P8,) by
much walking or .treading or travel: (., Myb,
.Ham:) or it (the foot of a man [and the hoof
of a horse or the like]) became attenuated [&c.]
by much nalking or treading or travel: (Mgh:)

and ; said of a horse, his hoof becamse abraded,

or grazed. (s.) .. , inf. n. ij. (8,

Mgh, KI) and jIA~ and iA./ and L.i3, (1,

TA,) with kesr; (TA; [in the CK lLi.3;

both extr.;]) and at ?,3, (S, K,) and tyC-l

,q; (1;) He showed him much honour, (8,

Mgh, I1,) and kindness, or goodness and affec-

tion and gentleness, and regard for his circum-
stances; ( ;) rega/ded him, or behaved towards
him, with affection, or benevolence and solicitude;
(Mgh ;) and manifested joy, or pklasure; (1[ ;)
and asked, or inquired, much respecting his state,

or condition; (?, 1 ;) and was careful, or. soli-

citous, respecting his case: (8:) or e. A ig-
nifies he asked, or inquired, much reJpecting him:
(.Har p. 284:) and Ao.l he xceesded the usual

bounds in making much inquiry respecting another,
and in carefulness, or solicitude, respecting his

case: (.gar p. 348:) and t ;. signifiea the

speaking and meeting in a good, or pleasing,
manner; and exceeding the usual bounds in re-

turning a salutation, and in asking, or inquiring:

accord. to Zj, ~ _.-, in£ nS. .*-, means he

acted towards him with kindness, or goodness
and affection and gentleness, and regard for his

circumstances: accord. to As, aa A;, aor.-,

inf. n. ;ji, he employed himself in the accom.
plishment of that which he needed, or required,

and made his abode pleasant: (TA:) and ;t/ .
signifies also the being importunate, pressing,
urgent, or persevering, (1?, TA,) in asking. (TA.)

C, - - - 9*,J- , . Z

Hence the prov., ;.jm. 'j iLOt [or I.4 , and

,'jL, explained in art. (S, j)-t. (-.
-jl, -1, or (accord. to different copies

of the S,) I ceeded the usual bounds to him in
the iojunction, or charge: mentioned by A'Obeyd:

( :) and &Jl Vt .. he exceeded the usual bounds

to him in the injunction, or charge. TA.)l

s, ti;, (V,) and ;.~., (TA,) inf. n. H i., He

(God) honoured him. (, TA.) - And ,I_.
He (aman) gave to him. (].)-_And He denied
him, or refused him, or refused to give Aim;

(IApr, ;) inf.n. *_. (IApr.) Thus it bears

two contr. significations. (1.) You say, .il

.,..6 He came to me and I denied him, &c.

(I;Ayr.) And j. Ob > - 4., sor. ', inf. n.
A., I deba4red him from, or prernted him

firom obtaining, all good. (As, f.}) 1 ' l iA.:

see 4.
1
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3. 11., Cinf. n. il.., TA,) He disputed with
him in words; or did so vehemently, or obstinately.
(AZ, $, .`')

4. L 1, said of a man, His beast became
attenuated, or chafed, or abraded, in [the sole
of] the hoof. (S.) e .UI He (God) caused
him to be barefooted, without sandal. or boots:
and hence _.ul also signifies he made his feet
bare of the sandals or boots. (TA.) - He made
his foot, i. e. a man's, and his hoof, i. e. a horse's
or the like, to become attenuated, [or chafed, or
worn, in thl sole,] by much walking or treading
or travel. (a.) lie repeated it; namely, a
question. (i.) - He importuned, pressed, or
urged, him, and harassed, or molested, him in
Jo doing: (Lth, :) or he asked him, and pressed
him much in seeking or demanding: (TA :) he
importuned him in asking or questioning: (Msb:)
he harased, or wearied, him, and nrent to the
utmost length in asking him, or questioning him.
(TA.) See also 1. .Il signifies also The going
to the utmost length in disputing. (8, TA.) It
is in asking respecting a thing, and in seeking
or demanding, and in seeking or denmanding from
another: you say, ajL.JlI um.I, [&c.,J and
W 7 .J, lie exceeded the usual bounds in
the question, or in asking. (.yam p. 80.) _ And
hence, (.yam p. 80,) j~l o/.1 I£e clipped his
mustacle to the utmost degree; (S,.iam;) clipped
it closely: ( :) or he clipped it much; (Mgh,
Myb, ;) as also t A_. .(1-.) 'b _ iL1
He examined to the utmost his [app. a horse's]
teeth. (TA.) - .. I incited, or urged, him
to inquire respecting, or to investigate, the news,
or information, (15, TA,) to the utmost. (TA.)~

.e. 1l i. q. C...jl [I despised him; or I
brought against luim the imputation of a fault,
or the like, desiring to involve him in confusion
thereby; &c.]. (I.)

5. oi,., inf. n. *-3: see 1, in three places:.
and see also 4. -Also i. q. , [He strove,
or laboured, &C., .r in an affair]. (g.)._
And i. q. *~;! [app. as meaning He practised
artifice, or the like]. (L.)

6. )LtLi! jl 3L Each of us preferred a
complaint against the other to the Sul~&n, (.,
TA,) and he referred our case to the judge
(EmJl, i. e. o ). (TA.)

8. _ l..!: see 1, first sentence. ~ And Gi".l
t: see L -~ La._l also signifies He pulled up
herbs, or leguminous plants, fromn the ground (T,
Mgh, 1) with the ends of his fingers, becauM
of their shortnesw and paucity; (T,Mgh;) as
also ti-'i, (T, Mgh, g,) accord. to one reading
of a trad. in which it occurs; and tiG.l, accord.
to another reading of the same; but both these
are disallowed by Aboo-Sa'eed. (T, Mgh.)
He uprooted, or extirpated, anything. (Aboo-
Sa'eed, T.). - ,*l .sill oal The people,
or party, fed their animal, upon the pasturage
and lej not aug1ht of its !herbage: the subst.
[denoting the act of doing this] is t;j9 [app.

½;sL]. (TA.)

10. In l He asked, or inquired after, ners,

or tidings, (A, ],) exceeding the usual bounds in
doing so. (A.)

li: see ;,.

Ja., applied to a man, (8, Mgh, Msb, K,) and
a camel, (K,) and a horse or the like, (Zj, 8, K,
Ham p. 476,) Having his foot, (S, Mgh, M sb,
J],) or hoof, (Zj, S, K, Ham,) attenuated [in the
sole], (Zj, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) or chafed, abraded,
or worn, (IHam, PS,) by much walking or tread-
ing or travel; (S, Mgh, Msb, .am;) as also

1 (g.)

;ja~.: see 8.

ej_: see what next follows.

ij,Lm (S,) nd (1 �)* and ';L and
7 1li,, (S, K,) all simple substs., (K,) [but all
except the second mentioned in one place in the
TA as inf. ns.,] and tui~., (S, Mnb,) a simple
subst., differing from the inf. n., whichl is '.;.,
(Msb,) The state of being barefoot, nvithout
sandal and nwithout boot: (8, Msb :) or the state
of having the foot, or hoof, attenuated [in t,e
sole, or chafedtl, abraded, or norn, by much walk-
ing or treading or travel]: (. :) [but it seems
that this is a mistake, and that] the word denoting
the latter meaning is *U'. [an inl'. n.: se 1].
(ISk, Zj, S, Mgh, MBb.)

.. see _.

k Shonwing much honour, (Mgh, ,) and
manifesting joy or pleasure [at mneetitg another];
as also tJis.; (.;) and behaving with affec-
tion, or benevolence and solicitude; (Mgh;) shov-
ing hindness, or goodness and affection and gentle-
nes, and regard for the circumstances of another:
(Lth, TA:) and askhing, or inquiring, much re-
specting another's state, or condition; as also

it;1.: (] :) going to the utmost length in
ask'ng, or inquiring: (S :) and [hence, perhaps,]
knowing in the utmost degree: (., a:) and im-
portunate, pressing, or urgent, in askhing, or in-
quiring: ( :) pl. ._i1 .. (Fr, ,.) You say,

k .. j& lie is one who behaves with affection,
or benevolence and sonicitude, to him; who shons
him much honour [&c.]. (Mgh.) v 1£ A
1A., in the ]ur [xix. 48], means Verily He is
gracious [to me]: (Zj :) or knowing [nith respect
to me] and gracious [to me], answering my prayer
when I pray to him: (Fr:) or mindful, regard-
ful, or considerate, of me. (TA.)

L1&m.: see

jt. Walhing barefoot, without sandal and
without boot: (lSk, Zj, ., Mgh, Mb :) pl. *~'..

(Mgh, Msb.) - See also __e. - And see ,
in two placees. Also Ajudge; syn. .,b. (..)

1. ., aor..: (S, Mob, K, &c.) and ', (IDrd,
Mqb, ],) [the latter irregular,] inf.n. a_. (1K,

TA) and j. (IDrd, TA) and j_.., (TA,)
i. q. U_. l.o [i. e., accord. to the primary mean-

ing of s.l, as explained below, on the authority
of Er-RIghib, It was, or became, suitable to the
requirements of wrisdom, justice, right or right-
hess, truth, or reality orfact; or to the ezrigencie
of the case]: (TA:) it was, or became, just,
proper, ri,jht, correct, or true; authentic, genuine,
sound, valid, substantial, or real; established, or
confirmed, as a truth or fact: and necessitated,
necessary, requisite, or unavoidable; binding,
obligatory, incumbent, or due; syn. ,.j; (T,
S,Mob,K,&c.;) and '..: (Mob,TA:) it ivas, or
became, a manifest and an indubitable fact or event.;
as explained by IDrd in the Jm; (TA;) it hap-
pened, betided, or befell, surely, without doubt or
uncertainty. (K.) It is said in the Kur xxxvi. 6,

.~.,)C1 Oj,i3l _. JOi, i.e. The saying,
"I will assuredly fill Hell with genii and men
together," [Klur xi. 120 and xxxii. 13,] (Bd,) or
the sentence of punishment, (Jel,) hath become
neccssitated [as suitable to the requirements of
justice, or as being just or right,] to take effcect
upon the greater number of them; syn. j,
(Jel, TA,) and ,.. (TA.) And this, namely,
;..., is the meaning of the verb in the phrase,
l ll . Lj. b. [Tie sentence was, or, emphati-

cally, is, necessitated as suitable to the require-
meits of justice to take effect upon thee; or it
was, or is, necessary, just, or right, that the
sentence should tahe e.Ject upon thee]. (TA.)

[In like manner,] one says, jI A' 
I$. It is necessary for thee [as suitable to ithe
requirements of wisdom or justice or the like],
or incumbent on thee, or just or proper or right
for thee, that thou shouldst do such a thing.

(TA.) [Thus one says,] 1 ai l
AC._ *It [The iei~ is that which it is nectuary
for thee &c., or that wnhich it behooveth thee,
that thou slwuldst defend it, or protect it]. (S,
K.) Accord. to Sh, the Arabs said, i L l .,

',. J.al and J.: but accord. to Fr, when you
say s-, you say 'Z4; and when you say j.,

you say jJ. (TA.) [Accordingly] one says,
15 0a/ O! i , and .53 el -. : both
mean the same: (Ks, ., ] :) [i. e., each has one,
or the other, or both, of the meanings next fol-
lowing:] or the former means It was, or, em-
phatically, is, rendered ,. [or suitable to the
requirements of wisdom or justice &c.] for thee,
or necessary for thee, or incumbent on thee, or
just or proper or right for thee, [or it behooted
or behooves thee,] that thou shouldst do, or to
do, this, or that: and [the latter, or] t "-i
,3t.a, T/ou weast, or, emphatically, art, rendered
,*c. [or adapted, disposd, apt, meet, suited,
suitable,fitted, fit, proper, competent, or worthy,]
that thou shouldst do, or to do, this, or that]:
(A, TA:) and in like manner, iLL signifies in

the Kur lxxxiv. 2 and 5: (Bd, Jel :) or i
ai; .A may mcan thou mWast, or art, known

by the testimony of thy circumstances to be t

&c. (A,TA.) And ;A1 .L.iS. C.JA L

60C
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[virtually] means the same as , i LC [best
rendered in thlis case It did not behoove thee

to do it]. (TA.) One says also, Jai i. j~
[It was, or, emphatically, is, necessary &c. that
thou shouldst do or to do such a thing]: but they

did not say, ai X .Jim. (Fr, TA.) But

io Jai3 ; I ; i Ji- means Thy doing so

distressed, or hath distressed, or afflicted, me;
or, emphatically, d;stresses, or afflicts, me; like

5 . a. (. and 15 and TA in art. js.) And in

like manner, r,lj .l m. [or 1l dil;I L t ]

means .rL& ,I Ci; jLs' [It is distressing to mue

that thou art going arway]. (TA in art. .~.)

And i ',J is usneed in the same manner as L jal,
q. v. (A and TA in art. jc.) You say also,

q-.a.JI Want befell, or betided, or happened,
and was serere, or distressing: (Mgb, TA:)

[which is said to be] from the phrase, i

Ji£1 l, aor. ', The resurrection included, or shall

include, within its sphere [all] the created beings.

(Msb.)l -^:-, anor., (,) inf. n. °'_ (S,*

Meb,l,) and J., (K,) or, accord. to ISd,it should

rather be Jilie. and 139_, because .~. is used

as an epithet, [as will be seen below,] and the
inf. n. in a case like this, by rule, should differ
firom the epithet, (TA,) SAe (a camel) became

a a., or a~-; i. e., entered the fourth year:

(K:) and t ; inf. n. JUM.1, he (a camel)

became a i-: because, so they say, he is then

fit to be laden: (Mqb:) and t,.i she (a

young camel) completed three years; (Aboo-

Milik, 1;) became a li~.; (Ibn-'AbbWd, K;)

like , . (TA.) You say, ";l _ a W

[lie is a S_, bearing evidence of being such]:

(:) and (1) and 1a.. (Msb, 1) Li

atIt [shle is a , _.. or 3., bearing evidence
tc.]: (MCb:) [a phrase] to which a parallel
is scarcely known, (Msb,) or to which there is

no parallel (1.) except .. ,1 C .. 1 [a lion

bearing evidence of being like a lion in b 'Idness].

(TA.) -.-. [as inf.n. of ,:..] also signifies

A she-camel's oerpassing the days [corresponding
to thotse] in which she wtas covered [in the pre-
ceding year]: (] :) or her completing [the time
of] her pregnancy; as also t : 1; '!. (TA.)

-. And ':- and *,:..1 and -1-...,1 She
(a camel) became fat. (TA. [See also 8, last

signification.]) d,_, (]g,) nor. J, inf. n. J,.,
(TA,) lie, or it, rendered it [suitable to the
requirements of wisdom, justice, rightness, truth,
or reality or fact; or to the exigencies of the
case; (see the first of the significations in this
art.;) or] necessary, requisite, or unavoidable;
binding, obligatory, incumbent, or due; or just,

proper, or right; syn. .,j 1 ; (15;) [whence

13 u3 I J el , , explained above;] as also

` ~.d (O) and ' e-1; (. , 1 ;) which last some

explain by l *,.eo [meaning as above; or he

rendered it true;] or s. Li .; ,.o [he

rendered it true, so that there was no doubt

[(Boo 1.
· -2- 1. °

respecting it]; as also d ., inf. n. J.: and d_.

signifies also he established it so that it became
true and undoubted in hi estimation: (TA:)

or ~ signifies, (S, M.rb,) or signifies also, (1R,)
he assured, or certified, himself of it; he ascer-
tained it; he was, or became, stre, or certain,

of it; (A 'Obeyd, S, Mob,' 1P ;') and so ~'d

(A 'Obeyd, 8, 1K) and t1°a.: (. , Msb :') or he
pronounced it, or held or believed it, to be esta-
blished as a necessary truth or fact; as also
t a~.: and tYaL.. has a similar, but intensive,

signification: (Mpb:) or t "~1 signifies he
established it as true; or he judged, or decided,

it to be so: (TA: [contr. of · l: see an ex.,
.. eS

from the Kur viii., voce .jI:]) and * ,

inf. n. 0~ , signifies d.~ [as meaning he

verified it, or proved it to be true or veritable; or
he found it to be true or me'itable; both of whilch
significations are of very frequent occurrence];

(S, K;) as also ~_., in£uf. n. j.: and accord.

to IDrd, V d_a. signifies [also] is j~. [he

proved, or found, or pronounced, the sayer of

it to be true]: maid 'l. is also said to signify

he said, "This thing is the truth;" like O...

(TA.) You say, ;'AMl vl a.. ,, aor. ', inf. n.

m., I necessitated the sentence [as suitable to
the requirements of justice] to take effect upon
him; or necessitated [as suitable &c.] the tahking

J,*. eS

effect of the sentence upon him; syn. .. ;1; as

also t A ~.l, inf. n. .]Um. (TA.) And t .1

M't j;£.s The sentence was, or, emphatically,

is, necessitated [as suitable to the requirements
· Il

of justice] to take eflect upon thee; syn. ..

(TA.) And ;,ie. .. , (8, K,) or o.., (so
in one copy of the S,) nor. and inf. n. as above,
(S,) [I rendered his caution, or fear, necessary;
or justified it; mcaiiing] I did that of which
le was cautious, or that which he feared; (S, .K;)

as also j. t -I.: (S:) or, accord. to Az,

the latter only is right. (TA.) And a1 °;
(Ks, TA;) and * r;;' , (Ks, S, TA,) inf. n.
,j: (S:) both signify the same; (Ks,TA;)

i. e. C.J~. ; (S;) whlich means I found his
opiniont to be true; (Ksh and Bd and Jel, in
xxxiv. 19 ;) or proved it to be true: (Ksh, ibid.:)
and so aJ his saying: (.:) and "'. signifies
[also] the strengthening, or confirming, a saying;

or making it strong, or firm. (KL.) And Ut

J1l Ij. _ .1 2I will know, or ascertain,

the truth, or real nature, of this piece of nenws

or information, for you. (TA.) And ". .1

d.1 [I think it, but I do not know the truth

of it, or am not certain of it]. (T in art. Q.;

e&c.) And .O4-J1 %i.~, [written in the TA
without any syll. signs, so that it may be eithler

thus or * · "~; but it is most probably the

former, as the quasi-pass. is not ': , but

".j.1: it signifies lit. I made the hnot right,
or sure; meaning] I tied, or made fast, or
tightened, the knot; (Ibn-'Abbad, TA;) or I
tied, or tightened, firmly the knot. (A, TA.)..
[lHe, or it, rendered him ., i. e. adapted,

disposed, apt, meet, nsited, suitable, fitted, fit,
proper, or wtorthy, to do a thing &e.; whence

I.ai 1 -#s CJ'm. , or ;j ;t, explained above.

-It was necesary for him, or incumbent on
him, or just or proper or right for him, or it

behooved him, to do a thing &c.; whence l

a -i X1 X OLd, explained above.] _ Also,

(.,V,) eor. £, (V,) inf. n. .j., (TA,) He orcame
him in disputing, or contending, for a right, or

due; (S,1,:TA;) and so t"1, ("1,) inf.n.

biU~!, mentioned by As on the authority of Ks,

but, he adds, disallowed by A'Obeyd. (TA.)
See 3. - Also He (a man) came to him, namely,

another man; (A 'Obeyd, S, ] ;) and so 3 ·L1.

(A'Obeyd, .. ) [Hence, app.,] ,._JI. s

The sun reached me. (TA.) And L 

tj,j : t .i. , [app. j,_d] Wlat is in this
receptacle [does not reach, or amount, to a pound;

i. e.,] does not weigh a pound. (TA.)~. -

j t, (1g,) aor. :, (TA,) inf. n. (T1.,)
lIe went upon the J- of the road; (g;) i. e.
the middle of it: the doing of which is forbidden,

in a trad., to women. (TA.) And a.
(1],) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He beat,

or struck, such a one in, or upon, the 1.. of
his head; (J;) i.e. the middle of it: (TA:)
or in, or upon, the j~ of his b;i; i. e. the

smnall hollow upon the head of his shodder-blade :
(I :) or, as some say, the head of the upper arm,

in nwhich is the a4l. (TA.)

2. a_., inf. n. 'jt.J3: see da., above, in

six places. [Hence ;jl iv 77he uttering

of the hemzeh with its true, or proper, sound;

o,pposed to '57. Hence also] ..,pJl "....
ti; ;.3 14 I dyed the garment, or piece of cloth,

with a saturating dyeing. (TA.) And "

sigfnifies also The weaving a garment, or piece of

cloth, strongly, orfirmdy. (KL)e,_ o m K'j
lie was serious, or in eurnest, in his affair;
contr. of jj. (L in art. .~..)

3. di., ($,K,) inf. n. Wi. and ~..", (TA,)
Ile disputedl, litigated, or contended, with him,
(S, .K,) each of them laying claimn to a right, or
due: (S, TA:) the verb is mostly used in the

thii'd person. (TA.) You say, t S d -
~1 s [He disputed, &c., wvith me, and no on#

lad disputed, &e., with me respecting it]. (TA.)
[But] you say also, t;mt " 1_i. I2 disputed,
litigated, or contended, with him for a right, or
due, and I overcame him in doing so. (TA.)

And J .s,J 2 V1 Verily he is one who dis-
putes, or litigates, or contends, respecting small

things. (S, K, TA.) And oSuh. ~- j % J 6-

i. e. [lie has no right, or due, to exact, in respect
of himnt, or it, nor any cause of] disputing, or
litigating, or contending. (..) And it is aid
respecting women, (K,) in a trad. of'Alee, (TA,)

(1I :) accord. to some, 3UlaJI here means the same

as ;il_b.Jl: accord. to others, it properly signi-
fies the camels thus called: and so .1;Lim.I;
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this [likewise] being a pl. of tI'k;.; or it is
pl. of t ',. (TA. [See art. .; in which
this trad. is more fully, but somewhat differently,
cited; and fully explained.]) -[Also, app., He
acted seriouly, or in earnest, with him in an
affair: see 3 in art. ~.: and see also 2 above,
last signification.]

4. j.1i, [inf n-. 1, spoke truth; said
what was true: [very common in this sense;
contr. of jL4:] or he revealed, or manifested,
or showed, a truth, or a right or due: or he laid
claim to a right, (or to a thing, TA) and it was,

!.or became, due to him. (Msb.) _ See also O,.,
as an intrans. verb, in three places; relating to
camels. _il01 J..t The people's cattle became
fat. (TA.) And _4i1 X .,iJI _1 The
people's cattle becamefat by means of the [herbage
called] - (AI.n,' ISd, TA.) - As a trans.
verb: see ~a, in nine places. You say also,
pj.. '.ii.I, inf. n. as above, SI did, performed,
or executed, the affair in a firm, solid, sound,
or good, manner; or put it into a firm, solid,
sound, or good, state. (TA.) - 4.I .t ..r 'j
. He cast, or shot, and killed on the spot the
animal at which he cost, or shot. (Ibn-'Abbhd,

Z,~,* TA.)_ w; ' 4 . ' ;_ 'e '- ' - 1''. IZI~L and
bOj tOur camels found [herbage such as is
termed] &' fuU-grown, and pastured upon it.
(TA.)

5. ';JL [It was, or became, or provred to
be, a truth, a reality, or a fact.] [Hence,] 'j

'.JI ..~ The information was, or proved,
true, right, correct, or valid, in his estimnation. (S,

K.*) , _".: se a.

6. 1 te3j is syn. with .. ; and t ,1' l,
with ; al; [The disputing, litigating, or con-
tending, together;] (S, 1g;) [for] l_~l and
I,.! signify the same; (. in art. ;)
[or rather] the meaning of [rJ t and] t 3t'.;1
is [the disputing, &c., toyether for a riglht, or
due;] each one's, or every one's, saying, "The
right is mine," and " with me;" or demanding
his right, or dute. (TA.) One says, l.il3 [7'They
disputed, &c., together for a right, or due]. (TI..)
And t'; l They two disputed, &c., (K, TA,)
each of them demandingj his righlt, or due. (TA.)
And ,i O' ?i Jf .1 [Such a one and such
a one disputed, &c., together for a right, or due].
(S.) One does not say of ta single person [2hbJ
nor] V 'a.; like as one does not say of one
only [ nor] ,,.. (S.)

7. j " T'' t! XThe knot became tied, or
madefast, or tightened. (lbn-'Abbid, K, TA.)

8: see 6, throughout. _ a4 '. .;
t The thrust, or piercing, killed him: (AA, K:)
or twent right, or directly, into him: (As, TA :)
or tpenetrated into his belly, or inside: (L, TA:)
or hit, or struck, the socket, or turning-place, of
his hip, which is termed its J.. (.,' TA.) One, ,.....;'$ . ... ..
t Such a one shot, or cast, at the objects of the
chase, and killed some, and wounded some so that

they escaped: (S:) or pierced into the bellies, or
insides, of some, and wounded the shkin of some
sithout o piercing. (L.) 1. 1 A Ur.. He
kept him, or held him, back, or retarded him,
[until such a time, or such an event,] and strait-
ened him. (TA.)_= - 1 J..I The horse became
lean, or light of flesh; or slender, and lean; or
lean, and lank in the belly. (S, K, TA.) - And
JQ,l J~'1 The cattle becamefat: Q(: [see also
the last meaning of 1 as an intrans. verb:]) but in
the A and 0 and L; .Jl J..t the people's cattle
becamefat, and their fatness ended, or attained
the extreme point. (TA.)

10. He demanded it as his right, or
due. (TA.) [And hence,] He had a right, or
just title or claim, to it; he was, or became, en-
titled to it; he deserved it, or merited it; syn.
'..1l: (S, Msb, >:) or these two verbs are
nearly the same; (TA;) [the former meaning
he was, or became, adapted, disposed, apt, meet,
suited, suitable, fitted, fit, competent, or proper,
for it; which is the most proper meaning of the
phrase e. ji; ; , as well as of the verb ..l1;
but this verb has also the former of these two
meanings.] When a man purchases a house, and
another lays claim to it, and establishes a just
evidence of his claim, and the judge decides for
him according to his evidence, one says of him,
L5,j.tI " I A ( [He has a right to it in
preference to the purclhaser]; meaning that he is
to possess it in preference to the purchaser. (TA.)
And of a camel such as is termed ,. one
says, "-" Ot a.71 [He was, or has become,
fit to be ridden,], (C,) and U 0.1 j [to be

laden]: (E, Mob:) and w41 c. 1 [He was,
or has become, fit for covering]. (L, IC.)-
[Hence, It (an action, and anything,) deserved
it, merited it, or required it.] And 4.1 ~. 1

lie did what necessitated sin; (Ksh and Bd and
Jel in v. 106;) [nas guilty of a sin;] and de-
served its being said of him that he was a sinner;
(Kslh ibidl. ;) q. .. ~!. (TA.) And _imz,l
They committed sins for which he who shaiould
punish thecm woull be excusable, because they de-
servedpunishment i like Il..l, and l.jj.l, and
', .!. (lAnr,-TA in art. b 1.)-.

lf WlJ.: see 4, last sentence._ - , ; ' ..J I
L.tZ The she-camel conceived, or became preg-
nant; and t~l _~'...1 [signifies the same].
(TA.) _- See also 1, as an intrans. verb, last two
sentences.

R. Q. 1. :~. , inf. n. iiL_, He went the
pace, or in the manner, termed iI&~_; (TA;)
which means a pace, or manner of going, in which
the beast is made to exert himself to the very ut-
most, and which is the most fatiguing to the *.
[meaning the camel that is ridden, or the beast
that carries one]: (S, Mgh, k :) or a journeying
in the beginning, orfirst part, of the night; (Lth,
S, I.;) which is forbidden: (Lth, , TA:) or, as
some say, thefatiguing a while, and abstaining a
while: (Ltl, TA:) but Az says that Lth is not
correct in either of his explanations of this word:
(TA:) or an obstinate persisting in journeying:

or an obstinate persisting in journeying until the
camd that one is riding perishes or breaks down :
(1 :) or, accord. to As, the correct meaning, con-
firmed by what the Arabs said, is the making the
camel to go on, and urging Aim to that whichfa-
tigues him, and that which is beyond his power,
until he breaks down with his rider: or, accord.
to IAr, thejading of th weak [beast] by hard
journeying. (TA.) It is related in a trad., that
Mutarrif Ibn-Esh-Shikhkheer mid to his son,
when he took extraordinary pains in religious
exercises, (., TA,) and was immoderate therein,

(TA,) #Jl ;*t 1 %LM 
i i.. JI j,:; [The best of qffairs, or actions,
or cases, are such of them as are between two ~e
tremss; and the good action is betneen the two
things; and the worst kind of journeying is that
in which the beast is made to exert himself to the
very utmost, &c.]: (, TA:) meaning, pursue
thou the middle course in religious exercises, and
burden not thyself, lest thou become disgusted;
for the best of works is that which is continued,
though it be small. (TA.)

L.. contr. of jit [used as a subst. and as an
epithet or act. part. n.]: (.8, Mb, ] :) or, as an
inf. n. [and used as a simple subst.], contr. of

, ; and as an act. part. n., and a simple
epithet, contr. of ,J.. (Kull.) [As a subst.,]
its primary signification is Suitablenes to the re-
quirements of wisdom, justice, right, or rightnew,
truth, reality, or fact; or to the exigencis of the
case; as the suitableness of the foot of a door in
respect of its socket, for turning round rightly:
(Er-Raghib, TA:) [and particularly] the suitable-
nes of a judgment, and of what involves, or im-
plies, a judgment, [i. e., of a saying, and a religion,
and a persuasion, or the like, (as will be shown by
one of the explanations of its meanings as an
epithet,)] to reality or fact; and the suitableneuss
of reality or fact to a judgmnent: (Kull:) [the
state, or quality, or property, of being just, pro-
per, right, correct, or true; justness, propriety,
rightnes, correctnes, or truth; reality, orfact;
the state, &c., of being established, or confirmed,
as a truth orfact; of being necessary, requisite,
or unavoidable; of beitug binding, obligatory, in-
cumbent, or due: (as shown above: see 1, first
sentence:)] and eistence in relation to substances,
absolutely: and everlasting existence [in relation
to God]: (Kull :) pl. %. and Wn. : it has no
pl. of panue. (TA.) As an act. partL n. and a
simple epithet, it is applied to a judgment [as
meaning] suitable to reality or fact; and to a
saying, and a religion, and a persuasion, considered
as involving, or implying, such a judgment:
(Kull:) to that which is suitable to the require.
ments of wisdom, justice, right, or rightness; as
when one says that every act of God is Jib: to a
belief, in a thing, suitable to the reality of the case;
as when one says that belief in the resurrection is

o.: and to an action, and a saying, accordant
to what is requisite or obligatory, in quality and
measure and time; as when one says that the
action of another is JI., and that his saying is ,:
(Er-Raghib, TA:) [thus it signifies just, proper,
right, correct, or true; authentic, genuine, souul,

I
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valid, substantial, or real; established, or con-
firsmed, as a truth or fact: and necessary, re-

quisite, or unavoidabk: and binding, obligatory,
incumbent, or due:] also the necesarily-existing
by his orn essence [applied to God; as an epithet
of Whom it has other meanings assigned to it by

some, as will be seen below]: and anything
eiskting, of an objective kind: (Kull:) eisting
as an establishedfact, or truth, (1, TA,) so as to

be undeniable. (TA.) In the saying, Aib ~ 1.

>jL, i i Si [This is 'Abd-Allah, truly; not

falsely], the article JI is prefixed as it is in the

phrase, .)!;a is ; but sometimes it is dropped,

so thatone says l j tl;. (Sb,TA.) Andin

the phrame, jil ' jJ, a form of oath, the nom.
case is used wiihout tenween; but when the J is

dropped, one says, 431I U lL: (1, TA:) [the

latter means Truly I wiiU not come to thee: the
former seems to be best explained by what here

follows:] accord. to the A, J1 '9 jJ is ori-

ginally Jid1 -, [Tie truth, or existence,

of God is that by which I swear, I wia not do
such a thing]; the affixed noun [Jl] being sup-

premsed, and meant to be understood. (TA.)

jS.t .1 [The right is mine] and t d a et

[The right is with me and i4 1i Th right is
against thAe, which lut is often used as meaning
thou art in fault, or in the wrong,] are said by
one disputing, or contending, for a thing. (TA.)

[And in like manner one aysng, 1o yJ and

u a meaning Thou art in tAhe right, and j JI

meaning I am in the asrong.] One says

also, I_W J Jb jib, and l_U. 'a.
1 That was on th occasion of the establishnent of

thefact of her conception, orpregnancy. (S,A,S,

TA.) And JW J Ap W jWI i, [like j Il

,llaIl ,a,] This is the learned man, the extremely

learned man. (Sb, TA.) And i. J means

Very [or e,tremely] knowing. (ofam p. 139.)

[Respecting the exprensioens il t eJl ande ij

;p.Q1p, se art. N.] - [From' the primary and

general signification, explained in the first sen-
tence of this paragraph, are deduced several par-
ticular meanings here following.] - Equity, or
justice. (t.)o [The right mode, or manner, oj
acting or being.] - Veracity () in discourse.
(TA) Prudence. ( ,TA.)_ [A right, or
dw, of any kind: a jwt claim: a deseat, or thing
dsrd: anything that is owed; a a fee, hire,

or pay, and a price: a duty; an obligation:]

the sing. of , (f, .) [You ay, ,L. J

This is my right, or due, &c. And A n,d
This is a right, or due, belonging to me; or a
thing due, or owed, to me: or this is a duty to

me. And pia iJ. 1I. This is a right, or due,
the rendeiing of which i binding, obligatory, oT
incumibent, on me: or this is my duty. And

hence, jEjll j1. The duty that relates to thle
road: ee anrt.i j.] thea. is a more particular
or peculiar, or special, tern. ( $, A.) You say

tl j.L. ]. [This is my particular, or peculiar

[Boox I.

or special, right or due &c.: but it is explained as]

meaning ,.~.. (.) And t j .j This is
myjutt, or necesary, or incumbent, right or due
&c. (.) -A share, or portion; as in the say-

ing, £ J. J. I Give thou to every

one to whtom belongs a share, or portion, hist hare,

or portion, that is appointed, or assigned, to him.
(TA.) Property: a poueion. (M.) - [An

appertenance. Hence the pl.] i_ signifies The

,Jl5 [or appertenances, or conveniences, such at

the privy and the hitlcren and the like,] of a house.
(Msb, TA.) - [A necessary, or requisite, thing.]
- A thing, or an event, thiat is decreed, or des-
tined. (1, TA.) It is said to have this meaning

in the Kur [xv. 8], in the words, '-.I t t C.

*t: 'jl [ W send not down the angels save with

that wvhich is decreed, or destined]: (TA:) or, as
some say, it means here revelation: (Ksh, Bd :)
or punishment. (Ksh, Bd, Jel.) _- [And hence,]
Death. (K.) So accord. to some in the ~ur

[L 18], where it is said, ,JJ¢ O. ;'1 *,,;I- j

[And the confusion of the intellect by reason of
the agony of death shall come with death: but
other and obvious meanings are assigned to it in

this instance]. (TA.) - [As an epithet,] jJI is
one of the names of God: or one of the epithets
applied to Him: (1s:) meaning the Really-eo-
isting; whose existence and divinity are proed to
be true: (lAth, TA:) or the Creator according
to the requirements of wisdom, juwtice, right, or
rightness. (Er-Righib, TA.) - It is also applied
to The Yur-dn. (.) -And to 5The religion

of] El-lain. (I.) -See also j_, in two

places. And see 31, in two places.

| : see U~.. Also The breast, or mamma,
of an old woman. (TA.) -A tuber of a truffle.
(TA.) -The small hollow upon the head of the

shoulder-blade: (1s:) or, as some say, the j.
of the shoulder-blade is the head of the utpper

arm, in Awhich is the ii.lj: (TA:) or this latter

is another signification of ,. (g.) - The head,
(]',) or lower part of the head, (TA,) of the hip,
in which is the thigh-bone; (J, TA;) the socket,

or turning-place, of the hip. (TA.) _ The sochet,
or turning-place, of the foot of a door. (TA.)

You say, _ l &;., _ . c ; , meaning I

met him, or found him, near to the mosque: and
r._. l J,i. C. ;;e:Li [app. means the same].

(TA.) -See also lm., in two places.- Also
The web of a spider. (Az, .)

' s A camel three years old, (S, Mgh,) that
ha entered the fourth year: ($, Mgh, Msb :) or

a camel entering thefourth year: (M:) so called
because fit to be laden ($, Msb) and made use of;
(;) or because fit to be ridden; or because fit

for covering: (M:) the female is termed u

(, Mgh, Msb, IK,) and ._ also: (S, 1:) the pl.

(of Cd, Msb) is jiU. ($, Mgh, Msb, P) and (of

I ., Msb) j.i,, (Msb, ],) and the pl. pl., (s1,)

i. e. pl. of 3U., ($,) is .iJ., ($, a,) nnd some-
times -, (.Sli, TA,) or this is a pl. of !'_.

(TA: see 3.) Or so in the 1p, but it should

rather be " and,"] ,.* signifies A she-camel whone

teeth have fallen out by reason of metrme age.
.- .. -~

(- One says, 4i SJ t u meaning

t [I saw her wmhen he was] like a ~camel termed

L. in bigness. (TA.)--And [the pl.] JU. is

applied to The young one of trees: (TA:) and
particularly of the [species of mimosa termed]

IZc: (', TA :) as being likened to the camels
termed 3jUm.. (TA.) _ Also SThe time of year
in which a she-camel was covered in the preceding

year; ($,TA;) and so i"L: (TA:) or the

usual period of her gestation. (L in art. ..)

You say, i.. A ii1 c,3-1 tTle she-camel ar-

rived at the time of year in which the had been

covered in the preceding year: ($, TA:) and

V t. osC h .J1 signifies the same; or Ahe com-

pleted her period of getation, and oveopas~e by
some days the time of year in which she had besn
cowered in the preceding year, to complete tAe

formation of thefetus. (TA.) And 1J .jl.

She (a camel) ove~pasad the year without brin-.
ingforth. (As, S.) [See also the last sentence
but one in the explanations of 1 as an intrans.

verb.] - 4...W J.. A A: see {.

'~-: see d, in two places :- and A,.

also in two places : -and I1_..

il.. A receptacle of wood, (K., TA,) or of
ivory, or of some other material proper to be
cut, or staped out; (TA;) a receptacle for
perfume; (.lar p. 518;) [generally a snnaUround
box, used for unguents and perfumes &e.; and
applied also to a small cocoa-nut used as a box
for snuff &c.;] a thing well knovn: (fR:) [also

a receptacle for wine: (see j3.U, in art. yl :)]

pl. t ja., [or rnther this is a coll. gen. n., as is
indicated in the TA, and it is now used as a

sing., like " J,] and ji.., (8,K,) which latter

is pl. of aif~., (ISd, TA,) and ji. (S, K) and

2~. and [of pauc.] t.l, (],) which three

are pls. of J~. (TA.) - And t A wo,man; (K,
TA;) as being likened thereto. (TA.) _ See

also al,.

iL.: see . *J, voce J.. B See also

/, in three places.

'i~, in a horse, The quality of not seating:
(S,1 :) which is a fault. (TA.) - And, in
a horse also, The putting down the hind hoof
in the place [that has just before been that] of

the fore hoof: (?,*] :) which is also a fault.

(.) [See j..-.]

a... [app. pL of the act. part. n. ol-, like
Jo pl. of Qj14, &c.,] Persons who have recently

known, or been acquainted with, events, or affairs,

good and evil. (TA.) -And Persons establish-
ing a claim or claims. (TA.)

f ,L Adapted, dispoed, apt, meet, suited,

) uitable,fitted,fit, proper, competent, or worthy;

. syn. d ., (Sh, $, Mgh, Myb, V,) and ,oq;

(K ;) asalso & m., (Ibn-'Abbid, ',) and [some

1 say] t O ,: (8h, ,:Mgh, :) .I is said

to be of the measure Ji in the sense of' the

I
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measure J ; but accord. to the A, it is not
so, because its fem. is with ;; but is from the
supposed verb ^., and is like ~ from . ,

and ;.s from ;: and t .. signifies
[properly] rendered adapted &c.: (TA:) the pl.

of 3&.. is :i..2 ; and that of tV j_. is

Ojp". (?.) You say, - ^_ (Sh,S,

M 9b,lX) and ^o & '. (Sh, ,g) and ,t j..
(Ibn-'AbbMd, ]) [He is adapted, &c., for it;

or rworthy of it]. And to a woman, 1,; .l!

%iA, (A,TA) and ai)j iU·. and t?JJ! V .
[Thou art adapted, c., for such a thing and for
that thing; or worthy of it]. (TA.) And '-L ~J1

AS3 Cj,4 (A,Mgh) and V (A)'[Thou
art adapted, &c., for thy doing such a thing; or

worthy of doing it]. And l.i Jab X) 3sm-._
[He is adapted, &c., for his doing such a thing;
or worthy to do it]; ($ ;) in which case, O!J is

for 0~ (Mgh.) [And lA ~_ also signifies
Having a right, or just titli or claim, to such
a thing; entitled to such a thing.] It is said in
the £ur [vii. 103], 
j 'JI 9:1 dbl, meaning I am disposed [not] to say
[of God aught save] the truth: or, as some say,
I am vehemaItly desirous [that I should not say
&c.]; for, accord. to Aboo-'Alee, wj 1
lI means I am vehemently desirous of such a
thing: but one reading, that of Nfi', is 

Ji u.,,1 It is binding, or obligatory, or
incumbent, on me [that I should not say]. (TA.)

b,L. The essence of a thinxg as meaning that
by being which a thing is what it is; [or that in
being ichich a thing consists;] as when we say
that a rational animal is the k.1L. of a human
being: (KT:) or that by being which a thing
is what it is, considered with regard to its reality,
is termed ai.: considered with regard to its

individuality, 3~: and without regard thereto,
a,t : (KT, TA:) the ultimate and radical con-
sti&uent of a thing. (Myb,TA.) - [Also The
esence of a thing as meaning the property or
quality, or the aggregate of p opcrties or qualities,
whereby a thing is what it is; the esntial pro-
perty or quality, or the aggregate of the esiential
properties or qualities, of a thing; that which
constitutes the particular and distinguilshing
nature of a thing or of a genus or species;
i. q. 3.?$ : and] the truth, reality, or true or
real nature or state [or circumstances or facts,
the vemj nature, and the gist, and the pitAh,
mnarrow, or most esential part], of a case, or an
affair: pl. O..,: see 3. (TA.) One says,

4,p* 'i.' He arrived at [the knowledge
of] the truth, reality, or true or real nature or
state [&c.], of the case, or afair. (TA.) And
t ' JI signifies .. 951 aJ..; (., ];) as also
' I1 .i. (TA.) Hence the saying, ,.~ ..

,jj, si talii [When he Anew the truth,

reality, or true or real nature or state &c., of
the case, or affair, rom me, he fled]. (~, TA.)

And y j v a,tadl jIlj IW [When he smw
Bk. I.

the truth, &c.]. (TA.) ['iu; is often used as
meaning In truth, or tnduly; in reality, or really;
and in fact.] You say also, iA!1 ;. C;.
[I knew it with reality of nowledge]. (Meb in
art. ;S..) And Or'I 3!'J'. means Genaine
belief or faith; reality ofbdlif or faith. (TA.)
(And you say, iA j. :L IJ. This is a
thing hating no reality.] [Also A word, or
phrase, used in its proper or original, or in a
proper or an original, ~ens;] that wmiich it
constantly used according to its original applica-
tion; or a name for that whereby is meant what
it was [orig~nally] applied to denote; (TA;)

contr. of Jl.: (8, :) of the measure . in

the sense of the measure iacti, from ,JI 
signifying i'i: the ; is affixed for the conver-
sion of the word from an epithet to a subt.:
(TA:) [pl. as above]. [It is also called AiL.

#Jw, and ;J e..ii.; to distinguish it from what

is termed .i4 ; aa&., and 5s, · ,.., which is
A word, or phrase, so much uwed in a particular
tropical ense as to be, in that sense, convention-
ally regarded as proper; as, for instance, j.~s
in the sense of "just;" it beitg properly an
inf. n.] A ja., when much used, becomes
what is termed 1U. ·L. (Mz 24th t.)
[a;L.; means also A proper (opposed to a
tropical) signification.] I inii JI also signifies
X Tihat which, or those wlom, it is necessary for
one, or it behooveth one, to defend, or protect,
(S, L, g, TA,) of the people of one's house, (L,)
or such as the wife, and tie femnale neighbour,
and property, Jc.: (.Ham p. 181 ) pl. as above.
(L) You say, ai;L.JI U1_. ~ : t[Such a
one is the defender, or protector, of that which,
or those whom, it is necessary, &c., to defend,
or protect]. (S, TA.) [See also ;jtl. And see
an ex. of this signification, or of the next, in a
verse cited in p. 28e.] .Also tThe banner, or
standard: (S,], and .Ham ubi supra:) this being
included in the preceding meaning. (gam.)-
And t That which is sacred, or inviolable; that
which one is under an obligation to respect, or
honour. (TA.)

[i<L_. rel. n. of " , Essential, &c.]

,tL' [Of, or relating to, ,.JI as meaning
justnes, propriety, rightnes, correctnes, or
truth; &c.: and hence just, proper, &c.; like

J.. when used as an epithet: and of, or relating

to, .JI as meaning God:] a rel. n. from £b.JI,

like ~ from .JI. (TA.)

jti..b. . [A nightjourney to water] made
with labour or exertion or haste; (l ;) a also

Ol and 3; and so t JJ.. (TA.) [See
R. Q. 1.]

1. i. q. j>t [as used in the phraes 3j1G

3ij1_J1 and al .JI &cL, c.: see art 3. ]:
so in the phrase r,J 31, [Vehement hunger]:

(1:) occurring in a trad. of Aboo-Bekr: but
accord. to one reading, it is tjl OJI., without

teshdeed to the 3, from : all J1.., i-f. n. .
and 12., "trial, or trouble, beset him;" and
means the bestting of hunger: or it may mean
,JI t Sl. [besttinghunger]. (TA.) One says

also, , i . and J;1 it QA man

pesfect in manmli : and 12.11 jI. and t t

t1JI perfect in courage. (V,°TA.) And Az
relates that he heard an Arab of the desert say,
of a mark of mange, or scab, that appeared upon

a camel, .. JI {t. 3. I" [This is a mnst

sure, or a truth-telling, evid of gennine mange,
or scab]. (TA.) ~ Also The middle of the

head; (B,V ;) as also : (i:) andof the back

of the neck; as also * : (TA: [thus the latter
is there written, in this instance, with damm :])
and of the eye: (TA:) and of a road: (~,TA:)
and of winter. (v.) One says, y. . ~

J-?j;.,) and l .tj (V) He fell upon the
middle of his head: (;g :) and %iMI jIK,a
and U;,1 t* upon the middle of the back of
the neck. (TA.) And ';'. c1_ H,_ e, or
it, hit the middle of his eye. (TA.) And ,
JAl j HI He went upon the middle of ge road.

(1s, TA.) And -;-.1J 3'. , I came to
him in the middle of winter (P.) And I-

IS He is in straitne by reason of uch a thing.
(TA.)

31L: see 3i,;., in two places. [In the sense

in which it is there explained, its pL is 31g.;
and so in other senses; agreeably with analogy:
see the second of the sentence here following.]
-Also A severe calamity or aJliction, the hap-
pening of rhich is fixed, or establihd; and so
t· · ; (*;) which signifies also, [acording

to another explanation,] like t Li., [simply,]
a calamity; or a great, formidable, terrible, or
momentous, thing, or evnt: (Azs, :) and . .Q
~l. a want that befallUs, or hapn~, and is

severe, or distressing. (Msb.) -_ And iltJI [in
the ]ur lxix. I and 2] means The remmection:
(S, Mb, ]:) because in it shall be [manifest]
the true natures (3 ,.) of things, or actions;
or because in it shall be [or shall happen (BO)]

severe calamities (, 1 Ot;.); (Fr, 0, Bl, g ;)
namely, the reckoning and the recompensing:
(B4 :) or because in it things shall be surely known
(B4, Jel) which are denied; namely, the raising
of the dead, and the reckoning, and the recom.
pensing: (Jel:) or because including within its
sphere [all] the created beings. (Myb. [Several
other reasons are assigned; but these which I
have mentioned appear to be the most generallj

approved.]) - See also 3'., in two paisces.

~,, [comparative and superlative of .

You say, 1 j~1 p [He is more, and mot,
adapted, disposd, apt, meet, suited, suitable,fltted,
fit, proper, or competent, for such a thing; or
more, and mot, worthy, or desring, of it: and hse
ha a better, and tke best, ritht to suck a ting ;
or a mo just, and the most jwt, title or rlai,a
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to it; or he is more, and most, entitled to it]:
this phrase is used in two senses: first, as denoting
the posession of an exclusive right or tide, i. e.,
without the participation of another; as when

you say, lt.; j1 .jj Zeyd is entitled to his

property exclusirly of any other person: secondly,
as denoting the possession of a right or title in

participation with another person, but in a supe-

rior degree; as in the saying, Sty : j..-i _,1

.lqJ Ct, (M;b,) i. e. The woman that has not
a husband and is not a virgin [is more entitled
to dispo~ of herself than is her guardian];
(Mgh in art. ., ;) meaning that they participate
[in the right], but that her right is the stronger:
(Myb:) a saying of Molammad, in which the

,I1 is oppo~ed to the , for it is added that the
j is to be asked her permission: but one reading

substitutes S.1JI for.M,l. (Mgh ubi supra) In

the saying, in the ]ur [v. 106], j.1 WLjl:J

l J ,, it may be formed from i~ by

rejection otf the augmentative letters, so that the
meaning is, [Verily our testimony is] more deerv-

ing of being accepted [t/han the testimonty of them

two]: or it may be from 'a J. signifying
z., and so mean more true, or valid. (TA.)

Applied to a horse, That does not sweat.
($, ].) - And, likewise thus applied, That

puts down his hind hoof in the place [that has

just be/ore been that] of his fore hoof. (1S, g.)

[See ,a.]

Speaking truth; saying what is true;

(My ;) contr. of J : (1 :) or revealing, or

nanifesting, or showing, a truth, or a right or
due: or laying claim to a right [or to a thing

(see 4)] which is, or becomes, due to him. (Myb.)

'O ia, [in the CId, erroneously, J.,] applied
to speech, or language, ! Sound, or compact,

($, ]1, TA,) and orderly. (TA.) - And, applied
to a garment, or piece of cloth, t Firmly, or
compactly, woven, (S, 1, TA,) and figured with

the form of '. [pl. of .1., q.v.]. (TA.)

[ is often used as meaning A critical

judge in matters of literature.]

5ja_: see OC,, in six places.

J~, applied to cattle, Such as have not

brought forth, nor been milked (; i : [in

the C]5, erroneously, : .. .,l]), in the next
preceding year: (Ibn-'Abbad, 1 :) or whose first
and second milkuings are of bieatings. (A.tVt,
TA.)

°''. a.;i (in [some of] the copies of the

1K, erroneously, m , -, TA) A thrust, or
piercing, in which is no swerving from the right
direction. (9, A, 0, L, ~.)

,i-i : see

1. ,_, (9, A, M;b, ]~,) aor. ', (A, M,b, ]J,)

inf. n. i.J., (Mqb, TA,) It (a camel's urine)
became suppressd: and, elliptically, (Mb,) he

(a camel) mffered suppression of hils urine, (S,
M1b,) or had diffculty in staling, (A,15,) in

con~ ence of the preure of his . [or hind
girth] upon his #heath, (9, A, 1,) which some-
times kills the beast; as also t,..l. (TA.)

And 4..- She (a camel) suffered sunppresion
of her milk in consequence of the pressure of the

b upon her udder. (A.) - [Hence,] said
of rain, (IAr,L, Mqb,15,) &c., (1,) It was
delayed; (L, Msb;) was withheld; (IAr, L, 1 ;)
as also t _1. (TA.) And of a year (..e),

:Its rain mas withheld. (S,R,A.) And of a
mine, ! [It ceased to yield; or] nothing was

found in it; as also tV,_J .· (K, TA.) And
of a gift, or benefit, t It became little, or ceased.
(TA.) And of an affair, S It became perverted,
marred, or disordered, and impeded. (L.)-
See also 8.

4. J~,a. He girded a camel with a 
(S.) - He made a person to ride behind him
on the same beast; (A, TA;) as also *.am..:-1,
(A,) or *?,., q. v. (TA.)= See also 1, in
three places.

8. . Hc bound a a:eei behind [on his

camel or horse]; (Az, TA;) as also t 1 :
(Ham p. 289:) he bound anything behind the

[camel'sr saddle called] Ja. or ,3: (I:) he
put on, or conveyed, a Ze. behind him on his

horse [or camel]; as also ' a.: (Msb:) he
carried, or conveyed, a thing behind him [on
his beast]; as also V ". :.- 1: and he made a
person to ride behind him on the a 5 .a . (TA.)
See also 4. - [Hence,] , .l and * A-1
(S,A, ]) ? He bore, or took upon himself the
burden of, (S, A,) a thing, (S,) good, or evil;
(A;) syn. A.: (S, A:) and laid it up for

the future; (A, 1];) namely, good, or evil:

(A:) for a man [as it were] bears his actions,
and lays them up for the future [to be rewarded
or punishea for them]. (TA.) And hence, .

.r lI (S, Msb) t [He bore, or took upon him-

elf the burden of, the sin; or] he committed
the sin: as though it were a thing perceived by
the senses, which he bore or carried [behind
him]: (Msb:) or as though he collected it into

a mass, and conveyed it behind him [as a

aL'..] ($)
10: see 4 and 8; the latter in three places.

t , (A, Msb, ],) or ' _, (S,) or the

latter also, (A, Msb, 1,) i. q. ja; (S, A, Msb,
t.K, and Bd in xviii. 59;) [as meaning] A long

time: (Bdi lb.:) and the former, ($,) or both,
(A, Mqb, 1K,) eighty years; (9, A, Mqb, ]:, and
Bd ubi supr ;) as some say: (Msb and Bd:)
or more: ($, A, 15 :) or, as some say, seventy:

r (Bd:) and a year; (A,1V;) as also a.h.:
t (,A, A,1:) or years: (A, 1. :) pl. of the former

t.ui. [a pl. of mult.], (9, TA,) and of the latter,
(S,1TA,) or former, (Mqb,) or of both, (TA,)

..1A (9, A, Myb, ]5) and .! [both pls. of
pauc.]. (Az, .)

a A carml's hind girth; the girth that is
)nest to the flank: (A, ] :) or a rope with which
) a camelt saddle is bound to his belly, (9, A, Myb,
* ,) net to thei ath of his penis, in order that

the fore girth may not draw it forward (9, TA)
nor hurt him, (TA,) or in order that the saddl
may not shift forward to his witAers: (MIb:)

pl. h (Mib.) - And A cord with which the

4 .;_ is boun. (ISh, TA.) - See also U.

In excellent she-camels, Smallnesm, or &ndr-
nes, of the fank, with tenmeneu, orJfirmn , of
the skin of those parts: a quality approved. (Az,
TA.)

,e_~: see ~m..

iLb. A periodf time, (A, Mb, K,) undefined:

(A, 1]:) accord. to some, i. q. .L.: (Msb:) see

this latter: pl. ~ (8, 1) and :;_.. (1·.)

,tli A thing to whaich a woman hangs orna-

ments, and which she binds upon her waist; as

also t~: (1 :) an ornamented thing which a
woman binds upon her waist: (S:) accord. to

Az, like the ec, except that the latter has dif-

ferent-coloured threads. (TA.) - A thread, or

string, that is bound upon the waist of a child to
avert the evil eye. (Az, 1].) .- The whiteness that

appears at the root of the nail. (S.)

l *X;_L A bag, or receptacle, (A, TA,) in which

a man puts his traveling-provinu:; (TA;) and
any other thing that is conveyed behind a man [on
his beast]: (A [accord. to which this is a proper
signification]:) wvhat the rider convteys behind
him: (MF [accord. to whom this is utropidal
significatiom, from the same word in the last of
the senses mentioned belo, ] :) what is borne, of
goods or utensil or the like, upon the horse, behind
the rider: (Mob [accord. to which, also, this is
tropical] :) anything that is bound at the hinder

part of the [camel's saddle called] J. or of the

[saddle called] .Fj: (K :) what is put behind

the J.;: they used to put the coats of mail be-

hind their Jl.j, in the [reccptacles called] o'o,

that they might put them on in cae of war; (Ijam
p. 458:) a thing like a aL O, [a covering for a
camel'r back,' of two hinds; namely, that of the

[cloth called] J~, , which is hollowed out, so as

to admit the upper part of the camel's hump;

and that of the [saddle called] wJ, which is be-
hind: 1Sh says that it (the ae-..) it plaed upon
the hinder part of the camel, benemth the two

hinder curoed piecas of wood of the ;: (TA:)
a S;j [or hind of pad, or stuffed thing,] placed

at the hinder port of the .A: (':) pl. 4 ;..
(s, A.) You say, :.; t eUe d f hit L-].

(A.) And a;._,J ~ .u - .,e ! He made him

to ride behind him on the 4.J (TA.)_
[Hence,] tA thing [of an ideal kind] that one
takaes upon himself, or lays up for the future [to

be rewarded or punished for it]. (A.) You say,
:,' Z . J I t[He took upon himelf a bur-

den of evil: as though he bound it behind him:

see 8]. (A,TA.) And lo3.. 'e. ' [Piet

is the best thing that ons can tahe pon himself,
and lay up for the future to profit thereby]. (A,
TA.) - [Hence also, accord. to the A, which I
follow in marking this signification as tropical,

I I
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but aooord. to the M;b and to MF it is the pri-
mary signification,] IThe hinder parts, or pot-
terors, (A, Mlb, MF, TA,) of a woman, (A,
M9b,) and ofa man: (TA:) pl. asabove. (Msb.)

o80 in the phrase il"Jl W. Large, (A,) or
prominnt, (TA,) in the posteriors. (A, TA.)

t; A camel nsfering suppression of his
rbine: (MNb:) and tJ.; [signifies the same;

or] a camel Aaoing difficUlty in staling, in conse-
qunce of the pressure of hits [or hind girth]
upon his sheath, which sometimes kills him. (A,
TA.) And the former, A man who is caused to
hurry by the isnuing of his urine: (Msb:) or
who requires to go to the privy (Msb, TA) for the
diJeharge of his urine, (Msb,) [or to evacuate his
bowels,] and does it nrt until he stdjers consti-
pation: (M9b,TA:) or one suffering constipation.
(Mpb.) [See an ex. voce tl...]

_1! A wild ass having a whiteness in the
belly: (] :) or wrrlite in the part where the hind
girth (.7i) wsould be placed: (A, ]:) the
former is the more approved meaning: (TA:) or
a ild ass; so called because white in the flanks:
(s:) fem. i.L: (S, A:) pl. _, . (A.)_
Ablo :.'i A ijU [or small isolated mountain],
($,1g,) slender, (TA,) rising high into the sky,
(, I,) of whicL the flanks, or middle parts,
(V~'J1,) are enveloped by the mirage (1,

so in the ] accord,. to the TA), or by dust (.,4F,
accord. to the Cg and a MS. copy of the 1O): or
ti, (1g,) or --;,. !t, (TA,) signifies a ;jU
having, in its middle part, dust of a whitish hue

(jsl), with ;ai [app. meaning a mixture of
blachness and ,whiteness] of the rest. (15, TA.)

's. nfBade to ride behind another on the
same beast. (S.) - Bound upon the [ _i. or]

,.3.. (l(am p. 289.) -The fox: (1K:) so
called because of the whiteness of his belly.
(TA.)

i-.* One who makAs another to ride be/hind
him on the same beast. (1.) - HIence, in a trad.,

!) J-6 ' tHe iwho makes his religion
to follow that of others, rwithout evidence, proof,
or consideration. (TA.)

1. v u.& , (S, A, L, Mb,,) aor. :; and

*Ls , aor. ,; inf. n. (of the former, ., or of
both, L, TA) .u~, (S, L, Msb,1 K,) or this is a
simple subet., (L,) and (of the former, L, or of
both, TA) *,.I. (L, K) and (of the latter, 8, L)
'._ (8, L, g) and [app. of both, or perhaps this

is a simple subst.,] ;,i ; ((;) and t..; ;
(L, ;) [and l.:ial; (see _..;)] He bore
rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite, (J',)
against him; (S, L;) he hid enmity, and violent
hatred, against him in his hart; (Msb ;) he re-
tained, or held fast, enmity against him in his
heart, watching for an opportunty to indulge it or
exercie it (A, L, ]) ~peedily. (A.) [Accord. to
the A, this signification is from the one here next
following.] - ,s. , (IAr, A, L,) or j-,, (,,)
inf. n. .s_; (L;) and ?t.il, (IAAr, A, L,) and

_=. -ji

t :.l, (1],) or both these augmented forms;
(TA;) It (a mine) ceased to yield anything;
(IAgr, L, 1 ;) or yielded nothing: (A:) and
it (rain) withheld itslf. (IA#r, L,15.)_ , ~s .,

(1g, TA,) inf. n. a ; (TA ;) or ,.au_; (C1 ;)
or t?.i..I; (so in a MS. copy of the ]g;) She
(a camel) becamnefuU offat. (V.)

4. .M1 . He, (a person, 8, L,) or it, (a thing,
L,) cawused him to bear rancour, maleolence, ma-
lice, or spite, (;C A ,) [against another;] (?, L;)
[caused him to hide enmity, and violent hatred,
in his heart; (see 1;)] caused him to retain, or
hold fast, enmity in his heart, watching for an
opportunity to indulge it or czercise it [speedily].
(L, K.)_ -im.l, intrans.: see 1, in two places.
- lj_l They sought to obtain onumthingfrom
a mine and found it not. (S, 1: copied by J from
a book, but not heard by him.)

5: see 1.

6. 1 .l&3 [They bore mutual rancour, ma-
levolence, malice, or spite; they hid mutual en-
mity, and violent hatred, in their hearts; (see 1 ;)]
they retained, or held fast, mutual enmity in their
hearts, watching for opportunities to indulge it or
exercise it speedily. (A.)

8: see 1, in two places.

°.i (S, A, L, Msb, 1) and *].ki. (L, 1])
Rancour, malevolence, malice, or pite; syn.
'"-; (S, A, L;) concealtent of enmity, and

violent hatred, in the heart; (Msb;) retention of
enmity in the heart, with watchfulnesw for an op-
portunity to indulge it or exercise it [speedily:
see 1]: (L, :) pl. of the former ;U1 [a pl. of
pauc.] (, A, L, Myb, 10) and sjL. (A, L, 1)
and (of the latter, L) ' .. (L, 1g.)

.. : see %.R..

;,m. (S, A, L, 1K) A man [very rancorous,
malevolent, malicious, or spiteful; wont to hide
enmity, and violent hatred, in his heart;] mont
often, or to a great degree, to retain, or holdfast,
enmity in his heart, watchingfor opportunities to
indulge it or exercise it [peedily]. (L, 1].)

.j.: see .m..

31;. (A, L) and t._m (Ham p. 516) [Bear-
ing rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite; hiding
enmity, and violent hatred, in the heart;] re-
taining, or holding fast, enmity in the heart, and
watchingfor an opportunity to indulte it or eer
cise it [speedily]; applied to a man; (L;) and in
like manner to a heart, as also t i~: . (A.)

/a, Origin; syn. J.-l; (IAr;) i. q. j.;
() and ., and .; (TA.) 

ew _.~ A man [against whom rancour,
malevolence, malice, or spite, is borne; against
whom enmity, and violent hatred, are hidde in
the heart ;] against whom enmity is retained in
the heart, or hearts, with watchfulne~.for an op-
portunity to indulge it or ezercise it ~dily.
(A.)

'-....: s ..
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1. ji., aor. ', inf n. ;U_j. (s, A, Mb, V) and
.f.; (TA;) and ji., aor.,, inf. n. ;. and

Fi_; (15, TA;) He, or it, wat, or became,
contemptible, despicable, mean, paltry, abject,
ignominiou, bas, or vile, (., A, M9b, ,) and
held of no weight or ~orth. (Myb.) And .

vu, (TA,) or , (so in a copy of the A,)
and t,1_3J, (1V,) He, or it, was, or beame, con-
temptible, de~icable, mean, paltry, &c., in my
eye. (1,* TA.) And . ^l t,3;LW.3 He (lit.
his spirit, or soul, or his own self,) became con-
temptible, &c., in his own estimation. (., TA.)
You say also, 1,i; ii ,;i. [May he be con-
temptible, or despicable, and beget no children]:
(A, TA:) a form of imprecation. (TA.) And

j ji. [in which the latter word is an imitative
sequent, or a corroborative: see e *]. (TA.)
And ij.' i,;p' Thou lhat become very con-
temptible, despicable, mean, paltry, &c.; syn.

-a;i ,_ . ;w (]-) _ ;[-, (S, A, Mb, J,)
aor. , (Msb, ],) inf n. sa.; (15, TA;) and

t, ;., (A,) inf. n. e;i;; (1;) and *j ,
(8, A, Mob, ],) and t.:i ..; (., A, ] ;) He
contemned, or depied, him, or it; held him, or
it, to be contemptible, desicable, mean, paltry,
abject, ignominious, base, or vile, (., A, Mqb, ]V,
TA,) and of no weight or worth. (Myb.) [Henoe,]
.e,,. '.~ d [He who is contemnaed, or de~ed,
is prohibited, or debarred, from what is good]: a
prov. (A.)

2. e , inf. n.pi3: see 1. Also He, or
it, made him to be contemned or despised, con-
temptible or despicable, mean, paltry, abject,
ignominious, base, or vile. (TA.) - Also, (A,
1,) inf. n. as above, (., A, 1,) said of a noun,
(A,) and of speech, (1.,) i. q. ,.. [He made it
(namely, a noun,) diminutive in form: and he
used the diminutiveform in it; namely, speech].

6: see 1, in two places.

8: see l.

10: see 1.

.a_: see ;!,.

ii, a simple subst., Contempt. (Myb.)

iy.f : see ;iM..

j*e. Contemned or de~pised, contemptible or
despicable, mean, paltry, abject, i~nminiow,
base, or vile, (g, A, Msb,) and held of no weight
or teorth; (Mqb;) as also V and a h :
(I, TA:) or these two signify weamk: or of m an,
or ignoble, origin. (],.) You say also .i · i_,
(A,) using the latter word as an imitative sequent,
(. and 15 in art. jL,) or as a corroborative.
(TA.)

U_i. (., A, Myb, 1) and t l and ,

(1,) all of which are inf. ns., (TA,) and t Lt1
and , i;JU. (1) and i j;, (8,:, ) Contept-
iblen, depa , m aneu, paltrina, ab-
jectnmss, ignomiousu, basness, or l~ s:
(., A, Mlb, ]:) [or the last rather signifies a
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cause of contemptibleness &c.; being similar to

and &Ct.,&. :] you say, ; ir. z tl j
JAj i. e. ;,U._ [or rather This thing is a cause of
contemptibleness cc. to thee]. (s.)

j_. at. part. n. of .j, Contemning, de-
piing, d&c. (A.) You say, >U ;31. g [using
the last word as an imitative sequent, or a corro-
borative: see .e ]. (A.)

,., see

;.t,,tJ The Fourth Heaven. (K~.)

sy~_u: see *;li_, in two places.

1 .2 Small tins; syn. ;Si s: (`9,]:) but

this is an application proper to the law; for the
[pagan] Arabs knew not 3ir. nor ;t.: or,
accord. to the writers on strange words, it signi-
fies actions which a man contemns, or despises,
or holds in light estination, even if great sins.
(MF.)

L .: see what follows.

I;, (IDrd, $, 1g,) and ,3 4, but the
former is the more chaste, (IDrd,) and the latter
is mentioned by none but IDrd, (IKh,) and

t*4 , (g,) The [bird called] .1j! [i.e. attagen,
francolin, heath-cock, or rail: but see this last

Arabic word]: (]5:) or the male of the C: I:

(~,]~:) but IF says, I do not think it correct:
(TA:) fem. LiUj~. (-.)

1. J; ., aor. ', inf. n. J I, It (a thing)
was, or became, curved, bent, or winding. (Mb.)
j_. also signifies A gazelle's being in the

condition denoted by Ithe part. n.] it,, in the
phrase t. . *, which see below. (Ibn-
'Abbbd, 1].)

12. JJ,.I, said of sand, and of the J [or
moon when, being near the sun, it shows a
narrow rim of light], (8, 1,) and of the back,
(],) or of anything, such as the back of a camel,
(L,) It u acurred, bent, or winding, (, L,1,)
and long. (L, 1.)

im. A curving, or winding, tract of sand:
(9, Mgh, Mb, 1:) pl. [of pauc.] jlC (.,
Mgb, O) and [of mult.] Jtl; (.1, 1) and :,

(O,L,]g,) and pl. pl. j1& and U_, (g,)

the former of these two being pl. of J'l or
of J%.;, (L, TA,) but the latter of them, accord.
to the 0, is a pl., not a pl. pl.: (TA:) or a hap,
or hilt, of sand, that As asummed a bowed
form: (IDrd, TA:) or a curving, or winding,
thin tract of sand: ([ar p. 51:) or a great,
round tract of sand: (Ibn-'Arafeh, y:) or an
oblong, elevated tract of sand: (Fr, ]:) or

..stL.Vl applies [particularly] to certain oblong
tracts of sand in the region of Eh-Shi.r: (g,0
TA:) accord. to J, [in the 9,] to the country of
'Ad. (TA.) - Also The lower, or lowest, part
of a tract of sand, and of a mountain, and of a
walU. (o, L, T.)

h1C. A gazelle [lying] bent together, or
curled, (A 'Obeyd, $, Mgh, Myb, I~,) like a
,.U- of sand, (Az, Sgh, 1],) in his leep,
(A 'Obeyd, ,,) or in consequence of a wround
.c.: (Msb :) or lying upon his breast on a
_Ai of sand: (IAVr,lK:) or, as some say,
upon, or at, tite lo,er, or lowest, part of a a..
(Mgh.)

.. A camel lank in the belly. (ISh, ].)

J;_
3. 1J~%A. [inf. n. of ;J1.] The eUlling of

seed-produce in the ear for the grain of wheat:
($, M, Mgh, $gh, Msb, 1 :) or the selling of
seed-produce wrhile in growth, before it appears
to be in a good state: or the making a bargain,
or contract, with another, for labour upon land,
on the condition of his receiving a third, or a
fourth, or les, or more, of the produce: or the
hiring of landfor the grain of nwheat: (M, Mgh,
$gh, !:) or the buying of seed-produce while
in growthfor the grain of wheat. (Mgh.)

4. Ji.! It (seed-produce) became such as is
termed Ji., q. v.: (9,1 :) or put forth its

itad. (Mgh.)_ -. fl ', ; . The land became
in the condition of having nhat is termed j.
(, TA.)

Q. Q. L lJ3 , inf. n. n J;,. and 3jli, for
which latter some say I3., He (an old man)
became aged, and languid in respect of the
venereal faculty: (S :) or W . signifies the
lacking ability to exercie the venereal faculty,
(sg,) accord. to Az, on the occasion of o~ne's
having his bride brought to him. (TA.) -
iWb. also signifies The being weary, and weakh
(I.) _- The state of sleeping. (1.) - The act,

0.a

or state, of retrograding, or declining; syn. jt.b.
( -.) An old man's resting, or staying, his
hands upon his waist. (Q.) - The walking
quickly, and writh short steps. (g.) ~ And

cs-, (TA,) in . a. L ., (V, TA,) He im-
peUed, or re?/ed, him, or it; syn. s. (],
TA.) --- al.. [inf. n. of J,] also signifies

# I .1 , . -. 
The saying a 1 '~i i .' J 1'9; (TA in art.

JU._;) i. q. A . 0/~ in that art.)

A.. Sedroduce Aen its leaves have branched
forth, ($, M, Msb, V,) and become apparent
and numerous, (M, g,) before its stalks have
become thick: ( :) or when its shoots have come
forth near together: or as long as it is green:
(M, g :) or of which the head hau come forth.
(Lth, L in art. tA.) _- And Land nsch as is

termed C:!; L e. land in which are no trees:

(Mqb:) or good Ci: n. un. with ;: ( :) or
a good t1 in which one sons; as also with :

(I :) or a place that haw never been sown; and
so, accord. to some, with ;: (TA:) whence,

(1,) it is aid in a prov., ($,) 41 X l i

iiLJI [Nothing but the good seed-plot producs
the herb]: (9, ] :) said to be applied to a base
saying proceding from a base man: [or it means,
as the father, so is the son: (Freytag's Arab.
Prov. ii. 516:)] but I8d says that ~li_JI is not
known; and he thinks that the 5 is added in
order to make it accord with _.LIi1; or that it
means a wortion of what is terned Ja.: (TA:)
the pl. is J,m.. (Mgb.)

JU1_. A tiller, or cultivator, of land. (TA.)

~lj~. An old man, who is languid in respect
of the venereal faculty: or an aged man, ab-
solutely: and a man who is weary. (TA.).
See also what next follows.

'iW^ A soft, orJlaccid, penis; ($, ;) as

also *t j.i.: (TA:) or the latter signifies
[simply] a penis: (1K:) the former, accord. to
Abu-l-Ghowth, signifies the penis of an old man
who is languid in respect of the enereal faculty:
some of those of post-classical times pronounce
it with J. (S.)-A flask, or bottle, (jUti,)
with a long neck, usd by the water-carrier:
(1 :) app. formed by substitution [of 3 for L,]
from a4.. (TA.)

-.- sing. of J1~ , (TJ,) which signifies
Place of seed-produce; syn. (: but
in some copies, in the place of jI,l? and

we find J!3.l; and js) [See an
ex. voce am:.]

1. "d~, nor. ' and , (1K,) inf. n. '>., (TA,)
i q. . [as meaning He confined it; kept it
in; prevented it from escape; retained, re-
strained, or withheld, it]; (k ;) as also l,
(as in some copies of the K,) or t &'a-i; (as in
other copies and in the TA ;) but see, in what
follows, what is said of this last in the ?. (TA.)

_ .;, X d. (.8, Mgh, 10) .*a ~, ~,)
aor. !, ($,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) lie collected
the milk in te skhin, ($, Mgh,) and poured fresh
milk upon that which was curdled, or thick, or
upon that which was churned: ( :) or ie poured
the milk into the shin, [and kept it therein] that
its butter might come forth. (V.) And >i

;tJ ~ ;1, aor. !, in£ n. as above, HZe collected
the water in the skin. (Mpb.) - .jll k_,
(Ks, 8, M,) or "d, (Mgh, Mob,) He kept in,
or retained, (M, Mgh, Mqb,) and collected, (Mgh,
Mqb,) the urine, (M,) or his urine: (Mgh, Mb:)
one should not say V °;,il; (Ks,;, M;) nor
should one say [of the urine] g ,Lm. (M.)

r-M Oam;., (9,Mgh, Mb, V,) and J. , 'i .,

(TA from a trad.,) t He pre~ented, orforbade, the
shedding of his blood, (, Mgh,TA,) and the dlay-
ing him; (TA;) [he spared his blood, or forbore to
shed it;] i.e., (Mgh,) he saved him (Mgh,V)fvm
dlaughter (O) when it had become lawful to day

him; from tl 'im.; (Mgh;) contr. of s ;
as though he collected his blood in him, and did
not pour it forth. (Myb.)..-- j ;L '_. tHe
preserved [the lhtre of his face; meaning kis

1
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honour, or reputation]. (TA.)--tih).. ' _

(s,/ Mgh, Mqb, 1*) Hie administered to the
ck person what is termed ~, i. e. [a clyster,]

a medicine put into a a-~; (Mgh;) he con-

teyed medicine into the inside of the sick person
by his anus ( & w) ith the LA . (M9 b.)
See also 8.

4. C>iot He collected different sorts of milk
[in a skin, old and fresh,] to become good. (IC.)
- See also 1, in two places. 

5. %'11 . The camels became full in
their insdes. (TA.)

8. 'r-~I as a trans. v.: see 1. ~ Also It

(blood) collected in the inside in consequence of a
spear-wound, or stab, or the like, penetrating
thereinto. (TA.).-And lie (a man) adminis-
tered to himself, or had administered to him,

a [or clyster]: (S,* Mgh, Mb :) or he (a
sick man) made use of the L~ in consequence of
suppresion of his urine. (1K.) The sayin,g O.!

d~1 .;JI.. l [meaning The child had its

mother's milk administered to it as a clyster] is far-

fetched: and ', i is not allowable: the riglht

expression is v >; or :.Jl, CJ. . (Mgh.)

- And KL JI :., ! The b,j [i. e. meadow,
or gardemn,] had its sides elevated toAL; o;
[above the rest of it]: so says AHn: in the g,

%W,ly g$ [above the depressed, or the best, or

most fruitful, part of it: in the CK, ltl ].
(TA.)

C.A.-: sce

L;~ A pain in the belly: pl. thb.Sl. (IAar,l.)

;- The administration of a medicine to a
sick person by his anus; (TA;) [i. e. the ad-
ministration of a clyster;] thc conveyance of a
medicine to the inside qf a sick person by his

anus with tlhe i~ . (Msb.) And hence,

(Mqb,) [A clyster;] a medicine so administered

to a sict person: (, Mgh, Msb, K:) pl. 'J..
(Msb.) - And, by extension of the meaning,

The tube o.f a a'i... (Mgh.)

eh Confined, kept in, preventedfrom escape,

retaincd, restrained, or withheld; as also ' ..
(1g.) - And, as a subht., (S,) Jfilk collected in
a skin, (S, IF, Msb,) when fresh milk has been
poured upon that which has becone curdled, or
tiick, or upon that tchich has been churned.

(S, TA.) Hence the p,ov., eWI ? ¥;i 
i.e. ;jll; [The milk collected in the skin, &c.,
has disallowed tle excuse;] (A'Obeyd, S, TA;)
applied to him who excuses himself when having
no [real] excuse: (TA:) originally said by a

man who asked some people to give him milk
to drink, upon their excusing themselves while
they had milk which they had collected in a
skin; meaning, this ~ belies you. (A'Obeyd,
TA.)

· l. A man keeping in, or retaining, and

collecting, his urine; from " meaning "milk

collected in a skin :" (IF, Msb :) [sufferingfromn
retention of the urine:] having urine that dis-
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tresses [by its quantity]: (9, TA:) having muckh

urine retained and collected: (Mgh:) and ''a.
signifies the same. (TA.) Hence the saying,

(Mgh, TA,) in a tral., (TA,) 'j9 CoJ SL; 9

Lji-. 93 ,&J.. (S, Mgh, TA') No counsel, or

advice, is possible to one who has much urine
retained and collected, nor to one suffering sup-
pression of the feces, nor to one who is pinched
by a tight boot. (Mgh, TA.*) - [Collecting
grease, or melted grease, in a askin.] You say,

1JUKI~; tI I ama person skilled

in it; because such a onc does not collect the
3JIl in a skin until he knows that it has cooled,

lest the skin should be burnt. (1].) - t A moon

a little after or before the change (j$a) having

its two extremities elevated, and its back decum-
bent. (K.) Hence the saying, '. .A lj

t. J4J. 'h. t [A Jj. erect (here meaning
nearly erect) is better, or more auspicious, than

a J)& decumbent]. (A, TA.) [See also jI.]

Jla.JI Tte stomach; (.K;) an epithet in which

the quality of a subst. is predominant; because
it retains, or collects, the food: (TA :) and the
pit between each collar-bone and what is termed

j.-1I1 . [explained in art. -*., q. v.]; (AA,

S, 1 ;*) the two together being termed [the]

Qt,te_.: (AA, S:) the pit of each collar-bone:

(T, TA:) the part between the collar-bone and
the neck: (TA:) or the lower part of the belly:

(S,.K :) pl. X.?lJt. (T,TA.) [See also Wlatl.]

Hence, (.R,) it is said in a prov., :l-_ *v;
;~:1; , (S, K,) i. e. [I willassuredly conjoin] the

lower part of thy belly with the upper part
thereof: or the part of thy belly that retains, or
collects, the food, with the lower part of thy belly,
and with thy knees. (TA.) The il31l is [also

said to be] the extremity of the ,.* [or wind-

pipe]: and hence the saying attributed to 'Aisheh,
that the Prophet died [with his head] between

her al;. and her ;.is. (S.)

A skin in which milk is collected;
fresh nilk being poured into it upon that which
is curdled, or thick, or upon that which has been
churned: (S:) or a skin into which milk is
poured, [and in nwhich it is kept,] that its butter
may come forth. (.K.) - And A funnel with
which the milk is poured into the skin: (Az, K :*)
or a funnel which is put into the mouth of a
skin, into which one then pours wine, and water.
(TA.)

[*a..~ alpp. sing. of '3t_ as used in the

following sayinlg; like as ". is sing of J.t~. .]
L,i ,,Q,t M lay God bless

your seed-produce and your progeny. (TA.)

;Li. The thing with which a L~ [or clyster]

is administered; (Mgh, Msb;) being a leathern
pouch,furnished with a tube. (Mgh.)

I X1 One who retains his urine, and, when
he discharges it, dischlarges much: (,] :) applied
by ISd peculiarly to a camel. (TA.)

see. .X

1. Ali., [aor. ,] inf. n. ._, He, or it, hit,

or hurt, his ,L. [i. e. waist, or flank]. (.) -
Also, said of water, It reached up to his ~.

(Fr,TA.)~i sm' He (a man, $) was, or became,
affected with the pain of the belly termed _**.:
(, l :) and, inf. n. i_., [which, as well as the
part. n. j_., suggests that the verb ia s" , like

, though it is said in the CV, to be like Lvf,]

he had a complaint of his .: (CV, but want-
ing in MS. copies of the :) or t,LrJ has
this latter meaning. (So in a copy of the V.)

5: see above.

_ aving a complaint of his . (C. ,
bnt wanting in MS. copies of the l.)

*:. The waist; syn. y : ( :) [or] tho
place (in the side, TA) where the [waist-wrapper

called] j!4 is bound; (9, M9 b, YE, TA;) i. e.
(Msb) the flank; syn. ;1, (A 'Obeyd, Mqb,

TA,) or 5AA.: (V,:) there are two [parts],
called together 0Clyj_: (A'Obeyd, TA:) and

the [waist-wrapper itself that is caUlled] j'i; (e,
M, Msb, K ;) because it is bound upon the [part
of the body called] j.; (Mb,* TA;).as also

;.;L (Ml,I;) which MF asserts to be also

a var. of _ as syn. with *r '; of the dial.
of Hudheyl: and in the 1 is here added, or the

place of the tying thereof; as also ,'~ and

,;ti_.; [the latter written in the CV .1a;; but

said in the TA to be like , .; ;] whereas this
is the primary signification: (TA:) pl. (of pauc.,
S,TA) j_t1, (. , Myb,,) originally .1l, (S,

I ~~~~~~~~~I,
TA,) and .U-l1 (1]) and (ofmult., ., TA) j.r.,

(S, Msb, K,) [originally l.,] of the measure

J , (S,) like ,l, (Myb,) and ftim., (Myb,

K,) which is pl. of ·j_ and of 3,., as well as
syn. with the latter in a sense pointed out above.
(TA.) Hence, .*.t.. t He had recourse

to him for refuge, protection, or preseration.
(TA.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce .]

- t The part of an arrow which is the place ,f
the feathe,s: (.:) or the slender part of the
hinder portion, next the feathers; (9, TA;) or,
as in the A, below the feathers. (TA.)- A
ruqged place elevated above a torrent; (M, ,
TA;) pl. .;li_: (]:) or tany place which a

water-course reaches: (An, TA:) and * e_
signiffies t the like of the [elevated piec of ground
termed] 4. , but higher, upon which the animals
of prey preserve themselvs from the torrent;
and its pl. is :I.. (TA.) Accord. to En-Nadr,

t An elevated piece of ground; an acclivity;

pl. a1.l and _.: accord. to Z, t the [or

lowest part, or face, &c.,] of a mountain: (TA :)

also : [each of] the trewo sid of a 4i [or long
mountain traversed by a road; or a part of a
mountain that requires one, in traversing it, to
ascend and descend; &c.]: (1, TA:) Lth says

that when you look at the head of a 4 of a

tresses 

[by its quantity]: ($, TA:) haivinq much

urine 

regained and collected: (Mgh:) and He, or it, hit,

1. 

[aor. 2J inf. n.

Bignifies 

the same. (TA.) Henoe the ty,.n�, .6 '

1 

t or hurt., his -0- [i. e. waist, or fiank]. (XL.)

(Mgh, 

TA,) 

in a tmd., (TA,) '93 C0t-J k£15 ')' Also, eaid of water, It reached up to his

t�jia. 

93 Mgh, TA*) No counsel, or (FrTA.)� He (a man, �) was, or Ucamog

advice, 

is pouible to one who has much urige 4ffected with the pain of the belly 1~

retained 

and collected, nor to one #m (�, lkC:) and, inf n. "' , [which, u well u the'

Prenion 

qf thd feca, nor to one who is ched

part. 

n. jo., like

Pin 

suggests that the verb is

by 

a iiqhg boot. (Mgh, TA.*) - [Coliecting - , 0

vi, 

though it is said in the CV, to be li�e

greue, 

or melted greue, in a shin.] You say, L01.'0

ZL 

am a petson skUkd he had a complaint of his *i.: (CV, but want-

tn 

it; �e�ause sujh a one does not collect the ing in MS. wpies of the V:) or *,,b.3 has

33W 

in a skin until he knowtl that it has ~led, this latter meaning. (So in a wpy of the V.)

lest 

the skin should be burnt. (1�.) - t A moon 5 see above.

a 

little after or before the change (j'j&) harinq

R3 

two extremities elevated, and ift baih decum- i- Havinq a COmPIdint of hift-4 . (cl�,

bent. 

(1�.) Hence the Baying, j-;k& bitt0wanting in MS. wpies of the lip.)

�4 

t [A J19& erect (here meaning The waist ; syn. (g:) [or] tho

ly 

cie;t) ls'better, or more auspicious, than place (in the side, TA) where the [waist-wrapper

a 

J'j& decumbent]. (A, TA.) [See also 'i called] jfjt is bound; Mqb, YE,0 TA;) i. e.

Tlte 

stomach; (1�;) an epitlict in which (Mqb) the Pnk; syn. (A'Obeyd, Mqb,

the 

quality of a subst. is prodomiiiant; because : (IS:) there are two [pwul,

it 

retains, or collects, the food: (TA :) and tito called together (A'Obeyd, TA:) and

pit 

between each collar-bone and what is termed

the 

[vvaist-nwapper it&eV that is called] jtjta

jjQI 

[explained in art. La., q. v.]; (AAp M, Mqb, K;) because it is bound upon the [part

1� 

;*) the two together bein- termed [the] of the body called] (M#b,OTA;).as also

Qt�ite�: 

(AA,S:) the pit of each collar-bone. (bl, V;) which MF amrts to be also

(T,iA:) 

tite part between the collar-bone and

the 

neck: (TA:) or tite lower part of the bdilly: a var. of as syn. with CA£1 ; of the dial.

pL 

J01j;;J1. (TJA.) [See also of Hadheyl: and in the 1�. is here added, or the

1 

thereof' as also

i, 

Puce Of the tying .vi~ and

Hence, 

(1�,) it is said in a prov., '!�j 1-;�. 1� [the latter written in the CV, Uo�; but

i. 

e. [I will assuredl; conjoin] the said in the TA to be like whereas this

loiver 

pai.t of thy belly ivith the upper part

is 

the primary signification: (TA:) pl. (of pauc.,

thereof: 

or the part of tliy belly titat ietains, or a 0

collects, 

thefood, witli the lomei. part of tity belly, S, TA) �.1 Mql), ]�,,) oiiginally

and 

with thy knees. (TA.) The .11S11 is [also TA,) and ' U�.1 (]g) and (of mult., g, TA) Lo~p

said 

to be] the extremity of the [or wind- Mob, ]�,) [originally of th me u

pipe]: 

and lience the saying attributed to'Aisheb, like (Myb,) and ftim., (Mqb,

that 

the Prophet died [with bio head] between K,) which is pl. of and of as well as

her 

ajl;. and her ;�311. syn. with the latter in a sense pointed out above.

(TA.) 

Hence, !�~2' St� t He Aad recourse

epla-i 

A shin in irhich milit is collected;

to 

him for refuge, protection, or prmrvation.

fre3Is 

ntilk being poured into it upon that which 0 0.

is 

curdled, or thick. or upon that which has been (TA.) [Seo an ex. in a veme cited voce C,,w.1

churned: 

(�:) or a skin into which millc is - t The part of an arrow which is the place ff

poui.ed, 

[and in nihich it is kept,] that its butior tite feathers: (1�:) or the slender part of the

may 

come forth. (1�.) - And A funnel nlith hinder portion, next the feathers; (g, TA;) or,

which 

the mille is poured iiato the 31tiii: (Az, K:*) as in the A, lpelow the feathers. (TA.) A

or 

a funnel which i3 put ipato the mouth Of a rugged place elevated above a torrent; M 91

skin, 

iitto which one then pours wine, and ivater. TA;) pl lie.: (V:) or tany plate which a

1
(TA.) 

water-course reaches: (AC,TA:) and **J'

[aa~ 

app. sing. of as used in the t the liks of the [elevated pier# of ground

terpne(i] 

53&.j, but hig, her, upon which ths animals

followingsayiiibg; 

likeasill��issingof,."'ut~.]

Zl' 

�jQ -4lay Go'd bless of prey presems thmultw fmm the torrent;

and 

its pl. is ' S~. (TA.) Aewrd. to En-Nadr,

your 

seed-produce and your progeny. (TA.)

JJ 

t An elevated piece of ground; an accUrity;

a 

a 3 j 0 '

a;i~ 

The thingwith which a Zj~ [or clyster] PI. jo-1 and i : accord. to Z, t the & [or

is 

administoed; (Mgh,Mob;) being a leathern

lowest 

part, or face, &c.,] of a mountain: (TA:)

potich,furnithed 

with a tube. (Mgh.) also : [each of] the two sido of a [or long

�1i� 

One who retains his urine, and, when mountain travemed by a road ; or ; part of a

he 

disch�rges it, di�ieltar_qes much: (?,]p:) applied mountain that requires one, in tmversing it, to

by 

18d peculiarly to a camel. (TA.) ascend and descend; &c.]: (V, TA:) Lth says

ja 

. 0 ' a;-j of a

we 

that when you look at the head of

1. 

ALL., [aor. £ J inf. n. He, or it, hit,

Dr 

hurt., 

his L [i. e. waist, or. ilank].

-0-
Also, 

said of water, It reached up to his

(FrJA.)~ 

1' ' He (a man, �) was, or became

affected 

with the pain of t y 1~ _*&*.:

lkC:) 

and, inf n. "' , [which, as well an the'

part. 

n. jo., suggests that the verb is like

though 

it is said in the CV, to be like L.,vaJ

he 

had 

a complaint of his (CV, but want-

ipg 

in 
MS. wpies of the V:) or Y.Li has

this 

latter 

meaning. (So in a wpy of the V.)

5 

: 

see above.

Havinq 

a complaint of hi*

bit 

', wanting in MS. copies of the lip.)

t
c#. 

The waist ; syn. (g:) [or] tho

Jj-
place 

(in 

the side, TA) where the [waist-wrapper

called] 

jfjt is bound; Mqb, YE,0 TA;) i. e.

(Mqb) 

the jlank; syn. (A'Obeyd, Mqb,

TA,) 

or (IS:) there are two [parts),

called 

together 0CL : (A'Obeyd, TA:) and

the 

[svaist-nwapper it&eV that is called] jtjt ; m

M, 

Mqb, K;) because it is bound upon the [part

of 

the body called] (M#b,OTA;).as also

(bl,y;) 

which MF amerts to be also

Ovar. 

of as syn. with CA£1 ; of the dial.

of 

Hadheyl: and in the 1�. is here added, or the

pbce 

of the tying thereof, as also ,vi~ d

[the 

latter written in the CV, Uo�; but

said 

in the TA to be like whereas this

is 

the primary signification: (TA:) pl. (of pauc.,

g,TA) 

j_211 oiiginally (91
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TA,) 

and ' U�.1 Q0 and (of mult., g, TA) Lo�-1

(g, 

Mob, ]g,) [originally of the measure

ioj 

(g,) like (Myb,) and ftim., (Mqb,

which 

is pl. of and of _*b., as well as

syn. 

with the latter in a sense pointed out above.

(TA.) 

Hence, St� t He Aad recourse

to 

him for refuge, protection, or pftwreation.

(TA.) 

[Seo an ex. in a veme cited voce

-

t The part of an arrow which is the place ff

the 

feathers : (1�:) or the slender part of the

hinder 

portion, next the feathers; (g, TA;) or,

as 

in the A, lpelow the feathers. (TA.) - 1 A

rugged 

place elevated above a torrent; M 9,

TA;) 

pl. (V:) or tany plate which a

water-course 

'reaches: (A�, TA:) and * 9 "'

sigliffies 

t the liks of the [elevated pier# of ground

terpned] 

53�..j, but higher, upon which ths animals

of 

prey presems thmultw fmm the to"ont;

and 

its pl. is ' S~. (TA.) Aewrd. to En-Nadr,

t 

An 

elevated piece of ground; an accUrity;

pl. 

"' 1 and accord. to Z, t the [or

lowest 

part, or face, &c.,] of a mountain: (TA:)

also 

: [each of] the two sido of a 4i [or long

mountain 

travemed by a road ; or ; part of a

mountain 

that requires one, in traversing it, to

ascend 

and descend; &c.]: (V, TA:) Lth says

that 

when you look at the head of a 42 of a
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mountain, you see its prominence to have what
are termed X.,i,". (TA.)

. see ...
9.. .C, .

3,*.: see a., in two places. _Also A pain
of the belly, (~, M, [,) which affects a mnan,
(M, M ,)from eating flesh-meat, (M, ]I,) occasion-
ing diarrhcea; (M ;) or occasioning an injflation
in the .;jL. [or two jflans]; (T;) and so
? *U_.: (M, :) or i. q. Lb [generally mean-

ing cholera]. (TA in art. LI.) - And A
certain malady in camels, in consequence of which
the belly is rent by the [affection of the lungs
terlmed] jtaJ, [which occasions violent coughing,]
(4,TA,) and the animal voids not the urine
nor dung, (1] in art. Wt,) often, also, having the
reins and Aflesh choked with blood, and becoming
swnollen, or inflated, often to such a degree that
the stomach bursts in consequence thereof. (TA
in that art) The word is mostly used in relation
to a human being. (TA.)

;U_.: see w.., withl which it is syn. in one
sense pointed out above; and of which it is also
a pl., as well as of ; -_. Also The cord, or
the like, with which the horse-cloth is bound upon
the belly of the hors when he is made to run
a heat or two heats and then covered over to
mahe him sn'eat and to reduce his fat, [see 1 in
art. '.~,] by way of preparing him for racing
or the like. (TA.) _- See also _~..

j. (S, 1) and .. ) () applied to a man,
($,) Affected with the pain of the belly termed
;'a.. (~, I.) And lIaving a complaint of his

)_.- (CI], but wanting in MS. copies of the .. )

L o 8or. i, (S, Msb,) inf. n. , (;, Mgh,
M 9b, ,) [He scratched, scraped, rubbed, grated,
chafed, or fietted, it: or] he scraped off, abraded,
or otheise removed, its uperficialpart : (Mgh,

Mqb :) L signifies the act of cratching: (KL:)
or the making a body to pan upon another body
with collision: (. :) [as meaning scratching and
the like,] it is with the nail, and with the hand,

&c. (TA.) .$.i . ' JAm L. [Nothing
has scratched my bach like my hand] is a prov.,
meaning that one should abstain from relying upon
others: and the same meaning is intended in the
following verse:

* ·

[Nothing has scratched thy skin like thy nail: so
*mnage thou thyself all thine affair]. (.lar
pp. 432 et seq.) The saying, in a trad., a . l I

L§*j aL, [lit. Wrhen I scratch a sore, I make
it bleed,l meens X when I desire an object, I at-
tain it. (TA.) - [Hence,] jj.. ~ . and
t,.tJ , and *,X.t, (Ig,) the first whereof, which
is mentioned by IDrd preceded by the negative
X, is the moot approved, (TA,) :It wrought, or
operated, in, or upon, my mind: (1[, TA:) said
of a suggestion of the devil, that comes into one's

mind. (TA.) Or ~.'L . .A., aor. 1,
means t Suck a thing occurred to his mind as a
thing outweighed in probability, or a matter of

suspicion. (M9 b.) And you say LSJ~ J. 1,
It did not make an impreusion upon my mind.

(I;ar p. 048.) It is said in a trad., 4I. . 1

..j. cj t Sin is that which makes an impresion
upon thy mind, and induces a suspicion that it is
an act of disobedience, because the mind is not
dilated thereby. (Mgh. [See also £., in arts.

4j_. and 4j1.; and see .. ]) You say also,

a: . Us L I.; . t U lNothing thereof was
unsettled, so as to be doubtful, in my mind. (S,

TA.) And I., yjA. 5 . ,J; D i :Such a thing
did not cause dilatation [or pleasure] in my mind.
(S, K, TA.) -= See also 8. _ X.0l1 , .c,
aor.:, (Kr, K~,) a verb of an unusual form, with
the reduplication distinct, like ;_,.J in the phrase

a'. "; .J, &c., (TA,) Thle beast had its hoof
worn anay at the edges. (K,' TA.)

2. .~, inf. n. jf, IIe scratched [&c.]
well [or much]. (KL.)

3. -.b., (TA,) inf. n. 1'i.'. ($, V, KL)
and i, (TA,) tIle emulated, rivalled, or imi-
fated, him; [originally, I suppose, in scratching,
or the like ;] (K, KL, TA;) the inf. n. being syn.
with ijLG; (K, TA;) or like ILA. (S.)-

'l.. 31.. (I) 1 ie produced, or effected, or
brought to pass, evil, or mischief. (TI.)

4: see 8: _ and see also 1.

5. iU , O;J Such a one rubs, or scratches,
himself against me; syn. .s vrC : (?: so in
two copies:) or ]becomes exasperated by me; syn.

Aj .u.: (TA:) and addresses, or applies,
himself to do evil, or mischief, to me. (S, 8, TA.)

vss. ~&iA # ij t The sco7ion has ad-
dressed itself to do evil, or mischief, to the viper,
is a prov., applied to him who contends with his
superior in strength and power, and does evil to
him. (Har p. 478.)

6. t!1,. [They scratched, scraped, rubbed,
grated, chafed, or fretted, each other; or] their
two bodie became in collision, and each of them

scratched, &c., (&.iL,) the other. (v.) _, IJ1

. .Ji#t , -,-: t, and V 1.1., I This is a came
in wvhich the knees are in contact, and in collision,
is a saying by which is meant equality of station
or rank, or the sitting together upon the knees in
contending for superiority in glory or excellence
or nobility. (TA.) - [ .3m also signifies It be-
ca,ne scraped off, or rubbed off, by degrees; the
verb in this sense being similar to IJ.J &c.: see

igC.]
8. a. JJ..1 He scratched, scraped, or rubbed,

himself ([i J,.) against it; ( a, s;) as the
mangy or scabby [camel] does against a piece of

wood. (TA.)-c. IJ '.al My head induced
me, or caused me, to scratch it; (L. j ! i ;)
[i.e. it itched;] as also ,.1 and '!

and t*'..; (i ;) though this last is held by IB

[Boox I.

to be errooeous: (TA:) and in like manner one
says of all the other members. (M, TA.) -See
also 1:- and 6-. _ .- j!*X . 1 4.4
[His lioof became chafed, abraded, or mom, by
much travel]. (7sm p. 470.)

l10: see 8.

. d tDoubt (V, TA) in religion &c.; (TA;)

as aslso tIL: (AA, TA:) because it makes an

impression (i;) upon the mind. (TA.) -

/ JAm., explained in the ]g, as alsoi, ' ',,,

by the words I'2 ' " means SA producer
of much evil, or mischief: (TI :) it is a tropical

phrase: and in like manner one says v 

. [a producer of much rancour, malevolence, ma-

lice, or spite]: and b ,i~. t [a producer of much
wealth]. (TA.)

; m. [An itching;] a subst. from m as used
in the phrase .,t ,,,.1 [q. v.]; as also .
(K.) - And The 'f [i. e. mange, or scab]:
(S, K :) or it differs from the latter; and is said
to be the dry -. ',: (MF:) or anything that one
scratches; as the -, and the like: (Mgh:)
[in the present day particularly applied to the
itch:] a certain cutaneous disease; said in the
medical books to be a thin humour, causing svell-
ing, originating beneath the skin, not accompanied
with pus, but with what resembles bran, and quich
in pasing away. (Msb.) - And hence tLice.

(Mgh.) See also ab

A wearing away at the edges in a beast's
hoof. (K,* TA.)~ A gait in which is commotion,
like the gait of a short wnoman who mowes about
her shoulder-joints. (Ibn-'Abbid, L, ]C.) 
Soft, or uncompaet, white stones: ( :) or a kind of
white stone, like marble, (I, TA,) more toft, or
uncompact, than marble, but harder than gypsm:
n. un. with; : (TA:) or, with ;, ground in which
are sof, or uncompact, stones, like marble: (8Ih,
TA:) or, accord. to ADk, t .;C1., with 4amm,
and then fet-i, signifies ground in which are white

stones, resebling JJ1, that break into many
pieces; and such is only in low land, (TA.)

: Evil, or mischievous, persons. (IApr, K,
TA.) - And t Such as are importunate in de-
manding things wanted. (IAr, ], TA.)

1: see . .

JIG. A thing that is rubbed, or grated, ( )
upon another thing, so as to prIoduce k..
(IDrd, TA.) - I. q. 2' [q.v.]. (8gh,]l[.)_
See also a.

J)1. [A thing against which a beast rubs, or
scratches, himelf]. The Arabs say,J.q. ,>j;

~tgl a Jt$. t [Snwh a one is a rubbing-
post from which the hnots have become worn
down]; meaning that he is so pruned, or trimmed,
[figuratively speaking,] that nothing is cast at
him but it glances off from him, and recoils.

(TA.) [See ; .ii j ee 
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i. q. Vt [i. e. Scratched, scraped,
rubbed, &c.; and particularly wvorn by rubbing

or friction;] applied to a _. - [app. as mean-
ing an ankle-bone, or rather the skin upon that
bone]: and having the edges vornn away; syn.

'a", (S,) or ;p_a2.; (];) applied to a solid

hoof; (Y,, TA;) as also V'.i1: (1, TA:)

and '.t AA !' [so in copies of the K: in
the CJI the last word in this explanation is .:

but I doubt not that the right reading is c.,
with the unpointed :; and that the meaning of
the whole is, whatever (i. e. whatever foot) is
worn by rubbing or fS.iction; that las become
attenuated, or chafed, by much wallting or tread-
ing; agreeably with the explanation that follows]:

the subst. is s.k.: and you say, j~loJI '-f..

(]s.) And A horse having the hoofs much worn
(JlItJl _, IDrd, K, in the Cg AlhJI) by

the erosion of the ground, so as to be attenuated.
(IDrd, TA.)

i,btt Whatfallsfrom a thing .. 1I J;c [i. e.

on the occasion of scratching, scraping, rubbing,
grating, &c.]. (S, .) And What is scraped, or

rubbed, or grated, (.i~ LG,) betwreen two stones,
and then used as a collyriumn for onhthahnia: (K:)
or what is scraped off; or rubbed off, by degrees,

(.~.11 L,) between two stones, when one of them
is rubbed writh the other, for medicine and the
like. (TA.)

[IL. A lapidary.]

ibtL; IA thing that makes an impression upon

hearts: pl. .t5,.: (lAthi, TA:) or the pl.
signifies ! [suggestions of the devil or tf the mind
twhereby the mind is disturbed; such as are termed]

,l_j: (1K, TA:) things that make an impression

( ) upon the helart, and are dubious to a man:
such are sins said to be. (TA.)

L1;. A tooth: (S, K:) thus called because

it rubs, or grates, ( ) either its fellow or
what one cats: an epithiet in which the quality of
a subst. predominates. (TA.) So in the saying,

1. &. C. La [There remained not in
his mouth a tooth]. (S.) The Arabs also say,

a. 5 9j i1e. se L, meaning There is not in
him, or it, a ginder nor a dog-tooth.

(Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'AlA, TA.)

A,~1.: see - Also A man (TA) having

no aIS.., i. e., no tooth, in his mouth. ( K,* TA)

&bci41 . Ji.1 C Tlou art not of his, or its,

men'. (Ibn-'Abb(d, 9:) [npp. meaning thou art
not the man to cope with him, or to accomplish
it.]

[A touchstone; the stone upon which
pieces of money &c. are rubbed to trJ their qua-

lity;] the stone of the Cj3.. (ljar p. 66.) [It

is commonly called in the present day t:
which also signifies a stone for rubbing the soles
of thefeet, &c.: and a rasp.]

J I! j,1JI [The rubbing-post; i. e.] the

thing that is set up in the place where camels lie
down, at their watering-place, for the mangy
camels to rub against it. (S, }F.) Hence the say-
ing of El-IobAb Ibn-El-Mundhir El-Anagree, (S,)

5' A ' -4 ;,L , ' Ii, [see J.,]
meaning I am he by means of whose counsel, or
advice, and forecast, relief is sought: (S, K :*) or
it has another meaning, preferred by Az, i. e.,
that the sayer was one who had been strengthened
by experience, who had experienced and known
affairs, and been tried, or proved, by them, and
found to be one who bore up against difficulty,
strong and firm, such as would not flee from his
adversary: or the meaning is, I am, exclusively
of [the rest of] the Ansir, a rubbing-post for him
who would oppose me, and with me should the
stubborn be coupled: the dim. form is here used
for the purpose of aggrandizement. (TA.) [See
also tf.]

.0j- ;: see .

L k..: see what next follows.

4. t,l, (Sh, S, ,) inf. n. t -R.; (TA;) and

, nor. ', (,) inf. n. aA'.; (TA;) and

' tCa.; (.K;) lie tightened a knot; (8, ;)
made it firm: (Sh, TA:) as also j..l (S) and

m.. (S and . in art. o_) [See a verse of

'Adee Ibn-Zeyd cited voce &.. .] - See also 8.

8. l '..AP The knot became tight, or
firm. (Sh, TA.) And L-:; j i.L-l 1.! Thie
necklace became fast upon his neck. (Sh, TA.)

Il[lence,] 5 . & 2 1 L t Thue thing

became established in my mind, so that I did
not doubt respecting it: and ?s I ..l 6 i.1

t Tlhe matter became established in my mind.

(TA.) [See also l; and see 'l. in the

first paragraph of art. ~l..] You say also,; :; :-

CC t..I1 La) t I heard stories, and nothing of
thenm was unsettled in my mind. (.," TA.) And

I. ; ilJ qj.AI tC.Zal _I tHad my case
been mnanifest to me at the first, I had done thus.
(L, TA.) See also 4.

1. ' i. q. j1, q. v. (A.) - Also *,

nor. , inf. n. ;, He wronged him; acted
wrongfully, or injuriously; towards him; (T,
.,* TA;) and detracted from his reputation, or
impugned his character; (T, TA;) acted, or
behaved, towardi him with bad fellowship, (T,
.K,* TA,) and rith difficulty, or hardness, and
perverseness: (TA:) and he brought upon him
distress, or trouble, and harm, or injury, in his
intercourse with him, and his ways of life. (T,
TA.) The epithet applied to him who does so
is t1 [not a reg. part. n., but] a kind of
relative epithet. (T, TA.) You say, ; L In
him is difficulty, or hardness, and perversenes,
and a quality of bad fe~osip. (A.)- .j,

aor. :, (TA,) inf. n. ;$, (Q, TA,) He was
obstinate, or persistent, or persistent in conten-
tion, (],0TA,) and difficult, or hard; (TA;)
and kept a thing to himself, not allowing any
one to share with him in it. (I, TA.) The
part. n. is *;C .. (TA.)

2. ij, , b;l , in. n. ;4.i, as used by
the people of Egypt, [He made' the land of such

a one to be a v~;; i. e.] he [enclosed, and] de.
barred others from building upon, [or otherwise
making use of,] the land of such a one. (El-
Makreezee's Khitat, ii. 114.) [A post-classical
phrase: see a..]

3. # (T, (I2,) inf. n. 1, (A, 1],) HIe
contended, litigated, or mrangled, with him. (A,
g, Tg.)

5: see 8, in two places

8. j£Z.l He withheld, (A, Mgh, Mpb, ],) or
collected and withAtld, (9, M,) wheat, (9, M, A,
Mgh, Msb,) and the like, of what is eaten, (M,
TA,) waiting for a time of dearness; (9, M, A,
Mgh, Mob, 1 ;) as also *t', (A,) and tL.J3:
(K :) he bought wheat and withheld it in order
that it might become scarce and dear. (TA.)
And s *. ' .. tZ3 He waited, and watched,
[for a time of dearne",] in his slUing. (ISh.)
[This last verb is perhaps not transitive.]

;L: see; .
as meaning i ;1l;ltl Ui 3., L

[app. a mistranscription for ,Cotil & ,... L
,., which expresses the correct significa-

tion, in the dial. of Egypt, i. e. What is enclosed,
of lands, or of lands and houses, or of lands and
palm-trees d.c., and debarred from others, so that
they may not build upon it nor otherwi make
use of it], is a post-classical term: (TA:) [pl.

;tUla. See also

and *;? (1) and V *; (TA) What i
withheld, (Is,) [or collected and withheld, (see
8,)] of wheat, and the like, of what is eaten,
(TA,) in expectation of its becoming dear. (i.)
- See also the last of these words.

;S. One who withholds a thing, and keeps it
to himself: (A:) one waho withholds (1l, TA)
[or collects and withholds] wheat, and the like,
of whiat is eaten, (TA,) in expectation of dear-
ness: (], TA:) one who cea#e not to withhold
his merchandise when the market is full of people
and of goods for sale, that it may be sold for
much [.a:kJtl: in the L and j ,p1J, which is
evidently a mistranacription]. (L, TA.) -_ See
also 1, in two places.

: see .

;A Collection and retention: this is the
primary signification. (Er-Raghib.)_ The With-
holding, (A, Mgh, Msb, I,) or collecting and
withholding, (S,) rheat, (9, A, Mgh, Mpb,) and
the like, of what is eaten, (TA,) waiting for a
time of dearneu; (S, A, Mgh, MNb, ] ;) a subet.

from ;ti:!; (Mb, 1] ;) as also t;' and 'L.
(Mob.) You say that the trade of such a one
is .,. (A.) - Accord. to some, The sellingI

g
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a thing without knowing its measure or weight.
(TA.) - And A collection, or an aggregate.
(TA.) - See also '..

SL_. A piece of land retained and enclosed

by its proprietor (,3 .[i. e. );]) for sowing
[and planting] trees [4c.], near to the houses
and abodes: of the dial. of Syria. (TA.) [See
also .]

1. j.: see what next follows.

4. 'J1 ; VJ£I-' The informnation was
dubious, confused, or vague, to me; (Zj, 8, g ;)

as also J, (,) and J,.l: (,* , TA:)
and $"1l J_..l (M.b) and 'J.a.l Tlhe affair,
or case, was dubious, or confused, (Mgb,TA,)

%A to hi,n. (TA.)

8. JQ,I: see 4, in two places...Also He
learned a forign language after Arhbic. (Fr,1.)

,3., [app. a pl., of which the sing. is not
used; u though its sing. were j. l; like ,
pl. of J,..;1;] of animals, (TA,) Having no
voice, or sound, to be heard; (8, ], TA;) like
the ;j [or young ones of ants], (s,) and J0. [or
ants in general]: or the mute of birds and beasts.
(TA.) m 0.JI is also [said to be] a name of
Solomon: ( :) so, accord. to Lth, in the rejez
of Ru-beh, where he says,

[ Were I gifted witl the knowledge of Solomon].
(TA.)

11. A barbaroumsn, or vitiousnes, in speech
or utterance; or an impedient therein; (S,
Mqb, l;) so tsat one does not speak distinctly.

(8.) You say, L ' e . [In his ,peech, or
utterance, is a barbarousneu, &c.]. (8.)

'4.: see .

A mispronunciation; or a word mis-
pronounced; syn. i1'. (TA.)

1. '~, (S, 1§,) [aor. ' ,] inf. n. ;L, (Mqb,
KC, [in the TIg .:i,]) in its primary acceptation,
(Ms.b,) He prevented, raestrained, or withheld,
hinsm (8, Myb, 15) fnom acting in an evil, or a
corn,pt, manner; as also V l*.t: (1g:) and
(15) from doing that which he deaired; as also
* 1.1C1; and V 2. , (, g1,) inf. n. .f :

($S:) and L34. [is another inf. n. of ,
and], accord. to As, primarily signifies the turn-
inag a man back from wrongdoing. (TA.) Ibra-
heem En-Nakha'ee is related to have said, ' S
.it; .. L. ~el, meaning Restrain ithou
the orphan from acting in an evil, or a corrupt,
manner, and make him good, or virtuous, as thou
restrainest thine offspring &c.: and of every one
whom thou preventest, or restrainest, or with-
holdest, from doing a thing, thou sayest, [t.
and] t 4 *~ and ' ,S_.t: or, accord. to Aboo-

Sa'eed E-I-areer, as related by Sh, the fore-
mentioned saying of En-Nakh'ee means let the
orphan decide respecting his property, when he
is good, or virtuous, at thou lettest thine offpring
&c.; but this explanation is not approved. (Az,
TA.) And Jereer says,

* ,;i; &;.,A Jv J.l 

[0 sons of .aneefeh, restrain your lightwitted
ones: mrily I fear for you that Imay be angry]:
($, TA:) i.e., restrain and prevent them from
opposing me. (TA.) You say, also, V r 4C.!l

j.l1 He made him to turn back, or revert,
from the thing, or affair. (g.) - SvUI .,
and t .. i, and t 4, Hlie puled in the hors
by the bridle and bit, to stop him; he curbed,

or restrained, him. (TA.) And 10JI ~., (S,)

or ,1, (K,) inf. n. ; (;.; [so in my two
copies of that work;]) and t hn..ql, (S,) or
.. l.1; (s;) He ptut a [q. v.] to the bit

of the beast, or horse. (8,*g.)_ And ,..
_,I .JI t [He controlled events: see f].

(MF.) -_ -I d4 _,.. originally signifies
I prevented, restrained, or withheld, him from
doing, or suffering, any other than such a thing,
so that he could not escape it. (Myb.) [Hence
it means I condemned him to such a thing; as,
for instance, the payment of a fine or of a debt,
and death.] And hence, (Mb,),;u, (E;, Mgh,

Mqb, ]C,) nor. ', (8,1],) inf. n.. (8.,Mgh,
Mqb, O) and a,~, (,) He judged, gave
jud.ment, passed sentence, or decided judicially,

between thm, (8, Mob, ], TA,) and Z in
hit favour, and &X against him. (S, TA.)

And .,) 4 _, m He decided judicially the
thing, or a.ffir, or case, against himn. (g, TA.)
And l.Ls v ,0 C [He awarded by judicial
sentence in his favour, against him (i. e. another
person), suck a thing]. (Mgh.) [And v ,
He exercised judicial authority, jurisdiction,
rule, dominion, or government, over him. And
, .S . He ordered, ordained, or decreed,

such a thing.] _ .1 .X .s A He turned bach,
or rewerted, from the ihing, or affair. (IAr,
Az, g.) , (., MA, TA,) with samm to
the ., (8,) like .S., (TA,) [not.,a. as in the
Lexicons of Golius and Freytag,] inf. n. _.
(KL, MA) and i' , (MA,) He was, or became,

such as is emed .. [i. e. wise, &c.]. (8, KL,
MA, TA.) .- And , in n.. , [so in the
TA, without any syll. signs, app. ,;l, inf. n.
.,_,] is said of a man, signifying He reached
the utmost point, or degree, in its meaning (,
,~:L [i. e., app., in what is the radical meaning
of the verb, namely, in judging; like .]); in
praising, not in dispraising. (TA.)

2. ., inf. n.. eC: see 1, in five places.
_-Also [He made him judge; or] he committed
to him the office ofjudging, giving judgment, pas-
ing entence, or deciding judicially; (Mgh,
Mb ;) or he ordered him to judge, give judgment,

[BooK I.

pa sentece, or decide judicially; (.;) or Ae

allo·ed Aim to judge, &c.; (TA;) .9. lk in

the affair, or cae. (]) And ) , 
I gaes Aim authority tojudge, givejudgmnt, pas
sentence, or decide judicially, r~pecting my pro-
perty. (, TA.) - Hence, :jt.IJI .L The

[schismatics called the] jty aerte~d tAat judg

ment (..J) beloongs not to any but God. (Mgh.)

9&0jM,Jl .,3, in the g, erroneously, t;

4Aj.%.JI, (TA,) signifies The assertion of the
[schismatic. callUed] a~ that there is no judig-
ment (., ;i) but God's, (]g, TA,) and that there
is nojudge (. 7) but God. (TA.)

s.. ff Jil &~.., 0g,7 inf. n. ,
(8,) lc summoned him to the judge, and litigated
with him, ($, g, TA,) seeking judgment: and he
made a complaint of him to the judge; or brought
him before the judge to arraign him and litigate
with him, and made a complaint of him. (TA.)

And a, iJI :-1. We summoned Aim to the
judgment of God [administered by the ]adee].
(TA.) I_..- 43, occurring in a trad., is said
to mean I hame sbmitted the judgment [of my
case] to Thee, and there is no judgment but thine;
and by Thee [or thy means or aid] I hame litigarted
in seeking judgment and in proving the falseness
of him who has disputed with me in the matter of
religion. (TA. [The past tense, here, is perhaps
used as a corroborative present.])

4: see 1, in seven places. The saying of Le-
beed, describing a coat of mail,

a ti-,0 ' 1.. aA . .. O Ag
* .0 , -a . J6 >t~ &w' e s

is explained as meaning Every nail repelled the
snord from its interstices: [nwhen it was struck
with forces, it made a clashing sound:] or, as some

say, [the right reading is O;.J and j,, (as in
the S in arts. . and J..,) and, accord. to some,
lv;.. in the place of lIjO, (as in the 8 and M
in art. J.*,) and] the meaning is, the manufac-
turer thereof made firm, or strong, every nail
[of its intertices, or of its fabric: &c.]: .A.1 in

this case signifying j;.l [agreeably with the ex-
planation here next following]. (TA.) - 4,.;,
(S, Mgh, M4b, ],) inf. Dn.. , (TA,) i. q.
A;.jl [lIe made it, or rendered it, (namely, a
thing, 8, Mgh, Myb,) firm, stable, strong, solid,
compact, sound, or free from defect or imper-
fection, by the exercise of shill; he made it firmly,
strongly, solidly, compactly, so that it was firmly
and closely joined or knit together, soundly,
thoroughly, skilfully, judiciouswly, or well; he so
constructed, constituted, established, settled, ar-
ranged, did, performed, or mecuted, it; he put it
into a firm, solid, sound, or good, state, or on a
firm, solid, sound, or good,footing: and he knero
it, or learned it, soundly, thoroughly, or rell; see
1, last sentence, in art. 4J;]. (M9b, 1-.) Hence,

in the 1:ur [xi. 1], ' .%i -. , i b (TA) i. e.
[A book vhereof the me are rendered vlid] by
arguments and proofs; (BI;) or by command
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and prohibition, and the statement of what is law-
ful and unlawful: (TA:) or ditposed il a sound

mannr, (Ksh, Bd,) with respect to the words and
meanings, (Bd,) like a building firmly and orderly
and well constructed: (Ksh :) or preventedfrom
being corrupted (Kabsh, Bd) and from being abro-
gated: (Bd:) or made to be characterized by

wvisdom, (Ksh, Bd,) as comprising the sources of
speculative and practical wisdom. (Bd.) And

hence one says of a man such as is termed .n_.,

i. e. wise, &c.,] "-; : & [Trying s

have rendered him firm, or sound, in judgment].

(TA.)... [Hence, l..S X .A%,;-t It nas secured

from such a thing: see -[;. is also

often used as the inf. n. of the pass. verb, signi-

fying The being firm, &c.; or firmness, &c.: see

a..]- Sce also a%:..

5. , lie did [or decided] according to

his onin judgment, or did ichat he judged fit, re-
specting it, or in it: (Msb :) or he had authority
to judge, give judgment, pass sentence, or de-
cide judicially, respecting it; (K1, TA ;) as also

e6 t,$' .: (S, K :) each is quasi-pass. of e,.;

the former regular, and the latter irrc,,gular: (TA:)
or the former signifies he pretenlded to have autho-

rity to judge, &c. (KL.) You say, ...

JW ~. He had authority over me to judge, &c.,

rapecting my property. ($.) _ See also 2.

6. 5_wb.J Ijl _cbt. Tltey summoned one
another to the judge, [seeking judgment, (see 3,)]

and litigated; as also 9 t?lj .. (S, TA.)

8: see 5, in two l)laces: ...- and 6: - and 10.

10. H._ le (a man) refiained from what
would injure him in his religion and his worldly
concerns. (Aboo-'Adnin, TA.) - Also quasi-

pass. of '.C; ($, Mgh, Msb, 1g) as signifying

a,;l; (Myb, 1 ;) [It nwas, or became, firm,
stable, strong, solid, comnpact, fir,nly and closely
joined or knit together, sound, or freefrom defect
or imperfection, by the exercise ¢f skill; firmly,
strongly, solidly, compactly, soundly, thoroughly,
shilfully,judiciously, or well, made or constructed
or constituted or established or settled or arranged
or done or performed or executed: and, said of e
quality or faculty &e., it was, or became, firm,
strong, sonnd, free fiom defect or imperfection
established, or confirmed:] and, said of an aflatir
or a case, it wa.s, or became, in afirm, solid, sound
or good, state, or on a finrm, solid, sound, or good

footing; as also V*Ct. (TA.)- .a~ .:

*1 The thing, or affair, became confised ana

dubious to him; syn. .r. so in the A. (TA

[But this seems to require confirmation.])

L, [inf. n. of 1, q. v.,] originally signifiei
Prevention, or restraint. (Msb.)-And hence
(Mqb,) Judgment, or judicial decision: ($, Msb
], TA:) or judgment respecting a thing, that i
is such a thing, or is not nsuch a thing, wohether i

be necessarily connected wvith another thing, o
not: (TA:) [whence,] in logic, [what our logi
cians term judgment; i. e.] the judging a thing tI,
stand to another [thing] in the relation of an at
tribute to its sulject, affieetively or negatirely
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or the perception of relation or lon-relation: f
(Kull:) or it properly signifies judgment writh a

equity or .justice: (Az, TA:) and yi.L signi- t
fies the same; (y,TA;) originally, accord. to l
As, the restraint of a man from wrongdoing:t
(TA:) [each, thouglh an inf. n., being used as a 
simple subst., has its pl.:] the pl. of the former is t

;.lSA, (1,) [properly a pl. of pauc., but] its only 

pl. form: and the pl. of the latter is *L3.' t

(TA.) You say, 0!; Lts J 3l j, ,

,L.^Jl [He . presides over the affairs of judg- 

ment, and decides litigations]. (TA.) And it is 

said in a trad., l4Lj jl ,>. cl, mesingt

Verily, of poetry, there is that which is true 
judgment: so savs Er-RIghib: or, as others say, 

rofitable dlidsourse, such as rextrains from, and 
forbid.i, ignorant and silly behaviour; i. c., [what 
contains] exhortations aiud proverbs profitablle to
men: or, the rilght reading is, as some relate it,

ta..J [i. e. wistlo, &c.]: (TA:) or [pl.

of 4L]. (So in a copy of the " Jami' e-?a- 

,gheer'" of Es-Suyootee.) - [The exerise ofi
judicial authority; jurisdiction; rkle; dominion;

orgovernnment. See also &lj. An ordinance; 
a statute; a prescript; an edict; a decrec; or a

particular law; like *W. IIence the phrase

LjWI j;. According to custom or wage; pro-

perly, according to the ordinance of custom or
usage. A rule in grammar d&c.; as when one

says, Cj 4Sil _Z or CJ s, i. e. The rule

applying to the case of the agent is tlhat it be put

in the nom. case; and Ii S, sj, or,*

UJ., i. e. Thse rutle applying to it is the same as
the rule applying to such a thing, or like the rule
applying to such a thing. - It may often be
rendered Predicament: (thus the last of the fore-

going exs. may be rendered Its predicament is
the same as the predicament of such a thing, or

like rthe predicament of such a thing:) and L:U,

or .t I, predicamentclally, or in respect of

predicamnent; and virtutally; as distinguished

from Uiii (literally), and U:i.. (really), and the

lilike.] Also hKnowledgel qf ithe lav in matters of
Irelglion. (TA.) - Sec also 4%:, in two places.

i It is a more general term than r.; for all k..;
is b., Iut the reverse is not the case. (Er-
Rghihib, TA.)

a: sec hl., in two places; and_.

[Hence,] _,Jl [Tle Judge] is one of the names

of God. (TA.) - A man advanced in age (I,

TA) to the utniost degree. (TA.) wSee also

.: [properly, or primarily,] signifies Whrat

B pretenlt, or restrains, from ignorant lbehaviour:
(Mgh:) [in its most usual sense, which is wisdom,
agreeably with explanations here following,] it is

t derived from i-, signifying a certain appertc-
t nance of a beast, [a kind of curb,] because it pre-
r vents its possessor from having bad dispositions:

(Mib:) it means klnowlecdge; or science; (S, 1 ;)

o as also .:A (S,TA:) or [generally] know-
-ledge of the true noatures of things, and action
; according to tite requirements thereof; and there-

bre it is divided into intellectual and practical:
ir a state, or quality, of the intellectualfaeuIty :

his is the theological _ia.: in the ]ur xxxi. 11,

by the 4k. given by God to Lu~min, is meant

the evidence of the intellect in accordance with

the statutes of the law: (TA:) in the conven-
ional language of the learned, it means the

perfecting of the human mind by the acquisition
of the speculative sciences, and of the complete
faculty of doing excellent deeds, according to the
ability possessed: (Bd on the passage of the 1ur
above mentioned:) or it means the attainment of
that which is true, or tight, by knownledge and by
deed: so that in God it is the knowledge of things,
and the origination thereof in the most perfect
manner: and, in man, the knonledge and doing
of good things: or it means acquaintance nith the
most excellent of things by the most exceUllent kind

of knowledge: (TA:) [and in the modern lan-

guage, philosophy: pl. ;. :] see ~L. - Also

Equity, or justice, (Y5, TA,) in judg~ent orju-

dicial decision; and so w .. (TA.)- And

i. q. .,J; (15, TA;) i. e. [Forbearance, or cb-

mency, or] the management of one's soul and
temper on the occasion of excitement of anger:
which, if correct, is nearly the same as equity or
justice. (TA.)_ And Obedience of God: and
knowledge in matters of religion, and the acting
agreeably therewith: and understanding: and
reverential fear; piety; pious fear; or absti-
nencefrom unlanful things: and the doing, or
saying, that which is right: and rejlection upon

:hat God lha commanded, and doing according
thereto. (TA.) - And [Kno1oledye of] the
interpretation of the Ku,r.dn, and saying that
wthich is right in relation to it: so in the B]ur
ii. 272. (TA.) - And The gift of propheey, or
the prophetic oqice; (], TA ;) and apostleship:
so in the l]ur ii. 252 and iii. 43 and xxxviii. 19:
(TA:) or in the [first and] last of these instances
it means-The Book of the Psalms [of David]:
or, as some say, any saying, or discorse, agreeable
with the truth: (Mgh:) and it also means [in
other instances] the Book of the Law of Moses:
(TA:) and the Gospel: and the Kur-dn: (1s:)

because each of these comprises what is termed

t j,L I ii, i. e. the secrets of the sciences

of the law and of the course of conduct; and

1v. ; h.kll i;aJI, i. e. the secrets of the science'
of the Divine Essence. (TA.)

aiCs,. [A kind of curb for a horse;] a certain

appertenance of a beast. so called because it
renders him manageable, or submiasive, to the
rider, and prevents him firom being refractorv
and the like; (Mqb;) or because it prevents
him from vehement running: (TA:) it is the

appertenance of the 4.tJ [or bridle] that sur-

rounds the t.t [or part beneath the chin and
lower jaw]: the Arabs used to make it ofuntanned
thong or of hemp; because what they aimed at
was courage, not finery: (S:) or the appertenance

of the *.J that surrounds tioe Q .' [which

word app. here means the two jaws] of the horse,

and in which are [attached] thl ollJ.U [or two

side-pieces of thc headstall, that lie against the
twov cheeks]: (1 :) or a ring wh ich surrounds
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t he .e,? Eor part of the nose which is the place
o; the halter] and the a; [or part beneath the
chin and lonwer jam], of silver or iron or thong:
(IDrd in his Book on the Saddle and Bridle:)
or a ring ,vhich is upon (v) the mouth of the
horse: (ISh,TA:) pl. ($, TA) and [coll.
gen. n. . (TA.) Zuheyr says, describing
horsn,

* tiAl,ul;il 
meaning ?Ji w 4
[That had been curbed with curbs of untanned
thong, and nwith curbs of hemp]: (, TA:) or,
accord. to Abu-l-lasan, [the meaning is that had
been furnished with curbs &c.; for he says that]

4.nC.l is here made trans. because it implies
the signification of ;.,i: (TA:) some relate
the hemistich thus:

[furnished writh curbs of untanned thong, and
hemp]. (, TA.) _ The chin of a sheep ($,

) or goat. (a.) - And, of a man, : The fore
part of the face: (V, TA:) or, as some say, the
lower part of theface: a metaphorical term from
the i. of the .otJ: (TA:) or [in some copies
of the 1] "and"] 5 his head: [accord. to the
CV, or the fore part of the head of a man:]
and t his state, or condition: and S rank, and
station. (1g, TA.) You say, ei:. di eij : God
exalted, or may God exalt, his head, or his state,
or condition, and his ranh, and station: because
the stooping of the head is a characteristic of the
low, or abject. (TA.) And £.a .; Us&J lie

has rank in our estimation. (TA.) And O2i
'4,.Jt ;J : [Such a one is elevated in respect

of rank, or station.] (TA.) i [See also ..,
of which it is a pl.]

me. Possessing knonledge or science; [in its
most usual sense,] possssing 4 [as meaning

n.itdom]; (, TA; [see also t e &.;])

[wise ; a sage: and in the modern language,
a philosopher: and particularly a physician:]
one ,oho performs, or executes, affairs firmly,
solidly, soundly, thoroughly, hskildfully, judiciowly,
or well; (., IAth;) so that it is, in this sense,
of the measure i.Ia in the sense of the measure* Pi
,iL: (IAth, TA:) one who executes well, and
firmly, solidly, &c., the niceties of arts: (TA:)

[pl. 'tL...] .,1Ji [as meaning The All-vise]
is one of the names of God. (TA.) A... li
;.,..1J, applied to the ]ur-in, means [The ad-
monition] that decides judicially in your favour.
and against you: or that is rendered free from
defect or imperfection; in vhich is no incon-
gruity, nor any unsoundness. (TA.)

I"£. an inf. n. of_Q [q. v.]: (] :) [and
used as a simple subst.; pl. ,A1L:] see ,
in two places. -Also [Judicial authority; autho-
r.ity to judge, give judgment, pas sentence, or

decide judicially, ,.1 U9 respecting an affair,

or a case;] a subst. from ,;U and .;k ; and
so9. R A 

so * L,, I. ~(V, TA.)

One nho judges, gives judgment, panes
sentence, or decides judicially; a judge; an
arbiter, arbitrator, or umpire; (,* Msb, K,
TA;) between people: (Msb, TA:) [one who
exercises judicial authority, jurisdiction, rule,
dominion, or government; a riuler, or governor:]
and t.. signifies the same: (P, Mgh, Msb, .K:)
the .. between people is so called because he
restrains from wrongdoing: (As, TA:) the pl.
is .tL (Msb, K) and °La, meaning judges,

[&c.,] (TA,) and . I, is allowable. (Msb.)

It is said in a prov., S.J i; [In
his house the judge is to be come to]. (S. [See
Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 204.]) blUlJ [as
meaning The Supreme Judge] is one of the names
of God. (TA.) See also the next paragraph. 
[The pl.] 3.C. also signifies Mochers, scofferl,
or deriders. (TA. [The : in this case seems to
be a substitute for o: see art. .S.])

? X .t_1.._ t [The most qualified to judge
of those wtvho judge: or] the most knowing and
most just [of themn]: (Bd and Jel in xi. 47,
where it is applied to God:) or it may mean
the wisest of thcJe who possess attributes of
wisdom; supposing _,SI to be [a possessive

epithet] from "* JI, like j.! from &;.1. (Bd.)

.: see .

_.i [pass. part. n. of ,4 I;] applied to a
building [&c.,] Made, or rendered, firm, stable,
strong, solid, compact, &c.; held to be secure
from falling to pieces. (KT.) _ And hence, A
passage, or portion, of the Kur-Cn of which the

meaning iJ secured (,. ) from change, and
alteration, and peculiarization, and interpreta-
tion not according to the obvious import, and
abrogation. (KT.) And o4. , A chapter
of the Kur-in not abrogated. (.K.) And ,dbI
,.m,~lvJ, [see Kur iii. 5, where it is opposed

lto t41wA ,] Th e portion commencing with

, . JUt_~ ~.1 IIW U [.Kur vi. 152], to the
end of the chapter: or the verses that are ren-
dered free f'om defect or imperfection, so that
the hearer thereof does not need to interpret them
otherwise than according to their obvious import;
such as the stories of the prophets; (K;) or
so that they are preserved from being susceptible
of several meanings. (Bd in iii. 5.) And , JI

The portion of the Kur-dn called j.. JI [q. v.];
because nought thereof has been abrogated: or,
as some say, what is unequivocal, or unam-

biguous; because its perspicuity is made free
from defect, or imperfection, and it requires
nothing else [to explain it]. (TA.)

[';C.~ A place of judging; a tribunal; a
court ofjustice.]

a.
-' v! [One who is made to judge

respecting himself: and particularly] one who
iJ given his choice between denial of God and
slaughter, and chooses slaughter. (Mgh.) In a

trad., in which it is said, . &J.L 'a.J 1,

[Verily Paradise is for the . , (.,)

:O ; , (8,1],) or, as some read, 
(K,) denotes a people of those who are called

, ,.3 A , who were given their choice
between slaughter and the denial of God, and
chose the remaining constant to El-Ishim, with
slaughbter: ($, ]:) or . 1 means those
wvho fall into the hand of the enemy, and are
given their choice between [the profession of]
belief in a plurality of Gods, and slaughter, and

choose slaughte;.. (IAth,TA.)--j,: l occur-
ring in a poem of Tarafch, ($,) or this is a
mistake, and the right reading is . l, (.,)
An old man, tried, or proved, and strengthened
by experience in affairs; ($, g;) to whomn

.4. [or wisdo.m, &c.,] i. attributed: ($:) or
both are correct, like ,.j. and .d.., as
several authors have allowed; the fotmer mean-
ing one whotn events have controlled (
,.DIl_JI), and tried, or proved; and the latter,
one wvho has controlled ( ), and experienced,
events. (MF.)

Sna, anid its pl. j~ : see .. _

'a .1J! is an appellation applied to the [schis-
matics called the] C.l_~ because they disallowed

the judgment of the * 1 [or two judges],
($,) namely, Aboo-Moosi El-Ash'aree and 'Amr
Ibn-El-'As, (1K, TA,) and said that judgment
(.,.JI) belongs not to any but God. ($.)

J. * .. ) A horse [furnished with a
S; or] /daving a 3 . upon his head. (Az,

TA.) See .

', A judge nwho judges wvithout evidence:
and one who judges in the nway of asking respect-
ing a thing nwith the desire of bringing perplexity,
or doubt, and difficulty, upon the person ashed.
(Har p. 97.)

1. ~°~., (S, Msb, K,) aor. '-, (Msb, ],) i q.
A%."; (S, Msb, 1g ;) mentioned by AO. (S.)
See art. L..;.

. J- A man who relates stories, or
tales, and extraordinary things: but this is a
vwlgar word. (TA.)

aor.:, inf. n.
(TA ;) and nS., aor. :; (R ;) [I related,
recited, rehearsed, narrated, or told, the narra-
tive, story, tradition, &c. :] both signify the same.
(K.) And ._aSl za ' ., in£f. n. as above;

.9.9' p --
(S, 1 ;) and i4 ;; (AO, S ;) i. q. _;W [mean-
ing I transmitted, quoted, or transcribed, from
him, the speech, discourse, saying, sentence, or
the like; reported, related, recited, rehearsed,
narrated, told, or mentioned, the speech, &c.,

as from him]. (K.)_--. &zI ., aor. and
inf. n. as above, I did the like of the thing; as,
for instance, another person's art: I imitated it;
or emulated it: as also ,;%, aor. '. (Msb.)

One is related to have said, l ; ,

One 

nAo jud or, u some read,

qe3, 

gives 

judgment, pguses

3entence, 

or decides judicially; a judqe; an (K,) denotes a people bf those who are calle�

arbiter, 

arbitrator, or umpire; ($,*Msb, K ').3 3 & g a

TA;) 

between people: (Mab. TA :) [one . p JA.191 1, who were given their choice

who 

�etween slau"ghter and the denial of God, and

exercim 

judicial aulhority, jurisdiction, l-Ule, chose the remaining constant to El-1914m, witia

domt'nton, 

or government; a i-uler, or qoverno;.:] slatia ter: ($,V:) or cj

01) 

_**" 1 means those

and 

significs the same: Mgh, Msh K.)

C 

' ' ' ivho fall into the hand of the enemy, and are

the 

between people is so called because given theii. citoice between [the pi.ofession of]

restrains 

from wrongdoing: (As, TA:) tlle P belief in a plurality of Gods, and sla#ighter, and

is 

;tL (Mb,K) and meaning judges, choom slateglitii.. (1Ath,TA.)-,:L.�l occur-

[&c.,] 

(TA,) and is allowable. (Mob.) rinfr in a poem of Tartifell, ($,) or this is a

0
It 

is said in a pi.ov., [in mistake, and the right reading is (]g,)

hi.9 

house the ju(lge is to be cotne to]. [See An old man, tried, or proted, and artrenqthened

Freytag's 

Arab. Prov. 5. 204.]) by experience in offairs; ($, 9;) to whons

[as 

. [or wisdoin, &c.,] ig attribiited: or

meanin- 

TheSupretne Jud_qe] is one of ihe names

bod 

are coriect, like ayid as

of 

God. (TA.) See also the next pamgraph. y

[The 

pl.] 3.olCe. also sibmifies Mochem, 3roffel-3, several authorti have allowed tite fotmer mean-

or 

deriders. (TA. [Tlie C: in this case seems to ing one whota events have controlled

he 

a substitute flor o: see art. and tried, or pi.oved; and the latter,

oxie 

ivho has controlled and experienced,

'The 

most qualified to judge eve?ii3. (MF.)

of 

tho3; ivho judge: or] the most knowing and

M03t 

just [of thetn]: (Bd arid Jet in 'xi. 47, arid its pi. C)j~ : see

where 

it is applied to Go�:) or it may mean 1;" I is an appellation a'pplied to the [schis-

the 

ivisest of thcse tvho pomen attributes Of m�ties called the] C

mi3dom; 

supposing 0 ' because they disallowed

-*Sto. 

to be [a. pos~tve

the 

judgment of the [or two judges],

epithet] 

from a*IZo�JI,, like &13 fjrom &X (Bd.)

(�,) 

namely, Aboo-Moosi El-Aeli'aree and 'Amr

0, 

j# i 0, * j Ibn-El-'AC, (V, TA,) and isaid that judgment

l*jJ^1 

: see

91 

a JI 0 belongs not to any but God.

_.C~ 

[pass. part. n. of 14 1 j applied to a jo ' 0 ---

building 

[&c.,] Made, or rendered, firm, 3table, Je35Za. ,aA A horso [furnished with a

strong, 

solid, compact, &c.; held to be secure or] Itaving a upon his head. (Az,

f.rom 

falling to pieces. (KT.) And hence, A TA.) See iJZD..

pamage, 

or portion, of tite Kur-in of tvhich the 0 ' ',

' 

J, A judge who judges ivithout evidence:

meaning 

is secured from change, and c)

and 

one who judges in the way Rf asking respect-

alteration, 

and peculiartlation, and interpreta- ing a thing with the desire t!f bringitig peiplexity,

tion 

not according to the obvious import, and or doubt, and difficulty, upota ilte person a3hed.

abrogation. 

(KT.) And i;��; !' ' A chapter (gar p. 97.)

of 

the Kur-in not abroqated. And

%:j 

1, [ace Kur fli. 5, where it is opposed

to 

1Q,1J The portion commencing with

1. 

Msb, K,) aov.. (Mob, q.

JP 

1 l.*) JP [gitr vi. 152], to the �� ; (5,Msb,g;) mentioned by AO.

end 

of the chapter: or the vergei iltat are ren- See art.

dei.ed 

fi.ea fiom defect or impeifection, 3o that a

the 

hearer thereof does not need to interpret them Lf�X~ J~. j A man who relatcv stories, or

otherwise 

than according to their obvious import; tales, and extraordinary things: but this is a

such 

a3 the stories of the prophet*; (V;) or Ytilgar word. (TA.)

so 

that 

they aie preserved from being susceptible

Of 

3ereral meaningt. (Bd in iii. 5.) And j" �" 1

The 

portion of the Kur-dn called 1 [q. v.]; aor. tif. n. ida.

because 

noua t thereof has been abrogated: or, (TA;) and nor. [I reWed,

as 

some say, 7vltat is unequivocal, or unam- recited rehearsed, nai.i.ated, or told, the narra-

9
biquous; 

because its perspicuity is made free tive, story, tradition, &c.:] both signify the same.

from 

defect, or iniperfection, and it requires

(K.) 

And in£ n. u above

nothing 

else [to explain it]. (TA.) p JR---

(�, 

K;) and (A0, S;) i. q. &7.W [mcan-

[i;C.� 

A place of judging; a tribunal; a ing I trammilted, quoted, or transcribed, from

c
court 

ofjustice.] him, the speecla, discourse, saying, sentence, or

6. 

the like; reported, related, recited, rehearsed,

A-ii 

ui [One who is made to judge

narrated, 

told, or mentioned, the speech, &c.,

respecting 

himself: Rnd particularly] one tvho as from him]. (V.) - ' . ' z 1 %�� , nor. and

is 

given his claoice betiveen denial of God and Lo�j

in£ 

n. as above, I did the like of the thing; as,

tlaughter, 

and citooses slaughter. (Mgh.) In a for instance, another perBon's art: 1 imitated it;

trad., 

in which it is saidy ipt� 4.A j417 or tinulated it : as also aor. (Meb.)

[Verily 

Paradim is for the One is related to 'have said,

L-110

or, 

u 

some 

read,

(K,) 

denotes a people bf those who are calle�

1* 

& 

i 

a

�.3JA.,91 

who were given their choice

between 

slaughter and the denial of God, and

chose 

the remaining constant to El-1914m, witia

slatiabter: 

(�, V:) or means those

ivho 

fall into the hand of the enemy, and are

given 

theii. choice between [the pi.ofession of]

belief 

in a plurality of Gods, and sla#ighter, and

choom 

slateglitii.. (1Ath,TA.)-,:L.�l occur-

rinfr 

in a poem of Tartifeli, (�,) or this is a

mistake, 

and the right reading is M)

An 

old man, tried, or proted, and artrengthened

Offairs; 

(�, 9;) to whoin

&c.,] 

ig attribiited: or

both 

are coriect, like ayid

-r~y 

85

several 

authorti have allowed; tite fotmer mean-

im, 

one whota events have controlled

and 

tried, or pi.oved; and the latter,

oxie 

ivho has controlled and experienced,

eve?ii3. 

(MF.)

ayid 

its pi. C)j~ : see

is 

an appellation a'pplied to the [schis-

maties 

called the] C:�t_�L because they disallowed

the 

judgment of the * [or two judges],

(�,) 

namely, Aboo-Moosi El-Aeli'aree and 'Amr

Ibn-El-'AC, 

(K, TA,) and said that judgment

belongs 

not to any but God.

J*35Za. 

A horso [furnished with a

or] 

Itaving a upon his head. (Az,

TA.) 

See

A 

judge who judges ivithout evidence:

and 

one who judges in the way Rf asking respect-

in.q 

a thinq with the desire t!f bringitig perplexity,

or 

doubt, and difficulty, upota ilte person a3hed.

(gar 

p. 97.)

1. 

Msb, K,) aov.. (Mob, q.

A;.f-; 

(5,Msb, g;) mentioned by AO.

See 

art. L sc- -

a 

' 

. 9 ' '

Lf 

* J~ A man who relatcv stories, or

tales, 

and extraordinary things: but this is a

Ytilgar 

word. (TA.)

LY,C-
1. 

ad

aor. 

itif. n.

(TA 

;) and nor. [I reWed,

recited, 

rehearsed, nai.i.ated, or told, the narra-

tive, 

story, 

tradition, &C.:] both signify the same.

' 

1 

JP, ' 01

And 

_a�WI zn£a., in£ n. as above

"&' 

p JR---

K;) 

and 413 (A0, S;) i. q. &;W [mean-

ing 

I 
trammilted,' quoted, or transcribed, from

htm, 

the speecla, discourse, saying, sentence, or

the 

like; reported, related, recited, rehearsed,

narrated, 

told, or mentioned, the speech, &c.,

as 

from 
him]. (V.) - ' . & z 1 %��, aor. and

Lo�j
in£ 

n. as above, 1 did the like of the thing; as,

ror 

instance, another perBon's art: 1 imitated it;

16 .
m 

tinulated it : as alw J , aor. (Mqb.)

One 

is related to 'have said,
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meaning I miU not imitate, or emulate, the words

of my Lord. (ISk, Myib.) And you say, C

U°i'F; and t1/-, (1K,) inf. n. ltbI.A; (TA;)
[I imitated such a one;] I dlid the deed of such
a one: (15:) or I said the like of the saying
of such a one, exactly; (K,* TA;) not exceding

it: (TA:) and - , and * ; -, I

did the like of his deet: (S:) but in relation to
what is bad, foul, or unseemly, the latter verb

is most used. (TA.) -A And '; and S I._
I resembled him, (1K,) and it. (TA.) You say,

;t.:.~ 5.1 u i i; and tSI t, inf. n.
as above; Such a one resembles the sun in beauty.

(..) d./. and *J.LI lIe tightened a knot;
( ;, 1;) and malde it strong: (IKtt, TA:) dial.

vmas. of r. and it. (S.)
3: see 1, in four places.

4: see 1, last sentence. _,m, US.l i.q.

M! [tIe overcame them; &c.]. (gh11, .K.)

8. L.5.~! j I.! My a.fir was, or became,
in a firm, solid, sound, or good, state. (. K.)-
5V"" US !i4 0.:&_1 That came into say mind.

(Fr, TA.) [Sece also dl~t; and see s.-I in the

first paragraph of art. .L~..]

eM! A calumnious wroman; (K;) one
nsho repeats the sayings of others in a calusnious
nanner. (TA.)

ait. inf. n. of 1. (S, MAb, bK.)_ [Used as

a simple subst., it signifies A ntarrative, story,

or tale:] pl. .... (TA.) As a conven-

tional term in gramm;nar, [meaning Imitation, or

conformning, in language,] it is of two kinds:

.l1, [The inmitation oqf a proposition, or

polrase], and ., j'.' [Thlte imitation of a

single wrord]: the former is of two sorts; one of

whichi is termiied 3l. l ;_ [The imitation of

a thing uttered], whereof 4 'l IJl [They

said, "Praise be to God," (R ur vii. 41,)] is an

ex.; and the other, _,. olwSm. [The imitation

of a thing nwritten], mhereof ~ , .
4I J.j [I read upon his ringr-stone, " Mo&am-

mad is the Apostle of God,"] is an ex.: and the
latter kinml, also, (tlhat of a single word,) is of
two sorts; one of which is with the interroga-

tive 51 or , as when, to one whlo says, -
..j [pronounced ., I saw a man], you say,

tl [What (man)?], or 'e [Whom?], and the
like, which sort is agreeable with a common
rmle; the other sort being without an interroga-
tive, as the saying of one of the Arabs, to one

who said, ,UAj. OUt& [These are two dates],

'S, 'y I. [Abstain thou from troubling
us about two dates], whlich sort is anomalous.
(El-Ashmoonee's Expos. of the Alfeeych of Ibn-

Mfi.lik.) [;,- 2Ll.t sivnifics .4 word ititative

of a sound; an onomatopeeia: see ; _,

in art.,.]

1. , (M, Mgh, M.b, .i,) aor. ', inf. n. J_.,
(~, Mgh, Msb,) He untied, or undid, (l~, TA,)

or opened, (S,) a knot: (., Mgh, M.~b, .:) this
is the primary signification. (Er-litghib, TA.)

HIence, .. S ,, v [ 0 tyer of a knot, bear

in mind the time of untyingl: or 0J$. t. O binder,

or tyer, of the rope: (see art. Ji~:)] (S, TA:)

or, as IAQr relates it, J.d. b [O loader]: a

prov., applied to the consideration of results; be-
cause a man may tie a load too tightly; and when
he desires to untie it, may injure himself and his
camel. (TA. [See also a similar saying below,

in the second paragraph.]) And J.5 Inal

Jtilt [The right of preemption is lide the untying

of the cord with ewhich a camel's fore shlank and
arm are bound together]: meaning that it is
accomplished as quickly and easily as the JU& is
untied: the explanation that it passes away quickly,
like theeamelwhen his Jic is untied, isimprobable.
(Mgh, Msb.*) And hence the saying [in the Kur

xx. 28], .. cJ i. D. : Jlm. t [A,d loose Thou

an impediment of, or from, my tongue]. (Er-
R6ghib, TA.) The pass. is pronounced by some

j,;, and by others 3: thus in the saying of
El-Farezdak,

-r C. a 1-

* hA3 a, t.; ,i J/i,i ,. M ' ~

0

[And the garments of our forbearing men by which
they support themstnelves in sitting by binding them,
or making them tight, round the shanks and back
are not loosed through ignorance, nor is the ac-
cepter of the benefit, among us, reproached]; the

kesreh of the first J [in the original form j -]
being transferred to the C but Akh heard it pro-

nounced in this instance J_; and some, he says,

in this word, and in others like it, as . and .,,
only impart to the dammeh somewhat of the sound

of kesrel, by the pronunciation termed ,.tL,.
(S.) - [lie, or it, dissolved, mnelted, or liquefied,

a thing; as also t1J.., inf. n. J.k3, often said

of a medicine as meaning it acted as a dissolvent.]

J_, (M, K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) meaning It
was dissolved, mnelted, or liquefied, is said of any-
thing congealed, frozen, or solid. (M, 1..)
[t He solved a problem, or riddle, &c. -tHe

analyzed a thing; as also V JJb., inf. n. as above.]

- f I J_: see 2. . From 1 Ji.l 0j.

J IjiJl [The untying, unbindilg, or loosing, of the

loads on the occasion of alighting], ,J., inf. n.
J3, came to be used alone as meaning j. [i. e.
lie alighted; or descended and stopped or so-
journed or abode or lodged or settled; and simply
he took up his abode; or he abode, lodged, or
settled; in a place]. (Er-Rtghib, TA.) You say,

JO~° _. (S, .K) or .l, (Mlb,) and 04 1j;

(S, Mg]h,, K) or ~.lI, (Msb,) aor. (8, Msb, 1)
and =, (1K,) both of which forms of the aor. are

mentioned by Ibn-Mfilik, (TA,) inf. n. J4_

(S, Mgh, Mlsb, 1.) and 3; (8, K) and 0j ,

which is extr., (1K,) and J~ ($, TA) and ;;
(TA;) and j tJ.l (.S,1) and $;_l; (};)

meaning j.j; [lIe alighted, or descended and

stopped &c. (as above), in the place or the country

or town &e.]. (Msb, 1, TA.) And in like

manner, .. LI1 & aJnd JI _. (8, ISd, TA)

and t' j:.1 and '4lX. (l8d, TA) [He

alighted, or descended and stopped &c., at, or in,

the abode of the people or party]; and J! J;
.JI1 signifies the same. (TA.) And X J...
The place was alighted in, or taken as an abode;
(TA;) was inhabited. (K.) [Hence, in philo-

sophy, Jv . signifies tTemporary or seuparable,
and Iermanent or inseparable, indwelling or in-

being: and a J or l, It had, or bcame in

the condition of having, such indlwelling or inbeing

in it. And d4 j or i is often said of joy and

grief and the like, meaning t It took up its abode

in him. And jI jl J ; tit took, or occu-
pied, the place of such a thing.] - And hence,

(TA,) 54JI 0j , (., M9b, a,) aor. :, (S, MNb,)
inf. n. ia. and Qj._, (5,g,) The beasts for

sacrifice arrived at the place wvhere it wa lawJfid

for them to be sacripfced, (, K, TA,) or at the
place in which they should be saerificed. (Myb.)

_ , said of a punishment has for its aor. J

and ,, and the inf. n. is J3L_.: (Mb :) [but it is

said that] I,ill J;, aor. ', means t The pun.

ishment alighted, or descended: and J;, aor.;,

tit was, or became, due, or necessitated by the
requirements ofjustice to take effect: it is said in

the J,ur [xx. 83], 1.;i · 3; tf[lest my
anger alight upon you, or befall you]; or J

A4Ao t[ilest it become due to you]; accord. to
different readings: (.,0 :) or when you say,

,4l,a . J., [you mean tThe punishment
alighted upon thetn, or befell them; and] the aor.

is ' only: and when you say, i1 3;J, or JUi,
[you mean t It became due to me, orto thee; and]

the aor. is,: _J C> i. J . [in
the ,Kur xx. 89,] means t that anger should alight
upon you, or befall you,from your Lord [accord.

to those who read thus instead of 0a?; but the
latter is the common reading]. (TA.) You say

also, .k i,.1 .Jim;., aor.;, inf. n. J,x, mean-
ing t[The threatened punishment of God] was,
or became, due to him, or necessitated by the re-
quirements of justice to take effect upon him.

(K-.) And Lc ,. J;., (Myb,' r,) nor.,,

(Msb,1. ,) inf. n. ,;, (Mfb,) or J_., (J,)
,My right, or due, was, or became, a thing the
rendering of whiich rras obligatory, or incumbent,

on him. (Myb,* K, TA.) And ';Jl J;, (8,
AMsb, I,) aor.,, inf. n. A1a., (S, Myb,) tThe
debt was, or becanme, orfell, due; (K,0 TA ;) its
appointed term, or period, ended, (Msb, TA,) so
that the payment of it became due. (TA.) And

O~.ojl ~j .&_ The payment of the debt became

obligatory on him. (Mgh.)- ;, nor. , inf. n.

*. (s, Mgh, Mqb, K) and 03;, (.,) Sit (a

thing, 8, Mgh, Myb) was, or became, lanful, al-
lowCable, or free; (?, TA;) ;ij to thee: (1:)

contr. of .,: (M.b, :) a metaphorical signi-

fication, from t,is0l -. [" the untying of the

knot"]. (TA.) Rence the saying, OI i LI
78 -
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1i-di Q J. Ji C*4 tfThe husband i.t
entitled to taking her back to the marriage-state as
long as prayer is not lanfid to her]. (Mgh.)
And the aying, in a trad., i '. &.11 iJl t;
t_ O.11 ji tj., i.e. [ When he saw that
the sun had set, he said,] This is t he time of its
becoming lawful; meanting the prayer of sunset.
(TA.) - [J., aor. :, inf. n. 3., tHe was, or
Ibecame, free from, or quit of, an obligation, or
responsibility.] You say, & . . a ai.
t [He made him, or pronounced iin, f'ee from,
or quit of, obligation, or responsibility, with re-
s/pet to him]. (TA.) [And l. '& ) ..
t Thou art free from, or quit of, obli§ation, or
retponsibility, with respect to such a thing.] And

sm aid of the ... r, (~, Mb,) or d.db .1 0J,

(g,) inf. n. J;, (s,) or ,.-, (Myb, K,) or both;
(TA;) and *J..I, (C, Mb, 1g,) and ?J1 ;
(Bd and Jel in ii. 192;) S He quitted his state of
.. I .J (MNb, ] :) this, also, is a metaphorical
signification, from ";al ~ .. (TA.) [Henee,]

W and V41~ . s, tfHe

did it whn he was free from .. !p and when he
· m d~~~~ J ,,was in the state of Al.~. (V.) And ,jJI jj,

(@,) or j3 lt l: (g:) see 3., below. And

;1,I t~.4.., (, ],) [aor. ,] inf. n. j. and
j,;., (TA,) :T/e ,oJman quitted her [period
termed] ;,,: (S, 1 :) this, too, is a metaphorical

signification, from ;o/u J_ : (TA :) or
ilijj talke becamne jreefom any obstacle to mar-
riage, as,for instance, by having accomplished the
i~. (Myb.) [And tThe nwoman became free
fromn the marriage tie, by the deatl of her hus-
band, or by dirorce.] You say, s. J 1

7Thou art divorcedf'om me. (TA.) And ;
~ )Jit tThe oath [became discharged; and thus,]

proved true. (M?b.) ac, or. , if. n. ,.
tHe *an. (TA.)~,t,j_: sue4. ~j.,sec.
pers.. ..JJ;., nor. , inf.. j I., i (a man)hod
a pain in his hips and [in the Cl} "or"] his
hnees. (1.) [See also jir., below.]

2. : sce 1, in two places: and see also
4, in four places._ b JJl .. , (-, Mgh, Mt),
kg,) inf. n. jel (&Mgh, 10anlt;t_ ; 

Mgh, g,) and tja, which is anomalous, (1,)
or VtL.S is a simple subst., (Msb,) [and] so is

L.. (IS, TA,) tHe expiated the oath: (I :)
or t hefreed the oat/ friom obligation by umaking
on exception, or saying dRi ;£ , or by expia-
tion: (Mgb, Mb:) or the did that nwhereby he
I,ecaumefreefrom violating, orfailing of keeping,
the oath; [generally meaning he made an ex-
ception in the oath, or he expiated it;] as also
t· 4.~: (M:b:) and &, t)lj. the made
an exception, or said 4 ? ;, ', in his oath, (,
Mfgbh, ,) immediately: (TA:) and t4. *?j...
the became quit of it by expiation, (Migh, TA,)
or by a violation of it requiring expiation, or by

making an exception, or saying ib .L 1i, in it.
(TA.) One says to him who goes to a great
length in threatening, or him who exceeds the

due bonnds in what he says, j t4 t1 , mean-
ing tf.Mae thou an exception, or say JlI ,I Oi,
Ofather of such a one, in thine oath; regarding
him as a swearer: and in like manller one says,

*~. ;; ,.U. Q t [O swearer, bear in mind
the making an exception, or saying #il *s. iol].
(S, TA. [See a similar saying in the second
sentence of this art.]) In the saying 1.I C j
Ij. i " i,jiJ , tJ m' , [the particlel] 91 is

syn. with CA; and the mcaning is said to be,
t [I will assuredly do suc/h a thing: but] the an-
nulling of the obligation, or the expiation, of [that]
my asseveration (U-.j t .i, or,) shall
be my doing such a thing. (TA.) One says also,

_.JI tilj '";h, meaning tI did it only
enough to annil the obligation oj; or to erpiate,
the oath; not exceeding therein the ordinary
bounds. (S, M,b.) It is said in a trad., ,a, j

,42 Ja-' -c a a",

meaning t[Three children of the believer shall
not die and the fire of Hell touch him] .save
enough to annul the obligation of, or to expiate,
the oath that is implied in the saying in the K.ur
[xix. 72], "There is not any of yon that shall not
come to it." (A' Obeyd, 8, TA.) Hlence .j
came to be applied to anything in which the or-
d(linary bounds were not exceeded. (S, Msb.) One
says, T4 , (S, TA,) or ' . , (K,)
meaning t I beat himn modcrately; not exceeding
the ordinary bounds. (.K,* TA.) And Kuab lbn-
Zuheyr says, speaking of the feet of a she-camel,

k,.,'~[ .Jj, meaning Their falling on
theground is nithout vehemence. (S.) [In like
manner, also,] .,ij tJu. is descriptive, by way
of comparison, of littleness; as is e U" t :
(Mgh:) or of anythling occupying iittle time:
(TA:) and _;'JI iX..i "1, in the trad. cited
above, means t [slightly, or] with a slight touch.
(Mgh.) A poet says,

t [I see my camels loathed the water of Jadood,
so that they did not taste in it a drolp save spar-
ingly]. (.-) - .Ill ,4 b L JJ., inf. n. ,
tHe, or it, remored w7hat nas itn htim, of disease.
(Har p. 231.) ~A.Jl .~ lie clad him with
the .. (TA.)

3. #Jl_. Ie alighted, or descended and stopped
or sojouried or abode or lodged or settled, rwith
him; and simply he took up his abode, lodged,
or settled, nwith tim; eyn. A.A 3.. (K.) You
say, ;.~.1; j; 1 9 &5 J,.. [He takes up his abode,
lodges, or settles, with him in one house]. (S.)

And, of a woman, u&l. U t...qj Jl.. [She
takes her place tvith her husband in a bed].
(Mgh.)

4. m~l He made him to alight, or descend

and stop or sojourn or abide or lodge or ettle;
and simply he made him to take up hit abode,
to lodge, or to settle; syn. d)jlI; (S, V ;) alsbo
) J.L., and 4.' J;.: (K :) said also of a place
[as though meaning it invited him to alight, &c.].
(ISd, TA.) So in the phrases 4.L jt l lI and
oI,t.j, and j5tl JX.., He made him to
alight, or descend and stop &c., in the place.

(K.) - -; J,1 t [le caused punishment
(4i1 l being understood) to alight, or descend,
upon himself; or] he did Irhat necessitated, or he
deserved, punishment. (S, R.) _- b ',i± b lt
t God necessitated it, as suitable to the require-
ments of justice, to take effect upon him; namely,
his threatened punishment (;.). (IK,* TA.) 
And tl t He (God, MQb and V, and a man,
S, Mqb) made it lawful, allowable, or free; as
also ti,., (S, Mgh,Mqb, g,TA,) inf. n. i33
and t i.. (8.) Hence, [in the KIur ii. 27i,]

&lI l j.+I t God has made selling to be
lanful, or allowable, giving the choice to practie
it or abstain fiom it. (Msb.) And hence albo,
;uU i jU.i- t I made, or have made, lawfl,
allowable, or free, to him, the thing. (g.) And

q;j *& I ; tI made, or har made,
the woman lawful to her husband. (..)- And
"-i,I and ) '1 t I made him, or pronounced
him, free from, or quit of, obligation, or repo-
aibility, with respect to what was between me and
him. (y[am p. 44G.) And tZIA. t He made
him, or pronounced himn, free from, or tquit. of,
obligation, or responsibility, with respect to him-

se.f (TA.) #'..%1 dl l I., or Il ;, with
accord. to different readings ofa trad': see 4

in art. J... J.._ as an intrans. verb: seo 1,
near the end of the paragraph. Also t I'e en-
tered upon [any of] the prtfane months. (S., I.)
And t lie went forth to the J)-: (., I:) or
he became in the aJ_; which means the region
n'ithout thes., [or sacred territory]: (Myb:)
or he became free f'om, or quit of, an obligation
[of any kind] that was upon him. (8, K.) _-
It is said in a trud., 4 J_l w J'l, meaning

t WIoso quits the state of a, nd makes it
lawful to attark thee, and fights with thele, do thou
so with him, though thou be in the state of rlj.l:
or it means, if a man make lan:ful to him what
is unlawful to him, as thy honour or reputation,
and thy property, repel him from thysey in such
a wvay as thou canst. (.gh, TA.) - ', tShe
(a ewe or goat) secreted milh in her udder wvith-
out bringing forth: (, 0 :) or t she, (a ewe or
goat, K, and a camel, TA,) aJter her milk had
become scanty, or had dried up, yielded her milk
abundantly in consequence of her having eaten
the [herbage termed] ;: in which ease she

is said to be t'i. (1S.) And j . ,.J.l
t She (a camel) yielded her milk abundantly to
her young one. (ISd, TA.)

5. jLa It pased away by becoming diuolved,
melted, or liquefied. (KL.) [And d J0 tIg
becanme redced by analysis to it: occurring in

I
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this sense in the TA,art. J,in two places.] tIt.
(a disease) wenat an'ay by degrees. (]ar p. 231.)-
See also 1, near the end of tdie paragraph.
[Hence,] tle became j)., meaning he
finished his prayer. (.ar p. 348.) _ 's 

&ze: and J. .l~j: see 2. -*J; 1 J J

J;h2 t [The journey caused the man to fall
sick after it; or] the man fell sick after arrivring
from the jourtey. (ISd, 1.) I _'.: see 4.

7. ;j-l I ~..Jl The hnot became untied, or
undone, (t, TA,) or opened. (S.)_ [And ,).l
It became dissolved, melted, or liquecfied.c It
(a problem, or riddle, &c.) became solved.-
t It (a thing) became analyzed. - tHe relaxed;
or became free from self-restraint.] - .%;1
·; 1 t T he oath became fieed from obligation
[by an exception made in it, or by expiation].
(M,b.)

8. .1il1: see 1, in four places.

10. & .im t fie reckoned it, accounted it,
esteemed it, or deemed it, lawful, allowable, or
free: (S,O :) [and consequently, he profaned,
detecrated, or violated, it; i. e., a thing that
should be regarded as sacred, or inviolable:] or
he took it as, or made it, lanful, allowable, or
free: or he asked him to make it so to him. (K.)

R. Q. 1. ' R He removed them, (S, K,)
or unsettied them, from their place, (S,) or firom
their places, and put them in motion. (1K.)-
aW.l '0Lr, (S8,) or , (1,) rIIe sid to
the che-camel, (<,) or to t;he camels, (v,) J_,
(8, I,) or J J_.. (K.)

R. Q. 2. Ai J& li j L r e removed from
his place; or quitted it. (S.) And Ilj.
They remored from their places, and became in
motion, (K, TA,) and went away. (TA.)

.(S, K) and J_, the latter used in the
case of connexion with a following word, (S,)
or J;. ~ , (K,) A cry by wrhlicl a .she-canmel
is chidden, like as a male camel is by the cry
.,t.: (S :) or a cry by rvhich camnels are
chidden; (K,' TA;) but only female camels; as
also U .. (TA.)

3.
J"_ Oil of sesame, or sesamum. (., R.)

J.: see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

3r. an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.], in several senses.
(8, R, t&c.)_ [1Ience,] ,JIt , (',) or 
~ l,~ (K,) [The profane months; i. e. all the
months except those termed ..sj.JI J"l t: see

;!;*..]m Also a simple subst. from > .3jlt :

see 2, in four places. - See also J, in seven

placer. - [Hence,] .J?JI + The region that is
without tlhe ,j [or sacred territory]. ($, Mgb,

~1) _ See also )ta.. ~ Also A butt; an object
of aim, at which one shoots or thrors. (K.)

j..: see J~.. mA large bashet, (1,) or a
thing of the form of a large basket, (Sgh, TA,)
of reeds, or canes, (?gh, V, TA,) in which wheat
is put: so in the conventional language of the

people of Baghdid: (Sglh,TA:) but in that of

Egypt, a copper coohing-pot: (TA:) [pl. .]
~ThIe direction (.., and j,) of a thing;
asalso t lm: (K :) as when you say All ii.

in the direction of the Ghorv.; syn. *j. (Sb,
TA.)~.;. d In him is weakness, and lan-

guor; as also i. (M.)

a. [A dreds consisting of] an jl [i. e. a
n'aist-wrapper] and a .I j [or wrapper for the
whole body], (S, M, Mgh, 1,) or a , [which is
another hind of wrapper for the rwhole body],
or some other garment: (M, V :) only applied to
a dress consisting of two garments ($, M, Nb,
Msb, 1) of one kind: (Nh, Msb :) or either of
the twio garments by itself: or a ).t and a shirt,
completetd by a turban; or a good garment; but
not so called when upon a man; for in this case
it means tnto garments, or three: or any good
new garment that is worn, thick or coarse, or
fine or thin: (TA:) or a lined garment: (15 :)
but with the Arabs of the desert it means [a
dress consisting of] three garments, i.e. a shirt
and an tjIl and a oi: (TA ,) pl. Li (Msb)
[and J•l., as below]: accord. to A'Obeyd,

means j of El-Ycmcn, (S, TA,)from
various places; and a garment of this kind is
asserted to be iieant in a trad. in which it is
said that the best kind of grave-clothing is the
;1_m: it is also said that is applied to the
;< and and and i aul and,

.5~j and w.^. (TA.) _ A lso t A wteapon, or
neapons: (gla,, 1K:) pl. J.. and J'.. (1.)

.. , , , .-
You say, meaning 't le wore, or put
on, his wreapon, or weapons. ($gh, TA.) Also

[likel] :A wrife. (TA.)
0.

A mode, or manner, of J;. [i. e. alight.
ing, tahing upl one's abode, lodging, or settling].

(K.)_- See also 3t_, in three places. - And

sec J~..., in two places._ Also t A collection
of -'et [i. c. tents, or houses,] (Msb, K) of
mnen; (.K;) as also t sia : (.ar p. 333:) or
(K) a hundred thereof, (Msb,K,) and more:
pl. J .' (Msb.) -- t A itting-place, or the
people thereof; syn. ,. : [or] t a place of
ass*embly: pl. as above. (]g.)~See also 
in two p)laces.

U~ A laxness in the legs of a beast: or in
the tendons, or sinews, (1k,) and wreaknes in the
L; [q. v.], (TA,) wvith laxness of the hock: or
it is peculiar to camels: (1:) and signifies a
'eahness in the . j& [i. e. hock, or hock-tenlon,]
of a camel; (Fr, S, 0 ;) or in each .* of a
camel: (M, TA:) if in the knee, it is termed
,.b. (Fr, ..)_And Paucity of flesh in the

posteriors and thighs; or smallness and closeness
of the buttocks; or paucity of Jflesh in the thighs;
syn. 9; (1];) in a woman. (TA.)_ And
Pain in the hips, or haunches, and the knees, in a
man. (1.)

J. ( M, Lanful, allowable, or free; contr. of
~1~.; (S,Msb,K;) as also tiJ' .(K) and

?tJ (8, Mgh, M9 b, V) and tJ3 : (1 :) a

metaphorical signification, from ;L-l J_. [" the
untying of the knot"] : according to some, mean-
ing what is not forbidden; and therefore in-
cluding what is disapproved and what is not
disapprowed: accord. to others, that for which
one is not punihable. (TA.) [Hence, j 3t;
t Wealth lawfUy acquired. And Jj. t! tA
legitimate son: and an ingenuou, or honet,
person.] And jj!i iJl t Language in which
is nothing that induces doubt, or suspicion: (J[,
TA:) and tge man in whom is nothing that in-
duces doubt, or suspicion. (TA in art. 1.)

And U ' 9 t It is lawful, allowable, or

fiee, to thee. (TA.) And S 'J. j, meaning

the same; (1;) or ()t K;; (i;) and j

Jtj t* . I.J: (TA:) see art. J.tA man
who has quitted his state ofA.,!1; (,. M 9 b, ;)

as also , (M,b,) and l 3, (<, Myb,)

and T'A;' ). ? ; (1,TA;) or this last
signifies one rhvo has not become in that state:

(TA:) by rule one should say Jl., which is not
used in this sense. (K.) - t A womanfreefrom
any obstacle to marriage, as, for instance, by
having accomplished the ;.:. (Msb.) - See
also 5.

jr_: see JJ.

Jl..: see J - Also A fellow-lodgr, or
feUllo-resilent, of another, in one houe: fem.
with ;. (S.)_-And hence, (TA,) A husband:
(S, M9b, XI :) and with; a wife; (., Mgh, MNb,
1g;) as also without ;: (1~:) or they are so
called because each occupies a place, in relation
to the other, which none beside occupies: (Mqb:)
[but there may be two or more wives to one man:]
accord. to some, they are so called because the
husband is lawful to the wife, and the wife to
the husband: but the word, [or rather each word,]
thus applied, is ancient: not a law-term: the pl.
is j5j;. (TA.) - Also A neighbour: (M9b :)
fem. with ;. (L.)- And A guest. (Mgb.)

'3j t One who solves astronomical problems.
(TA.)

: see a ..3._ O -. t His bloodl
goesfor nothing; or is of no account. (n.)

jib . [The act of chiding a shir-camel, or
she-camels, by the cry J;: a subst from j'..;
like Jl3 from jjj: or] a subst. derived from

J~, OJ m. (TA.)

)__ A,1 grav, staid, or sedate, chief: (S:)
or one who is grave, staid, or sedate, in hissitting-
place; a chief among his kinsfolk: (TA:) or
a courageous chief: or a portly man, charac-
terized by nmuch manly virtue: or grare, staid,
or sedate, with a forbearing, or clement, dis-
position: applied to a man: (]:) never to a
woman: (TA:) and t 'J~ signifies the same:
(]5 :) or the former, a chief roith whow men ofteu
alight, or abide: (Har p. 69 :) pl. J-.. (..)

,JI [Untying, undoing, or opening, a knot:]
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act. part. n. of j; in the phrase i.JI J..
(Mqb.)- [And hence, (see 1,)] Alighting, or
descending and stopping or sujourning or abiding
or lodging or settling; or simply taking up one's
abode; or abiding, lodging, or settling; in a

plae; syn. 3jg; (g, TA;) as also *5.; occur-

ring in the lur xc. 2: (TA:) pl. of the former

I and ,. and 3)X, (]g,) and quasi-pl. n.

t tjl; (TA [in which it is in one place called a

pl. (not a quasi-pi.n.) of Jj.];) and the pl. of

. is j .. (TA.) You say j~ ,.- A

tribe that is [abiding] in one place. (HIam p. 171.)

And t 1 ~ A peop)le, or party, alighting,

&c., ($, MUb, ],) and compriting a numerous

company: and in like manner, Vt _. , ,)

and MJ~. m-, (9, TA,) a numerous tribe [alight-

ing, &c.]. (TA.) [See also Jli.] - Hence,

AJIJJjP JtajI t Il mwho completes the reading,
or reciting, of the Kur-.n, and then immediately
recommences it; likened to him who travels much,
and does not come to his family: or the wrarrior
who does not return fr.om his warring. (TA.)

- jt... ' t A debt of which the appointed
term, or period, is ended; (Mb ;) a debt falling

due; (TA;) contr. of j.. (Mgh.) -See

I Having what is termed v [q v.]: fem.

a.: and pl. J_., ap plicd to horses, (R, TA,)
and to camels, and to wolves: (TA:) a camel

having a tveakness in the is [i.e. hoch, or
hock-tendoln]: (Fr, $ :) and having a laxness in
his legs: it is discommended in everything, ex-
cept the wolf. ('.)-The fem., applied to a
woman, signifies Having little flesh in the poes-
teriorst and thighs; or having small and close
buttocks; or having little flesh in the thighs.
(TA.)

3.'! (8, Mqb, O) and , '.. (O) The
orifice throuwjh nhich the urine passes fJorth (8,
Myb, lg)fromn the penis of a man: (4 :) and the
orttfce through which the milk passes forth Jfom
the breast (S, Myb, 1) and fromns the udder. (S,
Myb.)

Jm3: see 2, near the beginning.

iL : see 2, in nine places: and see also 4.
.Aiso tA thing with wthich an oath is expiated;

(s;) [and so t ;.,-; as in the saying,] .k,ll

dJ t Give thou to him that with nhicls
he may expiate his oath. (ISd, K.)

J.~ A place where a person or party alights,
or descends and stops or sojourns or abides or
lodges or settles; a place of alighting, or de-
scending and stopping &c.; or simply whero one
takes up his abode, abides, lodges, or settles; (S,

Mhb,TA;) asalso -J~:: (Msb:) nand ilA~

(.a, Mob, 1) and * , (s,) or t?*, (g,) sig-
nify a [particular, or special,] place of alighting,
or descending and stopping &c., ($, bMsb, K,) of

a people or party: ($, Mb :) the pl. of J.a. is

Jl_ro; and the pl. of XL.' is ;._.. (TA.)

You san, 3. 11 , v, i.e. e. · ti L.

[Ie is in a good, or an excellent, place of alight-

ing, &c.]. ( .) [Hence, tA place, in a general
sense. Thus in the phrase, l i 'a j_ : see

1. And in the phrases, used in grammar, J~

)l t Its place in construction is that of the

nominative case; and j .pi tVirtually in

the nominative cams by reason of the pilace nwhich
it occupies in construction; and the like.] 
[lIence, also,] a term applied by Ks to t An ad-

verbial noun of place or time. (T voce ,.i4.)
[Hence, also, tA person, considered as one in

wrhom some quality has place.] You say, ,;

is a person fit, or proper,for one's saying of him,
VYrily he is good, and may-be he n'ill do good].
(A and TA in art. J1.)1 It is also an if. in.

(S, TA. [See L])

J'..r: see a;. - Also The lawnfl place of

slaughter of a beastfor sacrifice; (S ;) accord. to
some, to the pilgrim on the general day of sacri-

fice, and to the performer of the ;.. on the day
of his entering MIehkeh ; or, as others say, tb him
nwho is in the state of l- 1

. (TA.) - And The

term, or period, of falling due of a debt. (S,
TA.) It is also an inf. n. (1~, TA. [See 1.])

:e J-~.

J._ [MIaking one to alight, or descend and

stop &c.]. [Hence,] jl sl ' I ,The cooklting-pot

and the hand-mill: and , the cooking-pot

and the hand-mill and the bthcket and the knife
and the axe and the insztnumentt for striking li/ht

(1 .lo, S, or oj, K) and the nwater-alsin (S, 1])
and the bonl: (K:) for he who has with himl
these things alights, or abides, whercsoever he
will; but he who has not must be near to persons
from whom he may borrow some one or more

thereof. (S.) [Hence, also,] il_ aj -tA aaAJ
[q. v.] comprising one ; [or tent], or two.
(0, K.) t[Making a debt to Jfall due.] The
Arabs used to say, when they saw the new moon,

J'r't 4' Jl Ja...J L-y . t[No welcome
be to that which makes the debt to fall due, and
nakes near the appointed periods!]. (TA.) 
See also Jt.. _ Also tOne wLith r/whom it is
lanful to fight: (S in art. *.. :) or ewhom it is

Innful to slay: (TA:) contr. of ;_, in the

former sense, (S ubi supra,) or in the latter sense.
(TA.) - tOne rho has no claim, or covenanted
right, to protection, or safeguard, or respect;

(9, TA;) contr. of _j~. , in this sense also. (S.)

tA man vwho violates that which is sacred: or
who does not hold that there is any sacredness

pertaining to the sacred month. (.K.) - See also
4, last sentence but one.

t.~: see 0-, in two places: -and see

also Ua~..

'0~_: see J',_. Also Any water at vwhich

camels have abode, and which they have conse-

qneently rendered turbid. -(g.) . jj. A
man whose remarriage to his wife whom Ae la
trebly divorced has been made lawful to Aim by

her having been married to, and divorced by,

another tnan; (Mgh, TA;) as also a t J_q

(Mgil) and 4j 3J;; (TA) and tJ., (El-
Kurkhee, Mgh,) or this last signifies [properly]

one whose twife is lawful to him. (TA.) m_ .;
also signifies A thing little in quantity. (s.)

JA-. tA man who marries a woman that has
been trebly divorced, (S, Msb, {, TA,) on the
condition of his divorcing her after consummation
of the marr'iage, (TA,) Jn order that she may
become la,rful to [be remarried to] the former
husband. (S, Msb, ]5, TA.) - In a case of
racing, tlie that intervenes between two con-
tending for a stake or stakes, (S,) or the third
horse in a contest for a staki or stakes; (];)
if he outstrip, he takes [the stake or stakes]; and
if he be outstripped, he is not fined: ($, :) the
case is this: two men lay two stakes; and then
another comes, and starts his horse with the two
othiers, without [laying] a stake; if one of the
first two outstrip, he takes the two stakes, and
this is lawful because of the third; but if the

J...... outstrip, he takes the two stakes; and if he
be outstripped, there is no fine for him: he must
be a horse of which one is sure that he may out-
strip; otherwise it is termed j;.: and he is also

called j.&;: (TA:) the j1_ in racing is so
called because he makes lawful the contest for a
stake or stakes, whiclh had otherwise been un-
lawful. (Msb.)

J3).'. A place, (q,) or a meadow (4;), (1],)

and a land (,/,.I) (TA,) and a house (;Ij),
(Mgh and Msb in art. j1,) in wvhich people
alight, or descend and stot, or abide, much, or
often; (S, K, TA, and Mgh and M.b ubi supri ;)

as also t jm~ applied to a place: (S, TA:) or
chosen as a place of alighting, &e.: or, accord. to
ISd, that makes [or invites] people to alight, &c.,
in it much, or often; because a word of the mea-
sure jLt. has only the meaning of an act.
part. n.: arid, as some say, a meadow and a land
are only thius called if abounding with herbage
wholesome to the cattle. (TA.)

J,± .: sce : ..
..... 0 .'

see

1. o ao, or. ; and tol.l; lHe applied the
collyri,,m called ;. and .;. to his eyes: ( :)
or, accord. to AZ, Y,%.1, inf. n. .k ~l, signifies,
he rubbed for him powder from two stones, and
applied their ponder as a collyrium to his eyes
nwhen they were diseased: (TA:) and accord. to

ISk, 1~,.b. W 7. signifies he rubbed for him a
stone upon another stone, then put the powder
[thus obtained] upon the palm of his hand, and

rubbed off with it the rust of a mirror, [see I.~

and I...o, the mirror being of bronze, or other
metallic substance,] then applied it at a collytiurm

11
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to his yjsC. (w, .. )He o, inf. n. :j., He
jlogged him with a whip. (s.)_ And, as also

*~j;~, He struck him with a sword, (S, 15,) ora

staff or stick. (TA.)_ - .)kl ~ ; He thrcw

him dorvn on the ground, prostrate: (I :) like

e.~)l3 l '4- , whiclh, accord. to Az, is a dial.

var. of~ 1.. (T'A.) _1.. lie lay with her;

or compressed her. (Ig, TA.) 3, (o, (, ,)

and ?r*., (g,) and t cr1, (TA,) lie gare him
money. (AZ, , K.) [HIence,l J;Ua ; S

[rI gained not, or derived not, any great profit
from him, or it]. (T.) [See also 1 in art. ID..]

mim Ja!.JI 3., aor. , inf. n. :.3 and m.;, lIe

(a currier) shaved the hi(le; (S, ;) i. e., re-
moved what remained of the Jlesh. (K.)_

Hence the prov., .. , ' .J . [A wo-

man shaving a hide grazed the skin of the ex-
trnmity of the bone of her fore arm next the

thumb: see also j.]: for the dexterous woman

sometimes hurries, and so grazes the skin of Iher
wrist-bone. (S.) The prov., however, is dif-

ferently explainled: see IJI.. (TA.)_ 

.~JyI, inf. i. ',J.; as also .J...; I tore the

wool from the slheep. (Lh, TA in art. )..)

.,* ,l .fi., inf. n. _, The hilde had in it wrhat

is called (.) lie had pustules

(3., for which is put in the 1 ;) upon his

lip after afever. (TA.) And :kq1 :J.-_ The

lip broke out with pustules after an illness; (,

S;) as also -4a.. (T.)

2: see 1, in two places. _ .., inf. n.

and L:J, lIe drove away, and debarred, (camels

or other animals, S, or people, TA,) from the

water. ( P, K.) .A occurs in a trad. for .3,a,

like Cs' for C.,, contr. to analogy; it being a
rule not to change hemzeh into gq unless the next

precedingletter is melsoor.
inf. n. Wl_j; as also t'..J1; He sneetened the

k~ [ormess made of the meal of parched barley]:
but hemzeh does not properly belong to this verb;

for it is from ,l#JI. (Fr, S, 1.) [See 2 in art.

9-.]
4: see 1, in three places: rand see also 2.

i_. Pu.ttles breaking out upon the lips after a

fever. (S, K.) [See also ~., in art. h,.]

3;t: see ;

U;;dl A land abounding with trees: (K :) or
the name of a certain place, (1K,) intensely cold;

(TA;) as also ;_. (JI.)

o. jand V .,J.; V What is rubbed betneen tn,c
stones, to be applied as a collyrium (S, 1) for a
pain in the eyes: (TA :) [but see the verb, in the
explanations of which this collyrium seems to be

more correctly described:] or :.0 - is a ston
which a person wvith diseased eyes uses as a re
medy: (15:) or, accord. to ISk, a stone that i.
rubbed upon, and then used as a collyrium; [i. e.

its powder is so used.] (TA.) aL tJ ;;

;J[A powder for the eyes, that is rubbed 1

together with cantharides,] is a prov., applied to
him whose words are fair, and whose actions are

foul. (TA.) _-". . also signifies That rwhich a
currier shares offfrom the inner side of a hide.

(S, K-.)

,;a~: see the next preceding paragraph.

wiJi. A malignant serpent, (Sh, 1,) the action

of which, in poisoning him whom it bites, is like
that of the oculist who rubs powder [from trwo
stones] fqr him who has diseased eyes, and ap-
plies it to them. (Sh.) [Hence, accord. to some,
the prov. above mentioned, as is stated (but without
explanation) in the TA.]

L aml taLnd The hair on the surface
of a hide, and its dirt, and blackness: (15:) or
what is pared off fiom the bach of a hide. (Lh,
TA in art. j-.) - Also TVhat the knife spoils,
of a hide, in the process of shaving it. (S, P.) -

j3 j. A eavry, or dull, or troublesome,

nman, (TA,) n ho sticks to another [like dirt], and
vexes him. (1. )

&U!^: :see the next preceding paragraph.

: see what next follows.

AA... A currier's knife, used for shaving the

inner surface of the hide: (15 :) and tm~ the

iron instrument, or stone, nwith which one shares

off the &. of a hide, and with which one shins.

(TA voce .t, q. v.)

1. ,JA, (s, Mgh, MMb, 1,) aor. ! (., MQb, 1)
and ;, (,) inf. n. . (S, A, Mb,) and

$ 1,, (A, Mgh, Msb,1) and ,,,3 ; (g;) and
-,,.1I; (S, 15:;) lIe milked (TA) a she-camel

(S, Mgh, MMb, TA) &c., (Mqb,) a ewe, a she-
goat, and a cow: (TA:) he drew forth the milk

in the udder: (A, 1]: [see also 10:]) and .-

;IJ [he drew the milk from the udder]. ($ and

K in art. bt, &c.) j..1 J tI . [Thou hast
millked nith the strongest fot'e arm] is a prov.,
meaning thou hast asked aid of him who will per-
form thine affair, or thy want: (TA:) or, accord.
to A 'Obeyd, J.I t;. I have milted her &c.,
tincning I have taken it by force when I could
not by gentle means. (TA in art. os.) And

,*1. -"4. J, (TA,) or A1. , ($, and some copies

r of the K, in art. .s,) The last milk was, or has
been, drann from the udder, is another prov.,
used in a case when an evil has attained its crisis:
(TA:) or it means tthe excue reached, or has

o reached, its utmost point: (AO, . and V in art.
.p.o :) or the she-camel that had [little or] no

e milk was milked, or has been milked; denoting a
ecalamity. (IB, TA in art. ,.) And J4 ' s

e .I;S :'.~ i If thou lie, mayest thou milk

sitting; i. e., lose thy camels, and become an
owner only of sheep or goats, and thus, after
having milked camels standing, milk sheep or
goats sitting: this, also, is a proverbial saying,

like the following: I>;lJiL 5 Ij -

[What aileth him?] May he [be reduced to]
milk a sheep or goat sitting, and drink cold water,

not hot milk. (TA.) Andst ; ; l '.n4 tHe
exp7erienced goodfortune and evil, is another prov.
(TA. [See this and other exs. in art. a.Pi.]) 80,

too, '; 1, -ti.;; i (TA [but not there
explained]) [lit. She performed her act of milking,
and then desisted: but, as explained in Freytag's
Arab. Prov. (i. 343 and 281), meaning tlt (a

cloud, 1,) sent forth a fine rain, and then

ceased: and some read 4L Vz ..L, meaning

the same: see another reading voce ,4]. -
[Hence,; l. tHe muleted him: see an ex. voce

ji: and see.Im.][Hencealso,] ,(a,,)

aor. ', (A,) inf. n. (;., (TA,) i He set himelf
upon his knees, in the posture of the milker: (A :)
he sat on his knees; ( ;) or on his knee: he sat
on his knee in eating, or in milking a ewe or she-

goat: he kneeled. (TA.) You say, J.4, i
t[Kneel thou like the milker, and eat]: (A :) it
denotes a lowly [and becoming] mode of sitting

while eating. (TA.) t.' C ._. 63 ) 
,Zt6 I [Not at eery time is it said, kneel thou,
and understand] is a prov. applied in the case of
anything that is forbidden, or denied: AA says
that . 1a.JI signifies the act of kneeling; and

t,.1± the understanding a thing: and one says to

a stupid person, , _ . 4.1.i; Kneel thou;

then understand: one says also, e. Jb s,
,vU -s.!1 [in Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 437,

thus: .,Ju y l b?.. i L,, and ex-

plained as meaning Not every time permits to
milk and then to drink: i. e. not every time aids
thee in performing a work; therefore thou shouldst
act prudently, and not expend thy wealth without

rule and measure.] (TA.) jq.jl S,J., aor. i,

He milkedfor the man. (S.) -- and tJ.lI
He assigned to him,tn to be milked by him, a ewe
or she-goat, and a she-camel: ( :) or the latter,
he assigned to him what he sh/ould milk. (S.)~
I1.;, (K,) aor. ', (TA,) inf. n. 41 and ,i,
They assembled, or collected themnselves together,
fromn etry quarter. (K, TA.) [See also 4]--
~.,._, aor. :, It (hair &c.) nas, or became, black.

(1.)
3. .t. Hie milked with him. (.K.) - See

also 4. _lil, inf. n. f.ta, She vied witA

her in patience during milking. (L.)

J4. ;1 _.l, (?,) inf. n. ;' () and

4 '' (~ ', K,) [which latter see also below,] lie
milked for his family, nrhile he wnas in the place
of pasturage, and then sent to tinem the milk there
drawn by him: (?, :) or he conveyed to his
tribe nwhat had been millted vhile the camels were
in the places of pastturage, and had been collected to
the quantity of a camel-load. (TA.) - See also
1, in three places. [In the last of those instances,

the verb, as explained in the 15, is doubly trans.;
and hence,] .l- .l is also usea as meaning t He
gave him a thing. (TA.) - Also He assisted

him to milk, or in milking. (f, A, Mgh, g1.) -
And hence, (A, Mgh,) as also t?J_., (1,) by
extension, (A,) in a general sense, (Mgh,) tHe

1
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auisted Aim, or aided Aim. ($, A.) And ,.J.l
.i m i tHe enrtered among a party, or people,

not Ais on, and aided some of them against
o/Alm. (TA.) And Ij41 tThIey aided their
companions. (TA.) T ssembled, orcollected
themelr together,from eoery quarter, to render
aid, 4t, against him; ($;) like i.qI; ($ in
art. ;) also Vt i .,: : (TA:) t tey
collected themelves together from every quarter
for mar #c.: (Az, TA:) tthey assembled from
every quarter, D; against him. (TA. [See also
1.]) i - k.J Hit camels broughtforth females:
opposed to .. I l "his camels brought forth
male." (1, A, 1.) One says, :,- .! " .;il
Have thy camels brought forth females, or have
they brought forth males? (M, 1g.) See also

441-
5. n oItflowed; (P, A, g, KL;) [or

oozed, or ewudd;] said of milk; (KL;) and Sof
water; (A;) and tof sweat, (?, A, ,) as also

.,e4A l; (9;) and tof moisture, or dew. (L.)
- It (one's body).fomed, Ujs writh sweat: and
in like manner, the eye [with tears]; (1 ;) and
the mouth [with mliva]; (A, K;) as also
* "Jm1. (V.)-t he muated. (TA.) _ It
is also id of the [tribute termed] i, [as mean-
ing tIt jlowd in; or wma collected: see a J.].
(TA.)

7: ee 5, in two plaoes.

8: e 1, first sentence.
10. 1,A-'l He drewforth milk. ($, A, 1.e)

- [Henee,] .m1 'JI b l -e.l 1 (A, TA)

7The wind dreo forth a shower of fin rain from
the clouds; or cawed them to sendforthfine rain.
(TA.) [And fj U1 'lm.Ll tHe sucked it in
his mouth to as to draw forth its moisture or

what dissolved thereof: see an ex. voce ... .]

'j.11; 4 ' .. , occurring in a trad., means .·o.:

al . t+[We desire, or look for, a shorer of
rain from the white clouds]. (TA.) - See
also 4.

4am: m ee

is an if. n.: (, A, Mb, : see 1:)
and also signifies Milk drawn from the udder;
(A, A,* Mgh, 1 ;) or so _ 'i -; (Mb ;) and
so t., ; (9, A, 1;) or "eL ,i; (Myb;)

and V .sm: (TA :) or (15, TA, in the CK

"and") t.4.s signifies [fiesh mnilk, i. e.] milk
of which the taste has not become altered;
(1, TA;) sand 4J~ is thougllt by ISd to be
used in this sense. (TA.) - [Hence,] I The
[tax called] ka4l: (A:) or the kind of jeL.
(1, O) that is similar to the 33. and the like,
(],) whereof the auessment is not certain, or

dofined: (, 1:) pl. .,g;i. (A, TA.) The pl.
also means t Profits, or advantages, such as
accrue to a commander, or governor. (TA in
art. ~j.) -- t An evil result: so in the saying,

j..,. I,.ij S [T'hey tasted the evil result of
their qffair, or action]. (A.)_,.J. j j i L
~cc ~j, mentioned by lApr, hut not explained
by him, (TA,) is said to be a form of imprecation

[meaning What aileth him? May he have neither
she-camels nor he.camels]; (1 ;) and this is the
opinion generally held: (TA:) but some say that
there is no reason for this [assertion; holding the
meaning to be, he has neither the-camels nor he-
camels; the former ') being redundant: see 4;
and see also 4..]. (15.) Also The covering,
ezterior part, peel, or the like, (syn. ',) of
anything. (Kr, TA.)

4j.; ;[a pl. of which the sing. is not men-
tioned,] Black; as applied to animals. (Q. [See
also i,]) _- And Intelligent; as applied to
men. (1.)

a4L. [A single act of milking:] see 1. -[A
time of milking. And hence,] i .iJI Twe morn-
ing and evening; (IA.r,] ;) because they are
the two milking-times. (TA.) [t Afine rain;
or a shower of fine rain: pl. ,AJ~.: the sing.
occurring in the TA in art. ,Ja, and the pi.
in the samie and in the S in that art.: see also 1 in
the present art.] A number of horses started
together for a wager: (1R:) horses asembled
fr'om everyj quarter for a rare, (S, Mgh, M;b,
1.,) not from one stable, ({, 1k,) or not from one
quarter: (Mb :) or horses that come from every
quarter to aid: (A: [but this is probably a false
rendering, occasioned by an omission, which has
combined portions of explanations of two words:])
pl. ' , (M 9b, ]1,) because the sing. has the
meaning of V rel;, (Meb,) [as pl of _,]
irreg., and ,j,i and .l... (TA.) You say,

j1 5 z1 it,- 1/ The mare came among
the last of the horses [in the race]. (M 9b.) And

~' JUL C)jj t [Saeh a one is the winner
in races, or in contests]. (TA.) -_ And A race-
ground. (A.) You say, , ,AS 

.I . . .S i! t [Such a one urges on in
very scene of gloriou contest]. (A, TA.)

';L [Fetnugreek; trigonella favnumgrecum
of Linn. ;] a certain grain, (S, Mgh, M.b,) well
known, (S, Mgh,) which is eaten; also pro-
nounced * .. : (Mb :) a certain plant, (AHn,
1,) having a yellow grain, used medicinally; and
made to germinate [in a vessel of water], and
eaten; (AlHn, TA;) useful as a remnedy for
diseaes of the citest, for cough, asuhlna, phiegm,
atd hwmorrhoids,for gicng strength to the back,
for the liver alnd the bladder, and as a stimulant
to the venereal faculty, (1K,5 TA,) alone or com-
pounded; and a common article of food of the
people of El-Yemen: pl. [or rather coil. gen. n.]
1 4... (TA.) - The [plant otherwise called]

. (AHn, 1.) - The .t [or tragacantha].
(AHn, K.) _ The leaves of the t.L when they
have become harsh and dry, and dusty or dust-
coloured, and when its branches and thorns have
become thick: (TA:) or it is [what is in a
similar state] of the fruit of the Lka: (lAth,
TA:) the word is sometimnes pronounced 
(TA.) -_ The kind of food called , (1, TA,)
Ahich is given to wromen helin childbearing;

(TA;) as also t 4. (K.)IA pure black

colour. (1..) [See L-.]

*L : see the next preceding paragraph, in
three places.

;i usee se , in two places.
'lt4 A female slave who knels by reason of

indolence. (TA.)

, i_-; and its pl. ; c;: see , in three
places.

$.i Black hair &c. (T, K. [See iso
4~..]I) And ,;- ; l Intensely blac (9.)

L.s3 .". > see each in two places voce ,.

,,..: see L _:_ and _,.. It is
also a pl. of 4L;, as shown above. (TA.)

,.,,.v and * 4jm. (of which the latter is the
more common, TA) A sbe-camel that is milked;
(v;) both signify alike: (TA ) or the former
is an epithet, signifying as above; and the latter
is a subst., signifying the animal tiat is milked;
(S, A, Mgh, Msb, TA;) though some say the
reverse: or sometimes the former is utsed for the
latter, meaning a milch camel, &c.: accord. to
Meyd, the latter signifies a she-camelu that is
milked for the g 9ut, and for the people of the
tent or houe: (TA:) the former is used by some
as a sing., and by others in a pl. sense: (IB,
TA:) and [in like manner] the latter.is applied
to a single she-camel or ewe or she-goat, and to
more: (I:) the pl. (of the latter, TA) is 
(S,1) and _, ; (];) and ;., supposed
to be a contraction of 4,,, also occurs as a pl.
epithet applied to ewes and to she-goat (Lb,
TA ) You say 'i;t £ L.. A milh
camel that gives much frioth in her milk, and
does not give pure, or clear, milk: a prov.,
applied to him who promises much, but performs

little. (Meyd, TA.) And :O tl J . ...
t [The milch camel of the Muslims has yielded
a copious stpply of milk] is said when the dues
of the government-treasury are in a good state.
(IAar, Suh, TA.) t' LL;L, also, signifies A she-
camel having milk; (IA~r, S, that is milked;
a milck camel; (A, 1 ;) like , ; (TA;) and
so t IA , ( IAr, c) and - .i/._. (lSd, O) and

a and t* .e~, (1g,) like as they said

&;esj and AtS and . - (TA) and 
and _, ; (1 ) or fit to be milkhed: ( and
TA voce .,:) and ,. and the rest of tho
foregoing epithets, except ; ., [which I never-
theless believe to be perfectly syn. with them,
like as is syn. with 4' accord. to the
S,] are also mentioned as having an intensive
signification. (TA.) You say tVa1;. LU
,t5b (A, 1K) and *S tj 'iP (TA) [and
.s.^S; ti ] and a t nd
jy:..% (1K) A she. camel that is milked and
ridden: (A, 1:) or that yidds abundance of
milk and that is submisive to be ridde (TA.)
AZ mentions V , L IIU, the latter word in
the pl. form; as also ..A,r; 36. (TA. [But

I
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in each mas I think that the ., is a mistake for
L.])s_ ee albo [Jt ._[Hence,] : 

t [A summer-midday] that draws forth the
sweat. (K.)

.i,: ase e;., in two places._ Also I A
ra [of th kind termed , prepared from

date. (Q., TA.) - And t Fresh blood. (C.)

itL. [or perhaps 4 `1 , like *L &c., t An

eding fluid]. (Aln, TA voce L.L, q. v.)

3~,jb: iee .#e

i;aC : see i.: -and see what next follows.

,~t~ used as a pl. of 4i.. [q. v.], because the
latter has the meaning of ' ! 1 o. (Msb.) -
Also Companies, assemblies, or t;oops. (K.) 
And The sons of the paternal uncle: (K :) or a
man's assistants, or auxiliaries, consisting of the
sons of the paternal uncle in particular. (TA.)

~.~ A certain plant, ($, IC,) that grows in
the hot season, in the plains and on the sides of
valleys, cleavng to the ground so as almost to
be buried in it, not eaten by the camels, but only
by the sheep or goats, (TA,) and by the gazlles:
(., TA:) it increases the milk, andfattens; and
gazlles are nared [while pasturing] upon it
(l J.u): (TA:) hence the expressions

JZ ` and Jo.j 3 [a buck-gazeUe
that feeds upon the .. ]: (S :) it is a curling
herb, of a dusty colour inclining to green, that
spreads upon the ground; when a piece of it is
cat off, a milky Jfluid flows from it: (As, 8 :)
A[n says, it is a plant that spreads upon the
ground, evergreen, hlaving small leaves, with
which they tan: Aboo-Ziyad says, it is included
among what are term~ aLJJI, and is a tree

that expands oer thc ground, cleaving thereto,
intensely green, growing most when the heat
becomes great: and he adds, on the authority of
Arabs of the desert, that it lies upon the ground,
having small and bitter leaves, and a root pene-
trating deep into the earth, and small trigs:
it is of the hind of plants termed a'..ij (TA.)

A skin for water or milk tanned with
[the leaves of] the _.; (S,I .;) as also

A dytA de ay. (Sh, .)

41. A milker; ( u, also ( ;)
but the latter hlias an intensive signification: (TA :)
pl. £.. (Q,A.) You say, 'i at._ [The

are the milkers of the camels]. (A.) And 
&i.JI 43,4 [Separately the milkers return]:
(,, A:) for when they assemble to milk their
camels, each occupies himself with milking his
own, and then they return, one after another;
(3, TA;) or they water them together, and return
separately to their abodes, where each one milks.
(TA:) a prov., (~, A, TA,) relating to the
manners of men in assembling and separating:
(TA:) you should not say .L.JI. (..) Itt
gives it differently, thus: ia_JI ,Ajp -.
[Until the milhers return]: but the former reading

Bk I.

is that commonly known. (IB, TA.) IJ .I
;4.~ i,i 3 e [They (i. e. camels) have not a

pastor, but milkers] is another prov., applied to
a man who asks thine aid, and whom thou aidest,
but on whose part there is no aid. (TA. [That
is, You ask aid of one to whom you render no
aid. See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 427.])_
[Hence,] .tIl.JI t [The two rpernatic ducts;]
two veins, or ducts, which supply the penis with

[the spermatic] fluid; whence the phrase, ji
,I._, meaning !this penis became erect: (A,

TA :) t two veins, or ducts, in the kidneys: (Zj
in his" Khalk el-Insin :") or t two veins, or
ducts, (S, TA,) of a green colour, (TA,) on either
side of the navel: (., TA:) accord. to some,
t two veinJ, or ducts, within the two horns.
(TA. [But I think that, in this instance, jid;ll
is a mistmranscription for ~epJlI, meaning the

nose: see what follows.]) .JI. [is the pl.,
and] signifies The sources [hence flo s the
milk] of the udder: (A, TA:) and S the sources
whence flow the tears of the eye: (A, :) and
t the sources of a spring, (A,) or of a well: (K:)
and C.1 , .rJl t the veins, or ducts, that
eecern the mrues from the nose, and the spermatic
Jluid from the penis. (AA, T. [But see art.

. s_: ee what next follows.

1t,1 JMilk mrhich a man draws/for his family,
rwhile he is in the place of pasturing, and then
sends to them: (A,K:) or milk that remains
over and above what Jills the skhin: ( :) or what
remains over and above the contents of the skin
nhen tlh pator brings the skin on the occasion
of his conducting his camels to mater and it
contains milkh; this being the 1_..I of the tribe:
or mnilk n,hich people collect, to the quantity of
a camel-load, while tlheir camels are in the place
of payturing, and convey to the tribe; as also
Vt.s-1, pl. A.1; whence the phrases, ;+ ..

and WAi ;; Hec has come with
twvo camel-loads of milk collected ,chile the camels
were in the pasture, and with three such loads:
when, in the case of milking ewes or goats or
cows, people do thus, one says of them, l1A;.

AblaZ, and - tel L . (TA. [See
also 4.])

4a1. and a';L. and 4;i and ila3 and

°;1. (K1) and ~L and 4' a*nd ;an

(Agei, TA) and a . (1) A ewe, or she-goat,
from whose udder somewhat [of milk] has issued
before her being mounted by the ram: (J :) and
a she-camel that emits, or yields, milk before
conception: (Seer, TA:) or you say, accord, to
Ks, ~L j.a, or 3 .J, [accord. to different
copies of tile S,] meaning a she-goat fioom whose
udde'r .some milk has isued before she has been
,nout,ted by the ram: andaccord. to AZ, . 'L;-,
or ;A ;i, [accord. to different copies' of the S,]

and .j,-, and 4, a young she.goat that is
miillel before she conceives. (q.)

'I.. A place of milking. (Mqb.)- [Also

The pruws mahaleb of Linn.; a small kernel f'
the stone of a wild cherry, much eate~ed by the
Egyptians, (and by the Arab in geeral, E.W. L,)
and employed by them in many diseases, as a
bechic and carminative; brought from Euroqpe
(Rouyer, in the " Deser. de l'Egypte," xi. 452 of
the 8vo. ed. :)] a kind of odoriferous tree: (A:)
a certain tree having a grain (_. [which may
mean a kenell) that is put into perlumes and
aromatics; (Mqb, TA;) the perfume in which

it is incorporated being termed ;~ : so ay
IDrst and othert: Aln says that he had not
heard of its growing anywhere in the country
of the Arabs: accord. to Aboo-Bekr Ibn-Talbah,
a tree having a grain () like that of the

h" [which is likewise nused in medicine, called

Qt.ltJIjj, i.e. the seed of the ocimum bailicum,
or common sweet bail]: accord. to Aboo-'Obeyd
El-Bekree, the [tree cal~d] J)1i : (TA:) [J says,]

~jl _ is an aromatic medicine, the

whereof is iZi.jl, (g,) which is a town (M~)
near El-PM6ii: (., TA:) IKh callsit a kind of
perfme: some say it i the grain of the 
[or castor-oil-plant]: others, that the , _ is
the fruit, or produce, of the kintd of tree trmed

..41 .s , whAich the Arabs caU j.1Jl: IDrd
says that it is the grain with which one p erfue;

calling the grain by the name of "..~ : (TA:)
the best is the white, pearly, and clar. (Iba-
Seenk, book ii. p. 210.) Accord. to IDrS, this
word is originally an inf. n., and ,1 ,..I _
and ,.JAmI ;eq.m. mean _,.JJ1 _. and ;j*,
,Ja1l. (TA. [IbrD informs me that it is a
custom of some of the Arab, previously to their
milking, to chew some -J.,, and to anoint
with it the teat of the animal.])~ Honey. (]g.)

[One who asist in miling..-And
hence, in a general sense,] t An aider, or assist-
ant: (8, ]:) or an aider, or asistant, not be-
longing to the party, or peple, whom he aids: if
of that party, or people, the aider is not so called,
accord. to the T. (TA. [But see 4.])

4... (8, A, M9 b, 1) and 1 .*. (A, M9 b,
1) A milking-vel; a wsesl into which one
milks; (8, A, Myb, ] ;) made of the skin of a
caml's side, or of other skin: (MF:) a ve"l
into rwhich ewes are milked. (Az, TA.)

'I.: see .

J. ; Milk drawn from the udder.

&c.) - See also .
(8,'t k

4.1_: see what follows.

·J_ ; (.8, ;) for which you should not nay
*,.e-, with ,.; sometimes written %a,~,b; (8;

as in one copy; but in another, and in that from
which SM quotes, ,1j;) and Vt . ,; ( ;)
[Assa, or asa: of which there are two kinds;

.* ;1_, or aQa fatida; and ,., - ,

or asa dulcis:] the gum of the l t: (q, :)
79
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[Boox I.

lSd says, ;¢;1_ is an Arabic or an arabicizcd
word: [and is the name of a certain plant :] I
have not heard that it grows in Arabia; but it
qror's betne'en Bust andl the country of El-.RKee.dan:
it is, he says, a plant that lies prone upon the
ground, and from the middle of it there comes
forth, and rises high, a reed, or caut., at tite head
whereof is a hnob (;.S: it is also, he adds,
the name of the gum that comneaforth at the roots
of the leares of that reed, or cane: the people of
the part above mentioned, he sys, cook the plant
thus called, and eat it; and it is tot a plant that
remains during the winte.. (TA.) In the T, Az
states that ; is said, on the authority of Lth,
to be the same as .~.'l [app. a mistake for t9rJl;

or for jT'l, from the Persian , signifying
aosafetida]; but, he adds, the word that I re-
member to have heard as the same as ~'il is

J1., with t; and I do not think it to be

genuine Arabic. (TA, here and in art. .)

1. Si& . , (is, A, Mlb, g,) aor.:, Msb,

O) and i',(, (, ,) inf. n. ., He separated, or
cleared, the cottonfrom it -seds, with the wooden
implement termed .. : (Meb:) or he epa-

rated and loosenedl the cotton ( v) with the
uon the , (TA,) or upoN the

-.,,.. (A.) [Golius descrihes the operation
thus: "e nucibus parum excerptum, inter ferra-
menta duo (quorum superius, axiculo seu specillo
simile, ceu torno vertitur, inferius quiescit, simul
autem inter sese arete coherent,) attrahitur et A
meminc duriore Segregatur:" but see Cs. and

.] [Ience,] .. signifies also Ifle
Cade a cake of bread round (A, O) [by rolling it]
with the 2.,. (A.) _- And lie nixed, and
stirred about, a;nd beat, what is termed JA , or
L.Q~. (A, TA.) _- And lle beat another with

a staff, or stick. (A.)_.Htle twitted a rope.
(A, TA.)

5. qI0"1 cJoa; tT1e cl,oudls becamne in a
state ofJ commnotion, and lightened. (].) 

j@l - t a 1- tTh7at [thing, or affair,]

did not become anitated to and fro in my mind, so
that I should doubt re.spectiny it. (TA.) And

s' ) L, ( Nothing of it ras
doubtful in mny ,nmind;] I doubted not re~pecting

aulght of it. (A.) You say, JJ ~ 53 t

and . . ,,[Leave thtou that which has been

doubtful in thy minld]. (Lth,TA.) ..

and . mean I. doubted respecting it:
(As, TA:) or both mcan nearly the same. (Sh,
TA.) The saying of 'Adee, (15,) [or,] correctly,
the saying of the Prophet to 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd,

(TA,) % ., ,f %.. Y
' , or ', [accord. to different

copies of the K, in thie C. $, ,et 4J -. ,]
means Let not aught [of doubt] enter thy heart
on account of it; [i.e., on accrrount of food in
respect eft which thou hast reanembled those who

follow the Chri.stian religion ;] i. e., it is clean.
(Sh, K, TA.) Accord. to IAth, this is from
t.J, signifying motion, and comnmotion, or

agitation: and it is also related with t [in the
place of ], meaning the same. (TA.)

8: see 5.

m. : see 5, last sentence.

. .mw tLightL,ning clout. (1.)

a nnd * .. Cotton umpon rhich the ope-

ration usifrniced by the rerb '' has been .~-

Jbrnmel; (S, K;) cotton xseparated, or cleared,
Ji.om its seeths. (Msb.) - For the former, see
also 2,..

m. . The art, or bu,sinexs, of pemforming the
oleqiation, u1pon cotton, signified by the verb

,-. (g.)
;A~ _ tfMilh in which are dates: (K:) milk

in -lhitch dates hare been macerated, steeped, or
soakedl; (f, TA;) atnd which is srtret: (TA:) or
clarified butter [poured] upon, paure milk: or
d,egs squeezed J.oan a bntter-.kin (, .

[or perhaps the latter word is a mistranscription
for Uj, and, if so, the meaning is the e?caed
juice of the .tpecis of dates tert,ed So.]): (S,

I(:) and the exrpressed jitce of ot;a.: and some
fJ esh buttetr milked uspon: ( :) pl. .:
accord. to the T, .~ . signifies dates nwith milk:

(TA:) and accord. to Kr, t-.., without ;, is

a name given to dates mnilked l pon, and then
maosed with the hand. (ISd, TA.)

m;. One whose bu,ine.sx is to peform, the

operation, upon cotton, srinified by the rerb .
(S, 1.)

•m.m The thing on which is performed the
operation, ulpon cotton, si.qnijied by the verb

.~ ; (s,~ 1;)as also A,.t : (S,A,A :)

it is of wood or of stone. (TA.) - See also
_.~ -_ Also tThe axis (J~ ) of the d heave

of a pulley. (g.)

"illin: see .

.~i,_ The thiMn with which is performedtl the

operation, upon cotton, signified by the rerb

'.: (S, A, 15:) or t. is the name of the
wvooden implement [with which that operation is

performned, or] with which cotton is separated, or
cleared,from its seeds. (Msb.) Also tAn im-
plement of wood, (1,) or of stone, (TA,) with
which a cake of bread is ezlpanded; (K ;) a
rolling-pin for dough: (A, TA:) pl. ._t and

.ta.A. (TA.) - And SA bull's ho,n. (A,

TA.)

m...: see ..

T a or 'Ce el

C)j.i~ [The mail;] a certain ereepinf thing

(41$), (K in art. j).,) or a small creeping thing,
(S and 1 in art. Cjtm.,) that is found upon the

[kind of tree ealled] lj : (S, :) or of the kind

called lt~! [i. e. of the testaceous kind, or

shell-hind: applied in the present day to the snail
with its shell, and to any hind of spiral shell] :
(RK:) it is a kind of worm, haeing a shell tvithin
n-hich it conceals itself: (TA in art. 'jjl.a :) its
pexit is good for the stomach, and for tuhe wound
of the mad dog, andfor dissoleing iard tumours,
and cuting ulcers; its sitell, burnt, clears the
mange, or scab, and the [species of leprosy termed]
jt [q. v.], and the teeth; and the application
of it extetrnall draws forth the tL_ [or perhaps

it should be .'.. (or prickles of the palm-tree)]
fronm w,ithin the flesh, and, mixed with vinegar,
stops bleeding fiom the nose: (g in art. 'jLm.:)
Az agrees with the author of the K in mentioning
this as a triliteral-radical word; but As and J
bold the O; to be a radical letter, (TA in art.
ji,) and so do Lth and A 'Obeyd. (TA in art.

caP--.)

L a.;Il U;., aor.: ($gh, L, K) and ', (L,)

inf.n. ,;i; (TA;) and . ,I, (S,cL,, &e.,)
in£. n. f 'I 1 ; (TA;) He clad, or co,ered, the

camel with a ,p_ [q. v.]; (S, R,J&c.;) put upon

him a -K.. (Sh.) -- - ..JI - ,., (T, g,)
inf. n. J;, (TA,) The shy r,ained continually;
as also t :.l .: (1,:) or rained a fine and
rontinualrain; (T;) and so tthe latter. (T,S,
A, g.)

4: seel 1, in three places:_and see10, in two
places.

10. ;1 Ile made it to be as a oJ.
(TA.)_ So the verb signifies in the phrase
_j oJl - ,_j I [in the Ck ,J I U1 ]
(TA) ! Such a one relinquished n ot Jfar. (Mgh,*

1,TA.) _.Jlt j.U I Tlhe nujiht
becamne dense n,ith darkness. (A,TA.) _ ,.1

-' I tThe hh.bage covered the land with its
abundance(As,S,K,TA) and tellnexs; (Z, TA;)

as also*t.Al..l. (K.) And , * -,.mi :The
land becamne altogether green [as though covered
wvith a l.J : see the part. n. below]: (Sh, TA:)
or, as also .. a- -. , became clad with splouting
Ire,baye: or becamne yreen, with erect herbage.
(TA.)

,rJi A piece of cloth (."L ), (S,A,Mgh,
Msb, .,) of thin texture, (S, TA,) which is put
on the back of a camel, ($, A, Mgh, Msb, ],)
boneath the as;, (aS, A, Mgh, .K,) or beneath
the Jj; (Mob ;) a piece of hair-cloth used as a
tcorerinru for a horse or the like: (A:) or any-
thing that is next the back of the camel or other
beast, beneath the saddle, in the place of the
ar-n.;, being beneath the felt cloth: (TA:) and

a [liece of cloth of the kind called] .- b, (S,*A,
Mgh, K,) or a piece of Ihair-cloth, (A,) or the
like, (TA,) or a carpet, (IAsr, Msb,) that is
.srread in a house or tent, (S, A, Mgh, Meb, 1,)
beneath the best of the pieces of cloth: (S, Mgh,

1
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Boox 1.1

1i :) and ,.i; signifies the same, in both appli-
cations: (A'Obeyd, S, :) pl. [of lauc.] ,,, aI
(1, Mqb, 1) and [of mult.] J,. (I) and i--.
(Fr,.gh, V.)-_[Hcnce,] 1.il ? , .1 & C 55
% Such a one is of those who train and manage
horsea and are conxtantly ulon their bacus. (TA.)
And bJI.' ,~)..-I 'm; I1Ve are acquirers of
horses and constantly upon theie· backs. (S.)-

AtJ I t tTue l. (S, m )_; 
t He is one who does not quit his place [or Ihou.s
or tent]: (V:) said [generally] in dispraise;
meaning, that he is not fit for anything hut to
keep to the house or tent. (Az, TA.) [But it
does not always imply dispraise; for] it is said in
a trad., (S,) 74 I , (S,A,) or sS

;;; ; iC .te, ( rTA,) tKep thou to thy
house or tent; (A;) quit not thou thy house or
tent: (S:) meaning, in a case of sedition. (TA.)
You say also, &i i ejW J, and 
qt, ISuch a one does not quit the country, by
reason of his love of it: and this is said in praise;
mcaning, that he is a person of might and strength,
and that he does not quit it, not caring for debt
nor for dearth or drouglht, waiting until the
coun,try be fraitful. (Az,TA.) And ' uiL e;
LjlI [Sueh a one is like tle castawa/y v]

meaning, tis one who stand.L in no stead whl,en an
evett premsse heavily up,on him, or opprexsses hin
suddenllY: and, accord. to El-Marzookcee, 

1.m-, as meaning tile is onre n.ho does not
sit a horse well; is not a hIrseman. (rHam P. 1 43.)

And Ji ot 1 M I, l tTis i is not of the
imnplements, or apparatuis, or the liks, qf. se/h a
one. (yHam ibid.)-,,wJI ' . t ItA great

n,c of mcit; syn. *. ; (], TA ;) because lie
keeps to his place of abode, not quitting it: but
[SM adds] I have seen, in the Mobeet, this ex-
pression explailned by ;-± [a t,nultittude of men];
and Sgh explains it as meaning a conm,pany of

men. (TA.) -y . [app., t Ie is the rcare-
f,l and ski.i;tl mI an,ger *qf it, constantly attendinl
to it]: accord. to Fr, this expression, and ..- -
hl, and L&j., and L.j ~.T, and :i

tt,~, and L..~, all signify the same. (TA.)

- .5 1 ,:..~' lI.J ,.j I hare .folrsahen,
or abandoned, xt,ch a one. (A, TA.) aJI
Tle, fo, th o.f' tihe ap,.'o,rs used in the gamne called
,j.rI; (A'Obeyd, S, K;) as also * l_JI:
(IF,K:) it hxs four notches, and four lpo;tionsx
assigned to it if'it be succesfisl, and thcforfliture
ofJobaur portions if unsucce.ful. (Lh, TA.)

1C'L' : )e~see

,~ pl SLand covered with abundant
herbage, at though with a .~: (K, TA:) or
alitogether grern. (Sh, TA.)

1. L. , aor. ;, inf. n. jA. and J. (S,

Mqb, K.) and . (1) and -L-, (. , g,)
like ;j ; and j3); and ;, ($,) and
Ai,_*1 (Lth, 1) [and ,.i like ,;:j., as
will be seen from what follows], Ite Jsore. ($.)
You say, . iJ [He swore by God]. (Msb.)

[And i 2'Lib Z li e swore it was so. And
1. d JAI. l _ IIe swore to him to do such a
thing.] And 4.j. j.. (T in art. t., &c.) and

~ sL C (El-Jimi' es-.agheer voce & , .c)
[le s,vore an oathl]. And jail 'j ;,iL j
[No, ,y' the smvearing it, (meaning no, I swear
it,) I will not do such a thing]. (lbn-Buzurj, K..*)
And .ijt;, meaning &ii. .i, i. e.
[I swear] an oath [by God]. (Lth,K.) Accord.
to IAth, the primary signification of .J is The
act of confederating, or malsing a compact or con-
federacy, to aid, or assist; and making an agree-
ment: [but this meaning is afterwards said in the
TA to be tropical:] when the object of this, in
the time of paganism, was to aid in sedition or the
like, and in fighting, and incursions into the ter-
ritories of enemies, it was forbidden by Mobam-
mad: when the object was to aid the wronged,
and for making close the ties of relationship, and
the like, he confirmed it. (TA.)

2: see 4, in three places.

3. l4 L v Ail,. lie snore with him ,·e-
specting, or to do, such a thing. (TA.) - Also,
(S;,* K,* TA,) inf. n. ii_.. and .a., (TA,)
tile united with him in a confederacy, league,
compact, or covenant, (S, K, TA,) [respecting, or
to do, suck a thing.] -And e.b l He clare,
clung, kept, or held fast, to it: (1K, TA:) see a
verse of Aboo-Dllu-cyb in art. ..i, voce v 1o .
(TA.) You say, ~ ~,. and j', tie clave
to his yrief, or sorrowo. (TA.) -_;ut also
signifies tThe establishin.q a br7otherhood. (TA.)
It is said in a trad., jtiŽ)lj ,,J . 1.i%.
tile established a brotherhood between Kureysh
and the Assistants. (S, TA.)

4. aialt, (S, M.hl, K,) inf. n. j l; (Msb;)
and t? '., (S,Ms7b,K,) inf. n. 'AL; (Mtb,
K;) and a .A.1; all signify the same; (S,
Msb, K;) [lie made him to swrear: and *the
I:ast, he asked him, or required him, to surear:
and he conjured him, or adjured him; as is shown
in the M in art. _&t; (see 8 in that art. in the
present work ;) and so t the second; as is shown

in the explana:tion of the phrase -j- ai *1 ;' 3 .
in the g anld TA :] said [for instance] of a judge.
(TA.) You say, j G L, t . :. aI and '(.
anid ,i.lt [He mnade him to sn.ear by God he did
not, or had inot done, such a thing]. (TA.)-
[IIcnee,] ~ ,JIj.l The boy passed the time
lhaen he had nearly attained to puberty: (J:)

so says Lth; adding that some say, Ai*~1 j.:
and this Z mentions also, and he adds, so that it
was doubted ,rhether he had attaimed to puberty:
but Az says that A.JI JLa in this sense is a
mistake; and that it means only he nearly at-
tained to nluberty; so that those rrho looked at
him differed in opinion; otu saying and swaring
that he had attained to puberty, and anotzher say-

ing and srcaring the contrary. (TA.) - And
ii.l .Ji;.. The .Wi. attained to maturity/.

(lAar, 15.) [By .t JI would seem to be here
meant the clamorous female slave: for when this
word means a kind of grass, the I is not that which
denotes the fem. gender, but is a letter of quasi.
coordination, if its n. of un. be 3 ii5;, as in the
Msb ' but accord. to Sb, it is in this sense sing.
and pi.; and as pl., it is fem.; and in a description
of it by Aboo-Ziyfid, cited by AI;n, it is made
fem.]

6. Ijt. L J IJ*J1 They swo,re, one to another,
respecting, or to do, such a thing; as also t _IqJ/.
(TA.) -And AI,.JW IThey confederated; or
united in a confederacy, league, compact, or cove-
nant. (.8. , TA.) And W1.3 tThey two united
in a confede.ancy &c. that their cas s hould be one
in respect of aiding and defending. (Msb.) And
~I.sI I. i0 ! Ol .1 WIm. tTIjey tnw,
united in a confederacy &c., by oaths, that their
case should be one. (Lth, TA.)

8: ace 6.
10: see 4, in three places.

tA confederacy, leafue, compact, orcoy-
nant, 8 Msb, 1,) between persons; ($, 1;) as
also t JL: (Myb :) because it is not concludeld,
or ratified, but by swearing. (ISd, TA.) -

t Friendship; or tre, or xinwere, friendship.
(15.) I A eonfederate of another; one who
unites in a confederacy, leaget, compact, or com.-
mant; (TA;) as also t : ($, Msb, , TA:)
or a friend, or sincere fi'end, who sn~ear# to hix
companion that he will not act unfaitAhfully with
him: (1.:) or a friend, or true friend, is thus
called because he so swears; as also i ' :

(TA:) pl. of the former .s..; (8,'11;) and of
the latter .'U . (TA.) By the Jl..I are meant,
in a poem of Zuheyr, Asad and Ghatafln; because
they united in a confederacy to aid each other;
and the same appellation is applied to a party of
Thakeef; ( a, 1 ;) and to six tribes of 15ureyslh,
namely, 'Abd-ed-Dkr, Kapb, Jumab, Sahm,
Makhzoom, and 'Adee: (. :) and V eA4L;JI
to Benoo-Asad and Teiyi, (S, O,I1,) or Asead
and GlhatafAn; (8Id, TA;) and Fczarah and
Asad also (S, J) are termed 'lm. (a.)

_..p: see eii.

!.Um An oath. (Mqb,TA.*) You say, U
&1,l (TA,) and 1 ,L;, i.e. He ,ore ant

oath; (Lthl, .;) and tV h.i wAi. [whichl
means thc same]: (Lb, TA:) thlis last word is

of the measure iJasil from AL.JI. (15.)- See
also A1~..

Aa.: see o;^.

IL_D :see l._. Land abound-
ing ,ith [the hind of gra's called] lA.; as also
Ar.. [app. *' ]: (TA:) or produciqy

otd. (A.Hn, TA.)

.W;J. [app. l,. accord. to some, and 
accord. to others, (in the CV, erroneously, .W,)],
(S, Mb1, K, &c.,) in measure like .oln.,
[and if so, l ., but see what follows,] (Mqb,)
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and JLU., (Akh, K,) [A kind of high, coarse
grass; called by the botanists poa multiflora,
and pa cynourtoidc ;] a certain plant, ($, Mqb,
~],) [.rom'in] in water, (S,) *,ell hnown, (Mqb,)
of those termed ,tWI : (TA:) Aboo-Ziy&d says
of the .11_ that it seldom grows anynhere but
near to water or to the bottom of a valley; and
ix long, or tall, (L.#l,) rough to the touch; seldom,
or ne'er, does any one lay hold upon it, for fear
of his hand being ct; sometimes camels and
sheep or goats eat a little of it; and it is mnnch
liked by oxen: (Ag1n,TA:) [a coll. gen. n.:]
n. un. . ti).., ($, ],) accord. to AZ, (S,) or
Aboo-Ziyid, and AXn, (TA,) and ai.i, (., ,)
accord. to AV, (?,) and ,li., (Mqb, ],) like
i;I..: (g: [in the C] like 's.~,and omitted
in my copy of the TA :]) [this last n. un. requires
that the coll. gen. n. should be 4iL.: (see 4,
last sentence:) but] Sb says that .1M~. is sing.
and pl.: [mee q. :] (TA:) [as pl., it is fem.;
and it is made fem. in the description by Aboo-
Ziyld, cited above:] sometimes it has ur1. for
pl.: and its dim. is t,4Lm. (O,TA.) j5 UI U1
il l .n', occurring in a trad., means t I am
the lion; because that beast repairs to the places
where the .IL~ grows: and [hence,] .lt Zt.
t1it lJ means t As though he were the lion.
(TA.)-I-.L/ also signifies A clamorous female
slave: (lAr, I :) pl. j.. (I.)

;J.: see Jt., in three places. t What-
ever cleares, clings, heeps, or holdsfast, to another
thing, is termed its .J : whence one says,
1?.J1 . U jJ t [Such a one cleaves to libe-
.-ality], kc. (TA.) You say also, a j ,

meaning i He it sleepless. (TA.) ..-- I l, J_.
: Shaarp-tonged; (S, Z, g ;) chaste, or eloquent,
in speechi (S;) waho confot7m to the desire of
his companion, as thouwjh he were a confederate.
(Z, TA.)..,I * ;, in a poem of Sa'ideh
Ibn-Ju-eiyeh, (Skr,]C,* TA,) means ItA sharp
spear~head, (IS,) or a spear rwith a sharp head:
(Skr,TA:) or it means a brisk, lively, or sprightly,
horse. (Skr,].) Az says, tl. Cl means
SA sharp spear-head: and I think ihat it is
termed ,J# because the sharpness of its point
is likened to the sharpness of the points of [the
gr called] ,. (TA.)

~m ~t Sharpnes, in anything. (TA.)

V ·. j1l A valley that produces [the grass

albd] .i.. (gh,es .)

Z1_v.: see LA'-.

J4; and b.: see what next follows.

Ji. [Smwearing:] and tJ4.; that srears

,,;uch, or ofte; and so .k~.; [but in a more
intensive sense]. (TA.)

uSJ JW C. s How shar-tpongved is he,
(r, 1iA,) and hom chate, or eloquent, in spech!
(TA.)

Mm..: see'

! Anything resperting which one doubts,
so that people swear respecting it; (ISd, L, ],
TA ;) so called because it occasions swearing:
(ISd,TA:) such is also termed .;~ (L)
[Hence,] :A boy of whom one doubt nwhether he
hare attained to puberty. (IAr,TA.) [And
hence] it is said, A ' ilu j t.. S [R*a*dri
and El- IVezn are two causes of swearing]: these
are two stars: the reason of the saying is that
which is explained in art. ;a, voce j ,..

(8, Jr.) Hence, also, iai, .. $, ($,) or
,A... , (k(,) i.e. t [A bay] not of a clear

hue; (.,TA;) between that termed kS1. and
&. n

that termed 4l: accord. to the ], of a clear
hue; but this is the meaning of LL. .
(TA.) A poet says, ($,) namely Hubeyreh Ibn-
'Abd-Menaf EI-Yarboo'ee, also called, after his
mother, Ibn-EI-Kelbabeh, (IB,)

· ~~~ · ~
* aD s· JeS ; · HIo
[A bay not of a dubious hue, but like the eolor
of the J... (q. v.) with which the hide in dyed a
second time]; i. e., of a clear hue, so that one
does not swear that she is otherwise than such:
(8, L:) accord. to IAyr, not requiring her owner
to sear that he has seen her like in generounmess:
but the former is the right meaning. (L) Also

; L; t*, ! A she-camel respecting the fatne of
!hielt one doubts. (TA.)

9.... . 4.-.
W~.. [app. ,..~]: see A~.

a;,L._: see

:A

1. '-4 ._, ($, g,) and , , (S., M, Mhb,)
aor. , ($, Msb, K,) inf. n. *. (S," M, mosb, g)
and J, (,* Mb, ,g) and gj_3, (S,1g,) lie
removed the hair of Ain head [with a razor, or
xhaved hi.s head], (i,) [and he shaved off his
hair;] as also *'a.t1 ; ($,];) and tf;J_.,
(s,) inf. n. ";eL;m: (TA:) or the latter verb has
an intensive signification, (O, Msb,) and applies
to many objects, (S,Msb,) as in the phrase, IL4..

_ 4 ;[they shared their heads]: ($:) and you
say also, ja~ Jl [he shore hin goats]; but not
,. save in the case of sheep: ( :) [for] L.JI
with respect to the hair of human beings and of

&.1
goats is like j&Jt with respect to wool. (M,

TA.) [Hence,] m I A .; ;JIl [Verily
his head is well shaven]. (S, 1[.*) And d..i .--
_..;I [The day of the sharing off of the locks
terned _,rJ]; which was a day fought by Teghlib
($, I) against Bekr Ibn-W&il; ( ;) because
their [i. e. Teghlib'r] distinctive sign was shaving
(tt.J I), (~, Ii,) on that day. (S.) _ L".L !;,,
or ' . k$p*, ($, K,-) is an expression occur-
ring in a trad.: (S :) the latter is rare; or is an
incorrect variation of the relaters of traditions:
(1 :) A'Obeyd says, it is W 51. , for which
the relaters of tradition say at. g; .L; and
the original fonrm and meaning is tL,~.y Aj 41 j,

( o,) or Wi.. ,jLk. i';1 l .i's, (TA,) i.e.,
[accord. to A 'Obeyd,] May God mound Aer
body, and aqflict her with pain in her kj;. [or
fauces]: ($,1 :) but this explanation is not
valid: accord. to the T, it is a form of impreca-
tion uttered against a woman, [not in earnest,
though denoting a degree of displeasure,] mean-
ing may she be bereft of her husband, or becaue a
widow, so that he hall shave off her hair: and
A, says that t i, t t.L means she is unlucky
[to others] and annoying: ISd says, it is said
to mean she is unlucky [to others]; but I am
not sure of it. (TA.) Accord. to Aboo-Nagr
($, TA) Ahmad Ibn-]iJtim, (S,) one says on the
occasion of an event at which one wonders, ,i.
fci LqJis, as though [meaning AIay she who
has occasioned this, scratch and wnound her face,
and share off her hair :] from LjI [the act of
shaving] and ;WlI [the act of wounding] and
L1J! syn. with .i;J [the act of sratching]:

(}, TA :*) and he cites this verse:

* · Jt9 , j 1 S

*~~~c c)t <saYf

(TA, and so in some copies of the $,) meaning
[Now surdy] my people have womnu mho ham
wounded and scratched their faces and shaen
off their hair [on account of what the tribe of
&Semdn Ibn-ham ha experienced]: so, says
IB, Ilt. relates this verse, and so Hr in the
Ghareebeyn: but ISk, thus:

L* j^ Sy 3! *
[and so I find it in one copy of the $:] and IJ
explains it by saying that u .l-.j .iyU originally
denotes the case of a woman who, when some one
honourable in her estimation has been smitten,
or wounded, takes a pair of sandals, and beats
with them her head, and wounds or scratches it,
and shaves off her hair; and the poet means, my
people have come to the condition of wounded, or
scratched, and shaen, women. (TA.) [Fei says,]
!4 j l;i. is a form of imprecation, meaning
May God a.plict him mith pain in his ~j.. [or
fauces], and wound Ahi body: but the relaters of
traditions say S t. fi;., with the fem. alif,
making them act. part. ns.; [the former meaning,
accord. to one of the explanations given above,
an unlucky woman to others, though this is
doubtful; and] the latter meaning a woman
annoying her people: (M;b:) or both these
words are inf. ns., like .S. (TA in art. 1a.
[See more in that art ]) - They said also, ,
5j~ .iL t. [Anong them is heard the saying,

Shave, O woman, and arises; i. e. among then is
trial, or trouble, and distress, agfiction, calamity,
or adversity: and u,03 -.1'; [A day of
the saying Shave, &c.; i. e., of trial, kc.].
(TA.)-Also ;stJI 11-. aor., inf. n. ,
IHe peeled the thing; or stripped of, or other-

nise removed, its superftcial part: or he peled,
stripped, pared, scraped, or rubbed, off the thing:
syn. .ji. (TA.) - And ; ' tHe, or it,
destroyed; and cut off eatireldy, like as the razor
does hair. (TA.).. And, aor. a above, tHe
(a man) pained, or cald to sufferpain. (lA4r,I

1
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TA.)-- ",, (S, 18,) aor. () and ;, (TA,)
He hit, or hurt, his JiJ- [or fauces]; (S, V ;)
a verb similar to ;j and o, : and sj.s, mean-
ing " he struck his head " and " his upper arm "
and "his breast:" and He (God) afflicted him
with pain in his J ; as explained in a phrase
mentioned above. (8.)_ And t He filled it,
namely, a watering-trough or tank, (J., TA,) up
to its ; [q· v.]; (TA;) as also .Jt.l. (Sgh,

P.)- ;.:J ;ji. i. q. ;j.3 [He made the thing
according to a measure; &c.]; (Q;) like ,
[q. v.], with the pointed ;. (TA.)-t.JI jlm.,
aor. , [so in the TA, app. a mistranscription
for ', since neither the medial nor final radical letter
is faucial,] inf. n. _i~, t The udder rose to the
bell.y, and became contracted: -and also t The
udder contained much milk: (Kr,ISd,TA:) thus
it has two contr. meanings. (TA.) [See the
part. n. J1.] jl .Lm, aor., , e (a man) suf-
fered pain: or had a comnplaint of his jI; [or
fauces]. (IAqr, TA.)

2. i.., inf. n. JJ,t : see 1, first sentence.
on..ni _i ·-~ IIe clad him with a aii,. [or
coat of mail, &c.]. (TA.)_ ii;~ i;. HII
turned [or dren] a rircle. (TA.)- [lencec,
perhaps,] i_' .,tl k L. [if, as I suppose,
originally meaning lie drewn a line round the
name of such a one;] : he cancelled the stipend,
or ipay, or allowance, of scth a one. (TA.)

-[~j?(l ' jl~ IIe branded the camels ,ith
a mark in the form of a ring: see the pass.
part. n.]._ - ' ,. IIe bent hix. fnger round
like a ai~ [or ri.i]. (TA.)j_ . said of the
moon, It hada halo around it; (.,'TA ;) as also

' J^i . (IC.) - Said of a bird, inf. n. as above,
i It soared in its fl;lhht, (S K, TA,) and circled
int the air. (TA.) - Said of the ., (1P,)

meaning the Pleiades (t.JI), (T in art. j.,)
t It nas, or becoame, high: (K:) or it became
overhead. (T ubi stl,pr: see 1ii.) It is said that
_: J$ , .J, in the former part of,the day, means
t The un's rising high fromn the east: and in the
latter part of the day, the sun's going down: but
Sh1 says, I know inot ,ieJIl except as meaning
the being, or becoming, high. (TA.)_ - ..
t!LJ ! i j t le raised his eyes towards the
shy. (TA. n)..I I tz j., inf. n. as above,
t Tie she-amrel's milk became drarn u~p [and
consequently her udder also] (IDrd, .K) to her
bell. (IDrd, TA.) And accord. to ISd, iO._
· JIl t The milk [became dra,rn up, or wiith-

drawn, i.e.,] wrent away. (TA.) And ji. is
mid of the water in a drinking-trough, meaning
t It became little in quantity; and rent away.
(TA.) -. t.1.Jl c.& The eyes of the
camel. sank, or became depressed, in their heads.
(AA, ., TA.) _ ,J 1 ;L., inf. n. as above,
t The ripnintg date became ripe [as far as thte
im;, i. e.,] to tie extent of twno thirdt: (AI.n,
I.:) and t >;1_. signifies the same; or they
began to be ripe (V in art. i,Lka.) next the
base; (TA in that art.;) as also til.. (TA
in art. .AL ..)__ t i1. It (a draught of

[milk and water such as is termed] Cl' ,) caused

his belly to become irflated. (Ibn-'Abbid, K,
TA.) - g1 '' Oi. He threw, the thiny to
him. (O.)

4: see 1, near the end.

5. 1tii 3 They sat in rings, or circles. (, J.)
The doing thus before prayers [in the mosque] is
forbidden. (TA.) - See also 2.

7. ,ap j l.JI [His hair came off; as though
it were shaven]. (g voce .i;.)

8: see 1, first sentence.

Q. Q. 1. ' ; He cut, or severed, his.iJ_
[q. v. voce ,.;1]. (Msb. See also art. ,l_...)
_,,i and sieL : see 2. - J^, (TA,)
inf. in. aWJ, (S,) lIe said 04 -t) t ,9
[see art. J.:] so says ISk: (S:) others say
3,.". (IAth, TA.)

jil [Thefauces: and hence, by a synecdoche,
the thkroat, or gullet, i.e. the cesophaguw:] the
place of the 'a- [or epiglottis]; and the place
of slaut/hter in an animal: (AZ, TA:) or the
.ltre part of the neck: (Zj in his "Khalk el-
Inslln:") or the passage of, or place by wrhic1h
pass, the food and drinh, into tlh e .p* [or
's.oplhagy.,]: (TA:) or i.q. t . : (,M~b,

]g:) [but] the latter is the windpipe; the pas-
sage of the Inbreath; (Zj ubi supr&, Az, Mb ;)
which has branches branchiingfrom it into the
lungs, [namely, thle broncii, consisting of two
mnain branches, cwhich dicide into smaller and
smaller,] culled the ,.: (Zj ubi supra, and
Msb :) [this word (.J.1_), however, as well as
the former, is sornetimes applied to the throat, or
gullet: but the foimer (Ji,.) generally signifies
thefauces; and the latter (.l.~), the wrindpipe:
(see another cxplanation of the latter word in art.

ila.-, from the M:) a morsel of food, or the
like, is commonly said to stick in the j., but
not in the ..ol. :] jl~ is of the masc. gender:
(Msb:) and its pl. is Mj, (S, M.b,) and some-
times jkw.; (Msb ;) or j!m., which is extr.

0. as t

and pl. of paeuc. ,y,-; (TA;) and _. is
allowable [ns a pl. of pauc.] on the ground of
analogy; but it has not been heard from the
Arabs: (M.sb:) s.,4 is of the measure.,1,
(TA,) the . being augmentative, (Msb,) accord.
to Kh; but of the measure J,. accord. to
others: (TA:) and its pl. is , i., and, by
contraction, ._.. (Msb.). The part through
n.hich thle water runs of a watering-trough or
tarnk, and of a ressel: pl. ,.. (TA.)- And
[the pl.] j_.l signifies : The water-c.ourses, and
valleys, of a land; and the natrow, or strait,
places, of a land, (K, TA,) and of roads. (TA.)
_._J1 ji~ [uapp. t The upper region of the
air: see 2, as said of a bird, &c.]. (Z, TA.)
The j~ of a date is t The part at the extrenity
of two third, thereof: or a part near to the basn
thereof. (TA.) Unluckines [to others]. (IAar,

l.) Hence, [accord. to some,] t i [ex-
plained above: see 1]. (TA.)

lP. The state of being bereft of a child by

death; syn. j.; [in the C1, erroneouslr, J,].
(lg, TA.) 80 in the prov., ;iijl J;) [May
beraveament of her child befall thy moiher]: or,
accord. to the A, it means sdaving of the head [on
account of such, or a similar, bereavement]. (TA.)

k. i tNu.merous cattle: (8, l :) because the
herbage is cropped by them like as biir is shaven
or shorn. (1g.) You say, j.-JL4 C ;.-
Jo'.~L j (.) Such a one came with, or brought,
much cattle. (AZ, g in art. J...) ~ The seal-
,ring (IAr, , 8,) that is on the hand [or finger],
or in the hand, (IAr, TA,) of a king: (IA4r,

., :) or a seal-ring of silver, without a ji [or

gem set in it]. (ISd, ]..) [Hence,] "i L ..l
;,lJ Suach a one was made prince, or goternor,
or comnmander. (TA.)

a.-: see 'm. _ Also Camels branded with
the mark termed ii' ; (g;) and so Vt ..
(8, g.)

ail. [A single act of shaving]. One says to a
beloved child, when he belches, ~ i'iL
;Jl .' , i e. Ma,y thy head be slaoen
time ofter time, (lbn-'Abbdd, ]J,') so that thou
mayJest grow old, (Ilbn-'Abbdd,TA,) [and acquire
fat at the narvel:] or nma!est thou be preseretd
so as to lave thy head s/aren, and to grow old.
(A, TA.) - As meaning A ring; i. e. anything
circular; as a UiJ of iron, and of silver, and of
gold; (TA;) a il~ of a coat of mail, &c.;
(Mghl ;) the ;.. of a door; and a .Lm. of'
people; (., .K;) in this last instance meaning a
rint of people; (Mqb, TA;) it is also with fet-b
to the J; i.e. ti ; (S, Mgh, Myb, g ;) men-
tioned by Yoo, on the authority of Aboo-'Amr
Ibn-El-'Al!, (S, Msb,) and with kesr; (K;) i.e.
t ai,d.; mentioned by Fr and EI-Umawee, as of
the dial. of Belbirith Ibn.Kaab; accord. to the
O; or 9 °a , accord. to the L: (TA:) or there
is no such word as t.i.., (,1,) in chaste
speech, (TA,) except as pl. of Jam.; (, . ;)
accord. to Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybanee; (S;) or
it is a dial. var. of weak authority; (]g;)
accord. to Th, allowed by all, though of weak
authority; (SR;) or it is used by poetic license:
(Mgh:) Llh says that the i;x of a door is
'i,b and It ' ; Kr says the same of the AU..
of a company of men; Lth says that it is the
former in this case, but that some say the latter;
A 'Obeyd prefers the latter in the case of a iL.
of iron, but allows thle former; and prefers the
former in the case of a 'a.. of pcople, but allovws
the latter; and Abu-l-'Abbis prefers the former
in bothi cases, but allows the latter: (L:) the pl.
is M tb., (., Myb, ,) which is anomalous in
relation to '., (. , Mqb,) or [rather] a quasi-
pl. n., (TA,) but regular in relation to 'L$^,
(Msb, TA,) [as a coll. gen. n.,] like .i. in re-
lation to L.J; (Mb ;) and, (],) accord. to AV,
(S,) JiMs, (S, 1,) a pl. of 'LA. meaning a l.
of men and of iron, (TA,) like j. (, 0) pI.
of tW, and (.h pl. of La.i; ( ;) or thi is a
regular pl. of il; (TA;) and ;:W, (AA,
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Yoo, , I,) whlich is pl. of U1~.; (TA;) and

;Ui_, ((g,) whichl is pL of 'a1.; (TA;) and

3_.. in relation to a company of men. (TA.)

Youl say, 'A, .. c~..& [lit. I pulled off his

r,ing], meaning, (app., Ibn-'AbbAd,) t I outwent
him, or preceded him. (Ibn-'Abbid,l .) And

,JII aI~ J r. [Lihe the solid and continuous
ring]: a prov., app)lied to a company of men

united in words and action. (TA.) And lto.

%I'j.. ',;. They pitched their tents in one

series, (1, TA,) so as to form a ring [or rings]:

the last word being a pl. of iL.. or of 'LM..

(TA.) And it is said in a trad., J'il '

il1 klJ3, i. e. Rings of men [sitting in the

mnosque before prayer are forbidden]. (TA.) 

[Hence,] .A.1' L.A t :[The tnro rings of the

wromb]: one of these is the mouth of the vulva,

tet its extremity; [the meatus of the iagina:]

and the other is that which clo.e upon the .or [or
.seminal .fluid] and opens for the menstrual dis-
charge; [the os uteri:] (I :) or, as some say,
the other is that wvhence the urine is emitted;
[the meatus iurtinarius: but the former is the

righlt explanation: and hence] one says, 'aj

,A I aiL Mj ahlI t The seminal fluid fell
into the entrance of the womb. (TA.) [Hence

also] ttJl . tThe a,v,s; syn. ;; and

4.A.. (Mgh in art. ,?. ) [See also Mt., last

sentence but two.] _ Li. also signifies A braul
nupon camels, (g, TA,) of a round form, like the
LAL. [or ring] of a door. (TA.) - And A coat
of mail: [because made of rings:] (9 :) or coats
if mail: (?, Mgh:) .or atrmu, or weaplons, in
general, (M, Mgh, Myb,) and coats of mail, and

the like. (M,TA.) It is said in a trad., l

i ,,4oji, LIJI ) y1 [ Verilyye are people of the
roat of mail, &c., and of fortresse]. (TA.).
And A rope. (g,TA.) - And, of a vessel,
(AZ, I,) and of a waterin-trough, (AZ,) t The
portion that remains vacant after one has put
in it somemvhat (AZ, ]) of food or beverage,
up to the half; the portion that is above the half
being thus called: (AZ:) [or] of a watering-
trough, 1 the fulnes; or kes than that. (Aboo-

Mfilik,y.) One says, ;;a u.. i;i -t and

."U1 ! [Ified up the :.: of the watering-trough

and of the esuel]. (AZ, TA.)

;L.: see ii_.

iL.: see L., in three places.

'aug: see ' .

,U-i: see 1, in six places.

au [Of, or relating to, the f; faucial;

gutturat]. a JI J..J [The faucinl, or gut-

tural, ltetors] are six; namely, . and *, to which
are appropriated the furthest part of the jl_;
stud p and C, to which are appropriated the

middle thereof; and and t, to which are ap-

propriated the nearest part thereof. (TA.)

't 'U tRipening dates that have become

ripe as far as the j'm.; which is said by some to
be near the base: (TA:) or that have begun to
be ripe (I. in art. 'il,.) next the base; (TA in

that art.;) and so t il.. , ,; ; and a single

date in that state is termed tiLt. U,;: (K in
art. ,i :) or ripening dates that harve become

ripe to the extent of two thirds; as also :,

(S, P,) and ' !., (K, TA,) like J:~ :

(TA:) [in the C ; ji~ , like. J:]) and the
last signifies, (1f,) accord. to Ibn-'Abbid, (TA,)
dates partly rilp (K, TA) and partly emripe:
(TA:) n. un. with : (S, I :) such dates are also

termed t ,l., held by ISd to be a kind of

rel. n., [as though pl. of ;i.,] thougll the reason

of the insertion of the U in this word, he says,

was unknown to him: (TA:) and s .t 2 :

(TA 'from a trad.:) the pl. of j.~ is jsj.

(TA.)

;:~: see J;, in two places.

3 - see )X_.

S -, (S9, K,) indeel., with kesr for its ter-
mination, because changed from its original form,

which is i).I, of the fem. gender, and an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. is predominant;
(S ;) I Death (, K, TA) that peel# [people] off;

(TA;) as also , (V.,) allowed by Ibn-'Abb4d;

and, accord. to the Tekmileh, ot)h. also. (TA.)

One says, 'k.. ,1.r 1tl [I lley were girven to

drinh the cup of death]. (ISd, TA.) [See also

j3,. Pain in the jl_ [orfauces]. (S, g.)

3._: see j_.

.51 i. q. 's, [A sIaven head]:

(ISd, TA:) and .; ; [hair shaven off]:

(AZ, :) and 1 'ae% [a beard shaven of];
not 'i4 .: (AZ;, :, ) amnd " ' [a
shor.n she-goat]. (AZ, S.) The pl. of 3 is

[~,. and] XI.'. (TA.)

J_ Slhorn hair of a goat. (S, .)

3t.: see what next follows.

,t. [Shaving: and] a shtaver; (, TA;) and

a shearer of goats: (T, TA:) pl. "i,: (T, S,

1 :) and V3-_ is syn. with ;Jl_; (TA;) [or
has an intensive signification, or denotes frequency

of the action.] The saving Lj1.. l --1 1 

means [Do not thou that:] may God cause thy
mother to be bereft of hler child so that she shall

shawve off hert hair. (S.) And aiQI occurs in a

trad. as an epithet applied to a woman cursed by
Mohammad; (TA;) meaning One n,ho shaves
ohf her hair in the can of an affliction: (Q, TA:)
or who shaves herfacefor the stake of embellish-
ment. (TA.) It is also applied to a wound on

the head (.i.._) That scrape off the skin from
theflesh. (TA in art. sj.) - Sharp; applied

to a knife: (TA:) and so ti3jl.; appliedtoa

sword; and also to a man. (Ibn-'Abb4d, .)

[Hence, perhaps,] :-4 .JI ji. t 8uch a

one is looking at me intently, or sharply; as also

V "~-. (T, TA in art. jj.) - t Quick, or

swift; and light, active, or agile. (TA.) 
tLean, or light of fleh; slender, and lean; or
lean, and lank in the belly. (TA.) Accord. to
A'Obeyd and the IC, it means An udder: and
accord. to the V, it means also full: (TA:) but
it is an epithet applied to an udder; and thus ap-
plied, it has this latter meaning, i. e. ,full; (T,
S, TA;) so ISd thinks; (TA;) as though the

milk in it reached to its ji;: (S, TA:) or big,
so that it rubs off the hair of the thighs by reason
of its bigness: (TA:) and it has also the contr.
meaning; (T, TA;) raised (IAir, T, Kr, ISd,
TA) towards the belly, (Kr, I Sd, TA,) and con-
tracted, (T, Kr, ISd, TA,) so that its milk has
become scanty, (IAr, T, TA,) or has gone away:

(Kr, ISd, TA:) pl. 3 f. and tJI (9, TA)
and ail~. (TA. [The last is mentioned as pl.
of .;J1. in the latter sense.]) Accord. to A%,

tWl. aiCil ;. 1 means tThe th-camel's

udder became nearly.fuL (TA.) And one says

jJG. ;t; meaning A she-camel having much

Mnilk: (TA:) or having great abundance of milh,

and a large udder: and "it ..~. J4!t camels

having much milk: (En-Na4r, TA:) and the pl.

of ;J1. is JI and j . (TA.)...:A high

mountain, (9, K, TA,) rising aboe what sur-
rounds it, and without vegetable produce: or, as
some say, a mountain having no vegetable pro-
duce; as though it were shaven, or shorn; of the
mcasure j,i in the sense of the measure 3:

but Z says that it is from -, said of a bird:
(TA:) and a high, or an overtopping or owverlook-

ing, place. (S.) One says also, (?l,. X 6 e ,

meaning tile fell from a high to a low place.

(.ar p. 37.) And its pl. 'm. signifies t The
vacant spaces between heaven and earth. (TA.)

- Unluchy (K, TA) to a people; as though
peeling them; and so aetill, accord. to the

copies of the 1; but correctfy J'jl , as in the
O and Tekmileh. (TA.) - A tendril, or twining
portion, of a grope-vine, (., I, TA,) and of a
colocynth and the like, (TA,) hanging to the
shoots: (9, 15,TA:) because it has a circular

form, like a ai;. [or ring]. (T, TA.)

a'lt. [an epithet (being fem. of ,Jpt- q-. v.)

in which the quality of a subst. predominates]
I A year of drought, barrenness, or dearth: so in
the saying, 4 .a hi t; . a1l.. . -, ;3

t [A year of drought, &c., happened among them,
not leavinganythingwithout itsdestroying it]. (TA.)

_- And iiJl_ 'The cutting, or abandoning, or

forsaking, of hindred, or relationt ; syn. "

.. I1; (Khlid Ibn-Jenebeh, i, TA;) and mu-

tual wronging, and evil-~peaking: (Khilid Ibn-
Jenebch, TA :) or that which destroys, and utterly
cuts off, religion; like as the razor utterly cuts

off hair: occurring in a trad., in which i".~ l [i. e.

vehement hatred] and iilt.JI are termed the dis-

ease of the nations (.';)I i';). (TA.) - See also

jJI.., last sentence but one.
1
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,jUO : see &J., fitlh sentence, and last sen- t

tence but one. 0

jli_: see .

i_-* A razor; (1 ;) the instrument of shat-

ing. (TA.)_- [Hence,] tl- rL_ (S, ]O) tA
rery rough [garment of the kind called] .tL.b; [
(15, TA;) as though it shaved off the hair, ( , t

],) by reason of its roughness: pl. t.. (S.)

I The place of the sharing of the head, (
in [the valley of] Mint. (Lth, 1.) i.Aa.a i
applied to camels: see Ci_.

: see C S1..: - and ;.1., in two
places. _ Also A vessel less than full. (J.)
t Lean, or emaciated; applied to sheep or goats.

(Ibn-'Abbid,1.)- ' jl~ tA desert in

svhick is no water. (TA.)

j.._.: see ', in two places.

Q, 1. d.j.., (.,],) inf. n. , (TA,) He

cut, or severed, his L.. [or windpipe]; (S, K ;)
accord. to the 15, meaning his ja; but see the
explanations of .. , below: (TA:) he slaugh-

tered him in the manner termed *5. (TA.)

[Mentioned in the M 9b in art. l_..] ~ .;.
d1I [or rather 1..] tThte dates began to be

ripe next the base; as also ';, in which the
Cs is asserted by Yanlfoob to be a substitute for .
(TA.)

Q. 3. 'LT He left, or forsook, food; expl.

by iu J. (K.)

.;: The windlpipe, or passage of the breath;
(T, Mgh, TA;) by the cutting, or severing, of
which, and of the t [or cesoplmgts] and

C .[or two extenial jugular veins], the lawful

slaughtering of an animal is completed: (T, TA:)
accord. to the g and ]1, [and to the Msb, in art.
jl., though it is there correctly and fully ex-

plained as meaning the n, dpipe,] i. q. .: but
in the M it is explained [agreeably with ge-
neral uge] as the passage* of the breath, and

of coughing, jm the ;. [or chet]; conistin
of a series of successively-superimposed cartilages

(Je&,1a 01~), before which, in the exterior of

the throat, is rnothing but skin; having its loer
extremity in the lungs, and its upper extremity
at the root of the tongue: from it pass forth the
breath and the wind and thl saliva and the voice:

[see also another explanation voce JL, from Zj
in his "Khal~ el-Insain," and the Mqb:] pl.

j~_ and,g).~. (TA.) Accord. to some, the

.A is augmentative: accord. to others, radical.
(TA.) -[Hence,] they say, ~ . j 
aat 11, meaning t+We alighted in a strait, or

cou,d, place. (TA.) And Jl!, ; means

The strait, or confined, parts of the country, or .
fcountries: (Mgh:) or the lateral, and extrme, t

urts thereof. (TA.)

Lw...: see what follows. C

[or rather , iU-* ] tDates
tha have begun to be ripe next the base; (1V;)
or that have become ripe to the extent of two

thirds; (see ; in art. PLm.;)] as also iii :

TA:) and I'L. . ii; ; [or rather I W_ " t &

in the CK iist-)) is applied to a single date
n this sense. (1:,. TA.)

Q., or Q. Q., L C : see 2 in art. ji.l.

i 1 ,n: un. with; ,

X1A a ce art. u

1. Ai., aor. , inf .n. asp_ (8, igh, TA)

and t (8gh, TA;) and _ll., aor.:, (1,

TA,) inf. n. .J; (15,S T1;) the former verb
strangely overlooked by F; (TA;) It (a thing,
.) was, or became, intensely black; (§, 8gh, 15;)

as also V uI;_!. (S, TA)

12: see above.

As: see 3..

ZL. Blackness: (S:) or intens blackness; as
also ta U ; (K ;) like the colour of tit crow, or
rave: (TA:) [for] .,ul £ signifies the

blacknes of the crow, or raven; as in the saying,

..ljiljl jli. j _1 [blach like the blacknes of

the crow, or raven]: (.:) or it means its j

[q. v.]: (1:) or if you say .,4lJl L J:, you
amean its beak; ( 8;) or the blachknes of its fea-
thers: (Er-Rd(ghib, TA in art. ) or they

said ... il aliL. e. > 3.I [blacker than the JU_.
of the crow, or raven]: or .j"l JL i.>: an
Arab of the desert, being asked by Fr whether he
said the latter or the former, answered that he
never said the former: Umm-El-Heythem, being
asked by AHait the same, answered that she maid
the former, and never the latter; (TA;) and she
explained the former as meaning its tro jams and
tse port around them; adding that [the saying

that it means] its beak is nought: and IDrl is
related to have disallowed the saying 41hz. C,"

t,pi1: (TA in art. &L&.:) accord. to AZ,

&GJI means the colour; and JLI;_I, the beak:
some say that the C; in the latter is a substitute
for the J in the former; but others deny this.
(TA.) In the saying of a poet,

* j19 4. ;S 
[Ink like the WJh. of the crow, or raven], cited
by Th, iCJIa may be a dial var. of 4LL..: or it
may mean itsfeat hers; its Z1 . or itsb L or

otherfeathers. (TA.)

;LV-: see %AlJa: ~and see also w .

Also i. q. iU.: (1 :) formed from the latter by

ranspoaition: so in the saying, klm stAi !
[I his sp acA is a barbro~ u, or a tiliouje,

ir an impediment, &c.]. (TA.)

ki., (., Mqb,) or * ML, (ISd, ],) and
`.*L (S, M sb, 1g) and Yt, (1) and Vt/.

and * £Ji , (IDrd, -,) or 'o , (L,) and
ts5 , (IDrd,],) A species of the [kind of
izard called] .: (., Mob, 1]: [in the C]5, er-

roneously, oU:]) or (?,1. [but in the Mcb

nhich is]) a small reptile, (., M yb, 15,) resembling
a fish, of a blue [orgrey~ h] colour, and glitening,

(Mb,) or smooth, and having a mixture of white-
nuas and redness, (TA in art. j,) that divets into

the sand, (?, Myb, 15,) like as t/he aquatic bird

dires into the water; the Arabs caU it " JI ,
becaue it dwells in the sand-hllsJ; (Mqb;) and
1 iw; (TA in art. Li ;) and they liken

to it the fingers (J4) of giWrl, because of ther
softnes, or suppleness: it is also oalled ,
which is app. formed by transposition: (Mtb:)
t UL. [is the coil. gen. n., or quasi-pl. n.; for it]

signifies ilJt .. (L in art. .) m or the

first of these words, see also IJ., in two places.

LI:

-L..,

see

.tl.. ~Intensey black; as also *J'.:A (Q:)

and ,iiL.~. and '.ij,tu.. and j.,6/.i. and

' V and V ' (Ibu-'Abbdd, 15) and

, ';.. (TA.) You say .. g: and t.

both meaning the same; (.;) i.e. Black that is

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.*&

ist;L~~~~~~~~~~~~i

inteneily black. (TA in art. ..) And ,Ot

t$' .J Verily he, or it, is intenely blach, (TA.)

$J1.: see se

, jJ; : 5see i.e

1. _i., (~, Mb, ], [in the C], erroncously,

_.,]) aor. ', inf n. /,m (M,b, TA) and .L,
of which the former is a contraction, (Mtb,)
[both used also as simple siubst,] He dreamed,
or saw a dream or vision (., Myb, ) a. ).

(1) in his sleep; (.8, Mb, 1 ;) u also 1.L..,
(8, Ied, Mqb, 15,) and VbA_J;, (ISd, 1V,) and
9,~_. (1].) You say, a .J, (, 1], [in the

C1, again, erroneously, ,;,]) and , (1,)
1

klgo 

i. q. lit;.: (V:) formed from the latter by

ranspocition: 

so in the mying,

'In 

his speech is a bab.,~~, or a tli;iou;jm,

ir 

a* 
impediount, &c.]. (TA.)

ki�., 

(?, Mqb,) or * RL, (I8d, ]p,) and

1`.RL 

(?, Mqb, lg) and Y&U (19) 'tnd Vi�
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(IDrd, V-,) or (L,) and

rd, 

]p,) A species of the [kind of

lizard 

caikd] A": (?, Meb, ]P: [in the Cl�, er-

-oneously, 

U�:]) or (?,]p [but in the Mch

riticis 

is]) a smaU reptile, (?, Mqb, ]�,) resembling

a 

fish, 

of a blue [or~] colour, andglbtening,

�Mqb,) 

or irmooth, and having a mixture ofoltift-

was 

and iednew, (TA in art. that dives into

!I,# 

sand, (?, Mqb, ][g,) like as g/&# aquatic bitd

iiees 

into the niater; the AraU caU ittibi

5ecaum 

it dwells in the sand-Wls; (Mqb;) and

ibl 

i�:wl; (TA in art. L;) and tAdy liken

to 

it 

the fingers (J4) of girk, becaum of thdr

to.ftnen, 

or suppleness: it is alw adled

which 

is app. formed by tmnspocition: (Meb:)

JU'Ll. 

[is the coll. gen. n., or quasi-pl. n.; for it]

asignifies 

Cl & '. (L in art. For the

first 

of these words, ace also in two plitces.

see

Intenady 

black; as also *JU * Qg)

and 

*AlkLI. and and tj,6,.� and

1
'V 

and V (Ibu-�'Abbdd, and

(TA.) 

You say and t�.

both 

meaning the came; i.e. Black that ix

if
intmuly 

black. (TA in art. And ^ot1,

Ym-ily 

he, or it, is intemely black. (TA.)

see

see

A3-

Meb, 

V, [in the Clg, erroncously,

_J_J) 

aor.,, inf n..�L (Mqb, TA) and.�U,

of 

whicli the former is a contmetion, (Mtb,)

[both 

used also as simple substL,] He dreamed,

or 

saw a dream or vision (�, Mqb, 1�)

in 

hit sleep; (?,' Mqb, ]p;) u also

18d, 

Mqb, ]�.,) and V.AI&J1, (18d, VJ and

(]P.) 

You say, 19. [in.tho

CV,, 

again, erroneously, and (V,)

1

The 

strait, or confind, parts of the country, or Also i. q. akC*.: (V:) formed from the tatter by

fcountries: 

(Mgh:) or the lateral, and extrme, transpocition: so in the mying, &;ci

urts 

thereof. (TA.) [In his speech is a barbarow~, or a vitiousness,

UU1s.: 

see what follows. ora*impadiountke.]. (TA.)

[or 

mther _*kta-* * & t Dates RUl., (?, Mqb,) or * RL, (I8d, ]p,) and

t.'UL 

(g, Mqb, ]p) and t' QU (1�) 'nd Vi�

hai 

have begun to be ripe next the base; Qp;) J 9

or 

titat have become ripe to tit# extent of two and V Joid�., (IDrd, 7g,) or (L,) and

hirds; 

(see in art. P-;)] as also * . A : (IDrd, V.J A ~ es of the [kind of

CP�l~
TA:) 

and VIL AU. 1;�; [or rather I*Ubw. """' lizard calkd] ot": (?, Mqb, ]p: [in the Clg, er.

# 

'O' 35-0 roncously, Ubb:]) or (?,V [but in the Mqb

in 

the Cg ' )l is applied to a single date

n 

this sense. (1�,0 TA.) witicis i3]) a so;aU reptile, (g, Mqb, ]�,) resembling

a 

fish, of a blue [or~] colour, andglidening,

(Mqb,) 

or 3mooth, and having a mixture ofoltift-

nem 

and iednew, (TA in an. ,,UJ that dives into

or 

Q. Q., L Bee 2 in art. jl�.. the 3and, (?, Mqb, ][g,) like a3 g/&# aquatic bit.d

dives 

into the water; ths AraU caU it libi

n: 

un. with becaum it dwells in the sand-Wls; (Mqb;) and

1ALL: 

ace arL 4.P~. tibl i�� ; (TA in art. L;) and tAdy liken

to 

it the fingers (J4) of girk, becaum of thdr

30 

ed

ftneu, 

or suppleness: it is also oat

which 

is app. formed by tmnsposition: (Mqb:)

[is 

the coll. gen. n., or quasi-pl. n.; for it]

asignifies 

Cl & '. (L in art. For the

1. 

ii�., aor. JP in£ n. �gh, TA) J~

1* 

' ' first of these words, see also AJ1;., in two plitces.

and 

; fth, TA;) and aor. (1�.,

TA,) 

inf. n. (9,0 TV;) the former verb

strangely 

overlooked by F; (TA;) It (g thing,

$) 

ma3, 

or became, intmwly blach; §gh, g;) 'o�k�

U 

also 

1. (g, T£)

me
12: 

ace above.

AL: 

see

J,J~ 

Blacitness: (g:) or intenn blaclenen; as

alw'ri��; 

(1�.;) like the colour of tit# crow, or

ravm: 

(TA:) [for] ,o" signifies the

blacknm 

of the crow, o; raven; u in the saying, see lc...

JZ! 

b_~1 [blach like the blacknon of

1 '
the 

crow, or raven]: ($:) or it means its.O~

[q. 

v.]: Qg:) or if you say ,s"l 4G. J:% you Intenady black; as also *JU * (IFZ)

atean 

its beak; or the blachni�# of 'U fea- and *Alki;. and 'q�� and tj,6,.� and

thers: 

(Er-Rdghib, TA in art. or they 1

'i 

'V and (Ibu-�'Abbdd, kC) and

sdd 

,!PWI J15m;. [blackei. than the 4U. A, a I and

of 

the crow, or ravm]: or ,j"l 4G. C>4: an (TA.) You ny

Amb 

of the deoert, being asked by ir whether he both meaning the came; i.e. Black that ix

said 

the latter or the former, answered that he intmuly black. (TA in art. jl;�..) And .021

never 

said the former: 'Umm-El-Heythem, being fi�� ym-ily he, or it, is intemely black. (TA.)`

uk-ed 

by Agit the same, answered that ehe said see

the 

former, and never the latter; (TA;) and she

explained 

the fornier m meaning its trojams and

the 

port around them; adding that [the saying

that 

it means] its beak is nought: and IDrtl is 1�� see lic.,

related 

to have disallowed the saying 4Lzm. C,"

(TA 

in art. &L&.:) accord. to AZ,

&GJ1 

means the colour; and JWI, the beak:

some 

say that the C; in the latter is a substitute

for 

the j in the former; but others deny this. Meb, V, [in the Clg, ermneously,

(TA.) 

In the saying of a poet, n.

-4i- 

aor. inf �L (Mqb, TA) and

0 

of whicli the former is a contmetion, (Mtb,)

[both 

used also as simple substL,] He dreamed,

[Ink 

like the Who. of the crow, or rawn], cited or 3am a dream or vision (�, Mqb, 1�)

t!j� 

J

by 

Th, UJIa. may be a dial var. Of 4Lf;b.: Or it (V) in hit 3leep; ($,' Mqb, ]p;) u also

a.o>U 

or (?, 18d, Mqb, ]�.,) and

may 

mean itafeatiaer3; its MI�. or its (18d, VJ and

otherfeathers. 

(TA.) X-, M 19, [in -the

W�.: 

see J1;.: ~and see alw CV,, again, erroncoudy,,_�Q,]) and (VJ

�P~ -101-
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nnd ,,1J, (TA,) and ,! also, (8,) He
drea,ned, or saw a dream or vision, of it: ($,
· ) or he saw it in sleep. (M, g.) And .
.ItA He (a man) dreamed in his sleep that he

was compressing the woman. (TA.) - [Hence,]
and ?..j! signify [The dreaming of]

copulation in sleep: (1 :) and the verbs are
.,. and ~1I.1. (TA.) And [hence,] both
signify The experiencing an emission of the
seminalfluid; properly, in dreaming; and tropi-
cally if meanihng, without dreaming, whether
arake or in sleep, or by extension of the signifi.
cation. (TA.) And hence, (Mgh,) ., (Mgh,
.Iqb,) aor. ', inf. n. .L; (Mgh;) and ?.,..t;
(Mgh, Mqb;) He (a boy) attained to puberty,
(Mqb,) [or] to virility. (Mgh, Mqb.) ;L.,
with amm [to the J], inf. n. ,L, (?, MIb, g,)
[ He wat, or became, forbearing, or clement;] he
forgave and concealed [offences]: or he was, or
became, moderate, gentle, deliberate, leisurely in
hiJ manner of proceeding or of deportment &c.,
patient as meaning contr. of hasty, gravoe, staid,
sedate, or calm; (?, ;) and t intelligent: (i :)
or he managed his soul and temper on the occasion
of excitement of anger. (TA.) [See.L below.]
You say, _&l._. and tV1.3 [He treated him
withforbearance, or clemency, &c.]: both signify
the same. (TA.) And -, 'i ... [He
treats with forbearance, or clemency, &c., him
who reviles him]. (TA in art. J~..) ,.....,
nor. '-, (],) inf n. ,1., (TA,) He (a camel) had
[upon him] many ticks, such as are termed J_..
(K.)..-Also the same verb, (,g,) with the
same inf. n., ($,) It (a hide, or skin,) had in it
norma, such as are termeud ;_., (S, , TA,)
nchereby it was spoilt and perforated, (S, TA,)
so that it became useless. (TA.) A poet says,
(S,) namely, EI-Weleed Ibn-'0%beh, TA,)

* · S A j 

S * i . .. i .
Ja3 -CLS1 I

[For verily thou, as to the letter, or writing, to
'Alee, art like a woman tanning wohen the hide
hat become spoilt and perforated by wrormns]:
(, TA:) he was urging Mo'hwiyeh to contend
in battle with 'Alee, [as though] saying to him,
Thou laboureut to rectify a matter that has become
completely corrupt, like this woman who tans
the hide that has become perforated and spoilt
by the 1,.. (TA.) [The latter bemistich of this
verse is a prov.: see Freytag's Arab. Prov.
ii. 346.] - t., (IC,) inf. n. .,, (TA,) He
plucked the _. from it; [app., accord. to the
], the worms thus called from a hide, or skin ;]
su also t' : (1 :) or, accord. to Az, he toolk
from him, namely, a camel, the [ticA/ called]

.,L.. (TA.)

s. ,(., Mgh, M sb, ,) inf. n. (8,
K) and;..T., like ~rlh, (1,) signifiew 

tL i. e. He made hini to be forbearing, or
cliement, &c.; or he pronounced him to be so;
or Ahe called him so; or he held, or believed, or
thought, him to be so]: (8, g :) or he enjoined
him ,!JI [i. e. forbearance, or ciemesy, &c.]:

(1s:) or he attributed to him . (Mgh,
Msb.) ~_ . [so in the TA, evidently .nL,
(see 5, its quasi-pass.,)] also signifies It fattened
a lamb, or kid; said of sucking. (TA.) w And
He filled a skin. (TA.).See also 1, last sen-
tence.

4. ._ She (a woman) brought forth tw_
[i. e. children that ere forbearing, or clement,
&c.]. (O.)

5. AL: see 1, first and second sentences.
Also He affected, or pretended, to dreamn, or see
a ritsion in sleep: whence, in a trad.,_ j L.n

'ly [He affected, or pretentded, to have
dreamed that nihich he did not dream]. (TA.)
And He asserted himsnelffalsely to have dreamed,
or seen a vision in sleep. (TA.) And'.t lii
i.q. "s1 [lie feigned the dream; or made
use of it as a pretext]. (]g.) Z He affected, or
endeavoured to acquire, ( '~ ) [the quality
termed] ._.1J [i. e. forbearance, or clemnency,

&c.]. (s, K.) A poet says,

IS , IE -b-.5 -

[Endeavour thou to treat with forbearante the
meaner sort of people, and presre their love;
for thou wilt not be able to be forbearing unless
thou endeavour to be so]. (S.)- See also,;

-.- C [Hence,] j..ll ' t -The coohing-pot
ceased to boil; contr. of . (TA in art.
J.a.)_.See also 6. mIt became fat; said of
the [kind of lizard called] ; (L in art. ;)
nnd likewise of cattle: (K:) [or] it becrame fat
and compact; said of a child, and of the 4.:

(8 :) [or] it began to be fat; said of a child, and
of the ,., (1],) and of the jerboa, and of the

5) [or tick]; in the ]C, erroneously, >. I. (TA.)
- i,'l *-. The skin becamefull. (TA.)

6. ._.t.J He made a showv of hating .,L.JI
[i. e. forbearance, or clemency, &c.], not having
it; (8, TA ;*) and t_a.j [in like manner] sig-
nifies [sometimes] he made a .xh/o o!,tl;JIi
xpl. by ,,. (TA in art. .o.)

7: seol.

8: see 1, in four places.

;,L: seel.

an inf. n. of_l.; as also t,1.. (M.b.)
- And A dream, or vision in sleep; (S, . ;) as
lso g1_: (] :) accord. to most of the lexico-
ogists, as well as F, syn. with .'j: or it is
pecially such as is evil; and b.j is the contr.:
his is corroborated by the trad., il '> t,Jl

[The t3j is from God, and
e a_*_. is from the Devil]: (MF:) and by the

hrase, in the Kur [xii. 44 and xxi. 5], £t1
*. I[The confued circumstances of dreams,
r of evil dreams]: but each is used in the place
f the other: (TA:) .. _l is the pl. (..)-
..3,Ll. [lit. The dreams of a sleeper;] a
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kind of tlAick cloths, or ga,rments, (IKh, Z, TA,)
striped, of thae people of EI-Medeeneh. (Z, TA.)

0*_4a_ [Forbearance; clemncy;] dthe quality of
forgiving and concealing [offencea]: (Msb:) or
moderation; gentleness; deliberatenes; a lei-
surely manner of proceding, or of deportmet,
&c.; patience, as meaning contr. of iastineu:
grarity; staidness; sedateness; calmnes: svn.
til: (S, K:) or these qualities with power or

ability [to exercise the contrary qualities]; expl.
by l and. , with 3j and i3: (Kull
p. 167:) or the management of one's soul and
tempelr on the occasion of excitement of ange.r:
(TA:) or tranquillity on the occasion of emotion
of anger: or delay in requiting the wrongdoer:
(KT:) it is described by the term >, orgravity;
like as its contr. [ ,] is described by the terms
i:s and Jc., or levity, or lighltness, and hasti-
ness: (TA in art. ~.j:) also t intelligenee;
(1K ;) whichl is not its proper signification, but a
meaniing assigned because it is one of the results
of intelligence: and t,,., with fet-h, is like-
wise said to have this last meaning; but this
requires consideration: (TA :) the former is one
of those inf. ns. that are [used as simple substs.,
and therefore] pluralized: (ISd, TA:) the pl.
[of pauc.] is .l and [of mult.]ji.. (s.)
lIence, in the ]ur [lii. 32], ~ .! _.j.U .;;
:4~, (K,) said to mean t Do their understand-

ings e,join them this? (TA.) And.k~l j' ,
occurring in a trad., means t Persons of under-
standing. (TA.)

#- ---.n.~: see 4a~., in two places.

_.et A camel having [upon hin] many ticis,
such as are called .3. (K.) And A camel
.lpoilt by the abundance of tho*e ticks that wer
upon him. (TA.) - Also A hlide, or skin,
spoilt and pei, rated by [the 7rorms termed] ._n:
and t_d , [ini like manner,] a hide, or skin,
spoilt by the J~ before it is stripped off. (TA.)
And al JCS A she-kid w,hose shin hat beens
.poilt by tIe ,l.; (K,* TA;) as also v ',,

of which the pl. is _,jK: (g :) thle pl. of 'ia .
is .4.. (TA.)

,.: sec.,_., in two places. -Also A [dream
of] copulation in sleep. (I..) lience, °.JI 
lIe attained to puberty, or virility, irb an ab-
solute sense. (TA.) It is said in the ]ur
xxiv. 58], l9., .A a.. " " '"c
And vwhen your children attain to puberty, or
Iirility, they shall ask permission to come into
rour presence]. (TA.) [And hence,] ,, 4.f1
M..J, (also called J.al ,,"-'j., TA in art. , )
The teeth of puberty, or wisdom-teoth,] so called
because they grow after the attaining to puberty,
nd the completion of the intellectual faculties:
S, L, Msb, all in art. bj :) they arefour teeth
hat come forth after the [other] teeth have be-
ome strong. (TA in art. ,,2.)

a*A~ A small tick: ( :) or a large tich; (S,
rIgb, M.sb, ;) like Jo; (S;) and said to be
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like the head [or nipple, twhen small,] of a woman's
breast: (Mb :) or a tick in the last stage of its
growth; for at first, when small, it is called

'.o4; then, 'ti ; then, jl;3; and then,
i;;: (A, TA:) the pl., (S,) or [rather] coll.

gen. n., (Mgh, Msb,) is V_.. (5, Mgh, Ms.b.)
-And hence, as being likened thereto, (Mgh,)
tThe head [or nipple, when small,] of a woman's
breast, (T, c, Mgh,) in the middle of the 1oaL ,
[or areola]; (T, TA;) in like manner callcd
;>I: (Migh:) the little thing rising from the

breast of a wvoman: (TA:) the L. [or small ex-
tuberance like a pimple] upon the head of the
breast of a roman: (Mb :) the J)jj [or small

crescence] in the middle of tie breast of a
woman: (.K:) and the head [or nipple] qf each
of the two breasts of a man: (Msb:) tihe two
together are termed :.J.&.: (S :) the protuberllnit
piece of flesh is termed 1... as being likened in
size to a large tick. (Msb.) -Also A certain
norm, incident to the upper and lower skin *tf a
sh6ep or goat, (Ay,g,) in consequence of which,
iwhen the skhin is tanned, the place thereof remains
thin: ( :) or a certain worm, incident to skin,
awhich it eats, so that, wrhen tits sin is tanned, the

place of the eating *emls: pl. [or rather coll.
gen. n.] *;,-. (.K.) ~ And A species oflplant;

($, g ;) accord. to AR, also called : (S :) As
is also related to have said that it is a plant of the
kind termed -:c&, huaing a dusty htie, a rough
feel, and a erd flower: another says that it 5'r'ows
in .Nejd, in the santis, has a blossom, and roughish
leaves, and thons resenmbling the tnails of a man;
and that the e.amels suff r' adhesion of the spleen
to the side, and their young are cast, [for jp,

Se&.1l (an evident nlistninscription in the TA),

I read lte .i jj3,.] whlen they dela,sture itfroim
the dry brantches: accordt. to AHn, it is [a plant]
les than a cubit [in height], having a tbhirk, or
rough, leaf, and branches, and a floweer lihe that
of the anemone, excicpt thavt it is laryer, and
thicker, or rm,tgher: accord. to the K, it signifies
also the trec [or plant] called jt..; which is
one of the most excellent kinds of pasture: but
Az says, it has nothing in common witll the
Jl, wllicll is a herb lhaving round [hlcads of]
prickles; whereas the *)~ khas no prickls, but
is a wellU-knon kindl (f .; and I have seen it:
(TA:) [Dmr, accord. to Golius, describes it as
"a herb less than the a,noglossa" (or arnoglosstm),
" whitening in the leaves, and donny."]

; . Haring Al. [i. c. forbearance, or cle-

'nency, &c. ; forblearing, or clement, &c.]: (Mgh,
M.b, 1:) pi. :;t. anld . (.) In the
gur xi. 89, it is said to be used by way of scoffing

[or irony]. (TA.) ,.aJI is one of the names of
God; meaning [The Forbearing, or Clement,
&c.; or] He l rltom the disobedience of the diso-
bedient does not furry, nor anDeer against tlem
disquiet, but WVho has appointed to *erlything a
term to which it must Jinolly come. (TA.)-
i .L I.; J[lit. Calm, angry; or the like;
because what it contains is sometimes still and
sometimes boiling;] is an appellation given to
a tone cooking-pot. (A and TA in art. Ji,b.) 
A fat camel: (§:) or a camel becoming fat.

Bk. I.

(ISd, 1.) ISd says, I know not any unaugmented
verb belonging to it in this sense. (TA.)- And
Comingfat. (ISd, 1i) - See also ...

.jl_. origin,lly signifies V [i. e. Dream--
ing: and particularly dreaming of copulation:
and experiencing an emission of the semninalfluid
in dreamning]. (Mgh.) - Hence used in a ge-
ncral sense, (Mgh,) meaning One who has
attained to puberty, or virility; (AHeyth, Mgh,
Msb, TA;) as also '.L&. (Mob, TA.)

;jl. A sort of J1l [q. v.; i. e. a certain pr-
paration of dried cutd]: (ISd, I5:) or milk that
is ,nade thick, so that it becomes lihefresh cheese;
(.,K;) but this it is not: (S:) a word of the
dlial. of Egypt. (TA.)

..1.1l Bodies; syn. L1.1. (ISd, K.) ISd
says, I know not any sing. of it [in this
scuse]. (TA.)= It is also pl. of ;: and
of __= aud of,

see J~.

,,'~ : see .1R., in two places.

1. a., aor. ; (S, Mb, K ;) and , aor. 

and a., nor. ; (K ;) inf. n. 31.. (S, MSb, 1)

and ;L and ~.l,S; (1. ;) It (a thing, S, Msb)
*was, or became, sneet; (., K ;) as also .JjA.;
(S, K;) or this latter silgnifies it was, or became,
vetry sweet. (TlA.) And in like manner, f _ [It
n'as, or became, oveet to me]. (Msb.) And

i;,SW ',.n, n,aor. :, inf. n. a;., [The J;uit
Weas, or beca,te, sweet.] (TA.)-- a im

(.s , 1.:) K) nd and k nj.s ( S,

MSb) and ¢ j~ (S) and ao,i, (K,) aor.:;

(S, M'b, K ;) and 'ja, aor. ; (9, 1 ;) inf. n.
;j3 (S, Msb, K) and i ¢l; (1g ;) He, (S,)
or it, (MRb,) pleased me, or excited my admi-
ration; (S, Msb;) was goodly, or beautiful, in

my estimation: (Msb :) or one says, 
(Lth, An, S, V) or k,5 ,,j , (As, TA,) aor.
inf. n. ! ; (Lth, TA;) and U- * . ,

(Lth, As, ]S,') aor. ', inS. n. ; (Lth, TA)
and j;*.. (TA.) dA,il ~ i is an inverted
phrase, used by a poet, for ' -. (.)

It has been said that ,je ui (ISd, and 

in art. - ) and LSj ~ (ISd) is from ,
(ISd, IC,) meaning the thing that is worn, because
it signifies It was beautifutl in my eye, like the

; not from ;jS{.; (ISd, and TA in art.
Jim.;) but this saying is not valid, nor approved.

(TA in the present art.) Accord. to Lh, one says,

, $, el.lm. and .a 6, and and

s .U maor. -, inf. n. -j_; and ;., aor. ',

inf. n. ;1.; [The woman was pleasing in my
eye, and in my mind, or heart.] (TA.) -

* Lj, G L He is not bitter at one time,
and he is not sweet at another. (IA*r, V, TA.

[In some copies of the k(, jIt j.]) Andl

lj,. -. and pIj dl I I am bitter at one time,
and I am sweet at one time. (IAsr, M in art.

...) [See also 4] 1;OJ,I u-, aor. :, (1K,)

inf. n. ij..; (Ti;) and M1.I, (0,M 9b,

K,) from 'j1.JI like 1.Z..,1 from ;1.JI, (M,)
[the most common form,] and t,'Ji , (1,) and

t;JylI., (9, 1,) which is the only trans verb of
its measure except one other, in the phrase

kil .'4j;J'!; (; i) all signify the same; (] ;)
He eatmed the thing moeet [both properly and
metaphorically as is indicated in the TA]: (Myb
in explanation of the second of these verbs, and
TI5 in explanation of all of them:) and [in like

manner] t :I I found it to be eet: (S, :)
or this signifies I made it rsweet: (J§ :) or it has

both of these significations: ($ :) you say, -1.i

,t41 jl , meaning t'i°"',1, [I esteemed, or
found, this place to be seet, or pleasant]. (TA.)
And 5ll '-1 [The eye esteemed, or found,
him, or it, to be pleasing, or goodly, or beauti ful].

(IAar, TA in art. ylL)-)-J L'I, , (1',)
aor. '-; (TA;) and ., (5,) aor. ; (TA;) He
found, or experw~ced, or he got, or obtained,
from him, or it, good. (g1.) [See also 1 in art.

Sc_.]l- ;3 1 .;%_, (Meb,' 8,) or tJ. .;

'j, (9,) aor. , (9, Mb,) inf. n. ;L (M, [io
the C] _L.J]) and 'L1., (9,) He gave him (9,
Myb, 1) tite thing, (1],) or such a pie~ of pro-
perty, [as a gratuity,] for something that he had
doens; not as hire, or pay, or wages. ($.) - You
say also ;_ meaning I bribed another; gave

him a bribe. (TA.)-And ?jLil. ,j1
I wiU asuredly give thee thy requital. (IAq',
1.)--'Lj - also signifies A man's taking for
himelf a portion of the dowry of his daughter:
an act for which the Arabs used to reproach him
who did it. (9, Myb.) You say, *1., inf. n. ;i

[in the C .;.., and i.' also,] and Hjl, He
gave him in marriage his daughter, or his siter.,
(1, TA,) or any woman, (TA,) for a certain
dowry, on the condition that he should assign to

him a certain portion of it. (, TA.) 
i* t i. q. :,., i. e. I assigned, or gate, to the

roman ; [or ornaments]. (0.)

2. 4I_, (9, ]~, [erroneously written in the CK
without the sheddeh,]) inf. n. · mJ, (1,) He
made it seet; (9, 1;) namely, food; ( ;) or a

thing; (9;) a also *;j-I: ($:) and so 2 .;,
which is anomalous: (1 :) sometimes they said,

iJd.i 5.i [I sreetened the meal of parched
barley, or the mess made thereof]; pronouncinlg
with hemz that which is not [properly] with hemz:
(s:) this is said by Lth to be a mistake on their
part. (TA.)_ [Hence,] OI h . ;;J1l '
.,.t,. [I mnade the thing to eem pleating, or

goodly, or beautiful, in the eye of its possessor].
(.9)

s. °~t.., (inf. n. T;I,, T :,) tIjested, or
joked, with hAi . ($,V, TA.)

4: see L--EHence, (TA,) ji 1 i.; i * i
80
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t He aid not anything: (9, TA:) or the mean-
ing is similar to that of the phrase next following.

(TA.) l. Cj L t He soys not a bitter
thing nor a mweet thing: and Ahe does not a bitter
thing nor a armeet thing. (J..) [See a similar
phrase near the middle of the first paragraph.] -
See also another signification in the first para-
graph._ _- C [Hor. reet, &c., is it!] is
said by some to be an instance of a verb having

a dim. form; so that you say, L. [tIow

veryj swneet, &c., is it!]; like ,,J. 1. [q· v.]
(TA in art. .)

5. ;..,m: se 1.

6. 1_ She (a woman) affected, or made a
show of, sweetums, and self-conceitedness. ($.)

-. .I3p'U. ou.iJl, and He, e=ercied
art, or ingemuity, for [the pu,poe of procuring]
the etnes of his wife, and her dowry: one says,

F..h '.)! [Eercise thou art, &c., and marry]:
(TA.)

10: see 1, in two places. __ Ia.Zwt also sig-
nifies He ought [to elicit] its, or his, sweetness.
(TA.)

12. jlmt: see 1, first sentence. - [Hence,]
said of a man, He was, or became, sweet in dit-
Position. (IAqr.) - 'Sz.J: see L

'i_ A medicine mixed, or moistened, with
woter or the like. (s.)

; m Sweet; contr. of.; (f, ];) i.e.,in the
mouth: and in like manner, in the eye [meaning
pleasing, or goodly, or beautiful: see 1]: (TA:)
applied also to a saying, and to an action: ( :)
fern. with ;. (Myb.) And ·j~JJ L.JI t Lan-
gwaget in which is nothing that induces doubt, or
suspicion: (] and TA in art. J~:) and the man
in wrhom is nothing that inducet doubt, or sus-
picion. (TA in the present art.) And ;., also,
applied to a man, t One who is excited to brik-

nem, livlines, or tprihtline, (.,) and is
esteemed pleasing,. or goodly, or beautiful, in the

eye; (],* TA;) as also *.A_ : (IA.r, :) the
fern. is ; .: the pl. masc. C.~.1~, and pl. fern.

,lj.;: (g:) there is no broken pl., masc. or
fern. (TA.)

L. A small J [q. v., in the C1, erro-
neously, .,] with which one vweavs: (}, TA:)
or the wooden thing wAhich the weamer turm
round: [app. meaning the yarn-beam, upon
which the yarn is rolled; termed Ia :] the poet
Shemmakh likens the tongue of a braying [wild]
ass to a ,. that has slipped from the back of a
loom. (TA.)

,;.g: bee s L.e

.1j;. and s -, (9, Myb, ], &c.,) the latter
mentioned by Ag, of the fern. gender, (TA,)
[ Swetmeat; as alsot ).; (see a., below;)
this lat and L;,L used in this sense in the
present day;] an eatable, (T, g, M, M9b,) ell
hnomn, (:,) prepared with mwtnm; (T, M,

Mb ;) said to be peculiarly applied to such as is
prepared with art [as distinguished from such as
is naturally sweet]: (TA:) the ,lJ. mentioned
in a trad. is said to be that which is termed
[made of dates kneaded with milk]: (MF, TA:)
the pi. of .S;j is .j;'~, with fet-] to the .
(Msb.) - The former is also applied by some to
Fruit; syn. *S56: (T, TA:) or both, (i,)
or the former, (TA,) to sweet fiuit. (V, TA.)
~ See also ;j-.

513~ is a subst. [as well as an inf. n.], signify-
ing A gift: (Mb :) [a gratuity: so in the
present day :] the hire, or pay, of a broker; (Lh,
4 ;) and of a diviner, (AS, S,* Mb,* k,) for
divination, (As,) which is forbidden in a trad.:
(S, Msh:) and a requital; see 1. (IAer, ].)
Also The donry, or nuptial gift, of a woman:
(Myb, ] :) [or a portion thereof wvhich thefat her
or guardian of the bride used, in some eases, to
take for himself; see 1:] or a gift to a woman in
eonsideration of having her as a wvife during a
ertainJixed period; (K;) according toa practice
obtairing in Mckkelh: (TA:) or a gift of the
nature of a bribe. (Q.)

j: see 1_t~. _- _ i li. aU: see the next
paragraph.

!JL.. Jj A saying mreet in the mouth. (].)

-'; 'i W (Lb,M,K) and *~'_, (.,) the
latter is the original form [but app. obsolete],
(Lbh, M,) A she-camel eminent, (Lbh, M,) or
perfect, (IC,) in pleasingness, or goodliness, or
beauty: (Lh, M, 1 :) or pleasing in appearance
and pace. (TA in art. 4..)

ild L;')..: see ;3k~.

*j.. Soeetnesu; contr. of o;l. (TA.) [Scc
1, of which it is an inf. n.] - See also "'.
-, i,;5j-. Wit, Land that produces herbs, or
leguminous plants, of the kind termed X~
[q. v.]. (s.) See also what next follows.

(till 6 (T, S, Msb, 1) and l it 't',
(IAth, 15,) but this is said by Ks to be unknown,
(TA,) and /ill '9; (lAth) and (hil t;;..,
(K,TA,) with damm, mentioned by Lb, (TA,
[in the C ;.,]) and Jiil t :. (Sgh,K)
and Ut '1 V 'j._ and alIl t .lj, (S, 1,) The
middle of the back of the neck: (T, S, Mob, 1 :)
or, as some say, the [small protuberance termed]

t-
.,U of 1or rather aboe] the bach of the neckh.

(T.) ;3). is also said to signify the same
as ;;'~ . , i. e. What is tbbed between two stones,
to be umd as a coU/yrium. (TA. [See the latter
of these two words in art. i..])

lill j;i.: see the next preceding paragraph.

.si~. A certain plant: ( :) or a certain
small tree, (1,) of the hind termed .*.., ever-
green: (TA:) and, (1,) or, as some say, (TA,)
a certain thorny plant, (1,) Aaving a yellow
flower, and mall round leaves like those of the
.1., [or ru]: (TA:) a species of plant found
in the desrt: (T,TA:) pl. .i. (1,) like
the sing., (TA,) and, (]K,) or, as some say,
(TA,) O .. (1.) It has been said that the

[oox r.

sing. is V;JY, like iaI OJ: but Az ays that this
was not known by him: A# mentions, u of the
measure jj, the words and and
L?S_g; each the name of a plant. (TA.) -

ill i,;s: see .

:. A maker and seler of ;j_ [or swet-
meat]. (TA.)

[LL.l More, and most, aeet, both properly
and metaphorically :] t . is [its femrn.,] the
contr. of J: you say, .PIl l 3ib s j l ,I

[Take thou the rnrwter, or sweetest, and ive to
him the bitterer, or bitterest]. (S.)

· _.. 1 : see 4, last sentence.

.L7

L. ;ill ,l%i, aor. :, inf. n. n. , Iaigned,
or gave, to the woman U. [or ornamlts];
and so s- (S.) [See also s.] _- .. , (9,
Msb, 1g,) aor. ', (15,) inf. n. as above, (Meb, ],)
She (a woman) acquired an ornamMn t, or orna-
ments: (1 :) or she worC an ornament, or o~na-
ments; as also t ;r3: (M,b, 1]:) or the
former signifies sde had an ornamtnt, or orna-
ments: (9, 1 :) and V the latter, she adorned
herslf with an ornament, or ornaments: (;,
Mgh,0 TA:) or she matde for herself an orna-
ment, or ornaments. (Mqb, TA.) _ , .j i
JsU J. lie gained not, or derioed not, from
hnim, or it, any-great yrofit, advantage, or benefit:
the verb is not used in this sense except in nega-
tive plhnrcs; (S, TA;) and is from 'oJj and
a;,a.JI; because the mind reckons an ornament
as an acquisition: not from 1-.. (TA.) [But
an affirnalttive phbrase, with the verb i,'l used in
a similar sense, is mentioned in the V1 in
art. J.: see 1 in that art. See also 1 in art.

,-S.] _See also .- ', below. - ajl ;. :
ace .2L~, in art. k~.

2. Oiw l.5L. (s, Msh, k(,) inf n. 4 (,)
HIe decked the ,'ontan wnith an ornament, or
ornaments: (S, Msb, ]: [see also 1, first sen-
tence: and in like manner, .ieJI the rword:])
or he made for her an ornament, or ornaments:
or he described her: (1. :) or you say also i_
j..1l as meaning I described th a [i. ie.
quality, or qualities or attributea, or state or con-
dition,] of tie man: (S :) and you say also, :13.-
4i; [he described it to him]. (L in art. l.)
The verb in the first of these nses is doubly
trans., as in the saying in the 15ur [xviii. 30, &c.],

!f 5i ;LI ~ ( 5i/ [They saUll b
jecked therein with bracelets of gold]. (TA.)I_

,;.L. for,.: see 2 in art. '_.

5. ; 3: see 1, in two places. -[Hence,]

e4 *F kW CW Vi 3 Such aone affected that
tchic ma not in him. (TA.) -~ He know
his [;i ., i. e.] quality, or qualitins or attributes,
or state or condition. (TA.)
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_. Pstule breaking out in the mouths of

children [app. fter afeer; like '.]. (Kr,M.)

e *; An ornament (Mgh, Msb, a O) of a
woman, (., Mgh, Msb,) of moulded metal, or oJ
stones, (i,) or of gold, or of ilwver, and some

my, or ofjewnl, or gems: (gh :) pl. L. (8,

Mgh, Mfb, 0) and ~, also, because of the 5,

like a: (8,TA:) or ; is a l. [or coll.
gen. n.], and its sing. [or n. un.] is ti;: ( :)
so say AAF: (TA:) t 4*;, also, signifies the
same Us .; (i; [in the Cif JL ;]) and
particularly, (i,) the ornament, or ornaments,

(,., I, or iaj, Mgh and Msb,) of gold or
silver, fMgh,) of a sword, (., Mgh, Myb, I,) as
also t T'.., (i,) or of a lamp, and of other
thing: (Mgh:) accord. to Lth, ;, signifies
any 4. [i. e. ornament, or ornaments,] with
which one declks a woman or a sword and the
like: but accord. to others, only of a woman;
and one says only t 'i . in relation to other
things, to a sword [for instance], and the like:
(TA:) the pl. ofgLr is U1 and .L; (8,i;)
or, accord. to IF, it hu no pl. (Mob.)

A cry by which a she-camel is chidden;
as also J~ and J_; like as a he-camel is by the

cry ,,^ and . &c.: (TA voce , . :) or
by trhich female camels are chidden; au also

ar, and, when in connexion with a following
word, J.. (TA voce J_, in art. J.) One
says, in chiding the she-camel, *I - -
[On! mnayest thou not gain any great benefit:
like as one says, in chiding the he-camel, ..
.l' ", &c.]. (TA in the present art.)

;}s see b_.

ieL: see ., in two places.-Also The
quality, or the aggregate of the attributes or
qualities, or the state or condition, (S, Mgh, Msb,
K,) and the make, and form, (K,) and the
appearance in respect of colour, or comnplexion,
.)-., (Mgh,) of a man: (S, Mgh:) pl. l. and

sI.. (Mgh, Mgb, TA.) A description of the
Jhace, or countenance, of a man. (TA.)- i;LAJ.
iu a trod. respecting .jl. 1 1 means [Tie 'nolde of

ablution termed] .,..AlI. (TA. [See 2 in
art. J,.])

L.J Dry, dried up, or tosugh. (TA.) 
Wltat has become dry (S, I) and tvhite (1K [but

see ~.]) of the [plant called] , (8, 15,)

and Js.: Az says, it is one of the best kinds of
pasture of the people of the desert for camels and
horses; and when its produce appears, it resmbles
eared corn: accord. to Lth, it is ecery plant tiat
rwemble. corn, or seed-produce, in its manner oJ
growth; but this, says Az, is a mistake: (TA:)

n. un. with 3: (i :) and pl. ;l1. (8.) The
pole, or long piece of wood, [app. of a plough,]
that is betemen the two bulls: of the dial. of El-
Yemen. (TA.)

*1 - -

a.: see Jm..

A certain plant. (1i.)_ And A certain
food of the Arabs, (8gh, 1f,) in which date are
rubbed and prened [or madhed] with the hand.

(ggh.)

(10) and ~1._ (S, 1K) A woman having

an ornament or ornament; (, 1I;) as alsotz,o.:
(8:) or wearing an ornament or ornaments; as

aiso :. (1i :) pi. Jll. (.)8 --And

[hence,] 13. means t Trees having lea~ and
ftuit. (TA.)

, Ornamented: applied to a sword [&c.].

(S.) - [Decribed.]

.: see
_

1. A~, (, K,) sec. pers. &. , nor. '., inf. n.
5-
,, (TA,) [or perhaps this should be .,.,]
It (water) became hot. (, , K, TA.) i.- .,
aor. :, (15,) inf. n. ._ , 1S ]f,) I was, or

became, _.l, signifying blacA; (k8,1; [accord.
to the latter of which, and accord. to El-Hejeree,
this cpithet also signifies whitc; but it appears
from the TA that the former only is here meant;
and the verb seems primarily to signify I. became
.endlered black by heat;]) as also -' !

[originally :',_. !-, or from s. q. v.], and
t,:_,;,(iK, [omittedin theTA,])and t,
(1K, TA: the last, in the Ci, written :_ .)

_ JI >, ~sec. pers. a., aor. , inf. n.
, The lire coalo became black, after their

fJlaming had reased, or after thymj had become

extinguihed: (M;b:) or :1 , .., (.S,K,)
sec. pers. as above, (TA,) aor. , the live coal
became a piece of charcoal, (S, J4,) or ,f ashes.

(.S.) 1 , , (. , K,) aor. -, (.8,) inl' n.._,
(TA,) Ile heated it, namely, water, (8, g, TA,)
with fire; (TA;) as also t 'a.1, (S, f,) and

ta,t'. (1f .) You say, -. 1 I t t,m.1, (TA,)

or tQI ,.-m, (S,) Ileat ye for us thei water, or
some of tiOe water. (S, TA.) -7He heated it;
hindlcd fire in it; filled it with .firewrood, to heat
it; or heated it fuUy writh fuel; namely, an

oven. (1,*TA.)_a,1 .... , (S,) or i4; 1,
3-

(1,) aor. , (.8,) inf. n._, (TA,) He melted
[the fat of a sheep's tail, or the piece of fat].

(S, Rf.) _ : _.: see 4. '- He (a man,
S) ras, or became, ferered, or affected with fever;
or he had, or was sick of, a fever: (:, Mgh,
Msb, 1 :) or one says [of himself], as , .,

(K, TA, [in the CV, erroneously, -.4.,]) _

being held by ISd to be an inf. n. like 5.j. and
o~'q; (TA;) and the simple subst. [also] is

: (g :) [or the inf. n. isn..; for] you say,

L.. .A,;_ ; and the simple subst. is ,. (L.)

And .A l. J. s a He had afever from eating

[certain]food. (c, TA.) And_.., [app. _..*,]
inf. n. a..., said of a camel, He had a fever.

(TA. [See ;..., below.]). Z_e said of an

affair, an event, or a case: see 4. _.. . ,
ja,1, (Fr, I, ],) aor. , (.8,) He hastened the
going, or departure, of the camel. (Fr,, 1,f.)

-1- .J _ ., and .1, He (God) decreed,
or appointed, to him, or for him, se a thing.

(1g,TA.) And a., (, ,) inf.£ a. , (1,) or
.j~, (Igar p. 347,) It (a thing, ., or an event,
K) was decreed, or appointed; ( m, 1 ;) u also

t_i. (v.) And lJ1j e1i'. That ras decreed,

or appointed, to him, orfor him. (]1.)me.. ,

( j, ,) aor. i. q. *,J . [like 41,
q. v.; .,. in this sense being a dial. var. of._l,

as also 4f]. (.,I.)_-See also 4 as an in-
trans. v.

2. d.*~ : see 1._- Also, (L, M;b, I,*) inf. n.

_._,;-, (Msb,) He blackened (., Mqb, O) his
(a man's, 8)face, (.,i,) or it, one's face, (Mlb,)

with charcoaL (., M9 b, ]K.) [Hence,] j" '

c'tl Tlhe face of the fornicator, or adulterer,
was blackened rwith charcoal]. (Mgh. [See B in
art. -.l]) [Using the verb intransitively,]

you say also, .IAJ H~ liis head became black
after shaving: (9, Mgh, TA:) [i. e.] the hair of
his head grew [again] after it had been shave.
(1i.) And hence, cows,, aid of the hair,
It was rendered black by the water: because the
hair, when shaggy, or dishevelled, in comequence
of its being seldom dressed or anointed, becomes
dusty; and when it is washed with water, its
blackness appears. (TA.) And !-.j. The
boy's, or young man's, beard appeared. (Y.)
And iJ 1 ,_~ The young bird's plumage came

forth: (S,1 f:) or its down. (TA.) And w~

e,."l The herbage of the land appeared, of a

green hue inclining to black. (1i.) " . .,
(8, If,) inf. n. *a.3 (Mgh,TA) [and 'Zj],
lie gave a present to his wife after divorce: (s ,

M, 1f :*) the explanation in the 1], j.L, ;L ,,

should be, as in the [. and] M, Z :, 
3j,ml. (TA.) The verb is doubly trans., as

meaning .sI;: so in the phrase, tLi. ' t
.1 - He gave her, after diorce, a blach female

slave: or this may be for 4 'I... (TA.)

[Hence,] a..}1 ' The clothing with wAicA
a man attirae his wife when he gives her a gift
after divorce. (1, TA.)

3. 1._, inf. n. 1.1., i. q. "-dJ [app. as
meaning IIe approached, or drew wear to, him,
or it]. (1f.) And ". 1, (inf. n. as above, 1f,)
I desired, or sought, to obtain from him, or I
demanded of him, something. (El-Umawee,s,15.)

4. 4.1 as syn. with ^~ and se: se 1,
in two places. -Also He washed him (namely,
another man,) rithO n [i. e. hot water]. (f.)
And - ,..I He waahed himsuef with cold
water, (1,) accord. to IAyr: but accord. to
others, with hot water; as ao ia lw: and

.a*_. [is an inf. n. of ., and] signifies the
washing oncslf; but is of a vulgar dialect. (TA.

80*1
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[See also 10.]).-te (God) caused him to hate,
or be sick of, a fevr. (S, Myb, ].). It (an
affair, an event, or a case,) rendsd him anaious,

disquieted him, or griered him; sn. .1i; (9,

1 ;) as also ti. (.) And..-l Be (a man)
at qffectld with confusion, perplewity, fear,

imppatience, diyquietde, or agitation, and aniety,.
or grief. (TA.)- -lie (God) rendered him, or

caused him to lsbe,l, (,,) i.e c. black. (..)
lIle cauned it to draw ,near, or approach.

(519b.)i- n j ,L.,m.I The land had fever in
it: (S,g :) or haid mt:ch fsver in it. (TA.)

--.. _I It drew nuor, or approached; ($, Molb,

;) also .,rn, [in- the lIam p. 530, written

A,,] nor.:, inf. n. m.: (Mrh:) it was, or
becatme, premt: (V:) its timc drew near, or
came; as also...1: so says Ks; and thut this
last verb is explained by A4; but lie knew not
_1.l in this sense. (., TA.) You say, _.1
3I.JI and ,.: t The object of ,vant became
near; (lSk,TA;) and both are mentioned by
Fr. ($.) And .. ~ % ;,_ and :.I Thir
coming drm near. (Fr, TA.) The Kilibecych
says, 1,. , o-' :Cem.; 1 [Our de-
partare has drawn near, and we are going to-
morrow]: and CgI ;.jL. _ ul~j: ,1
[Our departure is determined upon, and we are
going to-day]; meaning we have determined
npon our going to-day. (TA.) - n . i ;

and m.: e 1, near the end of the paragraph.

5: we 1: ~ and ee abo 10.

8. .,l He was, or became, anxiosw, disqpuieted,
or grieved, syn. 1, (., TA,) 13 for him; as
though for one near and dear to him: (TA:
[see .ae:]) or he mas, or became, anxiou,
disquieted, or grieved, and sps~ m: (gam p. 90:)
or he was, or became, anoios, disquieted, or
grieed, by night . (V, and Ilam ibid.:) .. It
differing from,*.l in being [often] by day:
(Ua p. 4 3 3 :) and he jlept not by reason of
anxiety, disquietude, or grief. (J.) And 1
e".dl Tih eye uas, or became, sleepls, without

pain. (V.) Also 'jW - H e Hwa, or became,
sharp, hasty, or tratscible, towards such a one.
(TA.)

10. . 1 He mashed himsrelf with hot water:
(, M;b, : or accord. to some copies of the
], .~' ~,m.al has this meaning:) this is the
primary signification: (.:) then applied, (l,
Mqb,) by reaon of frequency of usage, (MNb,)
to mean he watshed himslf with any water. (.,
Mab. [See also 4.])--.. e entered the A.; [or
hot bath]: (Mgh, TA:) t,3 [in this sense]
in not of established authority. (Mgh.) - He
sweated: (., V:) said of a man, (TA,) and of a
horse (., TA) or similar beast. (TA.)

19: see 1, second sentence.

R. Q. 1..a,., [inf n. n*' .. ,] tIe ( a
horse) uttered his cry, [or neighed,] when desiring
fodd r; as so t.,. : (. :) accord. to Az,
Leo l- ia app. a word imitative of the cry of the

horse when he desires fodder; or when he sees

his master to whom he has been accustomed, and
behaves famniliarly towards him: (TA :) or itsig-
nifies a horse's uttering a cry with a kind of
yearning round, in order that his master mayfeel
tenderness for him; as also t, : (EM
p. 250:) or, of a ;ji [or hack, or tile like,] the
uttering of a cry [or neighing] sch as is not
loud; and of a horse [of good breed], the uttering
of a cry not so loud as the Je [or usual neigh-
ing]: (Lth, TA :) or, of the Ci 3, the uttering
of a cry when desiring the barily : ( K,TA:)
and the a, or ., [accord. to ditfibrent copies of
the V, but each is app. a mistranscription, for
~. as meaning faltering of the voire or cry.] of
the horse, when filling, or storppiing, whort in
nei!jhing, and seetinag self-helB [to fin;ish it]; as
also t.,__: (K :) and tie blull's uttering a
cry with the desire ofJ'leaing tits cowr. (Az, .K.)

R. Q. 2. . : ste 1, second sentnc: :=

and see also R. Q. 1, in three places.

,_.: see .,, , throughout.

._~: see art. e..

.A, [in the CV, erroneous'l, .,] The vehlt-
menec, or intenuenenes, of the heat of the ;)ei.
[or midday in summer]. (K, TA.) You savy

.AJl _I .;j1l [I came to him duri,g the elhe-
mence of tAhe heat f thei middaty in summer].
(TA.) The main, or chief, tpart of a thing;
(!;) and so t°, in the phrase j.JI a~ [the
main, or chief, part of the heat]. (S, TA.)
See also 4c,. - The r,emains of the aI' [or
tail of a heep] after the meltlin [of the fat]:
n. un. with ;: and what is melted thereof: ( :)
or the part of the aJl of which one hans nelted the
grease, (Aq, T, k,) iwhen no grease rnemains in it;
(An, T, TA;) and of fat: nI. un. witlh; i: or wrhat
remains of melted fat: (K :) accord. to Az, the
correct explanation is that of As: but he adds,
I have heard the Arabs call thus wihat is melted
of the hnmp of a camel: and they called the
hump, j I1. (TA.). Property, or cattle and
tihe like; and goods, commodities, or houwhold.

furniture and utenils. (Sh, TA.) ~,., ,1 
..0&. -. 3. $.

V-. _). ,, ($,) or ·' A 1. ,, (1,) anda.6) or _, (K,) and_,
.. '9j, and ., Jl te., (TA,) lIe has no object
in Ais mind except thee; syn. A,: (S,K, TA:
[se also art. .:]) or .. , r .J L, (,) or
5j ),., (TA,) means he has weither little nor
much. (}, TA.) - And _... 1. 1., (S,) or

, (,) and , (,a,) d , and an , and .e,
(TA,) I have not any means, or may, of .spa-
rating myself f.om it, or of avoiding it. (S, K,0
TA.)

_: see ._., in three places.

, A hot spring, (IDrd, S, Mgh, .,) by
meatn of which the diseased seek to cure them-
selove. (IDrd,, ~.) In a trad., (S,TA,) the
learned man (,JIl) is said to be like the 4.,
(., Mghl,TA,) to which the distant resort, and
which the near neglect. (TA.)

La-: see ~: -. and se also .A. - Also
The rehemeence, and main force, of the movements
of two armies meeting each other. (TA from a
trad.) -The sharpne of a spear-head. (TA.)
- The venom, or poison, of the scorpion: (TA:)
a dial. var. of .. , (V,) accord. to lAr; but
others allow not the tehabdeed, [and among them
J,] and assert thle word to be originally "'
(TA.) - A decreed, or predestined, case of sepa-
ration: (8, K:) and of death; (TA;) as also
tA ~_: (8, V0:) you sty ;.4.i 1t,, and
A.t3JI alone as in a verse cited voce 4.. [q. v.]:
(TA':) the pl. of °.,. is _ and ;Q.L. (!.)

Blacknes; (S, TA;) the colour denoted by

the epithet A. 1 [q. v.]: (S, 1 :) a colour between
4; [or blackntes] and A,& [or a blackish red,
infi:rhn' [in depth, or brightness,] to wlhat is termed
; [Eaplp. as meaninig rednes inclining to black-
ne.]. (MI, K.) - The black sediment of clarJied
buttert, s ad the like, in the bottom of the in.
(TA.). Also i.q. L.: so in the phraese. li
,#..A a,. [Such a one is the bit or of my ol]
(Az, TA) and ~.L ~ ,.,( esfh(Az,sTA) nnd --'4J7 .. JAl [He is of tAo
behloved oJ' my oul]: and the ., is aid to be a

a-S
substitute for .,. (TA.) [See also . ,As which

is used as syn. with l..L]

a*-: see .,e*_, in two placea m Also Death;
or the decreed term of life: (:) pl. ..
(TA.)

,.~ Charcoal: (., Mgh, 1 :) or coldcharco~l:
(TA:) or burnt wood and t/A like: (Mqb:) or
charcoal thatl does not hl together: (Mib in
cxplanation of tlhe n. una. in art. .4 :) and ahe:
a,nd aneything burnt by .fire: (Q, TA:) n. un.
with;: (I, Mi.), 1 :) which is tropically applied
to ire cobals [or a live coal]. (M9 b.) [Hence]
the n. on. is also used as meaning t Blacknew of
complexion. (TA from a trad. of Luim(n Ibn-
'Ad.) And · ,. 1~4 means tA black girl or

female slare. (TA. [See also ... ])

.,_.. [The I;geon, both wild and domestic, but
more properly the former; and sometimes not
strictly confiued to denote the pigeon-kind:] a
certain Wil bir-l, that does not keep to tile house;
well-known: (I Sd, } :) or any coUared, or riaged,
bird; (S, M9 b, ;) so with the Armbs; swc as
the .1 and the j 5.j and j t. and thA
Lij ad tep an d the and'the like, (., Mlb,) and the
domestic [pigeons] ( ?;Ul), also, (EI-Umawee,
.S, Mqb,) that are taken into houces for the pur-
pose ofproducing their young ones; (EI-Umawee,
S ;) to which last alone the term is applied by
the vulgar: accord. to Ks, it is the wild [(peie];
and the .,,t is that which keep to the houses:
accord. to Ay, the latter is the Lo". j .-A~ [or
wild pigeon]; a speoie of th birds of tie dert:
(S, Mqb :) or, accord. to Ebh-Shbifi'ee, .;L;. g-
nifies any kind of bird that drinks in the oaer
denoted by the verb .e, [i. . contin~sly,] and

cooes; including tAuhe . j and . ilj., and
.s.1,; whether it be, or be not, collared, or

ringed; domestic or wid: (Az, TA:) t/a jfe&
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thereof strengthens the venereal faculty, and in-
crease the smninal fluid and the blood; the put-
ting it, cut open wrhile alive, upon the place stung
byj a scorpion, is a prored cure; and the blood
atops bleeding from the nose: ( :) the n. un. is
with ;; (f, Mqb;) which is applied to the male
and the female: (8, M9b, ]:) and in like man-
ner, .;i, because the; is added to restrict to
unity, not to make fem.: (S:) but to distinguish

the mua, you may say, 3.t.~. L Lt. ,
i. e. Iaw a mle [pigeon)] pon afemale [pigeon]:
(Zj, Mqb:) accord. to ISd and the ], however,
;L_.. should not be applied to the [single] male:
(TA : in a verse of I lomcyd Ibn-Thowr, cited

voce .. , by the n. un. is meant a 3.Oj: the pl.
of LL.t is [.., ($,) [or rather this is the
coll. gen. n.,] and ?... (K, I) and .;A .:

(S:) and sometimes .;1. is used as a sing.:
[so in an ex. above: and] JirAn-el-'Owd says,

[And a female pigeon of a thicket, calling a male
pigeon, remninded me ofyouth, after etrangement]:
a poet also says,

[Trio pigeons of a desert tract alighted andjfeni
away]: and El-Umawece cites, as an ex. of .ot.
applied to die domestic [pigeons],

Ls;jl QJ; 3) A I19 *

[Inhabitin.g flchheh, of the pigeons of a white
colour inclining to black]; by .. JI [or rather
it should be written ]t;J] meaning ._JI.
(.8)

.;X; Thefever (.) of camelx; (S;) as also
A *i.: (TA :) or of aU beasts, (]K, TA,) includ-

ing camels: (TA:) accord. to ISh, when camels
eat date-stones, [which are oftent given to them as
food,] they are [sometinies] affected with .*
and tL ; the former of which is a heat affecting
the in, until the body ic smeared with mud,or clay,
in conJequence of which thieyforsakh the abundant
Aerbage, and their fat goes away; and it con-
tinue. in them a month, and then passes away.
(Az,TA.)-5 .1;A TAe disease termed .. ,
which affeets men. (TA.) - See also ,,eg. ·
A nobble cief, or lord: (l :) thought by Az to

be originally;Q.. . (TA.)

;1,.: see its syn. L ; of which it is also a

pl. (g.)

~.; e The 4 [or gu,nmer: or the most vehe-
ment heat ofsumnmer,from the auroral risingof the
Pleiades (at the epoch of tde Flight about the 13thi
of liay O.S.) to the ar.oral rising of Canopus
(at the same period about the 4th of Anueset
O.S.): or elhemnence of heat]: ($, :) or a period
of about twenty nights, commencing at the [au-

roral] riding of 0I~iJI [at the epoch of the Flight
about the 2Gth of Mlay O.S.]. (AZ, T voce *j.)

- Live cooal witl which one fumigates. (IAgr,

Sh.) - Hot water; (T, S, ISd, Mgh, Msb, V ;)
as also tV' '.: (S,ISd, K:) or so e..' i.:

(Mb :) pl. 5L, .; ( ;) i.e. pl. of .e, accord.

to IAyr; but accord. to ISd, of a' .. (TA.)
- And Cold water: (.K:) or cold, applied to
water: so, accord. to IAar, in the saying of a poet,

e 4; a j ,t a I .1 ' ' 
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[And wine has become easy to srwaUow to me,
whereas I uved, in old time, nearly to be clohed
with cold water]: (Az,TA:) thus bearing two contr.
significations. ( Ar, s.) - The rain that comes
in the time of vehement heat; (S ;) or after the
heat has become vehement, (M, li,) because it is
hot; (M ;) or in the o [Or summer], when the
ground is hot. (TA.) _- Sneat; (Az,S, A, ;)
as also ti3.: (Az, A, .:) and tl;~ is said to
signify the sweat of horses. (yHam p. 92.) One
says, (to a person who has been in the bath, A,

TA,) ,4i. 'It and ?t a~_. %4,t, meaning
MaJy thy rneat bce good, or pleasant; (Az, A, ] ;)
and consequently, may God make thy body sound,
or healthy: (A, TA:) or the former may mean
as above, or may thy bathing be good, or plkasant:
(IB:) one should not say, i*L tir,U, (1],
TA,) though MF defends it. (TA.) A re-
lation, (Lth, S, l~,)for whose case one is anwious
or solicitous, (S,) or rwhoin one lover and by whom
one is beloved: (Lth, K :) or an affectionate, or
a compaxsionate, relation, who is sharp, or hasty,
to protect his kinsfolki: or an object of love; a
person beloved: (TA:) or a man's brother; his
Jriend, or truefrienid; because anxious, or soli-

citous, for him: (Ham p. 90:) and * p_ signifies
the same: the pl. [of.,~] is L~.1 :and some-
times ,ee. is used as a pl., and as femrn.; (;)
as well as sing. and mase. (TA.) ... JI
4I.jJt He who devotes himself to obtain the
object of want; who is solicitouw for it. (TA.)
A poet says,

* INJ tJJj. Ad41 ej S

[And none nill attain the objects of want but he
who devotes himself to obtain them; who is soli-
citousfor tltem]. (IAar, TA.)

t,~. n. un. of ... [q. v.]. (., Msb.) -

[Hence, app.,] tA woman: or a beautiJfil wo-
man. (1P, TA. [In the CI, only the latter.])
- The tniddle of the breast or chest. (Q, TA.)
The J.i [or breast, or head of the breast, or pit
at the head of the breast, or middle of the breast,
or the sternum,] of a horse. (K.) The callous
protuberance upon the breast of a camel. (I..)
The sheave of the pulley of a bucket. (V].) 
The ring of a door. (V.) - The clean court of
a .S [or palace, &c.]. (i.) m See also the next
paragraph.

,.L see .,. -- Also Heated milk.

(g.) ) Also, (8, 1,) as well uas , (, TA,
[in the Cl, erroneously, _.,]) sing. of .t,.
signifying : Such as are held in high estimation,
precious, or excellent, or the choice, or beat, (8,
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], TA,) of cattle or other property, (v,) or of
camels: ( :) and accord. to Kr, the sing. is used
as a pl. in this sense: (18d, TA :) t i .., like-
wise, signifies the choice, or beat, of cattle or other

property; and so ' i , of camels: (1:) or you

say 1_. j4 , meaning cllent, or choice, ca-
melt. (S.)

e_4~'; accord. to the ], V,~ , but hibs is
the pl.; (TA;) A liv coal; syn. i .: (],
TA:) or rednes; syn. i. : (CId, and so in 
MS. copy of the I :) [in Freytags Lex., the pl.
is explained as meaning redne of the skin; and

so t .]

5^;: see what next prcedes.

st.I.. One whoflisa pigeons (,t.), andw da
tAm n[as carriers of letters] to variou torns or
countriu. (TA.)

-, (S, I~, &e.,) a subst. from ., (LI, L,
J,) imperfectly decl., because of the fern. alif

[which terminates it], (Myb,) A fer; a dises

by wAich the body become hot: from .jl:
said to be so called because of the excessive heat;

whence the trad., . .'Jl [Fewr

isfrom the exhalation of Hell]: or because of the
sweat that occurs in it: or becanse it is of the
signs of alJI [i. e. the decreed, or predestined,

case of death]; for they say, j;1 I U.* '
[Fever is tre metenger that precde. death], or

j;,J1 .hg [th mesenger of death], or j4I 4ty
[the gate of death]: (TA:) and V :~_ signifies

the same: (1, TA:) pl. of the former ;,'.
(Msb.)

f. see;.se

.. [A hot bath ;] a certain structure, ($,)
well knorn; (Msb ;) so called because it occa-
sions sweating, or because of the hot water that
is in it; accord. to ISd, derived from .,h.Jt;
(TA;) i. q. k,4 : (1 :) of the mac. gender,
(Mgh, ,) and fem. also, (Mgh,) generally the
latter; (Msb ;) but some say that it is a mistake
to make it femrn., (MF, TA,) though IB cites a
vere in which a femrn. pronoun is asserted to refer

to a A.:.: (TA :) pl. i; ; (8, Mgh,j ;)
accord. to Sb, [not because the sing. is fern., but]
because, though mwc., it has no broken pL (TA.)
See also .~.

51~b Ti;e owner [or heeper] of a,, [or
hot bath]. (Mgh.)

'_.~ : see .,_l.

see .. l, in two places.

Zt%. The aell. [or particular, or speeinl,
friens, or familiars], (8, g,) consisting of the
family and children (g]) and relations, (TA,) of

a man. (K.) You ay, L.L1 C.X ,'h [(How
are the particular, or ps~ial, friends, &u., and

tAe comm people ?. (..) And spjtl L&.!.' 
These are the relation of the man. (Lth, .)

[See 3.., and ;.1] - See also e... - Also
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i. q. i.. (1,.) (It would seem that this signi-
fication might have been assigned to it in conse-
quence of a misunderstanding of the words in the

S, L.WIj .1a Ji jId LWil L.IJlj: but

accord. to the TJI, one says, 1.. 1j31b ., meaning

AWl, i. e. They came generally, or universally.].

,se. jlt andel; l. j, (]g,) or t_ ji

andn t lj;, (,) ji being prefixed in this case
in like manner as in 0J 0JI, (Fr, S,) Certain
,chapter of the Kur-dn (S, O) commencing with

.tL. [or.,l.], (l,) [namely, the fortieth and
six following chapters,] called by Ibn-.es'ood

i.lAil lt : (S :) one should not say,.l^,.:
(l g:) this is vulgar: ($:) but it occurs in poetry.
(?, g.) - Also, (g1,) accord. to I'Ab, 1a. is
One of the names of God; (Mghb ;) or it is the

ost great name of God; ( ;) occurring in a

trad., in which it is said, ' Ij A;P )l"

XO. meaning If ye be attacked by night,
say ye ,~.; and when ye say this, they shall not
he made victoriowu: (Mgh :) or the meaning is,
[say ye] 0 God, they sallU not be mnade victorioas;
not being an imprecation; for were it so, it would
be 1,;m '9: (IAth,TA:) or it is an oath;
(Mgh, ;) and the meaning of the trad. is, [say
ye] By God, they dsall not be made victorious:
but ._ is not among the numbered names of
God: it has therefore been deemed preferable
to understand it as here meaning the seven chap-
ters of the Yur-in commencing therewith: (Mgh:)

or it is an abbreviation of .. , wanting the
letters &Iu to complete it: (Zj, i :) or, as somc
say, it means i. e.] t
,O~t. [Wkat is taking place has been decreed].
(Az, TA.) It is imperfectly decl. because deter-
minate and of the fern. gender; or because it is of
a foreign measure, like JA and J5 ?, (Ksh,
Be,) and determinate. (Ksh.)

,,~. Black; (9, ;) applied to anything; as
also * , (1,) and t ... , (AV, 1.,) or this

signifies intensely black,(.,)and Vt_. ,(K,)whichi
i B explains as a black hue of dye: (TA:) [tle

fernm. of the first is Al_-: and the pl. : and]
the pl. of * the second is .,A;. , and by poetic

license .1. (Sb, TA.) Youl say,. ;. J .j A

black man. (9.) And A.i.LJl ,_ 1 J; A man

having blackh eyes. (TA.) And_a., ,:.. [A

blackish bay horse]: pl. w.; which are
the strongest of horses in skin and hoofs. (S.)
And t... l A black sheep or goat. (TA.)

And .. .hl Black night. (TA.) - [Hence,]

.t;.J The anus ( gL,, 8, or .J,, K) of a

human being: ( p:) pl. . (, i.) - And

,.._ An arrow before it has been furnished with

feathers and a head; syn. *. (& )-

applied to a lip ('U) and to a gum (iJ) means

Of a colour betwceen I ; and 'l: . (M, TA.

t(See .])... Accord. to some, (TA,)..I also
signifies" White: thus having two contr. mean-

ings. (1, TA.) maAlso A more, or most, par-
ticulari, or pecial, and beloved, friend or the like.

(Az, TA. [See i, and,.a, and aL,..])

A..: see a~ : and see also ,~..

i. q. 'a j; (Mgh, Mb;) i.e. A veel
of copper [or bran], in which water is heated,
(KL, and Myb in art. ,J,) having a long and
narropw neck: (KL:) or a small,3 [here mean-
ing the same as a.L], in wcwtlh vwater is heated.

(S.)
a..i , applied to food [&c.], (TA,) Any cause

offever; or a thing from the eating of whtich one
is affected with fever: (g,* TA:) such, for in-
stance, the eating of fresh ripe dates is said to be.

(TA.) And ,.. .,l (S, M, K) and * ',
(M, .,) mentioned by AAF, but not known;by
the lexicologists except as agreeable with analogy,
[see its verb, 4,] (M, TA,) A land in tvhich is
fever: (., g :) or in wtich is muchfever. (K.)

.;..m Fevered, or affected neith fever, or sick
of a fever. (S, Mgh, Msb, IC.) -Applied to
water, like ;, [q. v.]. (Az, TA.) Decreed,
or appointed. (S, TA.)

-t,~ Keeping constantly, firmly, steadily,

steadfastly, or f~edly, .. , to an affair.
(AZ, l')

_;-, (TA,) or , - -. , (Mgh,) A place in
which one washes with hot water. (Mgh,'*TA.)

. : see _tl, in two plaies. - Also
Smoke: (, M, :) or black smoke: (Bd in
Ivi. 42:) or intensely black snoke. (Jcl ibid.
and TA.) - A black mountain: (K:) or a cer-
tain black mountain in Hell. (TA.) - The
canopy, or aoning, that is extended over the
people of Iell: so, as some say, in the l]ur
lvi. 42. (TA.) - A certain bird: (K:) so
called because of the blackness of its wings. (TA.)
_. '~ iA plant, or herbage, grecn, fiil
of moisture, and black. (TA.)

1. j~.l t-, (.S, K,) aor. :, (.K,) inf. n. '._,
(S,) lie cleansed the well of its ;t;. [or blach,
fetid mud]. (S, .K.) In the T, this signification
is assigned to P. l t l..; and the signification
assigned below to the latter is given to ~.: but
As says that he does not find this authorized by
usage. (TA.).-.m , aor., inf. n. ;. and

L1~, It (water) was, or became, mixed with black,
fetid mud, and so rendered turbid, (15, TA,) and
altered in odour. (TA.) And !l .. /, inf. n.

L_., The well had in it black [f6tid] mnd (S,
Msb) in abundance: (S:) and the like is also
said of a spring. (TA.)~-.ct ' I[ He was
angry with him; (El-Umawee, , ]5;) as also

is.. (Lbh, TA.)

4. . , (ISk,.8,I,) inf.n. *Cl' (ISk,
.8,) He threw ;ILt. [or black, fetid mud] into the
well. (ISk, .8, 1.) - See also 1.

'a. and.~ and j~ [oply used as a prefixed

n. governing the gen. case (see A. in t. -)]

and 1 .(f, M ab, ) and .r. (]O) A woman's
hubands father; (IF, Mqb, ;) and a man's
wife's father: (IF, Mqb:) or a man's wijVs
father or wife's brother or wife's pat~rnal unb :
(M, Mb :) or any one of a woman's Ausbas
[male] relations, (., 0, ],) as the brother and the
father (?, 0) and the paternal unle; (O, TA;)

and of a man's wife's relationu: ( :) pl. 'i~t:
(S ,:) the fem. is bl_. (TA.) 8ee also

L,..: see :~.: and see also what next
follows.

t'. (S, M,b,g) and t L.-, (S, ],) but accord.
to some, the latter is the pI. [or rather quasi-
pl. n.] of the former; and sometimes, by poetic

license, it is written f .'w; (TA;) Black mud:
(S, Msb:) or btlack fetid mud. (1.) Also, the
tormenr, A certain plant, (i,) that gromw in Nejd,
in the sands, and in plain, or soft, land. (TA.)

~"! e .~. A man of an evil eye, (Fr, ],)
whto injures with his eye Aimn w hom he ss and
admires: no verb belonging to it has been heard.
(Fr, TA.)~"4 A well (p) or a spring (c;i)
foul with black, fetid mud. (TA.)

1. , aor. ;, inf. n. ,, (S,L, Myb,1

and '..., and bl (L, ) and ( ,

L, K) and ;.h~ ; (L, kC, and so in a copy of
the .;) thc lust of these inf. n [and the third
also] extr.; (L;) or the last is an inf. n. and the
last but one signifies "a praiseworthy quality,"
or "a quality for which one is praised;" (El-
Fenairee, MF;) orthe last may be asimple subet.;
(Hlar p. 392 ;) lie praisd, eulogized, or com
mended, him; spoke wel of Aim; mntioned kin
wvith approbation; (Akh, S, L, Msb;) t.tb u.

foi such a thing; (L, Mb ;) contr. of £4:
($, L:) accord. to IAmb, formed by transposition

from :~,: (marginal note in a copy ofthe M?:)

but it is of less common application than the latter
verb; (Mgb in art. C~ ;) signifyving he praised

himn, &c., for omething depending on Ais (the
latter's) own will: thus, the describing a pearl
as clear is not ,;., but it is : (Kull p. 150:)

or i. q. .: (Lb, 1 :) but it differs [sometimes]
from this; (M.b;) for ;. is only on account of
favour received; whereas .~. is sometimes
because of favour received, (Th, Az, Mb,) and
sometimes from other causes; (Th;) [and thus]
the latter is of more common application than the

former; (s;) therefore you do not say, &.e
·etq.Z; but you say, o.:o £X

I praised him, &c., for his courage. (Myb.)
, also implies admiration: and it implies the
magnifying, or honouring, of the object thereof;
and lowliness, humility, or submissivenew, in the
person who offers it; as in the saying of the
afflicted, A ,>_l Praise be to God; since in
this case there is no worldly blering, favour, or

I
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benefit. (M 9b.) This last pbrase is generally
pronounced as it is written above: but some of
the Arabs are related to have pronounced it

4i .ijl, putting the former word in the accus
cae s the absolute complement of the verb

, understood: and others, , a ,jl; 'imi-
lating the final vowel of the former word to the
vowel immediately following it: and others,
D ,jl; asimilating the first vowel in d to

the vowel immediately preceding it: Zj, however,
disapproves of the latter two modes of pro-

nouncing it: some of them also mid, ;l,~
72 .J4l, meaning I began rnth the saying

Prauie be to God (L.) [See also ·. below.]
X.. .0.5

You say, i J1 i 1.. I praise God (Az, A,* L,
O) to thee, or in thy prerce: (L:) or with thee:
(Kh, Az:) or I praise to thee God' benefits, and
hAi blesings, or favours; or I praise to thee
Gods ble~9ings orfavours, and discourse to thee of

them. (L.) And 1 I He appromdof

a thing for him. (L, 1.O) And 1 41 JI d ,

! ie approved of a thing for him, and co-
mandad, or enjoined, him to do it. (L.) And

*j1 jq l . o;j3l. S [I became his neigh-

bour, and did not approve of being so]. (A.)
See also 4. Also, (aor. and inf. n. as abovc in
the beginning of this art, j,) Ic recompensed,
or r.equited, him: he gave him, or paid him, his

... , (TA,) He as angry with him. (L, k:.)

2. ,., inf. n. j~ hasbu a more intensivc

signification thian .; ( ;) [He declared tShe
praise of God: or] he praised God much, with

goodform of praise (1 * .la d ): (T,L:)
or repeatedly; or tine after time. (L,].) .e_;

[used as a simple uabet.] hu a pl., namely, ,et.
(A.) [See an ex. voce e.:S, in the latter part of
the pramraph.]

4. ~,al lIe (a man, $) came to a state, or
remult, such as was praised, or commended, or
approved; properly, his affair, or case, caine to
such a state or resulta: ($, L, :) or (so in the
]5, but in the L "and") he did, or said, that
for which he should be praised, or commended;
or that which was praiseworthy, or commendable;

(A, L, l ;) contr. of.-a. (A.) And . ..1
t His affir, or case, wa, or became, praie-
worthy, or approvable, in hi estimation: (1 :)

or jdA .. (as in the L) he esteemed his affiuir,
or case, praiserorthy, or approvable. (L [agree-
ably with what next follows].)~m.... Hefound
him (a man, A, L) [or it] to be such as is praised,
commended, or approved; or praieworthy, com-
mendable, or approvable; (8, A, L, Mqb ;) contr.
of ri1d : (TA in arL A. :) he made it manifest
that he wa worthy of praise, eulogy, commenda-
tison, or approbation: (L:) he approed of his
action, and his course of conduct, or his tenet or
tets, and did not expose it, or them, to otAher.

(].) And ' ;..oI t [I found hit action
to be praise~orthy, or commendable, or appro-

able]. (A.) And o,jVl ~.1 S He approved
the land as a dwelling-place: (A:) or he found

the land to be such as is praised, commended, or
approved; a also la_'; (L,I ;) but the
former verb is the more chate in this sense. (L)
And ,br.. 1a, I He found a place to be such
as is praised, commended, or approved, and con-

enient, or suitable, so that he approed it as a
dwelling-place, orfor it pasture. (f, L.)

6. A% Hc affected, or made a show of,
( J,) praise. (A.) You say, t .'I ~3 j
I': [Ifound him affecting, or making a show
of, praise and thankt]. (A.) He praid him-
elf. (KL.) [Golius asigns this meaning to

Vt a.. , as on the authority of the KL; but it
is not assig,ted to this verb in my copy of the

KL.] _, JI 'J' '" jj [app. a slight mis-

transcription, for i,tJ, i q. jWI J91, as in an
ex. in the next sentence but one,] Such a one
pretendL to men, or stowsr them, that he is praise-
worthy, .6 for his liberality. (L.) - _
.i. He r~eproaed him for afarour, or benefit,
whiils he (the former) had bestowed, or conferred;
or recounted his /jft, or actions, to him;, syn.

:.J. (?,L,].) One says, ia J ;U1 . 0

eW ~ . 'J dn -.. [Whoso expnds his
property upon himself, he shaU not reproach men
therewith as for fJavours, or bentefits, betowed]:

(, A :) or , .J1 m W [he shall not
pretend to men that he is praiseworthy on account
of it]: a prov., meaning that a man is not praised
for his beneficence to himself, but for his bene-
ficence to others. (L.)

6. 1t~_m.3 [They praisd, or comended, a

thing, one to another]. You may, .. ., .J1

JSl J [The pa~tors praise, or commed, one to
another, the herbage]. (A.)

8. j1:t: see 5. -Said of beat, [It burned,
or burned fercely; or was, or became, vehement:]
formed by transposition from .a.. (8.)

io. ^at.0. .1 -. . .1

*.e~ [so I find it written, as though meaning
Demand thou, of his creaturea, the pra~g of
God, by rmeason of hit benefcee to them, and
his bounty to them: but I think that we should

read XIt . ,l and that the meaning is, God
hath demanded praise of his creature by his
benef~ ce, &.]. (A.)

Praie, eulogy, or commendation; &c.
(, &c. [For further explanationa of this word,

and respecting the phrase J ..1,J and its varia-

tions, see 1: and see also ;,.]) .J1 ; ;,.

JJ..a , said by a person praying, means [1
extol, or eelebrate, or declare, thy remotenes, or
freedom, from every impurity, or impe~fection,
&cc., 0 tod, (see arLt..,)] and I begin with

praising Thee; ,. being understood: (Az,

L, M hb:) or by .1~ is meant J ' JI
panise be to Thee: and nearly the same is said
in explanation of the phrase in the l5ur [ii. 28],

) 5Z, that by 1W _ is meant

W: [see, again, art. :] or by the expremion

d1 j , is meant, accord. to Aboo-'Othmin El-
Mizinee, and by pra Thee I eatol tky
rmtn ess, or fredOm, frm every impurity,

k&c.; ... being understood: or the · is redun-
dant, as it is in the phrae, '. 1 .i; L [O
our Lord, pra be to Tis], in whioh the j is
sometimes omitted: or, aocord. to Aboo-'Amr
Ibn-El-'Al, the j is oorroborative, s in the'
phrase, ij j, for JU h (M9b.) &sJI ,j1

-0 * .JSI [The rtadard qf prate shal
be in my hand on tde day of rerrction (sid by
Mobanmad)] mean that he shall be singularly
distinguished by praise, or praising, on that day.

(L.)--See ).:_ _um d ild;a. S bee lo
. It i also mid to ignify The youn one

of tAe kind of bird called so : o in the prov.,

A young one of a ad s dir to make tle ha,w
it. prey: applied to a weak mn who desires to
insnare a strong one. (Meyd, TA.) 8 ee also
what next follows.

.. The wound of tAeb flang, or blazing,
of fire; (?, ;) as also .a~- [from which it is
formed by transposition: ee 8: and t .5 app.
signifies the name: see ~]. (TA.)

5.~,o.: see .

.J )i Praise, and thaks, be to im: (8,
L, :) i. e., to such a one: (f,L:) contr. of

iJ p [q. v.]. (8 and A in ,art. ~ )) is
indeol., with koer for its termination, beause it
deviates from its original, which is the inf. n.

[*';.Jl]: (8, L:) [i. e.,] it is [a quasi-inf. n.,
(see °u , .at in art. j.,) being] a proper

mnme for ;_lqJt [as syn. with .J]. (8har
Shudhoor edh-Dhahab.)

:i~_: see what next follows.

._ and t ; (, A, L, ) and ;'
(as in copies of the ], but this seems to be an
intensive epithet,) Praised, slogid, or com-
mended; spoken mllU of; mntioned with appro-
bation; approed; such as is praied, &c.;
praeworthy, laudable; com ndble, or ap-
provable: ($, L, ]: [in which, s well s in
numberles exe., all these significations are clearly
indicated, though not so clearly explained; the
Arabic words to which they apply exactly agreeing
with the Latin "laudatus," which means both
"praised" and "praiseworthy :"]) the fem. of
the first is with 3, (L, J],) because the signification,
though properly that of a pass. part. n., nearly
agrees with that of an act. part. n.: (L:) you

say, [3;.- SAh it praisd, &c.; and] dJti
t'"". t[His actions are praied, &c.]. (A.)

)t °,, also, [originally an inf n., like its contr.
4,] used as an epithet applied to a man, is ,y,.

with ,.o; (V ;) and as an epithet applied to
a woman, "yn. with 3,g.~, (TA,) u is also

j. : (1,TA:) end you likewise s w.ay
.· . (O) and ~IA' i3Jy. (L4) tA place wmre
one alights, ojourns, or abide, suck as is raised,
or approved, (jl, TA,) and convenient, or suitable.
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(TA.) ,'.JI, meaning He who is praired, or
praimo tihy, in esery case, is an epithet applied
to Glo; one of the names termed ti. JI . st.
(L.) ?;j I .iatJi [mentioned in the ]ur
xvii. 81] means tThc station in which its occu-
pant shall be praised by all creatures [on the day
of reurrection] because of his being quickly reck-
oned with, and relieved from long standing: or it
is the station of the intercessor. (L.)

.ji j;'3 I i;i . ($, L, P.) and '. .
(L) TA utmost oJ'thy power, or of thine ability,
[or the utmost of thy praiMnworthy actions, (see
an ex. of the ill. in what follows,) will be] thy
doing sch a thing; syn. .a. ,., (L,) or
i1;/, ((, L,) and Zli: (, L, ]:) and in
like muiner, .i.L. The utmost of any power,

&c. (].) Jo~l V, :'I , said by
Umm*Selemeh, means TAhe utmost of the praise-
worthy qualitise of ronen is the lowering of the
,ye. (L.)

;t:. (TA) and t* L~ (A, ]) A man (TA)
who praises things much; a great, or frequent,
praisr: (A, ], TA:) or the latter, a man who
praea things much and eatravagantly. (B.)

You say, a9 ; , 5 Verily hA is one wcho praises
God much, or repeatedly, or tinu aJter time.
(L, g.)

,~..1 LaHI is a prov., (,) meaning ?Repetition
is more attributive of praise (1... 1): (,
A,':) for generally you do not desire to return
to a thing save after experience, or knowledge,
[and approbation,] thereof: [the act of returning,
therefore, implies praise:] or the meaning is,
when one begins a kind act, he attract prains to
himself; and wAth one repeats, hA gains more
praise for himnelf: or .~.1 is fiom the pasn.
part. n., and the meaning is, the beginning is
praised, or praiseworthy; and repetition is more
deserving of beig praised. (]g.) [See Freytag's
Arab. Proa. ii. 130.]

; _..e.. (f, Mgh) and .,.e.e. (Mgh) t [A
caum of praise, eommendation, or approval; a
prtaiseorthy, commendable, or approvable, qua-
lity or action ;] a thingefr which one is, or is to
te, praied, commdendd, or approved: (Mgh:)
[see 1, first sentence ] contr. of W..k: (S:)
[pl. ,._ .] You say, :~ - * j . ! 
;2.2; with kesr to the second ., [This isfood
in which is no approable quality;] the eating of
rwhich i not approved. (A.) -- [The pl.] 4 '

signifies [also] tForm of praise. (Mqb in art.
~-; &c.) [See 2.]

.A~_ A man praised much, or repeatedly, or
time afZer time: (L,J4:) endowed with many
pt~ais,worthy qualities. (?, L.)

; _ ee .s,., in two places.

. ., A day inte,,sely, or reAmtn~tly,
lot: (J:) as albo , [from which it is
formed by transposition: see 8]. (TA.)

.: see &

Q. 1. j'., (Mosb and TA in art. J.g.,)
inf. n. aJ,, (1K,) He maid da '.Jl: (lg, and
Myb and TA ubi supri:) a word of the kind
termed , .. (TA.)

1. '_, (S, K,) nor. , (S,) inf n. · , (TA,)
Hle pared a thong; stripped it of its rupefJicial
part: (S, K:) or he (a sewer of leather or of
skins) pared a thong by removing its inner nuper-
ficial part, and then oiled it, previously to sewing
with it, so that it became easy [to sew with; app.
because this operation makes it to appear of a red,
or reddish, colour]. (YaglJoob, S.) - And
[hence,] He pared, or peeled, anything; diresied
or stripped it of its supeficial part, peel, batrk,
coat, covering, ctrst, or the lilt: and 1t., in n.
.en , signifies the same in an intensive degree, or

as applying to many objects; syn.j. (TA.) -
Also,(S, ,) aor. and inf. n. as above,(S,) Iesctinned
a sheep [and thus made it to appear red]. (S, .)-
He shaved the head [and thus made it to appear
red, or of a reddish-brown colour, the common
hue of the Arab skin]. (K.) And iO,ll ;,
'a. [The woman removed tha hair of her shin].

(TA:) The term .~. is [also] used in relation to
soft hair, or fur, ( ,) and wooL (TA.)_
4.J~t &_~ He excoriated him (,j.i) with the

whip. (TA.)-....,btl .A., aor. and inf n. as
above, It (rain) removed the supetficial part of
,f the g.ound. (TA.) -, .e . tHegalled

him ( ) with the tongue. (TA.) p..,
aor. , (Lth, 8, .K,) inf. n. .'~', (Lth, 8,) lie (a
horse) nsffered indigestion from eating barley:
or the odour of his mouth became altered, or
stinking, (~, TA,) by reason thereof: (TA:) or
he became diseased from eating much barley,
(Lth,) or Ahe mffered indigestion fwon eating
barley, ($,) so tiat his mouth stank: (Lth, :)
and in like manner one says of a domestic animal
[ofanykind]: part. n. t*'_. (TA.). ';ee.,
(Sh, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (Sh,) He (a
man) burned with anger and rage against me.
(S, K.) -a-- j1 .. e, (K,) aor. and inf n.
as above, (TA,) [The horse] becament likelts on asn
in stupidity, dulness, or want of vigour, by reason
of fatness. (.)

.t ,Ze, inf. n. t see L _ Also He cut
[a thing] lie pieces, or lumps, of fl -meoat.
(].) - He dyed a thing red. (Mb.) -_ [lie
wrote with red ink. - See also .J , below.]

~He called another an as; saying, 0 ass.
(].) _He rode a ... ; i.e. a hors~ got by a
stallion oftgenrous race out of a mare not of such
race; or a jade. (A, TA.) He spoke thse lan-
guage, or dialect, of .imyer; ($, ;) ns also

4. , e.I He (a man, TA) had a rwhite child
(G'.1 .j) born to him. (J.) ~ Hefed a beast
.so as to caue its mouth to beconme altered in odour,
or stinking, (], TA,) from much barley. (TA.)

5. ~Jl He amerted himself to be related to

[the race of ] Himyer: or he imagined himsslf a
though he mere onu of the Kings of H.imyer:
thus explained by IA#r. (TA.)

7.4.11 c b ._ [What was upon the
shin became removed]: raid of hair and of wool.
(TA.)

9. .,a, (s, M,b, M ,) inf. n. '!, (,) It
became . .1 [or red]; (M,b,J;) as also ;l..I:
(15:) both these verbs signify the same: (S:) or
the former signifies it was red, constantly, not
changing from one state to another: and t the
latter, it became red, accidentally, not remaining

'so; as when you say, L*LI. 1aJa) ;, -jL .. -
lie, or it, began to become red one time and yellow
another. (TA.) lit is also said that] every verb

of the measure J!I is contracted from Jil.; and
that the former measure is the more common be-
cause [more] easy to be pronounced. (TA.)-

v,o,JI j.,.I t War, or the war, became vehement,
or fierce: (f, A, lAth, Msb, 1 :) or the Jbire of
war burnedJiercely. (TA.)

11: see 9, in two places.

Q. Q. 2. ". see 2._ Also He (a man,
TA) became evil in disposition. (s.)

,.., applied to a horse &c.: see .. _ Also
A man burning with anger and rage: pl.

(Sh.)

,.~ (incorrectly written, by some physicians
and others, t'., with teshdeed, MF) and
t_. (which is of the dial. of the people of
'Omin, a form disnllowed by MF, but his dis-
allovwal requires consideration, TA) The tamarind-
fruit: (K :) it abounds in the Sa&rdh (j.-JI) and
in the country of 'Omtn, and matu seen by A .Hn
in tle tract between tah two mosques [of Jfehkel
and El-Jfedeene/]: its leaves are liue thA~ of
tiht ..Ji called J .l: AHn says, people cook
with it: its tree is large, litke tate malnut-tree;
a.nd its fruit is in theform of pods, like the fruit
of the Ji,. (TA.) Also, the former word,
Asphaltum, or Jews' pitch; bitumen Judaicum;
syn. .q d ).. (Ibn-Beytr: see De Sacy's
"Abd-allatif," p. 274.) ~ See also ...

j.t~ [Rednes;] a well-known colour; (Mab,
g;) the colour of that wvhich is termed :
($, A:) it is in animals, and in garments &c.;
and, accord. to IAr, in water [when muddy;
for it signifies brownnest, and the like: but when
relating to complexion, whiteness: see j~l].
(TA.)_.;.;. .J1 [Erytipela: to this diease tdie
term is evidently applied by Ibn-Seena, in vol. ii.
pp. M3 and 64 of the printed Arabic text of his
Cj3 U1 ; and so it is applied by the Arabian phy-
sicians in the present day:] a certain dies~
wrhich attachk human beings, in consequence of
which the place thereof becomes red; (ISk, TA;)
a certain swellUing, of tiu pestilential hind; (T,
I];) diffjering from phlegnon. (Ibn-SeenA ubi
supr&.)- ;,.. 3 Sweet: applied to fresh ripe

dates. (.)... See also .t..

,.. os;..sg_ ee A;
1
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Boox I.]

:1;_ [originally fem. of ,,, q. v.]: see

J. Violent rain, (S,) *uch us removs, the eu-
perieial part of the ground. (~, .) A ms re
night-journey to water. (TA.) - The moat co-
piouportio ofrain; and violence thereof. (TA.)
- t The iolence, oehemence, or intenewss, of
anything; as also t ;;y and t ,~, (TA.) -

See also "I).-, in two places. -Also The evil,
or mischief, of a man. (v1.)

* .: see the next preceding paragraph.

;l. [The ass;] the well-know braying q -
ruped; (TA;) i.q. q ; (Az, $ ;) applied to the
male; (Mgb;) both domestic and mild: (Az, V:)

the former is also cslled 1.& ;t..; (Msb ;) and

the latter, . ;t'., (,) and ,. ;lt L.,
and t,.;): (i, :) OU! i the appellation ap-
plied to the femakl; and sometimes t 1..: (S,
Mqb,I:') pL [of pauc.] 5.i1 and [of mult.]
·t ,a [more properly termed a quasi-pi. n.] and

.r (t},Mhb, J1) and _. (S) and ;i. and
q 'Jtg , (K,) the last [a quasi-pi. n.] of a very
rare form [of which see instances voce _.;],
(TA,) and .,l;., (S, R,) which is said to be a
pl. of j.. (TA.)._ [Hence,] )t 1JI ,LtA
stony tract, of which the tottes are black and
,,t'rn and crumbling, as though burned with fire;
syn. S;p: because the wild ass is impeded in it,
and is as though he were shackled. (TA.). And
[hence,] ~j.JI ~ J 4 ,4 tScorpions: because
they are generally found in a ;.. (TA. [See
an ex. in verses cited voco Cc.]) - A piece of

wood in the fore part of the (saddl called] J,;,
(]g, TA,) upon which a tronan [when riding] lays
hold: and in the fore par't of the [saddle called]
JLtI: and, accord. to Aboo-Sa'cced, the stick
upon vwhich [the saddles called] ,i.l [pl. of

i3] are carried. (TA.) - The tooden imple-
ment of the polilher, upon which he polishle iron
[weapouns c.]. (Ltl, .*) - Three pieces oj
wood, (T, I,) orfour, (T,) across which is placed
another piece of wood; with wAhich one make fast
a captive. (T, K. [The last words of the expla-

tiation are j . - .]) -J 1 ;jt. [The bridge
of the mandolinc;] a thing wellUknonn. (TA.)
_ . J,The wood-lous; so called in the
present day ;] a certain insect; ($, ;) a certain
small insect, (Mqb, TA,) thlat cleaves to the ground,
(TA,) resembling tie beetle, but smaller, (Myb,)
and having many legs: (M9 b, TA:) wlwn any
one touches it, it contracts ite/f like a thingfolded.
(M9b.) The e jto. is also called g,1I1 I..;
app. because its back resembles a M. (TA in art.

J, q. v.)__ - jl- TTno stone, ($, ],) which
are st up, (S,) and upon which is placed another
stone, ( h, c,) nhich is thin, (TA,) and is called
ri'o, (8,) wdhereon [the preparation of curd called]
Ji is dried. (, .)--. t. .JI The two bright
stars [a and 6] in Cancer. (I1zw.)

_. Anything pared, or peeled; divrted, or
Bk. I.

stripped, of its superficial part, peel, bark, coat,
co~ering, crust, or the like; as also t *.

(TA.) [See 1.]_ Also, and 1 i,e., i q. q.i ,
i. e. A thong, or strap, (9, J,) white, and having
its outside pared, (?,) in a hor's saddle, (4,) or
with which horses' saddle are bound, or made
fast: ( :) so called because it is pared. (TA.)
iSee also ;L..

ql_: see ;~.._ -Also A great, (,) or
great and wide, (TA,) man of stone, or rock:
( :) and ttona set up around a watering-trough
or tank, to preoent its water from flowingforth :
(? :) and a stone, (I,) or stona, (?,) et up around
the booth in which a hunter lurks: (S, 1 :) but
J should have said that .1_. signifies stons:
that 1te. is the sing.: that this latter signifies
any vide stone: and the pl., stones that are set
round a watering-trough or tank, to prevent the

water from over~lowing: (IB:) and .tll It
significsfour large and smooth masses of Jtone at
the head of the well, upon which the drawer of
the water stands. (TA in art. jl..) Also, the
sing., A wide stone tlat is put upon a trench or
an oblontg excavation, in the side of a grave, in
wchich the corpse is placed: (]i:) or upon a gravc:
(TA:) pl. as above. (]g.)- A pice of wrood
in the [woman's vehicle caUed] .i ((.) -
Threi sticki, or I;eceJ of palm-branches, having
teir [upper] ends bound together and their feet
set apart, upon which the [vessel of skin caed]

;l s hung, in order that the water may become
cooL (TA.) And its pl., le, Tree p~cs of
rood bound together [in like manner], upon which

is put the ,5Jj [or milk-shin], in order that tha
(insct called] ,.,9e may not eat it. (TA.).

Ii,l l,L_., (i,) or .;11 ;t1.. [thus, without
any vowel-sign written], with techdeeod to the j,
(lAth,) T7he eleated, or protuberant, part of the
foot, above the toes (]g, TA) and their joints,
where the foot of the thief is directed, in a trad.,
to be cut off. (TA.)

-o
[ljjto. Of, or relating to, ase; as~iM.]

,~j' ([Asininenes]. (A in art. .)

lie-: seeje_.

:r.,i. dim. of f.1 , fern. of'.A., q.v.

a,ej .J! The language, or dialect, of [the race
of] .Himyer, who had words and idioms different
from those of the rest of the Arab. (TA.)

jl~.: see what next follows.

jL._., (9, ], &c.,) a word of a rare form, of
which the only other instances are aid to be ·i;.
and aijj and .;lj and JI.e and }i.~ and 1i,,
(TA,) and sometimes V L;~., without teshdeed,
in poetry, ($, ],) and in prose also, as is said by
Lh and others, (TA,) The intense[ne of heat
(Lth, Kq, f, A, ]~) of summer; (Lth, Ks, , A ;)
and so '? ; (TA;) which also signifies the
same in relation to the noon, or summer.noon;
(]g ;) and t~ ., (Az, TA in art. w,,) and

*jo.: (TA:) or the most intense hAat of sum-

mer; (TA;) u also ,t-l : (] , TA:) and some-
times, though rarely, used in relation to winter
[uas signifying the intesness of cold; like ;jip]:

(TA:) pL [or rather coll. gen. n.] tjt.. (S.)
See also l, lst sentence.

.p and '1~, (.,M#b, )J the former of
which is the more common, ($, Myb,) [coll.
gen. s.,] A kind of bird, (?, MlIb,],) like the
qparrom: (., Mlb:) accord. to E.-SakhAwee,
the lark; syn. p, [q. v.]: and . is said in
the Mujarrad to be an appellation applied by the
people of EI-Medeeneb to the [bird conmonly
caled] 3; sU also ,ki: (M,b:) ·i' and
;i are the ns. of un.: (J, M#b, ]:) pi. %ltjo
(.8,TA) [and ] .m ee alo a e.o

: e ,,.-Also A seller of asses.
(TA.)

;j~, [a colL. gen. n.,] Owners, or attendants,
of ases (0, ],TA) in a journey; ($, TA;) as
also *tl.1: (- :) n. un. tjL~ ($,TA) and
V,jl.. (TA.)_See alsoj,*e., in two places.

J..: seejoe.
_e.: see.p .

. ~ [(Red: and also brown,s or the like:] a
thing of tAe colour tered Sjoo: (M 9b, ]:) it is
in animals, and in garments &c.; and, acord. to
IAr, in water [when muddy]: and so t ~:
(V :) fem. of the former 5' ~: (Mb :) pl. ~m
and O(p1o.: (]:) or when it means dyed with
tae colur termed ,e., the pL is >': (., M,b)
and ;o .1; for you say .#~ and 1;,-.
[red garmentsJ]: (TA:) but if you apply it us an
epithet to a man, [in which case it ha other
meanings than those explained above, au will be
sbown in what follows,] the pL is ;,I. (f)
and j~: (TA:) or if it means a thing Aaving
the colr termed ' ., the pl. is j.1;, because,
in thi cuase, it is a subet., not an epithet. (M9 b.)

S.~f also signifies the same as'.[: (Iam
p. 379:) or, as some say, it has an intensive

sense. (TA voce .~b.) It is said in the 0,

in art. ), that li .is a pL. of . ,1 like
as ;j'; is of ,.;; but it ie not so. (lB in
that art)_ - Applied to a camel, Of a colour
like that of saffron whn a garment is dyed
with it so that it stands up by reson q/
[the thickn of] the dye: (TA:) or of an un-
miwed red colour; (AV, $ in art. .,b, and
TA ;) and so the fernm. when applied to a she-
goat. (TA.) It is said that, of she-camels, the
1,~ is the most able to endure the summer

midday-heat; and the .U;j, to endure night-
journeying; and that the ."t is the most notable
and the most beautiful to look at: so said Aboo-
Nar En-Na'amee: and the Arabe my that the
best of camels are the eb and the 4. (TA.)
[H?enoe,] .s.,. j,* signifies t The iAh-bred, or
e~ellUt, of camebs: and is proverbially applied to
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[Box I.

anything Aighly prized, preceous, dauable, or

excelbnt. (Mgb, Mob.) - Applied to a man,
(AA, Sbh, Az,) White (AA, Sh, As, 1) in com-

plexion; (Az;) because ~.l might be con-
sidered as of evil omen [implying the meaning
of leprosy]: (AA,Sh:) or, accord. to Th, because
the latter epithet, applied to a man, was only
used by the Arabe as signifying " pure," or "free
from faults :" but they sometimes used this latter
epithet in the sense of "white in complexion,"
applied to a man &c.: (IAth:) fem., in the same

sense, .- : the dim. of which, V ,l'_, occurs
in a trad., applied to 'Aisheh. (s,0 TA.) So,
accord. to some, in the trad., /, .l j a

.~lj, (TA,) i. e. I haao ben snt to tAe white
and the blachk; because these two epithets com-
prise all mankind: (Az, TA:) [therefore, by the
former we should understand the white and the
red races; and by the latter, the negroes: but
some hold that by the former are meant the
foreigners, and] by the latter are meant the
Arabh. (TA.) One says also, [when speaking of

Arab. and more northern races,] i-;3 Jb .It

_1 .~., meaning Every Arab of them, and

foreigner, came to me: and one should not say,

in this sense, hl. (AA, Aq, .) 5,_Jl, also,
is applied to The foreigners (. cal ke) [colectildy];
(f,A, ,;) because a reddish white is the pre-
vailing hue of their complexion: ($:) or the
Perans and Grehs: or those foreigners motly
charactrised by whiteneu of compleion; as the

Gtks and Persiau. (TA.) You say, U 
!. ,.1 Th re~ ui not among the foreigners

(,aal) the like of him. (A.) And accord. to
some, i!9l j~.Jl means The Arabs and the

foreigners. (TA.) 'lj [so in the TA, but

correctly i.;,J :'Wl,] is an appellation applied to
Emancipated lave: and eXtia .l ' iI,

meaning Son of theA female slave, is an appellalion
used in reviling and blaming. (TA.) - Also

A man having no weaponu with him: pl. j.

(A, ) and j~ _ ([.) - ; :,. .l means

Beauty is in ; _JI lapp. fairne of conm-
plexion; i. e. beauty isfair-complexioned]: (TA:)
or t beauty is attendted by diiculty; i. e. he who
lotr, beauty must bear difficulty, or distress:
(1Ath:) or the lover experiences from beauty
what is experienced from war. (1Sd, .)_-

j*~b'1 A s,irt of dates: ( :) so called becauise

of their colour. (TA.) -.. 'll j..a.'ml Gold

and ilver. (TA.) And Xl l Flesh-meat and
wine; ($, A, ];) said to destroy men: (s:) so
in the saying, ;.O.,,'l ) . AIj. , .s ~-
We are of the people of dates and water, not of
flsh-meat and wine: (A:) or the beverage called

J and flesh-meat. (IApr.) Also Wine and
[gar~ts of the hind caldle] ,. (Sh.) And
Gold and saffron; (Az, ISd, K;) said to de-
stroy women; i.e. the love of ornaments and
perfumes destroys them: (Az:) or these are

called O lju'; (AO,TA;) and milk and water,

;~Lo%l; (TA;) and dates and water, O,l. l

(A, TA.) And I1;l'e.l l'esh-meat and wine and

[the perfume calted] U, 1J: (., X:) or gold
and flesh-meat and wine; as also j.'l: (TA
in art. j :) or gold and saffron and Jdr.JI.

(18d, TA.)_ s... l .s.lI Slaughter; (L,
1F;) because it occasions the flowing of blood:
(TA:) and [so in the L, but in the V "or"]
triolent death: (S, A, L, V :) or death in which
the sight of the mtan becomes dimn by reasn of
terror, so that the world appears red and blach
before his cyes: (A 'Obeyd:) or it may mean
t recent, fresh, death; from the phrase next

following. U(As.)_...4l_ * A new, or recent,

footstep, or footprint: opposed to .'l. (As,
8 A.)-&~ ; SA serere year; (.8,1;)

because it is a mean between the .oj~ and the
A'w: or a year of severe drought; because, in such
a year, the tracts of the horizon are red: (TA:)
when "l.J! [the tenth Mansion of the Moon

(see J!1 3j,: in art. J)p)] breaks its promise

[of bringing rain], the year is such as is thus

called. (AH.n.) -See also v'A voce ;

._ - hl .. * ;dw , and, in like manner,

O;iS- lit ?ebrought his sheep, or goals, in a

lean, or an enaciated, state. (A,' TA.)
S .. s ., s
k$?.1: see .,o.I

.e. [an inf. n. (of '.~.) used as a subst.]9e

A bad kind of tanning. (Q. [For & in the

CI, I read j, as in other copies of the .])

i. q. '.-_; (V; in the CC .;...;)
i. e. The iron instrument, or stone, with which
one shas off the hair and dirt on the srface of
a hide, and with which one skins. (L, TA. [But
for the last words of the explanation in those two
lexicons, . J, I read e ~.J ]) - Also,
($, TA,) in the ], [and in a copy of the A,]

, which is a mistake, (TA,) A horse got by
a stallion of generous, or Arabian, race, out of a
mare not of mch a race; or not of generous

birth; or a jade; syn. e ; ($,A, 1 ;) in

Persian, V ; (, ;) as also tG..: (X :)
or a horse of mean race, that resemnbles the as in
his. slone of running: and a bad beast: (TA:)
pl. ; , ($, A, TA) and rf..: (TA :) and

accord. to the T, * 3).. signifies [not as it is ex-
plained above, as a sing., but] i. q. " l.,; and
Z explains it as an epithet applied to horses, sig-
nifying that run liske ase. (TA.) -Also An
ignoble, or a mean, man: (l5, e TA:) and a man
who nwill not give unless pressed and importuned.
(1(,' TA.)

j.t;..I A sect of the ac.% , who olpposed the

Lb.*4 (,.K) and the ; : (TA:) a single

person thereof was called .- : ( i, g:) tlhey
made their ensigns red, in opposition to the ;3;-.
of the Benoo-JId.,him; and hence they were thus

II ·
called, like as the ej were callcd 1..
because their ensigns in war were white. (T.)

j : see .

r l _: see jl_

J.j The wild as: seej;l : (, Mgh, :)
or a certain kind of wild aninmal: (Mgb:) [the
oryx; to which the name is generally applied;

and so in Hebrew: see also i.~jl gj~, in art.

4 J:] a certain best (, TA) smbling the ih.
goat. (TA.) - And A certain bird. (i.) _

See also .,_l.

1. aj-, aor. , inf. n. j~, It (milk) was, or
became, sour, [so as to burn, or bite, the ton ue;

and so, app., , inf. n. -1 ; (see,o , below;)
or] in a less degree than such as is tCtnmed j1_.

(TA.) - [Hence, app.,] j3., inf. n. jt.., trHe
(a man) was, or became, strong, robust, sturdy, or

hardy. ( KS,' ,* TA.) - ,pl!j ·jJ , aor. , It

(beverage, or wine,) stung, or bit, the tongue:
($, I :) or it (milk, and .. ,,) burned the tongue

by its strength and sharpneg. (Mgh.)- And

U..-, or. ;, (TA,) inf. n. j., (J,) He took
it, seized or grasped it, contracted it, or drew it

together; syn. 4, (, TA,) and %:. (TA.)

See3 ... You say, slp .l t, e
saying contracted hit heart, (Lb, A, TA,) and
grieved him, (Lb, TA,) or pained kim. (TA.)
... Also, (A,TA,) aor. as above, (TA,) and so
the inf. n., (1,) He shampened it; (A, ], TA;)
namely, an iron instrument, (TA,) an arrow-head
or the like. (A.) So in the dial. of Hudheyl.
(TA.)

.. e Aeritude of a thing; a q~ality, or pro-
perty, like that of burning, or biting, (S, ~,
TA,) such as ths taste of mustard: (TA:) and
[in like manner] ?3jl.. signifies the quality,
or prolprty, of burning, and sharenes; as in

beverage, or wine: (TA:) and ? ];: o a our-
nes in milk, with a biting of the tonge; (A;)
or a sourness in milk, le~ than that of milk which

is termed j).. (TA.)

: ee what next precedes.

j$.a., applied to the beverage termed d;,
[app. when it is in a state of fermentation,]

Digestire. (Fr, TA.) -- i i1. bJ Xl
means Verily he is one who keep, or guards, or
takes care of, pr~lently, or effectuay, what he
has collected togethr. (s.) [To the explanation

in thc I (". I'. Q tw) is added in the TA,
J J., u app. a mistranscription for o.

and one who manage it well.]

jlj2l .e. J., and l.j.l_, IA snarted
man: (8, TA:) or a man who is actite, sharp or
quich in intellect, clewr, ingenious, or acute in
mindl, (.K, TA,) and stroAng-erted. (TA.)_
And V the latter, t man contracted in hart.
(TA.)

sw: ee j_..

.~.. Sour, (TA,) and burning, or biting, to
the tongue, or acrid; (A, TA;) applied to beve-
rage, or wine: (A:) and milk that bite the

tongue: (A:) or milk, and J.;, that bur the
tongue by its strength and sharpnes. (Mgh.)

4
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You say also 1 iiL,; A pomegranate in which'

is sourness. (A, .) .-.- t Intensa, or

sere, anxiety. (TA.) And j,A. jI. ((;, TA)

t A wringing, or poignant and burning, pain in
tle heart, such a arises from wratk Jc. (TA.)

_ See also e, in two places.

J t J.~.; S Te nmost excellent of
deeds is th strongest, or most pon~rful: (., ,*X
TA:) or the most painful (A, Mgh, TA) and dis-

trssing: (Mgb, TA:) from 'lh., applied to

milk and to 4-, signifying " that burns the

tongue by reason of its strength:" (Mgh:) a
trad., related by I 'Ab; (, TA;) said by Mo-

gel l 0 ---

bmnmad. (TA.) You say also, !P ja.1l X 

&14 ,,.. i Such a one is in harder, or nore

dfitcult, circumstances (.l A,I) thaitn such a
one: (TA:) or [nore] contracted in circum-
stances. (ISk, TA.)

9JI j~ J;j A man strong in the tips,

or ends, of the fingers: ($, ](, TA:) occurring
in averse of Aboo-Khiri(sh: (s:) but [SM says,]
what I read in a poem of tlhat author is j .

tiseJ, meaning, hard and pointed in the arrowr-

heads. (TA.)

1. _y, nor. ,(,, A, 1,) i:f. n. _ (S)

and Qi. , (IIam p. 2,) lIe was, or berame, hard,
firm, strong, strict, or rigorous, in religion, and
in fight, (S, A, K.,) and i,n courage, (TA,) and in
an affair. (;lanm p. 2.) [See also 5.] - 1 It (an
affair, or a case, TA) wax, or be(amnc, severe,
r;goproi"t, dlistreofel, or a.ffictive: (Q, TA:) and

X it (war, or tile clamour thereof, ,i1,) wras, or
became, hot, (A, TA,) or 'vehement. (TA.)_
~n,__, nor. :, itnf. n. .Z~-, Ise (a mala) was, or
became, couraoeous. (Sb, TA.)

5. .. 3 lIe acted,or behaved,witlhforrced hard-
,esx,fir, ncess, strictness, or rigour, (S, A, Mgla,) in
Iiis religion. (A, Mgh, IC.)-IIe (a man)Jeigned
disobedience; syn. G.W. ($, TA.)_ lIe pro-

tected, or defended, hinself, (syn. Aj,) to by

means of him. (Slh, TA.)

6. Ir.dl_ They vied n,it, strove to surpass,
or contended for superiority with, Ote another in

strength, (l).W,) andfought one iunother. (TA.)

_-: see _.1, in three places.

,.. IIardneu; . firnneJ; strength: defence:

conflict. (TA.) [See also ,..]

;_m sVehemesnt. (TS, 1.) So in the saying
of Ru-beh,

[They experienced from it vehement strength]:
(TS, TA :) or, as Az says, strength and courage.

(TA.) -See also _a1, in two places.

L;t. Courage: (, l, TA:) defence: con-
flict. [8ee also _.

L.~. l Hard,firm, strong, strict, or rigorous, in l
religion, and in fight, (S, ,) and in courage; (TA;)

as also t _. : (S, ]:) pl. of the former, __.

(1t.) - Hence, A pious man, who carefully ab-
stainsfrom unlawrful things: because he exceeds I
the usual bounds in matters of religion, and is

hard to himself; as also t_ . (TA.)- -'

Sing. of .- *1l, (Mgh,) which latteris an epithet
applied to The tribes of .Kurmysh (8, A, ) and
Kindneh (S, K) and Jedeeleh, (V,) i. e. Jedeelek
of Kejs, consisting of [the tribes of] Fahnm and
and 'Adwdrn the two sons of Amr the son of Ceys
the son of 'Eyldn, and the Bentoo-'Amir Ibn-
,Raqfa'ah, (AHeyth, TA,) and their followers in
the Time qf Ignorance; (J ;) or to Kureysh and
their coreligionists; (Mgh ;) because of the hard-
ships which they imposed upon themselves in
matters of religion, (S, A, Mgh, s],) as well as in
courage, (TA,) for they used not to enjoy the
shade in the days of Minc, nor to enter the houses
by their doors, ($, Mglh, TA,) while they were in

the state of l 1, (TA,) nor to clarify butter, nor

to pick up [dung such as is called] 3U., (S, L,)

or ., (TA,) [for fitel,] and they dwelt in the
Hjaram, (AlIcyth, TA,) and did not go forth in

the days of the- C/ to 'Araf6t, but halted at
EIl-Muzdclifch,el (AHeytl, Megh, TA,) saying,
"We are the pcople of God, and we go not forth
from the I.Iarlm :" (Alcyth, TA :) or they were
thus called because they made their abode in the
Hlaram: (Sgl, TA:) or because they betook
thenmselves for refuge to the t ("'.L I),
which is the Kiaabeh, so called because its stones
are white inwlini,Ng to blicckness: ( :) the Benoo-

'Amir were of the ,,_, though not of the in-

habitants of the Hjram, because their mother was

of the tribe of Kureysh: the term ,l1tJ*l also,
[pl. of t r. or of .- ,] is applied to those
c!f the Arabs n.lho.we wthers were of the tribe of

Ku,reysh. (TA.) - Also Courageous; (Sb,l,

(;) and so a ald t~ . : (I :) pl. [of the
first, masce. only,] ,_1_ and [masc. and fem.]

~ and [of the second or third] ° ~1. (TA.)

_t_l~.~1 is also said to be applied to The tribe of

Kurey,sh: or, accord. to some, to the Behnoo-
'Amir, because descendants of Jureysh: the
former is said by IABr. (TA.) -Hence, (A,

TA,) . & A, (TA , I,) or;i

.1.I~1 ,.a, (L,) i HeJ fell into distres (A, L)
r;ndi trial: (A:) or into calamity: (a:) or he

died: (.K:) or the latter phrase has this last
meaning. (ISd, A, and TA in art. ~.u.) v was
the name of a courageous people of the Arabs.

(A,TA.) __t;, (.,A,,,) and i;: L'- ,
(lI,) X A severe year. (S, A, I5.) They say also

t.t c I tSevere years: (Jp:) the mase.
form [of the epithet] being used because by i;,

is meant ,l,1; or the epithet being used after
the manner of a subst.: (ISd, TA:) and :;
L~ signifies the same: (]:) or the latter,
years of hunger. (Az, TA.) - It- _ L
t Vehement [courage, or fight, &c.]. (TA.)_

~...l iLC. :A hardplace: ($,V:) ora rugged
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and hard place: (A:) pl. _ i. (14)

You say also ..I 1 ,f¶, with the pl., meaning,

tA sterile, barr;e, or unfruitful, and narrow,
land: (A:) or a land in ohich is no herbage nor
pasturage nor rain nor anything. (TA.) And

..1. i &I Sterile, barren, or unftuitful,
land. (., L)

_: see we,~l, second signification.

1. -, (A, ],) aor. :, inf. n. j and

A ', 0(,) ]Is (a man) became slender in the

,hanks. (A, X.) _ 3L -., aor.:;

(Msb;) and 519i ', or .;L-; (accord.

to different copies of the .;) and 1LJ.1 .;~,

inf. n. ,; (so in a copy of the A;) or ' ^.

,11, aor.;; (.;) and '... (L, ( ,)
aor. ', inf. n. ,1e. (A, 1) and a.;., (TA,)
The mnall bone of his shank, (Mqb,) and his egs,
(8,) and the shank (A, 0) of a woman, (A,) be-
came slender. ($, A, Mvb, ].) And the rlke is
said, metaphorically, of the whole body. (TA.)

You say also, JI1 *' L~ .l The boo-string be.-
came slender: and its being so is better. (TA.)

10: see the last sentence above.

.': a see the next paragraph, throughout.

Chid.JA b Slender in the shanks, applied
toaman; ( a,n;) as also .3LJI t ., (F,
Mgh, Mb, ,) and li,...: (TA:) and so
ch i t lta.*_, applied to a woman. (A.) And
WInJI : Slender in make, applied to a

man. (TA.) I~. also signifies Slender, appliedl
to the small bone of the shank: (Mb :) and so

&'.~ [the fem.], and Vt 1a2, and 1t ca', ap-
plied to the shank (3C), and to the fore arm

(t1;), and to the legs (~1j): and [the pie.]

;._F (TA) and 1L_, (1,) applied to shanks

(J,e): (I, TA :) andt J !, and t , , and
* , applied to a how-string; (V.,* TA;)

the last on the authority of Ibrsheem El-Il,arbee;
(TA;) and each of the last three epithets with S
added, applied to bow-strings. (IC, TA.) You

say also t a:L.~ j A gum having little lesh:
(K:) or a thin gum. (TA.)

,ra4 and M; (., Mb, 1;) the former
preferred by Th, (., TA,) and by the Koofees,
(Msb, TA,) and the only word of that form ex-

cept vI and jj and ; and %s-.; (Fr,
TA;) the latter alone allowed by Mbr, (S,) and
this alone mentioned by 8b, (TA,) and preferred
by the Bqrees, (Mlb, TA,) and said by Mbr to

81 
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be the only word of this form except jl, mean-
ing " short," and J1., the name of a place in
Syria, ($, TA,) but Iir did not know this latter
form of tdie word; (Az, TA;) [The reicer arie-
tinum; or chick-pe~a;] a ertain grain, (S, Myb,

,) well Aknown, (M#b, ],) of the description
termed &UUJI: (AIn:) n. un. as and
£a,.: (TA:) it is white, and red, and black,

and of a sort caUed o. . [or ~: ,?]; and
is also wild, and cultivated in gardens: the wild
smort is the hotter, and the more contracted; the
nutriment ofthe garden-sort is the better; and
the black is the most ponwerful in its operations:
(the Minh(j, TA:) it isfiatulent, lenitive, diuretic,
having the property of increasing the seminal
flutd and the carnal appetite and the blood:
(1]:) Hippocrates says that it has in it twvo sub-
stances, which quit it by cooking; one of them
salt, or saline, rwhiM is lenitive; and the other
sreet, which is diuretic; and it clears away spots
in the skin, and beautijies the complexion, and is
benwficial for hot tumours, and its oil is -
viceable for thde ringworm, or tetter; and its meal,
for the finid of foul ulcers; and the infuion
thereof, for tootiache, andJbor meling of the lip;
and it clars the voice: (TA:) it also strengthens
the body and tie penis; '(!;) wherefore it is
giwvn as fodder to the stallions of horse and the
like, and of camels; (TA;) on' tha condition of
its being eaten not before [other] food nor after
it, but in the midst thereof; (i ;) or, correctly,
as in the MinhaJ, it should be eaten betwroen two
meals. (TA.)

1. ., nor. ; and ,, ($, A, Mob, ],)
aor. , ($,) or :, (I,) or both; (TA;) and

~ , aor.:; (1 ;) inf. n. [of the first] L6 ,
(~, Mb, O) and [of the second or third] ' ,
(as in some copies of the $ and of the g,) or

.; (as in other copies of the $ and of the
K ;) said of a thing, ($, A, Myb,) or the third is
said particularly of milk, (",) It was, or became,
,.1_ [i. e. acid, tour, sharp or biting to the
taste, pungent, or in taste like rinegar or like sour
milk: see .b_ below]; (S, Mb, g ;) as also
, ,;a., iuf.n ,n z. (TA.) You say, t;.

t.zL. j L.t aG , or t ., (accord. to different
copies of the ,)5 He brought us some thick and
very sour milk, not to be endured by reason of
sourn. (.) - [Hence; or from P., q. v.
infra,] :l(, (A%, , A, ],) aor ' (A,
, TA,) inf n. ,W.*. (AV, , ) and 

(I ;) and -_l; (A, T$, g ;) he cameus
paIstured upon _ [q. v.]; (An, S, A;) or ate
it. (s.) -[And hence, because camels become
weary of eating 4&.,] ; 'fi tI disliked
him, or it. (fgh, .) - And (because camels are
eager for ~f after eating long of ".,] :...
' t zgerly ds~ him, or it. (?gh, V.)

I. :., inf n. ,sm-.: see 1, finrt signifi-
cation. - [It seems to be also syn. with ,
q. v.: for, _] said of a man, it signifies ,t,~

l? s6! *1;;1, as though he shifted from the
better of the two places to the worse thereof,
by reason of preposterous desire: (TA:) as also
twa..l: opposed to JUl [q. v.], (TA in art.
, JL.)--cp & also signifies .t,;.eL (S, TA)
in . (TAL.) - Also t The giving, or doing,
little of a thing. (S, ' .) You say, W ,
,.Sq.Id Yj t Such a one gave, or did, little
to u in entertaining. (S. ) Jt 
see 4 . 1 _ a;...h : see L4

4. h'j?l *..a. .l The land became abundant
in u~ [q. v.]. (S.)_ . il j,,,.l The people,
or company of men, lighted on, or found, i.
(TA.) -_ Jl -.&..l i q. . , q. v. (A,
T?, 1.) _ [And hence,] *s!l ..- l !The
peopt, or conpany of nmen, launched into, or
entered upon, cheering discourse. (A, TA.) I 'Ab
used to say to his companions, I_l I [Launch
ye forth, or enter upon, cteering discourse]; (A,
TA;) whereupon they would begin to recite
poetry, and to relate the memorable conflicts of
the Arabs; (A;) because they then entered into
traditions and stories of the Arabs, being weary
of the interpretation of the ]Jur-an, [like camels
betaking themselves to the pasture termed ' .

when weary of that termed .. ] (TA.) [And
in like manner,] o.,l.. also means tThe changing
from seriousness to jesting or joking. (HIar
p. 10.)_-See also 2. [And see ] ".]

&L;; (S,~,t) or 't , inf. n. s.._ ;
(ISk;) I pastured the camels upon .~... (18k,
., .)r [And hence, as camels are pastured
upon ~ after they have pastured for a time
upon..,] ~ .;a~l, and ta.., SlIeshifted
him from it [to another thing]. (TA.)

5. ',, .3 [app. signifies, in its primary accep-
tation, He (a camel) betook himulf to the pasture
terme d after eating for a time of that
termed 3... (See also 1 and 4 and 2.) -And
hence,] ! He shtfted from one thing to another
thAing. (TA.) - [Hence also,] one says to a
man when he comes threatening, J;- C..

_ 1 [Thou art disordered in temper, there-
fore sooth thyself]: (S, A:) from i' and

.,,i.' (p.) [See also A., in art. J&.]

,4. [a coil. gen. n.] A kind of plant in
which is saltnes, (A, Msb,) which camels eat
as thowgh it were fruit, and after which they
drink: (A:) other plants are termed aA.:
(Mb :) or what is salt and bitter, of plants;
(s, . ;) such as the .. j and the JU1 and the
.oO and the like: (S :) what is sweet is called
3.: (S, I :) or any kind of plant that is salt,
or sour, rising upon [teeral] ~s, and having
no [sinfle] J. ~l [or stock]: (M [as cited in the
L, but I doubt whether the passage be correctly
transcribed] :) or any salt, or our, kind of trees;
havig a juicy and quivering leaf, which, whem
~quezed, bursts forth with water; and having a
pungent, or strong, odour; that cleanses the gar-
ment and the hand nhen tAey are washed with it;

[Boox I.

uch as the · and the .1;,.u and te 4
and the c a-nd the L3 and the Ae., and the

a and a nd the J and th ;
and the like: (L B4 :) or any plant tAat does not
dry up in the ; [or spring], but endura tat
hot season, having in it saItncs; ohen cmes eat
it, they drink upon it; and when they do nog
find it, they become thin and weah: (Lth, T:)
the Arabs say that the a. is the bread of camnels,
and the ' is their fruit, (?, A, M,b, ],*)
or, as some say, their flesh-meat; ( ;) or their
,,.': (TA in art. J.:) and they say that
ficasl-meat is the , . of men: (TA :) the n. un.
is with :' (Mgh:) and the pl. is -, M. (, )
[In Isaiah xxx. 24, the word rendered "clean"
in our authorized version is thouight by some to
mcan "salt" or "sour."]_ Hence the saying,

* 4 1,s OCIW_ ,;.

t They came eagerl.y desiring evil, or mischief,
and found himn who cured tlwm of that which
affcted them: which is like the saying of
Ru-beh,
* L.z1 jt .

: And hih maho cometh to us seeking to 'do. evil,
or mischief, re cure of his diseas: for camels,
when they are satiated with it~, eagerly desire

[to cure them of the effect of the former].
(TA. [See also .t.q, in art. J.&])_ Hence,
also, by way of comparison, ,. is applied to
J Evil, and war: and , to ease, or repose;
freedom from trouble or inconvenience, and toil
or fatigue; or tranquillity; and amplenes of cir-
cumstances: (T and TA in art. J .:) and the
former, to death: and the latter, to life. (Iam
p. 315.)_ , ;l and .~ ;, ; mean
t A mind thiat takes fright at a thing, and hrinks
from it, atfirst hearing it. (TA.)

t Eager desire for a thing. (], .) It
is said in atrad., ., m i , an.. Cj11;
(S, TA;) and in another, ,aZJJ . 'p.i SO J
2 b.a.; (TA;) [both meaning the same;] t 77w
ear is wont to veect what it hears, not retaining
it, when one is exhorted to do a thing, or for-
bidden to do it, rwhile the mind has eager deire
to hear: (lAth:) or the ear retains not all that
that it hears, while having eager desire for what it
deems elegant, of extraordinary matters of dis-
course and speech. (Az.) This usage of the wQrd
is taken from the eager desire of camels for ._
when they have become weary of .. ( .) 

._ ,.. and at 3)1 and ee
~?_nnd H_ e: ee.?.,2 0 - wo .

L2 . [Acidity; sourne; the quality of
being sharp or biting to the taste; pun~ y;]
the taste oj that which is termed Vit.. (P .)
[See 1.] £/,a.Jt is also explained signifying
That which bites the toue; as tlAe t~ of
vinegar, and of milk uch as is terwmUd jj:
which is extr., [if it be meant thereby that the
word is thus used as an epithet to qualify a mbst.,
or as an epithet in which the quality of a mbet.
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is predominant, but I rather think that it is a 
loose way of explainingr it as an inf. n. used as a
simple subst.,] for [the measure] ai 3 does not
belong [save] to inf. ns. (TA: [in which the

word '1 is evidently omitted by an oversight in
transcnptlion, and therefore has been supplied by
me in rendering the passage.])

LC..' wb.j Land abouiding nwith ~. ;
(ISh, ;) as also t , ,bjt; (S;) and

1 *?tr. sUl: (TA:) pl. of thle first, C.o,ll

., (uas in some copies of the .K,) or ~ .:
(as in other copies of the same, and in the TA:)
and , _ [which seems to be another pl. of the
first of these epithets] is explained as signifying
land possesing ,.. (TA.)

Wl... [Sorrl; or particularly the rose-flqowered
sorn.e; more commonly callcd in thc prcsent day

W~ l;] a certain plant haring a redflower;
($;) a herlb, or leguminous plant, of thc hind
termed j1, alaving a produce, or fi'uit, redl
like blood; (ylam p. 823;) a certain herb (K,
TA) growing in the mountains, of herbs of the

[season called] ;., (TA,) the leares of which

are like those of the .JA, (.K, TA,) large and

broad; (TA;) it it acid, (K, TA,) intenxely so;
its Jlomer is red, and its leaves arc green: (TA:
[ini which is here added J. *. o ,..r-

' .,..., app. for i.JI , meaning that it
waves much to and fro wlhen blown by the wind,
and describing its fruit as contuining what re-
semble thle grains of thle pomegranate:]) it is
pleasant to tihe taste; (I, TA ;) and is eaten by
men, but in small quantity : AIIn and Aboo-
Ziyiid say, it gro,ws very tall, and htas a n ide leaf,
and a redjlorcer, wklich, rwhen it is near to drying
up, becomes n, hite: and Aboo-Ziy{Ld says, in our
mountain-country it is abundant; and is of two
speies; one of these two is acid, [but] pleasant to
the taste; (TA;) and one species thereof is
bitter; (.K, TA ;) in the lonwer parts af each,
when they are full grown, is a redness; and the
steeds and leaves of the acid species are used
medicinallyl: Az says, it is a (Lild herb, or leya-
finous plant, that grows in the days of the [season
called] ;, in the channels .f irater, and has a

redJflowrer, amnd is of the herbs, or leguminous plants,
which are termed j: : 113B says, the places of
its growrth are the small channels aof nater, anel
the places to which ralleyx take their courses;
and in it is acidlity: sometlimes, alo, the people
of sttled habitations nakec it to promo in their gar-
dens, and water it and ststain it so that it does
not dr7y up in the ti,me when the wild herbs, or
lenguminous plants, dry up: it is alb saidt in the
Misah6j that it is both ucilI and groi'ing in gar-
dens; that the wild iu calletd j,L, [but this name
is commonly applied to bete,] and in all of this
there is not acidity: the garden-kind resembles
the ,j,, and in thits is acidity, and an excessive
viscous moisture: the best is the acid, garden-
hind: here ends the quotation from the Minhlaj:
(TA:) each specie, (Q, TA,) the bitter and the
pleasant, or the garden-kind and the wild, (TA,)
is good for thirst, and for inflammation arising
from yelloU bile; and strengthens the bowels;
and allays having of tAc stomach, and hot palpi-

!ation, and tooth-ache; and is goodl for the black
[or livid] jaundice; (I,* TA;) and, when cooked,
and applied externally, for the leprosy; and for

the ringn,orm (.t&); andfor glandular sweUllings
in the neck, so much so that it is aid to do good
to him wvho has thee even when hung upon the
nech: with vinegar, also, it is good for the mange, 
or scab; and it is astringent; and puts a stop to

malacia [so I render CLi1 ;ij, lit. "the longing

for clay "]: its seeds are cold in the first degree,
and have an astringent prolerty, particularly
when fried: (TA:) they say that if these be hung,
in a purse, upon a woman's left upper arm, she
will not becomne pregnant as long as they remain
upon her: (1K,* TA:) they are also good for the.
sting of scorpions; and if some of the seeds be
swallopred beJbfore the scorpion's stinging, its sting-
ing wtill not Ahurt. (TA.) ~Also IV/tat is in the

interior of the [kind of citron called] C jl:

(A, .:) n. un. with ;: (A:) it is cold and drsy
in the third degree; used as a liniment, it removes
freckles and the like, and clears the complexion;
and it suppresses ( t ) the yellow bile; and
gives appetite for food; and is good for hot
palpitation; and made into a beverage, it veetens
the odour of the mouth; and is good for loosnets
arising from yelloiv bile; and is suitable for
those wvho are fevered. (TA.) [In the present
dlay, in Egypt, this name is applied to A species
of citron, itself, with a conical apex, and very
acid pulp.]

A certain plant: not from Lb .
(TA.)

aelb~ A confection composed of u 4~ of

the CM. (TA.)

~.l.. [Acid; sonr; sharp or biting to the taste;
pungent; having a taste like that of vinegar or lfhe

that of sournilkl; see .,.,;] (S, Msb,K;)applied

to milk (TA)and othler thlings; (Msb;) and V
signnilies the sance, applied to a grape. (TA.)-

[lence,] 1jl al_ J. . :A man wvhose heart

or mtind, is altered and bad, (0, g,) .'&il

in anger. (O.) And ; 1 l ;J t Such

a one is in a loatMhing state of mind; syn.,,

kl:l. (S.)= - I t. J$ Camels pasturing

upon 147 ; (S ;) or eating it; ( ;) or pastur-
ing upon ,~ after pasturing upon 

(ISk:) pl. ~.i1 : (S,:) and t*- . .
Camnel.s staying among ; (An , ] ;) as

also t a., contr. to rule: (TA:) and 

a camel eating w . (TA.)

: and a.., ($,I,) the latter on the
authority of A'Obeyd, (S,) A place in rwhich

camels pasture upon ,_,. (S, V. ° )

,i a l: see 2.he

> se ,a...

!i.:i 0 ,C Mills slow in thickning. (Ibn-
'Abb6d, ]g.)

1. _., aor. '-; and ., aor. ; (T, ?, Mgh,
Mb, Ib , &c.;) inf. n. (of the former, $) Itm,

(S, I~,) or this is a simple subst., (Myb,) and (of

the latter, S) t. (~, Mgh,0 Mqb,0 1) and _;
( ;) He was, or became,foolish, or stupid; i. e.,
unsound in intellect or understanding ; (T, Mgh,

Mqb;) and stagnant, or dull, therein (T, Mgh;)
or deficient, or defective, therein; (IF, Mgh;)
or he had little, or no, intellect or understanding;
(S, I ;) as also ' jg !l and t . 1I (V) and

· 'j.3. (TA.) [See _, below.] One says to

a man, I. and *', [as though he were a
she-hyena, or a woman,] when hc speaksl foolishly,
or stupidly, or says what is not like anything.

(AZ, TA voe ,.1U.). - j. -J. , (M,M,:,)
witdh damm; (so in two copies of the 1 ;) or, as

in [some copies of] the ?, %s.; (TA;) and
' :...ca1 ; (~,Mgh, 1;) t The market was, or

became, stagnant, or dull, with respet to trajic.

(S, M, Mgh, n, TA.) And 4,J '..i t.; His
mtrchandise was, or became, nmsalable, or diffi-
cult of sale, or in little demnd. (TA.) -

aor.:, inf. n. .L , t His beard became light, or

scanty. (Myb.) _~ ~ He had the diseae
ter)med jtl;;.. (TA.)

2. _, inf. n. j,.3, He awribed to hitn
'. [i. e.foolishne, or stupidity, &c.]. (1, V.)
-_aa. ` The light seep in thefirst part

of the night rendered him like the j..l [i.e.
foolish, or stupid, &c.]: so says IKh; and he
cites, from a poet, the phrase a~ · '0; in

which the ., is redundant, and the noun occupies
the place of one in the nom. case. (TA.) ._[And

hence, if correct,] ~ ] He drank rewine: ( :) or
he became intoxicated, so that his reason departed:
thus explained by IAmb; but disallowed by Ez-
Zejjjee. (IB, TA.)

3. J, d_. HIe aided him in his j [i. e. fool-
ishness, or stupidity, &c.]. (~.)

4. H,.1 He found him to be J 1.l [;. e. fool-
ish, or stupid, &c.]. (S, V.) t[e also 10.] -

t .!a He mentioned himn, or spoke of him, aJ
characterized by 'k [i.e. foolisjhnes, or stu-
pidity, &c.]. (TA.) ';.;& % She (a woman)
brought forth a child that was d.- [i. e. foolih,

&c.]; (S ;) or broukght forth ) . [i.e. foolish
children]. (C.)aam.I . [How foolish, or
stupid, &c., is he!] an expresion of wonder.
(TA.)

5: see 1.

6. J.1.J3 le affected Il, [. ie. foolisi.,
or stupidity, &c.; meaning he fd~d it]. ('.)

7. .m.1l: ee 1. - Abo He cted in the

manner of the l [i. e.foo/i, or stupid, &.];
(IY;) and so tj.,_t. (Lth,T,Mgh,.)--
He (a man, TA) was, or became, abject, humbe,
or submissive, (, TA,) and impotnt to do, or
accomplish, a thing. (TA.) It (a ganrent)
became oldl and worn ot. (, Mgh, 1 TA.)_

l

aor. 

3_; and aor. (T, ?, Mgh,

blqb, 

&c.;) 
inf. n. (oi the former,

(?, 

]�,) 

or 

this 
is a simple subst., (Mqb,) and (of

the 

latter, 

S) 

Mgh,0 Mqb,0 1�) and

V;) 

He was, or became,foolish, or stupid, i. c.,

Ptuound 

in 

intellect 

or umlerstandinq ; (T, Mgh,

Mqh;) 

and 

staqnant, 

or dull, th"n;o (T, Mgh

or 

do.ficient, or defective, tUrvin ; (IF, Mgh

or 

he 

liad 

littlo, 

or 

no, 
intallect or understanding;

as 

also 'V j*mjl and 1 (V) and

J;.J. 

(TA.) [8..e below.) One says to

a 

man, 

and 

*1, 
[an'though he were a

she-liyena, 

or 

a 
womanj 

when 

he speaks foolishly,

or 

stupidly, 

or 

says 

what 

is 
not like anything.

(AZ, 

TA voce MU.) - jjJI M,nJ

w 

idi 

4amm ; (so in two copies of the 1� ;) or, an

in 

[oorne 
copies of] the ?, %:."; (TA;) and

Mgb, 

V;) 1 Thc'market was, or

became, 

stagnant, or dull, with ro"t to traffic.

($, 

M, 

Mgh, n, TA.) And 4"3'J'19'0� Z. i C'o' 1 Hit

mti.chandim 

was, or became, immakable, or diffl-

cult 

of sale, or in little dmqnd. (TA.)

aor. 

inf. n. t His board becamc liqht, or

scant.y. 

(Mqb .) ~ ~' He had the dim.#

ter);wd jt;;.. (TA.)

2. 

in£ n. He awHbod to hitA

[i. 

e.foolishnon, 

or stupidity, &C.I. (15, V.)

0 

` 

The 1,ight thep in thefirst pal-9

of 

the 

night rendered lairn like ths j*~1 [i. C.

foolish, 

or stupid, &c.]: so eays Mb; and he

"' ' .06,0, .cites, 

from 
a poet, the phrase a~ &:A*&.; in

which 

the ,o is redundant, and the noun occupies

the 

place 

of one in the nom. case. (TA.) -[And

hence, 

if correct,] ~'"' He drank wine: (1�:) or

he 

became 

intoxicate!, so that his reason departed:

thus 

explained 

by 1Amb; but diimllowed by Ez-

Zejijee. (I B, TA.)

3. 

"J- 

66. 

He aided him in his [i. C. fiol.

ishnoss, or stupidity, &c.].

4. 

Hefoutid him to be J~1 [11. e. fool-

i$h, 

or 

stupid, 

&c.]. (�, VL) 18ce also 10.1 -

*4 

j*~1 

He mentioned him, or spoke of him, ai

�iaractet*ed 

by [i. e. foolijthnou, or stu-

pidity, 

&a]. 

(TA.) C-i*-% She (a woman)

brost 

G P. O.Jbolish,

ghtforth 

a claild that mad '~1

&c.]; 

(�;) 

or brouqkt forth & [i.e. foolialt

childrm]. 

C [How foolith, or

stupid, 

&c., 

is he!] an exprenion of wonder.

(TA.)

5: see 1.

6. 

J.1.J 

He affeded [i.

or 

stupidity, 

&c. ; meaning hofd~ it]. (C.)

7. 

jmjl: 

me 1. - Abo He caod in tk

manneroftloU14-
(Y.;) 

and 

so tj.-j-t. (Lth,T,Mgb,IP)-

He 

(a 

man, 

TA) mm, or became, abjwt# humbk,

or 

submissive, 

(V, TAJ and i"UM to do, or

accomplish, 

a tbwq. (TA.) (a garment)

bocameoldlandwornow. 

(CX0,1�#TA.).

l

1

fation, 

and tooth-ache ; and is gooil for the blach J*-

[or 

livid] 

jaundice; (1�,* TA;) and, when cooked,

and 

appiied extemally, for the leprosy; an 1. aor. 3_; and aor. (T, Mgh,

the 

rin la ngs Mqb, &c.;) inf. n. (of the former, �) UL~,

.qn,orm 

(.t&); andfor 9 ndular swelli or this is a simple subst., (Mqb,) and (of

in 

the 

neck, 

so much so that it is wid to do good

to 

him 

tvho hw thm even when hung upon the the latter, S) j*~ (?, Mgh,0 Mqb,0 1�) and

neck: 

ivith vinegar, aLw, it is gootifor the mange, (�, V ;) He was, or became,foolish, or stupid, i. c.,

orscab 

; and it is astringent; and puts a 3top to finsound in intellect or umlerstanding ; (T, Mgh,

malacia 

[to I render Ch�it ' 0', lit. "the longing Mqh;) and stagnant, or dull, th"n;o (T, Mgh

;qv�� or dofor 

clay 

"]: its seeds are cold in the first dogres, ficient, or defective, tUrvin ; (IF, Mgh

and 

have 

an astringent prolmrty, particularly or he liad little, or no, intallect or andepstanding;

;) 

as also 'V j*mjl and 1 (V) and

whenfried: 

(TA:) 

they 

3ay that if these be hung, (91 n

in 

a 

purse, 

upon a woman's le the J*-j. (TA.) [See i*-, below.) One says to

will 

not beroine pregnant as long as theij remain a man, LrJ, and [as though he were a

upon 

her: (n,* TA:) thev are also good for the. she-liyena, or a womanj when he speaks foolishly,

sting 

of scorlpions; and if some of the seeds be or stupidly, or says what is not like anything.

swallopred 

bejbie the scorpion's stinging, U3 3t . 1 3 A ' & -

'ng- 

(AZ, TA voce MU.) - jjJI IMMIn')

ing 

ivt'ii not liui.t. (TA.) ~Abo IVItat is in the

w.goi 

w idi 4amm ; (so in two copies of the 1� ;) or, an

interior 

of the [kind of citron calkd] C ill : in [oorne copies of] the ?, %:." ; (TA;) and

(A, 

n:) n. un. with i: (A:) it i3 cold and drij 1; (?,Mgh,V;) 1Ths'market was, or

in 

tlte third ilegree; used as a liniment, it removes became, '

stagnant, 

or dull, with ro"t to traffic.

freckles 

and the like, and clears the complexim . " " ' *, 0 '

and 

it suppre~ ( 3 .?. ) tito yellow bile; 1 ($, M, Mgh, n, TA.) And 43J190� :~ 1 His

tea, 

mtichandim was, or became, immakable, or diffl-

gives 

aplxtits for food; and is good for hot 1 1

cult 

of sale, or in little dmqnd. (TA.) - j~,

palpitation; 

and made iiato a bewmge, it vmtem aor. inf. n. t His board becamc liqh t; or

the 

-odour 

of the mouth; awl is good for loomma

' ` He had the dinase
arising 

from Velloiv bile; and is suitable for scanty. (Mqb.) ~ ~

thom 

ivlio are feveretl. (TA.) [In the present ter);wd jt;;.. (TA.)

day, 

in Eggypt, this name is applied to A species 2. "J*'% in£ n. He asMbed to hitA

of 

citron, 

itself, with a conical apex, and very

[i. 

e.foolihum, 

�r stupidity, &C.I. (15, V.)

acid pulp.]
aaa..jl 

&Zi*m. The light thep in thefirst pay.g

LS,,b~. 

A certain plant: not from ali tio

(TA.) 

of the niqht renderied lairn like j*~1 P. C.

foolish, 

or stupid, &c.]: so says Mb; and he

' * ' .06 -0,aellbt~ 

A co;!fection composed of .pbte~ of cites, from a poet, the phrase a~ A"*~ ; in

which 

the ,o is redundant, and the noun occupies

the C:.M. (TA.)
the 

place 

of one in the nom. case. (TA.) -[And

[Acid; 

sour; thai,7) orbiting to the taste; hence, if correct,] j~ He drank wine: (1�:) or

pungent; 

having a taste lihe that of vinegar or liMe he became intoxicated, so that his reason departed:

thatofxour?nillt;see2.b,go-;](�,Msb,K;)applied 

thus explained by 1Amb; but disallowed by Ez-

Zejijee. (I B, TA.)to 

milk 

(TA)and otlier tliings; (Msb;) and V

sifrliifies 

the sa-iic, npplied to a gmpe. (TA.) [i. C. fool-

M 

"66. .1jo aided him in his j,~

[Ilcnce,] 

>1" 1 or stupidity, &c.].

W 

,cLl 

Jhoj :A man ivhose heart, ishnoss,

or 

ijtittd, 

M altered and bad, (0, %;,jjdl

4. 

&&~I 

Hefoutid him to be 1 [i. c. fool-

in 

anger. (O.) And �� l W-k-t- C0i t Such i$h, or stupid, &c.]. (�, VL) 18ce also 10.1 -

one 

i# in a ltmithin 43 *4 j,~1 He mentioned him, or spoke of him, ai

.q 

state 

Of mind; syn. " ---

It 

Camelt pwtu,inq characterized by j*~ [i.e. foolishness, or stu-

pidity, 

&c.]. 

(TA.) She (a woman)

1478M 

Q5;) oreatin it; (]p;) orpastur- .65

9 

th a claild that was jo-1 P. O.Jbolisl#,

ing 

upon o ing upon brosightfor

him*~ 

Per pasturi. 0

" 

0, 

0 &c.]; (8 ;) or brought forth LOL;�. [i.e. foolialt

L0Lot 

4-ib*-

(ISk:) 

pl. 

(8, K:) and

children]. 

[How foolith, or

Carnelo 

stayipig ninong (An, 4 as stupid, &c., is he!] an expression of wonder.

alSO 

2" J. contr. to rule: (TA:) and jcy (TA.)

a camel eating (TA.) 5: see 1.

b.,� 

and the latter on the 6. jt.J He affeded

authority 

of A'Obeyd, (5,) A pkwo in which or stupidity, &c.; meaning hofe~ it]. (c.)

camels 

pasture upon ($1 1P0) 7. j..jl: me 1. - Abo He cdod in tk

0 

' 

a 

j cot 10 ' 1 6

2 

a wbjl: see 2 he manner of th# C~ , cr stupid, &c.]

(K 

;) 

and 

so (Lth, T, Mgb, V-)

W1.- 

: am He (a rnan, TA) mm, or becameo gbi#0t# kwmbkp

or 

stibminive, 

(y,TAJ and i"UM to do, or

L.01 

0C�j Milk slow in thick^ing. (Ibn- accomplish, a thin. (TA.) . :D (a garment)

'Abbid, 

]g.) bacameoldlandmormod.



J.- - ~
tIt (food, or wheat,) became cheap. (Az, TA.)

' A
..3 JI -_...-: see 1.

10. , 1..: see 1: and 7. *m ',-:,,I
lhe counted, accounted, or esteemed, him ,c.1
[i. e. foolish, or stupid, &c.]: (S, Mgll, TA:) or
hefound him to be so; like :!&.1. (TA.)

,.. Fooli.*lne·, or stupidity; i. . unsound-
nes in the intellect or understanding; (T, Mgh,
M9b;) and stagnancy, or dulnes, therein; (T,
Mgh;) or deficiency, or defectirenss, therein;
(IF,Mgh;) or paucity, or mant, thereof; and
t _ and ,i.., signify the same: (S, :
[all are aid to be inf. ns.; but the last, accord. to
the Mqb, is a simple subst.: (see 1 :)] the proper
and primary signification of _ is [said to be]
the putting a thing in a wrong place, nith knor-
ledge of its being bad [to do so]. (TA.) [Hence,]

jAll i The sleep after [the priod of the
tertmoon called] the yu; when no one sleeps

except one who is intoxicated, or one who is in-
sane, or unsound in mind. (Ilar p. 223. [Sec
also 3p. and ,...])-.And Deceit; or a de-
ception. (TA.).-. [It is aid thst] g,JI also
signifies Wine: (Z, g:) as being a cause of

j; like as wine is called ., as being a cause
of ) : (Z, TA:) but Ez-Zejj&jee disallows this:
and [it is also said that] t "!l signifies the
same, because wine occasions j to its drinker.
(TA.)

: eeo j...I.-- Also t Having a scanty
heard. (IDrd, g.)

O~: see ii.

sIl..: see

jt_ (S, 15) and Jtim (1Sd, 1]) and
(AZ, 1O) and V t,4. (IDrd, ]O) The g~.. [or
stmall-.pox]: (s :) or the like thereof, (?, ]g,)
,rhieh attach a human being. (e,) and sneads in
a scattered manner upon tle body, or peron:
(1]g:) accord. to Lh, a certain thing that comes
forth upon chldiren. (TA.)

-'~' a contracted dim. of ~O 1; or dim. of
*~: [the dim. form being app. used in this
case to denote enhancement of the signification:
(see also ir :)] so in the prov., (TA,) .Jp

xx_ [A4 vry foolist, or stupid, man knew
his camel]; i. c. he knew thus much, although

j~ 1 : or, as some relate it, ·.. tl J;.,
i.e. his camel hntew him, [namely, a ~ry foolish,
or stupid, man,] and emboldened himself against
him; or it means that he knew his quality: (],
TA:) it is applied to thie case of excenive fa-
miliarity with men: (TA:) or to him who deems
a man weak, and is tnerefore fond of annoying,
or molesting, him, (g, TA,) and ceases not to act
wrongfully towards him: or, as some say, [j.~s.
is here a proper name; and] this person had a
camel with which he was familiar, and he made
an attack upon him. (TA.) [See Freytag's Arab.
Prov. ii. 85.]

: see .

.V_~: see a.*~1.

see 3G-.

t~ : see d: m and ~.

see what next follows.

a,e-., (K,) but in the Tekmileh withl teshdeed
to the k, and with kesr to the same, [app.

6· 1.
t i_.,] (TA,) and ., (1g,) Foolish, or
,stupid, Q~t in the utmot degqee. (Ibn-
'Abbad, , TA.) [It seems to be implied in thc

I that j_.I signifies the same: but see this
word below.]

j.._ (., Mgh, M,b, K, &c.) and *,,. ($,
Mgb) and tot .~' [whether with or without
tenween is not shown] (Sb, TA) Foolish, or .ttu-
pid; i. e. unsoumd in intellect or understandin.q;
(T, Mgh, Msb ;) and stag9ant, or dull, therein;
(T, Mgh;) or deficient, or defbctive, therein;
IF, Mgh;) or lthaing little, or no, intelUect or
unders·tading: (S, g :) few. of the first ,4_.;
(S, Mb;) and of the second UA~.: (TA:) pl.
of the first, applied to men and to wonien, (S,
1g,) j._, (so in two copies of the S,) or o-,
with two dammchs, (1g,) and U~ and .t~

(,) and jti. (Sgh, O.) and !t_. (Ibn-
'Abbad, 1.) Accord. to some, ~..I is from the

phrase j.. :JI and accord. to some, from

the phrase J J, because the j~. de-
ceives one at first by what he says. (TA.) Thie
sounds of wailing for the dead, and trilling, or
quavering, in playing, are termed iJ~1 because
of the .j of the person from whiom they pro-
ceed. (Mgh.)_ - w, .J ;l.i (S, 1~) and

,.:J1! a4, (I(,) the latter for l*.a .Jl JI - J&i ,
i q. a, ! [Garden purslan]; (.,ISd, ;)

which is the name applied to it by the vulgar;
(ISd, TA;) the chief of herbs, or leguminous
plants: called by those names because exuding
mucilage (a*d), so that it is likened to the 'I!
whose slaver is flowino: IDrd says, they assert
that it is so called because it grows in the tracks
of men, so that it is trodden upon; and in water-
courses, so that the water uproots it: IF says
that it is so called because of its weakness: and
it is said that some persons, hating 'Aisheh, called
it il,t L1_; but this is one of their fanciful
assertions; for such Wvas its name in the time of

to.!
utter paganism: so says Sgh. (TA.).[.,-[
also signifies Mfore, anid most, foolish, or stupid,

&c. Hence,] it is said in a prov., aL. .e ~.1
[More foolish, or stupid, than a plant of garden-
pur·lane: explained by what precedes]. (TA.)
[See also another prov. voce i. ] And in a
trad., j..1 J LjI 1j... [TIe mostfoolish of
foolishnes, or the most stupid of stupidness, is
vice, or immorality, or unrighteousne]. (A in
art. ,..)

Li..l is from ;. JI, like .j_.1 from

:o_JI, and 4 from ,_'JI: (TA:) it
signifies An action, or a deed, of those that are
done by the 4s [i.e.foolish, or stupid,person];

(Mgh ;) [a foosh, or stupid, action or tod:]
it is like t J_~,, which means an action, a

practice, or a habit, in wr/ich is ~ t. [i. efoolis-
ness, or stupidity, &dc.]. (TA.) One says, ~$

J3J.t1 'I [Such a onefoU into the commis-
sion of a foolish, or stupid, action, &c.]. (TA.)

[See Ui..]

0~F sand iwi (1,10 A woman who brings
.forth a child that is Sj.1 [i. e. foolish, &c.];
(S;) or wrho brings forth J [i. e. foolish
children]: (V1:) or, accord. to IDrd, the latter
has this signification; but the former signifies a
man lwro begctts - ; and he does not allow its
applicatiol to a woman. (TA.) - it.i.

The ,,ights [that make a fool of one; i.e.]
duringf the whole of which the moon is above the
horizon but intercepted by clouds; so that one
imagines that he has arrived at the time of morning;
(A,O,15,TA;) because he sees light, but sees not
the moon: derived from jo I. (TA.) One
says, .ti 1 j ? [He, or it, deceird
me wvith the deceiving of the nights thus called].
(TA.) And you say, : ° 4 , Up. :?[we
journeyed during such iights]; because the rider
therein thinks that he has arrived at the time
of morning until he becomes weary. (TA.)

jt;La A woman who is accustomed to bring

forth ,m [i. e.foolish childrn]. ($,1].)

j _ A man [or child] affected with ,jt.
[q. v.]. (A 'Obeyd, S.)

1. .~, aor. , inf n. ;; (Q, Mgb, Myb,
K, &c., in some copies of the .S . ) and -0.aL,
(Mghl, 1g,) He bore it, carried it, took it up and
carried it, conveojcd it, or carried it off or away,
(MA,) ji ;J (S, MA,) upon his back, or

4.; U ,pon his head; (MA;) and 9.A.;.t
signifies ithe same: (Mqb, V:) or the latter is
tused in relation to an object inconsiderable and
small in comparison with that in relation to which
the former is used; as in the saying of En-
NAbighah, (TA,)

[Verily we have divided our two qualities betwren
us, and thou last borne as thy share goodnes,
and I have borne as my share rickedneuss]. (TA
in the present art., and ? and TA &e. in arts. t

and yq.) Hence, in the lur [xx. 100], Z'}

a,;; tjj: a i . j.. [He shall bear, on the day
of reurrection, a heavy burden]. (TA.) Hence
also, in the ]Jur [vii. 189], 4t , :&;
[She bore a light burden]; ($,TA;) i.e., [as
some say,] the seminal fluid. (TA.) Hence also,
in the ]5ur [xxix. 00], 3 a Zl; ! 1 61j

ijj [And how many a bast is there that does
not bear its sustenaonce !], meaning, tdoe not pro-
vide its sustenance, but is sustained by God.
(TA.) ' 1J! ' [lit. He carr~ fir~od],

646 [Boox 1.
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BOOK I.]

(A in art. .. ) or , MI fj l j..l [juicy, or
fresh, firewood], (Er-R4glhib, TA,) means :he
goes about with calsumny, or slander. (A in art.

.A~, and Er-Righib' and TA.*) - c :,

Iojl, (Mqb, TA,) aor. :, (TA,) inf. n. t,
(Mlb, TA,) [He carried him, or mounted kim,
(namely, a man, M,b) upon the beast; as also
t* 1..l.] And .L. [alone] He gave him a
beast upon which to ride. (T, TA. [See ]lir
ix. 93.]) '41A is not used in this sense. (T,
TA.)_ See also 4.-_.;S,i fr -,, aor. , (g,)
inf. n. 0_., (TA,) : The toman became pregnant,
or conceived: (],TA:) and LaJ; .,a.. She
became pregnant with, or conceived, her child:
(Msb:) one should not say, , :,.; or this
is rare; (1] ;) or one should not say this, but it
is frequently said; (IJ, TA;) [for] as J is
syn. with -c, (Msb, TA,) and the latter is
trans. by means of ¥, the former is thus made
trns., (TA,) therefore one says, LW us N : ...
WI.z. ~" 5j. I.Li, mcaning She became preg-
nant wnit him, or conceived him, in such/ a night,
and in such a place. (Msb.) :.J~ is also said
of a eweo or she-goat, and of a female beast of
prey, [and app. of any female,] accord. to IAar;
meaning t She aus, or became, in the first stage
of pregnancy. (TA.) - ; .JI,, inf. n.

~, t TIe tre [bore, or] prodiuced, or put
forth, its fruit. (Msb.) -, 0*, and
a.,', inf. n jt.., t[ie bore, or took upon
£Imelf, the responibility, or he was, or became,
responsible, for a debt, and a bloodwit :] (Msb:)
[for] 't _, aor. , inf. n. aE~t, signifies Ja.
(C,' g:) And jjI.t j. and t y9. t [lIe
was, or became, rponsible for the bloodwit, or
debt or the litke]: both signify the same: (S,TA:)
and Ov v3. tHe took it upon hkinself, or
became responsible, or anm'erable, for it: (Mqb
in art. AS:) and i' tj:.3 t He took, or
imposed, upon himself, or undertook, the main
part of it: (Jel in xxiv. 11:) and tl ?1 tJ .
t Ire took, or imposed, upon himnself, or under-
took, the thing, or ahair.; he bore, or took upon
himsV,/ the Inrden thereof. (L in art. %U.) You
say, . , (g , TA,) or a1,^,
(TA,) t [A party bore, or took upon itself, for a
party, the responsibility for a bloodtait, or a debt
or the like;] as also l, .J. ($.) [And j,.
C1 o~ o~ 5; t He bore, or took upon

himuefl, for sCh a one, the retponsibility, to such
a one, for such a thing.] And i at. i*iL. ;.j

0,i t He bore, or took upon himself, the rvepon-
sibility for the bloodwits between people, in order
to make peace between them, whenl war had
occurred between them, and men's blood had
been shed. (TA, from a trad.) _- L .
t [I.e made himself chargeable with wrongdoing].
(l,ur xx. 110.). [i~t.gl3.: see i;ol: accord.
to some, it means t He took upon hiuself, or
accepted, the trust: accord. to others, he was
unfaithful to it: and t L.i ! means the same.]

_ i.js;l - /i.~: see 8. __ Jc.: see 8._

,9iU eW . 1 8 ~ ~ t Suckh a one [bLre

or] concealed in his mind rancour, malevolence,
t malice, or spite, against such a one. (TA.) And

' C i0, i. e. 1' ' [which may be
meant as the explanation of Lj '9, i. e. t Such
a one shows (or will not conceal) his anger; and
thus SM understood it; or as the explanation of
J~. alone, i. e. such a one will not show his
anger]: (Az, TA:) [for] .- i. l j~., (K,)
aor. , inf. n. j.., (TA,) means ! he showed, or
manifested, anger. (1K, TA.) And hence, it is
said, is the saying, in a trad., J i !it ~ t.l
:g '. ... sI, i. e. t[ V/en the water amounts to

the quantity of two veuel. of the kind called
ahX,] impurity does not appear in it: (0, ,0
TA:) or the meaning is, t it does not admit the
bearing of imnpurity: for one says, J . . ~
.. 1J, i. e. t such a one refuses to bear, or submit
to, and repels from hiirsneJ; injury. (Myb.) You
say also, liW Cj0. a t lIe conceived, in
consequence of that, disdain, or scorn, arisin
from indignation and anger. (TA in art. %.l,
from a trad.)- ... Jl j t[liebore inhis
memory, knowing by heart, the tradition, or

r narrative, or story; and in like manner, O l
the Kur-6n]. (Myb in art. .21 )- t L J. ,
and * tV;; and C.a, t He relied upon such a
one in intercession, and in a case of need. (TA.)
- aL ,i1S Jj t The e-camel was coered
lby a stallion. (M in art. j....) - ; [as
syn. with 4-]: see 2, in three places. _ 
ve_Jl )2 2;JUI 3i; 'si u t [He tasked hit
beast beyond it power in journeying, or marchking,
or in re.pect of pace]. (. in art. ,.) And
jo1i LL 1, L5k t He jaded, orfatigued,
himself, or tasked hitnself beyond his power, in
journyi.ng, or malrching. (8, TA.) [See also B.]
-- ~.1~ 4. J ,; , , in. n. ;. [which is
properly an inf. n. of un.], (T, 8,) t Ile charqed,
or maude an assault or attack, upon himn in war,
or battle. (TA.).-9 ' JU QJ; " . t I
made mischief, or I excited disorder, disagree-
mennt, disaeasion, or strife, between, or among, the

sons of such a one. (AZ, S.)_ 1 4,
nor.;, t He incited, excited, urged, instigated,
induced, or made, him to do the thing, or affair.
(Isd,l.)_-[r lki uic l;iU > , aor.,
inf. n. J.., a phrase often used in lexicology and
grammar, t He ma le, or held, a word, or an eo-
pression, to accord in form, or in meaning, or
syntactically, with another word, or epression.

One says, )±l l& J.~ tIt (a word) is
.uuade to accord in form with those words with
which it may be comlpared that constitute the
greater number: thus one says of eta2, which
is made to accord in form with words of the
measure ,jJ, though it has not a fem. of the
measure ;, in preference to '.j~, because
words of the measure ii , are more numerous
than those of the measure i. And j A
.-h,i u tIt (a word) is made to accord in

form with its contrary in meaning: thus jL.,
an anomalous pl. of ,.., is made to accord. in
form with o s~, a regular pl. of .~', And
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Lr;..l Li; j tIt (a word) is tnade to accord
syntactically with its meaniny: and iS; J;
JLI t It is made to accord syntactically with its
tgrammatical character: the former is said when,
in a sentence, we make a mase. word fem., and
the contrary, because the meaning allows us to
substitute a fern. syn. for the masc. word, and a
masc. syn. for the fem. word: for ex., it is said

in the lur vi. 78, l ~ j .Ji ' l i,,;; ai
ii"And when he saw the sun rising, he said,
This is my Lord :" here (by saying Ubj4) *.ll
is first made to accord syntactically with its gram-

matical character (LJii l Ui j.ai); and then
(by saying IU. instead of ,J.) it is made to
accord syntactically with its meaning ( J'_
Lyja.l), which is .~.Jl or the like: this is allow-
able; but the reverse in respect of order is of
weak authority; because the meaning is of more
importance than the grammatical character of the
word. (Collected from the Kull pp. 16 and 157,
and other works.)] -_~ 1 &;. ~. t [IlH
put the bet conutruction upon it; namely, a say-
ing: J.~ being here an inf. n.]. (TA in art.

vtl)- [.I ' 4i t lie attributed it to,
or charged it upon, the copyitt; namely, a mis-
take. .l l I ', said of a mistake, occurs

in the V in art. -i i in

logic, means t .e predicated a thing of another
thing.] -See also ' '..

2. . 1 4l , (MNb,) and bCjjl, (,TA,)
inf. n. J, (TA,) He made kim, or constrained
him, to bear or carry [Ite thin, and the * sae;
and in like manner, .J , 'J ..].- (~,
M9b,' TA.) [And h.;, alone, He loaded Aim;
namely, a camel, &c.] You samy also, &*I °i.
1 4., inf. n. of the former J3* and j
like .l., [which is of the dial. of El-Yemen],

and of the latter verb °L.3 and jLt3 [like
./.X & tc.], (1,) t He imposed upon Ahim the
ajfair, as a task, or in spite of dilficulty or trouble
or inconvenience, and he undertook it, as a task,
&c. (Myb in art. j.i..) And L. 1l "L...
t'~J t [I imposed upon him my qafair, as
a task, &c., but he did not undertake it]. (TA..
It is said in the kur [xxiv. 53], ~ t. d;, t-lj
$;.Jl" :/CjW t [Upon him r;st only that
which he has had imposed upon him; and upon you,
that which ye have had imposed upon you]: i. e.,
upon the Prophet rests the declaring of, that
which has been revealed to him; and upon you,

the following him as a guide. (TA.) And Lj ¢

4 W doJ Lot ho i pos L to O oour Lord,
and do not Thou impose upon wu a burden, like
as Thou imposedst it upon thos before us: 0
our' Lord, and do not Thou impoe~ uponi u that
wvhich. we have not poeer to bear]: (lgur ii. last
verse:) or, accord. to one reading, '_3, which
has an intensive signification [when followed by
JS.]. (Bd.)-[- ; iL.~ tH e charged hita



owith a crime, or an o,fence: see a verse of En-

NAbighah cited voce ,c.]

3. 1_to. [He bore with him a burden]. You

say, of a Wezeer, ji:,l 1 JUI J t [He
bore with the King the burdens of the regal
qfJice]. (A in art. Ji.') [See also 4.]-Also
t+ le re 7uited him; namely, a man: or, accord.

to AA, L;l.. signifies the requiting with bene-
ficence. (TA.)

4. a.l He helped him to bear, or carry,
(T, $,) that which he was bearing, or carrying:

(T, TA:) or you say, .JI 4u.1 he helped

him to bear, or carry, tle load, or burden: and

L ~., i. o. O4 JIJ j;. [he did that with him].

(M, 0, 1.) [See also 3.]I - She (a
woman, ;, 5, and a camel, 0) yielded her mnil
without being pregnant. ($, 15.)

5. ,.Z;3 Hs took upon himself the bearing, or
arrying, of loads, or burdens: this is the primary

signification. (lar p. 48.) [Hence, tHe bur-
dened himsref with, or he became, or made
his~, chargeable with, or hec bore, or took
upon himself, tse burden of, a .sin, or crime,

or the like; as also yJ,l:] Jou say Li '....l

meaning Z~.3. (Jel in iv. 112 and xxxiii. 58.)

And i, Ja.J t He took, or imposed, upon
himslf a debt, or fine. (MA.)- [And hence,
likewise, several other significations :] see 2, in
two places: - aend 8: - and 1, in six plates. -
Also He bound the load, or burden, [or the loads,
or burd.ns, on the saddle, or saddles, or on the
beast, or beasts;] (Iar p. 48;) and t*.jl sig-
nifies [the same, or] he put, or placed, the load,
or burden, [or the loads, or burdens,] on the
saddle, [or saddl, or on the beawt, or beasts.]

(lar p. 66.) - [And hence,] I_. and
1t p a. t They wrnt away, departed, or jour-
neyed. ($, TA.)

6. 4; .*t3.J [He bore, bore his roeight,
pressd, or pressed eavily, upon it, or him].

You say, ,~. 'f . , .. J.4l
[He bore, bore his weight, pressed, or pressed
heavily, upon the head of his spear, leaning upon
it, in order that he might die]. (Mgh in art.

,j.) And .. tw b 4i; ' .J [I pressed,
or pressd heatily, upon it, like the squeezer of
fruit &c.]. (MNb in art. ja.) - [Hence,] t e
mwoyed him; or treated him wrongfully, or un-
iustly. ($, Mgh, and liar p. 80.) And it is

auted that one says, Y Pi ,14 l J4...
meaning t Tine, or fortune, turned from such a
one, aNl tooA away Ahi property: and J.1m.3

l t It became favourable to him. (liar ibid.)
_[Also] t.He imposed upon him, or tasked
him with, that which he was not able to bear, or

to do. (M,0, ]) And *5 -- J.1, (9,

O,) or. .'1 .J.3 and. n, (M, g,) t II,
inponed upon Aimulf, or tasked himself with, oi
coutrained himself to do, the thing, or affair,
notwithstanding difficulty, or trouble, or incon
rnience, (M, M, O, 1,) and fatigue. (M, TA.:
And t l j =;1-3 t I constrained myse4

to walk, notwrithstanding dfficulty, or trouble, o,

inconvenience, and fatigue: whence, LJU.. ' '

jd;: .'l,, i. e. t Sometimes the game wilU

constrain itself to fly, notwithstanding difficulty,

&c., and will fly. (Mgh.) [See also two similar

phrases in the first paragraph.] _t3;1 is

used as its inf. n., and also as a noun of place:

using it as an inf. n., you say, .. C I

i. e. Jt;3 t [There is not, in such a one, wrong-

doing, &c.]: and using it of a place, a..; i

t [This is our place of rvrong-doing, or wrong-
treatment, &c.]. (S, TA.)

7. .'Il , J.;.1 t ilIe was, or became, in-
cited, excited, urged, instigated, induced, or made,
to do the thin,, or a.ffir'. (ISd, l.)

8. ..l JIe raised a thing upon his back.
(lar p. 41.).-See also 1, in five places: and
see 5, in three places. - t le bore, endured, or

sustained. (KL.) You say, ; L 4 L 

t [I bore, or endured, what proceeded from him,
or what he did or said, or] I forgave what ro-
ceeded from him, andfeigned myself neglectJil of

it. (M9b.) And 1sJ;1 ;. and ,l.
t [I bore, or endured, his presumptuousne. occa-
tioned by his confiding in my love]. (S.) And

; .1 t [lIe bore rith, endured, suffered, or
tolerated, him; or] he bore, or endured, his

annwyance, or molestation, (,I1 J.m.L,) and
feigned himself negleetful of what proceededfrom
him, and did not reprore him. (Ifar p. 41.) And
J..!l tHe was forbearing, or clement; he acted
with forbearance, or clemency; he treated with
forbearance, or clemency, him who reviled him:

(TA:) he forgave an offence; as also ,;.3:

([iar p. 637 :) and &;' t l, t he treated him
with forbearance, or clemency. (15, TA.) [And

4' l ,.t ttie bore wealth; or he had, or

exercsed, the quality of doing so; generally
meaning, in a oecoming, or proper, manner; but

also absolutely, as is shown by the phrase] ;.

.;l J ;'~ t [The bea,ing of wealth ill, or in
an eil manner]. (Er-ItRghib voce , 1 .) And

,a4t J B.I t lIe bore the benefit as a badge,

and war thankful, or grateful, for it. (18d, 1.)
- [In lexicology, said of a word or phrase or
sentence, t It bore, admitted, or was susceptible
of, a meaning, a sense, or an interpretation: and,
elliptically, t it bore, admitted, or was sseptible
of, two, or more, different meanings, senses, or
interpretations; it was equivocal.] In the con-
ventional language of the lawyers, and the Mus-
lim theologians [and men of science in general],
(MNqb,) it is used, (Kull,) or may be used, (M.b,)
as importing supposition, and admissibleness, or
allowableness; and thus used, it is intrans.: and
also as importing necessary implication, and in-

r clusion; and tlhus used, it is trans.: you say,

I, , s, ' . . t [It is supposalle, or

e admissible, or allowable, that it may be tl,ns; or

r simply it may be thus; as also ., whllichl is

, often used in this sense]: and tA,^. t ·jl_ ,
' ;pS't [The case necessarily impliedl, or in-

cluded, many (posible) modes, or manners of
being; or admitted of being put, or explained, or

r understood, in many wrays; or bore many hinds

of interpretation]. (Mqb, Kull.)._-, O l.1
t Anger disquieted, or lurried, him. (Mj, TA.)
And ji.l [alone] t Be cwa disquieted, or

flurried, by anger: (T, TA:) or, accord. to the
Mj and M and 0; but accord. to the 1p, followed by

i,1J; (TA;) t he wa angry, and his colour

chaged. (., TA.) - [;!_1 Sithe (a woman)

used a drug, or the like, in the manner of a sup-
pository in the ragina: so in the present day:

and so in the 1], on the words Leri and ;j

&c.]_ -J..Il He bought what is termed J~,

i. e. a thing [in the C]5 t is put for c.i>]

carried frjom one country or town to another (1,
TA) among a party of captives. (TA.)

10. ':;'l_ signifies "l s JLw [i. e.

I asked him to carry me, or to give me a beast on
which to rid1e]. ($.) - LZ 4A...L.,h t lie im-
posed upon him his wants and affairs. (M, ]g.)

R. Q. 1. J.* He carried water. (Ibn-
'Abbad, K.)

.;_. [inf. n. of 1, q. v. -: Gestation: see an

ex. voce jl. - And hence,] t The young that
ix borne in the womb (M,' ) of any animal; (M,
TA;) and t the fruit of a tree, (IDrd, , M,

Mob, ,) as also * : (IDrd,, M, :) or
the former, t the thing that is in a belly, or on
the head of a tree: (ISk, $, M, Mgh, I :) and
t the latter, a thing borne, or carried, (M.ob, ](,)
on the bach; [i.e. a load, or burden;] (Meb;)
the thing that is on the back or on the head:
(ISk, S, M, M-gh, g:) or the former, ta burden
that is borne internally; as the young in the
belly, and the water in the clouds, and the fruit

in the tree as being likened to the J.4 of the
woman: and t the latter, a burden that is borne
externally; as the thing that is borne on the
back: (Er-Rughib, TA:) or [when applied to
fruit] the former signifies afruit that it internal:
and t the latter, a fruit that is external: (M, I :)
or the former,ffruit of a tree wren large, or much:
and t the latter, fruit when not large, or when
not much and large: (Q accord. to different
copies:) this is the saying of AO, mentioned in
the T, in art. J.*;, where, in the copies of the
T, is found j..Ct Lt, not ,C . La: (TA:)
and the former also occurs as meaning a burden
that requires, for the carrying it, a beast or the
hire of a porter: (Mgh:) the pl. [of pauc.] of
the latter (Mgh, Mqb, 1) and of the former (1)

is tL~*_ ($, Mgh, Msb, O1) and [tbe pl. of mult.]

(of the former, 1,* TA) J.;~ (15? and (of the

latter, Me.b) iJ. (Mb, 1) and il~. (l, M,
Mgbh, gh.) Hence, (in a trad., TA) L.Jl Ij

dt . t [This is thefruit: not tle fruit
of Kheyber]: meaning that it is the fruit of
Paradise; and that it does not fail, or come to an
end. (M, V1.)- See also what next follows.

. _: see .:;, in five places._j, , (S,

Mi, ;,) as pl. of ., (M, K,) and of t,m;

also, (],) signifies likewise [Vehicles of the hind

caUed] E;,1 [pl. of ;9i], (M, V,) whether
having in them women or not: (M, TA:)
or t camels upon which are .tl, (AZ, S, M,

1
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gf 
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Boot I.]

O, ],) wrether there be in them women or not:
(AZ, , 0 :) it is not applied to camels unlem
they have upon them jj_. (M, TA.).-See
also Jm, and I,.

3 A lamb; i. e. the oung one of the em in
the first year; (Mgh, Mb;) i. q. O.j; ( ;) or
.Jj; [explained in the X in art. 6 asu the
male young one of the srhpkind; or such as has
patured, and becor~e trong]: (:, and J and
Myb in art. ,s. :) or such as is termed ,

[i. e. a year old, or from six to ten months,] of
the young of the sheep-kind; and less than this
[in age]: (ISd,l5:) accord. to Er-RAghib, it
signifies j, [borne, or carried]; and the
young of the sheep-kind is particularly called
thus because borne, or carried, on account of
its impotence, and of the nearness of the time
when its mother was pregnant with it: (TA:)

pl. s ($, M, Mgh, $gh, MYb, 1) and jl1i
(M, Ig.) - [Hence,] j.a.I t [The sign Aries;]
a certain sign of the zodiac; (1t;) tAe first of
the signs of the zodiac; ($;) the consteUllation
comprising, first, the *. I, which are its two

horns; then, the ' ; then, the . (T, TA.)

One says, J.JI *' and ' _l. , t [We

were, or hare bee, #icen rain by the auroral
setting of Aries: so the pagan Arabs used to
say: see :; and see . ;l ,)j;, in art. P].

(TA.) One says also, Wt U . I,1 t [Tlis is
Aries, rising]; suppressing the Jl, but making
the noun to remain determinate; and thus one
does in the case of every name of a sign of the
zodiac, preserving the JI or suppressing it. (TA.)
_3.- . signifies also t Clouds containing much
water: (M, , TA:) or blach clouds: (T, TA:
[see also 3.4o, below:]) or, as some say, the
rain [,uppo~d to be iven] by the A [see above] of
J;;J1. (TA.)

':. t' A charge, or an asault or attach, in
war, or battle. (T, ]5.)

i : see what next follows.

*i._ and t 'Q. Carriagefrom one .b [app.
here meaning country, or town, or the like,] to
another. (1i.)

an inf. n. of ,. [q. v.]. (Mgh, .)
~Also A beast upon which a premnt is borne.

(M, Mgh, O, 15.) . Hirefor that which is bornm,
or carried. (Lth, Mgh, TA.) - And, as a con-
ventional term (Mgh, O, O5) of the AiGi [or
workers in gold andl silver], ($gh, K,) Adul-
teratting alloy (j.A) that is addd to dirhenu, or

coin (Aa;Jl . i.). (Mgh, lgh, 1.) _

Also pl. of ,; [q. v.]. (,M, &c)

.Jl. or i./: asee n ..

s t Forbearing, or clement. (M, 1:.)
~ iq. t~3,~ . [Born, carried, taken

up and carried, convyed, or carrid off or away].
(Mob, ].)_ -Hence, (Myb,) The rubbish, or
rottn lma, and wcum, that are borne of a
torrent ($, Mb,.a) -- A thing [. , accord.
to copies of the ] and the TA, but acoord. to the

Bk. I.

Cl U,' agreeably with the next of the explana-
tions here following,] that is carried from one
country or tow to another (!, TA) ansorg a
party of captiv. (TA.) -- A captive; because
carried from one country or town to another.
(Mgb.) - One who it carried a child from his
country, not born in [the territory of]J Ei-Isldm:
(Q, 0:) or one who is carried from hi. country
to the country of El-dldm: or a child with a
woman who carme it, and says that it is her won:
or any relation, or kiuman, in the territory of
the enemy: (Mgh:) or one that is carried from
the territory of the unbeliever to that of El-
Idgm, and who is therefore sot allowed to in-
herit without evidence: (Tb, TA:) or a child in
the belly of his mnother when taken from the land
of the unbelievers. (1:.) -A foundling, or child
cast out by his mother, whom personJ carry off

and rear: (1 :) in some copies of the 1], 4y
.. a-,. 

is erroneously put for ._ji. (TA.)-t One
whose origin, or lineage, is supected; or who
claim for his father one who it not; or who is
claimed as a eon by one who is not his fathu r;
syn. ($, Mqb, 1;.) - t A stranger: ( :)
as being likened to [the jto_ of] the torrent, or
to the child in the belly. (Er-Rghib,TA.)-
t One who is responible, or a surety, (1, M9 b,
15,) for (.,) a debt or a bloodwit; as also tj._.:
(Mqb:) because he bears [or is burdened with]
the obligation, together with him upon whom the
obligation properly rests. (TA.) - t What is

i~thered and black of theo.i a nd r.a ; (,
TA) and v& and Zi. (TA.)__tThe [thong
calUed] z' [of a sandal]. (0, :.) In one copy
of the 1], iA1l is put in the place of j).J,l.
(TA.)

il.q. ,A blood,,it, (?, 1, TA,) or a debt, an
obligation, or a reponsibility, that must be paid,
discharged, or performnud, takem upon himelf by
a person, (?, TA,) or tak upon themslves by a
party of mn, (V, TA,)for others; (?, V, TA;)
as also t 1 ,, acord. to the T and M; or
vjl., accord. to the ]g: (TA:) or a repon-
sibility whicA one taka upon himelf for a debt
or a bloodwit: pl. -,jt.: (Mb :) the pL of

, .-is, . (i.)
aJI.. The occupation, or busine, of a porter,

or carrier of burdeus. (M, ].) - Alo said to
be sing. of 't, and syn. with J.;a., which
see, in two places.

£Jj. A camel, or hore, or mule, or an an,
upon wAhich burdes are bore: (Mgh, Myb:)
and sometimes applied to a number of camels:
(Myb :) camels that bear burdes: and any beast
upon which the tribe carrie, namely, an as or
other animal; ( ;) or a beast upon which people
carry, namely, a camel, and an an, and the like;
(1;) wthether the loads be thereon or snot: (g,
1g :) or nch as are able to bear: (As, TA:) or
particularly applied to such as hav on them the
load; as o a, j.: (ISd,TA:) aecord. to
the T, not includi~g ass nor mub: applied to
ou and to more than one: (TA:) a word of the
meuure J ' recoives the affix; when it hase the

meaning of a pas. part. n. (f$, TA.) - Also,
accord.'to the 1, The loads, or burdone, them-
selves: but this, accord. to the eand M [and
Mgh] and .gh, is [;lj., a pl. of J:.,] with
namm [to the C]. (TA.)

i' .ti. q. ji and JQD: so in the laying,

,f : ' .I n tzHe is a burdn upon us; one
wrhom we hav to rsupport]. (0, ].) - Al,d esid
to be sing. of j;l a, and qyn. with q, q. v.

;~*: see a ,e in two placea.

j3t 1A porter, or carrier of burdeu. (M,b,

.)--._.J! Ijtl.; [is applied in the gur
cxi. 4 to a woman, lit. meaning The female car-
rier of firewood: and a an intensive epithet is
applied to a man, as meaning] tTAe calumniator,
or slanderer. (TA.)

J1A [Bearing, carrying, taLing up and
carrying, conveying, or carrying off or afiay ;]
act. part. n. of 1 having for its object what is borne
on the back [&c.]: (Mqb:) fernm. with i: (,

Mqb:) pl. masc. ,~: (, TA:) and pl. fem.
(TA.) Henoe, 't i- [Tse

bearers of the ~y% or empyrean, held by the
vulgar to be the throne of God]. ($, TA.) And
the phrue lej ;,~ 1 JCi [in the l]ur li. 2, lit.
And the bearers of a load, or Amey load:] mean.
ing tthe clouds. (TA.) - Applied to a woman,
t Pregnant; (f, Mgh, Mtb, ], &c. ;) u also
ii;L.: (Q, Myb, 15:) the former as being an
epithet exclusively applied to a female: the latter
as conformable to its verb, which is i:J,; (f,
Msb ;) or as being used in a tropical [or doubly
tropical] manner, meaning pregnant in pat time
or in future time; (Mb ;) or as a pomessive
epithet [meaning having a burden in the womb]:
(TA :) [see an ex. of the latter in a verse cited in
the first paragraph of art. i :] accord. to the
Koofees, the former, not being applied to a male,
has no need of the sign of the fem. gender: but
the Bayrees y that this [rule] does not uniformly
obtain; for the Arabs say ;j and. ; 1;' ,

and S . a*nd ,&A t.!;j an d that, cor-

rectly speaking, 3.T and 3u and .S and
the like are epithets maec. in form applied to

females, lie asu and 1; and l;- are
·epithets fem. in form applied to males. (B.) It is
also applied to a she-camel [and app. to any fe.
male] in the same sene. (Mgh.) -Applied to
trees (; ), tBearing fruit: (TA :) fem. with

;. (.) - Be also abso . - [Respecting this

epithet, and the phruases Xtji Jl. and -~

oLL'jI, ee also JAl, last sentence but one.],_

s.il 3i;; t[Thos. who ber in tseir memory
the Kur-"n, Anoring it by heart]. (., TA.)

3J4 Clound ( blc) black by reoss, of the
abundance of their water. (0, ]0) [(ee also
3.] - A clear torrent. ( T.) _ The first
of anything. (:.)

a.I1,. fem. of J*. [q. v.]. (1, Myb.)3 
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JI. 3 is its pl.: and signifies Tle legs; (M,

K~ ;) because tlhey bear the man. (TA.).. And
The sinenws, or tendons, of the foot and of the fore

arm; (M,; ;) and the [reins called the] ,ultj

thereof. (M, TA. [See .jl.]) - See also

~j.... [of which the primary signification is

A place of bearing or caying], (S, bMghI, Msb,

g,) or t .. [which prinarily signifies An in-
strumenntfor bearing or carrying], (M, Migh,) or
the latter is allowable, (Misb,) The [Iind of re-

h;cle called] t^; (MYb;) as also t* J.: (M,

] :) or the large t. termed i,..: (Mgl :)

or a pair of dorsers, or panniers, or oblong chests,

(O,iS,) upon a camel, in which are borne two

eqvai loads, (I,) [anrl which, with a small tent
orer them, compose a n ;].first made use of by

El-lfajjdj Ibn-Yoonuf E:th-Thalafee: (TA:)

one of the j.a of the pilgrims: ( :) ~ -_

being the pl. (g.) Hence, t A seller of

,..3 (~I.) [What is now particularly termed

the J.~ (vulgarly pronounced J~ ) of the

pilgrims is an ornamented ga, which is borne

by a camel, but without a rider, and is regarded
as the royal banner of the caravan; such as is

described and figured in my work on the Modern

Egyptians. (See also $)...4, in art. j..)] Its
application to tThe camel that bears the J.,~ is

tropical. (Mgh.) [See also ._. The assertion

that it signifies also the silk covering that is sent
every year for the Kaybeh is erroneous. This
covering is sent from Cairo, with the baggage of
the chief of the Egyptian pilgrim-caravan.] 

Also .a.., (s,) or t3 ., (M,) A basket

(J)j) in which grapes are carried to the place
wrhere they are to be dried; and so Y tt1.. (..)

-_One says also, J.. y J C tThere is
no ground of reliance upon such a one; syn.

.: ( :) or no relying, or reliance: (MA:)
or no ground (lit. place) for imposing upon such
a one the accomplishment of one's wants. (Ri,

TA.) And aJl Ji X . el ; 
t[There is no ground of reliance, or no relying,
upon the camel, by reason of the heaviness of the
load.] (TA.)

)_4 a A woman, ($, M, ],) and a she-camel,

(S, M,) who yields her milk without being preg-

nat. (, M, I.)

· ~ : see a-s , in two places. - The

aiij9 of a sword (S, M.b,* .) &c.; (Mb ;) i. e.

its suspensory thong [or cord or shoulder-belt],

by nwhich the wearer hangs it upon his neck;

(S,TA;) a also ?1.a(,Meb,K) and Val:

(IDrd, .:) and the at . of the bow is similar

to that of the sword: the wearer throws it upon
his right shoulder, and puts forth his left arm
from it, so that the bow is on his back: (AHn,

TA:) the pl. of 3. is 3Jl- : (Az, Mb :)
and that of aG., (S, Myb,) or of 4-. , (Kh,

TA,) is tj:*_* ; (Kh,$ , TA;) or, accord. to

Ay, LL. hbas no proper sing., its sing. being

only .. (S, TA.)Dhul-r-Rummeh applies

it to $ The root of a tree; (8, ] ;) likening this

to the J.~ of a sword. (W.)-S- -I s.l a.

and ? c;, t Th/ reim, in the root and shin of

the penis. (M, -.)

"La... bu A she-camnl hearily bhrdened, or
overburdened. (TA.)

* , * .' 0 -
J_~,: e J.. - Also X A fortunate

man: from the riding of beasts such as are termed

i, (.,* TA,) i. e. brisk, sharp, and strong.
(TA in art. A.)_-[In logic, 'tA predicate:
and tan accident: in each of these senses contr.

of ,4..]

a~.. A dust-coloured wheat, (K , TA,) like

the pod of the cotton-plant, (TA,) haring many
grainm, (], TA,) and large ears, and of much
increase, but not approved int colour nor in taste:
so in the M. (TA.)

.~. t One who is unable to answer thee;

and who does it not, to preser.v thine affection.
(TA.)

a -,. .- .
see ,).

;ldl ~,~.:_: -see ZLG, last sentence but one.

see 6, last sentence.
* 0*ej.

'Jr.gp ~. A month that brings people into

diffculty, or distress; (K, TA;) that is not as it

should be. (TA.) Such is said by the Arabs to

be the case .t jM G. 1l [app. meaning

wrhen a no n moon face a north-east vind]. (TA.)

Q. 1. j'o , (S, K.,) inf. n. "U.;, (Har
p. 273,) said of a man, (, TA,) and of a lion,
(TA,) He opened his eyes, and looked hard:

(., :) or he opened his eyes: and .dt jL.-

He looked at him, or it: or he looked hard at
him, or it. (TA.)

i-1 >'_ (., M, Sgh, K) and 03 and

, l.gLA (M, ;) The inner part of the eyelids,
that is blackened by the collyrium: or the portions
of the white of the globe of the eye that are covered
by the eyelids: (S, IC :) or the red inner part of

the eyelid, the redness of which is seen when it is
turned out for the application of the collyrium:
(L, . :) or what cleaves to the eye, of the place
of tie collyrium, internally: (M, K :) or the
sides of the globe of the eye: or the part of the
shin of the eyelid that is next to the globe of the

eye: (TA:) pl. jJl.a; (S, K;) which some

explain as signifying the portions of the flesh qf
the eyelids that are newt to the globe of the eye.

(TA.) One says, 4. L. ' ' X 

~.~ je ~ '1 4j'; ; [Such a one came

wearing a .WJ; nothing appearing of the beauty

of his face except the inner edges of his eyelids,

&c.]. (.8;.)-., &- signifies The part,

or parts, upon which close the two edges, or

borders, of the labia majora of the vulva of the
woman. (T,TA.)

[BooK 1.

~jj~: see the next preceding paragraph.

"Io Eyes haring around their globes a white.

neJs unmixed with blacknos: [it would seem to

be a mistranscription for 'il a ; but perhaps it

is an epithet applied to a man having eyes of this
description; for it is immediately added,] whence

;L X L. l[app. meaning an eye having around

it such a whitenes]. (TA.)

c"-: see what next follows.

·. Sunil i,, n si > [or ticks]; as also t . ~:

n. un. with ;: (Ig:) accord. to As, tihe first of

the >li is termed L.UJ, when very small; then

it is termed 1't~; then, >1; then, °it ;

then, J;; and then, .R. (.)_Also A o.t

of grapes of Et-dif, (.,) black inclining to red-

nas, (TA,) of ,rhich the berrie are small (.K)
and few: (TA:) or the small berries that are
between the large berries, (.K,) so in the M,
(TA,) among tle grapes. ($.)

ei- bj and '_ A land aboundirg

with the small j;I' terned ;Aa. (m.)

._, (S, ~Mgh, Msb, F,) like o1, orignally

~, as is shown by its pl., which see below,

(S,) and o, (, Mgh, Myb, ,) and #~,

(S Msb, K,) like W1, (S, M9b,) used only as a
prefixed n. governing the gen. case, except in

poetry, (S, TA,) and 4, (K,) and a.' [men-

tioned in art. tL, as well as La.], (, Mgh,
Msh, K,) A woman's husband's [male] relation,
(S, Mgh, Mslb, K,) whoever he be, (S, Mqb,)
such as his fa.ther, (S, Mgb, ],) anld brother,
(S, Msl,) and paternal u,ncle, (Mqb,) &c.: (TA:)

the fem. is t i ., (K,) signifying a woman's
husband's motheer; and having no dial. var.: (S,

Msb:) and the pl. is o;Ln.: (S,Mgh, Is:) and

Jq.JIl s..-, (M, Mb,) or Jq.. l t*s , (K)
signifies the tnan's wife's father, (IF, M, Msb,
K,) or tw.fe's brother, or rtife's paternal uncle;
(M, Myb, K ;) so that _~ applies to a relation

on either side, like : (M;b:) and ._dl means

a husband's people: (Mgh:) or the h;.~ are

peculiarly of the wife; (K ;) and the OtT are
of the man [or husband]: (TA:) or [in other

words] the to... are [the woman's relations] on

the side of the husband; (As,TA;) and the

ot:i.l are [the husbmand's relations] on the side
of the wife; (As, S, Msb, TA;) and those of

both sides are included by the term [;l;;, pl.

of] ,<.: (As, S, TA.:) and Wi' t:L~I is said to

mean such a woman's husband's people. (IB,
TA.)

a*_: see art. Lni*.

, see.., above, in three places.

',: seosee in two places. _ 1 _
1

I
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And * .1_, inf. n. ;1._ and , (I,g,)
I protected, defended, or guarded, him. (s.)

One says, Cj ,. bs?. ., ~sZl [The biting
she-camel defends her offspring]. (S.) And

j B.J& t,_I [Such a one defended his
honour, or rqputation]. (TA.) And jil _,.,

inf. n. z.., I aided [and defended] the people,
or party. (Mbb.) And a~,.j.l ;.4 (S, Msb,

O1 .I.JI, .s) or Q. (,) inf. n. i (. ,
Msb) and ;:_, (S,TA,) [the latter irreg.,] I
prohibited, or interdicted, the sick man, (Is,) or
ordered him to abstain, (PS,) from the food,
(PS,) or from ,,hat wrould injure him (K.)

.).., sasid of the day, and of an oven, (S,)

and B. , said of the sun, and of fire, aor. -,
A 3,,

(.K,) inf. n. .. (S, ) and . (1) and 3.

[originally 59] , (Lh., .K,) It vas, or became,
ehemently hot. (S, K.) And ; '1.1 L.,I 

inf. n. * and _, The iron nail mue, or
became, hot. (1~.) And LjN,JI -.-. The
piece of iron was, or became, vehemently hot by
means of fire. (Msb.)-_ ,l L5' [lit. The
oren becamne vehemently hot ;] means t the sar,
or fight, beanme vethement; (Q and B] in art.
bje ;) and is used as a prov., relating to a

severe case or event. (As, TA in that art.)-

s,'iJ .~s_, inf. n. u [and app., accord. to

tehc TA, _. also], The horse was, or became,
hot, and snueated. (1) ^-l ,) _. [I

va.s, or became, hot in anger], inf. n. ,r. (Lb,
TA.) And LtC ?i5_- [He became hot by
reason of anger]. (A in art. 1Jd.) And 9*s_

Aic, accord. to El-Umawee, [..~,] with hemz,
I was, or became, angry wtith him. (X, TA.)

And i He became vehemently angry, or
enraged. (IAth, TA in art. J.l.) And fic. ,
(,) or &A., (1~,) or both, (TA,) nor. , (K,)

init. n. a",. (S, Mgh,* M.sb,* V) and .... , ($,
Mg61l,C,) i. q. ..w [He disdained it; scorned
it; &c.]; ($, Mgh, M.b,* K ;) he mas ashamed,
and he disdained, or scorned, to do it. ($, TA.)

And WIi1 .Ml >. ' He wvas seized, oraffected,
thereat, or by reason of that, with disdain, scorn,
or indignation. (TA, from a trad.) And
also signifies He refused to bear, endure, or
tole'rate, wrvongful treatlncnt. (TA.)~See also 4.

3: sec 1, in two places.u _
I exerted rnmyself for my guest [in paying honour
to him, and entertaining him]. (S, J.)

4. .1-l: see 1, in five places. Also He
made the sun, and fire, to be vehemently hot;
said of God: (Lh, ]i:) and in like manner, a
piece of iron; said of a man: (Msb:) [or] he
heated an iron nail, (ISk, K,) and a piece of iron,
(ISk, S,) &c., in the fire: (ISk :) one should not
say t~, in this sense; (ISk, ,Myb, TA;)
app., in chaste speech; for otherwise one does
say, j - ; ,; I ,;, meaning He put the
thing into the fire [and so heated it]. (TA.)
And ,A.I Um.l and ,C .- l He kindled

[in the Cl .;] The heat of the sun: (Ks, S,'

a :)s also l.a.. (Ks, .)

t,.: sce_e ,.. Also The muscle ('ai. ) of
the j3t [wlhich means the shnnk of a hulman
being, and, properly speaking, the corresponding
part (commonly called the thigh) of a horse and
the like]: (?, IC :) an elevated piece of feJsh in
the inner side of the jL.: (Lth:) As says, in the
3j, of the horse are the eIe_, which are the
two pieces of flesh that are in the side of the
31_, appearing like two sinews, in the outer side
and the inner side: (?, TA:) or, accord. to ISh,
they are the trwo elevated pieces of Jles in the
lhalf of each ,3U, in the outer side: or, accord.
'to ISd, the two compact pieces of flesh in the
upper portion of tlhe outer side oJ eaclh , :

(TA:) pl. ;b1. (S, K)

L,,_: see ~s~l ._, in the second sentence
of art. ~..

s: see #.* l, in art. ;d_.

1j,~ an irregular dual of t*_' (Ks, 8 and
TA in art. ., q. v.)

; : see te., in art. I .

1. l_, (S, Mgh, .K,) nor.:, (K,) inf. n. i-_
(SM , M , K [but said in the Mob to be a simlple
subst., though aftenvards tlhere mentioned as nn
inf. n.,]) nrid and a°.., (T;,) lIe pro-
hibited it, or interdicted it; or hc protectedl it,
Idefended it, or iquarded it, from, or aoainst, en-

croachecnt, inlvasion, or attac]t. (.,$ Mgh, K

TA.) You say, £WI 5., inf. n. and

ae_. and i.~k and ;., [the last irreg.,] ile
prohibited, or interdicted, &c., the herbage, or
pasture. (K,0 TA.) Anid ,wcjt L3 ;

aor. , inf. n. 5a' and -.-. [and li, thou,,gh
here, in the Msb, said to be a simple subst.],
lie prohibited, or interdicted, the place; or he
protected, defended, or guardled, it; f,.om the
peoplc [in general]: (M.b:) and, accord. to IB,

o t.l.1 signifies the same as o.a: (TA:) or
1jtcJt tu.a.I signifies he made the place to be

what is term,ed , (S, Msb, K,) not to be
approached (Myl,, K) nor ventured upon, or
attempted: (Ms.b:) or it signifes, (K,) or sig-
nifies also, (Ms.b,) he founad it to be what is

termed Msl: (Msb, .t :) or 1 JL ?.,r.1 sig-
nifies he madle the ~a to be refrained from by
people, aul to be achsoerledgedl as a *~ : and
al.., he prohibited, or interdicted, it; or he
p.otected it, defended it, or guarded it, from, or
against, encroachment, inceasion, or attach: (AZ:)
accord. to Sulh, in the R, t. l.~l is of weak
authority; but both these verbs are chaste. (TA.)
[Hence,] jJ, ~. [He prohlibited, or inter-
dicted, his bach to be used for bearing a rider or
any burden], said of a stallion-camel when he is
termed .. ff,, q. v. (Fr,., 1g.) You say also,

cUw I F *l6.m and : · .S A [He protected,
defended, or guarded, him from the thing]. (TA.)

fire upon the branding-iron [and so heated it].

(Mgh.)-[Hencer,] Ji I I=l ~.l ['He excited
Iim to ardour for fiht]. (. in art. ,jb.; &c.)

5: see 8.

6. p#Wl IL _3. Men guarded against, were
cautious of, and kept aloof from, or shunned, or
avoided, him, or it. (S, !~.)

8. ._1 IHe protected, defended, or guarded,
himself, [or he became protected, &c.,] from a
thing. (KL)_ And He (a sick man, 1) re-
frained, forbore, or abstained, (J, KL,) '>

.. I;I [fromfood, or thefood], ($,) or L .
[from owhat mwotld injure him]; (TA;) as also

?Uam3. (a.) 'isT occurs at the end of a
verse, preserving the original form, [for ;,l ]
accord. to a dial. of certain of the Arabs. (S.)

see 1.

12. ,.-_I It (a thing, such u the night, and
a collection of cloods,) was, or beame, black.
(Lth, g.) [See ablo the part. ., '. a, below:
and see the second sentence of the first paragraph
of art..,*~.]

'. The venom, or poison, (Lth, Lb, ., 5,)
and hurt, (S,) of a scorpion, (Lth, .,) and of any-

thing that stings or bites: (Lth:) originally ;
or 0,~,: (S :) and IAir mentions a~ [q. v. in
art....]. (TA.) - And The sting of the hornet,
(Lth, 1!,) and of the scorpion, (Lth, IAth,) and
the like, (Lth,) and of the serpent; ( ;) because
the venom comes forth from it: (IAth:) so ap-
plied by the vulgar: (Lth:) pl. .I,,. and .
(1.) - Vehemence of cold. (I,.TA.)

t,2JI ;,..: see j., in art. j~.

~bl u~.. [or q A..] i.v. 'b" ,
1g.) - t,.J [or Le..JI] for .,_Jl: see ,..l.,
in art. .a*.

A thing prohibited, or interdicted; (.,
u ;) asalso $ '.m and ? 'm; (K ;) and not to

be approached: (S :) [and, as an epithet in which
the quality of a subst. is predominant,] a place of
herbage, or pasture, (Lth, Mgh, Myb, TA, and
Ham p. 539,) and of water, (ylam ibid.,) pro-
hibited to the people, [i. e. to the public,] (Lth,
Mgh, and Ham ubi suprk,) o that they mnay not
pasture their beasts in it, (Lth, Mgh,) nor ap-
proach it, (Mgh, Msb,) nor venture upon it:
(Myb:) it was a custom of the noble among
the Arabs, in the Time of Ignorance, when he
alighted in a district [that pleased him], among
his kinsfolk, to incite a dog to bark, and to pro-
hibit for his own special friends or dependents
the space throughout which the bark of the dog
was heard, so that none else should pasture his
beasts there; while he shared with the people in
the other places of pasture, around it: but the
Prophet forbade this: (Esh-Sbifi'ee, TA:) he
said, " There shall be no ~ except for God and
for his Apostle ;" (Esh-Shdo'ee, ., Mgh, TA;)
meaning, except for the horses employed in war
against the unbelievers and for the camels taken
for the poor-rate: (Esh-Shaf'ee, Mgh, TA:)
afterwards, the term was applied in a general

sense: (Esh-Shifi'ee,TA:) the pl. is ofl.2 (.
82^
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and 1 inart. ) and 1,.?.I: (Yam p. 496:)

and the dual is it. and J; ; (!Sk, 9, M b,
TA;) the latter irreg., (TA,) beard by Ks, but
he preferred the former. (..) You say, '- I; 
U*~ This is a thing prohibited, or interdicted;

not to b approached. (.) And : , j.b
Hirbage, or paJture, that is prokibited, or inter-
dicted. (g.) - See also l,..

_.: see the next preceding paragraph.
Also an inf. n. of £ vI [q. v.]: (Mqb:)
and of 0i .. lI ;4A [q. v.]. ($, Mqb.) Also
The practiing abstinence; (P$ in art. .j;)
[especially the abstainint from things injuriou in
a case of sicknes;] the abstaining, or desisting,
from eating. (TA in that art.)

:~1_: see ~lb. I .J fL.l or .J :.1~ i. q.

4U .;i [Mavy such a person, or thing, be a ran-
som for thee !] or hjl ' tQ; [meaning , i. e.
mayest thou be ransomed! or clJc, i.e. may such
a one ransom thee!]. (q, accord. to different
copies.) [And in like manner,] the Arabs said,
't ;lrJ l,iJ iAJ [Ra,nsom, or ransoming, be
for thee!] pronouncing the former noun with the
short alif when thus coupling it with 1JI.
(El-ltldee, TA in art. t.¢..)

I -;$._ A sick man prohibited, or interdicted,
fion;om what would ilnju't him, (IAir, g,) offood
and drink. (IAvr.) Protected, defended, or
guarded (S, Mgh, ], TA) from evil, &c. (TA.)

'Asim Ibn-Tlhabit El Aneiree was called U.'

jlJ; [The protected by hornets, or by the swarm
tf bees], (~, Mgh,) because his corpse was pro-
tected from Ihis cncrnies by large hornets, (. in
arlt. .,) or by a swarm of bees. (Mghl.)
One who till not bear, endure, or tolerate, mriong-

ful treatment. .(K.) And *SI .1 y~ A man
wr/to refutes to subm nit to vron(fjtl trieatment.
(TA. [See also JA/1.])

a*_ an inf. n. of : (S, K: [see Le
;:]) Disdain, scorn, or indignation; and anger;

syn. LhA5, (Mgh, M?b, TA,) and ;'e; (TA;)
because a means of protection: (Mgh:) care of
wSat is sacred, or inviolable, or of what one is
bound to reapect, or honour, and to defend, and
of religion, to avoid surpicion. (KT.)

t~ The whAemence of anger; and the com-
mencement [or outburst] thereof: (]~:) rpi,.it,
and anger; as in the saying, :jIl v.J-j 1I

[Verily he is rehement in spirit, and in anger].
(TA.) - The assault of wine upon tlhe head; or
its rush into the head: (J :) or the beginning of
its assault upon, or rurh into, the head: (S:) and
its forre, or vehemence: or its intoxicating ope-
ration: or its overpowering influence upon the
head; ( ;) or upon the drinker: (Lth, TA:) or
the creeping [of the fumn] of wine [through the
drinker]. (A 'Obeyd, TA.) One says, 4 j L,

ia,1 I~, meaning [The fume of] the cup of
wine mounted into his head. (TA.) And ~;.
[originally '.:.] signifies The assault, or attack,

of pain. (., TA.) -The prime, and sprightli-
ness, of youth; (T:) and the flush, or impetu-
ority, (tjj,) thereof. (TA.) You say, ,,hi

1: 1 ) ;; JJj He did tlhat in the fluth, or
impetuosity,(;j.~,) and sprightlinwe, ef his youth.

(TA.) 1.JI tV 1 .. He is the protector,
defender, or guarder [from encroachlment], of
that which he posesses, and of which he has the
superintendence, or management. (., l.)

.1 L. [act. part. n. of s,.. And hence,] A
stallion-camel that has prohibited, or interdicted,
his bach [to be used for bearing a rider or any
burden]; ('ji )U.; Fr, S, ];) that is not
ridden, (Fr, S, Mgh,) nor shorn of any of his
fur; (Fr, ;) that is left at liberty, not made
any use of, (15,) nor debarred from pasturage
(Fr, S, Mgh, l~) norfrom water: (.1:) he is one
that has long continued with a people: (.:) or
whos offspring's offspr ing has conceited: (Fr,
S, Mgh:) or that has covered a certain number
of times, or ten timnes: ( :) it is mentioned in the
lIur [v. 102]. (., Mgh. [See also *Je~..])-

.otal.JI is also an appellation applied to The lion;

and so t,.dl; (K ;) in the Tekmileh, ,.ot,JI

*d .*.ll [app. L.i 4 , as in a copy of the
K]. (TA.)_Yousay also, 4e.JIt .; SJ

[Such a one is the protector, or defender, of that
nwhich, or those wthomn, it is neceSary for him, or
incumbent on him, to protect, or defend]; like
jIl .it . [q. v. in art. .]; and k.Jt . . 1

[explained in the next preceding paragraph]: pl.
te. and [coll. gen. n.] t .: (S:) this last

word signifies a eompany, or party, protecting,
or defendinq, thelir coin mpanion, (Ig,) or thenmselves:
(TA:) and also a man who is a protector, or
defender, of is companions (]g) in war: (TA:)
or a strenuous protector and defender of a party;
for the; is to give intensiveness to the signification:
(Mgh:) and you say, ...;JIi 4. _ j, mean-
ing Ile ix the last of those who protect,ordefend, the
party in their going away (K) and in their state
of defeat. (TA.) [Jlot: or rehemently hot.]
You say Ai.. e _ A piece of iron vehemently
hot by means of fire. (Msb.) And i1 j.i
j,4 .. Th,e people's coohing-pot is hot, boiling:
meaning tthe people are mighty, strong, or in-
vincible, and vehemently impetuous in valour.
(TA.)

ael.: see -l.. Also A great, or wide, or
grea; and nwide, mass of stone, ( ]lg,, K accord.
to the TA,) or the stones, (3j.a~., so in some
copies of the K,) with whlich a wnell is casd: (1 :)
pl. ol.: (TA:) or the latter signifies the stones
,.fc. witth which a well it cased, to protect its sides
fl'om becoming dir.ty and disordered: (Yam
p. 62:) or great and heavy stones: and also large
maaes of rock which are placed in the last partst
of the casing [of a well] if it falls out through
age: they dig oet hollows, and build them therein,
so that they suffer not the earth to come near to
the casing, but repel it: (ISh:) and allthe stones
[of the casing] of a well, matching one another,
none of them larger than another. (AA.) -

The circuit of the solid hoof: (Yam p. 2 :) or

[the dual] e 01e_. signifies the part on the rigt
and left of the toe of the solid hoof: (AO, Q:) or

[the pl.] -. I. signifies the right and left dg
of the solid hoofs; (A, TA;) btwtern tLm are
[the] ,j [orfrogs], like hard datestonu: (Aboo-
Dtwood, TA:) or the right and left side of the
solid hoof. (g.)- [The pl. alo signifies The
sides of a mountain. (Freytag, from the Deewin

of Jereer.)] - Also, the sing., i. q. i31A [i. e.
Any one of the three stones on which the eooLing-
pot is placed]. (AA, 5:) pl. as above. (TA.)
-. u*e.*'S Jk ~ means I went my own
way. (gl), })

ej j UiI . L ($,TA) He is mor
reistive than such a one. (TA.)

'' t see #t~.

,j.. Black; applied to such a thing as the
night, and a collection of clouds: or, applied to
the latter, hcaped up, and black. (Lth.)

1. _, nor. , inf. n. , He eRas, or becar,e,
affected with [a yearning, longing, or desire, or]
an intense emotion of grief or of joy; as also
t* ',.l and tS h.. (1..) [See an instance of
its denoting an emotion of joy voce ".] You

say; .l -a.', aor. and inf. n. as above, He, or
sio SO,4 yearned towards, longed for, or de~ired,

him, or it. (S.) And .;j i t Om. He yearned

towvards, longed for, or desired, his home. (TA.)

And J;j1 9.;j 1I ;_ [She yearns towards

her first, orformer, husband]. (TA.) And .;,
inf. n. as above, Sthe (a woman) yearned tomards,
longed for, or desired, her child, or children.
(Msb.) So, too, one says of a she-camel, mean-
ing She yearned towards, longed for, or desitd,
her home, or h/r young one; and in like manner,
of a pigeon: but in most instences it means she
(a camel) yearned vith a cry, or uttered a cry
when yearning [or a yearning cry or the cry pro-
duced by yearning], towards heryoung one or hnr
companions: or she uttered a cry with emotion
after her young one: in its primary sense, she
reiterated her [yearning] cry after her yowng

one: but when you say, .I C '-, you mean
My heart yearned towards, longedfor, or desired,
him, or it, without the uttering of a cry or sound.
(TA.) They said also, , ;l _ t. 11 9
;Z l J(j1 t1 ~.A [I wIl not do it tuntil the

lizard called yearn aofter the camels return-
ing from the water; meaning I will never do
it]: thisis only a prov.; for the ... has no o ;.,
nor does it ever go to the water. (TA.) [ind
;J1 S ~aor. and inf. n. as above, t The l/io

produced plaintive sounds: or ~ited lieWy

emotions of sadness, or of mirth: n ~t~ And
in like manner one says of a musical reed: se

:

0
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j And ,bI ~., (1,) aor. as above,

(a,) and so the inf. a., (TA,) tThe bow [trwanged,
or] made a sound (V, TA) when its string had

been pulled and then let go. (g.) And c;

it 1J1 :L [Th brazen basin rang when

it was knocked, or pecked]. (TA.) And :;

t~lsJI [Tlh mast creaked, or made a creaking

sound]. (TA in art. .) And t,.. C- J;

t [Am arrow of thou uwed in the game called

, JI produced a sound: it was iot of them]:

a provey., applied to a man who ascribes to himself

a false origin, or who arrogates to himself that to

whlich he bas no relation: by the t:s is meant

one of the arrows of the y-e; for when this
is not of the same substance as the others, and
is made to vibrate, it produces a sounld different
from the sounds of the others, and is known
thereby. (TA. [(See also Freytag's Arab. Proy.

i. .341.]) And ! 1 Zm. and V : I' t [The

wind made a plaintive, or moaning, or perhaps

a shrill, sound; made a sound like the ce. oj

camncls: see;.m.]: both sicnify the same. (TA.)

[See also 1e, below.] _- , , (S, Msh,

TA,) sor. as above, (S, Msb,) inf. n. it; (.S,

MPh, *) and i" (Mgb, TA*) and O", (K,'
TA,) He was merciful, compassionate, or pitiful,
towards him, or it; (S, Mqb, I,*TA;) as also

t .m3: (., g :) he oas, or became, farourably

inclined totrards him, or it; (Mb ;) and so

t ',J 3 : (TA:) he was, or became, affectionate,

or pitiful, or compassionate, towards him; (Q,*

TA;) as also t a>.._. (IAr, Az, ].) And

&, ~J tZ i 3 She (a camel, and a ewe or

goat,) became faivourably inclined, or compas-
ieonate, tow'ards her young one. (Lh,TA.)_

See also 2. nor. ., or. eans 0; ( ;)

i.e. He turned awnay from me, avoided me, or
shunned me: so that it is anomalous; for by rule
the aor. should be:; and it is not mentioned
among the exceptions [to the rule applying to
a cose of this kind]. (MF, TA.) [But it appears

from what here follows that ~. may perhaps
be here meant to be understood in its trans.

sense.] _ a , (I,) [aor. t, as is shown below,]

inf. n. (, (TA.) signifies . and : o [He
turned him, or it, arway, or backh]. (], TA.) You

ay, J.p5 L& ias., inf. n. 0_, Turn thou away,
or back,from me thy evil, or mischief. (s.) And

jI2. X 1; ;_ I; Thou dost not trn anway,

or back, fr.om me aught of thy evil, or mischief

.) inf. . , app. He was, or became,
possessed by a demon, or by one of the tribe or

kind or class termed 'mJI; and hence, he was,

or became, mad, or insane: for] d,o is syn. writ

OJ-.; (TA as from the ]; [but not in the CgI

nor in my MS. copy of the 1 ;]) whence )j~ 0

applied to a man [as meaning ; .]. (TA.)

3. [a ,J a._, accord. to modern usage
and perhaps classical also, He, or it, caused hin
to be mercifeJ, compasionate, pitiful, or Jvourwr

ably inclined, towards another.] :4, 
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He charged, or made an assault or attack, and (

was cowardly, and retreated. (V, TA.) - .. 

U; . He did not turn away from me; did

noti Iac, or relinquish, me. (TA.) [And tVp'l,

or t,., seems to have a similar meaning: for]

you sy,. AJi4 ; t 1', A mark that does
not go awray from the shin: or, accord. to Th,

who does not explain it, it is O. (TA.)- -

!+:JI ;_ The tree blossomed, or flo red:

(V:) and in like manner one says of a herb.
(TA.)

4. 1,.JI ~s m.He made the boro to (twang,
or] give a sound, [by pulling, and then letting

go, the string.] (V.)- And j~,. He (a man.
TA) did wrong, committed a mistake, or missed

[the object of his aim]. (V.) - See also 2.

5: see 1, in three places.

8: see 1, first sentence.

10: see 1, in two places. l jts " I
a.b [Longing for his home affected him nwith in-

tense emotion]. (IB, TA.)

R. Q. 1. : see 1.

A>Jl A tribe of the $ [or genii], (S, 1p,)

that were before Adam; (TA;) of which are
blackl dogs: (1 :) or the lovest, or meanest, sort

of the ',.: (V:) or the weak one thereof:
(IApr, :) or the dogs thereof: (Fr,TA:) or

certain creatures betwneen the 5w and mankind.

(8, -.)

;~: sce t;~....-It is said in a prov., j

IL v ~t. t i.U. , and t ;_~, meaning

[The slhe-camel wiU not be without] likeness [to
her mother]: and one says of a man who resembles
another man, and of any one who resembles his

father and his mother, i.~. .;1 ' b;- ;-; -s

[A female camel of the colour termed L.;t (i. e.
rwhite, or very wmhite, &c.,) will not be roithout
liktenss to her mother]. (TA. [See also Freytag's
Arab. Prov. ii. 497.]) - The [grumbling cry

termed] :.U of a camel. (S, A.) A man's
nrife. (,]S.) _See also what next follows.

'IA.: see .L= .= sAlso i.q. "; ($,K;)

as also aL..: ( :) so in the phrase, a;_. d [In

him is demoniacal possession, or madness, or in-

sanity: see CJ$1]. (.S.)

~,l. Mercy, compassion, or pity: ($, :)
tendernes of heart; (];) which is the same;

(TA;) as also t i, with kear; (Kr, TA;) for

, which the vulgar say t a*;.: (TA:) and ' ;'i
r [in like manner] signifies affection, and corn

passion. (Az, TA.) il j. 6; I., in the l]ur
k[xix. 14], respecting which I 'Ab is related by

'Ikrimch to have said, I know not what is ,.;d,1J,
means And mercy from us. (8, TA.) The Arabs

say, . , I; .i. and j;A.. [I beg thy mercy,
0 my Lord]: both signify the same; i. e. 'i,;:

' (S:) the lattter is the expression commonly used:
(A'Obeyd, in a marginal note in a copy of the
- :) or [rather] the latter means have mercy on
me time after time, and writh mercy after mercy:

(], TA:) it is a dualized inf. n., of which the

verb is not expresed; like J and 4 a.: (TA:)
or it means let thy mercy be continuou to me;]

ohenemer I reie mercy and good from Thee,

Pet it not ceas, but be conjoined with other mercy
from Thee: (ISd,TA:) the dual form is not
to be understood as restricting the signification to

duality: (8uh, TA:) the word is not used in this
form otherwise than u a prefixed noun: (8h,

TA:) but sometimes they sid lt;_, in the sing.,
without prefixing it. (ISd, TA.) They said also,

~_ iIXl 1 ~t, meaning [I extol, or clebrate,

or declare, the absolute purity, or perfection, or

glory, of God,] and I beg his mercy; like u they

said, d;tI..j d4l -. (TA.) And dll oL&.

as meaning X it~ [I seek the protction, or

presrvation, of God]. (.) -Also i.q. Xi

[Aieans of ubsistence, &e.]: and >ii [a bl-
ing; any good that is bestowed by God; pros-

perity, or good fortune; increase; ·&.]. (i.)
-A quality inspiring reverence or meneration
or repect or honour: (El-Umawee, ]:) gravity,

staidnes, or sedatenem. (V.) One says, 5,;i c

4Ua. "J T/Iwu mest him not to pomsU any quality
inspiring rwevernce &c. (EI-Umawee, TA.) -

Evil, or mischief, long continuing. (i.)

A wind (C;) [that makes a plaintive,

or moaning, or perhaps a shrill, sound;] that

makhes a sound like the epm of cames. (, ],

TA.) - A woman who marrie from a motive of
tendernes, or compasion, for her children, (4,
TA,) when they are young, (TA,) in order that
the husband may maintain them. (J, TA.)

,e.an inf. n. of 1: ($,Mqb,]:) A yearning,

longing, or desire; ($ , ;) a yearning, or log-
ing, of the roul: (. :) or the expremion of pain

arisingfrom yearning or longing or desire: (YIam
p. M38:) violence of weeping: and a lively emotion:
or the soundproduced by such emotion, proceeding
from grief, or from joy: ( :) or a sound poceed-
ing f,om the bosom on the occasion of weping:

is from the nose: (TA:) or the former is

[a sound] without rweping and without tears:

if with weeping, it is termed ; : (R, TA:)

or the former is a yearning, or longing, or desire,
wvith affection, or pity, or compassion; as when
one speaks of the ,e;~ of a woman and of a shie-
camel for her young one: and sometimes this is
accompanied wnith a sound, or cry; wherefore it
is explained as a sound, or cry, indicating yearn-
ing or longing or desire, and affection or pity or
compassion: and sometimes it is oonfined to the
form; as in the case of the *e;. [or eaning, or
inclining,] of the trunk of a palm-tree [which
is mentitned in a trad.]: (Er-RIghib:) the ;
of the she-camel is her ery in her yearning
towards her young one (.:) or her yearning
towards her young one with a cry, and without
a cry; (Lth,TA;) mostly the former: originally,
her reiterating her [yearning] cry fer her yo~g
one. (TA.) You say also, .. b I ¥: e

.tl t [A wind that has a plaintive, or.moaning,

or perhaps a shrill, sound, lihe the p; of ocamel].

(6 )- ) See also on... ; and ',
and ' and JI, two namcs of [Thc

a
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or .ib. isanaI~~~~ u,g.,t. and CS1: (i:)
or C& is a name of J3SS1 Hs>o., like a proper
name; as also _1 Jl: (M, TA:) or the name
by which the tribe of 'Ad called j.gtl L.q~:
(Ibn-El-Kelbee, in TA voce3: see' :) or,
accord. to Fr and El-Mufai4al, the Arabe used
to call this month t . i: (T, TA:) pl. [of
pauc.] i;l. and [ofml mult] and '3.. (S.)

* 8.q

pei._: ace what next precedes.

. - '. A dog of the tribe of the q. cakled
CiJI. (TA.)

· .q-, ,, ·

a,.: lees O.

tL. One who yearm towards, longs for, or
desirw, a thing, (i,) and inclines to it. (TA.)
[Hence,] ail A woman who remembers a
former huband with yearning (;.JI) and
grieving, or moaning, (4, TA,) in tendernrs for
her children, when they are young, that the hut-
band may maintain them; like lAd: or who
yearns towards her former husband, and inclines
to him: or who yearns towards her child, or
children, by her husband who has separated from
her: (TA:) or a woman who yearm towards
her former husband, and griewv for him: or
who marries, having ben dioorced, and yearns
towards him who has divorced her. (var p. 509.)
And t A bon; (1 ;) [because of the sound
made by the twanging of its string;] accord. to
Ain, as a proper name; but I8d holds it to be,
when thus applied, an epithet in which the quality
of a subst. is predominant: (TA:) or a bow that
[twangs, or] make. a owund (,1C) when its tring
has been pulld and then let go. (S.) And j

tt. t [A lute that produces plaintiee sounds:
or] that excites lively emotions of sadnea, or of
mirth. (TA.) And '. ; ~.., t Clouds that
hIaoe [or produce] a e'* [or moaning sound,
by their thunder heard from a distance,] like
the ;. of camels. (TA.) And ,J .tAn
arow" that produces a sound when thou triest
its sonorific quality by turning it round betwreen
thy finger.: (AHeyth, ], TA: [in the CV,
d;iA is erroneously put for a3 L:]) or that pro-
duce# a sound when it is turned round (jtI

[or IjI]) with the end. of the fingers upon the
thumbs, by reason of the excellence and compact-
nesm of its wood. (TA. [See ""JI,, in art.

.O.]) And 0t ; i' : i. q. ,; t [A hurrying,
or hard, journey in which the camels are mwtered
only on the first and fifth days: (in the C]~ and
a MS. copy of the ], erroneously, ,^,U :)] (P1,
TA) i. e. (AV, TA) in which there is a :e;~ [or
yearning of the camels] by reason of its quicnsu;
(At, 1, TA;) or in which the camel, yearn

[towards tAeir accustomed places] (,' ) by

ron of fatigw. (A,TA.) And 4 ,i. 
tA ,onspicuous road, (, V, TA,) in which the
old caml bco. joyou (0, i.e. ):
or, eaoord. to the A, a road in which the~r is
[heard] a [ (or yearning cry] of the camel;

like ;.,t ;j meaning a road in which is

[heard] a e [or chiding] of camels. (TA.)
- One who hornw favour, or preents afarour-
able arpect, to him who turn from him, or shun.
him. (lC.)-M.erciful, or having mercy. (S.)
[Hence,] 'L tJl a name of God; (1;) meaning
The Merciful (Aboo-Is-h.], As, IAth, O) to his
~ervants. (IAth, TA.)

'1. i. q. ',L; [_Lawsonia inermnis, or Egyptian
privet, mentioned in art. ta.]; (I ;) a dial. var.
of the latter: (Fr, Tl, TA:) and OLab is said to
be a pl.; (TA in the present art.;) i. e. of,~.,
anomalously; or a dial. var. thereof. (TA in art
to..) [See also what next follows.]

O.b. i. q. 3MI [The ,lower of the [.' ]: or
the flower of any tree (V) and plant: n. un. with
3. (TA.) [See also what next precedes.]

i v-_ and ep.J,l: see 'e;-

Ye.. earning, longing, or desiring: (S:) or
being affected with an intense emotion of grief or
ofjoy. (K.) [Hence, the fem.] i*. signifies
A she-camel; [because of her yearning towards
her young one;] (S, s ;) u also t _;.~, (as

in some copies of the ~,) or 1 Co.., (as in 6ther
copies of the f and in the ]g,) [both of which may
be correct, as jJ;, is both trans. and intrauns.:]
or e signifies one who is affected with in-
tense emotion by longing for hi/ home (Hj Jl

;) !.ti ' .. . (IB, TA.) One says,
;'I '3 ' i. z C He ha. not a she-caml nor a

a,
sheep, or goat. ($, TA.) [See also I.] AZ
mentions the saying, 54 $j ZL. dJ l, au mean-
ing He has not camel that yearn [towards their
young ones] (m!.3) nor much as carry goods,
or furniture and uteil, and wheat, or food.
(TA.)

~, applied to a man, (8,) i q. ~.
[properly Posesed by a ~.; and hence, mad,

or insane]: (8, [ ee p,JI :]) or i. q. 
[as meaning affected with epilepy]: (]:) or
one who is affected with epilepsy (t^y) and then
revive for a time. (AA, TA.)

, or 'k..-4 see 

1. U.., aor. -', It (a place) became green, and
tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and dense, in
its herbage, or plants. (v.) see
2s. _ t0 He lay with her. (s.)

9. L&., inf. n. e and · ;I.5 He dyed (AZ,
$, 0) his head, (AZ, TA,) or his beard, (S,) with
.·": (AZ, 8, ]:) and t% ,L;*. She ((a wo-
man) dyed her hand therew~ith; as also I,,
aor. . (Mob.)

5. L;b3 It (his head, or his beard,) was dyed
with .4~. (AUn, V.)

( [A certain plant] well Anown; (, 8;)
[the Lawrania ineurit, or Egyptian priwt;]
med for dyeing the extremities [i. e. te hAands and
feet and head]: (TA:) [in the present day, the
plant itself is called u'jil ;., (vulgo ",)
and its leaves, used for dyeing the hands &c., are

called Z.k:] accord. to some, it is the pl. of ;i1;
[or rather a coil. gen. n., of which ;.[E. is the
n. n. ;] but it is generally asserted that ;io,1
is a more special word than o;_., [as in the 8 and
Msb,] and not the sing. of the latter: (TA:) pl.

j'~.; (K.) . is said to be an anomalous pl.
of t,.; or a dial. var. of the latter, and not a pl.:

(TA:) and i'.L is a dial. var. of .'Cm. (Fr, Th,
TA in art. C,~.)

jt A selletr of s,*U: pl. C L (Ip.)

'; . Very gr en; int~cly gre. (,
TA.)

1. _.: see the next paragraph.

2. &p;, inf. n. e.3, It (old age, TA) but
him down. (,* TA.j [See its quai-pm:, 5.]
- .l.ji . He built firmly a structur of tah
hind called jl, and made it curved. (i.)_-

_ [as an inf. n. of which the verb, if it have
one in any of the following senses, is ,' ,] abo
signifies A bending, or curvng, and tenion [of
the in~w] (~3,), of the backbone (,.,) and
fore legs of a hore: (As, C:) or a conexity in
the shanh (t14) of each of the fore legs of a
horse, (l, TA,) not being a great curvaturme,
(TA,) and in the bachbone (q.,): ( :) it is a
quality indicative of strength: (As, TA:) . ;
(with t) is [the same] in the hind legs: (AV, ~,

r ) or it [i. e. . as indicated in the ]g and
by an explanation of 0_, but the same expla-
nation is also given to .... ,] is width in the
space between the hind legs, without what is te~,l

[i. e. straddling], or C:m. [i. e. the having
thefore parts of the feet near together and the
heeli distant, or having the legs wide apart (like
Cao.), or having the thighA or the middkl of the
legs wide apart]; (so accord. to different copies
of the .K;) which is a quality approved: (TA:)
or a curving in the .jUL [here app. meaning the
hind legs, or rather the hind shanks; see ]
as also , [an inf. n. of which the verb, if it
have one, is app. ] (19:) or a curving of
the ribs. (TA.) [See .. 3 : and see also

5. ,a.3 He (a man, S) wa., or became,
crooked, curred, or bent. (Q, Ig.)-[And hence,]
4 .. _ !He was, or became, affected with
compasion for him. (], TA.)

;: see what follows.

An old man bent (C, TA) with age.
(TA.) - A horse character~ d by what it terMd5

[A 

certain plant] well Anown; (?,V;)

[the 

Lamwnia imwit, or ~tiate

tmedfor 

dyeing the extremities [i. c. tAs Aands and

feet 

and head]: (TA:) [in the present day, the

plant 

itself is called cumil ;j, (Vulgo d�.

and 

its leaves, used for jyeing the hands &c., am

enUed 

accord. to some, it is the pl. of

[or 

rather a coll. gen. n., of which 3&'t;db is !c

n. 

un. j but it is generally asexerted that

is 

a more special word than [as in the ? and

M9bj 

and not the sing. of the latter: (TA:) pi.

OP) 

is aaid to be an anomelon pi.

ot,,-L:*.; 

or a dial. var. of the latter, and not a pl.

(TA:) 

and Ide. in a dial. var. of' Cmb. (Fr, Th,

TA 

in art. Cj~.)

A ia
jt�'m 

A mlltr of,*Uc�: pl. Ci3JU!.. (V.)

gmm 

inemuly grem-

TA.)

1. 

see the next pamgmph.

2. 

&c;-, inc n. -c It (old age, TA) but

kin 

down. (V,* TA.) [Sec its quui-pm." L]

b�ji 

He buik_firm�y a structum of tA#

d 

calkd C:jl, and mad# it curved.

�in
[as 

an inf. n. of which the verb, if it have

one 

in any of the foBowing senwa, is abo

aignifies 

A bending, or curdag, and ttmirion [of

the 

Rim~] of the backbone (,,.U) and

fore 

logs of a Aorw: (A9, C:) or a conwwiti in

tho 

shank (,"3) of each of the fore logs of a

horm, 

Q(," TA,) not being a great cureatum,

(TA,) 

and in the backbone (XC :) it is a

quality 

indicative of strength: (Az, TA:)

(with 

C:) is [the same] in the hind legs: (AV,

V:) 

or it [i. e. u indicated in the ]g and

by 

an explanation of % but the same expla-

nation 

is also given to j is widtk in the

~e 

between the hind leos, withowt what is te~fi

.:qj 

P. e. straddling], or .:mJ [i. c. the hatting

thefore 

parts of the feet near toqetAer and tise

Aeols 

distant, or having the logs wide apart (like

Cao.3), 

or having the thigAi or the middks of the

legs 

wide apar.tl ; (so accord. to different copies

of 

the ]�;) which is a quality approved: (TA:)

or 

a curving in the ejutd [here app. meaning the

hind 

legs, or rather t�ehind shank&; see

as 

also [an inf n. of which the verb, if it

have 

one, is app- (19:) or a curdng of

tlis 

ribs. (TA.) [See and see also

5. 

s,.Za.3 He (a man, mu, or became,

crooked,curwd,orbent. 

(Q,k-.)-[Andbence,)

He 

was, or became, affected with

�ompastionfor 

him. (]g, TA.)

see 

what follows.

0 

An old man bent QC, TA) with age.

(TA.) 

- A horse charact~ by witat is tomed
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0 a. : (g:) [tee j:]) accord. to A'Obeyd,
wide in the s betwe the hind leg, without

o or. : (so accord. to different copies of

I-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

re C: [see these terms explained above, conj. 2:])
an epithet of commendation: (.:) accord. to
ISb, having cur ed bone: the mare, he says, is I

termed t.9;_: and this latter, accord. to 4, is

an epithet applied to a mare curved in the ,5L. t

[or shanks] of the fore legs: or, accord. to IA*r, 1

in [the shanks of] the kind leg.: or, as he says.
in another place, curved in the 3L [here app.
meaning the Aind shank]. (TA.) [See also

JL-,, [mentioned in the S and Myb in art.
Jo.,] applied to a man, (, M9b,) Short: (?, c

MNb, 15:) and, (1V,) a some say, (Mqb,) large in

the belly, (Az, lSd, Myb, 1,) and short: (Az,

ISd, MIb:) and [in the C1; "or "]Jlehy; (IS,d

9-. ~~~~~~~~~~(

15;) as also J .. (-.)~A fur-garme (t:

(A, $, :) or an old and w~orn-out furgarment.
(I8d, .)- An old and wrom-out boot. (ISd,

1o.)The sea; as also. t dfer . c(ISd,1s .)

e': seace above.-Also, (T, O,TA,) and

I h (T, h0, ],) [but the latter has a more

intensive signification,] Loquacrious; a Areat

talker. (T, O, 

aJn : ee Ji-: and see also Ja.

[or 1_sand t, m'.: see arts. and y~.

&-

i A green pe, [or jar], (, ,) to wbhich

some add, inclining to redness: (TA:) or wine-

jars, (A'Obeyd, Nh,) glazed, or varnisahed, green,

(Nh,) which used to be carried to E;l-Afedeench,
with wine in them: (A 'Obeyd, Nli:) the use of
which, for preparing Jin therein, is forbidden in

a trad., because it quickiy became potent in them,
by reason of the glazing, or varnish; or, as some
say, because they used to be made of clay kneaded
with blood and hair; but the former is the right
reason: afterwards applied to any jars, or pot-
tery: (Nh:) thus some explain it as a sing.;

(MF;) and the pl. is (Az, TA:) others,

as a pl. [or coll. gen. n.], of which the sing. [or
n. un.] is with : (MF:) some say that the ; is

augmentative: so says the author of the Mtb:
others, that it is radical. (TA.) [See art. ]

- Black clouds; (Az, ,;) as also [the pl.]

,.1.-: (Az, g, V:) because, with the Arabs,

(IS.J is [used for] w ( [ [tsee b t ; and

see also T;m; in art. l ) or as being likened

to *3" (meaning jars) filled [with water]: (Az,

TA.) n. un. with 3. (1Q) - The colocynth-
plnt; (, TA;) because of its intense greenness:
nU. u. with . (TA.)

65

£ 1.

* !_~~~~~~~~1. u -($A, Mqb, l,) aor. t, 

M!b, 15,) inf. n. AA.. (g,* A, Myb, V`) and
L.;., (TA,) He violated, or broke, or failed of
performitg, his oath: (A, Myb, 1], TA:) he MWa

untrue in his oath: (6,TA:) he committed a A
in, or crime, in his oath. (TA.) Also He re- 
racted, or ,evoked, his oath. (TA.) - And the
verb alone, He said wvhat was not true. (KbUlid

1bn.Jembeh, TA.)_-He inclined from what wa
false to rhat mw true. or from wha wvas true
to what was false. (1.) - [And app. t Re

ommitted a sin, or crime: a meaning which <0 a~~~~

eems to be indicated in the ]p: see :_, below.]

2. 1m. He pronounced him (4..) a violator,
)r non-p~former~, of his oath: (Mb:) [a verb

cimilar to 9 , and ; &c.]

4. . ($,1) f ()I made him to I

,iolate, or break, or fail of performing, his oath.

(e L$ oath:4 (, TA :) l Such a one
uented not, or consented not, to the conjuremnt 

f such a one; contr. of s . (T and TA in 

Irt.j .) 

5. a.l t He put aray, or cast away, from

himmlf --. t, i.e. sin, or crime: (I8d, Tow-

sbeeb, TA: it is said that there are only six
verbs of the measure of this signifying the putting
away, or casting away, from oneself a thing, [i. e.

the thing denoted by the root,] which are -

and_ w nd and and 5u-3 and , and

;.g.: (TA:) - he did a work mhereby toescape
from sint, or crime: (IAr,Mqb:)theapplied
himself to acts, or exercise, of devotion; (h, A,
Msb, 1o;) accord. to Ez-Zuhbree and the ,
during numerous nights; but it has been shown
by the Expositors of El-Bukhiree, and others,
that this addition is taken from words following
the verb in the explanation of a trad., and has
nothing to do with the meaning of the verb itself:
(MF, TA:) t relinqsuished [the worship of]

idols; ($, V;) like A_;; (S;) and it may be
that the m,e in this verb is interchangeable with
j , (A,) or a substitute for J. (TA.) You say

also, I.i . He abstained from uech

a thing as a in, or crime; syn. ,hU, (, A, 1,

and b nd (A.) And .t t He ougAht

to bring himelf near unto God, or to advance
himself in God's favour, by rorks [of devotion

&c.]. (TA.)

:;_ The violation, orfailure of prformane,
of an oath: (, A,1, TA:) [an inf. n. used as

a simple subst.:] pl. t as in the saying

;p, oA b41o [He is accountable for, or

chorge7ble wit, many violations, or failurew of
performance, of oaths]. (TA.) - : A sin, a
crime, an offene, or an act of disobedience. (,
IA, Mb, h.) So in the saying [in the iur
lIv,i. 45], A j 1 s ;, o''s

t[And they ted in great sin]; (A;) mean-
ing belief in a plurality of god. (B4, Jel.) And
hence, (B in lvi. 45,) . eta He (a boy)

attained to th age hwmen h was pusbkl for

in: (A, B4 :) or attained to [th ag9 whn h
ecamne pnihab for] diobee~.d [re~rd-

Mbe for] obedience: ( :) or attained to the age
AheM th peM [of th eorwn~g ag ] began to
egister Ais acts of obediwn* and of disobdien:

ittained to the age of pbety: attai to man.
ood. (TA.) [Hence asho,] b_,1 t ThA

childrem of adtdtery or fornication: ooourring
n a trad., acoord. to one reading: aooord. to

mnother reading, . ,I ),l. (L.)

lJl;. Violating, or failing to perfom, Ahis

Path; or a violator, or wof-perorm , of his
ath. (M#b.)

-.~... .~ 2..~e.: see 

A thing rpecting which pople differ,

and vhich admits of its being rgarded in two

diere~t ways; au also . (L) [8o colled
because it may make one to be untrue in an
oath.]

~l..., accord. to some, having no sing.;

but ;ecord. to others, its sing. is -' , and
this is app. the truth, and is agreeable with analogy;
(MF ;) Placs [L . ccans] of faing into the
violation of an oath or oaths, or tisnto sin or
crime; expl. by 1 81 . (TA) and '

,13l (o)

,^ , here mentioned in the 1: see art.
~ , in which I have mentioned it U Q. Q.,

like the two words here following, which are
mentioned in the latter art. in the $ and 1] &c.

,,,,}ee mr_

)j:~~jm

1'~ and c. &c.: ee art. j~..

Q. L ,': see what next follows.

Q. 2. kfv"' It (the night) was, or became,

dark: (15:) or intensely dark; (TA;) as also
* r.. ([am p. 140.).. And He (a man)
fell down; and was eak: (Cgh, :) men-
tioned by fgh in art. _,.~. (TA.)

L Darkss: (1:) or inte~s darkness:

(1Im p. 140:) pl. ,?-.. (.) You say, i.
J'Jl i4 ) [They jorurnyed in tAe darAncus,

or intense darknss, of ths night]: and u/ t

A tJ1 [in the darknes, or inte~s darknm, of the

nights eaUld .; , q.v.]. (A, in art. ... )

Z derives it from '1.l mening J*. ;i,.
(TA. [See art. ,~ ..]) Also, a a n epithet
applied to night, (1, ,) Dark: (':? or is-

te~sey dark; ( ;) and so t _,%. (l[am
p. I4o.) You say A and l;. ~.
(TA.) -[Hence,] ,,IJu.JI Thrae niAhts (4,
TA) of the luhnuar montAh, (TA,) newt rfler the

1

diwbd~.cmd 

[m~rd-

&bk 

for] Obedience: (�:) or attained to th 69*

num 

th PM [Of thd rw~ ~1 bean to

yWor 

Ais aeU of obo~.# and of 4~imcw:

ittaiud 

to the op of ~y: at~ to mon-

wod. 

(TA.) [Hence ahod

,Aitdrm 

of adtdtffy or fornication: Ownrring

U 

a 

trad., uwrd. to one reading: accord. to

mother 

reading, t� t (I.)

,!j$;. 

Violating, or failinq to "fom, his

Path. 

or a violator, or w~formff, of his

lath. 

(M#b.)

we

A 

thing ~ging which pwpk diZer,,

and 

;vhich 

admits qf its beinq mardad in two

itifferent 

mays; U also t.�. (L) [80 mlied

�ecause 

it way make on; to be antme in an

)ath.]

accordL 

to some, having no sing.;

but 

;ewrd. to others, its sing. m and

this 

is 

app. 

the tmtb, and is agreeable with analogy.

(MP;) 

Placas R 0. OCC"i~l Of f~ into the

violation 

of an oath or oatAs, or tisto &in or

ednu; 

expl. 

by 1;� (TA) and

O^ 

here mentioned in the V: me aft.

~ 

, in which I have mentioned it U Q. Q.,

like 

the two words here following, which are

mentioned 

in the latter art. in the and 1� &,c.

ace art.

J~ 

and &c. . ace art. j~.

1. 

bm~: me what next follows.

Q. 

2. It (the night) was, or became,

dark: 

Qg:) or intenuly dark; (TA;) u also

-And 

He (a man)

(yam 

P. 

140

feU 

down; and mm mmk: (Cgh, V:) men-

tioned 

by $gh in (TA.)

Darkma: 

(194 or into~ darknew:

p. 

140:) pi. M? - (V.) You say,

or 

intenw darknon, of ths night]: and,.c�Q

At 

[in the darknon, or in~ darknam, of the

nights 

caudd.;&, q. v.]. (A, in art. Wo~.)

Z 

derives it from mmning Jt*. ;ik�.

(TA. 

(See art W,~J) -Also, ag �I epithet

applied 

to night, Dark: ('V: or in-

t~ 

y dark, (C0 and go (lgam

'I' 

' ' X and

p. 

4O.) 

You, my

(TA.) 

-[HenceJ %MbQiI nru nights (]g,

TA) 

of the lunar month, (TA,) newt *.Per the

#in: (A,* B4 ) or atga~ to LUO 094 04^ m
became 

puni~forl diwbo~.and [mmrd-

1. 

A, Mqb, l�,0) aor. - p able for] 0Wimw: (�:) or attained to th

M!1b, 

VJ inf. n. (g,* A, Meb, V`) and oh* th pm [of thd rw~ ~ 1 bCdm to

(TA,) 

He tliol�ted, or broke, or Ais act# of obodUw.* and of diwWienew:

f~ 

of ~or

attained 

to the age of ~.V: at~ to mon-

performing, 

his oath: (A, Mqb, ]p, TA:) he MW

catme 

in his oath: (�, TA:) he committed a hood. (TA.) [Hence also']

in, 

or crime, in his oath. (TA.) Also Hi re- children, of adtdtffy or forni�a� : owarring

racted, 

or iewked, his oath. (TA.) - And the in a trad., accord. to one reading: amoril. to

Perb 

alone, He said tvhat mm not tru. (Kbilid another reading, (L)

1bn4embeh, 

TA.)-He inclinedfmm ovlmt mm 0

fabe 

to miat mm true. or from mAM was tru %tjl;. Violating, or failing to "form, his

,'o 

what was falm. (g.) -[And app. t Re oath. or a violator, or w~ formff, of his

,.ommitted 

a sin, or crime: a meaning which oath. (M#b.)

cems 

to he indicated in the ]p:W %:.;�w below.]

2. 

1:�m. Hepronounred him (&Usk.) a violator,

)r 

non~ oyy~, of his oath: (Mqb:) [a verb A thing r"ctmg mktok pwpk dijor.

and 

;vhich admits qf its being Mardad in two

iimilar 

to 

j 

and &c.]

diffomt 

mays; u also (L) [80 olled

4. 

an

ffl 

I made him to because it way make one to be antme in

2iolate, 

or break, or fail of perfoming, his oath. oath.]

Such 

4 OM accord. to some, having no sing.;

* ' 6 '
umted 

not',' or cownted not, to the cmjtsrmmt but ;cwrd. to others, its sing. is and

)f 

such 

a one; contr. of J�,,. (T and TA in this is app. the tmth, and is agreeable with analogy;

(MP;) 

Placas [L 6. OM~] Of fa~ into the

violation 

of an oath or oatAs, or tisto irin or

'Za.j 

t He put atray, or cwt amay,

5. 

t. JrOM crinw; expl. by 1;� (TA) and

himmlf 

tt.�t, i.e. irin, or crime., (I8d, Tow-

abeeb,TA:5 

it is said that there are only six

verb� 

of 

the measure of this aignifying the putting

away, 

or 

cuting away, from oneself a thing, [i. e.

the 

thing denoted by the root,] which are Z� o here mentioned in the V: me art.

and 

d jr;~3 and and in which I have mentioned it m Q. Q.,

like 

the two words here following, which are

(TA:) 

-the did a work mhersby to ~pe

mentioned 

in the latter art. in the and 1� &,c.

from 

dript, or crime: (IA*rMCIb:) theapphed

himself 

to acts, or exorcism, of dtvotion; (§, A,

Mgb, 

]�;) accord. to Ez-Zuhree and the ]�, 5 me art.

during 

numeroui; nights; but it has been shown

by 

the Expositors of El-Bukhiree, and others,

that 

this addition is taken from word# following

the 

verb in the explanation of a trad., and has

j~ 

and j3~ &c. . we art. j~.

viotlbing 

to do with the meaning of the verb itself:

(MF, 

TA:) t Its relin"ished [the worship of)

idols; 

(�, V;) like and it way be

that 

the ,to in this verb is interchangeable with me what next follows.

,j, 

(A,) or a substitute for J. (TA.) You say

also, 

Ub Cj" %:� t He abstained ~ such Q. 2. It (the night) was, or became,

a 

thing as a tin, or cKme; syn. XU, (?, A, ]�,) dark: Qg:) or intenuly dark; (TA;) u also

* 

- 'O' (yam p. 14O.) -And He (a man)

and 

And jt;01,.t� tHe

(A 

fea down; and mm weak: (Cgh,y:) roen-

to 

mielf wear unto God, or to advance tioned by $gh in arL W*~. (TA.)

himseif 

in God's favour, by srorb [of devotion

kc.i. 

(TA.) Darkma: (lg:) or into~ darknew:

The 

violation, orfailure oflwrfo,manm, p. 140:) pi. m? 1JJ-

a 

jouruyed in tA# darA*eu,

of 

an'oath A, ]�, TA:) [an inf. n. used as

0 

.06 or intenw darknon, of ths night]: and

a 

aimple subst.:] pl. m in the saying,

me 

is accountable for, or A t [in the darknm, or in~ darknm, of the

charge,7ble 

witle, many violations, or failum of niqhts caU#d.;&, q. v.]. (A, in arL Wh~.)

performance, 

of oathic). (TA.) A sita, a . 6

Z 

derives it from mmning Jt*.

Mme, 

an o net, or an act of diwbodience. (�,

.fe 

(TA. (See art Wj..1) -Also, aw �I epithet

A, 

Mqb, ]p.) So in the saying [in the yur

1 

- A J !tl, applied to night, (?,V,) Dark: ('V:? or in-

Ivi. 

45], 1 .2� 1

t~ 

and ao 0. fflam

1 

[And 

they ~ led in great #in]; (A;) mean- I

ing 

belief in a plurality of " . (B4, Jel.) And P. 1404 YOU MY and LA:n. A�.

hence, 

(BO in Ivi. 45J t� t He (a boy) (TA.) -[HenceJ QJ1 Thru nights

attained 

to the ap mAm is was punishable for TA) of the lunar moaih, (TA,) newt a.Per
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i [q .]. ([.) IH ence also,] d, . ,
a phrase like a_ [Intensely black]. (L.)

~,O.st- a term applied by the people of the
East to DirAem cut in pieces; which pieces they
use for change, and in almsgiving: so explained
by Esh-Shereshee. (gar p. 81.)

, . - :- see 

, . ~ see ,~,_e in art. ~..

3; ',, (9, ~, &c ,) mentioned by J and egh
in art. 3j.; but IB says that it belongs to the
present art., the ) being a radical letter; and
thus Sb mentions it as an epithet, in a sense ex-
plained below; (TA;) and * '.a/ (Sh, g)
and Jo;. (TA) and t j ., (],) allowed
by S9, but disallowed by J, (TA,) and t;. '

and tJ ,4 and - ' (1) and tk)- -
(TA;) [The herb lotus, melilot, sreet trefoil, or
bird's.foot-trefoil; so in the present day;] a
certain plant; (8;) a certain herb, or legumi-
now plant, (,) resmbling frea, or green, i
[q. v.]; (TA;) i.q. !J3: (?, : ) a Nabathwan
name,arabicized. (;.)~Also the first, A tall man,
incompact, or incongruous, in make, (Ibn-Es-Ser-
raj, lg,) like hinm who is ij,.~ [or insane]; (Ibn-
E.Serr6j, TA ;) or, as some say, like the 'j*m [or
foolish, or stupid, &o.]: (TA:) or it signifies
also i. q. ~ 1.. (].) And One who turns about
the eyes; or who does so much, or frequently.
(AO, Az, Y5.) [But in this sense it belongs to
art. j~-.]

, and i0 &c.: see the paragraph
inm mediately preceding.

1. .. , saor. , inf. n. LA (, L, , &c.) and
;lu~t,, [which latter is an intensive form,] He
roasted a kid, &c.: (M, L:) or he roasted flesh-
meat with Iheated stones, (T, A, L,) [in a hole dug
in the ground, (see ",)] in order to cook it
thorouylly: (A:) or he roastted a sheep or goat,
antid put upon it helated stones to cook it thoroughly:
(S, L, ]..:) or he roasted flesh-meat by covering
it oer in fire, or burying it therein: (AZ, L:)
or he roasted it to that it dripped: (M:) or he
roasted it without overdoing it [so that the mois-
ture dr;pped from it]: or he scalded a kid &c.,
.o ast to remove its hair. (L.) [See also J.m;
andl stec 4.] ...... IJI .. , (A, L, IK,) aor. ,
inf. . Jlf , (L,) ! The tun burned him, (A, L,
K,) namely, a traveller, and pained his brain.

; )_8 , ,A,L naor. ,
,) inf n .; (9, L) and t, (A, L,) He

urged on the horse, (A, ]g,) and made him to run
, heat or two heats, (, L, K,) and then threw
ripon him cooerings, (, A, L, ],) one above
another, (L,) to the number offire or six, (T, L,)
in the sun, (9, K,) in order that he mightt s^eat,

(T, S, A, L, ]g,) to reduce hi. fat, and prevent
his breathing hard. (T, L.) To a horse to which
this is done you apply the epithets t, and
t , . (9, A, L, .) If the horse do not sweat,
you say of him, tS. (0e, L.)_ e /&-: 4.

4. Jk.d He cooked flesh-meat thoroughly. (L.)
- [See also 1 ] _- Also, inf. n. L.i, t He put
much mixture [of water] into the beverage or
wine ( ): or, as some say, the contr., i.e.
he put little thereof: (1, TA:) accord. to Fr,
(L,) i. q. ;l and uh.al: (T,L:) AHeyth
disallows its being syn. with these two verbs:
(L :) but in the M it is said that i t . , aor. ,
means the made the water for him little, and
the beverayge, or wine, much; as also A&J.:

(L, TA :) accord. to Fr, · LA. 1 I means
W.&1., i. e. t [mhn thou givest to drink,] make
the water little, and thte se. much; (T, L, TA;)

or this phrase means i41, i. e. pour into
thy beerage, or wine, a little water: (?, L:) in
the A it is said that J ,JE ':, I means
: [nmhAn thou givest him to drinh,] givre him to
drink pure [wine] that shall burn hiJ inide.
(TA.)

10. Ja..:. I le lay upon hias ide in iAthe sun,
(V, TA,) and threm clothae over him there, (TA,)
in order that hA might meat. (g, TA.) You
say, ,±il ,) ; i endeavoured to
make myself sweat by throwing clothe over me
in the sun. (A.)

: see -~ Also t The intensenes, or
violence, and burning, of heat. (9, L.)

;5.L. t Intense, or violent, Aheat. (]r.)

t A man (TA) that weats much. (,
TA.)

t;., like .atli, [a proper name, indecl., with
kesr for its termination,] t The sun. (I.)

I;m t+eat: so in the phrase i%'~ Wl.

t Burning heat. (L.)

jt;a Roasted flesh-meat; as also t ; . and

t ·j, which last is an inf. n. used as an epithet:
(L:) or roasted with heated stone.s, (T, A, L,) in
order to be cooked thoroughly: (A:) or a sheep
or goat roasted, and having heated stones put
upon it to cook it thoroughly; (, L, ;) as
also * j...; (TA;) which Ibn-'Arafeh explains
as meaning roasted by means of heated stone put
upon it, so thoroughly as to fall off from the
bonew: or j., he says, signifies roasted by
means of hot stones so as to drip: (L:) or hot,
roasted, flesh-meat, of which the moisture drips:
(Sh, L, :*) this is said by Az to be the best
explanation that has been given of it: (TA:) or
roasted flesh-meat not overdone: (L :) or roasted
by beiag buried in the fire: (AZ, L:) or [roasted
flesh-meat] for which one has dug a hole in the
ground in which it is then covered over [with
fire or hAtted stones], agreeably with a well-
known practice of the Arabs of the desert: (Fr,
L :) or roasted in a hole dug in the ground,
heated stones being put upon it. (.Har p. 20.)

[8ee also 1 . .]__8ee alo 1.-Also tHeated
water: (]C:) or Aot water. (Sh, T, L) tA
kind of oil. (.) t A perfumed preparation

of 'Sti. [or marsh-aUowe] and the like, for
washing the head. (, TA.)

Jl. v ( * t Beverage, or wi, mied with
nmch water. (IA#r, TA.) (But see 4.]

see M;..

U...: see J;~, in two placea: -and see
also L

!j-.. An ass of middling make (LJIl ~;4').
(g.) Also SIort andstrong: or broad: (g:)
or short and broad; applied to a man: (Th,TA:)
and thick, coarse, rude, or bulky, (]g, TA,) and
short. (TA.) [See ?ilj, in two places.] - The
cock. (6.) Also, and 1 ;_ A jfock of
[the kind of birds called] UWJ: (C :) or the male
ofthe Us. (TA.) [See ... in art. ,j..].
And both these words, The carrot of the land
( i 'j. [see .*i.~ in art.. nj]): ( C:) n. un.
of the former with t: that of the latter is not known
to have been in use. (TA.) - This is [said to be]
the proper place of these two words; [the p being
regarded as a radical letter;] (], TA;) not art.

,-j.. (TA.)

,j see above: and see also art. .j..

1. ,,:, (S, A, Mob, ],) aor. ;, (Msb, ,)
He hunted, sought to catlch or capture, or caught
or captured, (S, A, Myb, V,) such animals as are
hunted &c., (~,Msb, IC,) or such as are termed
At~.l , pl. of ."m; (A;) as also t1.. (TA.)
_- .JI ^;a.~ The erpent bit him. (A, TA.)

4: see above.

bib. Anything that is hunted, or caught or
captured, of birds or flying things, and of [or,
accord. to the Cl, this word "of" should be
omitted here, as well as where it next occurs,]
wchat are termed 1jnJl [venomous or noxious
reptiles or the like, such as scorpions and serpents],
(1, A, Mgh, a Myb, 9i,) and of what are termed
~.';'l ;,1.,m. (1,) such as the hedgehog, and the
[lizards of the kinds called] ,: and iJi, and
the [rat called] j^', and the common rat or
mouse, and the serpent: (TA:) or any animal
whose head resembles that of the serpent, (Lth,
Mgh, Mqb,* ],) of chameleons and of [the lizards

called] .,tl ..1t , and the like: (Lth, Mgh,*
Msb :*) or any creeping thing, of beasts and of
birds orflying thingjj: (Kr, TA :*) and the ser-
pent: (S, Kr, A, Mgh, :) or the viper: (? :)
or a kind of white and thick serpent, like the
C)Q;, or larger; or the black hind thereof:
(TA;) or a serpent that blows, but does not hurt:
(Ham p. 026:) and the common Jfly: (Ibn.

'Abb.d, A, ggh, P ) pl. k.z.. (S, A, Mgh, O)
and OA. (A, TA.)

:i

I
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v134 _ Sting, or bitten, by what is termed c(
h~ . (IAqr, 6-.) m1

p

ai
k

1. ~., (16,) aor. , (T1g,) inf. n. ;j_, It a
(seed-produce) attained to the time for its being
reaped; as also V 1. ( S.) -It (a tree of It
the kind called C_*) became mature, and its t)

leave became white; as also * " 1: ( 8:) or it
became ,vhite and snature, (li, TA,) and there
cameforth Upon it a dust-colouredfruit, and what

0

resembled pieces of glue appeared upon its tops; o
(TA;) as also , aor. '; (]g, TA;) and A
V";_1: (TA:) [the last, though omitted in the

E, seems to be the most common:] or its colour
became white inclining to yellowness, antd its
odour sreeet: (1Athl:) Az relates, on the authority

of IA9r, that one says, t4Ij,,21, and tS-I,

like 5.;1 - ^v: and one says, of the -: II

when it first breaks out for its leaves to come

forth, 1.31 A3; and when it has increased little
by little, &jtl A; and when its greenness hasc

increased, J;t: and when it has become white 5
and mature, h _: (TA:) or tL*-; is said of a
tree, and of a herb, meaning its fruit became

mature; and so J_, inf. n. 'j_. (Alin.) _ 4
It (leather) became red. (S, ]g.) [Thc inf. n. of
the verb in this sense is not mentioned.] ~See
also 2.

2. A.., inf. n. gMe;m. (S, TA;) in the 1g,

! J;_, aor. '; which is a mistake; (TA ;) He
prepared him (a dead person [i. e. for burial])

[and also it (grave-clothing)] with 1 [q. v.];

(S, ];) as also t 1"a. (1I.) And [hence,]

tJmni1 [lit. lie nas prepared for burial with

is used to sig,nify] he died. (l.)

4. 1%~-1 : see 1, in five places.~ -l: and

~..:> see 2. - Th.e former also signifies lie, or
it,made him, or it, to bleed: made him, or it, to
be bloody; or smeared, befouled, or deffled, him,
or it, ,rith blo odl: it (blood) befouled, or defiled,
him#, or it. (IAqr.)

5. S;J lIe (a (enad person) wras, or became,

prepared [(for butial] with Jo. (K.) - Also,
or S,-11 , (S,) lie (a man) made use of

L j_.for- hirnselj; in his clothing: (S, TA:) so
in v trad.: meaning, on his going fortth to battle;
as though dciring thereby to prelpare himself for

BZ L]

death, asd to induce hiiimself to enedure the fight
with patience. (TA.)

10. 1 [lit. lie desired to be prepared for
burial with 1j and hence meaning] he (a
n1an, Fr) emboldened hinself, or became et-
boldened, to encounter eatl, holditng htis lifi in
light estimnation. (Fr, 19.)

r. Wlteat; and the grain of wheat; syn.

(e , Msb, k ) and c and p," ; (Msb;) of

the first three of which awords, . is the most

e}setle pecin s of ;) the werll-known giin

calUed : (TA:) chen ed, and applied as a poul-
tice,it is good for the bite of a dog : ( :) or,

Bk. I.
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wrectly, wthat is chewed thereof disperses hu- A
ours; butfor the bite of a dog, it is coarsly w
ounded, and put upon the bite; as is said by the

P~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

athor of the " Minhaj :" and one of its well-
nown properties is this; that when it is put upon

piece of heated iron, and powdered, and ring-

~rms ( -j) are smeared nwith the moisture
thereof, it removes them: (TA:) pl. _.

An eater of much ZL_m [or wheat], in a
rder that he may growfat. (]p.) - Accord. to
Aboo-Nagr and Aboo-Sa'eed, (TA,) Inflated, or

roollen; syn. TA.. (1,TA)

g

UL..: see what next follows. p
I

J.Ys (8 IAth, M sb, 1) and ?1;.. (1Ath, a- 0

dab, 10) [Perfume such as is termed] ;s : (9:) c

or odoriferous substances (IAth, M 9b, 1]) of any c

hind (V) that are mixed (lAth, M 9b, Ji)for a E

orpue, (Msb, 15,) in particular, (Msb,) or for e

¢rave-clottes andfor the bodies of the dead, conl-
isting of ;3, or musk, or ambergris, or cam-

rphor, or otiler substance, namely, Indian cane, 4

or sandal-wood, bruised: derived from JL.; said .

1f the _ signifying that its colour became

white inclining to yellowness, and its odour

sweet: (IAth:) the term o_ is applied to
anything with which a corpste is perfumed, con-

sisting of mush and ; and sandal-wood and

ambergris and camphor, and other things that
are sprinkled upon itfor the purpose of perfuming

it and drying up its moisture. (Msb.)

aiLe:.. The trade of the Joe. [q. v.]. (S, 6.)

Ltr.. A seller of ak.. [or wheat]; (S,Mgb,

Msb,1 ;) as also Vt5 (1m;) a rel. n. from the

former. (Mob.) [The pl.] i is explained
by the lawyers as signifying Persons wvho trans-

port wheat (1ac;~) fromn the ship to the houses.

(Slgh in art. Ji;.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

. ;;1 A possesor of albs*. [or n-heat]: (K1:)

or one who posseses much tleecof. (fgh, K.)

[A possessive epithet, like ,s and .. tU.] And
)9q1_ ;93 A people ihose seed-produce hA

attained to the timefor its being reaped: [in this
sense also] a possessive epithet. (TA.) - Also,

[act. part. it. of £;., or,] accord. to Ski and I8d,

an act. part. n. of 1, as applied to the 

contr. to analogy, meaning [Mature and] having

its learex become white; as also t.L;; : (TA:)
and, applied to a tree, and a herb, haring itsfruit

mkature. (Aijn.) Also, accord. to Sh, i. q.

r vSl, in the phrase Ja J;1.. [app. meaning
What is putting forth its kave, of trees of the

kind called L]: but accord. to Ibn-'Abbid
and the V, the fruit of the kind of tree called

; C(TA.) - Also Red leather. (g, TA.)

tndLm J.ed._ Intensely red: (IF, I :) because

heat (i,J1 ) is called fmJl. (IF.)

n itUfruit [lik the h ]. (AIlei, TA.)

[The colocynth; cucumis coloeynthis;]

certain bitter plant; (Msb;) [and its fruit;]

*U hnown; ( ;) i. q. 5&:: (~ :) n. un. with :
5, Mqb, ] :`) [accord. to Freytag (who refers to
Lvic. p. 175, and Sprengel. hist. rei herb. vol. i.
.269,) applied also to the momordica elateriumn,

r cucumis prophetarum :] ther~ is a male speci,
nd afemale; theformer fibrou; the latter soft,
r easily broken, white, and easy to swallow:
TA:) the choice sort of it is theyellom; (V;)
or, accord. to the "Ilinoon" of the Ra-ees [Ibn-
8eena, from which the description of its properties
ad uses, in the V and TA, is, with some slight
variations, taken], the white, very white, and

'oft; for the black and the hard are bad, and it
i not pluched until it becomes yellow, and the
greennes has completely gone from it; (TA:)
its pulp attenuates the thick phlegmatic humour
that flows upon the joints ([, TA) and tendon,
(TA,) when swallowed (I[, TA) in the dose of
of twelre eeerdts, (TA,) or ued in tie mtanner of
a clyster: it is beneficial for melancholy, and
epileps, and the [sort of doting termned] ,.vlj.,

and alopecia ( J1 .;j), and elephantiasis

(..I4J1), (1p TA,) and [the diease oqf the tumidt

leg, termed] JSJI fo; for thae three ued by
rubbing; and for the cold ,.. [i.e. arthritis,

or gout], (TA,) andfor the bite of vipers, and the
stinj of scorpions, especially its root; ([, TA;)
for this last being the most beneficial of medi.
cines; a drachm of its root, administered to an
Arab stung by a scor)pion in four places, being
said to hare cured him on the spot: that which is
plucked green relores [the bon'el] excessively, and
produces excexire vomiting: so in the "1l anoon:"
(TA:) it is also beneficial for the tooth-ache, 1,y
fumigating with its seeds; andfor killirng flet.,
by sprinhlin nwhat is cooked thereof; andJor tlha
scihttica, by rubbing with what is green thereof:
(1], TA:) its root is cooked with vinegar, and
one 'rinse the mouth with it for the tooth-ache;
and the vinegar is cooked in it in hot ashes: whe,
cooked in olie-oil, that oil, being dropped [into
the ear-hole], is beneJicialfor ringing in the ears:
it is beneficial also for the moist and flatulent
ceolic: and sometimes it attenuates the blood: ad-
ministered as a suppository in the vagina, it hills
thefatus: (TA:) nhen the plant bears a single
fruit, this is very deadly. (g, TA.) [See also

J...] Accord. to [many of] the leading autho-
rities among the Arabs, (TA,) the ~ in this
word is augmentative; (Msb, TA;) because of
their saying, .e1.l J)J&., meaning "the camel
became sick from eating J ; " and J and ggh
[and Fei and others] have mentioned it in art.
JJb*.: but ISd says that this is not an evidence

of its being radically triliteral; and that i0.' is
83
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1, or musk, or ambergyi3, or cam- it not plucked until it becomes ydkm, and the

r)hor, 

or 01,11r substance, namely, Indian cane, greenness hm complettly gone from it; (TA:)

gr,sandal-wood, 

bruised: derived from JL�� wiid itspulp attenuates the thick phlegmatic humour

sifynifying 

that its colour becam thatflows upon the joints (V, TA) and tendorm,

1)f 

the 

0 1 e(TA,) when maUomed (19, TA) in lit# dose of

white 

inclining to yellownew, and its odour

of 

twelm #est.4t3, (TA,) or und in tito inanuff of

sweet: 

(IAth:) the term is applied to

anything 

with which a corpite is perfumed, con- a cly3ter. it is beneficial for melancholy, and

3isting 

of mush and and sandal-wood and epiL" , and the [3ort of dotinq termedl

11.1d, 

and alolmcia ("_11JJ1 J;), and eL-phantiasid

ambergris 

and camphor, and other things that

(1�p 

TA,) and [the dimase ql'tlte tumiti

are 

ipi-irthled upon itfor the purPO38 ofperfuming log, termed] JjUl -f> ; for these thres umd by

it 

ayid dryiptg iip its moisture. (Msb.)

rubbing; 

and for the cold [i. e. arthritis.

a*i'ot�e. 

The trade oj'the lvlj�. [q. v.]. or gout], (TA,) andfor the bite of vipert, and tho

stimj 

of scorpionil, especially its 1-00t ; (]p, TA;)

itio. 

A seller Rf aCe. [or wheat] Mgb, for this ladt being the itiost beneficial of medi.

ctnes 

, a drachm of iu root, admististored to an

Msb,l�;) 

as also *,,btmm.; (K

.

;) a rel. n. from the Ap.o�lYeutty by a scorpion in foui. places, being

former. 

(Mob.) [T�e pl.] is explained said to have cured him on the spot: that which is

by 

the lawyers as signifyinf, Persons ivlto tran#--- plucked greeit reloxes [the bops..elt] extemively, and

port 

wheat (33a;~) fl.014 the chip to the houses. produces excextire romitiiiy: so in the 11 kUnoon:"

(SIgh 

in art. JW.) (TA:) it ii alco beneficial for the tooth-ache, l�,1

funtigating 

ivith its seedll; andfor kiUirigfleet.,,

see 

the xjext preceding paragraph. by spi.iithlipitl what is cooked thereof; andjbi. Iltd

sekitica, 

by rubbing with what 4 green the�.eid':

JL;�. 

A poveuor of alb*�~ [or.?#.heat]: (K:) (1�, TA:) itil root ii cooked with winegov., akid

or 

ine who possenes much 'tliepeof. fth, K.) (kne kliiam the mouth with it for the toolli-acke;

[A.possessive 

epitlict, like and..#.*U.] Atid and the ~ ar U cooked in it in hot ashes: when,

A 

peirple irhose seed-produce Am cooked in oliw-oil, that oil, being dr&pped liptin

attained 

to the timefor it3 being reaped: [in this the ear-holt], i` benefc'alfor ringipig in the ears:

sense 

tilsol a powsessive epithet. (TA.) - Also, it iis beneficial also for the moist and flatillep#g

[act. 

part. it. of J;��, or,] accord. to Ski axid I8d, colic: and sometimes it attenuates the blood: ati-

ministered 

as a suppository in the vagina, it hillis

an 

act. part. n. of as applied to the !~j, thefwtus: (TA:) when the plant bears a 3ingle

contr. 

to analogy, meaning [Mature atid] having �ru!t, this is very doodly. (]g, TA.) [See also

its 

learex become white; as also 'rtwzil�: (TA:) Accord. to [many of] the leading autlio-

and, 

applied to a tree, and a herb, hd;ripi�l itsfruit riti'es among the Arabs, (TA,) the Cj in this

ukature. 

(A-Vn.) Also, accord. to Sh, i. q. woi.d is augmentative; (Mob, TA;) because of

In 

the phrase J�;';. [upp. meanincr their saying. ' ea'41 JJbb., meanincr 11 the 'camel

What 

is putting forth it3 ka;es, of trees of the became sick from eatin'g and J and ggh

a .
kind 

caUrd but accord. to Ibu-'Abbid [and Fei and others) have mentioned it in art.

and 

the V, the fruit of the kind of tree called jib*.: but I8d says that this in not an evidence

(TA.) 

- Also Red leather. (g, TA.) of its beincy radically triliteral; and that ik�. is
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like ;; (u an epithet applied to a woman
from 1~pi,ult, wbich must be acknowledged t
be radicaly quadriliteral. (TA.)

1. ht~, aor. , (1,) in. n. lw., (TX(,) H,
or it, irclined, or declined. (, TA.) You sa3

11 X (TA) and ,1l *t.$.3 (g) He incline
to it. (g,TA.) And .i4 . and~ t'V.i
He declined from it. (TA.)- .;j., aor.:
(Mqb, 9,) inf. n. J.; (M,b;) and JA
nor. ;i (];) He had that kind of distortio

hkicA i t red a~ explained belon
(Mtb, g.)

2. at_, (],) or A A. *., (.,) in£. r
,- , (],) I ,He rend d Aim, (],) or his le

orfoot, (,) .gAl. (.8, :.)

8 .. m3: ee 1, in two places. - [Hence,
e did according to the ~4 ; (., ;) i. e. th

laore of Abraham, which i; the religion of El
Isddm: (TA:) or Ahe became eircumcised: or A
turned away from te worshAip ofidols; ($, ];:
and beome, or made Aimself, a errant of God
or applied, or devoted, Aimself to rgiou s
vices or eerci~ . (8.) [See iJ.]

J;., originally, A natural amys: and par
ticularly an intersion of the foot, so that th&
upper side become. the lower: o says IDrd;
(Mgh;) or a croohdnes in tae lg, or foot,
(8, O, ;) i.e., (8, O, but in the 1 " o r " ) a
turning of one of the great toe towards tAd
otger: (8, O, :) or [a distortion that causes]
one's walking on the outer part of tAh foot, on thA
side in which is tAe little toe: (IS: [and so accord.
to an explanation of 1 ... l by IA r cited in the
8 :]) or an inclining [app. inwards] in the fore
part of the foot. (Lth, ].) Accord. to Ibn-
'Arafeh and the ], it signifies also A rigAt state
or condition or tendency; and accord. to the
former, the epithet ItF lI is applied to him who
has a wry leg, or foot, only by way of presaging
a right state: but Er-Raghib explains ... better,
as signifying an inclining, f'rom error, to a right
state or tendency. (TA.)

ad; The persMns called in relation to the
Imam Aboo-Haneqfehc [becaue they hold his

tenet].; as also t (JTi. (TA.) [is its
n. un.: and] signifies [also] one who is .of the
reliyion of Abraham. (Mgh. [See also ] )
.. A i$4'; [by which is here meant a esuel
tcith a tap, for the purpo~e of ablution, such as
is often used in a private house; and a fountain,
i. e. a tank with taps, for the sante purpos, in a
mosque; because person of the persuasion of
Aboo-ganeefeh must perform the ablution pre-
paratory to prayer with running water, or from
a tank or the like at least ten cubitr in breadth
and the same in depth;] but this application is
post-classical. (TA.) - J , (L, ,A
TA,) or t i4 , (so accord. to the CI,) or
a.*., (so in a MS. copy of the ],) Certain
smords, so caled in relation to El-Ahnaf Ibn

n) ey; because he was the first who ordered ts
to make them: by rule it should be 4_. (Lth

L, · ) 
i;_ Irnclining to a right state or tendeny

(Er-I(ghib, TA:) or right, or having a rig/l
state or tendency; (Akh,8, TA;) thus applied

c in like manner as ,i is applied to a crow:
d [and particularly] inclining, from ore religion

to another: (Iam p. 85:) or inclining, from
any fsel religion, to the true religion: (Mgh:)
or inclinig in a pesfect manner to El-Isdm,

., and continuing firm therein: (J:) and any one
n rho has performed the pilgrimage: (Ay, g, TA )
,r O say I 'Ab and El-Hauan and E-Suddee; and

As says the like on the authority of Ed-pa1Bak:
(TA:) or one who is ofthe religion of Abraham,

n. (1, TA,) in respect of making the Sacred Hous
[i Of Medkh] his iblea, and of thes rite of circum
cision: (TA:) [and] a Muslim; ($, Mgh,Meb;)
because he inclines to the right religion: (Mqb:)

I but in this last sense, it is a conventional term ol
e the professors: (Mgh:) [or,] accord. to AO, the
1 worshipper of idols, in the Time of Ignorance,
e called himself thus; and when El-Islam came,
) they thus called the Muslim: accord. to Akb,

it wa applied in the Time of Ignomnce to him
- who was circumcised, and who performed the

pilrimage to the [Sacred] House; because the
Arab* in the Time of Ignorance held nothing of
the religion of Abraham except circumcision and

e that pilgrimage: accord. to Ez-ZeUjjjee, it wu
applied in the Time of Ignorance to him who
made the ypigrimage to the [Sacred] House and
performed the ablution on account of $44 and
wa circumcised; and when El-Islam came, it
was applied to the Muslim, because of his turning
from the belief in a plurality of gods: (TA:)
also one who devotes himself to religious exercises;
or applies himself to devotion: (Mqb :) its pre-

* dominant application is to Abraham: (Mgh:)
pl. .IU;. (AO,TA.)-[Hence,] Ji;_ _
Recent [grounds of pretension to respect or
honour]; ofthe time of ElI-4m; not old (TA.)
~ Short. (JV.)-Amakeraof/andal. (15.)

i. m: see ";_l.

IA&g., accord. to Tit and Zj, An inclining to
a thing: but ISd says that this explanation is
nought. (TA.) -The law of Abraham; which
is the religion of El-Isldm: also termed

e.. (TA.) - See also ae".

NA;~t Haring that kind of distortion which is
tewred b;:. as explained above; ($, Myb, ;)
applied to a man: (S, Mqb:) and so [the fem.]
'U;~ applied to a leg or foot: (V:) accord. to
IAr, one wvho wral on the outer part of his
foot, (S,) or of his feet, (Mqb,) on the side in
whirh is the little toe: (.:) or who has one of
his great toes turning towards the other: (Mgh:)
its abbreviated dim. is ? 1 _ (Meb.) See
,A;~, in two plaes - Also &.li;, A curved
staff or stick; in the dial. of Syria. (TA.) -
A bow; (1 ;) because of its curved shape. (TA.)
_-.A razor; (g ;) for the same reason. (TA.)

A certain marne,fish, also caUled;%lh. (i.)

t

[]Boor 1.

o ._-A certain tree. (IAqr, ].)_ IA c~
fermai dave, at one time la2 and at anotlm'
brisk. (IAvr, 1~.)

i ':' 

) L J., (8, Msb, ],) aor. , (Msh, K,) in. n.
,. (I,* Mob, 1) and H., ( ],) iHe ws, or

became, an~erd, or enraged: (.8, Mb,]:) or
~emently an~d or enraged: (1, yIam p. 29:)

' ,~ against Aim: (.8 :) or it may be from the
signification of "cleaving," or "sticking;" as
though meaning t rancour, malwolbnce, malie
or spite, clove to his boom. (-am p. 29. [8ee

?"'- " s bo:m ( ·Iz p.2.[ealso ;~, below.])_-[Hence,] Ui 
a a
,: and .:. j;,; tL: [thus written in

the TA; though it seems to be implied by the
) manner in which the two sayings are there in-
) troduced, in this art., that the verb in each ae

--. 5f is t , from _1.t in the first of the senses
assigned to it below:] see ;~.

2: see 4.
4. 4 .;m.. t lie bore rancour, malevolence, malice,

or spite, [cleaving to him, so as] not be relazed;
or le Aid, in his heart, enmity, and violent hatred,
not to be relaxed. (1, TA.) See also l... It

(the back-bone, or the back, .. JI) clave to the
belly [by reason of leanness]. (l.)_It (a camel's
hump) became lean and thin. (.)_ He (an
ram, g, or, ua some say, a camel, and a horse or
a mule or an ass, TA) became lean, or light of
flesh, or slender, and lean, or lean, and lank in
the belly, in consquence of much covering: (Ii,
TA:) or, said of a horse or other animal, (A,
TA,) or of a camel, (.ar p. 173,) his belly clove
to his back-bone, or back, by reason of leannes.
(A, Har p. 173.) - And .1I (a camel) became
fat; had much fat: thus it has two contr. mean-
ings. (Az, TA.) - It (seed-produce [meaning
corn]) spread forth the awn, or beard, of its ears,
after they had formed, at the head, what resembkled
little compact balls; (g, TA;) as also *j:.
inf. n. ' . (Ibn.'Abbid, .. ) IAqr says that
you say of seed-produce [or corn] 1..: 1 i

#.l J*._ a,!. i ~.. ~, i.e. Its
ears had, at the head, what reembled little com-
pact balls: then the extremities of its an, or
beard, appeared: then the internodal portions of
its culns ap)peared: then [it bore farina; or] it
increased, and [its heads] became like the heaods
of birds. (TA.) _- He angered, (8, M.b, ],) or
enragel, another. (S, M9b.) - He made a beast
lean, oi light of Jesh. (yHam p. 29.)

;; Anger, or rage: (., J:) or vehemence
of ar.ger or rage: (M,I, IlIam p.29:) or tanger,
or rage, that cleaes to one: (.ar p. 173:) or
rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite: (gIar
p. SG8 :) pl. 02;.. (~, 1.)

(S, Mqb, C) and tlj.; (ISd, O, )
Angered, or enraged; ($, O,M,b, V;) us also
t fj:: (S, Mb :) or rehetly angered or
enraged. (s.)

se ` - and .it-: se .. :--andL^O~.

I

II
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-,. ILean, or light of ,'led; or sdkder, and

lean; or Lan, and lank in the belly: (AHeyth,

T, TA:) and so the pl. j.. applied to camels:

(Q, :) or the former, applied to an ass, (9,) or

a camel, (I8d, TA,) lean, &c., as above, (S., ISd,
TA,) in conseqwnee of much coering, (.,) or

from lut, or hunger: and so 1i~.e applied to

hores; as though they imagined the sing. to

be i : (I8d, TA:) or the sing., applied to a

home, (A,) and to an ass, (TA,) lean, &c., as

above, so that the bellUy cleaes to the back: and

so the pIl. J, and e.,s applied to horses:

(A, TA :) or j.e signifies fat; as also Qpi|

[pl. of t j .]; (], TA;) both applied to camels.
(TA.)

1. 0.~ l J'A., (9, Myb, ],) aor.; and -,

inf. n. .; (Mb ;) and V , ($, Mqb, 15,)

inf. n. e.4A; (Mgh, Msb;) He chewed some dates,

or some other thing ($,Mgh, Mb,1 ) of a similar

kind, (M9b,) and rubbed therewith the L.~ [i. e.

palate, or soft palate,] of the child. (S, Mgh,

Myb, l5.) -Anld ,..1 = m aor. as above,
(9, ],) and so the inf. n., (,) He put a rope in
the mouth of the horse; (S,]i;) held by ISd

to be derived from i oJI, though it is said that

this is not the case; (TA;) as also ;
(], ;) whichl signifies accord. to Yoo he put a
rope in his mouth and led him: and thus lbn-
'Arafeh explains the saying of Iblees, in the Iur

[xvii. (A], t &.I, i. e. t I mill

assuredly lead to obey me hits progeny, except a

few. (TA. [But see 8.]) -And [hence,] a.k

A .1, inf. n. £. and A..l., (1,) $ Age rendered
him firm, or sound, in judgment, by means of
experience: (TK:) or experiences rendered him
firm, or sound, in judgment; (15, TA;) as also

· .E.., (Zj, S,,) inf. n. ; (rTA;) and

t m;._ , (Zj, s, K,) and V :.<l: (1 :) this is

said to be the case when the wisdom-tooth

(Jisl ,) grows forth: and accord. to Lth,

,il J signifies his teeth called ,i1 i 1,tZ1

[the wisdom-teeth] grewv forth. (TA.) And

-ZS:Z S 1 Affairs did to him what is done
to the horse by putting the rope in his mnouth;
i.e., rendered him experienced and submissive:
or trained, or disciplined, and reformed, or im-

proved, him; as also t . (TA.) And a.;

a .1l Time, or fortune, tried, or proved, him,
and taught him, and rmndered him expert, or
experienced, and well informed, orfirm, or sound,

in judgment. (IAr,TA.)-_And ;,.JI ;.
(S, 1],) inf. n. .A ., (TA,) 1 He understood the

thing, and knew it soudly, thoroughly, or well;

syn. A1- l 1 ; (, 15, TA;) like J_ii, int. n.

i~. (TrA.)

2. a.., inf. n. A14, le rubbed his t

[i.e. palate, or soft palate,] (!, TA) so as to
nake it bleed: (TA:) or he stuck a piece of

wood, or stick, into his (a beast's) spper a .,
or the extremity of a horn, so as to make it
bleed; because of something happening therein.
(Az, TA.) - See also 1, in three places. - Also
He turned the piece of cloth [forming part of

the grave-clothing] beneath his (a corpse's) a,
i. e., the part beneath hit chin. (Mgh.) [See

also 'l, below.]

4: see 1. - Also ,r l ' s,_.l He turned
him back, or away, from the affair. (;,0 TA.)

5. 4C3 i.q. ; (8 ;) i.e. He turned

[a portion of] the turban beneath his ~ [here
meaning the part beneath hi. chin and lower
jaro]. (S, I(.) - See also 8.

8. ,jJ1l 1.;J1 jL.~1 t The locusts ate what
was upon the land; (., K, TA;) and consumed,
or made an end of, its herbage: (S :) or gained

the mastery over the land with the j. [here
meaning the mouth], and ate [the produce of]
it, and extirpated it: (Er-RAghib, TA:) derived

from .i..I, by which is sometimes meant "the

mouth," and "the beak." ('Inayeh, MF.) And

; eI 1 1 UI1:l tThe camel pulled up by

the roots the [plant called] J.m.. (Az, TA.)

And ,;;_ [for ,.i1 "alI tie cropped the
herbage] is said of a young gazelle. (1 voce

y.m., q. v.) And i:;a_l t lie took his (a man's)
property; (lSd,K;) as though he ate it with

the 4.L.. (ISd, TA.) And t lie took it entirely;
took the ehole of it; namely, what another pos-
senssed. (ISd, TA.) And :lie gained the mastery
over him, or it; got him, or it, in his power. (K,

TA.) Accord. to Akh, ,;. , in the

Kur [xvii. 64, cited, and explained on the au-
thority of Ibn-'Arafeh, above], means will
a.suredly extirpate his progeny; and .I will
assuredly incline them [to obey me]: (TA:) or,
accord. to Fr, t I will asuaredly gain the mastery
over his progeny. (S, TA.) - See also 1, in

three places. _Also .- 1-I [and t j.3, the
latter found by Reiske in this sense, as mentioned
in Freytag's Lex.,] He (a man) wa.s, or became,
firm, or sound, in judgment, [by means of ex-
perience:] (S, TA:) or experienced and sub-
missive, like the horse in lwhose mouth the rope
has been put. (TA.)

10. _.;A1 t Ile (a man, TA) ate vehemently,
(Sgh, K,) or strongly and vehemently, (T, TA,)
after eating little, (Sgh, K,) or after eating feebly

and little. (T, TA.)-oa\L l 'm... f tThe

[trees called] oL& were, or became, pulled up by
the roots. (K.)

;_": see "S(., in two places.

jL..: see

J.~ The part beneath the chin [and lower jaw],
(S, Mgh,) of a man &c.: ( :) or [the palate, or
soft palate;] the interior of the upper part of the
inside of the mouth, (I, TA,) of a man and of a
beast: (TA:) and the lower part, from the ex-
tremity of thefore part of the two jaws, (J,) below
these: (TA:) or the roof of the upper part of the
mouth, (Zj in his "Khall el-Insn," EI-Ghooree,

Mgh, TA,)from which depends the ;1 [or uvdula]:

(Zj ubi supr :) and also applied to the two jam:

(TA:) or, accord. to IAq, the . is the ~
part of the mouth, [beneath the tor jaw,] and

the _4 is the upper part: and the C$1. are the

upper and the lower: (Th, As, Mgh, TA:) but

· . is scarcely ever applied to the ~pr alone:
[this art., however, shows instances in which it
is thus applied :] (Az, TA:) it is msae.: (Mb :)

pl. tli;, (Myb, 5,) which is its only pl. form.
(TA.) Sometimes, [as is often the case in modem
Arabic,] The mouth is meant thereby. ('Inayebh.

MF.) And The beak: (, 'Iniyeh:) It.li X
signifying the beak of the crow, or ran: or
the blackness thereof: (V:) or the blacksas of
itsfeathers: (Er-RIghib, TA:) [whence the say-

--.1 I-" J- C

ing,] ,i" I >J_l, (s,) or .. 40".

.. /d; respecting which see . (TA.).And

t A party of men seehing after herbage in a
district, or country, to pasture [their animals]

upon it: (I, TA:) pl. .14. (TA.) You say, 

,e 't ) '.0 'tl j.,, meaning S The partie

of men passing [in search of herbage lft not in
our land anything]. (TA.)

.At~: see ;., in two places c wand see
also -. Also t Intelligent; applied to a

woman; (] ;) and, as some say, with 5: (TA:)
and to a man: (V :) so says Fr: (TA :) and pl.

of *l, ., which signifies the same; (TA;) as

does alo V t . (IAr, TA.) - Eaters:
applied to men, (TA.)

'a$" (Lth, S, 0) and t A', (Lth, I,) or

v ,.L;., (1,) and t . , (Lth, TA,) : Firmnena,

or soundnes, of judgment, (9, 1, TA,) produced
by experience: (1, TA:) or age and ez~perence,
(Lth, TA,) and knowledge, or skill, in affairs:
(TA:) or experience, and good judgment: (W
p. 176:) or mature, sound, or right, judgmetnt.

(MA.) They say, '..l .JI . and tLi. Jl and

a 11 :lThey are people of ageand oxperience[&c.].

(Lth, TA.) Also the first, ($, 1,) and V ' ,
(I,) [or] the latter is pl. of the former, (A'Obeyd,

S,) [or is also pl. of the former,] A thong, (53,

A 'Obeyd, S, Il, [in the CK aJJ,]) or a piece of
wood, (1.,) which conjoitn the [piecesa of wood

called] 01.J,,, (so in two copies of the g,) or

,e'l9 ,(15, (,TA, [in the C.K .iA ahl,]) of the

[sadidle called] .j : so in the T. (TA.)

- J'. A bond for the neek, with which a captive

is boutnd: whenever it is pulled, it goes against,

or hurts, his & [i. e., the part beneath the chin

and lower jaw]. (TA.) - You say also A.!
_.1~ J'L., meaning He laid hold upon the

d;a. [or part beneath the chin and lower jaw],

and the .4 [or part between the collar-bones],
of hij companion, and then dragged him to him.

(TA.)_ See also itl :...and se .

~ t A man rendered firm, or sound, in

judgment, by means of experience; (], TA;) U

also and ?ai i ( 15) nd ?;L; (1)
and t (TA) and t L.', q. v.: (Fr, :)

or J;~ [i.e. either V 'tt ort '...],aocord.
83*1
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to Lth, signifies a man vwhom the management of
,.flairs has rendered experienced so that nothing
that he dots it despised: and Vt Jl , a man
nwhose intellect and age have reached the utmost de-
g.ree [onf naturity]. (TA.) - Also t An old man.
(IA;r, TA.) - And t Niggardly, tenacious, or
avaricious. (AA, TA.) -And ' A good
eniter; epplied to a klt% [or beast]; (1;) to a
Flhe-camel, and to a sheep or goat. (TA.)

L "J1 iq JJIL, (S , 1 ,) i. e. Black that
is inten.vel black. (TA.)

&L.I1 (9, 0) in the saying "I.;.t ;JI j1 ,
J.l Ttis camel is the most voracious of the ca-

IIels, (8,) or in the phrase 'i ii the
*nore voracious of the tno camrt¢, (K,) and

3L;. JI 1 the more voraciou of the tn,o shep
or goats, (TA,) is anomalous, because one does
not [regularly] use a word of this kind denoting
a natural attribute: (., V:) and it has no verb;
(Sb, TA;) like tl. (L in art. Cj.)

.... . 6 '
JLM: see ., in two places.

L 1JI and ?j5 ..Jl, (1:,) thle former, onlly,
mentioned by IDrd, (TA,) signalify &il 1.
a, '.m4 (15 [so in the C.K, app. meaning The

string wvith which the lower j.an of a corpse ix tied
u,p: in a MS. copy of the IS, ·A'; as though
the meaning were, the string that is used as a
halter, put in a horse's mouth: but the former I
regard as the right reading: in the TA, ... ,
without any syll. signs].)

: see ~. :and see also J,.i, in
two places.

A child trhose JG [i. c. palate, or soft
palate,] hat been rubbed nvith some chewed dates,
or some other thing (S, Msb, 1.) of a timilar

kind; (M.b ;) as also * . (S, Msb, K.)
See also '...

and .aL : see ,., in three
places.

y. and ~.

1. ;t f, (K,) first pers. oc, (S, Msb,) aor. -,
(M 9b,) inf. n. ,;_, (.1, [in the CIF, .t; is er-
roneously substituted, as another inf. n., for 1.,
another form of the verb,]) iic bent it, or curved
it; (9, Mb, 15 ;) namely, a branch, or stick, or
piece of wood, (?, Msb,) and his back; (9;) as
also A;., (1 in art. ;~,) first pers. ., ($,
Msb,) aor. ;, inf. n. v, (Msb,) or ,,.;
(K in art. ,,;) but the former verb is the
better known; (ISd, TA in that art.;) and
It;,., (1g and TA in this art.,) inf. n. La4.
(K in art ... ) You say also, ~' j
as meaning JHe did not bend his back for the act
of t-; [in prayer]. (TA.) And jJl 0t;
Time bent Aim, by reason of age. (Msb.) And
NLoY 'A;tj L.3 ) es [Such a one is
of thow at the mention of whtom thefingers are
not bmt; (see a portion of the first paragraph of

art. A, commencing with the second sentence ;)]
i. e. such a one is not counted among the brethren.
(Th, TA.) And [hence] a poet says,

'*' ": :" " "..
[Time, orfortune, bore upon them rwith its weight,
and ras preging in its exactions from thee, so
tlhai the finger was bent]; meaning that it took
the best, those that were counted [with the fingers].
(IAvr, TA.).._L lj., inf. n. _, (],) He
xtrung, or braced the string of, a bow; because,
in doing so, one bends it: (TA:) or he made a
bon,. (K.) --. . '. He tn,isted his arm, or
hand; (i in this art.;) as also "-. ' aor. :,
inf. n. La.. M( in art. U U..)- also sig-
nifies lie peeled a braneh, or stick; or stripped
it of its bark; (ISd, TA in art. .;) and so
sj ; (ISd and 15 in that art.;) but the former

is the better known. (ISd, TA.)- i ;_
lSij, (S, M,b, :,) nor. ', (S, M:b,) inf. n. ,.;
(S,1.;) and ,, aor. ;; (Msb;) Sihe (a wo-
man) undertook the care and maintenamce bf her
children, and did not marry again, after [tAe loai
of] thei,'r fther: (AZ, 8:) or, (Msb, 1,) as also
t ,.l_, (Hr, J,) she acted affectionately towards
her children, (Msb, 5,) and did not marny again,
after [the lost oJ] their Jhther. (Msb.) And
.4 . I was affectionate, hind, or compas-
jionate, tomards him. (S.) And ;. L 3'
also, He nwas affiertionate, hind, or compatsionpate,
tonwards him; like '..3. (S.) Accord. to IAar,
dI3 tc ;.. and ,,..l arnd t , all signify
the same as ,j [evidently, I think, a mistrun-
scription for .,.j; i. e. lie compa/mionated his
relatio,u]. (TA.)__-, (S, M, TA,) aor. ',
(TA,) inf. n. y. , (M, TA,) said of a ewe, and
of a wild cow, She desired the male, (S, M, TA,)
and submitted herself to him. (M, TA.)

2 see 1; for each in two places.
4:

6: see 7: - and see also 1, near the end of the
paragraph.

7. L..jl It (a thing, S, as, for instance, a
branch, or stick, TA) nwas, or became, bent, or
cu,red; ($, K;) as also V _j: and the latter,
it (a _.:, q. v.) was, or became, crooked. (TA.)
[Also He bent, or bowed, himself.] And u;; .'
SIl *. [He became bent, or bowred, by reason
of ase]. (Mob.)

.: see what next follows.

'/d ($, Mgh, K) and *y. (R) Anything in
which is a bending, curving, or crookedness, (K,)
and the like; (TA;) of the body, (C,) such as
the bone beneath the eyebrowv, (K,e TA,) and the
jaw-bone, and a rib; and of other thinrs, such as
the [high ground termed] Jj, and the [tract of
sand termed] hAL, (if,) and the bend of a valley
[like 4~_t &c.]: (TA:) see i.L.~: and any
curred piece of wood, (9,) such as any of the
cnr'ved pices of wood of the horse's saddle, and
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of the [caners saddle called] ., (* C/, TA,)
and of the [carmels saddle caled] Ja.: (Ci,
TA:) each of [the curved pieces of wood called]
the tj3, the anterior and the posterior, of
the horse's saddle: (Mgh:) and a bending, curN
ing, or crooednss, of anything: whence, ,
J, 1l [the bend of the mountain]: (S:) pl. tof
paneuc.] 'LWI ($, Mgh, 1) and [of mult.] t_
[in the C/f, erroneously, .i",] and [orin-

ginally y., first altered to j., and then, be.

cause of the kesreh, to ] (i, TA.) _ [The
dual] O'S.. signifies The two curwed pices of
wood, with a net upon themn, by means of which
oheat is contteyed to the heap that is collected
together in the place where it is trodden out.
(i.) - And the pl. ,i'1, i. q. ,J [as mean-
ing tSides, regions, quarters, or the like; and
limits, bounds, or boundaries]; like '1. (·)
The saying, ) ;.J jqJl means .l., [i.e.
t Straiten thou the limnits, or bounds, of thy evity,
(alluding to the restraining of birds from flight,)]
on the right and left, and before and behind; by
j,,b being meant ; and 4'. (9, TA.)

.--.j.')!t :tt tDubiout affairs: (i, TA:) or,
as some say, it means tllj3 tpl; [ttAe ends,
and limits, or bounds, of ffairs]. (TA.)

$,4; A stooping of the hmd, and bowving of the
back, in prayer. (TA.)

'tU. The desire of a ewe, and of a wild cow;
for tle male. ($.) [See also w .]

a-
,,r~: see what next follu,bs,.

;A bow; (T, S, V;) so called becaume it i
bent: (T:) pl. t._, (9,' i,) [or this is a coil.

gen. n., of which am. is the n. un.,] and tt,
1~ a -(T, S, 15,) or this may be pl. of ' (TA.).._

Also applied to A1 [bowed, or curved,] tructure
or building. (M, TA.)

s;o. A state of bending, or curving. (s.)
Hence the saying, respecting a man in whoie
back is a bending, j.j I j d e [ Vcily
in him is a Jeishx bending.] (TA.)

0t. [Bending, or curving]._ [Hence,] 3l,
applied to a ewe, (15,) and to a she-camel, (TA,)
That twixts her nech, writhout any disease; (i ;)
as also t.lj., applied to a ewe or she-goat:
(TA:) and sometimes, the former, from a dis-
ease. (TA.) And ate., applied to a woman,
That undertakes the care and maintenance of her
children, (AZ, 9, TA,) or acts affectionately to-
,cards thtenm, (TA,) and does not marry again,
after [the loss off] their father: (AZ, , TA:)
pl. . 1._ and .Aet.; the latter applied in u
similar sense to she-camels. (TA.) And C .,
applied to a ewe, (At, S, M,) and to a wild cow,
(s,) Desiring the male, (AV, 9, M,) and submitting
herself to him: (M:) and ., (],) applied to
a ewe, (TA,) ve!emently desirous of the mae.
(15-.)1
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glU.: see what next follows.

,~l._ (Mgh and 1B in this art., and Msb in
art. ^., and mentioned also in the K in arts.
c -. and 'o..) A shop; (M 9b, I;) as also
VIUtS and MjL.., (K,) but this last was un-

known to Sb: (TA :) [see I--;L, in art. .) :]
and particularly the house [or shop] of a vintner,
in which wine is sold; as also iL. [mentioned in
art. Ci S]; (Msb, TA ;) called by the people of

El-'Ir/1 ;j4t: (TA:) the first of these words
(i. e. ; .) is said to be of the measure 1;W,
(AAF, Myb, TA,) like fi; and 0j;; the 
[of the root] being changed into I, as in :&tI
and .,. and the like: (Mqb:) or originally
;.~, and then ,;31 , like ..i,: (Mgh:)

or it is originally tb., like i)jp: (Mgh, Mhb:
[but the former is said in the Mgh to be the right
opinion :]) or it is originally of the measure J,Ai;
(M, M9b;) so says El-Fir/bee; (Msb;) fiom

t.i..; whliat is so called being likened to the
building termed ~.; the cJ being a substitute
for 3, as is said by AAF, (M,) and being ori-
ginally ;, changed into ;. because of the qui-
escent letter before it: (Msb :) Az says that the
C. is augnientitive: (TA:) the word is fern. and
masc.: (Mghl, MSb, TA:) accord. to Zj, when
masc., .mcanin,, ;: (Msb :) pl. .
(Msl,, TA.)_ Also The vintner himself: (15 in

art. . -:) [like la. &c.]

:t_. [fem. of 1_., q. v.] - The pl. ilJI
[as a subst.] signifies The longest of the ribs;
(. ;) four in number; tno on either side. (TA.)
_- And , Trhe benders of the bacl oq'
the old man, that cause him to full prostrate.
(TA. [But what this means I know not.])
See also ,_.

J1.a. rel. n. of 4a;L., as also ?jl3.; (TA;)

or of ii..; (Msb;) and some say that V5j.i.

is rel. n. of let.: (TA:) and .siLa. is rel. n.
of ;l; applied to a man [as meaning A shop-
man, or the occupant ofa shop: and particularly,
as also the first and second, a vintner: see also

., last sentence; and see the next para-
graph]: (Msb:) or the Arabs did not say

y't.. (Fr, TA in art. ;.)

W. Wine; (~ and K in art. i, and g in
the l;resent art ;) a rel. n. from 3l. [mentioned
in art. Oj_]: (, TA :) or vint,ee,s; (. K in this

art.;) [from Jst~., q. v.; or] a rel. n. from
3A... (TA.)

5a'..: 3 see 5;&.; for each in two places.

.*J;I W;_ A man having a [bent, bon,ed, or]
Aumped back: fern., applied to a woman, ,1,~
and ·s1.: ( :) the former fem. also applied, in
the same sense, to a she-camel. (].) - See
also the former fern. voce Jf.- g$_.l _ )J

iA* W k p oI tSuch a' one is the most af-

fectionate, kind, or compassionate, of men towards
thee. (8.)

':~. j see what next follows.

· ;~ A bend, or place of bendin,,, of a valley;
(S, ;) bel,ow the acclivity; (TA;) as also
*~"; and thi'_: (K:) pl. OJ ; (s;)
with which l;: [pl. of t ~.] is syn: (TA:)

and ?1~tjl P1 . [in like manner] signifies
the [bending] part of the valley that is below tthe
acclirit?/. (TA.) _ Also, [in one copy of the V.
written .;, ] A bending, or curVing, tract of
ground, (Sb, ISd, .K,) whether of sand or of any
other kind: (Sb, lSd:) Sb says that the L5 is
substituted for ., because it is from ,..; which
shows that he did not know ,;c.. (ISd.) And

; ';> TZhe part of a tract of sand over wrhich
w,indx [a po'rtion isuch as is termed] a bm..
(TA.) - Also A milking-ressel ( , q. v.,)
nmade of the kitns of camels [or rather of a piece

q!' the skin o/'a camel]: sand is put into a piece
of the shin, nwhich is then suspended, and dries,
becoming like a bowl: (. :) it is more convenient

(~~jl) to the pastor than other kinds. (TA.)

4_; and j 3Bent, or curved. (MSb.)

: see what next precedes.

see ...

1. 5. [originally j]: see what next fol-
lows.

9. t.. , (As, 8, K,) [like Lq,&{, originally

.S_, of the measure .! then jj.,, and then

aor. inf. n. t1 said of a
horse, (Am, S,) Ile was, or became, of the colour

te,rmed i~.. [q. v. infia] ; as also 't'sjl,(AS,
S, K,) [originally .lm_!, of the measure jhi,

then 1_~!, and then t.jl.!,] aor. .s.-,

inf. n. -!' (As, S,) or, accord. to ISd, cor-

rectly, ."..1, because the L changes the j [after

it] into g, as it does in .1,l [which is originally

.1y.1]; (TA ;) and · Lg..l, (ISd, K,) [accord.

to the pronunciation of the Koofees, as will be

seen below, originally jj.l,] said by IB to be
found thus written in some of the copies of the
book of As, [that entitled .U .L~,] but to be
a mistake, because it is agreed that there is not
in the language a verb ending with thlree letters

of the same kind except W. .!e [for ~..1];

(TA ;) and '5¢., (An, S, K,) like 'h (.K)

[originally .] aor. .'- inf. n. ., (As,

S,) or j. .; (K ;) this last verb mentioned by
As as used by soime of the Arabs. (S.) And

1;'~ ~ ,l. ! The land was, or became, green;

as also ?t :jja; (K ;) [or the latter is correctly
;.,.l:] IJ says that f. In.l is of the measure

,Jhtl, [oliginally I.l, then o, and

661

then C.1^!] and that the Koofees say .,1. !

and tV zp !; but ISd says that their usage is
wrong, for the Arabs say .n~.t, like jIs , and

do not say 3~.1. (TA.)
U. is,#t:)

see 9; for each in dithree places.
13. 2a 

,a. [A brown colour;] redne.st inclining to
blackneu: (As, $, K:) or a colour intermixed
with [the blackish red termed] ·;.b, like the rust
of iron: (S :) or blackness inclining to greennes.
(1.) In the lip, [The brownish colour termed]

;g'~; (1 ;) -[i. e.] a colour ree mbling [thitat

termed] r.AOJI and MJJI: (T, TA:) or a black-
ness in the lips; which is approved. (1lam
p. 3 8 6 .)

j.1 Of the colour termed 1.' [q. v. supr]:
and also black: (K :) or black by reason of [in-
tense] ;lsu [by which may be here meant cither
greennesu, or dark, or ashy, dust-colour]: (TA:)
applied to a horse, i. q. .5 [i. e. bay] ore,-
spread with blachness; (TA;) or red in the back;
(En-Nadr, TA;) or more yellow than, but nearly

3.!
the same as, such as is termed .^.l, so that one

swears, of such a horse, that hlie is _.: (A0,

TA: [see J .:]) applied to a camel, nwhose
;.. [here meaning dark, or ashy, duwt-colour]
is intermixed with blackness and yellowrnes: ( :)
applied to a man, having [a brownish colour such
as is termed] op. in the lip; ( ;) or having a
blackness in the lips, which is approved; (Iam

p. 386 ;) fern. ; a, applied to a woman, (S,) and

also to a lip (ai) as meaning red inclining to
blackness: (]:) applied to a plant, inclining to
blacknes. by reason of its intense greennes; ( ;)
and such is the softest of plants: (TA :) the pl.

3,
is .; occurring in a trad., in whilch the best
of horses are said to be those thus termred: (TA:)

the dim. of lsg^l is t*."I, in the dial. of him

who says ,e'l [instead of .,I, dim. of j;>"];
but there is a difference of opinion as to the form

l.5
with idghlm : 'Eesh lbn-'Omar says L..l,
making it perfectly decl., which Sb pronounces
a mistake: 'Amr Ibn-El-'AlI, or Aboo-'Amr
Ibn-El-'AIl, (accord. to different copies of the

;,) says .1, after the manner of jm.l, which,
& .'i

also, Sb disallows: Yoo says a . , and thlis,
says Sb, is the regular and right form. (S.)

[IHence,] ii. ;j A sheave of a pulley formed

of black wood. (TA.) And _. 0 Red ants;

calle:~ ;.li- ,;. (TA.) 5 l : 
in the .Kur [lxxxvii. 5], means, accord. to Fr, And
hath made it (the herbage mentioned before)
dried up, black by reason of olinets: or it may
mean and hath made it to becone rla [or decayed,
or dried-up, leaves and stalhs,] after it has been
grcen. (TA.)

0g.qJ rel. n. of j..1. (TA.)
1 -it . , .i -.

._1 and .1.l and t.1: see ._1.

._?~,, see tJ,..l
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t*. The name of the Ictter t, q. v.; as also

;.: ($ and I and TA in 4UI .i.'lt .,:)

it is called l. in a case of pause, and :. when
made a noun: and when it is not called a letter,
[i.e. when one does not prefix to it the word

iJ..p,] it is [properly] fem.: its dim. is i#.,
meaning a c written emalU, or indistinct: (Lth,

TA ubi suprl:) and its pl. is :. and;
and ,A11.. (TA ubi suprL)

I . Ia · a o
and jle. and LS^, [a mistrnscription

i · ·a 'a -.
*ur e ,,. like ~, and A,] rel. n. of .
and t; the names of the letter ~. (B, TA ubi
supri)

L .~., (Mgb, V,) ee. pert. ',e, (8,) aor.

~ _, (9, Myb,) inf. n. .,_ (9, Myb, 1) and
.. and it(.., (M,, t, accord. to one copy of

the V .,,,) and 4sa (TA) and '..; ( ;)
or this lat is a simple subst.; or, u some sav, it
and .' are two dial. vars.; that with damm
of the dial. of El--Iij4z; and that with fet-b,
of the dial. of Temeem; (Mb ;) accord. to Zj,
that with dmm signifies "sin, or crime;" and
that with fet-b, the "act" of a man; [i. e. the
"act of committing a sin, or crime;"] (TA;)
He ainnmd; committed a in, or crime; did what
swa unlawful; ($,M9b, .;) I.4t [by such a
thing]. ($,].) - Also, aor. as above, [inf. n.
not mentioned,] He, or it, became in an evil con-
dition, or state. (TA.)- He dien [another]:

of the dial. of the tribe of Asad. (TA.) ~,
also signifies The act of chiding a male camel
[by the cry ]. (Lth, TA.) [See also 3.]

2. ¥;,-. (9, I,') inf. n. & ,:J ,
He chid the camels ($, J) try the cry .. _ v m .

(v.) [See also 1.]

4. .,;.1 .He pursued a cour# that led him to
Ai, or crime. (V, TA.) o. for ^ k.jo1 t.:

see 4 in art. .,~.

5. 4.;. .Ie abstained from, shunned, or
avoided, sin, or crime; put it awayfrom himself:
(A 'Obeyd, $, I, TA:) he applied himself to acts,
or ezerciss, of devotion; became devout, or a
devotee. (IJ, TA.) Here the form ,h3 is de-
prived of the radical signification, as in the cases
of the syn. words .," and ; though its
property is oftener to confirm the radical signi-
fication. (TA. [See ': 3.])You say, _,_~
tjb ,; He abstained from such a thins as a
rin, or crime. (A 'Obeyd, S, TA. [See also
another explanation below.])-He humbled him-
se in his prayer, or supplication. (TA.) - He
expr~ d pain, grief, or sorrow; lamented, or
complained. (, t,* TA.) And I.L > e ..
He was earaged, and expred painor grief or
sorrow, or lamentd, or complained, by reaon of
such a thing. (TA. [See another explanation
above.]) - He cried out, expresing pain or

tj - w$

grief or sorrow, or lamenting, or complaining:
he cried aloud, or vehemently, in prayer, or sup-
plication. (TA.) He mept, in impatience, or
sor,om, and with loud crying: and sometimes,
in a general sense, he cried out, or aloud, (TA.)
- He (a jackal) cried, or howled: because his
cry is like that of a person expressing pain or
grief or sorrow, or lamenting, or complaining,
as though he were wahing from the pain of
hunger or beating. (9, TA.)

_,*and ,_': } . ,

1..- and .,.:
6- 6 

see , ., min nve places.
f a

: see .J.

j;. and _ and . (8, ) and V ,oQ

(]j) A cry iued for chiding a camel: (9:) or
a cry by which a male camel is chiddea, (Lth,
lAth, I,) to urge him on; (Lth, TA;) like as
a she-camel is by the cry j. and J. and k:
the first form (.,.) is that used by the Arabs
[in general]; but the other forms are allowable:
j.m ,,. also occurs, with the , quiescent;

and 1
m. . occurs in a trad., in the same sense:

also, .. ,j , t . and , _ and ?i ,.nd
)f1., [On! mayest thou not walk, or mayest
thou not be rightly directed; ~. &c. being syn.
with ,/., and followed by an imprecation].
(TA.) Hence, JIw 'A Jo .:. Urge on!
Should a delay be made in bringing milk much
diluted with water? i.e., if thou entertain with
milk much diluted with water, wherefore tardi-
ness? a prov., applied to him who delays the
fulfilment of his promise, and then gives little.
(MF.)

~.*_: see .,m, in two places: ~and see
also 4;., in four places. - Also Grief, or
sorrow: and lonelines, or solitarineu: and so
f .~, min both these senses. (i.) _ Diffl ty,
distres, trouble, or fatijue; syn. q... (g.
[That s. is to be thus understood here is in-
dicated in the TA.]) -Pain. (g.)mA diffi-
cult road. (TA.) -A kind, or sort: and a
mode, or manner. (, TA.) You say, '
0 IM '> I heard, or have heard, of this,

two hinds, or modes: and ' ^ & ;.. I saw,
or haoe seen, of it, two kinds, or modes. (TA.)
~A Ah-camel: (Jg:) or a buUly h~-camel: so

called from the cry ... , by which he is urged;

like as a mule is called ~, : (Lth, TA :) or it
signifies originally a he-camel, and hence, from
its frequency of usage, the cry oj^. by which he
is urged. (g,* TA.)

..,~., (., A, Msb, .) and .'r.,` , (Mhb, · 1,)
said by some to be two dial. vars., (Myb, [see 1,
first sentence,]) and .t.A (., ) and ? _
(A'Obeyd, I) and I r . (A 'Obeyd, TA) and
t Al. (1) and ' a, (TA,) Sin, or crime: or
a sin, or a crime: (,A, Mqb, g :) accord. to
A 'Obeyd, the first and second signify any sin
or crime; (TA;) Las also, app., .1;] and aw_
[i. e. 4_. and 's-, the former particularly
mentioned in the Myb, and app. ". also], a
single sin or crime: (Myb, TA:) accord. to Fr,
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-.,o^ signifies great sin, or a grlt isn: aeord.
to VatAdeh, wrong, injustice, or tyranny : thu in
the lur iv. 2; where El-asan read V in-

stead of 1.. (TA.) One saysP, J3 W p 

L% J l.AI3e (T,TA) i e. (0 my Lord, accpt
my repentance, and mash away] my sin, or crime.
(A'Obeyd, TA.) El-Mukhabbal Es. Sadee ays,

·* t·Jaw 9 5 L2 a1 0L.; S

* _ 5<sks A

[Thn introduce not thau, eoer, into thy grave,
a sin with which4 a recknr, or takhr of ew
geauces, may one day rie up against thee]. (TA.)
- -. ,,. also signifies Perdition, dstruction, or
death. (s.) [Hence, app.,] , i;l AI quiv~r;
syn. at1;5. (TA. (The vowel of the t is not

indicated.])..Disease. (i.)_.A trial, a trouble,
or an affliction. (I.) You say, j, ;. t
, . [nThes are the family of thd father of
trouble; i. e., of one who is in troube]. (TA.)

BSee also ,.. - And see a ..

$a..: see .

34^: see ,, in three places. _ Also
Maternal tendernem of heart. (i.) - Anxiety;
(,V ;) and so . . (TA.)_. Want; powrty;
indigence; ( u, ;) also i;. and *t,..

(.) You say, in prayer, ;" S;t5 ji i. e.
[To Thee I make known] my want. (TA from a
trad.) And i;.l , i ;m jJ M;.ay aod bring
upon kim want, or potvrty, or indignce. (, ·

TA.) [And hence,] tv s 'XI A man op~p
by difficulty, trouble, distress, or adversity; a
man in need: i. e. any man in such a state.
(IAr, TA.) And tf *>tI jt [The family
of a man oppresed by diffculty, &c.]. (TA.)
.. A state, or condition; as also ata. : (t:)
but only used in speaking of an evil state; as in
the phrases, F .', a ;Q and . *a,.. sHe
passed the night in an evil state or condition.
(TA.)_[Hence also, for F_j^ ,j, and 4 $L,
and y. ,jl,] A weak man; (AZ,, u;) a

also ta .: ( :) and a weal woman: (TA:)
and weak peron: (Q:) and [a man who can
neither profit nor harmn; or] a man having
neither good nor evil: (s:) pl. 4, . (AZ, @.)
It is said in a trad., .Wt.JI i ,!, for
,ltjI ;Ilij, i. e. Fear ye God with respect to
the needy women, who cannot do without somu
one to maintain them, and to tahe constant care
of them. (TA.) And you say, I;i3f i' &. ;,
Verily I hav a weak family to maintain. ($.)
.- A person whom one is under an obligation to
respect, or honour, or defend, and who may be
subjected to lou, or ruin, [if abandoneud,] such as
a mother, or mster, or daughter, or any other
female relation within the prohibited degr"ee of
marriage; u also 'a.: (ISk, :) any such
relation whom it is sinful to subject to loss, or
ruin, by abandoning er: (A 'Obeyd, TA:) or a
motAer: (i:) by some explained peculiarly as
having this meaning: (A'Obeyd, TA:) and a

I
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wife; or a concbins; (s;) because both re:uire
to be maintained: (TA:) and, as also V ,j,
The father and mother: and a sidter: and a
daughter. (.) You say, ;i i ! J
and ,i' (Ik, .8, 1*) and V/- (1 ) I hare
among the sons of uch a one, a female relation
such as any of thos above.specifed: (ISk, 9:)
or one to whom I bear relationship on the aide
of the mother: (i:) or a relation within the
prohibited degrees of marriage. (AZ, TA.) - A
sacred, or an inviolable, right of a person, n.hich it
would be siI,l to disregard; as in the saying,
y'3j 9~. '' i~ [I did it for the sake of the
sacred, or inriolable, right of suchl a one]. (A.)
-A horse, or similar beast; syn. atl: (K:)
for this, also, cannot do without some one to take
constant care of it, and to sustain it. (TA.)1
The middle ofa houes. (l~.) Perhaps the . in
this instance is a substitute for. . (TA.)

;js.: see , :: ~and see also a.., in two
places. _-,s J '>* .'. A bad tract of land;

as alo '1 /. (TA.)

L,: see ,,: - and see also a._, in six
places: and H.'

."_tJ, The soul; syn. ii; (AZ,S,I ;) as
also .. ,.: (AZ, X(:) or the soul n,hose sea
it in (Ae heart; syn. r.J1 L [also called the

animnal soul, 0 le t: see art. uJ]: AHei

asserts, in a disquisition on the heart, that this
word is formed by transcription form 'l.:

(TA.:) pl. ;gj.-. (S, .) You say, 41 ,,
BJ;)tt [May God guard, or preserre, thy soul].
(A.)_[Also] The body, or person; in Persian

J3. (KL.)

;.1A. Slaying; or a slayer: of the dial. of the
tribe of Asad. (TA.)

rL;~, as an epithet applied to a man, Mlore,
or most, or tery, sinful, or criminal. (S, TA.
[This meaning is implied, but not expressed.])

.. ,i, (I., , or, accord. to some, .r,.
(MF,) and * ' , (1,) A man wvhose ncalh
passes arrayfrom him, and then returns. (l..)

,r,~_: msee what next precedes.

1. .:II..~ $1;, aor. $, (S,) inf. n
.:. and i U, (1,) t lie went, or circuited,
round about the thing; said of a bird, (, 15,
TA,) going, or circuiting, round about water
[like a fish (._) in water]; (TA;) and of a
wild animal: (1 5:) as also s, .. lb.. (TA.)

3. jl1. ~ lRe strove, or endeavoured, to turn
him, or to entice him to turn, syn. ;jlh, (9, L,
A, &c.,) in the 1g 41;, but the former is the
right explanation, (TA,) :*. > from a thing,
as, for instance, his family, and his property;
(9, TA;) t he strove, or endeavoured, to beguile
him (A.) You say, 3.. 4.. 34 t e

pasud the day striving, or endealvouring, to turn

me, or ~tic me, by guile, like as thei fih (;-)
does in the mater. (A.) - t He trove, or con
tended, with him, to repel him. (,.) - tHe
consulted him, or consulted rvitA him. (].) -
t He talked with him, consulting, or making pro-
misr, in the case of a sale. (R.)

,L Fish: (M,A,1 :) or [rather] a fsh:
(S, TA:) or a great fah; any great fuh: (M,
M9 b, TA:) of the mauc. gender: (Mgb:) pL
[of mult] O1t~4 (9, Mob, 1) and ja' and [of

pauc.] ;1t1. (K..)_[Hence,] ;. 1 _1
(in the l]ur lxviii. 48) [a surname of The prophet]

Jonas. (Bd,Jel.).[Hence also,] `jl t[The
constellation Pisces;] a certain sign of the Zodiac.

(, 1g.) And SyljJI z.Jl t The coutllation
Pieis Australia. (1zw &c.) And aJ,11 .,
t The bright star [a, caUlled by European astro-
nomers Fomalhaut,] in the mouth of Piscis
Auwtralis. (~szw dc.)

9.a.3 [Of, or relating to, or like, afsh, or

great fish]. You say, .AWJ'I i [(He is
like afiah, or great fh, in snalloning]. (A, TA.)

Z.J" The mnale of the 4.. [or serpent]. (A.)
[But the proper place of this is art. .]

~,. a dial. var. ef _.., (S, 15,) of the dial.
of Teiyi, (Lh, IHbsh, I,) or of that of Temeem:
(L:) some of the Arabs say :, like as some
say ; (Ks, Lb.,TA;) and some say :, :
(Mughnee and TA in art. is:) *. is the
origcinal form; (ISd, TA;) but 4 is the more
chaste of the two forms, and that used in the
lKur.-n; though both forms are good. (AZ, TA.)
See art. ..

1. t._, (.,MiMob, l,) aor. t- (.,Mqb,)

inf. n. ; (S, K;) and . , (,1, ) inf n.

ti!; (;) and t ' ; (a, Msb, V ;) [the
second of which is the most common ;] the last,
irreg. [for by rule it should be L.{]; (M ;)

are syn.; (., M.b,' ;) and t-, aor. 

inf. n. .', signifies the same; (M, TA;) He,
or it, wanted, needed, or required. (KL, TA.)
You say, 6, t., (M, TA,) and ,1 * 1

and aA.l, He, or it, wanted, needed, or re-
quired, him, or it. (TA.) [And in like manner,

,, Z s V? .-.~,l He wanted, needed, re-
quired, or found it necessary, to do, or that he
seould do, su.h a thing.] And fs 1 i
[Such a one nas wanted, or needed]. (JK in
art. J..) - Also to.., aor. and inf. n. as above,
He doered, sought, or sought after. (TA.)_
And _ and t c ..1 He wat, or became, poor,
or in poverty or want or need. (TA.)

2- 'It i q. t 

[ThIe road led him aside]. (&.).- ,+s

(g,) inf. n. a above, (TA,) I fonooh my may
in, or in rpect of, of him. (15.)

4 .,.I: ee L -It is so transitive. (Mph.)

You say, % ai .j.1 I [Another made him to

want,or be in nd of, hi, orit]. (f) And Of"'o';

^l jI;0j ,t[EviloU time, or eil fortune, made

me to be in needof thee]. (A.) And u 'q;;. '
;,M j £ X [May God not caue me to want

such a one]. (A.) And 41 L.p [I mwa
caused to want him, or it]. (A.) And isq.j.1

t.i' jI ri [God caused him to want much a
thing]. (Mib.)

6. am.3 He sought an object of want, or what

he manted; (K;) or one object ofmant aJtranothlr.

(TA.) And t . He went forth ceking,
or seeking leisurely, or time afcrr time, what he
wanted, of the means of his ssitenc. (A, TA.)

And . j i! 53 He wanted th thing, and

deired it. (L, TA.)

8: see I, in five places. - Also e7.l He
inclined to him. (1J.)

t;: see 4.l. Also A certain kind of
thorny plant or tree. (., 1.) See art. .

.. Safety; freedom from eoil, harm, or the
like: so in the phruae ,JJ 1;;. [God grant safety
to thee]: (1 :) aid to a person stumbling.
(TA.)

Es.. Poverty. (.)

.~l. (s,5, &c.) and ' '.3., (AA, Drd,
&c.,) of which latter the former is a contraction,
(Kb in the 'Eyn, TA,) or the latter word ia
unused [except as an epithet, as will be seen
below], and l ip. . , ( &,g, ,) are syn. words,
of which the meaning is well known: (S, ]*,
TA:) Want; need; necessity, or necssitlude;
exigency: (TA:) [whence,] ,.L. 1. one who
is constantly in want, or ned: (IIar p. 148:)
a.. is a more general term than Ai; or each
of these terms is more general than the other in
some respects, and more particular in others:
(TA:) and the former signifies also a thing
wanted, needed, or required; an object of want,
of need, or of exigence; a want; a ndful, or
requisite, thing, affair, or busine: (A,TA:)
[and a thing to be done, an affair, or a buines :]
pL to., [or rather this is a coil. ben. n., of

which ._. is the n. un.,] and L., [which
is of more frequent occurrence,] (?, Mb, ],)
and ., [which is of rare occurrence,] (,,)

and .1L., (., Mb,K,) which is anomalous,

(9, .K,) and was disapproved by Ay, and pro-
nounced by him to be post-clamical, but he dis-
approved it only beoausre of its being anomalous,
(S,) and he is said to have retracted his asmertion
of its being post-clasical, (TA,) for it ia of fre-
quent occurrence in the [elazical] language of the
Arabs, (9,) in their verses and in the traditions:
(IB, TA:) it seems a though formed from the
sing. L.s., (9, 1],) which come ausert to have
been not used; or, accord. to some, it may be pl.

1
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ol :. , changed from the regular form of 1.,

([,,iginally ~ ~, like is, by putting the
[.l:ided] k before the m, agreeably with what
is often done in the language of the Arabs. (TA.)
You say, s.. . [He accomplished his
want]: (TA:) a phrase which signifies [also]
Ae did his businu; meaning he eased nature.
(lSk, TA.) And .,lJ1 F. it. 'i [Take
what thou wanteat, or requirest, of the food].
(A.) And ; U;. UZ and 431._. and
*.:4 . [In my mind is a want]. (AA,TA.)
And .1_. YOj , J [I want a thing of such
a one]. (TA.) [When the thing wanted, or not
wanted, is mentioned, or referred to by a pro-
noun, the subst. denoting it, or the pronoun
referring to it, is preceded by ,!J, as in the say-
ings I.. JI aqa. I have a want of such a

thing, and 4.. 'l *! b. I have not any want

of it, and ai iL. L What is the reason of
thy want of it, or thy wranting it?] You say
also, tW 'W1 Sj t 1 . o > i s t 
There remained not in his bosom a want but hL
accomplished it. (TA.) [The dim. of :4.. is
' ti.,j: whence the saying,] * ,4 ~.. ~ 
R*.i j * ',1 ,- j lq.i t S I have no want,
[nor any little want,] with respect to him, or it.
(Lb, h, ]8.) [See also t.., below.] In the
phrase JJl .. ~ [Seeh the little thing that
thou nantest], it seems that the second and third
radical letters of the latter word [originally
J.It;'.. ] have been transposed [and that

;~. has been then changed into S1.].

21; I left not any act of disobedience to which
was enticed. (TA from a trad. [But see 4;;

in art.- ])

k..~.: see 4i~ ., in four places: -and see
-You say also, . 9 I..

'l,. ~ There is not in my bosom any doubt re-
specting him, or it. (Th,$,].) And ) ..

-@'; ' ij r -* j - ,;-i, [There is not
any doubt in, or in retpect of, thine affair, or
thy cas]. (S.) _ And j&.,. ) ,; L
n o y* , like the phrase %j 51j isi ;
,tb, i. e. I spoke to him, and he returned sme
not a bad ,rord nor a good one. (ISk, S, I~.)

a.: see a.'t., in two places: _and see
You say also, y2 i M

Take thou a different and ninding road of the
land. (1.)

s: ee o1.., in two places. - You say

also l.t;. 34.l. and V __ A great
n:ant; a thing much n'ante(l. (TA.)

A man in want, needy, indigent, or
poor; (iM'h, TA;) [as also * ":] the pl.,
by rule, should be 6" because it is an
epithet appili(tl to a rational being; but the pl.
ued is __~...: some, however, reject tlis, and

assert that it has not been heard [as a classical
word]: (Msb:) ISd thinks that CO1 . is pl. of
t '1I_, if the latter word have been used:

(TA:) the vulgar say ; [as pi. of .:]

meaning J. Ib. (Mgh.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

1. ;a., aor. , i .q . , a. ex-
plained in art. ,~... (1.)

3. .J .;J l [like .,?jW] The ferer re-
turns to him repeatedly, or time after time. (s.)

- 5JIJwly .. _; H le visits [repeatedly, or
time afteia' time,] during the space of several days.
(TA.)

(S, L, 1,) He drove the camels quickly; (S, L,
1. ;) as also Vt?l^, (., L,) inf. n. ^1a'I: (1 :)
or violently; (M, L;) like Cjb., inf. n. j:
(L:) or roughly: (B:) or he drove the camels to
water; like t&jt.. (A. TA.) - Also He col-
lected the camels together to drive them. (L.)
- And aj1 ;.j t and t3J., I mastered, or
gained the mastery over, the camels: two forms
of the verb mentioned by Zj and IKtt and others,
as coordinate to ji and J1.. (MF, TA.) And

.J1 jt.JI s1. Tite he-ass gained the mastery
over his she-asses, and collected them together;
like t&j..: (L:) [and so ': * 1:1] Le-
beed says,

[When they became collected toqether, and he
gained the mastery over their flanks, or] drew
them toietlher so that not one tf them escaped hint,
[and brought them to the wvatering-place, gal-
loping tpon long crooked lgs; bfor] by .& he
means [crooked] legs. (S, L.) -And [hence,]
o1, aor. and inf. n. as above; (L;) and a.l .
,i, (S, A, L, .K,*) and 31..1; (8, L;) lIe
owereame, mastered, or gained the mastery over,
him, or it: ($, A, L, :) [like ejtm. .] You say,
IJ~ j.S t?.37.~l tIe mastered such a thing;
gained the mastery over it; gained possession
of it. (L.) O 1 .A,e tL..7.I [in the 1gur
Iviii. 20] means Tihe devil hath overcome them, or
gained the mastery over them: (S, L :) or hath
gained the mnastery over their hearts: (Tl, L.:) or
hath gained the mastery orer them, and inclined
them to that which he desired oJ them: (M.sb:)
or drove them, hatring gained the mastery over
them. (B.) And °.4 _J l [in the Kur
iv. 140], Did we not ac(quire the mastery ovcr
your affairs, and gain p)o.ssession of your affection?
(S, L:) or did we not gain the ma.itery orer you

by befriending and aiding you? (Aboo-ase4,
L:) or did we not overcome you, and han it in
our power to slay you ? (B4.) AZ says that in
all verbs coordinate to _1,t, the original letters
of the root may be preserved: that the Arabs say

,,~"1 and y;l, and .1, I and $,° :
and tat their doing'so is agreeable with a rule
constantly obtaining with them. (..) The gram-
marians say that he who says 1., aor. j_,
says only I...l; and he who says jl, says in
like manner 3. 4_" .. (L.) _ Also 1., aor.
Smi, (L,) inf. n. 3jS., (L, 1,) He guarded,
kept, kept safely, protected, took care of, or
minded, [a person, or thing;] syn. j11., (L,)
inf. n. ;y.. (L, 1.) And , 31.., (L,) inf. n.

_~.; (K;) and tv~t, inf. n. ;1^l!; (TA:)
He was obsewant, or regardJfl, of it; (L, 1 ;)
as, for instance, of prayer: from JtIl 1_. sig-
nifying " he collected the camels together to drive
them." (L.) - And 1)., He did a thing, or an
affair,Jfi,rnly, soundly, thoroughly, or well. (L.)
-Also, aor. and inf. n. as above; and 1j.il,

inf. n. 31t.; and .JI j,I ; He journeyed
hard; nwent a hard, or rehement, pace. (L.)

4. j1.I, inf. n. 31.: see 1, in four placee.
_- . 3,.1 He gathered together his garment,

(L, K.,) and drew it to him. (L.) t.iJl ~,.!

[in some copies of the g Hie1] He (a work-

man, 1. [in some copies of the J gL]) made
the arrow light, by scraping, or paring, it: (L,.

a :) a phrase used by Lebeed, in describing the
arrow termed ."I. (L.)

10. 5;i.,l and 1...l: see 1, in four places.

itjl (A, L, MIb) and CAii JI. (1 , L, L,K)
Th/e part of the back of a hIorse that is beneath

the i. [or saddle-cloth]; (S, A, L, Mqb, X(;)
i. e. tle tmiddle there(f; (Mgb;) as also J.JI
(Slx, A, L) and :i1j j..: (8, L:) also the line
along the middle of the bach (M, L) of a man;
(L;) but J.JI is more approved in this sense:
(M, L:) and 1_.J! signifies also the back of a
man; (L, K;) like Jlt.Jl: pl. ;1_1. (L.)
[Hence,] I1aJl :51h. ?A man light of back; (8,
A, L, Msb;) as also Jt.Jl Jj -. ; (A;) mean-
ing having little property: and also having a
small firmily to maintain: (L:) or having little
property and a small family to maintain: (L,

K :) like .JI. W.Ie (A, L, Msbh.) And ,i,

3.1t and 'UIJ t[lit. Io is thy bach ? meaningo
thy state, or condition?]. (Sh,L.) l.. and

;tQl both signify tA state, or conrdition; like
Jd_ and jI., which are the more approved
wolrds. (TA.) You say, ;,~,l t ;1l~ 
t They both ore in one state, or'.ondition. (.)_
.iltJIl The parts of thu backs of the two thighs
(of a camel, A) against vwhich the tail falls, (S,
A,* L, K,) on this side and on that: (L:) or the
parts qf the two thighs of a beast that face one
when he stands behind it: and two portions of
pflesh in the outer sides of the tno thighs of a man
&c.: (lSd, L:) or the hinder part, of the tswo
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thighs: pl. 1.I. (yam p. 443.) They say,

jo ust;-.,j - rl [The most thirst-
quencking of milk is that rwhich is next to the
hinder parts of the two thiglh of the shite-camel]:
i. e., when it is fresh-drawn, without her having
been previously sucked by a young one. (TA.
[But the first word, there, is C&1, which I regard
as a mistranscription.])

*ij.': see jitl, in two places.

s: ee e SI.

._I ;,j, A quick hunting. (L.)

~.S~.l Quick in journeying, or in pace; one
who goes a jour,ney of ten nights in three. (L.)
And hence, t Quick in erwrything that he under-
takes: quick, sharp, and active in affairs: (L:)
active and skilful: (]:) active in a thing by
reaon of his skilfulness: (AA, S, L:) applied
(as meaning active by reason of expertness] to the
wing of a bird of the kind called Ifi, by a poet,
(9, L,) namely, gIomeyd Ibn-Thowr: ( :) quick
in hiJ affairs, wrho prosecutes them, or carries
them on, w'ell: (L:) one mho prosecutes, or car-
ries on, affairs in the best manner, by reason of
his knowledge thereof: (A:) one tvho manages
thlings shilftily, well, or thorotughly: (Mosb:)
ready, or prompt, in affairs, who masters them,
and to whom nothing is out of his way, or rphere,
or compass; (A, , L, g;) as also t.a .: (L,*
i',:) one who overcomes, or mrasters. (L.) And

g$.le signifies the same. ( andIgcc. inart.j..)
It is applied by a poet to thick water (. S

'S, l) uas meaning t Quick in moving the bowreL.

8, L.)

1. j._, aor. ~, (S,) inf. n. - and j,.
(1, ]) and ;,, a contraction of the form next
preceding, used in poetry, in case of necessity,
(TA,) and ;.. (S, K) aid 3j_ (K) and .,,
(TA,) lHe, or it, retur'ned, (S, L, ,) K I 
to a thing, and &;, fiotn it. (L.)_ [lence,]
4fi ~. It (a false imputation) retutrned to Aim
[who was its author; or recoiled upon him].
(TA, from a trad.) And h.I ;a.. The thi,p
aticking in the throat, and choking, dexcended;
a though it returned from its place. (TA.) -
[And ,._, inf. n. j . and ;^', He rctur,nedfriom
agoodstatetoabod.] You say, r b .~J.
(TA on the authority of 'Asim, and so in a copy
of the 9,) lie returned f.om a good state after he
had been in that state: (A'Obeyd, S,* TA:) so
says 'A,im: (TA:) or L. t. ~a a.t, (TA, and
so in copies of the S,) lHe became in a state of'
defectirenesu after he had heen in a state of re-
dundance: (TA:) or it is from jl., inf. n. j.,
RHe untrivsted his tur an: (Zj, TA:) and means
tHe became in a bad state of affairs after he had
been in a good state. (TA. [See ';., below.])
-,b j. .He became in a defective and bad
state. (TA. [Here jt is an imitative sequent;
(see a. ;) as is also ;jj in a phrase mentioned
below.]) j;,., aor. as above, (MIb,) inf n.

Bk. I.

3, - Ji

;. (s, A, M.b, ) and . (9, A, ]) and

*;l_ (S) and ;._, (M and TA in art. J31,)
It decreased, or became defective or deficient.
(q," A,* Msb, g.* [See also ;j., below.]) _
Also, inf. n. j' (TA) and *,L, (S, ,) He pe-
risked, or died. (S,* . ," TA.) - Also, aor.

,., inf. n. j, lHe, or it, became changed
from one state, or condition, into another: and
it became converted into another thing. (TA.)

'Ž" Sj ' sf L; Such a one doe not
increase nor become augmented [in his substance]
(Ibn-Hani, K') is said when a person's being
afflicted with smallness of increase is confirmed.
(Ibn-Hani, TA.) j1 a., (TK,) inf. n. -, (IK,)
He wnas, or became, confounded, or perplexced,
and unable to see his right course; syn. je.3.
(K," Tk.) [See also art.. j~.] See also 2.

~j, anor. :, inf. n. aj; ( ;) and '
aor. and inf. n. as above; (Mgb;) and V._.l,
(K,) inf. n. jj.!; (TA;) and Z.;.n1; (S,
K ;) He, (a man, KI, TA,) and it, (an eye, 9,
Msb, ].,* TA,) mas, or became, characterized by
the quality termed ja. as explained below. (9,
Msb, K, TA.)

2. *a, inf. n. mm.3 , He made him, or it, to
return. (7j, K.) -He (God) denied him, or
prohibited him from attaining, what he desired,
or sought; disappointed him; frustrated his en-
deavour, or hope; (K, TA ;) and caused him to
return to a state of defectiveness. (TA.) ~
j,., inf. n. as above, He nihitened clothes, or
garments, (S, Mob,) -and wheat, or food: (v:)
and tjm., (K.,) anor. , inf. n. ;, (TA,)
he wrashed and whitened a garment, or piece of
cloth; (K;) hut j1.a is better known in this
sense. (TA.) __e:JI .~ jZ~, (inf. n. as above,
TA,) He burned a mnark round the eye of the
camel with a circular cauterizing-instrument, (8,
.,* ) on account of a disorder: because the place
becomes white. (TA.) - [He prepared skins
such as are called _a: a meaning indicated, but
not expressed, in the TA. - And app. lie lined
a boot with sticA skin: see * .] - Also,
(inf. n. as above, TA,) He prepared a lump of
dough, and made it round, ($, s,) rith a j_.,
(TA,) to put it into the hole containing hot ashes
in which it was to be baked: (S, g:) he made it
round with a j. (A.)

S. ju1m., (A, Mgh, Meb,) and,bl ojl.,
(TA in art. j, &c.,) inf. n. i6uJ ($, Mgh,

.) and j1S, (A, Mgh,) lle returned him answrer
for an.nver, or answers for answers; held a dia-
logue, colloquy, confirenre, disputation, or debate,
with him; or bandied words with him; syn.

jt.., (, and Jel in xviii. 35,) and . l 1;%I,
(A, Mgh, Msb,) or .4,l A.1;',, (Bd in

xviii. 32,) or, of the inf. n., jiL1 ~!Lp. (s.)
And jgt. He vied, or competed, with him, o,r
contended with hinm for superiority, in glorying,
or boasting, or the like; syn. ,.@. (Jel. in
xviii. 3'2.)

4. 1. [lie returned a thing]. You say,

.. o 1t. L . She ground, and did not
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return (r,j tL) anything of the flour [app. for
the loan of the hand-mill: see j_, below]. (S,

.) i - l j1.l He mallowed the thing stick-
ing in his throat and choking him; [as though lie
returned it from its place: see 1: see also 4 in
art. jr.: and see an ex. voce j-..] (TA.)

And l;b.1 ' Such a one is qwick in
twallowing: [said to be] from what next follows.
(Meyd,TA.)_ l, (-, g, &ce.,) inf. n. ';j!o
(TA,) He returned an answer, or a reply. (M1b,
TA.) You say, C, -i! 1 .i I spok
to him, and he did not return to me an anwer,
or a reply. (9, A," Meb,* 1].") And in like
manner, la. ;L . [He did not return a word
in answer, or in reply]. (TA.) - ,:jt.l She
(a camel) had a young otws uch as is called

,1e. (g.)
6. jj1-., (Mb,B,tc.,) inf n. ;3t, (R,K,)

They returned one another annwer for answetr,
or ane~rs for answers; held a dialogue, colloquy,
conferene, disputation, or debate, one with
another; or bandied words, one with another;
syn. lIW3bl3, ( ,,) and lgIy,t (Jel in lviii. 1,)
or ^.l l',a-, (Msb,g,) or .4,1 ) ,,-,.
(BI in lviii. 1.) [And They vied, or competed,
or contended for superiority, one mith another,
in glorying, or boasting, or te like: see 3.]

9. a.9l, (95, l, &c.,) inf .n. *l., (1t,) It (a
thing, ?, Mqb, and the body, TA, and the part
around the eye, A, and bread, g, or some other
thing, TA) was, or became, white. (9, A, MNb,

-S.) ee also 1, last sentence.

10. ltI.. 4 He d~ired him to speak [or to
return an ansrwer or a reply; he interrogated

him]. (9, 1..) And l.1Jl j:a..l. He desired the
hous to speak [to him; he interrogated the
hous; as a lover does in addressing the house in
which the object of his love has dwelt]. (IAr.)

ja. inf .n.of c;.. (9, A, Msb, K.) [Hence,]
C;*il j.. jJ C,>. A b a.', (TA on the autlio.
rity of 'Anim, and so inr a copy of the 8,) a trad.,
(TA,) meaning We have recourse to God Jlb,.
preservation from decrease, or defectiveness, after,
increase, or redundance: ( :) or ., aJ'I j..

?.4l, (TA, and so in copies of the 8,) meaning
as above: (~,TA:.) or tfrom a bad state oj'
affairs after a good state; fiom "_. signifying
the " u n twisting" a turban: (TA :) or fro,a
returning and departing from the commnaunity [ol'
the faithful] after having been therein; [fromi

. "he untwisted" his turban, and] fromn
L4 "he twisted" his turban upon his hend.

(7zj,TA. [See also j..]) t 3 ~ *,/'
(S, g,) and j, ( D,) eficiency upon lefciencl,,
(8, K,) and return upon return, (TA,) is a preov.,
applied to him whosec good fortune is retiring;
(s, .;) or to him who is not in a good state;
or to him who has been in a good state and has
become in a bad state: (K:) or the saying ie,

· .;;.- " ,,'9 [Such a one is sufferin,q
deficiency upon deJiciene~y: j. being used in the
sense of A., like " in the sense of ;;t]: so
beard by IA0r; and said by him to be al)plied in
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the case of a thing not in a good state; or to
him who has been in a good state and has become

in a bad state. (TA.) One says also, ) jWI
, WhAat is false, or ain, is wraning and re-

treating. (TA.) And j 0P . 21, (h,)
or pW pV, (1 in art. ;e.,) Verily he is engaged
it that which is not a skilful nor a good wvork or

performance: (,a'1 % ~ 6: so in

the L: in 'the ], for $bq.l is put l;l [which is

evidently a mistake]: TA:) or he is in a bad
state, and a state of perdition: (TA in art. js :)

or in error. ( J. [See : and see j, in

art. y; where it is implied that v is here an

imitative sequent of J,.]) And ; 1 ~?i j
jl,lj; 'tvln. Such a one went away in a de-

fective and bad state. (L, TA.) - See also
. hat is beneath the [part called] J5

of a turban. (V.) lThe bottom of a well or

the like. (g.)- Hence, (TA,) JI ! jY

tlie is intelligent; ( ;) deep in penetration.
(TA.)

j.,: see J", in two places. - Also [app. A
return of flour for the loan of a hand-mill; like

ia (a subst. from .;sl) signifying some broth

which is returned with a borrowed cooking-pot:]

a subst. from ,lmt.l in the phrase .-A'L

1:A ;oW1_ [q.v. supr]-. (, V.)

jm Intensee whiteness of the white of the eye
and intenJe blackness of the black thereof, (.,
Mqb, J,) with inten se whiteness, or fairness, of
the rest of the person: ( :) or intense whiteness
of the white of the eye and intense blackness of
the black thereof, fwith roundness of the black,
and thinness of the eyelids, and w,chiteness, or
fairness, of the parts around them: (v:) or
blackness of the whole [of what appears] of the
eye, as in the eyes of gazelles (AA, 8, Msb, 1)
and of bulls and cows: (AA, $ :) and this is not
found in human beings, but is attributed to them
by way of comparison: (AA, ., Myb, Ii:) Ay

says, I know not what is _JIl in the eye. (S.)
- Also [simply] Whiteness. (A.) Ied skins,

Nith which [baskets of the kind called] JSk, are

covered: (S, K:) [a coll. gen. n.:] n. un. with

i: (Q:) pl. lj.: (1,TA: in the C .lj.:)
or (so in the TA, but in the ] " and ") a hide
dyed red: (1, TA:) or red skin, not [such as

are termed] aitij: pl. j;t.l: (AIn :) or skins

tanned without lbi: or thin white shins, of which

[receptacles of the kind called] bIi are made:
or prepared sheep-skins. (TA.) [In the present
day, pronounced )j, applied to Sheep-skin

Icather.] -A certain kind o tree: the people of

8yria apply the name of jf to the plane-tree
(.j;); but it is '_, with two fet-hahs: in the
account of simples in the l]Bnoon [of lbn-Seena],
it is said to be a certain tree of which the gum is
called .,-b: (Mgh:) [by the modern Egyptians
(pronounced -) applied to the white poplar:]

a certain kind of wood, called f_kJl, (i,) because

of its whiteness. (TA.) ~s; JI Te7 third star,
1',] that next the body, of the three in the tail of
Ursa Major. (Mir-at ez-Zeman, &o. [In the ],

it is incorrectly said to be the third star of it~

.iail ;.; See .wl, in art. ])

;t [A quarter of a city or town; generally
consisting of seeral narrow streets, or lanes, of
houes, and hating but one general entrance,
with a gate, which is closed at night; or, which
is the case in some instances, having a by-street
passing through it, with a gate at each end:]
a place of abode of a people, whereof the houses
are contiguous: (Msb:) any place of abode of
a people whereof the houses are near [together]:
(]K in art. je .:) a spacious encompassed tract or

place; syn. :tW 3;le:' (A:) pl. t;l..

(A, Mr.k)

iet:see

j,VI. fem. of 1, I [q. v.]._Also A round, or
circular, burn, made w7ith a hot iron; (]R;)
[around the eye of a camel; (see 2 ;)] so called
because its place becomes white. (TA.)

;At,: see j.,. under JIt1

i1$,: see Y. :-: and see j^.

;:,., (S, K, &c.,) and sometimes with kesr

It m;1m/, (R,) but this latter is a bad form,

(Yaql~oob,) A young camel wrhen just born: (T,
]:) or until weaned; ($, ]g;) i.e. fiom the
time of its birth until big and weaned; (TA;)

when it is called je;-: (S:) fem. with ;:

(IApr:) pl. (of pauc., Sj) 3j.~.. and (of mult., O)

lje._ and XbL . (S, g' [Its flesh is insipid:

see a verse cited as an ex. of the word 5-.]
- [Hence,] j¢.-JI ,i/ The scorpion of

winter; because it injures the lj., (Ii,TA,)
i. e. the young camel. (TA.)

;1,.: see : -_ and see also ;f.

j._ (S, R) and , ., (S, and so in some

copies of the K,) or * ;j, (so in other copies
of the g and in the TA,) and tj;1j (, K) and

';1 . (K) and t (]., R,TA, in the C.K

.) and 1' and [originally an

inf. n. of 3] and a D<' (1) and );-. (TA,) An

answrer; a reply. ($, .) You say, &i e -
!j> , &c., He did not return to me an answer,
or a reply. (S.) [See a verse of Tarafch cited

voce .]

3~-, or OLW^: see what next precedes.

A 1¥. One who vwhitens clothes, or armnents,

by wasAhing and beating them. (, M, M9 b,l .)

Hence its pl. X,11_~. is applied to The com-

paniotns [i. e. apostles and disciples] of Jesus,
because their trade was to do this. ($, M, Mqb.)
[Or it is so applied from its bearing some one
or another of the following significations.]-
One who is freed and cleared Jrom every vice,
fault, or defect: [or] one who has been tried, or
proved, time after time, and found to be free

from vices, faults, or defects; from t;. "he re-
turned." (Zj, TA.) -A thing that is ntre, or
tnsullied: anything of a pure, or an unsullied,

colour: and hence, - One who adises, or
counsels, or acts, sincerely, honestly, orfaithfily :
(Sh:) or a friend; or trte, or sincere, friend:
(TA:) or an assistant: ($, Msb, ]:) or a
strenuous assistant: (TA:) or an assistant of
prophets: ( :) or a particular and select friend
and assistant of a prophet: and hence the pl.
is applied to the companions of Motammad also.

(Zj.) - A relation. (V.) _ And i!l_. A

,nhite, or fair, woman; (A;) as also ' ? .U ;

(T, Kg ;) and so t &'_., without implying j`- of

the eye: (TA :) pl. of the first ; ,j1lj, : (A:)

or this pl. signifies women of the cities or towans;
(K ;) so called by the Arabs of the desert because
of their whiteness, or fairness, and cleanness:
(TA:) or women clear in complexion and skin;
because of their whiteness, or fairness: (TA:)
or women inhabitants of regions, districts, or
tracts, of cities, tomns, or villages, and of culti-
vated land: (Ksh and BO in iii. 45 :) or [simply]
nomcni; because of their whiteness, or fairness. (.)

5.qf_ Wh7ite, applied to flour: (A,*]g:) such
is the best and purest of flour: (.K, TA:) and in
like manner applied to bread: (A:) or whitened,
applied to flour; (S;) and, in this latter sense,

to any food. (., ]~.) [See also ,.: and see

>1? jl_ J4 A man in a defective and bad

state: (., TA:) or perishi*g, or dying. S.)
[See the same phrase in art jp..: see also :
and see t, in art. j; where it is said that 53
is here an imitative sequent of jl_..] _ See
also ol_.

jy.l, (.K,) applied to a man, (TA,) Having

eyes characterized by the quality termed ._ as

exp)lained above: (K :) and so fi.Lj, [the fem.,]

applied to a woman: (S,Myb, K:) pl. J,..
(S, K.) And ; 1- j^,, applied to women,
Having eyes like thiose of gazelles and of cows.
(AA, S.) Az says that a woman is not termed

6.;. unless Combining j. of the eyes with
whiteness, or fairnes, of complexion. (TA.)

See also ~1;., under 5, s ..- J An

eye of pure white and black. (A.) A~-J1! A
certain star: (., K:) or (K) Jupiter. (., IC.)
~ Also ! Intellect: (ISk, , 1K :) or pure, or
clear, intellect; like an eye so termed, of pure
white and black. (A.) So in the saying, 

j~ ,. t! : [ lIe does not live by intellect: or
by pure, or clear, intellert]. (ISk, S, A.)

5jlp,- A man (TA) white, or fair, (., ],)
of the people of the towns or villages. (TA.)

[See also L.Sl.; of which the fern. is applied
in like manner to a woman.]

; : see ot,., in two places.

; The pin of wood, or, as is sometimes the

case, of iron, on wshich the sheave of a pulley
turns; (S;) the iron [pin] that unites the bent
piece of iron which is on each side of the sheaer
of a pulley, and in which it [the . ] ist in-
serted, and the sheave itself: and a piece of wood

rhich unites (' ) the ~e of a large pulley
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[app. witA what is on each side of fhe latter; for
it seems to mean here, also, the pivot]: (l :)
some say that it is so called because it turns round,
returning to the point from which it departed:
others, that it is so called because, by its re-
volving, it is polished so that it becomes white:

(Zj:) pl. JA . (A.) One says, tj-. - ,,
meaning Z Hit circumstances, (A,) or affair, or
cam, (I,) became unsettled: (A, S:) from the
state of the pin of the sheave of a pulley when it
becomes smooth, and the hole becomes large, so
that it wabbles. (A.) - Also A thin,u (IS) of
iron (TA) upon which turns the tongue of a
buckle at the end of a waist-belt. (1.)- And
An iron instrument for cauterizing [app. of a
circularform: see 2]. (K.)_And The wooden
implement ($, g) of the baker, or ,maker of
bread, (a,) with which he exlands the dough,
(V,) and prepares it, and makes it round, to put
it into the hot ashes in which it is baked: (TA:)
so called because of its turning round upon the
dough, as being likened to the .~ of the sheave
of a pulley, and because of its roundness. (T.)

jl.;: ee ;, in two places. - Also A place
that returns [like a circle]: or in which a return
is made [to the point of commencement]. (g.)
-A mother-of-pearl shell; an oyster-shell: (
lAth, Myb, .:) or the like thereof, of bone: (,
]:) pl. ;... and [coll. gen. n.] tj... (L.)

- And hence, A thing in which water is col-
lected; as also * ,. (IAth.) _ [Hence also,]

An oyster [itself]; expl. by hjJl ,O as.

(L in art.t.) - The cavity of tAhe ear; (s;)
i. e. the external, deep, and wide, carity, around
the ear-hole; or the i. [or concha] of the enr.
(TA.) - The part of the shoulder-bladle called
itst [q. v.]: (s, K:) or the small round

hollow that is in that part of the shoulder-blade
in which the head of the humerus turns. (TA.)
-The small round cavity of the hip: and the
dual signifies the two round heads [?] of the hips,
in which the heads of the thighs turn. (TA.) -
The palate; syn. ;..: and without ;, i. e.

)am.., the same, of a man: and, this latter, the
place, in a beast, where thefarrier peformts the
operation termed ;.~: (TA:) or the former
signifies the upper part of the mouth of a horse,
internally: (IAp, TA:) or the inner part of the
palate: (Abu-l-'Omeythil, TA:) or, [which
seems to be the same,] the portion of the upper
part of the mouth which is behind the l:4h [or

.j!]: and the panage of the breath to the in-
nermot parts of the nose: (TA:) or Jl..J iLg1
signifies the part [of the palate] which is a little
above the plae where the farrier performs the
operation termed .f4b3. (?.) - The part be-
tven thefrog and the eztremity of the fore part
of a solid hoof. (Abu-l-'Omeythil, V.) What is
beneath the j,] [q. v., app. here meaning the
jtll of the hoof of a horse or the like]. (TA.)
And The ... [i. e. toe, or nail, &c.,] of a
canmeL (TA.)_-A thing resmbling [the kind
of vehicle called] a QC; (s;) pronounced by
the vulgar [;j....,] with teshdeed: pl. ;".
(TA) [and y .", which is often applied in the

present day to the dorsers, or panniers, or oblong
chests, which are borne, one on either side, by a
camel, and, with a small tent over them, compose

a f.-j]: the [ornamented t.q called the]

i,:.. [vulgarly pronounced J...] of the pil-
grime [which is borne by a camel, but without a
rider, and is regarded as the royal banner of the
caravan; such as is described and figured in my
work on the Modern Egyptians]. (M9 b.) _

I.q. J. [A line, &c.]. (..)-And i. q. a_iJ
[A side, region, quarter, tract, &c.]. (].)

i;,.:_ and a;c: see

j.il j,.~ The whiteneas of the froth, or of
the scum, of tAe cooking-pot. (S.)- _ m. ..;,
[in the copies of the 1V, erroneously, ;j~.,] A
bowl whitened by [containintg] camera hump,
(~, L, .K,) or itsfat. (A.)

;j~ Dough of which tte surface has been
moistened with water, so that it is shining. (TA.)

[See also 2.] _- dj ... ' , in a verse of El-
'AjjAj, Eyes of a clear white [in the white parts]
and intensely blach in the black parts. (f.) _

A bootlined with shin of the hind calledjs.. (s.)

j_.. A lpossesor of [flour, or bread, such as

is termed] L5Ja.. (TA.)

1. ;l_, (.% ̂A MA b,) aor. e (Msb,)
inf. n .. and (.% A, A,Mb, ;) as also

[aor. e:.j,] inf. n. j.e; (Mb ;) He drew,
collected, or gattered, it together; (S, A, M9 b,
Ig;) and so t jl.I%, (TA,) inf. n. i · !; (I;)
and t j, inf n . 3: (TA:) he drew, col-
lected, or gathered, it together (namely, property
or wealth &c., TA) to himself; (S, A, MCb;) as
also *talm.I, (S,) and - &jt., (A, TA,)

and i9 el_, and tJl 'y.A;.t. (TA.) You say,

JlYIl . '4J Take thou to the colUecting of
wealth. (A, TA.) o;, aor. *j., (TA,)
inf. n. .. , (], TA,) He had, held, or posessd,
it; had it, or held it, in his possession; had, took,
got, obtained, or acquired, possession, or occu-
pation, of it; (AA, ], TA; [.I.jl, given aes an
explanation of the inf. n. in the CI, is a mistake
for 11,I ;]) he took, or received, it; he had it,
or took it, to, or for, himelf. (AA, TA.) [See
;j.^, below. Hence, It comprehended, com-
prised, or embraced, it.] -. ;' j1 , inf. n.
j*, He took for himelf the land, and marked
out its boundaries, and had an excluseive right to
it. (TA: but only the inf. n. is there mentioned.)
.jl., aor. ., also signifies [He or] it over

came, co~uered, or mastered, [a thing,] as in an
instance in art. j., voce jij.M.: (Sh, ]:) [as

also .. ] _Also, (A, TA,) inf. n. j, (,)
He compressed a woman: (A,' V, TA:) [as

though he mastered her.] ._ ~;1 jtmJI jim The

h~-au gained the mastery or his she-aes, and
coUected tAhm together; as also 1lin.b. (L in Srt.

;"_) :r._ I 31_i, aor. 1j , (g, A, M9b,)
inf. n. je., (, I,) He drove the camels gently;

(M, M,b, Y ;) as also tLj., aor ... ;, (, M,b,)
inf. n. j ; (Q, TA;) and t1ji.. (TA.) Also
HIe drove tAecamelst hemently; (i ;) and so tjl.,
aor. tLjs', (TA in art. je.,) inf. n. j,.: (IC in
art. j. .:) thus bearing two contr. significations:

(g:) [as also sI. :] you my [also] L.:l,
[unless this be a mistranscription for b';,] mean-
ing, Drive thou tlmn uehently. (TA.) Also
lie drore the camels to water; (A;) and so

bj_; (S,A;) [and jl :] or t, (A,
8, 1,) inf. n. &,,3 (I,) signifies Ae drove tlsm
during the first night to water, (A1, , /,) it
being distant from the pasture: (A9 , :) because
in that night they are driven gently. (TA.)

[See also ja., below.] - Jljlm.. ..He renoved
the thingfrom its place; put it away; placed it
at a distance. (Sh, TA.

2. *jl.: see 1, first sentence ._and ij;.:
,:l msee 1, in three places.

4 see 1

5. j;.3 He, or it, writhed, or twisted, about,
(n, TA,) and turned over and over; (TA;) as
also jt .3: (.K:) or was retleu, or unquiet, not
remaining sstill, upon the ground. (Lth, TA.)
You say, 4.JI aj;.., and -,., The ser-
pent writhed, or twisted, about. (Both in the o;
and the latter in the ] in art. je..) And WJ L.

Wherefore dmt thou writhe about like the writh-
ing about of the sent? the latter verb, accord.

to Sb, is of the measure , from ;.J! .

(S.) - He rmoved, withdrev, or retired to a
distance, (A 'Obeyd, f, ],) and drew back, (a,)

[or &;.r] from him or it; (TA;) as also
tA'3; (A'Obeyd, ;) and tilrl. (A.) You

to him and he did not move for him from his bed,
or mattress. (T].) And EI-lCa$amee says, (1,
TA,) describing an old woman of whom he sought
hospitality, and who eluded him, (TA,)

. 0> -S l ·

She (this old woman) retires and draws back
from me for fear of my alighting at her abode
as a gust [like as the viper turmu away in fear
of a beater]: or, as some relate the verse, j;..
(p.)- He tarried, or loitered: he was slow in
rising; as also ,;~,J: he desired to rie, and
it was tedious to him to do so; as alsbo tj3.
(TA.) AA sapys, ;:;., j ,. , J, [as though
meaning, He mu slow in rising like as the rising
of the rpnt is diow: for he add&,] and it is low
in rising when it desire to rise. (?.)

6. lp.UI jA _ 3 The two partie, or divisios,
84"
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turned awaoy, eachfrom the other, (., 9,) in war
or battle. (..)

7 1j@ j..Jl The company of men left their
appointed station, (., 1, TA,) and place offight-
ing, (TA,) and turned amay to another pllace.
(.,* IC, TA.) You sayalso, Zjb.jI He turned
awrayfrom him: ($, :) and M j'_Jl he turned
to, or towrards, him; and he joined himself to
him. (gar pp. 122 and 3'20.) You say of friends,
;-'l -.. ljj;, and ,; [They turned
awayfrom the enemy;] and of enemies, I1t,S!,

and .I jl. (., TA.) Or jlt_l signifies
lie separated himself from othl er# that he m,ight
be nith those who were fighting. (Aboo-ls-bAJ,,

TA.) And .4I J1 j4. jlmj signifies the

same as *' 1'i.3 [The mtnan turned, removed,
nwithdrew, or retired, or he joined himelf, to the
company of men]. (Myb.) See 5, in two places.

-c: J1 J.S jtl,J [for p, in the TA, I have
substituted L, as the former is apparently a
mistranseription] lie drew himnelf together, and

fell to the thing; expl. by ; " aA '

-,I. (TA.)

8. *j.ll: see sjl., in four places, first sentence.
'~~ ' J -- a--

Q. Q. 2. 3e [originally j,]., of the mea-
s;ire ,h,, (Sh,S, TA,) [from ;.., originally
jj',] lIe turned asidle to a "e [or place, &c.].

(Mgh.) You say also jl.l j/m3 [The property,
or the camels or the like,] became dranwn, collected,
or gathered, together; or drew, collected, or ga-
thered, themeires together; to a j'.. (Msb.)
- See also 5, throughout; and see 7.

j,. inf. n. of 1 [q. v.].4....j_ o: see is".
- A place of which a man takes possession,

(TA,) and around which a dam (;.L) is made:

(I, TA:) pl. jl_.d. (TA.) -,1jt, j.: see
s- .I4 The first night during wrhich

amelb repair towardJ the nwater (AS, g, 1) when
it is distant from the pasture: (A, 8 :) because
they are driven gently that night: but when their
faces are turned towards the water and they are
Icft to pasture that nighit, the night is called

AIL !i. (TA.) One says to a man, when he
holds back respecting an affair, * 
i'i t [Let me alone and cease fiom this and
that discursion of thine]. (TA.) And one says also,

'S;i' S AJlJ ,j Os v J t[Such
a one was prolix, or tedious, to us with this and
that dicursion before coming to the point]. (TA.)
.j is also used as an epithet; though pro-

perly an inf. n.: you say, j _~. . [A gentle
driving: or a vehement driving]. (TA.)

4s..

$jj~ i.q. je?., as pointed out in two places
below. (., MSb, &c.)- [Hence,] tA thing that
is in one's possession or occupation; a thing that
is one's property: so in the aying of a certain
woman, a.W a ,...lj t And I guard from
ecroachment the property of the absent: mean-
ing her w, hich was the property of her

husband by the marriage-contract: whence it

appears that, if this saying be the only ground
upon which Az has asserted that one of the sig-
nifications of >j_ is the t. of a woman, [as is

also said in the .K,] his assertion requires con-
sideration; for a woman's ji is her own when

she has no husband; and when she is married,
it is her husband's property. (L, TA.) You say
also, 3i;.. JL , and ot ',J, [and t# j_ ,]
It became in his rpoeslion, or occupation. (L,
TA.) And jJ ... rt,' J* t Suc a one defends,

or guards, from encroachmett, or invasion, or
attack, vwhat is in his ".. [or place; meaning,
in his posession or occupation]. (TA.) In like
manner, a poet says,

He guarded from mcnroachment his tracts of
pasture-land [wso that they were left deserted].
(Fr, TA.) And it is said in a trad., ;.j, ~

4,L 1: And he defended, or protected, or
guarded, from encroachment, or invation, or
attach, the limits, [meaning, rwhat the limits com-
prised, i.e., thite territoryj,] and the tracts, or
reqions, of El-Idlidn [meaning, of the Mluslims].

(TA.) djkl i;. signifies [in like manner]
&z,b [i.e. The seat of regal power: or the
heart, or principal part, of the hingdon]. (,.)
- t Nature; or natural disposition, teonper, or
other quality or property; (1K, TA;) whether
good or evil. (TA.)

,,a., (~, Algh, Ms,b ) of the measure J.e,
(Mgh, Msb,) from jJI, (S,0 Mgh,) as signify-
ing "the drawing, collecting, or gathering,
together," (Mgh,) originally j3^_, (TA,) and
also contracted into .., (S, Mb, TA,) like -
and C., and >j and CeJ; (S,TA;) [The
continent, or container, or receptacle, of any-
thing; like a] ; as also j, q.v.:] any

place in which a thing is: (Mgh:) in scholastic
theology, thie imaginary portion of space occupied
by a thing having extent, as a body; or by a
thing not having extent, as an indivisible atom:
in philosophy, the inner surface of a container,
which is contiguous [in every part] to the outer
surface of the thing contaiLed: and [henice,]

aeJl jeJl [the proper natural ptlace of a

thing;] that in which the nature of a thing
requires it to be. (KT.) - A quarter, t,act,
region, or place, considered relutively, or as part
of a whole; or a part, or portion, of a place;
syn. ae ; (S, Mgh, Msb;) as also 1j:
(S, MSb, I:) so the authors on practical law
mean by 'j.; such, for instance, as a room,

or an apartment, of a house: (Mgh:) pl. jile.l,
*($,Myb, TA,) which is extr., (TA,) being from
the contracted form [jJ]: (Msb:) by rule it
should be jl^1, (As, Msb, TA,) like ,lIjI, pl.

of . [and ]: (As, TA:) or by rule [if
from the uncontracted form je'] it should be

;.t_, with hems, accord. to Sb; or jgl.., with

, aeoord. to Abu-l-Jjasan. (TA.) JlJa0l ,

(S, Mb, TA,) as also g1lt tj1 j., (TA,) signifies
What is antneed to the Aouse, (g, TA,) or apper-

tains thereto, (Meb,) of the j;--- (8, Mb, TA)

and t.i (TA) and 1; (Mqb;) [i.e., of the
convenience thereof, suck as the privy and the
hitchen and the like, and other parts or apart-

ments;] such are termed collectively jlljlsl;

(Msb;) and each part or apartment (4.t;), by
itself, is termed '.. (TA.) - [Hence the may-

ing,] .ij .j.. .il i [I am in his quarter
and protection]. (A, TA.) -[And hence also

the saying,] .l;JI je. - I I n the manner, and
place, of [that kind of transmission which is
termed] J31jJ1 [which is "transmission by such
a number of persons as cannot be supposed to
have agreed to a falsehood :" as explained in the

Mz, 3rd e ]. (Mgh.)-And -- - ;I.:
see . [And j_ UL By hIm or
itself.]

~ill ~ jl_ l : ace j!;~, in art j,;
- - .a. , a .

w. Jl '7 '; ,f, in the ]ur [viii. 16], signi-
fies Or turning aside to a different company of
the Muslims: (Mgh, Msb :*) or the meaning is,
or separating themselves from others to betah
themselves to [a different company of] thos en-
gaged in fighting. (Aboo-I-lui4, TA.) The ori.
ginal form of is.j_,a. (TA.)

;,em.^ 2 a1' [.4 potion of the
earth, or of land, comprehended within certain
linits]. (M and K in art. ,.)

inf. n. , . and ,,m., (TA,) He came around
thc chaxe, or game, to turn it towards the mnare;

(S, A, 1. ;) as also V a.,;1a and f .. (, ],)

inf£ n. L:l..1 and El. (TA.) _,
.'1t 4i I aided him to hunt, or catch, the

chas, or game; as also %. s, - '-1, and ,-
,4, and *I b 1, on tlhe authority of Th:

(TA:) and ', 1 ,t ... l.e scared the chasue,
or guame, towards hiim, and drove and collected it
to him; as also t1_I. (TA.)_ - ,A.I 'Q
'JI The *volf drove along the sheep or goat.
(TA.) -Jtl b,l. ]lI collected together, and
drove, the camels. (.q, ) , inf. n. ,
also signifies [simply] lie collected it; drew it

together. (TA.) [See also 2.]__l, J',.
(A,) inf. n. A., (I,) He eatX fromn the sides
of the food so as to consu,ne it: (A, I:) fromn
IF. (TA.)_[See also 7.]

2. ".. , (TA,) inf. n. .sL, ( Hg,) ,
collected several things: or collected mnuch. (,*
TA.) [See also 1.]

3. . 1 A,6. He turned aside from the place
of the rain of the lightning, wrhichever way it
turned. (Ibn-'Abb;id, I.) - Hence, (TA,)

LJ-., (A,) in£ n. i:jl;., (TA,) He circum-
vented him: or he endeavoured to induce him
to turn, or incline, or decline; or endeavoured
to turn him by deceit, or guile: syn. ""ll: (A,
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TA:') in war, and in litigation or contention

[&c.]. (TA.) You say, ,."1j A.s4-.l W

3. i [I continued duing the day to c;r-
cmnmnt imm, or to endcavour to induce him to
turn, &c., and to deludo Aim, or act towards
him with artiflce, like a fh in the water, until
he did what I desired: see also what next
follows]. (A.)-[And hence,] AJ& 1jt.. I

excited, incited, urged, or instigated, him to do
it. (Ibn-'Abbad, A,* 8gh, K.) [It is indicated in
the A that in the ex. immediately preceding this,

4Z;m. may also be rendered agreeably with this

explanation.]

4. %' ,l ,6.lI, and A.j.1: see 1, in five
places.

5. La ., , The people, or company
of men, reoved, withdrewm, or retired to a dis-

tance, from me. (8, k*`') And ..4 i . A1
He remanod, &e., from the people, or company

of men. (TA.)-...,j. -- *. . She became
forlorn of her htuband; syn. . (sgh, :.)
- ,.9 He felt, or had a sense of, or uas
moved with, shame, or shynecu, or bashfitlneu.
(AA, K.)

6: see 8.

7. " Ilojkt I lIe took .fi'lght, and fled from
h im; or ans averse friotn hitm; and shrank friom
him; (S,' I ;) and t'as .figihtened at him; and
woas moved by him. (TA.) [In the TA it is here
added, that thlis verb is quasi-pass. of _"JI in
the sense of Jll; but this seems to indicate that
a copyist has written jiJl by mistake for .Ul,
whlich is u syll. of the inf. n. of 1 in a sense ex-

1plained above: so thalt .Wt,il signifies lHe
becamne scared, or the liike.] Ihr mentions this
verb in art. .e_; but it belongs to the present
art. (IAth.) You say, o- 4.j,i t- ;j j

He chid him (menninig a wolf or other animal)
but he did not talke fright and flee, &c., at his
chiding. (TA.) And * , . v ,

(1, A,') and :;J, and C; ,.i , (TA,) Such a
one is not moved by, and does not care for, or
regard, anything, (8, A, TA,) and tsch a one.

(TA.) - ,..J Il The camels became col-
lected together. (Igar p. 190.)

8. ',.JI ;.il , ($, Myb, g,) and, more

commonly, gJ,p, (1W#b,) The people, or company

of men, encompassed, or surrounded, the chase,
or game: (M.b :) or scared it, one, or one party,
to another: (S, I :) the j remaining here un-

changed as it does in l 1! . (f.) And l

%i' (A, TA) They encompasosd, or surrounded,
such a one: (A:) or they matd such a one to be
in the midst of them; (TA;) us also l,~d.

,;., 1($,,) [and 4Jl' lsal, (M and 0 in
at J,-,)] and j, I, () , .p,m.3.

(TA.)...Hence the phrase j. lIl j, .l
t [Th blood invaded from every quarter the
sate of pureness]; u though the blood encom-
pred the purenes, and enclosed it on either
side. (MXb.) [Alluding to the collecting of the

blood about the uterus previously to mendtrma-
tion.]

,u S1 i.q. O ;.. One should not say

£i5 ~, but ,t'b, and U ;ii;. (1, ].)
[See these phrases explained in art. .1--.]

k^S A thing resembling [the lind of enclosure,
made of trees or of wood, &c ,for camels or sheep

or goats, called] a ;'Ji.: a word of the dial. of

El-'Irkl. (Sgh, K.) Applied by the people

of Egypt to The court (.W) of a house: (TA:)

[and to any court, or enclosure, surrounded by
dwellings or the like, or by these and walls, or

by walls alone: pl. of pauc. ,15,I and of mult.

, : and nmjlJ : see the next pararaph,
in four places.

t.jsi Yizld; untamed; undomesticated; un-

civilized; unfamiliar; syn. M. . ( q,Myb.)
-Applied to a man, ? Wild; uncivilized; un-
familiar; (A;) unsociable; that does not mix with
others. (S, A.) -Applied to a camel, or other
[animal], Wild: (1I:) [or] the epitbet thus applied
is tropical; (A, TA ;) and what are thus called,

(K,) or Aa.J 4l1 [the camels termed a13$ ],
(8, A, Msb,) are so named from ', JI, the ap-
pellation of certain stallions of the camels of the
jinn, or ge,ii, which covered some of tie she-camels
of Arabs, (IKt, S, A, Mob, V,) as they assert, (S,
K,) namely, of the she-camels of Mahrah, (1,)
meaning the Benoo-Mahrah-Ib!--Heydin, (TA,)

and the offspring were the camels called 4 .o.JI
{,..jl, (Mob, TA,) which scarcely ever become

tired; and the like of this is said by AHeyth:

(TA:) it is also said that tu, J1, (S, .K,) from
which the epithet above mentioned, thus applied,
is a rel. n., (TA,) is the country of the jinn,
(., ~,) beyond the sands of Yebreen, which no
man inhabits: (S :) or an appellation of certain

sons nf the jinn, whose country is called :

,._l by Ru-beh: (TA:) or it is like A_l.l:
(Msb:) or ac .~I means camels of tie jinn:
or wild camels; (TA;) as also t,^.: (S:)
or camntels not completely broken or trained, because
of their unyielding spirit. (TA.)_Hence, (A,)

!I jI · J . , (A,) or Al2t _ (. 8 )
J A man acute, or sharp, in intellect. (?,* A, K,*

TA.*) -You say also, :-* Strange,
uncouth, unusual, extraordinaryj, or unfamiliar,
speech; jsuch as is difficult to be understood;

(Msb, K, TA;) i. q. -; (, A ;) [opposed

to a:] and in like manner, .. iJ a
word, or phrase, that is strange, uncouth, un-

usual, &c.; as also - a' *, and 44, and

; 1L,; all opposed to '2.- c' . . (Mz, 13th

I -n.).And ,w _ , A night that is dark
(A,]) and terribl. (A, TA.)

; a.*j I ['ildness; and the like; the q~ty of
that which is termed u-_:] unscables of

diposition; or the quality
others; in a man. (!.)
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of not miwing with

:~_. Encompasd, or msurromnsd (Mqb.)

1. l, (A,TA,) sor. ,,~', (A,g,) inf n.
ve_ (~, A, Mgh, 1) and L1*, (A,TA,) ]le
sewed it, or semed it up or together; (.,0 A,
Mgh,' 1], TA;) namely, a garment, or piece of
cloth: (A, TA:) or he sewed it with titches far
apart: (IB, TA:) or he semed it without a
patch; and only said of a skin, or of skin, and

of a camel's foot. (TA.) Hence the prov., 

s~.j , i 1 i 1 l,Ij [Verily the remedy for the
rent is that thbou se it up]. (A,I.) [And

hence the saying,] _ 3.#,.. ." , (8, A)

t I will assuredly mar what they have repaired:
(A:). or I will assuredly make a hole in what they
haw sewed up, and I mill assuredly mar what

they have repairod (?,IB.) OrJi_ Lf s 1

{ I will asuredly circm~ nt thee, (i.,t.;.b [so
in copies of the ], and in the TA, but in the

CV, erroneously, ,ii,4',]) and I ilauwsredly
labour for thy destruction. (AZ,I4.) And it is

said in a prov., i;j * ,g uP DL

:c, (V,) andv.l *~, and.l r,-,j .(Yoo,

.K,) t He laboured at that whleA he eotuld not do
well, and tasked himsef to do that with which he
had no concern. (ISh, k.) Or . ,. ", .

;: u ' -' .l j i Thou hast spoken of a
thing writh rhich thou hast no cocern. (A.)

You say also, .,- WI. j.. ,1 j i
o.,r.. . t Before I penetrate into the case of
the people, and test them, I am ambitious of

smiting them. (A.) And .. °. U 
t Thou hast not attained the object of thy desire
[with respect to him or it: or perhaps the right
reading is i.;.*., in which ee the addition
which I have made should be omitted]. (IB, u
quoted in the L and TA.) - . ! .

(.,) or )ai , (A,) aor. a above, and inf. n.
of both the forms mentioned above, (g,) [He
seeled the falcon, or hawk; elosd its eye by
running a thread through their lid..] ,l
.;tl He closed a rent in his sAin for mter
or milk by inserting into it two pice~ of
stich or wood; not having a ,.. with which to

sew it. (TA.) - ",jo. also signifies The making
a coarctation between two things; (?, ;) and
so .-. (.) You say ' ,.m t(e co
tracted the space between then; me ning two
things]. (TV.).m ' :.. (A, Mb,) aor.

..W_, inf .n ., , (Mtb,) His *ye w, or
became, narrow, or contracted, in its outer gle.
(A, Mqb.) [But see , ., below.] And 

(., :,) aor. ,..p , (TA,) mid of a mn, (P,)
He had, i his eye, or eye, what is tm~ .m.

[as explained below]. (Q, V.) [See also

r . U ; j; 1 ,H look# at sch a ow

1
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from the outer angle of his eye, concealing [his
doing] tIwt. ($.) [See also 6: and see j.t..]

B- · i'l j! , -W i-g. iv- ,q [app.
He blinked at the' sun; or looked at it contract-
ing his eyelids]. (A in art. C.ij.) [See also 3:
and see _l . j.]

8. C;~.ll Her (a camel's) vulva waJ, or
became, impervious to the virga, or nervus, of the
stallion: you should not eay Jo.~.. (TA.)
And J lI .1 -o E.m.,l Icr (a camel's)
vulva was rende·red impervious to the virga, or
nervus, of the stallion, by her having a ring tied
over it, i.e., over her vulva. (L, g,* TA.*)--
;;- t lie was prudent, andl gnardded himself.
(ggh, ~.)

j. slyn. with .m.: see 1.

u.j^ N'arrowness, or contraction, of th outer
angle of the eye, (9, Mob, and so in some copies
of the t],) or eyes, (as in some copies of the I
and in the TA,) as though they were sewed up;
(TA;) or one of them: (V,:) or narrowness, or
contraction, of one of the eyeJ, (Lth, 9, Mgli,
TA,) exclusively of the other: (Lth, Mgh, TA:)
or, as Az says, accord. to all of them, narrowness,
or contraction, in both of the eyes: (Mgh, TA:)
or in the slit of the eye. (TA.) - See also

jj syn. with , and _,_: see 1.

,.l~ A wooden implement with Ahid4 one
sew. (Fr, $gh, I:.)

a1sam., originally LIc., ([, &c.,) A strip, or
thong, of leather, in the girth: or a long strip,
or thong, of leather: (TA:) or a strip, or thong,
of leather, with which the girth of a hore'st
saddle is tied: (1:) 'or the girth of a beast.
(T, TA.) This is the primary signification: and
sometimes it is used to signify.-Anything with
which a man binds his waist: [particularly, in
modemrn usage,ra kind of girdle, zone, or waist-
belt, wrhich is fastered round the waist with a
buckle or clasp; sorn byj men and by women;
and when worn by wealthy women, generaUy
adorned with jewls c.c., and having two plates
of tiler or gold, also ge~ ally jewlled, which
clatp together: in earlier post-classical times, it
is described as being of silver, and of gold: (see
Dozy's "Diet. des Noms des VAtements chez les
Arabes," pp. 145.7:) pl. J 1.'l. :] of the dial.
of Syria. (TA.) _ [See also another application

of titis word voce ,,.]

;';., applied to a she-camel, Whose vulva is
impervious to the virga, or nerus, of the stallion;
(, TA;) like fW, applied to a woman; (Fr,

,;) as also Li . and tL,., : (TA:)
and t ~SUk ., applied to the same, t having a
narrow, or contracted, vulva: (1Apr, TA:) and
t ;fii, applied to the same, also signifies
having her vulva rendered impervios to tih
virga, or ncvus, of the stallion, by its havi:ig a
rming tied omer it. (L, g,* TA.*)

.,-.l A man having in his eye, or eyes, what
iJ termed 'j~. [as exphlained above]: (9, A,

Mgh, Myb, 1 :) or having a narrowness, or con-
traction, in his eyes: (Az, TA:) femrn. :
(9, Msb:) pl., when it is used as an epithet,

Us..~.; but when it is used as a [proper] name,
.~Tjl.i: (Msb:) and , for S.a.. j, is
used as syn. with ,~, meaning kaving small
ey/es. (TAar.) The fern. is also applied to the eye
itself, (A, TA,) signifying, Nar,,ro in its slit,
7waether it be sunken or prominent. (TA.,2
For anotller application of the fern., sce ve

. j..o .. ,A narrow #ell. (A, TA.)

sec in two p,l;ces.

u~ -

L .WI (A,K,) aor. .o_, inf n. ,0b
(TA,) lIe collected the mater: (A, 1k:) anud, as
also t-.4, inf. n. ,iu.^a_, he guarded it, or
took care ef it: (TA:) and t tle latter, he mnade
for it a ,.b [q. v.], or place in which to collect.
(TA.) -_Also ,,., (S , TA,) or L,.- .
(A, 1~, [unless by this be meant tat lmt. is the
inf. n.,]) aor. as above, (S, TA,) and so the inf. n.,

($,) He made a .. ; (S, A, g;) as also
,.a.., inf. n. as above; (TA;) and t,,.al,

inf. n l;. (Th, TA.) Yousay, * 

[He made a .;._ fi)r his camelis]: and also
~ ?lj._ jb [T£hey made fl. o

(A.)

2: se 1, in four places. _ J; J. j. l ;UI

'I : have within mfy compass, or power, and
care, that thing, or offi,ir; expl. by ,. jl:

(S, A, O, L, K :*) like 1_: mentioned by

Yaeoob: from ,,o., explained below: (S :)
in the KI, [l.1* is put in the place of lJl, and]
41 is erroneously put for J... (TA.) You say
also, &W J3 A C$ ?Such a man has
within his power and care such afemale, (j.N
ye..,) and toys, dailies, wantons, or holds amorous
converse, with her. (A, TA.)

5: see 1.

8: see 1.

10. - l It (water) collected, or became
collected: (S :)or made for itself a ... (0,
L, .)

e. ,m [A watering-trough or tank, for beasts
,5.c., generally constructed of stones cemented and
plastered with mud, and made by the mouth of a
well; and any similar receptaclefor water;] a
place in which water collects, or ix collected:
(Mgb, TA:) accord. to some, from ;Owl ,.l.;
(K, TA;) [see art. p.e;] because the watcr
flows to it; for, says Az, the Arabs put j in the
place of j, and U. in that of : (TA:) accord.
to others, from ;ll ., explained above: (,
TA:) and t,..,e . signifies the same: (TA:)
pl [of pauc.] of the former, wito.l and [ofmnlt.]
~,e~., (~, M#b, g,) originally ,l.., (Mgb;)

and o.. (TA; and in a copy of the $ in the

place of .o-t., which is the form given in other

copies.) _ J""Il ,,, [T7h pool of the Ap e,
meaning Mohammad;] that of which the Apo~s .
poople ill give to drink on the day of r~e
rection: [or] i. q. 2;l, q. v. (TA.) AZ men-
tions the saying Js,Jl l- ai jilL (A,* TA)

and ,..4. Cp (TA) [May God give tmhe to
drink from the pool of the Apostle]. _- ,.
jtlaJI is an expresion of revilement, signifying

t:j.l .i$' [lit. Deprrsed in the breast, or
bosom; app. meaning narrow-minded; or il-
liberal; or niggardly]. (9gh, 15.) -_ ~

.,JI i. q. -;a [app. meaning The place
where death is met; where thes raught therof is
drunk]: so termed by way of simile: pl. as
above. (TA.)_, l.iJl 4 joi^ l and

tw. i[The resreoir of the clouds, and the
reservoirs thereof, poured for'th upon them].

(A, TA.) -ire t t uej - : ei

filled the concha (ai~) of his ear with the abun-
dlance of his speech. (A, TA.)

,A·. A thing lit/ a s.b, nuate to a palm-
tree, ttat it may imbibe thierefrotm; (, ];) a
thing that is made aroutnd a tree, in tIheforrm of
the ,£,, q. v. (M, TA.) See also ,s..

L & ;t., aor. i: see 4, in three ples.

-- s.', ($, Msb, :,) aor. as above, (~, M,b,)
inf n. n. (, M,b, 1) and 34_ and LU.,
(9, V, TA, [the second and third, in the C¢,
erroneously, withl fct-l to the C, the former of
them being expressly said in tihe and TA, and
the latter also in the TA, to be with kesr, and
both being shown in the g to be originally with .,
i.e. l , and 3 a,]) nd £t_ is used in
poetry for the last of these; (TA;) and tbI.,

(V,) inllf. n. n J ; (TA;) and ' ;_J; (K,
TA; [omitted in the C] ;]) lie guarded, kept,
kept safely, protected, or took care of, Aim, or it;
(9, Myb, ], TA;) Ae defended hi,m, or it; (TA;)
he paid frequent attention to him, or it; (V,
TA;) he minded, or mu regardfel of, the things
that werefor his, or its, good. (TA.) You say,
#11 A1.. )j ' y Mayest thou not ceao to he
in the protection of God. (TA.) And s;S &
ji . There is with suck a one compasion andt
affection for the: you should not say 4,1i.
(S.) And [I guard, or defend, or
take care of, my honour, or reputation]. (TA.)

And ;j. . 'V J 5 .J ie takes care of, orpays
frequent attention to, hisj brother; and under-
takes, or superintentds, or manages, his affairs.
(TA.) And .,.; . ,>t. and ,LkI He
fought in their defence. (TA.) [But this is ge-
nerally meant ironically.] When an afliction
befalls tliee, and thy brother does not guard thee,
or defend thee, and does not aid thee, one says
[to thee], .iJl ,/tJ. [so in the TA, app. a
mistranseription for t"_;l or t=il, with which,
however, it is nearly syn.,] which is used ironi-
cally; i. e. He guarded thee, or defended th, in

1
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a distant quarter; meaning, 'he did tnot guard
thee, or defend thee; for he who guards, or de-
fends, his brother, draws near to him, and supports
him, or aidbs him. (A, TA.) [See also 1 in art.

".] You say also, ;;l Z .Lt . (s,) or LaI,
(TI,) [both are saia to be correct in the TA in
art. .Ja, on the authority of lbn-Wellad,] in
some of the copies of the V with j and ,o, and
in some with J and we, the lattcr unpointed, and
so in [a copy of] the A, (TA,) IT/iCy rettred to
a distanceftomn us, they being around us, and 7re
not being dixtant from them, head thelC desred to

com to ts. (K, TA.) And LaUJ ijl Jo ̀ lRetire
thou to a distance from nc; (Ibn-Wclllad, and
X( in art. yai;) as also,;Cjl. (Ibn-Wellhd,and

TA in that art.) And a1j lI 
GJI,, in cach case with the short 1, meaning
I wcili auredly eare titee, aned nut go near thee;
[and I will assuredly go against thee tofig¢ht tAee
wilt the staff.] (Ks, TA in art. jal) £ ..
means Talke thou care of the tie of kindlred, and
preserve it. (IAyr, 5.0) It also signifies Deck

th4ou the boys (4d .It [in the C1; 11 the girl])

with tthe [for preservotionfro thte evil 'eJ].

(IAp,l .) And L-,jUj_- Dectkye your boy

mith the L_.. (AA.) lc t _JI ,Q
Mmb, g,) nor. ns above, (S, MCP,) inf. n..,
(Msb,) The [wild] he-au collecteI, or dlrew to-
gether, ($,* Myb, s,0) and guardIed, or took care
of, (TA,) his i. [app. meaning his herd of wild
asses: or the plrase may mean the hc-ass drew
towardsI himself, or comnpresedI, and guatlded, his
she-a.s: Frtytag here renders Zl& by " pubem;T
and Golius, by "veretrum"]. (S, Mb, J.)

2. .J4a.., inf. n. H ie surrounded it

14 3~~~~~

by some sich thing as earth, so as tu Make thJi to

encomnpau it. (M9 b.) And 1 10_, inf. n.

as above, He built a 1a.. [or wall] around his

vine. (S.) Hence, 1 JA J r' Ut

SI hare within my compass, or polrer, and care,

tJat thing, or affair; [like - q. v.;] syn.

;. (S, TA.) [Hence also, .L& l^, in the
present day, is used to signify tiHe monopolized
it. See also 4.] - tL m, (1V,) inf. n. as
above, (TA,) lIe made a Jlt. [meaning either
a walled garden or a wall; app. a waU of enclo-

sure]; (s, TA;) as also tVh . (IDrd, TA.)
- See also 1.

3. bo t S.Je aife endeavoured to induce Auch

a one to turn, or incline; or endeavoured to turn
hin. by deceit, or guile; (beld,;) in a matter that

he desired of hin, and which he refused him:

(n:) as though each of them were gularding, or

taking care of, ,) the other. (K: and so in

the A, in illustration of what next follows.)

om g ~U (.u, :.Endeavour thou to indre

him to turn, or incline; or endeaour thou to tran

hin by deceit, orguile; [for he will relent to thee,]
syn. ;1. (A, TA.)

4. a o, and e a s ;e signify the ame [i. e.

It, or h, srruded, enompassd, enar ed,

anclod, or hemmed in, it, or hiin]. (TA.) You
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say, .-4e ..;1 bip.1, inf. n. lIm_.; and I_LL4 .
&0; The ~peopl surrounded, encompansed, envi-

roned, encirced, or beset, the sides of the town.
(M9 b.) And Oj4 J1 't_.1., (S, TA,) and

-t,L., (TA,) and q t-,:.J*1, , (v,) The
horse, or horsemen, surrounded, encompassed,
environed, eneircled, or bect, uch a one. (S,

TA.) [And C44 . e lpbtm.l, meaning They

surrounded him on all his sides; lit. on his two
sides: see ..]- _It is said in the ]Lur

[xvii. 62], v.,4 tot .2 j; I! t Vtrily thy Lord

hath men in his grasp, or power: (Bd, TA:) or

thath destroyed them; meaning ]ureysh. (B1.)

You say also, 0ij J_-l, meaning tSuch a one

was detroyed. or t his destrtuction drew near.
(TA.) And hence the saying in the Kur [xviii. 40],

1 t ie-1 tAnd itsfruit became rmitten by that
which destroyed ad oand led it: (TA:) or this

poxesuions became dletroyed: from .U1l d oIa.I

[the enenmy surrounded him]. (Bd.) [Hence

also, in the same, ii.75,] Z'; . d-.l4 j tAnd

over nihom his sin hath gained the mastery, af-
fecting all the circumstanees of his ease, so that
he hath become as though he were entirely encom-
paxsed ttereby: (Bd :) or twho hath died in the
belief of a plurality of Gods. (TA.) You also

say, yj. 1 d4l Jot l1 The thing beset him on ever

side, so thait e had no place of escape from it.

(TA.) And &X b1Jl~1 tHe took it entirely to

hidnself, debarring others from it: [see also 2.]

(TA in art ..)- - b., (1K,) or 4 b,.,

(S, Msb, TA,) and ;41 ,W 1.I, ($, TA,): [He

comprchended it, or knew it altogether, in all its
modes or circumstances;] he knew it extrinsically
and intrinsically; (Mb ;) or he attained the ut-
most particular thereof, and had a compreheni~ve
and complete knowledge thereof: or he attained
everything [relating to it], and the utmost know-
ledge thereof. (V, accord. to different copies. [In

thle Ci, 4t.. .i. is put, erroneously, for

s l.. CI.]) It is said in the JIur [xxvii. 22],

~ I t IX have knorn in all its
ci,rcumstanees, or modes, that which thou hast not

so known. (TA.) And you say also, .. l °j,

1 .1! t He kne it in aU its circumstances, or

modse; nothing of them escaping him. (TA.)
- 6ee also 2.

5: see 1, in two places

8. btal: see 4._ Also tHe took the course
precwribed by prudence, precaution, or good judg-
ment; he used necuaution; he took the sure

course; (,' ],* TA;) .i.;I for himself; (S,

TA;) [and .r, , ; agai'nt the thing :] he sought
the most succerful meaus, and took the surest

) method; ;Ji for [the accomplishment, or at-

tainment, of] the thing. (Mlb.) The subst. [de-
noting the abstract signification of the inf. n.,

] 1,] is ,.h.., (M,b,) i. e. *t.;. and *?n_.,
(1,;TA,) which latter is originally il.., (TA,)

[and is also an inf. n. of 1,] and f,~-. % ,
TA.) Some hold LjY- to belong to art. eIs..

(Myb.) You say also Vl S I tsL.;.I [mean-

ing in like manner tHe took the course pre

scribed by prudenee, &c., in affairs, or in the
affairs: as is shown below: see , ]. (TA.)

10: se 8.

A. iA tisted string of two cotours, back and

red, (IApr',,) called MJ~ , (IAr,) upon which

are beadt and a cresaen of iler, which a wman

binds upon her waist, [and which is bound upon

a boy, (see 1,)] in order that the evil eye may not

smite her [or him]: (ITAr,] :) and also the

cresent aboe mentioned; as well as the string

with it. (TA.) [See also I3 .]

;i;: see 8.

4l- : see what next follows.

bL _ `An enlosure (S m.) made for wheat:

(X, ]:) or it signifies a thing which one soon

quits, or relinquidhes, or from which one soon ab-

stains; and so tl, as occurring [.ccord. to
one relation] in a verse cited voce ,J. (L.)

L [, [originally either Jor _s,]like .. ,

A man who guards, protectsu, or defe , (..,)
his family and his brethren. (TA.)

[L19_ A monopolizer: so in the present day.]

rill iJSThe undertakers, supe ndents,
or managers, of an affair. (1, TA.) [See a

verse cited voce ,,p.]

1J. A wall. (Mqb,' 1, TA:) or a aUl of

enclosure: (Msb,* TA:) or one that surrounds
a garden: (Mgh :) [often applied to a fence of
wood, or sticks, or of reeds, or canes :] so called
because it surrounds what is within it; (TA;)

but it is a subst., like ; and ' ;, though
implying the meaning of surrounding: (IJ,TA:)

or it is an act. part. n., from £1.: (Myb :) pl.

ILLt., ($, Msb, k,) in which the is changed

into ~j because of the kesreh before it, ($,) but
by rule it should be X l.j; (Sb, .;) and Lt.
(lAr, ].) -- And hence, (Mgh,) A garden,
(Mgh, Myb, V,) in general: or a gardm of palm.

trees, surrounded by a n.all: (TA:) pl. 3l..'
(Myb, TA.)

30i1l JF1 t Do thou that wlich is most

compehensive in relation to the principles of the

ordinances [aplying to the case], (~ 1 A L

.At 'l J, ) and furtht from the sophisti-
cation of interpretation not according to the

obv~u meanings. (Msb.) And I4; 1& th 7is

is more, or most, conduciw to put [o3e] in a

poition of Jb '~I [or taking the course pre~ribd

by prudence, precaution, or goodjudgmewnt; &c.:

see 8]. (Mgh.) The word 1). is from the

phrase Z10. JL.JI !,.; not from Lt.l;
because the )ail of exes is not formed from a
verb of five letters: (Mb :) or it is anomalous,
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like °;~ from ;t~"*J. (Mgh.) [It may be
rendered More, or most, prudent: or more, or
most, oure.]

S and S l &c.: see what next follows.

L_3 and 1 L,. (ISk, T, 1) and L., and

..3; and ti*J. (T?, ) and Vt,l l, and

!'J l (L, ) and I and ' (men.
tioned, with the third and fourth, in Freytag's
Arab. Prov., ii. 803, as on the authority of Fr,)]
: The year of dearth, scorcity, or straitnesa, that
destroys the beasts, (Fr, ,* TA,) or men: (A,
TA:?) L. being from & S. iui the sense of
Sl_l; or it is used as a term of good omen;
accord. to the A. (TA.) You say, y. I.i.
4J., &c., [the last word being a noun im-
perfectly decl., : Theyfell into the affliction of a
year ofdearth, &c.] (ISk, TA.)

lraj3" A thing that is hung upon a boy to
repel the evil eye: of the dial. of El-Yemen.
(TA.) [See also /...]

1.. A place behind the camels or other beasts
and the people [to whom they belong], tur-ound-
ing and protecting them: (l :) some say that

;.. ",jI signifies land surrounded by a rall:
if not o surrounded, it is termed '~a. (TA.)

4; b, * S tSuch a one is slai; is de-
atroyed. (TA.)

L [act. part. n. of 4; Surrounding, en-
compa~ing, or enclosing: &c.]-_It is said in
the lur [lxxxv. 20], WIS. tAnd
God, behind thlem, includeth them altogether
writhin his powrer; not one shall escape Him.
(TA.) And again, [xi. 85,] J ,,)lJ
t TIu punixAment of a day which Mall beot on
every side o that thAre shall be no place of escape
Jfrom it: (TA:) or of a deatructive day; mean-
ing the day of resurrection or the punishwment
[of a day] of extermination: the epithet, which
is that of the punishment, being applied to the
day because it includes it. (Bd.) And agmin,
(ii. 18,] titb l L,_ 1 1, explained by MujA-
bid as signifying t And God will collect together
the unbeliever on the day of resurrection. (TA.)

L,.. j.b ;A ine having a alaU built around
it. (.)

.,! ~ L:.: and a, ~ L- [Ho it
taking the courn precribed by prudence, pre-
caution, or good judgment; or uing precaution;
or taking the nure courte; or seeking the most
nwc~fsd mtua, and taking the surest method;
in hi affair: see 1]. (TA.)

,..: asee what next precedes.

1. &k., [aor. J.-,] inf n. J.., He, or it,
wsa in, or on, the (. [or side] of it; i.e, ol
a thing. (TA.) - He uisited him. (TA.)_
See also L

[BooK r.

2. 4,, (],) inf. n. j,, (TA,) He put
him, or it, on the It.., (, ,TA,) i. e., the aide.
(TA.)_ - It (the [rain called] s..) surrounded
it; namely, a place; (s;) as though it took its
M1~.. [tor sides]. (TA.)-_.,l. '.., 
,, 1t J~; , occurring in a trad., means [A

pestilence war made to overcome them] turning
the hearts [of those witnessing its effects] from
confiden, and inclining them to remooal and
flight therefron; (I(,0 TA ;) from iit signify-
ing the "side" of a place: (TA:) but some
relate it otherwise, saying ? j,, like j34:
(I :) and some say .ja; and thus A'Obeyd
affirms it to be. (TA. [See 2 in art. LJ^.])

5. J_~ He took its aia. [or side]: and he
took from its ail.: as also J8.L3: (TA:) or
he took by little and little friom it, namely, a
thing, (., ],) or from its .Ult. [or sides]; (8
in art. As.;) as also [ ;i3 and] 'hm3. (S
and 1 in that art.) Abd-Allah 1bn-'Ajlan En-
Nahdee says, (TA,) or some other poet, (L in
art. J3..,)

* ~ JJ..*1 1 . ..

[Her saddle abradled from a long and high, com-
pact hump; like as tht piece of shin used fur
smoothing arrows has abraded fr(om the rod of
the tree called a1.]. (TA.) [See also 5 in art.
J_i., where another reading of this verse is
given.]

J ,_: see a.it_.. -A certain vein, of a gren
colour, or of a darkh, or an asly, dust-colour,
(j l,) * beneath the tongue: (0,Msb :) there
are two veins of this description, called the 'Aa.:
( :) accord. to some, the j is with teshdeed.
(TA.)

.,..: see i.., first and last significations.
Ablso A shin that is slit [in sevtral place.,

into a number of thongs or strips,] of a form
like that of the J.j'! [or ivaist-nirapper], worn
[round the hips] by one who is in men.atruis, and
by boyj; (S,g;) i.e. a J -j: (s:) pl. Ja.;t:
(TA:) accord. to lA;r, a skin that is slit into
thongt or strips: or, as he says on one occasion,
a j, i. e., (TA,) a LL of skin or leather, slit
into strips of the width of four fingers each,
(IAr, ], TA,) or a span, (IApr, TA,) vorn by
a young gir.l before she has attained to puberty,
(IAr, K, TA,) and rorn by her in mernstruis;
of the dial. of EI-Hijaz; in the dial. of Nejd
called l4;: (IA~r, TA:) or rcd skhin or leather,
cut in the form of thongs or strips, upon which
are put [ornaments of the hind termed] j,>J;
rorn by a girl orer her garmtnents: (]g:) [see
also a. d] acord. to IAth, i q. "; i e
a garment without leeves. (TA.) A thing,
(J~,) i.e. a kind of vehicle in which a 7woman
ride upon a camel, (TA,) raeembling, but not the
amrne as, the ri: (Y:) of the dial. of the

people of El-Howf [in 'Omin], and of the people
of Esh-Shi4r. (TA.)

A_. A side of anything; originally .,.;

(Mqb;) and so Vt .: (TA:) , signify-
ing the two side of a valley (1, M9b, ]) &c.;
(]g ;) i. e., of any other thing: (TA :) pl. .,ii.

(Mob, ) and A,, which is irregular, and A.,
which is regular, and j13l;j which is extr., like
.l^,, and changed by transposition to J1s. ,

(TA in art. J.w) and [coll. gen. n.] ? Ji.
(lam p. 150.) It is said in a trad., C.
Ji1 A. ; l [Keep ye (O women) to thl sides
nf the road]. (TA.)_Also, of the ,j.li [or
bulls or cows that tread wheat or other grain]
(g,TA) in the ,. [or wheat &e. collected
togetlher in the place where it is trodden out],
(TA,) Such as is, or are, at the extremiay, e-
ceeding the others in going round. (K, TA.) m
Want: (.K :) and iardnenu, or difficulty, of life;
(g, TA ;) as also V J.. (TA.)

. Do. Bordered with herbage. (TA in art.
.~.)

1. ,E, nor. , (S,) inf. n. j, (S,K,)
He swept a houise, or chamber (S.) _ He
rubbed and sinoothened (g, TA) a thing. (TA.)
-- He sharpened a spear-head. (Ham p. 177.)

n~ '31.., (TK,) [nor. as above,] inf n. ,
(g,' [likse , O1., aor. , inf. n. i] It
surrounded, encompawsed, encircled, or beset, him,
or it. ( K,T .)

o^': see j., in two places. - Also i. q.
W_ZJ. [npp. as meaning A soft, or weak, peni,
u,h an that of an old man]. (TA.)

,p. The [corona or] surrounding edges of the
glant qf the penis; (S, K ;) us also V.3o., (Ibn-
'Abbid, K,) which is a rare dial. var., (TA,)
and t ', : (Ibn-'Abb6d, TA:) or V.;_, (1,
TA,) with fet-h, (TA,) [in the CgK -JJ,] sig-
nifies a roundness in the penis. (Th, .)

0^_: see what next precedes.

a7lp. Sweepings. (S, .) -_ And i q. .AJ
[(written in the TA with ,., which is evidently
a mistake, a result of an oversight,) What is bad
of anything ; or nwhat is collected hence and
thence; or amall partiles, or fragments, of any-
thing; or small rubbisd, or broken particles of
things, on the mrface of the groundl]. (KH, TA.)

_~1.I A penis (TA) hacing a la,rg, glans; as
also t, (], TA.) And :* L. i ()
and li~. 3,. (TA) A large (, TA) and
ptrominent (TA) glans ,f a penis. (lI, TA.)

'3,j [Swept. -And hence, t Shaven.] It
is said in a tmaad.,. a , ajj - C t They
prostrate them.elves having the middle of their
heads shavetn: the removal of the hair from that
part being likened to sweeping. (TA.) [Hence
also] U,.. ,bj t Land having little, (J,) or
very little, (TA,) herbage; by reason of paucity
of rain; (., TA;) as though it were swept.
(TA.).-,.lubbedandatoothened; as also ? ..
(], TA) and t . (TA.)

, see :see .II
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A broom; a thting wit/h which one

i":see 3j^1.

03 :see J~

3iU.. &c.: swe art. jj-.

1.~~~o. ~ in.n

M9b, K) and 1)e.(l.) and I4..,( S ,)
[which last see also below,] He move ti/se piece
of 1ot/a. (g, 1g.) [See alsio art. .tAkm.]-K...ence,

ObJl.wl., aor, as above, inf. n. t:He wov

poetry. (Mbr, TA.) - And ,, jJj.d )1JIt
inf. n. .. I.. [The rain frets the surface of t/se
ground; makes rippling lines upon it.] (TA.)

j .i%m. 1:)inf. n. Jj.,or,
accord. to Az, the aor. of the verb in this case
is .A5.. , (TA,) [and the iuf. n. is .1iu,., (see art.
Aij10 .)] t Thte thing became fixd in my mind.

(1i.) [See also

6. , t),3 (Az in art. 4L~ andr tjIl..
a.,(Au, I 5k, ]p in ar. zA-,) i. q. ev 1 (AV,

iSk, lg in art. &.., and TA,) i. o.lIe~ drew. his
legqs against hsis bellj, with t/s# garmtent, or piece
of icloth, conflhinpg them therewith, together mit/h
his back, and biukdhag it, or mnaking it tight, utpon
1/iwin, xo as to irsvehin *fromn falling, [wehen
he sat,] like a Yvall. (1Ath, TA in art. .. )
[See 1 in art. 4.a.]

.OY-m inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (g, Myb, .-
[Hence,) I .13...' ;,1a t This is like this ins
age, and in aspect, appearance, or person. (A,
TA.) And j.;)i I,J t, tM'en
who do not resemble K~ureysh. (A, TA.)

0..I
.AIa. as used in the saying ~.Ia.~&

meaning t Thies are chtildren that ai'e lean., or
emaciated, or slender in the bonex, and smnall in,
the body, has no sing. form. (0, TA.)

see

A5;.The art of nea rinq. (Ltli, Myb.0)
See also 1, of which it is said in the g and 1LC to
Me an inf. n.]

.iASI.. A ,veaver: [femn. with :](,:)pl.
nasa L&Q. and i 4 t.., (~, Mglh, Meb, Ki,) the
ormer regular, (TA,) and the latter anomalous,
~, TA,) like Lj;&. [pi. of j,5%i.J; (g in art.

,jj;) and pl. femn. .lI~- ~ 

£b...A place of weaving. (M g.)

2f 11,,.b lelrf them [eng.nged] in

;g/si. (1~ TA.)

Myb, Er-MRghib,) inf. n. JX.. and A (1~,
Bk. I.
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Er.Rhghib) [and It (a thing) became
alterd, transmuted, or changed, (?, Mgb, Myb,
Er-Rhghib, TA,) from its stat, or condition, (?,
Mgb,) or from itsr ratural slate or conditici, and
its constitution ; mas lso V J1m,..; (Mqb;) i.q.
t,j;..3; (1~) which [here] signifies [as above;
or] it became altered, transmuted, or chianged,
whether esseniall or substantially, or in respect
of predicament [or state or condition], or by say-
ing; (Er.IRcgliib, TA;) and * jt.l signifies the
same: (V~:) or this last is said of a man, meaning

4~ ', tj.3 [he shifted, or turned,
fr.om one thting to another]: (TA:) and hence,
(TA,) he became a Muslim: (1Aqr, k5, TA:) for
in this case one says of a man, Ist 4 J

.. e.~l~,ii ;I [he utuned fi.om that which he
was tworshippling to El-lI en (IAVr, TA.)-
[Hence, also,] jI.., inf. n. jt~ and IL^.. i. q.
jt:..1, q. v. (R.am p. 652.)-...And ~jl.. and
t JIm..I It (anything) shifted, or ~m,oved, or
went, or became shi.fted or transfere; syn.

J_:or it moved; syn. 1!.i)a.: so accord.
to different copies of the lV: or, accord. to the 0,
the former verb has both of these significations:
(TA:) or it has the latter of these signification.,
said of a ajaaL [i. c. a man, or person, or the
figrure of a thjing seen from a distance]: (g:) or
both verbs signify it (anything) became altered,
or chtanged, (M, ]~,) from sttraightnes, or even
news, (1~,) to crookedness, or unevenness. (M, ]~.)
You say, IJh 7zJt.. h bow became crooked
(Is, TA) ii. the portion betwee the p7art grasped
by the hand and the curved extremity; or in the
c.urred extremtity: (TA:) or reverted from the
srtate into whiich it was broughit by pressure [with
the ..A%I], and became crooked in the portion be-
twreen the part grasped by f/se hand and the curved
extremity; as also l,..J1m..t 0~ 0:) and in

like manner, ji C>&-,~) *,s,zf)l "I
~:.Jl [Thte ground becamne'altered, or chtanged,

fr.om ewenness to uwevenness]: (s:) or [simply]
V %:.J"I.. it becamie uneven: (Mqb:) [and

,pj*9I tVitj.1 (1( in art %.* app. sigrnifies
thec same:] or t J"..... signifies it (a thing) was
disposed, or was about, to becomet altereid, or
chtanged. (Er-R&gbib, TA.) And ;aiJ5 jI.. its
colour altered, or chaniged, and became black.
($.) And ~Jt.. It (a thiing) s/4ftoed from its way,
or manner, or directia.n. (TA.) And >.;' .

1?.0, it Te strinig of the bow sit fIed from its place
on the occasion of shiootisng: and .4i 
t&,j [the bo,v shffited from its setring.] (TA.)
And &;t ~A Jim., imif. n. J,a.., (0, TA,) or this
is a simiple stnbst., (~, M, K~,) lle, or it, sthi.fted,
or ,iemorcdl, fi.om his, or ity, place. (0, TA.

[See Jy;., bclow.]) And jm.I CiK* JIm.i q.
fJ,I.J [i. e. l-Ie, or it, shift;d, or re',nored, or
bserame shifYt.d or trasesferred, to another lc]
(5.) And " .ii ~ Jim., inf. n. Jjjs..q

.,JLI[i. e. Hle wi-thdrew, or receded, from the
cocenonit, compact, agrement, or engagement].

leaped, and rode, *pon the bark of his. htorse; as
also jt al.l: (5:) or t;Q%1 p6J *. helepd

and seaed himself firmly, utpon the back of his

beas; as also Yjad.: (Y,TA:) and i 1Ai Jim,
hP1 jI (TA,) inf. a. Lip.,0( TA,) he sawted

himself firmly upon the Aorse. (V, TA.)-
0 1, -. *** & -

~,W599 A UAe A9vJ JIm., Tkir morning-draught
and their eveing-draught became one, in maid of
people sulTering from drought, and scarcty of
milk. (TA.)- JW.., (Mgh, Mqb, V,) aor, as
above, inf. n. Jp,(Mqb,) said of a year (,.Pm.),
(Mgh, VCJ It passd: (Mqb:) or it revolved antd
passed: (Mgh:) or it became completer. (
You may, J;.jt ZU. Ji-., (M I,) inf. n. ;
and Jjj_t.., (VJ) The year pasd oveir him, or it;
[or he, or it, became a year old;] ($, 1 ;) as
also *JIm.t. (?.) And Ji., alone, (Myb, TA,)

and ?JI..I and tj.,(Mqb,) T/se year~pse
over it. (Myb, TA.) And Jim.I ($, V) and

tj 1t(,TA) and * JUm.I (IC) A year passed
over it; [or it becamne a year old;] (?, V, TA;)
said of wheat, or food, and of other things: (I

TA:) and so cJIm. and l.JmIand

said of a ltj [or house]: ($:) or jW *Zb and
t.J..1andt~.jI. an ,t1t Js.yaspse

otver the house: (i>:) or the house became alteredl,
or changed, and years passed ocer it: and in like

manner one says, %:ii and (TA.) And
jim. said of a boy, A year passed over him; [or
he became a year old;] (~;) as also 'PJ"l.t
(K.) And 01~" lr 'tJi (K9,~, Mqb, IXC) anid
V j,;Z (Ks, ?, P) He remained, stayed, abode,
or dwelt, a yeoar in the place: (Ks, Q, Myb, C:
or, as some say, a long time. (TA.)-
inf. n. 3i.(,Myb, ]g) and Li.and jj

()and ~ a)and ?~.I.,and .;.;

(sg;) maid of a she-camel, ]p ~) &c., (V,) Shte
did not conceive, or becuome pregnant, during a
year, or two years, or sme years: (V:) or she,
havying been covered by the stallion, did not become
pregnant: (~, XC:) or, said of a woman, and of a
she-cael, she did not becomet pregant. (Myb.)
And z.iim., (?, Mgh, Myb, TA,) and Ir.ZJblm,
(Mgh) maid of a palm-tree (1),It bore one
year, and not another year: (Mgh, TA:) or didi
not ber,($,Myb,) havingbeenfcundated. (?)

ii~ -J.' *' Jim., (?, Eir-Bhghib,) or 

... 'I, (Mgh ,) n n.

L~J~., (Mgh, M9b,) like tpi (&c.], (Mgh,)

adJ&i1. (Mgh) and "' (Er-Rhghib, TA,)
The thing intervened as a separation, a partition,
a fenc, a barrier, or an obstacle, or obstructioe.,
($, JV, Er-Rhgib, TAJ) between mes and thee, (8,
Er-IRAghib, TA,) or between the two things. (15.)

You say, Q4 ; ;p.i J6.. Th4e river intervend as a
separtwtion, or an obstacle, betwee us, prevenitng
conjunction, or communication. (Myb.) And
CO.Wj CJ. U(,Ii ~Ji. [The thing intervee as
an obstacle in the way to thse thing]. (Q voce
W&:0 It is maid in the gur [viii. 24], I"01

eel; " ' A J3 a.. X; J, [And know ye that
God interr'eneth, or interpaseth, betwe the man
and his heart, or secret thougqhts, or desire): in-
dicating that He turns hbim from his desire: (Er-
Righib, TA:) or that He possesse his heart, and
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turns it as He wills: (0, TA :) or theata man can-
not believe nor disbelieve unless it be God's will:
(Jel :) or, u some say, that God destroys a man;
or reduces him to the vilest condition of life, in
order that he may not know, after knowing, any-
thing. (Er-RAghib, TA. [See other remote in-
terpretations in the Ksh, and the Exlpc. of Bd.])
And in the same [xxxiv. bM], ' - j -
: IL [And an obstacle shall be made to
intervene bgtween them and that which they shall

eagerly desire]. (TA.).-And :IJl JI_. The
thingpored out, orforth. (TA.) [See also 4.]
- i; .J?,. (' :,.) Uand iJL n, inf. n. j ,
(15,) the latter, of the dial. of Temeem, accord. to
Ltl, (TA,) [but see what follows,] inf. n. j.;
(i,M,Mgh, .;) and v-jm.^1, (?,],) inf. n.
t.jj.!; (];) Hi s eJe C[quinted; i.e.] had the

wAite apparent at the outer angle, and the black
next the inner angle: (M, K :) or had the black
turning towards the nose: (Lth, M, ]1:) or had
one of the two blacks turned towards the nose, and
the other towards the temple: (Mgh:) or had its
black next the outer angle: or his eye was as
tiough it looked towards the .A [or supra-

orbital bone]: or had the black inclining towards
the outer angtle: (M, ]:) the first of which
meanings is that commonly known: but some say
that .JI. signifies it was turned from its proper
state: or it is anomalous: (TA:) the epithet ap-
plied to the man is tj;l, ($,Mgh, 1,) and

-: and tbhat applied to the eye is [the fern.
of the former of these, i. e.] t,a.-: (s:) the pl.
of which, and of the mase., is *j.. (/Iar
p. 412.)

2. inf. n. 1, lIe altered it, tran..
muted it, or changed it, whether essentially, or
substantially, or in respect of predicament [or
state or condition], or by saying; (Er-Raghib,
TA;) [as also tfIlI._ [Hence, Hle turned it
over, or about, in his mnind, considerinig irhat
mtight be its results, anl so managed it; namely,
an affair; like ·4J.] You say, J!' .j

,4'1 [A man who is knowring, skilful, or intel-
ligent, in turning affairs over, or about, in his

,ind, &c.]. (9, TA.) And ', )l tjt.ml
lie altered, or changed, his opinion respecting
the thing, or affair. (MA.)- He shifJtled it,

remored it, or transferred it, from one place to
another: (s,* Mgl, 0, Mh, TA :) or 4 1 "
he slifted it, removed it, or transferred it, to it,
or hin: (1K:) and Jtl.1 signifies the same.
(Mib.) [Hence,J ';.1 J;~, (Mqb,) inf. n. as
above, (Mgh,) Ie paut the right side of the [gar-
nuent called] .l.D on the left: (Mgh :) or he shifted
eaich extremity of the obj to the place of the other.
(Msab.) - lie transferred, or transcribed, what
nas in it, namely, a book, or writing, to another,
nithout doing arway with the oritgtinal form.
(TA.) -He made it, or pronounced it to be,
Jl_. [i. e. absurd, inconsistent, self-contradictory,
unreal, or impossible]. (]. [See also 4.])-

Ja.: see 4. - See also 5, in two places._

sid of a she-camel &c., i. q. ,;.: (1 :)
seal.

a. Jt, ($, , .K,) in£ n. Lij. (M,g,
KL) and J11., (M, , TA, [in the Ci, erro-

neously, Jlj,]) He desired it: ($,KL:) he
sought it: (M, 1, KL:) or he sought it by an
artful contrivance or desice ; or by artful, or skil-
ful, management; by turning over, or revolving,
thoughtt, ideas, schemes, or contrivanecs, in his
mind, so as tofind a way of attaining his odject;

syn. &e.. W , (A,) or aeJ4. (Har p. 326.)
Aboo-.Heiyeh En-Numeyree say;,

[And who will seek to get a thing in the mouth of
the lion?] (Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 714.) And
one says, ttL I . J,l. [CHe deuired, or ought,
of hcr, copulation, using blandishment, or artiicfe,

for that purpose]. (T in art. .j.) J,qr 4,

occurring in a trad., means J.Jl .I [app. By
means of Thee I seek, or demarnd, that which I
want]. (Ax, M, A, TA.) One says also, A,Jt..

j'l j .h e,1 [I sought, or endeavoured, to in-
duce him to do the thing], and .-. j 01 [to leave

it]. (A 'in art. j.) And, of water, IJl-
(L and 1; in art. o I) tIt was aboutto

congeal, orfreeze; w at the point of congealing,
or freezing. (T15 in that art.) )-_ dJ CJj .
I looked sharply, or intently, at him; I cast mny
eyes at.hit,. (ISd, 1].)

4. Jla,s as n intrans. v.: see 1, in eighteen

places. 'j .;; "3t", [lIe nithdrew
from a meadowp, and set to running,] is a prov.,
meaning he forsook abundance of herbage, or of
the goods and conveniences and comforts of life,
and preferred to it straitness, or difficulty. (S.)

-- &t si Jllt He set upon him with thi
wrhip, (S:NA, A ,) ,y, [strihing him]: (S:)
or he desired to strike him with the nwhip: or he
struck him with the whip: (MA:) and ,L

;l, and 5,Jtt, [if &a:6l be not a mistran-

scription for 4i 1., in the MS. from which
I take this, as it may be inferred to be from what
here precedes and fillows,] I aimed at him with
the whip, and ivith the spear, and set upon him
with it: whence the saying, of him who has
struck one at the point of death, and killed him,

1 uic ; , J ,i. e. tie makes death
[as it were] to hang upon, and leare to, striAing;
like as the spear is made to cleave to the J,._
&X, who is the person thrust, or pierced. (Msb.)
EI-Farezda] says, (S, TA,) addressing Hubeyreh
Ibn-Damdam, (TA,)

i. e. [And thou mast like the mickehd wnolf: whien
he sam blood upon his companion, one day,] he
set upon the blood. ($, TA.)_[Hence, perlhaps,]
&cl Jlt. He reckoned him, or esteemed him,

weah. (K..) - 1UI J l_1 Night poured uplon
the earth; (g;) and came on;, (TA.) [See
also 1, last entence but one.] 'JI .. CJ Ot.l
The bread fattened sch a one; and in like

manner one says of anything by which one
becomes fat. (AA,TA.)_And Jl_l He did,

or said, what was Jla [i. e. absurd, inconsis-
tent, self-contradictory, unreal, or impossible].
(., Sgh, .') - And His camels did not con-
ceirve, or become pregnant, (AA, ,, ],) during
a year, or two years, or some years, (1,) haring
been coorved. (S.) As a trans. v.: see 2, in
three placeLs --.. jl Jl.l He referred the
creditor, from hinumself, [for tlhe paymctnt of what
was due to him,] to another. (M, K.) And

;4 'i l I transferrod his debt [i. e. the debt
due to him from me] by making another person
than myself responsible for it. (Mqb.) And

.;1;JjS j ZI J1 tISi lw L i lJ. I referred,
or turned orer, Zeyd, for the payment of what
ru due to him from me, to a certain man,
transferring the responsibility for the debt to the
latter: in which case, I am termed came.,_; and
Zeyd is termed t,,j ; and the oth;er man,
4s; tJ{ and cb l J& ;, and -

and the property, , tjt .: (Mglh:) andt,

[originally .i- or 3j",] also, is alplied to him
to whom the reference is made; and to him who
accepts the reference; bothl together being termed
O'j;. (Aboo-Sa'eed, TA.) And you say, Jl.l

· , &:U [He r.ferrd a person to him for the
payment of his debt]. (S.) And Jl.I [alone]
He tranferred the debt for which he was re-
sponsible to the reponsibility of another. (Har

p. 59).) And l.j s.,sojl J.Jm. [I turned over
the affair to .Zeyd;] I mnade the performance
of the affair to be required rextricticely of Zeyd.
(MBb.)_ ,- JI J.tl lIe poured out the

water upo# it: (1 :) or i, > ;1 Jt..I he
poured forth the water from the buchet, and
turned orer the latter. (S.) - L il Jl_.

;J_.JI [God made the year to tpass over him,
or it]: (Lh, TA:) or j._oJI all Jl..! God made

the year complete. ( , TA.)-- j. JI Jl_m-
,fQI [The man made his she-camels to pas the
year wrvithout becomning pregnant; or] the stallion
did not cover the man's she-camels during the
year. (Lh, TA.)- " J.l, (Ks, Lh, S,) or
0~1t, and tH L , (1,) le made his eye to

be ; [i. .i.e. tsuinting, &c.]. (Ks, Lbh, 8, .)
[See 1, last sentence.] _. Jlt.l He made
his speech Jt [i. e. absurd, inconsistent, or
self-contradictory]. (S. [Sec also 2.])1 jj. tb

;m. lionm fluctuating, and shifting, and vary-
ing, are thy evasions, miles, artiJiceax, or artful
eontrivances or devices! (Har p. 309.) And
i--e- d
iaJl..4 Hown surpassing ix he in the practice
of evasions, shijls, wiles, artifices, or artful con-
trivances or devices; or in turning over, or re-
vrolving, tilwughts, ideas.*, schemes, or contrivances,
in his mind, so as tofind a way qof attaining his
ol?ect! (Fr,.8, K;) as also A .1 La. (Fr, $ in
art. k,.-, and .K.)

5. jJ.3: see 1, first sentence, in three places.
[Hence,] J .3 [He turned innovator].
(0 and Ii in art. ea.) - It shifted, or re~ovd,

1
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or ,~nt, or became hifted or tran.fcrred, (S,

Mlb, 1],) from one place to another, (S,) or from

its place; (Msb;) as also tJ. (S,*Msb, 1!)
(and Jm. and Jt 1t, as shown above: see 1, near

the beginning.] You ay, ,iu '; J;..1 It
jfted, &., from its place. (Msb.) And J_

. It shifted from it to another. (g.) And

ma.i ,. l J,.; i. q. jt;, q. v. (s.) And

i,~);1 't The Milky Way became in the

midst of the sky; which it does in the summer,
(Sh, !5, TA,) when the season of heat comes
on. (Sbh, TA.) -See also 8, in two places.=-

Also, ($, g,) or '. J;3., (TA,) lie carried
a bundle upon his back. (S, K, TA.) And J;"
*U"1 lie put a thing in the [ar,nent called] .L ,

and then carried it on his back. (M,. 1.) 

a4k J 3J Hie sougAt to avail hi,mself of
the state in which he *night be rendered lrrompt,
or willing, to arcept admontition. (AA, 1g.)

8. ' 41 b;; Jl1;l [meaning He was re-

ferred, or turned over, to him7 for the payment

of thedebt] is from '>Jt.Jl. (.,TA.) You say,

JOi e 1 F CjJ b t .e b. j J\;_.l Zeyd reas
referred, or turned over, for the u,/)m,e,nt of
what was dee to hiiU from ime, to a ret,in man,

to wilwn the responsibility fjbi. the dflebt was
tranfjr'red. (Mgh.) JU;.I said of a year;

see 1.MJl.I (, MA, Msb, K, KL) and tJd_
(,]~) and J. (1~) signify the same, (S, K,)

from '1.Jl [q. v.]; ( a;) and t j., (Ham

p. 652,) inf. n. Jl_.- and ", , (yam ib. and
K,) also signifies the same as J;._l; (.Ham ib.;)

whlich means lIe practised 4~ [i. e. an evasion

or elusion, a shift, a wile, an artifice, or an
artful contrircanee or derice, a machination, a

tritl, a plot, a stratagem, or an expedient, &c.]
(MA,KL:) or he exercised art, artt;ice, rutn-
ning, ingenuity, or shill, and excellence of con-
sideration or deliberation, and abililty to min,ge
according to his own f,ee mill, (.K, TA,) with
subtilty: (TA:,, or hesomught 'i_1 i.e. [means

of evading, or eluding, a thing, or of effecting
an object, bly] the exercise of art, art'cie', cun-
ning, ingenuity, or skill, in the management of
affairs; by the turning orer, or revolving,
thoughts, ideas, schenmes, or conatrivances, in his
mind, so as to find a way of attaining his object.

(Msb.) You say, ;.'1 ui Jl.l and tJ_.j
[&c., Ie practisedi an evrason or elusion, &c.,

in the affair]. (K.) [And 4 Jt-..i TIe
practised an artifice, or an ariful contrirance
or d~ice, &c., againut him. And *3tai JIt..
lie exercised art, artifice, cunning, ingenuity,
or skill, in the mnanagement of affoirs, Jbr his
family, or householdl.] e, Thry encom-

pased, or surrounded, him; or made himn to be
in the midag of tiem. (M, 0, 1.)

9. f ,.J.l: see1,last sentence. [,:.i.

,.dmjl: see ll.]
10. J01. l: see 1, in six places. - Also It

(speech, or language, ., Msb, or a thing, TA)
became J... [i. e. absurd, inconsistent, self-
contradictory, unreal, or impouible]. (S, Msb,

TA.)- 3l,l He looked at it, (S, M, I,)

namely, a vm" [i. e. a man, or person, or the
figure of a thing seen at a distance], (S,) to see
if it moved: (., M, K :) as though he sought,
or desired, its motion and change. (TA.) And

.JI Jl.;l .tie looled at [the waterless clouds,

or the clouds that lhad poured forth their water,
to see if they clhanged or moved]. (TA.) - lie

reckoned it J.. [i. e. absurd, inconsistent, &c.:
see above]. (KL)

11. ,j 'l J...., (.1, TA, [in the CK

;,J.I,]) inf. n. J, _l., (TA,) Tlte land
became green, and its he"rbage stood erect, or

bccame strong and erect. (K, TA.) [See 9.-.]

jl. The state, condition, or case, (iho,) of a

thing; [considered as subject to change;] (Msb,

Er-Rtlghib, TA;) as also t JI*l.: (Msb:) or the
quality, or manner of being, and state, or con-
dition, of a man, (.K, TA,) in respect of good or

evil; (TA;) as also *tia.: (K:) or the par-
ticular case, or predicament, of a man &c., in
respect of changing events, in the soul and the
body and the acquisitions: (Er-Raghib, TA:)
and in the coventional language of the logicians,
a fleeting, or quichly-transient, quality, such as
accidetntal heat and cold and moi.sture and dry-

nWss; as also till.: (TA:) anything changing:
(.Ham p. 288:) the tine in which one is; (Ltih,
K ;) [the present time;] the end of the past, and
the beginning of the futu,re: and as a conven-
tional term, [in granmmar, the present tense: and

the future: and also] a denotative of state of
the agenct or of the objective complement; [the

former termed JW1 j ,jI.l; and the latter,

dvJI c> Jl; aand eachl said to be _

JlJI , i. e. pnt in the oct.s. case as a deno-

tative of state, unless expressed ly a complete
proposition ;] as [tlJ] in the phrase ) .0%j

l.tU gll; [Zeyd is in the houise, standing], and

in I. UI~.j .., [I beat Zeyd standing]: (Ibn-
El-Kenial, TA:) it is fem., like J_.; (M.sl;)
and masc. ; (Mtb, K ;) but mostly fen. : (TA:)

the pl. is J_1 anid aW?l, (K,) [both properly

pls. of pauc., but the former often used as a pl.
of mult., and often signifying circumstances,]
the latter anomalous: (TA:) the pl. of t jt.

is z')t.l : (TA:) or t all, is the n. un. or sing.

of jl. and jl^.l [and . .], used in relation

to a man. (S, O.) You say ,_ . and

[A good state or condition &c.; as also t '

_..]. (Msb.) And ., 1 t n.. d. and 11

The changes, or ricisitude, of time or for.tune.
(K.) [And ;. 1.l and J.JI & Do thou

it now, or immediately. And J s In
any case: a phrase of fiequent occurrence. The
phrase JIJI C;jCJ JU t Thte tongue of the case

said, (often used by late writers,) means the case
seemed to say.] A load, or burden: (Ham
p. 29 :) [whence, perhaps, Jl.JI A..J (which
see in what follows) as meaning t taving a small
family to maintain:] and hence, (Ham ib.,)

a bundle, or bundle of clothes, (jtb,) rwhich is
carried on the back (S, Ham ib.) by a man:
( :) or a thing that a man carries on his back,
(ISd, O, Ii,) whatever it be. (ISd, TA.) - A

[garment of the kind called] I L in which one

collects, or seeks and collects, d-ry herbage: (0,
o :) or a garaient, or ypiece of stu,t; of which

two ends are tied in a anot behindl the fluasa,
and the other two ends orer the head; in nrhich

one collects dry herbage; also called 1S. (TA
in art. ~ A .) A child's go-cart, by means vo
vawhich he practises walking; (S, a, TA;) 'e-

mmbling a smaUll ; (i;) also called
[q. v.]. (S, TA;) The part of a horse that is

the place of the .J [or raddle-cloth]: or the
line along the middle of the back: (.K, TA:) or

~,,I O jl' signifies the ,nidile i!f the buchk
of thek.horse; the place of the a. (S.) [See

also its syn. 1..] Jl.Jl %I. signities the

the same as l .JI ., (A in art. ^.,) which

means I A man lig/hlt of bach; (S, A, L, Myb, all
in art. ^.;) i.e. having little property: and
also having a small family to maintain; (L in
that art. ;) or having little proplerty and a small
family to maintain; (L anid ]. in that art. ;)

like WI1 Jki.. (A, L, MSb, all in that art.)
liWack ,nudt: (S,J:) from jt. "'it became

altcred, or chianged." (TA.) It is said in a trad.
thiat the Jlt of EI-Kowthar is musk: (TA :)
and in another, that Gabriel took of thie Jl. of
the river [Nile] and put it into the mouthi of
Pharaoh; (S, TA ;) but here it bas the meaning
next following. (TA.) Black f.litid mud; syea.

to-. (K, and Ham p. 288.) Antd Soft ea:th.
(1K, and Hain ib.)_And hlence, W Feaknesas,
and softness. (Ilam ib.) - Stinking Jflesh-meat.
(Ham ib.) I ot ashes (IAar, K,and .lam ib.)

The leavex of the , [acacia, or mimosa,
gtumianifera,] beaten and shaken off into a y/,r.
nent, or piece o'f cloth. (1K.) - Milk. (M, K.)

In the dial. of IHudieyl, (IAsr, TA,) A niJe.
(IAar, K.)

J_ A year; (S, M,b, I, Er-RAglib, &c.;)
so termed in consideration of its chianging, and
of the revolttion of the sun in its places ot' rising
and setting; (Er-Raghib, TA ;) or as being tihe
period in which [certain] plants attain their cown-
lIlete strengthi : (El-Harnllee,TA:) and even if
it has not passed; because it will be [properly

speaking] a J;.: an inf. n. used as a simple
subst.: (Msb:) pl. [of pane., but also used as

a 1l). of mult.,] J1 (MI, Msb, K) and [of

mult.] 4.J. and J., (M, K,) the former
with . and the Ilatter with .. (TA.) Strentgth,
power, might, or force; syn. ); (., TA;) an

also t a;e- [originally .l.] (TA) and * . ,,

(IK, TA,) or this last is a n. un. from Jm:
(TA:) it is in the soul and the body and the
acquisitions: and hence the saying, in a trad.,

_.Clb.a3l j I;i a) j_ [There is
no strength nor power but in, or by meant oJ;
God, the High, the Great]: (Er-RgPhib, TA :)
or it here signifies motion; [see also ZJi. ;] and
the meaning is, tiere is no motion nor power,
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or ability, but by the will of God: (AHeyth,
TA:) or, as some say, the meaning is, there
is no J". [i. e. changing, or turning, or re-
ceding,] from disobedience, nor $y [i.e. power]
to obey, but by the accommodatiny, or disposing,
of God. (Myb.) -See also ;ie .~;uS
The lateral, or adjacent, part to which a thing
may shift, or remove: (Er-Rlghib, TA:) or the
environs [of a thingo. (Mgb.) You say, I13'
.. , (8, S,e) or dJ. U.i, the noun being in

the accus. case as an adv. n. of place, i.e., [They
.at, or we sat, around him, or it, or] in his, or its,
-nvirons; (iMb;) and ?*Ji1-, and 9 ., (S,
k;,) dual of J , (TA,) and V &l'., (8, Msb,

1i,) dual of JOl., (TA,) and JI;,. (ISd, ,)
pl. of J, and used to give intensiveness to the
meaning: (ISd, TA:) but you should not say

aslJm. (,.gh.) And UJ. i , *t? 1
[ O God, be Thou around s as our protector, and
not against w,] occurs in a trad. respecting
prayer. (TA.) It is said, in the Expos. of the
ex. cited as testimonies by Sb, that one some-
times says t ,11f and Ji., meanling Around
thee, in every direction; dividing the surround-
ing parts into two; like as one says, , .
4L1~ ~&, not meaning that any of the surround-
ing part remained vacant. (TA.) [See also an
C. voce cO.Q.]

J inf n. of;. ';.. (8, . [See 1, last

eentnce.]) See also ~?,.

-: ee J..: . and see also 1, last
sentence.

j;,: see J;.: _-and JPl: and ,

j_. Removal from one place to another, in a
passoi sense; a subet. from j,m3: (6,O, :)
and in an active e~ ; a subet. from £,.; ( ;)
accord. to ISd, it is the latter [only]; (TA;) as
also tJi,l... (S.) Hence, in the Sur [xviii. 108],

-0. . . . .
4_ 1; [They shaU not desire re-

nmoalfrom it]:- (, M, O, S :) or, as some say,
it here means t'Ae~; i. e. they shall not [deire
to] practie, or seek to practise, any eovasionfomn
it to another abode. (TA.) - See also ai,. [of
which it is said to be both a syn. and a pl._
And ee LJj. _- Also A furrow, or trench, in
the ground, in which palmtrees are planted in a
row. (ISd, S.)

.it,.; pl. ,1. : see Jlt., in seven places.

aJ5.3. Motion, or removal, (J..3 or _j,
accord. to diferent copies of the S, the former
being the reading in the TA,) and change of state.
(s.) [See also J0_. And see ,o.M i jl.

of which it is the inf. n.]_See also al.. 
*0*~~~~~O~

Amid see J-Z, a meaning ;E1.

see J..: - and li.. _ Also A

condor, or wonderful thinf: pl. J.. (g: [bit
probably this should be J3 , as below.]) - [It
is also used as a pl., signifying WVonders.] You

sny, J L.J, C. , 1 T,hi is of the wonders
of the age, or of time, or fortune; as also >

and j, and 'u tpl. of t_'], -d),js.

(S, TA: the last, in one copy of the ], V ,.;,
and in the C ] tAS ..).._An evil, or abo-
rminable, eveont or accident; (O, TA;) a cala-
mity, or misfortune: pl. J,.: as in the saying,

oJj l > 'i,. ;J It is a calamity of cealamities.
(., TA.) It is also used as an epithet; so that
one says, s Jav r..j [He did, or brought to
pasu, an eril, or abominable, thing]. (M, TA.)

!i., (,8, M, Myb, K, ec.,) originally J.,
(Er-i,bihib, TA,) [said to be an inf. n., (see 8,)]
and t J. (., M, 1) and Jm. and j.., (M,
S,) whiel is also a pl. of the first, (SI,) and

tij.. (K) and ta?J4 (Ks, TA) and tj;
(M, ) and tl l.. (yam p. W4) and *~tL

(, ]) and Jt 3 , (M, S,) [said to be an inf. n.,
(see 8,)] and tfi.,~ , (gla, TA,) i.q. jt l

and j_3J and j.3; (M,S; [see 8;]) [or
A mode, or manner, of changing from one state
to another, or of xhiJting from one thing to
another; aie. being of the measure ii from

jl., like 'l.- &c. from ,J4. &cc.; or from

d, j as syn. with Jl.; (see what follows;) a
mode, or means, of evading or eluding a thing, or
of effecting an object; an ernsion or elusion, a
shift, a mile, an artiJice, or artful conttirance
or device, a machination, a trick, a plot, a stra-
tagem, or an exyedint ;] a means of effecting
one's tramdtion from that which he dislikes to that
whichA e likes; (KT, in exlbanation of the first
word;) art, artiJie, cunning, ingenuity, or skiU,
(M9b, ,) in the management of affaiir; i. e.
the turning over, or revolving, thoughts, ideas,
schemea, or contrivances, in the mind, so as to ind
a tray of attaining one's object; (Mb ;) and ex-
cellence of consideration or deliberation; and
ability to manaoe according to one's own free will,
(g, TA,) With subtilty: (TA:) accord. to Er-
Rhghib, L,e. signifies a means of attaining to
some state contealedly; and it is mostly used of
that in which is sin, or offence, or disobedicince;
but sometimes of that in the exercise of which is
wisdom; and hence God is described as .. Z
t Jtl_l, meaning strong in attaining, concealecily
fromn men, to that in which is ~isdom: accord.

to Abu-l-Babl, it is from JLa..; because by it
one shifts from one state to another, by a species
of forecast, and gentleness, or delicacy, so as to
change a thing from its outward aplperance:
(TA:) the pl. of li,~ is J. and j' [whicli
latter is the most common form, and also, as well
as J., said to be syn. with the sing.,] and

,i5*.. (g.) One says, ii yi. ~ [He ,has no
mode,or means, of evading &c.]. (TA.) [And
ai5 $.. to I have no mode, or means, Iof
evading 5c.j. And t* 1;.) ;4 :I, [Man
becomes impotent: ther is no avoiding it]. (S.)
~;. ,ig.. ,) means * 9 [Thero is so avoiding
it, or scaping it]. (ff, ].) One says, '; .;
tLji_ ' [Death comes: there is no avoiding
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it]. (8.) 8ee also j. ndeeAndsee : _

and J,_- Jt . The swience of me-
chanics.]

i.j : see j.., in two places.

AS. A solid-hoofed animal in his rs year:
(S, O :) or a solid-hoofed animal, rc., a year old;
a yearling: ( :) it is applied in this sense to a
camel: and also to a plant: (TA:) and so
ljtJ. and ttj'. aypplied to whcat, or food,.
dc.: (S, 0:) and 't)~ applied to a boy-
child: (S:) or, as some say, tlhis signifies in the
state of childhood; not limited to a year old:

(TA:) the fem. of J^ is 1a .: pl. [muc.
A ,.. ... .

1;,'; and] fem. ZW . (8, K.) L 'IlI
Young trees of the kinl called Lib. (TA.)

s ee J~.

,fj4. and £9", the latter like :'I and Jf.,
wlich are the only otlher worls of this measure,
(8r, S,) accord, to Kh, (8,) [The membrane that
encloses the she-ca,ners fwtns in the womb;] to
the she-camel, like th (S, TA) to the
woman; (TA;) i. e., (S,) a skin (g, V) of a
dlark, or an ashy, dnst-colo(ar ( ),full of mater,
(S,) which comNes J;rth with the fntus, contain.
ing ,,..,Z [pl. of h,.p, q. v.], and harting line.,
or st,real, which are red, and .f a dark, or .an
ashy, dust-colour (J.): (, S:) or it comes
for.th after the fetst, in the Jirst OilZ; onl
is the first thing that comes forth therefron:
so says 1Sk: and the word is sometimes used
in relation to a woman: (TA:) or, accord. to
AZ, the water that cores fm'.th utin the head of
theJbetus, [i. e.] at the birth: (S:) or a memtbrane
like a large bwCket, which is Jil tof water, and
bursts rchen it flls tupon the ground: then comes
forth the U"; and a day, or two days, Jtcer
that, the i;,. (TA.) Hence thle saying, i,ji
SJWI ctt QCJ , (s) and .,)-" J*)
uJ1, (TA,) : They alighted amid abundance
of water and green herbage. (.K, TA.) And
*'^,.J1 JZ Lt t I an7 land having dark
green herbage. (TA.) - Soe also .

s,. and and : see ej~.

,_: see J1.~, in four place.

jdMy see j.a , in two places.

l The changing, or varying, of time, or
fortune. (i.) _ -, and &il., and lii.,
and 4 m.: see J-.-

J see , in two places.

jtO.. [in the CV, erroneously, Jte] The
front of a thing, as meaning the part, place, or
location, tilat is over against, opteo, facing,
fronting, or in front; syn. tJI. (9, and Mgh
in art. J,...) You say, l.. ~ stood in
front of him; in thei part, place, or loeation,
that was over against him, oppoite to him, &c.;
syn. &43. (Myb in art. Je..) And ,.-
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and dJlm;. He sat in front of himn, oer againt

his, porite to kim, facing or fronting him;
· rn. .lj, (, .) And :4j1 j0S. I&

Thu it opposite to tAy oying; syn. yl£.C; in
the orua. se, a an adv. n. of place: thus
related by IAr from the Arabs: but one may

also my " iAb1 J,. [the opposite of thy say-
ing], making the phrase to consist of an inchoa-
tive and an enunciative: so says ISd. (TA.) It
is originally with 3 [In the place of the kS]'

(f, O.) -..._ i S. l [.y himself or itself; inde-
pendntly]. You say, ; .J j1; b la 1
d1 . Give tlou to oeery one of tl:e;n by h imsrf;
'yn. 4.J. .L.s ; (g in art. oa-;) or ep&Ak.

(Mgh in art. J..) And oi: : J 64 -
AJl~b 1 did everything by itslf; syn. a J;l'~.

(M' b in art. J..) Also A string that is tied
frt .the camera CJt [or belly-girth] to hit
.JM. [or hind girth], to prevent tke .i_ from
oin9g against the sheath of his penix: (i :) so,

too, in the M: but in the O, as on the authority
of AA, VJ. like ;,_, signifies the string that
it bete the and thb eth. (TA.)

;'; asee 4, in the latter half of the para-
graphb. [Hence,] One who is responsildle, or
m erable. ;(s.) - And A ritness. (K .) -
8ee alo ;..: and '... - Also [Desire:
or a eeing: or a seeking by an artful contri-
vance or device, or by artful or skilfil manage-
ment, to find a way of attaining an olject :] a
subet. from L.. (f, O, :.)

£4pb The effecting a transition qf one river,
or rivulet, to another. (M, ].)' [This is what
is meant by the OIlj in tljIjt, mentioned in
the Mgh, as "eustoniary in the cases of certain
plants, a rio, and the jl.jl,Q, and in plant-
ing."] -The tranfer of a claim, or of a debt,
by hlting thA responsibility from one persn to
another: (Mgh:) the transfer of a debt by
shifting the rewpontibility q/ him reto transfers
it to him to wrhom it is trmt.ferrred: (KT:) [a
refern~ made by a debtor, of his creditor, to

.a debtor of the former, for the payment of what
is owed by the former to the latter: an order
for the payment ofa debt, or of a sum of money,
gien by one person, iuon another, to a third
ipmon: so in the present day:] a subst. (S,)

from 4 sa *X j;f.t, (m,) or from ,a ;,
(Mb,) or from jl jl. (4 ) [See 4.] '
A responsibility; acountablenes. (K.)

J,1 and Bt^: see the next paragraph.

J., applied to a man, signifies J .
Arlt [i.e. Knovring, skilful, or inielligent, in
turning affairs over, or about, in his mind, con-
sidering what may be their results, and so ma-

nagig them]; (., TA;) as also ;. J3.,

(TA, and so in copies of the $,) and 1 ,

(TA, and so in a copy of the a,) and ,' . .L.,

and ,'j-.; (TA;) and t signifies ,:
[i.e. one who erieart, arte, cunnin,

ingenuity, or shill, and excellence ofconsideration
or deliberation, and ability to manage according
to his own free will, with nubtilty; &c.; ee the
verb (8) of which Jl.. is the part. n.]: ($:)
or J_ and V_" and 'tiy, and · AJ "nd

?tkj., [in the CV, erroneously, J-,] like

~IS, [in the CV like ;CL,1] and j1.l. and
V~tl .and cVO., sgnify J0I;' ,., [i. e.
one rwho eserseugreat art, artifice, &c.]: (fgh,
1] :) all of these forms are mentioned by 18d,

except ;Jr and ,..': (TA:) accord. to some,
J^. .U signifies ~eperiened, or expert, in
affairs; or one wheo las been tried, or proved,
and strengthened by experience in affairs: ( Iar
p.312:) and tj.i signifies the same asJ'; (IIam
p. 34;) having much a'l,. [i.e. art, art liCt,
&c.]: accord. to analogy, it should be [Jt .,]
like JlG and .LA, as epithets applied to a man:

(Idem pp. 530 and 531:) JIg., also, [in like

manner,] signifies * .. ,l [i.e. one who
ezxrcisc art, a,rtie , ·e., as above]; and so

g. . [from '_, pL of, or syn. with, .i-]:

(TA:) and t;. [mentioned above (in the
CK, erroneously, in this instance, J )] sig-
nifies also cunning, or intelligent, or skilful and
knowing; and quick and sharp or vigorous or
effertire; syn. A;r. ',"; (K, TA;) applied
to a man. (TA.)

J '.: see 4, in the latter half of the para-
graph.

. see J., in three places.

Jly,.: see J

J5:. Altering, or being transmuted, or changing;

or altered, or transmuated, or changed; [in any
manner; and particularly] in colour; (I, TA;)
and becoming, or become, black; applied to a
bone, and any other thling. (TA.) Anything
[hifting, or moving, or] that has shifted, or
tored, in (f) [app. a mistranscription for ,..

from]) its place. (TA.) -A she-camel, and
any female, not conceiring, or not beconing ireg-
nant, during a year, (M, K,) or two years, (K,)
or some years: (M, l5 :) or a she-camel not
pregnant (8, Mob, k) after having been covered
by the stallion; (, K;) because denoting a
change from what is usual; (Er-Rhghib, TA ;)
and in like manner applied to a ewve, or she-
goat; (TA;) and to a woman: (Mb ') pl. Jlt_

and J" (, ) and J,-*, (.S,) and t3i- (M,
V) is a quasi-p!. n.: eXM, TA:) [whence,] jSlt.
J,. and *,15- used as intensive epithets: or

51- signifies not conceiring in one year, (K,
TA,) when stC has been covered: (TA:) and
J,A ~ and ?JJ_, not conceiving during
two years; ( ;) not conceiving in the first yeqr
after haring been covered, nor in the next followo-
ing yewr; like JP .Ls and Ss and J .,:

(~ in art. J, :) one says also, J -.. & i'
and t*J. [app. meaning Shie coneived after
havaing failed to do so for two years; for it

seems that in this case 0J and J1.. are inf. ns.,
or that the latter is a subst. having the sense of
an inf. n.: see 1, and ee abe Li,.]: (TA:)

and t3J?~ signifies the ame as ~3.. (].)
Also A palm-tree (Msb, O) that bears one year,
and not another year: (V,:) or not bearing.
(Mqb.) The femnale young one of a camel,
at the time of her birth: the male is termed

.a.: (, V:) pl. J,. and J, 1 .. (TA.)

One says, L.~ 3 J. IJI 4 [The she
camel brought forth a beautifl fe le young

11 . .. .
one]. (s.) And ,.' .t ,:. , L ;, ,l, j.
[I will not do tat as long as a mother of
a female young camel utters her gentle yearning

,]. (s.) - Also, (Lth, Mgh, , TA,) and
tJl_ (Lth, 1) and t3j and 'JA, (],) A
thing that interenes as a separation, a partition,
a fence, a barrier, or an obstacle, or obstruction,
between two other things. (Lt, Mgh,M O, ])
One says, L;: * tj' l', i.e. J5. [This is a
thing interening as a separation, &c., beteenn
them two]; like jt4. and '.~l.. (Lth, 0, TA.)

3i1.: see ase ..

Jy-l; and its fem. .: see 1, last sentence.

- J.;AI J ,. J.' 3 [More wry than the
urine of the he-caml]: because it does not come
forth straight, but [backwards, and] inclining to

one side: a prov. (TA.)-- . j_' e u

one who has more i_. [meaning art, artifice,
running, ingenuity, or skhill, in the management
of affairs, &c.,] than thou; (Fr,~,];) as also
tJ.l.I. ( ].) And t1 V )g.l an [He is the

most artful, cunning, ingeniow, or skilfidl, of
men]; originally lm.I. (MF in art. j: see

I: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

ollb#~ SIJ means j &_ 
S_,, (0, q,) i. e. The leaving the land unown
one year, and sonwing it another year: whereby
the land is strengthlened. (T].)

.: Fee le., in two places: -and see

also l..., in three places.

Jt; and & l_.; an d £ Jl. : see 4,

in the latter half of the paragraph _- j also
signifies [Absiurd; inconsistent; self-contradic-
tory;] comprising two contradictories; as when
one speaks of one body in two places in one
case [or time]: (Er-R~ghib,TA:) that cannot
bc conceived as e#witting in reality: (TA:) i. q.

bti [as meaning untrw, or unrea/]; (Myb,
TA;) impossible; that cannot be: (M9 bs) per-
verted; turnied from its proper way or manner
of being; (I ;) applied to speech; (1, I a;) as
also ,. (].)

see s_: and e also ,., in
two places.

s: ee 4, in the latter half of the par-
graph. -Also A woman that bring fortA a boy
nCt after a girl; or tAe reerse: and in like

I1
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manner applied to a'she-camel; as also tSV`:
and tj ..: (Ks, Sgh, l :) and accord. to some,

tVjr [if not a mistranseription for J.~ or

J_.. signifies a she-camel that brings forth
one year a male, and another year a female.

(TA See alo .
(TA.) - See also

aJ.: see L..~, in four places. _ Also A

machine (i,;j_, Ltl, K) over which [pan.ses
the rope whereby] water is drawnn: (Lth, TA :)
and, (K,) or as some say, (TA,) a great ;j [or
sheave ofa pulley], (. in art. ~.., and K,) by
neans of twhich camels draw wnater: ($ ubi
supra, and TA:) [see a;L:] pl. j... and
[coll. gen. n.] *J (. (K.)-The 'vertebra.;
as also tjt~, : (K: [in the CK, .M1 is erro-
neously put for 2Ui1 :]) or the latter has this
meaning; and the former signifies a sinigle rer-
tebra: and the .A may be radical: (M, TA:)
pl. i . (T in art. CL.) - The mniddle

(kyLt, as in the M and 0; in the g, erro-
neously, ti.lj, TA) of the bach; (M, O, K ;)

as also tjt:..: but accord. to sonime, the is
radical. (TA.)

'.~: see 'd_.

see J ;.: -and .

1Jtl A man who says much that is Jl~
[or abs.urd1, inconsistent, self-rontradictory, un-
real, or inmpossible]. (Lthl, .')

3JU~ : see 4, in the latter half of the para-

grmph.- _ ;J ~ jl Land upon tvhich rain

has not fallen. (TA.) - See also j_.

J,m. [pass. part. n. of Ja.-- Also] an

irif. n. of .j_. (l.am p. ":503.) Arid A p,lace
to ,'hirkh one shtifs, re,noces, or becones trants-
fe,rred. (Idem ib.)

se J,a.

a.t ~J.' A lIc that is crooked in the two
e.rtremities of its shan,k. (M, O, TA.) In the
K, j,- is erroneously put for j.'P, and 4Li

for .L3. (TA.) Avid t " ..a (S, )

and iJl.~; (IS) A bow, that is crooked (S, K,
TA) in the portion between the par t grasped by the
hand and the curved extremity, or in its curvred

,zxtrenit. (TA.) And i ' f Uneven

gr,ound: (S, TA:) or i. q. , (1K,) which
menns land that has been left [unsown, or un-
cultivated,] a year, or years. (Mn, 3 .)

Jew.Z_* ; fem. with;: see the paragraph next
preceding, in two places: and see also Jl.

Also Full. (K.)

Q. Q. 1. l_, inf. n. ca : see Q. Q. 1 in
art. Jud..

1-. ;t (s, M.b,g,) ,;1 j_, (M,N.b,) or

tS j;, (K,) aor. ^w,(;)itif. ts-;.

(S, Msb, K) and *L, (S, s,) said of a bird,
or flying thing, (S, Msb, IS,) &c., (S,) It went,
[or hovered,] or circled, (S, Msb, K,) round
about the water, (Q, MIg,) by reason of thirst,
(TA,) or round about the thing: (].:) and in
like manner ~t, said of camels. (I, TA.)
_ [Hence,] it is said in a trad., j. .t_. C>

J01 ,.5 I1; , meaning t Ie who
approaches acts of disobedience is near to falling

therein. (Msb.) And you say, j -. ~..,

WJ ,ip I [He hovers about an object o' aim, or
desire, that he has]. (TA.) And s O' l .t 1.

t)1~ , inf. n. .,. and .t.e and .j, (1K, TA,)
the second with kesr [to the C, and therefore

with j in the place of j, but written in the CK
with fet-li], (TA,) Such a one desired, or
sxoulht, the thki,g. (K, TA.) And A91. i; ..

lie qf#ected, or inclined tomnarls, his relations,
like one going round about the water. (TA.)

2. ,) .4m.-- i. q. ... t [npp. as nmcan-
ingu t lle paused, and acted nvith deliberet;on, or
in a pattient or leisurely manner, or he wa,ited
in expectation, in the a.fftir, or case, like one
who hovers about a thing]. (I;, TA.)

,.;i ~ [lit. The army *f IHam, tllc.son of
Noah; meaning, because of its blackness,] t the
niglt. (TA.)

.e. A la,,ge herd of eamelx, ($, M, K,)
amonnting tto a thouuzsand : (M, K:) or an in-
definite nlmber; (1K,* TA;) i. e. many: a quasi.
pl. n.; or, as sonic say, a pl. (TA.)

.A^, applied to wineC, (TA,) That circulates
[or producesex a sensation of circular motion] in
the head. (C.) - Accolrd. to As, so applied,
it signifies lIu ch in quantity. (TA.)

4. The main part or portion, ($, .,) of
water, ($,) or of the sea, (1K,) and of sand, and
of a figlht, &e.: (S, . :) the par.t where is mnost
water, of the sea; (.latn p. 329, and TA;) tihe
deepest part thereof: (TA:) and in like manner,
of a watering-trough: (Itamn ibid., and TA:)
or a copious, or deep, part of water: (Lbh, TA :)
and lhe,ee, tite re,heNence of war orfight: (.Hami
p. 32 :) or a place of fight; because the ol)-
posing parties go round about it: (Ham p. 42:)
or the most vehement part [or the thickest] of a
fight: (,* TA:) pl. ZG_;- (.lam p. 32.)
[See also ;.L, last signification.]

yt A black, or iegro, boy or young man,
($, K,) or slave: (S:) so termed in relation to
.a.e. [or IIam, the son of Noah], the father of
the blacks, or negroes. (S, K.)

.3l.. Thirsty, and going, [or horerintg,] or
circling, round about the water: (Ham p. 753:)
anid hence, (Id. p. 317,) whatever is thirsty:
(Id. ibid., and K:) [fer. with 3: pl. mase.
..ag:] pl. fen,. ._.)1J. (Ilam p. 317.) You

say ..y. t Thirsty camels that go round about
the irater: (As, TA :) or, as also ASl_ A,
thirsty camels: (1 :) or very thirsty camels
(TA.) And it is said in a trad., respecting the

prayer for rain, A~.JJl .t . 0 i O God,

have mercy upon our beasts that are going about
the nater and not finding any to vhic they may
come to drink. (TA.) You say also i;a.; 1*i
A thirst!y head: (TA:) or a head of mhich the
brain is thirsty. (T, TA.) - Also t Desiring, or

#a,
seehingl: pl. ., (pK, TA,) [in the C.K a, but

it is] like j.. (TA.)

o4. -

if. A place wrhe'e wine is sold; (Myb and
TA in this art., and S and .g in art. ep m;) tile
place of the vintner; (Kr;) the t; jl [or shop ]
of the vintner: pl. ,EI;.: ($, Mb :) thought by
AHn to be from the Persian dl. (TA.)

;il_.: see art. j.

, ;j,l_t., mentioned in the g in arts. ; and
im. and ;~: see iC., above; and see also art.
y. [to which several words allied to this are to
be regardetl as belonging]. It is mase. and fern.:
and is [said to be] originally l._, like 5;o,j:
and its pl. is , .: (, :) or, accord. to 113B, it

is originally ,.im.; thcn, .; and then,
yto... (TA in art. 4,'..)

~ }. see art. ..

1t. WVine; (S and K in art. d*., [in the
CK, erroneouisly, ail.,] and K in art. j~;)
a rel.n. from i1_.: (8, TA:) or vintners; (1

in art. ;;) [fiom ~1; or] a rel. n. from
;ts.. (TA in art. .. )

1.~L., Dl or.:., (., Msb, K,) inf. n. '
or ils^., (Msb,) or both, (11,) le collected it;
brought it, drew it, or gathered it, together;
(5, Msb, K ;) as also 1tjllaJ: (TA :) he grasped
;t; got, or gained, posseion of it: (Mqb, ]:)
and t1,.; signifies the same; (S, M9b, ] ;) as
also 1 gt.l_1: (Mob, g:) or this last, he
took, or got, poxxsession of it; took it, got it, or
l,.ld it, within his gr,ixp, or in his poSsession:
(S:) and l_. sig,,ifies also he possesed it:
(Mb :) and, said of a place [&c., as also t*s:&.l
&cl and to!f..l] it comprised, comprehended,
or contained, it. (TA.) - lie turned it round,
made it to turn round, or wound it. (Har p. 230.

[Sec in art. .s.]) a~? .3 Ie made
a vehicle for a woman such as is called A ..
(TA.) -k .? [originally j-]: see art. .

2. id. [inf. n. of ,S;.] signifies The act of
drating together, or contractittng: and dithe state
of drawing together, or contracting; or being
drawn together, or contracted; as also _3
[inf. n. of k~,.i]: (Lh, X(:) or, in the opinion

of ISd, L i3 has the former signification; and
ta., the latter. (TA.) A woman of the tribe
ofdKelb, being asked what she did in the rainy

night, answered, (I . l [I draw mysef0 U7A, JP-,9
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together]. (Lh, TA.)-L_ow D*le j :. Wil

.L 31, occurring in a trad. of Safeeyeh, means

Site used to wind an LU or a ,Lh round lte
hurmp of the coniel, behind him, and then to ride

upon it. (IAth. [Sec e _.])

6. Lq (3, (,,) inf. n. .3, (1,) It assumed
a round, or circular,.fnin; or coiled itself: (K :)
or it galthered itrlf together, and coiled itielf, or
asumed a round, or circuiar, form. (S.) You

say, £Jl ($ (S, K) 71Te serpent gathered

it,sef toyethir, and wound, or coiled, itxelJ;

(TA;) whence, as some say, the word La:
(K:) and in likc manner one says of the intes-
tines. (Is.) Sec also 2, in two places.

6: see 1.

8: see 1, in fonr pllaces. z . 5_ ife

made a small n utering-trough, or tank, for. his
camels. (TA.)

5i_; (Az, ID, TA,) or , (K,) The
haring, or asuming, a round, or eirciatr, or

coiled,form; or roundness or circnlarity [or the
Jtate of being roiled] ; of anything; (Az, K, TA;)
as, for instance, of a serpent; (Az, Iii, TA ;) and

of certain asterisms, which appear regularly dis*

posed in a round, or circular, form. (Az, TA.)

[See 8.]

:T.. A place that com.prrises, comprehends, or

coniains, a thing: for instance, the belly [or

womb] of the mother is a J^ to thc child [or

fcetus]. (TA.) - A collection of tent# (;f

near togethler; as also V r5,_: (K :) or a collec-
tion of tents (;A) of people,rnade of cameltfur:
(s:) or a collection of tents ( !ef) ofpeople, at *t

water: (TA:) pt. aq~t: (S,TA:) and V

[app. 5 j] and V~S. [app. j signify a

place in which the tents (jj") of a tribe are col-
lected together: (Lth, TA :) the last is of the dial.

of El-Yemen, where it is applied to *i fer small

tents collected together in a trnct, or r egion, of
fruitful, or produectire, Innel: (TA:) anvd its pl.

is Lqj5t .. [or, more probably, 3t_?; with the

article, Lq.gt-Jf. (Lth,TA.) A tent o!f [ygats']

hair, and of [camels'] fur, of the Aralbs of tlii
dert. (KL.)

5a. Posesing, after deserriiig, or after be-

coming entitled. (1A;r, K.) A xstall ivatering.
trough, or tank, (Ii, TA,) nbhich a mnn inahesfor

his camel; called also tnu. (TA.) [Sce alsc

the next paragraph.]

h : asee L^. d Also A windiang, or
circling, or coiled, gut or intestine; and s
'Ct § ate and t.L_.: (1t :) [also called

as um or the [kind of gut, or intestine, ter.nedo

iiin h f the heneep or goat; as alcw

?1 ..: (lAr:) Lan i,, . and oa t tl

and *91 t*4? G all signify the same:

theip. isId .; (S ;) or this is the pl. of
signifying the a.I [or intestines into which thu
food pae from tAe stomach]; and the pl. oA

td1. and ~'..t- is [said to be] bs,1;; (S;) but

IB savys that this latter pl. is not held to be al-

lowable by Sb, and that YlA is the pl. of all the

three sings., [originally] of the measure j5iW as

pl. of the first, and jl.si as pl. of the second and

third [though in these two cases it should be by

rule -]: AlHeyth says that .1. as pl. of

it-? is like ! as as pl. of !i'lj: and ISk men-

tions ;t*lI as pl. of l nJl and ,'c? l, [in

the latter ease like l.oa..l as pl. of '~U,] and

cxllains it as signifying .eUI . [app. meaning

the s,nall guts, or intestines, in which originate

the lacteals]. (TA.)_-Also sing. of tja. sig.
nifying 1Vinding exrcavations or hollowns, which
the rain fills, and in owhich it remains a long time
becauxe the soil at the bottom thereof is cohesire
and hard, retaining the water: the Arabs call

them [also] Atl, likening them to the l2.21 of
the belly: accord. to AA, the pl. signifies i. q.

e1h [pl. of , m,ade Iy collecting earth

anil stones ulpon smooth and hard rock, to confine
theri,'ly reater: accord. to ID, on the authority
of I Kh, icells thst are dug in the district of Kelb,
in hard groundl, whereby is confined the water of
the torrents, wthich they drinh throughout the
/cear: accord. to Nasr, a certain construction

wcith mases qf roirh in theformn of a pool, on the
vway to ]t-.Te'/libeeyeh, near Ood: accord. to

I Sd, the sing. signifies a smooth and hard rock
irhieh is sroundtled with stones and earth, in
,vhich toater collects. (TA.) - Also A [garment

of the lind rolled] ,.J, stuffed [writh A or

the like], nwhich is wound round the hump of the

canmel; (., .K ;*) i. q. a".., except that theformer

is onlyfor ca mnels, and ithe latter is tometimesfor

other aniotal: pl. Cla.: (S:) a subst. from 2
in the last of the senses assigned to it above:
(IAth:) [the same is app. meant by what here
follows:] a cert;ain thing that is preparedfor a
woman to ridle upon. (TA. [But it was also
used by men.]) 'Omeyr Ibn-Wahb El-Jumahee

said, on the dlay of Bcdr, when he computed the

numiber of the companions of the Prophet, J.1i

I. '.gs .:1I_1 [meaning I sotn the 1.. with

the men of courage upon theM.]: (S:) [for]

;,: [sing. of IJU.] means t " a man of courage
upon his saddle." (TA.)

· . [a dim. of t.-]: see what next follows.

: J;, . j A m,an n'ho collects serpents (;lc-)

and so )tI.: [whiicl latter, vulgarvly pronounced

r- 51, is also now applied to a serpent-charmer;
and a juggler i,ho perfuorms rarUions tricks with

serpents J.c. :] (1. in art. h.-:) or tbe latter,

(S in that art.,) or both, (T in that art.,) an

] owner of serpents; (T, 8;) and so kt.: (T:)

the pl. of l.s. is ol.. (TA.)_ [lIence,]

' L,aJ1 I a'1l1 t The cot,stelations Serpentarius

) and Serpes. (Izw.)

.: see what next precedes.

f 1-.: see a .., in three places.

/,' - ,: see .- , in two places

s 1: ee j_, in art. 1..

t.. [meaning A serpent] is said by some to be

from $i.3, because what is so termed gathers
itself together, and winds, or coils, itself; (18 Sd,*

1,0 TA ;) and to be originally 4.; (TA in art.
,0 ;) and their opinion is strengthened by the

forms and meaning of the words oi.. and jt._

fTA) [and hy the form and meaning of the word

19..Y]: or the 3.. ii so called because of the

length of its life (yt. JQL). (~. [8See the

next art.))

I ,r ; see art. _.

LS.- [alPp. kS£ ]: see ;

';.; ,jI A land abounding withA :. [or
serpents]: (TA:) or containing serpents; as also

si.... (Ibn-Es-Sarrij, . in art. 0..)

u$. pass. part. n. of . (M,b.)

-- : se :e t.·

$iS... [app. ui$° ]: see .

u,.: or O and j

1. o? (, Mgb, Myb, $,) and ., (i, 1,)
which latter is the more common, (Fr, i,) [like

,,, originally J63;,] dual t ,/ and t., (Fr,)

pi. I., (Fr, 8,) like Ij. , (~,) and le~., (Fr,
,) as some say, ($,) aor. e.., ($, Mqb, ],) and

I.5~, (Fr, K,) [like J, originally jlL,] oc-
curring in poetry, but improper, and disallowed by

thi BDarees, (Fr,) iif. n. e [q. v. infrk], (Il,

Mgh, M.sb,) or tea., (1],) and j./ and l,

(IB,) which last has an intensive signification,

like its contr. IC;., (M:b,) He, or it, lired;

or nwas, or became, in the state termed *.., ex-

plained below. ($, 1I.) [The inf. n. o1s. (q. v.

infrt) suggests the supposition that may be

originMally '..; hut I find no authority for thlis
supl)position; nnd if it be the case, this verb pre-

seits the only instance of a root of which the
inmedial radical letter is g and the final .]

Ily., said of a people, or company of men, t They
were, or becamne, in good condition: (AA, :) or
t/ey were, or berame,fat, by havring the means ot
ubsistence, Jlj [after leanness]. (AZ. [See

also 4.])_-You say also, ;W _ , inf. n. 

and lm-, t[TIe fire naJ, or became, alire, or

burning,] like as you say, .t4. (AHn.)_

t.QtI Le- tTne road, or ray, was, or became,
apparent, or di,tinct. (K.) One says, U li

t- *, JWJAI iM t [ When the road, or way,
becomes apparent, or distinct, to thee, take to the

right]. (TA.).-- and ,., aor. ,

inf. n. 1".: see 10, in two plaes. - -
1: see 9.

I
I
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2. 1 , inf. n. 4.3J, (Mgh, Myb, .,) in its

primary sense, i. q. ttls.t. (Mgh.) You gay,
Abl .1, (l., 9,) meaning May God presme
thee alivy; prolong thy life; or mahe thee to eon-
tfue in life; syn. jiil; (Fr, Selemeh Ibn-
'Aim, ] ;) u abso t?J.l; (Selemeh Ibn-'Aim,
TA;) or 4Jj: (Aboo-'Othm&n El-Mazinee
Mgh, TA :) or may God save thee; or make thee
to be free from eil, or harm, or the like: (Fr,
TA:) or may God make thee to hlave dominion:
(Fr, , ] :) or moy God honour thee, and benefit
thee. (Uam. p. 489.) And JQ .9.0 [ex-
plained in art. ,]. (TA.) And i;. dr 1.

5. ,[May God preserve thyface: see t...]. (yam
p. 23.)_-Al so He said to him i1 Jk., explained
above: (Mgh :) originally, he prayed for his life:
and then, he p~rayedfor him, absolutely: (Mqb:)
he saluted him; (V, TA;) and so ie_3 ta.
I,pl: (L4, TA:) as used in the language of
the law, he maid to him, j4. ;k.. (Msb.).-
[See also 1.a_, below.] _ & 1;. [in the
CV (erroneously) t ] He aplroached
(the age of ] if7y. (IAr, V, TA.) -

L .:.. . and ~ [I wrote a beautifful ]
(TA in 4 ;l .Ul " ,I.)

3. jl _., (inf. n. t_, TA,) i. q
V't 1 [i. . t I gave life to, enlivened, or
revived, the fire] by blowing. (].) [See also 2
in art. ,,J; where a similar meaning is assigned
to the former verb; but perhaps it is there a
msnistranseription.] &lQ".; also signifies Nourish-
went (,.. [which is properly speaking a subst.,
ibut seems to be here used as an inf. n.,]) for, or

of, a child, (K, TA,) with that whereby is his
li.;fe, or, as in the M, because thereby is his life.
(TA.)

4. :.l, (;, Myb, p, ce.,) inf. n. : ,(TA,)
said of God, (,, Mqb,) He made him alive, to
lire, or b a living being; quickened, endued with
life, vivified, [revivi fed, revived, or remscitated,,]
him. (.,* M9b,e .) Hence, in the ~ur [lxxv.
last vce], ". 1 U o k. --.- -. '. l s J.PJ ot-i JLSk ou,r JJJ3 hp-ell,
(8, TA,) i. e. IJ not Tlhat Doer of these things
(Jel) [able to quickean the dead?]. _- See also 2,
in two places..._ t ]e (God) endued him with
tie intlectual faculty: as in the saying, in
the 5ur [vi. 122], oi;; ,i t ;sL5 ,4
t [And is he who was intellectually dead and
whom e Aa enw dued with the intellectual
facdty . . . ?]. (Er-Righib.)_ 8- See also 3.

..-.. j t I.I t He (God) revived the earth, or
land, by the rain, so as to produce in it plants,

pt - .5
or rbage. (TA.) And ; c,fl I 1 tThe
land as tilled, and made productiive. (AgIn.)
And Ij.J! ls.1 I He turned to me the unowned
and umsed and uncultivated land by walling it
round or so~ing it or building upon it and the like.
(TA.) - Also t He (a man) found the land to
be fruitfl, or abundant in herbage, (?, V,) witA
fresh herbage. (V.) ji e-m1 t He passd
the nighAt in religious srvice, worship, adoration,
or devotion, abltaining from le: (TA:) or

[simply] Ae remained awahe during the night.
(W p. 9.) And Z1) tl.Il He pased his night
awahe. (MA.),- ~J31I I. The shecamel had
licing of0sprin; (, ;) her offspring seldom,
.or never, died (g.)-__*. l l.l The people, or
company of men, Aad their cattle living: (V:)
or Aad their cattle in good condition: (AA, ,
:) or had rain, so that thir beats obtained
herbage to sch a degree that they became fat:
(AZ:) or they (themselves) became in a state
of abundance of herbage, or plenty. ($, V. [See
also 1.])

5. .. Q.. t He A,rano from it: taken from

;c.Jl [or ;lJI]; because it is of the nature of
the living to shrink: or it is originally 5s';
the a being changed into US; or [in other words]
from ,.Jt "the act of collecting," [inf. n. of
,*l .,] like j,3 from ji_.JI. (TA.) [See
also 10.]

[8. t.; as quasi-pass. of 3, He quicened,
enlivened, or rtvived, himself. See an ei. voce

10. &k.uI He spared him; let him live; or
left him alive; (S, Mqb, ], TA;) did not slay
him; (Msb;) in which sense the verb has but
one form: (Mqb, TA:) or he left him; let him
alone; orforbore from him. (Mgh.) Hence,
as some say, (11,) .. ,, es o. A il
~L;, (,, 9,) in the ]ur [ii. 24], i. e. , k
[meaning Verily God will not spare to propound,
or refrain from propoundinj, a parable, or as a
parabkc]. (S.) [Hence, abo] j -e ; I

s 1.. -;La J ! rt 2: j q i.e. [YVrily
God] forbe;rs from punishing [the hoary M,u-
lim]. (Er-Raghib.) -[U l, or I...,l, which
latter is the more proper mode of writing it, also
signifies He felt, or had a sene of, or he was,
or became, moed or affected with, shame, shy-
nces, or bashfulness; and particularly, but not
always, honest shame, or pudency, or modesty;
or his soul shrank from foul things; as also
t-!; ' and 'n , d inf. n. .. ] tl. is
of the dial. of Ei-Hijaz; and .s_1, with a
single U., is of the dial. of Temeem; (Akh,S,
Mb ;) the former being the original, (Akh, .,)
and that which is used in the l[ur: (Mb :) in the
latter, the first j5 [of the original] is suppressed,
[and its vowel is transferred to the :,] to facilitate
the pronunciation, because of the occurrence of
the two g.s together: this is the opinion of Sb;
and with it agrees that of Aboo-'Othmain [El-
MNzinee]: the opinion ascribed to Sb in the S,
namely, that ;1 is changed from , i
in like manner as -u ; .i. is changed from
;-,1~I, is that of Kh, and is disallowed by
El-M6ainee. (IB.) You say, ;a ..L.j , (S,
V, [in the Cg, erroneously, ;e,]) or t.. . I,
(Mgh, Mb,) and & _L..&l, and l,l, (.,
Msb, ], TA,) and 1tm..L.; (TA, [and so in the
CV in the place of asg.,! ;]) as also &;.. . ,

(8, Mgh, Myb, l,) nor. w, (8,) inf. n. .;
(8, Mgh, M{b, 1;) He was arlamecd of it or

[BooK I.

on aceount of it, or ashamed to do it, or hy of
doing it; [generally meaning a foul thing;] Ae
was asamwedfor himeelf, or of himelf, or was bash-
fid, or shy, with respect to it, or irn; h swa
abashed at, or shy of, it, or him; (];) he shrank
from it, or him: (Msb, :e) and '~ U .;r..
t,ib [or k~.twt] He disdained, or scorned, such
a thing; abstained from it, or refused to do it,
by reaon of disdain and pride; he didliked, or
hated, it, and his soul was abors it; he shunned
it, aoid~ it, or kept himsel far f'om it; syn.

. jiAi. (TA.)

a verbal noun, (., M, Mgh, TA,) and
therefore immediately followed by isk, (M,TA,)
used as an imperative [addressed to a single
person, male or female, and to more than one];
( ;) used in calling, or summoning, or inviting,
and urging; (Lth, T, TA;) and having no verb
derived from it [alone, for j;'. is derived from

_ and s. toggether]; (Lth, T, Myb, TA;)
meaning Come: (S, M, Mgli, Mob,, TA,TA, &c.:)
or come quickly: or hasten. (Mgh,TA.) Hence,

;'j.1 I . 0a (in the Oilji, TA) Come to
prayer: (I]t, S, M, Msb, lg:) or come ye to
prayer: or come ye quickly: orhasten ye. (TA.)
And E i11 UL .s [in the same: see art.

k]·. (Mgh, TA.) And I,Jil 0 i. [Coo m
to the morning-meal]: and ,I:.Ul ,I [to the
eming-meal]: (Mb :) and .?iJ L a [(to' the
crumbled bread moistened with broth]: (S:)
and j*w.JI U, [(to good, goodfortune, prosperity,
&c.]. (Lth, T, TA.) The saying of Ibn-A!mar,

* JU , Ai l a
means Keep thou to the loads [for the riders
upon the camncl have gone]. (TA.) - In the
phrase 3~ jl", and *i k' followed by s

I i& and .i& j1, and j Le., (;,) which
last is used in a case of pausation, but is bad in
other cases, (S in art. J,) and >ja a, and
Jn., [so in the copies of the j,] with the e
quiescent, (1.,) and a* a . lapp. 'JO ,
forO ' ;a, or perhaps a mistransription for

k.~u '_], (TA,) [the most common rendering
of ,& .uI &c. is like that of ,._ alone, namely,
Come: or] t.~ signifies hasten thou; and [^s
or] 'j., come to it, or reach it; [so that the
meaning is hasten thou: come to such a thing :]
or j signifies come; and [>( or] 3*s, quickly
(1'), ,or be thou quick; [so that the meaning
is come quickly to such a thing:] or [,, or]
' signifies be thou quiet; and the meaning
is #;;aLd 1 j.. j$.eI, ;,b) Ms Si,te1 [Speed
thou at the mention thereof, and be quiet
until it is finished]. (].) Accord. to Abu-l-
Khattb, the Arab umed to say, L".uiI i ,'
meaning Come thou to prayer. (TA.) And one

says, ;iy. j u., (IA#r, and o in the CV,)
and O, * ,," (IAyr, and so in MS. oopies
of the [,) and I JA j. u, meaning Hasten
thou with such a one: (IAyr:) or keep thu to chA
a one, and caU him. (V.) It is sid in a trad.,

1

I
9

on 

accoamt of it, or ashamed to do it, or &ky of

ddng 

it; [generally meaning a foul thing;] As

was 

a&4amedfor himmy', or of himalf, or mu bask-

fid, 

or thy, with m"ct to it, or kin; As mu

abashed 

at, or &Ay of, it, or him; (V;) he shrank

fmm 

it, or him: (Mqb, V:0) and �. U'.z..§

ti.b 

[or k~.twl] He disdain�4 or sco;ijd, ncit

a 

tking; abstained fmm it, or refund to do it,

by 

mm* of diadain and prido; Ae didiked, or

hated, 

it, and his wmi mas abors it; he shunned

it, 

a~ it, or kopt himmiffar fions it; syn.

(TA.)

a 

verbal noun, ($, M, Mgh, TAJ and

therefore 

immediately followed by oi�, (MjAJ

used 

as an imperative [addremed to a aingple

person, 

male or female, and to more than one];

(g;) 

umd in calling, or summoning, or inviting,

and 

urging; (Lth, T, TA;) and having no verb

derived 

from it [alone, for j�� is derived from

a 

and

LO, 

11.� toggether]; (Lth, T, Mqb, TA;)

meaning 

Come: (g, M, Mgli, Mob, V, TA, &c.:)

Aly: 

or hasten. (Mgh,TA.) Hence,

a 

' 
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.0. (in the Cilli, TA) Come to

prayer: 

(I1P, S, M, Meb, V :) or come to

praygr: 

or come ye quickly: or hasten ye.

a '
And 

��11 U'lo, j.� [in the same: see art.

emi. 

(Mgh, TA.) And 0t.WI [Conw

to 

the morning-meal]: and !UM1 Ub [to ilw

eming-meall: 

(Mqb:) and �gpi Lylo [90 the

cp.umbled 

bread moist*ned with brotla]: w)

and 

je*w'J 1 ,h [to good, goodfortune, prospeKty,

&c.]. 

(Lth, T, TA.) The saying of Ibn-Abmar,

t;ii 

0, .1 .1 - - .9.0

0 

JU �,1)t J,..il a

L91b,
means 

Keep thou to the loads [for the vidffs

upon 

the cainels ltave gone]. (TA.) - In the

a 

. 0, & ' 11

phmse 

JLZ and *i�& followed by

a.114 

and 1.1-4 j.1, and -;U Le., (g,) which

last 

is used in a case of pausation, but is bad in

other 

cases, ($ in art- JAJ and >"' i'a ' and

[so 

in the copies of the Vj with the

quieemnt, 

(K and ep.U k;. lapp. JOU 0-,

perliaps 

a mistmnseription for

,) 

[the most conimon rendering

is 

like that of '� alone, namely,

signifies 

hasten thou; and Q^

to 

it, or reach it; [so that the

meaning 

is hasten thou: come to such a tisinq:]

or 

jo. signifies come; and [> or] *#.&, quickly

or 

be thu quick; [so that the meaning

in 

;ome quickly to such a thing:] or [> or]

'9& 

signifies be thou quiet; and the meaning

is
,t.1 

[Speed

thou 

at the mention thowf, and be quiet

until 

it is flni3Aed]. (V.) Acwrd. to Abu-1-

Sil 

tiL�

Khatgb, 

the Ambe used to eay, Loll'

meaning 

Copm thou to "yer. (TA.) And one

,A 

6. .1 '

says 

g;jyW j& (IA#r, and ao in the CV,)

and 

CPkk (IAV, and so in MS. oopies

aof 

the V,) and JAk ji 0'., meaning Hast^

thou 

witla such a one: (IA iLr:) or keep thu to weA

a 

one, and caU hit.4. (V.) It is said in a trad.,
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t ;!,Lb Cj*%~ ji ,i ll, ($ in art
J&,) o , (TA,) i.e. [When the good,

or righteou, ar m d, the," ] kep thm to
'Omar, and call 'Omar, (. ubi supri, and TA,)
and begsin with him, and be quick in mentiosing
him; (TA;) for he is of such. (. ubi supra.)
Accord. to some of the grammarians, (TA,) when
you say , U with tenween, it is as though

you said iL; and without tenween, it is as

though you said .,1.JI; the tenween being made
a sign of indeterminateness; and the omission
of it, a sign of determinateness: and so it is
in all compounds of this kind. (15.) [See also
art. J]

8.
. Living, having l/fe, alive, or quick; contr.

of [;. or 'A]; (., Mghb,* Mb,* ;) and
a-tOf tora.

,c W is oyn. with [ uas meaning having

animal l/ift]: (ID:) dim. of the former t
(Mb:) and pl. *i . (MNb,l.) When you

say of a person, , ,.Z, you mean that he

is dead: (L b:) but t.. ,,

(Lb, ,) [in the C] 4., and] in (some of]

the copies of the 1g, erroneously, ,, (TA,)
mes [He was strutk a blow] in cotsequence
of which he will not live: (Lh, g:*) like as the

i * *.aLWaU l,i >L means Thou
wilt be sick if thou cat such a thing. (Lb, ].)

Accord. to ISh, one says, j. t._ UIUI, mean-
ing Such a on cae to w in hil life [-time]:
and l ) je #. Qau., meaning I
heard such a one wsy thus in his l;fe [-time]:
(TA:) [or the former may mean Such a one
hisfel canme to us: and the latter, I heard such
a one himlf may thus: for] k_ [i.e. ~. as
a prefixed noun] is sometimes redundant, like
Ji nd): (5~m p. 308:) [andl] IB says that

% t.PU meams Such a one himslf. (TA.)

And they say, JU; 'P 'A C5 , i.e. How
art thom, and thos remaining alive of thy
family? (TA.)-. Applied to God, Deathleu.
(Er-Bhghib. )-. Ponm~ the farulty of growth,
m an animadl, and as a plant: (Er-RlAghib:)
and, applied to a plant, freh, juicy, or succul~t,
and groming tall. (TA.) - [Sensitively alive;]
powi~g the faculty of uamtion. (Er-Rhghib.)
-[.In~ct aUy alive;] possessing the faculty of
i~ct. (Er-Rhghib.) [Hence,] tA Muslim;
like as means an unbeliever. (TA.).-tLively,
u meaningrwfrom grief or sorrow. (Er-Rhghib.)
-tWhob, ound, or unbroken. (L and TA

in art.~d.).-ao. *~#
in art.. bb _a 1 tFruitful land; or
land abounding miath herbage; (g, TA;) like

l ;;rj1 means unfruitful land. (TA.)
.1... b,,tJI T7 nm is, or was, of a clkarcolour,

ltmdm~ by approaching the place of setting;
s though its setting were regarded as death:

(TA :) or still bright and white: or still hot and
pm rfl: but the former of these two meanings

01, 0-

is the more probable (Mgh.) - I"_. ;U ;t [

lie, or hburning, fire. (AUn.) - e ,
tAn appar~t, or a ditinct, road or way:

(,:) pl. 1il. (TA.)- See also 4 .- first
Bk. I.
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sentence. [A tribe] of the Arabs: ( :) the
children, or descendants, of onefather or ancestor,

owhetAer many or fero: and a a compriing
J3ii: (Az,TA:) or a i4 of the Arab: (Mb :)

or a .;>L of the CI oi the Arab: (1, TA:)

pl. :t..1. (., Myb, 1.) _ The rulva, or ex~rnal
portion of the organs of genration, of a woman.

(Az, I. Bee also ~.., of which is also
aid to be a pl.) Henoe, ,Jl ,, applied by

an Arab of the desert to TIe paraphernalia of a

bride. (Az, TA .)_ mea. " t ,
(Ks, ],*) i. e. [There is no forbiddance of him;
or] nothing is forbidden him. (Fr.)~ J 

1 ;" ', JI He kno,ws not, or vill not k,nom,

what is true fro mAwhat is false; (IApr, K, gar

p. 236;) and so ,JI > ,jt: (TA:) or the

a., [or min g gut, c,] from the tisting of
the rope: (1:) or overt speech from covert: or
the living from th dead: or th act of turning

round, or winding, [see 01,. (in art. k^.',)

of which ua is an inf. n.,] from the act of
twisting. (gar ubi suprL) _ The act of collect-
ing. (TA. [But in this and some other senses it is

an inf. n. of .. : see 1 in art. $."]) .ti

as pl. of' i: see art. 1a.

see etl, of which it is said to be a syn.:
and of which it is also said to be a pl.: and
see :a, of which, also, it is said to be a pl.

a*. [A ~erpnt;] a certain thing eU known:
(1g, TA:) [improperly explained in the Msb

·*1[
as syn. with .oai :] applied to the male and the
female; (S, Mb ;) the a being added to denote

one of a kind, as in ii: and 4 .t;; [although

A . is not used as a coll gen. n.; and] although

the saying 4 'l. m Zd, t meaning tI

saw] a male [serpent] upon a female [serpent],
is related as having been heard from the Arabs:

(S:) but ' is also applied to the male;
(Az, , ;) the ;. being auymentative; for the

word is originally je [ or j..]: (Az, TA:) it
is said that it does not die unless by an accident:

and they say of a long-lived man, 4 , 
[tHe is none other than a ~erpent] ;. and in like
manner they say of a woman; u though it were
called 4. because of its long life: [for] some,

including 8b, say that it is derived from $t., as

the rel. n. is 5., not ajj.: and to him who

objects that one says im 3'j [meaning "a man

who collects serpents"], it is replied that 0,

and C1C. are of different roots, like JjiY and J',
&c.: but it may be from .¢3,sbecause of its
winding, or coiling, itself; and some say that

it is originally aOe; some, that it is originally

;..: (TA:) [the dim. is V :] the pL is

.4t.. (O) and ,j , (],TA,) or ..Al.. (80
in some copies of the V [agreeably with the dial.

of Hudheyl].) Hence the prov. 4_ . jp 'J-,

[He is mor sharp-~ghted than a ~sp t];

because of the sharpne of its sight: and

4 . (m [ re wrongul in conduct than a
ep t]; beamue it oomes to the burrow of the
[lird called] , and eats its young one, and
takes up its abode in its burow. (TA.) And
ZJl j; 3;(Ma [ God6 give Mim to drink
the blood of the e~rptl; i. e., destroy his
(TA.) And t i.. 1t 4 j T [he rpet
does not bring forth anything am a little er-
pent]: a prov. applied to the ounning and mis-
chievous, or malignm t. (TA.) And .; ej;i

or l, or Zn, or jl ; 1, t uc a ou
is cunning aod ihow, or malignant, (IAr,
V,) and intelligent, in the utmost degree: (IAqr:)
(or] SJl$3l m u)J meanm t such a oe is
strong in resiting, a dfendr of his pos ions.
(TA.) And St?l l i is also an appellation
applied to t TA lion; (1, TA;) beeause of his
cunning, or cramftines. (TA.) One says also,

wi'l . , meaning tTAy are cnning,
guileful, malignant, or micAhiesow, and strong,
not neglbting to take bbod-rn~g: so in a
saying of Dhu-l-Iba' El-'Adwhn cited voce

.,L.. (TA.) And TAb . i (,TA) tSucA
a one is courago and strong. (TA.) And

.- ' '" bi t He is clr, or ingnio w ; acute,
or sharp; intlligent. (TA.) And ^t. u 

41U; .;A. t I saw in his letter danders, or
cahlunies, addressed to th ruling power, in order
to cause the object thereof to fall into embarrau-
mentfrom which escape od be di.t~. (TA.)
,-ia Jl is also a name of t [e constellation
Draco; commonly called jl i;] certai stars

[partly] betaen thae Ql,iai [or .8 and r of Urs

Minor] and .a; Z.1 [meaning tAe dars in the
tail of Ursa ffajor]: (1 :) so alled by way of

comparison. (TA.) - And 4 aiso signifies
t A certain marh made with a hot iron upon
th neck, and upon the thigh, of a camdl, t~sting,

or winding, like the [properly o caled]. (Ibn-

gabeeb, TA.)m See also al

t. Rain; (8,Myb, V;) as also t4i.: (i:)
or much rain: (1ar p. 185:) as being the means
of giving life to the earth: (TA:) and tplety;
or abundance of herbage, ($, J,) and the meam
ofgiving life to the earth and to men; as being
caused by the rain; and so ti.: (TA:) or
[simply] herbage; because produced by the rin:
and fat, and fatnes; because produced by the
herbage: (yam p. 662:) dual. QCI~;: ( :)
and pL f (i... (TA.) .! 1. means The rain
[caUld d.O, or of the sason tahu called,] that
gieJs lif to th crth. (TA.) See also the next
paragraph.

afi n inf. n. of e in the first of the senses
explained in this art. (i.) - [Hence,] y. with
Ie, in two senses: ee the next preceding para-
graph, in two places. .Aso inf. n. of U, as
syn. with &uo ; (.8, Mgh, Myb, ];) i. q..

fi. l; (W;) Shame; a mns of shame; Ahg-
ss, or basfitlns; [and particularly, but not
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always, Aonst shame, or pudeney, or modesty;]
syn. 1J~ ; (i;) a ,hinking of the soul from
foul conduct, (Bd in ii. 24, and Er-R6ghib,)
through fear of blame; (B4 ibid.;) a langwor
that affects the animal faculty, (Bd ibid, and
Mgh,) and tsur' it ba/rom its actions : (Bd:)
and rs~petance; syn. Aj. (t.) - And hence,
as being a thing that should be concealed, and of
which one is ashamed to speak plainly, (TA,) The
mulva, or external portion oJ the female organs of

generation, ( EI-Farabee, Mqb, ], or.._,
[which here means the same,] $,) of a camel,
(El-Fsrsbee, 1, M,b, 9,) or an animal having
feet like those of the camel, and of a cloven-hoofed
animal, and of a beat of prey: (] :) accord. to
AZ, the ;; [here meaning the same au A'] of
any of these and of other animals: (Myb:)
accord. to IAr, it is of the ewe or she-goat, the
cow, and the gazelle: (ISd, TA:) and [some-
times] the p of a girl, (EI-FArAbee, Mqb,) or
of a woman: (Zj in his "Khal ] el-Insan :" [see

a.
also a :]) and t ,._ signifies the same; (] ;)
but accord. to Az, this is not allowable except in

poetry, in a case of necessity: (TA:) pl. 'l
(AZ, IJ, g) and a,.i (A, Sb, 1, O) and, by
contraction, *., (Sb, IB, TA,) which is said to

be preferable, (TA,) and [quasi-pl. n.] and

'5. [which two have been mistaken by Freytag

for syns. of As,3, immediately following them in
the ]]. (Sb,*.)

(., or f s, (as in different copies of thel],
in the latter manner in copies of the S,) written
with · in the lur, to show that j follows j. in
the pl. [,. like .;41], or because the sound
of the I is inclined towards that of , (ISd, TA,)
and t ;., with sukoon to the · , (]5,) which is
substituted for the 1 of e., as is done by the
people of El-Yemen in the case of every I that
is changed from · , as in ~ and ]h, though
the final radical letter of the verb of tm. is ,
(TA,) an inf. n. of . in the first of the sense
explained in this art.; (TB, Mgb, Mqb;) Life;
contr. of X; (S, ];) as also ' Iem.. and

t ~., (],) or this last is asserted to be a pl. of

;~., (S,) and as also 'G ., (s,* lar pp. 25
and 350,) of which the pl. is .,: (p:) ;w
signifies the faculty of growth, as in an animal,
and in a plant: and the faculty of sensation:
and tthefaculty of intellect: and tfreedomfrom
grief or wrro: and eerlasting life in the world
to come; to which one attains by that 3;S. which
is intelligence and knowledge: and the ;tl. that
is an attribute of God. (Er-RAghib.) ~ 

, ~.J, in the gur [lxxxix. 25], means
[O, mould that I had prepared, or laid up in
store,] for my everrlasting state of existene. (Er-

Righib.) And V l' .~. J.-1 ;111 ' ,
in the l[ur [xxix. 64], means [And oerily the lat
abode is] the abode of everlating lifSe: (TA:) or
X Is.JI here means the life that wiU not befol-
lowed by d~ath: or much life; like as .
signifies much death: (Mb :) and it is also the
name of a ecrtain f utain in Paradie, [the

water of] wthich touche nothing but it lives, by

perminsionof God. (TA.) iI.i o-Jl, accord.
to I 'Ab, explaining xvi. 99 of the lur, (TA,)
means Laowful means of sbsistence (8, TA) in
the present world: (TA:) or Paradise. (],
TA.) -Also tAdvantage, or profit; or a cause,
or means, thereof: whence the saying, i1 ~

s;1. There is not, in such a one, profit, nor good:
and so it is said to mean in the ]ur [ii. 175],

;~- .e'llJt ~. jj t[And ther is to you, in
retaliation, an advantage]: (TA:) or this means
that the knowledge of the law of retaliation re-
strains from slaughter, and so is a cause of life to
two persons; and because they used to slay one
who was not the slayer, retaliation upon the slayer
is a cause of saving the lives of the rest: or the
meaning is life in the world to come; for when
the slayer has suffered retaliation in the present
world, he is not punished for his act in the world

to come. (Bd.) _, l Atle means tThe re-
maining of the light and whiteness of the sun: or
the remaining Of its heat and powner: but the
former of these two meanings is the more pro-

bable. (Mgh. [See A l. ,.Jl, voce ... ])

;~ and .: see dthe next preceding pa-
ragraph.

H aring ot. [i. e. shame, shyneu, bash-
fulneu, pudency, or m:odesty]; (v ;) part. n. of
'. as syn. with g,.-l; of the measurce :
(Msb:) fern. a e (TA.) The saying of I 'Ab,

.s. X;, means God is one who acts with others
in the manner of him who has le_; for os. in
its proper sense is not ascribable to lIim: (Mgh:)
or one who leaves undone eil deeds, and does good
deeds. (Er-RaIghib.)

: see s., of which it is the dim.

te.e.: see As, (of which it is the dim.,) in
two places. - And dim. of 1., q. v. in art. .
(Lth, TA in 't)JAI 'd)! .'1,.)

a .-
~._ea. [Of, or relating to, the erpent;] rel. n.

of aes.. (S.)m [And rel. n. of s.: see t . in
art. ;..]

, an inf. n. of L,"/, like ., (IB,) but
having an intensive signification: (Mqb:) see

;e., in two places. - See also , first sen-
tence. -Also Any thing, or thingjs, possessing
animal life, (Myb, 1,*) whether rational or ir-
rational; [an animal, and animas;] used alike
as sing. and pL, because originally an inf. n.;
(M,b;) contr. of X,1; [q. v.]. (?.) [?..s
is used as its p1. of pauc. And hence,] £t~le,J!

A:,JI [Thefiveanimals] is applied to what may
be killed by a person in the state of.sl, and
by one engaged in prayer: (Msb in art. j :)
these are the rat, or mouse, and the bitinj dog, and

either the serpent, tha crow ternmed l, and the
kite, or the mlnt, the scorpion, and the kite, or
the serpent, the wcorpion, and the crorw, or the
scorpion, the crow, and the kite. (E~sSuyootee,
in "El-Jimni' es-agheer," vooe -.*.) It is

originally is( .; (Sb, g, TA;) the j which is
the final radical letter being changed into j
because the occurrence of two js together is
disliked: (8b, TA:) Aboo-'Othmin [EI-M4-
sinee] holds the j to be a radical letter; but his
opinion is said to be not admissible, because it is
aserted that there is no instance in the language
of a word of which the medial radical is ., and
the final . (TA.)

jI1". [Of, or relating to, an animal or ani-
mals].-It is [also] particularly applied to A
stUer of birds. (TA.)

[;Ilem. Animality; or animal * ature.]

. A. c..

;js.e: see ik..

51t., of the measure st4, [said to be] ori-

ginally l., is syn. with ,t1. and ,1* , belonging
to art. LS. [q. v.]. (Az: TA.)

3.1i a 1 .k' ' 
u.l and .O.1 and s_: see art.

.48 -'

_1,.: see art. ..

t..l in the saying X 04. u . ; [More long.
lived than a ,,,, a kind of lizard, which is sup-
posed to live seven hundred years,] is from *JI.
(TA.) - In the sayings ' e ; [Mor 

shy, or bashful, than the bride] and o;
,.*. [More shy, or bashful, than a girl kept
behind the curtain] it is from .IJl. (TA.)

: sec the next paragraph.

i.4.JI The two stars in the foot and before
the foot of the foremost of Gemini: (lzw:) or
three stars over against a.;JI [which is the Sixth
Mansion of the Mloon]; (IIt, .K;) and some-
times the moon deviates from 3a;jI, and makes
its abode in &.stJl: (I]t:) they are betwe

the AMilky Way and the start that follow jmwl
[or Capella]: Aboo-Ziyad EI-KilAbee used to my
that this name means 1aa;JI, and is also pronounced

j.t1J, with .: but AHn says that the moon
makes its abode in these stars, and not in a;nJI
itself: (TA:) its sing. is V 3%.J; (11t,Ahin,

TA ;) if so, of the measure a.3, like .1.i3, not
e'~,, like ;t4., because there is no such root as

Ls_.; derived from ts.JI, because its 4 [here
meaning its auroral setting, in midwinter,] is at-
tended with much rain: but ., with ., is

· 3 .
irreg.; as thouigh pl. of *t~ likened to a word
of the measure a.A. (lB.)

'aIa inf. n. of 2. (Mgh, M,b, g.) - Also
A salutation, or greeting, (A'Obeyd, AHeyth,
Mgh, Msb,) pronounced by one person to anotAher
on their meeting; (AHeyth;) particularly the
saying a. ;ej~ .; (Mgh,' M9 b ;) and the like;
(Mgh;) the most comprehensive form thereof,
used by the believer [to his fellow-believer], being
the saying ~35 d i, /.; ,4:
(AHeyth:) hence it is pluralized; the pl. being
i . and lQQ.. (Mgh.) - Also Continuanc,
or endurance; or ~ , or 'yrla sting, ecitentw:

1
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(lAy, Mqb, X, &c.:) and so it is said to mean
in the following verse of Zuheyr Ibn-Jcnub El-
Kelbee; who wu a [kind of] king among his
people:

[And ind~ed ero~thing that the young man has
attained, I have attained it, except endless x-
istenee]: or, as some say, it here means security
from death and from erils. (TA. [But more
probably the meaning is that next following: for
in the Mz, 49th p, where this verse is cited, but

with .j '~ in the place of $j., he is said to
have been (not a king, but,) "a nobleman." See
also, respecting him, p. x. of my Preface.]) And
S Dominion, or kingshiip: (Fr, AA, S, Mgh, lsb,

c, .a :) because the people of the Time of Igno-
ranoe used to greet kings [or rather those of
Rimyer] by the saying 'L> 2 ', which they
nddressed to none other than a king; so that when
any one of them became a king, it was said of
him, 14 jl ;j. [meaning t Such a one has
attained the kingship]. (Mgh: in which, and in
the ~I, the foregoing verse is cited as an ex. of this
last meaning.) --- means Endless ex-
istence belongs to God: (Lth, Mab, TA:) or
dominion, or kingship: (Lth, Yaakool,, S, Msb,
TA:) or freedom, or security, from all evils,
(Khblid Ibn.Yezeed, AlIcyth,) and from all
causes of the cesation of existence: (AHeyth:)
or endless e~istence, and security from evils, and
dominion, and tih like: (Fr:) or the expressions
[of prais] that indicate and imply the ascription
of dominion and enlless exiJstenef: (Kt :) or salu-
tations and benedictions are Gobds, and at his

diepoal. (Mgh.) [..,.JI is also a term ap-
plied to the following form of words repeated in

the ordinary prayers: it.' j t; Ah;,e.'I

*. ir l 4| w3 1Aht d

~..Jj, or (instead of ,.J, ..c) iil O : see
5 in art. .Z.] _ The assigning to thlis word, as
used in the ]~ur iv. 88, the meaning of A gift is

a mistake. (Mgh.) Sec also l& 7l.

: see -,. .Also A time, and a place,
of life. (TA.)

. r~ and 'Z.., aplplied to a shle-camel,

Haring liring offspring; vhose offspring seldonm,
or never, die. ('.)

t,_ The face (S, I, Ham p. 23) of a man,
because it is specified in salutation; [sece 2;] (i.nm
ubi soprk;) a term used only in praise; (I.am
p. 640;) i.e. the face altogether: or the 
of the face [i.e. the ball of the che,ek; or what
appears of the celevated port thereof; or wvhat
fronts one, of thefare, &c.]. (1K.) - Ofa hlorsc,
it is The place where the flesh is separated (,
.,* I1 J.fl) beneath theforeloch. (Ham p. 23.)

And l.;;jl ;~l. , in a horse, [The feather in] the
place of sparation [of t),e hair] beneath thefore.
lock, in the upper part of tle forehead. (TA.)

".l may be rendered by I1;, and so may go-
vern the accu. case. (Mughnee.) Accord. to
rule, (Mughnee,) in every instance, (i,Mughnee,)
it is prefixed to a proposition, ($, Mgb, Mughnee,)
nominal, or verbal, but in most cases the latter;

(Mughnee ;) as in * .&j i j 1 [I will
stand cwhere Zeyd shall stand]; and .i 4

,;pfl [Where thou shalt be, I will be]; ($;) and
I;t l,Zj 4 j [I sat rhere I a Z&yd],
the accus. case being preferred in an instance like

this; (Mughnee;) and [ G .;. il t[o thou
ewhither thou wilt.] l(Mb in art. OP'.) You

should not say ,j ._ [alone]: (a:) or it oc-
cur prefixed to a single word in poetry; (Mqb,
Mughnee;) as in the saying,

* ·
[And me pierce them beneath the kidne*js, after
smiting them, mith the sharp snords, whAer the
turbans are wound]; (Mughnee;) but this is
irregular; (Myb, Mughnee;) though Ks holds it
to be regular. (Mughnee.) Ll! relates, on the
authority of Ks, that some make t. to govern
a noun in the gen. case, as in the saying,

[Sent thou not where Canop:s is, rising?]: but
he says that this is not of respectable authority:
(L:) some write Jo . .: and some, e

Je.', [which is the common reading, Jg~ being
an inchoative, and] the enunciative, ;> , being
suppressed. (Mughnee.) Abu-l-Fet-h says that
he who prefixes _ to a single word makes it
declinable. (Mughnee.) [Accord. to Fei,] Benoo-

Temeem say .e. when it occupies the place of
an accus., as in the phrase, . , .
[Stand thou where Zeyd shall stand]. (Msb.)
Ks says, I have heard among Benoo-Temeem, of
Benoo-Yarboo, and Tuheiych, those who say

_ in every case, when it occupies the place of
a gen., and that of an accus., and that of a nom.;

saying .~I 4. X . [ lhrAence they hnow

not], and d'i"l O; [Where we met]: and he
says also, I have heard some of Benu-l-IArith-
Ibn-Asad-Ibn-El-lfrith-lbn-Thaalabeh, and all
Benoo-Fal'as, say 4 when it occupies the
place of a gen., and :e, when it occupies the
place of an accus.; saying O, ' ~ 'e ~,

and t. 37.! 4.. (L.) Sometimes the proposition

after .#. commences with 1, as in i .!

1 l.cj ;j [Sit thou here Zeyd is sitting].

(K in art. Oj, and IAk p. 92.)._ It sometimes
comprises the meanings of two adverbial nouns of
place, as when you say,.t ..Uj blc .l o,

[ Vhere 'Abd-Allah is sitting, there Zeydis stand-
ing]. (AHlIeyth, L.) - The restrictive L. (L
aiLe) is sometimes affixed to it, and in this case
it implies a conditional meaning, [signifying
JVhe*rever, or wheresoever, and, accord. to Akh,
,thencser, or n,hensoerer,] (Mughnee, TA,) and
renders two verbs mejzoom, (Mughnee,) as in the

saying, ... l ' - [l7hererer thou shalt
86 *

act. part. n. of 9; fem. X_: (S,

TA:) for in every noun in which three U$s occur
together, [the last of them being the final radical,
and ending the word,] if it is not formed from a
verb, the final radical letter is elided from it, as in

; the dim. of ,;l, and in 1 the dim. of

gS_;.: but if it is formed from a verb, that letter

remains, as in uh. from U.s. (a.)

tk li.ql i. q. , i. e. A land containin
wrlnmts: (Ibn-Es-Sarr.j, S :) or abounding witr
serpents. (TA in art. .S^' )

uby Iy Death. (TA, Har p. 218.)

*~._, (S, Mob, Muglnee, K,) indecl., (S, Mfb,)
with dainm for its termination, (S, Mfb, Mugh-
uce,) as being likened to final words [such as
j.' and . ending a proposition], (S, Mughnee,)
because it does not [regularly] occur otherwise
than prefixed to a proposition, (S,) for the being
prefixed to a proposition is like the not being pre-
fixed to anything, as the consequence of being
prcfixed, which is the sign of the gen. case, is not
apparent: (Mughnee :) and ._, (S, Mughnee,
.K,) also indecel., (S,) with fet-b, (S, Mughnee,)
to render the pronunciation more easy, (Mughnee,)
because damm with t. is deemed difficult to pro-
nounce: (S :) and 4m-, (Mughnee, ]p,) with
kesr, accord. to the general rule observed to
prevent the concurrence of two quiescent letters:
(Muglhlee:) and in like manner, ,4_. and 'm
and ": (Mughnee, TA:) of which forms,
.±.i is asserted to be the original; (L;) though

_ is more chaste than t._,, and is the form
used in the Kur-in: (Az and TA in art. "t^ :)
but some of the Arabs make Zm. decl.: (Mugh-
nec :) it is an adverbial noun of place, (S, Msb,)
a vague adverbial noun of place, (L,) [signifying

lelre,] like e~ with respect to time: (9, V:)
or it is a denotative of place, by general consent:
but accord(l. to Akh it sometimes occurs as de-
noting time, [sign ifying when,] as in the following
verse, (Mughnee, TA,) which is the strongest
evidence of its use in this sense: (TA:)

* ~0Jl J,n ;: ;* *

[ I'hencver thot shalt pursue a right course, God
will decree t/hec success in the time to come]:
(MIughnee, TA:) but in most instances it occupies
the place of an accus., as an adverbial noun of
place; or of a gen., governed by X, and some-
times by anothler prep., as in the saying (of Zuheyr,
TA in art. .;),

LI . J .*t * --

* .- :; .., YO. ,: ..i ~ 

[At the place nwhere Calamity, or Fate, has put
do*va he.r saddllle, i. e., made her abode]: and
sometimes it occurs as an objective complement,
ns it is said to do in dk1. J~ ..A.l di
[in the .Kur vi. 124], i.e. God is htowing: He
knows where to be4to*v his alpostolic commissions;

. '±. being sulppressed, as imnplied by A..I; or

m83.j - d,~"
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sit, I will sit], (f,) and in the first of the verses
cited above: (Mughnee, TA:) it is not [properly,
though it is sometimes improperly,] used as a
conditional without t*. (8.) - [It is also used,
in scientific and other post-dclical works, in
sense different from those explained above.
Thus, A _. " is used to signify As to, or in re-
spect of: so in the phra.se i l i e
As to, or in repect of, the word and the meaning.
Also As, or considered as, absolutely, or ab-
stroctedly: so in the pbruse j& ' >, or '

gp jO p.: , As, or considred as, uch, abso-

lately, or abstractedly; and y* -) L.ll
l..J1 Man, as, or conidered as, man, abholutely,

or abstractedly. And As, meaning considered
merely or only or simply as: so in the saying,

-4 j .@. ... ^. ,4 .. .- ...

' .h;; Man, as, or considered merely or
only or simply as, being healhy and eeasing to be
healthy, is the object of tLmrapentics. And As,
meaning since, or becaue: so in the saying,

;L;J1 C .. S;. JWl Fire, as, or
since, or becaue, it is hot, Aheats water. I
is also vulgarly used in this sense. And correctlyas
meaning So that; to as that; in such a state, or
condition, that: often y. with ! .]

(TA,) i. q. il. , aor. L.~: (Kr,l g:) extr.,
becaue the I of q.l. [which is its logical root]
is [originally] . (TA.)

4. bj81 C..~1., (1,) irregular, like ,
(TA,) and T,hq.., The land produced tate thorny
plants, or trees, called L.: (i :) or abounded
therewith. (TA.)

t., a coll. gen. n., n. un. with 5, (TA,) A
certain kind of thorny plant, or tree; (9, ;) a
plat of the sour kind (W._JA '.) accord. to
ISd, a hind of thorny plant or trvee, i. q. 
[or caper]: or' a certain pl~t different from
that just named: or a certain hind of trw: ac-
cord. to Agn, an evergreew, of which the roots
extend far into tahe ground; wAich, cooked, is
ued as a.mdieine; having slender and long

leav, ming as numerou as th thorn: (TA:)
[apargo tsylvestri similis: (Ooliu, from Ibn-
Beyir :) this name, and JJt;, are now applied
by the Ambe to the plant caled by European
botists hAdysrum ahagi: see J~ and

·s',qJ3:] dim. ' :P ; therefore its medial

rmdiel letter isj; (V;) and to a te
dial. var. of this dim., agreeably with a usage
obsrved in similr casus [when the medial radical
letter is S]. (TA.)

and n: se what next precedes.

an L (A, Mvb,J,) aor. inf n.
.b" and L~. (C, Mgb, JO) and o'd 's1d

and ie. (1) and MJ), (, ,) which last
is originally ;j., with the U moveut; this
letter being afterwards made quiescent; for there is
not in the language any word of the meaure

.J~L, except [.ai; ( e; [see the remarulks
on 2LJ, 1 voce E ;]) He dwclined, or tund
aside or away, from it; (f,A,];) rmoed,
vent amay, or went far away, from it; (MNb ;)
namely, a road, (9,) or a thing: (Mb :) he
shunned, or avoided, it, from fear, or from
disdain. (Az, L.) [See also A.] You my, my
;ii ' . %~, There if not,for the,aya~oid-
ing that. (L.) And £j..l . TAh beast becane
scared, or skied, and quitted the middle of the
road. (L.)-at 1 , and Vkld, Heremoed,
took amay, or took far away, kin, or it; [t;
:i5 from a thing;] similar to 't ,.a and
a;eJ. (Mgb.)

2. J .JI a1 He cut, or cut lengthise,
the thong, or strip of skin or lather, and mad
it to have parts projecting beyond th .res
(L, J.)

3. ;.t., inf. n. . and ;1 ., He wnt,
or turned, aside from, or away fro, or Ae
avoided, or he nnt, or remoted, to a distane
from, him, or it: (9, L, i:) [see also 1:] or,
accord. to the A, he inclined upon, or against,
him, or it. (TA.)

4: ee 1.
a..

'~ A rising, or protuberant, or prominent,
part of a side of a thing: (L, V:) so of the
head; (Lth, L ;) as also t ',.: (A:) a knot,
knob, or protuberace, of a stick or branch; [as
also ~---: (Aln, TA voce I, q.v.:)] a
part of a strap, or thong, projecting beyond the
rest: (L:) any rib, (L, J,) or other bonw, (L,)
that curv~e much [and is therefore prominent]:
(L, ]:) [see an ex. voce 1., in art. j"e:]
a knot in the horn of a mountain-goat; (A,*
L, ];) or this is termed V ~'. : (?, L:) a
twisted part of a horn: a twisted internodal
portion of a horn: (L:) any prominmce in a
horn, and in a mountain, (9, L, J,) &c.: (9, L:)
a prominent and curved part of a mountain:
(T:) a projecting portion, or edge, of a moun-
tain, re~mbling a wing: (?,M,L,::) pL (of

the former word, O) ;1;..l [a pl. of pauc.] and
(of both words, O) ;.:. and (of the latter, )
0.~,: (f, :) the Jt of a camel are such
parts u the hips, or hauwnchAs, and thighs. (L)
You say , :) J; and ; , meaning A
mountain having proecting e~ in its lomer
parts, not in its upper parts. (O.) And C'J-

.. JI , .3 I sat benath the part of the
mountain that projected like a wing. (A.)

5m.z : see a in three place.. - Alo Theo
r~gged part of a road. (A.)....An il look,
(A, :,) with a turning aside. (A.) You ay,

t1Jl '13 uji& C, (A,) or jJ ,
(TA,) He looked not toward me save with an
evil look, it a turning aid& (As TA.)

US'.; The manner of ~ing of a prod and

[Boos I.

sel-concited person. (B )-,S ).m. (6
and V,,, (],) each occurring in a vere of
[Umeiyeh the son of] Aboo-'Aidh El-Hudhalee
accord. to different relations thereof, (L, [(ee
j, j,]) An as tat turat r aidefrom, or kies at,
his sado~, by reason of Air brirkns~, lieline, or
prightlinms: (9, ]:) or that i mwont oftn to tur

asidefrom things, or to thy at them. ($.) L5.js. in
also applied as an epithet to a she-am. (IA§r.)
It is [said to be] the only masc. epithet of the.
measure .i, (], g,) except kii; a man "who
thrusts vehemently," (IJ,) and .qj3j [but this

is written in the V Uij] "a pastor of a nj,
or flock of sheep," and U.h vir "multum
coiens," and * j-. ",quick" ass. (MF.) But
probably ** is the only correct word of the
two above mentioned. (L) [Or Sm.t; - is

--- Jo. .-e . CI. J -for ms ;% j1j : see- voce ]

5 1I,~ Pebbles that become thrown aside from
the leg o a beast ashe goe aslo. (g, a.)

.,... se .

1.;;, like .tjAU, (L,) indecl., with kesr for its
termination, [and of the fem. gender,] occum
in the phrase (TA) 1 k$4a, similar to

O.., (f, L, ,) meaning Turn thou aside,
or away, [from me:] (A, L:) said by one when
the time for fighting is come, (L,) and by one
fleeing. (Ibn-Abi-l.Hadeed.)

jM. [That declines, or goes away, much, or
frequently]: an intensive epithet, applied by

'Alee to worldly prosperity (lQ.Jl). (L.)

,~ an inf. n. of j.. ( I.) _ [It may also
be used, agreeably with analogy, as a noun of
place, signifying A place to whAich one turs
aside or away; to which one remove, 9goes away,
or goes far away. ]

J_,

Mgb, K,) and some may , but this is a mis.
take, (MF,) inf. n. Z,. (9, A, Mgh, ]) and jm.
(9, Msb, I) and '_ and Jt', (K,) He was,
or became, dazzed by a thing at which he looked,
(T, Myb, I,) so that he turned away Ais 
.from it: this is the primary signification: (T,
Mb :) and so Vj.%. (A,* Mgh,* ) and Vj"-t,
(,) and _ j,. (A, TA) and e,~ ,s* .
(Mgh, and $ and A and V in art. .. , &e.)--
And hence, (T, Mb,) He was, or became, con-
founded, or perpl~ , and unable to e Ais
right course; (T, M9b, ],* TA;) u also t,mJ
(M;b, 1) and jt,bl. (1.) And j_., (, A,)
or , M jl., (M,b,) i. gq. . *_ ;.3 (Hg
was, or became, confonmd, &o., in Ais affair,

or cas]. (f,A.) And [z1tm. (see its part. n.
;5t) and] tV,3 [and tjl".I] He ered, or
lt his Ay. (TeA.). Also, aid of water, (A,
M9b, ,) and t, (, A, ]) and tV.:.t,
(A, ]) t It becarm c~c (, A, ,) and
tayed, (A) or roud, ($, ]L*) or et to

and fro, or lctua (M,b,s,) ia plce, 

5
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though it Akm not wAhich rway to run. (A.)_
em aso f.

2. & . He, or it, causd him to become con-
founded, or perplexed, and unable to see his
rigAt court. (9,* M;b, KL.) - [Accord. to
Golius, as on the authority of the KL, ,., said
of water, means t It was rowhirled round in an
eddy: but to have this meaning, which I do not
find in my copy of the KL, the verb should be

4. 1ml [He, or it, caused a thing to descend
eadly down the tAroat: or it transmitted food
to the stomach': see 10: and see also 4 in art.

jjma]. (f and V voce , , q. v.)

5. ,1.3: see 1, in six places. -Also ! It (a
cloud) continued witAout motion, pouring forth
its rain, and not being driven by the wind:
(IAp:) or went not in any direction: (5:)

[and so tj",tu: see .] Also t It con-

tinud; said of time; (TA;) and in like manner
it is id of a man. (MF.) And t 1 [if

not a mistranscription for lI".] occurs u mean-
ing t Rmin ye thAen; referring to a place.
(TA.) And l tC' t.l tsHe alighted and
abod some days in a plae& (TA.) - .,tJl ;_.3

t It (a place, f, ]5, and land, TA) became full
of water; as also 9* :.. (9, ]5, TA.) _-
"L,JI ;J5 t The bowml became full of grease
andfood; (],TA;) like as a watering-trough or
tank becomes full of water. (TA.) -See also
what follows.

10: see 1, in four places :..-and 5, in three

plaees. - -.. Jl jt.:!l ($, IB, A, K) and tj~.3

( :) Tite sap [or vigour] of youth (..,JI .b)
flowed: (TB :) or became complete, and filled
the body of a woman: (A:) or completely occu-
pied the body: ( :) or .filled it to the utmost:
(TA:) or collected, andJlomwed to andfro, in the

body of a woman. (As, $.) ~-,, 'A. / ,i
7e beverage, or wine, was made to descend easily
dowm th throat. (g.)

,' [An enclosure] like a bel_: or a place
of pasturage in which it is prohibited to the
pIblic to pasture their beasts. ($, ]5.) - See
also .. 5.. '. [erroneously written by Golius

&M, an lid ,.ike t- ;
i. e. Verily h is in a bad state, and a state of
perdition: or in error. (TA.) [See also art.
jsm.]

,--

J :.see what next follows.

( IAp, ( ) and *`s. (IB, ]) Much pro-
perty, or many cattle; and a numerous family:

(5:) and W" ; may cattle. (TA.) C;tb

t'q. [app. for,,. 1I ltYb] is expl. by Th as
meaning H-e w sa pomsor of much property,
and of a numrrow Aousehold and family. (TA.)

a,--- . 8 a
&JA . m: no a jh JJ

8 )..: s e e art . ~,

· · if,e - -4.

.abi,tl ,m..;_ The land becamu gren
with plantu or Aerbage, (5,) by reason of much

colle~ting and continu~e of water threin.
(TA.)

5JI. Made in the town of El.Heereh: applied
to a sword, and a eamel' saddle. (TA.) And
A kind of leathn Aousings, made in El-isreAh,
with which camed' saddles are ornam ted. (TA.)

i, tlm. and noJ jm: see what next
follows.

J eS.- 1 , j (Ibn-'Omar,,* Sh, )and
S (8b, Ak., IAr, ) and i Ss

(8,) or ii , (C¢ ,) or ii LS-, (f,
TA,) with the lt letter quiescent, (5,) anda - - a - 0 , -

,h LSj, or h k.qs., (accord. to different

copies of the 5,) and ji * 5,.. (ISh, ]) and

,J! j. (ISh) and ii; (IAP, ( 5r,],)
[I will not comne to him, or it, or I wi not

do it,] whib timu las; (A,' ,* TA;) or eer:
(ISh, :) or it may mean while time retur;

from; . of which te *or. is u . (A,TA.)
Also , 1 Lq,,., or a,Jl k $S, t For an in-
calculablepe of time. (Ibn-'Omar, Sh,IAth.)

" %i (T. , T , A, 1) and t (T, A, 1) and
t *'1, (TA) A man in a state of confusion, or
perplexity, and unable to see his right course:
(V,'TA:) erring; having lot his way: (T,

TA:) fern. [of the first) i .' (Lb, T) and .r,:

(A, 1 :) and pl. [of the same] L5tlA (., A, 1)
and ;tsA' (O) and *S;., like the fern. sing.

-·. - £5f - ·

(Lb.) You say, ~S J L.. JM3 j,*a * [Do not

thou that: may thy motAhr become in a state of

confui~ , .]: and L,,,..., J iJts ,
[Do not ye that: may your mothers become &c.].
(Lb.) And ;51i t;1_3a. J A man who eoa

not apply himuelf rigl tly to an affair; (f, TA;)
wrho knows not the right course to purse in Ais

affair; as also )d 9. . (TA. See
also the same phrase in art.-])- .
S A meadow full of water. (TA.) .- [tS, is
also applied as an epithet to the midday sun of
summer: see a verse cited in the second para-
graph of art.

.~. : .,~ ~,.:*_:see _

ce: se , in two places. -Also A
place in which water collects (9, 5, TA) and goes
to and fro: (TA:) a watering-trough, or tank,
to whAich a stream of rain-water flow: ( :)
or what resembles a matering-trough, or tank, in
rwhich the rain-ater collecs and remains: (A:)

a depresed place (5, TA) in which water collects
and remains, or goes round, or goes to and fro,
not pausing forth from it: (TA:) or a place in
thea ground d~essd in the middle and haring
levated edges or borders, (Aln, TA,) in which

is water: (TA rooeoo:) wad hence, (TA,)

a garden; U abso 9J.; (5;) which is the
form used by most persons, and by the vulgar;
like as they say 4 for 3,3: or this form is

wrong: it is disallowed by Ann, notwithstand-
ing its being mentioned by A 'Obeyd; but he
mentions it only in one place, and it is not found

in every copy of his work: (18d:) pL !;s.o (f,
A, 5) and 1_. (9,1.) n Ibn-Thibit

uses the phrase4 ll 31. [in a verse which I
have cited in the first paNmgrph of art. ,,. app.
as meaning t The depth of the sa; or part of
the sea in which is a conem i of tAo water, and
nwhre it goes round, or to and fro]. (TA.)_

Also Greas; oily animal matter, that flows
fromJah orfat. (V.)

as *.0 a --- *
__ j:-.l, and j$ ^*, [More confounded,

or perple;ed, and unable to sem his righAt coure,
than a dabb, and than a waral,] are two proverbs;
(Meyd;) accord. to ljamzeh El-9fiabinee, said
because the dabb, [a kind of lizard, as is alo
the waral,] when it quits its hole, is confounded,
and cannot find the right way to to it; and the
like is said of the waral. (lar p. 166.)

O.d,. ..* '.' . ---s: ee C)! , in two plaes_f15
, id ·

;,sA1J t [TAs erratic stars; i. e. the planets;]
tAe stars that [at one time appear to] retrograde
and [at another time to] purnse a direct [and

forward] course; also cadled ;JI. (f in art.
) - ..,A..... tCIoude continuing wit-.

out motion, pouring forth rasi, and not driven

by the wind: (IAr:) and tV'. celouds
( l._A.) heavy, and moving to and fro, ($,V) not
having any wind to drive them along: (C:) and

Vje~ cloud/, or cod, covring tAe Ay, qyn.

,~, (AZ, l, TA,) rising nwitA rain, and con-
tinuing witthout motion, or moving to and fro,
but remaining, in the sky: (AZ,TA:) or this
last signifies t clouds (Am.o ) raining, and eo-
tinuing without motion, or mo~ing to and fro,
but remaining, in the sky. (A, TA.)- See also
what follows, in two places.

a.. A way leading across a d.sert, oJ
which the place of egress is not knorm (5.) -
t Anything (TA) continuing endlessly: (IAr,
TA:) or haradly, or never, ending; as alseo .

(Sb, TA.) See also this latter word. _-L4
;,.. A full bowl: (A:) or t a bowl con-

taining much grease. (g.) And ' C.3. - i,
t Broth containing much grease. (TA.)

1. ., aor. ;.& , inf n. ,me.: see 1 in art.
jy, in three places.

Quasi 5. Jr6: see 5, and , and Q. Q. 2, in
art. jj,.; the first in six place.
l ,...- 5

).~ and je.: see art. jja..

L . 1, aor. m ,ia. in£ U. ., He mied

[a thing or things]. (A, A, ]; but in this sense,

only the inf. n. is mentioned.) -He made, or
prepared, what is called k,,: (,M#b, ]:)

l no 

land became 9~ wrOng: 't '� d�allowed by A.Un, notwithstand-

ing 

its being mentioned by A'Obeyd; but he

with 

plants oir i~ ge, (V,) by rmws of much

coUwtin 

mentions it only in one place, and it is not found

(TA.) 

g and continuatics of water thMa. in eveiry wpy of his work: (I8d:) pL �!;o� (?,

0 

A, V), and Ibn-Thibit

Lqjb. 

Made in the town f ELHwreh: appl,ed ums the phmse j:41 �Q [in a vem which I

to 

a iwword, and a camera saddle. (TA.) And

have 

cited in th� firat ph of art ,0j, app.

A 

kind of kathm butinqs, mad# in El-georeh, pam"

witis 

which cam#W saddles are ornamented. (TA.) u meaning t TA* depth of the ma ; or part of

the 

sea in which is a c~#"~ of the water, and

L#. 

and 't."1 jjQ: no what next whm it gon ~ , or to and fml. (TA.)~

foll;wa. 

Also Gream; oily animal matter, tMt jlows

#a 

a *. 1 at

~ 

A (IbrijOmar,* Sh,0 V.) and f" -~ 0'rf ' (V.)

ja 

a 1 0 . a .9.0 a --- 0

LS,,�(8b,Akb,IA*r,IK) 

and eA epa jt-l, and jjj C.", [More confomded,

or 

peTl~d, and unabk to sm his ri.9At couro,

M) 

or (CL) or e> Ji^ CV,

e.b 

than a dabb, and than a Mara41 am two proverbs;

TAJ 

with the lut letter quiement, �W1) and

0, 

1 0, 0, ' (Meyd;) accord. to ljamzeb El-19&binee, said

i&> 

Lqjwa., or i&,b (accord. to diferent because the Oabb, [a. kind of lizard, u is alwo

copies 

of the V,) and e> * Lqjl~ (ISh, V) and the waral,] when it qttits its hole, is oonfounded,

�Ut 

11 a . (ISh) and �.1 (IAIP, Vj and cannot find the right way to to it; and the

jgl- 

like is said of the waral. (gar p. IOL)

[I 

wiU not coms to kin, or it, or I wiz not

do 

it,] whik tinu lads; (A,' ]g,' TA;) or mr Ow, see ej!pow, in two plaem - W.WjO

(18h, 

V:) or it may mean whib tim returm; *.o, ..P

1 

. 3-M=1 +[Tits erratic stars; i.e. the planets;]

from�iof 

Which tlic *or. is (A, TA.)

.1 

6, a a a iiali the stars that [at one time appear to] retroqrade

Also 

1 Lqpo., or Lqjea., t For a, in-

and 

[at another tins to] pursue a direct [and

ww 

of tL.�e. (Ibum'Omar, Sh, IAth.) fo~rd] course; abo called in art.

(T, 

$, A, V,) and (T, A, V) and witil.

(TA) 

A man in a state of omfution, or out motion, pout-by forth raM, and not drimm

aj
pe;ploxity, 

and ~ ;# to &m his riqht courn: by tho wind: (IA#r:) and t clouds

(V,* 

TA:) erring; having 1~ his way: (T, heavy, and moving to and�ro, ($,V) not

(Lb, 

T) and 'I" : hacing any wind to dyice them along: (C:) and

TA:) 

fem. [of the firati iiia. 4..

(A, 

V:? �?d pl. [of the eamel Lq;tl;� (?, A, V) *,n- :clouds, or cloud# covering tko AN. oyn.

and 

CSjtem. (1�) and LS;;w, like the fem. sing. (AZ, lip, TA,) rising witA rain, and wn.

'O. 

At i* a.#, '

(LI�.) 

you say, ~ jj. J.3 jA3 cg [DO not tinui" without motion, or moving to andfro,

but 

remaining, in the sky: (AZ,TA..) or this

iMm 

tAat : may thy mothff become in a state Of ifies t ckuds (.,o" ) raining, and em-

' 

"' 

D zi 9 0, . lut sign

con~ 

&c.]: and LOC_.A :1 JjJI 1PLZ5 '9 tinuing without motion, or ~ ng to andfro,

[Do 

not ye that: may your mothers b�COWW &C.]. but remainin_q,'in the sky. (A, TA.) -See also

(Lb.) 

And ;3Q ~-j A man who dog# what follows, in two placm.

not 

applq himmif r�glatly to an affair; ($,TA;)

wito 

knows not tits riqht course to pur~ in his A tray leadi" acrom a dourt, oj

affair 

; as abo a (TA. whicl the place Rf agren i's not Atiom (1�.)

18ce Anything 

(TA) continuing endknly: (IA*r,

c. - jalso 

the same phro�e in art. TA:) or hai.dly, or nomr, endiwj; u Rho *5,0.Z4.

1 

A meadow fuU of water. (TA.) is (Sh TA.) See also this latter word. co�

also 

applied u an epithet to the midday sun of ., ',#$

1 

A 

full bowl: (A:) or t a bowl em-

summer: 

we a verse cited in the mcond pera- W� -

taining 

much grease. (]g.) And

gmph 

of art. sic, 3JJ. 0

c., 

c., p t Broth containin much grease. (TA.)

je: 

seep~.

ace 

obt~, 
in two places.-Also JA

p&c'e 

in mAich water collects (C, ]�, TA) andgom l. lnr.. n. Jew.: see 1 in art.

to 

and fro: (TA:) a matMng-trough, or tank, #jla., aor. oj",

to 

which a dream of rain-water ~ : :) J^ in three plaoes.

or 

what resemblos a watering-trough, or tank, in Quasi 5. ;c_i: we 5, and 7, and Q. Q. 2, in

which 

the rain~ter colkcts and remains: (A:) artj,~; the first in six pl

a 

de~ 

d pl~ (V, TA) in which water collects c*,

and 

romains, or pm mund, or gon to and fro, and job.: am art. jjoa..

not 

~ng forth from it: (TA:) or a phw in

tA� 

~ad do~ in the middk and having

#located 

*4a* or borders, (Akln, TAJ in which

0 j 6,
is 

water: (T.KYoce.,oyoy:) wid hence, (TAJ L mizm

4 

gardm; U abo view.; (190 which is the [a thing or things]. .($, A, V; but in this sense,

form 

used by mock persons, and by the vulgar; only the inf. a. is mentioned.) -H# MOde, or

like 

m they say i�� for ib;�: or this form is ~ Yvdg what is called M#b, ]K:)



[BooK I.

and ,_., inf. n. h.:. , he mized and pre-
pai,ed what is so called. (TA.)

2: see above.

s,'Z, originally an inf. n., (Msb,) Dates mixed
with clarified butter and [the preparation of

dried curd called] iki, ($, A, Mgh, 1,) and
kneaded (A, ) vehemently, (A,) or rubbed and
pretsed with the hand until they mingle together,
(MIgh,) whereupon their stones comeforth; (V;)
and sometimes ji [or meal of parched barley
or wheat] is put into it; (A, K;) and a little
crumbled bread instead of tlhe Ji: (TA:) or
dates, of the kind called Ui', and Jil, bruised
together, and kneaded vehemently with clarified
butter until the stones come forth f'om it one
by one, and then made like .kJ: it is the same
as j,, except that ~,_ sometimes has j 9.
put in it, but ,lbs has not: (L:) or dates of
which the stones hate been taken out, bruised
n,ith Jil, and then kneaded, and rubbed and
preued with the hand until the whole belomes
like ,dj ; and sonmetitmes i" is put with it:
(Meb:) accord. to Ibi-VWa.dd b El-Andalusee,
dates of vwhich the stones ave been taken otut,
mixed rrith b,; ; but this is not known, (MF,
TA,) because of the deficiency of the ingredients:
(TA:) Hr is related to have described it a a

.tjj composed of ,j.l [or various mixtures].
(TA.) A rijiz says,

* bs1s's - I~~~~j ; 

. , a , * .1 a .....
-4 *S1 *), W- i

0 i

[Dates and clarified butter together, then Jil,
are ~.., except that it is not yet nmixed]: (f,
MF, TA :) from which it might be understood,
that these components, when mixed, are not
, : but this is the contrary of what is meant:
(MF:) the meaning seems to be, that these
tlhree tlings, -vhen bro-ught, are virtually o,,
as being the materials thereof, though not mixed.
(TA.)

1. ,o ' 1, aor. ~, inf. n. 0~" and

s,~,. and 4~ and .t.l (S, Msb, 1) and

Las._ (S,]a) and .-m. e.. (TA) and *~,
(I,) [or the last is an inf. n. of un.,] lie turned
away friom him, or it: (S, A, Myb, 1K:) and the
returned, or went back, and fed,Jfomn him, or it:
(TA:) and & t,; 3 Jl signifies the same; (S,
15,TA;) and so does Zr , t ,w,am: (TA:) or
(1K) one says of friends, (S, o1,) I ., (19,) or
;,'J, b I,,, [tley turned away fropm the
enemy]; ($;) [and in like manner, IjL.l ;] and
of enemies, l,4j;l; (S, 1 ;) [and in like manner,
~ . Wl9..] You say also, Jlt;il i , p. . He
turned anway from the .fight: (A.) And t.
.JI C He turned away from the truth; he

deriatedfrom it. (Myb.) And . 1Jl i .o .
He turned awayfrom the thing, and became safe
fron it. (TA.) And it is said in a trad. re-
specting the bttlde of Ohod, . h.lat
t i.. And the lMuslimn made a wheel away,

desiringj!fight: or, accord. to one relation, W.At
;L.~, which means the same. (TA.) ,~ also
signifies The retiring, or going back, from a thing.
(S, TA.) [Sec also ,~,, below.]

3. 1._., (1K,) inf. n. a ..., (TA,) Ile
ated ton;ards him with artifice, or gpile; ( ;)
vied writh him; (TA;) and strore to oreroome
him. (K.) Hence the saying of Mutarrif, re-
lated in a trad., when he was asked respecting his

going forth from the pestilence, .hJ £,fJl .

'd~ ~ Jj, may be interpreted as meaning, [It is
death :] we are eager topfeefrotom it [though there
is no avoiding it]. (AO, TA.)

6: see 1.

7: see 1.

U, le . ~U.l C ij: see what next follows.

C,: (AA,S, A, and 15 in art. ~,) and 1.j,

t(,) uat L ~ LS,) (8, A, and K ubi supra,) and
~ j...., (S in this art. and in art. '~; and

so in the CK ubi supri., and in a MS. copy of the
15, [though app. contradicted by whlat follows in
that work, as will be seen below,] or , ,,.
(1K ubi suprx, accord. to some copies, and so in
the TA,) and ,e. , (K ubi supra,) with
fet-h to the first [letter] of each and to the last of
each, (i ubi suprl,) and withl kesr to the first of
each, (S in art. ~,) or to both, and with fet-h
to the first of each and kesr to the last of each;
and sometimes each of the two [vars., namely,

~ W,~ and j, e..,] is made perfectly
decl. in the second [wor(l], (K ubi suprh,) [so
that yon say also e- ... , and sae',

and - .; (thoulgh the colie;s of tie ig
differ in respect of these forms, two, for instance,
giving one form, which is written , ,
and one adding c ;) for it is said,] the
whlole make six dial. vars.; anl, accord. to MF,
each of the two [vars.] is sometimes made per-
fectly decl. in thle first [word] also, [so that you
say , ~ , and s] but this he
may fiave infcrred fiom' what wifl be afterwards
mentioned on the authority of ISk, (TA in art.
,.~,) and , *4, (] ubi sul)r,)

indeel., with kcsr for the termination, the I being
[originally] kS; (TA ubi suprl;) le fell, ($,
K,) and they fell, (S,) into confu[ion in rexpert
of their case, or affair, fromn n,hich there was no
escape f,r them: ($ and K ubi suprit ) or into
straitnesx and d.ifficulty: ($:) ~ e and
,,a ,t are each two nouns made into one,
and made indecl. with fet-h for their termination,
as in the instance of ; ; k,l..: or, as
some assert, they are two nouns, from 
meaning the "turning away," and "retiring,"

or "going back," and ., meaning the "out-
stripping," and "fleeing ;" and jo is altered to
assimilate it to ~.; and the meaning is, an
affair, or a case, of any kind, from which one
retires, or goes back, and flees. (?.) You say
also, &*A& e. , .la, (S and .K,

both in art. ,a,) or , -, (S ubi suprit,)

and L~ L., (ISk, and 1p ubi supra,) with
fet-h to each, and 1 L~, with kesr to each,
not compounded, (IS1, and TA ubi supra,) Ye
have straitened [tle earth, or land,] to him, (8
and V1 ubi suprk,) o that ha may not act as he
please therein: ( :) or so that he may not
travel theren in seuarch of nsstenance, nor employ
hinmlf as he would to make gain. (Nb.) And

bwJ e;l _ - Jij, or, aU some

say,.C .%-, [i.e., e .p or ~t ,e,
meaning, Verily thou thinkest the carth to be
straitened to me, so that I may not act as I plca~
therin: &c.] (..)-- -~-~ also ignifies
The hole of the rat or mouse. (TA in arLt. )

aoeg.: see 1, in two places.

,~e, A beast (li;) that taees fright, and
runs away at random; (1 ;) turning away from
that which its master desitns: (TA:) a mule evil
in disposition. (TA.)

,so~ [an in. n.: (see 1:) and also a n. of
place, signifying A place to which one turns
away, or aidel; to rwhich one .fleet; a place of
'efSge:] syn. j( . 1 and (Mb, )
and j () and a...n . (., IC.) You say,

a [There is no turning away, &c., or
no plare to wihich to turn away, &c., from
it]. (..)

1. ,..h , (1; A, Myb, 1,) nor. a 3, inf. n.
and . (. , M b, pK) and J.,.a,

(Aboo-ls-h.lik, K,) said of a woman, (S, A, Myb,
1:,) Slte ine,struated; i. e. her blood fowoed;
(A;) or [rather] blood camne forth from her
womb; (Mgh;) [not in consequence of dia~
nor of childlbirth, uor before she had attained to
puberty; as explained in the law-books of the
Muslims;] as also t -.. > : or dthis latter sig-
nifies xhe likened hertlf to the (m1. (TA.)_.
Also Shle attained tfle age of menxitruation. (TA.)

[E3c¢ ,,i1_.] _*,.JI ;41;, (8, A, Ms,) aor.
as above, (Mqb,) inf. n. s, (. , Msb,) ITie
;j... [or gum-acacia-tree] Jlowed with, (8,) or
emitted, (A,) a matter re~embling blood; (8, A;)
flowed with its gum: (Mb :) the matter which
it emits is called j; and is applied to the head
of a new-born infant to sare away the jinn, or
genii. (A, TA: [but in a copy of the A, and in
one instance in the TA, ;'Jl is put in the place
of .J, app. by mistake.]) [I have marked this
signifieation as tropical on the authority of the A
and TA; but the author of the Myb has com-
meneed the art. with it; and shows that he held
the opinion, which some others have shared with
him, that it is the primary signification.]

j-JI ,.l 7 tThe torrent overflowed; or potred
out, or forth, from fulnes; or ran; sn. ,.
(TA.)

2. ;,.iJI .4. He attributed s. [or men-

struation] to the woman. (Mb.)-...4j ~,,
(TK.,) inf.. n.,,d, (.gh, 1V,) Tempore Men-

and 

L~ L~� (ISk, and ]p abi supri,) with

fet-h 

to 

each, 

and Lo L~ with keer to each,

not 

cornpounded, 
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have 

straiteud 
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V 
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as 
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meaning, 
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of the rat or mouse. (TA in arL

A~ see 1, in two plame.
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(1�;) tUrP&in§4WayfrOln
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its matter desitys : (TA:) a mule evil

in dix~tion. (TA.)
0 1

,po~ 

[an inf n. : (see 1:) and also a n. of

place, 

signifying A place to which opt# turns

away, 

or 

aoriele; to iritich one jlret; a place oj'

refuge 

:] 
syn. jo- (91 IP and ji WL, (Meb,

and 

(1�) ind ' ' ". (�, ]�.) Yon say,

ta 

[There 

is ijo turning away, &c., or

no 

p�are 

to triticit to turn away, &c., fiom

(S 

nor.

A, 

Mqb, 

inf n.
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LIO~ 
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a 0.1
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inf. n.'AC-C-31 (?9h, VI) Tompors MM-
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Boot T.]

struorum inirit a,cillam suam. (Sgh, K, TI.)

-_ ;1JI b5. , (TJI,) int. n. as above, (.,) tHe
made the water to flow. (lg, TA.)

5. --.4,;: see 1. - Also She abstained from
prayer (;i.&1) during the days of her e. [or

menstruation]; (S, Msb, K, TA;) waiting for

the stopping of the blood: (TA :) or she abstained,

and did as the u1, does: (A,* Mgh:) or shte

reckoned herself Slit., and did as the .iL.
does. (TA.)

10. « 'gi, ( S, MSgh, Msb,) in the pass.
form, (UIsb,) with damm to the ZP, (Mgh,) [as
though originally signifying She was reckoned to
be menstruating,] found in the handwriting of

Aboo-ZekereeylL - ..; 1l, (TA,) [which I hold

to be a mistake, as being at variance with general
usage,] She continued to have a Jflow of blood ($,
Migh) after her doy/s [of menstruation]: ($:) or

hite had an e.ubertrare of blood [.flowingfrom the

vagina]; not what is termed , : (Mb :) or
her blood flowed withont stopping, not on certain
dotays, nor from the vein [or veins] of menstruation,

but from a reint called j 3ll. (TA.)

bda_ [an inf. n. of 1: explained in the KT as
applied to The menstrual bllod itself; wbich seems

to have 'been more properly called .. and

_a and .J~1: though what here follows

may be considered as rendering it probable that
,,. was also used in this sense in the classical

times, for ,].. _ j._ l s .ea tA thing

wrhich.flows from the ~_ [or g,m-acacia-trees],

resembling [nhat is called] J;jil ..I. (Mgh.)

[See.also 1.]

·a~ A ingle time, or turn, of menstruation,
or of the flow of the menstrual blood: (S, A,*

Mgh, Msb:*) pl. ,_; (A, Mb ;) like as j

is pl. of and of, and" a of.e_
and,.f. of a..; though by rule it should be

&A.J4 (Mob.) You say, m~. iJ .- ~
[She menstruated one single time of menstruation]:
and g.gl ia,. [a long single time thereof]:

and .~" [threesingle times thereof]. (A.)
- As used by the professors of practical law,
The acctstomed days thereof. (Mgh.) -Also

tA single flow [of water &c.]: pl. ; .
(TA.)

·Lo? [Mesutruation;] the subst. from ; .

Ij.,J: (, ], TA:) or a mode, or manner, or

state, of ,4. [or menstruating]: (Myb:) or
the state (Mgh, TA) of the .A;5., (TA,) 7rhich

is one of avoidance (Mgh, TA) of prayer and

fasting and the like: (Mgh:) pl. h.~. (,

MUb.) -Also The mentrual blood; the blood

of mneutrnation; and so t _u.- and t
(TA.) [See also C.]---Also The piece of
rag which the . binds omer her vulva; (,

Mgh, MUb,* 1 ;) and so ' a.': (S:) which
latter also signifies ta piece of rag thrown away:

(TA:) pl. of the latter, T. ' (S, TA.)

087

[1 e%. Menstrual; of, or relating to, men.
struation.]

b,I: see ae..

a,51., applied to a woman, [Jfenstrvating;]

act. part. n. from M_.; (S, Mgh, Msb, I ;)
thlus, [without ;,] because it is an epithet of par-
ticular application [to a female]; (Msb;) and

with ., being like I&.3 and % L &c.; (TA;)

[because the &S in its verb suffers alteration;]

and in like manner _I.t. also, (S, Mgh, Msb,

K,) on the authority of Fr: (S:) pl. (of the
eiD

former, M.sb) M,, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) like as

. is pl. of 1;, (Msb,) and i.iL., like as

-51b. is pl. of ' 1,_, (TA,) and of the latter,

jL$ i., (Msb,) or j.la . (S,MgL,K.) - In
a certain trad., in which it is said that God will

not accept the prayer of a ,1m. unless she be

[attired] with a 1.. [or head-covering], this does

not mean one who is menstruating while actually
occupied by prayer, (Msb, TA,*) but t One who
has attained to the age of menstruation; (TA;)

or one who has attained to womanhood: (Mgh:)
or it has not this meaning; for if it had, one would
understand that a girl not arrived at puberty
might pray with her head uncovered, which is not
the case; but it means : [one of] the menstrnuating

kind, whvether she have attained to puberty or
not; as though the tenn female had been used in
its place. (Mob.)

W&~~ is a simple subst. as well as an inf. n.:
(Zj, 1K ) as the former, it is a n. of place; and as
such it is [said to be] used in the l5ur ii.222; mean-

ing A wroman's 1j; (Zj;) Aher ;j3; (Mgh ;) be-

cause it is the place of lJI. (Zj, Mgh.) Some
say that U . is hence derived; because the
water flows to the , ^: (Az, l:) forthe Arabs
put j in the place of , and L in that of 3.
(Az, TA.) - It is also a n. of time [signifying
The time of mensctuating]. (TA.) -See also

-_ When it is a simple subst., it has a pl.,

namely u ;.i;. (TA.)

1;.1~.~ A woman continuing to hare a flow

of blood after her days [of menstruation]: (v:)
or having an exuberance of blood [floring from

her agina]; not ,hatistermed, i tJl: (Mgb:)
or having her blood jlowing without stopping, not
on certain days, nor from the vein [or veins]

of menstruation, but from a vein called j lWI.

(K,*'TA.)

8. Jb.t-1:

a ni and 4a: and ,-J.1:
a., 4:

a: 
)~

see art. Ib..l

Q. Q.L Jaj., (S in art. J,) inf. n. ii.;.,

(s,) He (a X s;) said, &U' .a, l J 
l Il. iL: (1, TA:) composed of two words,

like ,. ( ubi supra, and TA.)

1. Jla, aor. J~.', (S, M.b,) inf. n. - ,

( Mb, , ,) lie (a judge, or any other person,
Msh) acted n,rongfully, unjustly, injuriously, or

tyrannically, (S, Mob, K,) AL; against hint:

(S:) or, as some say, he inclined [to that which
was wrong], or declined [from that which was

rig.ht], in his judgment. (TA.) t,1I S'i
means A man's giving to certain qf hit e rild,ena

1czlua. rely of others: he should treat thern
equally, and not prefer some before others. (T,
TA.)

2. J.,_J The taking a thinJ, or something,

from the sid: and dimiHnishing [from the side].
(KL)

. A 3 I took by little and little from its

sides; ( a, s;) as also L.. (S.)

3ah. A side, or lateral part: pl. (4; (;)
which is likewise pl. of lt;.. (TA.) [See also

s'1,, below.]

t_.. Acting wrongfuUy, unjustly, injuriously,
or tyrannically: (Lth, Msb, .: [in some copies
of the 1, .3I.. is erroneously put for .l. :] pl.

ail_ (Msb, 10 and 4_ (1, Mb*) and hZ_.

(TA.) - An arrow declining from the right di-
rection. (TA.) - And, as being likened thereto,
tAn impotent man, who does not attain the ob-
ject of his want. (TA.) - The side of a moun-

tain. (1K, TA.) [See also ;4.]

A.d1. d;i, and 't.4 ctl, A district or the

like, and a land, upon wAhich rain has not fallen:
(Ibn-'Abb&d, ]:) as though the rain treated it
wrongfully. (TA.)

1. e J_., aor. e (., 1,) inf. n. n and

eand zUsu,, (1,) It surrounded, encom-
passed, encircled, or beset, him, or it; (f}, i;)
only used in relation to evil; (Bd in xvi. 36;)
[as also d 3'.., aor. 3 , in£f. 3 ;] and so
e tP1_,.. (Ibu-'Abbid, 1I.) So in the gur

evil artifice shall not beset any save the authors
thereof]: (f;:) or this means shall not befall:
(Msb:) [for] e, 31_., (Ibn-'Arafel, Myb,,*)
aor. as above, (Msb, TA,) inf. n. _ and jth.,
(TA,) signifies [also] it clam to him, and became
his due, (Ibn-'Arafeh, ]g,) and befell him: (Ibn-
'Arafeb, Myb, K :) and thus it is said to mean in
the Kur [xi. 11, &c.], o l.L t . jL 3
6;'~e' [And that at swhich they usd to mock

shall cleave to them, or be their due, or befall
them; namely, the punishment at which they
mocked.] (TA.) You say also, ,ijdl .. 31.

I
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Punidhment bet them, and befell thm. ($.)
And /."'t , jm. Trial, or trouble, bet him.
(TA in aLr, ;j.) -- 3 , (W,) inf.£ n m,
(TA,) i q. _. a .). '

a. , ., (AA, g,) inf. n. .. , (AA, TA,)
He ned Ahim, and ated Aim. (AA, ].)

4: aem ~A , W, 31.1 God made
thir artifice to beset tAem: (Lth, TA:) or made
it to befa them. (Th, I,* TA.)

tt j31. Vkemence of hunger. (TA.) See
also Ol., in art. jo..

~ WAat b~wt a man, ('Eyn, ],) and be-
JaiUs him, ef artifee, ('Eyn, TA,) or of an eil
ded, lthat Ahe ha done. ('Eyn, I..)

* .. -
j3,d: se art. J3,..

L £1., aor. 4 , inf. n. 1 and J;; and

£1;r.I, accrd. to Lth, signifies Re woe a piece
of cloth: [and it is said in theo , in art..0j,
that the root of the verb in this sense is with j
and with S :] but As says that this is a mistake;
and that tbhe verb is only ^I. having for its
aor. ii.t, inf. n. (T.. (TA. [See, however,
what follows.])~JA., ($,],) or 4 Z J1..d,
(TA,) or. lia?, inf. n. 14.) (, ]) and

A;; (V) and ;, ; (Mbr,TA) [and iLb;,.,
which ee in what follows], He (a man, TA)
nalked wtA an e~gat and a proud and sef.

conceited gait, wt am affcted inclining of the
bdy from sid to side, or with a titi*ig of the
bach: or he moved a t Ahis somd .jonts and
Ahi body in malking, (], TA,) having uch
flAl; which manner of walking in women is
commended, but in men it is discommended;
for the woman walks ths by reuon of the lg
ne of oher thighs; but the man, when his thighs,
or legs, are wide apart: or, s some say, it sig-
nifies he trod thae ground vehemently: (TA:)
or he mowd about hiS shoulder-joints, and parted
his leg. wdly, in walking, [a short po~ do:
for] ) l. signifies the manner of walking
of him who i short: (f:) or a malking in
Ahich a man move about AiS posteriorw: all

which meanings are borrowed from the action
of the 131. [or weaver, who straddles when at
work]: iL&I., likewise, signifies a oalking with
an elegant and a promud and self-conceited gait,
with an affected inclining of the body from ide
to side, or mitk a twisting of the back, and in
a !apging ~mnnr. (TA.) And you say alo,
* " .4., and 'V iAt , meaning He came
walking with hi legs parted as though there were
something betwen thm. (TA.)m.~.0*., (K,)
nor. £,.4, inf. n. (T, (TA,) said of a sword,
(a,) and of an axe, (TA,) It made an impresrion,
or had effect; usalso tPJl.l. (],TA.) d. .01.
(O) and d, tV0.1 (., ]) and t Vb1_', )
aid of a sword, signify the same: (~, :) one

says, .. is 9 * . 4. t .6, i. C. [le strvck
him, but the word] made no impramion, or had
no effect, upon him. (f, TA.) And ,Jt 1 _bl.

Th4 [Anife calld] tp cut; u also , : b1..
(V.A) And.,m i.jl 14i 1 [TAe butcher'
kife doen not cut thedihmea-t],nnd dd J d L:
both signify alike. (EI-Amidee,TA.)..._Hence,]

1 u jUI1 1_i., inf n. Je, t Th saying
took effect upon tAe heart; (8h, 8,, TA;) and
became fji#d therein. (8h, TA.) And e,/ Ui
r4.i1 e. t Blame doe not mak any impresio
upon hin. (8.) And fjM ) Ji J i il
t ThAy pecA doe not make any impre.ion upon
uch a one. (TA.) And it is samid [in a trad., as

some read it], .tj -

-,1% 4 i t 4,Sin ir tAat which makes an
impression upon thy mind, and becomeJ fixed
[terein, and witA which thou dislikbt that mm
should become acquainted]. (Az, TA. [See also
.; and see, j.])

4: see 1, in five places.

: aseel.

8. sJAZ.l, mentioned in this art. in the 1]: ee
5 in art. .0..

u4 and;C : see kti.

;14 and i. eand ii: see J .. The
first ao signifies A man who walu, witA Ai. lgs
parted as though taere were omtking between
them. (TA.) And A buly [lizard such as is
ealled] 4.; that move about its houlder-joints,
and parts its leqgs widely, in gqoing along; (S ;)
us lso the second and third. (Ibn-'Abb4d, TA.)

: see art. J*g.

' 44 Short, and thicAk and compact in body;
applied to a woman. (Ibn-'Abb6d, .)

ib~. and £tb .: see J5..; for the former,
in two plaees. -_ The latter also signifies A
femaln ostrich; as being likened to the 131. in
her [manner of] walking. (TA.) 

jU*.1 : ee art. ... [In the present day,
t .Jt. signifies the same; i. e. A weaver.] m
Also, and ,.., applied to a man; and t=
and V 3jtg and ' £4_. and ' Ztg;, (]~, TA,)
and, accord. to the A, t ( ,;, but this is an
in£ n., and is here a mistake for t9j,., originally
k.0, mentioned by Sb, (TA,) applied to a
woman; Walking, or whov waaU, in the mamur
deoted nby the erb .1.1, i. e., with an elegant
and a proud and adf~coneited gait, &c. (V,
TA.)m And the first, i. e. 4.11o., Becoming
fJed in the hAeart, and disquieting one. (Az,
TA in art. · Io..) [See 1.]

l. jl_., aor. J, inf. n. J 1c. It became
altered, or Ahanged: (K:) a dial. var. of Jlm.,

aor. as above, 7The water remained, or stagnated,
and collected; or remained long, and became
altered; or beame yelow and altered; in the
bottom of a valley. (TA.)

[BooK i.

4. :; 1 a dial. var. of t I..e (Fr,.)
See 4 (luast sentene) in art. J..

5. J;.3: see 8 in art. J ..

(p. J.m A cry with which goats are chidd.
(8)

,;. Water tAat reain, or rtagnates, and
colCe, or that rmain long, and bome aered,
or tat beom yellow and alted, in the bootto

of a l: pl. [of pane.] jl; and of mult.]
J.-:. (i,.) - Also a subct. from 31) t;

(%, ;) and so t Mio, with keer; ( ;) or ta.;
[perha a mistake for *ii.]; ( ;) and 'i;i,
and *J.. . (AZ, .) [See 4 in art. Jm )

StreC t, power, might, or for; ya i;
s also J .; (TA;) of which it is a dil. vr.
(e,Mb.) o80 in the saying, 41 j; '

4A. (st,e Mb, TA. [See ..]) So, too, in
the phrase, in a form of prayer, ,Jl Il.,

^41i [0 God, Poeor of great might]:
perverted by the relators of traditions into 1S
J.,Jt, with ,.r. (TA.) If it be a oontraction

of ;., originally J4m., its proper place is art.
J·o: otherwise, this is its proper phae. (TA.)

Li. A large number of goats: (?:) or a
herd of goats: and a 1ock of shmp. (].)_-
Stone rolled down from th e ie of a monta
to its bottom until they bmee man y: (V :) or
an over/anging mass of roch that falU dow
from the head of a mountain to its bottom.
(Abu-l-Mekirim, 0.)m Se_ e also m..

°a_: see j;., above; and see art J.

: see its syn. J3 . , in art. ji.

Jii;. an in. n. of jl, [aor. 3 ,] (Mgh
and Mqb in art. J_.,) like '; [&c.]. (Mgh
in that art. [See 1 in that art.])

aend ; and Wi a.n : and iA
see art. J_.

if.: see 4 in art. J.., in the latter half of
the paragraph.

a. e its syn. , in art J..

: ee art. Js..

see N., above; and me i,m. in
art. j..

L ,, (M,b, P,) or ". _, (S,) aor.
~~,, (Q,Mqb,) [inf. n. a in the eas. following,]
It, (M9 b, K,) or it. time, or seao, (I,) was,
or bteame, or drmw, near; or am at hand: (f,
Meb, :) and its time came. (Mqb, ].*) You
say, l1b j.ql a il1 4 ii., aor. as above, inf. n.
'.m [and as in the next ex.], The timu came,

or drew near, for Aim to do, or tAat eA showud

A

I

I" : jlu
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do, such a thing; syn. i. ($.) And %.
i, (Mob, TA,) inf. n. a and e.. and

3;, ThA time of prayer came: (Mb :) or
the prayer was, or became, or drew, near. (TA.)

.j Ci . Th ears of cors became dry,
(1, TA,) so that tlh time of the reaping th~of

came, or dew nmear. (TA.) - _ hil ;ep. Jt.

7li ouD died, or per~ (TA.) - And ;b.,
inf. n. eft-, He (a man) died, or perjbd. (f.)
- He eperinced a trial, or trying afliction.
(1: a meaning indicated therein, but not ex-

pressed.) - Also, (Az, .K,) aor. as above, inf. n.

c., (As, TA,) It (anythling) was not accomo-
dated, adapted, or disposd, to the right way
or course or direction; (Az, g, TA;) as also

, t.~. (V..)-And i.q. ,1 [It happned,
e&c.]. (gar p. 382.)

L. ;,.., [inf n. H,.,] Ae asie~ , or
appointed, for him, or it, a time. (5.) lja.

.,b~ and V.d&k1 have the ame meaning
[app. T'hey aigned, or appointed, a tim for
thir gut]. (TA.)_ -J.WlI C;. re appointed
for the se-camel a time in ewry day and night
in which Ahe hould milk Aer; ($,];) as also
* l;ii; (15;) said when one milks her in the

day and night once: A, says that I. i is
like ,. [the milking a camel but on'e i the
cours of each day and night]; but is only after
she has shown herself to be pregnant, and her
milk has become little in quantity. (TA.)-
Jle (God) made him, or it, to bl not accommo-

dated, adopted, or disposed, to the right way or
cour.s or direction. (K.) See also 4.

3. &l. and '~4. [are the inf. n. of .t.]

You say, L j... Li.;. (,]1g) and C1_. (Lb,TA)

[He bargained or contracted with him for work

for a certain time]; like .jl.; (], . ;) from

'JI meaning ll. (Lb, TA.) And in like

manner, # e^.lai (TA) and Ulx. (Lb,

TA) [He hired him, or took him as a hired man
or a hireling,for a certain time].

4. oIl i. q. ,.j1 [i. e. Time, or a long time,
passed over him, or it; he, or it, endsred, or con-
tinued, for a time, or for a long time]. (TA.)
-- p sIe r~nained, stayed, abode, or dwelt,

(.,V5,)for a time in a place. ( ) .
The time came, or drew near, for the camels to
be milked: or for the camel to hIave'their loads

bound upon them. (AA,J. [In the CId, ";j
is erroneously put for ? ._-])-- *.M ,; The
time of what they desired, or sought, came, or
dre near, to the company of men: (V:) the
time of their attainment of wohat they lomped for
came, or drem near, to them. (IA , TA.)_

As a trans. verb: see 2. - ZX ^;.1 God caused

him to die, or detrojyed him; (s;) as also °4..,
inf. n. 3 '. (KL: but only tbhe inf. n. is

there given.)- God tried him, or afjlicted him
with a trial. (]K: a meaning indicated therein,
but not expressed.)

Bk. I.

5. .. 3, said of a spunger ( j'.), He watched
for the time of eotin, in order thlat he might

enter. (S.) And ~t1l c _... [He matchedfor
the time of the food]. ( voce ',,..) And

<fO j .3 ;; : . I w atched for the time of
eeing suoh a one. (TA.) And d41 ; c i

He sought [to know] the time of prayer. (TA.)
[And accord. to Freytag's Lex., t i ... has a
similar meaning; i. e. He waited for the just
time of a thing; delayed a thing till the fit time.]

·- 3 
- t3WI ej3J: see 2. - See also 1. - As

meaning _*!, it is a vulgar word. (TA.)

10: see 5.

ex Death; a state oj destruction or per-
dition: (S, K, TA:) or the time of the appointed
term [of life]; or time of death. (.Har p. 322.)
- A trial, or trying affliction. (1V)

s cq. )q [Time; or a time; or a space,

orperiod, of time; &c.]: (i:) or, accord. to Esh-
Shidfi'ee, time, from the beginning of the world
to its end; as also yabj: (Az voce . :) or a
time, (As, S, Mgh, Myb, 1,) in a vagu senu,
(Mgh, 1],) applicable to any time, (As, V,) little
or mWuch, (Mgh, M9b,) long or short, that may
be a year and more: or [in some cases] par-
ticularly meaning forty years: or seven years:
or two years: or six months: or two montla:
or any morning and eoening: ( :) also a space
of time; ($,V;) as in the .Kur lxxvi. 1, (S,)
and in the l5ur xxxvii. 178: (1 :) and a con-
tinuous time: (lam p. 381:) and the day of
remrrection; (] ;) or the coming to pan of the
resurrection; as in the ]ur xxxviii. last verse:
(Mgh,TA:) or it has two meanings; namely,
a time of unknown limit, and also, as in the ]ur
xiv. 30, sixz montha: (Fr, Myb:) accord. to Er-
Raghib, the time of a thing's arriving, or coming,
and happening; having a vague meaning, and
rendered particular, or special, by that to which
it is prefixed: some say that it occurs applied in
different ways: to an appointed term; as that
to which God makes one to live: and a year;
as in the ]ur xiv. 30: and to the time when
an event takes place; as in the JIur xxx. 16:
and to time absolutely: accord. to EI-Mun&wee,
in the [genuine] language of the Arabs, it is
applied to [the time of] a glance of the eye, and
more than that, to time wvithout end: (TA:)

. ~.g$· .
the pl. is O ,, (S,Mqb,]l,) and pl. pL jeWtQl;

(,1 ;) as in the saying, 1t.1 'J ,'4 j
and C .b . I [Such a one does so at times,
or sometimen]. (S.) In the 1ur [xiv. 30], "P

j. 5 14;bl means [Wtich yieldeth its
fruit] every six months: (Fr, Mob, TA :) or
er~ry year: or every morning and erening: or,
accord. to Az, in every season, uninterruptedly.

(TA.) O * * 1 , also, means "4': [The
time, or sason, of a thing]. (g.) [You say,

. ~J1 For a time, or s4ajon.] And W._ At
one time; sometime; at some time; awhile.
(Mgh.) Xr in the phrase X i [1
stood in the time when tholu stoodest, or I stood
rwhen thoustoodest,] is an adv.n. of time; (Mqb;)

[see also an ex. in a verse cited vooe a, nd
the remarks there subjoined:] and one may well
employ in its place i and t1! (MSb, TA) and
;1 and .; and J, (TA) and "j (Mob, TA)
and the like; but not, as many have said, t";
for this is an adv. n. of place. (Mqb.) - When
they make the two times to be distant, the
one from the other, [i. e. the time of epeak-
ing and the time spoken of,] they do so by
means of 1 , and thus, (J,) they say .:.4
[meaning At that time; thn]: (f, ]:) and
sometimes tihey supprem the ., substituting for
it &. (TA.) - Sometimes, also, thley prefix ;.

to jeu; (?,TA;) and say '. ', meaning

It is not, or mua not, a time [of such a thing;
but this is generally written *" t.,~]; as in
the ]ur xxxviii. 2 [respecting which see art.

]. (TA.) Aboo-Wejzeh Es-Sadee says,

· ·

[The perso~u who return to the attack when there
is none other that returns to the attack, (as is
said in the C and L in art. bJds,) or it may mean
who act affect'ionatgel in the time when there ix

none other that acts affectionately; as is said in
the L in that art. ;) and tAhe .~drs in the time
when it is said, Where is the fe~der?]: (C :) ISd
says that O is thus prefixed to Xpm. like as it
i3 in ~i53 meaning ~j l: but lB says that Ibn-
Es-Seerafee cites the former hemistich thus:

. * i- i t W t a- * .4

[with the s of pausation]: and some say that Ilthe
a of pausation is likened to the fern. , and is tlihci
made movent With fet- h. (TA. [See more in art.

,.])_. -See also °'a, in two places.

l.: see art. _.

a;.: see what next follows.

a;e. [The time appointed for a sie-camel to
be milked in every day and night;] a subst.

from hiWI C -; as also t ie_: you say, ui
JaiU 4L., meaning When is the time of the
mnilhing of thy she-camel? and 1t4;.... , mean-
ing How many times is she milked ? (15.) One
says also, of a man, (8,) ".4I j. and : ,
meaning He eats once in the day and the night:
(g, 1]:) or, accord. to Aboo-'Amr Ez-Zahid,
aiL&-I is used as meaning a man's eating once in
the day, and &.;JI as meaning a she-camel's
being milked once in the day. (IB, TA.) And
one says, a. 'aJ 41 ;' G, i.e. ' L,.
t , I ~i [I do not meet him save time after

time; meaning, oecaionally]. (1.)

;t.: we art. j,..

, .*w.:_am arta 8 y. and ;_..

,' a.: see art.. ;.

Ze;t: see arts. OJ*' and _._..
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is not, or mu not, a time [of ouch a thing;

ex- 

Death a state oj deirtruction or per- but this is genemily written tio�] ; U in

dition: 

(�, g, TA:) or the time of the appoint6d

term 

[of life]; or time of death. (gar p. 3,22.) the ]�ur xxxviii. 2 [re" ting which me art.

trial, 

or trying a z4]. (TA.) Aboo-Wejzeh Fa-Sa%dee sayw,

c#,
q. 

ift> Mme; or a time; or a space,

'
or 

pffW, of time; &c.]: (lg:) or, accord. to Eab- 0

Shifi'ee, 

time, from the beginninq of the world

to 

its ejad; as alw * a' : (Az voce or a [7%o p~u who rettgra to the attack when there

J^.b 

is none other that regurm to the attack, (as ia

time, 

(Az, g, Mgh, Mfb, V,) in a vague sense, said in the 9 and L in art. hAMMJ or it way mean

(Mgh, 

V,) applicable to any time., (Az, L) little who act affectionatel,y in the time whom thepe ix

or 

much p (Mgh, M^) loW or shM, that may none other that acu affectionately; u is said in

he 

a year and more: or [in some cases] par- the L in that art. ;) and the.~ in the lippis

ficularly 

meaning forty years: or &men years : when it is said, Whffe is the f~ ?] : (C :) I Sd

or 

imo years: or siw months: or two montla : says that zo is thus prefixed to epoe. like as it

or 

any morning and owning: QC:) also a tpace i3 in �M meaning �j�t: but ID says that Ibn-

of 

time; ($,V;) as in the ]�ur lxxvi. 1, (?,) E5.8uWee cites the former hemistich thui:

and 

in the ]�ur xxxvii. 178: (V:) and a con- 6, a .6.

tinww 

time: (yam p. 381:) and the day of ', ' o! che

remmction; 

(]p;) or the coming to pan of the [with the & of pautation] : and some say that Ilte

rmur~ion; 

an in the ]�ur xxxviii. last verse: a of pausatiott is likened to the fem. 3, and is tlicii

(Mgb,TA:) 

or it has two meanings; namely, made movent *ith fet-b. (TA. [See more in art.

a 

time of unknown limit, and also, an in the Vur lb.

,Z4.1) 

-See also Zk~, in two places.

xiv. 

30, six months: (Fr, Mqb:) accord. to Er-

Rdghib, 

the time of a thing's arriving, or coming, ALC. : see art.

and 

happening; having a vague meaning, and 0-4.

rendered 

particular, or gpecial, by that to which a;*-: see what next follows.

it 

is prefixed: some say that it occurs applied in [The time appointed for a slie-camel to

dilTerent 

ways: to ati apipointed terin; u that

to 

which God makes one to live: and a year; be milked �n �wry day and nightj a subst.

as 

in the Vur xiv. 30: and to the time when from UW; as also V �~ you say,

an 

event takes place; as in the ]�.ur xxx. 16: meaning Whon is'tho time of the

and 

to tins absolutely: accord. to El-Muniwee, 1? and mean-

in 

the [genuine] language of the Ambe, it is ing How many timm is the milked (1�.) One

applied 

to [the time of] a. says also, of a man, ($,) and *L..J9,

more 

than that, to time tvithout end: (TA :) meaning He eats once in de day and the niqht:

the 

pl. is (g, Mqb, ]�,) and pl. pl. �d (g,y:) or, acwrd. to Aboo-'Antr Ez-Zihid,

]g,) 

an in the saying, 1 is used as meaning a man's eating opice in

and 

eftdb.-)% [Such a one does so at tinam, the day, and &;*�JI as meaning a she-camel's

or 

to;tetinw]. In the Vur [xiv. 301, being milked once in the day. (IB, TA.) And

ji 

1;iiw& means [Witich Vieldeth its one says, LOJI ZJ1 41 o'd e.

fv.uit] 

evey six months: (Fr, Mob, TA :) or 'V �p�l [I do not meet him save titne ofeet.

ee 

nj year: or emy morning and erening: or, tims; meaning, oectuionally].

accord. 

to Az, in every season, uninterruptedly. ., ,

'Ute.. 

see 

art..*;~.

(TA.) 

'Vjpt;e�4, also, means [Tit�

UZ 

1 Akt 6 J -

time, 

or wason, of a thing]. (g.) [you say, and p;*..

j11 

For a time, or &cajon.] And Uta. At c, ,

1
one 

time; &~time; at wme time; at�hils. see art..*;-.

(Mgh.) 

�� in dae phmse J :.&j' �� .�J [1

stood 

in the time vvhei tlwu irtoodest, or I and

mhm 

thou stooded,] is an ady. n. of time; (Meb;) a�be.: see arts. ei^

1
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~~ Stupi; foolish; or ha,ving little, or no,
intellect, or ~nestanding. (IC.)

Z3.A deadly, or destructitve, calamity that
biall. o,1: (V, TA:) a calamity in which iu

jhigr.i: (TA :) PI.~ 3Ii..&( ) [in the CIC it
is, in one place, erroneously substituted for 1,..
as meaning "11wine."]

[i... mentioned in the ]K in art. C~n.] is
fr.om C%J or L"t.. (TA.)

see ts syn. 

Jwo (En.NaorAljn,IC) and J*go and J*~~

(KC) A certain shrub of the smaller hind of
hatving no leave.: (En-Nadr,' Aljn, ]g :) or the
spcie. of .4~. t~ri,dj4: (AA, TA:) a colL
gen. n.: (TA:) n. un. with.*5: (IC:) so called
because, when rainfall. upon it, it grow quickly;
and when the camsl eat it, and do not speily
voi their excrement, they die: (AA, TA: [see
the next paragraph:]) at the end of a verse of

Ilomeyd Ibn-Thowr, the namne is written &"1

[Booi 1.
with the vowel of the Jtrnanserred to the a.
(AKIn, IC.)

Jm and J. and CO, and *.Ag. and
j"~g. words used in inciting, or urging on: mee
more in art .^; (]g;) and in art. J&. (TA.)

For words that might perhaps be correctly
mentioned under this head, see the art. headed

urn.: or i.9 and"jr..



[BooK I.]

t
The seventh letter of the alphabet: called N.1
[and t. (respecting which latter see the letter
.~)]. It is one of the letters termed , [or

non-vocal, i. e. pronounced with the breath only,
without the voice]; and of those termed a .
[i. e. faucial, or guttural]: its place of utterance
is the same as that of t [which differs from it
in being vocal]. (L.) [As a numeral, it de-
notes Six hundred.]

and and
and U..

f: see the letter t, and arts. it

X&1.~ : see art. >d..

U;~If. and sei1.: see art. .;&.

L .i, (A, L, 1,) sec. pers. l-i,k., like

;-, aor. ., inf.n. s; (;,L,;*) or

,,L, [sec. pers. aor. ,] like ,L ,

inf. n. ; (Mob; [in which .. is regarded
s a simple subst.; but I doubt the correctness
of this, and of the verb's being like ;ij ;]) He
(a man) was, or became, deceitful, (Myb, ], TA,)
wicked, dishonest, or dissimulating, (1(, TA,) and
a mischief-,naker: (TA:) [or] hi wva.,, or became,
a great deceiver, or vcry deceitful, (I,,A, L, K,
TA,) wicked and deceitful, and a mischief-,naer.
(,* A,* L, TA.) [In the K and TA, neither
the aor. nor the inf. n. of.. as signifying " he
was, or became, a great deceiver, or very deceit-
ful," is specified; nor the sec. pers. of the pret.,
which indicates the form of the nor.] - [Hence,

app.,] s signifies also lie alighted and abode
in a depressed tract of ground, in order that his
place might be unknown, fi;omr a motive of nig-.
gardlines [to avoid claims upon his hospitality,
thus deceiving pasurs by]. (}i, TA.) - And
lie denied, or refused, rwhat he posse.ssed. (L.)

_n,.s., (S, A, ].,) aor. with d(amm, (S,
A,) deviating from a general rule, accord. to
which an intrans. v. of this class [of the measure

,Ja] should be with kesr, (MF,) inf. n. &
(S, D) and L and ., (, A, Al,) He went

the pace, or in the manner, denoted by 4 .e as
explained belom; said of a horse; (S, A, ];) as
also t Til: (Th, K :) and in like manner said

of a man. (TA.) You say, 3 lj.1

$1j3lW [Tley came, the beasts going with them
tihe pace, or in the manne., termed ,-.]. (A.)
And .l , aor. ', inf. n. r., He
hastened to begin the affair. (Msb.)-[Hence,]
a. &J3, a 1
,,&, (aor. , TA, [inf. n. ,]) said of the
sea, t It was, or became, agitated, or in a state of
commotion; (T, S, A, KI, TA;) the waves dadh-
ing together, and tie winds whi-rling; (T, A,
TA;) such being the case at a certain period,
when the ships make for the shore, for safety,

A · · ). . g
or cast anchor. (T, TA.) You say, ,.Jl ,rtLl
t Agitation, or commotion, of the sea, with a
whirli?g of the winds, befeU them: (T, A, TA:)

or tI&. ~*WLl, i. e. vI 7 _ The sea
became agitated, or in a state of commotion, with
them. (S, TA.) - Also, said of the dust, t It
rose high: (JK, TA:) and S it ran along. (TA.)
-And said of a plant, or of herbage, tIt became
tall. (JK, ?, A, .)

s. , (JK, S, A, K,) inf. n. ,-, (JK,
TA,) He doreived another; (S, l ;) namely,
another's you.: man, or slave: (?:) or deceived
much or greatl/: (Har p. 59 1:) and he corrupted
another; (JK, A, TA;) namely, another's male
or female slave. (TA.) You say, v l
4.,, (Aboo-Bekr, TA,) and ;., and ,

(A,j Ie corrupted, and rendered disaffected to
him, (Aboo-Bekr, A,) his friend, (Aboo-Bekr,)
and his male slare, and his weife. (A.) -He

bound his arm, or hand, with a L.!, i. e. a piece
of rag like a fillet. (A, TA.) It (one's flesh)
wasted so thAat there appeared streaks upon the
skin. (TA.) - See also RI Q. L

3. Z.A.: see [I.. [It seems that 41s., if
used, signifies lIe acted treachowusly towards
him, and took Aim unamares. ] And [the inf. n.]
4,'L. signifies The being heavy, or sluggish, and
holding back from a tking. (JK.)

4. $.l HIe tmade a horse to go the pace, or
in the manwnr, denoted by as explained
belo,u. (S, A, K.)

8. 1: see 1. , (S,)
or, a*i., and 4sj, ,l, (JK,) He took forth
[or, app., tore] from his garnent a piece of rag
like a fillet. (S.)

R. Q. 1. ' ' . Hle (a man, TA) acted per-
fidiously, unfaithfully, faithley, or treaehe-
rowuy. (].) ~ He Nt, or became, lax,.Jlaccid,
or flabby, in th belly. (a.) [See also i ,
below; and ee R. Q. 9.] _ ,.L1 i .
He stayed until the mid-day heat had become
assuaged, and the air was cool: (i]:) or the
phrase is t 1 ll X - (TA.) [Hence,
in a trad. relating to the postponement of the

noon prayers,] ,, l ... L, (',)
or ,j! W , (JK, [but the former is more
probably the correct phrse,]) Stay yo until the
mid-day hat hall hav become auwaged, and
the air be cool: (JK, :) it is originally t1"i,
and is altered therefrom for the purpose of dis-
tinction: (S in the present art.:) or originally
lyeif'u.. (0 in art. .)

R. Q. 3. -' ' It was, or became, law,
flaccid, or flabby: said of a thing in a state of
commotion, moving to and fro, quivering, or
the like. (Q) [See also °4 , below; and
see R. Q. 1.]I He was, or became, empty [in
the belly], after repletion. (JK.) And ;.
- ---- lHe came hungry. (JK.) .
a a.J, (JK,) or *, (K~,) He became lean
!I/?tr having been fat, (JK, IC, TA,) so tiat

his shin became lax, flaccid, or flabby, (TA,)
and a sound was heard to proceed from him
[when he moved], (JK, TA,) by reason of his

leanness. (TA.)_...1l ' Tie heat be-
came allayed, or assuaged, (K,TA,) tomevhat,
(TA,) in its vehemence. (IK, TA.)

a-
", (JK, $, A, L, MNb, K) [said in the Msb

to be originally an inf. n.] and Vt s, (L, L,)
[originally an inf. n. accord. to most authorities]

and ' t,, (MF,) applied to a man, (?, A, L,
Msb,) fem. it, [which casts doubt upon the

assertion that ,. is originally an inf.n., for
were it so the masc. and fem. accord. to a general
rule would be the same, as well as the sing. and
pl.,] applied to a woman, (JK, A,) A grat
deceiver, or verny deceitful; (JK,0 S, A, L, Mqb,*
K i;) wicked and deceitful; a mischief-maker;
(, A,' L, 1,* TA;) deceitful, guileful, artful,

crafty, or cunning; syn. ;L. (HIam p. 37,
in explanation of the first and second.) Also
the first of these words, A long, elevated tract
()-, in some copies of the k erroneously
written J'', TA) of sand, clearing to the
ground. (I4, TA.) - And A plain, or soft,
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tract, between tnwo itigged tracts, in wnlich (i.c.
in the former of which) are trt1 les. (AA, K.)

,. : see ,.. See also a.'. Hence .'_

;&..1: see, again, La..l ,.i. L. l Tle
1td1 [or winding guts, or intesti,ne into ,clich
the food pases from the stomach]: (1.:) thus

used in the pl. form, as though pl. of s.. (TA.)
_Also The bark (I_,J) of a tree. (JK, ].)-

And Low, or depresed, land: (JK, K :) pl. [of
pauc.] . .lt.l and [of mult.] 5 e. (TA.)

". Deceit; (JK, Mqb, K ;) wickedness; dis-
honesty, or disimulation; (g, TA;) mischief-

making; as also Vt .,: (TA:) guile, art, craft,

or cunning. (1yam p. 567.) _ See also .. -
:A ritsng, or state of agitation and commotion,
of the sea; (JK, ], TA;) as also *;,%.
(Apr, I.)

&4: see az&.

2: see A.. and i _ ...Also A place
hthere water collects and remains or stagnates,
(AA, g, TA,) and around which g,rom herbs,
or leguminous plants: (TA:) a tract of land
,,eittherfruitful nor unfruitful, bet'reen tn.o othler

tracts of land; pl. 4.: (Aljn:) a tract of
land between that which abounds with herbage
and that which is unproductire: (Ru-beh:) a
marrow tract of toft land abounding nith herbage,
not rugged nor plain, but inclining to be plain;
(ISh;) but ADk disapproves of this explanation:
(TA:) or a tract producing herbage betn'cen tro

long and elevated tracts of sand; as also t '. :
(Ibn-Nujeym :) and, accord. to A A, also pasture,

or herbage. (TA.) Also, or A_,: (accord. to
(lifferent copies of the K, or both, TA,) and
~t 'a,, The bottom (C, ) of a talley. (1.)

· a and *. and ti.A A narroav tract, or
streak, of sand; [in one copy of the A, I find

.a. and i mthus explained; but in another,

· -- is written in the place of the former of
these two words ;] or of clouds; ( a, K ;) as also
t

2.. : (As:) or, of sand, Nhat resembles a

jiJU [or depressed tract betn.een two hills], except
in its being wt'ider and more spreading, and not
hreing abrupt sides; so says AHn in explaining
3.. [thus in the TA] and ·L.: (TA:) or
all three signify a piece of rag lice a fillet; as

also t3e.i- (E,K) and V: (Ih:) or the

last two ( .-. and .. ) signify a piece qf ray
fiom a garment, witLh aichi. one binds his arm

or hand. (JK, TA.) [llincc,) ,tl, t e y,

(L,b, Ik,) [like v,,] and . ,. (Lh, JK,

g,) like 4, (JK,) and t .;..$ , like

,.ln,; (S ;) [the latter word in ihe first of these

phroses being p]. of ,; that in the second, pl.
of i.; and that in the third, pl. of L.a.' ;] A
garnment, or piere of cloth, rent in pirces, rayged,

or tattered. (Lb, J K, S, K.) [See also . ...,

below.] It is also said tht thate L ofa garment,
or piece of cloth, is [A portion tlereof] like the

[Boox 1.

;j [q. v.]: and accord. to Sh, the 3. thereof is
its ;,b. (TA.) And ;. [so in the TA] signifies
A piece of rag nhich a woman wears, cotvering
her head with it: erroneously written by Lth

_. (Az, TA.) Also, i.e. '. and its two
0- 

vars., and V , of which the pl. is .. c/.,
A streak of the fesh aptpearing in the skhin, occa-
tioned by the loss of fesh. (TA.)

: see ~,. Also A kind of run, (8
Mgh, Msb, K,) with wide steps, butfalling short

of that termed ;a; (Mgh, Msb;) i.e. a quick
pace: (TA :) or a certain pace which is not quick:

(Har p. 157:) or i. q. jILj; [q. v.]: or a pace of
a horse, (.K,) and of a camel, (TA,) in whiich he
remores both his right legs together and both his
left legs together; i.e. an amble: (K, TA:) or
in which a horse rests on his right and lejf fore
legs alternmately, (^, ' ,' 1, , ,, TA,) and

in like manner on his hind legs: ($, TA: [app.,
as thus explained in the 8 and TA, meaning the
same as the explanation next before it:] and
(accord. to some, TA) quicknes. (K.)

see

A trench, or furrow, (..,) in the
ground. (..)

' , and its pl. ,l..: see a.., in five
places. It is also said to signifyA fllet,orbandage.
(TA.)-Also I A long strip, or slice, of flesh, or

flesh-meat; (JK, 8, .K ;) and so tVae; (A, TA;)
pl. of the former as above: (JK :) or any com-
pact and long portion of jflesh: any such portion
is also termed iLL.a.: either in tlhe arm or ele-

where: (AO, TA:) or a [portion such as is
termed] thereof, intermixed with [sinews,
or tendons, such as are termed] .. (TA.)
And .;411 The flesh of tlhe two corres-

ponding portions extending along the twvo side of
the backbone. (TA.) [Hence,] .Al I 5 .J His
flesh is disundered, or cut in pieces. (TA.)

See also *^, in two places. - Also The wool of

a J; [or sheep in its third year]; (., L;) which
is better than that termed ;_'_, i. e. the wool of
a 4. [or sheep in or before its second year],

and cleaner, and more abundant: (ISk, 8:) so
accord. to most of the leading lexicologists;
though said in the g to be a mistake of J, for

',. (TA.)

.a [by rule an inf. n. of R. Q. 1:] Lax-
nem,fltccidity, orflabbine.."; and a state of comn-
motion, moving to andfro, quivering, or the like:
(S:) or laxness, jlaccidity, or flabbines, of a
tlhing in a state of commotion, moving to and fro,
quivering, or the like; (TA;) as also t*. t

(JK, ~, TA.) [See also R. Q. 2.]

t,,t : see what next precedes.

.,i.., (S , K, TA,) in one copy of the K 1 ,
[as in the C15,] but the former is the more cor-
rect, (TA,) RelationAship; (S, I ;) and a.[inity,

syn. J*: (S:) pl. ;lj.. (.,.) You say,

YId I.j* > j [I hare tiaes of rclatioiship,
or ajonity, to such a one]. (S.)

Ai. : see lae: ~and see also iLe.

nl, as though from V,6., One who acut
treacherously towards another, and takes Aim
unawares. (TA.)

1. ,[, (S, Mgh, M,b, K,) aor. , (Msb, !,)
inf. n. :, (1, Msb,) He hid, or concealed, it;
(Mgh, Msb, I;) as also t,&., [but app. in an
intensive sense, or applying to a number of

things,] (,) infn. ;n . 3; (TA.;) and ;°ii.I.
(J9.) - lie kept it, preserved it, guarded it, or
took care of it: and t -4. he did so much; and
well, or carefully. (Myb.) [ile laid it up;
stored it, or reposited it, in a place of safety.]

2: see 1, in two places. [Hence, J.* t.
HIe kept a girl carefully conceacled from view:
bee the pass. part. n., below.]

3. ,ik b utt., (1$,) inf. n. ;1 ... , (TK,)
I proposed to him as an enigtna, IYhat is such a
thing? syn. · 41_. (]. [See also8.])

8. '.WI It was, or became, hidden, or con-
cealed: (Mgh:) he hid, or concealed, himself.
(S.) It is also trans.: see 1. - [Hence,]
't :L. °..l He expressed a thing enigmatically
to hitn, and then asked him respecting it. (IDrd,
Ig. [See also 3.])

*i. (S,Msb,0) and t .. (TA) and );l,

of the measure &J from L.Ji [or rather .. a.Jl],

like a.ii and li from ,.iu1 and u .il, (Har

p. 426,) and *', (8, 1) and ai, (K,) of
which last the pl. is .ti1., (TA,) A thing that is
hidden, or concealed, (.,0 Msb, IC,) and absent,
or unseen. (I.) [Hence,] :,..JI * ._ The rain.

(Th,$,K .) And ;b'l $.s The plants, or

herbage. (S,K.) And ~;j* *¢.1 Thse seed
which the sower has hidden in the earth: or what
God has hidden in the mines of the earth. (TA,

from a trad.) Slj~cJ l ;1i . ~i kg1'

'jv;, in the lur [xxvii. 25], is held by Az to
mean Who knometh what is unseen in the heamens
and the earth; agreeably with an explanation of
:, 0 .j by Fr. (TA.)

:4,,: see the next preceding paragraph.

?~ A daughter; syn. . (I,TA. [In the

CK, *t 1 is put for " Ij.]) Hence the prov.,

i,a: 4 *i . i;4 [A daughter is better than

a grorwn-up boy of evil deedx]. (TA.) [In Frey-
tag's Arab. Prov., i. 438, the first word in this

prov. is written ;U, and followed by y..]

Aboo-Zeyd Sa'eed Ibn-Ows El-Anbee entitled

one of his books '. ,S because he com-
menced it by mentioning li.e in the sense of
,-;., quoting the foregoing prov. in confirmation
thereof. (TA.)



Boox I.]

;as:ee m.

;ll A woman who shows herself and then
hides herse: ($, O, TA:) [like izi:] or a
woman who heeps to her houW, or tent. (.K.)

Lt.d. A well-known kind of structure; (J;)

[i. e. a hind of tent, (Mgh, TA,) made of wool,
(Mgh, Mqb,) or of camels fur, or sometimes of
[goats'] hair, sometimes upon two poles, or three;
what is above this kind being termed Jl:
(Mgb:) or a tent haeing one pole; that which
bhas more than one pole being termed %: (AZ,
TA in art. j:) [or] also applied to a ~ [or

tent] of any kind: (Towsheeb, TA voce ,

q. . :) pL a.&l, (TA,) or 4.d: (Mpb:) it is

from ;. "he hid it," or "concealed it :" (Mgh:)
or it belongs to art. eu : ( :) most of the lexi-
cologiats hold that its radical letters are is*:
some, that they are ,: IDrd asserts that they
ame t, (TA :) [Sce also art. ,i..] - A mark
made roith a hot iron upon some secret part of an

e~celent le-camel: pl. 7..LZI. (Lth, .)

see :: and see also 8.

:.4.'', and its pl. Qi': see :,, in two
places.

&1,A ;b An artiJ:cte, or a stratagem, result-
ing in disappoitmnunt; i. q. .q1i.; (AHei, 1;)
formed [from the latter] by transposition. (Agei.)

.lt~, Ias sometimes pronounced, (Msb,) or

..iL, with the . suppressed, (S, Msb, .K,) because

of frequent usage, (Msb,) i. q. _ [q. v.]; (S,
<;) i. e. A large jar: pl. iel (i. [ie. c ,

or ,1wl], ('IA:) from ; i "he hid it," or "con-
cealed it." (S,Myb.)- [Hence,] ait4 JI
t Wine. (HIar p. 305.)

Le..* A place, or chamber, for hiding or con-
cealing [anything]; a secret place or chamber:

pl. (MA.)

$T~ ...; so in the [S nnd] 0, and in some
of the correct copies of the l; in other copies of

the Y 3.ta..; (TA;) [and thus in the CK ; A
girl that is [(ept in the htose, or tent,] concealed
from view; or that econceal herself; (S;) that
is kept behind, or nithin, the curtain; (I, TA ;)
not goingforth: or (TA) that is not yet married.
(Lth,.g, TA.)

".I~- One r'ho conceals himself in order that
he may sea without the knon'ledge of him wcho is
sn. (Mgh.)

1. :, b The mention of him, or it, was,
or became, concealed: (L:) [app. meaning li, or
it, wsu, or became, obscre; or of no reputation,
or repute.] - ', accord. to Z, i. q.

[q.v.]: occurringinatrad. (TA.) [Seeo. ,..]

4. d.I He became in what is tenmed C,r
[q. v.]. (A,TA.)--And,(H, Mb, ,TA,)[hence,

or] from , (Ksh and Bd in xi. 25, and TA,)

or from r) £., (L,) inf. n. ,.l, (9, M9b,)

H:Ie (a man, Msb, TA) was, or became, lowly,
Aumble, or submisire, (S, Msb, .K, TA,) in heart,
(Msb,) and obedient, (TA,) ~ to God. (S, TA.)
And in like manner, in the [ur [xi. 25], (TA,)

?' Jl 1i;, means IAnd who have become

lowly, humble, or nbmissuie, [and obedient,] to
their Lord; or have lorered, humbled, or abased,
themselves to theirLord; or have trusted to their

Lord: (A,* TA:) for the Arabs put jO in the
place of J. (TA.)

c..& A low, or depressed, tract of ground:
(TA:) or a low, or depressed, (S,) or concealed
and lorw, (TA,) tract of ground, in which is sand:
(g, TA:) or a wide, or spacious, low tract of
ground: (IAsr, A, V :) or a plain, or soft, tract
of ground in a [stony tract such as is termed]

;u_: (TA:) and a wide bottom, or bed, or in-
terior, of a valley: (A:) or a deep lalley, easy
to be wallked or ridden through, extended [to a
great lngth], and in which grow varieties of the

#L&: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] aA; () and [of
mult.] ; ..: (A, K:) it is a genuine Arabic
word. (TA.)

:. In him is lowliness, humility, or sub-
missieness. (S, TA.)

A thing that is contemptible, or despi-
cable; (.K, TA;) bad, corrupt, abomninable, vile,
baxe, or disapproved; [&Ce. ;] (TA;) and [thus]
i. q. .i. (Aq, 1].) The Jew of Kheyber says,

a .

0

[Tthe lawfiul, but small, supply of the means of sub-
sistence is beneficial, but the large and unlawful is
not beneficial].. (TA.) Kh asked As respecting
,1i.L in this verse; and the latter replied that

the poet meant ,Jl. ; the former word being of
the dial. of Kheyber: but Kh rejoined, "If so,
the poet would have said je;l: it behooves you
only to say that the people of Kheyber change ..
into ,; in some words :" AM thinks that ,;J
in this verse is a mistranscription for l Jl,
which means the thing that is " contemptible and

bad," and is syn. with o..l. (TA.) - It is
also applied 'to a man; meaning as above; or
Bad, corrupt, vitious, or deprared. (TA.)

"C ..~ t Still; motionless: as also *.

(TA in art. .)

1. ,, ($, Mgh, Msb, c, &c.,) aor. ', (Mhb,
li,) inf. n. oit, (S,) or c,,, the former being
a simple subst., (M.b,) or both, (Mgh, ], [the

latter word erroneously written in the CK ,])
and .ad., (K1,) said of a thing, ($, Mgh, Meb,)
It was, or became, . [q. v., meaning bad,
&c.]; contr. offU.. ($,Mgh,Myb,g.) [Hence,]

a5a1; .4- i [Its, or its, odour was, or became,
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bad,foul, or abominable]. (A.) And . L
t [Its taste was, or became, bad,foul, abominable,
or nauous]. (A.) And !i. U His soul
[or stomach] became heavy; (TA;) it heaved,
or became agitated by a tendency to vomit; syn.
±~J: (A and TA in the present art., and g and

] in art. j;b: [see also -L ,yls, in rt.

jJ :]) a phrsee forbidden by Mobaummad to be
used; as though he disliked the word %L.

(TA.) One says of certain food, ,.;1 , * : '
: [The soul, or stomach, beeome weay, or heamws,
or becomes agitated by a tndency to vomit, in

conuence of it]. (TA.) - _., (H,A, As,)
inf. n. 4, ($, K,) said of a man, signifies [in
like manner] He was, or became, , (9, A,

1,) meaning bad, corrupt, base, or abominable;
miched, deceitful, guileful, artful, crafty, or
cunning. (S, K,TA. [See also 4.]) [Hence,]

~ X I He committed adultery, or fornica-
tion, with her. (A, Mgh, M 9b, .) - [It is also
said of a venomous reptile and the like, meaning
It was, or became, maliynant, or nozious; im-
pure, unclean,foul, orJilthy.]

8. iA1 d C , (TA,) or ,
,.&ll, (so in a copy of the A, [but the fo;mer

I believe to be the right,]) This is of the things
that cause the soul [or stomach] to become heary,
or to heave, or become agitated by a tendency to
vomit. (TA.)

4. 1! lie (a man) was, or beanme, charac-
terized by .. (Mqb, TA) and $ (M,b) [mean-
ing badnem, wichednes, deceit, &c.: see also
4b.]. _-Iie had bad, wicked, or deceifild,
conpanions or friends, and a bad, wicked, or
deceitful, family: (L:) or his companions, or
friends, becamne bad, wicked, or deceitful: (:
in art. l :) or he took to himself bad, wicked,
or deceitful, companions or friends ($, L, ]) or
connex;ions or assistants. (TA.) _ m.l He
taught him to be bad, ickehd, or deceitful: and
rendered him bad, corrupt, vitious, or depraved.

($.) - See also 2.
5: see what next follows.
6. W3 (A, TA) He made a show of being,

or pretended to be, bad, wicked, or deceitful.
(TA.) And you say also Vt 3 [either in the
same sense, or as meaning He affected, or en-
deavoured, to be bad, wicked, or decitfi(; or
to do that which mas '. , or bad, &c.]. (A,TA.)

10. '. [HIe deemed, or esteemed, , .,

i. e; bad, &c.]. .I. j1 _
.r;anI [Tle Arabs used to deem impure, un-
clean, foul, or filthy, such as the serpent and the
scorpion]. (Mob.)- 1 He deemed bad, or cor-
rupt, a word, or a dialectic variant. (A, TA.)

an inf. n. of .: (O, Mgh, Mb, i :)
[used as a simple subst., it means Any of the

qualities denoted by the epithet q., q. v.,

i. e. badness, &cc.:] and j.i. signifies the

same: (g :) or this is a subst. from l mean.
ing " he had a bad, wicked, or deceitful, fimily;"
(TA;) and signifies the state of /haing bad,
wiched, or deceitf, companiou or ~fi or

connesion, : (L:) taih., also, is sy. wita

i.ii ~C j.Jit 311 3 "
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[.~L, and so is] v ZI , (1,) [for] this last

is another inf. n. of , like !4,, (, Mgh,
],) or it is a simple subat. (M,b.) [Hence,]
the first particularly signifies Adultery, or for-

nication. (JI, TA.) See also , in three

places.

4L The dross of iron, (8, TA,) and of silver,
when they are molten. (TA.) [Hence the say-
ing,] 1J. 2;1 .W [lit. Pure gold is not

like drousl; meaning : the good is not like tAs
bad. (A, TA.) Adulterating alloy in gold and
iron .jc. (klar p. 135.) - A thing lherein is
no good. (TA.) ! Excrement, or ordure: im-
purity, or filth. (Mgh in art. Ji, and TA.)

lIence the saying in a trad., 'E > "1 WIt Il!

1 '. 4 .1 [explained in art. ''_]. (Mgh
ubi supra, and TA.)

ill. 4: see ith respect to
a slave signifies t Unlanful capture; capture
from a peoplb whom it is unlawful to make
daves, (Mgh,O , TA,) by reason of a treaty,
or league, made nith them, (Mgh,TA,) or of
some sacred, or inviolable, right, originally be-
longing to thAn. (TA.) You say of a slave,

as. .j 0! , , 6 4 S. [There is no un-
lawful capture in his cau, from having run a. ay,
nor from having been stolen]. (A.) -_ Xj

4i.J is like the saying a i' t[Such a one is

tie oispring of adultery, or fornication]. (S.)
And '.a J XjL oJ means S Such a one was

born 4;u;iously. (A,* L.)

~.~1~: see the next paragraph, in two places.

~d. contr. of M; (, Mgh, Mb, ;)
applied to objects of the senses and to those of
the intellect; (Kull p. 177;) to sustenance, or
victuals, and to offspring, and men, and to other
things: (TA:) Bad; corrupt: (Msh, TA:)
disapproved, hated, or abominable; (Msb, TA ;)
this, accord. to IAar, being its primary signifi-
cation: (TA :) or so in respect of taste, and of
odour: (Mgh:) [nasty, nauseous, loathsome, or
disgusting:] impure, unclean, foul, or filthy:
(Mgh, Myb, TA :) unlawful; (Mgh, Msb ;) ap-
plied in this sense to certain food: and, applied
to certain beverage, injurious: (TA:) applied
to medicine such as is forbidden in a certain
trad., it means either impure and unlawful, such
am wine &c., or nauseous to the tasts: (lAth,

TA:) you say that a thing is ~ in taste,

[and in odour,] and in colour: and you apply
this epithet to adultery, or fornication; and to
property unlawfully acquired; and to blood, and
to the like things which God has forbidden:
(TA:) also to such things as garlic and onions
(M;b, TA) and leeks, (TA,) which are disagree-
alble in taste and odour: (TA:) and to such
things as the serpent and the scorpion: (Mb :)
applied to language, it means toppnobrious, or
qf a reviling nature; (TA;) and tbad or corrupt

lin respect of authority; or of a bad dialect]:
(A, TA:) applied to religion, tinjidel, or of the
nature of infidelity: (TA:) applied to a man,
budl, corrupt, base, or abominable; wicked, deceit-

ful, guileful, arful, crafty, or cunning; (, ,
TA;) as also t ,c4: (QC:) and an adulterer,

or a fornicator: (Msb :) and a blamer, or cen-
surer: or a slanderer, or calumniator: (Har
p. 611 :) [and, applied to a venomous reptile and
the like, malignant, or noxious; as well as im-

pure, unclean, foul, or flthy :] the fem. is 'l.':

(Msb:) the pl. masec. is . (A,TA) and .,

for which it is allowable to say t ' ,V accord.

to the dial. of Temeem, (Msb,) and , (S, A,

Myb, TA,) like :.j, [pl. of O,], (Msb,) and

.jtlX, like .,1F [another pl. of J .], (Msb,

MF, TA,) and .4L, (Kr, Myb, MF, TA,) like

a%. pl. of a,, (Msb, MP,TA,) two instances

of which the like can scarcely be found, (Msb,)

or is not found among so,rnd words, for e! pi.

of kS is an unsound word, (MF, TA,) and

1,,4, (AZ,TA,) which is also extr., (TA,)
[and , (like as Ij. is a pl. of XJ.,)

applied in the A, in art. .. , to t;, pl.

of i,] and i ,i. [applied only to rational
beings]: (Mgh :) and the pl. fem., i. e. of 4,.,

is ,' . (Msb,TA) and '.l: .. (Mgh.) J.lI
,I.e~l, mentioned in the lKur [xiv. 31], (TA,)

means The colocynth: or the . , (.K; TA,)
which is a certain plant that clings to the branches
of trees and has no root in the earth; (8 and K
in art. ^*;) [a species of cuscuta, or dodder;]

or yellow j3y0 that cling to trees: (TA in the
present art. :) also occurring in a trad., as mean-
ing the garlic-plant; and the onion; and the
leek; because of their disagreeable taste and
odour. (IAth, TA.) It is said in a trad. respect-

ing the slain at Bcdr, t .. ' .t 1,1
VTe7y were cast into a n)ll co'rupt, and corrupt-

ing what fell into it. (TA.) 1 ' , . ,

(, L,) or. and , (1:,) and V.

(TA) and : , (S, L, K,) applied to a man,
signify One who takes to himself bad, wicked,
or deceitful, conlmpanions or fiiends (S, L, K, TA)

or connexions or assistants: (TA:) or t 3V ,
as a determinate noun, [withlout the article Jl,]
is only used in calling to, or addressing, a person:

(]g :) you say, i '; (S ;) fem. a 't t..;:
and to a man and woman together, c)c 1;l tz:

(L,TA:) and in the phrase V .- '.. , the

former word signifies bad, wiched, or deceitful,
in himself; and the latter, karing bad, wicked,
or deceitJul, companions orfriends and assistants.
(A 'Obeyd, TA.) One says also, t , . l, mean-
ing A . [0 bad or wviccld or deceitful man!];
and to a woman, * .:.t _, (S, K,) indecl., with
kesr for its termination, (S,) and i' . I,. (K

[accord. to SM: so in all the copies in hIishands;
but not found by him in any other lexicon: not
in the C1g, nor in my MS. copy of the .K.])
t o1. also occurs, in a saying of El-Hasan,

addressed to the present world, le,Jt. (L.) And

· a:*. t was said by El-I1ajjj to Anus, as

meaning IJ U: and is also used as meaning

0 [thou of] bad, wicked, or deceitful, qualities

or dispositions! [app. addressed to a woman, as
the context seems to show; and agreeably with

an assertion in .Iam p. 810, that Ud.. is some-

times used in speaking of an old woman]. (L,

TA.) %1 t. ~ means t Having the sotl [or

stomachk] eavy, [or heaving, or agitated by a
tendency to womit,] and in a disagremble sate.

(TA.) And t X. applied to a lie occurs
in a trad. as meaning . app. in an intensive

sense [i. e. Very abominable]. (TA.) In the

saying, . il, (Mgh,) or 3;; i3- dl ,·I

(Mqb,l 1,* TA,) " JIj JI X, (Mgh,

Msb, TA,) or t t 1 - >, (Myb,K,

TA,) a form of words which Mohammad directed
his followers to pronounce on entering a privy,.
or place of retirement for the relief of nature,
because devils are in such a place, (Mgh, TA,)

%4J I is pl. of . I, (Mgh, Mqb, TA,) and

so is .L.JI accord. to the dial. of Temeem, (Msb,
TA,) and ,;l.JIl is pl. of i,JI; (Mgh, TA ;)

and the meaning is, I seek protection by God,
or O God, I seek protection by Thee, from the
male devils and the female devils, (lAth, Mghi,
Myb, 1g, TA,) of the genii and of mankind:

(Mgh:) or, reading V " 1, [as a subst,] from
infidelity and the devils: (Aboo-Bekr, TA:) or,
[so reading, and regarding 3,~Jl as pl. of

t .4.i; used as a subst.,] from infidelity and

arts of disobedience: (Myb, TA:) or, from
wicked, or unrighteous, conduct, such as adultery
and the like, and cullrxble actions and evil quali-
ties or dispositions: El-Khat.bee asserts that

the reading 1,JI, with the ,o quiescent, is a
mistake of the relaters of traditions; but. Eu-
Nawawee rejects this assertion. (TA.)

1 . fern. of the epithet ,- (Msb.)
Also, [used as a subst.,] A bad, wicked, or deeit-
ful, quality or disposition; and a culpable action:

pl. a .l. (L, TA.) [Hence,] A$QlJ, -A t[TIhe

mother of bad qualities &c.; meaning] wrine. (T

in art. .) See also .. , last senttence._
1 1 also signifies Those things which the

Arabs deemnedfoul, or filthy, or unclean, and which
they did not eat; such as vipers, and scorpions,

and the t.o [i. e. either , or W.,], and the
J, and beetles, and the rat, or mouse. (L)

' ,, applied to a man, (TA,) signifies 

'~1. [i.e. Very bad or wicked or deceitful; or

much addicted to adultery or fornication]: pl.

U•: Besee .

.. ~: see ',-, in two places.

ib.: see &i..

a: , ,. [compar. and superl. of ]: pl.

1tS.I. (TA.) You say, ,11 4,l.1t.. [They

are the torst, or the most wicked or deceitfdl,

of men]. (TA.) And 4 l.! & 1 [le is of

the worst, &c., of men]. (A, TA.) And is
1

i
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; &-' JJI It is the worse, or more corrupt, [in

repect of authority,] of the two words, or dialectic

var iants. (A, TA.) - Q.jA.lt Urine and dung
(~, A, Mb, g) of a human being: (S, M sb, !g:)

or womit and human ordure or thin human
ordure: (Fr,TA:) or fetor of the mouth, and
sleeplesse: or sleeplesnes, and disquietude of
mind by reason of grief. (].) It is said in a trad.,

~se# 1)t ~Lhit , Jj i.l 0,Lia '9 [T hte man
shall not pray while he is striving to suppress the
urine and ordure]. (TA.)

.. : j (, *TA,) in which the
last word, also pronounced 3, is imperfectly

decl., (TA,) is similar to '*.S . 13 J L)

[rad means He fell into a state of things that
mwa bad, corrupt, disapproved, &c.]. (.K, TA.)

_ One who teaches others to be bad, ichked,

or dceitful: and some allow it to be applied to
one who attributes, or imputes, to others what
is bad, wicked, or the like. (TA.) -See also

, in four places.

?";, tA canse of evil or corruption: (S, :)

pl. :'1. (TA.) So in the saying of 'Antarah,

$b.. e- ·, 

$a

[I have been told that 'Amr is not thanlhful.for mnyi
beneficence: and ingratitude is a cause of evil to the
sonl of the benefactor]. (S.) One says also, &.

qI.&.. [In him, or it, are many causes of

evil or corruption]. (A.) And ; ,se
S Food that is a catue of heavines to the soul [or

stomach]; or of heaving, or becoming agitated by
a tendeny to vomit: or that is unlanful. (TA.)

U Ji: and ~L and L ;...: see ,
in four places.

L j.., nor. , (1i,) inf. n. j;.; (TA;) and

,. ,,t and (p; K; (.e;). hknew; or had, or
possessed, hnowledge; :.e [of a thing; gene-
rally meaning, with respect to its internal, or
real, state]. (~, TA.) . - (&- , S,A, Msb,)

at.-
aor. , (Msb, M$,) inf. n. ; (Msb, MS;')
and ., [aor.: ,] (A,) inf. n. je; (TA ;) and

.;il.l, andt a;.; (TA;) He hnerw it; syn.
,..J.; ($, A, Msb;) [generally meaning, with
respect to its internal, or real, state; like ?,p
see s t, its simple subst., as distinguished from

-' I o, -a-- e a
its inf. n.] You say, , l" l A -/ d '" !

(so in a copy of the $,) or ;* , (so in another
copy of the S, and so in the A, where it is ex.
presly said to be with kesr,) Whence knewnest thou
this thing? (S, A.*) - And j., (S,],) aor. L,

($,) inf. n. ~ and X, (S, ,) or the latter is
a simple subst.; (Mqb;) and t,.&..l [which is
the more common in this sense]; (q, Msb, I ;)
H'e tried, made trial of, made experiment of,
teted, prowved, assayed, proved by trial or experi-
m~ or experience, him, or it. (S, Msb, '.)

... e-, 0 g.
Htence the phrase, (8,) I.a. O*' (S, l,) in

some good lexicons J;je, (TA, [and so in the
CI, but this 1 think to be a mistake, suggested
by the explanation, which is not literal,]) i. q.

JJi& C~lj [which properly signifies I will
assuredly know thy knowledge, or what thou

knowvest, but here means, as is shown by the
manner in which the phrase that it explains is
mentioned in the S, I will assuredly tryj, prove,
or test, thy state, and so know what thou knovest].
(S, l.) [Hence, also,] the saying of Abu-d-

Dardk, .l/ i p .el ; , (s,) or ,
(A,~,) I:found the people to be persons of whom
it is said thus: [Tryj, prove, or test, them, or
him, and thou wilt hate them, or him:] i. e. there
is; not one [of them] but his conduct is hated when
it is tried, or proved, or tested: (1 :) or when
thou triest, provest, or testest, them, thou wilt
hate them: the imperative form being used, but
the meaning being that of an enunciative: (S, A,

L, B:) [,. ~ is a verb of the kind called l
. 1, which govern two objective comple-ttyw a 0. #.-# 3 a. ea,.p

ments; therefore. ',;.i and &W ei are for

+11 ~e C"*I. and 91 .

~9,l) .&., [and, as appears from a passage in
the L, ttys., (see j.e,)] He furrowed, or

ploughed, the land for sowing. (Msb.) * :
.1.JI, (i,) aor. ', inf. n. .e., (TA,) He made
the food grea.y; or put grease to it. (., TA.)

-,.' It (a place) was, or became, rlhat is termed

'.1-: (S:) or abounded with j. [or lote-tr,es].

-TA.)-And ,;, .,J , aor. , (],) inf. n.
_.., (TA,) The land, or ground, abounded with

j. [napp. meaning soft soil: see 3]. (g.)-
s .j., [probably ~ ., like .jj~ &c.,] inf. n.

?, She (a camel) abounded with milk. (L ,
TA. [Sec °e.])

2: see 4, in two places: and see L

3. ,l~, (TA,) inf. n. ,AeL.., (., A, Mgh,
Msb, &, &c.,) [He made a contract, or bargain,
with him to till and sow and cultivate landfor a
share of its produce:] the inf. n. signifies i.q.
a&l. [i. e. the making a contract, or bargain, with
another to cultivate land for a share of its pro-
duce], (AO, Lb, $, A, IAth, Mgh, M9b,) for
sonmewhat of its produce, (?, Msb,) or for a third
or a quarter, (AO, Mgh,) or for a determined
share, such as a third or a quarter or some other
portion, (lAth,) or for half or the lihe: (so in
some copies of the ]~ and in the TA:) or the
tilling the ground for half or the like: (so in

other copies of the J:) and i. q. I,VI: ( :)
and t

o. is syn. with e .l: (S, g:) it is a
forbidden practice: (A, Mgh, TA:) it is from
. signifying " a tiller, or cultivator, of land :"

(S,Mgh:) or from j. "he furrowed, or ploughed
(land) for sowing ;" whence also: (Msb :)

or from er'l ';,J "the land abounded with
j'.et :" or from [the fortress of] J.tL, because
the Prophet made it to remain in the possession
of its inhabitants for half of its revenue; and
therefore it was said, .t. . (TA.)

4. *'., [inf. n. & ;] ($, A, Myb, ] ;) and

4..~., (A, g,,) inf.n... . ; (1;) are syn.
[as signifying He informed him, told him, or

acquainted him]. ($, A, ].) You say, e .1

1,., (s, M,b,) [and 1.b ' ,] and V, e^ (s,)
[I informed him, or told him, of such a thing;
or acquainted him with surch a thing; or made
him to know the internal, or real, state of such a
thing.] And Vt#j'. ;1, i. e. .'~. . '0t [He

informed Aim, or told him, of what he had, or
knew]. (]. [Whether it be meant that .M&-1 is
doubly trans. without a particle, in this instance,

like .,t, or whether : be a quasi-iun. n ,is
not explained.]) One says also, dJ,pq... C 
· 1:I[His apect acquaints one with his unhnonn
state or qualities]. (A.) [And ; je..1 He pre-

dicated of him, or it.] - JI ;J ' I tfound
the milch camel to be aboundin;g with milk. (]s.
[See 1, last sentence.])

5: see 1, in two places: and see 10, in four

places. - ~ 3, (1,) or ;° 3 l-j, (m,) They
bought a sheep or goat, ($, 1,)for different sums,
(TA,) and dlaughtered it, ($, g,) and divided its
.flesh among themselves, ($, TA,) each of thm
receiving a share proportioned to the sum that he
had paid. (TA.)

8: see 1, in three places.- L j i; W
What k., or flesh-meat, hast thou bought for
thyfamily? (TA.)

10. .q_l, (A, 1) and *.3 (1) He asked,
or sought, or desired, of him information, or news,
or tidings: (A, 1:) or he asked hinm respecting
nemw, or tidings, and desired that he should inform

him thereof. (TA.) And ~_... and *J.3, (S,)
or '..J, j.~ and t; ' , (TA,) He asked, or
inquired, after the news, or tidings, ($, TA,) that
he might knowe the same: (TA:) and tj
-. 5e

j .L:a He searched after the news, or tidings,
diligently, or time after time. (A, TA.)

esee ,.. - Also Trees of the hind called

., [or lote-trees], (Lth, g,) and at;l, with
abundant herbage around them; (Lth;) as also

t °~: (Lth, 1 :) [both coll. gen. ns. :] ns. un.

'":e and h'.^. (TA.) _ Seed ducc (e.). _
A place where water rests, or stagnates, in a
mountain: (1 :) a place where water has fallen,

such as the water-coure has furrowed (.' [per-
halps a mistranscription for 'i]) in the summits
(,.~j) [of mountains], and tArough which one
wades. (L.) ~A large [leathern water-bag of
the hind called] ;j.. [q.v.]; (f, ;) as also

1 *1e&- (Kr, 1) and t .: (g :) but this last is
disallowed, in the sense above-explained, by
AHeyth; and others say that the first word is
better: (TA:) pl. of the first... (,J .)_
Hence, by way of comparison thereto, (1,) A
she-camel abounding nith milk; (f, ];) as also

v .y, (],) and V ;j _ [JU]. (TA.)

. (S, A, .) and ( and t",,. an
inf. n., (Msb,) and .d., also an inf. n., (TA,)
and and ;j . and ti ,)nowoie e,
sy..4, (, A, Mi9b, g,) : [of a thing]:

1

Za. 

19 (a place) was, or became, what is termed 10. ;jc" t (A, V) and He asked,

j
---

6, or mught, or desired, of him isiformation, or nems,

(S:) 

or abounded with j; [or lote-tries].

'69 

1 1 or tidings: (A,*]�:) or he airked him fwpecting

-And 

,bj,9t aor. -, QS,) int n. ms, or tidinqs, and desired that he shoadd inform

j.�., 

(TA,) Tite land, or grotind, abounded with ltim themof. (TA.) And and

[npp. 

meaning soft soil: see 3]. (1�.) or J.MJI ja ~'I and E (TA,) He tuked, or

[probably 

p lik jjjk &c.,] inf. n. inquired, after the mws, or tidings, ($, TAJ that

:S/te(acamel)aboundedwitl&milk. 

(Lb, he might know tits same: (TA:) and Vj;iJ

TA. 

[See J 1 He searched aj?er the news, or tidings,

2: 

see 4. in two places: and see L diligently, or time a time. (A, TA.)

3. 

6wta., (TA,) inf. n. .0 1ALA, (?p Ay Mgb, eee J`.'11 ~ Also Trees of the kind called

Msh, 

]g, &c.,) [He made a contract, or bargain, j.;..# [or lote-trees), (Lth, ]�,) and j3t;i# with

with 

him to till and sow and cultivate landfor a abindayat herboqe atoutid them; (Lth;) as also

share 

of its produce:] the in£ n. sitrnifies i. q.

V# 

(Lth, V.:) [both coll. gen. no. J no. un.

a&A." 

[i. e. tite making a contract, or bargain, wills

another 

to cultivate larad for a share of its pro. ii-i. and (TA.) - Seed-~ uce.

duce], 

(A0, Lh, g, A, 1Ath, Mgh, M9b,) fot. A place oh~ water msts, or stagnalst, in a

soinewhat 

of its ppoduce, (?, Mob,) orfor a third mountain: (1�:) a place miwe water Aaafallen,

or 

a quarter, (A0, Mgh,) or for a determined nwii as tite Yrater-course ha#fur~ed

share, 

such as a third or a quarter or some other ii& lper-

lialis 

a mistranseription for ;�L]) in the mmmits

portion, 

(1Ath,) or for half or the like: (so in . J

some 

copies of the I�. and in the TA:) oir the [of mountains], and tArowgh which one

motles. 

(L.) ~ A large [Itathem water-bag of

tiUin 

ao in

.9 

the ground for half or the like:

other 

( i.q. * . " : (V:) the kind caUed] [q. v.]; as also

,�pies 

of the ]g:) and ;Jslj- J!,

(V:) 

but this last is

and 

tj.& is svn. with g:) it is a (Kr, ]g) and 'rj"

disallowed, 

in the sense above-explained, by

forbidden 

practice: (A, Afgh, TA:) it is from

0 

1 AHeyth ; and others say that the first word is

J&-,& 

signifying 11 a tiller, or cultivator, of land.." 6 ip

better 

- (TA:) pl. of the fi rat jq.&..

(�,Mgb:)orfromj.&. 

"befurrowed,orploughed

(land) 

for sowing;" whence also: (Meb:) Hence, by way of comparison thereto, :A

!#% 

she-camelaboundinq it.ith milk; (�,g;) as also

or 

frorn lit Z;i& 111 the land abounded with yes -

booi 

' ' ; (g,) and V' ;j' ["6]. (TA.)

J-d. 

j~ 33

jt;eL:" 

or from [the fortressof] because 1

i-ed. 

ooe

the 

Prophet made it to remain in the po~ ion j, S, A, XC) and

.

1. 

(. d jg&., an

of 

its inhabitants for half of its revenue; and in£ in., (Mqb,) and nf. n., (TAJ

4.6.0 

-19-0

therefore 

it wu eaid, (TA.) and V ' and v i,%e& Knoi~

4. 

[in£ n. & 1 fl ($, A, 3fyb, ]g,) and ayn. (g, A, M of a thing]

6JJ. 

i"o



(A, ]:) or, accord. to some, `i signifies An,-
ld of te ~eret interna state: and tV". and
t jh signify knowedg of the oternal and in.
1fnal state; or, U some say, of scret intenal
cirmmtitane or properties; but this necesmarily
involves aequaintance with external things. (TA.)
You say, j e and 5. [&c.] I have

knowledge of it. (TA.) And ' f i [&c.]
I ham not lanourtdg of it. (A.) -See alsoI have not kowl A?_edg_. -- And see , : *and ',"..

.. ...
j.,/: seev d.:mand see also 3:mand see

0..
.,d., in two places.

e. [originally] an in. n. of : see .
(TA.) - Also Information; a piece of infor-
mation; a notifcation; intellgenrce; an an-
nonncement; news; tidings; a piece of news;
an account; a narration, or narrative; a story;

syn. (T, V;) that comes to one from arrson

of whom he asks it: (TA:) or , . and U are
not synonymous; for, accord. to Er-RAgliib and
others, the latter relates to a thing of great im-
portance: and accord. to the leading anthorities
in lexicology and the science of conventional lan-
guage, the former signifies properly, and in its
common acceptation, what is related fromn another
or others: to which authors on the Arabic lan-
guage add, that it may be true orfalse: (MF:)
or rw/tat is related from another or others, and
talked of: (M,b:) pl. L4., (., Mb,) and
pl. pl. .. 1. (1.)- By the relaters of tra-
ditions, it is used u ryn. with 4 *_ [signifying
A tradition; or narrative relating, or deasribing,
a saying or an action ,Jc. of AfMohamnad]: (TA:)
or this latter term is applied to what comes from
the Prophet; and j., to what cones f'omN
another than the Prophet; or Jrom hinm or
another; and ,l, to what comes from a Com-
panion of the Prophet; but it may also be applied
to a sying of the Prophet. (Kull p. 152.).._

g..,.
[In grammar, as correlative of 1-;, An enun-
ciatire: and as correlative of ,1, the predicate
of the non-attributive verb Si, and the like, and
of j, &c.] - Also A man's state, or case;

0. ·. a.. 
m: see jo., in two places. See also '.,

0.- .,- .. 4 . 4..
or t. il; and . , and

, alone: s : .ee .
· *a 0·*
jt.: see .&., in two places. - Also A p/or-

tion, or share, (A'Obeyd, S, A, Mghl, K,) which
one takes, of flesh-meat or fish. (A 'Obeyd, S,
].) - A seep. or goat, which is bought by a
n,aber of persons, ($, .(,) foil J;.erent ums*,
(TA,) and dlaughtered, (S, ]5,) dhd of ,hieh the
flh is tien diridsd by them among themselves,
(g,) each of them receiving a share proportioned
to te sum that he ham paid; (TA; [see ;]) as
abo *L,~ : (15:) ad*;, 3 a sheep, or
goat, divided among several persons; thought by
18d to be formed by rejection of the augmentative
letter [in its verb &3]. (TA.) -_ What on

buys for hisfamily; as also t,a: (]:) accord.
to some, (TA,) JliAh-mat (g, TA) rwhich one
buys for his family. (TA.) _ Food, (g, TA,)
conting of fleh-meat and other kinds.. (TA.)
-- A thing brouyht forward or offered [for en-
tsrtainment]. (L!4, X.) So in the saying,
df3,,. ~;i. l,a.! [They congreyated over what
he had brought forward, or offered, for their
entertainment]. (L.) - A mes of crumbled,
or broken, bread, moistened with broth, large,
(, TA,) and greasy. (TA.) - A borl in which
are bread andflesh-meatforfour or fie [personx].
(g.) -Food which tlu traveller carries in his

journey, (.,) andprovides for himself. (TA.) _-
Sasoning, condiment, or savoury food; as also
tjed..: whence the saying, t;0lt Jj ; l; l

~ [He brought us a cake of bread, but he
brought us not any seasoning]. (TA.) - Hence,
by the Karaj, whose land is adjacent to 'Ira]5
el-'Ajam, applied to A date; and by some of them
pronounced 'Ls.. (TA.)

ak.&. Trial, proof, or test; (S, Msb, 1 ;) and

so as in the saving, j J .
[Thte trial, proof, or test, veffried the information].
(S.)_ See also ., in three places.

Wi&., (Lth, S,l,) and i. .,, (S,) and
to;, (Lth, 1, [in the CK ;i,]) or o f. ,
(%,) A plain, or level, tract of land, that produces
j.b. [or laote-trees]: (9, 1 :) or a tract abounding
with trees, in the lon,er part of a meadow, in
which nwter remains until the hot season, and in
lwhich grow trees of the kinds called 1j and
lijl, with abundant herbage around them: (Lth :)

the pl. of Iis. is 5;1 and ; and ,j;c S
(S, 1[) and ;1.; (K;) and the pl. of >; is
te; i- (TA;) [or this is neither a pi. nor a
quasi-pl. n.: it may be a coll. gen. n.: but it is
probably only an epithet, of which j6. is the
fem.; for] one says also C? -p4, (t,TA,)
meaning a place abounding with j,.. (TA.)_-
:l.' also signifies A place where rowater collects
and stagnates: (TA:) or wihere water collects
antl stagnates at the roots of trees of the kind
called j../: (K, TA:) or a round low tract of
level ground in rvirct water collects. (T.) S_ ee
also jL.. ~And see e...

;ti. $,ftp land or soil, (IAr, $, A, Mgh, I.,)
in which are burrontws (IAr, ?, A) and hollows;
(IAar;) as also ?:I'i: (A:) or soft land or
soil, in which beasxts sink and are embarrassed:
or cr,umbling ground, in which the feet o beamts
xink. (TA? ) It is said in a prov., _ q

3 C
;UIt i*1 j.i4Jt [He whIo avoid soft ground in
which the feet sink will be ecure from stumbling].
(A, 1..)-Also Ileaps of earth, or dust, col-
lected at the roots of trees. (1, TA.) And
Burrows of i). [or large jield-rats]: (1 :)
[a coll. gen. n.:] n. un. with L. (TA.)

L,JI The lion. (5 .)

~' Knowing; having knowledge; ($, A,

Msb;) 08also * j: (A[n:) or pos~si uam
knowmldge rwitlh r~pct to internal things; like
.1cb with respect to external things: (L in art.
I.s :) or po~sseing knowle,dge of matter of in-
fornation, news, tidings, accounts, narratios,
or stories; of uhat is termed .; (;) or of
whAat are termed j%lli; (TA;) as also tei
and Vt , (],) which last is thought by I8d to
be a possessive [as distinguished from a verbal]
epithet, (TA,) [or it is from ', a form which
ISd may not have known,] and t.s, (1],) which
is an intensive epithet: (TA:) also informed;
posJessing information. (TA.) You say, ti i

I have knoaledge of it. (A.) And [hence]

oJIl is a name of God, meaning He who knaoa
elA whhat hath been and what is or will be: CTA:)
or lIc who n.ell knometh the inte.rnl qualities of
things. (Sharh Et-Tirmidhe.).Also Ponesring
knowledge of God, (K, TA,) by being acquainted
,vith his an,oes and his attributes. (TA.)..A
lawycsr; one skilled in the law, or practical re-
l;yion. (TA.) A head, or chief. (TA:) , A
tiller, or cultivator, of land. (q, Mgh, Msb, 15.)
- Fir, or soft hair, syn. j, (S, ],) of camels,
and tof the wild ass. (TA.) Hair that has
fallen: and with ;, a portion theeof. (5.)
[See also ;.e below.] tPlants, or herbage;
(S, ,.TA ;) fresh herbage: (]k, TA:) likened to
thle j of camels, because growing like the latter:
and seed-produce. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

tJI -t : t We cut ($, TA) with the
reaping-hook, (TA,) and eat, the plants, or
herbage. (S, TA.) - Froth, or foam: (TA :)
or the fm.oth, or foam, of the moutlu of catels.
(;, K, TA.) - Seasoned, or made savoury.
(TA.) - See also ;a.

see 4.

;>ez: see ;.r, in two places. -Also Good
wool, of tle first shearig. .(1.) [See also,.]
~An invitation to tie ; [q. v.] of a boy.
(TA.)

.Hl.: see . .Also One who tries, proves,
or tests, things; having ewperi~nce. (TA.)

;j_i. A certain plant: ( ::) or a kind of tree,
having a bloxsswm beautiful and bright, yellow,
and of goal oldour, with which gardens are
adorned: MF says, I do not think it to be found
in the East. (TA.)

5..JIl, (15,TA,) in some copies of the 15
wRritten t.iJI, (TA,) The bIlack sepent. (.)
So in the saying, t ..Ji, gi l - [Af ay God
ajfliet him, or it, with the black serpent]: app.
because a ruined place becomes the resort of
deadly serpents (TA.) One says also, sA

.Ck.& .i Jt.lJI [May perdition befaUll im,
and the fCver of Kheyber: IS.0JI being app.
an inf n., syn. with jiJlI, which is used in a
similar phrase (G,j l 41) mentioned in the

TA in art. , and a d being altered to ,
as is indicated in the $, in order to assimilate it
in form to S.j1Jt]: (1, TA:) the fever of

a a

Mqb;) 

08also * * ' : (Agn:) or pon~ m"

tnOmk48 

MU.4 r~g to internal things; like

.1c� 

with rupect to external things: (L in art.

-he!:) 

or ~ng knomkdge of matt~ of in.

fornsation, 

news, gidings, accounts, narmtim,

or 

stories; of sphat is g~ ""

.-

A; (V0 or of

what 

are termed j4&.s; (TA;) u alw IV5t%&

and 

V` (1�,) which last is thought ky I8d to

c&
be 

a possessive [as distinguished fiom a verb&l]

epithet, 

(TA,) [or it is from a form which

' 

s& ` eh

18d 

may not have known,] and (191) Whi'

iis 

an inQnsive epithet: (TA:) also infff~d;

�pos�essing 

information. (TA.) You say, tit 61

have 

knomledge of it. (A.) And [h;�ce]

je.o.JI 

is a name of God, meaning He mko know.

efli 

ivhat hath been and what is o.. will be.. (TA:)

or 

lIc who n-ell knometit the intei.ptal qualities of

thin.qx. 

(Sharh Et-Tirmidhee.)-Also Ponestinq

knowledge 

of �7oti, (1�, TAJ by being arquainted

ivith 

his naines and his attiibutes. (TA.) -A

otie 

3killtd in the law, or practical re-

Uyion. 

(TA.) - A head, or thief. (TA.) ~ A

tillop.' 

or cultivator, of land. (.q,, Mgh, Mob, Ir.-)

Fitr, 

or so.p hair, syn. of camels,

and 

lof the wild an. (TA.) Hair titag hair

fallen: 

and with i, a portiots glieyeof. (XL)

[See 

also below.] Plants, or herbage;

]g, 

TA;) frah hopbage: (]g, TA:) likened to

tiae 

j� of camels, because growing like the latter:

and 

med-produce. (TA.) It is said in a tmd.,

-11 

We cut ($, TA) ivith the

reaping-hook, 

(TA,) and cat, tite plants, or

lterbage. 

(?, TA.) - Fioth, or foam : (TA :)

or 

the fioth, or foain, of the mouths of catnels.

TA.) 

mm Spasoned, or made savoury.

(TA.) 

-See 

also

see 

4.

see 

in two Places. ~Also Good

wool, 

of 0g.) [See

~An 

inv;tatiops to tite Z41� [q. v.] of a �oy.

(TA.)

see 

-Also One wito ttim, proms,

Dr 

toittg, things; having ewp ~.nco. (TA.)

6 

j 

'

j_WU. 

A cep.tain plant: (K:) or a kind of tree,

Fiavipig 

a bltp:.wm lmautiful attd bi.igist, yeUow,

iznd 

of gotul oelfitir, with mh;ch gardens are

adorneti: 

MF says, 1 do not thiaik it to be foutid

in 

the 

East. (TA.)

.c.jl, 

(n,TA,) in some copies of the X(

written 

Lp..�l, (TA,) The bbick serpent. (]g.)

"*' 

W ' ---

go 

in the saying, Uj. -ito

.e. 

dbl a-jko [Jlay God

afflict 

him, or it, m;th thi black serpent): app.

because 

a ruined place becomes the resort of

deadly 

serpents. (TA.)~One says also,

.C& 

JJI [May perdstion befaU,4ins,

and 

the fever of K4qber: ISW.01 being app.

Q.a
an 

in£ n., syn. with j jJl, which is used in a

similar 

phrase (;Q.*01 &:U) mentioned in the

TA 

in art. and being altered to

J.0*.
as 

is indicated in the $, in order to animilate it

in 

fom to LS,.601]. (�, TA:) the fever of

[Boox r.



BooK I.]

Kheyber is ;ft- [i.e. a fever "against which
people arn one another," because it is generally

ml]. '(TA.) [See also , .]

&t<J tA hisotiacn: a rel. n. formed from the

pl., like 1j;t and >M.l (TA.)

'i;:. (8) and , and i-: (m,
M) The internal state; an internal, or intrinsic,
quality; the intrinsic, or real, as opposed to the
apparent, state, or to the aspect, of a thing;
[whether pleasing or displeasing; but when used
absolutely, meaning the former;] opposite of

,I,- 5.~: and of; [q. v.]. (v.) See also

,.. 0

i~.n: see ~:am and see -j .~ Also
[A piy ;] a place where c~crement, or ordure,
is oided (i.)

l~,: see .e.

l1'." .J A man of goodly internal, or

intrinsic, qualities; syn. ' _ 3; like
a meaning ^ 9. (TA.)

L~.d #Well seasoned; (s1;) haring much

grease. (TA.) l a3h,: see .. 1, last sen-
tence.

t A camel haring muchflesh. (TA.)

1. v.~ jL < ,, o., (s,,) or , (,) inf n ;.,
(9, :,) lie made [or hneatded arid braked] 'j.
[or bread]; (P,TA;) as also t4sJl: (Sb,S,
TA:) or the * the latter signifies he made [or
kneaded and baked] it for himself: (l.:) or

jja.I signifies he kneaded jlour, and made

dough of it, and then baked it in a 'L [see

ied below] or in an oven: (T, TA:) [and

t"11q signifies it is made into bread: see S

and V roece i.]..-. l : , (I,A,) aor. ,

(TA,) inf. n. i., (A, ,) He fed the people, or

oompany of men, wuith jo. [or bread]: (9, A,

:*) like u- .q signifies "he fed them with

0 :" (A :) but Lb quotes the saying of certain

of tbhe Arab, 1 1j-- U4 :-i
,i1s, meaning [I came to the so of ruch a

one, and] they fed me with and -e and

Ir1: he does not say 1 ; j*.j L-i is &

(TA.)-' J-, aor. , (T~,) inf. n. . (I,)

tHe beat him, or it: (1,0 TB:) accord. to
some, with the hand: or with the two hands:

(TA:) and some say that ' [or bread] is
thus called because they beat it with their
hands: but this assertion is not valid: (TA:)

and you say also, 4 !j :,d-, and ~,

[He beat me with his foot,] and 1 si and

,t,.j^ (A, TA.) And Jejl , (T,)

inf. n. ',., (1, ],) S The cnnel beat the ground
with his fore foot, (, ,*[,* TA,) or, as in some

Bk. I.

lexicons, mith hisforefeet. (TA.) And ,: '3

'Jl'Jll &'~1t TAh camels beat the [herbag~

called] jt,. mith their legs. (TA.)

5: see 1, latter part, in two place.

8: see 1, first sentence, in four places.

j'. a word of well-known meaning; (s;)
[Bread;] that which is eaten. (S.) It is said

in a prov., -. b i,.J i'JI ;11 Jib [All the
apparatus of bread is in my posssion emcept it,
namely, the bread itself]: the origin of which
was this: a company of men demanded hospi-
tality of a certain man; and when they sat down,
he threw down a [piece of leather such as is

called] CL, and put upon it a mill-stone, and

adjusted its pivot, and covered it [with the upper
stone]: and the presence of his apparatus made
the company to wonder: then he took the handle

of the mill, (j.1 5i ; ,) and began to turn
it: whereupon they said to him, What doct thou?
and he answered in the words of this proverb.

(.) -- [Hence,] J j. a.JI, I[smceg herb.
age is the bread of camels: and lt ,.U 1hI, ,
or 't 1, sour herbage is their fruit, orfleh-
meat]. (A, TA.)

F~ i. q ' iL; (s, A, ;) meaning Douglh
put in a Ua, until it is thoroughly baked, (S,
TA,) i. e., in ashes, and earth, in wiich fire
is kindled; (TA;) a cake of bread, (MA, KL,)
[or lump of dough,] baked in ashes (KL) [or in

any 'way]; i. q. ,. and Leo. (I in art.

.3 .)__Also A large ;&.j [or me of crumbled
or brolfen bread moistened with broth]: or, as

some say,.fled-meat. (TA.) [See also m.'.]

'ji Bread aude [or kneaded and baked], (8,
TA,) of whatever grain it be. (TA.)_Also
i. q. .j. [Bread crumbled or broken, and mois-

tened with broth]. (Sgh, ].) [See also *i.]

- Also a vulgar term for ia... (Esh-Sheree-
shee, in HIar p. 21.)

, ;4 The trade, or occupation, of the jls.

($.)

LSjCL : see jA.
0 1·
l .e A maker of bread; one whose ofiire it is

to make bread: (TA:) a baker; syn. k.~.
(Msb in art. OjJ.)

jils (IDrd, S, ) and t ., (g,) [or the
former is a coll. gen. n., and the latter the n. nn.,]

and t j (lDrd, ~, I) [whichl last is the
most common form] and *t 5jtie., (s1,) or when

with teshdeed dithe tS is elided, (IDrd,) and eje,
(K,) [falva, or mallowr;] a certain plant, rell
known, (q, K, TA,) of the legumintous kind,
having broad leates and a round fi'uit ; [whence
perhaps its name;] accord. to the Minhaj, a

species of the 4i,. [corchorus olitoriowu, or
Jecw's nmallow]: or, as some say, the a1,.L. is
the garden-kind, and the UjL. is the wild kind:

some also say that ite ~ aI4, [sonheAs, or
!so-tIhistle,] is one of the species of .jL'.; and

there i a Aind t~ereof tAat turn with twe sn.
(TA.)

no the next preceding ara ph.

j. A man po~ sin [or bjt~ : (¢9:)

like pU tposesing dates] and j [pos~ ing
milk]. (9.)

~ Ans own; syn. ,V. (M and V in
art. i.)

,. A place here bread is made: pl.3t.
(Meyd, in Golius.)

1. -.- , aor. ;, (A, M0b, ],) inf. n. ,

(MCb,) He mised it. (A, M9 b, .) -_,
aor. ;; and *t P ., inf.n. ' ; lIe turned

over and mized and made [ q., q.v.]: and
t,.;3(1j) and ,. (A,g) e made, or

propared, for himnelf . (,* TA.)

8: )

10. .h : Their ~guet asked for, or

demanded, a mess offal' [q. v.]. (A, TA.)

, o J'Mined; syn. (TA.) - A
kind offood, (Mqb,TA,) mnst, (TA,) ell known,
($, Msb, TA,) made of dates and clarified butter,
(A, k, TA,) mixed together: (TA:) [Golius
adds, on the authority of Ibn- Maroof, "aut
amylo et defruto;" app. meaning, or of starch
and of new wine of which half or a third part
hat been boiled away: and one kind, called

a.J, 0 -
jr~. L~', ,wu made wvith coarse lmour: (see

$.' : )] of the measure Je in the sense of

the measure Jy (MSb:) L, is a more

particular term [signifying a men of i]. (s.)

L.. lA spoon, or thing like a poon, with

which is made; (?, as in two different

copies;) a spoon with which ~ i/ stirred
about, or turned over, (A, L, I,) ian teu [eel

called] : (QI:) or the tAk9J in wAichA ,
is stirred about, or turned over. (L, TA.)

L 4 ., aor. :, (Myb, 1, TA,) inf. n. ~,
(Myb, TA, &c.,) He struck, or beat, (Mlb, TA,)
anything: (TA:) or he struck, or beat, it, or

him, vehemently: (M, J4, TA:) or ;i. signifies
a camel's striking, or beating, a thing witA kAi
forefoot: (T,TA:) or in the cases of beats,
(;,1;, [generally meaning horses and mules and
asses,]) the striking, or beating, with the fore
feet; not with the hind feet: and in the case
of the camel, with the fore foot and the kind
foot: or vehement treading; or of the fore feet

of beasts (.1i,): (TA:) or, accord. to the
Keslhahf, the act of striking, or beating, in a wa/y
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that is not rigAt: or, u some say, the going,
or jouneying, upon what is not tha middle, or
main part, of tAe road, or waat is not tae nain
road, or upon a road not open to viem: or con-
tinuous, or consecutil, striking, or beating, in
diferent ways: and afterwards tropically applied
to any I beating, or striking, that is not approved:
or originally, the striAing, or beating, with tAe
for foot or the Aind foot, and the like: (MF,
TA:) with the fore feet or legs, it is like .
with the hind feet or legs. (TA.) You say, of
a camel, .i L;, (M; b,) or # ; v.b i;;,
(9, ],) inf. n. as above, ($,) He strucA, or beat,
the ground with his fore foot: ($, Myb :) or he
struck, or beat, vehemently tAhe ground with Ais
fore foot; and * ;i. and t1 ,i1 signify the
same: (1 :) it is said in the 0 that '; . sig-
nifies he struch him with his fore foot, or hand,
and prostrated Aim, u also t'J.3: and tla.,.l,
said of a camel, is syn. with ;: and in the
T, that .'; is syn. nwith is.
(TA.) Hence the trad., ,!.1 L. 
[lit. Ye shall not beat the ground as tle camel
does with Ahiforefoot in rising]; meant to forbid
a man's putting forward his foot in rising from
prostration [in prayer]. (TA.) And .i., (,
TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) signifies
also He trod Aim, or it, vehemently, (];,TA,)
as tAe tam~l doer with his fore foot. (TA.)

Henoe, (8,) ;l±° £4.. - .j: ( ,*TA)
I [Such a one goes at random, in a headstrong
and reckleu manner,] liA the wcak-nighted she-
camel that beats the ground with her fore feet
(L4 ) as the goes along, not guarding herself
from anything. ($, TA.) It is a prov., applied
to him who turns away from a thing as though
he were not cognizant of it: or to him who is
continually falling into a thing. (.Har p. 239.)
Zubeyr says,

, *,, . . . * . -.. ....

_,Ok"JP i*% ib-3 ,-.i A.4 a

I saw the fates [treading mankind] like the tread-
ing of the wea-sigihted tlhe-camel: twhom they
smote, him they killed: and whom they missed,
he nas made to continue in life so that he lived to
extreme old age. (TA, and EM p. 132.) In like
manner you say, ;ts L1 :. ; 1 ' lSuch a
one undertakes what he undertakes with ignorance.

(TA.) And ;s. * , A 'a [ l t[He pro-
secuted his affair without mental perception, or
writhout certainty]. (S in art. .t, q. v.) And
... ikv U! ;ej HXe goes in the night without a

lamp, and so becomes confounded and perplexed,
and unable to see his right course, and errs from
the way, and perchance may fall into a well.
(TA.) And $Jl ".., (1g, TA,) aor. and inf n.
as above, (TA,) tlie wrent, or journeyed, in the
night without direction. (], TA.) And ,tt
;°.]Jl 'dL It [He paed the night traversing the
darhness without direction]. (TA.) l is said
to signify tThe act of journeyingt, or going, with-
oat direction: or ripon what is not the middle,
or main part, of the road, or what is not the main

rood. (TA.) - [And hence, perhaps,] ;;i.
.t Ie asked of him a benefit, or favour, without
any tie of relationship; (Ia TA;) as also

A t. t : (IB,Ig:) or this is from· l 4 ,j, .
[explained in what follows]: (Har p. 425:) or
the latter, [or both,] he came to him seeking his
benefic~nce without any such tie: (S :) or Ah came
to him seeking a gitl; because he who does so
must beat the ground with his feet: (IF:) and
you also say, dijja t1.l. (Aboo-Malik,
TA.) [The latter verb is the more common.
See also 10.]_ And tHe conferred a brecfit
upon him without there having been any ac-
quaintance betieen them, (g, K, TA,) and without
there being anything to draw them near, and
nithout there being any relationship: (TA :) and

4 d' signifies the same: (TA:) or he be-
atorned on him a benefit, (K, TA,) being asked:
(TA:) and you say also, I.C tL : (Aboo-

M6lik, TA:) and 1. , J . signifies tlHe
benefited them. (TA.) '.Allameh Ibn-'Abadch
says, (S, TA,) praising El-Iftrith Ibn-Abee-
Shemir, (TA,)

t[And upon every tribe thou hlaxt conferred be-
nefit, app. meaning rithout being related to them]:
(?, TA:) but it is said in a marginal note to the
?, that 4;. would be better; and so it is accord.
to one relation: in the L, however, it is said that

would be more agreeable with analogy.
(TA.) Accord. toAZ,J OjA,.JIt,inf. n. .,
signifies tI held loving communion, commerce, or
intercourse, with the man. (TA.)- [In respect
of the places which I have given to the above-
mentioned significntions of asking and conferring
a benefit, I have followed the opinion of IF; but
it is said in the TA, and, I think, with greater
probability, that they are from what here next
follows.] _ I. C);. l jS ! , aor. , (M9 b,)
inf. n. J", (Lth, T,Msb,) lie made the leaves
to fall from the trews: (Msb :) or he beat the
Ieares of the trees, (Lth, T,) meaning large trees (
of the kind called 5", [acacia, or mimosa, gum-
mifera,] with a strff, or stich, (Lth,) so that they
fell off, or became scattered, (Lth, T,) after which l
he gave them as food to camels; (Lth;) refrain-
from injurintg thereby the trunks and branclas t
of the tres: (T:) and L j. t'Lit signifies .
the same as 'a . (TA.) And ;'l Je., (9, X
I,) aor. as above, (TA,) and so the inf. n., (8,) l
He beat the tree with a staff, or stick, in order
that its leaves might fall off: ( :) or he bound i
the tree, and then made its leaves to fall, (V, TA,) c
by beating it with a staff, or stick, to give them s
as food to camels and other beasts. (TA.) The i
leaves are stored up for the camels; and in winter- 1
time are bruised, or broken up, for them, and 1,
moistened with water, and given to them as
fodder. (Har p. 218.) Mohammad was asked, l
Does Jlai [i. e. "the wishing for a blessing on (
the condition that it shall not become transferred
from its possessor"] injure [its author] ? and he
answered, /bI ol I L 4 ' '3 [No, save J
as the beating off tAe leaves injures the trees called I.
'iildh] i i. e., it only diminishes, without annulling, b

[Bool I.

its author's recompense, like the beating off the
leaves of the 'i44h, without cutting them down and
extirpating them; for the leaves will grow again.
(TA.) [See also art. 4J.] _ Hence, (A, TA,)
.a .. iol ai' J1Re struck the people wits Ais
swrord (A, ]g, TA.)__ 'LL TA .i
touceAd him with a hurt, (K, TA,) so as to eor.
rupt him, or dirorder. him, and render Aim insane;
(TA;) as also J*qT. 5: (K, TA :) or the latter,
[which is the more common,] the devil corrupted
him, or disordered him: (9, Mgh, Mgb:*) lit.,
strueh him: (Mgh, Mgb:) or prostrated Aim,
and sported with him: or trampled upon Aim,
and pIoStrated him. (TA.) It is said in the lur
[ii 276', " 1 a i 1Y 

1 eU.%.JI t [They shall not rie sa wahuA
riseth whom the de~il prostratetAi by reason of
possession, or insanity]; i. e., as he who is af-
fected by diabolical possession rises, in his state
of possession, when he is prostrated, and falls:
or it means, whom the devil corrupts, or disorders,
by rendering himn insane. (.,* TA.) [You eay
also, of a drug, J~ial I . tIt diLsordered the
intellect: see the act. part. n., below.]-
also signifies tlIe (a man) threw himnself down
(,, L, K) wietre he was, (S, L,) to sleep, (?, I)
or and slept. (L.) And tlIe (a man) spt.
(A' Obeyd, TA.) In the K, jU is erroneously
put for-*U. (TA.)_ .. ,tJ ohL L t. He hknocked
upon the door, or at the door. (TA.)_..-"

j. l The trein beat, or pul.sated. (TA.)

2: sec 1, near the end of the paragraph.

5. 3..3 It was, or became, in a state of com-
motion, agitation, contrul.ion, tumult, or dis-
turbance; syn. , .L! (Az, TA in art. a1 ..)

It is also trans.: sec 1; second sentence, in
three places; and again, near thc end of the para-
graph, in two places.

8: see 1, in six places. You say also, itlI
.JI . tTThe she-camel eats the thorns.

(Th, TA.)

10. ' Il tHe nahed of him a means of
iee.ss, nearness, intimacy, or ingratiation. (TA.)

What is beaten by beasts, (.K, TA,) with
heir feet, (TA,) and broken. (], TA.) _
Leares (Msb, O) of any hind (V) that have been
made toJll fiom a tree; (Mqb, ]g;) by its being
beaten with a staff, or stick; (I.,* TA;) used as
food for camels: (TA:) and leaves that hare
Peen beaten off with staves, or sticks, then dried,
and ground, and mixed with flour or other sub-
tanee, and beaten with the hand, and moiOtened
n a basin, with frater, until they hav become
iscoUs, or cohesive, when they are put into the
mouths of camels. (Al-n, I.) The word is of the
neasure Ji. in the sense of the measure J,
ike many other instances that have been heard,
M9b,) as h~ and .. ,. (TA.)

'1s IA touch, or stroke, of diabolical pos.
esnion, or insanity. (TA.) You say also, dJi

[It such a one is a touch of dia.
iolical posesion, or insanity]. (TA.) - tA



Boo I.]

ingle act of a tallioncamers coering of the
fEmuJi (TA.)

iA; a certain malaWy, (V,) like diabolical
po on, or insanity, (?, V,) but not identical
theroewith: (., TA:) the word is also related with

t. (TA.) [See also .]

; , and tL d. horse that strikes, or

bats, with his Aindfeet: (V:) or with his fore
fet. (T, TA.)

£,; fA watering-trough beaten by the feet of

the carels,and to demolished: ( :) or a watering-
ouygh; o called because its clay is beaten with

the feet at its construction: (TA:) or a small

tig-trough: (Aboo-Mklik, TA:) pl. k

(1.) 8See also .

hi,l,., determinate, [and imperfectly decl.,)

tThe stupid: like ;j,. applied to "the sea."
(TA.)

~.,t~ ~L.. tOne who [frequently] goes in

the night without a lamp, and so becomes con-
founded and perplexed, and unable to see his
right course, and errs from the way, and per-
chance mayfall into a well: occurring in a trad.
of'Alee. (TA.)

Et11. Going, or journeying, without direction:
or one who beats the ground vith his foot, andt

knows not in wrhat land he is going; either be-

cause of the darkness or because he is blind.

(lar p. 55.) You say, A ,l 4 u jl L5s ;,
(@, TA,) and A t;JI JM. LS, (TA,) s1 know not

what man he is. ($, TA.) - olu J iw " dJ t,

t He has not a camel nor a bull; meaning he has
not anything. (TA.) - also signifies A

beating, or throbbing, in the head. (TA.)

; Timtat strikes, or beats, (K., TA,) the
ground, (TA,) with hisfeet: (J., TA:) by poetic

&-el
license written J.. l: (TA:) 1pl. °k- (K.)

Le,.. Still; motionless; like "..e : (TA in
art. .:) or i. q. J , [ilent; not speahing:

or lowering his eyes, looking towards the ground].

(JK, g, TA. [In the Cg, and 1.-])
_ See also ' .. , a

A staff, or stick, wtrith which the leaves

of trees are beaten off: ( :) and 2' , also,
signifies a staff, or stick; and a rod, or twig:

(TA:) pl. of the former, -. (]K, TA.)

i' .: see what next precedes.

jLmii £ [Disordering the intellect; said

of a drug]. '( in art. )

· .;, :One who asks [a benefit or favour] of

another without there being anything to draw him
near, and without acquaintance. (JK, TA.* [In
the latter, m.L., which is doubtless a mistake
is explained in one place as signifying SOne

who seks a gift without any previous ac-

quaintance.])
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";a^: see ':i..

",.": see :. - Also Plump in body;

or fat, sofi, thin-skinned, and plump, in body;

applied to any thing [i. e. to any animal]. (.S.)

'i~i, like BAJ, Big and strong; (AO,

S, K;) applied to a man; and (in like manner,

TA) a lion; (K ;) and so t :, (S, ],) as in

the phrase iJl ';,a. [big and strong of make];

(AA, S ;) and :,;; : ( :) the first is applied
as an epithet to a lion by Ahoo-Zubeyd Et-Ta-ee:

and [the pl.] l, by El-Farezdak, to camels.

(.80

1. Ji., aor. ', inf. n. Jte (JK, K, TA) and

.*., (TA,) He was, or became, corrupted, un-
sound, ritiated, or disordered, [in an absolute
sense; and particularly] in his reason, or intellect:
(TA:) [or he was, or became, in a corrupt, an
unsound, a vitiatred, or a disordered, state, occa-
sioninrg himxn agitation like that of posession or
insanity, by disease affecting the reason and

thotught: (see 3., below:) and hence,] he was,
or became, possessed, or insane. (JK, K, TA.)

-_ And L.", [inf. n. ., (q. v. voce ,)]

He was, or became, affected wvith [the pal.yI

termned] .&U. (JK.)-And ,. ,-#.J His

arm, or hand, becanme corrupted, unsound, viti-
ated, or disordered, so as to be rendered motionleu;
or dried up; or became lost; (]., TA;) or was

cut off. (TA.) ! 'd., , (JK, S, Msb, K,)aor. ;,
(Msb,) inf.n. J.; (TA;) and V;, ($,g,)
inf. n. je.. ; (TA;) and e.l; (, I ;) It

(grief, JK, K, and love, JK, T, TA, and time, or
fortune, and the ruling power, and disease, T,
TA) rendered him possessed, or insane: (JK, .K,
TA:) and it corrupted, rendered utuound, vi-
tiated, or disordered, his reason, or intellect; or
his limb, or member: ($,K ]:) or it (grief) de-

prived him of his heart: and he corrupted, ren-
dered unsound, vitiated, or disordered, one of his
limbs or members: or depivetd him of his reason,

or intellect. (Mob.) And de J., aor. and
, It (love) corrupted, or rendered unsound, his

heart. (JM.) And Oji i :. j Such a

one corrupted, rendered unsound, vitiated, or dis-

ordered, the arm, or hand, of such a one, so that
it became motionless; or caused it to dry tup; or

tlepriced him of it. (JK.) - Also e, (TA,)
[aor. ,] inf. n. k., (K, TA,) ie restrained,
withheld, or debarred, him: (K,0 TA:) and

tI .l~ likewise signifies he restrained, wvithheld,

or debarred. (TA.) You say, U& "U.." t. W}Vhat
withheld, or has rithheld, thee from us? (TA.)

And ,iS. Je' ° , aor. and inf n. as above,
Hle prevented, or hindered, him from doing such

a thing. (],* TA.) -- l Ja. JJ. He fell

short of the doing of his father. (JK, g.)

2: see 1.

4. 3 I signifies The act of Icnding; (JK;)

u also jkl. (TA.) You say, jJI (,)

i. e. a I, or j,t, (., 5;) I ent him the
caml ( p, ~") in order that o might ride hr
(TA) or in order that he might mab as qf hAr
m;iU and her fur, or the horse i order that Ahe
might go ot a hostile, or hostile and plundering,

expedition upon hei (h , m , TA.) And t j , l,
and Ai, He ent him camels, and heep or goats.
(M, TA.) See also 10. - Also The dividing
on's camels into two halvers, that one Aalf might
breed in each year; like au one does in land and
sowing. (Ibn-'Abbid, ].*`)

8: see 1, in two places:-and see 4.

i.lodl ,-I JL& The beast remained not in it ac-
customed place. (Lth, ISd, gi.)

10. kJi j s ,i, He sought to corrupt,

render unsound, vitiate, or disorder, some of tAe

camels of such a one. (Er-RAghib.) - [And

bence,] allj ' ' . l R He asked of him the

loan of some of his camels, or the like, until
the time of abundance of herbage. (JK, O,'
TA.') And i6l ,Lh-l , or L., He asked

of me the loan of a she-camel (], TA) in order
that he might ride her (TA) or in order that he
might make use of her milh and er fur, or a
horse in order that he might go on a hostile, or
hostile and plundering, expedition upon him.

(.K, TA.) And .4 a.l-.-l, and Hi, He asked

of him the loan of camels, and sheep or goats.
(M, TA.) Zuheyr says,

S S

[There, if they be asked to lend cattle, they lend].
(S, TA. [See also 10 in art. J ..])

J.*': see jLeL,, in four places. -Also Cor-
ruptness, unsoundness, or a vitiated or disordered
state, of the limbs or members, (M, V,) of a man,
so that one knows not how to walk; (Az, TA ;)

and so tji.; (l8;) which likewise signifies
the same in th legs of a beast. (JK, K.')-

And The [paly tennd] .J; as also t'0.

(K.)- Also The cutting off of arms or hands,

and legs or feet: (JK, Az, ISd, :) pl. Jje.

(K.) So in the saying, ij' I I J . oS' i

.'j : , [My people, or party, prosecute the
sonm of such a one for blood (lit. bloods) and the

cutting off f armt or hands, and legs or feet].

(JK.) And so JO..- in the saying, I , 

J3 :'*? ,) [We have a claim, upon the
sons of such a mne, to blood (lit. bloods) and the

cutting o.j of atrm &c.]. (S.) - And WFounds:

(JK:) and t'.i- signifies a ound: and is so

explained as used in the saying, Wej.fL;Li 4 
^ [The sons of such a one pros u u

a wound]. (TA.)_ And i.q. 3. mnd t.
[i. e. Trial, punishment, slaughter, civil mar,
con.fict and faction, discord, di ion, &c..
(TA.) mAlso A loan: and a demand of a
loan: (K, TA:) relating to anything. (TA.)
_And An addition which os gives, beyond

what the jl4. [i. e. owner, or attendant, of a

camel or camels (in the C]~ JL~ i. e. porter)]
88' 
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impo on ou by atipultion. (M, ], TA.) -
See abo the next paragraph.

J.g6.: ee Ja _ s , j It came
into my mind; (JK, V ;) a phrase like the saying,
iSg.$tj1 :; (JK,]V:* [in the V, meaning
the same s this saying:]) and sometimes (JK)
one says also 1Il 1L ui. (JK [and so in the
] aoord. to the TA, but not in the C], nor in
my MS. copy of the ](].)

O&: no 3tii, ;in four places:_-and see
s in three places. Also The jinn, or genii;

(IAyr, Fr, , ];) and so ? jt.: (JK, ]:) or
the latter hu this signification; and the formner
is a quui-pl. n. of the latter, or, as some say,
a pl., u is also J.,.: (TA:) and tj1. signifies
also a devil, or the devil. (K.) One says, 
4'.", meaning In him is somehat of [the jinn,
or genii, calld h J5J ,J. ($. [See ej
near the end of the paragraph: and see other
explanations of J.. voce Ji., which may
apply in this case.]) _ Accord. to IAy and
Fr, it is also applied to Mankind. (TA.) -
Ablso A certain bird, that cries all the night, with
one cry, re~ bling J .. I' . (M, I, TA.)

Also A i.4. [or leathern water-bag]. (Fr,
1A.)-. And A full a [or water-hin]. (Fr, l.)

3' and t JU2. (1I, TA) Corrupted, unsound,
vitiated, or disordered, [in an absolute sense;
and particularly] in his reason, or intellect; as
also ?jjL: (TA:) [or in a corrupt, an un-
sound, a vitiated, or a disordered, state, occasion-
ing him agitation like that of posateion or in-
sanity, by disease affecting the reason and
tiwught: (see .t, below:) and hence,] pos-
se~d, or inane; (I, TA;) as also t ). and

(Ti CA:) or t. signifies a man
having ino heatt; (JK;) as also ?Jje (JK,
Meb:) or tifs last, hariig one of his liAnbs, or
memtbers, corrupted, rendered unjound, titiated,
or disordelred: (Myb:) and d and .a
sirnify also a beast corrupted, rendered unsound,
vitiated, or disorderod, in the leks, so as not to
know how to walk: (JK:) or t ka' signifies
a man who is as teough his exztremities ~re
amputat& ( .)-- . ,; ; A tine dfficult
to the people thereof; (T, , ~, TA;) in which
they sm not happines. (T, TA.)

0.*.0

LL. Corruption from a wround. (TA.)-
See also , last signification.

.c Cormpentess, unsounidness, or a vitiated
or disordered state, [in an absolute snse;] ($,
Myb, TA;) said in the O and the Mufradit [of
Er-Righib] to be the primary signification;
(TA;) as also , C (Ham p. 542) and t ,
of whlich last the pl. is Jvpd.: ( :) [and par-
ticularly in tlh reason, or intellect: (see J.', of
which it is an inf. n.:)] and in actions, as well as
in bodie and in minds: (TA:) or, primarily,
such at is incident to tan animtal, occasioning him
agitation like that of posseaion or insanity, by
diseas affecting the reason and thloughlt; as also
t' ,. and t' .: (Er-RIghib, TA:) or t .

sinifies pos ion, or inaanity; (] ;) and so
?JO. (JK, Mqb, O) and .; (1O) and 3X .;
(Mqb;) or tlj.' signifies an affection, in the heart,
resembling pousuion or insanity; (Az, TA;) or
~ regiou stupidity or foolishnesc, without pos-

~sesion or insanity; (TA;) and ts also sig-
nifies a state, or quality, re~smbling poesmion
or insanity, uch as stupidity, orfoolishAsu; and
hedlsnme, or weakne of intellect, and the like.
(Mtb.) 'j 4} . , L, in the ]ur [ix. 47],
means They had not added to you aught save

corruption and evil. (Bd, TA.), And .ijd 
'., in the same [iii. 114], They wiU not fall
short, or flag, or be remiss, in corrupting, or
vitiating, your affairs. (TA.) - Hence, (TA,)
Los, or a state of diminution; syn. OLt,L:
(0, I, Er-R4ghib:) or this is the primary sig-
nification. (TA.) -And hence, (TA,) A state
of perdition or destruction: (0, ]5, Er-Righib:)
or a thing's going, passing, or nwating, away;
or being consumed or destroyed. (Zj, TA.) -
Also The condition of a well uhen it is hoUollmoed
in the sides, and old, so that sometimes the buckhet
enters into its hollorred part and becomenus lacerated.
(Fr, ].) - And Fatigue, weariness, disttes, em-
barrawnent, affliction, trouble, or difficulty. (JK,
S0, O,1.) So in the saying, ^ .t Cs! 3 i 61
[Such a one is a cause of fatigue, &e., to his
family]. (JK,' ?, O.) - And A deadly poison.
(IAy, ].) - And Thefluid squeezed, or wrung,
(IA#r, TA,) or ./floning, (S, 1g. TA,) from the
inhabitants of Hell, or from their skins. (IAr,
S, 1g, TA.) [See also a.j;.]

tI, Corrupting, rendering unsound, vitiating,
or disordering, [in an absolute ene;] (M,. ;)
and particularly in the reason, or intellect. (TA.)
-See also 0.).., in two places._ It is also
added to Jd. to give intensiveness to the sig-
nification. (TA.)

'0.1: see .

'j~ : see J., in four places.

J . ;_a [proper] name of Time. (S, K.)

see ,k in two places.

L-: see N L -.k The legs of
a beast. (JK. [But ths I do not find in any
other lexicon; and I doubt its correctness.])

1. ,., nor. ;, inf. n. C. (S, Myb, 10) and
'% (S, ]~) and ,i (S, ISd,) He folded it,

namely, a garment, ($, Myb, ],) &c., (, ]g,)
in its shirt, (Msb,) and sewed it, (S, V,) in
order thiat it might become shorter; (S, Msb,
] ;) he contracted it [in its length], and sewed
it; (M, TA;) he raised its (a garment's) shirt,
or lower part, and sewed it higher up, in order
that it might become contracted and shortened,
at is done with the garment of a child; (Lth,
TA;) [he made a tuck in it, to shorten it;] i. q.

.-. (S in art. ,.) - [Hence, tHe shortened
it; namely, a period.] You say, [of a she-camel,

(Boox I.

,or of camel,] '4 J,L . C', meeaing
t The length of the inral tee hr, or th ,
two wateringJ was shortened. (TA.).. Also,
(Mqb, TA,) or. 9, (Mqb,) [or. ,] He kid it,
or concealed it; (Mqb,TA;) kept it, or pre-

rved it; or stored it; namely, a thing. (TA.)
You say, .jll i . He hid, or conceod, kept,
or pre~ed, or stored, ($,],) and p~repared,
(S,) wheat, or food, for [a time of] dearth, or
adversity. (S, '4.) - .SJI S44 tHe p-

pars falsehood. ,* TA.)_ tC.& ^;: [a
though signifying t Death hid hin, or perhaps
death shortened his f~itece,] is a phre like
""i 4 , memning Ae died. (V. [In copies
of the ]~, ' s. and .. :,: but both ae im-
perfectly decl., as fem proper names of more
than three letteras.])

4. C.&1 He (,a man, TA) hid, or neaed,
a thing in the ii L [q. v.] of his trounsers, (V,
TA,) next the bach: p.'J1 signifies "he hid, or
concealed, [a thing] in his aZi, next the belly."
(TA.) [See also what next follows.]

8. ; C-J! '.1 He took [and carrid] the
thing beneath the part extending ftwm hit arm
pit to his flank. (gIar p. 552.) [See also what
next precedes.]

C The part of a 3>j. [or leather water
bag that is hung on either side of a camel] mwAike
is bet,een its .j4, [or loop at either of its pr
corneOs, whereby it is s~ (in the CV
.~,, which may signify the same,)] and its
mouth [which is in the middle of the upperpart]:
(JK, V:) [thus] there are two such parts, [on
either side of the mouth,] together called 'lt4.
(JK, TA.)

9,0j
as.z The doubled upper border of the trouser,

(lAth, TA,) n~t the bach, in which one hide,
or concealis, [or earrie,] a thing; (IAr,TA;)
the '^ being [similar to it, but] in the waist-
wrapper, (IAth, TA,) next the belly: (1Ar,
TA:) or the raised shirt, or lorwer part, of the
garment, in which one cartrins a thing: pl. ;. .
(.lar p. 427.) And What one carri~ in the
C [or part betwen the armpit and thMflank,
&c.]: (, 1 :) or what one carrie beneati the
armpit, (JK, Mb,) and in the sleve: (JK:)
or what it put, of food, and carried nder
the armpit or in the sleeve. (.ar p. 427.) It

-1 0,1p d- is said in a trad. of 'Omar, Jl .
·. ,. . & ., , .·d*

I
,

'
'

;. ' . .; ,4 dL=JU [When any one of
you passes by a garden of palm-trees, let him eat
thereof, but not make, or take for himuelf, a
;n.]. (?,*TA. [See another reading voce

-, .. ~-
';,; : see 1.

· l,. [applied to a she-camel, or to a number
of camels,] t Whose interval betw two water-
ings has been shortened. (IAr.) tOne who pe
parewfalsehood. (JK, ,I TA.) . q. Z 
[Strong, &c.]. (JK, 4~.)

1
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L Wl 0;, no. j.#, inf. n. (JK,B ,
b, ,]) ad (i., () Trhefie became allayed;

n idd; (19;) becam extinguished; (, g;)
th jfming, or blaing, of the fire ceased, or
beamMeal~or etin~gued. (JK,Mqb.) [The
verb i used, in this ense, of Hell, in the ]ur

vii. 99.]_ [Hene,] .,.JI L The war
be~as a,llayed, auoagerd, or ape~aed; (JK,
], TA;) cam eutinguished. (1, TA.) And

;,WI .. g; d 1 The sharpnes, or irascibility,
of th sa mel became allayed, asuaged, or
appea (JK,V,;TA.) And ,j .1 rThe
heat, or emence, of Ais anger became allayed,
asouaged, or ap~sd. (TA.)

. ;j3I . HRe ,rtinguished the fire; (.,
.;) he allayed, or extinguished, the flaming,

or blaing, of th fire. (JK, Mb.) _- And
[hence,] H * 1 .Ir 1 t e tctinguiKd [or
alayed] the fire of the war. (V, TA.) And

;iai 4 . .1 t He extinguished [or al/ayed]
the harpne, or irascibility, of the she-camel.
(i, TA.)

s accord. to some belongs to this art. (TA
in art. C..) See arts. t.- and .

2: see what next follows.

4. d.&, inf. n. *,ll; (Ks,TA;) or'· .. ;eJ;

(.,];) and ' i3 (Ks,TA,) or 1t. ;

(],g;) and f(. %g.., (,,) inf. n.a;
(.;) HIe made a [tent such ats is called] .Al.:
(Ks, , ]:) and he set it up. (K.) [See also
10.] And 1 s . I made my [arment

called] :L.b to be [as] a *4.. (TA.)

5: see4.

10. ', Hla., He set up a [tent such as is

called] ol., and entered into it. (S, .) [See
also 4.]

. A kind of structure; (V ;) [i. e.] one of

the ;-i [or hinds of tents] of the Arabs, (lAth,
TA,) peculiarly of rool, (Ya4oob, Th,) or of
camel&' far, or of wool, (IA9r, ,IAth, I,) or
of [goats'] hair, (](,) or not of [goats'] hair,
(S,) [except in cold countries and in fertile
regions, where the goats have abundant hair,
for the goats of the Arabs of the desert have
s/ ort hair, not long enongh to be Tpun, (see
,)] smaller than the AJ", (TAqr,) upon
two poles, or three; what is above this kind
being termed 'i; (S;) or a tent having one
pole; that which has more than one pole being

termed 4: (AZ, TA in art. : :) pl. 4.s,

(., TA,) without.: (TA:) most of the lexicolo-
gists hold that its radical letters are .. (TA
in art. l'., q. v.)- Sometimes, t A dwelleUing,
sch as is in a city. (TA, from a trd.) - Also
! A receptacle for oil or ointment. (1C, TA.) -
And t The calyx of a flower. (TA.) - And

: The hush of a grain of heat, and of a grain
of barley, in the ear. (, TA.).And f4'11
signifies Certain round starn, [or stare in a
circle,] (V, TA,) forming one of the Mansion
of the Moon, [namely, the TwnUy-fifth,] also

caled ..e [or i , ace.. 0 ].
(TA.)

ad.L, originally s.: ee art. l..

1. ; Qsju. His soul [or stomach] became
heavy; or heamed, or became agitated by a ten-
dency to voomit; syn. : (IA'r, :) and
became in a corrupt, or disordered, state. (I..)

_.- *j , (8, l~,) aor., and t, (V,) inf. n. 'fJ
(?, A, I~) and ~j, (V,) He acted, or behased,
towarder him with perfidy, treachery, or unfaith-
fulness: (8, ] :*) or with the foulest perfidy
or treachery or unfaithfiulne : (A, I :) or with
deceit, guile, or eircumvention: (V:) or in a
bad, or corrupt, manner. (Ibn-'Arafeh.) And

.Got, j;.. [lIe was unfaitful, &de., to the
compact, or corenant]. (TA, from a trad.)

2. i., inf. n. ; said of wine, or beve-
rage, It corrupted, or disordered, his soul [or
stomach], (Ibn-'Arafeh, l,) and rendered him
relaxed. (Ibn-'Arafeh.)

5. 4J. He (a man, TA) was, or became, lan-

guid, ( "W,) and relaxed, and heavy, or sluggih,
and fevered: ( :) he was, or became, languid
in body, in conseluence of disease ,tc.: (TA:)
and his intellect became confused, from drinking
milk and the like. (V.) And z2f . . HiS
soul [or stomaeh] was, or became, languid. (TA.)
- He walked with the gait of him who is heavy,
or slugg90h. (s.)

l Languor (;), (,) or the like thereof,
(TA,) that betides on the occasion of drinking
medicine or poison, (V, TA,) such as weaken.
and intoxicates. (TA.)

see what follows.

jl. (.K) and [in an intensive sense] t;1e.
(¢,A, Ag) and t . and *tI and t ()P
One who acts, or behaves, wvith perfidy, treachery,
or unfaitfulneu: (8, :) or rrith the foulest
perfidy or treachery or uifaithfeiln:ss: (A, .s:)
or with deceit, guile, or circumvention: (Y:)
[or in a bad, or corrupt, manner: (see 1:) the
second and following epithets signifying one who
does so much, orfrequently, or habitually.]

Q. 1. , inf. n. a, It paosed away, and
came to nought: (J4: but only the inf. n. is there
mentioned:) said of the mirage. (sr.)

~2~ Anything that does not remain in one

state; and that pas aay, and come to nought ;
(8, :) or that ha no real ewistn (IAth.)

-The mirage; smn. , ,ly: (.,!:) or what
remains of the latter part of the mirage, wmen it
becommes dirpersed, and delays not to pans amay
and come to nought. (Kr, L.).-[Goan r; i e.]
what decends from the air in a time of intesu
heat, like piders' webs; ( ;) a thing lihe spiders'
webs, which appears in a time of heat, (I,) de-
scendingfrom the sy, (TA,) reembling thread,
(],) or white threads, (TA,) in the air. (].)
[See :.,IJ! Wj, in art. J .] The preent
world or life. (1.)__The deil: (Fr, :) or

the devil of the 'Aa,be/, called l 1!.
(IAth.) _ The [imaginary cre ature alled] J :
(.8, :) because it changes its appelanoe. (TA.)
-A certain inteet, (V,) of a blac colour, (TA,)
that is upon the surface of water, and tAat doe.
not remain in one place (K.) sawt as long as the
time of the winking of an eye. (TA.)..A per-
fidious, or an unfaithful, man. (TA.) - A
woman whose ajfection does not last: (TA:) a
woman evil in dispdtion: (V:) likened to a
J inumuch as her love does not lat. (TA.)
- The wolf: (., ]:) beeau of his unfaith-
fulness. (TA.) - The lion: (]:) because of
his perfidiousnesa. (TA.) - A calamity; syn.

1p v. (@, ]) L o [A point towards
which one journeys] that is not in a right di-
rection; syn. . e s - 1 ji: (L:) or far di-
tant. fP)

1. ' M, ( , C ,Ic.,) aor., (M, ; gh$, 4)
and ', (M, ],) inf. n. JI. and ", (]g,) i.q.
'Sd, or Zsti ; (so accord. to different copies
of the .;) and * &Ut. signifies the same: (?:)
or thc former, i. q. . (Mgh, 4, TA) [i. e.]
He deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or
outwitted, him, (KL, P$,) unamare: (TA:) and
t'U.., (Xg,) in£ n. ", (TA,) i.q. zsZ
[which means the same a £5.36.; or he practised
with him mutual deceit, delusion, &c.; or he
strove, endeawvored, or de~ired, to deceive, deude,
beguile, circumvent, or outwit, him]; (J, TA;)
and 43lj [which means he endeaoured to turn
him, or to entice him to turn, to, or from, a thing,
&c.]. (TA.)_ - .. LJ1 j. means The sports-
man's going along by little and little, stealthily,
lest he should make a sound to be heard. (M.)
And J t j;I, (1,) inf. n. n ., (TA,) said
of a wolf, lie concealed himself to seize the
prey. (C.)

3: see 1, in two places.

6. JUai.3 i.q. p.3.. [as meaning The de-
ceiving one anotlher; thus explained in the KL:
and app. also a meaning the pretending deceit,
&c.; or the pretending to be deceived, &c.: ac,
cord. to the P?, the being dceiwvd; but for this
I know not any other authority]. (..) You say,
I~t,3, meaning [j Thy deceived, deluded,
beguiled, circumvented, or outwitted, one anotAer].
(51.) And U 'o ~ i [app. meaning Be
pretended deceit &c., or pretended to be deceived
&c., unaares]. (TA.)

I
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8. Jg. l He (a man, TA) lijtened to the
cret f a party of men. (T, e,* TA.) El-Aphb

*a^

[Nor ilt thou e her listta to the tecret of the
eigbor]. (TA.)

AL A plae of retreat, or concealmcnt. (].)
And Any similar place in which one listeno to
her sects [&c.]. (TA.) The form of a hare,
or burro~ of a rabbit. (s.)

3 : see J3 and j,i.

Ii i. q.· .1. [i. e. One who deceive., de-
ludae, beguile, circuments, or outwits, much, or
often; ery deceitful kc.; asu also j;L., like
e,a.]. (TA.)

3i. and [in an intensive sense] tJ,. [like

Jt'~, q. v.,] Deceiving, deluding, beguiling, cir-
cummenting, or outwitting. (l, TA.)

0j.. Ellegant; polite; acute, or sharp, or
quick, in intellect; clewr, ingenious, skilful,
knowing, or intelligent: (K,*TA:) thought by
ISd to be, perhaps, from J.i. JI signifying "the
act of deceiving" &c. (TA.)

Ul.& A stealthy wralk or gait: (O, }], TA :)
or a walkirng on one side. (T, TA.) Hence the

saying, JLqit-3 J Lj Lq", 
[ He makes a sign to me wvith his eye, and walks
to me stealthily, or sidemays]. (TA.)

,Jii [More, and most, dceitful, deluding,
guilful, &c.]. You say .,),o. : Morc
deceitful, &c., than the wolf. (Mgh.)

1. '*-, (4, Mgh, Mob, I,) aor. , (Msb, ],)
inf. n. L. (0, Mgh, Myb, ) and ./, (Lb,
1], TA,) with kesr, (TA,) [in the Cli, erro-
neouly, .At;.,] i. q. !; [He sealed, stamped,
imprinted, or impresed, it]: (Myb, g:) or he
put the .,. [or signet] upon it: (Mgh :) namely,
a thing, ($, Mgh,) or a writing or book and the
like: and .1 ... signifies the same [or he put
a seal, or the impreio n of a ignet, upon it].
(M9 b.) Accord. to Er-RAghib, and 
signify The impressing a thing with the engraving
of the signet and stamp: and thdie former [as is
indicated, but not plainly expressed, as dis-
tinguished from the latter,] is tropically used,
sometimes, as meaning the securing onself from
a thing, and protecting [oneself] from it; in con-
sideration of protection by means of sealing upon
writings and doors: and sometimes as meaning
the producing an impression, or effecct, upon a
thing from another thing; in consideration of the
impre# produced [by the signet]: and sometimes
it is used as relating to tthe reaching the end [of
a thing]: (TA:) or the primary signification of

bd. is the act of cotering over [a thing]: (Az,
TA:) accord. to Zj, the proper meaning of .
and J is the covering over a thing, and securing

oneself rom a thing's entering it: some sy that
the former signifies the concealing a notificaion
of a thing, [as] by putting one's fingert ovtr it, by
way of 'guarding oneself thereby. (TA.) -

Hence, ;t;iJl .i" [The sealing of the testimoy];
which is thus described by El-lulwnmee: the
witness, when he wrote his name upon a dJ
[q. v.], caused his written name to be beneath a
piece of lead, [i. e. covered it with a piece of lead,]
and put upon it the impress of his signet, in order
that there might be no falsification of it or substi-

tution for it. (Mgh.) _ As to jlt;s _; [The
sealing of the nechks], the case is related, in the
"Risileh Yoosufeeyeh," to have been this:
'Omar sent Ibn-goneyf to seal the . [or un-
believers] of the Sawed; and he sealed five
hundred thousand of them, in classes; that is, he
marked them twelve dirhems, and twenty-four,
and forty-eight; tying a thong upon the neck of
each, and putting upon the knot a seal of lead.
(Mgh.) . also signifies The protecting what
is in a writing by marking [or stamping] a piece
of clay [upon it, or by means of a seal of any
hind]. (TA.) -And you say, of a man,';n

j .3U [He sealed his door against thee];
meaning ? he turned awayfrom thee, avoided thee,
or shunned thee. (TA.) - And , , _-
[He sealed for thee his door]; meaning the pre-
ferred thee to others. (TA.) - ii d. .2.
[which may be rendered He scaled is hi eart]
means he in ade him to be such that he understood
not, and such that nothing proceeded from him;
or he made his heart, or mind, to be such that it
understood not, &e. (., TA.) i _. .-
..~3, in the l[ur [ii. 6], is like the phlrase in
the same [xvi. 110 and xlvii. 18] m1 1 8
.WJU: (TA:) it points to what God has made
to be usually the case when a man has ended in
believing what is false and in committing that
which is forbidden, so that he turns not his face to
the trutl; this occasioning, as its result, his be-
coming inured to the approval of acts of diso-
bedience, so that he is as though this habit were
impressed upon his heart: the assertion of El-
Jubbaee, that it means God hath put a seal upon
their hearts, as a sign, to the angels, of their
infidelity, is noughlt: (Er-Riaghib, TA:) J!
is explained by IAr as meaning the prevnting
of the heart from believing. (L in art.

[See also ch.] ]-; Jl, z inf. n. ,, also
signifies [as indicated above] tHe reached the

end of the thing. (K.) And ;.J t* :1
t [I ended, or fni.4ed, the thing,] contr. oJ
;. (S,TA.) You say, ,il _ tHe
reacheAtd the end of thel Kur-dn [in reciting it];
(B, Er-Raghib;) [he recited the whole of the
Kur-dn;] he completed [tihe recital of] tAhe K.ur-
in: (Mgh:) [and] he retained in his memory the
last portion of the Kur-tin; meaning he retained
the whole of it in his memory. (Msb.) It is said

of Suleyman El-Aamash, ,;a. a il, meaning
tHe used to recite the whole of the Kur-dn; at
one time,according to the reading of Ibn-Mes'ood;
at another time, from the edition of 'Othman.
(Mgh.) -You say also, p~. ~i 4 .- t[May

God make hi end to be good]. >(.)W_~ .
tHe co~red oer tae sown ed: (Az,TA:) or

I Sl . tthey turned up the earth oer
the sown seed, and thn watered it: (Et-Tiifee,
TA:) or ~Jl Zi ., (JK, , T,) TA .r., int n.

, TA,) :he watered the d-produe, or
sowneld, te firs time; (JK, ], TA;) beee,
when it is watered, it is finished (,i) with the

.j [app. l;, which here seems to mean the
" roller," as being likened to a mill-stone, though
I find no authority for this meaning]; (TA;) as

also ,* t .o : (V:) or .Sjj b l
means t they at~red their sonjields~ whib t
were as yet "1;. [app. meaning clear of ~ego

tation]. (JK, TA.) - j1 I .Z 6 Te ibets
filled with honey the place in which they d~std
it: (JK, A, TA :) or,_; signifies bees' collecting
some thin wax, thinner than the wax of tA comb,
and smearing with it the orafics of tLeir Qt.
[or hives]. (M, K, TA.)

9. LA., inf n. . H3, Zerealed it, stamped
it, &c., much. (TA.)_ [In modern Arabic, He
put a .'t, or signet-ring, upon his (another's)
.finger.]

5. 3;, or li.. L , (accord. to different
copies of the ?,) or . .,_,, (1, [agreeably
with a trad. cited in the TA,]) He put on [i.e.
put on his own .finger] a,..l' [or siget-ring].
(.s, .) _ And .. a. tHe put on a turbn:
(]p, TA:) or A.LsA hput on his turban

in the manner of a .W [q. v.]; syn. . ,.i
(Z, TA.) The subst. [signifying the act or mode,
of doing so] is t 1J [q. v. infra]. (].)_

o A3 t He conceald his affair, or cas.
(Z, ek.)- 3 tH feigned himself e~
of him, and mas silent [to him]. (.K, TA.)

8: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

. inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. ($, Mgh, M9b, 1.)
Also The impres produced by the engraving

ofa tignet. (Er-Righib, TA.) _- See also ,..
s.U, m1aeanste gave me my,.f,,ciecy,

or what sufffced me: because what suffiles a man
is the last [or utmost] of his desire, or demand.
(TA.) _ Also SHoney. (IS, TA.)_ And: The
orifices of the Qa. [or hives] of bees. (V, TA.)

;6: eee 1.-_ Also A sealed piece of clay
[or wax]: like ,; in the sense of ,.gku, and

, in the sense of.,ej s: o in the saying of
El-A9 shi,

[And a jar of reddish-coloured wine, the Jew
-vender whereof came, and brought it out, with
a sealed piece of clay upon it]. ($.) [See
also ,,t..]

i.;&. [an inf. n. of un. of 1, t A recitation of the
whole of the Ksvr-dn: used in this sense in the
present day: pl. .~.. - And also] vulgarly
used as meaning tA copy of thes 4ur-d": and
so ta (TA.)

1
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,*.: see what next precedes.

;.i.: see the last senten:ce of the next para-
graph.

m.' an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (Ll.h, g.) - And

a subst. signifying The first watering of seed-
produce, or of a sown jield: (JK, TA :) or the
turning up the earth over sown seed, and then

watering it. (Et-Tiifee, TA.) i See also . ..
-Also The clay, (JK,S,1,) and the wax,
(TA,) wvith which one seals, or stamps, (JK,
$,],) upon a wrniting, (JK,) or upon a thing:
(K:) or which is sealed, or stamped, upon a

vriting. (5Msh.) [See also .--. And see an
ex. in a verse of Lebeed cited in art X.5.]

-S [The hymen; as being the seal of virginity;
as also *>S..] You say, +t sel ;j

i [She was conducted as a bride to thee with her
eal of virginity], and 1) V E [nvith the seal

of her Lord]. (TA.) And [hence, app.,] &

.t.it .i .j. [if it mean, as I suppose

it to do, Their present was sent to him with
what rendered it perfect or complete, or with
rohat appertained to it]. (TA.).-.tThefurthest
part of a valley. (JK, TA.) t The last of a
company of men; (Lb, TA;) as also t.. and
tjls.. (s:) whence ;A1 ti t [The

last of the prophets], in the ]ur [xxxiii. 40];
accord. to one reading, ,t)., with damm to

the ,:.; (TA;) or ;~l&l .l., i.e. Mohammad;

(s;) also called V . l and ?, l3JI. (TA.)
And t The last portion of anything that is drunk
[&c.]. (TA.) M,". '., in the l~ur [Ixxxiii. 26],

means t Tlh last that they will perceive tlhereof
will be the odour of mush: (S, TA :) or, accord.
to 'Alkameh and MujAhid, its admnixturc shall
be mwk : accord. to Ibn-Mes'ood, its result shall
be the taste of mush: Fr says, . and U.A
and ;1;i. are nearly the same in meanin,g;
whence the reading of 'Alee, L t ,1.: and
the explanation is this; that when any one shall
drink thereof, lie will find the last culp thereof
to have the odour of musk: Er.Righib says
that the meaning is, the end, and the last draught,
i.e. witat shall renmain, thaereof shall be in per-
fume [like] mnusk: and that the assertion that
it means it shall be sealed with musk is noulght.
(TA.) [See also .. I and .'..] Also,

(IAqr,.K,) and Vt, (],) or, accord. to IAar,

t; ,, (TA,) sings. of ., which signifies t The

places of separation ( . [q. v.]) of the joints

(J.,.) oJ horses. (I Ar, K.)

.>iJ. (JK, $, Msb, K) and .l. (TA) and
t,tL, (., Myb, K,) whlich is more commonly
known than.l., (Mfb, [but see what follows,])
and V;cts and t.; (JK, $,1g, the last in

the CV and TA ) and t;t. (g and

TA but omitted in the CK) and t_. (ISd,
IHsh,I) and V,L (Ez-Zeyn El-'Ir4ee, TA)
and '.j. (Ibn-Milik, TA) and tV.. (Ez-
Zeyn El-'IrA4ee,TA) and tV;1t. (g) signify
the same; (JK, S, Mob, K, TA ;) [A signet;

generally a signut-ring; i. e.] a certain ornamet
(i., M, 1) for the finger, (,) app., at the
first, ued for sealing, or stamping, th~eth;
so that the word is of the same class as Ul: after-
wards, in consequence of frequency of usage,
applied to one not used for that purpose: (ISd,

TA:) or a ring having a ' of a substance
different therefrom [set in it; i. e., having a

stone, or gem, set in it]: if without a ,a, it is

called L"S : (Mb :) or .,l.. signifies the
agent [i. e. the person sealing, or stamping]:

(JK, Az, Mb :),, the thing that is put upon
the piece of clay [or wax, for the purpose of
sealing, or stamping]: (Az, Msb, ]:) the pl.

[of, and 3?] isaly. (O) and [properly

of. l] .e : (~, in which the former pl.,
though more common, is not mentioned, and 1 :)
Sb says that those who use the latter pl. make
it to be pl. of a sing. of the measure Jtl,
though it be not in their language; which shows

· - -~ ~ * · 0~ ·at

that he knew not .UI .: the pl. of..i is .aj..

(TA.)_ -. 1%. also signifies A seal, or stamp,
and a mark: so in a trad., in which it is said,

: -;-WJ 1-si :eJW -;w1 * i. e., .p, 53i,·
[. 1 (or Amen) is] the seal, or stamp, and the
mark, [of the Lord of the beings of the wvole world
upon his srovants the belivers,] which removes
from them accidents, and causes of mischief; for
the seal of the writing protects it, and precludes
those who look from [seeing] what is within
it. (TA.) -See also. i., in seven places. [It

is nearly syn. with .l;I, as Fr says: and thus,]
it signifies also, (JK, K,) and so docs Vt ,
(~, K,) t The end, or last part or portion, (JK,
S, I],) and result, or issue, (]K,) of a thing (JK,
S, R) of any kindr (JK, V:) V the latter [par-
ticularly] signifies t the last part or portion (JK,
MIb) of a chapter of the ]ur-an, (JK,) and of
the Kur-an itself: (Mqb:) [and t a concluding
chapter or section: an epilogue: and an ap-
pendix:] and tV .. signifies [in like manner]

the contr. of .L; as in the saying, ·_,..J1

; iMa.'13 CI)5; c;-U. t [The declara-

tion of the praises of God is the opening portion
of the Kur-dn, and the prayerfor the protection
of God is its closing portion]; (A, TA;) and it
is a chaste word, of frequent occurrence, though
the contr. has been asserted. (TA.) One says

also, . ' .4 j1l, [Actions are characterized,

or to be judged, as good or evil, by their results].
(TA.) _ Also, i. e. ..1, of a mare, t The lower

7.· 
ring ( OJl Wii.JI [app. meaning the extremity,
in which is the orifice, see ... j1 " and

j. oJI a.;i_, in art. j.,]) of the a; [evidently
liere used as a dial. var. of u, i. e. the teat,
though I do not find it mentioned in its proper
art. in any lexicon; unless l. ' ~ be a mis-

transcription for ' js]: (]g, TA:) so called
by way of comparison [to a signet or seal]. (TA.)
_And X The hollow (;i) of the back of the

neck; (JK, g, TA;) which is the cupping-
place. (TA.)...And t The least j [or white-

,as] of the legs (JK, ], TA) of Ar~; (JK,
TA;) i. e. a dight whitness in the part newt
the hoof, les than what is te,nedi3. (TA.)

;la: see.

.. i.: see °,, in two plae~: and me

also ;t., in five plaees

;: see ., first sentence.

~i1 ': ·ee.. i, in two places, in the latter half
of the paragraph.

.,iki: saee/iL, fist sentence.

0- 

w: ee v. You my, Ji 

[How good, or beautif, is his act, or mode, of
putting on the turba I or, of ptting it on in thA
manner of the .ri, 1]. (z-Zejjdjee, TA.)

_;ir. Sealed, or stamped, &c., muc. (.,0
TA.) - Applied to a hone, (TA,) t Having
the wahitenss of tAi legs which is term.ed ..
(I, TA. [See the latter word, last sentence.])

.a , e/aled, or stamped, Ec. (,* TA.)-
Also The [mnesre commnonly called] l;:
(A 'Obeyd, Mgh,] :) or the /ixth part of the
[measure called] ijL. (Mgh in art.b. [It is
there added that the j.a is the tenth part of the
~: but it seems that this is thej,J which is
a measure of land; not what is here meant in the
explanation of . , which is a measure of corn
and the like.]) [P1. ,3¶...]

,*;: see ,;., in the latter half of the
paragraph.

1. , , (. , Mgh, Mob, ],) aor. (Mob, K)
and ', (g, TA, but omitted in the CI,) inf. n.

2. , (., Mgh, Mb, K,) He circumcisd (IS,
TA) a boy, (., Mgh, Myb, K,) and a girl also:
or, as some say, Ci;& relates to men [or boys],
and WM& to women [or girls]. (TA.) d&.:

see 8. -And Xt,Ld. [which see below, app. as
an inf. n. of which the verb is as above,] signifies
The making afeast, or banquet, to which people
are invited, on account of a wedding, and of a
circumcision also. (KL.) - [And accord. to
Golius, as on the authority of a gloss in the
KL, '> also signifies He diminished; I.
rendered imperfect: and he acted unjautly.]

;,b is also syn. wvith !J [He dceivred, de.
luded, beguiled, circumvented, or outwitted, him,
unawarsc]: and $i;l is syn. with aU'i

[which signifies in like manner the act of de-
ceiving, deluding, &c.; or practising mutual
deceit, &c.; or striving, endeaouring, or de-
siring, to deceive, &c.]. (TA.)

p
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2. 3L,. He allied himlf to him by marriage;

'Y°* 91 Vi2 (V.) ML: is to. mih '
[The beoming that kind of relation that is
term~d j] : (ISh, Mgh :) as some say, 3;A1.e
on the #ide of the wife, and on the aide of the
husband: so that one says *J as meaning

40." [I became a relation to them on the
side of the wife, and on the side of the husband].
(Mqb.) _ See also 1, last sentence.

8. '.L1 He (a boy) was circumeted; (TA;)
syn. t or he circumcised himelf; syn.

.._ a (Mgh.)

i. .i. q. , (Lth, Mgh, K, &c.,) as meaning
A man married among a people: (Lth, Mgh:)
[such a man is said to be that people's & :]
or any relation on the side of the wife; (9, IAar,
Mgh, Myb, g ;) such as a man's wife's father,
(Lth, lAyr, L;, Mgh, MNb, K,) and wife's mother,
(Lth, Mgh,) and wife's brother, (lAir, , Mgh,
Mqb, ]C,) and tie like; (f ;) so it signifies with
the Arabs: ($, Mgh, Mb :) thus Aboo-Bekr
was the Prophet's C;,., and so was 'Omar:
(Mgh, TA:) and [it is said that] with the vnlgar
it signifies a man's daughter's husband: (9,
Mgh, Mqb:) but it is used in this sense by a
rajiz; and, in a trad., 'Alee is called the Prophet's
Cp: (TA:) accord. to Az, it signifies a man's
wife's father: (Msb:) and i is applied to
the female; and means a man's wife's mother:
(Az, Mgb, M9b, ], TA:) the pl. is i0 1l: (Az,

M, Mgh, Mgb, 1i:) accord. to As, (Mgh,) the

ij;.I are [the relations] on the side of thte raise;

and the °h., on the side of the husband; and

the j1,., on either side: (Mgh, Mb :) or a
man's i&r.1 are his wife's relations; and a
woman's C;. 1& are her husband's relations: and
a man's ,1;z.1 are also said to be his daughaters'
husbands and isters' husbands and paternal aunts'
husbands and maternal aunts' husbands, and the
husbands of any rromen whom, by reason of
relationship, it is unlawful for him to marry, and
any relations on the side of these husbands to
whom marriage it unlawful, of i,me and oj'
vomen. (Mgh.)

. Circumcirion, of a boy, (?,' tMgh,'
Msb,*', TA,) and of a girl; (TA;) a subst.
from 1 in the first of the senses explained above;
(M, Mgh, Mqb, 18 ;) as also tis.. (S, Myb,

~,) You say, .? .;J1 His circumcision
nas made to be extirpative. (9, TA.) - And A
.feast, or banquet, to which people are invited on
account of a circumcision. (JK, 8, TA.) You
say, Mi e t; S .- I wa at the feat, or
Iban qet, &c., of uch a one. (TA.)_. See also 1,
third sentence. -Also The part, of the male,
which is the place of circumcision; (T, S, Mgh,
I ;) and of the female likewise; (T, Mgh, TA ;)
the part, of the 5, rahich i the place of cir-

cumeision. (Myb.) Hence, in a trd., i~Ji ;61
Alit.;lI [Ahen the two places of circumcision

meet together]: (6,* Mb,aTA:) NI;LJl tL.ic
is a euphemism, metonymically denoting the
disappearing, or causing to disappear, of the part

of the penis that is above, or beyond, the place of
circumcision (Mgh,' Msb, TA) in the vulva of
the woman. (Mgh,* TA.)

, :... e ....

. Circumncied, applied to a boy, (M9 b, ,
TA,) a also i (JK, Mb,,) and te. .4;

(TA ;) and to a girl likewise, (M9 b, TA,) mas also
*Ib4;. (Msb.)

tiL;: see ci,, in two place._ -Also The
art, or busines, of circumcising. (JK,, TA.
[In the CK, i£tilJI .l is erroneously put for

ai_. The alliance by which one ocquires the
relationship of a ;j ., (Az, Mgh,) or ofa f o;
(g ;) as also t C.. (Az, Mgh, 1.) And 'A
man's marrying, or taking to wife, a noman. (].)

'.16. A circumciser. (JK,* Malb,* TA.)

&t,;t A lady, or noble woman; a foreign
word, (K1, TA,) used by the Persians and Turks:
pl. . (TA.)

· .; and its fern., with ;: see . ._

0,m .a ItA year of drought, or barrenneu,
or dearth. (A, TA.)

:: see 'iz.

1. .. , (5, Myb,K,) aor. ; (, MSb ;) and
a, or. , (S,A, Msb, ],) a rare dial. var.;

(Fr, ;) and f.., (S, A, MSb, K,) aor. ', (Meb,)
a form heard by Ks; (S ;) inf. n. (of the first,
TA) s and . and Q1C, (K, TA,) which
last is irregular, because this word does not imply
motion, (TA,) [but this assertion requires con-
sideration,] and (of the second [accord. to rule],
TA, or of the first, Msb, [or used as inf. n. of the
fitst because it is the most common form,])
;i,i. (S, A, Mgh, Msb, O) and [of the econd
accord. to rule] ;jt: (1K) and of the third j.;;
(Mb, TA;) [and probably tV 3, (mentioned
by Freytag, though without any indication of his

authority,) as quasi-pass. of ;,..; but I have
more than once found it erroneously written for
.iJ, which has a different signification;] It

(milk, S, A, Mgh, MSb, ], and honey, and the
like, TA, and a liniment or the like, A, or some
other thing, Msb) was, or became, thick, (f, A,
Mgh, Msb, ,)and strong. (Mb.) _- [Hence,]

- ,~ '. (s, K,) or Z , (A,) or ,

(Mgh,) inf. n. ;. and but not, as ome
write it, ;5tt., (TA,) If/is soul [or stomach]
heaved, became agitated by a tendency to vomit,
or became heavy; (A, Mgh, 15, TA;) as also i.
alone; (IA*r, TA;) became disordered; syn.
'L, (S, g.)... And S.; (S;) or ,
aor.:; (1i;) or OJt j:..; (A;) t;Here-
mained among tie tribe, (S, A, K,) not going
forth with people to procure wheat or corn or
other provisions, (?, ]g,) by reason of shame, or
of heaviness of the soul [or stomach]. (TA.) -
And ;'.. t Hefelt, or had a sense of, or he mat,

or became, moved or affected with, sAame, hynsm,
bashfurlMss, or honest sdame. (].)

2: see4

4. .. i; (Mb, ];) and tL., (A, M9b, g,)
inf. n. ;3; (TA;) Hed thickened it; made it
thich, (Mob, A, ],) and strong; (Mb ;) namely,
milk, (A, Mqb, 15,) and honey, and the like,
(TA,) and a liniment or the like, (A,) or some
other thing. (M9 b.) _ And the former signifies
also He left it in a thick state; namely, fresh
butter; (AV, $, I1;) not melting it. (A, g.) It

is said in a prov., j. .! M. to. [IHe
hnows not wAhether to leave in a thick state or to
melt]: ($, V ; in one copy of the former of which,
the femrn. forms of the verbs are used:) applied to
him who is confounded, or perplexed, and unable
to see his right course, and who wavers, or vacil-
lates: its origin being this: a woman melts fresh
butter, and what is thick thereof becomes mixed
with what is thin, and she is vexed and wearied
by her case, and knows not whether to raise the
fire with fuel, in order that it may become clear;
fearing that, if she do so, it will burn: thus she
is perplexed. (1.)

5: see 1.

j*s and w.A . see t.

;jt What remains upon a table of food. (S.)

,jC. What remnains ($, J) of a thling, (9,) or
of milk: (] :) the dregs; lees; or thick, or tNr.
bid, portion that sinks to the bottom of a thing,
beneath the clear portion. (TA in art. J,,.)
You say, 0ja. ; , , _e . [The clear part
of it went away, and the thick part of it re-
mained]. (A.)

.L., applied to milk, (Mgh, M.b,) and to a
liniment or the like, (A,) &c., (Msb,) Thick, or
thickening, (A, Mgh, Mqb,) and strong. (M.b.)
_[Henoe,] .1..h )1t. iHaving the soul [or

stomach] in a heaving state, agitated by a tendency
to eomit, or heavy: (TA :) or not in a good stat:
(A,Mgh:) and languid: (A:) and '.Z d._

o.t (, 1K) and Z' t&jS (V) a party
di~rdered [in soule or stomachs]. ($, K.) And
;jt tA woman feeling a little pain (1.) and
languor; as also t ;.. [or, more probably

, ;'_]. (TA.)

;1d. [fem. of , q. v. - And also, as a
subat.,] IA party of men: (1g, TA :) or 1a dene
body of men. (A, TA.)

- see .A..

L aor... inr. n. ;, said of a
beast of the ox-kind, (JK, $, Mob, 1,) or of a
bull, but not [;,%.] of a cow, (A 'Obeydl, TA,)
and of an elephant, (15,) He dunged. (JK, ,

MSb, 1.) [See also ]

4. k.,1 .I/e (a man, TA) kindled [dry dung
such as is called] . (g.)
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*/ Dung of a beast of the ox-kind; (JK,

!, Mgh, Myb, ;) as also *~: (Mlb:) or of
a bull: (IA', TA:) and of the elephant: ( :)
and metaphorically, of the camel; as used in a
trad.: or, accord. to AZ, compact dung of a beast
of the ox-kind, and of the sheep or goat, and of
any cloven-hoofed animal, and of the camel:

(TA:) pl. ,f'.l [a pl. of pauc.] (JK, 8, Mgb,

Mob, ) and j:&, (C], [a quasi-pl. n. like

,]) or J., (1 accord. to the TA, [like

kIe, q v., a' pL of j.,]) and 1 [originally

. ,],w (i,) these two from Fr. (TA.) ,
also signifies t A number of people in a state of

disperon: (Sgh, TA:) or 6, ;lI >

(JK.)

MrS: see the next preceding paragraph.

U~ , (JK, TA,) so in the Tekmileh, (TA,)

[or tL accord. to the Cg, there, with the ar-
licle, witten U1 ,] or f (]p accord. to the
TA,) The [kind of pouch caUlled] ';a , (JK, .K,)

and small [bag such as is termned] ,l. (JK,)
of the gatherer of [wild] honey, (JK, ,) which
he puts beneath the part betn'een his armp;t and
his flank., (TA,) and in rhich he deposits the
honey. (JK.)

1.t~ : see what next precedes.

J3a..

1. j' , (i , M.b, K, &c.,) nor. -, (K,) inf. n.

3., (S, Msb, &c.,) but not j, [though
authorized by the KL, in my copy of which I
find it thus written (not ".&.y as written by
Golius),] for this is a vulgar mistake for i"4.
or 0;, (Mgh, [so in my copy, but correctly
1*J. (which may be either a simple subst. or

an inf. n. of un.) or H.e,]) He reas, or became,
confounded, or perplexed, and unable to see his
right course, by reason of shame: (S., 0:) or
he was, or became, ashamed, and confounded, or
perplexed, and unable to see his right course, (T,
M,1 ,) [or, simply, ashamed, (see *J),)] in
conequence of a deed that he had done: (T, M,
TA:) thus j'lJI has a more particular sifni-
fication than ':JI: (TA:) or it is like :L'.
(Mqb.) -And He remained silent, (T, C,) or
· tiU, (M,) not apeaking nor moring. (]g.) _ And
He was, or became, in a confused and dubious
case, (JK, M,* !,*) so that he kntem not hore to
extricate himslf from it. (M, ](.) -_ Also, said
of a camel, tHe went in mud, and became like
him who is confounded, or perplexed, and unable
to sea his right course: (JK,*M,K,TA:) or
he stuck fast in mire. (T, TA.) _ And in like
manner, tHe became agitated, or convulsed, or
he struggled, orfloundered, vith his load: (JK:)
or 1J 4 J" he was oppressed by the load,
(, TA,) so that he was agitated, or convulsed,
or he struggled, orfloundered, beneath it. (TA.)
- And, said of a plant, or of herbage, tIt mas,
or became, tall, and tangled, or luxuriant, or
abundant and dense; (ISd, ], TA;) mad so

Bk. I.

j.h.l1 said of the kind of trees termed W;a..
(JK, V.) - [And, as inf. n. of J,] 3j
also signifies The bearing richness ill; as wthen,
being rich, one exults, or exults greatly or en-
cessively, and behaves insolently and unthankfully:
(S, *:) or the taking a wide, or an ample,
range, or being profuse, when rich. (TA.) It is
related in a trad. that he [Mohammad] said to the

wom en, ye ar i hn r; yj bo1,
(,* TA,) i. e. When ye are hungry, ye become
lo0ly, humble, or submissive, and cleave to the
dust, or earth; (S and TA in art. & ;) or ye
bedr poverty ill; (TA in the present art.;) and
vhen, ye are satiated, [ye bear richness ill; or]

ye exult, or exult greatly or excessively, and be-
have insolently and unthankfully. (S in the present
art.) [See also a verse of El-Kumeyt cited in the
first paragraph of art. An.] - And i. q. .. ,

[The being offected with disgust, loathing, or
aversion; the being vexed, grieved, disquieted by

grief, &c.] (1, TA. [In the CK, .,Il is er-
roneously put for ..j.l.]) - And The being
remiss in seeking subsistence. (]K.) - And The
being lazy, or indolent: (Az, ISd, 1 :) from the
verb in the sense explained in the second sentence
of this paragraph. (TA.) -And i. q. > j [The
being bad, corrupt, &c.]. (M, 1.) - Also, in
a shirt, tThe being much slit, or rent, in the
lower parts, or shirts. (Fr, K.)

2: see what next follows.

4. l·~ (S, M;b, R) i. q. *' , (Msb,*
K, TA,) inf. n. J5 4 .; (TA;) He, (S,) or it,
namely, an affair, or event, (TA,) caused him to
become confounded, or perplexed, and unable to
see hia right course, by reason of shame: (. in
explanation of the former:) [or caused hint to
become ashamed, and confounded, or perplexed,
and unable to see his right course, in consequence
of a deed that he had done: (see 1:)] or he said
to him ~. (Myb. [But it is not clear
whether this meaning be there assigned to both
of these verbs, or only to the latter of them.])
See also L

J part. n. of J"; (Mqb;) [Confounded,
or perplexed, and unable to see his right course,
by reason of shame: or ashtamed, and con-
founded, or perplexed, and unable to see his right
course, in consequence of a deed that he has done:
or, simply,] ashamed. ($, Myb.) - [Other
meanings are shown by explanations of the verb.]
- Applied to herbage, X Tall, (R., TA,) and
tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and dense,
and goodly, and ISd adds, full-grown: and
! .~ [in like manner], applied to the kind
of trees termed _., dense, or tangled, and
tall: or, applied to herbage, or pasturage, wide,
abundant, full-grown, that detains one so that
he stays among it, not passing beyond. (TA.)-
And, applied to a place, and a valley, tAbound-
ing with tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and
dense, herbage: (8:) or, applied to a valley,
(JK, ,) as also 3.r, (g,) : exceedingly
abundant in herbage: (R, TA:) or tangled, or
luxuriant, or abundant and dense, therewith;
(JK, ], TA;) resounding nith the humming of

flies. (JK.) -Also, applied to a garment,
tWide and long: (I8h, 1:) or ample: or sch
that tAe wearer is impded and clogged theirin:
(TA:) an4, so applied, told, and worn out:
(]p:) or t much dslit, or rment, in the lower parts,
or skhirts. (Fr, TA.)_And, applied to a J.
[or hore-cloth, or covering for a beast], (Ifh,
K,) [or] such a is put upon a camel, (I8h,)
That moes to and fro, or from side to side,
(I8h, K,) upon the camel, (ISh,) or upon the
horse, (15,) by reason of its width. (I8h.)

'.~l~i: see 1: [it seems to be most probably
a subst. signifying Confusion, or perplexity, and
inability to see one's right course, by reason of
shame: or dhanrme, and confusion, or perplsity,
and inability to see one's right course, in con-
sequence of a deed that one has done: or simply,]
i. q. :.' [dhame, or a sense of shame, &c.]. (&.)

see '.m;, in two places.

1. e*;i1 olad., nor. , (.,) or e;;Jl , ,

(A,) [nor., if accord. to rule, ;,] inf. n. ,, (T,)
He fu.rorved, or trenched, or clove, the ground;
(., L;) he made a furrow, or trench, [or fur.
rows, or trenches,] in the ground. (T, A.) The
latter (,,fol ) ,..) is also said of a torrent,
meaning It furrowed, or clare, the ground by

its course. (L.). , (L,) inf. n. , (L,s ,)
tlso signifies Hie, or it, nmarhed, scored, or im.
pressed, a thing: (L:) and made a mark or marks,
or an imnpression or impressions, upon a thing.

(L, Ig.0) You say, ,Atls_.t .-'l ~,~ffO
The horse mnarked, or scored, [or furrowed,] tho

ground with his hoofs. (L.) And __1 .

J.> I The tears mnade marks upon his cheeks.
(L.)_-Also He (a camel) clae a thing ntith
his .,o [or tush]. (L.) - And Loe cut a thing.
(IAV.)

2. *j., (as in the $ and 1g,) or .. ,
(as in one place in the L,) [both of which may
be correct, for the verb is said in the K to be
both intrans. and trans.,] His flesh became con.
tracted, shrunk, or wrinkled; ($,TA;) as also
t .. 3: (S, A,* I :) or his fljesh wasted so that
there appeared streaks upon his skin: (TA in
art. .,:) or he (a beast) became lan, or lankh,
or light of Jsh, or slender or lank in the belly,
so that his flesh became furrowed, or wrinkled :
and '., * ti,J his Jfesh became flaccid and
quivering, by reason of kleanness. (L.) And ;.4
t It (travel) rendered him lean and wasted:
( :) and so evilness of state or condition.
(A,* TA.)

3. ZW. t He oppos-'d him, being opposed by
him: (A:) or iw wa., or became, angered, or
enraged, against him, and opposed him in his
deed, or work. (g.)

5. .;3 It (the ground) became furrowed,
or cleft, by a torrent. (L in art. .) See
also 2, in two places. .. 1 i. * t The people
became divided into distinct bodies, or parties.
(L in the present art)
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6. 1;1.3 ! They opposed each other. (A,TA.)

, ($, Mb, ]5, &c.,) of the mauc. gender
(Lb, 5) only, (Lb,) and t* ,, with 0amm,
(:,) but the latter is rare, (TA,) The cheek; the
part extending from the circuit of the eye
(,4. l [in the C1 V1 ]) to the part
where the beard grows, on either side of the
face: (L, M9b, 1 :) or from the outer angle
of each eye to the extremity of the side of the
mouth: or the part bordering upon the nose,
on either side: (L,V1:) each of the i1JUi, in

the face: ($:) pl. of the former >.jii.: (M9b,
TA:) it has no other pl. (TA.) -The former
is also sing. of jj. meaning S The planhu on

the rigAt and left of the j;ji [or two boards

that lit agains the camel' ides] of the [vehicles
termed] lj (A, A, TA) and ;i: (A, TA:)

or signifies the plank (m..) of the :

and the pl. is ;&iJ, (15,) [a p). of pauc., but]
contr. to rule, (TA,) and (pl. of mult., TA)
;t1. and Xl.-. (1.)._Also tA side, or
lateral portion, of a [tract of high and rugged
ground such as is termed] JU. (A, TA.)_
And :An assembly, a company, or a congre.
gated body, (15, TA,) of men: (TA:) a ranh,
or clas, of men: (A, L:) and a race, or gene-

ration, of men. (L.) You say, .N L. 1l
,-J I t &amw a rank, or class, of men. (L.)

And 1 , (A,) or ; , (L,) 1.miJ 1., (A,
L,) t We slew, (A,) or he sley them, (L,) rank
after rank, (A, L,) and clas after class. (A.)

And ,1 .all . e t A race, or generation,
of men passed away. (L.)IA road. (IAa, 1.)
- See also ;jJ,I, in four places.
O4.1J . ..
Lm.: see ).,J, in four places: -and see

a-
also j,..

,b.: see l

;1.v. A mark made with a hot iron upon the
cheek t(, A, 1J) of a canel. (A.)

;... A furrow, trench, or channel, in the

ground; (e,A,1;) u also * (A,1) and
L~.: (]5:) a deep trench in the ground; as

also t i.: applied in the 1ur [lxxxv. 4] to a
deep trench into which, it being filled with fire,
some believers in the true God were cast by some
idolaters among whom they dwelt: (TA:) a
hole, hollow, cavity, pit, or the like, dug, or

excavated; (Mb ;) as also t L..: (S:) pl.

~,.!1 : (A,M^b:) the pl. of .is .is
(A;) and the pl. of t~. is ;,.. (TA.)_
A riulet, or streamlet; syn. Jj .; (Mob;)
ar also t .; (L, 1 ;) of which the pl. [of
pauc.] is c31., contr. to rule; and of mult.

;1. and X a1. (L.) _ 1t and't ;i. [tLe
latter probably a mistranseription for ;, pl.
of V;~,] Tho main or middle parts, or open
or obvious tracks, (,.d!,) of a road: (L:) [because
filrrowed by the feet of beasts and men.] -

).1 1J TAe furrows, or grooves, of well-
ropes, in a well; made by drawing them. (L.)

- J ^z ~The mark, of whips; (1;)
the furrows made by whip: upon the back. (L.)

jJ.dl! _a,e, (8,) or . ,,..b, (so in a
copy of the A,) X A blow, or stroke, or beating,
that furrows the ahin. (S, A,* TA.)

.! Each of the tushes, or canine teeth; the
two together being termed the J l 1 .. (L.)

*1,
;.i..* [A pillow, or cushion]: so called because

it is put beneath the cheek: (S, A, Mb:) pl.

i '1. (A, M.b.) - Also An iron implement
with which the ground is ftrrowed, trenched, or
clef. (S, L.)

l . A camel having the marh called 1l..
made upon his cheek. (S, A.)

;.G. t A man (L) lean, or emaciated; (S,
L;) having little Jflesh. (L) And the fem.,
with 3, tA woman fat but roasted in body [so
that she isfurrowed, or wrinhled]. (L.)

. w~~~~~~e

1. ',M.i, (8, 15,) aor. ', inf. n. , (TA,)
He smote him with a sword: (~, ] :) or he cut
him: (AZ:) or he smote him with a sword,
cutting the flesh, without cutting the bone: (T,
1 :) or he smote him on the head, (JK, Y',* TA,)
and the like, (JK,TA,) with a sword. (JK.)
.. ,- . signifies also The act of rending, or

cutting open, the skin and the filh together,
(J K, S, TA.) with the canine tooth. (JK, TA.)
- And The act of biting. (15.) You say,
a.t c.J.. The rpent bit him. ($.) -And

The act of lying, or saying what is untrue. (].)
You say, I,.. He lied. (JK, g.)- And The
act of milking much. (1.)

5. .- i3 He went a middling pace. (AV, K1.)

.,... Stupidity; (JK;) i. q. $a [which

means the same; or tallnes combined with
stupidity; &c.]: (S, K1:) and [simply] taUness,
or length; (S,* K, TA;) as also t .a. (TA.)
One says, ,.s .a.; gj There was, in

Na'tmeh, .t_4 [i.e. stupidity, c.-]: (~,TA:)
Na'imeh being the surname of Beyhes, (TA,)
who became the subject of a prov. respecting
the taking of blood-revenge: (1K in art. ~.i.:)
Beyhes EI-Fcz&ree, surnamed En-Na'ameh, [or
simply Na'ameh,] was one of seven brothers,
who were slain [in a case of blood-revenge],
except himself; he being left because of his
stupidity; for which he became proverbial. (TA
in art. ~..) One says also, .,o t.J
(lie is long-tongued; lit.] in his tongue is length.
(S.) - Also The act of making haste. (KL.)

,o. Cutting; or sharp: (IAV, 15:) applied
to a sword, and a spear-head, and a dog-tooth.
(IAa.) - See also ,., in three places.

... , 4 ,,

aa_: see .y

· S tj. I; [They fel into the

valley of Khadibdt]: a prov., applied to a man
who falls into perdition; or to one who mises
the object of hb aim, or pursuit: (A,, 15 :) mee,
respecting it, [Z", in] art. .,.. (TA.)

a-
r'. An old man. (A,15.) Great, big, or

bulky; (S, A, ] ;) applied to a man, (S,) or to
an ostrich, &c.; (1;) fem. with ;, applied to
a girl: (.:) great, and thick or coare or rude
[in make]: (TA:) big in the aide: (1sam
p. 439:) big and trong; applied to an old man:
(JK:) a man, and a camel, perfect and strong
in make: (A:) a camel strong and hardy (A,

, TA) and big. (TA.)

34' 1 , (JK,TA,) or aq. , (TA,) A
severe wound breaking the head. (JK, TA.)

.. ,i. (8, 15,) or ,;., (JK,) A con-
spicuous road: (JK, ., 1 :) so says Esh-Shey-
banee. (8.) And the latter, A way of acting
or conduct: so in the saying, A i. Lj; OCj

a.;JL [Such a one is follUoing a good, righteous,
or just, way of actinj or conduct]. (TA.)_-
Opinion, jud4jnent, or cousel: (K :) so in the
saying, d4oh,- ;.. [Iforsok himn and his
countel]. (TA.)_ One's first, or original,
a#;iir, concern, or business: (AZ, JK, S, 1 :)
so in the saying, /i. U. k."l [Apply tAy-

self to thy first, or thine originial, affair, &c.]
(AZ, JK, 8.)

44,: see the next preceding pagragTph.

p.!.i. (8,05) and ,.a (JK) and .,j i..-.,,
(S, 15,) applied to a man, (JK,¥,) Stulpid;
(JK;) characterized by t [i. c. stupidity, or
taUnes comnbined with stupidity, &c.]; (S,1;)
and [simply] by tallness: (1: [in which l
is said to be syn. with jj :]) fern. [of the

first], applied to a woman, ',.: (S :) and the
first, one who cannot restrain himself, by reason
,!f œtupidity: (TA:) and the same, (1,) or

·~ ~, (JK,) one who goes his own way, at
random, or heedlessly, without any certain aim
or objert, or without consideration, not obeying
a guide to the right course, (JK, 1g, TA,) by
reason of ignorance, (JK,) or from boldness.
(TA.)_-Also [the fem.] ap.., applied to any
[she-] animal, That is wont to wound, and hill,
and eize its prey and break its neck. (lAr.)
And ; <._ and . [A dart,orjavelin,]
that i,fiicts a wride wound. (1K.) And L'
*'. (S,) and fI. i. , (K:,) [A thrut,

and a blow,] with which the J [or belly,
&c.,] is asaulted: (.,K :) or thc former, a wide
thrust or wound with a s,Iea,o~ the like: and
the lattcr, a continuous and long act of beating.
(TA.)_ And t' LJ A coat of mail that is

smooth, or pliable, (:.;J, JK, S, K,) and (so in
the JK, but in the .K "or") wide. (JK,15:.)

,.a;: see the next preceding paragraph.

1. a nor.: (Q, M.b, 1) and , (1,)
inf. n. tl.,, (E, X ,') or this is a simple subst.,

A

1
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(MNb,) She (a camel, AZ, $, M sb, 19, and any a

cloven-hoofed or solid-hoofed animal, AZ, M sb, i r

TA, or sometimes another female, TA) cast her

youg one before the completion of the days of

gestation, (AZ, Ilt, g, Mqb, V,) to which l1oot ti

adds, (M#b,) en if it Pere comlpketly formed; u

(,MIb ;) u also I j ; (Itll, Mqb;) P

and t , inf. a. ; (TA:) or, as

some say, she as t her young one wrhen her preg.

nacy had become apparent, between the com-

menee of it fornation and the period a

ittle before the completion; as also o t b

I"j; but see the latter verb below: (Mqb:) or (

she (a camel) cast her young one in a defective [

oa4a, before the time: or without any hair upo)n

it: or miscarried, bringing forth merely blood:

and Thibit mentions the last but one of these

significationa as relating to a human being: (TA:) J

or you say of a woman, t&.J. o j i and (

;: i; 1 in one and the same sense, (Aboo- n

Kheyreh, TA,) meaning she cast her factux in a

suck a state that its form had become apparent:

and jste mixcarried, bringinfg forth nerely

lblood: when she has brought it forth before its

hair has grown, one anys of her : so says I

Az. (TA.) - Anid o t lIe (a nsan) was, or

became, defiident in a limb, or member. (A.) _

See abo 4, in two places.

2: se L.

4. ;m l She (a camel) broaojht forth hter

youg one imlC;efe,etlyformed, ($, Malt, K,) eren 

if the period of gestation were .omplete: (S, K )
or so .ljii; ; l and he former, she brought

forth her youttng ine imperfectly firmed at the

crompletion of tlhe period: (1Ist, MAb:) or she

browght forth hser yoryng one completcly formeed

before the proper time ofbrinygiogfoy.th. (TA.)

See also 1, in two plisces. llence, (TA,)

a;:11 ;1d, (TA*r, S,) or a 5 l, Qg,) [Te
winter, or tlhe spriny or summer (but more pro-

bably the former),] lhad litile rain. (IA9ir, S, K,

TA.) And il , (T,TA,) or
(TA,) tDThe lonvreof the 7reo wooden instruments
for producing fire]failcd to emit fire. (T, TA.)

And tx&s.l t lIe rendered a man defective in a

*imb, or member: said of God. (A.) And t lIe
performed incompletely his prayer; (Es.Sara-

Vuu4ce, A, M9b;) or so ? t &h : (Mb :) and

in like manner, (i. e. the former verb,) t a saluta-

tion: (TA, from a trad. :) and t/ke performed

unoundly his affair: (A, TA:) and S he formed
unsoundly his opinion. (A.)

til 1. : W C ..g: see .

tldm inf. n. of 1 in the first of the senses

explained above; (@, g;') or a simple subst.
therefrom; (Myb;) or a subst. from 4 in the
firt of the senses explained above. (Mgli.) Sec

also Il . -And hence, (Mqb,) t Dejfct, or

deficiency. (AH, A, Mgh, Myb, TA.) -

1, (1, A, Mgh, Ii,) in wihichi the latter word

is an inf n. used as an epithet, (A,) or for

1,M. ;.ll, (Mgh, TA,) Prayet incompletely

performed; ($,A, Mgh, ]p;) as also

707
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nd t L 1-.: (A:) applied in a trad. to prayer

n which the FiPtiah is not recited. (~, Mgh,

'A.) And t , . .': in which [likewise]

he latter word is for tL.4 . , or is an inf. n.

sed as an epithet, t Pilgrimage incomjletely

8', p
performe r (ar p. 392.) -Also a pl. of tr3. 2

TA.)
0 '- 0- .

3 : see il. -and see also

The young one of a camel brought forth f

bfore the completion of the days [(of gestation],
(, K,) even if it be completely formed; ( ;) 

and so, accord. to rule, * ~. .]_See also ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,i. 

R .a. - It is applied in a trad. respecting the s

por-rate to A calf one year old, or undler, that 

till follows its mother; resembling a i ;

properly so called] in the smallness of its limbs,

inld in its having less strength than a or

a;!.(TA.)

A she-camel (or a female of another

kinl, TA) casting her young one before the conm-
Wletion of the days [of gestation], (S, A, R,)

cren if it be completely formed ; (S, A;) as also

, .i., of whi,) the pl. is . and .lj,.

and . : or a she-camel casting her young

one in a defectire state, before the time. (TA.
[See 1, of which it is the act. part. n. And see

also t 4 ]) [Hence,] 1 A man deficient in

a limb, or nmember. (A. [See also .])
J-?' - %°see C:%..

6& i L : see .

The young one of a camel brought forth

impelfctlyefore(l,, even if the period of gestation

hare been completed; (iKt, S, A,1];) as also
* ,*a- 0 .

v .t... (TA) and * . . [q. v.] (A,TA)

and and t .. : (TA:) or brought
forth completely formed before the p7o0er time
of liringhyig forth. (TA.) -: t A man made de-

ficient in a limb, or member: (A:) or defective

in make. (TA, from a trad. [Se also .])

And JI1 .t A man deficient in the arm, or

hand. (A, , Mgh, ]~.) aB. M . : see

'~ (s, A, R,) and ; (TA) A she-

camel bringingforth her young ote imperfectly
formed, ecen if the period of gestation be com-
plete: (S, A, .K, TA:) or bringing fnoth her
young one completely formed beJore the proper

time of bringi,# forth. (TA. [See also .])

*t,1 and V l. '$1; [A she-camel that
usually casts her young before the completion of
the days of gestation, even if completelyformed:
(see 1:) or] a she-camel tAg usually bring.
forth her. youtng imnperfectly drmed, (A, TA,)
even if at the proper time, (A,) or before the
proper time: (TA:) or that usually brinjs forth
her young completely formed bejfore the proper
time of bringingtj forth. (TA.)

: see : and see also .

1. '. and j , s intranUL v.: see 4, in six

ilaees: -and for the former, as a trans. v.: see

I, in two places. -;.., aor. , inf. n. 
aid of a limb, (M sb, I a;) nd of the body, (TA,)

ad ,js.u, inf. n. as above, said of the leg or

fnot, (, A,) and of the arm or hand, (TA,) It
Pas, or became, benumbed, or torpid, or affseted

by a languidnesu, or laxity, (?, Myb, ],) or by a
icavines, (lAar,) and an impotence of ~erciing
notion, (IA%r, Msb,) or by a contraction of the

inews; (TA;) said of the leg or foot [&c.],

it became asleep. (TA in art. j..)_Alsoi6,,
nf. n. as above, t He became languid from

drinking wine or medicine. (TA: but only the
nf. n. of the v. in this sense is there mentioned.)

And t lie was, or became, lazy, or slothfIul, and
languid. (1K,' TA: but in this instance, also,

only the inf. n. is mentioned.) And 1U/: .!r

(S, A) His bones became feeble. (A.) And

' .;. (A, (A,) inf. n. as above, (]g,) S His eye
became languid: (], TA:) or became heavy,
(A, ],) by reason of rubbing, (A,) or from a

mote in it. (A, .K.) - And '., (TA,) inf. n.

as above, (1, TA,) said of the day, (TA,) t It
became intensely hot: - aind t intensely cold:

(K, TA: [see also the part. n. ·j]). :).- and
tit was, or became, calm; without wind, and

without a breeze. (A, TA.)

2. j.-., (A, Msb,) inf. n. JAL; (V ;) and

s.u., (A, M sb,) inf. n. jt~l; (12;) and

· . , , (Mhb,) inf. n. ;; (1.;) ie, (M ab,)
or they, namely, her fan:ily, (A, Myb,) made a
girl to keep herself behind, or within, tlhe curtain;
(A, Msb, 1 ;) and kept her.from menial employ-
,nents and from going out to accomplish her

wants. (Myb.) - [Hence,] sj.S. t She (a
gazelle) concealed her young one in a covert of
trees or the like, or in a hollow. (TA.) And
t j,..1 It (a lurking-place) concealed a lion;
(1, TA;) [as also tj.: (seea jj :)] and

t it (anything) prevented a thingfroin being seen.

(TA.) - [And hence,] ; t It (rain) confined
people in their houses or tents. (TA.) And

.Mtj.1 t It (night) confined, detained, or with.

held, a person. (TA.) nSee also 4, where it is
app. a mistranscription for j.~j. .j. (A)
und Vjl (10) also signify It ntade a limb,

(II,) and the body, (TA,) and a leg or foot, (A,)

and an arm or a hand, (TA,) to become j.m,

i. e. benumbed, &c. (A, 1~, TA. [See ;..])
You say, xU l sy., meaning Long. sitting

[lit. the sitting-plartes] made his legs, or feet, to
be in that state. (A, TA.)

3. [Hte acted covtly with me]. (A,

TA. [In both, ~j, is coupled with ])

4. - ' She (a girl) kept herself behind, or
within, the curtain; (Es-Sara4usee, Mb ;) s
also t :;9.J3, (A, TA,) and V .Tjj,,t-l, and
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t It (night) confined, detained, or with.

held, 

a pemn. (TA.)~ See also 4, where it is

app. 

a mistmnacripfion for ~j�& (A)

uvid 

Vjj%&I (1�.) also Bignify It ntade a linth,

(]g,) 

and the body, (TAJ and a leg or foot, (A,)

and 

an arm or a band, (TAJ to become jm�,

i. 

e. benumbed, &c. (A, ]�, TA. [See

You 

say, x�tQI meaning Long.sitting

[lit. 

else sitting-platul made his legs, or feet, tt)

be 

in that state. (A,TA.)

1, 1
3. 

[He acted c~ ly with me]. (A,

TA. 

[ 1 n both, jA?b&,,d is coupled with

4. 

Sits (a girl) kept herseV bokind, or

within, 

tit# curmin ; (F&-Sar4usoe, Meb ;) u

also 

t zoj;ai.3, (A, TAJ and V -T!j.WA 1, and

nd 

t IL: (A:) apOed in a trad. to prayer J~ : beec- andsee~

a 

which the Fifibah is not recited. (�, Mgh,

W) 

And [likewise]

�e 

latter word is for or is an inf. n.

1. 

and u intraUL VL: we 4, in six

zed 

u an epithet, tPilgiimage incomrletely

.1, 

places:~ and for the former, u a tmns. v.: ace

erformeA 

(yu p. 392.)~Aloo a pl. of Vj'.' 2, in two placeL aor. inf n.

TA.)
1 

' 9 ' 0 .1 said of a limb, (Mqb, and of the body, (TA.)

3J,&. 

: see and see also C:~ .

and 

& in£ n. u above, said of the log or

The 

young one of a camel broughtforth foot, (?, A,) and of the arm or hand, (TAJ It

the 

compktion Of the day# (Oir gestation], was, or became, benumUd, or torpid, or affseted

E5, 

emn if it be completely formed; ($ 0 by a languidnau, or laxity, (?, Mqb, V,) or by a

and 

so, accord. to mle, See also heavinta, (IA*r,) and an impotence of ~rcWnq

motion. 

(IA%r, Mobj or by a contraction of the

It 

is applied in a tmd. respecting the sinew$; (TA;) said of the leg or foot [&c.],

1 1
roor-mte 

to A calf one your old, or untler, that itbecameasleep. (TAinartj-,�.)-Alsoj.�&,

tillfollow.,r 

its mother; resembling a 1 * bomme lan

Ci..W. 

inf. n. u above, t R guid from

properly 

so called] in the smallness of its limbap driitking wine or medicine. (TA: but only the

ind 

in its havincy lew stren(Y . ; inf. n. of the v. in this sense is there mentioned.)

Oth 

a � - or

(TA.) 

And t.1It was, or became, lazy, or slothful, and

languid. 

(1�,0 TA: but in this instance, abo,

A 

she-camel (or a female of another only the inf. n. is mentioned.) And lrjj.�"

drid' 

($, A) 1 His bones became feeble. (A.) And

, 

TA) casting her young one before the com-

Welion 

of the days [of gestation], (?, A, ]�,) jjj.,x&, (A,) inf. n. m above, (]g,) t His eye

!ren 

if it be completely formed ; (8, A;) as also became languid: (1�,TA:) or becaine heavy,

of 

hi,), the pl. is and l�& (A, V,) by reason of rubbing, (A,) or from d

and 

or a she-camel casting hor younq mote in it. (A, l�.) - And jxl, (TAJ inf. n.

one 

in a (lefectire state, before the time. (TA. asabove, (1�, TA,) said of the day, (TA,) t .19

became 

intensely hot: - zind f intensely cold:

[See 

1, of which it is the act. part. n. And ace 0 '

also 

* ` ' necj 1 A nian de .(K, TA: [see also Lhe part. n. J-.%&. j) - and

C:.MMJ) 

- [He fictent in

a 

lippib, or nieniber. (A. [See also : it mm, or became, calm; without wind, and

without 

a breeze. (A, TA.)

see
2. 

j�&, (A, Meb,) inf. n. and

see tjml, 

(A, MC1),) inf. n. (1�;) and

The 

youncy one of a camel brouglitforth (Meb,) inf. n. (1�;) He, (Meb,)

0 

j

even 

if the period of gestation or they, namely, her flawily, (A, Mqb,) made a

hare 

been compleled; (]Kt, S, A,1�;) as also girl to keep hersey behind, or within, the curtain;

4 

j a . 0 . . (A, Meb, ]g;) and kept lter.fpom menW employ-

(T,,%,) 

and * CiJ;- [q. v.] (AJA) ments and from going out to accompli&4 her

and 

and (TA:) or brought wants. (Mqb.) - [Hence,] tShe (a

forilt 

comjpletely fop-nted bef(pre the ppolmr time gazelle) concealed her yourig one in a covert of

(f 

bringhty foreh. (TA.) - t A man made de- trees or the like, or in a hollow. (TA.) And

ficient 

in a lippib, or witpuber: (A:) or Ie�,, liv; t jb&l 1 It (a lurkintplace) concealed a lion;

in 

make. (TA, from a tmd. [See also (1�, TA ;) [as also 'V (am ffl aiid

t 

it (anything) prevented a thingfi.om being men.

And 

jQ1 t A man deficient in the arm, or

1 

Cs. _� 0 . ; ! 3 4 ' ' (TA.) - [And hence,] j�& t It (rain) confineti

hand. 

A, Mgh, J_. Bee people in their houses or tents. (TA.) And

tjvwl 

tlt (night) confined, detained, or with.

held, 

a per&On. (TA.)~ See also 4, where it is

aq 

�--

A, 

]�,) and (TA) A abe-

app. 

a mistmnaeripfion for ~j.%& (A)

camel 

bringing forth her young otte imperfectly uvid Vjj&I (1�) also Bignify It ntade a linth,

formed, 

e-cen if the period of gestation be coski- Q(,) and the body, (TAJ and a leg or foot, (A,)

plete: 

(�, A, �C, TA:) or bringing forth her

young 

oite completely formed bejbre the proper and an arm or a hand, (TAJ to become jm�,

time 

of brinqiiiyforth. (TA. [See also i. e. benumbed, &c. (A, ]�, TA. [See

You 

say', �&tQI meaning Long.sitting

and 

t�& Z'011 [A she-camel litat

c 

1 [lit. the sitting-plates] made his legs, or feet, to

usually 

casts her young before the completion of be in that state. (A, 'f A.)

the 

days of gestation, even Y contpletelyformed..

(see 

1:) or] a obe-camet tAig& usually bri?#g.,t 3. [He acted c~ ly with me]. (A,

forth 

hey. yourtg itnl)eifectiyyd�med, (A,TA,) TA. [ 1 n both, jA?b&,,d is coupled with

even 

if at the propei. time, (AJ or before the

propor 

time: (TA:) or that usually briwj&f0�-th 4. Sits (a girl) kept horsey bokind, or

Aff 

young completely formed bejbre the ppopff ivithin, tit# curtain; (E&-Sar4uo$ee, Meb ;) u

time 

of Ininginqforth. (TA.) also (A, TAJ and V z>WA 1, and

RQ 
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[Boo 1I.

j.- , j>jd.. (TA.) -[Hence,] tj.;
[in the C] ,ij,. (app. a mistranscription)] and
tj r1I t He concealed, or hid, himself; (V,
TA;) as also *;'., like t& [in measure]:

(TA:) whence the saying, . , ; *-t. ',
i.e. [The small isolated mountain, or the like;]
becameu concealed by the mirage. (TA.) [Hence
also,] jJ.l t He (a lion) kept himself in hiJ
lurking-place; ($, A, ;) as also t j,. and
tjJ;, (TA,) or &. .; ;j.. (A, TA.) And
t It (a bird) remained in its nest. ($.) And
+ He (a man) remained, stayed, or abode; ($,

;) gt;4 in a place; as also tJ&, inf. n.

jw.; (] ;) and 11 ,. among his family.
($.) And .*;., (,;) inf.n. ;j (],) t He (a
gazelle) remained behind the herd; not going
with it: ($, ]:) and Ah (a beast) remained
behind; not overtaking, or coming up with, the
others. (TA.) And IfI1 t They entered upon
night [and so became concaled from view]. (TA.)
And t They entered upon a day of rain, and of
clouds or mist, and of wind: (g :) or rain canme
upon them. ($.) -- ,~Js as a trans. V.: see 2,
in four places.

5: see 4, in two places.

8: see 4, in three places.

;),~ AI curtain (, A, Mqb, g) that is ex-
tendedfor a girl in a part of a howue, or chamber,

or tent; as also je.I: ( :) and hence, (M,)
any chamsber, or houe, or tent, or the like, that
conceal# a person: (M, 1:) or a chamber, or
houe, or tent, in which is a woman; not other-
wise: (Mb :) pl. [of mult.] ],. (A, Msb, 1)
and [of pauc.] 1jl,J, and pl. pl. [i. c. pl. of the

latter of thee two, or pl. of .. ] j.
(]s.) -[And hence, A vehicle composed of]
piecs of wood set up over the saddle (%,J) of
the camel, and curtained with a piece of cloth;
(] ;) i. e. a 4j. (TA.)_[Hence also,] :The
lurking-place of a lion. (S, , TA.) -.. See also
what next follows.

·- j: inf. n. of>.t [q. v.]. (Mob, g.) 
Also, and t;., t The darkness of ni'ght: ( :)
or darkneu absolutely; as also t ~: (TA:)
or this last signifies intene darkneu: (, TA:)
or, accord. to some, the night consists of five
.divisions, ~ a. n and ' and '4 and j '
and ;,. .; so that this last signifies the last [of
five divisiou] of the night: or, accord to Kr,
the division next before this is called 
(TA.)-tA dark place: (1K:) or adark, and
lom or d~epred, place. (I[am p. 234.)_ See

also -l,1. - t Rain: ($, 1 :) or clouds, or
mist, and rain. (ISk.) _ See also 5M

j~. J ,D
) .: see I

.%., applied to a limb, Afficted witlh . ,
or numbnes, &c. (].)- [Hence,] iij. '
and . 1 An eye in a languid state: or
heavy, by reason of rubbing, orfrom a mote in it.
(TA.) And , j. j :[A gazelle, or young

gazele, &c., with languid eyes,] as though drowsy,
(?, A,) by reason of the motionlss state of its eye,
and its neaknes&. (A.) , -..e tA day in-
tensely hot: (Lth :)-and [intensely cold: (see
j; :) or] cold and damp: (TA:) or damp:
(.:) or rainy, and cloudy or misty: (Az :) and
;j. &T tA night cold and damp: (TA:) or

damp. (s.)_ See also ~i'.

·. s'; tA rain. (TA.)

;ij. [i. q. ;J (inf. n. of ) as meaning
Numbness, &c., or] heainess of a leg, and ina-
bility thereof to walk. (IAr.) - See also

a- -

S.j t A black ma: ( :) as though a rel. n.

from AJ, ;'J . [The darkness, or intense dark-

ness, of night]. (TA. [See also a ...1])

.JjA-: see tI., in two places.

tL.q1 :A dark night; ($,A,]g;) as also
,t1 .i (g) and f>. (A) and ' .and

t;. and ;.. (L.) tA black cloud. ($.)
tA camer intensely black: (S, ]:) fem. with 5.
(S. [See also LjS..]) Black hair. (A.)

And 'At.J aJlt&. tA black-haired girl. (A.)

- -~1 also signifies tAn eagle; (S, j;)
because of its colour; (S ;) i. e. its intense black-
ness. (IB.) In the following verse,

Ia -, I -, .25-

[which may be rendered, As though a black eagle
spread in the sky itsx wing], Th says that the poet
may mean, by Utti&, the bird [so called], or a
banner, or garments of the kind called t,H!, which
they spread over them. (TA.)

>;s. (S A, 1) and t;a (A, TA) [originally
Keeping behind, or witihin, the j,s, or curtain.

And hence,] IA lion keeping, or abiding, in
his lurking-place: (A,* K,* TA:) or entering
into it. (S, TA.) And the former, and t,
tA gazelle ,emaining behind the herd; not going
with it: and ta beast that remains behind; not
overtaking, or coming up with, the others: and
l.'u- likewise signifies t a camel that is in the

rear of the other canmelr; that remains behind
them, and when it sees them go on, goes on with
them. (TA.) ~*;.I. signifies also tLanguid,
and lazy, or slothfil. (S.)-And tA gazelle
haring feeble bones. (TA.)

.us.l: [fem. 1 j:] see 5,j&. s. -s
~,.1.: see j... s.9 ,A: see what next

follows.

.)Od.l Awrild an: ($, 1:) so called from a
certain stallion namedj4.*l1: (TA:) some say,
(TA,) this was a horse, (A, TA,) belonging to
Ardasheer, that became wild: (A:) and some say
that he was an ass: or so called in relation to
El-'Irk, but 18d says, I know not how this is:

(TA:) the pl. is A.s.I; (A;) and ;

*j.f~~1 is used as a pl.; (TA;) and [in like
manner] j. 3j.1l );o means the [wild] se-

asses. (TA in art. ;?.') --_ ZJM1 .A certain
race of horses: so called from a stallion named

j~.. (V.)
.9 0.

jj.I: see j .

j~ and j : am e s .

;-: see j .:-- and je: -^and see
also S

i~. (,A, A,) and t,Sl- and tI.u~
(O) A girl kept behind, or within, the curtain.
( A, A, .)-And ; (TA) and t;lj,L; (A,
TA) A curtained [vehicl of the kind caUled]
t,.~. (A, TA.) - [And hence,] t;:~ and
j,as~ (in some copies of the g and in the TA
j ,s~ and t>;,) IA lion concealed in his

lurking-place. (g, TA.)

.;, and ;Sj.~ : see what next precedes,
in thlree places.

1. ,l:, (Az, $, A, t.~,) aor. , (S, Mb, ,)
inf. n. -%Z,., (Mgh, Mb,) He scratched him, or
it, (namely, the face, Ax, $, Mgh,) with tahe nails,
so as to caun blkeding or not; (Az, $,* Mgh,
TA;) i. q. & *: (Az, A, , TA:) he wounded
hitn in the outer shin, so as to make it bleed or
not: (Msb :) he lacerated it, namely, the skin,
(A,K,) little or much: or tore off its surface
with a stick or the like. (].) You say, ,
21. c l,... She scratched her face with
heer nails in the upper parts of wtha4 appeered
thereof, so as to make it bleed or not, on the
occasion of aJfiction. (Az. TA.)

2. '...:, (S, TA,) inf n. u. , (A, TA,)
[meaning He tratched him, or it, (namely, the
face,) with the nails, vehmently, or much,] is
with teshdeed to denote intensiveness, or muchnes.
(S, TA.) - [Hence,] 
IA little rain [such as scratched the ground in
many places] fell upon the land. (A, TA.)

. ,1J] -,dj., inf. n. a~L.. and 5,ljm,
I scratched the man's face with my nail, he
cratching myface in like manner. (TA.)

,.A., an inf. n. used as a subot, (Mgh, M,b,)
The mark made by scratching mith the nails,
(Mgh, M9b,0 ],*) whether it cause bleeding or
not: (Mgh:) pl. 4,, ($, A, Mgh, M,b, K,)
which is syn. with 3. (;,TA.)

a, .t. In his heart is somewhat of hurt.
(A, TA.)

1. es.., (TA,) [aor.: ,] in. n. (Bl in
ii. 8,) He hid it, or concaked it; (TA;) as also
t s,,~1, (M9b, TA,) inf. n. 1i'Z. (TA.) _-

1

I

1

1

1
r

!

1

1

1

i

(TA:) 

the pl. is (A;) and QA;4

ifi 

umd as a pL; (TA;) and [in like

a 9
manner] 

jSjZ-31 :#t;o means tlto [wild] the-

asses. 

(Ti'in art. ;,?.) Z* #�l A mrtain

If,Cl.' 

'Of horses: so caRed from'a stallion named

J-%&I. 

(V.)

0 

.9*i 

06

no 

J~.

and;~: 

ace oi

J.%i~: 

ace j,��6 : -and jia" ^and see

also

and 

V;jw.* and 1P31~

(g) 

A girl kept behind, or mitAin, tAt curtaimk

M 

A, g.)-And (TA) and fl j ` ' (A,

TA) 

A curtained [reitick of the kind caued]

(A, 

TA.) - [And hence,] fj~ and

(in 

ies of the g and in the TA

j~ 

and ti 1 A lion cone~ in kis

Itirking-place. 

(g, TA.)

and 

#j3~: oee what next precede�,

in 

tliree places.

1. 

ili�., (Az, $, A, &e-,) aor. Mqb, Vj

Zo'
in£ 

U. 1. -%d., (Mgh, MA) He scratched itim, or

it, 

(namely, the face, Az, $, Mgh,) witia tA# nails,

so 

tu to cause bkeding or not; (Az, $,* Mgh,

'V 
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Boox I.]

[And hence, app.,] (IM, g,) inf . as above,
(Lb,) tHe doubled it, or folded it, one part upon
another; namely, a garment, or piece of cloth.
(Lb, g, TA.) -[And hence, also, accord. to
some,] e. o, aor. ', inf n. .. (Q, Mgh, Msb,
1) and , (AZ, ?, ],) or the latter is a simple

subst., (Mqb, TA,) and ia4 ., (TA,) or this

[also] is a simple subst., (Mib, TA,) like l1,
[which is also an inf. n. of 3,] and like a., (TA,)
He deceivd, deludd, beguiled, circumented, or
outwitted, him; syn. ;. (?, Mgh, 1 ;) and
desired to do to him a foul, an abominable, or an
evil, action, without his kowming whence it pro-
ceeded: (g,] :) or he dissembled [or acted de-.
ceitfully) with him; pretended to him the con-
trary of what hi concealed: (TA:) or he made
Aim to resign, or relinquish, the object that he had
in view, by pretending to him something the con-
trary of what he concealed: 5Er-Rtghib, B :)
and t as.kl, (, TA,) inf. n. Q' (S) [and
t, ], signifies the same; (* TA;) as also

.J1.l; and Vt .3; and .,A., inf.n.
-tA'.: (TA:) or this last signifies he deceired

him, ddeluded him, beguiled him, circumvented
him, or outwitted himn, much: (KL:) [and of
another of these verbs we find the following va-
rious explanations :] ~S i is syn. with eaq.'
[which has the first of the meanings assigned
in this sentence to ,. ; or signifies he practised
with him mutual deceit, debltsion, guile, or citreum-
ention; he deceired him, &c., being deceived,

&c., by him; and this latter meaning, if not cach
meaning, may be intended here by #,.dtb.; for
Bd says, (in ii. 8,) that Liat l. is between two]:
(TA:) or it signifies he strove, endearoured, or
desired, to deceive, delude, beguile, circumvent,
or outwit, him; (AAF, L;) [agreeably with
what is said by Keml P&sha Z(delh, (as I find
in a marginal note in a copy of the MS, and also
in the Kull p. 178,) that one says of a man
.&.. when he has not attained his desire, and

pm. when he has attained his desire ;] for many
a verb of the measure J&U relates to one only;
as in the instances of ,:i J, and ;24
j.il: (L:) or it signifies, [like te,] he prc-
tended to him something different from that irhich
was in his mind. (]4.) It is said in the Kur
[ii. 81], t l zt i ', (TA,) mean-
ing 17tey pretend, to God and to those who hare
belieed, something different from that which is
in their minds, by concealing unbelief and pre-
tending belief; for when they do thns to the
believers, they do thus to God: (K :) and again,
[in iv. 141], ..* & Mj ;hi!i *I V& [They
strie, endeavour, or desire, to deceive God, or]
they think that they deceive God, but lie is [their
deceiver, i. e.,] the requiter, to them, of their

e;.t [or deceit, &c.]: (TA:) or the meaning is
[they deceime] the friends of God: (S:) and
[agreeably with this last rendering, and that given
in the lg,] Aboo-1layAh reads, in the former pas-
sage, ~i' ~ .: (TA:) [which passage con-
tinues thus :] .- l ' to, , .s [but they
do not deceive any mae thaemelves]; i. e., the re-

sult of their ?s [or deceit] does not bejal any

save thmselves: ( :) here, again, Aboo-.Hay/h
reads X9 .: (TA:) Muiirri1 reads t
?v ··,s2h, meaning ci. (].) Accord.

to IAir, .lt signifies ljJ. e [meaning ehe
preventing from discovering, or accepting, the
truth]. (L.) [",He deceived him," or the like.
seems to be generally regarded as the primary
signification of rc. , for it occupies the first
place in all the lexicons to which I have access:
bat Bd says (in ii. 8) that this meaning is from
E;. said of the , and that the primary sig-
nification of ;., is the act of "concealing:"
the action of the ., however, as will appear in
what follows, implies, and originates from, a
desire of deceit; and so, often, does the act of
concealing.] -[Hence, app.,] J,e I gained
the mastery over him. (TA.) __ , (Lth, TA,
&c.,) aor. ', inf. n. , (TA,) said of a [lizard
of the kind called] ,, [as though meaning
either u,.11%j4 w. It deceived the hunter, or

A '- t,. it concealed itself,] signifies it cntered
into its hole; (Ltlh;) as also o . :
(S, :) or it scented a man, and therefore en-
tered its hole, in order that it might not be caught;
as also ?tta.il : (TA:) or it entered into its
hole in a tortuous manner: and in like manner,
a gazelle into its corert: but mostly said of a

.. : (Ahu-l-'Omeythil:) also said of other
things: (Lth:) of a fox, meaning he took to
going to the right and left, deceitfully, or guile-
Jilly: and of a man, meaning he hid himsey
from another: and he assumed a disposition not
his own. (TA.) [See also , below.] 

Hence, i. e. from i. said of the ,, (A, TA,)

1 s 5 &. 'i t The disc of the sun set; (A,

K,TA;) like . (TA in art. .)_
[And] a. llis eyje sank, or became
dlepressed, in his head. (Lb, ]~, TA.) [Also
meaning tHits eye did not sleep: for] N .ZI&
· 1.A signifies tlte jeye didl not sleep. (TA.)
[IIence also, as indicated in the S,] :. & t
a_.. L& ,. ,t[A slumbeir did not enter my

eye]: (S:) or l .; :., c L, (so in the

L,) or ,, i. e. ', (so in the TA,) meaning
ta sltumber did not par by his eye. (L, TA.)
[And from the same source have originated
several other tropical significations, of which exs.

here tollow.] j'1 C.s. ? The affairs va-
ried in their state; or were, or became, variable.

(,Ib-'Abbad, .)_ l -, 1, (.S,,) inf. n.
Gj&, (TA,) :[The market varied in its state;
at one time being brisk, and at another time dull,
in reqpect of trafic: (see t3.., below:) or] the
market became dull in respect of trafci; (S, ;)
as also tt..;1l; (Lb,TA;) or tj."I: (Q:
[but 35.. is generally fem. :]) and, as some say,
it became brisk in respect of traffic: thus it ap-
pears to have two contr. significations: (TA:)
and °.t1 e.,. 7The price became high, or dear.

(TA.).. Said of a man, iM also signifies t.His

wealth, (:, TA,) and the like, (TA,) became
small in amount, or little. (], TA.) Said of
a time, inf. n. , lIt rain becanm little:
(TA:) and of ram, lIt became little. (!, TA.)

8Said of spittle, or saliva, 5It dried: (f, 9,
TA :) or it became little, and dried, in the mouth:
(A, TA.) or it became deJicient; and when it
becomes deficient, it becomes thick; and when it
becomes thick, it becomes stinking: (TA:) or
it became corrupt: (IA4r, TA:) and in' like
manner, said of a thing, it became corrupt, or
bad. (TA.) [See also otL, below.] -Said of
a generous man, (V,) *rHe rfrained [from
giving], (, L/, /,) and rc~f . (L.) You say,

, -fij LS; Xj J 1 b :[Such a one ued to
give; then Ae refrained, and re.fiuse. (f.) 
eU;- aor. ', inf n. n.%, Hie cut, or ewerd,

his [vein called the] (. (TA.)

2. .,, inf. n. : ee 1, third sentence.

_- . He was deceited, deluded, beuiled,
circumvented, or outwitted, repeatedly, o that he
became experienced: or he wa deceivd, &c., in
war, time after time, so that he becameu skhil:
or he becamc experienced in affairs: or he beeame
esperienced in affairs, sound in judgment, cun-
ning, and guileful. (TA.)

3. e1js-, inf. n. ilz. and tt.1: see 1, in
five places._ a means The cauing
the eye to doubt rpe~Cting that which it sees.
(yam p. 541.)_ - , l t.3.., (A4, ],) or
o, 1.j, (AA,) a phrase used by Er-Ra'ee, (TA,)
Heforsook, or relinquished, (AV, AA, Ig,) glory,
(A4,) or praie, not being worthy of it. (AA.)

4. ,sl: ee 1, first signification. - He in-
cited him to deceive, delude, beguile, circmvent,
or outwit; or to desire to do to another a foul,
an abominable, or an evil, action, without the
latter' s hnowing whence it proceeded; or to pre-
tend to another something different from that
which was in his mind. (i.) In the ]Jur ii. 8,
quoted above, Yah yk Ibn-Yanar reads, 4j
Of * (TA.)

5. t..3 He constrained hiumself to deceire,
delude, beguile, circumvent, outnwit, or the like.
(1.,0 TA.) m e.3: see 1, third sentence.

6. 1jst,3 They deceired, deluded, beguiled,
circumvented, or outwitted, one another; or prac-
tised deceit, guile, circumvntion, or the like, one
to another. (TA.) - t.1~3 He pretended deceit,
delusion, guile, or circumvntion, (,* Pj,) on his
part: ( :) or he pretended to be doeived, de-
luded, beguiled, circumvented, or outwitted, not
being so; (I, TA;) as also * C,Ji. (TA.)

7. t ~,l quami-pa. of ,U. [i.e. He bcame
deceived, deluded, beguiled, eircumtwented, or out-
witted]: (?, Mab, TA:) or he was content to be
deceied, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or out-
witted. (Lth, ].) - See as o l. See albo 1,
latter half, in two places.

8. c l l; and ;a , for . j - : see
1, in the former half of the paragraph, in two
places.

I

I
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n: e bLd, in two places.

3l;~bA ingle act of deceit, delusion, guile,
circummention, or outwitting. (Mgh.) It is said
in a trad., (Mgh, TA,) .'. . 1, and t~,.,

(C, MgKh,M;b,],) and t a .., (C,) and t as.,,
(AZ, Ks, , Mgh, ,) accord. to different relatens;
(Th, Mgh, ;) the first being the most chaste,
($, Mgh, Mb,) said to be the form used by Mo-
bammad; (Th, Mgh, Mb ;) the second ascribed
by El-Kha#abee to the vulgar; (TA;) the last
the best in point of meaning; (Mgh :) i. e., ac-
cord. to the first reading, (Mgh,) iVar is finished
by a single act of deceit, &c.; (Mgh, O, ;)
accord. to the second, war is a thing by which
one is cdeeved; (Mgh, M9b;) or war is deceived;
Ibr when one of the two parties deceives the
other, it is as though the war itself were deceived;
(IAth,TA;) [accord. to the third, mar is a mode,
or manner, of deceiving;] and accord. to the
fourth, war is a deceiver of those engaged in it
(lAth, Mgh, TA) by the frequent deceits which
occur therein. (Mgh.) A slumber. (TA.)

U.%. A thing by which, or with which, one
deceivw, deludes, beguiles, circumvents, or out-
mitx; (Mgh, Mb ;) like as aJ signifies "a
thing with which one plays." (M.b.) 8ee 14.L

- One whom people deceive, delude, beguile, cir-
cumvent, or outwit, (V, P,) much; (]g;) like
as ;J signifies one "who is much cursed."
1'TA;) [See, again, Ls,.. The comparison of

bJ.. in one sense with .J, and in another
sense with .;al, suggests that one of the expla-
nstions above may perhaps be founded upon a
mistranscription. On Ua. as the measure of a
word having the sense of a pass. part. n., see a
remark of 1B voce -Ai.]-See also j .

aI4. [A mode, or manner, of deceiving, de-
hldin,, beguiliny, circumventing, or outwtitting]:

/.k. sce i ,., in three places: - and see
also a,s..

1l.%: see ait; [and see also 3.]....

4,?1. signifies The procedure of the [lizard
called] when it is attacked by a serpent, or
hunted by a man feeling the head of its hole in
order that it may imagine him to be a serpent:
if the _ be experinced, it puts forth its tail to
half the length of the hole, and if it feel a erp7ent,
it strikes it, and cuts it in halves; and if it be a
hunter, it doe. not suffrr him to lay hold upon its
tail, and so it escapes, for the hitnter does not
dare to put hix hand into its hole, because it may
not be freefrom a scorpion, of nhich he fears the
sting, as a strong friendship subsists betr.een the

., and the scorpion, and the former makes use
of the latter to defend itself fromn the hunter:
or, a some say, it signifies its concealing itself,
and remaining long in its hole, and seldom appear-
ing, and being very cautious. (0, TA.)

· ' : see t,., in three places. _ Also tA
she-camel that yields milk abundantly at one time,
and withholds it at another. (i.)

i.,D. Deceit, deluson, guile, circumvention,
or outmitting; and a desire to do to another a
foul, an abominable, or an evil, action, without
the latter's knowroig wsAnc it proceds; (M, i;)
a subst. from .. ii.; ($, Mlb, ;) as also
1t -, (M9b,TA,) or this is an inf. n.; (AZ,

, ) and ?tL.; (TA;) and (TA;)
which [is also an inf. n. of clt., and] originally
signifies concealment: (yam p. 5 4 1 :) [and hence
as above: and] also signifies prevention (i..);
and art, artifice, cunning, or skill, in the manage-
ment of affairs; (lAv, $gh, V ;) or a making
another to resign, or relinquih, the object that
he has in view, by pretending to him something
the contrary of what he conceals. (Er-Raghib,B.)

1,t."; and its fem., with;: see the next para-

graph, in two places.

b .- [Deceiving, deluding, beguiling, circum-

renting, outwitting, or the like;] act. part. n.
of e.M; Us also t j.L; (Myb ;) or [rather]

this latter is an intensive epithet, signifying one
who deceives, &c., much, or often; or very deceit-
ful, &c.; or a great deceiver, &c.; (Mgh, ;)

and 'l, (Msb,TA,) and t, and t ;

(TA;) [but these three are also intensive epithets,

like ;] and t .. signifies one who de-

ceives, &c., other men; (S;) or [rather] this last
is syn. with , as explained above, (I,) or

1o.: (Mgh:) [the pl. of r l., fern. of c ,

is lt a.:] and the pl. of 'J is .

(Mgh.)_-[Hence,] L?;. b A [lizard of

the hind called] ,... that deceives, beguiles, or
circumvents; (Z, TA;) as also tV o.. (S, ].)

_- And 1 .; and t . t [Deceiving, or
varying, and wery deceitful, or very variable,
fortune, or time]. (TA.) [Whence, or] because
of its variableness, (TA,) t1 i JI is :a name
for Fortune, or time. (i, TA.) - And e' 

~ss51 ~S~ S Such a one remains not steadily in

one opinion. (TA.)_-And t j t; SA vary-

ing, or rariable, diposition. (S, I, TA.)_And
a&.%ta. , %A noarket varying, or variable, in

its state; (S, A, O, ] ;) at one time being brisk,
and at another time dull, in respect of traffic:
(A, TA:) or a market dull in respect of traffwi:
or a market in which one cannot obtain a thing
because of its dearness. (TA.) &L also sig-

nifies t Anything unsaleable, or dfficult of sale,
and in little demand. (TA.) And accord. to
Fr, the Benoo-Asan use the epithet t o"'

[perhaps a mnistake for j.] in the sense of

: High, or dear, applied to a price. (TA.) -
And el.t. . 1 A road that appears at one

time and ditappears at anotlher ; as also ,j:

(1 :) a road which one does not know: (TA:)
a road deviating from the rigjht course; (TA;)
as also V ',. ; (S, , TA;) which one does not

know. (., TA.) And tt. G tA water to

which one does not knon, the way. (TA.)-
[Hence also,] s / ! Years in which is

[BooK I.

-little good; bad years: (Sb, TA:) and jss- 

tv l.. :Syears in which isu littlU e ae: (,

!~, TA:) from a id of rain, or of spittle;

and therefore doubly tropical: (TA:) or, as
some say, years in which is much rain, and in

which th produce is little. (gh.) tj'. also

signifies t Corrupt, or bad; applied to food and
other things. (TA.) And you say, &J ;
tA d"eient, or defective, dendr. (f.) And
jl6 J. j S A man who brings eil upon others.
(TA.)

'..: :see itI, first sntence. [Hence,] :A.
wolf that acts deceitfully, or mischievously; or kat
practises artifice. (Z, egh, V. [In the Ci,
J"~t~ , is erroneously put for tjl.])_-
Also A person in whose love, or affection, no
confidence is placed. (.) - And hence, (TA,)

1°v~! is also applied to %The mirage; (f, ,

TA;) accord. tosome. (~.) You say,t.I_JlL-

S The mirage deceived them. (TA.) - [For the
same reason,] it is also applied to tThe cat. (IB.)
- And from the former of the last two meanings
is derived the phrase (TA) f.h J*k (M, ],
TA) JS A ery deceitful, or guileful, gAhool; (V,
TA;) so that it is doubly tropical. (TA.)_

0 .k* : s e - 6 ; in the latter partof the

paragraph.

U17.. fem. of 5tl. [q. v.].-Also A maU
door in a large door. (Ibn-'Abbid, 1.)- See
also .

t.,I1 [More, and most, dccitful, deluding,

guileful, outwitting, or the like]. [Hence,] et;
,. '> [More deceitful, or guileful, than a
dal,b]; a prov.; (?, ;) applied to a person

over whom one has not power, by reason of

deceit, or guile. (lAr.) They said also, .a1~
,... -- . .a .

'; J * ; [er ily thou art more
deceitful, or guileful, than a dabb that I have

hunted]. (AZAAF,0.) [See 1..] t,A

[app. Each of the two branches of the occipital
artery which are distributed upon the occiput;] a
certain vein, (8, ]V,) one of a pair of emim, called

the Oit;L1, (?, Mgh,M9b,) in the cuppingplace
(Mgh, Msb) of the neck, (Mgh,) or in the p~ce
[of the application] of the two cupping-itru-
mentU; being a branch from the Nj [or carotid
artery]; (, ] ;) sometimes the scarification [for
cupping] happens to be upon one of them, and
the patient consequently is exhausted by loss of
blood: ( :) the Jo~1l are two concealed wins
in the place of the cupping of the necAk: Lb says,
they are two veins in the neck: some say that
they are the O ' , q. v.: (TA:) the pl. is

t (I.)' - w · 7 means Such

a one is strong in the place of the ~.I. (A4,

$, O.)_-It also means t[Such a one is] a person
who resists; unyielding; uncomplying. (TA.)

And .1.t1 eI t One who does not resit;

yielding; complying. (TA.) -You say also,

G.~..ul >jj ~i I Such a one turned away, or
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aside, and behaved proudly, or haughtily. (TA.) 1

And ,". J He rclinquished pride, or 
haughtines. (TA.) And to him who is proud, 1

."-.g i 1. 2
one says, . 1 4,,j ., meaning t I /will 
assredly dipel thy pride. (lam p. 432.)

4.*·-]

a-see what next follows.

-and 1 e -(Fr, Ya oob, 9, Mob, 0(

and t'A,.; (Msb,TA;) the first of which is
the original form, the second being adopted
because the first was found to be difficult of
utterance; (Fr, Yaqoob, 9;) and the first is the
only proper subst. of the measure JkL.; other
words of that measure being epithets; (8b;)
A closet, or smaU chamber, in wthich a thing is
kept, or perved; (MSb;) i. q. Z;js.; (Fr,
Ya4oob, l, g ;) by which is meant a small
chamber within a large chamber: (TA:) from

.0l meaning "he hid it," or "concealed it :"
(Mb :) and [in like manner] tIc>. signifies
a chamber within a chamber: (s :) Er-RAghib
says, as though its builder made it a deceiver of
him who might seek, or desire, to take, or reach,
a thing in it. (TA.)

~.. see the next preceding paragraph.

,: e t.., in two places.

t-~ and are syn. [as signifying

Deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, out-
witted, or the like: or rather, the latter signifies
much deceived, &c.]. (TA.)-. And [hence] tthe
latter, A man (9, L) Deceived, deluded, beguiled,
cirummented, or outnwitted, (9, L, V,) in war,
(9, L,) time after time, (7, L, J,) so that he has
become erperienced, (9, 1,) or so that he has be-
come skilful: (L:) or xperien~ced in affairs:
(TA:) or experienced in affairs, sound in judg-
mnt, cunning and guileful: (lSh:) or charac-
terized by deceit, delusion, guile, or circumvention,
in mar. (AO.) ~Also the former, One vhose

[ein called the] C.&t is cut, or seered. (, .)

i?w1a: see aa'^

JJ,
L j.U, inf. n. a"Jl. [and app. 'aj.3 also],

lle was, or became, large, and fuU [or plumnp],
in the shank and fore arm. (TA.) ~And in like

She (a woman) oat, or became, full, or plump,
in the danks andfore arms.] And ",&., in£ n.
LJIi. [and 3J ]; (JK;) or ;J.., [in£. n.

j,.;] (XC;).said of the shank (jt,t, JK, 0),
It was, or became, round: (JK:) or full [or
p,,P]. (g.)

J.. Full [or plump]: and large, big, or
bulky: (!g:) or large, and full [or plump], in
the shank and fore arm or, as some say, large,
big, or bulky. TA.) You say LJ. 15. and
Y L.js (g,TA, [in the CV, by an omission,
the latter is made to be IJi,]) A woman thick

and round in the shanhk pl. J.ls.: [in the CG,
erroneously, Ji,1i:] or full of h in the
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.imbs, with slendernes of the bones; as also -

Y.irn. and t 6 J: (V:) orthese two, in the h
atter of which the i is augmentative, a woman si
fuU [or plutnp] in the shanks and fore arms. t,

(.) And lAJI UJAL A woman round in the a
shank. (JK.) And J l;i Her plare a
of the anklet [i. e. her ankle] is large, or big. t

(.) And * & 1 A full [or plump] shank:
(K:) or a round shank: pl. J ,1 Z&. (JK.)

(,1)and VIS.C 's (JK, , )and

l

AJ3.A& (V) Fulnes [or plumps], (8, V,) or
roundness, (JK,) of the shank, (JK, IC,) or of
the shanks and fore arms. (e.) [All are properlv l

inf ns.: see L]

J

UJ~ fem. of J [q. v.]. (JK, I.). -Also a
A grape that is small and worthlss by reason of e
blight, or the like, and want of moisture. (AiUt,
k1, TA.) -And The stem of the tree calld
.,oG, (M,K l,) which is a sort of bitter tree;

(TA ;) aalo . (M,V.0

aJ: see what next precedes.
4.,,

}>:sce J,M..

.Jm..

M. Large, big, or bulky; (Mgh, Myb;)

applied to the shank, (Mgh,) or to a man:
(Myb:) or large, or big, in the shank, with a
goodly fulnem therein; applied to a female:
(Lth, L:) or, with ;, applied to a woman, (S, IV,
TA,) juicy, (TA,)faU in the fore arms and the

II-

shanks. ($I, ,TA.) You say C$jUl eJ,w
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meaning Large, or big, in respect of the u anls;

like J~s. (Mgh, TA.)

1. a aor. (, Mb, t) and -, (Lh, ,)
inf. n. wh (h, Msb,) and o, (Lbl ,)
or, as some say, the latter is the in. n., and the
former [though generally used as the inf. n.) is a
simple subst., (TA,) He served him; did service
for him; ministered to him; (PS,TA;) syn.

4. (TA.) And -i -a;: ( [He served

for, meaning in return fur, the food of his
belly]. (1 and A &c. in art. J,.) - One says

also, ; . , 1 o f t[This shirt will

serve, or last, a year]. and s * ..'.'

th rA thin, orflimsy, garment, that riU not serve,
or last, long; or that trill *ot be rceable].
(TA.)

l 2. L..~s. ~.. He occupied, or busied, him

with service. (TA.) - t lIe gave her
several, or many, fenale serants. (Mob.) 

[..,JIl z HIe attached a J , meaning the
thong thus caUed, upon the pastern of the camel.

-kLence,] ,. [as inf. n. of j,j,] in a
horse, tThe having a whiteonss (, Mgh, TA)
uch as is 'termed , (., TA) surrounding
ke pastern of each hind foot, (9, Mgh, TA,)

boove the 1_,' [or extremities next the hoof],
nd stopping short of she shtank; ($, TA;) but
ot in the fore foot. (., Mgh, TA.) [See also
,i., last sentence.] When it is in one hind leg,

he horse is termed .14. (?, TA.) - [Hlence,

Iso,] 1l... . tiler husband attired her
pith the a .. [or anklet]. (TA.)

4. 1a. He gave hi,n a servant. (9,'] , TA.

[.,Mttb in the C]l is erroneously put for
And &t*At I gave her a female

ervant. (Msab.) - El-.Ku Er-R~wendee as-

erts that one says, & A.UJ, peculiarly;
[I made him a wervant to myself;] but Ibn-
Abi-l-lIadeed says, This is of the thiings that I

know not. (TA.) [See ai..l.]

8... - He served himself; (Lb, ;) au one
mustdo who has not a servant. (L.)~ 4J.1
Hle made him a servant. (TA.) - See also what
next follows, in two places.

10. *..J.*.-I He asked him to give him a ser-

vant; as also t .. l. (V, TA.) - And
'.1 l I asked him to serve me; (Msb, TA;)

as also " : (TA:) [or I took him as my
urvant:] or I made him to serwe me. (Msb.)
Accord. to El-]utb Er-IPwendee, one says,a. Ji*. 4.1 8.

0s ; Z.S'...- 1and [I took him as a

rvantfor myself and for another than myself:
or I made him to be a servant to myselif and to
another than myself]. (TA.)

;.4L&: see i: =and see also L..M., in

four places.

iL, (Ii,) or , (JK,) A space, or

period, (L ) of the night ZJK, K) or of the
day: (K :) and i . [or ,, q. v.,] is a dial.
var. thereof. (TA.)

'.~A a subst. signifying tThe characteristic

denoted by the epithet t&. [fern. of ..;.], in
a sheep or goat; (J K, K, TA;) i. e. whitene~ in
the lonwer end of the shanl, (JK, ]K,) upon blacknes;
(. ;) such whiteness resembling the l.. , (JK,
TA,) or being likened to .,, or anklets: (TA:)
or blackness upon whiteneus: &c. (Y.) [See
.>Jl: and see also aL..]

, accord. to some, an inf. n. of 1: accord.
to others, a simple subst. [signifying Service].
(TA.) - [Also Pay for service: but in this
sense probab.ly post-classical.] 1 See also A0M~.

A thong, (JK, 8, V,) plaited, (TA,)
thick and strong, like a ring, (JK, g,) which is
fastened upon the pastern of a camel, (JK, 9, ],)
and to rehich is attached the a _,. [or thong] of

the J [or lcathern shoe with which thb foot is
sometimes protected], (8,) or to which are attachedl

the 1S. [or thongs] of the )a;: (u :) [it is the
n. un. of !;.: andits pl. is u1 ; as below:
in the TA, said to be tropical; but this is pro-

1
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(V:) or these two, in the horse, t The having a whiten~ (?, Mgh, TA)

atter 

of which ihia is augmentative, a woman mch as is.termed 0. (?,TA) surrounding

fuU 

[or pluipp] in the shanks and fore arrptt. the ptutern ofaeach hind foot, (?, Mgh, TAJ

And 

jLjl &Jj,&. A woman round in the above gilt [or extremities next the hoof],

�hank. 

(Jk.) And J: 1 Her plale and stopping short of $he sitanh; ($,TA;) but

)f 

the anklet [i. e. lter ankle] is lorge, or big. not in the fore Jbot. (g, Mgh, TA.) [See alw

And 

1JJ&' j't'w A fulit [or plamp] shank: When it is in one hind leg,

J 

6A

or 

around shank: pl. J1.Z&. (J K.) the home is termed 1Hence,

also,] 

tller husband attired her

4-�13
and 

*"'I' (JK, and

ai 

*l& mth the 1*j.& [or anhkt]. (TA.)

AJ3.M" 

(V) Fulnw [or plump~), (9, V4 or

roundnen, 

(JK,) of the shank, (JK, V,,) or of 4. He gave hi,..& a ~ nt. ($11V, TA.

the 

shanks 

and fore arms. (?.) [All are properlv [,Z�4L4 in the CIP is erroneously put for

in£ 

no.: 

see L] &Z S 1 A n d L'v'u# J% &*At I gave her a female

0,0,
U~ 

fem. of [q. v.]. (JY., V.) - Also servant. (Mab.) - El-Vuo ErJUwendee as-

A 

gralm 

that is smaU and worthlms by reason of serts that one says, AUJ11, peculiarly;

blight, 

or the like, and want Of moijture. (A-Vit, [I made him a servant to myteir;] but Ibn-

k�.,OTA.)-And 

The stem of the tree calkd Abi-i-gadeed says, This is of the tliings that I

.,oG, 

(M,V,) 

which is a sort of bitter tree; knownot. (TA.) [See�*� 1.1

(TA;) 

asalso't.'RJ'J'A'.. (M,V.) 8. He served hirnself ; (Lb, V ;), u one

0,6,0
aj~ 

see what next precedes. must do who bm not a servant. (Lb.)~

He 

made AiiA a wrvant. (TA.) - See also what

next 

follows, in two places.

see 

Jmi.. io. �..W..twt He asked him to give him a ser-

vant 

m also (V, TA.) - And

Ni.�l 

I tuked him to serve me; (Mqb, TA

m 

also (TA:) [or 1 took him as my

ec 

urvant:] or I " him to sew me. (Mqb.)

Accord. 

to El-Vutb Er-Riwendee, one days,

AZ..�Z�t 

and [I took him ai et

.Nh
call 

cj wmantfor mys;lf and for another than mywy':

CJJA. 

Large, big, or bulky; (Mgh, Myb;) or 1 made him to be a servant to mymif and to

applied 

to the shank, (Mgh,) or to a man: anotlwr than myself 1. (TA.)

(Mqb:) 

or large, or big, in the shank, with a * - -

,aj,&: 

see ~and see also IA'JWL, in

goodly 

fulnem therein; applied to a female:

(Lth, 

L:) or, with ;, applied to a woman, (18, V, four places.

TA,) 

juicy, (TA,) faU in the fore arm atid the I6JA.' (K,) or (JK,) A spetce, or

#, 

.1 

1.1 -

shanks. 

(I1R,,V,TA.) You say CkjUl period, of the nig'ht (JK, K) or of tlbe

meaning 

Larqe, or big, in respect of the shanks; day: (V:) andLJU.. [or a*.k&, q. v.,] is a dial.

& 

' 1

like 

J.1WE.. (Mgh, TA.) var. thereof. (TA.)

0, 

#,p a subeL signifying tTlie characteristic

-4.N6 

denoted by the epithet 'LJ &' [fem. of ; ~J $'], in

1. 

aor. Mqb, V) and-., (Lh, V,) a sheep or goat; (J K, ]g, TA;) i. e. white~ in

inf. 

n. Ujd. (?, Myb, V) and aL ~", (Lb W 1 tite lower end ofthe 3hanle, (J K, ]�,) upon blacknen;

P
or, 

as some the latter is the int n., and the Q(;) such whiteness resembling the l��, (JK,

say 

1 1

former 

[though genemlly used as the inf. n.) ig a TA,) or being likened to *.%&,or anklets: (TA:)

simple 

subst., (TA,) He served him; did service or blackness upon whilenew: &c. (YE.) [See

for 

hitn; ministered to him; (PS,TA;) syn. and see also aL

(TA.) And 1 

1 AJ11,. 1-tye semed accord. to some, an inf n. of 1 : acwrd.

for, 

meaning in retui.pi :fur, tito food of his to othe'rs, a simple subst. [signifying Service].

belly]. 

(? and A &c. in art. One says (TA.) - [Also Pay for wrvice: but in this

o', 

.

a 

' .0 ' -

also, 

,***�1 L" t[This shirt Will Bense proba�ly post-classical.] ~ See also AL

serve, 

or lost, a yeai.] and.;."-. Aa~ A thong, (J K, 8, VJ plaited, (TAJ

LrA 

thin, orflimsy, garment, that 7riU n�t ~ve, thick andttrong, like a ring, (JK, g,) which is

or 

last, long; or that trill twt be ~ eable]. fastened upopt th*pastom of a camel, (JK, �, ACJ

(TA.) 

and to rrhich is oftoched the [or thong) qf

"`;A 

He occupied, or busied, him the JW [or 4rathern sitos with which thia foot is

a 

' 

sometimes protected], (?,) or to which are attacheel

with 

service. (TA.) - t;�~ .1Ie gave her

several, 

or many, feinale wmanti. (Mob.) ~ the cil;� [or thong#) of tho,,,W: Qg:) [it is die

1Ie 

attached a a��, meaning the n. un. of f;IL: and�to pl. as below:

thong 

thus caUed, upon the pastem of tito camel. in the TA, said to be tropical; bui this is pro-
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bably a mistake: the other significations bere
tfollowing are all tropical:] accord. to AA, [the

1· ] .l,e . signifies shackleks, or hobbles; syn.
ji. · (Ti.) - Hence,($,) :i. q. j - [mcan-
ing An anklet]; (JK, ., Mghl, ]g;) because
sometimes made of thongs, with gold and silver
affixed thereon: (.:) pl. ... , ($,) and [coil.
gen. n.] t . (sam p 612. j -

is a prov. [meaning tLike her wrho has
been dowered with one of her two anklets]. (JK,
TA. [See also °j,~.])- [And hence, tA ringq
of white a little above the hoof of a horse &c.]
You say of a horse, JSt .. O .- i, mean-
ing tHe has a rhitenems [or rather a ring oj
white a little above the hoof] in his fore leg [or

qight fore leg] and anotier in his left fore leg
[probably a mistake of a copyist for his lft hind
le]. (TA in art. ,.A&..) [The coil. gen. n.
tfoi is used in the Deewhn of the Hudhalees,
as stated by Freytag, in the sense of t A place
where the colour di.jers, like an anklet, on the
foot: and a whiteness on the foot of a bull, tsur-
rounding it libe a circle: and 1.,l. as meaning
whiteneu: or, as some say, streaks ("strim").
See also ,,. ] - [Hence, also,] tThe place
where each foot comes forth from the trouMrs.
(TA.)-_Also tThe shanh; (g ;) because it is
the place of the aj., i. e. the anklet: (TA:)
pl.l,.. ; and [coll gen n.] t;l. (..) Hence,
in a trad. of Selm6n, k 4; IL. s 
Aol;, *. M; ,1, [lIe ras upon an as, and upon

him wrer trousers, and his xhanks were danglinpg]:
or, as some say, the meaning here is, the parts
f,om twhich his tewofeet came forth, of the trou-
sers. (TA.) And one says, C .4'JI z,.Nl

'S. "1. .1 ., Z[The n,ar made aplparent the
tsanks, or the anklets, tif the gi.ls that had been
kept behind the curtains]; nimeaing the war be-
came reheamenet. (A, TA.) _ Also t A rintg of
people; (Q, . ;) a compact rig thiereof: likened
to the thong described in the first sentence of this
paragraph. (TA.) Hence the saying of Khdlit
Ibn-EI-Weleed, in a letter that lihe wrote to the
Satraps of Persia, (TA,) m t. l ;D _lJ

, meaDing [Praise be to God,]'hto hath
disperud, or broken up, your cong,egation: (S,*
Ki,* TA:) for when the thong above mentioned
is broken, or parted, the .l, [or thongs of the
leathern shoe] become loosd, and the shoe falls
off: so says lAthi, and A'Obeyd says the like.
(TA.)

A thoang: (1i:) or a plaitedl thong.
(TA.)

.tJm: see wihat next follows.

.;l.1& One who does much service; (TA in thc
present art.;) as also t L. (TA in art.., )
And also applied to A ,.tl. [q. v.]. (TA in the
present art. [It is commonly used in the latter
sense in the present day: inm. with e.])

.I i. A oeroant; (,,* Mgh,* Msb,* K,0 TA;)
applied to a young maia, (Q, Mgh, Mib,) or a
· ale: (I :) and, (., Mgh, M.b, .Z,) as also

!.iz , (M.b, J~,) each in chaste Arabic, (TA,)

A as a subst.: see ..ua; of which it is
also the fem.

J.*I,.W [lit. Serod: . and hence, A master;]
a head, or chief: pl. ",.. (TA.) - And A
man having a srvant of the jinn, or genii.
(8, (.)

[a.. -,t The state, or condition, of a muuter:
opposed to ZLe..]

J
3. aJ.~, ( , 1,) inf. n. ~;,, (Mgh, TA,)

He was, or became, his C. [orfriend; or his
secret, or private,friend; &e.]: (JK, 8, IC, TA:)
he associated, or kept company, wvith him as a
friend: (Mgh:) or [simply] he associated, or
kept comp)any, with him. (TA.) _i - t also
signifies The contracting of the eye (Mgh, JM,
TA) in holding amatory and enticing talk, or
conversation, with another, the latter doing the
sme. (Mgh, JM.) The saying of certain of
the lawyers, (JM,) dUWl ..,dr, i L ; j 
,~k , CS-.U i means Tle testimony, of tAe
singer who has made singing to be his habihtial
occupation, or means of subsistece, and thereby
associates as a C>;. with people, and collects
them to 1dim, is not alorwable. (Mgh, JM.)

iS. ($, Mgh, Mob, 1C, &c.) and 't (.,
K) A friend: (S, TA:) or a secret, or pnivate,
J;;iend; afriend in sec,erCy or privacy : (Mgh,
Mob, and Kshl and Bd in iv. 29:) or a companion,
or an associate, who converses, or talks, with one:
(M, TA:) or [simply] a companion, or an asso-
diale: (.:) but accord. to Er-Righib, mostly
used as meaning an amorous companion or auo-
ciate; a companion, or an asociate, affected
nwith sen.ual apl,ptency: (TA:) the former is
applied alike to the male and theJfinale: (Ksh
and Bd in v. 7:) and tihe latter signifies also
one nwho is thy frind, &rc, (Wn, ;, d,) and
who is with thee, (TA,) in every aJai/r, or case,
open and secret: (J:) pl/(of the former, .,
Mgh, Msb) ol,.ki (S, Mgh, M.sb, TA) and [of
the latter] liTj. (TA.) Hence, .l.JI l.
[The friend, &c., of the iri]: ($ :) or he rwho
convewr, or talks, with the girl. (JK.) It is
said in the Kur [iv. 2!)], ,j.i. .$ l' ij 9j, (8,)
meaning [Nor taking to tlemsteles] friends [or
assoiates] to commit fornicatioms with them iu
secret. (Jel.) Oj.l t. .i is a metuphorical
expression, used by a poet, [meaning t Lover of
eniinence,] like 1 JI c'. (TA.)

Zj& One w:ho asociates with men as their
i>S [orfriendl, or secret friend, &c.,] (e.jbi4

tl) euch. s, i-.)
see M, in three places.

O sO1 lr/aving ,!1.a1 [or Jriends, or secetl
friends, &c.]. (TA.)

Q. 1. n,J . , (,) inf. n. a., (TA,) He
hastet:ed, sped, or went tquickly. (K.) And

but the latter rare, (Mgsb,) to a young woman,
M (, Mghl, MRb,) or a female: (IC:) and ;l..

[q. v.] is also used in the same sense ass;t.:
' (TA:) the pl. of;,l. is tJ., (JK, 8, Mgh,

Mshb, K,) or rather this is a quasi-pl. n., (TA,)
and .l!. (JK, Msb, 0) and , and vulgarly

(TA.) It is said in a trad., of 'Abd-Er-
Rahman, (TA,) .i- ... ~ j5 l .. ,
meaning [He dirorced his 7ijfe, and gave her on
that occasion] a blach young woman [as a slave].
(MgNh,TA.) In the saying IQ% a't. Wj*, the
word lo.t. is not properly an epithet: the mean-
ing is, Siuch a nwontan vill be a servant to-norrow;
like as olne says 1,X i.l_.. (Msb.)

[&t4?I. Serritude; or the state, or condition, of
a servant: a term in common use; and mentioned
by Frevtag on the authority of Meyd.: opposed

to le ]

.L.1 i. q. t._ , ($, Mgh, i1,) as meaning,
applied to a horse, : lraving a lhitenesx (S,
Mgh11) such as is termed ._. (S) surroundingy
the pastern of each hind foot, (S, Mgh,) above
the parts next the hoof, and stopping short of the
shank; (8;) but tot in theforefoot: (S, Mgh:
[see 2:]) or, so appllied, wrhose je.M encircles
[the pa.tern] above thc .lA [or extremities next
the hoof]: or the latter epithet, so applied, rrltoe
rlhiteness passes beyond the pasterns orpart thereoj

(1K.) And ;,, [fem. of I,] applied to a
slceep or goat, (J K, 8, KX,) i. e. to a ;l, (S, K,)
tllavinng in the lowtetr end of her shank a wchitenes
(JK, 1.) like the a [or anklet], (JK,) ulon
blachnesJ; or a blackness upon nhiteness; and in
like manner applied to a mountain-goat: (K:)
or havingq *chite shanklr; (AZ, S, K];) like
· .. /a; [but see this latter word;] and so
.t.. applied to a mountain-goat: (S:) or
having one tvhite shank; the rest of her being

blach. (C.)

1'~ [pass. part. n. of 2, q. v.]. You say i;
O~ tr'~ A people, or party, having many ser-
vants and otaer deLendents. (S, P.) And in like
manner ".ai is aelplied to a woman. (A, TA.)

And *i. : A woman attired, or adorned,
wnith anklets. (A, TA.) - See also j~, in

two places. And ;, * and t" (L , K)
The place of the thong [called d,>.] (], TA)
in the leg of the camel: (TA: [there said to be
above the ,.; but this is a mistake:]) and
t the place if the anliet [so called] (1, TA) in
the dhank of a o,man: (TA:) the place of the
*1l. in the thank : (s :) the place of the ;.. ;

like as j is the place of the 1j.. (M in ex-
planation of the former, in art. j.) - And the
former : The band of the trousers, (JK, .K, TA,)
at the lo,0er part of the leg of a wooman: (1,
TA:) or the band at the lower part of the leg of
the trousers: (M, TA:) the woman seems to be
specified in the K because women generally tie
tie legs of the trousers upon the middle [or upper
part] of the slhank, and then make them to fall
down over it. (TA.)

1

9- 

.1 'jC 0 .1 ' j

&ojA" 

u a sabot. : we _*J&.* ; of which it is

also 

the fem.

.;i.W" 

[lit Sowd: -and hence, A matter;]

a 

head, or chief : pl. j>". (TA.) - And A

man 

having a ~mnt of the jinn, or genii.

The 

state, or condition, of a mtuter:

opposed 

to

J
3. 

int n..U,)" , (Mgh,TA,)

He 

was, or became, liis C;pj& [orfriond; or his

3ecrel, 

or pKvate,friend; &jl: (JK, 8, ]�, TA.)

lid 

associated, or kept company, ivith him as a

fIriepad: 

(Mgh:) or [simply] he anociated, or

kept 

company, with him. (TA.) - also

signifies 

The contracting of the eyeir (Mgh, JM,

TA) 

in holding amatory and enticing talk, or

conversation, 

with another, the latter doipkg the

mme. 

(Mgh, J' M.) - The saying. of certain of

the 

lawyen, (JM') -,UWI 6

mea'ns 

'Tlte testimony of tho

si.nqcr 

who lias made singing to be hijr habilisal

Occupation, 

or ipaeang of stibsiitepice, apid thereby

associtiles 

as a C>Nh wi14 petple, and colkcts

them 

to Itippo, is riot aboirable. (Mc,Ii, JAL)

Mgh, 

Mob, ]�, &c.) and 'teoijd-

A 

�t.itin�d: (,5, TA:) or a serret, or p'n'vato,

J;.iend; 

a friend in secpervj or privacy.. (Mgh,

Mob, 

and Ksli and Bd in iv. 29:) or a companion,

or 

an associate, who converses, or talks, with one:

(AI, 

TA:) or [simply] a cornpaniota, or an aaw-

redle: 

but accord. to moody

used 

n meaning an amorous cornpapsion or a~

rtate; 

a companion, or ara amorieite, afficted

with 

senxual appetenry: (TA:) the former in

applied 

alike to the inale avid tbej�inale: (Kaih

and 

Bd in v. 7:) and V tite latter isignifies also

on# 

wito is tlyfricnd, &c-, and

who 

is with litee, (TA,) in every a.#itir, or case,

open 

and weret: (1�:) pV(of tite former,

9 

#g

Mgh, 

Msb) ejtmkl Q5, Mgh, Afsh, TA) and [of

the 

latter] x&. (TA.) Hence,

[The 

friend, &c., of the qiri] : ffl :) or he mio

converm, 

or talks, with the qirl. (JK.) It is

said 

in the Kur [iv. 29], ejt.$ALI

meaning 

[Nor taking to themm�,Lesify-iends [or

assoriates] 

to commit furnicatims with tl&ena is&

secret. 

(Jel.) 1 tc'p..M'L is a metulilloriml

expression, 

used by a poet, [meanin- 1 Lomr of

oniinence,] 

like (TA.)

Zj& 

One who auociates with men a3 their

a 

j ' j

C>mL 

[orfp-ienel, or sef.reifriend, &c.,] (ejbti.4

inuelt. 

CS, V-)

sm 

in three places.

J 

[orfdends, or sectst

friendir, 

&c.]. (TA.)

Q. 

1. inf n. (TA,) He

liasto..ed, 

tped, or went quickly. (n.) And

[Boo& I.
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,tj>;;, said of a [wild] she-ass, Site hastened,
sed,. or wsnt quickly, and threw out her legs.
(TA.) And, said of camels, They threw the
pebble with their feet by reason of quickness.
(.) i ,~ . He cut o.ffhi (a man's) extremi-
ties with a sword. (]I.) lie sharpened it;
namely, a sword. (1.) _ He filled it; namely,
a vemeL (Ibn-'Abbid, JI.)

Q. 2. Jj;W.3 It (a garmnnent, or piece of cloth,)
became rent, or pierced with holes. (TA.)-

LS 1! J.i .3 [The place which was the object
of ajourney] caused him to goforth, or depart;

(L, g, TA;) as also 2jd. .3. (TA.)

tiJ.l inf. n. of Q. 1. Also Rounduss of
the legs of an animal, or quadruped. (TA.)-
And A piece of a garment or cloth. (TA.)

31;,I A certain plant of the spring, which
dri es p Ahen it feels the [heat of] nummer:
(Lth, ] :) or a species of the [kind called] al-,
(AJIn, S, K,) having a mnll leaf, and rising to
the height of a cubit: (AIin :) the latter is said
by Az to be the correct explanation: the former
he disapproves: (TA:) n. un. with ;. (S.)

.id [(A hind of rhirling plaything;] a
thing which a boy turns round l,y tean.s of a
thread, or string, in his ltands, causing it to mnke
a sound such as is termed .p;: (S, :) or a
smnall piece of wood, or a slit, or split, reed or
cane, in the niddle of which is cut a notch, and
which is then tied writh a thread, or string, wtvich
being pulled, it turns ronnd, and is heard to make
a sound such as is terned _ic. : boys play with

it; and it is also called 3k.: (Lth, TA: [in
the latter of whiiclh, in art. j., tihe ;f,t is said
to be a piece of wood like the luf o l'a sandal,
tied with a thread or string, which, beiig put in
motion, draws along tuhe piece of wood and causes
it to mane a sountd:]) or a .mall, round, 7p;ec of
shin, attactJed to nhich arce tnwo connected threads
or strings, whic h being pulled by a boy, with his
fingers, it turns ro(und, cauMsiny a sound to be
hearl such as is termted kI.: (EM p. 43:) pl.
~L.jI,z.. (8.) Imra-el-leys likens to it a swift
lhorse: ( :) and it is applied as an epithet to a
horse; (Lth ;) meaning S,ni;ft in his running,
(Lth, , TA,) or in going. (TA.) And one
says, J ,Ul, ol J. 'l ,~ .h:j3, meaning t The
swordes ;ade this head to be Ideces, each piece lihe
the #J. . (S, J.) Clay kneaded, and made

lie su,ar, ( 2JI . c i.?, in the C ..

gJi ; [the latter readillg evidently wrong,
and the former I think doubtful,]) with rwhichZ boys
play. (].) - The piece of wood that i p1ut
(app. as a handle] in the hole of the ulper' mill-
stone. (TA.) -A herd of camels: and one
separate therefrom. (1.) .Lightning gleaming,
or shining brightly, in the clouds, and seplarate
tihrfrom. (.) - Anything scatteredfriom, or
of, a thing. (L, 0, .) The j. 1 . of the

j are Ts piecasof wood (JtIu ) wit/h which
the is made of a ~,are form (J.) [See

Bki I.

3 ji.:d j'. ~ A man of good natural disposi-
tion. (TA.)

1. JIL, (Mgh, M.b,) aor. , (8, Mgh, Msb,)
inf n. Jj., (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) trans. without a
particle, (Msb,) and by means of , (8,) He
threw a pebble, (8, Mgh, Myb, M,,) or a date-
stone, (Mgh, ],) or the like, (Mgh, Mqb,l ,)
wvith the fingers; (8;) or by taking it betwren
his two fore fingers; (Mgh, K ;) or with the ex-
tremity' qf the thumb and that of the fore finger,
(Mgh, Mqb,) by putting the extremity of the
thumb upon that of tnhe fore finger [and then
jerking the latter forward] ; (Mgh ;) or with a

.;i... of wood. (Lth, K~.) The doing this was
forbidden by Mohammad, because game cannot
be taken thereby, nor an enemy defeated, but a
tooth may be broken, and an eye put out. (TA.)
J'..1lt t. [properly] Pebbles that are throwtu
[in thue manner described above], (Msb,) is used
as meaning t nnall pebbles. (Mqb, TA.) 
[Hence,] . sjj.i He emitted his urine and

then stopped it. (TA.)- And i'I J.I. The
emitting of the spe;na genitale into the midst of
the womb. (TA.) - And t j.i, aor. and
inf. n. as above, t lie broltke wvind wvith a sound.
(TA.)- And J.1JI The uhastening, speeding,
or going quickly, of camels. (TA. [See also

v.iJ.])_ And The act of cutting, or cutting
,,: (Kr, TA.)

6. [l.~1i~ app. signifies They vied with each
other in throoing in the mnanner described in the
frst sentence above. - And hence,] tsit l.3

. ?,t i. q. 1,1 [app. a mistranscription for

,U~.l, i. e. lis eyes shed tears]: so in the A.
(TA.)

J. A certain pace, or mnanner of going,
of camels. ('Eyn, T, 1K. [See also 1, last sentence
but oine.])

.J A horse or the like (Lth) quick in pace.
(Lth, K.) - A she-ass that throwvs the pebbles by
reason of her quickness: (8, :) or whose navel
is near to the ground by reason of her fatness:
(1.K :) or so fat that, if a pebble is thrown at her
with the fingers, or tvith ttwofore fingers, or with
the extremity of titse thumb and that of the fore
finger, it sinks into her fat: (Z:) and that
raise.s her legs to the side of her belly: (TA:)
pl. J . (As,TA.)

iUJI,.JI t The anus; syn. -~'91; (TA;) as
also V Ji .JI. (K.)

.i-.. The loops of the elp [q. v.] with
nwhich the [quirer termed] ai is connected with
the [case termed] 4.: (Ibn-'Abbid, ]K:) pl.
,J - . (Ibn-'Abbad.)

;:i..*A kind of sling; syn. , : ( g :)

or a thing with which one thronws: (S:) or it
signifies also a wooden instrument with which one
throws in the manner tonmed J.L.: (s :) or a

thing into which stone4 are put, and with which
they are thrown at birds 'c., likb a . . (ISd.)

[In the TA in art. :., it is mid (in my opinion
erroneously) to signify a bullet.] - See also

1. ij.I, ($, Myb, ,) and .M j ,, (Mb,
K,) aor. ', (JK, Myb,) inc n. .ŽJ&. (JK, 8,

1) and ji, (JK, MYb,*,) or V .. is a
simple subst.; (Mqb;) and ZJ. I; (TA;j He
abstained from, or neglected, aiding him, or
auisting him; (JK,' 8, Myb, 1 ;) and held back
from him: (Mb :) and ~i. he left, forsook,
or delsrted, him: (MA:) and, accord. to AZ,
,. Ji-, aor. ', inf. n. J3., he lft him, and
held back from going with him. (T in art. j.)
And t V,j&. signifies God's failing to preserv
a man; aecord. to As, from an evil action; so
that he falls into it. (TA.) It is said in the Jlur

[iii 154], eSsl 1) S X ' j
. [But if He fail to aid you, or to proserre
you, then whlo is he that mill aid you *after

Him?]: here 'Obeyd Ibn-'Omeyr read y.; .,
with 4amm to the U and kesr to the ). (TA.)
-And J~. He (a gazelle) held back from
going with the herd; or remained behind the
herd. (Ay, g.) And - Sh1e (a gazelle, &c.,
K~, as, for instance, a [wild] cow, TA) held back
from going with her female companionsu, and
nmained alone: or held back, or remained
behind, not orertaking [the others]: ( :) or you
say, of a female gazelle, and of a [wild] cow,

'b;1.l j :., She holds back from going with
her female companions, or remains behind them,
with her young one, in the place of pasturage: or
remains alone wvith him; as A 'Obeyd ays, on
the authority of Ay. (T, TA.) And J. She
(a wild animal, S, O, or a gazelle, I) remained
attending to her young one [when the rest of the
hlerd liad gone]; (S, O, ] ;) said by some to be
inverted [as to the meaning], because she is [not
the one that leaves, but] the one that is left;
(.;) as also tf JW.l.3 , (, I,) and tV J.I.
(K.) -_A poet says, (namely, 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd,
TA,) describing a horse,

a

$

0. a i .
...... . - . . ..

o> !9i &c JA

meaning [And he is, or was, liltke the btucket in
the hand of the drawer of water,] of which the
cron pieces of wood have become separated from
it [so that it has become severed from the well-
rope]. (s.)

2. J., inf. n. j 1.3 1, lie incited him, or
induced him, to abstain from, or to neglect, aiding
him, or assisting himn; and hindered hi,m, with-
held him, or prevented him,from aiding his com-
panion, or asuisting him. (T, TA.) And Jl.
ae..1 ~, inf. n. as above, He incited, or in-
duced, his companions to abstain from, or to
neglect, aiding him, or assisting him. (f.) - He
induced him to be cowardly and neah-hearted,
and to abstainfrom fighting. (Myb.)

90
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4: see 1, in three places. - Also JJk1, (K,)
atl

or &al JJ,l, (T, TA,) said of the young one of
a wild animal, (Vi,) or of the young one of a

gazelle or [wild] cow, (T,) means dJi.1 .l 
(., TA) [which may be rendered He found his
mother to hold back from him; or to leave him,
and hold bak from going n'ith him: or it means]
he found his mother to hold backhfrom going with
he.f emale companions, or to remain behind them,
with Aim; or to remain alone with him. (T.)

6. 13),bJ They abstained from, or neglected,
aiding, or assisting, one another: (S:) i. q.
1 !,3J [which has the foregoing signification
accord. to the TA, but properly means they turned
their backs, one upon another]: (J:) they left,
forsook, or deserted, one another in trouble.
(MA.) [And, accord. to Freytag's Lex., They

flcd from fight, or battle.] _ j , JhiJ.3
(said of an old man, TA) His legs became weah
(1, 1g, TA) in consequnce of some evil a.fection.
(TA.)_. And Jlt..j He was, or became, behind.
(KL.)_. See also 1.

7. [Il.:Jl, accord. to Freytag's Lex., TtheJ
were destitute of aid, or assistance: they Jled.]

aJL. A man constantly abstaining from, or
uglhcting, the rendering of aid, or assistance.

(IA§r, $, ]K. [In the X(, this is not distinguished
from J31. in the first of the senses assigned to
this latter below. See also jj,o n.])

s: ee 1, in two places.

JjJb One who often abstains from, or ne-
glets, ekA rendering of aid, or auistance: so in
the Sur xxv. 31, applied to the Devil; (TA;)
because he forsakes the unbeliever, and declares
himself to be clear of him, on the occasion of
trial, or affliction. (Jel.)- See also J~l.._
Ablso A mare that, when suffering from thle pain
of parturition, moves not from her placte. (ISd,

]*)_ ..J.. J! .. A man whose leg aids hiln
not, in consequence of nweahness, (S,0 TA,) or of
some evil affection, or of intoxication. (TA.)

Jit.t Abstaining from, or neglecting, the ren-
dering of aid, or assistance. (S, K.) - And Any
one leaving, forsaking, or deserting. (TA.)-
Also, and VJj.., (T, K,) A female gazelle, and
a [wild] cow, holding back from going wi,h her
female companions, or remaining behind them,
writh her young one, in the place of pasturage: or
remaining alone with him: (T:) or a female
gazelle, &c., (]g,) as, for instance, a [wild] cow,
(TA,) holding back from going with her female
companions, and remaining alone: or holding
bach, or remaining beh;bid, not overtaking [the
others]: (sg:) or the latter si..rnifies a female
gazelle that has left, forsaken, 'or deserted, her
young ones. (EM p. G0.) -And the former,
A female gazelle remaining attending to her yonng
one; as also tJ.. (IK. [See 1.]) Also
Routed, defeated, or put toflight. (IAr, 1.)

ac see the next preceding paragraph.

J" Having no aider, or assister. (Jcl in
xvii. 23.)

1. s;, (S, K,) aor.;, (K,) inf. n. ., (JK,
S, TA,) He cut it, or cut it off: (S, :) or he did
so quickly: (JK, Z, TA:) and .,Li. and
Vt,;. signify the same: (K :) or tthe second,
inf. n. A.j , he cut it in pieces; (., in which
only the inf. n. is mentioned ;) and so the third.

(TA.) [It is like I...] Hence, in a trad.,

J.'yJtt 19y,Mj, said of men stopping the road,
and robbing and slaying passengers, They cut,
and smote, men with the swortds. (TA.) And
~ .,. Xr. jC j.* M He cut off for him a
portion of his property. (JK.) - Also, said of
a hawk, He struck him, or it, with his talon, or

clam. (IA r, K.) nj, or. :, (g,) inf. n.

.,Js., (TIB, [as indicated in the .K by its being
said that the verb is like ,]) It became cut,

or cut off; as also ?.ia3: (V :) [or] the latter

is quasi-pass. of ,Aj. [and therefore signifies it

became cut in pieces]. (TA.) And ;)j1 ,/J
The [thong called] ~ [q. v.] of the sandal be-

came cut, or severed. (TA.) ljn , aor. ,

(1,) inf. n. .i. (~, TA) [and app. Oit.J, q. v.
infrM]; or._.M, [so in the JK, which may be
also correct, agreeably with the primary signi-
fication of this verb, though the aor. is there said
to be:, which may perhaps be a mistranscription

for -,1 inf. n. -. a [there mentioned in two places]
and ... ; (JK;) ! He was quick (JK, 8, 1i,
TA) in pace, or rate of going; (JK, 8,.TA ;) as
also .. j. (JK. [But this last may be erro-
neously taken from the phrase tC.1 ., there

immediately following; for this phrase may be

mistranscribed for .., which I find in the
TA.]) - [And hence,] .,,j signifies also t [The
being liberal, or bountiful; (see the part. n.

.J.. ;) or] the giving a gift, or making a present.
(KL.)

2: see 1, first sentence, in two places.

4: see 1, in the latter part. = .lt .J.l lie
repaired the [thong called] t. of the sandal.

(AA, TA.) [Here, as in many other instances,

the I has a privative effect: see j)l _JI,.
above.]

5, as an intrans. v.: see 1, near the middle of
the paragraph: as a trans. v.: see 1, first sen-
tence, in two places.

8. ;:I , [accord. to some, seems to signify
The cutting off a thling for oneself:] accord. to

some, 4v l . [as meaning the being pleased,
content, or williWng: see .I.]. (Hamp. 703,
q. v.)

;.kj A cutting, or sharp, sword; (1 ;) as

also t.,j.d (JK, K.) and t .;; (JK, T,S,
ISd,TA;) the last erroneously said in the K to be

like;° . (TA.) One of the swords of Mo-
hammad was named V.,1: it was formerly
the sword of El-Hirith El.-Gbassinee. (TA.)-
A garment, or piece of cloth, altogether, or

nwholly, old and nworn out. (TA.) [And in like
manner, accord. to Freytag (who does not name
his authority), *t.j.i , applied to a scabbard of a
sword, Lacerated and worn by use.] -t Quick,
or swift of pace, applied to a horse; (JK, . ;)
and so t.j, applied to an ostrich. (8.)_
[And hence.] t A man (JK, S) liberal, or bounti-
ful, (S,K ,) in giving; (S;) pleased, content,
or willing, (JK, g1, TA,) to be liberal or bounti-
ful; plenteous in gifts: (TA:) pl. ,Lrn.:

(JK, 1 :) it has no broken pl. (TA.)

;1 ' A snatching away; a snatch: and a
stroke, or blonw. (TA.)_A certain mark (i.)
of camels: (JK, :) an Islamee term: (V:)
a certain mark of sheep or goats, (JK,T, TA,)
being a slit across the ear, (T, TA,) which leares
tke ear dried up. (JK, T, TA. [See L.i;.])
- Also, [or aj., q. v.,] A space, or period,
syn. ai&s, (K,) [of the night, or of the day:]

and ia . [or 'i..&] is a dial. var. thereof.
(TA.)

Lls. [like L.] A piece cut off of a gar-
ment. (JK. [See also Jl.i..]) A portion cut
off from property. (JK.) A portion of the
night. (JK. [See also L..M.]) A company
of men. (JK. [But perhaps this may be a mis-
take for J.. .])

L..M A sheep or goat, ( , JK, 1,) or a
she-goat, (S,) having the mark in the ear termed
a*..; (JK;) [i. e.] having the ear slit acros,

without its being separated: (S, k:) or a ewe
having the extremity of her ear cut off. (T,TA.)

~,L.Ji [app. an inf. n. of. .s] Quicknou of
pace, or of rate of going. (TA.)

s. e : see , in three places.

j, i,1 An ear cut, or tcut off: ( :) pl.

(TA.)

a.14J. A piece cut off. (JK, K. [See also

.. .. o: see ;., in two places.

L (, A, g,) aor., (s, M, K) and (M,
1X,) [the latter of which is anomalous,] inf. a.
4 ., (S, A, Msb, K,) It (water) sounded; [i. e.,

murmured; rumbled; or gurgled;] ($, A, Myb,
1 ;) as also tji-.-i, (A,) inf. n. .i: (TA:)

or _, aor. , (IA.ar, T,) inf. n. s., (IAr,) it
(water) ran vehemnently [so as to make a noise:
as used in the present day, it ran, flowed, or
trickled dovwn; and leaked, or oozed, out: and
also it ran so as to make a murmuring, or similar,

sound]: (IAar,T :) and . it was made to run:
(TA: but the subject of this verb is not men-

tioned.) And (A, g,) nor. and-',

inf. n. ~, It (the wind, .JI) sounded; [i. e.,
murmured; rumbled; or rustled;] (A, 1;)
among reeds or canes; as also 1,,. (A,)
inf. n. as above: (TA:) or the latter signifies

1
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it made a quick ,.Z [or rustling] among reeds
or coanes or the like. (Lth.) Also It (an eagle,
,,d;) made a rwtling (Je.) rvith its wings,

in flying. (Lth, 15.) And &, (S,) inf. n. ~,
(1,) lle (a man sleeping) snored, or made a
sound in breathing; (S, ], TA;) as also . ,

(S,) inf. n. .is.: (., :) and the latter, (TA,)
inf. n. as above, (1K,) has the same signification
when said of a leopard (K,*TA) in his sleep;
(TA;) as also the former, inf. n. as above;
(TA ;) and when said of a cat; (g,* TA ;) as
also the former, (TA,) inf. n. j&. (so in the
CI5 and in a MS. copy of the K1, but in the text
of the 1f in the TA, - ,) and ji.; (TA;)
[i. e. he made a loud purring in his sleep ;] and
it is likewise significant of the sotlnd, or sounds,
made by a person suffering strangplation. (S,
TA: but of the verb applied in this last manner,
only the inf. n., m.~, is mentioned.) And i.,
aor. '-, It (a stone) made a sound in its descent.

(TA.) - [Hence,] M*, aor.; ($, A, Msb, O1)
and ', (1i,) the latter of which is anomalous,

(TA,) inf. n. ;,j.. ($, K) and jL, (1,) He, or
it,fell, orfill downm: (., A, Msb, 15 :) originally,
he, or it, fell, mahung a sound to be heard at the
same time: afterwards used in the sense offalling
absolutely: you say L .l i. The building fell

down: (TA:) and i.~i. i b li e fell down
prostrating himsclf to God: (., A,* TA:) or
^ signifies He, or it, fell from a high to a low

place: (1, TA:) so in the Kur [xxii. 32], L,liZW
;~jJ1 .~. [lie is as though he fell from the

sky]. (A,, TA.) And ,.i" lj, inf. n.
[T7'eyfell donwn prostrate, trith their chins to the
ground: see the .ur xvii. 108 and 109:] (A:)
[whence the saving,] ; J I. ' a -- -

4OU; t [A Iind blem riolently, so that the trees

fell, or bent themselces, down to the ground].

(A.) -You say also, ,_, (TA,) inf. n. _.,
(i,) meaning t lie died: (K, TA:) because a
man, whllen he tlies, fhlls down. (TA.) In the

liur xxxiv. 1:3, it may mlean t lie died, or he
fell dorwn. (T1A.)_ Also (..~) lie stumbled

after going ri;ht. (TA.) And otUi 3:_
. His sins fell; [orfell f fiom him; q. d. fell to

the ground;] went awaoy; or departed. (TA,
from a trod.) - And .Jl , inf. n.

ICe, (a man,) and it, (a stone, &c.,) rolled down
from the mountain. (TA.) _ And ,1~91

,s, I ;l. l or%. S The Arab, of
the desert come dourn, or de.cend,fr om the deserts

to the tonwns or rilluces. (A.) _ And 'L.s ',

(TA,) inf. n. , (1,) t They came upon us
suddenly, or unawares, from a place unknown.

(1,* TA.) And lji t They came from one
town, or country, or the like, to anotheer. (TA.)
-And t They passed along, or anway, or by.
(TA.) - -JQ J .9), or 4'. o. ' >, is
a metonymical phrase, well known, meaning
1:Mayest thou be confounded and stupified by
harme; or, so as to be speechless aud motionless:

Z.5y [properly] signifying ,Jil,. (TA in the
present art. and in art. w1.)

4. ;.Z s&.l ie made his arm, or hand, tofaU,
by a stroke of the sword. (Yahoob, ., 1I.)

7. ;l le, (a man, TK,) or it, (the belly,
TJ,) became lax, or flabby. (i, TIe.) [See
also R. Q. 2.]

R. Q. 1: see 1, in three places.

R. Q. 2. .;L.3 It (a man's belly) quivered,
or shook about, wvith bigness: ($, :) or by
reason ofleanness. (TA.) [See also 7.]

ja and V3S.~ The E;J of a mill or mill-stone;
i. e. the place ilnto nhich the nwheat is throrn
n,ith the hand; (S;) the mouth of a mill or mill-
stone. (K.)

j. ;S A she-cat that makes much loud
breathing or purring (20m) in her sleep. (TA.)

_o A depressed tract between two hills, (8,
g,) stretching along: ($:) pl. Ji.l. (., I.)
The pl. occurs in a verse of Lebeed, commencing

aj*. ;'J3. , as Khalaf El-Ahmar heard the
Arabs recitc it: so says A 'Obeyd: ( :) but the
common rcading is s,, with C and j. (TA.)

.~.: see_,..

;Sl C.4 A sounding [i. e. murmuring or
gurgling] spring or source: (S:) or a running
spring or source: so called because of the ound
of its water: (lAqr:) or a spring, or source,
welling forth abundantly. (Msb.) - See also

'd ..

d.u. The sound of water: and of wind: and
of an eagle making a rustling withI its wings in
flying. (]K.) [See 1.]

jt&.& Water floming (K) vehemently, (TA,)
or copiously. (Ham p. 821.)

3 -
jt1. part. n. of 1. (TA.) -;.. [is a pl.

thereof: antll signifies t Men coming from one
tonwn, or country, or the like, to another; as also
' elt: whlich latter signifies also t Men passing

along, or away, or by. (TA.)

1. a$.,, aor. , ($, Mgh, Msb, ],) inf.'n.
e;l. (s, Mgh, 1K) and t V , (1',) which is
the more chaste form, (O,) or this may be a
quasi-inf. n., (El-Khattabee, Myb,) and, accord.
to some, * ,;j, (MF,) or this is a quasi-inf. n.,
(Lth,* M!b, K, MF,) like .;Y for .. , or, as
some say, a pl. of 1,., (Msb, MF,) and ... also
is an inf. n., (S, K,) and ',, (K,TA,) like
331i, (TA,) or o;3., (so in a MS. copy of the
K anid in the CK,) lie voided his excrement, or
ordure: (S, Mgh, Msb, K :) or B;If. signifies
the retiring alone, and sitting down, to satisfy a
'nant [of nature]. (lAth.)

*.1: see what next follows.

.& Human excrement, or ordure: (.8, Mgh,*

Myb, 1;) as also 't 1,: (M,b, TA:) and some-
times applied to the dung of the dog, and of the
field-rat, and of the ant, and of the fly: (TA:)
pl. ,i, (S, Mgh, M9 b, ] .) which is also a p1.
of ,pi., (Myb, TA,) and A,i., (s,) which is
anomalous, and j~.; (TA;) and some say that

fij, is a pl. of i. (Mhb, MF.)

see 1.

tjI. act. part. n. of 1. (TA.)

*iJ. A place nwhere exrement, or ordure, is
voided; [a nirivy;] (S, ;) as also F ]p, (.,)
and V ;'; (T, ., K, TA;) the last written in

some copies of the Kf .1d; and in one, lF.
(TA.)

6;~,;.: see what next precedes.

1. .~., (JK,$, A, Msb, &c.,) aor. :, (JK,
1g,) inf. n. ,1,, (J K, . A, Mgh,* Mob, KL,
TA,) said of a place, (S,) or a country, (A,
Mgh,') or a dwelling, or place of abode, (M9 b,)
or a house, (T],) It was, or became, in a state
of ruin, waste, uninhabited, depopulated, daserted,
desolate, uncultivated, or in a state the contrary
offlourishing: (JK, S, A,Mgh, KL,TA:) ,,4,"
is the contr. of j. (S.) . aor. ,
(Mob,) inf. n. , ($, M,b, g,) It Aad in it
a slit, or a round perforation: (.8:) or hAe had his
ear slit, (Msb, K,) or bored with a round perfo-
ration. (Msb.) l, j.: see 4... Also, (Msb,

K,) aor. ', inf. n. ZAps., (Msb,) He stole:
(Msb:) or he became a thief, or robber. (Q.)
And j ,l ,.~', (.8, A,) or ?* J$# .,,4k,
(1R,) both mentioned as on the authority of Lbh,
,TA,) nor. , ($, A,) inf. n. i4j& (8, A, g) and
ail,. and -,.A' and ~,~ (1g,) He stole the
camels of such a one. (8, K.)-- ~., (14,)
aor. ', inf n. ,, (TA,) He bored it, perfo-
rated it, or made a hole through it: or he slit it:
(1K, TA:) namely, a thing. (TA.). And He
struck his 4j&., (15,) meaning the part hvAere
the head of his thigh-bone nas inserted; or 4^
here has some other of the significations assigned
to it in this article. (TA.)

2: see 4, in four places.

4..,- (S, A, M.b, K,) inf. n. n , (TA,)

He reduced to ruin; or rendered waste, unin-
habited, depopulated, deserted, desolate, uncul-
tivated, or in a state the contrary of flourishing;
(S, A, K ;) a house, (S, 1C,) or a dwelling, or
place of abode, (Msb,) or a country; (A;) as
also t.,-, (A, Msb, 1K,) inf. n. ,j.3; (TA;)
and '.js., (1i,) [inf. n. as.', asin the gur
ii. 108 :] or .,;m signifies the same, but in a
more extensive, or a superlative or an intensive

sense: you say, ...,a3^j ;- [They ruined their
houses; the j being doubled because the verb has
many oljects: or they demolished their houses].
(., TA.). tj _ wj , in the ]ur [lix. 2],
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means They demolishing their housas: this is the

reading of AA: all others read ,e.3~ '.tIs -',
meaning they going forth from their Aoues, and
leaoing them; (TA;) or eacuating their homes;
or lawing tAem in a statse of ruin. (B!.) -

[Henea the saying,] i 1l t .ij 3 c. ..~ [De-

posits entrusted to Aim become lost, or perih]. (A.)

5. ",&J It (a building) became demolished.
(TA.)

10. ,O ! It (a skin for water or milk) be-
came perforated mith many holes; becamesfuU of

olokes. (A, TA.) - tHe became broken by mis-

forhtem. (JK, V.) -, l: J 't tI

amented for this ent, or cae. (JK.) 

ls p"i. l tHe was angry with him; or mm
angry with him with the angsr that proceed·from

a friad; (d j;.j) namely, one who had

separated himnselffrom him: (JK:) or he yearned
towards, longedfor, or desired, him. (J4.)

Q. Q. 1. *.4 [in the C], erroneously,

.I,] t (the canker-worm) corroded a tree:
(lg, TA :) but accord. to some, this verb is [ra-
dically] quadriliteral, and as such it occure again
in the 1J [in art. (TA.)

s ee a, in five places: - and see
also .

-,^: see me 1., in seven places. m Also The
place where an elevated accumulation of sand
terminates, (JK, Q," TA,) producing trees of tthe

kind called L'. (TA.)

.. The male of the [peci~ of bustard called]

''Ia: (lE, 1:) or i. q. q;I., absolutely:
(TA:) pl. -e. (.)- And hence, (A,) or

, (JK,) or t,jd, (TA,) and Ji .

(!,) t Cowardly; or a coward. (A, ], TA.)- -

See also ~.., near the end of the paragraph.

<d.. (1, TA) and V..!p- (A, Mqb) In a state
of ruin, nwaste, uninhabited, de~populated, deserted,
desolate, uncultivated, or in a state thie contrarty
of flourishipng; (?, A, TA;) applied to a place,
(s,) or a country, (A,) or a dwelling, or place of
abode. (Mlb.) You say £J.. ,l A houe rwhic

its owner has reduced to ruin, or rendered unin-

Aabitd, &c. (f, TA.) [In the phrase, e . l./
n..pb. ~,.h, meaning This is a deserted hole of a

lisard of the kind caliled ,abb, the word ,,,& is

put in the gen. case jl.Jl Lj, i. e. because of

its proximity to a preceding word in that case, not

being so properly.] - [Hence,] ! Jl ` ',
t [He is without marrow in the bone]. (A, TA.)

And a;Sl3 , [One in .homn trust is not
safely reposd (A, TA.) S See also _
And see '..

,k , %ee the next paragraph, in two places.
-- See also

~. A hole, perforation, or bore; (M.b, TA;)
irhether round or not: (TA:) or any round hole
or perforation or bore; (?, g, TA;) such as that

of the ear; (TA;) [and] so t (Af: (A:) pl.

[of mult.] of the former (in this and in other

senses here following, 1g,'TA) . (Msb, )
and ,' , which latter is extr. [with respect to

rule], and [of pauc.] J,.Il [which is irregular
as pl. of the former, but regular as pl. of the lattcr].

(1]. [See also ,~ and [j..]) [Hence,] a,s
.5 _.:JI The bore of the lobe of the ear, wrhen not

iis: [the Sindee being particularly noted by the
Arabs for his pierced ears:] when slit, it is termed

5.SJ ta.jd... (TA.) - ftidth of the hole, or

perforation, of the ear; (JK;) as also f<^,

(JK,) or t~,;4, (A,) and v~p, (I.,) this last

being a subst. like J1;. (TA.)_- The eye of a

needle: [like t.. and kJs :] and the.foranen

of the anus: as also t.L. and t,.. and t lp.

and '~1l. and tf41 .; (K, MF;) in both of
these senses, though this is not clearly shown in
the 8: (MF:) and likewise, of the vagina; tie
dual of *. occurring in a trad., as some relate
it, applied to the fommen of the antius and that of
the vagina together: (TA:) and the last, MtPL,
also signifies any rerfo.ation licke the etje of a

needle. (1..). t - aJl and t, and t'4"5Jl
and ti4,JI Tthe hole [or socket] of the hip, (;,
TA,) wherele the ad of the thigh-bone is insmted;
as also JJjhl ao& and .i1 t43 . and t

.J1:il and .0jl t$i. [or, probably, Vhl,]

and jJl '$1 i. and ,Jlj t$1i: and the pl.,

,t , also signifies the lowNer extremities of the

shoulder-blades. (TA.)-AAnd 1.Jt, (A'Obeyd,

, Mgh, M?b, -,) or j..l ao.., (A,) and

t3l~.Jl, and sometimes al.Jl ithout tesh
deed,(TA,) [and perhaps *t.<Jl also, (see e',)]
The loop of the [leathern rater-bag called] ;jlp;
(A 'Obeyd; $, A, Mgh, Myb, K ;) because of its
round form: every bl!j having two loops
[whereby it is suspended upon either side of the
eamel], each of which is thus called; and two
kidney-shaped pieces of leather (CXt.i) [at the
two upper corners]; and the two loops are sewed
to these. (TA. [Sec also a. 1̂.])J A ,;ice, or
fault; (lAth, TA;) as also t*4j.: (V,:) and
corruption, or unsoundness, in religion; (JK,

I ;) as also ti;i. (JK, TA) and t [ (like

.(] Mgh, 10) and and g) ()
and t,.,s.: and a quality inducing suspicion, or
eil opinion: [a meaning app. belonging to all of
the foregoing words:] (TA:) pl., of the first,
jj ; and of the second, .;tt: (JK:) also,

the first (i. e. J4p), a crime: a bad, an evil, or
afoul, ord or saying: and a trial, or an affliction.
(TA.) You say, at,.. & C Tiere is not in him

a rce, or fault. (TA.) And C i >. L t

4A. (JK,TA) and fL .,(TA,) or t aki, (JK,)
We have not seen in such a one unsoundness of re-
ligion nor anything disgraceful. (JK, TA.) 

a~', .i, occurring in a trad., means One vwio

w,e ith a thing desiring to appropriate it to
himself and to tahe possession of it unlanfully.
(TA.)

f,~: tee .1p&, in three places. ~Also The

state, or condition, or giJe, of him who is termed

.,).: (1( :) also explained u signifying a thing

whereof one is ashamed: or a derived from

[;r^, meaning] "contemptiblenes, and di-
grace, or ignominy :" or it may be mti., mean-
ing a single act [tf a shamefal nature, or the like].
(Et-Tirmidhee, TA.)

.+: see bJ., in three places, near the end

of the paragraph. - Also i.q. JJ (Baswen ,

vileness, c.]: (l, TA:) in one copy of the

3C, aj [a slip, lapse, fault, &c.]: (TA:) and
dimgrace, or ignominy, and contemptibleness.

(TA.) - And "..JIl signifies ij;11 [The part,
or parts, of the person, cwhich it is indecent to
expose]. (&)

4,. and its pie.: see .r , in five places.

Ojlj.: see e'.

4Lj. inf. n. of .' in the first of the senscs
explained above. (JK, S, A, &c. [Sce 1, first
sentence.]) [Then used as an ep,ithet:] see

, ^. .- [And then used as an epithet in which
the quality of a subst. predominiates, as appears

from what follows ;] contr. of ;!,: (JK, A,
I :) and ' '& . signifies [the .same; or] &4
~lj~; (A, ~;) as also t*LA,: (Ltb,] :) [all

may be rendered A ruin, or wraste; a place,
coniatry, place of abode, or house, in a date oJf
ruin, rwaste, uninhabited, delolpulated, deserted,
desolate, unclticated, or in a state titse contrary

of flourishin:] the pl. of isni .'I, (JK,

K,) a pl. of paue., (JK,) and .. y, whlieh latter
is mentioned by El-Kbat.Abee, (.K,) as occurring
in a trad. respecting the building of tile mosque

of El-Medeeneh: .,LZ% j i 

<#J~tA . jd.; [There were in it

palit.trees, and the graves of theic believers in a
plurality of gods, and rins; and he gave orders
respeeting the ruins, andi they were levelled]: but
lAth says that j.4, may be pl. of ak., or of
t °ate,: or it may be t~.Lo [call. gen. n.] of

t °a.: and accord. to one reading of the tradl.,

the word is .!_~, meaning "a place ploughed
for sowing :" (TA:) [accord. to F,] the pl. of
t' "2:, also, is n..: and the pl. of t ,aL is

,..,. [mentioned above] and [3t,s [which is
anomalous] and l.A . (1.) [Hence,] WJ3

te ; f lj * [They feU into a valley of

rums, or maste places, &c.]: (A, TA:) i. e.,
into destruction: (TA:) [a prov., of which there
are various readings: see Atq., in art. . .]

[Also inf. n. of ..4 as syn. with ,,, q. v.]

JLp. i see a*, in five places.

.,^3. (As, , Mgh, ) and '.,, (As,
?, V,) mentioned by Az as radically quadriliteral,
(TA in art. J^,) and 1 (Mgh, ,)
but this last is of weak authority, (TA,) or not
allowable, (1,) a coll. gen. n.; n. un. with 5;
(TA;) A hind of tree, growing upon the moun-

tains of Syria, having grains (# ) like those of

the ,sre [q. v.], caUled by the children of El-
I

-q~L716
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'Ireh 14 al 'i\, dry, or tough, and black:

(As, TA in art. .j:) a certain plant, (f,

Mgh,) wel known: (?:) aid by some to be the

kind of tree [or plant] called , _L±.d.. [i. e.

poppy]: (Mgh:) certain trees, of wvhich therc

are twoo kinds, wild (, and Syrian ( )

(AIn, :) the former kind is also called 0-;

(Agn;) and thi is thorny, (Agn, P,) wued as

fsel, rising to the height of a cubit, h aring

branche, (Agn,) with a fruit (A1ln, 1) black

(,;) and light, like bubbles, (AHn, TA,) in the

copies of the ] eAI b, but correctly tlJlb,

(TA,) disagyrecable in taste, (AHn, V,) niot eaten

xceept in cases of difficulty, or distress; haring

grainu ( wh) nhich are hard and lubricous:

(AJn:) the Syrian kind [is that to whirh tlhe

name of .,j is nonw commonly applied, thc

carob, or locust-lree; ceratonia siliqua; the fruit

of which] is sweet, and is eaten; having grainx

(4..) like those of the J but lar!per;

(AHn;) the fruit of this kind is lihe the jIsz

[4 tor cania fistula], biut wide; and.fiom it

are prepared an inspinated juice and [a hiind of]

..ip.c [or parched meal]. (Aljn,K.) 5Itsgrain

is used as a woight: see l and ,^? and

.Ail5: se ae^, in two places.

341^: ace AU&, in four places.

,j.>^ and ace 8CC,A.

,"1i A stcaler of canels: (/s, fi, A:) and

(by extension of its original meaning, TA) any

thief, or robber: (JK, :)dim. * (TA:)

and pl. $la_, (@, A, TA,) or ,.iAI. (JK.)

[See also .]

see whiat next precedes.

<>5; Slit: or having a round hole or per

foration: (S:) [fem. 1 as in] '4&. CX

An ear having the lobe slit. (K.) -A man

(S,) or a ram, (Msb,) hatving his ear slit; (S

M9b,1;) us also t .. 'and " J ; (TA;:

from e . . signifying slit: (S:) and (so ii

the ? and TA, but in thc Msb " or ") having hi

ear pierced, or bored: when it is slit (after tii

piercing, gl, TA), he is said to be ._1: (S, Msb

TA: [but see this last in art. ,.wm.:]) and .,j

e;'9l having the ears pierced, or bored: (AiM

TA in art. ; and .& a female slav

having the lobe of her ear slit [or pierced, c

bored]: and t a female slave having he

ear [slit or] pierced, or bored: (TA:) and .i

a she-goat having her ear slit, but so that the sl

is not long nor wide. ( see

9 Iii. An empty bee-Aive, (1,) in whii

honey has not been colleted. (TA.)

an Dd i m fem. (with 3): see 

"j3j6" : see

sing. of t (TA,) which latt

I -

signifies Holes like thoe of hornets' nests: and V

the holes, or cells, (prepared with rwax, ] in art. th

yja. ,) iin which the bees deposit their honey. as

(g, TA. [In the Cg, erroneously, "w3..)V w

Accord. to some, the m is a radical letter. (TA.) tb

1. ;,s., (RP,) aor. ', inf. n. ;.S, (Tg,) lle ti

prforated, bored, or pierced, (1,) the ear, (Tf,) ti

or a thing. (TA.) And Q~i.i .ii [It c

perforated, or slit, (see the pass. part. n., below,) 

the nose of the camecl]: said of the 61AU" [or o

wooden thing that is inserted in the bone of the

camcl's nose]. (A.) =Wi1 .ja. We knew

the land and its roads. (KIs, g.) [Golius omits a

this; but mentions, as on the authority of Ibn- e

Maaroof, ;a , signifying He was skilful, or L

expert, in shoning the nway. What Ibn-Maaroof a

says, however, is that the inf. n. ;L significs i

tie being acquainteld vith a road; and, with a t
place. See tj'.] 

: see what next follows, in two places.

.Z The perforation, bore, or hole, (S, A, K,) 

of a needle; [i. e. its eye;] (S, A; [see also

a3ii ;] and of the ear, (S,) or in the ear, [but

see Ji3,] &c.; (A, K;) and of the ,,A, [i. e. L

hoe, or adz, or axe,] (S A, TA,) meaning, of the 

handle thereof; (A, TA;) as also 6;; (Fr, TA

in art. j .;) [see angain i;> and Z5&. sig-

nifics the same: (A,K:)l pl. [of pauc.] )l

(, A) and [of malt.] _ (8.) You say
) ,tl .U1 ,t X .C [Narrower than the eye

of the tneedle]. (A.) And JXPI Z! 1b iLa*

[Narrow aposses lilke the eyes of needles]. (A.)

The ;s_ of a sandal is The hole, or perforation,

of' the a3.l [q. v.], into wUhich the thong [called

the 6AR] enters. (An anon. Arabic MS. in my

posscssion.) - Also The rings at the heads [or

extremities] of [cancls' plaited fore-girths of the

kind called] p_; and so [the pels.] (R)

and l;: (S, K:) and.# a;i, signifies one of

tiLese; (K;) i. e. tlhe ritg in which is [inserted

n the end qf] the i. (TA.) [Hence the phrase,]

e* S.k ZjA. jJ [lit. The rings of the fore-girtis
iof the camei of such a one became unsteady;

meaning] th/e state of such a one becanme
disordered, or perverted. (A, TA.) And similar

, to this are the phrases, 'AiJl ;s ;I and 1;1;

re .~,d.1, [in the TA >Ij and .Zl;j, but the com-

ir parison evidently shows that the verbs should be

r >I and Qjl,,] said of a people vhen they do not

receive or entertain hospitably him who alights

it at their place of abode: so says IApr on the

authority of Es-Saloolee. (TA.)-See also j;>.

-Also A smnall rib, at, or near, the breast; and

so tZ _: (]:) pl. ;lw which Lth explains
as meaning the ribs at, or near, the breast, col-

lectively. (TA.) - And [the pl.] ;1 1 signi-

fies The obscure roads or ways, and the narrow

passes, of a desert. (TA.)

er Mjd.: see . Its pl. .ll, [also pl. of

5&J, [also Pi. Of

';, J, (see ,)] in the formation of which

Le ; of the sing. seems to have been considered

I elided, also signifies The loops of a [leathern

ater-bag such as is called] ;;..: it is mid in

he T that in the ;l$j. are its .1d1l, the loops

rtween which is the ;.i; [commonly signifying

ane, or reed, but here app. mraning the mouth,

thich has the form of a short cylinder, and is in

he middle of the upper part of the ;bj., between

he two loops, these being at the two upper

orners], wvhereby [app. referring to the ,. It]

t is carried [and suspended on the ride of a

amel, counterpoised by another L;lp5 on the

ther side of the camel]: and AM adds that one

ays [also] ;ljl ";' I, sing. 4'5 [q. v.];

nd in like manner, iy~l i [" the bore of the

ar"]; with ,.: and sj;sal .*-.;i ["a

oyv having his cars pierced, or bored"]: he says,

lso, that the i, a with ;j, is [the hole] in the

ron of the j,o, and [the eye] of the needle; and

he ;.i, with -,,, is in the skin: and AA says

hat ~. signifies the eye of the [kind of needle
a.lled] , i.e. the 2l.: (TA:) and Lth says

hat it signifies a round hole. (TA in art. ,.^.)

065IJI Tro stars, (,) of the stars of the

Lion, two whips' lengths apart, [(see £bp.,) in]

the two shordder-blades of the Lion, (TA,) also

called j.1 ' j, (s,) [composing the Elleenth

Afansion of the MAoon: (see ;i: and see also

.JI )j' , in art. Jj :)] the word is mentioned

here in the .K, as though it were of the measure

,D1 .ai; but accord. to Kr and others, it is dual

of li., belonging to art. , in which it is

again mnentioned in the K:' (TA :) accord. to

ISd, however, only the dual form is known, and

the radical zo and the augmentative ., [by whlich

latter is meant ;] are in the dual alike: (TA in

art. :) Zj asked Th respecting the XjI/d.,

and he answered, IAgr says that they are two

stars, of those of the Lion; and Aboo-Nar, the

companion of Ay, says that they are two stars in

the ;tj of the Lion, i. e. in the midde thereof;

but in my opinion they are two stars after [i. e.

to the eastrard of] the J and the ,.: Zj

disapproved of this, and replied, I say that they

are tmo stars in thiat part of the breast which is

the stabbing-place, derived from ;!?t1 £5., "the

eye of the needle :" but Th rejoined, that this

was an error, because the word is the dual of

i1;.; and he cited some verses in which a poet

speaks of certain stars in the Lion, and, among

them, of ;!1. (MF, TA.)

A,. ( ],A,1) and (4Sh) A
skilful, or an expert, g~ide of the way; (8h, S,
1V;) one who pursues the right 'cours to the

i,, . e. the obscure roads or ways, and the

,narro passe, of the doerts; or who puru~ the

right course in a way that may be lihed to the

,Z [or eye] of the needle: (TA:) or skilful;

applied to a man, and [particularly] to a guide:

(A:) pl. Zj;j!p, occurnag in a vers [perhape

used by poetic licence for the regular pl. , jj.].

(..)
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;*~ A strait, direct, or right, road or
way. (V.)

. .. originally Perforated, bored, or pierced.
(TA.)_ Tlen, (TA,) Iaring the nose slit;
(1 ;) [and] so . '1 &'.., applied to a camel:
(A, TA:) or :j signifies halng3 a slit lilp.
(8, g(.)

~,~ The utenuil and furniture of a house or
tent: ($, Mgh, :) and the reftuse, or the wrorth-
kle or mean or vik articles, tiereof; ($, A, Mgh ;)
thus accord. to the lawyers: (Mgh:) or bad fur-
niiture and utensils: (A:) or the tworst thereof,
and of spoilb: (]s:) or [rubbish,] uch as aft.raq-
ment of a bowml, and ashes, and [the dung that is
termed] .at, of a house: (AZ, TA in art. .1:)
[pl. s >.] You say, . s. .. They,
removed the nworthies articles of their furniture
and uten.ils. (A.) - [Hencec,] r, . A.
.o.CJl I Suc/ a one hears languaqe in which is ,o
good. (A, TA.) And o.L L ouJI
and Jl.;5i [Such a one cast .fordts the un-
profitable things of his tmintl snd ithe unl,'(!fitable
things of his speech]. (A, TA.)

1. , , (.S, Msb, K, d&c.,) nor. , (L,) inf. n.
tl~ and d (8, M.b, K,) lIe, or it, mcent,

came, passed, or got, out, or forth/; issued, enma.-
nated, proceeded, went, or departed; contr. of
jim.j; (TA;) 3 ,Jl1 >a. [f,om the place].

(M9b.) One says, CIL... 4 jd .. [lle, or it,
'ent, came, passed, or got, out, or forth, &c.,

well: and it turned out nell]. (S.) [And . j 
e f: U. , in art. J3 9. WWhen

means It mas disbursed, or exp,ended, the inf. n.
is J. ] i . [lit. IIe rent out, &c., wnith
him,or it]: se 4. (TA.) , .. [T£he day t
qf going forth] mean. to.e day of the ,c [or l
.festival]. (A, TA, I, *m a trad.) And [as used
in the ]ur i. 41] The day when men shall come
f/brth from their grares; ('A ;) a name of the
day of resurrection. (AO, J..) - [tlt became l
excluded by a definition or a rule or the like, or
by: portion thereof.] Ji ii is a
phn'- ot the Ba,ree grammarians, said of the
objective complement of a verbl, meaning tPut a
in the accus. cae as being out of the predicament
of the subject and that of the attribute. (TA.) ~

-- rl O, yL. t [lie got out of, escaped fromn,
ext.-icated himself from, evaded, or became quit i.
of, a affair, or a state]. (ISha, TA in art. Sj.) h
[And S1_ jl )1 >e tjd t lHe passed from Ii
one state t" another state. And .' tjj ,
t le quitted, orforsook, his religion. And .4. S
a.t- OiJ , and C , %*, t le became quit of his
debt, and of his diseae.] And iM ;

^.iJ tHe paid such a one his debt: a phrase rn

used in law. (TA.) [And 1 ...i

and o.JL i l s, +ile rebelled against the

Sulfin.] And . .1 ; I;. ,? .[She
becameformed lile the 'he-amel]; said of a she-
camel that is termed tV a..r.- (S,-A,.) And
J.Ql Ji ,. t [He became foul, or obscene, in
his language]. (L and g in art. s) And

JtJ , Ae u .y, inf. n. n., e ws,
or became, conspicuous in science and art. (A,
TA. [See also 5.]) _- t;; f ., said of
a cloud (;l H,), fow, good is its rst rising
from the horizon! (A.) [You say also, -,
_.. .J1l, inf. n. , meanin-g t 7he clouds be-

cane extended, or expanded: see ,..] And

bIee c. Tihe shy became cleat; after haing
been cloudy. (T, A.)

2. ' ., inf. n. &, [sometimes resembles
in signification C_1:] see the inf. n. voce .

[t Ile resolred, explained, or rendered, a say-
ing. p I jyi 1_. Ii. . 91 a t According to
Ithis meaning &c. they hare resolved, explained,
or rendered, surh a saying, is a phrase of frequent
occurrence in thc larger lexicons &c.] tHe
educated, dixcilplined, or trained, wCell a youth:
and in lilke manncr, a horse [and a camel; for

f_e, as is indicated in the B1 voce +, ap-
plied to a camcl, is syn. witil ;]. (IAar.)
You say, c l i ., (S,A, K,) inf.n. as
above, IfIe educated, disciplined, or trained, him
nell in lrolite accomnlishnents; i. e. a teachler,

his pupil. (TA.) = [Ile, or it, rendered a thing o
pl1, i. e. of tno colours, white and black: &c.]

You say, ,,il C. t *.. l Th,e stars render .
tre colour [of a thing, such as an expanse of (
water,] a mixture of black and white, by reason r
f its blackness and their whiteness. (TA.) And ii

;l.1 .s, (A,K,) inf. n. as above, (K,) Ftle a
(a boy, A) wrote tpon part of the tablet and left [
,art of it without Nriting. (A,* K.) And . 0

l;t. S He wrote a book leaving [blank] the places
[of the titles] of the sections and chapters. (A.)
And q aJ- C ' (A, K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)
He made the work to be of different kinds. (A,
., TA.) And .jl aTfil .,5 3 , inf n. as
above, The pasturing animals ate part of thl ,
pasture and left part. (S,* A, K,* TA. [See ti
Iso 4.]) And . I ~ d;l: and -; l

M41, and s. .t&: see -. o°

3. ir.J11 iq. , (.8,TA,) tl

.e. (TA) One person's putting forth as many of PI
lis fingers as he pleases, and th,e other's doing the oj
ike: (}1, TA :) [or the playing at the game called bJ
torra; micare digitis: see .. You say, o0

!1.. i He played wvith Aim at the game of morra. J
See also 6.]-,i, [inf. n. as above,] i Je f

o,ntributed with them to the expenses of a journey a1
r an expedition against an enemy, shar,ing equally a
rith each of them; like .,~U.. (L in art. Sj.)

[Boox I.

- And m..j f. He made an agreement with Aim,
namely, his slave, that he (the latter) should pay
him a certain impost at the expiration of everj
month; (Mgh, L, TA;) the slave being left at
liberty to work: (L,TA:) in which case.the

slave is termed ;tI. .*. (Mgh, L, TA.)
I. WL, (8, Myb, g, &c.,) inf. n. [1 l;ll and]
'~.Z, (.3, g,) He made, or caused, him, or it, to go,

come, pass, or get, out, orforth; to issueY, emanate,
proceed, or depart: [he put, cast, or thrust, him,
or it, out, orforth ; expelled, eetetd, or dislodged,
Aitn, or it: he took, led, drew, or pulled, Aim, or
it, out, orforth: he gare it forth: he, or it, pro-
duced it:] as also , t .. [but it should be
observed that this latter properly and generally
denotes accompaniment, like , ,j ; and may
be literally rendered he went, came, passed, or
got, out, orforth, with him, or it :] and C.lI,
also, is syn. wnithk .. I; as in the saying, in a
trad.,M C tj~. [And hle tookforth,
or too forth fo,. aimself(accord. to a property of
many .erbs of this form), some dates from a
iwater-sain]: (TA:) [so, too, is t*L-l..u; as
meaning he took, led, drew, or pulled, out, or
forth: but this generally implies some degree ofeffort, or labour; as does also tcI' ..l; and like-
wise, desire: i. e. it means he sought, or en-
deavoured, to make a thing comeforth: the former
is also syn. with c,,l (q. v.) and 4,~1: and
both of them signify, and so does Cs1 in many
nstancces, he drew out, or forth; extracted;
edured; produced; elicited; fetched oui by la-
hour or art; got out; or extorted: this is what

s meant by its being said that] t .lj l is
yn. with L; :'lI, (s, K,) and so is tj~L.

.K.) .. tv l in the lur xvii. 82,
neans Cause Thou nme t go forth from Mekkeh
m a good, or an agreeable, manner, so that I may
iot turn my heart [or affections] towards it: (Jel:
see also various similar explanations in Bgl:])
r t is here a n. of place, or, accord. to the
hore approved opinion, of time. (TA.)- _, rl
t,~ u, t t[Ie vented that which was in his
osom, or mind]. (TA in art. r [p.l
aid of a definition or a rule or theike, or ofa por.
on thereof, means t It excluded something.]_

l ' j.. ,,. t[He exclu,ded him from par-
icipation in the affair]. (TA in art. Op., &c.)
- t^ [intrans. ] ie paid hisx .e1; ( ;) i. e.
is land-taz, and poll-tax. (TA.) _ He hunted

strichnes uch as are termed *, (9, TA, [in
he CIC .,JI is erroneously put for .1,])
I. of .l1. (TA.) - lie married to a woman
f brown complexion, white internized with
lack, wvhose parents were, one, wrhite, and the
Wker, black. (T, K.) _ tHe passed a year of
sruitfulnen and sterility, (, TA,) or halffruit.
'ul and alf sterile. (TA.)-i1t1 1
Trie pasturing animals ate part of the pasture
ad left part. (p, TA. [See also 2.])

5. t;3 [tit (a saying) was resoled, ezplained,
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or rendered. 1.. J ) ' :j Q" t tAc-

cording to this meaning &c. is, or may be,

rsoled, explained, or rendered, such a saying, is
a phrae of frequent occurrence in the larger
lexicons &e. -] t He was, or became, well edu-
cated or disciplined or trained, (A,^ TA,) in
polite accomplishments, (9, ]~, TA,) or in science
and art. (A. [See also 1: and see 2, of which
it is quasi-passu.])

6. taW i. q. x&t3; (S;) similar to a .; .

with the fingers, as explained above. (TA.)
You say, I^,jW3 , meaning I,.;3 [i. e. They
played together, one putting forth as many of his
fingers as he pleased, and another doing the like:
or they played together at the game called morra:

see * "]. (A.) - _I.j is also syn. with

I),j W as meaning They contributed equally to
the expenses rhiMch they had to incur on the oc-
casion of a journey, or an expedition against an
enemy; or contributed equal sitares of food and
drink. (L in art. .. ) - And 1 jJ They (two
copartners, .C, TA, or two coinheritors, TA) be-
came quit of claim to sharing property by one's
taking the house and the other's taking the land;
(1.,' TA;) or by selling the I,rolperty by mutual
consent and then dic;(ing it; or by one's talhing
ready money and the other's taking a debt.
(TA.)

8: see 4, in three places: and sce also 10.

9. j&l IHe (a ram, ]g, or an ostrichl, S, K)
-. I

was, or became, j$ i. e., of two colours, white

and black; as also l,Fl. (S, K.)

10. f. .. l1: see 4, in two places. You say,
'"?'.j- i; ;i1 ',~ '';1 ! I extracted the

thing from the mine, clearing it from its dust.
(M9 b.) And l 1 i ,,Z4n
t [The eliciting of the meaning of that which iJ
made enigmatical is a cause offatigue to minds].
(A in art. ..a.) - [Also t lIe tilled land, and
made it productive. (See .K voc cyU.]) And

*01 - 0 $

.a.l . j. $' tThe land was put into a good
state for sowing or planting. (AHn, TA.)

o. 1..I and *V 4r i1 He asked him, or pe-
titioned him, to go, or conme, out, or forth; or he
desired o!f himn that he should go, or come, out, or
forth. (TA.)

11: see 9.

,i. [originally an inf. n.] Outgoings, disburse-

ments, expenditure, or expenses; what goes out,
or is expended, of a man's property; contr. of

3,~. (S, l1.) - See also .:^, throughout. 

Also, (S, L, l,) and .j1-, (L,) Clouds when

first rising and appearing: (S, L, J:) or the
rain that co7nes forth ftom cloud: (Akh:) or
the ji.. of clouds is their becoming extended,

or expanded. (TA. [See 1.])

: see l.- Also kA well.nown kind

of ,t&; [a pair of saddle-bags; i. e. a double
bag, or doubb wack,for th ; ] ($, M.b, J ;)
a jJIi hiaring two corre~ponding receptacle
[te moutl whro of are generally closed by means
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of loops which are inserted one into another]:
(TA:) [also, app., a single saddle-bag; and

Q ..'& a pair of saddle-bags: (see,e :)] an
Arabic word, (S,) accord. to the more cormet
opinion; but said by some to be arabicized:

(TA:) pl. [of mult.] '.'. (S, Myb, K) and

[of pauc.] -l,l. (TA.)

.. [The quality of being of] two colours,

white and blach. (S, . [See .])

a,.dI [n. un. of 1: pl. ;1 , . You say,

; aj"/ 9. 1 :.j. C lie went not, or came not,

out, or forth, save once: and )3"'6 L
How many are thy goings, or comings, out, or
forth! (A.)

0 ..i 9 *. 0*. @ 5 a nd
,l- c. , .i (,. ) .a' and 

C 9,.. (T'A in art..) A man Jfiequently
going, or coming, out and in: (S, K, TA:) and
the second phrase [and app. the others likewise]
Ia man of much clerernes, ingenuity, or acutenes,
and artifce, or cunning; (1, TA;) Ia man who
uses art, artifice, or cunning, in the dirposal, or
management, of ajjairs: (A:) or l one who does
not hasten in an affair f,.om which he cannot
easily escape when he desires to do so. (TA.)

(S, A, Mgh, Msb, R) and ' (S,

Msb, K,) both also written with damm, [i. e.

6I and t .,] (KC,) but the former mode of
writing them is that which more commonly ob-

tains, (TA,) i. q. 3j !; (S, 1 ;) A tax, or tribute,
which is tahen from the property of people; an
impost, or a certain amount of the property of
people, which is given forth yearly; a taz upon
lands 9c.: (TA:) or the revenue, or gain, de-
rivedf,.om land, (A, Mgh, Msb,) orfrom a slave,
(Mgh,) or also from a slave: (A:) and then
applied to the land-tax, which is taken by the
Sulfdn: (A, Mgh:) and the poll-tax paid by the
free non-Muslim subjects of a Muslim gorern-
ment: (A, Mgh, M.b:) or .lp. signifies espe-

cially a landl-tax: and * a poll-tax: (IAsr:)

or the former also signifies the poll-tax paid by
the f.ee non-Mluslim suljects of a Mruslim govern-
ment: it is a term which wvas applied to a yearly
laud-tax which 'Omar imposed upon the people
of the Sawdd [of El-'Iri]: then, to the land-
tax which the people of a land taken byconeention
agreed to pay; and their lands were 'termed

°,q. .l: accord. to Bd, it is a name for the pro-
ceeds of land: and has then been used to signify
theprofits arisitngfrom posessions; such as the
revenue derived fJrom the inrease of lands, and
fron slaves and animals: accord. to Er-I.fi'ee,
its primary signification is an impost which the
master requires to be paid him by his slave:

accord. to Zj, i is an [obsolete] inf. n.: and

.l:., a name for that which coms forth: and
he also explains the latter word by :;: and

', by ,.dy. and : (TA:) the pl.
·0 .g

(of tl5 , L, TA) is Cl:-l and Cl&.! [a pl. pl.]

and *'; (ER to) vli 'Jl, a saying

ascribed to Mobammad, (1, TA,) oceu-ring in a
trad. of 'Aisheh, of disputed authority, but affirmed
by several authors to be genuine, means, accord.
to most of the lawyers, (TA,) The revenue derived

from the slave is the property of tho purchaser
because of the responsibility which he has borne

for him: (A,* Mgh,' K, TA:) for one purchases
a slave, and imposes upon him the task of pro-
ducing a revenue for a time, and then may dis-

cover in him a fault which the seller had concealed;
wherefore he has a right to return him and to
receive back the price; but the revenue which he

had required the slave to produce is his lawful
property, because he had been responsible for
him; and if he had perished, part of his property
had perished: (K,* TA:) in a similar manner
lAth explains it, as relating to a male or female

slave 6r to other property. (TA.)._.I . and
El, as used in the lKur xxiii. 74 mean A re-

compense, or reward. (Fr.) Some, for *~ ,

in this instance, read 4.lj.. (TA.) - And
1j. is also used as meaning t The taste of fruit;

this being likened to the .l,,. of lands &c. (TA,

from a trad.) - See also , in five place.

lf,. Pimlples, or srmall swellings or putules:

[a coll. gen. n.:] n. un. with i: (Mgh, Mb :)

or [the hind of pustule termed] J) , and the
like, that come forth upon the body: (Mgh:) or
purulent pustules, or imposthames, (,, K,) that
comeforth upon the body: (S:) or a spontaneous
swelling that comes forth upon the body: or an
ulcerous swnelling that come forth upon a beast of
the equine kind and ulon other animals: pl. [of

pauc.] a,.,. and [of mult.] ) .d.. (TA.)-
See also

0*6 see and a M. _Also A horse

that outstrips in the race. (TA.) -And ! A
horse having a neck so long that, by reason of

its length, he plucks away at unawares (J'.)
every bridle that is attached to his bit: (A,' L,

:*) and in like manner, without ;, a mare.
(TA.) -And A she-camel that lies down apart
from the [other] camels: (K :) and one excellent
in the pace termed j;, that goes before others:

0** 0a 

(TA:) pl. , (X, TA,) [in the CKC C..., but
it is] with two dammehs. xTA.)

. an inf. n. of L (S, Msb, 1y.)_ See

also ~j~..

5#. (S, K) and t ; and ' t (TA)

A certain game, (S, ., TA,) played by thie Arab

youths, (TA,) in which they say * el , .:
(s, K, TA:) accord. to ISk, you say, aJ

· 'tj t, oi l [The boys played at .lj&], with
kesr to the t: Fr ays, lj. is the name of a

well-hnown game of the Arabs, in which one of
the players holdt a thing in his hand and says to

the others, Elicit ye (Q,.~l) what is in my
hand: in the T, V tlp. and are explained

by the word 4-.' [meaning micare digitis;
and hence it appears that the game thus termed,
accord. to the T, is the morra, a game common

1

meribed 

to Mobammad, (1�, TA,) oceu-ring in a

tmd. 

of 'Aisbeh,' of disputed authority, but affirmed

by 

seveml authors to be genuiue, means, wwrd.

to 
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cover 
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wherefore 
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receive 

back the price ; but the revenue which he

had 

required the slave to produce im his lawful
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because he had been responsible for
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and if he had perished, part of his property

had 

perished: (1�,6 TA:) in a similar manner

IAth 

explains it, as relating to a male or female

slave 

6r to other property. (TA.) -V and
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as used in the ]�ur xxiii. 74 mean A re�
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or reward. (Fr.) Some, for *

in 

this instance, read (TA.) - And
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this 
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from 

a trad.) - See also in five placm.
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or 
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purulent 
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hence it appears that the game thuig termed,

and 

a" ;. (ER 1,e 1, a saying accord. to the T, is the morra, a game common
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in ancient and modern Italy, and in very remote
times in Egypt, in which one of the players puts
fort some, or all, of hi fingers, and another is
required to name instantly th number put forth,
or. to do the same]; and it is there added, that
it is A game of thI Arab youths: Aboo-Dhu-
eyb El-Hudhalee says,

* LJt, :'1 s, ."
a· 0. , . a . * , t - -

Ci.MbL)L3 ;. g d t.NJW1

I mas dsepbl in consequence of it, (referring to
lightning,) at nightfall, as though it were ker-
chiefs tristed for the purpose of beating with
them, under which rwas uttered the cry C.O.;

likening the thunder to the cry of the players:
but Aboo-'4lee says that C [thus used] is

incorrect; that he should have aid t eI., but
that the rhyme required.him to say . . (TA.)

1 . J ; Countriest suject to a [tlj. or]
tax upon their lands. (MP.)

we: ee t Band and ^-

ij..b has the meaning of a pass. part. n.:

(, :) you *ay, Cl'4 is, t He is, orhas
been, wed educated or disciplined or trained by
such a one (., A,* ] ) in polite accomplishments,
(5, ],) or in science and art. (A.)

to · mand [in an intensive sense] t t~U and

[in an intensive or a frequentative sense] t el,
Going, cominj, passing, or getting, out, orforth;
iusuing, emanating, proceedling, or departing: [the
second signifying doing so much: and the third,
dtoing so much or frequently.] (TA.) - [Ez-
t~nrl; extrinsic; foreign:] the exterior, or out.
side, of anything. (TA.) You say, tl ~.

Iji [I nwas outside the houd]:, (A :) [or,]
accord. to Sb, mta. is not used adverbially un-

les with the particle [ij]. (TA.)- [Hence,
t.iJ as meaning t What is external, or ex-

trintic, to the mind; what is objective; reality.

(See also A.Zq .) And r.,t_Jl ll t In ,rhat is

external, or extriutic, to the mind; &c.].

a t [femrn. of V.l.t : and sing. of l used

as a subst.].,- _liJI in the phrase J;lI

.J!..J b3 means The arcles,.or vaults, and niches,

in tie inner side of a wall; JbI,Jl meaning
the figured 'forms, and inscriptions, upon a wall,
executed with gypsum or otherwise: or J.ll4l
LjlpJ bj means the ornamental [deprsed and]
projectingformi of a building, differingfrom the
forums adjacent thereto. (Msb,.from a saying of
Esh-Shafi'ee.)-_.. l I t The mars and

the female slave and the she-as. (IJ.) _,:,
tli . t Ilis generosity became apparett, and

he applied himself to the sound management of
affairs, (P, TA,) and became intelligent like
others of his clan, after his youth, or ignorant
and youtfiul conduct. (TA.)

,^W. One who maks himself a lord, or

chief, (., ], TA,) and goes forth [firm his
party, or fellows], and become elevated, or
ealted, (TA,) without his having noble ancestry:
(, I, TA:) and it is also said to signify any-
thing that surpasses, 6r exce its kind andfellows:
(TA:) accord. to Abu-l-'AIl, in ancient times,
before El-Islam, it was applied to a courageous,
or generous, man, the son of a coward or niggard,
and the like: -and in like manner, to a Ajleet,
or snift, horse; or one excellent in running; or
that outstrips others; noi the offspring of a sire
and dam possessing the like qualities: [and in the

TA, the coll. gen. n. Q1.i is explained as
applied to such. horses :] - then, in the times of
El-Islam, it was applied to A rebel: and a heretic.

(Iyam p. 188.) [The pl.] J.sll is the appella-
tion of A party [of heretics, or schismatics,] of
those following erroneous opinions, having a sin-
gular, or particular, persiasion : (Q( :) they are

[said by some to'be] the 4kjdy [q. v.]; and the
2~ j&. are [said to be] a sect of them; and they
consist ofseven sectJ: (TA:) they were so called
because they went forth from, (as in one copy of
the K,) or against, (ae in other copies,) the rest
of the people; (K, TA;) or from the religion, or
froin the truth, or from 'Alee after [the battle of]
Siffeen. (TA.) - [Also t Relating to what is
external, or extrinsic, to the mind; objective;

reaL Hence,. acjiLJi ; 1 t The things that
are esternal, or.extrinsic, to the mind; the things
that are considered objectively; real things;

opposed to a~l. 1j . (See also W.)

1[~ .jl. fem. of I .:-:..and also a coll.

gen. n., of which the u. un. is i..ti .. ]

.Tj,. A certain sort of palm-trees, (L, K,*)

Well hnown. (K.)

[l~- pl. of aj. 1. : : -and also of ,nl.. as
an epithet applied to a man &c., not as a rel. n.]

.j^. A ram, (S, R,) and (so in the S, but in
the ' "or") a male ostrich, (AA, S, A, R,) of
two colours, wrhite and black: (S, A, *1:) or a
male ostrich of a colour in which black predomi-
nates over rrhite, like the colour of ashes: and in
this sense also applied to a mountain: (Lth,TA:)
and a goat half white and half black: and a horse
of rwhich the belly, and the sides as far as the back,
but not the back itself, are white, and the rest of
any colour: (TA:) fem. '.: (A, TA:) which
is applied to a female ostrich: (A:) gnd to a
ewe or she-goat having white hind legs andflanks:
(AZ, S:) or a ewe that is black, with one hind
leg, or both hind legs, and the flanks, white; the
rest being black: (TA:) or a ewe white in the
hinder part, half of her being rwhite, and the
other half of any colour: (T, TA :) and a small
isolated mountain (r,1) of two colours, (A, TA,)
white and black . (A:) pl. .. (K.) Also

t.A garment rhite and red; rendered so by
being besmeared with blood. .(TA.) El-'Ajiij
says,

l; ., 1 i t ·

I
·., - . -- -i -i

h.%P&. t.,u ,-

[Boox 1.

(so in the TA: ih the 8, 1,iq l . :) meaning
t Yeriy we, hen te inla~ser of roars ercites
them, and] they (the wan) have put un, for
death, a garment white. and red, rendered so by
being besard with. blood: i. e., have been ren-
dered notable like a thing that is black and white.

(Q, TA.)__- The [bird caUd] ;-'t; (i;)
because of its colour. (TA.)_ ,- Cq a &i

(TA) and * .iA (Sb, ,0 and * L|

(TA) t Land Aawing plants, or herbage, in one
place and not in another: (., ,, TA:) that has
been rained upon, and Aas produced herbs, in
some parts and not in others: (8h:) or the
second means land upon which rain uas not
fallen. (L in art. ,.) ;ll (TA) and

t.t... (A, TA) and * e, (8, A, I)

and J4a j () : A year of fruitfulnes, or

of abundant herbage, and of sterility: (., A, K,
TA:) or half fruitful, or abundant in herbage,
and half sterile. (TA.)

.~.t&" an inf. n. of 1. (, Myb, .)-Also
A place of .j [i. e. of going, coming, panning,
or getting, out, or forth; a place of egress, or
exit; an outlet]: (8, ] ,TA:) pi. t (. CTA.)

You say, zI .- e I tlfound, in
the affair, or case, a place [or way] of escape,
evaion, or safety. (Msb.) And .JI ji j 

a.jl j_" 1 l Sucs a one knows the ways of
entering into ajjhirs and those of withdrawing
himself out of them. (A, TA.) -[Hence; A
priry: used in this senhe in the . and K in art.
o,-, &c.- And The anus: used in this sense
in the Mpb in art. .ip_..] -Also A time of
.~.~ [i. e. of going, &c., out, or forth; of

egss, .or exit]. (TA.),J.Jl . X. 

X )j,n31 means t Such a one is good, and laud-

able, in his way of acting, or conduct. (TA il
art. Jd...)

.t,. an inf. n. of the trans. v. '.. (S, 1.)
[So accord. to some in a phrase in the .Kur
xvii. 82, respecting which see 4.] - Also pass.
part. n. of the same. (., K.) - A ndl n. of place
of the same. (,.) And n. of time of the
same. (S.)

.:,.d*; and its fern., with ;: see . .

.t occurs in poetry for .i ,

d [A day in r/hich one goes forth ; or in rwhich
peope goforth]. (TA.)

: see 3, last sentence.

a.; U'5 t A sAe-camel formed like the he-
camel: (S,A, 1, TA:) or like the male '.
camel (TA.) See 1.

1. ;,,.., aor. ', (L, K,) inf. n. .&., (L,)
She was an untouched virgin; (L,, ;) as also
tjOj.l, inf. n. ; ; (L;) and t*,.3: (L,

R:) or she wu bashful and grave or staid or
sedate, or very bashful, long silent, lorw in voice,

i
1

I

1
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one wvho ,concealed herself from public view,
(L, J,) and did not remain long in her parents'
house, or tent, unmarried, after having attained
the ual proper agefor marriage. (L.) - And

He ie nwa, or became, affected rith shame,

bashfulae, or pudncty; (IAr ;) as also Vts.1.
(]) - Ae was, or became, abject. (IAar.) -
Also, inf. n. as above; and t .p.I; He kept long
sence: (L, g :) and the latter signifies also he

silence by reason of abjectness; not by reason
of bashfulnem: so accord. to the g: but accord.
to the A, he kept silence by reason of bashfulness;
and )1l signifies "he kept silence by reason of
abjectness:" (TA:) and so says IAy: (TA in
art. s3:) or j&.l accord. to IAgr signifies he

spoke little. (Ilar p. 250.) [See also ;&.]

4: see 1, in three places.- 31 jl ),1 l He

inclined to play, sport, or diversion. (JC.)

6: see L

.,i-: see ;..a , in two places.

: see the next paragrph. - s .. -,

A gentle roice, characterized by bashfulness, or
modesty. (lApr, g.)

{j.. A zvirgin: (IAY4, $, A:) and a bashful,
or modest, woman: and sometimes they said

;)I., %.', meaning a girl bashful and grave
or staid or sedate; or very bashful: (S:) or
5jt 4 . Band l.;Ji. and ?;i' signify an un-

touched virgin: or a female bashful and grave
or staid or sedate, or very bashful, long silent,
low in voice, who conceals herseMlffiom public view,
(L, g,) and does not remain long in her parents'
houM, or tent, unmarried, after having attained
tAe usual roper age for marriage: (L:) pl.

,~ anud ~ ($, A,L, g) and ($; (S, L, ;)
the second' of which is contr. to rule. (L.)
Also SAn unbored pearl. (Lth, IAy, $,A, g.)

;j, Silent by reaon of baJifulnes; not by
reason of abjectness: and t s ilent by reason
of abjectneas; not by reason of bashfulness: so
accord. to AA: and the latter, simply, silent.
(L) [See also 1.]

~,~: see the next preceding paragraph.

j0.1 [fMustard-seed;] the grain of a certain
tree, (1,) well known; (S, J;) aspecies of j.
[q. v.]; (JV;) heating; emollient; drawing;
a phlcgmagogue; lenitive; digestive; used as a

lininment, goodfor the ,tpb [or gout], and [espe-

cially] the Cl [or sciatica], and the [nmalitlrant
species of leprosy termed] .i, (4,) and the
[mild species thereof termed] ~ ; clearing to the
face; good for the alopecia, especially the cild
sort thereof; (TA;) its snohe drives amvay ser-
pents, or, as in the Kanoon, venomous or noxious
reptiles or the lihe; (TA;) its juiee, dropped,
allays earache, (5,) and in like mannser its oil;
(TA;) and its powder, upon the aching tooth, is

extremly eclicacious, (I,) especially twhen 
[or aua] has been cooked rwith it: (TA: [in
which many.other properties assigned to it are

Bk.. 

mentioned:]) n. un. with ;. (S.)- _ j;J- t-

&jlW1 is A certain plant in Egypt known by

the name of l! JI . (i.)

L jj., aor.; and , inf. n. Hj&, He semed
(Myb, g, TA) a skin, or hide, (M 1b, TA,) or a

boot, &cc. (., A, V.) You say, Ci ,j
;tCll j °. [TThe language of such a one is like

the female slaves' sewing of skins]; i. e., [its or-
namnents, lit.] its pearls, and its cowries, are far
apart. (A, TA.)

j.,i [a coll. gen. n.,] a word of well-known
meaning, (Myb,) [i. e., Beads;] what are strung:
(S:) a thing that is hung [or rather things that
are hung] upon the neck, made of coloured stone,
red and green: (Har p. 4 3 1:) orgems, or similar
stones, both good and bad: (JK:) [also factitious

gems, arid the like: (see ' L.A5. as explained in

the . &c.:)] n. un. Sj',: (. , Mgb:) the latter
signifying [a single bead;] what is strung: (I :)
and also, (i. e. the latter,) a gem, or precious
stone, (1J, TA,) such [for instance] as is set in a
ring, w1hether good or bad: (TA:) pl. of the
latter, ,,lj,3- (TA.) Hence, J.II ,j., (,
K,) and sI3Jl, (S, A,) The gems of the king's

crown: when the king had reigned a year, a

;j. was added to his crownr, in order that the
number of the years of his reign might be known:
(S, :) such is said to have been the case. (s.)

You say, am~ .a '; . 1 Jlj. l .,! [tmean-
ing He reigned sixty years: lit., he received thec

gems of the crown sixty years]. (A.)_ -
C.I signifies The aJ. [or len] of the eye.

(TA in art. ~*..) - And .. is also applied

to The small shells called .. (.* and Po and
TA in art. ,.) -- It also signifies iThe vertebrte

of the back, (S, A, TA,) and of the neck: each
on.e is called wj,.: which latter is also explained
as meaning I what is between two vertebroe.
(TA.)

j.,., with fet-h, A single puncture [or stitch-
hole, made in eing a skin or a boot; and so

~jd]; syn. {j,. (TA.)

;22O i. q. Lj ;(8, R ;) A seam, or suture, in a
skin, or hide, (KL, Pt, TV,*) or in a boot, &c.;
(P$ ;) [app. made by sewing together two edges so
that one lops over the other: and app. also a single
stitch in such a seam;] what is between two
punctures; i. c., every puncture witl, its thread:
(TA:) also, a puncture, or stitch-hole, in a skin

[&c.]: (TA voce . : [its pl. being there said

to be syn. with " .5&, pl. of k,.: and this last
meaning, (for evidences of the correctness of

which see ._1 and .. J1 and a &c.,) common

to it and to ;.", it perhaps bears in exs. here
following :]) and any round perforation: (JM )

pl. ,. ($., .) [and app. ;, which see below].
,%'s". . -)*" C"!t [lit., Conjoin thou two

thongs.in a single seam, or stitch, or puncture,]
is a prov., meaning accomplish thou twvo wants
at once. (TA.) And you say to him who seeks
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o attain two wants together, J. j [n.lit,
Wilt thou conjoin two thong. in a single seam, or
titch, oryuncture? the first word being in the

accus. case because ' is understood]. (A,
TA.). Also tThe foramen podii : and thbe

foramen vtain. (TA voce ~)

5;j-; pl. ajd1.: n. Un. of jJ [q. V.]. ($,
MIb, TA.)

;iL.Jl js. [the seams of the sip: j1
being app. a pL of j, like s U is a pL of

ia^]. (1; voce IJl q. V.)

jtL The art, or occupation, of seing [sins,
or hides, or] booUt,,Jc. (A, g.)

j,l A sewer of [shins, or Aide, or] boots,,c.
(J, A.)

jaL.. [and vulg. t;'A" ] The instru,ent [i. C.
the needle, or afl,l rewith which one s~ s kCins,
or hides, or] boots, c. (t, .)

Jj.. Any bird, (A, V,) as a pigeon cc, (TA,)
haring upon its wings marks resmbling j,j [or
beads]. (A, g, TA.)

L s,- (Msb, g,) aor.:, Og,) inf. n. .,
(A, , Mqb, V,) He (a man) mas dumb; was
naturally, bycofformation, preentedfom pealk.
ing; (Mqb;) [he was destitute of the faculty of
pench, by natural conformation, like the beat:

see ;r,'i :] or he was, or became, ton~ , or
withheld from speech, (A, V,) either from ina-
bility tofind words to ezprea what he would say,
or by natural conformation [of the organs of
speech]. (TA.) You say also jl,i.i The

auembly was, or becamne, mute, or peechle. (A.)
- ;S W.1 , (Lb, lAth,) aor. -, (Lb,) [inf. n.,

app., bjp,L.,] .He fed the woman with what is

termed L..; (Lb, IAth;) he fsd elwr on the

occasion of child-birth; (Lb;) au also ,

Is, inf n. j ($, ) and L.i . (TA.)
In like manner you say, t .,inf. n. , ;

and tY ,S.&; [so in the TA, without any syll.
signs to the verb;] He made for her what it

term edA,w. (TA.) And , , (S, L,) or
;,_.4, (so in a copy of the A,) She was fed with
what is so termed: (A:) or a feast on the occa-

sion of her havin givn birth to a child was made

for her. (., L.) a, , nor. , He dranh from

the [kind of wine-jar called3 ,,j, (sgh, ,) i. e.
the 0~. (TA.)

2: see ,j., in three places.

4. Ail .l. [God made him to be dumb: see
! .~]: (8 :) God made him to be tongetied, or

speechls, (A, 1,) either from inability to find
words to express what he would say, or by natural

conformation [of the organs of peech]. (TA.'

5. ,. She madefor her~lf the foodfor the
occasion of child-birth, (A, .,) i. e., what is

.'J
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called L:. (TA.) Hence the prov..j
I i4_ 'li 1 (A, TA) Make thou the ood
for child-birth for thyself, 0 Osf: there is no
maher of it for thee: said by a woman who had
given birth to a child and had not any one to care
for her: alluding to a man's taking care for him-
self: (g, TA:) and also related [in the A]
without the words W.; /. (TA.)

6. .rj3.J [He figned himself dumb, or .eech-
las,] is from .jl ,S: hence 2 I1

2 JI ,.4 's C> [Wlhen thou art present
with, or beholdest, him who nill not understand
mhat thou sayest, then feign thyself dumb, or
speechless]. (A.)

', ,A (wine-jar such as is called] 3;; (JK,
8, ;) ua also V,,*., (Kr, : s,) and ,;:
(TA:) pl. [ofpauc.] 1..1 (JK) and [of mult]
'- p ( .)
S,;.y Food that it prepared on the occasion

of th birth of a child; (9, A, Myb, g ;) as also
V','l,. (b, TA.) IJ seems to assign to it
alsoim the sense of i.L.. (TA.) -Hence, as also
V the second word, A feast, or banquet, that is pre-
pared on that occasion, and to which people are
invited: so in a trad. of ;.Iassin, i'si.; I; jL

adn he was invited tofood, to say, To a edding-
feast, or a feast for child-birth, or a circumcision-
feast ?]; and if it were for one of these, he con-
sented: but if not, he did not consent. (TA.)

-i.: msee ,d.

tL Food for a woman who has given birth
to a child; (, A, ;) what is made for her,
such asM and the like; as also [Lwb,] rith
,.. (TA.) e., a.t. [IThA child-birth-food of
Maryam], applied to dates, and occurring in a
trad., alludes to verse 25 of chap. ix. of the
]ur, &.JI 4f! L. qsj: and Khalid Ibn-,afwkn
uses in the same manner the phrase V 9,
.*/; in which aLd...3 is an inf n. used as a
subst.; or it may be a subst., like ;J. (TA.)

.C A she-mmel that does not utter the cry
termed .kj. (Ibn-'Abbid,s gh, ].)

· - 0
,.: ee, ,, in two places.

W,. jd A ,? [or female that has not yet
brought forth] in the .firt period of her preg-
wancy: and (some say, 8) one for wvhom La.i.
is made: (8, ] :) and one having a scanty flow
of milk. (?gh, -. )

,1>.. A makher (S, TA) and seller (K, TA) of
the [kind of ,winesjar called] , 9,.. (., V, TA.)
- And A vintner. (JK, TA.)

,.*fL (., kc.) Dumb; pre~ented from speah-
ing by natural conformation; (Meb;) speech-
less, or destitute of the faculty of speech, by
natural conformation, (T and M;b in art. .%,)

like the beas tat lacka the faculty of articula-
tion; (T ibid;) differing from .1, q. v.: (T
and Msb ibid:) or tongyetied, or speechless, (I,
TA,) either from inability to find words to ex-

press rhat Ah mould say, or by natural conforma-
tion [of the orpans of pch]: (TA:) fern. C,Z:

(Msb:) pl. s (Mqb,1) and -C. (i.)
-,;. O r A he-camel that has no perfora-

tion to his L , for his bray to istue thArefrom,
so that he reite,ates it therein: such a one they
like to send among the [she-camels in the state
in which they are tLrmed] J.?,, because in most
instances he begets females: and 'L& ,1, a
she-camel that is not heard to utter the cry termed

.Ij. (TA.) , .l _.e A sign of the roay,
(],) [or a mountain,] from which, (A,) or at,
or in, nwhich, (.j, ],) no echo is heard: (A,
]g:) or a sign of the nay in the mountain whereof
no echo is heard: (Lth, T :) or [it seems to be
applied to a mountain where no echo is heard;
for] it is said when no sound of an echo is heard
in the mountain. (s.) _- :. atP SA cloud
that does not thunder: (A :) or a cloud in which
is no thunder nor lightning, (9, ], TA,) and of
rvhich no sound is heard; which is mostly in
winter. (TA.)_ -,L/ . ;e t A rpring of the
running whereof no sound is heard. (TA.)-

' ,..,' ' . t A hard and solid rock: (Akh,
TA:) and .;li. t hard and solid bones.

(Th,TA.)_X - O ;;L SU sAn army, or a por-
tion thereof, without any clamour or confused
noise: (A:) or whereof no sound is heard, by
reason of their staidness in war: ($, .:) or that
is silent, by reason of thA multitude of the coats
ofmail, rithout any clashing ofarms. (A 'Obeyd,

t m.)a--s n , st i. t Thick milk, (9, A, t,)
that maes no sound in the vessel, (S, ,) or that
does not shake about in its vessel: (A:) or thick
milk, of which no sound is heard rwhen it is
poured out: (Az, TA:) and A 2 A t a thick
drauht of milk. (M, TA.)-,,.M.I . U_.
rj. [or bo ?] t He turned from me, and
would not speah to me. (Fr, TA.) - 'L. tA

viper: (A:) pl. ,'r. (TA.) - Hence, (A,)
.;L. l;j Hte nmote him with a calamity.
(A,s .)

,-., ., , a a.a .
,, ~i..,: see L,..

ace.

1. 3, (8,s A,> ,)aor., (,1,) inf. n. ,~,.
(Lth,) He, or it, (namely, a cat, A,) scratched
him, or it, (namely, the skin, A,) rith the nails,
(Lth, ., A,' !,) in any part of the body, (Lth,)
so as to cause bleeding or not; or wounded him in
the outer shin, so as to make it bleed or not; or
lacerated it (namely, the akin) little or much;
or tore off its surface with a stick or the like;
syn. ; .; (8, ];) [as also dJ,,;] and so
· ~,d..: (.8 ];:) and *J.Ud * ?o,.L t He
scratched him, &c., with his nail. (TA.) You
eay also, tihA i.A. a [He scratched it
with an iron thing; and the like]. (i.),- It
(a fly) bit him; (A, TA;) as also A.. (TA.)

:__a.I ,u., (8, I,) aor. and inf. n. as above,
(TA,J He dret the camel (s, I4) towards him

(o) wsti the thc a e, i. e., the : (S, hi t )
or As struck the camel and then dre him toward#

[BooK .

him ther~with; dteiring tAhreby to exdcite him to
quichen his pace: and ha struck Aim with its ~.
tramity in the side of his neck, or [elaewAhmre] in
his tkin, to as to crape off from him his fur.
(TA.) [See also `---.]- Jl'; a, , aor a
above, (s, K,) and so the inf. n, (TA,) t He
earned for his family, or Aouehold; (?, ;)
coUlected, and practied artifice,for them; (TA;)
and sought sustenance for them; (9, ] ;) as also

Ilk, & u~~~~~~~ ' ~ -·.·· ,.jLI.. (J.)_You ay also,* ,.- O
"JS sl ep'kj 1 ? Such a one take from
such a one thing after thing; s also t 1:,;.
(A.) And 1.4 s., C He has not taken any-
thing. (TA.) And( ( l ;.J " ' "

Such a one takes and acluires rom such a one
the thing. (TA.) And t/ , ' 1 signifies t The
taking against one's will. (TA.)

2. d., in. n. j3 [Hse scratched him,
or it, with the nails, vehemently, or much; like

^:.] (TA. ) ,&jJ P s., G inf.n. as above,
t The seed-produce put forth the first ewtremity
of the ear. (Ibn-'Abbd, ?gh, I.)

3. 4,t&., inf. n. I;1 and L,, [He
scratched him with the naiL, being scratched by
him in like manner; like ,otd.] (TA.).-
[Hence,] [._ / [ An irritable, or a quarrel-
some, dog]; like u,& ~As: (,1s:) IF holds
that the is a 'ubstitute for e. (TA.)_Ses
also 1, last signification.

5: see 1, last sentence but one.

6. Q, ..:jW.3, (A, ]x,) and 1 til, (A,)
The dogs, and the cats, [scratched, or] fonght
and assailed, (c.L,3, V, TA,) and lacerated, or
tore, one another. (TA.)

8: see 1, in four places.

J.. Gain; or earning: pl. vj. (TA.)

:·d. The skin, (, s) or dlough, (A,TA,)
of a serpent. (9, A, TA.) To this one likens a
thin, transparent, shirt. (A, TA.) Aln applies
its pl., T , metaphorically, to [the skins of]
all [animals of the cla termed] , :. (TA.)
- The upper covering, (9, K, TA,) which is
dry, or tough, or hard, [app. meaning the shell,]
(TA,) of an egg, ($, g, TA,) after it has been
broken, and what was in it, (9, TA,) of moisture,
(TA,) has been extracted: ($, TA:) or the inner
skin, (T, TA,) or inner coeing, (A,) of an egg;
(T, A, TA;) also called &,i.: (TA:) pl. as
above. (TA.)- To this is likened tAnything
in which are an inflation and a bkrsting and
/olea. (AZ,' g.) - The thin skin upon the su-
face of milk: ( :) or the bubbles that rime upon
the surface of milk: (A :) froth, or foam. (P,
TA. [See an ex. in a verse cited voce .n.])_
t Phlegm: (S, A, ] :) or viscous phlegm in the
chest: (TA:) and what is ternmed V;J q.v.
(A, TA.) You say, ~ O Ih. i.J 1 He cast
forth the phlegm (lit phlegms) of his cheat. (S.)
[See also a tropical meaning below.] And UI
h1 * ;,.; t e cast forth from hAis chest
rvhat is termed I,I (Az, A, TA) and phlegm:I

I
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(A:) or thick spittle. (15.)_., 1 - I , - The
moa of honey, and the dead bee in it: (TA:)
or the young beo, or the aings, that are upon

honey. (M and L in art. ..) _-_ t1
:..jd. S The sun roe in dust; (S, A; j syn.

i (J8A, A , & 
Such a on cast forth ohat he concealed of

rancours and enmitie, and of grief. (A, TA.)

a1&t What fallU from a thing when it is
wratehmd with an iron instrument or the like. (V.)

1-" : ee what next follows.

1y. A >q. [or stick of which the end is
naturaUy cured, or crooked]; (., 1;) [see 1;]
sometimes written [u,u, ,] with t: ( :) a

stick with a curved, or crooked, head, like the
as also V (TA.)

1. ,j1 Jii j.;i., (Q, A, Mgh, M9b,) aor. ' (A,
M;b) [and-, as appears from what follows,]
inf. n. -, (., A, Mgh, Msb,) [and p.. is
also allowable, (see what follows,)] HIe computed
by conjecture the quantity of the fruit upon tihe
palm-trees: (A, Mgh, Mb :) or he computed by
co:tedture the quantity that was upon the palm-
trees of fresh ripe dates that would be dried dates.
( W.) ,,s. signifies The computing quantity by
conjecture; (A,1],TA;) conjecturing; opining:
orforming an opinion of a thing of which one is
not certain: you say, bJMl ... , aor. and ,
inf. n. . and the latter said by ISh to
be like,; as inf. n. of ,o, and said by Az to
be allowable because a simple subst. is put in the
place of an inf. n., He computed by conjecture the

number: and hence J; .; , and ; [the
computing by conjecture the quantity of. ruit
upon palm-trees, and of dates,] because ,..e is
the computing quantity by opinion, not by hnotvw.
ledge. (TA.) .- . also signifies Any speak-
ing by opinion, or conjecture. (1.,* TA.) You
say, , H H.. e spoke of him, or it, by opinion,
or conjecture. (T]5.) - And hence, (TA,) .,

(., Mb, V,) aor. , (S,) inf. n. v.. , (S, Msb,
:,) tHe lied; spoke falsely; said rohat was

untrue; (., Myb, ;') as also to . (S.)
You say also, ,& *4,4i.3 tHe forged a lie

ogaintt him. (A, .K, TA.) And tJ3 J j

[He said tlatforging a lie]. (A.) And t2,,Ul
j;J, (A, ],) and t*L,', (A,) tIleforged
the saying. (A,J *) - o , (~, V,) aor. :,
(],) inf. Jn ... , (S, A,) He (a man) was
hungry and cold: (, A:*) or hungry in cold.
(V.) Being hungry without being cold is not
termed bj, : but being cold without being
hungry is termed ,d. (S.)

5: see 1, in four places, near the end.

8: ee 1, near the end.

j.~. (., A, Mqb, 1) and ,*. (8, V) A
ring: (Mlb:) or a ring of gold, and of ilver:
(8, 5:) or an ear-ring with one bead, (A, TA,)

of th hind calld J4j: ITA:) or the ring of a
I': (1 :) or a small ring; one of the ornaments
of women0 ; (Sh,] ;) in the form of the Ib or
some other thing: (Sh:) pl. .s^.. (8, 1P.)
[Hence,] C... liJ aJ Gl, meaning tSuch'a
woman has not in her possession anything. (A.)

pje>. a subst. from ej.. as explained above;
(S, A, Msb, 1];) Conjectural computation of
quantity: (ISh:) or quantity computed by con-
jecture of the fruit upon palm-trees. (A, Mgh.)
You say, iiL . j . [What is the conjec-
tural computation of the quantity, or the quantity
comfputed by conjecture, of the produce of thy

palm-trees?]. (TA.) And JL,l j .. [[Wrat
is the conjectural computation, o; the quantity
computed by conjecture, of the produce of the
palm-trees of thy land? . (S, A, 1.) See also

. i.. _ And see ,,s.

,.,.. A man hungry and cold: (S, TA:) or
hungry in cold: (K:) and *jel. signifies the
same. (TA.) [See also j..]

LjZ Foodfor a woman who has given birth
to a child: (J:) app. a dial. var. of ;L>..
(TA.)

,>k1&: see the next paragraph.

,jri. One who computes by conjecture the

quantity of thefruit upon palm-trees: pl. j.*~..
(A,* TA.) - 5A liar; (Msb, TA;) as also
*~.~I. (S, A, Myb, TA.) ,,yl"Jii J,, in

the K5ur [Ii. 10], (TA,) means, Slain be the
liars; (Fr, Zj, A, Bd, TA;) i. e., cursed be they;
(Bd ;) who say that Mohammad is a poet, and
the like thereof, conjecturing that which they
know not: (Fr, TA:) or it may mean, they who
only opine, and do not ascertain; and therefore
act according to that which they know not. (Zj,
TA.) - See also , .

1. L h3jl (, , Myb,) aor. ' and -, inf. n.
J.5, (Msb,) He rubbed off the leaves (., Msb)
from the branches, (M.b,) by grasping the upper
part, and passing the hand along it to the lower

part. (g.)...- .. J1 j., aor. as above, (K,)
and so the inf. n., (TA,) He pulled off the leavs,
(1K, TA,) and the bark, or peel, (TA,) from the
trees (1., TA) with his hand [in the manner above
described]. (TA.) It is said in a prov., ^-i. 

r.x I [Before one can attain it he has to strip
the tragacanth of its leaves by grasping each
branch and drawing his hand down it: i. e. he
has to perform what will be extremely difficult, if
not impossible]. (S, TA. [In the g and L in art.
.. , we find a,i i .]) You say also, ; ,l I.
He pulled off the grapes, or the like, from th
bunch writh all his/ingers: (AHcyth:) or he put
the bunch in his mouth and drew forth its stalk
bare; as also . l.' (15.) It is said of Mo-

iammad, tL .ll .Lt J bt [.He used to
eat grapes by putting the bunch in his mouth and
draring forth its stalk bare: or by stripping

them o,ffn4th aU hiipngrs]. (TA.)_iyjl J;,
aor. as above, (., 1, e ) and so the inf. n., (.,)
He remnoed the bark, or peel, from the wood, or
stick, (., J,) and planed it, or made it even, (V,)
rritA the bi , which is also called "; and L,L
(TA in art. 1J,) or with his hand. (TA in the
present art.) - [Hence, in modern Armbic, He
turned the rood, or stick; i. e., shaped it, or
made it round, with a lathe.] --. AIq JI LJj,.,
inf. n. as above, He made the iron long, like a
column, or pole, or rod. (?.) ltjl!l. Jis He
collected the jewel in a Ijm . [q. v.]. (MF.)

4. iL. Jjl He bound, or madefast, the

lwj&J. [q. v.]; or closed it by inserting its loop.
one into another; syn. s 1.. (8, .*)

7. .Lp.J [It (a piece of wood, or a stick,) had
its bark, or peel, removed, and mas planed, or
made even, with the i.', (as appears from what
here follows,) or with the hand: see 1]. - [And
hence,] 4~ b;sil :His body became snder;
(8, 1], TA;) as though it were barked and planed

(s .) with the s . (TA.)

8: see 1. - [Hence,] '4-., ., (a,) or
4.J, (Mgh, 15,) tHe drew his sword, or the
sword, (S, Mgh, ,) from its scabbard. (Mgh,
TA.)

L,LI, The parings, or shavings, that fallfrom

the wvorh of the hSa.; like 5;oj; and :Ii.
(TA.) - WIhat falls from a bunch of grapes, or
the like, when the fruit is pulled off mith all the
fingers. (AHeyth.)

i!;&. The art, or craft, of the 1sd. (-.)

'ls~' A receptacle, (.8, 1V,) [a pouch,] or
thing like a .-: [or purse], (Lth, Msb,) o!
leather, (Lth, 8, Mgb, 1,) or of rag, (Lth,) or
other material, ( w, ,) rohich is bound, or made
fast, or closed by the insertion of its loops one
into another, (t , Lth, 8, M9 b, V,) upon its

contents: (Lthi, $, 15:) pl. 1Ss.. (Myb.)-
Also A thing liened thereto, which is made for
the letters of the sulfdn, and of prefects, or agents,
to be sent therein. (Lth, L.) - Also A similar
thing [which was formerly, in the time of pa-
ganismn,] put upon the head of the She-camel [that
was] confined [to perish] at the tomb of a dead
person. (Lth.) - [Also The pod, or oblong cap.

sle or pericarp, of sesamum and the like: pl. as
above. Used in this sense by writers on botany,
and in the spoken language of the prmsent day.]
_Scc also 1j.

[A maker, or eller, of ;i pl. of

] ; a rel. n. formed from a pl., like 1;.
(TA.)

LI_. One whose occupation is to rem the
bark, or peel, of wood, or sticks, and to pl it,
or make it eve, (,) wit the I,,., which is
also called I. and ax, (TA in a. s,) or
with the hand. (TA in the prsent art.)..-
[Hence, in modern Arebi,A tr of wood &e.]
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;t ~lThe iron instrument with wrhich the
,Ih' performs hisr ork; also called ; and ;.
(TA in art. k, q. v.)

,.. [pasw. part. n. of 1]._ t A man (TA)
having a scanty beard: (., TA:) [or you say,]
..- 1j ; l .. j.; tA mnan having a beard in

which is length n,ithout breadth. (f.) And
i.L, .'.J tA beard that is scanty in its side,
(I,) or, correctly, in its two sides, (TA,) and
lank and long in the part on and beneath the
chin. (J.).- tA face in whiich is length :,
TA) without breadth. (TA.) You say, 'ji
a,l br+ tA man .hose face has length
,,ithout breadth. (s.) -- ,";. ; fi A narrow
well. (A, TA.) - [E,L and f ., in
mathematics, signify A cone.]

~ib/': see what next precedes.

[t.~,9,~4, in mathematics, Conical.]

Q. 1. 1 L , (g,) inf n. .;., (Tn,) nIe
hit, or struck, his .. [or nose, &c.]: or he
trwisted it. (1.)

Q. 3.. l IIe (a man, TA) elerated' hi;s
noe: (g:) or twisted it, and nwas silent, in his
anger: (TA:) and was proud and angry, (1,
TA,) raising his head. (TA.)

,>inand ,.Lz see,Z.

Lg/. Long, or tall: (JK, 1:) or long.
nosed. (TA.) And A maii haring a largenose.
(1IKh, I13.)

Aij,. The nose, (AZ, JK, 8, Msh, K,) [pro-
perly,] accord. to Tb, of a beast of prey: (TA:)
or thefore part the,eof: (. :) or a large, or an
elevated, nose: (MIA :) or the part upon rwhich a
nan contracts, or closes, the . [or upper and

lower portions of the mouth;: as also ,,];;
(/.;) sometimes, by poetic license, written
t.,y.: 5 (TA:) or it signifies also the part
upon which contracts, or closes, the front of the

lgs1.: (JK:) [and a snout: often used in this
sense; and so, in describing the fish termed

.a, in the ? and 1:] and the proboscis of
an elephant; and, as being likened thereto, of a
flea: (Th, TA:) pl., l.~. (M9b.) ".-0?,
.. ,L;.J! ts, in the ]ur [lxviii. 16], means
% [ We will brand him] upon the nose; the nose of
a man being thus termed metaphorically: (I?d,
TA:) or it is like the phrase &hJ -,.c; and
means twe 'rill stigmatize him with indelible dis.
grace; the term ., which signifies the
"proboscis" of an elephant, being applied to his
nose because it is regarded as unseemly: (Er-
lPghib, TA:) or it means t [we ntill brand him]
upon the face. (Fr, Tb, TA.) - [Hence, tA
spout. You say] ,j. , s i, u ;., t [The
Jo$ is a veel hauing a spout]. (Mgh in art.
&, and B! and Jel in lvi. 18.) - [Hence also,
t The pointed toe of a boot and the like: pl. as
above: see I~.' Jid., below ..... And app.

tThe point of a sword: whence,] .l.Jt j
the name of a certain sword. (1.)] - [Hence,
also,,] 1.i! l tle chiefs of the people or
party; (JK, 8;, , TA;) those vho are made the
foremost of the people or party, in affairs, (JK,
TA,) and in the militaryforces. (JK.)_Also
Wine: (JK, 8 :) or wine that quickly intowicates:
(K :) and the juice that first flows from the
grapes, before they are trodden. (..)

, l~. A woman advanced in age. (M, ].)

[ 'gA.L E longated like a snout or nos; and
so, app., .',_ .: see a verse cited voce .s

Hence,] 4J.... j .l [in the sing. ~ ji .
(occurring in the K in art. q.)] i q. .l.)
t.eb,; i. e. t [Boots] having their for parts
pointed. (TA.)

,,3yje: see thce next preceding paragraph.
Also Angry and prtoud, with his head raised:

(S:) or angry w,hen his nose is twirted. (JK.)
[See fli, in art. y.]

1 , (8,) aor. :,(g,) inf. n. ", ( ,)
Hle cut it, or cdicidaed it, lengthwise; slit it; split
it (S, 1;) as also o.l ) (1 )_. j( i
;LWI, aor. and inf. n. as above, IHe slit the car
of the sheep, or goat: or he slit it in the middle,
cutting the upp)er part thereof lengthwise, so that
it became three pieces, and the middle pice htung
down upon the cavity of the ear. (TA.)

, aor. , inf. n. l. (IDrd, ) and 21D,
(IDrd, TA,) in the 1 s ,.which is a mistake,
(TA,) and j.., (Ibn-'Abbdd, l,) [and qunasi-
inf. n. .,., which see below,] He was, or be-
came, suiplle in the joints: (IDrd, ]:) and it
(a thing, TA) was, or became, soft, yieding,
flaccid, fiabby, lax, or firagilc. (.) -_ ,
(S, 15,) aor. , (K,) [inf. n. , app. signifies
the samne as t*: (see C., below:) and also]
He (a man, 1, IAth) was, or became, weakl, or
infirm; (, IAth, f.;) as also t,~Ljl: (Lth,
] :) he nas, or became, weak, or infirmn, in body,
after firmness, strength, or hardiness: (IAsr:)
and he (a man, Lth) was, or became, languid, or
languishing, or broken in spirit; syn. J'y l; as
also t ,ail: (Lth,K :) and [in like manner]

_he (a man) nas, or became, relaxed, or
flaccid, and nweak,.or infirm, and soqft, or tender.
(TA.)-tHe (a man) was, or became, r'eak

- ) in his opinion, after beinp strong.
(IA9r.)- Also, (Sh, IAth,) inf n. j', (Sh,
g,) tHe (a man, Sh, lAth) became confounded,

or perplexed, and unable to see his right course;
or bereft of his reason or intellect, in consequence
of shame, or fear, or grief, or the like. (Sh,
lAth, 1.) Hence the saying ofAboo-TMlib, when
death overtook him, [and he was urged to make
profession of EI-Islaim,] ;Sw3 j; t l, 6 ) -0 )

.d JI *Ap t1 [Were it not for fear that
Kureysh would say, " Confusion," &c. "put him
into a state 'from which there was mno escape for

!im," I would do what thou desirest]. (TA.) _
i~l"l -. ' The palm-tree lost the stumps of
its lopped branchs [from its trunk, which thus
became comparatively smooth]. (., ~.)

5: see 1: _and 7.

7. , i~ l It became cut, or divided, lengthriwe;
it became slit, or split; it slit, orrplit. (8.) And
i8ll .. jam.il Tlhe pear-shaft split, and broke
into pieces, or into small pieces. (4.)_I. q.
&.1; (1K ;) a dial. var. of the latter; as in the
phrase e;S ¢l...JdI [His shoulder-blade became
dislocated]. (S.) You say also, .L &;. c J, i

)11 The limbs qf the camel became displaced;
as also 1 :.-. (TA.) -See also two signifi-
cations above, voce td., in two places.

[Whence,] J J.J t1 I became gentle, or
mild, to himn. (TA.)

8. Z1I: see 1, first signification. - Ire
broke it off; namely a branch, or piece of wood,
from a tree. (TA.) - lie cut it o.ffbr himself;
or took it; namely, a man's property, &c. (TA.)
- lie acted treacherously towardsd him, (Aboo-
Sa'eed,K,) and took of his property; (1 ;) as
also ', with j. (TA.).-He expended it;
exiausted it; caused it to pan away and come
to an eul, or to cease; or made an end of it.
(ISh, .)- I tJ, ,l He made use of, or
rode, the beast of anothr person for some days,
anl then restored it. (Ibn-'Abbid, ].) m He
did it, or produced it, without premedituation;

syn. .3j!: (TA:) or-&"I [app. here mean-
ing he constructed it, or founded it, (Lt) without
preameditation; this meaning being one assigned to
';-" in its proper art. in the TA]: (. :) or he
otigqinated it; invented it; dlevised it; excogi-
tated it; innovated it; made it, did it, produced
it, caused it to be or exist, or brouyhlt it into ex-
istence, newly, for the first time, it not having
been or exited before, and sot after the similitude
of anything preexisting; syn. ; 0, (8, 0, ,)
and ,.!,, (8, 0,) or e.!. (. ) You say,
; i1l1 E,; .I God originated, brought into
existence, or created, the things [that exist], nith-
out any means, or scond cause. (TA.) And

/; jd.:i Heforged afalsehood. (A, TA.)

&A A mark in the ear of a sheep or goat;
the upper part [.1I, for which we find in the
CS UI&,] of the animal's ears being cut ( ,
in the C.K I ,) lengthwvise, so that the ear
becomnes three pieces,'and the middle pie~e hangs
down upon the cavity of the ear. (15, TA.)~
Supleness of the joints: (IDrd, ]K:) and soft-
neSS, yieldinness, flaccidity, flabbiness, laxness,
or fragility, (S, .,) in a thing. (S.) [See

S.]-_: Cowardice; and weaknes, or feeble-
ness, andl languor, or languidness; in a man.
(TA.) [See also .]

,? (S, 1) and j. (0) Weah, or infir;
(S, i ;) applied to a man: (.:) anything weak;
and soft, yielding,flaccid,.flabby, law, orfragile:
(O ) also the former, applied to a young camel,I

I
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neak; or, as some say, small, tldat is [or may be]
raised, or lifted: and, applied to a branch, soft,
tender, or supple. (TA.)

af 8a sobsL from ;:,1 0 !t signifying

J4.,1 [&c.; app. meaning A thing done, or
produced, nithout premeditation; &c.; like -J

from . a syn. of q. v.]. (TA.)

ej. Any weak, bending plant, of whatever

kind it be: (AV, $ :) any plant weak, or fragile,
(..a,) and sappyJ, whether it be a tree or a
herb. (TA:) a plant weak by reason of its
softnen, or tenderners, and soppines. (Sgh.)
[See also s. ]_l Hence, as some say, (TA,)
[The ricinus communis; common polma Christi;
or castor-oil-)plant;] a certain plant, (S, Msb,

w,) rell known, (s,) soft, tender, or pliant,
(Mqb,) not servingfor pasturage, (K,) bearing a
berry resembling sparrows' egg., called jl

L$5~ I; accord. to Ibn-Jezlch, the best thereof is

that called ^,l I; it has the property of loosen-
ing phlegqm, and it is usq/fd for counteracting the
colic and palsy and the [disease in the face called]
;U, the dose extending to a Jl.. (TA.) The
word is of the measure J ; (Myb;) and J
says [in the S] that there is no other word of the
same mensure except ;s, whichli is the name
of a certain valley; but to this have been added

;, the name of a certain mountain; and ;,
the name of a certain valley, and nota mistranscrip
tion of ; 3s.; and JJ ', a dial. var. of Jji.

(TA.)_ [Hnce also] a;&,. j.1r. A beautiful,
anid .of, or tendler, woman: and [the pl.] 61.4..,
nia)plied to women, signifies [the same, or merely]
beautfifel. (TA.)-And A .l . is likewise applied
to youth, or youthfiltness, and to life, meaning

SJft, or delicate. (TA.)

: see &L. - Anything that quickly

breaks. (TA.) - Soft; applied to a lip (aU,):
(TA:) andpendulous; applied to thelipofacamel.
(, '.*) - Applied to a woman, (8, Msb, K,
TA,) Youtlthid, and soft, tender, or delicate: or
beautifi l: (TA:) or that wralks with an affected
bentling of the body, and with softness, or delicacey:
(Mb :) or that affects a bending of the body by
rea.on of softness, or delicacy; (Ay, , . K;) as
also 1 ,dy. and ' i i.0: (Ibn-'Abbad,]g:) or

t ritious; or immoral; or an adnlteres; or a
.fornicatre; (., g;) but this explanation is
disallowed by Ay: (. :) or t that doe: not repel
the hand of a feeler, or toucher; as though she
were gentle, or mild, ( ',)to him; as also

with i: or hard, or t impudent, not caring for
what is said or done, and inordinately brisk,
lively, or pridhtly: pl. and and

i.j. (TA.) Also t One who induccs, or is an

object of, ~spici~ on; beeause such a person fears,
and is therefore as though he were weak. (TA.)
-Also, [as a subst.,] A branch; because of its
softnm, or tendernes, and its bending. (TA.)

U.tL a dial. var. of u*b., which is syn. writh

t,W [I.. . I'ice, or immorality; or vitious, or
immoral, conduct; &c]. (v.)

Uijd. ;tl A sheep, or goat, having the mark

termed bj [q. v.] in the ear. (v.)

caz (1) and ,L.c. (TA) and V
and A ~i; (I) A branch, or twig, until a
year old; or of a year's growth: or fresh, or
juicy, and tall: (IS, TA:) or (TA) soft, or
tender, and of recent grorvth, (n, TA,) that has
not yet become hard: (TA:) or t ... ~. [is an
epithet, and] signifies a bending branch or twig.

(S.) [Compare , and , and a t.n ]
Also, [i. e. all the words above,] (g,) or '* .~
[only], (TA,) A young woman of goodly make,
soft, or tender: (g :) or a young woman large
in body, and of goodly make: or soft, or tender,
and pliant: (TA:) or fair, tender, or pliant,
.ft, large in body,Jfiehy, with mmall, or delicate,
bones: (IS :) or fair: (TA :) or soft, or pliant,
in the waist, and tall: (As,TA:) or large in
the body, and fleshy: (TA:) or t i.i.. and
tai.c. signify a girl slender in the bones, (.,
TA,) having much flesh, (TA,) and soft, or
tender: (S,TA:) or a young woman of goodly
stature, resembling a twnig (a 4.) of a year's

growth. (Lth, TA.) And ,nI. signifies A soft,
or tender, body. (TA.) And A tall and flhy
man. (K.)

. : see above, in three places.

se: see , in two places. - Also A
tall and well-made camel: (S:) or a tall and
large she-camel: and one having much mila. (1..)

: see c , in two places.- Also A
piece of a gourd, and of a cucumber, and of fat;
as in the L &c.: in the g written .
(TA.)

1. J>^, (8, Mqb, K,) aor. ;,(;, Mb,) inf. n.
J-.. (Mqb,lg) and J . and ,.. and j_p";
(1 ;) and * JJ,..; (S, Msb, I ;) He gathered,
or plucked, fruit: (, 1k :) or cut it off. (Mqb.)

Accord. to the M, J.1 . Jli . signifies tie cut
off the fruit of the palm-trees: and accord. to
AHn, t o 1l signifies the picking up the fruit
of the palm-irees, whether unripe or rite. (TA.)
__ ... U~ ,.iiS, (R5,) aor. ', inf. n. J, ., (TA,)
lie picked up, for swh a one, dates (1J), or
fruit (WJ), accord. to different copies of the 1]:
from Sh. (TA.).l- "; '>
said of a lamb, means He depastures, and eats,
from this place and fromn this. (Mqb, TA.*) -
And jj&., said of a man, (JK, TA,) aor. ,
(JK,) or ', (TA,) He took of the J.> [app.
meaning the choice part] of the fruits. (JK,

TA.)~j.b. also signifiet He remnained, stayed,
or abode, in the [meason called] .Ajk: (yHam
p. 676:) and in like manner, t tW.~.l they re-
mained, stayed, or abode, in a place during thAeir

>j?6. (TA.) tou say,. . l Ij . They
remained, stayed, or abode, in their 1J,. t(or
garden, or walled garden of palm-trees,] in the
time of the gathering nf the fruit. (TA, from a

trad. of 'Omar.) L4.i IYe were rained upon

by the rain called J I. (S, .) And ,J.

e.'l,w (S,) inf. n. ;., (TA,) The land was
rained upon by the rain so called. (., TA.) And

.;91 jt . The beasts were rained upon by the
rain so called: or had that upon which they
might pasture produced for them by that rain.
(TA.) ~ sj.O, aor. :, lIe (a man, TA) tra., or
became; fond of, or addicted to, the eating of

a., (]g,) i. e. gathered, or plucked, fruit (e,

., TA) of the palm-tree. (TA.) -~. , (S,

L, Myb, ]i,) aor. , (Mgb, 1,) inf.n. j m.; (.,
Meb;) and J;i., aor. '; and Jji, aor. ';
( ;) lie (a man,8,Myb) doted; or was, or
became, corrupted, rendered unsound, or die-
ordered, in his intellect; (S, Mb, ;) in con-
sequence of old age. (Q, Mqb.) [The first of these
three verbs, in the present day, is used as mean-
ing lie doted; toll stories such as are termedl
.M.U., i. e. fictions, &c.; and talked nonsense:

as also ,j&s.] 1 l .At. [app. Stories

such as are termed ,..1.l,i. e. ,iJI, or
.fictions, &c., caused hlim to dcte, or talk non-
sense]. (JK, TA.* [Mentioned in the former
immediately after ilOJ explained as meaning
"a fiction that is deemed pretty." See also 4.])

2. ., infn. . ,., ie attributed to him

,.; -, (81, TA,) i. e. [dotage; or] a corrupt, an
unsound, or a disordered, state qf intllect. (TA.)

m See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.

3. Jj¶.i, (K,) inf. n. j'W. and Jl_,., (TA,)
lie bargained, or made an engagement, with
him,for worh,for the it;j. [or autumn]; ( C;)

from J a.JI, like ;tl from .At ; (0,

TA ;) as also T1 . (., TA) and iU!:

and so .ai. ,~. l and Ui; [He hired him,
or took him as a hired man or a hirsling, for the
a,tumn]. (Lb, TA.)

4. Ji,.., &said of the palm-tree, It attained, or
nearly attained, the time for its fruit to be cut
off. (JK, K.)-And, said of a people, or ilrty,
They entered upon the [enason called] AJi..

(S, 1..) See also 1. s,a.i1, said of a ewe, or
she-goat, She brought fforth in the [season called]
,... (S,.K.)- Said ofa she-camel, She brought
fo.th in the like of the time [of the year] in
which she became pregnant (S, ) in the preceding
year: so says El-Umawee: ( :) [or, so applied,
it means the same as when said of a ewe or she-
goat; for] the epithet applied to her in this case

is ,.s.; (., 1 ;) but this is more correctly
explained as signifying, applied to a she-camel
and to a ewe or. she-goat, that brings forth in the

.4;q.. (TA.) -Also, said of ;ji [or millet],
It became eary tall. (JK, Ibn-'Abbbd, ].)_
AiLi Ij&l He auigned to him a palm-tree of
which he showld cut, or gather, the fruit. (Lth,
1g.) Also, (said of anxiety, JK, or of time,

0 1
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or fortune, TA,) It corrupted him, or disordered
him; (4, TA;) [app., in his intellect; or caused
him to dote; as is indicated in the JK ;] namely,
an old man. (JK.)

8: see 1, first and second sentences.

J . A corrupt, an unsound, or a disordered,

state of the intellect; dotage. (g. [See j of

which it is the inf.n.])-_The [bad sort of]
dates called e. (:,0 TA.)

.Si Corrupted, unsound, or disordered, ic
his intellect, (,., Mlb, 1],) in consequence of old
age; doting: (S, Mb :) fem. with U. (TA.)

J). A time of going forth of camels, (Nh,)
or of men, (0, 1,) to the [herbage of the season

called] i: so in the saying of El-Jirood,

J;4 ;I ED; [0 Apostle of God, verily thou

knorest that a number such as is termed 1.3, of
camelsfor riding or carriage, rherteon me conre
in a time of going forth &c., is not sufficient for
u]. (Nh, 0, X.)

aij.. Gathered, or pluched, fruits; (Q, Mgh,

g ;) and particularly of the palm-tree: (TA:)
and t 1,. signifies the same. (Mgh, 1K, TA.

[See also LJ, .. ]) It is said in a trad., )..JI

.,tll S.£ [Dates are the gatheredfruit of the

f.raster]; (8, TA;) because breaking the fiust upon
them is approved: and in another, ij.i i.Jl

AldJI, meaning The palm-tree is that of whiclh
the fruit is eaten by tf efaster. (TA.) See also

. _, last sentence.

;..>The I.t4,(i. e. ;, or C &1;, &c.,
accord. to different copies of the K, [see art.
. -,]1) a nell-known grain or seed, (AHn, K,)

ft' the kind caUlled &.i [i. c. pulse]: (AHn:)

an arabicized word, from ;, (AI.n, g,) which

is Persian; also called ..;. (Alln.)

~is;* and .L.: see what next follows.

i.~j& and Mt(S, , (, Mgb, K,) the latter a

contraction of the former, (Msb,) and V.I..,

(I,) Of, or relating to, the season called L4 ;

(, M.b, g;) and applied to the rain of that

season; (JK;) rel. ns. from ,..JI; ($, Mab,

!i;) iI-egnlarly formed. (S, Mgb.)-The first

also signifies The increase (t) [of sheep and

goats] in the end of the [season called] Uii.

(Aboo-Nayr, TA voce .j.,, q. v.)

Ji.- and 'SL . The time of the gathering,

or plucling, offruits: (Ks, g:) like ;l,._ and
~;L; [&c.]. (TA.) -- Also inf. ns. of J. in

the first of the senses explained above. (K.)

,.t;.: see the next preceding paragraph: and

see Ji, last sentence.

JS3J A lamb; syn. .~ [q. v.]: (S, Msb :)
or the male young one of the sheep-hind: or such
as has pastured, and become strong: (Lth, ]:)
younger than the tj.: (Lth, TA:) so called

because it depastures from this place and this:

(MIRh, TA: [see 1:]) fem. with i: (1 :) pl. (of

pauc., TA) ir.i1 and (of mult., TA) XAi/.

(Myb, K, TA.) The latter pl. is sometimes used
as meaning t Y'oung and ignorant persons; like

as A.tb is used as meaning aged and learned

persons. (TA.) And hence the prov., '3j"yJlb

t5L [Like the lamb: wherever

he reclines, he reclines upon weool]: (JK, TA:

but in the latter, %l :) applied to him who leads
a soft and delicate life. (TA.). Also, (some-
times, $,) A colt; the male offspring of a mare;
vwhen he has attained the age of six twnths, or

seven months; ($, ]g;) a meaning assigned to it
by As, in the "Book of the Horse;" but un-
known to Abu-l-Ghowth: (S:) or, until a year
old: (ISk, K :) it is said by some to be applied
to a horse: in the L it is said that thie .j of
hlorses is such as is brought forth in tie [season

called] .. s,.: but Khilid Ibn-Jebeleh says that

it means such oa pastures upon the [herbage of

the sason called] ... ,4.: and Suh thinks that it

is an epithet applied to a horse, and any beast, as
meaning that depastures the trees and heriage.
(TA.)

- -Zj Fresh ripe dates, (K, TA,) or fruits [in
generai], (S, TA,) gathered, or plucked; (, .K,
TA;) as also ?_.,j. (8, TA. See also j&.,

last sentence. [And see i..]) -And hence,

: Fresh milk; milk recently drawn from the
udder. (Ir, TA.) - Palm-trees (J.j) whereof
the quantity of the fruit that is upon them is

romputed by conjecture. (K. [See also _0l"

voce Ai/j.]) - [The autumn;] one of the dici-

sions of the year, (S, Mgh,) the division (Msb)
[ronsisting of] three months betmeen the end of

the k5 [or summer] and the beginning of the .1,

[or vinter], (Lth, R,*) in which the fruits are
gathered. (Ltlll, S, Mgh, Mb, K.)-And hence,
(Mgh, TA,) tA year: (Mglh, K, TA:) so in the

c;~- : 1 i. Oe,1 jtOl, i. e. [hVIosofasteth

a tlay in the way of God, God rill remove him
from the fire of Hell] to the distance ofa journey!
of forty years, or seventy. (Mgh: and similar
exs. are given in the TA, from three trads.: see

also an ex. voce el.) -Also The rain of the
season so called: (S, I :) or the rain, (JK,) or
the.first of the rain, (EL,) in the beginning of the

.1UZ [or wointer], (JK, ,) which comes at the

time of the cutting off of the fruit of the palm-

trees: then follows the "_'., at the coming in of

the winter; then, the j; then, the ; and

then, the _: so says As: El-Ghanawec says

that the c.. is betrreen the [auroral] rising of

k$'r1! [or Sirius, which commenced, in central

Arabia, about the epoch of the Flight, on the
13th of July, O.S.,] and the [auroral] setting of

i UjJ0~ l [or ,1MI, the 26th and 27th of the
.Mansions of the Mfoon, commencing, in the same
region and period, on the 8th and 21st of Selt.,
O.S., and continuing thirteen days]: El-Ghowr
and Rekeeyeh [? (imperfectly written)] and El-
lijaz are all rained upon by the L..-; but Nejd

is not: AZ says, the first rain is the ~. 3; then

follows the i z ; then, the t&/'t; then, the

~*~; then, the . ; then, the 0js.: and

therefore the year is made to consist of six
seasons: accord. to AHn, [who seems in this
matter to differ from most other.,] %.ujiJI is not
originally the name of the division of the year;

but the name of the rain of the Jii [or summer];
and then the season was named thereby. (TA.)

[See also .'.]_ [Also The herbage of th mason

so calletl, or of the rain so called; like as

signifies the "herbage of the season, or of the
rain, so called." So in the phrase used by Khailid

Ibn-Jebeleh (in explaining the word .j ), it

1u.Jl oC Such as pasturea upon the AJji..]-

Also, accord. to AA, (TA,) A rivulet, streamlet,
or sauall channelfor irrigation. (JK, ], TA.)

i. i.q. iq. ii, q. v. (Mgh, .)- Hence
.iti.. meaning Stories that are deemed pretty:

similar to iisit from i.t: (Mgh :) [or] ;l.

was the name of a man, (S, Mgh, l,) of [the
tribe of] 'Odhrah, ($, ],) whom the Jinn (or
Genii) fascinated, (, Mgh, ]p,) as the Arabs
assert, (Mgh,) and carried off, (TA,) and who
related what he had seen, (., Mgh, 1,) of thlem,
when he returned, (Mgh,) and they pronounced
him a liar, and said, ($, Mgh, ,) of a thing that

was impossible, (Mgh,) il. j,J,mm. [a story of

Khur,feh]: (8, Mgh, 1g:) but it is related of

the Prophet, that he said, o~. li&., ($, Mglh,)
meaning TVAat Khlurfehs relates [as heard] from
the Jinn [is true]: (Mgh:) the j is withont
teshldecd; and the article Jt is niot prefixed,
becamsc the word is determinate [by itself], un-

less one mean thereby .;AGf. as signifying fic-

tictio,s night-stories: ($:) or 4l. signifies a
Jictitious story that is deemed pretty: (Lth, K:)

[and t .. 1. app. signifies the same as .,..

as though its sing. were ais.l, like as iLI

and .iL1, which have similar moanings, are

pls. of which the sings. are said to be .j.nk.,I

and L~p.1j:] see 1, last signification.

~li3j: see what next follows.

a4i&. and *.' A palm-tree (Ul) of

rohich a man gathers, or plucks, the fruit for

himself and his household; as also V 1._:
(AIjn :) or a palm-tree which one takes for tie
picking up of its fresh ripe dates: (8h, 0, ]:)
or the latter signifies a palm-tree of which the

fruit is cut off; being of the me sure i in

the sense of the measure J : and the former
is said to signify one that is et apart for its
fruit that is [to be] gathered, or plucked: (TA:)
or a selected palm-tree: (JK:) and its pl. is

J!,: (JK,TA:) or _/0'l signifies palm.

trees wvhereof the quantity of the fruit that is
upon them is computed by conjecture. (AZ, 8,

R. [See alo 1.]) Also, the former, [A

palm-tree set in the manner dc~ribed in the
following explanation:] one's digging, for a
palm-tree, in a water-course, or channel of a
torrent, in which are pebbles, until reaching hard
ground, and then filling up the hollow with sand,
and setting the palm-tre therein. (0, ~.)
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, 1 A keeper, or wratcher, of palm-trees: (
(V:) pL jii . (TA.) (

see U5&; and see 1, last signifi-

cation.

[

,.sL The place of the gathering, or plucking,
or cutting off, of fruit. (M§b.) A place of n

abode of a people, or party, during their . I
(TA. [It is there added, "as though formed t

from Iphiz, by the rejection of the augments-

tive letter :" but it is rather to be regarded as

regularly formed, from 1i3>y: see 1]) _ Also

A garden; (Mgh,TA;) and so V 1U'AL_*: (S,

or a garden of palm-trees; as also V J* t

and #5.: (TA:) a single palm-tree: or a

fewr palm-trees, up to ten; more than these being E

termed a C 1i; or a 4a_: (El-garbee, TA:)

wee also Ad: or a smaU collection of palm- 1

trees, six or seren, which a man purchases for
the fruit that is [to be] gathered, or plucked: or
any coUection of palm-trees: (L, TA:) or a
waUed garden of palm-trees: (lAth, TA:) or
palm-trea [absolutely]: (Mgh :) and an avenue
between two rows of palm-trees, such that one may
gather, or pluck, thefruit from whichever of them

he will; (1i;) as also 9ii : (Sh,I6:) and,

($,Mgh, g,) as also t1iJ, (S,K,) a road,

(S, Mgh, K,) such as is conspicuous, clear, or

open: (Is:) pl. J 1. (Mgh, TA.) It is
said in a trad., 411 s8i " iac,.itJIlc

^ if_., i. c. The visitor of the sick is as

though he rere in the gardens of Paradism until
he returns: or upon the palm-ttees of Paradise;
gathering, or plucring, their fruits: or upon the
roads of Paradise: (Mgh,* TA:) or, as some

relate it, .JI t1' sle.;. (TA. [See also

another explanation, and other readings, in what

follows.]) And it is said in a trad. of 'Omar,

,1 vati* -Zj3, (S,) or
(TA,) i.e. [I have left you, or ye have been
left,] upon a conspicuous road, like the road of
the camels, (An, S,0 TA,) which they have trodden
with theirfeet so that it has become plainly appa-
rent. (An, TA.) - Also Gathered, or plucked,
fruit of palrntree4: (Ay, A 'Obeyd, IAmb, .:)
a correct meaning, though IIgt 6ays that the

proper word in this sense is onlv .j_: it is

like $i and ; and r as meaning

+wA and Jl. ; and . and
may signifyfresh ripe dates gathered or pluched:
(lAmb, TA:) pl. as above. (As, &c.) So in the
former of the two trads. mentioned above accord.
to As and A'Obeyd: (TA:) and this interpretation
is corroborated by another reading, i. e., ,1&

Z1Z..JI (Mgh:) another reading is, )

a;1jt i2..: [see :] and another, dJ

L.1 *s 1' . i. e. [The visitor of the sick
shall have] gatheredfruits in Paradise. (TA.)

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ase the next preceding paragraph.

see 4.

J2w_- The thing in whichfriuils arc gathered;

1. ~- 3 )'l

[, ijar p. 374;) called by the Arabs t.: (

[lar ib. :) a [basket of the hind called] JL, 
M.b,) or J.j, of small size, in which the bet 3

fresh ripe dates are gathered: (0, ]:) pl. 
=jl.. (A&,TA.) One says, jj.jlLgJI ., j !

.",Lt~, i. e. They vent forth to the gardens
vith the basketU (J) [for atheringfruit]. (A,
rA.)_ And hence, tThe basket (,K.Jj) in which
lhe importunate beggar puts his Jbod. (var ubli i
lupra )mp~)~-*

i..: ee _e , in six places.

j/.t : see _i.. ~Also Rained upon by 

he rain called .; pl., applied to men,
ik3 &.: (TA:) [so, too, applied to a beast:] 

and so, with ;, applied to land (k.&,l). (A4, 9.)

j" Denied, or reused, good, or prosperity;
prevented, or withheld,from obtaining good, good

fortune, or utenance; (R ;) i. q. Jj'm.*; (JK,
TA;) as also j'... (TA.)

Q. 1. d , , (L, g,) inf. n. i3.., (TA,)
He tooh it plentifflly, or largely. (L, i.)-
He made it to be of the best hind; namely, food,
or meat and drink. (Er-Riyashee.)

824: see -;anand *

8* and t81>^ [app. j: and

but in the C . and .,,] and .

and 1t5.. A plentiful and pleasant state of

life. i)

.Fat, as an epithet, (L, 1],) applied to a

lamb; as also' Cl... (L.)-SeealsoC .

i.J. Goodness of food, aliment, or nutri-
ment, or of meat and drink, with plenty. (TA.)
_- Also inf. n. of the verb above. (TA.)

: see .,.:_ and see also 5if.

·. > ,A flourishing andfreal condition, or
sojtness, or tenderness, of a plant, or of herbage.
(L) _ See also what next follows.

*i: sec .- Also Fresh, or juicy;

flourishing and fiesh, or soft, or tender; (L, ] ;)
applied to a plant, or to herbage; and so ttt^..

and 1'5M. and and t8 .. (L.)

[And v._. seems to have a similar meaning.]
The r6jiz [El-Ajjaj (so in a copy of the S)] says,

· '. .O. -,- ,, .; ·

# W~~o W;.; 

[app. meaning A girl that had attained
rishing, or soft, or tender, youthfulness].

6Cs .... : .. and see here n f w:
0 a _9~:-and whtat here follows.

*- .9- 1

to Jflou-

(s.)
- and

' Ample: (I.:) applied to anything.

(TA.) It is said in a trad.,a'i.W.4 l J plJ4
lle disliked, or disapproved of, amtple trousers:

7°7

(A'Obeyd:) or they say it means troumers reaching
lo to the u~pper part of thes foot. (..) And

you say, & A plentiful fe0. (..)-
Also The bast of food, or of meat and drink; and

o V i' . and .Jk .(Er-Riy(mhee.)

L - *,tJK, ~, Mgh, M,b, .g,) aor.: (Mglh,
MS.b, O) nd -, (1i,) the former of which is the

more chaste, (TA,) inf. n. ;., (9, Mgh, MVb,
KL,) He made a hole in it, perforated it, pierced

it, or bored it; (Mb,* KL ;) eyn. °I. [in this
sewe, u well as in another to be explained below],

(]9 [in the Ci-, erroneouly, e ;.,]) and 4 :
(TA:) and he cut it [O as to wake a hole or a

dit in it]: (Mb :) and he resnt it, or tore it.

(JK, i~, KL.) You say, , ;! s., (JK, S,
Mgh,L,)aor. [and' ],inf. n. s above, (Mgh,)
He [made a hole i, or] rent, or tore, the gar-

net, or piece of cloth; (JK, 1;) and JLJI

[tlhe boot]; and the like. (Mgh.) And ,S.

r~.. He made a hole in the rock; syn. : -.
(A in art. [...) [And ij3_ll jd. He made a

hole in, or through, the rmall: see j,.., below.]

And ,l i. .' He made a hole in it or
through it, perforated it, pierced it, or bored it,

with a drill or the like; syn. 4. (Meb in art.

.mm.) 'l. Jl ji. [He made a hole in the ship],
in the gur xviii. 70, means that he did so by
taking out, from the ship, with an axe, (Kehb, B4,
Jel,) a plank, (Jel,) or two planks. (Ksh, BI.)

[Hence,] ,)1 :j&., (JK, 9, MSb,) or
ijki), (Mgh, ,I) lIe travrsed, crosed, or
cut through by jour~eying, (JK, $, Mgh, M.b,
V,) the earth, or land, (JK, S, Myb,) or the de-
sert; (Mgh,1.;) syn. t*l; (JK,Mgh,];*)
or Q.; (S, Mb ;) so as to reach the furthest
part thereof (Mgh, TA.) [See also 8.] It is

said in the gIur [xvii. 39], wJ.j9$ ja,i.3
meaning, For thou shalt not reach the extremi-
ties of the earth: or, accord. to Az, thou shialt
not traverse the earth in length and breadth:
(TA:) or it means thou shalt not bore tlrough
the earth, (Jel,TA,) so as to reach the end theref':
(Jel:) or thou shalt not make a hole in the earth
by thy vehement treading: (Ksh, Bd :) accord. to
one reading, ,J ,.>. (Ksh, TA.) - [An

J j ': tThe wind passed along; and t blew:

for] the inf. n. js. significs tthe patsing of the
wind: and tthe blowing thercof. (KL.) [See
also 7 and 8.] ,JI ,jJ.. :He forled, or

feigned, the lie; as also 't 3;.1. (JI,TA.) It

is said in the gur vi. 100, ?;3 e : t. ,m.,,
i.e. lAnd they have feigned Him to have, or
falsely attributed to Him, sons and daughters.

(Ksh, Bd, Jel. [See also 2.]) And i.f,. [alone,
the object being understood], (K,) inf. n. as above,
(KL,) signifies IHe lied; told a lie: (~, KL,
TA:) and V j,..3 1 he forged, or feignad, a lie.

(S, I., TA.) alJI , aor. :, inf. n.
,-, The sheep had in its ear a ajj, i. e.

a rond hole or perforation. (Msb.)- ._ ..
JI, aor. ; (JK, ]1,) inf n. ij$m., (JK,) or

gar 

p. 374;) called by the Ambe bto�: (A10beyd:) or th say it means trounrs reaching

'Var 

ib. :) a [basket of the kind edled] J'ZL, down to tiw u~ part of tho foot. (�.) And

'Mob,) 

or of mall size, in which the best YOu WaYP A Puntiful NO. 04-

rresh 

ripe dates are gathered: (0, ]p:) pl. AIRO The bat of food, or of meat and drink; and

1 

1 . . 1 1 t J --- toy""" and* �k (Er-Riy6&hee.)

J94" 

. (AJA.) One says,,jj" l jt, L96p.^ ewl-

i. 

e. They ivent for'ti to the gardens

vith 

the basheu (,;qj) [forqatheiingfruit]. (A,

rA.)- 

And 

hence, 

fThe basket (,K..#.j)in Which 1. XJK, Mgh, Mqb, g,) aor. ; (Mglj,

he 

iMportunate beqqar puts his jbod. (gar "" Mqb, g),md (1�,) the forrper of which ; 9 the

iuprL) 

to,

*'.a 

' J'& ' wore chute, (TA,) inf. n. job, (?, Mgh, Mfb,

IUJ.i.-: 

see W", in six places. KI,,) He made a hou jig it, perforated it, pierced

0 

A a ' it, or bored it; (Mqb,* KI,;) syn.,�� [in this

j3J.;.- 

: see,.*,.,ri.. ~ Also Rained upon by dense, u wefl m in another to be explained below],

he 

rain caUed pl., applied to men, (9, [in the CV, ermneouly, w -In.J) and �� :

(TA:) 

[so, t^ applied to a beast:] (TA:) and he cwt it [,go as to 1*cake a kok or a

ind 

oo, with i, applied to land ( 0 . (A9, ?.) SW in it]: (Mqb:) and he rent it, or tore it.

jJW" 

Denied, or re~ d, (JK, 9, KL.) You �ay, ,�01 (JK, 8,

Proven 

ted, or withheldfrom obtainitig good, good M9h,L) aor. 7 [and t ], in£ n. u above, (Mgh,)

fortune, 

or nmtenance; (1� ;) j. q. * ' ' ' He [Made a kok in, or] rmt, or tore, the gar.

TA;) 

u abo JJ;.,; (JKp mmt, or piece of cloth; (JK, V;) and 1ALLA

iil.R". 

(TA.) [the boot]; and the like. (Mgh.) And 1J.

He 

made a hole in fito rock; syn.

o' 

3 (A in art [And ijt^'il j^--- He Made

Q. 

1. inf. n. 'o'.

d,q.jj 

aq..k-td , (TA,) kok in, or through, the mall: we j^, below.]

He 

took it plentifully, or largely. (L, V. ' 1 � ` ' ' ' He mad# a kok in it or

He 

made it to be of the bevt kittd; namely, ) - And r� ' ii&

or 

meat and drink. (Er-Riy6ahee.) food' through it, Perforated it, pierced it, or bored it,

4 

'O' with a drill or the like; syn. (Mqb in art.

: 

-and 11 z 11,

Ch& 

CIP-L- A.) A;W�it [He made a hole in the ship],

W17 

%r~ j^

9 

ofi 0 1,10 in the gur xviii. 70, means that he did so by

and 

*Cil^ [app. j: d

e-^ 

,�& an 5d" p taking out, from the ship, with an axe, (Keb, B4,

but 

in the Cg and C&!;&.J and CUj& Jel,) a plank, (Jel,) or two planks. (Kab, Bo.)

and 

& A plentiful and plemang state of 77 SHenceJ wijy

CC" 

li., (JK, �, M9b,) or

life. 

(]P.) VAJ1, (Mgh, ]P,*) I-TIO tramrsed, croswd, or

0 

'i Fat, as an epithet, (L, g,) applied to a cut through by jou~ ng, (J K, $, M gh, Meb,

e--p" 

9 'I 0 V,) the earth, or land, (J K,?, Mqb,) or the de-

lamb 

; as also'v See also sert; (Mgh, ]�;) syn. (JK, Mgh, ]p;*)

or 

Q5, M!b;) so as to reach tho furthest

Goodness 

of food, aliment, or nutri- part themoj: (Mgh, T£) [See also L] it in

mmi, 

or of meat and drink, with plenty. (TA,) 60 ' a ' 0, a

said 

in the gur [xvii. 391, wbjgs jjcii ej.jijl,

-Also 

inf. n. of the verb above. (TA.) a

63 

meaning, For thou 3halt itot reach the extremi.

see 

and see al ' '

so 

-J-&.. ties of the earth : or, accord. to Az, thott sitalt

W.77 

not tiaverse the earth in length and breadth :

A 

flourishing andfreilt condition, or (TA:) or it means thou shalt not bore tlirorigh

tojknm, 

or tenderness, of a plant, or of berbage. the earth, (Jel, TAJ so as to reach the end there�l'.

(L) 

See also what next follows. (Jel:) or thou shalt not make a hole in th. earth

by 

thy vehement treading: (Kel), Bd:) accord. to

see 

Also Fresh, orjuicy; one reading, & (Ksh,

c�Ir- 

C^ - - iii.3 TA.) - [Anc

.flourishing 

andfiesh, or soft, or tender; (L, 90 1%:.� tThettiptdpasgedalo?tg. andtblen,:

0 

.# 
C� - C#,

applied 

to a Plant, or to herbage; and so for] the inf. n. j^ signifies t the pwxing of tiae

and 

and and (L.) wind: and tthe blowing thereof. (KL.) [See

also 

7 and 8. "o.WJ1 j^ :He forqed, or

[And 

seems to have a similar meaning.]

el-t 

feigned, the lie; u afao (1�., TA.) It

The 

rAjiz [El-Ajjfij (so in a copy of the ?)] says, is said in the gur vi. 100,

to�.� 

�tez C-1 i.e. 1 And iltey have feigned Him fu have, or

o^ 
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Jj.; (Tg ;) and j. i, inf. .aJ. ; (1 ;) Ile
remained in the house, or tent, not quitting it.
(JK,g.)_ And .i., nor. , int.n. -,--said
of a gazelle, or young gazelle, (Msb, Ig, TA,)
when hunted, (TA,) or when overtaken by the
dog, (IAqr,) It was filghtened, (MSb, ], TA,
[in thc C6, &a j is erroneously put for 1
3A/,]) so as to be unable to go away, (Msb,) or
so as to be unable to rise, (Q, TA,) and c/are to
tei ground: (IAqr, TA:) and in like manner
said of a bird, (Msb, 1,) it became frightened,
(K,) or impatient, (TA,) so as to be unable toily
away. (~, TA.) _- And hence, (M.b,) the same
verb, (9, Mob, ]g,) withI the same aor., (Msb, K,)
and the same inf. n., (9, Msb, j,) said of a man,
(M.b,) He became confounded, or perplexed, and
unable to se his right course; or he became bereft
of his reason or intellect, because of fear, or of
skame: (S, Msb, :) or ,e wvas confounded, per-
plexed, or amazed, [for . in the Cg, I read
;., as in other copies of the K and in the

TA,] opening hiJ eyes, and looking: (], TA:)
and he remained confounded, or perplexed, and
utnable to see his right course, by reason of anxiety,
or of hardship, or distress. (TA.) :. j
[He fell down and clave to the ground], occurring
in a trad., means hi fell down dead. (TA.)-

aod, aor. :, (JK, $, MSb, g,) inf. n. M"'; (9,
M.b, ] ;') and jj&., aor. , (JK, ],) [of which
*#P
, a, said in the $ and Myb to be a simple subst.,

nxay be the inf£ n., like as _. is of ;]
He was rough, ungentle, clumsy, or awkward,
(9, Myb, I5,) in doing, or making, a thing:
(Myb :) and he was unshilful in work, and in the
managtaemnt of affairs: and he was foolish; stu-
pid; or unsound, or deficient, in intellect or
t,nderstanding: (4 :) or he was ignorant - (JK :)
or the latter verb signifies he know not his work
with his hand, or his handicraft. (MNb.) And

i;J, ja. lHe ,w ignorant of the thing, (I,
TA,) and did it not well. (TA.)

2. a,, (S, Msb,) inf. n. . , (MSb, K,)
is similar to ~J&., but has an intensive signifi-
cation; [Ile made wholes in it; perforated it,
pierced it, or bored it, in several, or many, places:
he cut it so as to make holes or slits in it :] (MAsb :)
he rent it, or tore it, much,'or in several, or many,
places: (I, TA:) namely, a garment, (S,TA,)
&c. (TA.) - And 3j.., (TA,) inf. n. u above,
(s,) tHe lied much. (lg, TA.) Aboo-Ja;far
and Nifi' read, [in the 1Kur vi. 100,] W ,j
e;^.t ' t [And they have rerJ falsely atti-
buted to iim sons and daughters]. (TA. [See
also 1.])

4. ~.ij. He (a man, $) caused him to be con-
founded, or perplexed, so that he atro unable to
see his right course; or caused him to be bereft
of his reason, or intellect. (., .)

5. j,.J quasi-pass. of si.; [thus signifying
It had holes made in it; became perforated,
pitrced, or bored, in several, or mnany, piaces:
it became cut so as to have holes or slits made in
it: it becanme renlt, or torn, much, or in several,
or many, places:] (,0 1 :) as also ?3IlJI;

,(.;) [or rather the latter, as is indicated in the

r, is quasi-pass. of .. , and thus signifies it had
a hole made in it; became perforated, pierced,
or bored: it became cut so as to have a hole or
slit made in it: it became rent, or torn:] and
.jj.i.I signifies the same [as the former or as
the latter]: all said of a garment [&c.]: (S:)
and t3j.jil signifies also it became wide, or ex-
pandedd (TA.)_ [Hence,] .1" 1 . d.J
He took a wide, or an ample, range, or was pro-

fuse, in liberality, bounty, or munificence; syn.
,.~3. (S, K, TA.) -See also 1, in the middle
of the paragraph. -And see what next follows,
in two places.

7: see 5, in two places.._ b. 1 J% .. 1
IThe wind blew [app. in any manner, (see
3t0",) or] irregularly; not in one uniform
manner: (TA:) [and t.I.iL. app. signifies
the same: for you say,] b1 d, j~ hi 
[tA wide country in nawhich the ninds blo,,
or blow irregula,rly]: (El-Muirrij, TA:) and

;tj 1 ei t3w r; Ij I e [app. meaning,
in like manner, tA wide land in which the winds
blowv,V &c.. (s, g.)

8. J,,.1l :Ie, or it, passed through, or over,
or across. (Mgh, K,' TA.) [See also 1, in the
former half of the paragraph.] IHe traversed,
or crosed, (Mgh,TA,) a desert, (Mgh,) or a
land, (TA,) not following a road. (Mgh, TA.)
[t_le travelled a road: see an ex. voce *a.]
IIe made a mosque, (Mgh, TA,) and a house,

(TA,) to be his iray, or thoroughfare. (Mgh,
TA.) IfHence, qJIl 3jp;I tile entered into
the mnidst of the _. [q. v.], nwithout going
around the ._. (Mgh.) And 3.F. h;

-f ,)l ;J o I The horses, or lhorsemen,
pass through the midst of the intervening spaces
of the towrn, or villages, and the land. (TA.)
And .. l ',.Z.1 tI stepped into the midst of
the people, or party. (TA.) And J j.. JI

t [The wind pastes, or blows, through the
trees.] (JK.) eA! j$! signifies tThe pass-
ing [or bloni.mig] of the winds. ($.) [See also 1,
in the middle of the paragraph; and see 7.] 
,Jt 3j.. : see 1, in the middle of the pa-
ramgraph.

12: see 5.

,., originally an inf. n., of 1: (., Mgh, Mob,
TA:) A hole, or perforation, (Mgb, Msb, KL,)
in a garment, (S, TA,) and in a wall, (Msb,
TA,) &c.: (Msb:) and a round hole, or perfJ-
ration, in the ear of a sheep: (9, Msb:) p].

).~ . (S, AMghl, Myb.) Hence the saying,
ll e [The hole was, or became,

wvide to the patcher]. (TA.) _- And A part that
has a hole made in it, or that is rent, or torn, of,
orfiom, a thing. (TA.) Also A desert; and
so tV'j : (1.:) or the former, a desert far
extending, (JK, TA,) whether Icvel or not level:
and .the latter, a wide desert in which tie winds
[blow, or] blow irregularly: (TA .) and the
former, (EI-Muarrij, g,) as also t.-b, (i,)
signifies likewise a wide land, (,) or a wide

country, (EI-Muairrij,) in which the winds [blow,
or] blow irregularly: (EI-Muarrij, ]: [see 7 :])
ISh says, the space between El-Baqrah and lafr
Abee-Moosh is a 3,'., and that between En-
Nibsj and Dareeyeh is a (s.: (TA:) pl. js,-.
(Ig.) You say also . tWj'. Ajl A far-
extending desert. (TA.) Andl .;.4) liJ

;U.>. and fi [}Ve have travetwd, in jour.
neying to you, a wide land, or a ~ide land in
which the winds blow, &c.]. (TA.) ~Also A
certain plant, resemnbling the L* [q. v.], (JK,
Ibn-'Abbd, Ig,) having leaves. (J/(, Ibn-
'AbbaiL)

j,. a subst. from ., (S, Msb,) [or perhaps
inf. n. of u. as syn. with j.., (see 1, last two sen-
tences,)] and t JP', (TA,) Roughness, unget~-
nes, clumsiness, or awkwardness; contr. of A;
(JK, S,* Mgh, MSb,' ], TA;) in doing, or
making, a thing: (Mb :) unshilfulness in work,
and in the management of affairs: foolithnsu;
stupidity; or unsoundness, or deficiency, in in-
tellect or und(erstanding; as also t J.3: (] :)
and ignorance. (TA.) f Hence,] Th.JI y TAe
sleep of [tlhe time of morning caUlled] tAe - .
(Har p. 223. [See also j.. and .Ld.]) Tl'he
first of these words is also pl. of 3j~.l' and of
[its fem.] i' . (1K.)~Also The she-camel's
vulva. (JK.)

O a
j& and 1 S Liberal, bountiful, mun.fi-

cent, or generous; (9, J;) as also * ,¢_.:
(IAr, K :) or t the second signifies very liberal
or bountfidl &c.: (J: [so in a later part of the
art. :]) or this and the first signify one who takes
a wide, or an ample, range, or is profuse, in
liberality or bounty &c.: (TA:) or a youth, or
young man, (JK,) excellent, or elegant, in mind,
manners, address, speech, person, and the like;
or clever, or ingenious; with liberality, bounty,
munificence, or generosity, (Lth, JK, ]g,) and
courage: (Lth, JK:) and a goodly youth or
young man, [for ~.AJI in the CK, I read WI,
as in other copies of the K,] of generous disposi-
tion: (K :) the pl. (of 3.., TA) is j1!1 [a p].
of pauc.] () and or j!,;, (accord. to
difi.lent copies of the ., [both anomalous, and
perhaps it is ,j1, agreeably with analogy,])
and jjd.; (K];) anrd the pl. of ts. isqs4..;
no broken pl. of it having been heard. (T, TA.)
Onc says also, jdl £.A * $ t [.He has
a liberal hand, largely beneficent]. (TA.) And
JlJt! ;S2t3 3.. H:e is liberal, bounti-
fa , omunficent, or generous. (TA. [But see
ja. below.])_ j.../ is also applied to a

spear, meaning t iighly estemed or prized;
excellent; or rare. (TA.)

3jo.: see j5..

,3. [part. n. of I'., q. v.:] A young gazelle
weak in the legs, (], TA,) cleaving to the ground,
and not rising: (TA:) a gazelle, or young gazelle,
(Ig, TA,) when hunted, (TA,)frigktened, o .as
to be unable to rise.: (3, TA:) and in like
manner a bird (1, TA) frightened, (O) or

r
1

1

1

[Boox J.



Boox I.]

impatient, (TA,) so as to be unable to fly away :
(I, TA:) fem. with ;. (1.) - And [hence,] A
man (Mqb) confounded, or perplexed, and unable
to see his right course; or bereft of his reason or
intellcet, by reason offear, or of shame: (9, Msb,
]g:) or confounded, perplexed, or amazed, olen-
ing his eyes, and looking. (X1,TA.) See also

j .lI. ~ Also Asles: because they remain
[cleaving to the ground] while the people thereof
go away. (C.)

see M.

a,. A piece, (9, M.lb, .K,) or piece torn off,

(TA,) of a garment, or of cloth; [a rag;] pl.
j,.. (S, Msb, TA.) -[A ragged, patched, gar-

ment: and particularly one worn by a deootee;

also called au.., q. v.: but this is probably post-

classical. Hence, 3.dJI .,1..d, The devotecs.]
_ A portion of a swarn of locusts, (1, TA,)

les than a aJ.j; as also aj,.. (TA.)
C 3-

,S^: see the next paragraph: _ and see

also &,.

Lk.t A womb rent by thite fetus, and that
consequently does not conceive (K, TA) after.

wards; (TA;) [of the measure J°. in the sense

of the measure 3 .;] as also ? .... (K.)
- And A she-camel whose womb has been rent.

(JK.) Applied to a ell (.), it signifies ,;'l

(JK.) Ac ppli ; ... : (JK, Ibn-'AbbAd, :)
[in the C] "-..: neither of these readings

affords an admissible meaning: the riglit reading

I believe to be ltrt; and the meaning, Of which

tit side, or lateral part, is broken,from the water

*ipwards:] pl. ,j. (JK, Ibn-'Abbid, ],, TA)

and ;%.., (Ibn-'AbbMd, ]., TA, [the latter erro-

neously written in the C1. ;jS.,]) like 1 ,L.,
and Ox. (TA.) - A channel of water that is
not deep, and not ,v;tlout trees. (JK, Ibn-
'AbbAd, ]g.) - The place of expandiltg of a
ralleyj, where it ends. (JK, g.)-A lowu, or
depressed, tract of land, containing herbage: p1.

04h~- Oc [I pa.sed bly a low tract of land,

containing her.bage, betwe,en twro plain tracts con-
taining small pebbles and without herbage]. (Fr,

.)_ Hard ground. (A, TA.) - A violent

wind; (A,TA;) as also t " (S, K:)

the latter signifies t a wind that blow,s violently:
or, that does not continue to blow in the same
direction: (TA:) or the former signifies a 'old

wind that blows riolently; (9, K;) as also .

( :) [it is an epithet; for] one says .b,

which is anomalous, as by rule one shlould say

%.i.: ($:) it is [also] one of the names for
:a cold wind that blows violently; (JK, T, TA;)

as though it perforated, or rent; the agent ['O]

being unused: (T, TA:) and (as some say, TA)
it signifies also t a gentle, soft, wind; thus bear-
ing two contr. meanings: or that returns, and
[then] continues its coutrse: (K:) or, as in the

Bk. I.

L, does not continue its course: (TA:) or that
blows long. ( K.)

3j, A certain bird, (JK, TDrd, 1f,) smaller
than the J [or lark], (JK,) that cleares to the
ground: (IDrd:) or a hind of slparrow: (1K:)
so says AEI.4t, in the " Book of Birds :" (TA:)

pl. j 1,. (JK, IDrd, g.)

lt.M': see 3d', in three places.

·G [act. part. n. of jp.]. - [And hence,]

31~4 Z A sh,arp, or cutting, sword: pl. j-.
(TA.) [IHence also,] i;L~ ta. .,; t [An
event breaking through, or infjiiujing, the usual
course of nature]. (KT, in a definition of j..~,
q. v.) - [In the present day, tJ. signifies also

tProfound, or penetrating, in learning or science.]

&3.l and [its fem.] /Li, have for their pl.

,d... (I.) - The fem., applied to a ewe, sig-
nifies Having her ear perforated ($, Mgh, Mqb,
p) with a round hole. (S, Msb.) And, applied
to an ear, Perforated, or bored. (TA.) -And

the masc, applied to a camel, That puts his
_. [or toe] upon the ground before [the sole

ofj his J,. [or foot]: the doing of which is a
result of generous quality. (JK, Ibn-'Abbad,
K.) And tile fem., applied to a shc-camel, That
does not retread (.ia t , in the L ,a; ',)
[wvith her lind feet] the places of her [fore] feet
(JK, L, K) utpon the g,round: mentioned by Ibn-
'ALbbid and Z. (TA.) _ Applied to a man,
(Mgh, Msh,) Ro,yh, ungentle, clumsy,, or awk-
ward, (JK, S, Ms,,) in doing, or tnahing, a
thing: (Msb:) unshilful in n'ork [and in the
management of affairs (sce 3...]; as also t 1' _
and *J.: (.K :) or foolish; sfupid; or un-
sound, or deficient, in intellect or untderstandilnq:
(Mgh, K :) ignorant : (TA:) not hnoming his
rrork with his hand, or his handicraft: (Msb:)
fem. as above. (J K, 9, Mgh, Msb, &c.) It is

said in a prov., (JK, S,) UXc , °.J ~ 
[The stupid woman is not in want of an excuse]:
(JK, S, K:) used in forbidding excuses: (g:)
i. e., excuses are many: the stupid woman is
skilled in making them: how then must be the
clever? (S, 1p :) applied to every one who ex-
cuses himself being able. (1g in art. .o.).
t,3. applied to a desert, and to a land: see 3..,

in three places. And applied to a wind: see

j.. -- IHcncc, :i;U ;' t A hard journey.

(Har p. 177.)

,_w": see ,6., in two places., ; 3rj
A stone theat is at the . [or hinder part] of a
natering-trough, for the pulpose of their [stand-
ing upon it, and] draning forth the water from
it, [i. e. the trough,] irhen they nwill. (]~.)

36di.., though unheard by us, is the sing. of
j '. signifying The orifices of the body; such

as the mouth and the nose and the ears and the
anus and the like. (Mgh.)

jja.. [pass. part. n. of 4; Confoun(led, &e.:
and hence,] silent. (JK: but there written with-
out the vowel of the j.)

i~- *te, applied to a road, means [That does
not cause one to be confounded, or perpleed, and
,nable to iee hi right course; or] in which one
is not confounded, or perplazed, so as to be unable
to se Ahi right course. (IAgr in TA: but the
latter word is there written without the vowel of
the j.)

,1jr A kerchief twisted for the purpose of
beating therewith: (JK, $:) a genuine Arabic
word: ($:) or a thing made of twisted rags,
with wohich boys play: (TA:) or a twisted her-
chief, or an inflated [shin suc as is terned] j,
or tue like, with fwhich boys play, beating one
another therewith: so called because it rends
(ijm.) the air when they make use of it: (iaam
p. 702:) pl. '... (, TA.) 'Amr Ibn-Kul-
thoom says,

C,. - I 1s ,, ·.

1- C a
a

[As though our swords, ours and thdirs, trer
kerchiefs twisted for beating therewith, in the
hands of players]: (s :) or j2Jl.d in this verse
[written with tenween by poetic license] is the
pl. of ;1.. signifying a wooden sword with
which boys play: the poet means, we cared not
for the smiting with the swords, like as the players
care not for the smiting with the 0JWl.. (EM
p. 198.) [See also another ex., in a verse cited
voce 5tj..] 'Alee is related, in a trad., to have

said that the lightning is the ~jot.4l of the
angels; (, TA;) meaning thereby the instru-
ments with which the angels chide and drive the
clouds. (TA.) -Also A garment, or piece of
cloth. (JK. [But this I find not elsewllere.])
- And t A s,ord [in the ordinary sense of the
word]: so in the A and O and L: in the K,

.e-JI is erroneously put for ieJIt. (TA.)_tA
man goodllI in body, or person, whether tall or
not tall. (JRK, .. ) - tOne who falls not into
a case wnithout escaping, or extricating himself,
therefrom. (Sh, TA.) t One nho exercises a.t
in the management of affairs. (1..)- ! A will
bull: (As, K:) so called because he traverses
far-extending districts: (As,TA :) or because the
dogs pursue him and he escapes from them: said
in the A to be called ljjtl Jld. (TA.)-

t A man rwho engages in wrars, or fights, and is
active therein. (S, K.)-See also 3./.

~j3n'i* !One who is denied good, or pros-
perity; into nhose hand wealth falls not. (K,
TA.) And ,* jd*q t A man who gains not,
or gets not, anything. (JK.) See also i...

3,?j'_ One who goes round about camels,
[meaning who has them within the compass of his
rule and care,] (JK, I., TA,) and urges themn
against their will, (TA,) and is actice, and xeas..
cises art in his management [of then]: (JK,
K, TA:) mentioned by Sgh on the authority
of lbn-'Abbad. (TA.)

Jja,> t A passage, or place of passing. (9.

[See i..., in two placea.])_ [Hence,] j
3J.I hl %eW t[A country,, or district, nidle to

9'21
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tramrt; lit,fare ding in respect of th place

of pang]. (TA.)_.1, J; tA plcein

which the wind blow: ( :) and Jl 3jI.
a place in which the wind blows [in any manner,

or irregularly: me 7]. (..)
-, ,,

jp: see the last parraph in thir art.:
and see also a: _ and 36.

t ~: see .

j,.j [Having a hole made in it, &c.: see
its ;erb]. Jl; J .. j; A man having his
clothing rent, or torn, (JK, X,) by long travel;
aI also J' jIl * V . (, ) Also t Quich,
or Mnift. (TIam p. 42.)

1. ,&., aor. ;, inf. n. He, fHe perforated, or
pierced, it; namely, a thing. (Myb.) [And so
dj.. (Mgh in art. .,.j.)] - And He cut it, or

cut it off. (Myb.) You say, LZ A ` :.d.. L;
I did not diminish, and did not cut off, from it,
orhim, anything. (8.) And ,.tj,. l .' . WC
;._ IlIe did not diminish [fraom the narrative,

or tradition, a letter, or a word]. (TA.) And
t.,4s., ((,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,)

.e slit the partition between the nostrils of such
a one: (i:) or .. signifieis the mutilating (6)

of the nose: (JK:) or mutilation (~LJ) in the

partition between the nostrils and in tihe 03I

[or two ale]; or in the extremity of the .;4; [or
lobule of the noxse]; not amountiling to what is
termed pa ; (Lth, TA;) and the epithet is

v 9 .. i, fern. '.li,: (Lth, JK, TA:) and the
like in the lip; or in the upper part of the 3jj
[app. meaning thefront edge of the lobe, which
at its termination above forms a crena,] of the

ear: (Lth,TA: [see ,^.l, as relating to the
ear:]) accord. to Sb, it is both in the nose and
in thl ear; but in the nose, it is the nutilation
(kJ,) of the Jore part of the nostril of a man,
and the L;jl [or lobule of the nose], after the mu-
tilation of tlhe upper lpart of this, so as to reach
the interior of the nose; and the epithet applied

to the man is VtidI. (TA.) And *j,., inf. n.
as above, also signifies He hit, or hurt, his
:. [q. v.]. (TA.) You say also, ij t in;.,
(],TA, in the Cg [erroneously] gj. JI,) aor.
as above, (g,) and so the inf. n.; (TA;) and
tL1.~., (Is,) inf. n. .,pe.3; (TA;) lHe cracked,
or tore without separating, the suture, or seam,
of a skin; syn. t.: (]g, TA, in the CI5

. :) or j .JI .,., aor. and inf. n. as above,
i q. 4d3; [meaning I spoiled the seing of the
akin, or hide; as when one use a thick instru-
ment for seting or perforating, and a thin thong;
or as when one rends two stitch-holes into one].
($.) [And J .p app. A torrent cut into it,
or trenched it; namely, the ground, or the side
of a mountain: see `;.] And V,;t. ',& .
[lit. Cuttin-off ents cut him off]; meaning

the died: like as one says, 4,. 4.. (TA.

[8ee also 8.])_.,lpl j- Hle hit the target
with his arrow without perforating it. (TA.)

_j~ 1 Ji 0,6. t GHe (a guide) did not turn
aside from the 'ay. (JK, $.) _;.' , (S,K,)
aor. :, (],) inf n. s., (l,) said of a man, (.,
],) He had the partition between his nostrils cut,
or mutilated: or the extremity of his note, but
not to the extent denoted by the term ;~: the
epithet applied to the man in this case is t... :
(.:) or he had the partition between his nostrils

slit; i.e. O3 ,;Jjt . (K.) -. , aor. *,
He cared notfor what he did norfor what mwa
said to him. (s.)

2: see 1. - [Hence,] _.l. s j An
udder in which are incisions [or crackings of the
hkin]; and so , j3 ,. (TA.)

5. J ,:_ , : see 1, last sentence but one.
jii.,Jl ,d (] , TA, in the Cl [erroneously]
;j'JI,) The suture, or seam, of a skin cracked,
or became torn without separating; quasi-pass.
of .~,. [q. v.]. (~, TA.) t*.,t 1 [in like
manner] signifies It becamne slit; said of the bore

of the ear. ($.) And you say also, .a1 .. ;.
[The wooden instrument for producing fire
crached, or split]. (TA.) Hence the phrase,

,j .. , .. j--
.Jii.3 _ .1f, mentioned by IAir, meaning

t I seM thee to have no good in thee: for when the
.,j craeks, or splits, ( 151 li!,) one cannot pro-

duce fire by means of it, and there is no good in
it. (TA.) [Hence likewise,] .. ~jj ajd means
also Hlis anger became appeased: [or,] accord.
to the S, ; ..o.3 has this meaning: and accord.

to the A, .a/ .,.L3 has the same meaning.
(TA.) Accord. to IA9r, (TA,) ,. U,q..
.id means I Such a one came to us doing to us
that tvwhich was arongful, or injurious, andfoolish,
or stupid. (K,0 TA.) ~ See also 8, in two
places. ---4 3 also signifies lIe followed, or

adopted, the religion of the 4, 1 . (., 1, TA:
in the ClS, the a..;.)

7. ;.J1 It became cut, or cut off. (Msb.)
See also 5. Said of a writing, or book, it means
It became deficient; part of it went. (TA.)
And said of a generation, It went away; came
to an end. (TA.) See also .i'..

8. 2 .JI ". . Time, orfortune, cut them

off; and extirpated thenm; as also * :
( :) or destroyed them by its calamities. (Mob.)

And a' JI ! and _*U..iJ Death, or
the decree of death, cut them off; and extirpated

them. (i.) And ik:JI a4Z.! Death, or the
decree of death, [cut him off, or] took him awvay,

(JK, ]g, TA,) 4'..,~1 'teC . [from amidst his
companions. (TA. [A phrase similar to 
" 1;,: see 1.]) And 4. " ( (JK,0g) [He

was cut off from s by death;] he was taken
away [from us by death]; (JK;) he died, (K,
TA,) and wat away [from m]. (TA.) Accord.
to some, .l.l [as an ink. n. of.j.i] signifies
The dying suddenly. (gar p. 123.)

_.. A prominence, or rojecting part, of a
mountain: (JK, 8, ::) pl. A., . (K.) And
A bed trenched by a torrent ( -,. ri .
[see 1]): (JK:) so some say: (TA:) or a road
in a [tract of high ground such as is trsnnd]
JJ; or on the summit of a mountain. (JK,
TA.) [See also . .. ]

;.. The place of the bore, or perforation, of
a thing. (Msb.) The eye of a needle. (TA.).
See also .Ad

Ia.t. The place of perforation of the ear:
( :) or the place of slitting, of the nose, in the
partition between the nostrils [and in either of
the ala', as appears from what here follows].

(XC.) It is said in a trad., ,.JI -t-JI j

.sl hA'1 '., by A.,s.JI being app. meant
~t ;b.A9 I, i. e. [In the case of the mutilation
of] the tno alm and the partition betrween the
nostriL [the blood-wit, orfine for homicide, shall
be paid]. (TA.)

5~. d A lie, orfaLsehood. ($, V.) One says,

.c.v;J ,~g ;1. (S, TA) i. e. [Such a one
uttered] that which was a lie. (TA.)

_..& One who cares not for what he doe nor
for what is said to him. (K.)

.. lJ The sect who held the doctrine of the
transmigration of the soul, and allowed general
license: (S, Ik, TA:) they were in the time of
El-Moltasim: their sheykh, Babak [EI-Khur-
ramee, i. e. of Khurram, in Persia], was then
slain, and they scattered themselves in the coun-
tries; and there remains of them a remnant in
the mountains of Syria. (TA.)

;.. [a pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned,]
Young men (TA) such as follow the licentious

ways of the 4d. [so I render I 0'". ]
in acts of disobedience. (1., TA.) [See what
next follows.]

.l&. [act. part. n. of .: fem. with ;; and
pl. of the latter .i ]. One says, ,-a. , 1
[explained above]: see 1. (TA.)_ Corrupting;
acting corruptly; doing evil, or mischief. (i.)

[See , , which is probably a pl. thereof.]-
Neglecting; or leaving undone [what ought to be
done]. ([.) Cold, as an epithet (1.) -
A cold wind: (K :) so accord. to A'Obeyd: but
accord. to Kr, [.,i.,] with kjg. (TA.)

: see what next follows.

_9^,. The end, or tip, of the nome (JK, 8) of
a man: (S:) or thefore part of the nose: or the
part between the nostrils. (].) - Also, (JK,
IK,) as being likened thereto, (TA,) tA rock in
which are holes; (JK, I;) n. un. of t;*jY.:
(K:) [or] the latter has this signification. (.
[But this seems to be a mistake.])

... l [Having the nos mutilated in any of the
manners explained in thefirst paragraph of this
art.]: few. u',. : see 1, in three plaee. And
Having the oar perforated, whn it is not slit:
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(..) or haring tAe ear dit after it has been
pirmd: ($ and Mybc and TA in art. .:)
*ad t i.w, likearie, aiifies haaing th ear

dit; also 4 and . (TA in that art.)
And the fern., applied to a she-goat, Having her
ear slit crouswi. (. [See also JL..]) Also,
the few., applied to an ear, Slit, or perforated,
or mutilate. (I,* TA.) _ Also A pool of
water left by a torrent; because one part thereof
passes away ( ) to another: pl. ;,.. (TA.)
- And the fern. also signifies Any hill, or ruing
ground, sloping down into a [hoUow such as is
termed] ;j; (g;) and so the masc.: (TA:)

or any [hill such aa is termed] 4.b having a side
whereby it cannot be ascended. (].) , ,kI
A.JI The extremity of tAshe spine of the scapula:

(':) or a notch, or small hoUowed place, [app.
the glenoid cavity,] at the extremity of tha spine
of the scapula, (JK, T, TA,) next t/he sochet:
(T, TA:) pl. .;L: (JK, T, TA:) or L'i
9;91, in the ]. miswritte.n 11l L* .,
signifies the heads of the two scapula, next the
tpper arms: (],* TA:) or the treo extremities,
or edges, of the lower portion of the two acapule,
which surround, or border, the j.aS [app. here
meaning the thick part next to the inferior angle]
of the acapula: and a."1l the end of the spine
[of the scapula]. (K, TA. [In the K is here
added, accord. to different copies, ~ ',
as in the TA; or . .. ., as in the CId;
or O.. : the right reading seems to be

.,'s- ."m', where itforms a kind of cleft; app.
meaning where it forms the glenoid cavity. In
the Cl, for .,,JI 'L .., is erroneously put
^ O JI '~:; and s is erroneously prefixed to

the former noun.]) - QL,. Two cleft bones
at the extremity of the interior of the uprer part

of the inside of the mouth. (K.) -- J%I ., I

A man reeak injudgment. (JK, TA.)

;^.. ?The end of a prominence, or projecting
part, of a mountain: pl. . .: (S :) or ,,.
S.. significs the prominence, or projecting part,
of a mountain: [like jf :] and J, .&., the
extremity of a torrent: (] : [accord. to the T1K,
of a nord; for .irJl ..o is there put in the
place of )eJI .. :]) pl. as above: (TA:) and
4.1.t ~.s. and 151 . signify the place
;vhere a /ill such as is termed 4I1 ends. (f.)
Also A [road such as is termed] ; , betweern two

mountains: (TA:) [or the pl.] .l, . signifies
the mouths of[mountain-roads such as are termed]

ei.: (S :) or roads in rugged tracts: (Skr,
V :) or roads in mountains, and in sands. (IAth,
TA.) [Hence,] .Ai cil t A n oath in
which are ways of evasion. (~, TA.) And

Ji s; t 6! gd . ' SThere is no good
in an oath that has not ways of evasion: from
;..,' signifying "a 3: between two moun-

tains." (TA.) And ) :,J ~ ,, .J
.y.~,IJI [This is an oath that has come forth in
expressions that admit of roays of erasion]: said

of an oath that affords a way [or rather ways] of
evasion to the utterer thereof. (AZ, TA.)

[The pL] 1.. .l [or A4I t l"] also signifies
Thfirst portios of the night. (].) It occurs
in an instance in which some read .,l;.; [pl. of

A~. q. v.]. (TA.)

Aid : eem AL . It is said in a trad., el ot

01"1 > Jmt r . .. Heforlade the accing

as an kea..l [q. v.] the animal hating the ear
cut, or cut off, or mutilated: or having many
perforations, and slits, in its ear. (TA.)

,:;,ti.: see *-.

- ,~ ,: see . ;.
X _:see Fz

-rjl-
" ' .5 . ' ,

.,ijm. and jo : see .,.s., in art. ..

Q1,4\ j : see X.:, in art. ,.

,/WI ;.., as in the Tekmileh, on the authority

of Fr; in the 1 and accord. to Sgh, ,.WI ,

which is a mistake; (TA;) The . [q. v. in
art. .;t.] of the ,1J[: pl. .1.; (Fr, Sgh, ],
TA;) like as i. has for its pl. 1;(. (TA.)

e,lO;f.Jl Two stars, (g,) mentioned [and de-
scribed] in art. .;.j, (TA,) each of wMich is
[said to be] called #ji.: (1 :) accord. to ISd,
only the dual form of the word is known; and
the radical z. and the augmentative .; [by which
latter is meant i] are in the dual alike: (TA:)
but Kr and others say that it is dual of 1~,
and belongs to this art. (TA in art. js^..)

;j,^: see the first paragraph in this art.

I-

'j A certain kind of cloth, (, A, ],) well
known, (Q, TA,) woven of wool and silk: (TA:)
and also a kind of cloth entirely of silk; and this
is the kind which one is forbidden to ride upon
and to sit upon; not the former kind,, which is
allowable, and was sometimes worn by com-
panions of the Prophet and by the next succeed-
ing generation, as IAth has ascertained: (TA:)
derived from jj.,r (1., TA,) accord. to some:
(TA:) or it is the name of a certain beast
[thought by Golius to be the beaver]: and
afterwards applied to the cloth made of its fur:
(Mgh,Msb:) pl. j3.j' (S,A,Mhb,l.) [Golius
seems to derive it from the Persian 3J, meaning
raw silk; and assigns to it also the meaning of
a coarser hind ofspun silk.] Jsjj Mj' signifies
Good cloths, or stuj, or garments. (A in
arLt. i.)

jj. The male of the h,Jl [or hare]: (?, A,
Myb, :) or the offspring of the .. j,j: (TA:)
pl. [of pauc.] l'tl (O) and [of mult.] o,!-.

(, MIb, l.) Hence the saying, J~JI _ °,

[Te feel of him, or it, is like te feel of thl male,
or young, Aare]. (A, TA.)

j,i' A eller of j. (TA.)

jA.* &. j1 A land containing, (V,TA,) or
abounding with, (TA,) ; '-f, p of. (C,
TA.)

1. Xs *WI'ji, aor.'-, (M,b,) inf n. D- , (M,
A, Mgh, Mlb, 1],) The eye nas, or became,
narrow and small: (?, A, Mgh, M?b, ] :) or it
contracted its sight, naturally: (i :) or °,
aor. -, (1,) inf. n. as above, (?, ],) signifies he
(a man) nw as though he looked from the outer
angle of the eye: (S, A:*) or he looked as though
on one side: or he opened and closed his eyes;
(V ;) or, hAis eye: (M:) or he had a distortion
(J.) of one of his eyes: (: ) [or he had eyes
looking towards his noe; or, looking sideways;

(see j.. ;) or, looking towards their outer angles;

see ;j.;) see also 2, and 6, and Q. Q. L] 
*Api, aor. L, (TA,) inf. n. jd., (],) He looked
at him from the outer angle of the eye; (g,
TA;) as one does in pride, and in light estima-
tion of the object at which he looks. (MF.) A
poet says,

[Looh not thou at the people from the outer
angle of the eye, asew, sidewrays]. (TA.) 
j.Z [as an intrans. v.] He affected, or pretended,

to be cunning; i.e. intelligent, or agacious; or
intelligent with a mixture of craft and forecast;
syn. v·1,. (IAyr, IJ. [See also 2.])- Also

1e Jled. (I.)

2. v.*, (TA,) iiif. n. ;eJ, (i,) He made
narrow. (K, TA.) You say, ::js He (an
old man) narrowed his eyes; contracted his eye-
lids as though they wvre sed together; to collect
the light: when a young man does so, .i1
£,W.1 [i. e. he affects, or pretends, thereby, to be
cunning; i. e. intelligent, or sagacious; or in-
telligent with a mixture of craft and forecast].
(IAr. [See also 'j: and see 6.])

6. jjl.3 He looked from the outer angl of
his eye. (TA. [See also Q. Q. 1.])._ He pre-
tended, or made a shom of, what is termed .d:
[see 1.] (TA, and Ilar p. 62.) - He contracted
his eyelids, to sharpen the sight: (?, Myb, 1~ :)
a verb similar to W. and J^.J. (1. [See
also 2.])

Q. Q. 1. ,;'. He lookedfrom the outer angles
of his eyes: from the subst. . ., because the
animal so called is 3j;. (A. [See also 6.])_
Also He acted like the swine. (TA in art.
/~.-.

*j.. [commonly known only as

or . ,ll :jj.]: see .

6. . l:-see *.A

;,.: me ;j.

inf. n. of j,i.

92*
i
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J.O&- jJ.-

ijj. A turning of the p#pil towards the outer
angle of the eye. (TA. [See 1.])

;jj. (ISk, , g) and It i (1) A pain in
the back: (1s:) a pain in a vertebra of the back:

( :) a pain in the slender part of the back, in
[the vertebra called] j>JI : (TA:) the pl.

of the former is ,lO;. (8, TA.)

Js and . wOa A kind o,f food like i;s,
with .flesh-meat; ( ;) made of flesh-meat (.8,
TA) lthat has remained throughout a night,
(TA,) cut into small pieces, and put into a cook-
i,tg-pot with abundance of ctater, (S, TA,) and
snith salt; (TA;) and wnhen it is thoroughly
7oohed, somne flour is sprinkled upon it, (S, TA,)
and it is stirned about with it, and seasoned with
any seasoning that the maker pleuses to add:
(TA:) when there is no flesl-meat, it is called
;. : (, ]g, TA :) or a broth made with the

water in which bran has been soaked, (Mgh, X],
TA,) which water is strained, and then cooked:
(Mgh, TA:) this is wihat is called by the Persians
L~: (Mgh :) [see also ja..:] or ;jii. is
.flour thronn upon wrater or upon milk, and
cooked, and thlen eaten with dates, or supled: it is
also called L... and ,L.. and a and

£J,.,A: ;,@_- is thinner: (AHeyth, on the
authority of an Arab of the desert:) and a soup
nade of grease or grary (O.) and flour; ('TA;)
as also t]j.: (1g.:) but no one except the author
of the ~ mentions this last form: in the other
lexicons, soup of grease or gravy is said only to
be called Xj& and Li.. (TA.)

.0. : see thle next preceding paragraplh.

•1,. A man po.sessing much eunning; i. e.

intelligence, or sagacity; or intelligence with a
,nixture of crq/t and forecast. (AA, K.)

~e [The swine; the hog; the pig ;] a ce,
tain Jbul animal, (Alsb,) nwell known; (.K i) said
to be forbidden [to be eaten] by every prophet:
(Myb :) [fem. with ; :] pl. j L..: (, Mlb, 1 :)
$lot, as some say, 3j. : [thoughl thlis is an epithet
applicable to swine :] (TA :) accord. to some,
it is of the measure ~J ; because , is not
[generally] added as a second letter: but accord.
to others, of the measure ;-a-"; because O is
sometimes added as a second letter, and because
it is held to be derived from ;j, since all yj...

are jj.; as it is said in the A, · s ·
(TA.) a,l- also signifies A well-known
disease; (S;) [scrofula; or glandaltr swellings
in the nek;] nicers, (]g,) or hard ulcers, (S,)
which arife in the nteeh: (S, X :) or ganylions,
or hard or nodous lunps beneath the sin, in the
ueek, nnd in so./ parts, such as the armpits; but
mostfrequently in the wneck. (Mghl.)

.: see what next follows, in two places.

d3jt. and t j~.3' A certain mode of walh-
ing, with a looseness of the joints, (S, A, K,) as
though the limnbs were dislocated; (A;) as also
tj. and lJjm.: (. in art. J., and TA:)
or a limnping, or haltiny, manner of walking : or

an elegant, and a proud and self-conceited, gait,
with an afifcted inclining of the body fromn side
to side. (TA.) You say, i ;..JI O a and
t jLSj.jil He walks with a looseness of the joints,
&c. (A.)

I;,: (S, K, &c.,) vulgarly pronounced

;lj1j, (TA,) [a coil. gen. n., The hind of cane
called rattan; so in the present day ;] a kind of
Indian tree, which consists of roots extending

upon the ground; as also tjj4.: (.R:) or [a
kind of tree] not gr,owing in the country of the
Arabs, but only in that of the Greeks; whence
the saying of En-Nibighah El-Jasdee,

[Tlheir lands are the lands of the khep.urdn]
it is a hind of plant with pliable and smooth
twigs: (ISd:) or a kind of tree, (S,) the roots
of the Li [by which are app. meant the canes oJ
which spear-shafts are made]: (S, Mb :) pl.
jrJ'.. (S.)_Reed, or reeds; cane, or canes.

(S, .)-And hence, Aftsical reeds or pipes.
(TA.) - Sieats: (IAgr, ]g:) because of their
pliableness: (TA:) [or because commonly made
of canes:] pl. as above. (TA.).....Any pliable
twig or rod; (Mbr, g ;) any piece of wood that
is pliable. (AHeyth.) [Often applied in the
present day to the osier; as well as to the rattan:
n. un. with ;.] _The rod rhich hings hold in
their hands, and with nwhich they amuse thenm.

selves (C03z) and make signs. (Ham p. 710.)
- The pole with which a sltip, or boat, is pushed
or propelled, (Mbr, K,) when pliable, or bending;
as also * l,. (Mbr,TA.).-Also, (AO, Mob,

.{,) and with ;, (S, TA,) The 1OlL (8, Msb, g)
of a ship, (g,) i. e. its J m [meaning the
rudder]: (TA:) or, accord. to 'Amr Ibn-Bahr,
the .lJ [lit. the bridle and bit, app. meaning

the tiller] of a ship, by means of which the ;t
wlhich is the .,, is directed. (TA: [but instead

of ~L. u . ,*d.. o :Jl, I read

,..j .. *IW-,J6 "-, .,ill.]) En-N&bighah
says, describing the Euphrates in the time of its
increase, or fuliness, 

a
- ''.i 1~~l ' t 6 1-O I

[By reason of his fear, the sailIr' blreomes in a
state of clearing, or Iraying fJst hold, upvon the
:lj1e., (which may here mean the pole above
mentioned, or the nrdder, or the tiller,) after
fatigue and distress]. (S, TA.) In a trad. it is
said that the devil, when he had been commanded
lby Noah to go forth from the ark, mounted upon

the ;blji of the ark, i. e. its CiC. (TA.)

.::. } see the last paragraph above.

jd.l A man having narrow and snall eyJes:
(S A, Mb, K:) or having eyes of which the
sight is contracted, naturally: (1 :) or who
looks from the outer angle of his eye: (A:) or
who is as though he so looked: (.S:) or who looks
as though on one side: or who openC and closes

his Cys; (i ;) or, his eye: (M :) or who As a

distortion (j-) of one of his eyae: (V:) or
whose eyes look towards hi nose: (TA:) [or
whose eyes look towards their outer angles: (seo

jjl.:)] and Ca3dl' j&l one who look ashew,
or sidmays; au also I 1. i n, an epithet

applied to an enemy: (TA:) the fem. of jj.l1 is
:Ijj.-: (A, M:b:) and the pl. isL... (1.) You
say also 1jj. C 1 [meaniig Eyes that are narrow
and small: &c.]. (TA.)

js. jr Stories that are held to be clever, in-
/enious, or elegant, (IDrd, lI,) and at uwhich on

leut#ghs. (IDrl.)

s.,.; i. q. >1, [app. as a subst., meaning A
false, or vain, saying or deed or affair or thing]; as
also tj.-,.: (K :) or, accord. to El-Jarmee, (,

TA,) the latter, (S,) or each, (TA,).falMe, or rais,
usayings or deeds or affairs or thinigs. (S, TA.)

~.cj ~ or it: j (accord. to different copies of
the .K) A ,wondierful thiing. (IAar, K.) And
[the pls.] ; ./ and Fja~. i,dse, or rain,

stories. (Har p. 16.)

see

Y.j' A laughable thing; a thinig that makes
people laugh. (?, g.) One says, ,.N .
i.z,4.i' [Give mne some of thy laughable things.

osortories]. (S.)

j. Pottery; jars; or earthern vessels; syn.

..; (Lth,.S,, ; [and so in the present day;])
and antythinig made of clay, atul bahed, so that

it becomes i : (IDrd, .:) or clay made into
vessels, before it is baked; i. q. j3.. : when

baked, it is calledjii. (Myb.) [See an ex. in a

verse cited voce 41, p. 107.]

aj [Of, or relating to, pottery, or jars,
&c.;] rel. n. of .ja.. (TA.)-..See also what
Ijllows.

41 and t uj& A seller [or maker] of ,j4
[or pottery, jars, &c.]. (TA.)

1. j/-, aor.,, (S, MghI, K,) inf. n. ,. and
Jjj., (TA,) It (an arrow) hit the target; (S,

K ;) or the object at which it was shot; (ISd,
TA;) as also t ;4 [q. v.]: (TA:) or trans-
pierced, or passed through, or its extremnity pased
through, (Mgh, TA,) making the blood to florw:
(TA :) [and app. also it stuck fast therein: (see

~ji., below :)] or ,,lL.iI .jji it (an arrow)
transpiereed, or pawsed through, tte target; or
pierced it so that its extremity passed through.
(Msb.) -. , aor. , (Myb, f,) inf. n. ,
(S, Msb,) lie pierced him [with a spear or the
like]. (S, Msb, 1g.) And lie pierced him slightly
with a spear. (TA.) And It (an arrow) kit him.
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(JK.) And J Jl, I Ait them witA the

arrow. (c.) [Whence,] .. ;. !I lIe looked
sharply at him; and rast his eye at him, or smote
him with his eye: (LB, TA :) or he wounded' him
with Ais eye. (Ibn-'AbbWd, Z, TA.) - Also lIe
stuck it (i. e. anything sharp) into the ground
(Lth, JK, TA) &e. (Lth, TA.)

7. 3jj3l He became pieoced [)vith a spear or
the like]. (K.)_-It (anytlhing/sllarp, JK) be-
came stuck into the ground [4tc.]. (JK, TA.)
- Also, or t j3 .Jl, (accord. to different copies
of the ], the latter in the CId,) It (a sword)
becams drairn from its scabbard. (.1, TA.)

8: see what next precedes.

ij&. inf. n. of 1. (s,* Mb, TA.) - [I also
find in the TA, u.M t* Jl ~ . d. JI, as

though meaning that e'i signifies A tlting that
becomesafixed or fast: and also a thinlg that trans-
pierces, or paCes throughl: but these may be loose
explanations, intended to mean thaut ji. is said
of that which becomes fixed or fast (as an arrow
in the body pierced by it), and also of tlhat which
tramnpieres, or passes through: see j..., of
which the inf. n., ;s, is said to be used in these
two senses.]

j,. A slle-camcl ttzat pierce.s the ground wtith
her toes, (K, TA,) ,iillyi m,arks npon it: (TA :)
or thatfurrows the ground nwith her toe tarned
up, as she goe. (.,, TA.) [Scc also ~,.]

jjlt., al,pplied to an arrow, ]itting, or that
hits, the target; (S, Mgh, K;) and (Mgh, TA)
tranrpiercinlg, or pasin,g through, or tlat traims-
piercs or passes through, or lpiercing, or that
pierces, so that its extremity pa.ses thlrotyh,
(Mgh, Msb, Ii,) the target [or the object shot at];
(Mb ;) as also ,j. : (TA :) pi. jls.. (MBb.)
And [hence, usedl as a sublt.] A slcar-headl:
(JK, ,]C:) and the iron head or blade of an

arrow &e. (TA.) Onle says, Ojl' ' . r 
[He is more i,enetrrating than a spea,-heaM]:

(.:) and O c& . I;, which means the same;
(JK, Mcyd;) or aore penetrating than a trans-
pierring arrow: (TA:) the latter is a prov.;
(Meyd, TA ;) applied to hlim who is penetrating
in affuirs. (Meyd.) And .j . ..jt.J i [lit.
Verily he is a pierec,, or transpiercer, of a leaf];
meaning ~ [' l [i.e. the is a person wvhom
one may not hole to orercomne]: (IAgr, K :) or
the is bold and shilful. (K(.)

[Jjji. A stakefor impaling a man : but tllis

I believe to be post-classical: pl. J-jl..]

j;'.. A nnall stick, (JK, K,) with a pointed
end, (JK,) or hariybg at its end a sharp nail,
(V,) that is with the seller of full-'grocn unripe
dates for date-stones [which are used as food for
camels]: (JK, g:) he has many Ajl .[l,1. of

vj'~]; and a boy comes to him witl date-stones,
which he takes from him on the condition that
he shall strike with the jji. a certain numnber
of times and have as many of the dates as become
thus transfixed for lhim, whether many or few,
but notlhing if be miss. (J.)

'iii. A dart, orjavelin. (TA.)

J'.i- Chase, or game; i. e. an olject of the
chase or tle like. (J K, TA.)

1. · ~i: (Msbh, .,) aor. ', (Msb,) or , (K, )
inf. n. j', (M,b,) He cut it off. (Mqb,]g.)
[See also 8.] -_._ . ' Ij., aor. ~, te
impeded, hindered, prevented, or withheld, him
from attaining the olj:ct of his want. (s,0

TA.) _ jj., nor. -, (JK, 1~,) inf. n. j,,
(JK,) .Je had afractuerc in his back. (JK, ].)
- Also, (TK,) inf. n. as above; (S;) and
tJ and tJ,djI; lie walked in a heavy, or
.ldu/ish, manner: (K :) or, as in the 'Eyn, with
a looseness of the joints. (TA.)

5: sec 1._[IIence,] rJ-I J!.3 The cloudx
appeared as though they rere retreatiyg, by
reason of the beatviness, or sluggiashne, of their
motion. (M, ], * TA.)

7. Jji;l It became cut off: (, Msb.)--

[llence,] J,' j J f..l t+le becane cut short,
or stopped, in his slpech. (I Drd, K.) Jijl

l.~l ' lIe cared n,ot for my answer, or r'eply.
(M, K.) Sce also 1.

8. dj I Ie cut it off for himcelf. ($,S M 9b,
K.*) One says, jlJI Jj.il lie cut o fffo,. him-
xelf the property. (TA.) And . il' , .j;,l
lie cut him, off f.om the people, or pop or arty. (.)
_And hence, aaJ,l 2I l, : tI was unfaith-
ful in res.pect of tie trust, o; ldeposit; even if
mneaniln I ,refuscdI to res ore it: because the
,loillg so is a cutting off, for one's self, of the pro-

perty of the owner. (Ms.b.) Accord. to Sb
itnd the K, j:A.'l is also jyn. With 0j, l
[The cutting iff a thing; or cutting it so as to
lessen it at its extremity; &c.]: but ISd says,
I know not tlhis on the authority of any other
tllhan Sb. (TA.)3Jl j.Jl also signifies Tthe
,eipng alone (K, TA) in opinion ; n.ith ntone to

shtore tIerein. (TA.) r And J;;le, He (a
man) became lanes; or n,alked lanely. (TA.)

i see wmat next follows.

~j[p, (JK, K,) or, as in the M, t4j' and
tJ,., (TA,) A fracture in the back. (JK,
M, K.)

ai.a One ,rtho impedes, hinders, prevents, or
nwithholtl, annothefr from that which he desires to
do. (Az, K, TA.)

0Jj. : see j

&Jj~. i. q. ?.LC [Fatigue: or a fatiguing].
(TA.)

ljy. and .5je5 A certain mode of alking,
eitll a looseness of tRh joints; like q.J3 and

;j,d..: (S:) or a heavy, or sluggish, manner of
walking; *as also ?jjc.: (.:) the dual of

j;. [to which that of ,jji is similar] is
0'~' (IAmb, TA in art. ,3V.) Accord. to
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the T, one says, ,ioj;tl w j and JjYLI,
meaning He walks with an elegant, and a proud
and self-conceited, gait, with an affected inclining
of the body from side to side: or as though thorns
pricked his feet. (TA.)

jei..: see what next precedes, in two places.

Jj;. IlIaring a fracture in Aie back; as also

tJj;..: (o, g:) or having a fracture in the

middle ofhi back; as also maJl t j. (Lth,
TA.) - And A camel whse humFp has entirely
gone anay: (V:) so says Lth; but Az thinks
that this may be a mistranscription for j;.I; or
· and may be interchangeable in this case.

(TA.) -Also Lame. (AA, TA.)

J3..j': see what next precedes, in two places.

L s.,., naor., (Mgh, ],) inf. n..., (JK,
TA,) Jle pierced it, or perforated it; (JK,
Mgh, ] ;) namely, a thing of any kind: for
instance, the nose of a camel, for the [ring called]
aL.~l [to which the rein is attached]: and the
letter of a Kailee to another .adeoe; for such a
letter is pierced for the L... [or strip of paper
with which it is bound], and is then sealed [upon
this strip]; nnd when this is done, the letter is
said to be *j. (Mgh.) You say, '-

:%1i, aor. as above, (Mgh, Mqb,) and so the
inf. n., (Msb,) He pierced tlh noe of the camel
(Mghb, Meb) for the Z1: (Mgh:) or ..

ea;J-t (8,1) laJi, (S,j aor. and inf. n. as
above, (TA,) he put the L.j in the side of
the nostril, (1,) or in the partition between the
nostrils, (S,) [but the former is the more common
practice,] of the camel; (S, K ;) as also Vt'j;
(1.;) [or] this signifies the doing so much, or
often. (TA.) [Hence,] ,,t .1j. tHe brought
him undler, or into, ndljection; rendered him sub-
mixxive, ,tractable, or n,anageable. (TA.) And

.W,ii j o w .1 spitted the locusts in a
series upon the [ske,ver, or] piece of stick or
n,ood. (S.) And ' .J .l! s. If e pierced and
tied the [thong calied] Jl [q. v,] of his sandal
[app. so as to attach to it the twro branches (I1.

J;.JI) of the strap that encompasses the heel].
(TA. [See also ; ..]). [Also He cut it.
for] .ijl is snn. withil ,t. (Ffam p. 166.
[It is tllere also said to be syn. with .JI; i. e.

.. Jl; but this is app. a mistake for .J;I, a
meanoing assigned to it in the JK, agreeably with
the 1..])

2: seel.

3. .jl., (8,) or L.LJ. .jl,., (K,) inf. n.
ajlL (. in art. .)[and HedI], He (a man,
S) took a different way from his (another's)
until they blth met in one place: (g,]C:) the
doing so is also termed i.n.: (S in art. ,L.,
and TA:) it is as though it were a rivalling, or
imitating, in travelling. (TA.) Ibn-Fesweh
says,

jj, -- j-A
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i. e. WAn he turns her, meaning his she-camel,
from the right wmay, she pursues n,with him a may
diennt from the wrong, so that she overcomes
him, and takes the right way, in the early day-
time of the morrow. (TA.) i.ja also signifies
The act of rivalling, or imitating. (JK, TA.)
And one uys, 1l1j. ii (JK, TA) and al. .,
(JK,) meaning I met him face to face: (TA:)
or suddenly, or unevpectedly, and face to face.
(JK.)

5. 48 ) J i>JI ..e. The tAh pierced
hisfoot, or leg, and entered into it. (], TA.)

6. 0 4Jt ,,j'i The two armies riralled, or
imitated, each other; or opposed each other;
syn. WjW. (TA.)

ji A certain kind of trec, (JK, T, ?, M,b,
.,) of the bark of which ropes are made: (q,

Mlb:) it is like the .ij, [or Theban palm]; ( ;)
Aaving branches with small dates, wvhich becoMe
black when ripe, bitter, astringent, or disagreeable
and choking; not eaten by men; but the cron.s
are greedy of them, and come to them time after
time: so says Al[n.I TA:) n. un. with 3. (~,
M,b.) See also l.Oa..

oj: see U -.

.,j& [a pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned]
ewers of sAim or hides or boots and the like;

syn. O .*. (TA.)

*L,j n. un. of .,,, explained above. (8,
Mlb.) . Also The leaves (,m ) of the J
[or Theban palm]; (JK, ] ;) of which are made
women's ;,UlA [i. e. receptacles for their pe-
fume. and otlher similar things, pi. of Ji.].
(TA.)

.?: see !t, in two places.
· 6-
.,. e .... s ee*jL : ue L, i.

l$jd. 2A ring of [goat's] hair, which is put [in
thi sride of the nostril (see 1) or] in the partition
between the nostrils of the camel, ($, Meb,* TA,)
and to which is tied the rein; (S, TA;) as also
*lj&L: (TA, and gar p. 73:) or a ; in the
nose of a she-camel: (J] :) or, accord. to the K,
a 3W which is put in the side of the nostril of the
camel: but Lth says that when it is of brass it is
termed ;~; and when of [goat's] hair, , .j :
(TA:) pl. .j.lj. (JK, Myb, TA) and .1~.
(Mtb.) [Hence,] C4jAi 3 sl iUL;i: from a
trad. of Abu-d-Dardb, in which it is said, ,,,
· , J,ii i,L;i tCommand ye them
that they submit themsuelves to the judgment, or
d~sion, of the Kur-dn; .Jlpj being here pl. of
,liL.: (lAth, TA:) or I' sl $ T.i
tRender ys to the Kur-.dn itsdue. (JK.) [In
the present day, v:., vulgarly pronounced

.Iji, is applied to A woman's nose-ring, of gold
or other metal.] - The ljd. of the sandal is
A slender thong nhich is pierced and tied between
[the two thongs called] the ej11,' [app. here

meaning the Oi!;b of the j.:_: see 1]. (K,'
TA.)

t.U!'~oA certain plant, (JK, Kj, TA,) called
also Vt., (JK,) of sweet odour: (TA:) or
i. q. JII A [q. v.]; (?, MNb, 1 ;) accord. to
EI-FP-bee: one of the plants of the desert: said
by Az to be a certain herb of sweeg odour, having
aflower like that of the violet: (Msb:) [accord.
to the book entitled .4t. ;.,7JL I . ' G, as
stated by Golius, a certain wild hArb, hAaing a
long stalk, small leaves, red flower, and very sweet
odour:] its flower is the swetest of floes in
odour; the fumigation therewith dispels every
fetid odotr; the use thereof as a suppository in
the wagina promotes pregnancy; and the taking
it internally restores to a rigilt state the liver and
the spleen, and the brain affected with cold: ( K :)
[in the present day, applied to the common la-
vender; lavandula rpica:] n. un.; . (TA.)

i. q. ;4 [app. as meaning both A bull
and a cow], (JK, S, /r,) in the dial. of Hudheyl;
(B;) or such as is advanced in age, and short:
(M, g :) pl. tS , [or rather this is a colt. gen.
n.,] and [the pl. is] .Slj. (JK, g) and ,,)'
(B) and [quasi-pl. n.] tvj&.. (TA.)

. A maker of ropes of the bark of the trec
called .,j.. (JK, S. o ) [Accord. to the ]g, A
seller of the hind of tree calledoZ..: but this is a
mistake, app. caused by an omission in the K.]

,ji. bt A cold vind; as though it pierced
through the extremities: so says Kr: A'Obeyd
says .jt.: accord. to the ]:, both signify the
same. (TA.)

',- ; and its fem., with; : see what follows,
in four places.

.;,j) Anythling pierced or pI?forated: (B,
Mgh:) applied in this sense, (JK,) or as mean-
ing pierced and tied, (TA, [see 1,]) to the [thong,
of a sandal, called] ,:!; (JK, TA;) or, thus
applied, it means cut. (.Ham p. 16G.) See also 1,
first sentence, for its meaning as applied to a
letter. - Any animal havinp the nose pierced.
(Msb.) And 1j ,Jt means Camels haring
rings such as are termed_,.J. (pl. of tj;.) in

their nostr'ils; (TAar, K,'TA ;) as also tV""'.
(IAar, TA.) All birds, also, are said to be
az;., (S, K,) and * ',g; (.K;) because
perforated in the partition between the nostrils:
(., ] :) and particularly the ostrich is said to be
_),):). (~,I5*) andt,ja. (JK, K.*) One says,

, * · - 5 *,, 
· j&,11 A. til. %) " I ', meaning t /7ey are

none others than stupid, orfoolish, persons. (TA.
[But ~lS' is app., here, a mistranscription

for, *t.S; for the ostrich is proverbial for stu-
pidity: one says 3.w 'j. j 1 1 "More stupid
than an ostrich :" because, as Meyd says, when an

ostricbh happenr to see the eggs of another Mdriceb
it will sit upon them, and forget its own egs.])

L (J, ( , MK, V,b,,) aor. ', (JK, Mb,)
inf. n. Cj&L, (Mqb,) He reposited it, stowed it, or
put it, (g, Mqb,) laid it up, kept it, presed it,
orguarded it, (JK, ],) in o Jij, (JK, ,,) or
in a l [or ..']; (Mqb;) namely, a thing,
(JK, Mqb,) or property; ($, g ;) as also uj:;6.,
($, ],) and ';j .L: or t the second of these
signifies he did so for hinmrlf. (TA.) . And
[hence] tile first ($, Myb) and the econd, (1,)
tHe concealed it; namely, a secret. ($, Myb.)
- And ;'U ' : .' tHle withAhd frm Aim
his gift. (TA.)-'i&ji, (JK, 1, Mqb, y,) formed
by transposition from ";, ($, Mqb,) aor. :, if. n.

ij.; (M,b;) and ,ii; and : [a, (nor. ,]
inf. n. ; . and 5j,; ( s ;) aid of flesh-meat,
(JK, Q, Myb, 1g,) It became altered [for the
worse] (JK, Myb, g) in odour, (MRb,) or t/ik-
ing: ($, TA:) or, accord. to Z, mi , mid of
flesh-meat, means it became stinAin in cons-
quence of its being laid up, or stored: and Er-
Rhghib says that :ii., in relation to flesh-meat,
means the laying up, or storing: ind hence is
metonymically used as meaning its becoming
stinking. (TA.) Tarafeb says,

* ·
[Then the fiJexh thereof will not become stinking
among us: only the flesh-meat of him who lays
it up becomes stinking]. (', TA.)

4. Oj&!t He became rich, or in a state of com
petence or sujiciency, after poverty. (g.)

8: see 1, in three places. --_ j, ..l He
took the nearest road, or way. (], TA.)

10: see L

k j.: see U,. :_ and see also i!js.

v A thing reposited, stowed, or put, [laid
up, hept, prerwed, or guarded,] in a s;j.~ [or
/,,, or liL]. (Myb.) - Flesh-meat altered
[for the n,orse in odour]; (5 ;) stinking. (TA.)

ljs. A small chamber rwithin a large chamber;
(TA in art. .m ;) [a closet; also called in the
present day ta;.: and a cupboard:] a place
iu whlichl things are reposited, stowmd, laid up,
kept, preserved, or guarded; a repository; [a
magazine; a store-room;] (JK, Myb, ]5, TA;)
and so 'jj '; , (1, K,) with fet-I to thej, (v,)
like QI, (],) or V :., like 1. [which

is irreg., as the aor. of ' s is :L:] (MSb:)
the former should not be pronounced with fet-i
[i.e. ai,], (K,) as the vulgar are given to
pronounce it: (TA:) the pl. of the former is

'1 ; (S, Mb ;) and that of ' .. is J.
(Msb, TA.) [Hence, 4 l.i 2A library;

and a bookcase. And _ j4 An arnmry.]
.-And IThe heart; Q, TA;) because the
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secret is concealed in it. (TA.) See an ex. voce
jil.-.- Also The occupation, (JK, TA,) and

act, (¢, TA,) of the ~j.. (JK, 1, TA.)

~ljs and ,i1aj IVealth, or property, repo-
rited, stored, laid up, kept, presrved, or guarded.
(TA.) [In the present day, both signify also A
treasury. The pl. of the former is O l..]-

[Hence,] r11 ,- [in the ]ur. vi. ro and xi. 33,
accord. to some,] means tThe hididen thtings that
are known of God: (TA:) or t the events decreed
by God: (:!l in vi. 50:) or tthe treasures of the
means of subsistence that are supplied by God.
(Bd and Jcle ibid.)

OIj& One who stores up wheat, orfood: of the
dial. of Egypt. (TA.)-See also t'j,..AlAso,

as a subst, like 1, (AHn,) Ritp dates be-
coming black in the interior bi. reason of some
bane: (Aln, :) n. un. with ;. (Aijn.)

j.tiL [One riho repouits, stows, lays up, keeps,
presCC�es, or guards, property, &c.; a trea.urer]:
(1g, TA:) pl. to.j. and aj. (TA.) [The
latter of these pls. is applied in thce .ur. xxxix. 73
to The keepers, or guardians, of Paradise: and
in xxxix. 71 and xl. ,52 and lxvii. 8 to those of

Hell.] ~5jl. . Gi,, in the Kur [xv. 22,
accord. to some], means tYe are not bearing it
in miild with thankhfulnets. (TA.) .. The tongue;

a also #l,;. (1,, TA.) Hence the saying of

Lu]Dmin to his son, L ti jl. it IjL

i.e. t[When] thy tongue [is such as keeps the
secret confided to thee], and thy heart [is trust-
worthy, thou tv;ltfollom the riygt way in respect
of thy two states, thy state in the present world
and thy state in the n,orld to come]. (TA.)

s . * . s . .- 
ci and :, j: ce

The nearest roads, or Nway. (l,; TA. [In the
C], htff . is erroneously put for ;j 1 .])

L. ;,j/, (S, R,) nor. :,;, (S,)inf. n. jj,
(S, i.) He ruled, or governed, /himo; and subdued

him. ($, ].) And a'l,Jl l i He broke, or trained,
the beast. (.)_ Also lie withheld, or restrained,
him from [indulging] his natural kesire. (]g.)

And ,.AI Ilj, inf. n. as above, lie wvithheld, or
rustrained, the soulfrom its purpose, or intention.
(JK.) One says, tL -i a;ll & .1.l With-
hold thou, or restrain thIou, thy soul from its
purpose, or intention, and malhe it to endure
patiently the right course of ecents, in obedience
to God. (TA.)- And lie slit hix tongue [to
present his sucking]; namely, a young camel's.
(V.) - He posseased him, or it. (1K.) - He
treated him, or regarded him, ,with enmnit, or
hostility. (.)_.And .js (JK, TA) and iejlLa.
(JK) signify The act of piercing, or thrusting,
(JK, TA,) with spears. (JK.)

Msb, , &c.) and 5 ',; (Sb, ) and "'9 and
;~I, ((MA, [or these two are simple substs.,])
He wax, or became, base, aased, abject, vile,
desuic able, or ignominious: (S, Mgh, Msb :) or,
accord. to ISk, le fell into trial, or o!ffiction:
(S:) or he fell into trial, or affliction, (]K, TA,)
and eril, (TA,) and a thing that exposedl him to
disyrace, and thereby became base, abused, abject,
vile, despicable, or ignominious; as also ' 5 jZl,
(K,TA,) like is.;!: (TA:) or jj,- signifies
disjraci, or ignominy: so in the ltnr v. 37
[&c.]: (Sh, TA.:) or its primary signification is
a state of abasement, rileness, or ignominy; of
which one is ashamed: so accord. to Er-Righib
and Bd and the Ksh: (MF, TA:) or the mani-
festing foul actions or qualities, for the mani-
.festing of 7rhich one deserves puni.hulment: (El-
Hnarllce, TA:) or ji . signifies he became dis-
graced, and ras confoundeld, or 7erplexed, by
reason of di,grace. (TA.) _And kj/., (S,
Msb, K,) aor. as above, (S, Mgh,) inf. n. 'L
(., Mgh, Msb, K) and ji, (1,) IIe was, or
became, moved, or affectedl, with shame; (S,
Mg,h, Msb, K;) [as also ?.'j1: see the
part. n. of thiis latter below:] or aljs. signifies
the being nmoved, or aJfected, with much, or in-
tense, shame. (J K.) = d1,p j-: see the
next paragraph. - l.: see art. j&..

3. iSljli., inf. n. io, Ile ried, or con-
tended, with me'in mutOal abasing; or render-
ing base, abject, vile, despicable, or ignominious.
(Tg.) You say, t i L L J, (Ks, JK, S,
g,) aor. of the latter s.jl, (Ks, JK, S,) [inf. n.
app. j,]J I vied, or contended, with himn (JK,
TO) in mutual abasing, &c., (TI,) and I sur-
passed, or overcame, him [therein]: (JK:) [or
it may signify, in abasement, &c.; for] the mean-
ing [of the latter verb with its pronoun] is '*

l,t. t .' ol. (K: in thle C., t.: but in a
MS copy of the Is, .,-.)

4. #j1.l .le (God) abased hin; or rendered
him base, abjert, rile, despicable, or ignominious :
or may Ile abase him ; &c.: (S, Mqb :) or le
disg/raced him, or put hll to sltame: or may lie
dig'race hinma, &c. (.g.) Hence, in the lur
[xi. 80], the saying of Lot to his people, 'j

,ge.h g j ; (TA) And disgrace ye not me
in respect of my guexts : (Bd, Jel, TA:) or nake
not me ashamed &c. (1Bd.) One says also, of
him who bas done or said that which is approved,

ij . dJ C . [vWhat aikth him? May God
abase him, or disgrace him .!]; and so without
a Lt: (K:) it is like Ui &W, S G, said of a
man whose action pleases: (? in art. j/U :) it is
used in lieu of praise, to charm a person against
the evil eye; and means a prayer for him, not an
imprecation against him. (TA.) See also '*,
below. -Also He made him to be ashamed for
himself (.Ham pp. 114 and 397, and TA) in
respect of him,for his shortcoming. (TA.) [See
the citation from the Kur above.] - -Ie com-
pelled him, or constrained him, to admit an evi-
deuce, or a proof, wrhereby he abased him, or dis-
graced him. (TA.) -And He aided him in,
and made him to keep to, a ;1j [i. e. a thing
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that was a cause of shame, or ofabasem,nt or dis-
grace]. (TA.)

9. ~0~jd.: se 1.

10: see 1.

. [part. n. of Lji'] Base, abased, abject,
r*ile , despicable, or ignominiout. (MA.) [See
also i 1 ,j and .]

Ed.. A labit, a quality, a practice, or an
action, (JK,) or a crime, a sin, or an offenace, or
act of disobedience, (TA,) of which one is, or
should be, ashamed: (JK, TA: [and Vt1 ,
which is coupled therewith in the JK, app. as
syn. with it, properly signifies a thing, or an
action, &c., that is a cause of shame, or of aba.-
ment or disgrace; being a noun of the clas of
l. and '.-; orininally :A- l: me 4, last

sentence:]) and t , of the form of an act.

part. n., from s.jil, signifies [the same; or] a
bad, an evil, or a foul, habit, quality, practice,
or action: the pl. of this last is ;j., and of

the same [and of !'.. also] j'. (Myb.) Or
the first signifies A habit, a practite, or an
action, in mchich one becomes base, depicable, or
ignominious. (Mgh.) - Also A trial, or an
affliction, (K, TA,) into which on its made to
fall; (TA;) and so tv . (]i.)

i.5. : see what next precedes.

i&.- Jfored, or affected, with shame; (~,
Msb, 1, and Yam p. 36;) as also t :
(iar p. 482:) or, tith much shame, (Ltb, JK,
TA,) on account of a bad, or foul, deed that
he has done: (Lth, TA:) or it may signify [like

] bae, abased, abjeet, tvile, de,picable, or ig9o-
,ninious: (Ham ubi supr&:) fem. .' (Lth, JK,
~,l) and Utgj., which is irreg.: (TA:) pl.
~llj. (Lth, JK, ~, ~.7

*S Rendered base, abject, rile, depicabil,
or ignominious, by a thirig proved against him.

(TA.) [See also 1. and j 4.i.]

,;f. j').b Speech, or language, that is ap-

proved, to that one says of its author, 2t #;&1.
(TA.) They relate that El-FarezdaJF gave utter-
ance to an excellent verse, and said, l. I,U
5J'', i. e. [This is a verse sach as that,] wh
it is recited, people nwill say, [or rather, ^sh as
will make it to be said of me,] L a.$M 4'1 '

*,a:l [May God abase, or ditgraee, the sayer
thereof! Hown good, or excelent, a poet it he 1].
(TA. [See 4.]) [Hence,] a t.. [An
ode] that is extremely good. (TA.)

:a._, said in the MA to be an inf. n. of t~,:

see ,;,..

see 3il*..
see

1. ,, (M,b, TA,) sec. pers. L, (Fr, ,L ' aor.ii·L int. n. 0 ̀ ~ (?, Mgb,o
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A, MIb, If,) aor. ,,.; (A, M9b, TA;) and

-,, sec. pers. , aor. W; (Myb, TA ;)

inf. n. (Fr, ,A, 1) and Li. (Fr, 8, A,
AMyl, 0) and .. , (TA,) 11£ (a man) was, or
became, lor or ignoble, base, vile, mean or sordid,
,.cakh; (Fr, ?, A, I ;) [or, more commonly,] con-
temptible: (Fr,^ , A, I :) and it (a thing) was,
or became, bass, vile, or mcan; (TA;) or con-
temptible, paltry, or inconsiderable; (Msb,?TA;)
and bad, corrupt, abominable, or disapproved.

C-rA .); i ., and kja_, and ,nd , and .. ,
[liit action, and his saying, and his opinion,

and his fortune, was, or became, low or ignoble,

&c] (A.)-..,, aor. , It was, or became,
liyht of weight, not equal to what corresponded

with it. (Mh.)_,,, aor. ; (Mb;)
and tj;.., (Sk, , Mb, ,) inf. n. -. !
(ISk, ;) ? He did what mas low or ignoble,
base, ril, mean or sordid, weak; [or, more com-
monly,] contmptible: (18k,* ?, MSb,' 1 :) or

the latter signifies h did something lom or
ignoble, &c., in actions. (TA.).in, e v,

(8, A, Mgh,* If,) aor. 4; (S, TA;) and
t s."1; (Mgh ;) He made his lot, portion, or
share, to be low or ignoble, base, vile, mean; [or,
nmore commonly,] contemytible: (S,^A, Mgh,'
K:) and L1J.,1 , and t li, lie made the
lot, portion, or share, little, and incomplete. (TA.)
- Also L ,�., [and t [Z-,1] [He made
his fortutu to be low or ignoble, &c.; or con-
teiptible; differing from the signification im-
mediately preceding, being said to be tropical.]
(A.) The Arabs say of a man without any good
fortune in dithe present life, .i. VIIT, i t[God
made his fortune mean, or contemptible]; as also

.L,.. (AM, TA.)

4. ..1: see ,,, in two places. ~ l:
see .. i W_ and what follows it, in four places.
- Also He found him to be low or ignoble, base,

rile, mtean or' ordid, weak; [or, more commonly,]
contemptible. (S,^ ].)

6. ,sjA TThey did it by turns: or they
hastened together, or vied in hastening, to do it.
(Ugh, g.)

10. &...L.ul .He reckoned, accounted, or
esteemed, him low or ignoble, base, vile, mean or
sordid, weak; [or, more commonly,] conterptible.

(8,'if.)--'. JL. t[aH accounted his
fortune low or ignoble, &c.]. (A.)

,. [Lettuce; lactuca;] a certain plant, (8,
Mlsb, ],) of the kind called J, (8, R,) well
known, (MSb, ]Z,) of the description termed
jl.l, [i. e., that are eaten without being cooked,
or that are slender and succulent, or slender and
soft,] with broad leavres: it increases the bloold:
the wild hind has the property of the black poppy :
the best is the garden-kind, [lactuca satira,] which
is succulent, yellow, and broad [in the leaf]: it
is cold and moist in temperament: the most nu-
tritious is that which i3 cooked; and it is useful
for counteracting contrariety of the Jluids; but
the eatiny it constantly weakens the sight, and is

injurious to the venereal factlty: (TA:) n. un.
with ;. (Myb.)

,t- s .'l ss ~ These things, or af-
fairs, are done by thenm by turns. (JF, I.)

uf-A, applied to a man, and to a lot or por-
tion or share, ($, A, If,) or a thing, (Meb, TA,)
Low or ignoble, base, vile, mean or sordid, weak;
($, A, 1;) [or, more commonly,] contemptible;

a ., a .. ,s
(A, MSb, ;) as also , and , :--;
( ;) and, applied to a thing, also, paltry, or in-
considerable; and so V,*;e and .,;
bad, corrupt, abominablo, or disapproved: (TA:)
fem. with ;: (Mgh, MSb:) pl. mase. ,L; and
,,.L. (MNb, TA) and ;..; (A;) pl. fem.

$t.. .(Mgh, MSb.) - ', , and

*~. ,.~ , tA low, or mean, fortune, that is not
held in any estimation. (A.)__ - .5 J., , ,

?j.,Jl ~!,Lt L [lIe oiU not enter into low,mean,
or contemptible, affairs]. (A.) -- W is also
applied to A disbeliever, an unbeliver, or iinjdel.
(TA.)

i4.. fem. of &.' (Mg,h, Msb.) _- You

say also, ] kv i; ' : God rai,ed the
condition of such a one after it had been low:
(Az, TA :) or . 1 , I did to him a
deed whereby heli became raised to a high con-
dition. ($, :.) ~ The teeth of a she-camel
within the period of the shedding of the central
incisors: you say . 3,': - .'Wl ejj+ . [Thec

ew-camel passed beyond the period of her
L...']: this is in the sixth year, when she

sheds her central incisor: she is then such as is
allowable for sacrifice. (S, K.)

t, The state of him, or it, that is .
[i. c. low or ignoble, &c.]. (TA.)~ A foul, or

an ugly, woman. (TA.) [See also ,..]

v.1 [More, and most, , i. e., low or

ignoble, &c.]. You say, ' ,*.. .l . t, I have
not seen any more low or ignoble, or, more com-
monly, contemptible, than he, or it]. (A.)

A man made, or renderd, low or
ignobl, &c., and weak. (TA.) - See also
,.,T-s., in two places.

~,~L.. and c: se ,.
both words, A foul, or an ugly, face:

;. (I, TA.) [See also L.l..]

- Also,
fem. with

1L .2, (S, K,) aor. ', (,) i.f.n. .. (s,O
and :, (1.,) He drore anway a dog: ($, K :)
hc chid him. (Lth.) ~ It is also intrans., (S,)
and signlifies He (a dog) went awaIy, to a dis-
tance; (S, ; 1 ;) [being drircn away, or chidden ;
as also ', ( a,) and *tl.. (S, K.)_

[Hience,] tropically, said to a man, ~."I 't.!,

meaning "i L..I r[o thom awray: or go thou
awayfrom me]. (TA.) - ), O, 4 i 4 .1,
in the /ur [xxiii. 110], is expressive of removil
to a distance with anger; [meaning t Goye away
into it, (i e. the fire of Hell,) and peaJk not unto
Mc.] (Zj.) - [And hence, tHe was, or became,
vik and despised and hated: so says Golius, as
on the authority of the KL; but this meaning is
not in my copy of that work: it agrees, however,
with a signification of the part. n. C v, q. v.]
1 Also, inf n. ; and i [as above], aid
of the sight, (AZ, I,i,) tit was, or becaeu,
dazzled, or conJfusd, (AZ, $, TA,) and dim.
(g, TA.)

3. l4l4., (i,) inf. i. L;., (8,) ITCY
threw stones, one at another; (S,R;) u also
* bj-l-, (g,) or ;9 .mJ Ij l j.M. (8.) And

;L4I. ,., I ~.j4b [There nws betwnm them
a contending in throiring, or throwing of stones].
(, TA.) [See also art. -.]_And *g X .
means .. ti [lIe contends in a game of hazard].
(IB, TA in art..s..)

6: see 3.
7: see 1.

sfl Bad wool. (O,.)

*~, applied to a dog, and to a swine, (j,)
and to a devil, (TA,) Driven away, repelledl, and
ntot svffered to come near to inen. (], TA.)..
And [hence,] t Contemnptible, de,picable, vilc, or
alject. (TA.) -_Applied to the sight, tDazzled,
or confused, (8, TA,) and dim. (TA.) So in the
words of the .Kur [lxvii. 4], .1 ~lh 'i
LLs. I[T1he sigqht will recoil to thee dazzled, or
confused, or dim]: (Q, TA:) or the meaning here
is tcontetnptibl.: or vithdrawing far away: or
it is of the measurc j.U in the sense of the
measure J, , [meaning repelled far away,]
like a Lt-, in the lur [lxix. 21 and ci. 51,

for 4.. (TA.)

1. -, (, A, Mob, K, &c-,) aor.-; (g ;)

and ', aor. ; (i ;) but the latter is an un-
usual form [except in the sense of ,-]; ,B,
TA;) inf. n. p,. (, A, Mob, K) and ..

(8, Msb, K) and oL j (Moh, f) [which are the
only forms assigned in the TA to the verb when
used with reference to traffic] and .A and i.
and j.i and ;jL..; (ig ;) He lost, or guffered
lom or diminution: or hc was deceived, cheated,
beguiled, or circumvented: (i:) 1.1 .I in
selling; (8;) or z. . in his selling; (A;j) or
"j~ J q 3 in his tra; c: (M9 b, K: [see also 4:])
the former is the original signification: (TA:)
he suffered diminution of his capital; he lost part
thercof: (B, TA:) and he lost his c.auital alto-
gether. (Bd in iv. 118; &c.) lt.... is also
attributed to an action, as well as to a man: (B,
TA:) you say, (but in this came the verb is used
tropically, A,) ;j' ' ... [lHis traffc was
losing; or an occasion of los]; (A, B;) opposed

1
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to &.. '. (A.) It is also used in relation to
personal acquisitions; such as health, and safety,
and intellect, and faith, and the recompense or
reward of obedience [to God], whlich God has
declared [lur xxii. 11 and xxxix. 17] to be mani-
fest C , , (B,) since there is none like it. (Bd.)
For instance, you say, U ,.., and wt., lie
lost his intecUet, and his property. (IAar.) [In
a phrase of this kind, the noun whlich immediately
follows the verb may be considered as put in the
aceus. case on account of the rejectiou of a prep.,
namely t.: for] it is said that ~ is never
used otherwise 'than intransitively: though this
has been contradicted, on the ground of tle fol-

!?w:i phrase in the ]ur [xxii. 11], .. JI
;jld.1. [lie hath lost, or he loseth, the things of
the preent life and of the latter life]; and the

like; as 4,a l I [lrho shall
hare lot themelves, or their own souls, and their
fatilies, or their wires; gur xxxix. 17 and
xlii. 44]; (MF, TA;) i. e., themselves, or their
own souls, by their having erred, and their fa-
milies by their lhaving caused them to err, or by
being separated from them for ever; (Bd ;) or
by being themselves made to remain for ever in
lIell, and by their not gaining access to the j.
prepared in Paradise [as wives] for the believers:
(Jel :) or the meaning is, accord. to l:r, who shall
be deceived of their owt souls, 4'c.: or, accord. to
others, who shall hare dstroyed their own souls,
:5c. (TA.) - Also [He eapericeed, or san, that
be was a loser; or] his havitng lost became manti-
fest to him: so in the ]1ur xl. [78 and] last vcrsc.
(TA.) - Also (withl all the forms of the inf. n.
above mentioned, ],) lie erred; went astray;
deciated from, or lost, or missed, the right way:
or hie became lost; he perixlshedl; or he diedl: svn.

j, (Ig,) and ,.J.. (M.sb.) _,. (A 'O()eyd,
lAar,Zj, , A, &c.,) nor. (Zj, Msb) and !, (Bd
in Iv. 8,) inf. n. . (Msb, K) and l .; (1 ;)
,bnd l, (A 'Obeyd, Zj, S, A, Msb,) intf. n.
;,J; (Msb,K;) and to; (A;) l,c md,le
it defective, or deficient; (A 'Obeyd, IAor, Zj, S,
A, Msb, K ;) namely, tile weighlt, and the inea-
sure; (Zj, TA;) and the thiing weiglhed; (TA;)
and thle balance, (A 'Obeyd, IAr, Zj, A, Msb,)
by diminishing the weighlt. (Msb.) t The second
of these forms is more common, in this sense, than
the first (Zj, TA) [naud than the third]. For
~1je1 It`. ', in the lur lv. 8, there are
three other readings; namely I.,. and La
and ,; in the last of which, tlhe prep. .
is omitted after the verb. (Bd.) - [And He, or
it, mnade him to lose, or snTer loss; to err, or go
astray; to become lost, or to perish.]

2. ;..:~., (A, Y,) inf.n. ',, (S, n,) . q.
q. v.: (A:) [and particularly] lie, or it,

destroyed him; caused him to perih. (S, .)
You say, s :;; ;..~ The e vilnew of his con-
duct causjed him to perish. (A.) - lie put him
away, or far away; removed, alienated, or
estranged, hint; (IAtr, Myb;) from good, or
protperity. (IApr.) - lle attributed, or im-
puted, to him 1 i... i. e. loss; or ,rror, or

desatonfrom the right way]: like mean-
Bk. L
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ing "he attributed, or imputed, to him lying,"
dc. (Msb.)

4. ;..l i q. of ., whicll see in three places:
(A'Obeyd, Zj, S, A, Msb:) [and particularly]
He made him to lose, or nuffer loss, in his traffic;

contr. of ~ I. (A.)i And yl Ie fell into
loss; (A;) he met wvith loss in his tra.ic. (TA.
[See also 1.])

- an in£ n. of i. (S, Mbb, l.) In the
Kur ciii. 2, accord. to some, it means Punishment
for sin. (TA;)

7: seet

·~l1, a. inf. n. of A. (S, A,Msb, K.)
[For particular usages thereof, see 1. As a simple
subst., it generally signifies Loss, or the state of
stfflering loss or diminution: the state of being
deceied or cheated: error, or deriationfrom the
right nray: (see also ; :) or the state of be-
coming lost, of perishing, or of dying.] - It is
also an inf. n. of *... (K.)

5,i..._: see what next follows.

5 1l,, (A, K,) or 51ilj, (TA, [but the
former is the better known,]) A certain hlind of
garment or cloth; (A, g;) so called in relation
to Khusrow Shahi, one of the [kings of Persia
called] ;r1bl5 [pl. of tM" or -lb]; as also

)LS2~i - (A,TA.) And A certain wine or
beverage. (J.)

;.L and t ;ljC., [both inf. ns. of ., q. v.,]

(S,) and tkS,f., (S , M , in some copies of
the 9 written , ;., with Op, TA,) Error; or
leviation fromn the right n'a!: [like J,.p :]
(S:) and perdition; or death; (S,]9;) as also
Vt ',, (e, and 1 in art. .:,) which last [is
of a pl. form, but] has no sing. (S.)- And all
the foregoing words, including tj.,.;c~, .Baseness,
ignoblenacs, ungenerou.enc., or manness; (] ;)
the last, in poetrv, shortened to .A.i: (TA:)
and Q.O'-a, ( a,) and, as some say, Vj~.,
(TA,) pertidy, unfaithfulncsx, or treachcry. (,
TA.)

;,+ see

,L.d: see JLG.
;>.t Losing, or suffering loss, in his traffic.

(Ltl;.) And [hence,] , . jt*j [Losing trffic;
trajc rwhich is an occasion of loss]; opposed to

a.$'. (A.) And i. °'L. t A bargain tha
does not bring gain [but on the contrary occasions

los]. (TA.) And j ..5. t An unprofitable
charge or assault. ( -K.). One who has lost his
property, and his intellect. (IA;r.) - Errng;
going astray; deviating from, or losing, or mis-
sing, the right way: or becoming lost; perishing;
or dying: syn. JLd: (g:) and so tI.& (TA)
and t*L- and teS 'i., (g, TA, but the last

written in the Cg 5~, ) or .', for it is
said to occur [as an epithet] only in the following

saying, in which LS4L is mid to be put for
s.-- to assimilate it to preceding words: Je4
,,., ,- ---, . . -I...

. kJpcS Iw CaL UC L£0m [in

his mouth be dust, and may thefever of Khleyber
befall him, and eril be that which he aroll see,
for he is one who goeth astray: but in the TA,
in art. UJ3, is another reading; for SJ9I aA,
substituting ijiil w, meaning a certain disease].

(TA.) [Hence,] t,; t1; .;.. j;~ [Foolish,

or stupi(l, erring, and utterly perisring]. (T in

art. ;,.. [See ,AQ: and see also l.]).- Also
One who nakes the measure, and the balance,
defective, or deficent, when he gives, and demands
excens when he receives. (AA.)

S,t.: see the next paragraph.

_. and t 5J. A man in a place [or con-

dition] of l' [or loss, &c.]: (V in the present
art. and in ar. . :) pl. y~l. (g in art.

r.~.) -_ And [the pl.] it.idLJI, in several
copies of the 1], in other copies of the v t. fijTl,
but correctly tI; Il, (TA,) The weak of n,n-
hind; (g, TA;) and the small, or little, of themn;
(TA;) as also t., laJI, in the former sense,
(K and TA in art. j.a.,) and in the latter sense

also: (TA in that art.:) and ldll J1 Jl; (ig
and TA in this art.; and K in art. ., accord.
to several copies;) i.e. The people of perfidy,
unfaithfulness, or treaclery; and of basnes,
ignoblnesn, ungeneroumnes, or mcanneu: (TA in
the present art.:) or Lmq.JI JAl; because of their
weakness; (TA in art. j....;) [as though mean-
ing the people of conwardice (aLm.JI) or it may

mean the people of the burial-ground (IJ I);
for, accord. to A.H&t, t~L:.JI signifies those
who conduct [to the burial-ground] the corpse or
the bier with the corpse; perhaps from j-~
meaning "stnall, or little, and weak men." (TA.)

y...(, (] in art. , [in the CI, erroneously,

k .,]- ) or * ' , (Ibn-'Oyfoor, Alyei, and g
in the present art.,) Base, ignoble, ungenerous,
or mean: (.g:) and perfidious, unfaithful, or
treacherous. (TA in explanation of the latter.)
-Also (the former accord. to the X in art.
y..s, and the latter likewise accord. to the TA
in the present art.,) A calamity, or misfortune:
(g, TA:) pl. {of the latter] in this seanse ,
like j,. (lAir, TA.)

h.: ee ace

.: see js., in two place : - and see

also -.l.. _ Also One rwho will not accept an
invitation to partake of food, lest he should be
required to make a requital: so in a trad. of
'Omar. (TA.)

, a , O . ·.

see

,~L ' ee : sand see also 'i..

;i. a word [of a pl, form] having no sing.:
(p:) see j1, in three places. _ [Also pl. of

. , q. v.] See abo ,.., in two places.
- Also The rine of the mountaingoat wpon
the herbage and the trea [or ahrub]: (g in tbis
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art. and in art..fr. :) in which sense, also, it
has no singular. (TA in the present art.)

J.P. OJ ·9 JP 0 Jc rsi hJ~.Z sing. of w, which occure in the
Kur [xi. 24 and] xviii. 103 [and xxi. 70 and
xxvii. 5], (Akh, 9,) and signifies The greatest
losers; those who suffer, or shall sffer, the
greatest lou~ (B.)

[;,, An occasion, or a cause, of loss; or
of error, or going astray; or of being lost, of
perishins, or of dyimn: a word of the same
class auc,: and '~ c.: Pl-c p . Hence
the saying,] . [Occaions, or
eauws, of mochkey, or derision, or ridicule, are
occasions, or causes, of loss, &c.]. (A.)

1. * a., aor. , (JK, $, Msb, K,) inf. n.
alL., (JK,) or J , (,,) or both; (Mb;)
[and t -dJ ;] It (a place) sank, (JK, M9b,)
or went away, into the ground, or earth, (?,Mqb,
1i,) with what 7as upon it. (JK.) You say,

1 .j! t l*, [and ;J,] The ground
sank [into the earth] wvith wvhat was upon it.
(TA.) And q,Jl , t :L. , (JK,) or

,,Sl ' * .. ,;l, and w..,l m ,.U., (TA,)
and /.A , (Mb in art. t -,) The g;ound ank
with him, or it: (JK:) or lthe ground, or
earth, [snallowed up him, or it; or] took and
enclosed him, or it. (TA.) And ;!.i t ;

1The well [sank and collapsed; or] nent away
into the earth with its casing of satones and wood.
(Mglh.) And ~.;'l u6 *. and a.j [He,
or it, sank into the ground, or earth, and became
.n//llowed up, or enclosed, or concealed, therein].
(S..) It is said in the l~ur [xlxviii. 82], accord. to
on. rending, i4 ~ [TVe had been swallowed
,p bly t4e earth]: ( :) accord. to another read-
ing, (that of 'Abd-Allah, Q, i. e. Ibn-Mes'ood,
TA,) 4 t* , (V,I, ) in the pass. form;

(]i;) [meaning the same;] like as one says,
L4 J i. (I.) You say also, ., ' ; 
The spring of water sank, or went away, into the
earth. (M9b, K.') And '4I t' ,;. TAhe
rye sansk, or became depressed, in the head; syn.

ijt; (Mob in'art. j ;) [and so ., inf. U.

o,-,.; for] C1aJI signifies The eye's
going away into the head: ($:) or t,
signifies its black, or part surrounded by the
we'hite, disappeared in the head: (Mgh:) or this
last, (1,) as quasi.pass. of the trans. v. .,
(TA,) l it (the eye) became blind; as also

t '; (1], TA;) and [in like manner]
t it (the eye) lost its light [or sight].

(M.b.). [Hence, app.,] JI J .. i., inf. n.
j .; (9,Mob, V;) and ; ; (TA;) t The

moo,n [suffered eclipse, or becane eclipsed, or] lost
its light, or part of its liyht; (Msb;) i. q.
,. : ($,' M9 b,* I :) and ~J! 'L, and

~2- -' both signify the same [i. e. the sun nuf.
.1'red eclipse, &c.]: (Mgh:) or one says
of' the sun, and b of lie moon, (Th, t, Mqb,

.R,) accord. to the more approved usage: (Th, $,
Msb :) or, in the common conventional language,
js.1 is the partial loss of the light of the sun,
and j..JI is the total loss of the light thereof:
(A.lit, Meb :) or J.... is the partial loss of
the light of the sun, and .i.l½ is the total loss
thereof, (V, TA,) accord. to AljIt: (TA:)
jy...l! often occurs in the trads., as said of the
sun; though the term commonly known in the
classical language is .J_1g [in this case]: and
it is said in a trad., C.1. 1 i. J
S .LJ ~i 1 i .j [ Verily the stn and the moon
suffe; not eclipe for the death of any one or for
his life]; predominance being in this instance
attributed to the moon, as being masc., over the
sun, which is fem. (lAth.)_ Also, inf. n.

j ,J tIt (a thing) became defectice or deft-
cient; sufftcred loss or dimintution. (K.) - I It
(the body) became lean, or emaciated. (TA.)'
And ;.&, said of camels and of sheep or goats,
I They became lean, or emiaciated. (TA. [This
meaning is there indicated, but not clearly ex-
pressed. See a... Accord. to the KL, the
inf. n. signifies The being vile, abject; or
contemptible: and also the being lean, or ema-
ciated: and hence Golius, on that authority, has
rendered the verb as meaning vilis et macer
fit.]) - Also t It (the colour, or complexion,
of a person) became altered, or altered for the
worse. (TA.) - And 5 It (a thing, F, as, for
instance, a roof, TA) became pierced with a hole,
or rent; (K, TA;) as also tV /b,i.J. (TA.).
And, , said of a she-camel, S She, after
yielding abundant milk, soon stopped [its flow]
in winter. (.K, TA.)_ And, said of a well, It
was, or became, such ax is termed . [q. v.].
(TA.) -And %. , said of a man, lie re-

coveredfromn a discase. (IDrd,],TA.)m ..,
(JK, Mob, TA,) aor. , (1ur xvi. 47, &c,)
inf. n. L, He (God) mnade a place, (JK,
M9 b,) or the ground, (TA,) to sink, (JK, Msob,
TA,) or go aeay, into tle earth, (Mqb,) with

mhat was upon it. (JK,TA.) And d *
, ! (s,,) inf n. J ., (i,) He (God) made

him, or it, to disappear in the earth, or ground:
(S, :) [or made the earth, or ground, to sink
wvith, and swallow up, him, or it:] whence, in
the Kur [xxviii. 81], aisJIl ,lj e ;
[And we made the ground to sink with, and
wallow up, him and his mansion]. (S.) And

it,J! ~4 -- z ma Inade the pring of water to
sink, or go away, into the earth. (Msb.)_

em ', ..l, (K, TA,) aor. , inf. n. ,
(TA,) t He put out, or blinded, the eye of such a
one, (],* TA,) so that the black, or part sur-
rounded by the white, disappeared in the head.
(TA.) _;I.J! i.. , (g,) nor. and inf.n. as
above, (TA,) 1 He made a hole in, or rent, the
thing. (g, TA.) And t He cut, or cut off,
the thing. (s.) j,l J..-, (],) in£. n. as
above, (TA,) t lIe dug the wvell in stones, so that
it yielded an abundant and unceasing flow of
water: (V, TA:) or he dug the well by piercing
through its mountain [or rock] to the water
beneath so that it would nerer become e.rhkau.ted:
or he dug the well so as to reach an unceasing, or a

copious, source of wrater. (TA.) Hence the ray-
ing of 'Omar, in reply to a question of El-'Abbas

respecting the poets, i ; !m
a..tJ 4L, i.e. t [Imra-el.Kcys is he who has

the precedence of them:] he has made tLe source
ofpoetry to wellforth abundantly to them. (TA.)

_jijtl *.L, inf. n. as above, 1 He (God)
made the she-camel, after yielding abundant milk,
soon to stop [its flow] in winter. (I, TA.)_

also signifies The confining a beast rwithout
fofdder: (Q, TA :) or making a beast to pas the
night without fodder: (Ham p. 290 :) and
(hence, TA) t the constraining a man to do that
which he dislikea, or hates; (JK, Hlam ibid., K,
TA;) as also J : (JK:) and (hence, Ham)
I the lowering, humbling, or abasing, another:
(yam,* g, TA :) whence, Jl. '-, (1.am,)
or LL. *L.,, &c.: [explained below: see h.;.:]
(TA:) and the verb of : in theso three sesm
is -.. (T, .)

4. I 'eW .: see 1. -~. .%L , said of a
well-sinker, t lIe found his nwell to be such as is
termed t. [q. v.]: (JK :) or he produced an
abundant flow of warer. (TA.)

7: see 1, in nine places.

j..~ [an inf. n. of 1: and hence several of the
significations here following.] Deep places in the

ground (u.'1 &Ub 3.; in the CI e.t *

:k,~'jl); u also ir . (1,TA.).--Thepl,ce
iwhenew the water of a well issun. (AZ, , K.)

In the following saying of 8aS'ideh EI-Hudhalee,

* yo

the last word is pL of [app. as signifying
A source of water], after the manncr of L.4 and

C.,`: (TA:) the meaning is, [Truly, 0 young
man, what is 'Abd-Shem~? i. e.] holy great a
person is 'Abd-Shems! by the like of him the
enemy is overcome [and the sources of mater
become difficult of access]. (M in art. J.t.) - A
cloud, or collection of clouds, that has rise and
appeared from the direction of the eAtremnte st,
[as North-western Africa is called by the Arabs,]
from [the quarter of] the right of the Kibleh [to
one who is on tite north-east of Mekheh, towards
El-'Ir.d]: (Lth, K:) or it signifies, (JK,
TA,) [and] so t J_ and t j ', (,) a
cloud, or coUllection of clouds, that a risen and
appeared u' h i >, bearing much water;
(JK, g, TA;) i.e., fromn [the quarter of] the
right of the Kiblth [as ezplained aboe]. (TA.)

: Deficiency, or imperfection; a fault; or a
low, or base, quality; (9, ,TA;) asaso ..
(TA.) One says, t ,t tj Such a
one was content with deficincy, or imperfection;
&c. (S, TA.) - t Leanness, or emaciation;
(TA;) as also * h,.. (JK.)-[See also 1,
last sentence. Hence,] LA e..,i I M1 Mit
t The party pared the night in a state of hunger,
not haring anything wherewith to feed themselves:
(TA:) and /ib.. j , ,PS t Such a one pased

t
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th. night hungry: (S, :, TA :) and b '4.'

.. l I WeVe dranhk witbhout eating. (IA*r, IDrd,

K~, TA.) A poet says,

s* .; a 1 JI i. .

5*,Ri SL,j U,

m

m

[ We paned th night in a state of hunger: there
was no milk wherewith we might befed, until me
made the ropes of the camers saddle to serve as
young camels]: i. e. we had no food until we
bound the she-camels with ropes in order that
they might yield us milk [as though they had
young ones to suckle], and we might feed our-
selves with their milk. (O,TA.) [See also another

ex., in a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh, cited voce !1,

p. 78.] - [Hence, also,] tL. & I; and ttl...,

(~, ],) and J &Jl xl_; ($,Mfb,) IIe brought
upon him abanment, or ignominy: ($, M 9b, i :)
or A rsquired, or constrained, him to do an af-
fair of difficulty; and to become in a state of
abasment, or ignominy. (?, TA.) [See also two

similar phrases voce .. ] - [And hence,]
,J: dsignifies also t Wrong, wrongdoing, in-
jutie, injuriousnen, or tyranny. (TA.) [And

i .aL., or w..JI, sometimes means tHe
brought upon him rwrong, &c.] - See also the
next paragraph.

J" : [see 1, last sentence: and] see .. ,

in two places. - rB l i means t Leate

thou the thing, or affair, as it is. (Sgh, }F.)_

The [fruit call/d j , which is eaten; [i. e. the
walnut, or walnuts;] (AA, Alin, 1];) of the
dial. of the people of Esh-Shibr; (AA;) u also
t ,A.: (AA,[ :) accord. to lSd, the former is
the correct word: (TA:) n. un. with ;. (JK.)

a..A.: see .. ,.

*L. [app. A leannes, or an emaciation:

see 1, and see also j]: this befalls camels,
and sheep or goats, in the heat and in the cold.

(A, TA.) I Also sing. oft VJibd, (JK,) which
signifies Soft tracts of land: (, ,'TA:) or

nll lands: (JK:) and one says also Ct/l;.
[and thus the word is written in the CI]. (Fr,
TA.) One says, ;Aj Ct >. ?l,a j.

They became in soft tracts of land. (,.) [See

also j1.4,i, in art. j±..]

J - : see the next pagrgrph.

.ja.i IA spring, or source, (* , [shown in
the Ti to have this meaning here,]) sinking, or

going away [into the earth]; as also tjL.i.;
(IS, TA ;) in like manner without ;. (TA.) -

tA well (.j:) dug in stones, so that it yields an
abundant and unceasing flow of water; ($, [ ;)

as also i. and ?J and tb, ; ( ;)
or, as some say, � only: (TA:) or this sig-
nifies a well pierced through its mountain [or
rock] to the mater beneath so that it noeer becomes

exhauted; (JK, TA;) as also tVi.Z..: (JK:)
or a well dug so as to reach an unceasing, or a
copios, soure of water: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.]

.A-.1 (JK, :) and [of mult.] .. (f , ( .)

7."

- S A she-camel that yields abundant milU, but
soon stopt [itsJfow] in winter. (V, TA.) [And]
with i, tA she-camel that yields abundant milk.

(JK) _8ee also J s -- ' A 4 (Mgh,
K, TA) and t iA 1f.. (JK, Mgh) iAn eye put out,

or blinded; (JK;, , TA;) of which the black, or
part surrounded by the white, has disappeared

in the head. (JK, Mgh, TA.) m X 'eilt, thus
correctly written, as in the L, and so in the
Naw&dir of Aboo-'Amr Esh-SheybAnee, and in
the Tedhkireh of Aboo-'Alee El-Hejeree, who
asserts that the C. is the X, of the dual, and in
one dial with damm, [so that the word is written

X,,I .JI and X 1-aJI,] and on whose authority

is mentioned the saying X e 1;L , with 4amm
to the Cl, [so that each is a dual in form, though
not in signification,] but in the 0 and the 1
t'5 'JI, [in the CK '1.1.J,] with fet-b to

the r,, and [ 't, ,] with damm to that
letter, (TA,) Bad dates: (O, ]I:) so in the Na-
wadir and Tedhkireh above mentioned: (TA:)
or a palm-tree that bears a small quantity of
fruit, and of which the unripe dates turn bad.

(0,1.)

~A.. [as an epithet, fem. of , q. v.:]
as a subst.: see , in two places.

, and its fem., with; : see .. , in two

places..- Also tLean, or emaciated. ( ,.).
tA body altered, or altered for the wyorse. (A,
TA.) tA man (JK) altered, or altered for the
wore, in colour, or complexion, (JK, Ibn-'Abbad,

[,) and in aspect. (JK.)-.1Hungry. (AHeyth,
TA.) - t A boy light, or active, (],TA,) and
brik, lively, or prightly; as also j,i.. (TA.)

-tA man convalescent; or recovering from
disease; syn. 36: (AA, : [see 1 :]) pL ..
(s.)

; and X 1: see %;e.

_ and J.1J1: see L ., in three
places.

X. 1 The lion. (Tv, .)

'i..i, applied to a well: see , in two

places.

1. "O ,aor. , (Msb, [,) inf. n. ; and

jit., (Mqb, TA,) It (an arrow) hit the target:
( :) or pased through the object at which it

was hot; or penetrated into its inside, and its
extremity ,,entforthfrom the other side, the rest
remaining therein: (1tq, Msb :) or stuck fast
therein: (IF, M;b:) or J.AJI j4 L (M;b, TA)
it hit the object at which it w,as shot, and passed
thrmough, or its extremity patssed through; like

fi.: (TA:) or pased through, or pierced so
that its extremity pased through, not with rehe-

mence. (Msb.) And j is, He shot, or
east, and dave the skin. (Az, TA.) IF says that
it is not a primitive; that the , is substituted
for j; and that the word is altered because of the
alteration of the meaning. (TA.)

1j , applied to a she-camel, i. q·. 3j..;
(1i;) or Evil in disposition; that pierces the
ground with her toes, as she goes; (JK,TA;)
furrowring the ground rvith her toe turned up.
(TA.)

0A. i. q. jo [q. v.].

2. ifm, (so in some copies of the ], and in

the TA,) in [some of] the copies of the ] ,

but the former is the right, (TA,) inf. n. 1.i ,

Se played with walan,ts at tih game of odd or

emen; ('?,TA;) as also Y &.: : and tt.L .,
(inf. n. i;L ' , TA,) Hlie played with him at that

game: ( :) or you say, S U p He

plays, and says, " Is it even or odd?" (TA.)

3 and 4: see above.

6. L..i They (two men) played together at
the game of odd or even. (JK,* TA.)

i., (JK, g,' and TA in art. jAj,) without
tenween, and accord. to some with tenween, and
not having the article JI prefixed to it; and in
like manner L4j, which is coupled with the
former, is without tenween, and accord. to some
with tenween, and not having the article Jt
prefixed to it; (TA in that art.;) [but each has
JI prefixed to it in the ;] accord. to Fr, some
make it quasi-coordinate to t, [i. e. with ten-
ween, and masc.]; some, to sj [app. meaning
the proper name )j, i. e. without tenween, and
mas]; and some, to ,jL [(app. meaniog with-
out tenween, and fem.]: (TA:) a word that is
said in playing with walnuts; (JK ;) An odd

number: (Lth, Fr, I, TA:) and Ibj signifies an
even number: (Lth, Fr, TA:) accord. to I B, its

final letter is hemseh, for one says, .f,

meaningj.tl [he contends in a game of hazard];
but it is pronounced without * to amimilate it to

Sj: (TA:) the pl. is , .t, (1, TA,) accord.

to the M, , , like It, (TA, [but the former
pl. occurs in a verse cited in the TA,]) which is

anomalous. (V.) One says, 1tj 1 i;., [so in
my copies of the 9, with tenween,] i. e. Odd or

eren? (S:) [or lj ; I i.i, as shown above:]
and some say, itj t., like # .ii. (IB,

TA.) And it is said in a trad., p.,b L l

l or ltj .l lL.I, [for the vowel-signs are not

written in my original,] meaning .;j ;1 I;j
[i. e. I know not howv many times myfather told
me,fron. the Apostle of God, God bles and sam
him; whether an odd or an even number: or,
perhaps, once or twice]. (TA.)

6. 9i.1t The throwing of ebblus, oPe at

another. (J.) You say,Cl.JE Z$1l,51 -W.3

Thle legs of the beast threw the pebble, one at

another. (TA.) [See also 3 in art. i..)

The like of a [garment ofthe Rind called]
a
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t.bL, or of a [tent such oas is caUed] L.., rwoven
of tool. (JK, i.)

1. S, ($, >,) aor. , (JM,) [vulgarly,
and irregularly, !,] inf. n. u, (TA,) He (a
man) entered into it; ($, ;) namely, a thing;
(9;) as also t .;iJl; (1B,A,TA;) and tV .,
(TA,) inf. n. ';'Z . ; (]g,TA;) and in like
manner, into a collection of trees, and a company
of people: (A,*TA:) or d . ', (IDrd,)
and *. ;' , (IDrd; i,) lA entered into it,
(namely, a thing, IDrd, or a collection of trees,
.K, and in like manner a company of men, TA,)
so as to become hidden, or concealed: (IDrd, l :)
and u,.., he (a man) went, or nent away, or
advanced, [into a thing,] and penetrated. (TA.)

Hence, (TA,) jea_Jl , ($, ,) or. ,
[agreeably with general rule in this case,] inf. n.

,.s, (Q,) He put into the camer's nos the thin0
trenned ,l ; ($, ];) as also V, . (Zj, K.)
- And henee the saying in a trad., ' 1 °

~; ' 1 ' , " " ,' meaning, tIntroduceye, or
insert ye, in your speech the words There is no
dleity but God. (TA.) And * 'a-. E likewise
signifies He introduced, or ifnserted, him or it.
(TA.) - Also °..i, aor. and inf. n. as above, He
pierced him, or stabbed him. (TA.)

4: nee je,L1 i ..

7: see .

8. .-'.,l C," :L1 He ate of the L of
ti artA. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. : ee ds v.., in two places.
_.. *;* : see 1, lut signification but one. -
Also He caused it to make a sound such as is de-
s,ribed below, woes T' A. (, TA.S) See an
ex. in the next paragraph.

R. Q. a. see ue ,-&..m Also It
utade a sound (q, g) such as is described belov,

roce 'i. (g.) 'Alammeh Ibn-'Abadeh says,

[Tihe short coats of mail of iron rustled upon them,
like as when a south wind has caused to rustle
the dry reaped corn]. (t.)

.&: ee ,e

t : seoe ,.:..~.; for the former, in three

v^,t .:j places.

jU.. z The wooden thing tl,at is inserted in
t/he bone of the nose of the camel, (9, A, ],) to
'rluicA the nos-rein is tied, in order that he may
be quickly submiariw: (TA:) the $; is of brass,
(?, TA,) or of silver; (TA;) and the I.!. is of
hair: ( :) or the taing that it put in the nose;
anld the I. is the thing that is put in the flesh:
(L4:) or what is in the bone, when it i mwood, or

a stick; and the eljo is what is in the flesh,
above the nose: (4s:) a wooden thing, or stick,
that is put in the bone of the nos of the canel:
(Msb :) n. un. with 3: (S, Mb :) pl. ' LL. (A,

Msb.) [Hence the saying,] .J, j
-._* .A UJil t loU.1 [He put the AL :,,.
in his nose, and drewr him to obedience by hia
violence]. (A, TA.) [And hence, also,] it sig-
nifies ,J, (IAqr, I,) as used in the saying,

U.1i. W1 ., [lit., Ile put in motion hisr bA. .:
meaning, the rouetd, or excited, his anger; or]
he made him angry. ([A,r.) ~U.l.JI, and
1t ,t.JLi, (S, ,) the latter form being some-
times used, (S,) which indicates that the former
is the more clhaste, but, accord. to MF, several
authorities say the contrary, (TA,) and t l,
(I4,) or ;.*j' t9.lt . (A'Obeyd, Mb,) and

, ;),1 j.l., (M!b,) Tle ereeping things of the
earth: n. un. with ;, which is syn. with $'J1
and /dOs: (Mb :) the ;. (A 'Obeyd, , O)
of tae earta, (A 'Obeyd, J,) and its ls, and
[other] creeping things, (A 'Obeyd,) such as qmpar-
ronrs and the like: (A 'Obeyd, I :*) or .
.Sfil, and A l, signify the small ones of beasts

or creqeping thing* [of the earth], and of birds:
(A:) IApr is related to have said that it is

ut,,- ' , contr. to what is smaid by the lexicolo-
gists in general: and these things are said to have
their appellation from their entering into the
earth and concealing themselves; but this assertion
is not valid: (ISd:) in a trad., for C.t. ,~

bAe), one relation substitutes * "..; .,
which has the same meaning: and some say that
it is . '. , a contracted dim. of ,' ._:; or

u.. 4;, without oontraction: (TA :) and
th,.i.l signifies the bad [meaning ignoble]
hinds of birds; this being with fet-h only: (A9:)
or bi,ds that do not prey: (IA.ar, TA voce

UA, :) :..L' ., with kesr, also signifies tie ser-
pent qf the mountain; which does not suffer one
to survive; and the k.1 is the serpent of the
plain; (El-Fay'asee, ] ;) which likewise does not
suffer one to survive: (K:) or a great and
abominable J;;.: or a serpent like the .. ;5, but
smaller: or a small, tawny serpent, smaller than
the _.jIl: (TA:) or a rhite serpent, whicA seldom
hurts, between tAte Z.:. and the .. jl: (Aboo-
Kheyreh:) or such ai is light, or active, and
small in the head, of srpents: explained also as
signifying the s~pent, without restriction: (TA:)
and, (I,) or as some say, (TA,) such as has no
power of defence, [i l, ) t, as in the C1
and a MS copy of the ],for which we find in
some copies of the ](, and in the TA, 5 ') ~ ti
such as has no brainm, which is doubtless a mis-
take,] of beasts or creeping things of the earth,
and of birds, (],) such a thAe ostrich, and the
[bstard calld] qi., and the 0(I [or stone-
curle], and [tAhe bird caUed] J , and
thea [harmles kinds of] ~er t: (TA:) or hat
is maUl in the head, and ender, of beasts or
creeping things: and the kite; and [the bird
called] . ,: (Aboo-Muslim:) the pl. is

,k. [app.:~, originally o.'t1:, unlees a mis-

take for :.;, originally " ]. (TA.)

LA6, and , and , : see .

.*i" The bone rehich is protuberant behind the
ear, (Q, Mgb, Ii,) and which is thin, and bare of
hair: (TA:) originally ., (, MLb, V,) of
tbe measure *i;.'; (S;) [but mase., and perfectly
decl., as being quasi-coordinate to , j'i, whereas
the original is fem., and imperfectly decl.; (see
I .i;)] like Fi_, which is originally :1.; (9,
M9b;) and these two words are the only instances
of their kind: (ISk, Meb:) dual -;-alj .
(;, :.)

'~~i~ The [clasding, clattering, chin~i,
jingling, rattling, or rustling,] sound of arns, or

meapons, (S, A,' 1,) and the like; (s;) also
''m. -~, but this latter is a dial. var. of weak

authority: (TA:) and of any dry or hard thintt
rubbing a.inrt another sucl. thing: (]:) accord.
to IDrd, such [sound or thing (for his words are
ambiguous)] is termed t t2 m.: (TA:) and
the [rstling] owund of a newn garment or piec of
cloth, when it is put in motion; as also '; :
(IAr:) and ;a confused sound] such as is theard
to proceed from thet inside of an animal on its
Ibeing hit by an arrow: (JK in art. bA! :)
and a mnotion having a sound like th ou ~ of
arm.,, or weapomnu; (TA;) or an audible motion.
(Mghl in art. .)

,1t A company: (ISd, TA:) or a nume-
rous company of men: (Az, TA:) or a company
(, O) in, (C,) or having uont them, (,) arms,
or nweapons, and coats of mnail. (, J.) See
also L--'i. - Also A certain plant, (9,Mb,)
well knorwn; ($, Myb, l ;) [namely, the poppy;]
chich is of several #pecies; ( ;) i.e., four;

(TA;) (, [or gardon-poppy,] (J,) which is
the wthite, and this is the most fit jbr eating, and
the bst thereof is tAe fresh and heavy; (TA;)
and ;.g, (s,) which is the wild Egyptian;
(TA;) ad' ;., [app. the horned ~poppy,] (4,)
the produce of which has an elongated ewtremity
like the horn of the bull; (TA;) and 1 g,Sj
[app. the spattling poppy,] (1],) which is known
by the name of v. [a word which I have not
been able to find elsewhere]: (TA:) e~ry one
of these is oporifmus, and ~roducesa torp~
and cools: ( :) ued at a suppository, it pro
duces leep: and tate ineteument [of the capnle]
has a stronger power of producing sleep than the
seds: (TA:) [or rather the seds have no nar-
cotic power:] from half a drachm of the integu-
ment, with cold rwater, as a draught, taken early
in the morning, and the like at sleep, ha a won.
derful eect in stopping a loosenes characterized
by a mi'cture of humours and by blood, whAn
accompanied by heat and inflammation: (QK:)
it is wonderful also that its solid part con-
fines, and its juice relax es: and when the root,
or lower part, is taken with water, [and boiled]
so that the water is reduced to half its quantity,
it is bene~ al as a remedy for disases of the
liver arising from thick humour: so says the
author of the Minhij: (TA:) the n. un. is with
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8: (Mib :) and the pl. is ;.l [app. a mis- Ce

take for ;e.]. (TA.) [See also O 0.]

SI L: see l:j. A

LtA,A. A camel haming a put in his r

nose; as also Itu' . (Ibn-'Abbid, 1.)

-. ^s .. i

L ,~, (., g,) aor. ., (,) inf. n. g, ,
(TA,) Ie ,nized a thing (8, O,) with (.y,) another I

thing. (S.) And He picked out, chose out, or
selected, a thing: the verb thus having two contr.
significations. (15, TA.) - Also, ( a, 1,) aor.
nnd inf. n. as above, (S,) He polished a sword,
(?, 5,) by laying on it a broad and smooth spear-
head and rubbing it ther'tn ith: so accord. to El-
Ahmar, who relates that an Arab of the desert
said to him, I said to a sword-polisher, " II ast

thou finished my sword ?" and he answered, .

*t 3I i 4s '1 [Yex, except that I have not
poiished it]. (8.) And [or, as in the TA, "or"]

11. sharpened it. (.1, TA.) - And lIe forged a
sword: (K :) or .fashioned it wilth the file, with-
out polishing it: (TA:) or he matle it imperfectly,
,iot thoroughly, or not well: (A :) thus, again,
the verb has two contr. significations: (1K :) also
he tlus minade an arrow: (A :) or he shaped out a
bow, (AHn, K,) and an arrow, (TA,) [in a rough
manner, or] by the firxt operatiun, (A.Hn, ,
TA,) witliut pesrfecting it, or making it smooth,
or even. (TA.) You say of a sword, before it

has been filed, *. * C- 1 I [Hlow tvell has

it been forged !]: and in like manner one says of

an arrow, when it has been filed, before the L-
[withl wlliell it is smoothed] las I,hen sill,lied to
it. (Skr, on a verse of Sakhr, cited below, voce

".. .)_e [tlenee,] ,l .., (ISk, 8, A, K,)
aor. and inf. n. as above, (A,) ! le said, spoke,
or uttered, the poetry (ISk, 8, A, K) et. it came,
(ISk, .,) [unpolished, and unxstulied,] without
affecting nicety, or refinement, therein, (ISk,8,A,

n,) annl rithout study, or labour: (A, K :) Jereer
did thus, and Farezduk trimmed his verses; but
the verses of Jereer thus produced are better than
the trimmed verses of Farczdak: (A, TA:) and

* · ,.I signifies the same. (A, 1g.) You say

also, 3Joaj1 -J X , W [They say,

speak, or utter, eor'dx, and do 'ork, writhout
affecting nicety, or refinement, and tvithout study,
or labour]: (A :)or imperfetly, or ntot tho-
roughly; inelegantly, or not well. (TA.) And

v .eJ ..' see 8

S. -.L: see 8., I -1 The camelr
ate thick branches: (1]:) or ate dry her,bage.

(8.) And IJ *- l. 's Th'lhey take with

the mouth, and eat, the branches of the trees.
(TA.)

8. s.lJI , ..ZL signifies f .L!. tj-1; IHe
took the sword n'ithout choosing the best by taking
it from this place or thtat; (L, TA;) as also

1 £_;. (TA.) - See also 1, near the end.

12. q.4J .1 .He [a man or a camel (see

.')) ] wmas, or became, tall, and gross, rude, or

oarse. with bones uncovered by flesh, and hard,
r hardy. (15.) lie (an ostrich) was, or became,
ough, or coarse. (S.) tHe (a man) became
hard, or hardy, and rough, or coarse, in hit
religion, clothing,food, and in aU respects. (TA.)

l Ie employed himself in vork, and in walking
batefoot, in order that his body might become
hick, gross, or coarse. (S, TA.) And w,. ,1

" t ) tHe endured with patience a life of
iatadship, or difficulty : or he subjected himself to
a life of hardship, or difficalty, in order to render
himself the more able to bear it. (1, TA.)

Z..' 1 &,is thus used in a trad. of 'Omar: (;,
rA:) or, as some relate it, the word is [1~.q1, ]
with t; or, accord. to some, I. ,I, with 

and o. (TA.)

. . J. ;A3 man in whonm i no good:
(S, 1 :) or with whom is no good: (TA:) [in

some copies of the 1, ,3 '.; but this, as

is said in the TA, is incorrect:] L being an

imitative sequent to `3. (8, TA.)

-4. . [ Wood, such as is used in carpentry and
the like; ti7mber;] thick wood: (A, 1:) [a coll.

gen. n.:] n. un. ·.aiL [signifying a piece of wood
or timber]: (Mqb:) the pl. of the latter, (S,

Mlb,0) or of the former, (K,) is K.,, (S, ,
[i. e., accord. to the K, the pl. is the same as the
sing., but properly speaking, as said above, this

is a coll. gen. n.,]) and -*. and ,. (8,

Msb, 1) and 3 \, (S, K,) [which last is agree-

able with analogy as pl. of ,] or 0."' is pl.

of -.- , and . is pl. of .d-. (JK.) The

hypocrites are described in a trad. as u lt L

go. t? Like timbers, or pieces of wood, in

the night; [clamorous in the day;] meaning that
they pass the niglit in sleep, without prayer.

(TA.) .... Cattle that are lean, or

emaciated, syn. j., (K,) in conseqnence of their
fecding upon dry herbage. (TA.) [And it seems

that - *V signifies the same: for I find in the

TA, and in a copy of the A which I believe to

have been used by the author of the TA, men-

tioned as tropical, Ja. -. A. jL., app.

meaning that , _ j* and L; signify Jj. ;
but j~-, I think, is here evidently a mistran-

scription for 3.; as 4' is explained in the
S and K as signifying " very lean or meagre."]

; . ;i Rough, or coarse; as also T_f 1:
(1 :) the former applied in this sense to a male
ostrich: (8:) and both signify anything gross,
or big, and rough, or coarse; (A'Obeyd, g;) as
also t * ' : (TA:) and the first, (15,) applied
to a man and to a camel, (TA,) tall, and grosr,
rude, or coarse, with bones uncovered by flesh,
and hard, or hardy, and strong; (1K,* TA;) as

also t , and t t.: (1 :) or these three

signify, or signify also, dry, or rigid, or tough:

(Kr, ISd :) and .. s, a man hard, or hardy,

strong, and vigorous, in body: (A, TA:) and the

same, (JK,) or t ,$.'e., (TA,) a man whose

bones are uncovered by flesh, and rhose sinewsl
are apparent; (JK, TA;) hard, or hardy, and

51
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trong: (JK:) and the last, a gross, big, or
oarse, camel: (S,TA:) a camel g,oss, coarse,
r rude, in make, and ugly: (TA:) and a horse.
hick, or big, in the bones. (yIam p. 207.) See

lso o.Y... And see .... 1.t, in two places.-
Also t Life in which one is not dainty, nice, or
crupulos. (K.)

3; l The first filing of a sword, before the
polishing. (TA.)

~0. : see ,:.

U,e., from the Pcrsian . , [The beve-

rage properly called in Arabic] J.'. (TA.)

and . - Mixed. (TA.) -_And

the former, (1,) or bothi, (TA,) Picked out,
chosen, or elected: (1, TA:) both words thus
having two contr. significations. (TA.). Also
the former (S, 1K) and latter, (J,) A sword
polished: (., K :*) this is [said to be] the pre-
vailing signification: (TA:) or both signify a
sharpcned sword. (JK,TA.)_Andthe former,
(As, .S, K,) or both, (Jg, A,) A sword of which
the forging is commenced; thus [again] having
two contr. significations: (S:) or forged, (1,0
TA,) or fashioned with the file, but not yet
polished: (As, TA :) or tnewly made: (TA :) or
imperfectly, Ntot thoroughly, or not well, wrought;
(JK, A;) and thus both words applied to an arrow:
(A:) or the former, (S, K,) or both, (TA,) applied
to an arrow, (E, 1,) and to a bow, (15,) shaped out
(S, 1) [in a rough ,nanier] by the first operta-
tion, (., TA,) tot yet perfected, or ,node smooth,
or evewn: (TA:) pl. of the former (accord. to the
TA as applied to a bow [but I see no reason for

this restriction]) and 5L . (15.)

F , .v , V [Rough hewn, not yet
trimnmed,] is a prov., mentioned by Meyd and Z.

(MF,TA.)_[Hence,] J . and *.

! Poetryj said, spoten, or uttered, as it has come to
the sieaker, [unpolidhed, and unstudied,] without
his affecting nicety, or refinement, therein, and

without study, or labour. (A,* TA.) And ;,.
.V,'j [lIe said, or uttered, that ichich

camne to him, as it came, unpolished, and un-

studied]. (A,TA.)__See also,Wt voce,
in three places. - It also signifies Bad, corrupt,
or rile. (L.)

· .The natural quality [of the metal] of a

swordl, (Skr on the verse here following, S, TA,)
before the making thereof is comnpleted: (Skr:)
or its blade, or iron: (A :) or its edge: or its
polish. (JK.) ;akhr says,

.* 
I~~~, ... ** ,., g

* * daz, t.4; j. ,.a5t *

And a sharp) sword of which the natuural quality
[of the metal] before the conmpletion of the making
thereof has been refined, [nwhite, or a .word,] thin
in the two edges or sides, having [in its' broad
side] diversfi'ed mark. (Skr.)

a - 0 

3 a.. see what next foows.
+:see what nest follows.I

jcna77mnc(4 uwuru. kO AIL, A U&V 9

(As, 

S, ]�,) or both, (Jg, A,) A sword of ivhirla

tlid 

U commeptced; tilus [again] having

two 

contr. significations : (�:) or forged, (IC

TAP) 

or fasitioned with the fk, but not yet

polisited 

: (As, TA :) or itemly made : (TA :) or

imperfectly, 

itot thoroughly, or not well, wrought;

(J 

K, A;) and thim both woi.ds applied to an arrow:

(A:) 

or the former, (�, g,) or botli, (TA,) applied

to 

an arrow, g,) and to a bow, (1�,).chaped out

(�, 

]g) [in a rough by the first opstit-

tion, 

(�, TAP) itot yet )m;fected, or inads smooth,

or 

even: (TA:) pi. of the former (accord. to the

TA 

as applied to a bow [but 1 see no reason for

this 

restriction]) and

C-L�i 

�.i [Rouqh hewn, not yet

trii,nmed,] 

is a prov., meiitioned by Meyd and Z.

(MF,TA.)_[HenceJ 

andy

1 

Poetrij said, sipolten, or uttered, as it has come to

the 

simakff, [unpolidted, and unatudied,] without

ltis 

affecting nicety, or refinepnent, therein, and

wititout 

3tudy, or laboup.. (A,* TA.) And ;;,c.

.�j 

or uttered, that ivhich

: 

[Iltt 

said,

came 

to hirn, as it carne. unfolished, atid upt-

studied]. 

(AJA.)-See a19o4Wt�.voce

in 

three places. - It also signifies Bad, cormpt,

or 

vile. 

(XL)

The 

natural quality [of the metal] of a

sword, 

(Skr on the verBe here following, �, TA,)

before 

the making thereof is conopleted: (Skr:)

or 

its blade, or ii.on: (A :) or its edge: or it*

polish. 

(JK.) �akhr says,

6, 

W.'

And 

a shap.1) sword of which the iialuial qiiality

[of 

the inetal] before the conspletion of the inaking

thereof 

lias been re.#pied, [white, or amord,] thiti

in 

tite two etl!1e3 or sides, havinq [in its'broad

side] 

divers�fled mark3. (Skr.)

a 

- 6 '

sec 

what next foUows.
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ittLL. [a coll. gen. na., of which the n. un. ii
s;, rs of [i.e. wood, or timber]

(TA.)_ Fighters with staves. - Accord. to El.
Hejeree, &tl.: [so in the TA, without any syll.
sign,] signifies A lendr [implement of the kind
caOlled] jj [i. e. j;L, q. v.,] which the polisher,

/hdmt he hat fininhed the polishing of a nnord,
paw over it, in consequence qf nwhich the scabbard
does not alter its state. (TA.)

see: se '.

v..: see $.±.. Also A great mountain:
(A:) or a rugged, or rough, and great moun-
tain; ($,g;) and so t .- -.. : or such as

.it not to be ateended: (TA:) an elerated place,
rugged, ntith rough stones: (JK:) a tract of the
kind termed Jf, rugged and stony: (TA:) pl.

,_11, (A, TA,) because the quality of a subst.
is predominant in it: and the fem. iLi. is also
sometimes used in the same sense; or as syn.
with L`h [i. e. a thicket, &c.]; but the former
meaning is better known: and this [likewise] is
thought to be rather a subst. than an epithet,
bocause of the pi., mentioned above: (TA:) and
it ;, [also seems to be a pl. of ,, or of

S!; for it is said that it] signifies rugged, or
rough, mountains, neither great nor smnall: ( :)
and rugged ground. (TA in art. nj,.) :L..
also signifies Hard land or ground; (v,' TA;)
land, or ground, in which are stones and pebbles
and earth or clay. (IAmb, TA.) And ,o
,t~ .L. (1, TA) AIard land or ground, like
":14, (TA,) that flows with the least rain. (]K,

TA.) And ,i*.' 3'q' (?, TA) A hiU of which
tbe stones are scattered, but near together. (TA.)
And a14J A displeasing forehead; as also
v*4, i: (TA:) or a displeasing, rigid fore.
head; (JK,$, ;') not even. (JK.) And .,

aIqJl A man having a displeasing and rigid
forehead. (TA.)

· , ' [so in the present day, but written
in the TA without any syll. sign,] A house having
". . [i. e. nwood, or timber, employed in its con-
struction]. (TA.)

~,,-- : see , , in four places. - It is
applied to a home, by El-Apha; ($, TA;) mean-
ing Of mixed pedigree: (A 'Obeyd, TA:) or not
broken; not well trained; from what next fol-
lows; and thus used only by EI-Apshi (IKh,
TA .)~. LA4. A wrooden bowal inper.
fectly made. (IKh, TA.) _ ,. ... a.
[Food itnpqrfectly prepared; i. e.], if flesh-meat,
not thoroughly cooked; and if not flesh-meat,
(but grain, TA,) wvithout any seasoning, or con-
diment, to render it pleasant, or savoury. (K,*
TA.)

* !- One who eats rvhat he can; as also

t ,,. (JK.)

1. a^, eor. (,1,) inf n. e, (,) 
piehed it, (Lb, S,],) namely, a collection of
goods, or commodities, (L4,) removing from it

what was bad. (Lh,, .)_ And 'i, tor.
(and inf. n., TA) a above, e left upon the table
refuse of food: thus the verb bears two contr.
significations. (1.)~ Also HJ He rendered
it (a thing) bad, or vile. (TA.)

;1:Z (1) and V it. , (., A, V) The bad part
or parts [or the refuse] (Lb, $, 1) of goods, or
commodities, (L4 ,) or of anything. (, 1].) And
the latter, The worst kind, syn. ,eZ, of "'tes.
(A.). What contain no ,1ej [or heart], of
barley. (A, 1P.) - And the latter, The refue of
food remaining upon a table; that in whAich is
no good. (', A, .) -_ Also the latter, (?, A,
18,) and the former, (g,) and Vt;.L., (IApr,)
t The refuse, or loerst or basest or meanest sort,
of mankind, or of people; (IAVr, 8, A, i;) as
also t' , accord. to the V, but correctly ?t .. ,
as related by AA from IAgr. (TA.) El-]yo{ei-ah
says,
l

a ,a, '1 1o i
-- , 03 I ib. l -y

a

I

[And sonme of them haae sold their sons for the
refuse of mankind; but] thou hast purchased
eminencefor Dhubydn with Malik : in the Q we
find t;. {mwith thy property]: but it is oorrectly
as above: M.lik was a son of 'Oyeyneh Ibn-
Iihn: the Benoo-'Amir slew him: wherefore

'Oyeyneh made war upon them, and obtained his
blood-revenge, and spoil: and to this event El-

Io$ei-ah refers in the verse above. (IB, TA.)

;2. ' 

;& I

*, 1, I
;, -P : 

see the paragraph next preceding.

1. *±~, aor.'-, inf. n. .', He nwas, or
became, lowly, humble, or submissive; (,, Mgb,
]g;) as also * tFLI (.8. ) and ti.3; (Abu-l-

Fet-b, lIam pp. 24 and 127 ;) i. being ynn.

with Ji: (~, Mb, K :) or t.L&. is nearly
the same aJ .: (Lth, I :) or the former is
mostly used as meaning in the voice; and the
latter, in the necks: (Msb :) or the latter is in
the body; and the former is in the voice and in
the eyes: (}:) or, as we read in the 'Eyn, the
former is nearly the same as the latter, except that
the latter is in the body, and signifies the acknow-
ledging of humility and submission, and the
former is in the voice and in the eyes; and the
like is said in the Nh [and in the Msb in art.
t&.]. (TA.) You say, ,l C. A. 1 Tithe
voices were [or shall be (as in the gur xx. 107])
stiU and lorn: (Mb :) or lon,: or, as some say,
still. (TA.) And - . He lowaered his
eye. (v.) And s.t and l le cast
his eye townards the ground, and lowered his voice.
(TA.) Lth says that you say, j t .il, but
not .> :;z1. (TA.) And ai e , His

eye became contracted. CTA) A4 dJi ~-

jtL~ i [meaning The eye ~ as de bsfomr

him, or it]. (TAI) , also signifies The
being, or becoming, still:' and the abadng onslf;
or lowering oneself. (, TA.) And t 1,
He lowered, or stooped, or bent donm, his breast.
(TA.) - Also, inf. n. as above, He feared; for
instance, in prayer: (TA:) or s . '6
and J51 e signifies He applied himnef with his
.hart to [or in] his prayer, and his ntplication.
(Myb.) _ 1.bs JI - (Aboo-'Adnin,)
in£ n. as above, (K,) t The stars approached to
the place of setting; (Aboo-'Adnan;) or ap-
proahed to setting: (]:) or sank, and nearly
disappeared in their setting-place. (Aboo-
ali El-Kilabee.) [The corresponding phrase
in Hebrew, occurring in Gen. xxxvii. 9, pro-
bably has the same meaning.] ..-- ll _ =~a±.

: The mun becanrt eclipsed. (TA.)__. li;l .
S The hutmp fior the most part went away; (0,
]K;) i.e. thle hump of the camel: (TA:) or
became lean; its fat going aray, and its AeigAl
becoming lonwered. (L.) - _.l J. .JO OJ

i$ &; c.t.& is a saying of the Arabs, ex-
plained in art. J~. (TA in that art.) -_ '

,; i The leaves wvithered. (TA.) -- .
W/,jel t The earth, or land, dried up, not being
rained upon. (TA.) - ,j.. . ? O 
Such a one ejected tite viscotu saliva [or phlegm

of his ch,et]. (O,1A.)Ad rn;;
oj~ The viscous saliva [or phlegm of his chest]

became ejected. (O,I.) The verb is thus intrans.,
as well as trans. (O.)

5. l;J He lowered, humnbled, or abaed,
haimself: (Lth, . :) or he constrained himJelf to
be, or to become, lowly, humble, or tubmissive; or
to be so, or to become so, in voice, or in the eyes.
(S.) See also 1, in two places.

6. .ZW.3 [He feigned loIlinens, humility, or
submissiveness, in demeanour, or in voice, or in
the eyes]. (TA in arL Z.$; &c.)

8: see 1, ib four places.

U!&.. A low hill: ($:) or a hill cleaving to
he ground: (IAqr, ] :) and a piece of rugged
ground: (IDrd, I :) or [elevated ground such as
s termed] J that is for the most part sojf, i. e.
neither stone nor clay: (Lth:) and a rockh 
is in the sea: (TA:) pl. ... (Il.) It is said

The earth ,vas a low hill, &c., upon the water:
hen it vas spread out]: (S :) but this trad. is
variously related. (TA.)

11. Lowly, humble, or submissive, (~, TA,)
and still: (TA:) [or to in the voice and in the
yes: (see 1:)] pl. i.A6i. and ; the latter
lso signifying men lowering, humbling, or abas-
ng, themselves: or constraining thmuelves to be,
or to become, lowly, humble, or snbmissive; or to
be so, or to become so, in voice, or in the eyes: or
lasting their eyes towards the ground, and lw-
ng their voices. (TA.) Hence, in the aur
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Boos 1.]

[Ixviii. 43, and lxx. 44], accord. to different read-
ings, .,l.al ; . and _,,&j l l Aba. [IHaving
their eyes east down]: the accus. case being used
as denotative of state. (Zj, TA.)_- Bowing; or
bending down the head and body. (K.) Fear-

ing. (TA.)_ - A camel's foot (i..) cleaving
to the ground. (TA.) -: A wall that has cracked,
and given notice of itsfulling, and [then] beconme
even with the ground. (TA.)- : A herb dried
up, andfalling down upon the ground. (TA.)
Applied to a place, (S, ,) and, witll ;, to a ;,
[or portion of country], (S,) t Ocersplrcad with
dclust, [in the C~ l4 1 is erroneously put for
Sj,JI, ] and having in it no place of alighting,
or of abiding: (S, :) and to land (,6.;l),
meaning of which the nwind raises the surfijce, by
reason of its softness, so as to efface its traces, or
tracks: (L:) or in this case it is with ;, as in the
]ur xli. 39, and means alrered (;,'a. [probably
a mistranscription for ;-~' overspread with
dnst]), and having its herbage broken in pieces:
(Z7j, TA:) or dryicd up, and containing no
herbage: (Jel:) or containing no grecn herbage:
or low, or depressed, anti still: (TA :) and, with-
out 3, applied to a place, to which one finds not
hit n,ay: (Sgh, J :) pl. .. (TA.)

1. i., nor.: (S, Sgh, L, K) an(d ;, (L, K,)
inf. n. lti, (S,) lie, or it, made a sounn(d, (L,
K,) or wrhat is termed _ [i. e. a lon), faint,
gentle, or soft, sondl], (S,) and an audible mo-
tion: (S, L:) said of a man: and said also of
snow, as meanimg it caused one to hear a [sound
such as is tepurmedJ il . in walking [upon it];
as is the case in intense cold. (S.) And J.,
anor. :, inf. n. j , said of snow, It nas rough,
so that it caused one to hear a i in walting
[upon it]: and in like manner said of ice; i. e.
it wan soft, or yielding [to the feet, crackling],
or easily brohen. (TA.) A poet says, (S,) namely,
El-~atAmee, (TA,)

0

S* _ 1; 
- C. - J 0 -

0 ia ~ I1.
'r Z a , 1 

[ Vhen the asterism of the Pleiades culminates in
nwinter, at the time Jwhen the dog wchines by reason
of the cold, and the snor causes one to hear a
slighlt sound in nialking upon it] : (S:) or, accord.
to IB, the right readilng is, h/d [a little before
daybreak, or in thets last third of the night]:
(TA:) O~' is lhere mansoob because LSr is
made to be redundant, and because it is prefixed
to a verbal propositiou: (S:) this is the more
approved way in a case of this kind, when the
verb commencing the proposition is a pret.; but
some say e~ ca. (I 'At p. 19.)_ ;-
said of water, Itfroze. (1K.) SSaid of cold, It
tas, or became, intese. (KI..) .. I .. .. I ,
(15,) inf. n. t, (JK,) He hastened, made
haste, or sped, [app. so as to cause a slight sound
to be heard,] in going,journyitag, or pace. (J K,*
1 d.) Add ' :L He passed along hastening.

(TA.) _ ., (K, .,) aor. 2 ($, TA) and ,,
(TA,) inf. n. J.(. (, 1) and ), (],)
lie went amay in, or into, the land, or country.
(S, Y>.) And Oj - Such a one journeyed
awtay, wtent away, or departed, or becanme hidden
or concealed, syn. -e/j, (R, TA,) in the land, or
country. (TA.)-_ .u1 1 . (aor. :,
TA,) He entered into the thing; as also t ;'.;JI.
(g.) -_ . , inf. n. OiA, He (a man) n;ent,
or travelled, by night. (K.) _- And He nvas bold,
or daring, in night-journeying: or he ncent about,
or round about, by night; (L, K,T T; but in
the first and second, only the inf. n. is mentioned
in this case;) andjourneyed much by night. (L.)
And a.ll JZ., aor. ;, said of a guide of the
way, lIe wnent about, or round about, by night,
and ha.teuc,d, or sped, witth the party: (JK:)
or .. , inf. n. ii,, he (a guide of the
way) acted n:ith a penetrative energy, or with
sharpness, vigorousness, and effectiveness, with
them [in conducting them]; as also t.i., inf. n.
;.*i :. ( ', TA.)_ ,- ;.j 2L She (a

woman) cast forth hier child [from the womb].
(.K.) And s H lie, or it, was cast, or

thrown; as also a LW., and a ,,:4.. (TA.)

.,Jl a.I ~ lie (a man, S) brohe his
head with the stone. (S, K.)

2: see 1.

3. J.i,., (K,) inf. n. a'"L-'", (JK, TA,) It
(an arrow) caused a [sound such as is termed]
;~ to be heard on its hitting the o.j}ect aimed

at: (K,' TA:) or it (an arrow) caused a [con-
fused sound such as is termed] .to be
heardfrom the inside of the animal hit therebly.
(JK.) - jut &., antd l 1i1, lie
hastened in doing, and to do, evil, or mischief
(TA.) .- s4 /,l. .He hastened in break-
ing, or violating, his compact, covenant, or pro-
mise of protection or safi,guardl, or of security or
,afety. (., 'rA.)__ , 1 ,. J.l He, t,ent,
or kept pace, nwith thie camels during his night;
syn.'6,54C. (K-.)

7: see l.

-: see i., in two places: and ; :
and , .

t.s.: see what next follows.

J 1 . (As, JK, IDrd, Msb, g) and *J.

and tJI.:, (1.,) the second of which is said by
MF to be the most common, and then the first,
(TA,) [but this is a mistake, for the first is tlhe
only form commonly occurring,] The young one
of the gazelle; (JK, Meb;) applied to thie male
and the fenale; (Msb ;) or the female is termed

; [i. e. ea" and 2A and !;.]: (K:)
or the young one of the gazelle in the first stage
after its birth: (s :) or after it is termed 9;
bfor it is called by the latter appellation whlen just

born: (As, TA: [see :]) or after it is
termed 61d..: (TrA:) or nwhen it first nwalks:

or shite thatflees, or goes awray,from, or of, (' ,)
her young ones: (g.: [a strange (as well as an

ambiguous) explanation, seeing that the fem. is
said in the .K to be with i:] pl. 3J L, (Mqb,)
or J:.d.. (P.)

,... and *. Rough snow, (JK, K,)
that causes one to hear a [sound such as is
termed] M .~ in walking [upon it]: (TA:) and
(in like manner, TA) ice that is soft, or yielding
[to the feet, crackling], or easily broken: (1 :)
or the latter signifies [simply] tnowo. (8.) One
says, vt4ks. 01jl r.1 [TI,e ater became ice

such as was soft, &c.]. (JK,TA.) [See also

aL.. (JK, S, K) and * (Mgh, 1) and

t ,. (g) A sound: (g :) or such as is termed

.-_; (a;) [i. e.] a low, faint, gentle, or sft,
sound: (JK:) and a motion: (JK, $,1:) or
a low, faint, gentle, or soft, _: or the first
signifies the sound of the creeping of serpents;
and the sound of tihe hyena: (15:) or a sound
that is not loud, or vehement; (A'Obeyd;) and
so t the second: (Mgh:) or a single sound; so
accord. to Fr: (As, TA:) and tthe last signifies
the sound of a sword falling upon flesh, and upon
a wteapon or weapons: and the sound of feet, such
as is nbt loud, or vehement. (TA.) Also the
first, A [tract of high ground such as is temnned]

A.M that is mostly sot. (L, K.)

i.; : see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

J A quick, or swr/if?, man. (~.)_Ono
going away, or nwho goes away, into the land, or
country; as also , and A.t. (15.)_
One entering, or nho enters, into a thing; asalso
t,k and b,:. and t. :... (1.) One
who enters into affairs (g, TA) and fears not,
or dreads not; as ablso V ti... (TA.) - Also
and t,.La. and ? tl . sings. of 1, whichll
sirnifies Camels tlat journey by night: ($:) or,
accord. to IB, the sing. of this pl. is i. only:
and the pl. of J.i. is *; [a mistranscription
for ,.]. (L.) .- Seealso . : _ and the
paragraph here next following.

,.: see J..;, in two places: - and

J,. also, in two places. - Also A sharp, or
penetrating, sword; and so *t l.fand t*J.iL:

(. :) or, applied to a sword, i. q. ", [q. v.].
(JK.)_ And Water that runs in a [watercourse
such as is termed] ,"1, beneath the lbbles, two
or three days, and then goes anway. (TA.)

J.i.Jl: see . .. .1 Cabsmity,
or misfortune; (JK, 1g ;) as also Jt., without

.l. (TA.)

jlLt.. A certain nocturnal flying thing;
(Msb;) the ,li [or bat], (S, ], Mb,) that
flies by night: so says EI-Farbee, in section
,: (Msb:) formed by transposition from the
latter word, which is the more chaste: (Sgli,
Msb, TA:) or rather so called because of its

UAdi, i. e. its going about, or round about, by
5
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night: (Lth, TA:) or a certain .lyiing thing,
haringf two mall eyes: (TA:) as some say, (S,)
and thus also ays EI-Fhr6,bee, (Msb,) tile IL.
[or swallow]: (Q, M9 b, TA:) he who says as
derives its name from the smallness of its eyes.
(Lth, TA.)

.',. [nct. part. n. of 1; femrn. with ;]: see 1.
m.Vater.frieezing, or in a state of conyelation,

and so ot '. (TA.) [See ,.;.]_See also

vJ-,, in four places: and see . _
Also A boy light, or active, and brisk, licely, or
sprightly; like .,LI.. (TA in art. ... )

J.1.t IHard tracts of land: with r, it sig-
nifies such as are soft. (Fr, l.)

: ~.~ A place of ice; (?gh,.;) [an ice-
rouxse;] this is the meaning of the term by which
Lth explains it, namely, Ol.1, (~gh, TA,) [or

~t. e,] which is Persian, and which the author
of the L has mistranscribed 0 J., adding thereto
.,.,t el j %JUI. (TA.)

!."* °: ~ A she-ga:clle having a *a.

(~gh ,l.)

',..A±.: see j_!, in two places._ Also
A guide of the way (Ltli,JK, gj) who travels,
or goes about, with people by night: (Lth, JK:)
or rwho acts with a penetrative energy, and with
sharpness, rigoronsness, and effectireness. (V.)
A man (AA, S) boli, or daring, (AA, S, V,) to
encounter the ,ight, ($,) or to encounter the
terror of the night, (AA,) or in night-jornreying:
(V :) or who goes about, or round about, by night;
as also tJs.: (I :) or this last, one nlofears
not by night: (JK:) or who goes aaay boldly in
the night or in any ca"e. (AA, lB.)_- 'J -1l
The lion; ( ;) because of lis boldness in going
about: (TA:) and so 'JiLLJI. (JK.)

1. e.:Ai, (Q, K,) aor. , (],) inf. n._.,
(JK,$,) lie broke his. . [q.v.]. (JK,e,

.K.)-.: , nor. :, inf. n. '., (,,TA,) agree-
ably with rule, (TA, [accord. to the Cr .. ,])
nnd; , (g,) which is irreg., (TA,) He (a
man, TA) was, or became, wide in the nose. (.)
- And It (tho nose) became altered for the
worse in odour, or stinking, by reason of a disease
ltherein; (V, TA;) i. e., by reason of a stoppage

therein, affecting the pacsage of (he breath, and
preolnting rerpiration: or had one of its three
bones broken. (TA.) - And ., (JK, Mgh,
Mqb, K,) aor. ;, (Mgh, Msb, K,) inf. n. ,
(JK, Mgh, and so in some copies of the K,) or

,: (, (~, Msb, and so in some copies of thie K
and in the TA,) and.L -., (V, [but mentioned
in the JK as though a simple subst.,]) said of a
man, (.,0 Myb, ],) He beca,ne affected with a
enrtain dixsas in the nose, (JK, 8, Mgh, Msb,)
wrhich stolrd the lastsgeof the breath; (JK;)
or nldcth caused it to becomu alteredfor the worse
in odour, or stinking; (Zj, Mgh;) or which
rendered it corrupt, or unsound, so that the

person could not rmell: (Msb:) or his [cartilageu
of the nos called the] wAs-l- [pl. of ;

q. v.] delapted, (9, TA,) and the passage of his
breath became stopped. (TA.) - And ..,
(JK, Msb, ],) aor. , (1,) inf n. .; (TA;)
and *,l;. (JK, ;) and , (8, JM,
TA,) inf. n. ; (JM;) for which last, the
v erroneously substitutes g..3; (TA;) It
(flesh-meat) became altered for the worse in
odour, or stinking: (,*e Mqb, :) or became
very stinking; stank much. (JK.)

2. %A1: =, Li inf. n.c4.&3, 17e odour of
the wine rose into his , and intoxicated him:
(M, , :) or the odour of the wine rose into his
,9, and became infuted in his brain, and so
dispelled his rearon. (T, TA.) - See also 1, last
sentence.

4: see 1, last sentence.

5. . 3 His r'eason became di.pelled by the
rixing of the odour of nine into his. A and
its becoming infused in his brain. (T,TA.)_
Sec also 1, last sentence.

. The nose. [see also . :] and the
mucus that fiows fromn it. (TA, from a trad.:
and the latter signification is mentioned in the TA
voce -t L; as well as in the present article.)
[In modern Arabic, it sig,ifies The mouth: and
hence, a s)out.],-In Persian, it signifies Anger:
and this meaning is with probability deducible
from the literal 'root of this art.; for he whio is
angry raises his nose and makes it pointed. (TA.)

3*~ [Intoxication produced by the odour of
wine rising into the . ;] a subst. from

.,e., applied to flesh-meat, [Stinking: (see 1,
last sentence :) or] stinking much. (JK.)

;LU A certain diasea in the nose, and a
stoppage of the passuage of the breath [therin].
(J K. [See also 1.]) _ A man having a large
nowe: (.:) [or] a large noe; (Zj, JK, ];) and
so though not elerated, or prominent. (Zj,TA.)
- And t A mountain having a thick pro-
mninence: (.:) or a long mountain, (AA, JK,
TA,) hating a prominence, (AA, TA,) or having
a thick prominence: (TA:) or a great mown-
tain. (K.) - And . Tlhe lion: (JK, ] :)
because of the greatness of his nose. (TA.)

L.t.. Refuse; anything'remai,ing afler the
good hAu been picked out. (JK.)

.,4..- The extreme, or most remote, [meaning
innermot,] part of the nose: (., Mqb:) or the
interior of the nose: (MA:) or the upper part
of the interior of the no se: and the bone of the
nose: (KL:) or the ?part that is above the ;.j
[which here seems to mean the end, or tip, or
Jleible part,] of the nose, of the bone thereof:
and what is beneath this [is] of [the thin cartilages
called] the .: of the head: (M, V:) and the
no [altogetherl (M9b,KL) is so called by some:
(MNb:) the word is of the measure ~IJ: (Mqb,
TA:) and its pl. ise,,,e,.: (Msb:) which [also]
signifies certain cartilage. in tie extreme [or in-

most] part of the nose, between it and the brain:

or certain ducts, (,j, [meaning, or including,
the air-pa es, see q, and i;., &c,])h s
the interior (Ctp M, or >Lp V) of the nose.
(M, V.) - [Hence,] the pi. signifies also i Pro-
minence, or projecting parts, of mountains. (JK,
8, TA.) - And the sing., [as a coll. gen. n.,]
Small, thin, black things, resembling jle~s; and
morbose nodas; upon a bone. (TA.)

,t&LI Wide in tle nose: (V:) applied to a
man. (TA.) _ And, so applied, laving a cer-
tain disease in the now, (M, M9b,) whereby it is
rendered corrupt, or unsound, so thlat le cannot

smnell: (Mqb:) or wnhose . '. has afetidodmor;
(Mgh, Mb ;) from said of flesh-meat, ex-
plained above: (Mqb:) or that cannot smell any-
thing, (JK, Az, Mgh, C, TA,) whether sveet or
stinking, (Az, IMgh, TA,) by reaon of a stoppage
in his o..Ai, froi lhaving one of the three bones
broken: (TA:) and t., [in like manner]
signifies having his nose altered for the worse in
odour, or stinking, by reason of a stoppage therein,
affecting the paxsage of the breath, and preventing
respiration; or having one of its thre os
broken: (TA:) feni. of the formrer .... (Mb.)

-And, applied to the nose, Alteredfor the worse
in odou', or stinking, lby reason of a dise~
therein, (., TA,) i. e., biy a stoppage therein,
affecting the pausage of the breath, and prevent-
ing re.piratho. : or haring one of its thAree bons
brokena. (TA.)

, Intoxicated; as also and
, : (K :) or mnuch intoxicated. (.8, TA.)

- And Br'oken in pieces. (TA.)

.p .:_ see ._ 1: - and see also .

,: see_.

1 -j. , aor. ', (S, Mqb, g,) inf. n. ai;

and ;. (., M.b, K, KL) and t.ii. (CV, TA,
but omitted in some copies of the O) and 
and °:.i.a, (.K,) It was, or became, rough, hardsh,
or coarse; (K,* KL, P ;) contr. of NJs, (., 4,)
oi of. ; (Msb;) as also t. .. (.)_
[Hence,] ZL. _ p and a Q () and ;1
(TA) S He is dfficult, refractory, or stubborn;
not to be coped with. (],TA. [See also ';m.])
And J,.. dSc & L and e2 del&41
t He wa, or became, angry with him. (Sh, TA.)
See also 3.

2. [ .. He made it rough, harsh, or coarse.
-Henee,] ;,.os g , inf.£n. li, eIo
exaperated him; made him to be affected with
wrath, or rage. (., K, TA.) A poet ays,

a[explained in art . . a(.)

[explained in art. ~]. (g.)

a. trd, (8,M, ,) in£ n. -lk ', (TA,)
t He was rough, harsh, or coarse, to him; syn.

J .';" in speech, and in action; (M,TA;)
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[he acted towards him, or reith him, roughly,

han~ y, or coarsly ;] contr. of . (s, P.)

5: ee 1: _ and see also 12.

10. ":..f. lt H'e found it [or esteemed it]
rough, harth, or coarse. (s.) -Hence, in a
trad. of 'Ales, making mention of pious men of

learning, . .9 1 E,4;I ' I I,i,1' [And
they esteemed, or esteem, soft, or smnnooth, what
those leading a life of ease and plenty esteemed,
or esteem, rough, harsh, or coarse]. (TA.) And

i1L j_. ,,l .A41 v t[He esteemed
uinpleasont, or uncomfortable, the remaining in
such a place of abode]. (TA in art. tt.)

12. C-sj!Z (JK, S, ) and * ',.- (m) It
tras, or became, very rough, harsh, or coarse:
(8, . :) or (1() he wore rough, marsh, or coarse,
clothes: (JK, ] :) or the former signifies also
he accustomed himself to the .earing of snch
clothes: ($:) or each, he ate rough, harsh, or
coarM, food: (TA:) or the former, (JK,) or
each, (1p,) t he said riht was rough, harsh, or
coarse: (JK,k,TA:) or t he lived a rough, or
coarse, life. (K.) The former verb is more in-
tensive in all its senses (K, TA) than . and
· >;L&, because of the repetition of the medial
radical and the addition of the ); and the same
is the case of every verb of this class, as ,.:.
and the like, uas is indicated in the S. (TA.)-
See also 1.

p;^ Rough, Iarsh, or coarse; (S, M.b,
~, KL, P ;) pplied to a thing (9, Msb, K) of

any kind; (K ;) as also V .- I!: (S,Msb, ] :)
in relation to a stone, they seldom or never say

otherwise than . -i: (MPb:) the fem. of the
former is with ;; (Mb), K;) and the pl. is
·;, (Myib,) [also said to be a pl. by goctic
license of o;, for '4., as will be seen

below,] or L., (K,) which is applied in the
sense explained above to land [or Iulads]: (TA:)
thle fern. of ,t_. is f. ; (K ;) and the pl.

is ;". (S.) You say 'l. ;l Rough, or
rug.ged, ground or land. (Msb.) And ,,;
t ':Rugg,ed ground or land, (JK,TA,) in

rwhich are stones and sand. (TA.) And ;i
t ti.. [A wrapper for the body] in which is
roughnesx, harxhness, or roarcxeeSx., either from
nc,inenu or froam moe. (TA.) - [Hence,] t A

strong man. (Mslb.) And ._l,J1 _^ and

" ~j. i le is dfficult, ,e.fraclory, or stubborn;
not to be coped with. (], TA. [See also 1.])
And W.J. tip Sl. t He lired a roughA, or

coarse, life. (M.) See also C .

.:j' [dim. of "'L..] A certain small herb,
or leguminous plant, green, found in nteadowx
and plainu; so called because of its roughness,
or harshness, or coarseness. (TA.) See also
,:r. at the end of the next paragraph.

r s_, and its fem. .: see ac , in five

places. You say also .'LI. ieh :t [An army,
or a portion thereof, bristlirg with nweapons: or]
having many weapons: (JK, 8, ], TA :) [and in
like manner, * .Z q, occurring in the TA in

Bk. I.
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art ,..:] and ; 1 and * l ; the
latter allowable in poetry: (8: [it is there im-
plied that this has a similar meaning:]) or the
last signifies t[a company of men] wio resist

harm, or injury. (.Ham p. 5.) And ". .Al

t A great number [of people]. (8 in art. )

_. Also, (1p, TA,) or - ';..1I, (JK,) ! A man

vhose state, or condition, is discommended. (JK,

1, TA. [See also ':L ; .]) And the fem., t A
she-camel lean, or emaciated. (JK, V.) And
: . i.; L tA year of drought or distress. (JK.)

-A rajiz says,

meaning [Of the fabric of Yethrib,] new [un-

feathered arrows]. (, TA.) - ' ' also sig-
nifies A certain green herb, or leguminous plant,
(AHn, JK, ],) having dhort leaves, (JK,) that
spreads upon the ground, (AHn,) rough to the
fiel, but soft in the mouth, vireous like purliane;
(AIn, ;) its blossom is yellow, and it is eaten
[by men], and is likewisM a pasture: (Agn:)
also called t ":4. (TA.)

.hL1 dim. of i.1 as syn. with ";.

(TA.) &iW jI ep . . is a phrase occurring
in a trad. [app. as meaning t Somenwhat rough or
coarse in clothing, or in mode of living, for the
sake, or to obtain the approbation, of God]. (8,

TA.) See also iC ,.

! ,; ; A she-camel wthoMe ; [or condition
in respect offatnsa] is discommended. (J K, K .

[See also W:.1.])

1. ;i.aJ! ,.., aor. , (JK,8,],) inf. n.
"iz., (JK, TA,) The palm-tree bore dates such
as are termed ., i.e. ;: (JK, ], :) so
says EI-Umawee, ($,) or IApr. (TA.)

Lt Black wheat. (IACr, ,* TA.)

i Dates such as are te.rmd .. : (JK,
S, 1 :) so says El-Umawee, ($,) or Agr, who
adds, i. e., of which the lonwer portion has become
bad and rotten, w,hile in its place: he says that
it is of the dial. of Bel4arith Ibn-Kab. (TA.)

1. , aor. in, in£ n. a (JK- ,

M,Myb,K) and .0" (JK,M, V) and
(.gh, ]) [the second and third erroneously written
in the CKl tiL. and (by indication) tLL] and

.~. (M, K) and X 1;, (JK, M, ,) though
it has been said that the only instances of this

kind are CLU and C,ii, [see the former of these
two,] but in one copy of the M found written

Le., (TA,) and t.~ (JK, M, 1) and

24. , (M,j,) He feared; syn. ij .: (JK,
S, 1M, Myb, 1> :) or, accord. to Er-Raghib and
others, he dreaded; or feared with reerence,
veneration, repect, honour, or awe. (TA.) You

say, 'Z Hefeared him, or it; [or he dreaded

him, or it; i. e.feared him, or it, with reverence,
&c.;] as also w ; J.,. (i.) [And "* .,
meaning the same: or He feared, or dreaded,
what might happen to kim from him, or it.

And 1 . L ae feared, or dreaded, for
him a thing.] And lb ; i. iJ a`

[I did that in fear, or dread, that suc a tling

might happen]. (IAPr,TA.)-... . also sig-
nifies Hope. (Er-Righib, TA.) And the saying

of Ibn-'Abbs to 'Omar, ,I,JI Is, , l: t ,J
-. ,, ,,.-,,, *, $ * J e 

,lj, is exilained as meaning [Verily thou hast
prayed much for death, so that] I hope [that it
may be easier to thee when it happen.]. (TA.)
_And sometimes ; means c I&knew,

or know]. (Myb.) 80 it is said to mean in the
saying of the poet,

[And I know assuredly that he who follows tile
right direction shall dvell in tie gardens of
Paradise with the Prophet Mohammad]: ($,
TA:) or the meaning may be, I Aope. (TA.)

In the saying in the ]ur [xviii. 79], 't*..
·;e OLs;, the meaning is said, by

Akh, to be And we diappro~d [that he hould
make excessioe disobediene, and ingratitude, to
come upon tlem twain]; (8;) and so say Zj, ex-
plaining it as the saying of EI-Kbhir: or, accord.
to Fr, the meaning is, and we mnew. (TA. [See

also sjl. ) ~ L .: ee 3.

2. *&1, inf. n. i° , He frightened him, or
made himn to fear; (], 1;) [or At made him to
dread; or to fear with rewerence, &c.; (see 1;)]

y'j [with the thing, or event]. (TA.) Oane
says, 3t.Jt .i3) iA, meaning [righten thou]
the wolf [with the mare]. (f. 8e art. Jl.])

And,i i --- *ii [Verly I Ued
to be in a state when I wat not frigAtmed by the

olf]: a prov. (JK,TA.)

3. ' . U.Wsl., (A'Obeyd, -, 1,) aor. of

the latter ei4., (A 'Obeyd, $,) [I ied with hi,n
in fear or dread, and] I ma more fearful [or
dreading] than he. (A'Obeyd, , l).- Lt
t;j, (JK, TA,) inf. n. t,. (TA,) He b.,
forsook, relinquidhed, or abandoned, such a one,
being left, c., by him (JK, TA.) -. : g1.

He guarded himself against them in an ~etra.
ordinary degree, and was cautious, or wary,
(JK, TA,) and therefore turned away, or with-
drew. (TA.,

5: see 1, second sentence.

u i: see what next follows.

'L&. Fearful, or fearing; ($, Mqb, TA;)
[or dreading; i. e. fearing with reierenoe, &c.:
(see 1 :)] as also tvAd. and tG.: ( :) fem.
't., (9, M9b, K: [in the CIg, erroneouly,
l·.il,]) like . fem. of [$4M, (Mb,) accord.
to rule, (TA,) and &l.i, mentioned by El.
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Marnoo]ee, and thougllt by MF to be of the
dial. of Asad; (TA;) or this signifies a wo-
man whofears, or dreads, (O,:.3,)cecrything;
(JK, TA;) so in the Tekmileh: (TA:) pl.
lIj., (IC,) pluralized in a similar manner to
epithets significant of diseases, like tJ..~t &c.,

because .Jl is like a disease. (TA.)

ItJ. Land such as is termed t;. [i. e. hard;
or haring no Aerbage; or hard, and having no
Aherbage; or lerel; or rugged, &c.]. (JK, gh,Yl.)

Dry; (A, JK, S, i;) like Ur ; (Ay,
S ;) applied to herbage; (A9, ;) or to lherbs and
trees: (JK:) or dry and rotten. (IAqr,TA.)
A rijiz says, (J,) namely, gakhr, (TA,)

a4; 1 ri -
S

[Poison of moist cantharids, and dry]; (S,
TA;) meaning f:j, suppresing one of the

two gs. by poetic license. (IB, TA.)

s.rl meaning More [and most] fearful, or
feared, [or dreded,] ($, 19,) is anomalous, (15,)
being from the pas. [verb, like its syn. J..I].
(TA.) You say, J1l X. ,t t 4Jl I.U This

place is more fearful, or feared, [or drcaded,]
than that. (, J.u)

AiW. [pl. of tl,originally 1a:..,] Causes
of ear [or dread]; syn. J,- [pl. of iii:
like which, ti.. is also an inf. n.j. (lar
p. 138.)

1. M;L ·,. ( L, 5g,) or 1Xc, (A, Mob,)

nor. ' (Mb, TA,) inf. n. . () and ,,

(S, M9b, O) and , d. (TA) and a2.0.
and "..g , (1, Mgh,* Mgb, 15,) of which last
two the former is the more chaste, (S, TA,) and
is the form mentioned in the F 9 and its Exposi-
tions, and the tg in it is said to be the relative
j, and the Lq which is characteristic of an inf. n.,

whereas in the latter it is said to be a characteristic
of intensiveness, but MF thinks that this requires
consideration, because the 5J is also said to be,
and b, some more commouly, without teshdeed,
as in aMlpg and ai*3j , (TA,) and a~.., (M,
1!,) like , which is said to be th e only other
instance of this measure, (TA,) [but some others
ilight be added, as . and i 5'8 and , 1

a;nd *a d., (IApr, Kr, ],) [like :t,,] the
former of which last two [each of which has an
intensive signification] is the chaste, and com-

monly known, form, (TA;) and ie..s, or is..,
or i;., (accord. to different copies of the K,)
written by 6gh with damm, (TA,) and i,
(Ihn-'Abbld, 1,) or, as some say, i'ag,.. and

J[or ko or la.e.] are each a quasi-inf. n.,

a1 also a h, (TA,) He distinguished him par-
tieularly, peculiarly, or specially, i.e., abore, or
ro,n, or exclu:wily of, others, by the thing, or

by such a thing; he particularized him, or par-
ticularly or peculiarlly or specially characterized

him, thereby; syn. "i. (A, ], TA) *2 j;,

and *; (TA;) he appropriated, or assigned,
[the thing or] such a thing, or made it to belong,
to him alone, or in part icular, or peculiarly, or
specially, exclusively of others; (Msb;) and

t ta,.I signifies the same; (S, A, Msb, g;)
us also ('tI, (A, [but for this I know not any

other authority,]) and *tL..; (A ;) or this last
has an intensive signification. (Msb.) You say,

. I. lie distinguihAed him &c. by love, or
affection; or favoured him in i,peference to
anothet, or others, thereby. (1, TA.) As to the
saying of AZ,

* 4A .; ,.,us:* , @ ) ~~h l - 1S ~ ' v1o
a

a

[Ifa man distinguish me above, or from, or ex-
clutively of, others, pn,posely, by his love, or be-
cause of his love of me, notwithstanding distance
of eachfrom the othar, it will not be disacknow-

ledged witlh me,] the meaning is, J.M* 4 ;

or it may be sl s;.. [in the TA

3ij-L, which is evidently a mistranscription];
for, say I8d, we have not heard , [or rather

i,.] doubly transitive. (TA.) And [hence]
IJ. '. also signifies He gare him such a thing
in large quantity, or abundantly. (TA.) [You

say also, .AJi Ri. He distinguished, &c., or
singled out, him, .or it, by mention: or he par-
ticularized, peculiarized, or specified, him, or it,
thereby; he particularly, peculiarly, or specially,

mentionwd him, or it. And '. .,alone, lepointed
particularly, or peculiarly, to him, or it, in what
he said; or he meant particutlarly, or peculiarly,
him,n or it. And 1lhi , . He distintguished,
particularized, peculiarized, or speified, thereof
such a thing: and lie distinguished therefrom
such a thing; he particularly, peculiarly, or
specially, excepted therefrom such a thing.] You
also say, s ._A - (TA) and i.- t$..d (T,
A, TA) [lIe approlpriated, or took, orchose, him,
or it, particularly, or .iPetially, to, or for, him-

sel; as also ,- , ad.. and ^ ,].

And Li t ,.m. j and ' : (A,TA) [He
appropriates such a one mpurely to hinmself, exclu-
sively of any partner; (see the latter verb ;)] he
chooses stch a one for himseIf; he appropriates
himn to himself as his particular, or special, in-
timate; (TA in art. ,;) both signify the
same. (S and K in art. is..) [And $ -,

lIe treated him, or behaved toward(ls him, with
partiality; was partial towards him: a signifi-
cation implied by the first explanation in dthis art.:
and in this sense it is often used.] -~ aor. ',
[contr. to general rule, by which it should be -,
for it is intrans., and of the measure ,)3, accord.
to dte Msb,] inf. n. -, [and app. a
and .i..r-, accord. to modern usage,] It was,
or became, particular, peculiar, or .special; re-
stricted, or confined, to one or inore of persons,

places, or things; distinct, or distinguished,from

others; not common, or general; contr. of ,;
as also t1i:.l: (Mqb:) [each, also, followed
by *J, signifies He, or it, belonged, pertained, or
apperttined, to him, or it, particularly, pecu-
liarly, specially, or exclusively; it so related to
him, or it; it was, or became, peculiar to him, or

it: see also the latter verb below.] s.,
sec. pers. , (in the CV ,; .as,) [inf. n.,

app., i.L. and .Lel and Lt.;J,] SHe
wan, or became, poor ; in a state of poverty; (Fr,
.g8h, ;) as also jt,.i. (A, TA.)

2. a.o, in n. " He made it, or
rendered it, particular, peculiar, or qsecial; dir.
tinct, or distinguished,from others; not common,
or general; he individuated it; particularized
it; distinguisaled-ftfrom the generality; singled
it out; ~ being the contr. offuse. (1.
[But only the inf. n. is there mentioned.j) - See
also 1, first sentence.

4: see 1, first sentence.

5. e.a quasi-palMss. of 2; It was, or becamue,
made, or rendered, particular,peculiar, or #petJal;
&c.; not common, orgeneral. (TA.)_See also 8,
in two places. - It is also said to mean tHe
was, or berame, in a peculiar, unparticipated
state of presingt want and poverty. (Har p. 94.)

8. °a..: see 1, in four places. m r,.d.1 as
an intrans. v.: see 1, last sentence but one.
,J%2 i i-', (V,) or I,, (A, M.b,) quasi-pass.

of a..; (A, Mb, ;) He was, or became,
distinguilishedpat icularly, peculiarly, or special!y,
i. e., above, orfrom, or exclusively of, others, by
the thing, or by such a thing; he was, or became,
particularized, or particularly or peculiarly or
specially characterized, thereby; (A,* K,* TA ;)
he had [the thing or] sute/i a thing appropriated,
or assigned, or made to belong, to hinm alone, or
in particular, or peculiarly, or specially, eaclu-
sively of others; (M.b;) and a.?3 signifies
the same. (A, Mi.b, V.) You say, 0' 1.
~-)~, and ~i ., [or w, accord. to general
usage,] Such a one was, or became, alone, with
none to share or participate with him, in the
affair; syn. sl.t. (TA.) ~ See also 1, last
sentence.

10: see 1, latter half.

A booth of reed, or canes, (.5, Mgh, Mbh,
K, TA,) or of [boughs of] tree: (TA:) or a
house roofed with a piece of wood, in the Jbrrmn of

the [oblong vaultedl structure called] .jl: ($K,

K :) so called because of the l or "narrow
interstices," which are in it; (T, TA;) or because
one sees wlhat is in it through its ,.L, or "in-

terstices :" (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] el; (JK,
Mob, TA) and [of mult.] et. (JK, L, X [in
the CK . -L -, which is wrong,]) and 
(JK, K) and o.g . (JK.)- Also The shop
(f a vintner, (A9 , 14,) although it be not of reeds,
or canes. (K.)

see .0t., from the beginning to
the last sentence but two.

l
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, an inf. n. of 1, trans. and intrans.
[Used as a simple subst., Particularity; pecu-
liarity; speciality, or specialty; as also the inf. ns.

ta,.i., and tV c .ai.] You say, di

and tu... [To him belongs a particlarity,
&c.], and ~ [in me is &c.]. (A.) [Hence

L0 &. Particularly; specially; as also . .]

Th was hleard to say, t4. o.. ?s .?il
8. .1 - . -el.· ; . .

>~yI.B I..l~ ~' 1 t l, j [meaning

Ld..~ , i.e., VWhen /the righteous are montioned,
then in particular, or peculiarly, Aboo-Bekr is
virtually mentioned; and ghen the shaereefs are
,:aentionedl, then in particular, or peculiarly,
'Ale]. (L, TA.)

LaL ,. An interstice, interval, or intervening

space or opening; ($, ;) as also * t.
[which is commonly used as a coil. gen. n.] and
tL.L1ad.: (]i:) or an interstice, &c., in the

i.i [app. meaning thefront teeth]; as also tthe
second of these words: (TA:) or the first and

tsecond, (TA,) or tall, (V,) any interstice, &c.,
or hole or perforation, in a door, and sieve, and

[veil of the kind called] tkj, and the like, (Q,
TA,) such as a cloud, and a strainer, &c.: (TA:)
[a crevice, cranny, chink, orfsure :] or the firstj
(TA,) or t all, (J1,) a small hole or perJiSration:
(1, TA:) or the first has this signification as
well as the signification first mentioned: (.:)

or the *second, the like of a ;_4 [or mural aper-

ture] in a [structure of the hiid called] 4.I, or
the lilke, when as wide as theface; or, accord. to
some, whether wide or narrow: (TA:) and the
same, interstices, interrval, or interveting spaces

or openings, in a ~ ; (TA;) or narroe inter-
stices, &c., therein: (T, TA:) and the same,
(TA,) or tall, (i,) the interening spaces between
the three stones upon which a cooking-pot is placed;
(], TA;) and beten~ theJingers: (TA:) and
the first, the intervening spaces betneen the
featiers of an arrow: (IA;r, TA:) pl. [of the

first,] . . (TA.) You say of the moon,
.. 1.11 L oL . ^e l~ [It appearedfrom the gap

;f the clotad, or clouds]. (S, A.) - Also A cloud
itself; or rdoiadL; sv..a . (TA.)_Alsothe
first, (;, A, .Igth, Msl, g,) and tsecond, (8, ,)
anid *third, (IDrd, 1[,) IPoverty; (S, Mgh,
Msb, l;) tieel; (A, Msb, TA ;) sitraitaess, or
di//ieulty; (Mgl;)an evil state or condition:

(TA:) from ; .,t meaning the " holes" of a

sieve: whence a saying cited voco 
(Mghl :) or from the first of the senses explained
in this paragraphl; because a thing, wihen it opens
so as to form an interstice, becomes weak and

unsound. (TA.) You say also, *tL ti ;/ ,~,

C;, with damm, meaning, tI trepaired the
l;robenfortune of such a one. (A, TA.) - Also
the first, Tbirst; as in camels whien thlcy return
from water without having satisfied themselves
with drink: and hunger; as in a man when he
has not satisfied himself with food. (TA.)

;.Ot.: see L-3.ad., last sentence but one.

. see Lt,, from the beginning to
the last sentence but two.

~ and -e1e9uo.: sece in three

places.
0 2 Z 

X~ and ijL.: see the next paragraph, in

three places.

l. Particular; peculiar; special; distinct,

or distinguished, fromn others; contr. of W&.
(Myb, TA.) - [And hence, Choice; select. -
And Pure; unmixred; unadulterated.] - [Used

as a subst.,] it is syn. with tL.ej; (Ks, Msb,
K;) in which the; is a corroborative; (Mb ;)

and which signifies Distinguished people; per-
sons of distinction; the distinguished sort; contr.
of ,ta': (8, Msb, V.:) or the former is contr.

a °a .-
of As, and tthe latter is contr. of l.,e: (TA:)

[the pl. of both is ,,l. and t 6, and , :
or, accord. to rule, the first of these is pl. only of

- an
'.; and judging from other instances, we
should regard the second and thlird as more pro-

bably pls. of . . : but however the case may

be,] v , :is syn. with - (.8, 1 ,) and so is
~.,aJ1 andsoi

<st ;- (K.-) [You say, .W1. . oli, and

a-Ijt ? I.AJl, The distinguished and the com-
mon people; the persons of distinction and the

vulgar.] You also say, sl Ij 

U,.CJI '. meaning ., l.. [Only distin-
nuished persons of mankind do this]. (s.)- [It

seems to be also, in some instances, syn. with

t· tl.. as signifying A particular, peculiar, or
xpecial, J'iend, intimnate, famniliat., companion,
axtociate, attendant, dependent, or servant:] the
latter is explained in the T [and JK] as meaning
a .erson ,cho,, thou hast appronriated, !articu-
larly distingnished, taken, or chosen, (:l,)
[as a friend, &c.,] to, or fo., thyself: (TA:)
[and it is used as a sing. and as a pl.: for] you

G1 - -!
say, old- U.L [Tiis is njy particular, or spe-
cial, or choice, or choicest, friend, &c.]: and

olw a.. [TheJ are my particular, or peculiar,
or special, or choice, or choicest, friends, &c.].

(A.) You say also, ~ h.,Cl&. <v, (Kull
p. 174,) or i'~, (so in the L,) [app. meaning

' , unless it be mistranscribed, and the latter
be the correct reading, which I think much the

more probable ;] i. e., Such a one belongs exclu-
sively [as a particular, or peculiar, or special,

a -
friend, &c.,] to sutck a one; (Kull ;) and . ,

signifies the same. (L.) - See the dim. of .o.,

(namely LI,) below.

L,l*.: see w,.&., in four places. - It also
signifies A property of a thing, not found, or not
existing, either neholly or partly, in another

thing: and t 1,. [thus correctly written, and
thus I have always found it written except by
Golius and those who have probably imitated
him, who write it without the sheddeh to the IS,]
is used as denoting [a poperty, or particular
or peculiar virtue, whIich is] an unknown cause of
a known effect; as that by which a medicine ope-
rates: the former difers from the latter in being
conventionally applied to an effect, [or effetive
property,] whether the cause of its existence be

747

knon'n or not: [the pl. of dithe former is ,

agreeably with analogy and usage, like as tjs

is pl. of 1 :] the pl. of the latter is ,tc..

[and .5t.]; and p.otj!. is a quasi-pl. n., not
a pl., of the same. (Kull p. 174. [All the above-
mentioned words here cited from that work are
there without syll. signs, as being well known.
Both iL, . and ft l., as here explainedl, are
perhaps post-classical; but of this I am not cer-
tain: and both are sometimes used as meaning

The peculiar nature of a thing; also termed its
0 -~~0i

,sce.]) ,.)_ . and we: wee ,..

4.· .: see LtLd., in two places..

dim. of .L:.; (A, 1 ;) [like £J,.

q. v., dim. of il. ;J originally 2a. ; (TA;)
the U being quiescent because the Lj of the dim.
cannot be movent; (A, 1g;) [properly signifying
A little, or young, particular, or peculiar, or
special, friend, companion, associate, attendant,
or servant; and used in other senses, like other
diminutives; implying littleness of estimation;
and also affection, and awe.] It is said in a trad.,

(TA,) .; a. 1 ,"- J, [Keep thou to the
little, or dear, particslarfriend of thine own self:
so it seems to mean accord. to Z, being mentioned
by him among the proper expressions belonging
to this art.: but accord. to the TK, it appeam to
be tropical; for the meaning is there said to be,
t thins own particular state, or condition]. (A,
TA.) In another trad., is used as signi-
fying A little, young, particular, or peculiar, or
special, serant. (TA.) And in another trad. it is

said, l.kS 1.iS JlR l a J IL it4

_5 - , .j&., i.e. tStrire ye to be before

six things with [good] works; Antichrist, and
such and such things, and the evnt of death which
is ~ecially, or peculiarly, appointed to any one of
you: [or, I would rather say, the awful special
amaiter of any one of you; though it is asserted
that] the diminutive form is here used to denote
low estimation of that which it signifies in com-
parison with what follows it, namely, the resur-
rection, &c. (TA.)

~ ~: see .~L., last sentence but one.

I. - and ,.a: see 4.

[2. ._4 , infc . , It re nd.,d fruit-
ful; it fecundated: so in the present day: see

an instance voce .]

4i _ 1, (A, Mqb, VJ, inf. n.<1 :
(TA;) [and spme add ,, as another inf. n.;
but ISd holds this to be a simple subet.; (se 4
in art. .j ;)] and t., (A, M,b, ,) aor. ;

(Myb, ;) and t , aor., inf. n. ;

(1 ;) It (a place) abounded, or became abundant,

with herbage [or nith the produce of the earth],
and with the goods, conveniences, or comforts, of
life; (A, ];) [was, or became, fruitfd;] had
increase; had plenty, or abundance; (Mob;)

[contr'. of O,r l and .uJ or .o and ~ J :]
94.1
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and .bjt '.-1 [the land, or earth, abounded, c - . and a4, rA life of abundance
or became abundant, with herbage &c.]. (JK, or plenty]. (TA.)

i) ~ .1 ~and i'L. are both from 4 .J , ' . e; and its fe,., with ,: see ai., in[but the precise meaning'of the latter is not - and its fe., with: see in
plained]. (Lth, JK, TA.) In the saying of the two places.

%~o -y 

':jis,

[ Verily Ifeared to see drought, or barrenness,
or dearth, in this our year, after it had been
abundant in herboags c.], la'l is put forld.l:
but accord. to one reading, it is t1' I, of the
mesure jLil, though this is genernally employed
tbor colours; and the incipient I is rendered dis-
junctive of necessity, for the sake of the metre.
(L. [Respecting Iq, see 4.]) You say
also, .. 0il ,. ... I, meaning TFhe tract sur-
,rounding the people [became abundant nwith
herbage &e.]. (S, TA.) - r,l They attained,
obtained, had, or becamne in the condition of har-
ing, abundance of herbayg [or of the pr,oduce of
the earthk], and of the goods, conveniences, or
eomJb'rts, of liJc. ($,* ]i.) [They became in the
condition of persons whosefbod and milk, and the

.pasture of Ahose land, n,ere abundant. (See the
part. n., _., , below.)] And !LWJI t
The ewe, or she-goat, obtained abundance of
herbage. (TA.)- y.4 JI ' -i I.1 God
caused the place to produce herJbs and pasture.
(M 9b.), ~ LaIl '-, ..A.l, mentioned as on the
authority of Lth, [and in the K,] is, accord. to
Az, a grou mistrmnscriptionl, for .;.., 1 [q. v.].
(TA.)

~ .: see 1.s , in two places.

.--. -Abundanc e of herbage [or of the pro-
duce of the earth], and of the goods, conreniences,
or comlforts, of life; (A, g;) contr. of ,. ;
(JK,., Myb;) [fpruitfulnes/;] increase; plenty, or
abundance: (M.b:) abundance of good, or of good
things : (K .:) [abundant herbage, and the like :]
truffles are included in the term _; and also
locusts, when they come alter the ilerbage has
dried up and the people are secure from being
injured by them. (Agin.) m ,j and

.;,An, (, 1g,) like .- and &c.,
the sing. being used [in ,.iI .1] as a p!., as
though made to consist of parlts, or portions, [eachl
termed ,.a,] (,TA,) A country, or repion,
abounding wihIs herbage [or n,ith the produce of
the carth], or with the goods, conveniences, or
comforts, of life; [fruitful; or plentlijil;] (S,'
K;) as also t$.. (S,* A, M!b,' K) and

t.,-g..a (Ss, A, O) and ,,.e&d. (A, Mb.0)
And i e ;l and .3.o.,, (AHn, TA,) and

"-.oa C-ji [because _ is originally an

inf. n.] and l and tf.ie, which last word
is either an inf. n. used as an epithet, or a con-
traction of he·.L, (K,) A land, and lands,
uabounding with herbage &c. (K, TA.) - And

Z;..&: see ..,. Also, [app. as an epithet
in which the quality of a subst. is predominant,]
A palm-tree ha/ing much fruit: pl. ,l . (P,
K) and t -.c: (.K,TA:) or _ad [is pro-
perly a coll. gen. n., and] signifies palm-trees
[absolutely:] (K :) and .IZt signifies a palm-
tree of the kind caUlled JS! aiJ, in the dial. of
the people of El-Bahreyn, (Az, TA,) or of Nejd;
(TA ;) and its pl. is 4t. (Az, TA.) _ It is
said that t,a signifies also The mpadi.c of the
palm-tree: so in the g: and accord. to Lti,

signifies a single sladia of a palm-tree:
but [it is probably a mistranscription for ipi,
with the pointed , :] Az says that he who as-
signs to it this meaning errs. (TA.)

,.as.; and its fem., with ;: see _, in
two places. )- j., A man abounding
with good, or n,ith good thing ; (]g ;) i. e., whose
abode abourads therewith; (TA;) as also 

.Jjl (A, TA) andl _I;JI : (TA:) or
this last means one whose region, or quarter, is
..... as.: (S :) or it is tropical, (A in art. ,)
as is also the cxpression immediately preceding,
(A in the present art.,) and means t Generous or
bountiful [or htvspritable]. (A in art. _..)

[,.1.. l iA[ore, and most, abundant with hferb-
age &c.]

c~pe: see .- ,m, in two places. -

5..; ~ A people, or party, whose food and
mnilh, and the pasture of whose land, arve become

abundant. (TA.)

2. n. [so in the TA, either *',.. (like
_t_. &c.) or a.^i-.~ ,] A land (,p.) abounding

with pasture or fherbage. (TA.)

,L;.. A (10) A country, or region, scarcely
ever, or never, ste-i/e, batsren, unfruitful, or af-
flicted with dearth orscarcity or drought. (TA.)
- And . l ~.3 [A people, or party,
scarcely ever, or never, rwithout abundance of
herbage &c.]. (TA in art..)

1, ($, A,) aor. ;, inf. n.., (TK,) It
(a day) was, or became, intensely cold. (f, A.)
lie (a man) suffered pain from the cold in his
extremities. (S.) And L.gS ;. ., (S, TA,)
and t.7i, (TA,) !My arm, or hand, and my
fingers' ends, were pained by the cold. (S,* TA.)

2. e.aL [an inf. n. of which the verb, if it
have one, is ya,.]: see ,mi_.

3 g - O-- 

3. o3l~ ~. (A,) inf. n. ,l.., (TA,) lie
laid hold upon the woman's ;ji [or flank],

(A,) or put his hand to her ~ [or waist],
(TA,) in compressing her. (A, TA.) - And

otL.r He took his hand in walking, or walked
with him hand in hand, (f8, A, IAth, ],) Jo tat
the hand of each was by the waist (i) of the
other: (IAth:) and, (so in the $, but in the ]
"or,") inf. n. as above, (s,) he took a different
way frmnn his (another's) until he met him in a
placr: (S, ~ :) i;,~. as the inf. n. of the verb
in this sense is n with Aijt L.: ( :) or 0 9 _
signifies he walked with him, and then parted
from him, and so continued until he met him a(
a time, or place, at which they had not appointed
to meet: (IAar:) or he walted by his side. (·.)

4. d.l It (cold) pained a man's arms, or
hands, and his fingers' ends. (A,* TA.)

5: see 8, in the first sentence:_and again,
in the last two sentences.

6. B.l;.: see 8.-- .I.ti.3 They took one
another by the hand in walking, or walked
together hand in hand [so that the hand of each
was by the 7waist (.d ) of another: see 3].
(S, I..)

8. j..l (A, Mgh, L, Msb, 1() and tuI.3,
(Mgh, M.b, K,) or t.t1i.3, (A, L,) He put his
hand upon his j. [or waist], (A, Mgh, L,
M9hb,) or utlon his ;ts.. [or flank], (Mgh, K,)
in prayer. (Mgh, L, M9 b.) The doing this in
prayer [except in the night, when tired, (see

1 9 ]', -,J1 ,)] is forbidden, or disapprored.
(Mgh, TA.) . 4iil .1 .lie wennt the

cnearest nray. (S, A, Mqb, K.) - And hence,
(Myb, TA,) '1 t He abridued the lam.
guage, or the discourse; syn. ;;. ;l: ($, A, ] :)
[and in like manner, l;. the book, or writing:]
or, accord. to some, the latter (ojq..l) signifies
"he expressed its correct meaning concisely,
without regard to the original words;" and the
former, he curtailed its words, preserving th/
meaning: (MF:) or properly, he abridged the
exp7reions, mahing the words fJewer, but pr
~eving the entire meaning: (Mqb:) or he
abridged the language by omitting s,upe/uities,
and choosing from it concise expressions which
convyjed the meaning. (L.) [You say, 

t1 JI + lile reduced it by abridgment to the
fourth of its original bulk.] And . ~.I j.i.t
t lIe recited the chapter in which a prostration
should be peformed, omitting the verse requiring
prostration, in order that he might not prostrate
himself: or he recited only the erse requiing a
prostration, to prostrate himself in so doing:
both which practices are forbidden. (T, Mgh,*
Msb,*K.) And the verb alone t He recited a
verse, or two verses, of the last part of the chapter;
in prayer; (K;) not the whole chapter. (TA.)
_Also, the verb alone, He curtailed a thing of
its supetfiuities, (1.,) in a general sense. (TA.)
- And j.JI j.adl, (JK, I], TA,) in some
copies of the ] j_l . with , (TA,) or
j 1. .yI.l, (A,) He did inot exztirpate in cut-
ting; didl not cut off entirely, or utterly: (A,
K :) or he extirpated in cutting; cut off utterly.
(JK.) j.. Z.1 also signifies He took a ;.
[in his hand]: (S, V:) and t. y. J he took
it in his hand; namiely, a ;ij.A..: (lar p. 122:)I

velith 

him hand in hand' ffl, A, IAth, ]g,) m tkat

the 

hand of mch was by the waist Of tA,0
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by the 7vaid of another: see 3].

($1 

1P.41)

8. 

(A, Mgh, L, Mob, 1�) and VA I.J.

(Mgh, 

Mah, K,) or tpoti.3, (A, L,) He put his

hand 

upon hiv ko&. [or waist], (A, Mgh, L,

M9h,) 

or itlkon his ti. [or flank], (Mgh, n,)

in 

pmyer. (Mgh, L, Meb.) The doing this in

pmyer 

[except in die niglit, when tired, (me

is 

forbidden, or dimpproVed.

(Mgh, 

TA.) lle nvn't tide

tocap.est 

iray. Mqb, K.) - And hence,

(Alyb. 

TA,) t He ab�idqed the lam.

qua.qe, 

or the divcourse syn. lli-31: ($,A, ]g:)

[and 

in like manner, the book, or writing:

or, 

accord. to some, the latter (ojq.31) signifies

11 

he expreswd its correct meaning concisely,

without 

regard to the original words;" and the

former, 

he curtailed its words, preserving g/&#

meaning: 

(MF:) or properly, he abridged the

expre*sions, 

making the ~rds Jewer, but pro.

~n.q 

the entire meanittg: (Mqb:) or At

abridged 

the langutige by omitting stipwAwities,

and 

choosingfrom it concise expressions mAic4

convmjed 

the meaning. (L.) [You nay,

1 

J� + ll'e reduced it by abr~t to the

foitri.4 

of its ori,�rinRI bulk.] And ~ 1

t 

lle reciecd the chapter in which a prostration

should 

be peiformed, omitting the verse "iriwj

prosit.ation, 

in order that As might not prostratgr

himself: 

or he recited only the corm requiKng a

prostratiort, 

to prostrate himself in so doiy:

both 

whicii piactices are forbidden. (T,0Mgh,*

Mab,OK.) 

And the verb alone tHe recited a

verse, 

or two vetws, of the last part of the citaptet.,

in 

pmyer; (K;) not the whole citapter. (TA.)

-Also, 

the verb alone, He curtailed a thing qf

its 

suj)e�fluities, (1�,) in a general sense. (TA.)

-And 

i�JI (JK, ]g, TAJ in some

copies 

of the with C:, (TAJ or

j 

.;a%JI (A,) He did isot extirpate in cut-

ting; 

diil not cut off entirely, or utterly: (A,

]�:) 

or he extirpated in cutting; cut off utlerly.

(JK.) 

also signifies He took a ;' &

[in 

his hand]: (�,* V:) and t� V,.�4J he took

it 

in his hand; iiainely, a ijoAi:4: (gar p. 122:)
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or the former, he leaned upon it in walking:
(TA :) or he took a h --- or a staff in his hand,
to lean upon it. (Mgh.) You say also, .d.l
,;l81 [He took in his hand the ;j;&: or h leaned
upon the tj& in walking]: it is a thing [i. e. a

kind of staff, or short spear,] like the i;j: and
in like manner, ;hAi; as in the L &c.: (TA:)
and C.J dd.. He leaned upon the staff in
woalking. (A.)

*d. The middle, or waist, of a man or woman:
(;, A, Myb, 1 ;) i.e. the slender part abovw the
hips or haunches: (Mb :) pl. ,i.. (A, ].)
See also ;b..JI, in two places. _ The hollow
part of the solb of the foot, twhich does not touch
the ground: (A, 1:) pl. as above. (s.) -

: The narrow part of a sandal, before the O~SJ1
[which are the two loops whereto in dttache,i the
tlrap that passes behind the wearer's heel]: (TA:)

or Ql,; .[the dual] signifies the narrow part
of a sandal. (IAqr, TA.) -. The part which is
bletween the base of the notch and the feathers of
ai arrow: (AgIn,A,lg:) pl. as above. (]K.)
-S A way between the upper and lower parts
of a heap of sand: (., TA:) or the lowver part
of a heap of sand; the thin part thereof; as also

m .: (A, TA :) pl. as above. (.K.) - t The
place of the .* [or tents] of the Arabs of the
desert: (I :) or, as some say, of suclh ,~ a
clan place: (TA:) pl. as above. (.K.)

' Cold (9, I) vhich a man feels in his e-
trenaities. (TA.)

pA., applidc(l to a day, Painfully cold. (A,
TA.) ColM, as an epithet, (S,K,) applied to
Water, (S,) nand to anything. (TA.)_A man
Jeeling cu,d [especially in his extremities: see 1]:
to sitltify cold anrid hungry, the epithet ,.,s. is

used. (A'Obeyd.)- . a [A m,outh, or
Jfront teeth,] cold, or cool, in the place that is

hissed. (A, TA. [See also .])

a 5'" (.i, TA,) in some copies of the K

.. , (TA,) [but the former is shown to be
the right reading by a verse cited in the TA,]
rThe curtailment of the superflaities of a thing;
like !. (V,* TA.)

the crest of the hip, on each side:] the thin skin
which is above the m is called the ii:
so in the M, agreeably with the saying of Ibn-
El-AjdAbee, that .I and ;el',Jt are syn,;
i. c., in this sense: [this assertion, however,
requires consideration; for all the explanations
of ;iyIiJI are easily reconcileable:] pl. yjt*.

[which is also used in the sense of the sing. or
dual]. (TA.) You say yy .Jl . i.J [A
man large in the flank or flanks]: and Lh men-

tions the phrase .1.iJI 'J~ ¢1I [Verily she
is inflated, or sovllen, in the flanh orflanks];
as though the term ;.yh. were applicable to
every portion [of the flank]. (TA.) -Also A
pain in the ;p a [orflanh]: o# in the kidneys.
(TA.) -And it is also said to signify A certain
vein (j.s) in the kidney, wh7ich occasions pain to
the person when it ij in motion. (TA.)

0~a: see art. .;..

y.d.l [Shorter: and shortext]. You say, Ij1

J11 J .C .1 This [road] is shorter than that.

(A.) But this is irregular; 1j..a being formed
from e' ., a verb of more than three letters.
(I 'A]~ p. 237.)

; A thing like a whip: and anything
that a man takes ( wi,) ntth hit hand, and
holds, such at a staff and the like: ( :) a thing
which a ,nan takes in his hand, and upon which
he leans, such as a staff and the like: (K,0
TA:) a rod [or sceptre] which a king used to
take in his hand, with which he made sigts, or
pointed, in holding a discourse, or addresing,
(A, ]I,) and accompanied what he said, (A,)
and in like manner the in ,'eciting a
al,: (g,* TA:) it was one of the insignia of
kings: (TA:) a rod, or what is termed ;, or
the like, with which the makhes signs, or
points, in addresing the people: (Msb :) a thing
which a tman holds in his hand, such as any (f
the things termed L" and Ui, and ;j; and
j1 and d , or the liake; and upon tvwhich he
sometimes leans: (A 'Obeyd:) pl. (S,
TA.)

I -- ..

3, tI^J [The Jlan/¢; i. c. each of the ilia;] ' l , applied to a man, (TA,) kender (.K,
;,..'ll [The flank; i.e. each of the iia;] TA) in the waist: (TA:) lean, or lank in the

iq. q. bl: l; (Zj, in his " Khall el-Insa ;" ;, belly: (. :) or, in the i;jL. [orflank]: (TA:)
lp;) i. e. the e &" [or quire,ing Jfles] of the and '>;li1 t is also applied to a man [as
side, that reaches to the extremities oq the ribs: meaning lanl in the belly]. (A, TA.)
(Zj, ibid. :) and [so in the J], but more properly A thin nk or rather is: see a verse

'or,"] 1 --- ;J~ A thin [.f(ank or rather waist: see a verse
"or,"] ip,,, (&,) or e06~ !aJ 1 (JK, TA)

"or,"] '1 (TA,) ort 'J (K,n t A) ; of Imra-el-leys cited voce e.U.]. (9, A, Ji.)
and ' l', (TA,) ,vhat is between the 3~ -(J A, TA) and
[or crest of the hip] and the lowest rib; (JK, (JK, TA) i [A foot that toucies the ground with
], TA;) i. e. the part from nwhich retires each its fore part and heel; the middle of the sole
of the lowest ribs, and in advance of which pro- being hollow and narro;o: this meaning, or a
jects each of the 0 _:: [explained by the a ieaning similar to that of i,a .at explained
words cpe >e 4ic);aA,o3 4&l ;c ,.UJ : below, seems to be indicated in the TA: the
but for ' .Ji. >., I read Q:.ati l .1 ; latter is the meaning accord. to the JK; but this
referring, for corroboration, to explanations of I think doubtful, on account of what here fol-
this last word; and therefore I have rendered lows]. C!.Ji1 '.~ means : A man whose
the pasrage as above: the meaning seems evi- feet touch the ground with the fore part and the
dently to be the part betoeen the lowest rib and heel; the *niddle of the, sole being hollow and

narrow: (, g:) and you ay also t;

1. (A,TA.)_ . or o
(as in different copies of the 1g,) or both, (TA,)
I An arm, or a hand, in the wrist of which is
what is termed .. 3, as though it were
bounad: or which has an encircling groove-like

depression. (V,TA.) - ' , ?A sandal
narrow in the middle. ( , A, I,TA.).- 0e
also ; . - 1 .( rA suth, or

front teeth,] cold, or cool, in the place that is
kised. (TA. [See also '.])

°_ A man haring a complaint of, or a
pain in, his j [or waist], or his l1i [or
.flank]. (TA.) - See also the next preceding
paragraph, in four places.

pl. of r (9,TA.) _ j.

&~! Thle nearest roads or ways; (g;) as alo

t il"r Jl: (TA:) or 1 A11 '~ -. signi-
fies The roadx, or wzays, that are near, notwith-
standing their rugedness, but not to easy as
those that are longer. (L.)

5a;~i>< , or j I ;see the para-
graph next preceding.

>;.I, (1s,) or #611 c 3ij,"4l
(Mgh,) Those nwho, in praytng in the night,
becoming tired thereby, put their hands upois

their l.i. [or Jflanks]: of such it is said (in a

trad., lAth, K) that light shall be [seen] on their
faces (IAti, Mgh, .I) on the day of resurrection:
(IAth,k :) [in othler cases, this action is for-
bidden, or disapproved: see 8 :] or, in the in-
sta.nce mentioned above, i. ma; mean those who
shall rest upon their righteous works on the day
of resurrection: (IAth, Mgh, TA :) this latter is
ap)parently the right meaning: otherwise, two
trads. contradict each other. (MF.)

1. [inf. n. of .i.] signifies The act of
adjoining, and putting together. (TA.) Hence,

(TA,) M, (9, Mb,]g, TA,) aor. :, (Myb,

K,) inf. n. , (Msb,) lie sewred a sole (9,
(, TA) [so as to make it double], covering, or

Jecing, one piece with another: (TA:) or he
patched a sole; mended it by sewingy on another
piece. (Msb.) And Ile made anything double,
putting one piece upon another; he faced it.
(TA.)_ And [hence,] . u* .a., (JK,)

or di; ;s, >ll ., (S, (,) aor. as above,
(8,TA,) and so the inf. n.; (TA;) and t s..i l;

(S,.K;) and t j l; (;) and i , in£ n.
e. .h.d; (TA;) tHe stuck [or sewved] the leaves

together, one to another, (F, ,* TA,) and covered
his person with them, leaf by leaf, (K,) to conceal
therewith his padenda: (S, TA:) or the first
phrase, (JK,) aS also t * ... t, (Lth, JK,) sig-
nifies he (a naked man) put upon his pudenda
wide leaves, (Lth, JK,) or thl like: (Lth :) you
say, . t V: [he coered his pudenda with
such a thing]. (Lth,JK.) It is said in the ]tur
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[vii. 21 and xx. 119], e Lx 1.ar.j Uisj

4,.u i;; ~ and t V i1., originally A a,

by some pronounced V ',- , (., TA,) and by

some, t O '1, with two quiescent letters to-

gether; (TA; [but this appears to be incorrect;

see 8 in art. ;]) and t Oil ., from

bAa..; ;and * ? , from ,. (Ksh and
Bd in vii. 21, and TA;) thus accord. to different

readings; i.e. J And they betook themselves to

sticking [or sewing] together, one to another, of

the leamse of Paradise, to conceal therewith their

pudenda. ($, TA.) And hence, also, the saying,
6--… a& j 'O' s

in a trad., , *f '~ .A. ...

-j, i.e. t [Whe any one of you enters

the bath,] let him take the waist-wrapper, and

not put his hand upn his pudendum: and like

this in meaning is L.3 [app. a mistranscription

for , or f or the like, for :

if not, it must be f i; ., meaning he put his

hand upon it]. (TA.)._[Hence also the saying,]
a . 1 J #4J J,_ 'jj 

..&.J ,.. IAnd they ceased not to make theprints

of theeet of the camel, to be covered bytheprintsof
the hoofs of the horse [until they overtook them];

as though they sewed these upon the others, like as

one sews a sole by covering, or facing, one piece

with another. (TA.) - And ; jj lAJ .

j lSIj, i. e. t [The body of troop] was fol.
.,ed [by horsmen]. (.8.)_And ., aor. ,

inf. n. .. , t He lied. (Munjid of Kr. [8ee

J ;..])_.AndL U : leceeded sucha
one in reiling [as though adding reviling upon re-

viling]. (TA.) _ ,A ., (AZ, 1, ],) aor.;,

(AZ, .,) inf. n. J i., said of a she-camel, Slhe

cast her young one in the ninth month: (AZ,

1, ] :) the epithet applied to her in this case is

J,ai : (AZ, :) or, as some say, (?,) this

epithet signifies one that brings forth a year and
a month, (8, and so in some copies of the 1,) in
[some of] the copies of the I a year and two
months, whlich is wrong, (TA,) after the time

hten she nwas coved: (f, 1 :) j. is applied
to one that brings forth a year and two months

after that time: (., TA :) or V the former epithet
signifies one that bings forth on tihe completion
of the year: (I Ar, TA:) or one of the camels

ter,nud Mlj.e [pL of q. v.] that bring forth

at the completion of the year; or one of such

camel that brings forth when she coanes to the
time of the year in which he wtas covered, com-

pletely: (TA :) and t :.L Sl signifies she (a

camel) became such as is termed j3.o ... (JK,

TA.)
2: see 1, in three places._[From the primary

signification of the verb is derived the phrase,]

, .,U inf. n. J * J, tIioarines ren-

daed his hair while and black in equal propor.

tiow ; (IA*r,*],*TA;) yn. with , inf. n.

W,N3; and e ;.,^ inf. n. . (IAar.)

And i4 M. Hoarines renderee

t , ' [i. e. white and black] his 4J [or hair

honging down below his ears]. (A, TA.)

[BooK 1.

4: see 1, in two places.

5: see 1, in two places.

8. '.m:1, and three variations of the aor.:

see 1, in seven places: ~ and ,;:.z l said of a

she-camel: see 1, last sentence.

Aii.. A sole haaing anotaer sole sewed upon

it; (S, ;) and so Vti j j, (.," TA,) i. q.

J.0- t A mixed colour, black and white.
(Freytag, from the Deewln of the Hudhalees.)

ISee also La., in two places. Also a dial.

var. of Jj' [q. v.]. (Lth, TA.)

aAi. Any sole, or matchling piece, that is

sewed upon a solk [so as to make it double]; (JK,

,; ;) as also V i'4.a.. (.S and I voce j1j..)

7i.. A puncture, or stitch-hole, in a skin;

syn. ;j. (].)- And [hence,] tThe anus, or

orifice of the rectum: and t the orifice of the

vagina. (TA voce a'-.)

ia.. A receptaclefor dates, such as is termed

4;l, (., Mgh, Msb, 1,) made of palm-leares;

(S, 1 ;) wherein they are stored: of the dial. of

El-Babreyn: (TA:) and a mat upon which Jd;

94c. are put to dry: (TA in art. j :) and [it is

said to signify] a very thick kind of cloth: (Lth,

] :) pl. t V d, (S, I,) [or rather this is a coll.

gen. n.,] and [the pl. properly speaking is]

JL: .: (S, Msb, K(:) Lth says that a certain

Tubba' [a king of El-Yemen] clothed the House

[i. e the Kabch] with t*..i, meaning very

thick cloths; so called as being likened to the

Mm1. of woven palm-leaves: but Az says that
this is wrong; and that it means pieces of matting

made of palm-leaves moven together, oblong pieces

of which were uxed as covetings for the tents of
the Arabs of the descrt, and sonmetimes made into

Jr. [pl. of Ja.] for dates: (TA:)Jt ..,

also, signifies a piece of matting of palm-leave;

and its pl. is ~ dt. (JK.)

516: see 1, last sentence, in two places.
Applied to a woman, One p.ho btings forth in

the ninth [month], not enterint ulpon the tenth.
(TA.)

,..,.: see ..i .- tA thing in which are

united any two colours. (S, TA.) See also 2.
And see Jo l. in two places. [Hence,] tAshes;

(( ;) because there are two colours therein,
blackness and whiteness: but one says more

commonly a ;;, using the latter word as

an epithet. (TA.) And j '., (8,) or
'ae .a 4$.., (K,) t[A bodly, of troops] havinw

two colours, (.1,) hatvig the colour of iron (8,

. ) and another colour: (Is :) or so called be-
cause of the rust of the iron &c.: (L:) or the
former phrase means, as some say, follownd by

horsNmen; and therefore the epithet is without i,
because it has the signification of a pass. part. n.:
for were it to denote the colour of the iron, they

had said a,a.., because it would in this latter

case have the signification of an act. part. n. (g.)

_Also tFreh milk upon whieh is poured ,1;

[i. e. curdled, or thick, or chrned, milk]: (,
II :) if dates and clarified butter are put into it,

it is [termed] 1,3WS. (8.)

Ih' . [fem. of j s, q. v. - And also a

simple subet.]: see i.

Jt~ One ,who sews sole [so as to make them
double, corering, orfacing, one piece with another:

see 1]: (Kr, :) or one who patches sols; whio
mends them by weing on other pieces. (Myb.)

- lOne who covers hi ptudendum with his hand:
on the authority of Seer. (TA. [See 1.])--A
liar: (Kr, K, TA:) as though he sewed one say-
ing upon another, and [thus] embellished it.

(TA.)

t d:eae, ejLmi.: aee IL.

J..i.l 1 t Of a colour like that of ashes, in

which are blachnes and whitene s; (J1, ;) as

also ? .. (JK.) In this sense, (TA,) ap-

plied to a mountain, (8, 1,) a aslso t
1 .,

(TA,) and to a male ostrich, meaning tIn which

are blackneus and whiteness : ($8, z :) fem. :,..
(TA.) tA rope, or cord, of two colours, having

one strand black and another strand white. (JK.)

tA horse, and a sheep, white in theflankh; (S,
I :) the rest being of any colour: and sometimes

in one side: (TA:) or whose i [or blackAnex
and nwhiteness] extends from his belly to his sides:

(S, TA:) or a horse white in the side. (Mgh.)

'; The awl; or instrumentfor boring, or

perforating; (JK, TA;) usd in the ewing of

soles [and the like;] (JK;) i. q. :, [q. v.]:

(., M9b, TA:) [pl. J.l .]

U.P.", applied to a sole: see _Am._.-
Applied to a ewe or she-goat, t Smooth: or of

two colours, black and white: (]C,TA:) so in
the O. (TA.)

J6

1. J , (J,) inf n. ,Ms., (TA,) He cut, or

cut of, a thing; (s;) as also .3. (TA.)
[Accord. to the TA, this ii the proper, or pri-

mary signification.] . 1,k , [aor., accord. to

rule, ,] inf. n. J.1 and J H, He overcame

them, or surpamed thm, in shooting. (8, 1. [In

the C]g, L. i is erroneously put for ,;;z.])

See also 3.

2. ., inf. n. J " , He cut it, or divided

it, in piece. (M,I.) m '.,q J,i., (,) inf. n.
as above, (TA,) He lo d the branches of the

trees: (IS, TA: ) or J, signifies the cutting

off slender extremities and branches from the

[species of mimosa called] 1., in thes interior

parts thereof (J K. e l J.. He cut or,

for the camel, the a., (,) i. e. the soft and
tender branch of a trec (TA.)

S, . t ";;. ·.h, inf. n. of the former

,l.1, I vied, competed, or contended for m-
periority, with them in shooting, and I owrcame

them, or surpaued them, therein. (TA.)
a
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4. J.a&L He (a shooter) hit the target: (:,
TA:) or made his arrowr to fall close by the side
of the target. (JK, 1.)

6. l.1W& TAhey cied, competed, or contended
for superiity, in shooting: (Az, TA:) or they
contended toether for dtaJs, or wagers, laid by
them to be taken by the rwinner in shooting.

( , 5.)

3J.A A stakc, or wager, laid in a shooting-

match. (,TA.) One says, L; j^1 and

doL..1 [He won his stake, or wcager;] he
oe.rcame (, 1., TA) in the of laying stakes
or wagers [in a shooting-match]. (TA.) And
A thingfor which persons contend together in a
game of hazard. (Iar p. 640.) - See also

l', in two places.

c Sa [One who ogercomte much, or often, in

shootirg-atchl: occurring in the Deewin of
the Hudhalees: expl by Freytag ua meaning
multus incm in ludo alearum].

l.. i.q. L: ($,1:) i.e. A property,
quality, nature, or disposition: and a habit, or
cusxtom: (KL, PS, ,TI:) [and a practice, or an
action: it is used in these various senses in dif-
ferent trads.: in one trad., avarice is termed a

;.; and so is evilness of nature: in another,
fasting, and praying: in another, the inflicting
of castigation, and the executing of retaliation, in
a mosque:] it signifies an excellent quality or the
lhke; and a low, base, or mean, quality or the
like; (15, TA ;) in a man: (TA:) or its predomi-
nant application is to an excellent quality or the
like: (15:) so in the M: (TA:) [it is said that]

it is used only in commendation; whereas "..
is used in relation to good and evil: (yIam
p. 25 :) [but this is a mistake, as I have shown

above:] accord. to As, it signifies the states, or

conditions, of things or affairs: (TA:) [or this

is a signification of the pl.:] the pi. is JOt.

(IK) and .v; (TA;) [and tjL.'.. is a pi.

pl., i. e. pl. of JL , with whichl it is explained

in the KL as svn.: see an ex. in a verse cited voye

m. A hitting of the target; (1 ;) in shoot.

ing: (TA:) or, (1.,) as also J,., (JK, ,,
in a shooting-match, (JK,) it is [a shot] in thd

case in wvhich the arrow goes clone by the target.

(JK,] :*) thus accord. to Lth, who says tha
the former explanation is erroneous; (TA;) [ai
appears also from the assertion that] what arn

termed s.jtd.,in a shooting-match, are reckone(

as equivalent to a shot that goes right to tho
target. (T, 1g, TA.) - And accord. to $gh, A
single act of overcoming in a shooting.match

(TA.) _ Also, and t* ., A racenme, or bunch

of grapes or the like; syn. . (10.). ) Ans

(both words) A stick, branch, or twig, (>j&,) i:

which are thorn. (Q.)-.And ii. and tILa..,
or this latter only, The extremity of a fresh, pli
ant, soft, or tender, twrig, or rod: (14,5 TA:
and (some say, TA) a soft and tender twig o

rod, of the [species of mimosa called J . 6: (a

TA:) and . [of which li is the n. un.
signifies the dender extrmities and branches o

the J4 ' (JK:) and?Lin., a soft and tende

branch of any tree: (T, TA :) and [its pl.] ,
the pendent extremities of treea. ($, TA.)

iL . A iiA, (S,) [i. e.] a lock, or flock,

(PS,) or a plexus, (KL,) or a quantity collected
[or hanging] together, (V.,) of hair, ($, J4, KL,
Pe,) and of wool, (P$, and ? and 1 in art. ,,)
4c.: (P$:) or a smaUl quantity of hair; as also

t - (15) as in the M: pl. j.;11. (TA.)
_ See also L., in two places. - Also A por-
tion ofjleih forming a distinct limb or member

or organ (.JJI ,> ) (.)

ala..: see J..

w: see Ja, in two places. Also

Overcome [in a shooting-match, or] in a contest
for stakes or wagers. (JK, 1V.) And A tail;
(1, TA;) as, for instance, of a [wild] bull. (TA.)

jLAj a dial. var. of iiL., (JK, , TA,)
meaning The remains of wheat in the sieve, after
the sijfting, with vhat are mixed therewith: but
the latter word is the more known. (JK, TA.)

4., 
2ivad.. A piece, or portion, of jlesh, (M, g,)

small or large: (M, TA:) or the fleh of the
thigha and of the upper arms and of the fore
arms: (V:) or any portion of flsh, by itseif, of
heu flesh of the thighs and of the upper armu

(JK, T, $, TA) and ofti/e shanks and of the fore

armj: (JK,T,TA:) or the portion of jlexh of
the thigh: (TA:) or any compact and long por-
tion offle, in the arm or elsewhere; also called

i,~i. : (A0, TA in art. :) or (I5, TA, but
in the CK "'and ") [any mscle, of thoue that

are termed voluntary mucles; as also " and

iie.is; i. e.] any tendon, or sinew, upon which is

thick Jlsh: (15:) or any portion of flesh that is

oblong, and intermixed with tendonx, or sinews:
((O TA:) or, as some say, the a;;.J [or flnk,

&c.]: (TA:) pl. ? [or rather this is a coll.
gen. n.] and (tte pl. is] j . (1.) A certain

person has described a horse as being L.;
tJIe t [app. meaning Lank in the muscles;
or long and even therein]: and sometimes J ;II

is used in relation to a man. (TA.) See

also aLas.. ~And for the pl. J3 see alsc

Lt J.." A very sharp sword (JK,S, V) &c.
* (M:) a dial. var. of 3 . (fi.) is said

by A 'Obeyd to be a mistranscription for

but Aijei and others authorise it. (TA.)

jLJag A. JA [or reaping-hook]: (g:) o0
an instiument with which the branches of trea

are lopped, (JK, Ibn-'Abbid, TA,) like the .,J
d (Ibn-'Abbad, TA.)
a

'>; 1. ,,, aor. f, [in£ n., app.,..,,] He con
r tended in an altercation, disputed, or litigated, ii

a valid, or sound, manner. (Mqb.) - See also 3
-_and8.

r .LS (S, Msb) and [quasi-inf. n.] L. , (6,

the last said in the $ to be a simple subet., (TA,)
He contended with him in an altercation, dis-
puted with him, or litigated with him; (V, TA;)

i.q. q&j-,: (Mgh and Mb and V1 in art. C :)

accord. to El-sarl4lee, jlll signifies the say-

ing vwhich the listener is made to hour, and which
is made to enter hi s ear-hol, uch os may cavu
him to refrain, or desist, from his assrtion, and

his plea, or claim. (TA.) You say, "~l;

)t ':., (S, Mgh, MNb, ],') aor. of the latter
a1.,r, with keer, (o, ) or ., with

damm, (Mgh, M9b,) or not with 4dmm, ($,) or
both these forms of the aor. are used, accord. to
A1lIei; the latter agreeable with analogy; (MF;)
the former anomalous; for the regular aor. ofan un-
augmented sound verb in a case of this kind is with

damm, ($, 15,) as in the instance of °; °'J.,

aor. i;;; ( ;) if it has not a faucial letter
($, V) for its medial radical, (1,) in which case

it is with fet-b, as in the instance of `j im.

&3;"r , aor. 1i.l, (l, 1],) accord. to the opinion
of Ks, but this is contr. to the opinion generally

held: (MF:) the inf. n. of &~ ism, :
($, TA:) and the meaning is, [I contended with
him in an altercation, or I disputed, or litigated,
with him, and] I overcame him in the alterca-

tion, &c. (Mgh, Mqb.)- ,.dt also signifies

lIe put it in, or by, the . , i. e. edge, or ide,
of the bed. (TA.)

4. ~.! He dictated to him his plea agaimt
hits adversary in an altercation or a dislqte or
litigation, (JK, TA,) whereby Ae might overcome
the latter. (JK.)

6: see the next paragraph, in two places.

8. I1.1 Tley contended in altercation, dio-
puted, or litigated, one with another; (Myb,
TA;) i. q. * I, ; ($, V, TA;) both signi-

fying as above. (TA.) He who reads, -

[in the lJur xxxvi. 49] means O.., ; chang-

ing the o into ,o, and incorporating [it into the
other *e], and transferring its vowel to the :

some read C °.st, without transferring that

vowel; (, 15 ;) because a quiescent letter, when
it is made movent, is [regularty] made so with
kesr: ( :) AA slurred the vowel of the t: the

pronunciation [ a. ] with two quiescent

: letters together is incorrect: (, ]z:) Hamneh
read t Oj ', (9,) i. e., with the t quiescent

; and with kesr to the ,,. (TA.)--.. °t. .

They two applied to him for the deciion of a
cause, each of them claiming the right. (TA in
art. 13.) And 'l t_I [An application

mat made to him by litigantS for the deeision of a

cause]. (Mgh in art. .:.)- .. a.n ~, .Jl,
said by J to signify The sword cuts (lit eats) its
scabbard, by reason of its shatrpnscu, is a mistake;
the verb being correctly with w,,, (1],*TA,)

- dotted. (TA.)

An adwnrsary in contention or alt~

tion, in dispute, or in litigation; an antagonist;

a litigant: (JK, , TA:) ualso to e : (JK,
d ;, K, TA:) the former is used alike as mae. and

) fern. (S, Myb, 1]) and sing. (JK, g, Myb, ). and
1
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dual(Mqb,) and pl.; (JK,$,Mqb,l;) becaus
it ia originally an inf. n.: ($, TA:) (see an ex
of it Use in a pI. sense in a verse cited voc
t.A:] but it also bas the dual form, s1;
(i,Mqb;) and the pl. ; . (JK, I, Mb, :
and L;C (Mtb) and perbaps ;L;X, [whiheb i
a pI. of pauc.,] or this may be pl. of. h: (TA::
the? pl. of r, is .1i (JK, ,) and

lThe side (i , d ) of anything; (, TA;,
as, for instance, ofa load such as is called Jc;
( ;) and ofa bed; and the edge thereof: (TA
written by Aboo-Moos& with ,; but lAth says
that it is correctly with . : (TA in art. ai :)
a lateral part or portion (, 1e) of anything:
(v:) a corner, (, K,) as well as a side, (s,) ot
an (J., and of a receptacle, such as a .¢ or
a jdtl or an iee: ($:) and the [anteriot
lor] czxtrmity of a [water-bag of the kind
termed] ;, that is oppoite to the .c; (JK,
a, TA; [in the Ce, ojf and hi JI are erro-

neously put for ?tjlJ and uysjl ;]) the upper
extremity [correctly extremities, at which are the
loops whereby it is suspended upon the side of
the camel,] being called the .. a [i. e. s, pl.
of;nL]: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.];l and [of

mult.] : (s:) but some say that the *i1
of the [water-bag termed] i4, and its ,
are its corners: the of a cloud are its
sides: (TA:) and AJI .a . signifies the
patr, or parts, of the eye upon which the edgye
of the lids close together. (, g.) -[Also A
gap, or an interening space: it is said in the
TA that] ;L;e l [pl. of l] sianifies ,All
[i. e. ( T A, pl. of 4.lI: and it is added,] one
says, of an unsound, a corrupt, or a disordered,
'ffaid (Aa , ;' !L s gis t' [A

gap of it mill not be stopped up but another gap
ial open); occurring in a trad., meaning, the

state of affain is disordered and distressing, and
not to be rectified and repaired. (TA.)--[The
pl.] ,*.~ also signifies The mnoutis of valleys.
(JK, I.) - And The lower partx, or stocks,
syn. J"..l, (JK, K,) of [trees of the kind called]
;.4_.~ [pl. of ,]; used in this sense by Et-
Tirimmih. (JK.)

Vehement in altercation or dispute or
litigation; (S, , TA ;) as also ., .: (Ham
p. 628:) [or each signifies contentious, disputatious,
or litigious:] or the former, hnorving, or shilled,
in altercation 4c., though not practising it:
(IB, TA:) or valid, or sound, therein; as also
t, d..: (Myb:) or this last signifies one who

contends with another in an altercation, disputes
writh him, or litigates wiith him: (IB, TA:) the
pi. of the first is j, (K,) occurring in the
Kur xliii. 58; and perhaps.l~t,l, or this may
be a pl. of.~ . (TA.)

A~ii A certain bead, or gem, or the like, used
by men [as an amulet], in the, jl ,
but correctly, N in the M, 4)I 1Jl ;-, (TA,)

e worn on the occasion of contending in an alter-
.cation, or d;iputing, or litigating, or on going

e into the presence of the Sms4dn; (j, TA;) and
s ometimes it is beneath the gem of the man's signet-

)ring, whaen it is nnall; and it may be in his
button; and sometimes they put it in the Z$3S
[or cord by which the hilt is occasionally attacAed
to the gtuard] of the sword: (TA:) also called
aw. (p and TA in art. .)

A) I ,uand *se ,

see .

) _ .: see , , in two places; and A*.

1f Contention oralteration; dixputation;
litigation; (, TA;) a subst. from 3 ($, TA)
or 8 (JK,* TA) and 8, as also * Lra and

I t l (TA.) ' Jy.I 3J : see art.
,)i.. [See also an ex. voce,.]

.; 1 The loop of tte [sack called] JJIA ,
(JK, TA,) and of the [load called] J,j,; (TA;)

f i. q. . l; (s ;) but the latter is a dial. var.
of weak autlority, and disapproved. (TA in art.

3"A; a dial. var. of 4., q. v. (Sh, TA.)

Mgh, Msb,) inf. n. .; (JK, S, Mgh, Myb, V)
and :, mentioned, by MF, from Expositions l
of the Fe, (TA,) snd a agreeably with
analogy, occurs in a trad. of Esh-Shabee, though
we have not heard it, (Mgh,) He drew forth, or I
extracted, his testicles; (6, Mgh, Myb, g;) [he t
gelded, or castrated, him;] namely, a stallion,
(S,) a sheep or goat, or a horse or similar beast,
(Lth, JK, TA,) and a man or boy, (TA,) or a
slave. (Mob.) One says, ;l > ji £ t
[I am irresponsible to thAee fo; castration]. (S.)
-[Hence,] 5mi 1;1 - [lit. He ow a

fleet and exceilent horse, and he was gelded]; c
meaning : he ,&as rich, and he became poor. a
(TA.) - The poets term satire, and the act of (
overcoming, ,AI: one of them says,

tt I have emasculated thee, 0 son of l.Ianmeh,
with rhymles, like as the he-au is emnasculated in (

consequence of the disease termed j for which, a
it is asserted, (as is said in the TA, art. jl_.,) t
there is no remedy but gelding]. (IB, TA.)

4. L.ad.. [as though meaning t He did uzray
with that nhich rendered him like one emascu-
lated; the 1, app., having a privative property;] j
t he learned one science. (glh, ], TA.) - The m
use of :t4.; [its inf. n.] in the sense of :ad. a
inf. n. of Ls is a mistake. (Mgla.) c

[Booz J.

is. o,,i.I He at~ Ailf; or ~de
himself a eunuch. (KL)

as. HRaving a complaint of Ais & [or
testsclea]. (·.)

1 i; and the dual C 4: ee 4°., in five
places.

w: ee what next follows.

0-0·
4^L A testicle; (El-Umawee, ;) sing. of
; ; (S, Mgh, Mob, V;) it is [oe] of the

organs ofgeneration"; (V ;) eUll known; (Mqb;)
and t ·. signifies the same, (~,],) and so

does v (Msb, V) and t,.a; (1;) and
;,v&. is a dial. var., occurring in a trad., but is
extr.: (Sh, TA:) accord. to some, (Mqb,) the
sing. is 4.. [alone], (T, Msb,) of the fern.
gender; (T, TA;) and the dual is t O ' , (El-
Umawee, T, 8, Mgh, Msb, ],) of the mase.
gender, (T, TA,) without ;, (EI-Umawee, 8,
Mgh, Mb,) irreg., (EI-Umawee, S, Msb,) like

l dual of At1, (El-Umawee, S,) and es1,.
also, (T, Mgh, ],) this latter being sometimes
used, (T, Mgh,) though rarely, (MF on the
authority of the Expositions of the Fy,) both
mentioned by ISh: (T, TA:) AO says, I have
heard 4.&, with damm, but I have not heard
ti~,- with kesr; and I have heard t;
[as the dual], though they did not use t as
the sing.; (S;) IB, however, cites ex. of this
last as a sing.: (TA:) AA says that :
signifies the two testicles; and t 0 ';.,JIN the t,tr
skins [which compose the scrottur, i. e.,] in which
are the two testicles; citing an ex. in which the
latter dual is used in this sense; (S;) and ISk
says the like; whereas I1oot makes 2e,uJl to
signify [the scrotum, i. e.] the skin containing the
testicle. (MAb.)_-Also ?An earring (Li) in
the ear: (JK, Sgl, . :) thus called by way of
comparison: (TA:) pl. u. (JK.)

A, A,.ad.: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

a . Tf'ltose testicles. have been drianm forth,
or extracted; (S, Mgh, Msb, ;) [g.elded, or
astrated; a eunuch;] applied to a sheep or goat,

and a horse or similar beast, (TA,) and a man
[, TA) or boy, (TA,) or a slave; (Myb;) as

a (K A lso t l~ : (K :) pl. CAC-. (& , M gh, I)

and .: (, 1:) in giving it the former pl.,
they liken it to a subst., like :LIi, of which the
pl. is i1lb: so says Sb; meaning that :,Ja
s generally the pl. of ,a as a subst. (TA.)

A 1 a -- ')ne says also LO ;_ using the latter word
as an imitative sequent. (Lb, TA.) - Also
Poetry in which is no amatory effusion. (. ,
TA.)

,,sl.. [act. part. n. of 1]. They say, t ;q.

,.sl [lit. He came like the gelder of the ass],
meaning he came ashamed: (JK, and TA in
rt. . :) and also, disappointed, or ,nsuc-
u,ful. (TA in that art.)

1
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Boox I.]

The place of cutting [or gelding or cas-
tration]. (S.)

i: see iSs

, ~ .~ .-

R. Q. 1. (:. , (S,o,) inf. n. ,
(9, O, ],) He agitated it; moved it about;
stirred it; shook it; namely, water, (S, O, K,)
and the like, (S, 0,) and ., and the like.
(0, .) You say also, !WI j 
[I agitated, or dashed about, m y bucket in the
wrater]. (O, TA.) .akhr-el-Gheb EI-Hudhalee
says, describing a water to whiclh he had come for
drink,

, -.. * . .. -

(O,TA,) i. e. [And I dashed about m!y leathern
buchet in the main body thereof,] as he who is
overcome in the game of el-nme ysir introduces
among the other arrovws a borronwed arrow [that
comesforth winining), in the luck of wlhichl he has
confidence. (TA in art. .) Thitis verb,
though mentioned here, is [said to be] from ,O.,

aor. Wb ..; not from a.; thereftire the poet
here uses ,bLs. for its inf. n. (0, TA.) You

also say, ',_ , .s [~ie

cante to himn nwitl the daggqer, and stirredl about
wvith it his belly]. (TA.) - [Ilence a meaning
of the inf. n. explained in the first paragraph of
art. sJ~..]

R. Q. 2. . It (water, and the like, S)
became agitated, movred about, .stirred, or shaken.
(5, IS.)

1. ^:.(S, A, Msb, K,) nor. , (b:lb, K,)
inf. n . (s, M.,b) [,i,d :accord. to MF
, aL n. ,and but respecting these two

inf. ns. (the latter of which seems to be peculiar
to the intrans. verb . see what follows],
I{e coln,rced, or tinged, (A, K,) a thiing; (S, A,*
K ;*) or changed it in colour to red, or yellow,
&e.; (TA;) and , sigtnifies titc same, [but
app. in an intensive sense, or as al,plying to a
number of objects, (see its pass. part. n . voce
, ,,)] (K,) inf. n. : (TA:) and tlhe
former, particularly, he tinged, or d!led, his white
hair, (TA,) or the hand, &c., (MAb,) with linni,:
(M.b, TA :) but when a man has dyed his hair
withi any othlr dye thai l.ininit, ytou say, :t,

;4: (Msb, TA:) or you say also, ?,l.. J
[lie dyed his hair iwith lackh]. (Suh, TA.)
When one does not menition the hair (M5s, TA)

or the white hair [&c.], (M he,) e says ,.,

inf.n.../. ; (n.!t, ,l.b ;) anl ., (S,
IK .Mb, Mb,TA,) and xi.; (A, TA;)
[meaning I£e td.ed his hair, &c.,] with hinni,
(S, IKtt, .b, TA,) a,iL the like: (S, TA :) andi
in like manriner one F:'ys of a womnan, ,
nor. ; and t- : (TA :) which list also
signifies [particularly] She dlyecd her hands with

Bk. 1.

h.inn&. (T, TS, TA, in art. v-*.). Hence, in
a trad., i_j1l J _ _ He wept
so that his tears-r wetted the pebbles : or, more
probably, so that his tears became red, and dyed
the pebbles: (lAth, TA:) [or most probably, so
that his tears caused the pebbles to appear of a
reddish colour; for such is commonly the case
when pebbles are wetted.] a, aor. -; and
,..a, aor. :; and ,-;; inf. n. of each

+9; and lte .t; :It (a tree) became
green. (K, TA.! And , h, inf. n. ,
t Its mall lea ves come forth in the spring, and
its twigs lengthened; said of the .I;, at the com-
mencement of its vegetation; and likewise of tile

ecjjt and rl ; but of no other tree of the kind

called oslt: or said also of the l and ~ ; 
meaning tit dropped its leaves, and became red
and yellow: (1'A:) and you say also, 'J..
OLal ! the eL,c became green, and broke forth 
(A;) or the sap of the ,L. flowed in their
branches, and they became green; as also
t- ;- l, (TA,) for which , with the
unpointed ~o, is said by Az to be a gross mis-
transcription; explained by Lth, on whose au-
thority it is written with ,.,.[as also in the K
in art. ,nL,] as meaning the sap flowed in the
branches of the olc so as to reach 'thte roots.

(T and TA in art. .) And J l ,
(S, K,) inf. n. , (.K,) The palm-trees, (S,)
or the spadices of the palm-trees, (KI,) became

green. (S, K.) And , -9l, (A, ( ,)
inf. n. ; (TA ;) and t;-.,? (K,) inf. n.
_L..'1t ; (TA;) or t .. l; and t* -..i ;
(A;) The earth, or land, exposed to view, (A,)
or produced, (IK,) its herbage, (A, K,) and it
(the latter) became green. (TA.)

2: see 1, first sentence.

see 1, each in two places.

8: sec 1, in three places.

12: ace 1.

The colour of a tree, or of the spadix
of a palm-tree, when it becomes green: pl.

. . (.K.)_ A plant fresh, or new, and
green in consequence of rain; as also .*0.:
(K :) or watcred by rain, and imparting a colour
to the ordure: (TA :) or thile green colour that
appears in trees when they lbegin to put forth
their leaves: (.K:) pl. , . (TA.)

;'.a . A spadix of a palm-ttree: i [e1. v.,]
with the unpointed ,o, is erroneously said to have
thlis signification. (TA.)

;a. A woman who uses _ 1, for herself
[i. e.for dyeing her hair or hand(s ,"c.] much, or
often. (S, A, K.)

l 'iind (.l.), and the like: (Msb:)
or the thing writh which one dye', or tinges, his,
or her, hair e.; (S, K, TA ;) such as '. and
,; and the like. (TA.)

.e.a, : see

753

, . Anything dyed, tinged, or changed
in colour; [generally, with binn:;] u alo

V .: ~the former is both msc. and fern.:

andits pl. is ,"i. (TA.) Yousay,,vs 

(A, A,K) and *t id,. (TA voce .)[A hand

dyed with hinnA]: and ,nd
(K) and (, A, rfingers,or Jgers'
ends, dyed with binna]; but the last of these has
an intensive signification. (.) - And hence,

(TA,) `WrlJ ,.JI tA certain star; ($,A,
K;) the star of Cauiopeia; (so in the Egyptian
almanacs;) [i. c.] the bright .,tar of the constel-
lation called ;;JI ; wl; whichi star is [termned]

the extended right hand of ,Jt [or the Pleiades;

correspontding to the star called i 'OJl AJI].

(Kzw. [See ,.]) And M j.1 [A
womnan having her hands, or feet, or hair, 4c.,
dyed with linnk or the like]. (1C.)

A man dyeing, or who dyes, his hair
with h. inna. (Mfb.) .- See also ,.u. _ Also
IA male ostrich (S, A, K, S&c.) nhos shanks
(A, 1) and legs (A) have become red, (A, ],) or
green, [app. meaning of a dark, or an ahy, dust-
colour,] or yellow, (A,) in consequence of his
lusting after the female, (A, K,) or in consequence
of his having eaten the [herbage termed] ej:
(A:) or the front edges of whose shanks have be-
come red, (S, Ii,) or gteen, (K,) or yellow, in
consequewnce of his having eaten the [herbage
termed] .,j: (9, K :) or mhose beak and thanhks
have become redfromn his having eaten the [herb-
age termed] -j: in the summer (,..1) he
becomes bald (,L.), and his shanks become
white: (L:) or whose shanks have becom gr9een
by reason of lust irt the [season termd] to0:
(ADk.:) accord. to some, (TA,) it is applied
only to the male ostrich: (S, . :) but some ex-
plain it without this rcstriction; and Lth mentions
[the femn.] al..b. as applied to an ostrich: [it is
said that] tlhe skin of the neck, and that of the
brcast, and that of the thighs, of the male ostrich,
but not his feathiers, become intensely red wlhen
he lusts after the female: or, as some say, ,
signiifies an ostrich that has eaten gren food:
(TA:) or the extremities of whose feathers are
dyed by [the eating (f ] blosso,ns, andl the slender
parts of wshose lesy have becomte red by the same
cattuse: accord. to an Arab of the desert, supposed
to be Aboo-Kliieyrehi, in the [season terined]

.j, wlhen it cuts .oLl [alpp. meaning certain
wornms so called], its legs and leak assiume the
red hlue of the [or safflower] : (AI.In, L.:)
or .,,l is applied to a male ostrilch the slender
parts of whose legs become red when the dates
begin to become red, anid cease to be so when tlhe
redness tf the dates ceases: (A Hn, K:) so thit
it is not from eating .0, which, it is said, m,
ostrich is known to eat: accord. to As, the cause
[of the redniess above mentioned] is only the dye
of blossoms; but were it so, the bird would Mo
become yellow, anid green, &c., [and some mert
that it partially does, as has been shown above,]
accord. to the colours of the blossoms and herbe;
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aod the green colour would predominate: [but,
as the Arab say, this requires consideration:]
whatever be the cause, the bird, it is aid, is
termed ,. on account of the rednesr that af-
fects its shanks: and this word is [said to be] an
epithet used a proper name of the bird: (Agn,
L:) but this is a mistake, unles it mean that,
because of its prevailing application, it is used in
the name manner as u J and jtpll, not that
it may be used [in a determinate sense] without
the article JI: (L:) the pl. is Ijls.. (TA.)
It is also aid to be applied as an epithet to Any
animal that eat#s _ [q. v.]: (TA:) and par-
ticularly to [the species of bovine antelope called]

the wild bull ( Ji)l ,ll). L.). [See also
a saying of Dukeyn cited voce jol;.]

4Z.L q. qb. , (?,V,) or il1: (A:)

or a reel reembling that called X4', in which
clothues are washed. (TA.) - , . [is its pl.;
and alo] signifies The rags of the , [or
Ainnd or the like]: (A:) [or] of the ,, [or
catamenia]. (TA.) [If these two significations
be correct, the latter is app. tropical: but ,
may be a mistranscription for .ad..]

* * : see 

smee , in two places.

1. ,, aor. (L, ].,) inf n. ,'il., (L,)
He broke wood, or a branch, or twig, whether
moist or dry, (L, 1V,) or a soft thing, (L,) so that
itU part did not s~arate. (L, ].) - It
(ctarriage) broke in pieces fruit. (A.) - He bent,
(., A, L,) withut breaking, (f, L,) wood, or a
brnch, or twig. (., A, L) You say also, °'.

l j; J.Al (L, 1) The camel broke, (L,) or
bent, (],) the neck of another camel: (L, 1 :)
or t the camul fought another camel. (Lth, A.)
- Also, (1, 1,) inf. n. as above, (g,) He cat,
or cut of, (., j,) anything moist, or soft, or
supple; and so 9.s., inf n. () And
j*p11t ° He cut off, (., A, ,) or pulled off,
or rmo~d, (Fr, Zj) the thorns of the trees. (Fr,
Zj, ., A, ].) - Also, (A, 15,) aor. and inf. n. as
above, (.,) t He (a man, 1) ate vehemntly: (.,
A, 1:) or [he crounched a thing;] he ate some-
thing moist, or soft, or supple; as a cucumber, and
a carrot, (15,) and the like: (TA:) and the (a
hone) ate in the manner term~d,i., (L,) or
... (TA.) An Arab of the desert, who liked
the cucumbe;, being asked what pleased him
therein, answered, .*.. [app. meaning The
cnaunching thereof]: (., L:) or he was asked
what pleased him thereof, and answered, -.,
meaning what is broken in pieces, thereof. (A.)
-- ,ad, [aor. -,] (TA,) inf n. , (,) It
(fruit)became shrunh and shrivelled. (1, TA.)

: see 1.

5: see 7, in two places. - [Also, app., t He
*'ected an inclining of hAis body, or a beding, or
hl;nclindl his body, or bent,from side to side, by
rea Oy la~or; syn. ,: (see its part. n.,

voce ,l :) ea mid of a drunken man, in the
Deewin of the Hudhalees, Freytag renders it
fractufuit et qi fractu corrmit.]

7. e. :1 It (wood, or a brncb, or twig,
whether moist or dry,) broke o that it parts did
not sporate; u also * t . (L, l.)-It
(fruit, A, 1, fresh, or moist, TA, being carried
from one place to another, A, TA) became broken
in pi~ce, (A, ],) or crushed; (];) and so
V .,: (A.) - It (wood, or a branch, or
twig,) bent withowut breaking (AZ, $, L) asunder.
(AZ, L.)

,~i. Feeblenen and wealness in a plant. (1.)
-t A malady (L, IK) in a man, (L,) affecting
the limbs, not amounting to a fracture; ua also
· ;'Lu. (L, g.) tLanguor and pain of the

body, rith lazinwu. (L.) _.1 Al . : The
fatigw and wearines that are occasioned to a
man by trawel. (TA.)- Whatever is cut off
from wood, or a branch, or twig, (, A, L, ],)
that is moist, or soft, or supple: (., L, ]:) or
what breaks in pieces, or broken pieces, of trees;
as also : (1 .:) or what is cut off, and
remored, of trees: and broken pieces, heaped up,
of the papyrus, and of any pieces of wood, or of
branches, or twigs, that are moist, or soft, or
supple: (L:) and broken pieces of cucumbers
[kcr]. (A.) A certain plant: (1:) or a.cer-
tain soft, or flaccid, kind of tree, vithout thorns.
(L ) [See also ;t]

t Lacking power to rise, (1, TA,) from
languor of the body, and pain, with laziness;
(TA;) as also * j. ( )

;: see m. Also A certain kind of
tree, (., Ks) soft, or flaccid, and without thorms:
(8 :) [see also o.a :] or, of the hind of trees
caUed 4l., lt leaves of which have edges like
those of the ,IAI., which are pulled with the
hand like .... (L.)

; A horme that eats in the nmanner termed

.JJ. (TA. [See L])

, -, applied to wood, or a branlch, or twig,
whether moist or dry, Broken so that its parts
are not eparated; as also t (L.)_

Also, and t ; (S, A) and J , (A,) A
tree, (.,) or lote-tree, (A,) having its thorns cut
off, (., A,) or pulled off, or removed: (Fr and
Zj in explanation of the second word as occurring
in the gur lvi. 27:) or the second, in the ]5ur
(ubi supra), may mean having the branches bent
by reason of tAe abundance of the fruit. (Bd.)

,.;a.l and V : i. q. :o- [app. as mean-
ing t Affecting an inclining of the body, or a
bending, or inclining the body, or bending, from
side to side, by reason of languor: see 5; and
see also A and .] (1S)

S. A vehwAmint eater: (A,L, K ) one
who eats witt coarseness, or rudenes, and quick-
ness. (L.)

;w. : .

> : xsee , in two places: - and

L '.Ji: see 9, in two places. .i: see
8, in two places.

. ; [inf n,e rndered

[i. e. gren, &c.]. (?.) [Hence,] it is said in

a trad., ;,1i oi .J l- A3i ;l;; lt

-LCW · i c.lj, (TA,) i.e. t[Wh^ God
desire evail to befall a man,] H makes him to
have pleasure in unburnt bricks and clay, so tAat
he mnay build, and thus be diverted from the
things of the world to come, if his building be
beyond his need, or not such a structure as a
mosque or the like. (Marginal note in a copy of
the "Jami' eLgheer" of Es-.Syootee.) [Hence
also,] &s .j .L, inf. n. as above, He mas
blued in it. (L, ].) You my, 3) dJ , >.

zj= - , (L,) or j ;,i,b j Cp,
(so in a copy of the Mgh,) i.e. t Whoserve is
blesed in a thing, (Mgh, L,) meaning an art or a
trade or traffic, or a means of subsistence, lt Aim
hkeep to it. (L.)

8. 6'.6tL., (T],) inf. n d, (8, A, Mgb,
Msb, !g,) He sold to him fruits before they re
in a good, or sound, state: (A:) or before their
goodness, or saundnes, becanme apparent: (8,
Mgh, M.b, ], Tv:) the doing of which is for-
bidden: (8 ) accord. to some, (TA,) the pro-
hibition includes the sale of fresh ripe dates,
[app. if not fully ripe,] and herbs, or leguminous
plants, and the like; and therefore some lis-
approve of selling a greater quantity of fresh ripe
dates than is cut at once. (S.)

4. ;.1 It (plenty of moisture) rendered seed-
produce soft, or tender. (TA.)

8. ~ l He cut herbage, (S, 1,) or a tree,
(A,) while it was green; (8, A,.;) as alo
?yku.., (A, TA,) aor. £, inf. n. j... (TA.)

And It (herbage, TA) was taken, (,)

and pastured upon, (TA,) while freh and juicy,
(1],) and green, before it had attained its full
height. (TA.) See also 9, last sentence. -
Hence, (S, TA,) the pass. form, t 1e died in his
youth; (., 1;) in his fresh and flouraishi
state. (S.) Young men used to say to an old

man, ; L . jj..I t [Thou hast attained to the
time tr dying, (lit. for being cut,) O old man]:

and he replied, Cj.~.M 3 U. l t [O my sou,
and ye shall be cut off, or die, in your youth]. (.

[See also ;j.[-])-Also, the act. v., He cut of
the green branches of a palm-tree with his , ;

(TA;) and so (V, (]**TA,) aor. , inf. n. :
(TA:) and he cut off a thing, as a man's nose, n-
tirely: (TA:) or, simply, he cut off a man's nose.
(IAr.)- And He ate fruit [while it mu 9reen.,

or] before it w ripe. (A.)-.And hence, (TA,)
! He deflowered a girl: (1, TA :) or, before she
had attained to puberty; (Myb in art. , and

I;) u also ~! andA!. (TA.).--Abo tHe
took a camel in a refractory state, not traied,
and attached the no-rein to him, and drove

1
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him. (TA.) -And t He took up a load, or
burden. (,.)

9. >&,l, ($, A, VJ in£ n. ;' 1; ($, A ;)
and tJJI (6, ,) [inf n. J10.0 A' to in the

TA written by mitakle !p ; and tad ,

aor. ', (Mtb, V,) inf in. ; (Mb;) It (a
colour, Mqb, or aed-produee, 1) was, or became,

of the colour termed a [i. c. green: and he,
(a camel, and a horse, and an am, and sometimes
a bird,) and it, (a garment of the kind called

.L&, and the like, or any other thing,) w, or

beaus, of a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour; or
dingy ash-colour; or dark dust-colour: and he,
(a man,) or it, (a thing,) was, or became, of a
tawny, or brow~ih, colour; or bkckish; or of
a blackish hue inclining to green; or black; or

inte y black: see SLm. and ; (S,A,

Meb, V.) [Hence,] jjl 1 (The place of)

my 1jI became black: or, rather, became of a
[bckiu] hue inclining to gr6en: because the
hair when it Brst grows is of that hue. (lIar

p. 494.) And " d.h1 [His muatache grew

so as to appear dark]; said of a boy; a phrue

similar to ^ j J4 (Mgh in art. ji.) And

J!II rb&.1 : The night became dark and black.

(* TA.) Amnd £JI ;u>1 : The darknes

becane intensely black. (A.) _ 3 ,1

[properiv ]Iii ahin became green from carrying
the producc of his land; meaning) t he became in

a state of plenty. (TA. [See $1;l1d ,

voce 1 .])_ said of seed-produce, It
was, or became, sof., or tender; as also 1 ;

and ' , aor. t, (TA,) inf. n. . (,

TA.) 1 and t! (V,) or this may be

of the pnu. form, & so as to agree with

what occurs before, {see 8,] (TA,) It (herbage,
TA) vas, or became, cut. (I,* TA.)

12 : see 9, first sentence - and last sentence
but onc.

- Trees ( ) that are soft, or tender,

wihen cut; as also tj;,~1 L. (TA.)

see at;^

s [i. q. . You say, 1 !y *b't

and !pb* I & He took it without price: or

in its fresh, or juicy, state: (K:) 1J being an
imitative sequent. (TA.) Whence the saying,

~5ya. ?y;S. i.JJJI [in the $ ', Il_] The

goods of this world are delicate, fresh, and plea.

xant: or pleasing. (TA.) And t7 4. 1

[Predatory warfare is wet and] fresh [or re-
freshin!J] and loved; because of the victory and
spoil attendling it. (TA, from a trad. of Ibn.

'Omar [which see fully quoted voce;AJ] .)_

You say also, 1 ! J5 " It is thline, orfor

thee: may it be attended writh enjoyment and c

wholesome result. (K.)_- Anl.hs. e..; &

1,a., (6;, K.,) and 5... 1.b., (K;) His blooa
went unrerenged, or unretaliated, or unexpiatec
by a mulet: ( 5,K:) .l being an imitativE
sequent [hero as in the former instance]. (TA.)
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>. inf. n. of .h: [see 9, first sentence: 

and last sentence but one; and] see also '.
irm Also Oreen palm-brancAhe with the leaves

upon them: and green palm-branches stripped of

their leave: (Fr, ] :) pl. judh. (Agn.)

0': see a. LAlso A place having much

verdure; and so Ct and ' .. (J.)

And ;. t,jl and * Land in which is

much verdure: and * 2i,; ,.bt, as in the FCur
xxii 62, accord. to one reading, werdant land

(TA.) - See also &'j, in four places. - Also,

[as a subet.,] What is green: (Akh, $, and Bd

in vi. 99:) seed-produce; (Lth, Bd, ] ;) and so

I kS. 1 : ($ :) so the former in the Fur ubi
supra: (Lth, B :) or goodly green herbage: (A:)

and a branch: (:>) any branch. (TA.) -

And jI The plant called t* 5 !mi.# U; as

also t 1't and tiJI (1) and t 1' ~ :

(TA:) it is a green and rough herb or leguminou
plant, the leaves and fruit of which are like those
of millet; it rises to the height of a cubit; and
fills the mouth of the camel. (TA.) Also A

speciae of plant of the hind called 4tq.; (V;)
which latter term is applied to herbage whereof

the root is deep in the earth, like the and

O';,: (TA:) [a coll. gen. n.:] n. un. with;:
( :) it is not of the slender and succulent herbs
or leguminous plants, which dry up in summer.

(TA.) Hence aJI .b, occurring in a trad.,

[properly signifying A she-camel t/at eats the
plant aboveot mentioned,] applied to a man who
acts justly and moderately withl respect to worldly
enjoyments: for the j.. is not of the slenider
and succulent herbs, as above observed, nor of
those excellent plants which the spring produces
by its consecutive mrains, and which therefore be-
come goodly and soft or tender; but of those
upon which beasts pasture after others have dried
up, because they find no others, and which the

Arabs call a4.; and the beasts do not eat mubch
of it, nor do they find it wholesome. (IAth,
TA.)

. . [if not a mistranscription for ]
Fresh cut herbage, to be eaten quickly. (TA.)

5. .0 
1y.~, [Greenness; a green colour; rverdure;]

a certain colour, (S, A, K,) well known; (I ;)
[and] a colour between black and white: it is in
plants and in animals &c., and, accord. to IA;r,
in water also: (TA:) in camels, (8,) and horses,
(S, ]~,) [and asses, and sometimes in birds, and
in a garment of the kind called .LA, and the

like, and in other things, a dark, or an ashy,
dust-colour; or dingy ash-colour; or dark dust-

colour;] a dust-colour intermixed with ,) [i. e.
blackness or deep ash-colour]: (9, :) in men,

[and in other thiings,] a tawny, or brownish,

. colour; syn. ; . (S:) [and a blackish hue:
r and a blackish hue inclining togreen:] and black-

nasm: (TA:) [and intense blackness: see 9; and

see also ... ;:] pl. . and M. (].)_

And A green plant: pl. ': (TA:) or the

d latter signifies herbs, or leguminous plants; as

e though. pl. of the former. (Msb.) [See t:
and t.&.] - See also -m. _ Also Softnes,

or tnderns, (IAr,S,) of seed-produce [and

the like]; (TA;) and so .1ri1P, (],) inf. n. of

'.r . (TA.)-..And What i soft , or teder;

fies, or juicy; and pla t to the eater. (TA,

from a £ of 'Alee, delivered at El-Koofeb.)

aee

"i.. A palm-tree (ai.tL) that bears good
green dates. (Az, .) A hind of dates, green,
resembling glass, of a colour that is admired.

(AIn.)

t' Herbs, or leguminous plants, in the first
state of their growth. (,* ,* TA.) [See also

;ii,.]-Also Mill mized with muchk ater:

(9,1 :) AZ says that it is likte t;.,, meaning a
above, diluted so as to be of a dark, or an ashy,

dust-color (, J;.): like u the rijia sys,

[They brought milk mixed with much water.
Hast thou ever seen the wolf?]: meaning that

the milk was of an ash-colour (;j), like the
colour of the wolf, by reaon of the great quantity
of the water: or, u some my, milk and water
in the proportion of one third of the former to
two thirds of thp latter: it is of any milk, that
has been kept in a skhin or that is freh, and from
any beast: some say that the word is a pl., [or
rather a coll. gen. n.,] and that the sing., or
n. un., is with ;. (TA.)

s: ee 1.

e: i see b:- and ee also .

~J0eh: see what next follows.

e;lj: see .. Il, in the latter half of the para-

graph. - L.., determinate, and imperfectly
decl., (ISk, ., 1,) because it has the quality of a
proper name and the fem. gender with 3, like

at.I &c., (TA,) The sea; (ISk, ., A, K;) as

also 'vf.1, and tv .. , (A, TA,) or .
(So in a copy of the A.) [But it is used u a masc.

proper name; for] you say, f ,L i; Ij
[Thit is the sea, in a state of rising, or becoming
full, or becoming high and full]. (8, TA. [In

one copy of the S, I find .j; but in othem,

Lk; and in all, l..]) "

e,6. A palm-tree (Aij-) of whAich tAhe dates

fall while unripe and green; (8,;)as also

I tJt . (TA.)

Y., dim. of ~. , "Also A woman who
scarcely ever, or newr, completes the fruit of hr
wromnb, so that she casts it. (TA.)

; ~ ' A certain bird; (8,6 ;) also caled

the Jeil; ( ;) regarded as of ecil omm when it

alighted upon the bach of a camel: it is j. 1
[i. e. green, or of a dark or an ashy dust-colour],

with redness in the jLi [or part beneath the

beak], and is larger than the tU: or certain
green, or dark or ashy dust-coloured, birds,

(J'r,. A,) alo caUlled : A'Obeyd aerts

that the Arabs loved them, and likened to them a
liberal, or bountiful, man: but I8d ayse, on the
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authority of the 'Eyn, that they regarded them as
of evil omen: (TA:) [Golius states, on the
authority of Meyd, that the t,UiU is a bird of a
blackish colour, called in Persian ilj.. See
Bochart's Hieroz p. ii. col. 01; referred to by
Freytag.] - Also The [tree, or shrub, called]

., wluen it has rorwn tall. (TA.)

,; ' A certain bird, (g,) green or of a dark
or an oahy dust-colour (, ). (TA.)

LS;t.: see . - Also A certain plant.
(s.)

.''I t[Green; verdant;] of the colour termed
; .; (1, A, Myb, I ;) as lso t.. (Mqb, g)
and an d 'L and and

?ts.'ae: (i, TA: the last two written in the

C1 iiJ and ) applied to a horse,

[and to a camel, (see IjU'.,) and to an ass, and
sometimes to a bird, and to a garment of the kind
called L.b, and the like, and to various other
things, of a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour; or
dlingy ash-colour; or dark duswt-colour;] of a
dust-colour intermizxed with rZj1 [i. e. blackness
or deep ash-colour]; which is the same as CjA;

(0 ;) in horses being distinguished as .. I . aJ1
and Jt ,,I and j,l 'v: 1 (TA: [see
the latter epithet in each of these cases :) ap-
plied to a man, [and to other things,] tarrny, or
brownish: (g:) [and blackish: and of a blactkis
hue inclining to green:] and black; ($, I~;)
black-complexioned: (TA :) [and intensely black:
it is said in the Myb, art. , that '.6'19I is,
with the Arabs, ._~I1; which may mean either
that green is, with the Arabs, termed 2~, or
that..l&y is, with the Arabs, black: but the
truth is, that each of the epithets .,..l and ~1
is sometimes used for the other: see what here
follows, and see y,t: in klar p. 495, it is er-
roneously said, on the authority of Er-RPzee, that
the s3. is not termed by the Arabs l, althoughl
the ,;J. is termed by them ,j.I because of its
intense e., and j:] the fem. is 1: and
the pl. isj... (Mqb, TA.) You say -- --.
A green, andfresh, or juiry, tree. (TA.) And

.dl l.. Water inclining to a green colour, by
reson of its clearne. (TA.) And i;j l ,J;
[lit. Tawny of skin :] meaning tof pure race;
becaum the complexions of the Arabs are tawny;
(? ;) of geuine Arab race: (IB:) as in the say-
ing of El-Lahabee, (9, TA,) El-FadI Ibn-'Abbbs,
(TA,)

[And I am the tawny: who knons me? the
tanny of skin (or pure of race), of the family
that compri the nobility of the Arabs]. (M,
IB.) And t;I cj i X. s' [lit. Such a one i
blackisk, or black, in the back of the neck:] mean-
ing tAwc a one is the wn of a black woman:
(Az, A :) or tone who is dlapped on the back of
Ais neck: (A:) or :a frOedman, or an emanci-

pated slave. (TA.) And 'tI lp1 JA
weaver: (A, TA :) because his belly, being stuck
close to his loom, becomes blackened by it. (TA.)
And .*.Ilji.l I An eater of onions and leeas:
or a tiller, or cultivator, of the ground; because
he eats herbs, or leguminous plants. (A.) And
... b;.l ' * a [lit. They are green in the
shoulders, from carrying the produce of their
land:] meaning Ithey are in a state of great
plenty. (, TA.) And [hence, perhaps,] X,j

i Such a one possesses abundant j [or
mealth, or prosperity]: (A, TA:) [or it may
mean goodness: for] ajll, applied to a man,
is an epithet of praise, whereby he may be likened
to the sea, because it is described as green, or to
the [rain or herbage called] &j; in both cases
meaning tliberal, or bountiful; and it is so ap-
plied because ywb is of the colours of the Arabs:
and it is also an epithet of dispraise, as meaning
tblack by reason of baseness, ignobleness, or mean-
ness. (Ham p. 282) And .1 d ..i1,, IA young
man whose hair has begun to gror upon the ;ides
of his face. (TA.) And. ija" a tAn army,
or a troop of horse, overspread vith the blacknes
of i·on: (S, TA:) or a great army or troop of
horse (1f, TA) of which most of tie men are clad

in iron; like Ijl.: (TA:) because of the '.
of the iron: (A:) [i. e.] because of the blackness
thereof. (TA.) And ;," Jl INi,ght is black.
(TA.) And [hence,] Ca.t4.Jli ,r -l
tNight [lit. the black-wvinged] reiled iim, con-
cealed him, or covered him with its darkness.
(A.) jld;, in the J5ur [Iv. 64, relating to
two gardens of Paradise], is explained by istljli.

because it means Inclining to blacklnes, by reason
of abundance of moisture, or irrigation. (S.) 

,s,,1 used as a subst.: see ;jLh -. The fem.
ifriL [is also used as a subst., and] signifies
Green herbs or leguminous plants; (Mob, 1f ;) u
also , t;; o: (i:) p!. ;ll..: by rule it
should be w; but as the quality of a subst.
predominates in it, it has a pl. like the pl. of a
subst., like 3 .lf pi. of 'i~`: (Mb :) this
pl. occurs in the saying (in a trad., TA) ) l

3,.. ./1qM_J, There is no poor-rate in the cam
of green herbs or leguminous plants; (Mb ;) or
freah fruits and herbs or leguminous plants;
(TA;) or fruits, such a the apple and the pea
&c.; or herbs or leguminous plants, such as leeks
and smallage and rue and the like; and . ,
pl. of ;p, is sometimes substituted for it. 
(Mgb.) [Hence,] 'iJ? 1lj ; j Mfl, mean- t
ing S Avoid ye t¢he beautiftl woman that is of bad
origin: (g, A, Msb:) because what grows in a
.% [or place which men have blackened by

their cooking, and where their camels or other
beasts have staled and dunged], though it may be
beautiful and bright, does not bear fruit [because
it is neglected, and left unwatered], (8, M9b,)
and soon becomes corrupt, or bad. (M~b. [See
also 1.j: and see jl.1 J '.: , in art. !&.]) -
And :l.JIu, as an epithet in which the quality 
of a subst. predominates, (TA,) tThe sky, or
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hieave; (S, A, I;) because of its greennem;
like as the earth is called ~',l. (TA.) You my,

*S;I,l Jl C3 1~ :[Te is not nder
the sky one more hateful than he]. (A.) . And
£'1f . $A bucket (A, V) owith hich water Aas
been drawn long, so tat it Am become green or

blackish & c. i (].). (i.) - And tThe
congregated or collective body, and mas, or bulk,
of a people. ($, ].) So in the saying, jlQi
,h;IJ. t [May God destroy the congregated or
collective body, mass, or bulk, of them]: ( :) or
this means, thdeir stock (lQ. ) from which they
have branched off; (A;) [for] 4,rl signifies
the origin of anything: (TA:) or, thdir life in
thisprsent world: (Fr, TA:) or, as some say,
their enjoyment and plenty; (TA;) [for] 1i
signifies prosperity, and plenty, and enjoraent:
(TA in a later part of this art:) or the right
reading. is .,id, meaning "their prosperity,
and their pleasantness of life, or plenty and pro~
perity." (. [See art. . .])_ I...".JI 'i 4 l:
see j.. __. 1, (T,) or .t,. JI, (i,) TAhe
domestic pigeons; (T, 1 ;) so called although of
various colours, because their predominant colour
is 2j [or ash-colour], or ; imeaning a dark,
or an ashy, dust-colour]: the and the 
[or spotted with white and black, &c.,] are espe-
cially characterized by the faculty of rghtly

directing their course. (T, TA.) _I.jI.' Ta
pl. of .1 used as a ubst.] :Gold ande
meat and wine; as also j.*m_l [as some explain

this latter]. (TA.) lrm also ignifies frsk,
or recent: so in the saying, J1 :ti ' 1

[The affair between ut is fresh, or recet]: and
in like manner you say, &. ~ ° 1 Low,
or affection, btween i fredh. (A.) And 8ft,
or tender; applied to herbage, or seed-produce.
(TA.). [Hence,] f Ls i tA mode of life
toft, or delicate, and plntiful and pleant.

(]ar p. )39 _ _ . is also the name of [A
ccrtain star, or aeterism; most probably either
a of Pisci Australia or e of Pegan, or se
star or ateism nmarly in a line mith thos two;]
me of the three W;I of the rain called JktI;
namely, the middle 4 of those three owl; the
first being the s1,i; and the last, the foremost

ofthe ,tj: see.'. (AZ, TandTAinart.;.)

'~ 1 dim. [of l], (TA,) [Cantwa;]
a kind of fly, (15,) gren, of a dark or an ashy
dut-colour, (y1,) of the size of the blackfly,
and called the Indian fly [as cantharides are by
he Arabs in the present day]; having proprties
and mmentioned in medical books. (TA.)_
AIso A certain disea in the eye. (O.)

i" p~ see j,b, in two placeL

me

S ee m d..

smee JAW, in two plces: and see also

i.l, first sentence.

'.* : .e - , firft entence.
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Q. L Se ;. , inf. n. Hy, e cut
omewhat of tAe eztremity of the ear of a camel,

and et it dogling: or As cut the ear in halves:
and you s abo,u IZ (The so cut the
ears of their camel] . (TA :) or 3l l. signifies
the cutting one of tAe ears only. (JK.)_ And

a ... He miwed [a thing or things]: (IKh,
TA:) [and so ., as is indicated in the l] in
art. ye., by an explanation of the inf. n.]-
And . signifies also The maiing a thing
to be of an itermdiate, or a middling, kind or
quality. (TA.)

Q. S. .;° 3, said of butter [in the process of
fqrmation], It became disundered, or epurated
[into clots], by reason of intenmse cold; and did
not coakle; as also *.,. 3. (TA in art.

..; . A. well hawing much water; (JK, ;)
and so, [as some say,] a sea, or great river; but
its application as an epithet to a sea, or great river,
is difallowed by At: (f:) or a great sea: (KV:) ac-
cord. to some, sd called because of its greenness;
and ifso, the,; is augmentative: (MF:) or water
copious and wide in the utmost degwee: (Mz
40th p :) and anything much in quantity, or
Copiou~, (., 1,) and nide, or amplet: (S:) or it
signifies also wide, or ample, (IC,) applied to any-
thing: (TA:) pl. .. jLI.: (s:) and .,ypa,
and ;UL, also, signify much in quantity, or
copious, applied to water: (TA:) and . is

applied in this sense as an epithet to ~. ($,
TA.) -_ :Bountiful, or mnuniflcent; (JK, ] ;)

hoW gives many gffis: (., 1 :) said tc be likened
to the sea, or great river, to which this epithet is
applied; though A.s disallowed its application to
a sea, or great river: (S :) or likened to the well
to which the same epithet is applied: (JK:) and
a forbearing, or element, lord, or chief; as also
.,t: pl. ';.d and ,,LI. and <.XgyL.:

all applied peculiarly to men: (l :) not to wo-
men. (TI;.)

.y Sn'eet water: or water between sreet and
bitter: (Y5:) on the authority of Ya4oob.
(TA.) - The young of the [hind of lizard called]
_e.b: (B,]:) accord. to IDrd, in its first stage

it is called [. ; (after which he should have

said, then, ji..;] then it is called ,= [q. v.];

thepn, s..; and then, ,: he does not men-
tion the term 1t,, but AZ mentions it. (v.)

U"1: see ;y6, in two places.

.I ..JI A certain people of the ~ [i.e.
Persian], ( o, ],) of the ou of Fdri.s, (S,) who
Ment forth [fiom their country] in the beginning

of RI-Iddm, and dwelt in BSyria: (, :) i.e.,
thaoe people who went forth at that period dis-
persed themselves in the countries of the Arabs;
some of them settling in El-Baqrah, and these are
the Ijjl; and some of them, in EI-Koofeh, and
these are the tbl,; and some of them, in Syria,

and they are the Lj-ii.; and some of them, in
El-Jezeereh, and they are the ; snd some
of them, in El-Yemen, and they are the ·,; and
some of them, in El-Mowqil, and they are the

a-!: (8, TA :) the n. un. is tp.i. (u1.)

Aywa [pasn. paut n. of ,y]. You say
3Loias ai J3 4 sA -cam el hawing the etremity
of her ear cut. (, J.) And 2L O1 aAn

ear cut. (Mz 49th H3.) - Hence, as some may,
(Mz ubi suprh,) A man, (V, Mz,) or a poet, (.,
8,) who liwed in the Time of Ignornce and in
that of El-Isldm; (8, A, and Mz ubi supr;) as
though he were cut off from paganism to El-
Islam; (Mz ubi supra;) or from infidelity; (IB,
TA;) as Lebeed, (S, 1, and Mz 20th p,) and
gassan Ibn-Thsbit, and Nibighah of the Benoo-
Jaldeh, end Aboo-Zubeyd, and 'Amr Ibn-Sha-s,
and Ez-Zibrilin Ibn-Bedr, and 'Amr Ibn-MIaadee-
Kerib, and Kaab Ibn-Zuheyr, and Maqn Ibn-

Ows: (Mz 20th pi: [see also a al and
: s6:]) or a person who pased Aalf of his life

in the Tim~ of Ignorance, and half thereof in
that of El-Isdm: (I :) [I have generally found
the word thus written;] but IB says that, accord.
to most of the lexicologists, it is , , with
kesr to the j; for the pagans, when they became
Muslims, cut somewhat of the extremities of the
ears of their camels ( J 3S1 I . as1) a
sign of their being Muslims in case of their being
attacked and plundered, or their being made war
with; (IB, TA;) and this they were ordered to
do in a manner different from that of the pagans:
(TA:) accord. to some, the epithet applied to a
poet of the clam above mentioned is .a., with
the unpointed , [i. e. .r,] from a,*i~JI

signifying JaLil, [like LL.-.JI, as shown
above,] because of his miring paganism with
El-Islam: (Mlz 49th ty:) or..;. : ( I in
art. .2.op :) and in like manner IKb explains
tihe epithet Vt ., ... (TA.) - Also A black
man ,hose father is white. (1Kh, ].*)-And
Deficient in respect of ,d.JI; (K;) meaning
not of generous parentage. (TA.) And One
ohose origin is suspected; or rwho claims for his

father one wrho is not: (4:) and so iL
-. ,J1: (;, TA:) or .& a . I. means of
mixed pareMnage. (TA.) One whose father is
unknown: [or, app., accord. to the TA, who~
parents are unknown:] or one spung from [a
succession of] concubines. (R.)_ Uncircumcised
(K.) And, with ;, applied to a woman, Cir-
cumcised: (.8,]:) or, as some say, cut, by a
mistake of the oman operating, in a place
not that of circumcidon. (TA.) Flesh-meat
such that one korw not whether it be from a
male or a female. (S, V.) - Accord. to IApr,
who does not explain it, (ISd, TA,) it is applied
also to food, (ISd, I,) ISd thinks (TA) as mean-
ing Iusipid; (18d, K ;) neither net nor bitter.
(ISd.) And Water bet7wen heavy and light :
(T,, TA:) or not mneet. (TA.).- See also

,-: see A . in trwo Placer.

.3

.. JI~ , applied to buatter, [s also
and ,op,,] Dismnderd or seprated [into
clot,]; ot coaeg; by rom~ of cold. (.
[See Q. S.])

L t , aor. :, infn . Mqb, )

and * and Q or ,o I* ., (TA,) He
w,, or became, lowly, humblc, or sbiniive, (,
Mgb, ],) 4 to him, (Mgb, TA,) [for instance,]
to his creditor, (Msb,) or to God; (TA;) as
also t ( ,) [and * ,h1d , (' in art.
tin,)] and t 1. : (Igh, 1 :) vi. is

nearly the samne a m , except that the latter is

mostly used in relation to the voice [or the eyes];
but the former isi used as meaning in the necks -
(Msb:) or the former is in the body, ('Eyn and
I in art. t&,) and signifies the acknowledg-
ment of humility and submission; ('Eyn;) and
the latter is in the voice and in the eyes. ('Eyn
and 1 ubi supra.) It is said in a trad. respecting
the [devils'] hearing [the words of the angels]

by stealth, J;k 'tla. [With subminimeness to

his saying, or to what he said]; or, accord. to

one relation, C.il; but it may be a pL of
; and accord. to another relation, it is

%a.;., which is a pl. of . (TA.) He
w7aJ, or became, still, (j, TA,) and tractable, or
submissive. (TA.) - He made his word# soft to
a woman; as also t : (L:) or the latter
signifies his speech a so ft to a woman. (0, ].)
It is said in the gur [xxxiii. 32], Q '
J;aJt Thten be ye not sqitl in speech. (TA.)
And you say, ca j %iP t
W [He rwas soft to her in pech, and the was

soft to .irn, and he became excited to feel an
eager desirefor her, or to lust after her]; (TA;)
and in like manner, V t1 1., (]g,*TA,) inf. i.
a., t , (TA,) [he was soft in his spech to hr,,

she being soft in her eech to him.] And '.
t~.. 1.. TAhey two (a man and a woman)
made soft discourse together, saying that which
excited each to feel an eayer desire for, or to
lwt after, the other. (TA from a trad.)_ -,

aor.; , inf. n. , [or, as in two copies of the

1, *,b, though it seems that the verb is correctly
n, ot H,] He had a natural stooping of

the nech: (TAk :) and he bent himelf, or became
bent; as also */ -. (Zj.) And * #., said
of a hawk, He lowed his head to make a stoop,
or to pounce dow. (Z, TA.) -. [Hene,] ....

J.t The camels strow, or eerted the ,elv,
or hastened, in thir pace, or going; (Q;)
because, when they do so, they lower their necks.
(TA.) And t bh:.1, (],) id of a horse,
(IAr,) [for the same reason,] THe ent quickely,
or swiftly. (lA*r, g.)_ e Th I : e star,
or asterism, inclined ($, ], TA) to the place of
setting, ($, TA,) oz to settg: (i , TA :) nd in
like manner, .0i. t the a in ~
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&c.; like ;Ad,,: (TA:) and S, " ,
.L l , I :t t tart inclined to setting. (Aboo-
'kdnin, TA in art. e . , or it,
rendered him stiUl (, TA) [and ubrminie:

see 1]: the verb being both intrans. and trans.
(TA.) [See also 4.] - Also, (g,) inf. n. .
and -, (TA,) He, or it, caued him to hae

a stooping nck; u also v ad.t; ( ;) i.e.,
bnt him: (TA:) said of old age. (T].) Jereer
says,

, ,%4 I -1 4 4:~ tt0
Q r1 

[God hath prepared, for the poett, from me,
thunderbolt which make the neclh to stoop to

im]. (TcA.)--;'4;I, J1 'i '; in the

1 ! Jl Jl, but the former is the right; inf. n.
t*J~; (TA;) He, or it, invited sach a one to

that which was foul, abominable, or evil. (,
TA.)

3: se 4.

3: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph.

4. 1,k&, intranu.: see 1, in two places. -

aiLI It (poverty) lomred, humbled, or abased,
hi,; (MMb ;) [as also * A; for its inf. n.]
5*oJm signifies the rendering lowly, humble, or

submisive; in Persian, , .l;;i . b . (KL.
[But Golius, from the same source, explains the
verb a signifying "Submisum humilemque se

commonetravit."]) [Hence,] Jt,J1 i;dl!
4I.JI (Zj, S, TA) Want, or need, [made me
lowly, humbl, or su~misive, to thee; or] eon
strained me to have rcourse to thee, and to
require thine aid. (TA.) - See also 1, near the
end of the paragrph.

7: see 1, first sentence.

8: see 1, in three places.

1. l : see 1, first sentence.

* A plant bending by reasne of softness, or

tepderneu: 1Sd holds it to be formed after the
manner of a relative, or poueaive, noun, because
there is no verb [of the measure °'] to which

it may be referred. (TA.) SThe regular form, if
it were a part. n., would be /U-, q. v.]

ia..J, or V A LiaL: ee and il,.

s: ee what next precedes.

UJMa A man (f) who is lowly, humble, or mub-
misitve, to everyone. (, ?gh, ]1.) - And One
whe overcomet, or mbdus, his adversaris, or
opponents, (g, TA,) and hAubles and abate
them. (TA.)

ji,: see the next paragraph, in two plaes.

_bW. Lowly, htmble, or submiuivew; (Mqb;)

and Vj b signifies the same: (?, 1 :) [or

rather the latter is an intensive epithet, signifying
very lorly, &c.:] the pi. of the former is .hli.
and ' and l;bu, or ;.h: (TA:)[re-

specting the last two of which, see 1, second sen-

a

tence:] and the pL of V is ' .; (` , 1; ;)
uinthepbraee..,A) ''' 

s in the phrmue , t ;j.,J [A people, or

company of men, very sunbmiaive in the necks].

(f.) It is said in the ]pur [xxvi. 3],.L "li; |

·i IJ And their necka shall continue, the
pret. being used in the sense of the aor., meaning
,OJ, (Jel,) biuive to it: (Jel,* TA:) the

original of the phrase is ' I l ; and

ecla is redundantly inserted to show the place of
, and the predicate is left in its original

state: (B4 :) or as the tp3 i. is only that of the
jlst, it is allowable to make the predicate relate
to [the pronoun .,&, which is] the complement of
the latter word: (8b, Kh:) or since the Eb

is ascribed to the necks but really belongs to the
persons, the epithet has that form of pl. which is
proper to rational beings: (Jel: [and the like is
said by B4:]) or,"A.n l means their chiefs: or
their companies: but there is another reading
[which is literally grammatical], namely 2.~ ..

(Bd.) -The pl. Cb is also applied to Women
who Aawe beenm [or who are] soft in apeech, and
still. (IAgr.) [See 1.]- -. lb. .W, [pl. of

'aLJ.] Ostriches inclining their heads towards
the ~ground in tAeir places of pasture; and in like
manner, ."b [gazelle]. (TA.)-- , J.I
t Camels striving, or eerting themselsw, or
hastening, in their pace, or going; because, when
they do so, they lower their necks. (TA.)-
pl ..z and ,-. 1A low, or depressed,

shoulderjoint. (TA.) _ e.lz :. J t Stars

inclining to setting, or to their places of setting.
(A, TA.) - Inviting to that which is foul, abo-
minable, or evil. (TA.)

tj.1 Content with abasement; fem. :La.".

(Lth, ].) - Hlaving a natural stooping of the
neck; (g, K ;) applied to a man, (TA,) and to a
horse, (;, TA,) and a camel, and an ostrich, and
a gazelle. (TA.) - See also l., near the end
of the paragraph.

L 3..h., aor.:, inf.n. Jd: see 9, in two
place.

3: see the next paragraph.

4. ~!L He moi teened it; or wetted it; (~,
K;) as also , inf. n. ;uJ. (TA.)
You say, :, a,. - - His tea rso
tened, or wetted, hi. beard. (JK,' TA.) And

l_Jl "1.i Te rain wetted him: (TA:) or
metted him much. (JK.) See also 9.

8. 0,h.CW Jh..s1 He (a man) became united
mith his companion. (Fr, TA.)

9. 1.L, (S, 19,) inf. n. M*, (f,) It ms,
or became, moisteed, or eotted; ( u,1];) as also

j.h1, (CI, TA, [but not in the CJ,]) inf. n.

ti1!.; (TA; [perhaps a mistranscription for
V lJ .1, inf. n. J' al; but said by Freytag
to occur in the Deewin of the Hudhalees ;]) and
'dJ .,~', (Fr,s, I,) infn. 3 ,; ( ;)
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and tj (: ( [but see what follows:]) it is
said of a garment, and of the beard: (TA:) and
the first of these verbs signifies also it was, or
became, moist, to that itu moisture beca~
sprinkled, or scattered in drop.; ( a,*TA; T[ac

cord. to the explanation of the part n. n.
(q. v.) in the JK and M;]) and so V i,

(],) inf. n. 'j0' ";i (TA;) and t, ,or.-,
(,) inf. n. j. ; but Lth says, I have not

heard them say J. (TA.)_- I j; lm;j
The night became dark: (JK,Ibn-'Abb&d,] :)
or the pleatant coolnu of the night came. (T,
TA.)

U1: see 9, in two places._ Also ;Ji,.

inf n. Ja; (s;) or .It jl;

and 9 'J !; (IDrd,!V;) The tree, or tree,
had many branches and leav: (IDrd, , :)
or became green, and frea, or sappy, in the
brancheA threof. (TA.)

12. ji..L!: see 9.

Q. Q.. . Jt.!: see U.
J." Moisture. (TA. [But perhaps this may

be a mistranscription for 2j-, inf n. of jof .])
Also, (JK, T, 1],) and 1.d, (ISd, 1,)

Pearls: (J K, 1g:) or clear large pearls: (V:)
or good, clear, lustrous, large pearl: of the dial.
of Yethrib. (TA.) - And A well-known kind of
beads: (lSk,]g:) or a red bead: orabead of

ivory: (TA:) n. un. with 3. (].)-And ;
;L.~,, (TA,) or ,i,~, (JK,) A ckar large

pearl. (JK, TA.)

0.6.: see the next preceding paragraph.

J.d. A thing, (?,) or roasted meat, (JK, T,
M,] ,) moist, or juicy, (JK, T, g,) and well
coohed: (T:) or dripping with its gray; or
succulent, and dripping with its juice: (M, 1 :)
and anything moist so that its moisture becorn~
sprinked, or scattered in drop.; (JK, M, . ;1)
as also t&t1.. (9: in the copies of which we

find , -iJ, in the place of j.; the latter
being the reading in the [JK and] M, TA.).
Applied to a plant, or herbage, Soft, or tender.
(1, TA.) - And hence metaphorically applied to
life: you say ,Ja& , (jar pp, 64-6,) and

' 'U, and ' a'.t., (i,) SA soft and delicate
life. (1, and .Har ubi suprL)

Ji '4A plentiful, and a pleoant or an easy,
and a soft or delicate, state of life. (!, TA. [In
the CK., 'a.~l is erroneously put for ' jl.])

You say, j,tl A. . & TL S , are in a
plentiful, and a pleasant or an eajy, and a soft or

delicate, state of life. (TA.) And 1 ~ .4 A
day of plenty, and pleare or eae, and softreu
or delicacy; (JK, ] ;) or a day of plenty; or
of abundance of kerbage, or of the goods or. con-

iemcea or comforts of life; and ofpleasantne
and easiness of life. (?, TA.) And . Jib
411 ;. 7LL rWe alighted among green, p
or tendr,fresh herbaye. (TA.)- Also oA wife:
(15 :) or a name for a wroman: (g,* TA:) and
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a opf, or tender, Woman. (JK, .)- And The
rainbow. (JK, Ibn-'Abb6d, 5.) And A halo
round the moon. (AA, TA.) -One says also,

l4. 6 s, meaning Let me alone, and
cease from thy vain, or false, sayings or actions.
(TA.)

iJe. A L;; [or meadow] (IDrd, ,s ) that
is lururiant and moist. (IDrd.)

VL~: see ..

*~-1: C,a 0-1&

3~i~i~i~: see 6..

1 .; , aor. ; (.,1;) and .i, aor. ;

(JK,.;) inf n. . ; (JK, , P];) He (a
man) ate a thing with the whole of the mouth:
(A., S:) or he ate, (i,) in a general sense:
(TA:) or he ate with the more remote of the

teeth: (.K:) i3 signifies the "eating with the
nearer of the teeth;" (TA ;) [i. e., "with the
teeth of the fore part of the mouth :" or the
"eating with the extremities of the teeth :" see
art. ,.J :] or [he ate so that] hefilled his mouth
with that which he ate: or it relates peculiarly
to the thing that is moist, or juicy, as the ciu-
cumber, (I(,) and the like: (TA:) or he ate in
the enjoyment of a plentiful and pleasant life:
(JK, TA:) or ~ referring to a man is like
.w referring to a beast. (TA.)_And ',.,
aor. -, (JK, ],) inf. n. as above; (TA;) and
t1*.h:W; (JK, ];) He cut it; or cut it off:

(]:) or he cut it in pieces. (JK.) -
aiL ',s (1.,) accord. to IAr, (TA,) signifies

He gave him of his property; (s;) [as though
he cut off for him a portion thereof;] but Th re-
jecta this, and says that it is .. a. (TA.)

8: see 1. - [Hence,] _A~ . o )AJ1
The sword cuts, and eots, its scabbard, (,) by
reason of its sharpneu; mentioned by J as a
meaning of : [see 8 in art. ~ :] and

1i C cut the bone: and tII [thefore

arm]. (TA.) - And ji_! ., He stopped
the way, robbing and slaying pauengers. (i.)

a.: seeP . "P..

ij. i. q. aM , (g,) i. e. A certain bead,
or gem, mentioned before. (TA.)

.,1t..: see what next follows.

.4t!i. A thing that is eaten in the manner

terned .. ; [see 1;] (9;) as also t;.
[expressly said to be like ld, otherwise it would

seem to be ., like ."Wi, to which it is op-
posed,] (TA,) [and V , , as is indicated in

the g in art .. , opposed to , in that art.
(q. v.) in the . and .]

: see what next precedes.

1. i , aor. ', in£ n. H, He made [a line,

or lines, or] a mark, , l , upon the ground.

(Msb.) You say, eSl ! .- j L, '"ore. and
inf. n. as above, The diviner made a line, or a
mark, or lines, or marks, upon the ground, and

then divined (TA.) And .; j1 1

^ LjO i [The diviner makes lines, or mark.,
with his finger upon the sand, and divines]. (9.)

Th says, on the authority of IApr, that Li,C
is J!L ,.j [or geomancy] : I 'Ab says that it is

an ancient science, which men have relinquished:
but Lth says that it is practised to the present
time; [to which I may add, that it has not even
now ceased; being still practised on sand and the
like, and also on paper;] and they have con-
ventional terms which they employ in it, and they
elicit thereby the secret thoughts &c., and often
hit upon the right therein: the diviner comes to
a piece of soft ground, and he has a boy, with
whom is a style; and the master makes many
lines, or marks, in haste, that they may not be
counted; then he returns, and obliterates leisurely
lines, or marks, two by two; and if there remain
two lines, or marks, they are a sign of success,
and of the attainment of the thing wanted: while
he obliterates, his boy says, for the sake of augur-

ing well, 3i'I l,: 31' "I [0 two sons of
'Iyan (meaning two lines or marks), hasten ye
the manifestation]: I 'Ab says that when he has
obliterated the lines, or marks, and one remains,
it is the sign of disappointment: and AZ and
Lthli relate the like of this. (TA.) It is said in a
trad. of Mo'awiyeh Ibn-EI-HIakam Es-Sulamee,

traced up by him to its author, ij u :O1

prophet of the prophets used to practie geo-
manc"; and he w ho matches his geomancy knows
the like of hwi hnorcledge]. (TA.) You say also,
when a man is meditating upon his affair, and
considering what may be its issue, or result, * J

u'qP ~ i [Such a one makes lines, or
marks, utpon the ground]. (TA.) [See also
.: and see St. John's Gospel, ch. viii. verses

6 and 8.] And ,*j % ' 1L means I He
walked, or went along. (TA.)_ Also, (9, Msb,)
aor. as above, (Msb,) and so the inf n., (Msb,

j,) He wrote (, Msb, s) a writing, or book,
(Mqb,) or a thing, (TA,) with the reed prepared
for that purpose, (9, ,) or with some other
thing; (]~, TA;) [and so tJ&., for] i ~* is

sy. with ,.l&., or, u in the T, like jtl.;

whence the saying, d e 4c % io : His sins
re ~tten [or reistred] against aim. (TA.)

_- *J ! ;, and ,-J- l; :e.: 8; for the
latter, in two places. [Htence,] . L t H'e
prohibited it; or took it for himslf; relating to

anything. (1,TA.).... j -: or L: seeS.

.AJW Li.: see 8._ - a_

? [I cut, or clae, wit/h the sord his face

and his waist]. (TA.) And to__i 4 .L1.
:[He clayc him, or it, in halme with the vord].

(TA.) And U -L 4 . tHle cotended
with him in running, and did not cleae his dust.

(JK,s,A,L.)_l- ak l I J (God made its
(a land's) rain-gfiving star or asterim (see ')
to pa it over: or may God make &c.]: from

'asL signifying "a land not rained upon be-
tween two lands that have been rained upon:"
(9, TA:*) it wu said by I 'Ab [in a tropical
sense, by way of imprecation, with reference to a
woman], when he wu asked respecting a man
who had put the affair of his wife in her own
hand and she had in consequence divorced him
by a triple sentence: ($:) accord. to one relation,

it is ( ; the meaning being "may he make its
rain to miss it :" (9, TA:) and accord. to another,

t b.., originally i.' , like kjL,l j i : the

former, or first, is the weaker, or weakest, in
authority, of these relations. (TA. [See also 2 in
art. UL..])

. J. 1, inf. n. L1 J, [He marked with
lins, streaks, or stripe: Also] He wotve a piece
of cloth with lines, streaks, or strile. (KL.)
And He drew line well and elegantly. (KL.)_
See also 1, in two places, in the latter half of
the paragraph.

4: see 8, in three places.

8. LLJl 3 ,. (M9 b, ],) or l t,.L t,

(s,) He took the aL. [q. v.] to himtelf, and (g)
made a mark upon it, (9, k,) in order to its
being known that he had chosen it to build there

a houtse; (S, TA;) as also *l t.; (as in somene
copies of the Ig ;) or t 414.t; (as in other copies

of the lg, and as in the TA;) and &-.L" tk;L:
(TA:) and he alighted and took up his abode in

the :L&, none having done so before him; as

also -....- 1 . (1.) [And hence, -. sig-

nifies also He founded a town or the like.]-
ata.4; 1 His face became marked with lines
[app. by the growth of his beard]; (1, TA;) as

also t.i.; (sg, L,TA;) or tf.; (JK;) or
t J.1: (Cs :) or tthe hair of his beard extenledd
[so as to form lines] upon the two sides of hisface.
(A, TA.)_-~ Ji..l :The two sides of the
boy's, or young man's, beard grew forth; (s, L,

J,TA;) as also t ~ ; or t ul.I. (]., accord.
to diffcrent copies.)

L. A line, streak, or stripe; in, or upon, a

thing: ( :) pl. li, . ($,1) and LaZI; ( ;)
the latter, [a pl. of pauc.,] used by El-'Ajjj:

(TA:) and tIlL is [syn. with ui as explained

above, being] a asubst. from [the inf n.] JLA,
like as u L is from L"I: (, ]:*) you ay,
ye; s1~ - 4 UiA Upon thA back of the

as are two lines, or streak., differing in colour
from the rest of the body. (TA.) - [(In mathe-

matics, A line. And hence, *;l ' * l. The eqi-
noctial line. ] - A sligjht track, or patA, or road,
in plain, or smooth, or sot, ground: pl as above.
(!.) And A road, or path: (Th, ]:) as in the

saying, X ;.* [.A3 &j t iJ .,j! [Keep
thou to that road, or path, and do not deiate

1

a
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from it at all]: or in this sense the word is VL.
(TA.) Also A road, or way, or street, that u
a common thoroughfare; and so *L. (IDrd,

-) t(A streak, or sipe, of herbage.] You*5*, B-~ .,
say, qbjt 'I4 ; I :The herbage conwiu
of streaks, or stripes, upon tAe ground; the rain
not having watered the country in common. (L,
TA.) - Writing, and the like. (TA.) [Hand-
writing. Character; orparticularform of letters.

-See also 1.]

L: see L, in two places. - The place oj
the tribe. (AA, X.)

L: see L: - and se also libe , in two
places.

IL: see L, in two places. _-Also An af-
fair: a matter: a case: an erent: a state, or
condition: syn. ytl: (S, ] :) and U3: (S:) or

the like of LJ: (JK, 1;:) and ;;: and Jl.:

(TA:) or l1e. : (Mb :) or, as some gay, a du-
bious affair, of great magnitude or moment, to
accomplih which, or to perform which, oiefinds
not thie way: (1lar p. 436:) and a quality, or
property. (Myb.) You say, m 
[I required, or constrained, him to do an affair
of difficulty; or to become in a state of abas-
ment, or ignominy] : and - i [an eril affair].
(L.) And %..L [H a.i hM 'r e re-
quires, or cosutroins, mc to do an affair of d!ffi-
culty; &c.]. (JK. [See also .]) And it is
said in a trad]., of geyleh, j-I X .1k X w1 _^A~~~~~~~ . 6 5. . j , 5... ;'

jc !1. ; JI [Is the son of this
woman to be blamed for deciding the affair, or
matter, or case, &c., and defending himseif in the
absence of the wrongdoers wrho would prevent his
obtaining his right; or, of those who defend men,
one from another, and decide between then
justly?]: i. e., when a dubious event, to the en-
countering of which he does not find the right
way, befalls him, that he should not care for it,
but decide it so as to settle it and extricate himself
from it. (E;, TA.) [See also j.L_.] Also, in a

trad. respecting EJ-}lodeybiyeh, L s X

[They shall not ask of me a matter whereina they
honour the sacred things of God, (exalted be He,)
but I will grant it to them]. (TA.) And in the
same,# I Z ii ,. U, i JHe hagh
proposd to you a cas of evident rectitude; there-
fore do ye accept it. (TA.) And Taibbata.
&hr says,

*1. 6: ii , 14* 1 e e ,- 

[They are two cases; either bondtlge atud reproach,
or ele blood; and daughter is more befitting to
the fre, or ingenuous]: he means X l. (~.
[8e lam p. 34.])_ Also A course: as in the
phrase ;i iL A distant, or fa-s:etending,
cours. (B, TA.) You say also, iLL ,*, i. e.
jL;,-Sf" U . [Take thou the course of eo-

acting thy right, or due, with equity]; meaning
s J m! [exact thou thy right, or due, with equity].
, (g.)- A proof; an c eidene; a tatimony; an
l argummnt; a plea; or an allegation; syn. ia+..

(O, TA.) So in the phrase, t')l tJI tL . I.
A 4 [app. Establish thou a proof, &c., against
this thing, or case]; as is said in the "NNawadir."

' (TA.) - An object of want which one has de-
termined to accomplish: as in the saying, ;..
f -L L4. ,9 He came having in his mind [lit
his head] an object of want &c.: [but see the llst
sentence in this paragraph :] the vulgar say
1;C.: (S,L:) the former is the word used by
the Arabs: (L:) the latter, however, occeurs in
the "Naw id ir" of AZ; therefore the attribution
of it to the vulgar demands consideration. (TA.)
- Boldne to undertake affairs. (s.)-Ig-
norance. (g].) You say, i 'C ' uL In his
head is ignoranee: or, as some say, orne affair:
and it has another meaning explained above.
(TA.)

Ls A piece of ground, or land, which a man
takes to himself, and upon which he makes a
mark, in order to its being known that he has
chosen it to build there a house; whence the

l of El-Koofeh and of El-Barah: (S :) or a
piece of ground, and a house, which a man takes
to hinself, and upon which he makes a mark, in
land not possesed, that he may have it for him-
self excluively, and build there; this being
done when the SultAin gives permission to a
number of the Muslims to found houses in a par-
ticular place, and to make their abodes there, as
they did in EI-Koofeh and EI-Ba.rah: (L:) or
a place which is taken and marked for building
houses, or for habitation, or the like: (Mgh,
Myb:) or, as is said in the Bari', a piece of
ground, or land, which a man takes to himself,
and upon which he makes a mnark, it not having
belonged to any one before himn; as also t J.;
(Msb;) which latter is explained by IDrd as
signifying a place which one takes to hbniself,
and marks, from other places: (I B, L:) or both
signify a piece of laind in which one alights and
takes up his abode, none having done so before
himn: (]:) the pl. of the former is t... (S,

Myb.) _- tHence,] *,vjtI ,. J t 
t[Suc4 a one exhibits in himself the marks of
generou, or honourable, qualities]. (TA.)

1*~, A wild bull, (?, L,) and any beast, (L,)
that marks the ground with the extremities of hi
hoof. (M,L)

L*i.j [A vally not rained upon]. (AO,

TA ;oce ',., q.v.) And 'lael [or wUlZz h ZLand not rained upon; (TA ;) as also

$J%&: (g:) or land not rained upon beitween
two lands that have been rained upon: (, K:)
or land of which part has ben rained upon, (J,
TA,) and part has not: (TA:) or land not
rained upon srrounded by land that has been
raind upon; (ISh;) u also the latter word:

$
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(A.[n:) pl. of the former, li. ($.)-Hence
the saying of a certain Aab, to his son, j,
I* &oil.:;j aJ I; j.UI 3 , t c[z,p tAo
to the condition of abasnent in fear of what it
mor grieous than it]. (IAr, M.)_.-ii.4.
also signifies A strip of ground difering in rough-
mems arnd smoothne from Awhat is on eit side of
it: pl. as above. (L.)

LL A7 practi5r of what is termed LLi ;
[or geomaney]. (Lth.)_ -[Also A practier f
the art of writing:] a caligraphist. (KL)

5~ tbSpear# of El-lhaut; so called
from LJI, a place in EI-Yemimeh, (8, Myb,)
also called j_ tI, (S,) because they are brought
thither (S, f4b) from India, (?,) and straightened
in that place, (~, Mqb, s) which is a coast for
ships; not that the canes grow there: (Mb :) or
they are so called from L I' whieh is the station
for ships in El-Bahreyn, because they are sold
there; not that it is the place of their growth:
this place is also called k',: (1:) but this
demands consideration; for it is said [in the 'Eyn,
i. e.] by Lth, (TA,) or by Kh, (Msb,) that when
you convert the rel. n. into a subst., you say
t 1 ., (Msb, TA,) with kesr to the t, (Msb,)

without Cej, like as you say, °;f C J, (Msb,
TA,) with kesr, (Mqb,) but when you convert
the rel. n. into a subst., you say, i,A,J (Msb,
TA,) with damm, to distinguish the subst. from
the rel. n., without ,.A#: (M9bJ:) a single spear
of this kind is called e.wp-%: (TA:) AHn

says that 5.,I signifies the spears; and that it
is a rel. n. used in the manner of a proper name;
being a rel. n. from 1, which is tJ
where ships moor when they come from India.
(TA.)

';~ : see the next preceding paragraph.

XLI t Delicate in beauties. (IALr.) [See
also .

[A place marked with a line or lines,
with a streak or streaks, or with a stripe or
stripes]. (TA in art. ji.)

L A woodn intrument with which one
makes lines or marks or the like: (a:) or the
wooden instrument with which the weaver makes
lines or marks or the like, in, or upon, a piece of
cloth. (L, K.)

A [garment of the kind called] ,Le.,
(., TA,) and a date, and a wild animal, (TA,) or
anything, (]g, TA,) mark/ed with lines, streaks, or
stripes. (, K, TA.)-- Beautiful; (, TA;)
applied to a boy [whose hair of his beard has
appeared upon the sides of his face, forming lines];
as also tvJa. [originally : see 8]. (TA.)

i [A woodn ler;] an inrument of
wood by means of which lim are made eon.
(s, O.)

9
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l,? A book or the like written in, or Iopmo
(TA.)

L.: see .w

L && is syn. with tUla , inf.nn. fi.! and

t ib1L., (1J,) which latter, mentioned by AAF,
on the authority of AZ, is extr. in the case of a
triliteral [unaugmented] verb, and more so in the
case of a quadriliteral [i. e. a triliteral augnented
by one letter]; (TA;) and with tL.L3; sig-
nifying He did wrong; or committed a mistake,
or an error: (]:) [and if this and similar ex-

plnation! be correct, Ui. may be an inf. n. of
the firt of these verbs, and a quasi-inf. n. of the
second and third:] or t ktlI and t ii3 have
this signification: ( :) and "', aor. -, inf. n.
:L. and tt, (8, ],) signifies he committed a
sin, a crime, or an act of disobedience for' hich
hie desered punishment: (Q,] :*) or he co,n-
mitted a fault or an offence or an act of disobe-
dience [in an absolute sense]: (15,"TA:) or,
accord. to AO, (Msb,) or A 'Obeyd, (TA,)

, inf. n. 'Lu, signifies he committed afault,
an offenec, or an act of disobedience, uninten-
tionally; as also t Ual: (Mafb, TA:) or, as
others say, :* means [he commnitted a fault,
&c.,] in religion; and V 'l, in anything; in-
tentionally or unintentionally: (Msb :) ,, in
religion; and t*l.I, in calkulation [&c.]: (As,
M,TA:) or, accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, (TA,) you
say, ,L~ )f g., .' (g, TA, [in a MS. copy of
the 1' and in the C15,' Ail .J,]) and t 'l,
meaning he pursued a twrong way in his religion,
inttionaUy or oth erwis: (1, TA:) or >j
signifies hs committed an act of disobedience
intentionally; (Myb, TA;) so accord. to the
'Inayeh, and the like is said in the A; (TA;)
and l.I, he did wrong, meaning to do
right: (Az, Myb, TA:) [and this distinction is
agreeable with general usage:] accord. to AHeyth,
you ay, 'A" ,' t [Thou didst wrong, in
that which thou didat,] intentionally; and V Z,ll
°Az. L; [or l t; or l t.L Thou didat
wrong, in that which thou didst,] unintentionally.
(TA.) - See also 4, in two places. ol, .

jp. l, aor. , t The cooking-pot threw up
its froth, or foam, or scum, (15, TA,) in boiling.
(TA.)

s. l1.s, ($,Mb,y,) inf. n. 'adL .and

(S, [,) He said to him, Ul,s.1 [meaning Thou
hat done wrong, or committed a mistake or an
error]: (., Msb, ] :) or he pronounced him, or
assrted him, to be doing wrong, or committing a
midtake or an error. (Msb.) You say, 41

;AE.' ,.,UsdII [If I do wrong, &c., tell me
that I have done so]. (S.) -Also He made it
to mis: so in the saying, l;.' &i il.L God
made, or may God make, its [i. e. a land's] star,
or asterism, to miu; so that the rain which the
stur or asterism should have brought did not, or

Bk I.

shall not, fl upon it. (TA.) This wu [also]
mid by I 'Ab [in a tropical sense] with reference
to a woman, as an imprecation, in diapproval of
her conduct. (Mgh.) As some relate this baying,
the verb is U,L (Mgh, TA,) and the meaning,
God made, or may God make, itr [raigiirng]
star or asterism, to pans it over, and not snd
rain upon it: and in this case it may be, (TA,)
or it is, (Mgh,) from ?iL., signifying "a land
not rained upon (Mgh, TA) between two lands
that have been rained upon;" (Mgh;) the verb
being originally ii., and the final JP being
changed into LS. (Mgh, TA. [See art. a..])
j is [her] the sing. of .lyjl meaning the " Man-
sions of the Moon," also called the "stars, or
asterisms, of rain." (Mgh.) [See more in the
first paragraph of art. .: and see also 4 in the
present art.] Accord. to Fr, .JI i . and
;ft are syn. [as meaning He made the arrow
to pan over, or to mis, the mark]. (TA.) One

says also, j-JI ;. [May il be made to
mis thee;] i. e. may evil be replled from thee.

(ISk.) And .JI JLa UU [app. for ttLi.]
Evil mined thee, or may evil mis thee. (AZ.)

4. AJm I, in£ n. 'iL;I and ?1i.: see 1, in

eight places. .1, for ;.AJAI, should not be
said: (S :) it is a word of weak authority; or a
mispronunciation: (1K:) but some use it; (S,
.Sgh, TA;) because a change of this kind is gene-
rally allowed by some of tle writers on inflec-
tion. (TA.) See also 5.~6l1l, (*, ,) which
signifies, Le [or it] missed, or failed of hitting,
it [or himti], (TA,) and ' MUW.3 (S, ]P) and

;ii.3 (}1) and J t 'taL (TA) [and t ' ,
as will be seen from what follows,] are syn. (S,
4, TA.) [See also 2, last sentence.] You say,
,. imJ,l ~tl Ulal The archer, or thrower,
missed the mark; orfailed of hitting it. (TA.)
And .. JI _ Ulll The arrow [missed it, or him,
or] passed beyond it, or him: and you may also say,
.k:Ai, suppressing the ,. (Msb.) And ,kl
,.j1I [I£e minsed the way; or] he deviated
fromn the tay. (TA.) And 0 l.1 [tHis star,
or asterism, mised]; said of him who has sought
an object of want and not succeeded in attaining
it: (TA:) and to a person in this case one says,

j~. tILrl [tTity star, or asterism, has mired].

(Mgh. [See albo 2.]) And .J,i 'UJ,ml. The
right, or due, was, or became, [out of his rach,]
or Jbr from him. (Msb.) OwfB Ibn-Matar El-
Mazinee says,

[meaning The arrows mised his bowels]. (.)
And AO, (S,) or A 'Obeyd, (TA,) says that
t *^ and ll are syn.; citing, as an ex., the
saying of Imra-el-1leys,

(S, TA,) meaning [O0 the grief of Hind,] when
they (the troop of horse) mired the sons of
Kdhil; (TA;) 'A" being here used in the

sense of OJWU.l, (S, TA,) which latter, acoord. to
Az, is the more proper in this case. (TA.A)
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*ti.i b is a expreion of wonder [maning
H~loen sil, or criuin, or intnioaly-d~ob
diet, or mti: U.lly-rtgea, i he] from

'~J. not from . (

6: see 1, in two plaes:_ and see aso S, lat
sentence; and 4, in two plaore.. _ I IL
itiljl He addressd to him the qustion with tAh
dceire of causing him to mak a mista: (TA:)

or i. q. ' tL. (.).j, anlo signifies The
feigning a wrong action, a mistake, or an error.
(KL. [See also O.])And The charging another
with a wrong action, a mistake, or an error.
(KL. [See also 2.])

6. bUi.3 He imputed to Aimslf a wrong
action, a mistake, or an error, not having com-
mitted any. (KL. [See aso .]) See also 4,
in two places.

10. ;:.Ua.., She (a camel) did not coeeive,
or become pregnant. (TA. [See also the part. n.,
below.])

:i.: see Uad.

U. A wrong action; a mistake, or an error;
contr. of $lmi,; u also ' :,. (8, Mob, 1) and
t;-i.: (15:) accord. to some, it is syn. with

e;~ and *.L; and is an inf. n. used a a sim-
ple subst.; but accord. to others, (TA,) it signi-
fiea an unintentional fault or off^en or dis-
obedience; ((, TA;) a subet. from tuLi: (M,
Msb: [see 1, first sentence:]) and accord. to the
M, t:;L., is a subst. from C* [and therefore
ryn. rith ;i. accord. to the general acoeptation

of · ] . c(TA)
lGS [so in the TA, app. it;.,] A land which

the rain mias, while it falls upon anotlr near
it. (TA. [See .])

.tU: see tla, in two places.

a1.L (8, 15) an d i.a., a change of this kind
being allowable in this and in similar cases, (*,
TA,) A fault, an offence, or an act of disobe.
dicnec; (B, i ;) or tnch at i intentional; (1 ;)
like t :, (*, 1,) which is an inf. n., thus used
as a subat.; (Meb;) meaning a sin, a cime,
or an act of disobedlence for which one dees
punishment: (*:) pl. Q1U., (Lth, *, 15,). ori-
ginally U 1i.; (Lth,* ;) and stjas abo, (K,

TA, [in a MS. copy of the V1 &ti,]) or this
is [anomalous and] incorrect, unles with the
art. Jl, being otherwise :tla; (MF;) and

UmL., [an anomalous pl.,] of which Th gives
an ex. in the following verse, related to him by
IAar:

· -' bW .-'.'i 1.'-.e.I 't ·

e
.... ?tLJr4 

W";,;;; Yu'a

(For every man Is apointed, in the world to
come, the recompense ot wIat Ai sml hms pre-
pared, or laid up in store, for Aim a its WroNg
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actions, if it has done wrong;. and its right

actionl]. (L.) j` 44· and i ; ar ex-

preuions like . o bi and &Wi , :. you say,

'U' 3 iSI q u! 9 s 5 W [app. mean-
inglt were a crime that a day should pams with me
without my seeing in it such a one; or perhaps, it is
a rare eent that a day passes roith me &c.: see
what follows]. (TA.) - A little, or small quan-
tity; or a few, or snmaU sumber; of anything.

(B, TA.) You sy, 9'; eEs; 4a 1 Li 
[Upon the palm-tree are afew fresh ripe dates]:

an1d :; ;4 3 u, [In the
land of the sons of such a one is] a small number
of wild animals that have mised their [wonted]
places and are in what are not their accustomed
places. (TA.)

'fl A man who consutantly adheres to faults,
oenees, sins, crimes, or acts of disobedience for

hich he deseres pnishment. (TA.)

It Ientionally doing that which is not

right; (El-Umawee, ;) intentionally pursuing a
wrong way in his religion; (s ;) intentionally
dloing that which he is forbidden to do. (Myb.)

[See & , of which it is the part. n.] _ [Also

Mising tie mark. Hence the saying,] .

;t,, *19h [1 (With those that miU is an

arrow that oes right, or hits tahe mark]; (9,1;)

~l.lj. being pl. of '1.t', meaning that miss
the butt: (Rar p. 481:) a prov., (a,) applied to
him who frequently errs, but sometimes does
right; (9, ];) or to the niggard who some-
times gives notwithstanding his niggardliness.
(A 'Obeyd.)

e: e 1, first sentence.

,~ [act. part. n. of 4, q. v.;] One who
doe mrong, meaning to do right. (El-Umawee,$.)

[* d..signifies the same as u ., or nearly

so: and hence the saying,] c, ' . iti

,.I!JI, (TA in the present art.,) or s,j J t;

JgqJ! A 1· 1 j , [the last word being app.

jX.JI, and the lit. meaning, T7y she-camel, or

this thy sA-camel, is of those that step over the
carcasses;] i. e. she is hardy and strong, such as
will go on, and Itave behind [others that have
fallm down and died] (J.3 [so in the TA,

app. Li.,]) until she [herself] has fallen down
( ",.L,ko J t). (AZ, TA in art. _a'..)

3;Jw ., applied to a she-camel, ti. q. 3S,.

[i.e. Not conceiving, or not becoming pregnant
during a year, or tno years, or tome years; &c.:
see its verb, 10]. (~,TA.)

1. (i. , g,) or (A,) nor. ',
(TA,) inf. n. £.', (9,]~,) or this, accord. to
some, is a subet. used as an inf. n., (TA,) and
i~U., (1,) said of a (A) or 1Mki., (I~,)

[(ie recited a a; (q. v. infra),] '.1 JU
[upon the pulpit]; ($, I ;) as also ?,,r .l.

(9') And i..ll 1 , (Myb,) and .il ,

(Tb, Mob,) am. ', (Mqb,) inf. n. i. (Th,
M9b,) [He recited a a;U to the people, and over
the people, i. e. on the'pulpit, beneath which they
sat: or] he delivered an exhortation, or admo-

nition, to the people. (Msb.)- i. 414I,
, A,* Myb, 1 ,) aor. as above, (TA,) inf n.

£u.h, (9, A, ,,) or this is a simple subst., (Mqb,)

and' Z.. (IC , V) and ; &.; (T, I ;)
and t'l,k l; (9 , ;) He askhed, or demanded,
the roman in marriage. (Msb.) In the following
verse of 'Adee Ibn.Zeyd, respecting Jedheemeh
El-Abrash, and his asking in marriage Ez-Zebbl,

[For the asking in marriage of her who acted
perfidiously and treacherously: for they (i. e.

women) are possessed of secret malerolence: may

they be disgraced and accursed :] . is syn.

with a;£.: ( :) accord. to Lth, it is a simple
subet.; but AM says that he is in error, and that

it is an inf. n. (TA.) You say also, ;I,w11 s

itl lj He asked, or demanded, the woman in

marriage, of the people. (Msb.) And

jl [He asked, or demanded, a reoman in
marriage, ofsuch a one]. (TA.) And ,io

ei. 1d.. He ached, or demanded, a woman in

marriage, when another had done so, and she had

inclined to the latter, and hl and she had agreed
to a certain dowr'y, and had approved each other,
aid nothing remained but to conclude the con-
tract; the doing of which is forbidden: but it is
not forbidden to ask in marriage a woman when
another has done so if she and the latter have not

agreed, nor approved each other, nor has either

of them inclined to the other. (TA.) -pi
tI.i j>.. 4tL tISuch a one seeks, or desires,
to do such a thing. (A, TA.) ,;, [aor. ',]

inf. n. Ha, He became a .. (9.) -

;j~, ator.:, (JK, ],) inf. n. - , (9, TA,)
He, or it, was, or became, of the colour termed

i;.L: (S,* ]:) or his, or its, colour mu, or

became, what is thus termed. (JK.)

S. '~.. He granted his request of a woman

in marriage;s s also *quL . (TA.)

S. , (A, Myb, TA,) or A e9. 41,

(<, TA,) inf. n. IsL and eU., (8, Msb,)
He talked, spoke, convered, or discoursed, with
him; held a colloquy, dialogue, conversation, or
discourse, writh him: (Msb, TA:) he talked to
him, spoke to him, or addressed him,face toface;
accosted him with speech or words. (A.) [Hence,]
.tL. . j,. [A particle of aliocution] : such is

the ;, in C:J1 and jl, (Mughnee and V on the

letter c,,) and such is the .) in ill &c. (I 'Ak
p. 36; c) - He consulted with him. (TA.)
-_ ~ j.?1 . [an used in the 1]ur xxxviii. 19]

means The deciding a eas, or passing sentence,
or judging, with evident demonstration, or proof;
or by testimony conJirmed by oath: (V, TA:) or
the deciding between truth and falsehood, and
distinguishing betwmen jujt judgment and the con-

trary thereof: (TA:) or understanding, intelli-
gence, sagacity, or knowledge, in judging or pasuin

sentence: or the pronouncing the phrase .a ,
(I,TA,) which David [it is said] was the first
to utter, and which means, accord. to Abu-l-
'Abbhs, Now, after these prelimitary wordre, [ 
proceed to say] thus and thus; (TA;) or this last
phrase means after my prayer for thee; (; in
art. , ;) or after praising God. (TA in art.
... [See also art. J..])

4: see 9. - [Accord. to the KL, ,itu sig-
nifies The inviting one for tlhe purpose of mar-

riage: but I think it is only ,Li;;I. that has

this signification.] - , 1 4il_ :The game,

or object of the chase, has become within thy
power, or rcach; (, A ;) and hat become near

thee; ( * ;) J.U [ltherefore shoot it, or cast at it].

(A.) And D 1 Jl SL IThe thing, or affair,
has become within thy p,omtr, or reach. (JK,
A.-) -m ,4s.L, said of the colocynth, (JK,;9,

t,) It became striped ,with green: (J K, . :) or
it became yellow, with green stripes. (g.) And

iL'.JI Jw1.l The wheat became coloured.

(TA.) -

6. tIJ.3 They two talked, spoke, convetrsed,
or discoursed, each with the other; held a col-
loquy, dialogue, conmreration, or discourse, each

with the other. (TA.) [Hence, uI l! ;

The gmerally-known, generally.receired, or con-
ventional, language of conrversation.]

8: see 1, in two places - -'.! They in-

vited him to marry a wman of their fam#ly:
(9, Myb, :) or they invited him to ask, or de-
mand, in marringe, a woman of tiheir family.
(AZ, A. [See also 4])

,.4J. IA thing, an affair, or a busines, (A,
], MF,) smal or great, (],) that one shks, or

desires, to do, (A,) syn. .03.. j..I, (IYam p. 33,)
or that it, or may be, a subject of discourse: this
is the primary signification: (MF:) or a great
thing or affair: or a thing, or an affair, that is
dialiked; not one that is liked: or that is liked
also: (Ram p. 127:) or the cause, or occasion,
of a thing or an event: (JK, g:) or an af-
fliction; a calamity: (Mb :) [often used in this
last sense in the present day:] and a state, or

condition: (TA:) pl. $L*; (A, Myb, ];)
for which JL is used in a verse below. (TA.)

You say, i 1. L What is the thing, or affair,
or buainsc, that thou seeest, or desirest, to do?

(A:) or what is thy caume [of coming &c.]?
(;.) " 4'4L and JJ' 1[A little, or an un-

important, and a great, or an important, thing

or affair]. (A.) And ,;j"l , Ut.1 i
:[He endures, or he conitends, or struggle, with,
or against, the a.qictions, or calamitie, of for-

tune]. (A.) El-Akhal says,

. . d' p2 iFl A - wbe .. -

"4 .J'; .h --' ~ 0a

S

0

t[Lihe the wavings of the hands of mothers be-
reft of many children, in mourning on account of

1
1
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then, bewailing the biting cruelty of the daughters

of misfortun and aqictions]: using 4 JI for

VJ"j1. ((L)

,;;: see the next paragraph, in two places.

L A man who ash, or demands, a woman
in marriage; (, A,* ] ;) as also 'J (MF)

and t,.. (A,M,b,]) and .: pl. of

the first ti.1, (],) and of the second ¥ ,
(A,) and of the last 6,L. ( .) You say,

14 Ls.~[and t1; .] and t* l; He is her

asker, or demander, in marriage. (,' TA.) It
was a custom, in the Time of Ignorance, fora man
to stand up and to say 4,J , (A,]O,) and',;-,

(],)nmeaning I am an ashker, or demander, in
narriage; (MF;) and he who desired to give to

him in marriage would reply I, (A, V,') and

, (I,) [meaning I am "a giver in marriage,"]

and thus marriage wa effected: there was a
woman among them, called Umm-Khbarijeh, and
the man who usked her in marriap used to
stand at the door of her tent, and ay, .6.; and

she used to reply, *; (C, TA;) and hence

the proy, ,alt. -A *. X . [Quicker than
the marriage of Umm-Khirijehl]. (TA.).Also
A woman asked, or demanded, in marriage; ($,
A,*;*) andso 1';,. C,) and et;./. (Kr,
1]) and Ld. (A, K) and * -4. [which

is alo an inf. .: see 1]: (K:) or this lut sig-
nifies a woman often asked, or demanded, in mar-
riage. (JK) You ;ay, ',d. ~ and V..
(, 0) &c. (1) She is the person askhed, or de-

manded, in marriage by him. (~, 1.)

ie;., a word of the measure a. in the sense
of the measure XJ_~ , like a.. in the sense of

aj., and .1tJI X L6J in the sense of p;
meaning An exhortation or admonition [recited

by a ].,J ]: (M,b:) a form of words, a dis-

cours, a sermon, a speech, an oration, or a ha-
rangue, which the reciter on the pulpit:
(~,OTA:) [in the noon-service of the congre-
gational mosque on Friday, the recites two
forms of words, each of which is thus termed: the
former chiefly consists of expressions of praise
to God, blessings on Mohammad and his family
and compdnions, and exhortation to the congre-
gation; and is termed J 'L: the latter, of
praise to God, exhortation, blessings on Mo-
hbammad and his family and companions, and
prayer for the Muslims in general, and especially
for the Sovereign; and is termed %'l .i :
(see my "Modern Egyptians," ch. iii. :)] or,
[accord. to its original signification,] with the
[Pagan] Arabs, a ditourse, a speech, an oration,
or a harangw, [generally applied to one delivered
in public,] in rhyming prose; and the like:
(Aboo-Is-!], 1 :) or the old Arabian Aj, in
the Pagan and the early Muslim ages, was,
in mat intancea, not in rhyming prose; and the
term "prose," as here used, does not exclude
what contains poetry introduced by way of testi-
mony and the like: (MF:) or [a tract, or snmaU
trmatist or discourse,] like a aLJ, which [is com-

plete in itself, or, in other words,] has a beginning

and an end: (T, TA:) the pL is 5 : (Mb :)
and t# '. 1 ., occurring in the following words
of a trad., s.J,l'j4 .T ; ; ', meaning
of the who congregate, and harangue people,
exciting them to go forth and assemble for s-
ditious purposesm, is said to be sed in the same
sense as 1, and to be a pl. [of i.],contr.

to rule, like A. [pL of .j] and 4.* [pl.

of aJi]: or it is pl. of ?i1Z., which is
syn. with (d.: (TA:) or it [is pL. of w.Ja ,
and] signifies places of haranguing. (L in art.
.a:....) You ay, 'a _ i;. 4.e1 L*
[The c recited a beautiful ie]. (A.)_
See also ... _ Also A turbid, or dusky,
colour, (],) or a colour inclining to turbidnes or
duskinem, (TA,) mixed with yellowish red; (V,
TA;) like the colour of wheat before it dries,
and that of some wild asses: (TA:) and a green
[app. here meaning a dark, or an ashy, dust-]
colour: (TA:) or a dust-colour suffused with
;°.b: [or a darh, or an ashy, dust-colour: see

~1 ). ] (A, .:) or 's mixed with blackh.

(TA.)-The saying, 1 * 1 ; L I;
which might be imagined to ascribe to the person
addressed perspicuity, or eloquence, in his a&,i
really means Thou art [the asininc ;] he who bears

evidence of 4Q 1 JJ [i. e. asinineness]. (A.)

Le.. an inf. n. of I;lJI - .. : (SA, A:) or
a simple subst. (Myb.) - See also Z1;, in
two places.

U".1and D see an,de.1, in four places.
The former is also the name of A certain

plant, (K,) of the most bitter of herbs, (TA,)
reembling the g/&# [or asparagus], (V,) or like

the tails of srpents, with thin ertremities re-
smbling [in colour] the violet, or blacher; the
part newt below being green; and the part next
below that, to the roots, white: whence the say-

ing, X0(L! '. X 1 [More bitter than the
i t.te.]; in which OCl. has been erroneously

said to be pl. of ,L;;, like as X1o;s is pl. of

:>... (TA.)
*~ ~ ~ . O i

X 4ie.: see SAm&I.

· S'I& 3I1 [Of a duhky colour, inclining
to black, in a great degree; or very dusky]: the
latter word is added to give intensivenes to the
signification. (1V.)

Z.>Jtd [A speaker; generally a public speaher;
an orator; a preacher;] a reciter of a .,
(A, MNb, TA,) eand particularly] on the pulpit;
(TA;) i. q. t,s.. [in these senses; but the
latter is generally used in another sense, explained

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~above, voce 4 .]: ($, TA :) or one who recites
a al wel; (l ,TA;) [a good speaker or
orator:] pl. M'.. (Mb, TA.) See a.;
You say also,,!EI . l a, meaning He is
the speaherfor the people or party. (Msb.)

!% ian The office of a of a mosque.
(TA.)

~.*L A man practid in, or accustomed to,
the asking, or dem ad~ , moen, is marrage.
(1, Mgb, TA.)

: ee ,4,d, in two plaem.

41e &, in two plae: and ee

also.

4L1 Of the coour ted ' :'. .)-
An am, (9, A, IC,) iL e. a wild ass, (TA,) of a
colour ti/ed witA 3J. [here meaning a dark,
or an ahy, dudt-colour]: (C, :) or of a duet-

colour su.~ued ith & : (A :) or having a
black linr, or stripe, along the middle of the back:
(Fr, $, V:) fern. /, applied to a hem; (Fr,
$;) and likewise to a she-amel. (9, A.) - See

also _.,sill (Ll. - [A pig~eo of

the colour terme~d a; .]. (A.) - Q 'N,

(I,) and j. JO,, (TA, [4.m beingthe pl.,])
[A hand, and fijgert' end,] of which the dark-

mesa of the dye imparted by .,"L has faded: (I,

TA:) and in like manner the epithet [( 1] is
sometimes applied to the hair. (TA.) One may

also i± C ; JI ' [(A woman pal ;i the
lips; whose lips have lwt their deep red Ahe].

(A.) - 4. $l j", (V,) or 'J4lI., (C,)
Colocynths that are yellow, (?,) with gren
dtripest (, I:) fern. (applied to a single cola-
cynth, wlich is termed *i.., TA) ela., with
which til. is myn.: the pl. [or rather coll.

gen. n.] of this last [or pl. of L, I] is t ~,

and whici., which is extr. [with respect to rule].
(V.) And t,al. (a pl. of 4,Li, JK) ao

signifies Oren leaves of the; :.. (JK,:.)-
.vat."J! The [bird caled] 3!; (f, Mgh, M9b,
V;) called in Persian, accord. to a marginal
note in a copy of the $, ;i* : (TA:) or the
[bird called] >o; (f, Mgh, M9b, ;) because
it has a mixture of black and white. (TA.)-
And The7 . [or hamwk]. (V.)._And A cer-

lain creeping thing (C.,*) of a green colour,
longer than the locust, having six ejgs; called in
Persan , ., and T . (Mgh.)

. -. eJ
, a [proper] name of A certain bird;

(K, TA;) so called because of a ., i.e.
;'r, in its wings. (TA.)

;is~.: see.

1. ;. 'L, (f, A, Mgh, ], TA,) aor , [in
the C]C, erroneouly, J,] inf .n j and )1
(M, Mgh, ]) and ;o.. (JK, .,) He (a emel,

M, Mgh, or a stallion [camel], A,) rai] d , hi
tail time after time, and struck hi thigh with
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The 

former is also the name of A certain which V 1QU. is kyn.: the pl. [or mther colt.

plant, 

(V,) of the most bitter of lierbs, (TA,) gen. a.] of this lut [or pl. of �� 1,1

r~mbling 

g/&# [or asparagm], (V,) or like and which is extr. [with respect to mic].

the 

taik of ~ nts, with thin extrmitim re- (V.) And t�t;U (a PI. of �� 1, JK) also

mmbling 

[in colour] the iriolog, or blacker; the aignifies Ore^ leaves of the (JK, V.)

part 

mwt below being grmn; and the part nowt , . , & '

below 

that, to the roots, white: whence the gay- The [bird calkd] jlpU; ($, Mgb, Mqb.

ing, 

C;�� l [More bitter than the V;) called in Pordan, acc;rd. to a marginal

1 

note in a copy of the 11�Ct& : (TA:) or the

C)tja�.) 

; in which C;LLd. bu been erroneous y

1 

f [bird called] ji,--; ($, Mgh, Mqb, V;) because

said 

to be pl. of "'AL 11, like as Cot>" m p. o

j, 

09 it hu a mixture of black and white. (TA.)

>"1. 

(TA.) And The [or hamk]. (V.) -And A ter-

see 

gain creeping thing (416, ) of a gron colour,

longer 

than the locust, having fix Iggs; called in

jj31 

Of a dwky colour, inclining U~

to 

black, in a great degree; or very dwkyl: the Pordan &d� ", and *C-. (M9h.)

latter 

word is added to give intensivenew to the a [proper] name of A ~ aim bird;

signification. 

TA;) so called bemuse of a i. C.

Jp 

in 

its wings. (TA.)

[A 

spwker; generally a public speaker;

an 

orator; a preacherj a reciter of a

(A, 

Mqb, TA,) Md particularly] on the puJpit;

it 

ace Aja&.

(TA;) 

i. q. [in these senew; but the

latter 

is genemlly used in another sense, explained

above, 

voce ��] : (�, TA :) or one who recites

a 

Ali. well; TA;) [a good speaker or

oratord 

pl. (Mqb, TA.) See �U.

A, 

Mgh, 

V, TAJ ilor. (in

You 

say aloo,.,!�l ",e�& meaning He is

the 

speakerfor the people or party. (Meb.) the CXC, erroneonly, 1,1 inf a. ;gi. and

M 

mgh, V) and (JK, Vj Re (a emel,

The 

office of a ".c� of a mosque. $, Mgh, or a stallion' [camel], A, V) ~ kit

(TA.) 

tail time a.fter time, and druck his thighi with

gift a

Boo& I.]
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it: ( :) or lashed with it to the right and left:
(W :) or moved about hi# tail: (A,* Mgh, TA :)
the stallion does so in threatening, through pride;
(T, TA;) or in fighting with others, as though
threatening; (A;) or by reason of emaciation
occasioned by severe drought; or by reason of
sprightlines: but a she-camel, to inform the
stallion that she has become pregnant. (TA.)
You say also, Q.'J .jJ, aor. : the t being a
substitute for the t: (TA:) or each form may
he original; but the latter is the less used. (IJ,
TA.)__[Hence,] .," '~Ji, (A,(A ,) and - -' .,

(]K,) and .', and ,.s, (TA,) inf. n. CI;L.,
(Q,) t He moved his spear up and down, and his
sivord, (/i, TA,) and his rod, and his chkip.
(TA.) A man does so with the spear when he
walks between the two [opposing] ranks. (A.)

A_And 4- L . . :[He moved hi, arm
up and dorm in his walking]. (A.) And Jm.
.. O'5, (i,) aor. :, (TA,) inf. n. eif (()

and ; ', (TA,) t He moved his arms up and
down in his mode of walhing, (g, TA,) inclining
his body from side to side at the same time. (TA.)
And . , aor. :, (TA,) inf. n. i>s,L', (S,)
t He (a man) slook himself in walking; (S ;)
and walked with an elegant and a proud and
ssef-conceited gait, with an affected inclining of
the body from tide to side. (S, TA.) " 2JI

_.5U ,Jp tJ t[The troops strut around
their leader] is said when they show their energy
to their leader; and in like manner, when they
assemble and equip themsclves in war. (TA.)
- And /UL, aor. ;, inf. n. u, t Ile (a man)
raised hiJ arm, or hand, with a stone which he
lifted .for the purpose of tr?ying his strength, to
cast, or throwv, and shook the stone in lifling it.
(TA.)-And I.' , Jl . ' '' :le moved
his finger, [or raised it towards the sky,] in sup-
plication. (A.) [This one does in the ordinary
prayers, in uttering the profession of belief in the
unity of God; raising the first finger only (of the
right hand, which is placed on the thigh, while
sitting on the left foot), and not the hand itself.]
_ And ", (<, 19,) aor. ;, inf. n. ,."id, (s,)
t It (a spear) quivered, vibrated, or shook: (S,
k :) or moved up and down previously to a
thru~tin.g with it. (f.) _ J' ;J, (s, A,
Mgh, M9b, X,) and J. 1 ,, (JK, Mgh, Msb,
,) aor. (, Sd, I8I~t, Mgh, g) and -, (ISd,
II~, 9,) inf. . , (JK, S, Mgh, 1],) or
,;. (M9b,) and ; , (JK,) or this last is a
mistranseription, (Mgh,) ! It beatirred itself in
my mind: (A: [see jli.:]) or it moved my
mind: (Mqb:) or it occurred to my mind [ab-
solutely, or] after I had forgotten it. (g.)

. , ,. .J .; , .
Cs ,.j &W U 5:Ji. - t T/e devil put vain

suggestions into his mind. (TA.) . a i
.1 lsi, (1,) or ;DL s ,.., (TA,) ? [Fortune, or

time, produced, or broght to pas, its events, or
among its events such and such things]: a phrase
like ^t;1 ,11 .,,(;,) or ;j.h C'^ (T, A.
[s8ee art. ]), or',, (,A,,Myb,

i,) inf.n. I , (f, ,) or;,, (Msb,) l he
(a man, Q &c.) mm, or became, eminent, noble,

or of kigh rank, (Mvb, ,) or characterised by
rank or station. (S, A.) And 'i., [or this is
probably a mistranscription for ji,] aor. ;,
inf. n. Ii and ;, [or, more probably,

f' 9.i,] t He was, or became, great in etimation,
rank, or dignity, after having been little in re~pect
thereof. (TA.)

S. ,'L, inf n. ;n. 1 j, t He took, got, or won,
a bet, wager, or stake. (L in art. ,v, and TA.)

3. e bt1 ., (S, A, Myb, K,) and a9,
(A,) inf. n. S1.W; (TK ;) and .. ¥i JaL.I;
(A;) He placed himself at the point tf, or near
to, destruction; perilled, imperilled, endangered,

jeoparded, hazarded, or rished, himself; (S, A ;)
and his people or party: (A:) or L J.Is.
signifies he did that in which fear predominated:
(Mnb:) or he caued himself to be on the brink
of destruction or of attaining dominion. (C.)
And WC4 t7" jlt&. He thre7v himself and his
property into destruction. (TA.) And VJ&I.1
I.bi al He hazarded, or rihked, to him iuch a
thing. (L.) [See also 4, below.]).le >j1
Ii., (S,A,) or JL Si., (Mob,) inf. n. as
above, (TA,) t He laid a bet, wvager, or stake,
nith him, (S,* A, Msb,)for tuch a thing, (S, A,)
orfor property. (Mgb.) [See, again, 4.]

4. ~j , pJ,, (.s,,) [and tCQ it;,
(see 1,)] t God caused it [to bestir itseif in my
mind: or to move my mind: or] to occur to my
mind after I had forgotnen it. (].) m See also
3, in two places. - jLJI !Jl, ( &S, , &c.,)
iuf. n. IU'I, (M'b,) Zle made the property a
stake (A, Msb, A) bet.een the parties betting.
(R, Msb, .) And J £i.4 Z g;Jni. t [lie
laid me a bet and I laid him a bet;] we laid
bets, wragers, or stakes, one to another. (K. [See
also 3.]) And s1 .,l j, .I tHe made his
soul a stake to death [by exposing it to be taken
by death, like as a stake is taken by one of two
parties who have betted]. (TA.) And ~.I
[alone] t He made himself, or hit soul, a stake to
his adversary, and sallied forth against him.
(K.) _--,M _ ij and , .., ,J -,I t He
gare them liberally, or freely, a lot, portion, or
share, or a compensation, such as contented them.
(TA.) - .,l1 He (God) made him to be cha-
racterized by rank, or station. (A.) la1.
%,L; ,S t Such a one became like in rank, or

station, to such a one. (K.) And s1i $s3J A
t I was made like to such a one in rank, or
station. (Lth, TA.) And t.;a! He was made

equaL (TA. [See i"j!i.])

6. ,;it~ j,AlI I;;J' [The stallions of the
camels lashed with ther tails] previously to their
attacking one another. (A.) ~ i.tli.j t They
laid bets, rcagers, or stakes, one with another,
(-, TA,) ,. t.s for a thing. (TA.) And
s.e 3 5toi They two laid bets, wagers, or

stahkes,for it. (A.)

see ~i: -and 'iS, in two places:
m and 1LI..

;L. A large number of eams~ : (C, :) or
forty: (.:) or two hundred; (Al[it, 8;) and
the like of sheep or goats: (TA:) or a thousand
thereof: (i:) and more: (TA:) and t;
signifies the same: ( :) pL j;L L. (, K.) 
A certain plant, with which onU dyes, or tinges,
himelf or hki hair, (S, V,) its lear being put
into black dye: (TA:) it resetbles the plant
called 'hu, with which it often grows; and old
men dye their hair with it: (AHn :) or [the plant
called] a~,: (] :) [a coll. gen. n.:] n.un. with ;.
(AHn, .) - Hence, (S,) % Milk mired with
much nater: (S, K, TA:) as though it were
tinged [with the plant so called]. (TA.)_ And
A branch (K) of a tree: pl. i; ., which is
extr.; or as though the ; were imagined to be
elided. (TA.)

'j, The being at the point of, or near to,
destruction; (JK, S, A, Msb, 1];) [imminent
danger; peril; jeopardy; risk; hazard;] and
fear ofn peishing: (Msh:) pl. ;lijl. (A.) You
say, ,,pJa.0 j _ .e iJ [in a state of great
peril, or] on the brink of destruction. (A.) And
jU. Ll IS. [They embarked in perilous un-
dertakings; or bravedperils]. (A.) [And 'Je 

and J.. 3 A perilos affair or event or
cae: and hence, a momentoua, or an important,
affair or event or case; an affair, or event,.or a
cae, of moment or importance or magnitude:
see also A-..] And ieu. [alone] signifies A
thing, or an affair, &c., of great magnitude:
and a trial, or an affliction: pl. as above. (glar
p. 264.) - A bet, wager, stake, or thing
wagered; a thing staked at a slwoting-matcl or
a race, atnd taken by the witnner: (T, S, A,*
Mgh,* Msb,* ], TA:) [accord. to the TA, this
is the primary signification; but accord. to the
A, it is tropical:] pl. as above; (Msb;) or
jUa.; and pl. pl. j.lu: (]: [but in some copies
of the ], the last is written ;Uim; and so in the
TA, where it is added that some say it is pl. of
' , like as !; is of O , and ,, of

:]) '~ and j and 4.. all signify the
same. (TA.) You say, Ij. [They laid
a bet]. (A.) And Ji.l O' ja,.1I : [Such a
one won the bet]. (A.) - Uence, [app. as being
likened to a stake won,] (TA,) t Eminence; no-
bility; as also QL : (]r, TA:) in which sense
it has become so much used as to be, in this
acceptation, conventionally regarded as proper:
(TA:) also excellence: (TA:) and (as also
*jI., TA) rank; degree of dignity; station;
of a man: (S, A, K, TA:) and highness of rank
or account or estimation: and wealth: (TA:)
pl. ;tUI: (A:) accord. to some, it is only used
to signify high rauk: but accord. to others, you
say, ).a it 2 i [ ver.ly he is of gret
dignity] with respect to his good actions and his
nobility, and .J 1i e t [of little rank] with
respect to his evil actions and his ignoblens.
(TA.) Also t A lot, or portion, or share. (TA.)
- And t A compensation. (TA.)_ ~ A like,
or fellow, (S, V,) in rank or station, (S,) or in
emionce; ( ;) as also t;e.. (, .) You

[Boox I.
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ay, i :J ;i aIJ, and t;gl, t ThUs is like to

that (P.) And i . 4J1 t Paradie has
not its like. (TA.) And ?;j X . i s L
t Suck a one hA not hi like orfellow. (TA.)--
Albo [an inf. n. of ji,. in the phrase .J!., ja.
and ac c/l, accord. to the Msb. And hence,]

t A wain ruggewtion of the devil. (JK.) [See

;J": see ;l1,d-

$;;. [inf. n. of un. of L.;: and hence,] t A
going away; and walking with an elegant and a
proud and self-conceited gait, with an affected
inclining of the body from side to side. (.Har

p. 35 .)_See also ;S1Q.- ; 'l 4; i.
! [I met him not rave] sometime; (A;) or some-

times. (K.) And , ,); . t i
: [I remenmbered not, or mentioned not, him, or
it, arve sometime after sometime; i. e., xare]

sometimes. (A.)A- )1 ml >. ol tA
touchl, or stroie, from the jinn, or genii, befell
him; or madness, or insanity, [proceeding] from

the jinn; syn. ,-. (K,' TA.) - ,: ;

~.; &;, (IAsr, TA) app. means t Between me
and him is a tie of relationship. (TA.) t. j

.U 3e;t t WVe pastu,ed [our beasts] upon

the pateaes of herbage produeed by the [rain

called] T. (;,' TA.) - i also signifies
t A s.mall quantity [or shlnmer] of rain: pL. jUs.
(JK) [and probably 4j1oJ. also]. -And one

.says _ . ..... p.... .. ' ,/. v) 
i.* [app. referring to rain, and meaning t MAay

Godl not malte it to be the only shonwer, or
fall, thereof, or the only time thereof; nor/
mahe it to be the last time thereof]; (TA;)

,L. 5. meaning .). '. (Z,' TA.)

jun&: see what next follows.

;e' The filling of a camers tail between the

parts above his thighs, when he moves it about;
[see 1, first sentence;] as also tU'ja&. (TA: in
which the latter is written without any syll. signs.)
~A ca,tel's nose.rein; (., 19 ;) a nose-rein by

which a she-camel is led: (Kr:) a rope: (Sh,
] :) these, savs Meyd, are one and the same
tlilng. (TA.) It is related in a trad. of 'Alee that
he said to [a mistake for "respecting"] 'Ammar,

,Jj qi, LjelJil 1J 1v, [Pull ye his nose.
rein as long as it will be pulled by you]: or, as

some relate the saying, . i q.1 [as long as he
pults it to you]: meaning follow him as long as
there is ground for doing so: or, accord. to some,
as Sh says, act patiently towards 'Ammar as long
as he acts patiently towards you: Meyd mentions
it as a proverb. (TA.) :Eminent; noble; of
high raah: (Myb, ], TA:) characterized by
rank or station: ($, A:) pl. j (g) and
<aW (A.) And tAnything eecUatte . (TA.)

You say j.a %. * t A thing, or an affair, of
Aigh account or estimation. (TA.) Also tg-
noble; of low rank; (AZ, TA;) contemptiblc.
(AZ, Myb.) - See also ;b, in three places.

;Ui [is probably applied to a he-camel in a

7?

sense like that of the fem., here following].

;jLL, applied to a she-camel, That lashs with
the tail to the right and lef : (i :) or that move
about her tail, when going, in a brisk, or sprightlff,
manner: (A:) or that raieMs hr tail, in going
along, by reason of briskane, and ezceeding
sprightlines. (lIar p. 657.) [See 1, first sen-
tence.] - [Hence,] ?A spear that quivers, ai-
brates, or liakes: (S, A, ]:) or that does so
much: and in like manner, a man. (TA.) And

stj ;. IA man rwho thrusts muck with the

/pear. (, 1g,TA.) tA man wrho raises his
arm, or hand, (I, TA,) with a stone which he
liftsfor the purpose of trying his strength, (TA,)
to cast, or throw, (}g, TA,) and dwho slhaht the
stone in lifting it. (TA.) - t A sling. (K.)
tThe [engine of war called] 'e- '; (K;). as
also ]tjU: its casting being likened to the
action termed ' n [inf n. of 1, q. v.], of the

stallion-camel. (TA.) .- j.i tThe lion: (s:)
because of his proud walk, and self-admiration:
or because of his shaking himself in his walk.

(TA.) __;.. Musk that diffuses much
odour or Jragrance. (A.)

;ijUa.: see the next preceding paragraph.

l.t.. [part. n. of 1, q. v.:] t1 Walking with an
elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait, with
an aJffected inclining of the body fromn side to side;

(K ;) as also tJ (I, (K,TA,) or t'. (So in
the CK and in a MS. copy of the K.) - MAn
opinion, or an idea, or object of tlhoughlt, bestirling
itself in the mind; (A and Kull p. 179;) i. q.
~..W-A, (M, K,) i. e. a thing coming at random
into the mind: ($ in art. ) or a cogitation
which bestirs i tself, or occurs, ( .,) in the
mnind, with a view to the end, issue, or reult, of a
thing: (Mb :) pl. .1L,: (A, K :) [and t;,uk
signifies the same; for] ;tl. [which is its pl.]
is syn. with .tl_; (A;) [whence the phrase,]

i;bek;J -l cj!"the vain suggetions of the de-
vil. (s and TA in art j.a, &c.) [Seealso;j..,
last sentence ] _lHence it is applied to tThe mind
itself. (Kull p. 179.)

°~: .see ;e..

; , ai.A t[A Zperilous,or dangerous, desert;]
as though it made the traveller a stake between
safety and perdition. (M.sb.)

.. [(act. part. n. of 3, q. v.:] tOne who
contends with another in shooting or casting
[app. jbo. a wager]. (JK, TA.)

1. '., aor. , (, Mgh, M.b, K,) inf. n.
.b6.; (S, TA;) this is the approved form of

the verb; (T, 8;) and ' , nor. :, (8, Mob,
IK,) inf. n. as above; (Mb ;) a form of the verb
mentioned by Akh, (S,) but this is rare, (S, ]J,)
or (1) bad, (., K],) scarcely, or not at all, knowo;
(S;) and t 'J, (?, Mgh, Myb, TA,) and
td&iL.j; (S,Myb,TA;) He seized it; or took
it, or carrid it off, by force: (S., 1:) or he did
so quickly; snatched it away: (Mgh, Myb, TA :)

and V AL ha been mid to imply repetition of
the action [unles it be a variation of as
in a cae mentioned below]; but this is strange,
and not known on any other iuthority than that
of the " Aneem et-Taleem" by El-Khuweiyee,
a disciple of El-Fakhr Er-R~ee. (MF, TA.)

Hence, in the ]ur [xxix. 67], i..1 tJ ;jLi
.,,. ,>. [And mn are carred off byform

froml around them]. (TA.) - [And hence,'

@ .A:I k it[TAu i a sword that

wiU strike off tAhe head]. (TA.) _ And b1
j.Zl and ', , aid of lightning, (!g,) and

of a ray of light, and of a [glistening] sword,
and of any polished body, (TA,) It took
away the night: (V, TA:) and t -.i.Ul

H ! Hi sight was suddenly taken away.
(M and 1 in art. 1,..) It is aid in the

sur [ii. 19], J;1, J --
lightning almost taketh away their siyht, lit.
sights]: (TA:) Yoo read .,t,*1t ,. ; (;,
TA;) and so did Aboo-Rejk and Mujahid: and
some read t? i./L, and t_ , originally

;, accord.to 'the opinion of the Basrees,
disputed by Fr, but confirmed by Zj. (TA.)-

And 1JI ., ((K,) nor. :, (S,) said of a

devil, 'He stolc [an opportunity of] hearing [the
speech of the angels, from the confines of the
lowest Heaven; or snatched it]; (S, ]g, TA;)
as also VA______: (V:) the two verbs being like
cji and ;. (Sb, TA.) Hence, in the lwur

[xxxvii. 10], Vi:L.JI - 4' 41 Except
him nwho steals the [opportunity of] hearing:
(TA:) or who natches unawares and by stealth,
(Bd,) or hears and snatches, (Jel,) the speech of
the angels: (Bd, Jel:) El-gHasan read Od 1'

1ia.JI , originally I:) (8, TAs)
and another reading, ascribed to him and others,
is tVIl. .; but this is very weak. (TA.)..

, aor. ; and .Uad, aor.; inf. n. i i;
(K;) thus in all the copies of the K, but cor-
rectly , as in the L; (TA;) said of a
camel, tIlle went along quickly. (], TA.) And
1_ 'Lt' J ~ +He n'ent along at a quich
rate [such as was deemed strange, or disapprovetd].

(TA.) And A5,ek '.A, and , tTl e

ship sailed, or royaged: you say,,I

Ot.& O . t She sailed, or voyaged, to-day, fron,
'Odntin. (TA.)

2 see 1, first sentence.

4. .. iJ".l He said, Size thou this [thing],
O man; or tahe it, or carry it off, byjbrce; or

.snatch it away. (Sgh.) _ ' j. ,t

-- . t4C Ie, inf. n J In , tI.e cat sort
somewhat of his discourse, or narrative, which he
had begun to me, on soe other thing's occurring

to his mind, and was silent. (TA.).--. "1*.&

.. JI, (Lh, 0, TA,) or a .a,ll, (JK,) or

? '"a~Lt, (V,) tThe f~r 4ft him, or quitted
him. (Lb, JK, 0, V.) - ;z.Hl Ild.l t[Death
misud him by a little;] cae~ detth by a

little. (JK.) And i-) 'I l t He m~d the
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animal at wkicA he shot or cast, (JK, $,J ,)
nwrly hIitting it: (JK:) and in like manner,

;OrJthe thing. (Ibn.Buzurj, TA.) And He
captmed, or caught, the aimal at which Ae shot or

cast; expl. by l j& ; 1 [perhaps a mistran-

ecription for °lv;, and, if eo, meaning he hit].

(JK.) And 1J.I sid of an arrow, t [It mis/ed:
or itfell upon the ground, and AtAh glided along
upon the ground to the butt, or object of aim:

(see .M r:) and] it t st traight. (TA.) .
.A1 t mid of a man, t He became affected with

a slight sickne, and then ~pedily recowered.

(TA.) - tiJI -tll; , i. q. ; [meaning

tTA states of being lean, or lank, in the belly:
mes jL..]. (. , TA.) JtU.Ll in horem is a

fit: it is t The contr. of tU;t: AHeyth

says that it is, in horses, tnnmalln of the J.

(here meaning the belly, or abdomen]. (TA.)

6: see 1, in two places.

e. ,, iJII ik3 iL3 [They contended to-
gether in snatching away the ball] with the goff-
sticks. (]'* and TA in art. m .. )

8. 1Js ; and its variaLions L and

L;Ld..; and jLI. and j ), variations of its

nor. see 1, in seven place. .- dL :

' ,o & , said of a swift camel, means As

though he ere straining, or stretching, 

in his going along, his neck. (p.) m See also 4.

.I. tA slight disease; u also t ii;.
(JK.) J r tTh is no
di~se but there is for it a cure. (JK, .)_

JIU and T j tLeannes; or lanknens of the
belly: and tlightnes of the flesh of the side.
(TA )

_JL;: me what next precedes. jL. 4

tIn him (namely, a man, JK) is madne, or

diabolicalposesion; (JK, TA ;) asalso t .:

hut this latter may be either a pl., like ,. [pl.

of .l4 ], or a sing. (TA.)

';~= A dingle act of nizig; or, of taking,
or carrying off, by force: (TA:) or, of doing
so quickly; of mnatching away. (Mgh, Mqb,
TA.) Hence, [in a trad.,] accord. to one reading,

ZaiL *. .j ' CO, meaning He prohibited
t; prey of whatr snatches away the prey, and

o away with it, not withholding it for its
onesr: or, as some my, what snatches away with
its talon, or clam: but the reading commonly
known is, i Jl (Mgh:) and ii 1LjI
signifiles what the wof, (Mgh, Myb, TA,) or the
lie, (MNb,) matches away, (Mgh, M;b, TA,) of
th imb , or _msbers, of a living shep or goat,
(Mgh,TA,) or of a living animal; (Myb;) or
what the dog natches away from the limbs, or
mmber, of the animal of the chase, ofjlesh 4c.,
while the animal is alitv: (Mgh,TA:) or the
limb, or member, which the beart or bird of prey
sies, or carri off by forw, or which a man
cuts o.f from th beat that is alive: (J, TA :)
for whatever is separated from the living animal,
(Mgh, TA,) of flesh or fat, (TA,) is carrion,

[Boo I.

(Mgh, TA,) unlawful to be eaten: the prohibition
originated from the Prophet's finding, when he
came to El*Medeeneb, that the people loved and
ate the humps of cmels and the tails of sheep:

(TA:) the reading aiL,Il, of the measure & ,
with fet-, to the medial radical letter, as pl. of

ji.l., is a mistake. (Mgh.)_. Also tA single
suck of a small quantity of milk quirkly taken by
a childfrom the breast. (TA.) - For its mean-
in in the lur xxxvii. 10, ee L -See also

sLR t Quickn;es in pace or going, (M, 1[,) of
a camel, as though he were straining, or stretching,
his neck, in going along; (.; [see 8;]) a also

Vt j, (],) and .. (JK, TA.) ... See
also the last of these words below.

: see Amglk.

;eal. The act of eizing, or carrying off by

force; or, of natching away at unamares. (TA.)
m Flour sprinkled upon milk, (S,) orjfour upon

which mailk is sprinkled, (JK, ,) then cooked,
(J K, S, ]g,) and licked, or eaten with the Jinger,
(S, 1,) and snatched up with rpoon~ : ( :) IA%r

says that it is [what is caUlled] ~.. [a word I
have not found in any other instance]: ($:) or,
with the Arabs, it is a food made with milk

('.J), which is heated, then flo,r is sprinkled

upon it, and then it is cooked, and poople lick it,
or eat it with the finger, snatching it up hastily.
(Az, TA.)

hA: see b.U

JIL. JI [lit. He that is wont toseize, &c.: and
particularly t hc that is wont to snatch, or steal,
opportunities of hearing the speech of the angels,
from the confines of the lowest Heaven: and
hence,] applied in a trad. to t the Devil, or

Satan: (S., TA:) or, as some say, it is in this

instance V Jt2.Jt, as pL of ,i.i, [and there-

fore meaning t the d~,] or as being likened to

the hooked iron called JL . (TA.) ._t

JIt" !a surname of Te ;l.~ [or kite]. (TA

in art. 1j,..)

JLLj [The sallow; thus called in the present
day;] a certain bird, (JK, 8, Mgh,) well known;
(JK, Mgh;) a certain black bird; (]i;) the
, [or pa~erine bird] which the co,,mon

people calU L1 U (thel j of Paradie]:

pl j.,. (ISd,TA.) [SeealsoL .tI]_The

bent, or crooked, piece of iron which is on
each side of the sheae of a paulcy, and in which
is the pin whereon the sheam turns: (Ay,* JK,
?, V:) it confines the shcave on each side: (TA:)
that which is of wood is termed ja. (As, TA.)
Also (; [in the ] "or"]) Any crooked, or
hooked, iron: (S, V, TA:) pl. a above. (TA.)
[Am iron hAook : a grapple: agrapnel: and the

li/e.] The CL 1 . of a bit are The two bent

pieces of iw,, in the J -! and the A4. , on the
right and left. (IDrd in his "Book on the

Saddle and Bridle.") And .ImLe signifies
i: The claws, or talon, of a beast or bird of prey;

(.,TA;) s being likened to a bookediron. (TA.)
t A micked tief: so in the aying of Abu-n*

Nejm,

0. ' · 1 t
; oS~- -

1..Oli itu > !">

t IAnd they took ma companions eery bd illi-
teratte an, of eovry wicked thief and Arab of

the dsert]. (TA.) . Qtl it [app. meaning

t O son of a wiched thief] was said by a woman
to Jereer, in derision. (TA.) - See also the
paragraph next preceding this. - t A mark

made with a hot iron upon a camel, like the
iJLiL of the shave of a puly. (JK,L,.*)

- t The part, of a horse, which is the pa of
the heel of the rider. (JK.) - Also pl. of

,%. (TA. See jlI. )

l.i [[act. part. n. of 1, Seizing, &C.]: p1.

JiLL. (TA.)- sl.JUlI The wolf; (JK, ,
] ;) because he seizes, or carries off by force, his

prey. (TA.)- !ih jibi A certain bird,

(JK, ., ,) said by Ibn-Selemeh to be caUed

Jl'*lI; (., [so in three copies, not j1;7 as in
Freytag's Lex.,] TA;) that mee its shadow, and
tlinks it to be a bird; (JK;) or when it ase its
shadow in the water, it advances to it to size it,
(S, L, ],) thinking it to be a prey: (L, TA:)

[see Ji.L :] it is one of the birds of the desrtt,
and ij [said to be] twus called becaut of the

Miftness with which it pounces down; it is gren,

or of a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour, ( i,. ) i
the back; white in the belly; long in te wings, and
short in the neck: (M.b in art. ,a:) albo

called Ji M .. (8 and Myb in that art.)

JI . Lightniny that takes away the sight.

(JK,., TA.*)_.i .~ tAn a"rrow that
falls upon the ground, and then glides along upon
tAe ground to the butt, or object of aim; m though

snatching something from the ground: pL J 1..:
(yHam p. 573:) or ul,. signifies arrows that

mis; for ;t (TA.)

J:4i, (.,) or YImI,[, (S, [so in my copies,])

t A quick, or swift, camel; (S, , TA;) as
though he strained, or stretched, his neck, in going
along: (: [see 8: ]) and the former, t a camel of
the [exceUllent and swift] kind calld ;: pl.

1i&.. (TA.) -- 'J ., (TA,) or *~,
(JK,) [as meaning t Quick,] is also applied to

[the pace termed] L;. ; (JK, TA;) and so
V ILs (JK.) See also

j :m see i;: and me also Ji;

J;~,. A thing like a reaping-ook, wmich is
tied to a snare, and by which the gazelle is cawjht.

(JK, O, L, g.)

t... Jl :.: see what next follows.

t.JI JiL0, , applied to a horse, t Lean, or
lank, in the part of tae belly that is behind the

plaee of the girth: (1:) and JL~ [alone] is
applied to a man [in a similar sens]; also

1



Boor I.]

t CrA ) and · 1 1i tlean, or
tak, in the blly; s ,,,,2; (Lth, i;) (
applied to a camel, and to an ass: (Lth, TA:) 

and tl.JI t 1A,. and tV , applied to a 

man, [signify the .ame,] t i. q. iLh. (TA.)

jlL S A sword that takes away tahe ight by 

it gistenin. (TA.)

Jk m.L: me U.i JL , in two place. 
Also t A camel branded with a mark like the

LtZ of the isav ofa puley. (JK, L, .)

L '691 t:la-, aor.:, (M,b,) inf. n. J'h, 
(;, Kgb,) 2%e r was, or beame,flacid,labby,

or pndulow. (,' MNb.) [In like manner, also,]
" in flieh signifies The being fiaccid, flabby,

or pendulous. (KL) And in a man, and a horse

or a bow, (,I, or . 0, accord. to different
copies of the ], the former being the reading in

the TA,) and a spear, (],) and the like, (TA,)
The being tall, or lon, and ~hak, or quieing.

.)__ , as an inf n. [of j. l ], also signi-
fies The being unsteady, or retles. (KL.) -

And J-, aor. ', (,) inf. n. ad., (JK, 9,)
He ma, or became, light, and quich. (JK, ].
[In the former it seems to be implied that it is

said of a stupid man.]) - And J , (JK, V,)

or a. ) ,JJ', (8,) aor. ', (,g,) inf. n.

Z)L*, (JK, $, V,) He was foul, and obscene, in
hAis spech; (JK, ;) as also *tJI, (JK,) or
dd"b j j!1: ($, TA:) or he mas corrupt
in his speech, and loquacious: ( :) or j ,'
aor. and in£f. n. a above, Ahe erred, or was ong,
in hi speech; as also tJL.I; and in his
opinion, or judgment. (MKb.) [See also JJ.
below.]

4: csee 1, in two places.

5..4.; ) J1L3H He twisted himuelf in hui

gait, and malked with an elegant and a proud
and self-conceited gait, vith an affected in-
clnins of the body from side to ide. (V. [See
also jl'., an inf. n. of which the verb (U,.)
is not mentioned as having this meaning.])

JJ;~ inf. n. of 1 [q.v.]. (,Mqb,& e.) -. A
twitting of one's self, and walking nith an ele-
gant and a proud and self-oncei~ted gait, with an
aJ~ectd inclining of ths body from side to side
(1. [See 6.]) _ Corrupt s~peech: or loquacity:
(TA:) or corrupt and conflicting rpeech: (S,
O0:) or corrupt wspeechith loquacity. (1.) In
a woman, Foul, or obscene, qwech; and conduct
that induc doubt, or s~icion, or evil opinion.
(!g.)

jiZ, Long and quivetring; applied to a spear.
(, T'A.). - And simply Long: so in the phrase,

.51J.ul J' ,3-w [A man having long legs].
(TA.) - And, applied to a garment, That drags
upon thAe ground by reason of it length. (T, O,
])__Also, applied to a garment, (JK,J,) and a
g [app. here meaning a short coat of mail], (J,)

Rouh and thick: (JIC, :) pL 3 L*~. (TA.)

7G7

.- Also Stupid, or foolish, (%, TA,) and hasty. (
'TA.) - Light and quick; (JK, 19 ;) applied to
h stupid, or foolish person; (JK;) and t jLt 
iignifies the same. (R..) - A fighting man (JK) m
pqick in thrusting or piercing. (JK, g.) 
One who gives, or bestows, quichly; (f;) or A

so c Q JImA.; (JK;) or so c JIjm1 ii

J.J1i: (Y,JTA:) a tropical phrase. (TA.) A

And JJ 1 jl.A man having rough armu c
or hands. (1g.) - Also Corrupt in speech, and '

roqaciou; and so twjJ l: (R:) or erring, or
crong, in speech, and in opinion, or judgment.
(Myb.) -An arrow (JK, V) that goes to the J

right and left; (JK;) that does not take a direct J

Courme towards the butt. (J4.) u.The cord of the i
sportsman [who catches, or snarw, gane there- t
roith]. (1.) - And The border, or &rtremity, of
° [tent of the kind caUed] JbU..: (V:) pl. as
above: so in the 0. (TA.)

'aJli. A woman very foul, or obscene, in
pech: (JK, V:) or whose conduct induces

doubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion: (i:) so in
the M and 0. (TA.)

*Ia1 Having [flaccid, orlby, or pendu-
lota, or] long, and flaccid orflabby or pendulous,

ears: (Mgh:) [is its fem., and therefore
signifies the same; or this], applied to a ewe or
she-goat, (JK, V,) signifies having broad ears;
(K;) or having very broad ears; (JK, TA;) or

long-eared: (Ham p. 741:) p1. j () and

jad. (TA.) You say ji 3Ii (O or L;.
(TA) A flock of sheep, or goats, having flaccid,
or flabby, or pendulous, ears: and the same
epithet is applied to dogs: (?, TA:) all dogs of

the chase have such ears. (TA.) And '; 6 1
Afiacc d, orJlabby, or pendulous, ear: (M, Mb,
K:) or a long ear, that shakes about: (TA:) or
a very broad ear. (JK.)_Also, the fem., A
woman thick, coarse, or rude, (T, K,) of make:
(T, TA:) or, as some say, (TA,) long in the

breasts. (K., TA.) - See also , in two
places . .- ,L J 'aaI9

places. a i 34 ; A man havng
wagging tongue; able in speech. (TA.)-,^
,4;1i i,j.14 A camel that does not put his

legj in their proper places. (JK.) -

>1 A time, or fortune, that brings calamities.
(JK.)

1. , aor. , (K,) inf. n. , (TA,) He
struck his.. A.L, i.e. his nose. (K.,* TA.) And
He struck the very middle of his nowe with a
sword. (TA.) And d ,Ir His nose was
broken. (yam p. 528.) _;He branded him
[i. e. a camel] on his nose with the mark caUed

;1 [or .U ]. (TA.) [Hence,] A 11 ,;LL
t [He branded him with disgrace;] he made dis-
grace to cleave to hinm manifestly. (TA.) And

'D Jr. [He branded him with blame];

and .ic [i. e. #^J1l signifies the same]. (TA.)
- He attached the *Aj [or adod.,, q. v.,] to

him; namely, a camel: (4:) or . .Jt J,

. 1 1~~~

'g,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) Ahe pt the
M&. upon his nose; as also ,q t ;d.: (i :)

but the latter verb seems to be more properly
sed in relation to a number of camels:] or the
ormer, (I,) or simply 'LL, and t;/L., (TA,)

e made a cut, or notch, in his nose, (WI0 . o
in the ] accord. to the TA,) not deep, (TA,) or

drem his nose [donr], (" so in my Ms.

copy of the ] and in the CI,) in order to put
spon it tAhe a.. (V, TA.) _- [Henee,] t He
rithheld him, or pr~ ted him, from going forth

'c&.]. (TA.) And :t ' e overcame
irin, or ubded him, by ~ch, and prtmted

kin .from spe~ , (I, TA,) and from amse
ing, or replin. (TA.)_ - i1I .iL., inf. n. m
above, $ He made the ~d, or saying, valid and
trong; alluding to prudence and !reoution as

o what one utters (TA.)_-!.4 1a tHe
moducted, or managed, affairs. (TA.) jn 0. 0. T.)
,j~E ~j E 1, inf. n. ;" and ;1"U S Hesus
pemded the bow by the spno caUled 3j and
;USd.. (Aln,]L,TA.) And tati" i
tHe strung the bow with its string. (TA.).

.MYl,.; , (l. ,) inf. n. .L., (TA,) ?He sed
the edgs of the skin, or hide. (Kr, ],, TA.)_
'4,.J,.., and HisJ ".Lu, Hi beard grew

upon his two cheeh. (TA.) - 1 ,l¶ _4"
S He paed over, or crosed, the extremity, or
prominent portion, of the tract of sand: (Ay,
TA:) or hefaced it, croing it. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places. . , [as inf. n. of
, or,., (see the part . below,)] said of

unripe dates, signifies tThe puttingforth colours.
((L.)

8. .l,JI .Jd.I He bound the garment over

thea J. , i.e. the nose; or over the ], i.e.
the fore part of the nose: and ..W1 l [he
so bound a .s*J, q. v.]. (H.ar p. 433.)

The muzzle, i. e. thefore part of the nose

and mouth, of a J1; [i.e. beast], (JK, , Mb),
I, TA,) whatever it be, (1, Myb,) as a dog, and
a camel, but originally of a beast of prey, and of
a sheep or goat: (TA:) or, of a beast of prey,
. q. ;jJ.p.: (IAir, TA:) or, is some say, of a
beast of prey, [the lip, i. e.] what correqonds to
the Ua-. of the horse: (TA:) o'r of a camel,
the nose. (Mgh.) And t The bill, or beak, of a
bird, (JK, , I, TA,) whatever it be, (JK, g,) as
a hawk, or falcon, (JK,) and a ;UJ. (TA.) And

of a man, The nose; (I ;1 as also ',1L;
(JK, ,Mgb,K,TA) and tQ.C; (,TA;)
pl. ; ': (JK, 1, Mb, ]:) or the fore part
of the nose: (Har p. 433 :) and the tdJ is
also of a camel. (IAth, TA.) Also, of a man,

!The fore part of the face. (A.)-U
7T/I first approach of night: like as one .says

J ALI 31. (TA.)- See als L. ".mA thing,
an affair, or a business, of magnitude. (lA'r,Th,
g.) It is relatedl in a trad. that Mobaimmad pro-
mised a certain man to go forth to him, and
delayed to do so; and when he went forth, he
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long-eared: 

(Ham p. 741 (V) and

TA:) 

or hefaced it, croMng it. (TA.)

JU. 

(TA.) You say J1j. W (?) or jU

2: 

ace 

1, in two places. [as int n. of

(TA) 

A M k of sheep, or goats, having Pccid, or a. below,)] said of

or 

flabby, or pendulous, ears: and the mme _�L, (ace the part. n

epithet 

is applied to dogs: (�, TA:) all dogs of un�pe dates, signifies tThe puttingforth colour&

the 

chase 

have such earo. (TA.) And ' �3"1 (KL.)

X.flarcad, 

orflabby, or ~ tdous, ear: (?, Mqb, ��1 He bound tho garment over

V.) 

or a long ear, that shakes about: (TA:) or 0 ' a .

a 

very broad ear. (M ) -Also, the fem., A the .bd-, i. e. the tiose; or omr the i. c.

woman 

thick, coarse, or ru&, (T, V,) of make: the f�re part of the nose: and [he

(T, 

TA:) or, as some eay, (TA,) long in the so bound a -*CJ, q. v.]. (gar p. 1d)

bretuts. 

(g, TA.) - See also jAmiL, in two :L;. The ma=le, i. e. thefore part of the nose

placeti. 

- c)t..�ut U"; bl�5 A man havil t! and mouth, of a -411 [i. e. beast], (JK, ?, Mql),

maMng 

to4ue; able in speech. (TA.) _^

']�, 

TAJ 

whatever it be, ffl, Mf h,) as a dog, anti

JJ"* 

5; A camel that does not put Ai a camel but originally of a beast of prey, and of

06 .9
J;j& 

in thdr proper places. (M ) a sheep or goat: (TA:) or, of a beut'of prey,

a
,�Ul 

A time, or fortune, Mat brings calamities. � q. (IAi�r, TA:) or, llis some say, of a

(JK.) 

beut of prey, [the lip, i. e.) what cprreqwnds to

the 

iuli� 

of the horse: (TA:) o'r of a camel,

the 

nose. 

(Mgh.) And t The bill, or beak, of a

aor. 

inf. n. :fa.L, (TA,) He bird, (J K, TA,) whatever it be, (J K, ati

struck 

hiir i.e. his nose. (�:,OTA.) And a hawk, or falcon, (JK,) and a ;UJ. (TA.) Anct

He 

struck the wry middle of his now with a of a man, 1 The nom ; (VQ m also V

sword. 

(TA.) And ;LtZ. His noss was (JK, $, Mqb, K, TA) and. f.:C.; (]g, T�A;)

W-*: (JK, �, Mqbbroken. 

(yam p. M.) He branded him P1..;h V:) or ihe fore part

[i. 

e. 

a camel] on hic nose willa tlw mark caUed of the nw : (gar p. 4W) and the is

[or 

;d"]. (TA.) [Hence,] also of a camel. (1 Ath, TA.) Also, of a man,

1 

[He 

branded hipm with disqrace;] he made dis. :Theforepartofibeface. (TA.)-

grace 

to cleave to hins manifestly. (TA.) And t 7%� first approach of night: like ai one.skys

t� 

[He branded him with blame]; 'pi hm. (TA.) - Sm also.;1".~ A thing,

and 

"JU P.e.,*^ signifi .es the same). (TA.) an affair, or a budum, of magnites*. (IA gr, Th,

115 

g.) It is related in a trad. that Mobarnmad pro-

-Re 

attached thoot;j [orAd", q. v.,] to gnized a certain man to go forth to him, and

him; 

namely, a camel: or -*U"Jt� 41hi., delayed to do so; and when he went forth, he

.

1 

1 1

..A" -- 0"
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aid to him, I&O ; meaning A thing, &c.
qf magnitude [occupied me so as to divrt me]:
as though the ., were a substitute for o: (IAp
Th,TA:) but lAth says that it may mean ta
gtaing, &c., that withheld me, or pre~eted me
(mee 1,] from going forth. (TA.)

'~ A prominent portion of a mountain
(., TA.)

a~~~~~~~ a
i (JK, ?, Mb, 1) and , (M,b

1],) or, accord. to As, the latter only, the formei
being incorrect, (TA,) but the former is the
more common, (Mtb,) [Althaa; the althsa offi.
cinalis of Linn.; i.e. marsh-mallow;] a certain
plant (JK, 1) with which, (., TA,) or with a
preparation of awhich, (JK,) the head it washed;
(JK, ., TA;) a well-known preparation foir
wahing the head: (Mfb:) it is a disolvent, sup-

purative, lnitive; goodfor dysury, and the stone,
and aeiatica, and ulcer of the bowels, and tremour,
andfor the suppuration of mounds, and the allay.
ing of pain; and, with vinegar, for tht [species
of leprojy termed] ; and for toothache, used
as a gargle; and for the sting or bite of n-

nmows reptiles and the like, and for burns; the
mixing of it seed writh water, or its bruised stem
or root, caus it to congeal; and its mucilage, ew-
tracted by hot water, is beneficial to the sterile
woman. (V.)

;tLs [(A hind of halter for a camel; a cord
of which one end is fastened round the nose and

jams of a camel; accord. to J,] i. q. ;.j: (:)
[but the following explanations are more correct:]
a certain thing well known; so called because [a
portion of] it lie upon [or surrounds] tits fore
part of the noe and the mouth of the camel:
(Meb :) or anything that is put upon the noJe of
the camel in order that he may be led thereby:
(M, :) or a cord, or rope, which is put upon
tit neck of the camel, and folded [for U in
mny copy of the work from which this is taken, I
read u as in another explanation, below,]
upon, or over, his nose: (Mgh:) or a cord, or
rope, which is attached to an iron that surrounds
the nose andjaws [of the camel]: (JK:) or any
rortd, or rojpe, that is suspended upon the throat
(f the camel and then tied upon, or orer, his nose,
wthether of khin or of wool or of fibres of the
palm-tree or of hemp: (ISh, TA: but if of
plaited leather, it is said to be called ~ : (TA:)
or the _UUs. of the camel is a cord, or rope, of
fibres of the palm-tree, or of [goats'] hair, or of
flax, at one end of which is put a ring, then the
other end is tied to it, [i. e. to the rope, as the
relative pronoun in the original shows, or to some
part of it,] so that it becomes like a ring [or loop],
tian it is put upon the nech of the camel, and then
it is folded upon, or over, his nose: what is put
in the nose, [attached to a ring, or the like,
tberein,] and is slender, is termed .;lj: (IAth,

TA :) pl. A .. (Mgb, ].) £.Us. b.., said of
a camel, means He refued to have his ,Ur. put
upon him. (TA.) And U. m ec means
t Jle married two wirves, so that they became like
n Ua .to him. (TA.) ._-tA brand, or mark
,n,4e with a hou iron, upon the nos of a camel;

(V ;) as also *,:L!: it (the Um.) spreads
;upon the camels two cheeks: so says Aboo-'Alee,
in the "Tedhkireh:" (TA:) or suck a mark
upon the side in the Cs > h ,) of lis
face, extending to the cheek, (En.Na4r, ]p, TA,)
in the form of a line: (En-Na4r, TA:) some-
times the camel is branded with one such mark,
and sometimes with two; and one says 1

or CwL, making ,p" to
govern the gen. case as a prefixed noun; (En-
Nadr, 1V, TA;) and Atl.. t~ and CjC1isi. (En-
Nadr, TA.) _ tThe rope of a bucket (TA.).
IThe suspensory of a bow. (AUn, 1,TA.) And
t The string of a bow. (V, TA.)

, ek Struck upon the nose. (1.) Having the
nose broken. (Xlam p. 528.)

* .At. 1;l (like I1, TA, in the C15 [er-
neously] without teabdeed,) S Musk thatfilU with
.tt odour the innermost parts of the nose: (Ay,

* 1:) or musk sharp, or pungent, in odour; as
though striking the nose ( ;k.Lj JU').
(Z, TA.)

CJW @>b. CJ Ms _ SSuch a one is the
leader, and the conductor, or manager, of the
affairs, of the sons of such a one. (TA.)

J.~. A man (?) haring a long nose. (S, 4.)
- And Black. (JK, 14.)

,A_. A woman. (K.)

, L; and C : see _ in three places.

see see t IA horse having a
whitenes extending from the fore part of his
nose and his mouth to the part beneath his lower
jaw, (ISd, 15, TA,) so as to resemble the .UIJ:
in which sense it has no verb. (ISd, TA.) i
Full-grown unripe dates (.Zj) upon which are
lines ( ), 0 and streaks (of colour]; (s;) as also
'As'.-.. (Kr, ]g.) [See 2: and see also .. ]
- The part of the nose of the camel which is the

place of thec*LA . (TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

..4.L; [pass. part. n. of 1]. You say M
A she-camel having a Al,s. put upon

ler: and ? L ! she-camels having a 4 ,es-

put upon them. (S, TA.)_- See also U 

,1

l. Mob, (S;s, & c.,) aor. Mh (Nsb,) i
inf.n. jk* (Mob,15:;) and ?Vs~.. I; ($,K;)
said of a man (S, Msb, TA) [and of a beast];
both signify the same; (S, 6s;) sie stppe'ed,
paced, or walked; (MA, KL;) o.q. mA a; (M,
Mb, Kf;) as also the [which see in art. J,sT,]
formed by transposition. (1-.) You say, s

_13 ;" I stepped one astep]. (JK.) [And

.1

t.Jim He stepped mde.] See also the last
sentence of the next paragraph.

2. U i e made to pas over: so in the

saying, )j h J. God made, or ma God
make, its (a land's) [raingiving] star or aseiam
to pao it oer, and not end rain upon it: (TA
in art. Um :) but in this case the verb is, (Mgh
in that art.,) or may be, (TA ibid.,) originally
. 1 , the final 1 being changed into U. (M1gh
and TA ibid. [See 3 in art. tU.]) Acoord. to
Fr, .,JI ,Li and * . are myn. [ma me~ning
He made the arrow topass over, or to min, the
mark]. (TA in art. U..) One says also, in

prying for a man, J. j i. ([May evilbe
made to pas him; or] may evil be repelled from
him: and one says also d ; JMay it be
removed, or put away, from thee: (g, TA:) or

:.Jt ;.L . (lSk, TA in art. U..)_The
vulgar say [to a she-ass and to a she-camel or
other beast in a slippery or difficult place] .'
meaning u+! [for la . L: Sitep thou /i-
asurely]: but the correct word is °t 1 Jsl [impe-
rative fem. of t (]. (TA.)

4. *A1l He (a man) made him (another man)
to tep, pace, or walk. (., TA.)-~ tr,I for
.. ll: asee the latter.

5. ' I stpped, or walked, oer hAim, or
it: (Mb :) or I pased over and beyond him, or
it: (:S ) or ,.t Jl~J He ~t oer the pople,
(/g.5J~) and pased beyond them; and so

tL;~. (15.) One says, taiI U 0 
[I stepped over, walhed over, pased orer and be-
yond, or went over and passed beyond, the necks
of the people]. (g, TA.) It is said in a trad. re-
specting Friday, [of one who came too late to the
Friday-prayers, as is shown in the TA in art.
,@1] WJI sU 1Jy 4j¶ 5H He &aw a man
pasingstep bystep [over the nechk of th people who
were already in their ranks in the mosque]. (TA.
[See also Ilar p. 83.]) One says also, j_

~JI ~ .*c [ [Such a one will not step over,
or beyond, or.from, the tent-rope], meaning, nwill
not gofarfrom the tentfor the putpoe of voiding
his excrement, by reason of his foulness and vile-
ness and uncleanness. (TA.) And J! 
l1. (., TA) I passed over [to such a thing or
place or person]: (TA:) one should not say
J 3.1 ' -
.AkL5. [in this sense], with .. (8, TA.) [Hence
the following tropical phrases.] ~JI .L]
t [ What was disliked or hated, or evil, passed ovr
him; not alighting upon him]. (TA.) And

',Jd 11 ^ : tel :[I paued over others to
him vit that which was disliked or hated, or
,il; i. q. j ]. (TA.) And
O I t [Thine eye, or thy sight, passed me over].
(Aboo-Turab, TA in art. .)_ [Also tI orer-
atepped it, or transgresed it; namely, a liiit
mrescribed to me, &c.]

8: see 1: _ and see also 5.
C....
;,' 1 A step, or pace, as meaning a single act

of st~pping or pac~g or walking: (J K, , ,
Mtb:) pl. [of peuc.] ;Jri. (.8, Mqb, ]p) and
of mualt.] ,;rs.. (Q.) Im*el-eys says,

saying, 

WOW1 ,L God me&, or W" God

make, 

its (a land'&) [raip�Wnq] star or a~am

to 

panjt omr, and not mad ram upon is: (TA

in 

art. U&&:) but in this case the verb in, (Mgb

in 

that art.,) or may be, (TA ibid.,) originally

11i., 

the firLal 19 being changed into U. (Mgh

and 

TA ibid. [See 2 in art. t"J) Aowrd. to

Fr, 

1 Lythi. and 621,1L are ayn. [U m~ing

He 

made the arrow topm over, or to min, the

mark]. 

(TA in art. Umb.) One says abo, in

pmying 

for a man, �*JI jui. [May *W be

made 

to pan him; or] may evil be r"lkd m

fro
him: 

and one says alw May it be

removed, 

or put away, from tAm: (g, TA:) or

(18k,TAinarLI&.).TbB
vulgar 

say [to a the-fm and to a ohe-camel or

other 

heut in a slippery or difficult phm]

& 

U £. 6, .9

meaning 

1 Siop tAon

surely] 

: but the correct word is [impe.

rative 

fem. of (TA.)

4. 

W&Al He (a man) made him (another man)

to 

dep, pace, or walk. (g, TA.)~ 4W for

.�Ull: 

ace the latter.

5. 

.� I s~ or malked, over.him, or

it: 

(Mqb:) or lpasud over and beyond him, or

it: 

(g:) or,�tjlug~JHew~oeerthopeople,

and 

paned beyond thm; and w

19 #LCP) 

One cays, waCil j 0 _ .

over, 

walked over, pil ore'r and be-

yond, 

or went over and pasud beyond, the neck#

of 

the people]. (g, TA.) It is mid in a trad. re-

speeting 

Friday, [of one who came too late to the

Friday-prayers, 

as is shown in the TA in art.

a 

' ' 3--- o'. 11-

jlp] 

WOW1 ,sU� 1.y� 54.j LS5 He &am a man

paningstep 

bystep[over the neck# of thopeople who

were 

already in their ranks in the moeque]. (TA.

[See 

also gar p. 83j) One ways also, wj j*_U

or 

beyond, 

orfrom, tite tent-rope], meaning, will

not 

go 

furfrom the tentfor the putym of voiding

his 

excrement, 

by reawn of his foulness and vile-

ness 

and 

uncleannees. (TA.) And jl.

114 

(�, TA) 1 pawed over [to such a thinq or

place 

or penon]: (TA:) one should not say

J 

3.1 

' '

.Z#L6�;.j 

[in this sense], with TA.) [Hence

the 

following 

tropical phrame.]

t 

[ 

Witat 

was disliked or hated, or MI, pawed omr

him; 

not alighting upon him]. (TA.) And

I[I 

pad over others to

4bn 

rvid iliat which mtu disliked or hated, or

mil; 

i. q. (TA.) And

'J- 

Lo., U£_3

0^ 

t [Titine eye, or thy sight, pasmd me over].

'Aboo-Turib, 

TA in art. dj.) -[Also tl orer-

pt~ 

it, or transgremed it; namely, a liniit

meseribed 

to me, &c.]

8: 

see 1: ~ and see also 5.

A 

step, or pacs, u meaning a single act

M~ 

or pa~ or maLking.. (J K, Q, lig,

.%(9b:) 

pl. [of pauc.) !;;ii. (g, Mqb, ]p) and

.of 

malt.] f-LL"-- (Q.) I~I-9eys my%

-*"-,h
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[he hAm bounds like the bounding of gazella;
and a vdaly is stepped over by her with leisurely
steps, and a valley is trampled over by her a-
pidly as though it were rained upon]: ( :) i. e.,
one time she steps, and refrains from running;
and one time she runs with a running resembling
rain: but AO relates it otherwise, saying, sli
Lmi [lit. and a valley is not rained upon]: and
some substitute 'tj.11 ,/a5 [like the pouring
rain of the autumn]. (IB, TA.) [See also what
next follows.]

ijl"j A step, or pace, as meaning the space
between the two /tet [in walking or running] : pl.
(of pauc., O) ,l, (, Msb, 1) and C.,j;,
and Mj . ( q, Mlb) and (of mult., *) L..
(,Mb, ,.) One say., ',sL1 s 41 .. ,
meaning May God maAe short to thee the space,
orditanc.& (TA.) And e i A i l t

t Betmem the two sayings is little difference.
(TA.) CA14Jl A,L. 1 j ; j, in the l]ur
[ii. 163 ic.], means [Follow not ye] the ways of
the Devil: (TA :) or the footsteps of the Devil:
(JK :) hefte some read ,:jo;u and some, accord.
to Lth, .jL, which Az pronounces to have no
meaning. (TA.)

'i.L for : see the latter, in art. 1s.
[Freytag, evidently from his having found it in-
correctly written for 4i , has assi,ned to it the
meaning of "amica," and " a m ata."]

,Agq.Jl .A4..4i1 . kl l . i JUJi [thi last

word being app. .~.Jl] is a saying mentioned
by AZ: (TA in the present art.:) or g>
~iJ.li ,ll. (TA in art. U', where see
the explanation.)

1. °~.J tfi/, (8, ,,) aor. p, (S,) inf. n.

&~k, (1(,) His flesh was, or became, compact;
(1, ] ;) asalso ;ii, (1 in art. kL1i/,) men-
tioned, as well as the former, by IF, and also by
]z, who does not mention the former, (TA,)
aor. U inf. n. ; (K;) or should
not be said; (S;) or U:.. is more common. (IF.)
See also 1i. and :t.. voce m1i., below. = ;t
I1 God made him, or it, (namely, flesh,) big, or

large; (I accord. to the TA ;) or big and thick;
(ClU;) U aliso t; .l. (]L.)

4. AUWl: see what immediately precedes.
[Freytagalso mentions og&l1, on the authority
of the " Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen," as signifying
He, or it, caused the flesh in the arm to become
prominent, so that the muscles appeared.] And

l&iIl also signifies He, or it, fattened, or ren-
deredfat, (I and TA in art. klW.J,) the body.
(TA.)m _ ld.1l [a an intrans. v.] (said of a
man, IA§r) He became fat. (IAir, V in art.

B. .)
Bl~. I.

Lt, followed by 1l; and the fem. ;l4.;
and UUii : mee Ji.

ib., followed by 4J; and the fem. ol, fol-

lored by ae4: see Jl&i.

,/lI& One whoeflesh is such [in thicknes,
or abundance, or bramniness,] that one part over-
lies another. (., I.)

Jil. Compact, applied to flesh; (TA;) and

so L f tlik., (8, TA,) likewise applied to flesh,
(TA,) and to a horse, (AHeyth, TA,) [each]
originally a verb, (S, TA,) and the latter an imi-
tative sequent; and the fem. t1iUi, applied to
anything; (TA;) and iU4 tU s, applied to a
woman, the [radical] tS being changed into I
accord. to the dial. of Teiyi; (AHeyth, TA;) and
iA tVli., applied to a horse; and ie ti' ,

applied to a woman. (AHeyth, 1 in art.
The Sardee says, (accord. to the TA, 'Amir Ibn-
Et Tufeyl,)
· .!._ ..- _':i '_. a

S% l3 9 -- #og

[Compact necks like the bleachers' beating. imple-
ments, and rumps elevated upon the camels'
saddles]. (S.) In the saying of Imra-el-l.eys,

S

[She has two compact portions of flesh and sinen,
confining her bach-bone, like as appear when the
leopard falls prostrote upon his fore shanks],
he means i ljlJ., suppressing the i, for the pur-
pose of alleviation of the utterance: (Fr, S:) or,
as some say, he means tt :ii, restoring the I that
fell out on account of the concurrence of two
quiescentletters in the sing. [i. e. U , for Ji
is formed from jlik,' which is from ,,]'
when the ;. has become movent. (S.)_lil.
also signifies Thick, and hard, firm, or rigid:
(TA:) and [so, or simply] thick, applied to an
arrow. (AHn, TA.) And one says %'L .L.,
e.-i [Afore arm, or an upper arm;] full of

flesh. (IB, TA in art. .) And ob'~ J.j
t:1&l (As, S in art. e.J) A fat man. (TA in
that art.)

L 'A ,J0S.: see 1 in art. ,i&..

4: see 4 in art. JiL..

., and ee in art.

L , aor.;, inf. n. aid (JK, S, Msb, ,

&c.) and M (M sb, ]) and '/ and jni.J, but
this last belongs to art. o..d, (]g,) contr. of jA.
[both properly and tropically]; (Mqb;) properly,
(TA,) It (a thing, S, Myb) was, or became,
~j 5h [i. e. light] (JK, B, ,Mb, ], TA) of

weight, (JRK,) in body, or material subtance.
(TA.) Hence the saying of 'Ap, in a trad.,

u"· 1 L% IjM., meaning [Be ye, or bear ye,
ligAtlyupon the ground] inr ~r ation: (A'Obeyd,
TA:) or, m some relate it, t tjp1 : ie. pro
trate yoursels [lightly upon the grow d;] not
heavily, so as to make marks, or iprem/ons,
upon yourforeheads: and in another trad. it is

mid, V JI.. . l ! Wn thou pronmrat~ t
thysclf, put thy forehead upon tAe grOud lighAtly:
but A 'Obeyd say. that some my [4J, [i. e.

JA ;q. a J >jj. i J;;.,] with (TA

[See 3 in art. J..]) [Hence also,] 1jsltl JL
Tihe balance had one of its two wal l4Agt, so
that it ros. (TA.) - [Used tropically, it means
tit, or he, was, or became, light in estmation,
lightly esteemed, or of little account.] - And
tHe wru, or became, [Li e. ligitu meaning
active, agile, &c.,] in work: (TA:) h#e m, or
became, brik, lively, aprigAtly, active, agile,
prompt, and quick; syn. . :. (Mqb and TA in

art.".) You say, L He
was, or became, [brisk, &c., or] obedint and nb-
missive, in his work and his ~rice: (TA:) and
iL.JJI ) 3 u [1CHe was, or became, brisk,

&c., to him in service], aor. a', inf. n. 'ia :

(S:) and in like manner, .H wams,
or became, [promptly] obedient and bmisie,
to such a one. (TA.) [Hence,] f '-,1 J.
t [I was, or became, brisk, lively, or rigtAdy, in
behaviour to such a one]. (. in art. ia.) And

~4J 9i1 t : The female was, or becam,
submiuiv to the male. (A, TA.) And

1ameuJ AJ~l :The Ashe-asses obeyed their Aasu.

(,TA.) And ;s" inf. n. ,
tHe hastened to the enemy. (M?b.) And .

D;jc oiJ1, (]g, TA,) inf. n. JU.., (TA,)
The people, or party, removed, or departed, or

journeyed, quickly from their home: or, U some
say, simply removed, or departed, or journeyed,
from it. (TA.) - :He was, or became, 
[or light] in intellect, or understanding: (TA:)
[and in conduct, or behaviour: generally meaning]
the was, or became, light, inconstant, unsteady,
irresolute, or fickle; or light of intellect; light-
witted; syn. f,1W : (Msb:) the inf. n. of the
verb in this sense is !'. (Mqb and V &c. in
art. , and TA in the present art.) [But
sometimes, when relating to the intellect, or
understanding, it means, tHe was, or became,
quick, acute, or sharp; and clver, or ingeniou:
see '. ] And you may of him whose he aring

is good, a. e.i1 ) $[In his ear is quickss,
acuteness, or ;sharpness, of hearing]. (TA in art.
J,i.) - [t He was, or became,fiurried, agitated,
or excited, by reason of fear, and by anger, or
the like: see 10. -tHe was, or became, light.
hearted, or cheerful; one whose company, or co
verse, wvas aceptabl and chering.] You my,

It 141 ; 9 .i_ t Such a one was, or became,
acceptabl and cheering to the king. (TA.)_
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[tIt (an action, or an affair, and a case, or the
like,) was, or became, light, or ay: and it be-

came alleoiatd.] You say, aw°JI vA .
t[Mfotion, or moing, was, or became, easy to

him]; opposed to -, L. (TA.) And Jli:
re . - [t It (a word) was light, or easy, of
utterance: and in like manner said of a sound,
tit was, or became, light to the ear; or slight.
- t t (food) was, or became, light to the sto-
mach; easy of digestion. - Said of the hair of
the head, and of the beard, tit was, or became,
light, thin, or scanty.] Said of a people, or

company of men, (3,) inf. n. J -, it means

Q _3; li [i.e. tThey becamesfev in
number, their cro~ding having diminished].

(-.) - Said of rain, [&e.,] tit diminished;
dweread; or mas, or became, [ligAt, or] defcient.
(TA.) - [Said of a blow, a diseae, an affection
of the mind, &c., It wu, or became, light, dight,
or incon rable.] - t.a O .

t [means Their abodu became clear of them, and
they ment awoay]. (f* and TA in art. Jy.)

2. A~. He made it, or rendered it, JA.
(i.e. light, both properly and tropically: the tro-
picMl significations are shown by the preceding
paragraph, and by explanations of .; and

some by what here follows]: (Mb :) J is
the contr. of 5. ($, .) -Hence, in the

l]ur [ii. 174],., ' e .3 ,Ut [That is an
allwiationfrom your Lord]. (TA.) Hence also,
in a trad. [respecting the estimates to be made by
the collectors of the poor-rate], '# 1Al

t[Make ye the conjectural computation of the
quantity of the fruit upon palm-trees &c. light to
the owners, or moderate;] go not to the utmost
legth in thce w... (TA.) [And a
t He made light, or alleviated, his burden, si,ffr-
ing, distress, uneasinessu, or the like, by removing
from him tomewhat th~reof; he alleviated him;
he relieed him: see ur iv. 32 and viii. 67 &c.]

And l U l": see 1; second sentence.

[And .. . J JA. t l]e relaxed, or remitted,
in his nworh.] - [a also signifies t The
making a word light, or easiy, qf utterance, by the
suppression of hemzeh, or by its conversion into
I or j or U; opposed to .j and 'ti.* : and
bfy making a double consonant single; opposed to

J a nd .,>: and by making a movent con-
tonant quiscent; opposed to Je and 4.3:
each of these changes in a word is said to be

. ... l r the purpose of alleviating the utter-
ance. Also, in like manner, t The mahing a
sound light to the ear, or slight; opposed to

t'. And tThe muppresing of hemseh; op-

posed to JJ .]

4. JI HBe made an arrow lj!ht, by scraping
or paring it. (L in art. .L.)-- See also 10. 
lie as, or became, unburdened, or unenum-
bared, or without anything that burdened him
heavily: (Mb :) or he was, or became, little
burd~ or encumbered, in journeying, (JK,
TA,) or in his residence at home. (TA.) -

And i. q. V%. 1 t [i. e. X His state, or con-

dition, wma, or became, light, little enambered,
easy, or alleiated: or it was, or became, that of
one having a mal family to maintain: or that of
having little property: or that of having little pro-
perty and a small family to maintain]: (JK, 9,

I,TA: [see eI.:]) and, as some add, .) [i.e.,
tit was, or became, narrow in its circumstancm, or
evil: it is used in contr. eses: though 4
seems to be here intended as explanatory of;A."d].

(TA.) . ijl ii. t The people's beasts were,
or became, OiL [i. e. light as meaning actire,
agile, or brisk]: (AZ, ?:) or the people had such
beasts. (g.)

5. Ai3; [He lightened his clothing; or clad
himslf lightly: but for this I know no other

authority than modern umge]. �. .3: see

10. Also He put on, or reore, a j. [i. e.
boot], or Jti. [i. e. boots]: (Q, accord. to diffe-
rent copies :) or J.it I&3, (JK,) or AiJ

1 .ll, (TA,) he put on, or wore, the ci. (JK,
TA) on the foot. (TA.)

6. J..J Hle pressed, or bore, lightly [upon a
thing]; contr. of J3l. (I4,' TA.) Hence the

saying, in a trad., ?. ;i. i~ I3l explained
above: see 1, second sentence. (TA.)

10. ~,.i.. contr. of =£:!; (e, g, TA;)
He deemed it, or him, J.L [i.e. light, properly
and tropically]. (TA.) He found it light, or
easy, to carrny, (Bd in xvi. 82, and TA,) and to
remove. (Bd ibid.) - ,W l. tHe held him,
or it, (namely, a man's right, or due, or just
claim, Mqb, TA,) in litjht, or little, estimation or
account, or in contempt; he contemned, or de-
spited, him, or it. (~, Msb, TA.)-,_ "1i.,

t [He deemed the hemzeh light, or easy, of utte-
rance]. (TA.) - i .1 also signifies t He

demanded, or desired, hij '& [i. e. brikneu, or

promptnes]; as also s * ;: (TA :) and

t it (a thing) incited him, or excited him, to

brisknes, livelinmu, or sprightlineu; syn. I,!;

(JK and K and TA in art. :&;) and 
(.ar p. 139:) and t he incited him, or excited
him, to lightness, levity, or unsteadiness, so as to
induce him to follow him in his error: (TA:)
[and simply] X he excited him to lightness, klevity,
or unsteadines; (Ksh and Bd and Jel in the
Kur xxx. last verse;) Jfurried himi, or disquieted
him: (Ksh and Bd ibid.:) and it flurried him,
so that he became unsteady; said of impatience;
and of a lively emotion of the heart or mind;
(TA;) and of fear; (MA;) and of anger: (T
in art. ,._ ) and V . t he angered him,
(TA,) and deprived him of his Jbrbearance,
moderation, patience, staidneu, or calmneus, and
incited him, or excited him, to levity, or unsteadi-

new. (1]g,' TA.) . '.., in the :ur
xliii. 54, means t And he demanded, or desired, of
his people, brishness, or promptness, in obeying

him: or ~,s)m..I . U [and he held in light
estimation their qualitie of forbearance, modera-
tion, patience, or staidneu]: (Bd :) or he incited,
or excited, Ais people to be promptly obedient and

submissive (1u~ Oit) to Aim and to that which

he deired of them; like l: (Kih :) or he im-
cited, or e¢ited, his people to leity, or usteadi-

ne, (&.J,) and ignorance,fooli that, or g
conduct. (Myb.) And you say, ;j bA .L t

a.
. i t He incited, or excited, ueh a one to igo-
rance, foolishnests, or wrong conduct, and leity,
or unsteadins, so as to make him e~ ,from
hit right mtiment, opinion, or judgn t; (As,

A, TA ;) s also ,1b o~ .g i. (Az, TA.)A p ~ .

.M. A boot; (KL, P?, E ;) a certain thing
that it worn (JK, ?, Myb, 1, TA) upon the

foot: (TA:) pl. _.1b. (?,L,M9 b,]) and JL.
[which is a pl. of pauc.]. (L, TA.) Hence, 

a-, *fl,1 
*v US&$ [He returned with the two boots
of jonynj; a saying which originated thus:
(A'Obeyd, TA:) an Arab of the deert bar.
gained with goneyn the J1CX [or maker of
shoes and boots], (1I,) who was of the people of
El-Ieereh, (TA,) for a pair of boots, until he
angered him, (V,) and Honeyn desired to anger
the Arab: (TA:) so when the Arab of the desert
departed, Roneyn took one of his two boots and
threw it down in the way, and then he threw
down the other in another place; and when the
Arab passed by one of them, he said, "How
like is this to the boot of Honeyn I and if the
other were with it, I wouldl take it:" and he
went on: and when he came to the other, he
repented of having left the former: and loneyn
had lain in wait for him: therefore when tbhe
Arab went away in search of the fonner [boot],
Roneyn betook himself to the camel that hlie rode,
and what was upon it, and went away therewith;
and the Arab came, having with him nothing
but a pair of boots; and it was said, (1J,) i. e. his
people said to him, (TA,) "What hast thou
brought from thy journey ?" and he ansiwered,

*t, a,~ *,t.I
uA_- _/ X..."I have brought you the

two boots of .Honeyn"]: and this became a
provy., applied on dithe occasion of one's dealsairing
of an object of want, and returning disappointed:
(I(:) thus the case is related by A 'Obeyd, and
by most others after him. (TA.) Accord. to lSk,
Hjoneyn was a strong man, who asserted his re-
lationship to Asad Ibn-H6shim lbn-'Abd-Menaf,
and came to 'Abd-EI-Muttalib, wearing a pair of
red boots, [formerly distinctive of kings and men
of high rank,] and said, " O my paternal uncle,
I am the son of Asad the son of Hfishim the son
of 'Abd-MenAf:" but 'Abd-El-Muttalib said,
"No, by the garments of my father Hishimn, I
know not in thee the natural qualities of Hashim;
therefore return thou :" so he returned: and it

was said, '[4 [; [Honeyn returned
rwitk hiu pair of boots]. (0, J], &c.) As to the
saying of the rijiz,

* J>A|Jl2A ,

· ·> Wol* -

he means thereby [He carries, in] a pastor's bag
(%. ) made of the leg of a JAL [or boot, wooden
impleents to be tied upon the dugs of s~camel,
made of differe~ tree]. (S. See J .)_
The foot (K1L, P~) of the camel; (9, M;h. KL,



Boox 1.]

P$;) the whole (e) of the ;,4i of the a
camel; (JK, K, TA;) of the male and of the n

female; corresponding to the S _ [or hoof]J of t
the horse: (TA:) and sometimes of the ostrich,
(I,) because rmeembling that of the camel:
(TA:) but of no other than these two: (1V:) of
the masc. gender; wlhereasu ` [its syn.] is f

fem.: (TA:) pl. J1. ($; Mqb, l.)- [And

hence, by a synecdoche, for , ;Ijj, 1 Camels; [

coupled with #,Im. u meaning horse, [and some- a
times as or mules], (Mgh, TA,') and J c

[as meaning sheep or goats or other cloven-hoofed a

beast]. (TA.) You say, j.; 'j3 JM 1 [
J + [meaning He possesses not camel., nor

horse or asse or mule nor sheep or goats or

I

other clowwnhoofed beasts]. (TA.) You say also,

,lj*. _ ,is Jq1 , meaning ?The camels
came foUowing one another, the head of each
[evcept the first] being at the tail of the next
[before it], whether tied together in ajil or not. r
(L.) - An aged camel: (Is:) [and a weak n

camel:] or, as some say, a bulky camel: pL 1

julA. (TA.) It is said in a tral., ,>

J1h6.I ZAJ L a v 'j4) [ Of the tree called

.ajfl, wrhat the aged and weak of camelt cannot
reach may be prohibited]: i. e. what is near, l
thereof, to the place of pasturage is not to be pro-
libited, but is to be left for the aged and weak
camels, that cannot go far in search of pasture:
(Ay,O,Mqb:) or what camels eannot reach (Myb,
TA) by means of their jId1J, (Mqb,) by walking
thereto, (TA,) may be prohibited: (Msb, TA:)
or it means, what camels cannot reach with their
heads may be prohibited [to be shaken or beaten
off for theni]. (Mgh.)._ tThe sle, or part that
touches the ground, qf thefoot of a man. (M, g,
TA.) _ A tract of ground (g, A, 0, L) mnore
rugged, (S, 0, L,) or longer, (A,) than such as is

termed JaW (6, A, 0, L.) or a rugged piete of
ground. (1K.)

3 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

s ;.: see ,A&6-, in four places. Also A
company cons."ting offew persons. (, .) You

ttay at X101~1 iS. lid. c. 1Such a one

wet forth among a company consisting of fere
persons of his companions. (S.)

an inf. n. of 1 [in almost all of its senses,
proper and tropical. and much used as a simple
subst., signifving Lightnes: tle*ity: &c.]. (JK,

@,Mob, IS, .

tWud. see what next follows, in four places

,Jok a part n. of 1 [in all its senses, proper
and tropical, signifying Light: &Ic.]: (JK,S,*

a~~~~~~~

Meb,,* TA:) as also 1' . [in the proper
sense] (JK,*$,*Mqb,l;,TA) and t'Udb.: (S,0
K,* TA:) the first is applied to a thing; as also
*the second, (Myb,) which signifies anything
light to carry, (TA,) [as also the first;] and
light in weight but heavy in price, not incom-
moding the bearer: (Isar p. 139:) and the first and
* third are also applied to a man: (S, TA:) but,
a some my, the first means [light] in body [as
well a in tropical seam]; and V the third,
t [light] in [thCe sue of pOssessing] quicknes or
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.'cutenes or sharpness, and cvrnes or ingenious- 
nss: and [in like manner] t Aicl. signifies (
quick, acute, or sharp, in intelect; and lJed 5£~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

,LlI, the same; or clever, or ingenious: the pl. 

of the first is jt1..and J1ij01 and ;i.l; the (
tirt of which three pls. is also pi. of t 1i
and hence, in the Vur [ix. 41]p,'Jl.L, ild I

explained in art. ,l]. (TA.) V & is also

Ii
1applied to a boy, (8, TA,) meaning Light to v

carry; (TA;) as in the saying of Imra-el sieys, ,

Thle boy that is light to carry slips from the 4

iarts of his (the horse's) back whereon the rider

its]: (8: soinmy copies:) or%JJJlsi. lljj

'he make. the boy that is light to carry to slip]:
Land [it is said that] it means also t the hardy, E
trng, or turdy, boy. (TA.) And oA' e ig-

nifies also Little burdened or encumbered in jour-

icying, or in residence at home; like ; and

t (TA.) [Hence,] Ar)l .A8 jAA J~;
A poor man. (TA.) [t Brisk, lively,

,pgjh,tly, ; actire, atil, prompt, and quick.
Hence,] jH1 Jl J1Id [t Prompt, or quick,
to do good]. (TA in art. i..) - [t Light, or
asy, of utterance: and t light to the ear; light

in sound. Hence,] aIAimJl C,jl [t The light-

sounding wi asu in lc &C.]; contr. of tii l:
and also applied to the tenween. (TA.) - [tLight,
thin, or scanty; applied to the hair of the head

&Sc. Henc~e,] * 3 I , [t He is light,

tbin, or.heanty,] in the hair of the two sides of
the cheekxs, ( and 0 and Msb in art. ~,) and

of the beard. (0 in that art.) _ J A cer-

tain hind of snetr of ere; [namely, the eleventh;]

the measures of which ,consists of i e IO,1
s:j(. [in each hemistich]. ( [in which is

added " six times," a mistake for " six feet"].)

JI.e [A maker, or sell6r, of boots () A d , pl.

of )' ] (TA.)

A ' p oo ma.(A)w['Bik'lv

A;": see _gd.
3i4 - .' j,b

[a;AU ;iiAI, tThe part, or parts, of the
person .hich it is improper, but not grossly in-
decent, to expose: so in the law-books: see
art. H,.]

1sondi ;;, (8, A, Msb, K,) aor. (Msb,) inf n.

nd (S,A,I ) and ;ti.(Msb,TA) and I,
(TA,) It (the voice, 6, A, Msb) was, or became,
still, (, ,) or silent; (A;) wtas, or became,
low, (MN b,) or soft, or gentle, or slenider; and
became weak, bj reaon of vehement hunger.
(TA.) - Hence, said of a dying man, He ceased
speaking; (;) h e as, or became, silent; (],
A, ;) he spoke not. (A.) - And [hence,]

·4-, [(A, TA,) inf. n. A ., t He died: (A,

TA :) ahd iae, inf a. sll, the died nuddenly;

(AA, , TA;) u also l ). (A.) And

the latter, i. e. ;o in n. .e, accord to AM,

t He ma, or became, wet, and abject, or abasd.
f.-

'TA.)._. ;. M also signifies The png~ w a

.. ntiS td oimce; and sot . ., (,,TA,) sand
ZJl; . (1, TA.) And you say, &3y -t ;

[Mb,) and a tz4bL,, (TA,) He d h
oice; spoke with a loe voice. (Myb, TA.) And

3l;ai 4S; (TA;) and I; * q.6 , (A, Mqb,)
nf.n. ;1.Ms.; (Myb;) and ti....; (TA;)
He lowered his roice in his rcadin' or reciting;
read, or recited, with a low voice: (A, MNb,

rA :) or the second of these signifies he rad, or
recited, indistinctly, not with raised dice. (Lth,
TA.) - 4, said of seed-produce, t It mwa,
or became, sch as is termed ';J [explained

below]. (M?b.)

2. ;.Z [app. It silenced, or killed: said of a

smiting with a sword or the like: s j1i.
(TA.)

3. 'l., inf. n. £Z-.1, : see 1, in four phes.
_ [Hence,] ' jl , i.. l Th camels
ruminate. (TA.)

4. 'A&.! She (a camel) brought forth on the
lay [of the year] in which she mas imprg~ ted

[orjust a year after she was covered]. (V )

6. Ij.W.3 They consulted together secretly.
(TA.) See also L - And 'JI.3 t He f~e d,
or made afalse show of, weakne and sti.l .
(TA.)

;:A (S) and t , (A,) applied to speech,
($, A,) Uttered with a low, or muppratd, voice.

(S,e A.) [See also .Jl6..].The former is also
syn. with ,.,. [A iow, or depressed, tract of
ground: &c.]. (K. [So accord. to my MS.
copy of the 1, and accord. to the TA: but in the
C1~ this signification is omitted; for intead of

, gaLJ 1j., we find C ' j 1;

,r.L.JI l.±i1|, meaning that . and
signify the same as , .])

;& [and accord. to the CV -, but this
is app. a mistake, (see what next precedes,)] i. q.
.,! [i.e. Rue]; (<4;) as also J. (T,TA.)

;t. [an inf. n. of 1, q. v. - And ahlo ued
as an epithet; for ,:a,. j)]: see ...- Abo
Weak hearing. (TA, from a trad.)....l. '.j
[I am not weah, and abject, or aba~ d. (T, from
a verse of EI-Jaidee.)

;.ZJk A lean, or an emaciated, woman:
(Lb, V:) or a woman who is scarcely n dis-
tinctly, by reason of leannes, or emciation:
(TA:) or a woman who is dem~d goodly, or
beautiful, (Q,) whom the eye regards at worthy
of notice, (A, TA,) as long as she is aone, not
when she is among other women. (A, s, TA.)

You say *.J i j *S. ;l#: (Lth, A, TA:) Z.5j
meaning wont to calumnitate, or dlander. (A.)
But AM says, I have not heard so. as an
epithet applied to a woman on any authority but
that of Lth. (TA.)-

gd: see what follows, in two places.

I ,. A voice becomning still, or siet; or

low, or suppresed; as also ? ' . (A.) You
9r /7*a

�cutento 

or sharpness, and ckumm or ingenious- t He mu, or bocame, mook and aidect, or otbass&

*m: 

and [in like manner] 1 signifies abo signffies The #p~ wM a

tnt#Uoct;'and 

a roim; and

quick, 

acute, or sharp, in J11" T~ d Q.4 TAJ and

ZJ". 

(V, TA.) And you say,

:�LJI, 

the mme; or clmr, or ingeniou: the Pi.

(Mqb,) 

and #4 tz4bL, (TA,) Be lowered kiii

�f 

the 
first is and JW and !LLI'; the .1

ww; 

spoke with a low wice. (Mqb, TA.) And

trot 

of 

which three ple. is also pi. Of

0 

0 adj;!j;w C.A&; (TA;) and IW (A, Mqb,)

Mil 

hence, 

in the Vur [ix. 41], JUJ3 Wu& 13p�!

(Myb;) 

and'ta;Jti..*1

In£ 

it, WJ" �; (TAO

explained 

in art. .W]. (TA.) VJA- is a150 He lommd his voice in hi# reading or rMting;

1
pplied 

to a boy, (g, TA,) meaning Liqht to read, or recited, with a low voice : (A, Mqb,

arry; 

(TA;) u in the saying of Imra-el-Jipeys, TA:) or the wmnd of theac signifies he rwd, or

a 

' 0 p A ' recited, indistinctly, not with raimd wdco. (Lth,

C).& 

bj TA.) said of seed-produce, t It mm,

Tlis 

boy that iw light to carry #lips from the or became, swh as is tormed [explained

wris 

of his (the horse's) back wknon th* ridet, below]. (Mqb.)

'Is]: 

(?: so in my copies.) or 2. [app. It sil~od, or killed: said of a

'he 

makes 

the boy that is liqht to cany toslipl: emiting with a sword or the like: we

Lnd 

[it 

is eaid that] it means also t the hardy, (TA.)

0
,tmng, 

or 

sturdy, boy. (TA.) And At"' wig.

iifies 

also Little burdeud or encumbered in jotw- 3. in£ n. me 1, in four

a 

' 6 ' .0 camels

-

[HenceJ th.,bJ% z4ti..3 j�ll TA4

%eying, 

or 

in residence at home; like V,-i& and

a 

0 1 . A .. 0 .0. ruminate. (TA.)

(TA.) 

[Hence,] hjl Cill bAj& J~

j 

4. c.;A&.1 She (a camel) brought forth on tho

h 

A 

poor man. (TA.) Brisk, lively, day [of tim year] in which she mm imp~ tod

pithtly, 

. actim, aqilo, prompt, and quick. [orjwt a year aj?er the wtu covered]. (lg.)

Rence,],��l 

j., Jeai. It Prompt, or quick,

to 

do 

good]. 

(TA in �rt j&.) - [t Liqht, or

f 

utterance: and t light to the ear; light (TA

w.ty, 

o .) See also L - And :JW.3 t Iti fd~ ,

1 

[t The or made afain show of, weakwo and di~ .

in 

sound. 

Hence, Mokii CAO qht_ (TA.)

& 

--- 

;1 J t

sounding 

ej; 

u in C~ &C.]; contr. of iiAl:

%:JA. 

($) and * "riu'cb., (A,) applied to opeech,

andelsoappliedtoilittenwoon. 

(TA.)-[tLiqkiy (�, A,) Uttered with a low, or mp~ , mice.

thin, 

or scanty; applied to the hair of the head (8,0A.) [Seealso%�Jl�..]~Tbeformericabo

"' 

He is light, e;n. with [A iom, or doopraawd, tract of

tisin, 

or.,tranty,l in the hair of the two sides of ground: &c.]. (V. [So accord. to my MS.

the 

cheeks, (� and 0 and Mah in art. ~ ,) and copy of the lkc, and acwrd. to the TA: but in the

of 

the beard. (0 in that art.) 1 A cer- Cl� this signification is omitted; for inittead of

tain 

kind of Pnotre of vern; [namely, the eleventh;] cedjig, we find to

' 

& & ̀ * ̀  ' J

the 

mea3ure of which consists of CO-14

1 

buing that %z.Aa. and

,:j�4 

[in eaci, hemistichl. (V [in which is _,.WX4j, met

14 

signify tlie o�ine m �l

added 

11 six Cimes," a mistake for 11 oix feet 0 & j

%:.A&. 

[and accord. to the CV but this

jU,&. 

[A maker, or seII6i., of boots PI. is ajpp. a mistake, (see what next precede�,)] i. q.

of 

(TA.) [i. e. Rue]; (V ;) u also (T, TA.)

A 

3 0 1 j .11

,An;": 

see !U"&. [an in£ n. of 1, q. v. - And abo used

3,4 

- .0 j, as an epithet; for see Abo

[aA".jl 

ii-.AI + The part, or ports, Of tIll 1Veak hearing. (T�k, from a tmd.)-~ tz.J

person 

which it is improper, but not grossly in- [lr am not weak, and abject, or a~ . (T, from

tiscent, 

to expon: so in the law-books: see a verse of El-Js*dee.)

art. 

0 J. JA lean, or an maciatod, woman:

(Lh, 

V:) or a woman who is scarod� ~a dit-

tinctly, 

by reason of loannm, or emaciation:

1. 

A, Mqb, V,) aor. -,, (Mgb,) inf n. (TA:) or a woman who is d~ goocUy, or

A, 

V) and (Meb, TA) and beautiful, QC4 lvhom the eye reqards tu wMAy

(TA,) 

It (the voice, A, Mqb) was, or became, of notice, (A, TA,) as long as she is a"#, not

still, 

or silent; (A;) was, or became, when Ae is among other women. (A, V, TA.)

low, 

(Mqb,) or soft, or gentle, or sleitder; and you say ZIM :,3A& ;5.1: (Lth, A, TA:) Z50

became 

weak, bij reaqon of vehement hunger. meaning wont to calumn't'ate, or. dander. (A.)

(TA.) 

- Hence, said of a dying man, He ceased But AM mys, 1 have not heard :pjk& m an

speaking; 

(�;) he mu, or become, 3ikat; ($, epithet applied to a woman on any authori but

A, 

V;) he spoke not. (A.) And [hence,] that of Lth. (TA.)- ty

(A, 

TA,) inf. n. Z- He died: (A, # .

gad 

: see what follows, in two pia^

TA 

:) ahd inf. n. 1 he dW n~ y; - ,

(AA, 

TA ;) u alw (A.) And A voice becoming still, or s~ j or

'I p
the 

latter, 1. e. in£ n. U&., accord. to AM, low, �r suppresud; u also J, (A.) You

00 0 -

He 

mu, or became, mm&, and akiect, or otband.

of.
'TA.)- 

%ZMA&- also signffies The #p~ wM a

d 

r andwt (C,V,

!T?m,m 

oim; TAJ and

ZJ". 

(7L TA.) And you way, &3yw

W9bj 

and &# tz4;&, (TA,) id#

wim; 

spoke with a low coice. (Mqb, TA.) And

(TA;) 

and I;# * c4W., (A, Mqb,)

n£ 

n. 

(Myb;) and'ta"';jw'""

wj" 

�; (TA;)

W# 

lommd 

his iroice in hi# readino or rwiting;

.ead, 

or recited, with a low voice: (A, Mqb,

rA:) 

or the wmnd of these signifies he rwd, or

vcited, 

indistinctly, not with raimd wdco. (Lth,

rA.) 

-

said of seed-produce, t It mm,

)r 

became, 

nwh as is termed ,�JQ [explained

)elow]. 

(Mqb.)

2. 

z.Z& [app. It sil~od, or killed: mid of a

imiting 

with a sword or the like: we 0 '1'1.

'TA.)

3. 

in£ n. a W-*: me 1, in four

'O' 

a . & .0

-

[Hence,] 

Zjtli..3 j�ll TA4 camels

ruminate. 

(TA.)

4. 

%:.;A&.1 She (a camel) brought forth on tho

iay 

[of 

the 

year] in which she mm imp~tod

[orjust 

a 

year 

aj?er the wtu covered]. (V.)

6. 

1.�' AW.3 They consulted together secretly.

(TA.) 

See 

also L - And cJW.3 t He fo~,

or 

made 

afain 

show of, weakwo and sti~.

(TA.)
0 0.

%:JA. 

($) and (A,) applied to opeech,

A,) 

Uttered with a low, or mMwautd, voice.

(�,0A.) 

[Seealso%�Jl�..]~Tbeformericabo

syn. 

with JJAL [A iom, or depressed, tract of

ground: 

&c.]. (V. [So accord. to my MS.

copy 

of the lkC, and acwrd. to the TA: but in the

Cl� 

this signification is omitted; for inittead of

�, 

1 1 � 1.9, we f 1 n d C'w" to CLU' j 13'

z
meaning 

that and U

signify 

tlie o�ine as �l

0#i
%:J&- 

[and accord. to the CV but this

is 

ajpp. a mistake, (see what next precede�,)] i. q.

9
.,A.L_ 

[i.e. Rue]; (1�;) as also (T, TA.)

J
!U"&. 

[an in£ n. of 1, q. v. - And abo und

,0 

j 

0 0,

asanepithet; 

for,:jU,*..91]: see%:A&..-Abo

1Veak 

hearing. (T�k, from a tmd.)-dl&� tz'.'j

[1 

am not weak, and abject, or a~. (T, from

a 

verse 

of El-Js*dee.)

0 J.
.Z,-" 

JA kan, or an maciatod, woman:

(Lb, 

V:) or a woman who is scorM dit-

tinctly, 

by reason of loannm, or omwiation:

(TA:) 

or a woman who is d~ goocUy, or

beautiful, 

QC4 lvhom the eye reqards tu wMAy

of 

notice, (A, TAJ as long as she is a"#, not

when 

Ae is among other ivomtn. (A, V, TA.)

You 

say * 'S * 'i "'# : (Lth, A, TA:) Z50

meaning 

wont to calumnt'ate, or. dander. (A.)

But 

AM mys, 1 have not heard Zojk& m an

epithet 

applied to a woman on any authority but

that 

of 

Lth. (TA.)-

gad 

: see what follows, in two placels.

1
%�JQ 

A voice becoming still, or s~ j or

2---low, 

�r suppresud; as also (A.) You

00 

0 

-

1



m [floou L

sayY ~sAm &jai ~, (TA.) - One whose

0e6c* is stIll or si~t, by reins of hit mma&es.
(~ p.76M) Applied to adying ama, Ceasing
to spa; silent.().Jt lod
in which is. wa mter. (Aboo~.S'eed, V.) A
cloud l*fikestee does not move from its plac:
only that which contains water travels along:
that, which sed forth a slightly-flashing light-
ning soaeel ever, or never, does sno. (Aboo-
8a'eed.) - j j : Dying, or dead, noed.

prouc: (A: or seed-produce that has not
grown tal: (Mgb,OK, TA:) or that hAm not
attaie thefaUl height. (TA.) The weak be-

*.1 I0 
lievr is likened, in a trad., to _oj.0 Jil (A,

TAJ) which at one time inclines, and at another
time stnd straght; accord. to A 'Obeydl,.=J
wmeaing what is fresh, or jeuicy, and soft, or

tne:or, amoond to one reading, to tjilt aL!t&r.,

meaning frs, or juicy, seed-produce, that is
s.o^ or tener and weak; the i being added in

-J. though by tjj were meant
(TA.)

L .p. (1~, A, M#b, V,) and s4 ;iL., and

%gjhm ,(A, VJ aor. V() and ~,(V5,)
inf.n.h ; (?,5:;) and ' (A,?,],

imf. a. &l~3 (AV, ?;) and sy t~i&J ; (:50;
He prot4cte him; granted hiss refge; pre-
seve, eae, resued, or liberated, him; (?, A,
M#b, V;) from hinmwho aought or pursued him.
(M9 b.) And ogkt jM., mn.. ,M He pro-
twcte theeol and became responsiblefor their
safety. (TA.)..-..And sj&& He rweeied from
Aim hire for protecting him (V) and being re-
spe1ibl for Ais safiety. (TA.) - And ;1iL,
(TV,) inf. n. IAi,(s,) He guarded palm-trees
from injury: and seed-produce from the birdst:
synL*f the inf. a. of the verb in the latter sense,
&m.lj. (V,, TA: in the CI%. t4!,~ with fet-l? to
the ,.,Z, and with in the plac of C.)-....see

Wls 5. ... lq ',M. (Mgh, M9 b.) and Lq"
(A,) aor. (Kgb, Mqb) and i, (Mqb,) inf. n.
9.-
5jtM., (Mgh,) He fulfWie th covenant, or en-

ggenn,(Mgb, Mqb,) and my coveant, or
enggsen. (A.) - See also 4, in two places.

~M~Li Sq9Z ~AL &mi Its odour puts a artop
to thecna desire of women. (R,TA)

1M.,(~, qb,)or 5hi. (ig,) for most assert
that this verb in only need in relation to a woman,
and it sems to be seldow, if ever, otherwise used,

and £t,(]L TA,) or the latter is a simple
sabet.; (Mqb;) and ?phL3, (]g,) or :~
(M, L;) He, or she, mme baslf/W; or felt, or had
a sens of, or was affece with, shame, shyes, or
bafula~e; (Mob, TA;) and was gram, staid, o
sest: (K 9 b:) or mms ~ey basgful; &c. (;r,
M, A, V.)

~ seL;sL [its inf. n.] is also sy. with
Jri[The ding an acio Of which on# shud
be ahamd]:(~,and some copies of the V, and

so in the CV:) or~ ( 'the ac of waling a
town]: (so in other copies of the 5:, and in the
TA: and ~ua3[the act offortjfjig. (TA.)

4. 6JAd..He sent, (Q, ]L) or appointed, (A,)
with him a jeAd. [or protecor], ($, A, ]KJ to do.
fend andpgurd Aim.. (Abu-1-Jarr4J~ El-Okeylee,
TA.) - He broke, or violated, his covenant, or
engageet, witA kim; (Q, A, Mob, V ;) the '
having a privatiave efrect; (TA;) he beh~e per.
fadiously, treacherously, or unfaithfully, to him;
as also aW t;il., (Mgb, V,,) aor. ;, (Mqb,) int. n.

L.(,TA, in the CV;L and 1.:,~
TA:) or~L. isa nfn yn. with U%.. as

inf. n. of 1hi.. in the sense above explained, but
having no verb, such as jh., belonging to it:

(A)or you say, YW U 14 in,h. at .
JP ,such a one's compact, covencant, or obli-

gation, by which he had become responsible for
the safety. or safe-keeping, of a permsn or thing,
or the like, mms unfrlfdled: and aJ1 t lah6
the man broke, or violated, orfaiked of performing,
it: (Sh, TA:) and hWIt jLs.. he broke, or vio-
lated, the covenant, or engageent: (Kgb:) and
)hi.. alone signifies the samne. (IAth.)

5: see 1, in two places. -... i JAiL. also sig-
nifies He had recourse to him for rofge, pro-
tection, or preservtion; sougt his protection;
aske him to be his ,.eA&. [or protector]; (,A,

~;) andso ?d&. ; (TA ;) [and *~.Lt c
curring in the ~, in art. ,i:]he protected, or
defended, hii msefby means of him; syn. ,.W U*a
(Mqb.)

10 : see 5.

hA&: see JU.

A,applied to a mran ; (Myb) and the same;
(f)without i, (TA,) and 3JM. and t ji.~e

applied to a female, (V 5,) as also tjA6..., (5:,)
as a possesive or an intensive epithet; (TA;)
Bashful; or feeling, having a sens of, or affected
with, shame, shyness, or bashfulnes; (Myb, TA;)
and grave, staid, or sedate: (Myb:) or ver
bashful &c.; (~, V;) as also ?;Ai.applied to
a man: (TA, from a trad.:) pl. [of the first,
applied to a fcmale, and of the second,] ~3LL...
(V.)

$Jhd. (~, A, V) and 'tJU.(,A, Myb, 5:)
[both, in Y~am p. 677, said to be inf. ns., but they
are rather to be reggarded as quasi-inf. ns.,] and

~ U.(,Myb, 1k) and 1)d.(V:) Protection,
refuge, presrvtion, resu, or liberation, (,
A, Mob, ]K,) from one seeking or pursing:
(Mqb:) a comnpact, a covennt, or an obligatio,
by which one becme responsible for the safety,
or safe-keeping, of a person or thing; or the like;
or simply .-esponsibiity, or suretiship; syn. 3.43:

(,TA:) pl. of the first,;hL (TA.) It is said

in a tad., dl 5pA&. j qJ-~~

Whoso peforsneth the prayer o7abek, he is
in the proteco of God. (TA.) And in another

" * I-I I 5
trad., ~A~ iM. p"IjJ Tear& are the prO-

teclions of the eye from Ed- wham thq wee
from the fear of GMd. (TA.) AndM $~ j
($, A,) and t4LLL, (A,) May thy m at
covennt, or obliaton whc hAt mae* tie
resonsilefor my swfety, befl44le, ffiJ a said
by the object of protection to his proeor~ when
hehas notas yet preevedinminahty. (A.)

3jAi..: we the nex paagraph in twopaes
0-'

jo". A protector; one who protwtw ret
refuew, preserves, eave, reswes or librtes,
(?, A, Mqb,V;) from one ink sssh or pursue;
(Myb;) usalso 5M:(A,V, TA:) apetetor
of a people, in whos safegar they are as long
as they remain in his district: (Lth:) pL ulJi..
(A.) One who guards sesd-prdue rm ~ ,th
birds. (TA.) - Oae who is protete, to who
refuget is granted, who is presevd saed resue,
or liberated. (i.) The 1~ might be thought to
imply that V`-'l is also used in this sens; but
it is not. (TA.) - See also ;6..

ijU&a. (A, Myb, V) and ~lu.and ;Jlii. (Kyb,

~)The hire, or pay, of a ja&&'. [or pro#ector]:
(A, Myb, V:) the vulgar may t j&d.: and some
erroneously change the t:into t. (TA.) - See

also 5"s. first and last sentences

iig.A cerain plant, (A,, C, ]g,) whic ante
coll~ in their habitations, (TA,) resmblin
tares, or darnel, (C,j,) (i,) i.ec., inform; maid
to be so called because its odour puts a stop to the,
carnal desire of women ; also called j and
,ek~j: so says Subin the R. (TA.)

J*Q -, 1 se h6

L &, aor. t, inf a. J.L"., He hAd thA
quality of the eyes, or sight, whc is termed AAA.
as this word is ealined belo. (Myb.) And

%:-U His eye had that quait. (A.)

A.&Smallnes of the eye, (?, A, V,) or o
the eyes, (Meb,) and weaknes in the siight, by
nature: (?, A, M91b,,V:) or a natural naow-
mem in the eye: (TA:) and sometimes it is a
disease: (?, Mqb:") or a corrupt state in the
eyelids, (Kb, A, ]g,) and redes which aue
the eyes to becom narro, (Kb,) wihut~ pain,
(YKh, A, 15,) and without ulertion: (La:) and
[so in the ? and A and Myb, but in the V "1or"]
nyctalpa; or the seeing by night, (g, A, ]g,) but
not by day: (?, V.) or the sein by ~uh more
thtan by day: (Myb:) and in a clud day, but
not in a clear one: (g, A, Myb, :) and so~e
times, :the being alffected wit ophtalia, or
inflammation of the eye with pain and swelin.

-M.b-) .AI.. 5 

they werecthe gasoape,in respec of mesh-
nes of sight,] is a prov., applied to him who WIs
into blindness or perplexity or the darknes of
night; becaue gat are the weaks of thew;b
in rain and cold: originally maid by 'ihh
(TA.)



jf~ ~h n;(Xq ;) that fles by ntight: ( :
sm eale becme it mu scarc'ely see by day;
(M,b;) or be~ame of the mwallness of its eyes
anithe wealiness of its sight (V,,TA) by day:

(TA:) its rain% if the hollow of the soles
of the feet be ansted with it, excite the
*menra p~sio: and if burnt, and used as a
oeoyrum it .eovs or stops, (according to
diffret coid of the V ,) whiitenes of the eye,
(]L, TAJ) and sharen the sight: (TA:) its
bl d $yasm e~e upe the Pube of One who hAs
wneal attine the age of puberty, prevent the
gwt of hair; (El-Minhij, V) as some say;
hat th is nt ftru: (El-Minbij:) and if the

~v e. duim of her who hA s dfflc ly n brn ing
feS^ be ru be ~ vtl with its gall-bladder, she
brng forthid daey (V,* TA:) the pl. is

jlL;One we hAs that quality of the eyes,
or agt wihis termed jk6. as this word is
eulane abv: (?, A, Mqb:) and one who con-
trats his eyw ohen he looks: (TA:) and one
whe, has in his eme white flmid matter, or motes,

or the like : (AZ:) fkm. (Mgb.)

L. [a.Li, or. -,] juf. n. RZl. e lowered
it; depressd it; nmwely, athing; contr. of~a;
(A.)-...He (God) abased him; ($,Meb;) namely,
an unbeliever. (Myb.) You say,e .*ak .,0

tA tGod cabasth whomt He will, and ew-

aie h. ($ .... e .L . - H e (a bird) [low-
ered or] relased hisr wing, and contracted it to
&hi sie in order that he mighat rest, or ceas,from
his lyn.g. (TA.) -And the same phrase, : Be*

mad hi sel ge tle eay to deal with, compliant,
or obsequious. (TA.)' It is said in the I]Cur

(xv. 88], >6 4S lA d A I And make
thysef gentle, &e., to the believes: (Jel, TA:)
or be thou condesceding to the believers, and
treat them with gentleness. (Bd.) And again, in

the same [xvii. 25], (TA,) C:R WJ

i...,, >. Jj; :And humble, or abase, thou

thyself to them both, from compassion: (Bd,
~,TA:) or make t&yself submissively gentl to

thmboth, from compason: (Bd,* .Jel:) or
ther is a transposition in the sentence, and the

meaning is Jiu3 c...* i CLUq. W~, ~,h6.
[and make thyself compassontely gentle to e
both, from smbmissiven ss] (0, V .) a ~ ,

-. ~~in a trad., means Verily

Go,at onetie bringeth down to the ground
the just, or equial; and, at another time, ew
aketh hMm: (ISh:) or maketh ample [the mm~n
*faubeisen &o.] to whom He will, and wmaketh
scnt to who He will: ($gh, V:) or maheth
k& the porio of the mean ofsubsistence which

is the shr of any created being, and maheth it
m c. (TA in art. U.J, q. V.). ,~ t,Ai.

a I ais ex pl ie~ s g if i g T e u tsbeing
ewoem by the unj~t when men act corruptly,

and theJuets overcming the unjust, when they re-

pea,adacrighkeny. (TA.) [Seealoartt5j.]

5-LM &. . . a * a 

A I[app. zmean One land cese not to
make me go a gente pace, and another to make
me go a vehmen pace, until I came Mato you:
for IOUim. as relating to pace is prbaly not only
intrans.,amsit willbe seen to be below, but also
tmnan., like its contr. eIJ : or it may mecan one

land ceasd not to make me go down, and anot~
to make me go up, &c.; though its being tropical
if having this meaning may be doubted]. (A,
TA.) - .3 ... (A, Meb,) nor., (Mqb,)

lowered Ais voice; (g, V;) did not raise his

voice; (Mqb;) [contr. of aWj, as is indicated in
the A.]- [In most of the above-mentioned

senses, '., is nearly,. if not exactly, syn. with
- ~ ~ J..JI ~ h d. H e m ad e

the [final] letter to hove kesreh, in ii.Jlecion.

(Mqb.) ~.Li.is mqn. with q.[q. v.] (S, V,) in
the inflection of words: (V:) these two terms,
in the inflection of words, are like ; in the
non-inflection, in the conventional language of
the grammarians. av)- Z Jd. or. t,

[inf. n., app., .As,q. v. infrk,] tHis life was,
or became, easy; free from trouble or incon-
venience, and toil orfati£lue; tranquil; and~pan
tffuL. (JK, -- ) .- 's t Her (a
woman's) voice was, or became, (low, soft,]

gentle and easy. (TA.) - %zi" t She (a wo-
man) was, or became, low, so.ft, or gentle, in voice.

[ iuf. n. U and

like the contr. and- .(see j~hd. below,)]
T7w camels wnt agentlepace; (A, TA;) contr.

of CaM. aA)l.i ,~i. or. z, tHe
remined,' stayed, or abode, in the place. (v~.)
[See also p.L.iUm..] A poet says, [app. using the
verb in this sense,]

(Verily the like of me, and verily the like of thee,
are differet : therefore keep thou to the booth
which is our home, and remain at rest: thou wil

become fair] : the lustword isfor ,.L' a,' ,

being added. ( . ... j m S, i f . ~ a s
signifies tHe died; said of a man. (TA.)-

,L..JI ~[aor. and inf. n. as belowj] She

circumcised the girl: [see ,k,p: (M qb:) .L& 1i

- -~ ~ r ~ i (A, V,,) is like

.. ~ Lji..•.Ui, ( ,)or,-..'"" :(A , V :) the
former verb applies only to a girl:. (Myb, V:) or

you say sometimes, a5 4i,.~i. or. -, inf. n.
~, meaning he circumcised the boy. (TA.)

9: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.....

~a1 jl ~ ~Draw thou the camels head to-
ward# the ground, that thou mayest mount him.
(Lthb, V. tHe weakened, and lowered,
or abased, his state. and his rank. (TA.) - tHe
quieted him, or tranquiUied kin, and rendre
the a.ffair, or cas, or state, es to him. (TA,
from a trad.) - A.ti~ 4~ 1' t Quiet, or

cam, thy kwrt. (TA.) -~ jJU ,i
:Jake thou thy word (lit. the w~ig)gnle,
sof, 0 sucha emo.: (V, TA:) and J4kw" a~

j>,t [ignifies the same], ~ ~ uI

,. M' ( 9, 0,) or [simply] w1OA M"A.. (A,)
Make tho the cas, or afar ih,or mea,

(Q, A, XL,) to thyself: (A:) (i.ec. regr it

lightly: for] .*AIl u OCCUThLfg in a u

as said by Aboo-Bekr to 'A~se, me- make
thou the cam, or affair, "ih, or eas j and do

not gre~ for iL (TA)_4L..t .1mp
4.:i, tHe (umTt.)m...JmiJ - --

near to him death, and from wkich hs could not
escpe. (IA*r, L.)

3. ~ ~ mt:meart. CJ

5: ace what next follows..

7. ,Mi..i, (J K, P, fgh,) or ',UL,(],)
or both, (TA,) [but the latter iteems to be very
rare, whereas the former is of very frequent oo.

currnene,] and 'fbL.., (A,) It was, or became,
lowered, or low, or depressed. (JIK, $, A,
?gh, XL)

8. w~,As.: aem . A . She (a girl)
nwa, or became, circumcied (?,].) (See 1,
laut signification.]

* Wmi. [see~jhm, (of which it is the inf. n.,)
throughout. .... ] A state of abatement, or remiss-
nest, or the like: (A, TA:) te#ase; repose; free
dom from trouble or inonvenience, and toil or
fatigue; tranquillity; quietnes; yuitude; still-
nes; syn. Uaj; ($,A,W;) and Iml;(IIb;)
and ljC (TA;) of life: (Mqb:) or ample.
%~s of thoecircumstancw of life; (El-Maooyee,
Meb;) pkl eat /uns and pleasat nas- thereof:
(El-Manzookee:) softnes, delicateneg, or easi-
ness: (A,TA:) plasnt life : (L:) and [in like
manner] 1 L~gi.softnes, delictatees, or *auia,
of lift; and amplenes of the circumstance
thereof: (TA:) and the former, t gentlees and
easinesof voice. (TA.) Younsy, u JI.. *

L,Aolt Co. t The or# in an easy, ora tranul
[or a pl~jifd and pleasat, or a so.ft or eia,'
state of lifet. (?.) [This phras in said in the A
to be tropical; but why, I do not mee; sinc

W"in the sense of aI.;, 's proper accord. to the
same authority.] And hi aL~ .4 atHe
is in an ample, and an meas, or a tranquil, state
of life. (M9 b.) And a poet ways,

(ym --17 and -g)i.c. tL no - rb

e* lamp" O 00 eJLra..j'~ Of C
or~ ~ and .5. a. ~f a. to

fasouly for fmiy ~ an fore prevet hbee: from

Mfasuove, MYP:) a~ohe readg which is
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preferable, though each is allowable, is `lj in
the place of .. (yIam ubi supri.) [It is
also used u an epithet; app. for ; -.] You
msay, Ll # ; , (JK, TA,) and 1 oL1, ($, A,

JS,) and *', and ,, , L:., (TA,j tAn easy,
or a tranquil, (JK, , !, TA,) and plentiful,
(JK, TA,) and soft, or delicate, (TA,) life:
(JK, ak n :) and . signifies the same
uas (TA: there mentioned in the same
place s here.) [It is maid in the A, that jec
P V 1h. is like 41hlj 'i!, (meaning that it is
for j ~,j and that it is tropical.]_
Also A gentle pace; contr. of ; (o, A,a ;)
and ,o ub,.i ; ($,' A;) contr. of E,i . (A,
TA.) [See 41 -A.] _Also Low, or de-
prmed, land: (TA :) and [in like manner]
, LJ.. a low, or depred, tract (trac ; ' ;a)
of land: (ISh, :) ia'l; signifying [the contr.,
i. e.] a hard and elevated tract of land. (ISh.)

.us ,1- ;; and a -Jl_. [rHe i ina
state qf abasement and in a state of elevation:
or jperhaps the word A. should be written
Ald., to agree in form with iJj, and because in
itself denoting a state]. (A.)

w :.j" . A low, soft, or gentle, voice.
(TA.) And , .; i and ' ,.. [Low,,o
soft, orget, pec~h]. (A, TA.) See also bX,-..

-_. ;t : see ,?b..

' ., as a subst.: see ,b near the be-
ginning of the paragraph.

~,oIJI, one of the names of God called .:

. 7al, AT baer of the proud, haughty, or
insolent: (I.:) the Abaser of everything which
He d~iret to abae. (TA.)_- a6 L I,. in
the Vur [lvi. 3, applied to the resurrection,
(401,)] rmelu Abasing certain persons to Hell:
exalting certain prson to Paradise: (O, :)
or abasing the disobedient: exalting the obedient.
(Zj.) - A rajiz [of the tribe of Amad (S in arts.
J0 and C.~)] says, censuring a collector of the
poor-rate,

* L j . . ' & j
[Dost thou derour my camels, elevating the nose
with pride, lowerng age in one case and raising
a.qge in another ?]: or, accord. to IApr, this was a
man addreming his wife, and censuring her father,
who had required as her dowry twenty camels,
all to be Xj tsL., and demanded them of him;
and when he saw among his camels a fat ;L.L, he
said "This is a X C .:," that he might take
her; and when he saw a lean X j ....;, he said
"This is a es -. ," that he might leave her.

(8-.)..... qJt- i. t~ Z He is gentle, easy to
deal with, compliant, or obsequious: (A, TA:)
, he is grame, staid, sedate, or calm; (TA;) and

an11, nd ;fl JI , tA woman low,
soft, or gentle, in ~oice: (TA:) not clamorowu
amdfou-tong~t. (T,TA.)- - . Za: ee

,aif., in two placea.. i ; -Ii. .jl tLand
easy of irrigation. (1.) The contr. is termed

t Betnwen me and thee is a night of eay journey-
ing. (8, TA.) _--, .:I tA people, or
company of men, remaining at a water: when
going in search of pasture and of the places where
rain has fallen, they are not so called. (IAar.)

.li ls~. A woman who circumcises girls. (S,
A, Myb, I.*') And ,.2i s is sonetimes applied
to A man who circumcises boys. (TA.)

ihLi, as a subst., or an epithet in which the
qualit.y of a subst. predominates: see las, last
signification.

ji , a A place where a people are in a
state of ease. or tranquillity; or in a plentiful and
pleasant state of life. (TA.)- See also S,
in the latter part of the paragraph. ,
also signifies The place of a girl where the opera-
tion of eircumCaision is performed. (Lh and Az,
in TA, voce ;,j~.)

,oh~i : see ~ , in two places, in the
latter part of the paragraph: and see ,,a..

la. A.. A girl circumncised. (Mgh, Mqb.)

iA, .1 ,J.J3,~1 All the letters of the alphabet
eCcept t, JP, i, ,, and ,; (i;) which

latter are called I"-l 1. (TA.)

1. j.. signifies The strihing, or slapping,
(JK, 8, K,) a thing, [so as to make a slight
sound,] with a ;; [q. v.], (JK,1 ,) or with some-
thing broad. (JK, 8, k.) You say, 'J-.-, (Mgh,
M9b,) aor.- [and '], inf. n. jA.s, (Msb,) He
struck, or slapped, him, or it, [so as to make a
slight sound,] with something broad, (Mgh, M9b,)
such as a ;j. (Msb.) And &M/, aor. and ',
He struck him slightly, [or so as to make a slight
sound,] with a sword, (,y,) and with a whip,
and with a u j. (TA.) And dl 
lie struck the ground [so as to tmahe a sound]
with hisJ sandal. (S, TA.) - And hence, i. e.
from ; ui as first explained above, (Mgh,) The
sounding [of the patting, or pattering,] (JK,
Mgh, g) of the sandal, (JK, g,) or of the
sandals, (Mgh,) and the like: (TA:) and j.

i'j9l ~~ . )l'1 [the sounding of the patting,
or pattering, of the feet upon the ground]. (Az,
in TA, art. L~ .) You say, j.ll d .1 The
sandal made a sound, or sound. (Mob.)- And
JiJ.1 z.ii., aor.: and i, inf. n. "i. and ;t
($, K) and j_A., (TA,) Th;e banner, or standard,
was, or became, in a state of commotion; moved,
or nent, to and fro; trembled; fluttered; or
quivered; ($, .K ;) as also V -1A;.J: (JK, I :)
and in the same sense the former verb is used
in speaking of the heart; ($, M9b;) 1.,4i! A
signifying the fluttering, or palpitating, of the
heart; (JK,T,g;) and in like manner ;Lii.

JI the fluttering, or flapping, of the wing:

[BooK I.

(JK :) so, too, the former verb is used in speak-
ing of the mirage; (g, ] ;) and t the latter verb
likewise; (Lth,lj;) and Ru-beh, by poetic licenme,
makes the J. of [the inf. n.] 'jLJI to be with
fet-!, in his saying,

.

[Indistinct in respect of the signs of the may,
glistening much in the quivering, or fiutering]:
($, B :) in like manner, also, the former verb is
used in speaking of lightning, ($,*TA,) inf. n.

k;.; (8;) and of a sword, and of the wind,
and the like: and * jMlt, said of the heart, and
of lightning, and of a sword, and [%.i~lI maid]
of a banner, or standard, and of the wind, signi-
fies the same: (TA:) or 5il 'ZJ.. , (8,) ipf. n.

S;UAd., (8, TA,) signifies The wind made a
rustling, or murmuring, or confused and con-

tinued, sound. (, TA.*) And UhI' -.. JM The
she-camel broke wind, with a sound. (I.)-
ij. said of a bird, [because of the flapping,

or sound, of its wings,] It .Pw. ( s,e.) 8ee
also 4, first sentence. And sid of an arrow,
[because of its whizzing,] It went swiftly. (TA.)
And j1 yI ;i., inf. n. He. , He went away
into, or in, the countries, or lands, &ec. (TA.)
_ Also, said of a man, [in the CIg, Ulj is erro-
neously put for >4,] He moved, or sdook, his
head, (., JI,) or bent [down] his head, (TA,) [or
nodded,] being drowsy, or dozing; (f,],TA;) a
also Ai.lI: (sglh, ] :) or he drowsed, or dozed:
(Mgh:) or he rhad a fit of drowsiness, or dozing,
and then awoke: (TA:) or he slept; (JK,
TA;) so says Ibn-Hini; (TA;) aor. and ,

(JK,) inf. n. j .* (TA.) And s ji,j

-i,:;a zt * li&iL, (Mgb, Mqb,) occurring in a
trad., (Mgh,) He bent [down] his head, without
the rest of his body, [or nodded,] once, or twice,
being taken by a Jit of drowsiness, or dozing.
(Msb.) It is said in another trd., 'Q, =j t
c;M ji; t ;' * Ui L;iJ [Their headJ ued to
nod by reason of Wdrownines, or dozing, once or
twice]. (8.) And in another, X ' ";; Iyl

L;J j L9a.. ;. i L e. [They used to
weait for nightfall until] they slept so that their
chins dropped upon their breasts. (TA.)-

.1 ..;j,, inf. n. i, The stars set, or
disappeared. (t.) And . lJl d.d-, (JK,Mgh,

a,) aor. ., inf. n. ,1i.., (i,) The star, or the
asterism, [or the Pleiades,] set, or disappeared;
(JK, Mgh, K;) as also ;".iL1: (JK:) or the
former signifies the star, &c., went down in the
place of setting; and in like manner the verb is
used in speaking of the moon; (TA;) and of the
sun: (IAgr,TA:) and . t1..J signi-
fies the stars retired to the place of setting: (.,
] :) or, as some say, shone with a fichering light,
or glistened, or shone brightly: [because of their
twinkling, or apparent quivering: or] as though
the I in the verb had a privative effect. (TA.)
One says, .d,, d-. 3# , meaning [I came]
at the tintes of the setting of thePleiad; making
the inf. n. an adv. n. [of time]. (I, TA.) -
Hence, (Mgh, TA,) or, a some say, from the
same word as signifying "the act of striking [or

0, ' J116. ' a 9 ' 1 0

~1 aw &0z;-,
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slapping]," (TA,) &i Jl signifies The act of
insertng; (Mgh;) [i.e.] the causing the pcni

to become concald in the vulva; (V;) or the
act of copulation: (JK:) or [rather] the peAiJ'
becoming concealed in the vulva. (Az,TA.)_
.0 .; . .
JJ1 jk& The night for the most part paued

away: (JK, V:) [and in like manner the verb

is said of the day:] see l. II ;

The place waJ, or becamne, void, or unoccupied.

(TA.) - 3 ' in a horse is The being slender,

or lean, in the belly. (A0, V. [See Ja.])

4. jA1, said of a bird, It beat with [or

flapped] its wings: (S, K :) and e t lA6.

[signifies the same]. (1 and V in art. &j..)

And. -i4t jk&.l He (a man) made a aign with
his garment, by raising it, and waving it. (S, Z,

Igh, l.) - Said of the heart, and of lightning,
and of a sword, &c.: see 1. - And said of a
drowsy, or dozing, man: see 1. - Also He (a
man who had gone on a warring and plunder-
ing expedition) failed of obtaining any spoil:
(A 'Obeyd, S, Mgh, V, and Flam p. 157, and ]sar
p. 26:) because he becomes in a shaky, or un-
steady, condition, at that time: or because his
travelling-bags become unsteady, or shake about,
by reason of their lightness and emptiness: so

that the verb is of the same category as ,,;

[=eaning "his camels thirsted "] and
(meaning "he had his camels affected with the
mange, or scab]: (Ijar ubi supri:) or the proper
signification is, he found the spoil to be not
stationary: (TA:) or it means he returned dis-
appointed of spoil, or of predatory warfare:
(JK:) or he wag disappointed of thatfor which
he hoped. (yam p. 157.) And He (a hunter or
fowler) returned without having taken any game.
($;V.) And His proprty became little. (TA.)

You say also, O1;j H) ;a. He (a man) had hi.

travelling-prosions all spent, or consumed, [so
that himi provision-bags, being empty, shook

about.] (JK.) And j*A; a.., 4 (p, R)
He sought an object of want, and failed of ob-

taining it. (s.)_ . JI j,6., and %..Ad.1

see l. .. 14 ;&I He threw down,
or prostrated, such a one on the ground. (AA, )

8: see 1, in two places.

,; )±. A camel's lip .faccid, or pendulous.

(JK.) jA&. ', and LM. and ; and

Lad.A horse, or mare, slender, or lean, in thA
belly: sometimes the animal is so by nature; some.
times, by reason of Ioss of flesh; and sometimes,
by being jaded: (AO, V:) sometimes, also, thea

said jt:_ &t J ; at other times using the epithel

by itelf: (AO, TA:) pl. [mmc.] j1 . an(
[fem.] ;AiM and ;Ai j . (A so .m)

Ji and [its fem.] with: see ji..

3ihl.[A single nodding of the head, by rea~o,

of drowsiness, or dozing]: see 1, in two places
(Mgh, Mqb:) a alight, or light, sleep. (TA.) I
is said in a trad. respecting Ed-Dejjtl [or Anti

Christ], CTA, ;- - 1, explained a

meaning [Heo. in ome forth] in a tiTme Ahei
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religion will be drowsy, or dozi*g, by reaon of t

,wea u as. (TA.). J?l . ii means

A period (i.;) of tie nightp (J.)_ 

And one says, 4,JI -j 1 * Qih.l ' .Ul I

i1;12v I [The time of] thejourying of the night
is the first part thereof and the last part thereof,
and [that of] the journeying of the day is theo
morning, between daybreak and Unriat, and
the vening, between sunset and nightfai. (TA.)
- See also the next paragraph, in two places.

aii., (I,) or, as in the Tekmileh, V iiL ,

(TA,)A thing with which one strike., or beats,

such as a thong, or strap, or a ;j; [q. v.]. (],

TA.) [See also &iia..]nAnd the former, (]p,)

or V the latter, (JK,) A smooth desert in which is

[the kind of mirage termed] jl: (JK, :) so

says Lth. (TA.) [See alsbo .]

M.1ty A garment rith which one mahe a sign,

by rairing it, and waving it. (JK.)

331.i: see il.. -Also A she-camel that

breahs wind [often.], with a sound. (1K.)

JiL. [Flopping, or flapping much ;] applied
to a wing. (TA.) And applied to a bird, [because
of the sound of its wings,] meaning Flying.

(TA.) . iJUL .;l A land in which the ,o,,

[or mirage] quivers. (TA.) __ . JI' j A

man broad in the fore part of the foot:
(?, ]w:) or broad in the under part, or sole, of
the foot: (JK,TA:) or having the foot light
upon the ground; not heavy, nor slow: (IAVr,
TA :) or quick in step, beating the ground much

with thefoot so that it makhe a sound of flapping
to be heard by reason ef the vehemence, of his

tread. (Ham p. 173.)- _- J aJ it. A woman
la;k in the belly. (S, L, V, TA.)

3 ;L fem. of jUL [q. v.]. _[Hence,] ;I ilj
The anu. (IDrd, lg.)

j) i. [act. part. n. of Jid. in all its senses].

It is applied as an epithet to the .,P, [or mirage,

as meaning Quivering]: and so t,. [but
with an intensive signification]. (JK.) And

[the fem. pls.] jl. and ,i. are used as

[substs.] signifyingBanners,or standards, [because
oftheir.fluttering.] (TA.)._Applied to a man,
Moving, or shaking, his head, or bending it
[down, or nodding], when drowfsy, or dozing.

e (TA.) -[Hence, app.,] tdl .. 6~. 4t~ -

I tsaw such a one with the eye cast down, and
deprased in the head [as though drowsy]. (TA.)

, l_J tL.Jl .! Certain days in vwhich the stars

[in ret [in t number] became cattered (,;1Wj [in
the CV, erroneously, &s ]), [causing a belief

that the day of judgment was at hand, (see KIur
lxxxii. 2,)] in the time of Abu-l-'Abbd& and Aboo-
Jaqfar, (1J, TA,) the 'Abbdsees. (TA.) _

n ;kW~lJI is a term applied to The place of runrise

: and the place of unset, (AHeyth, JK, Mgh, K,)

t by the attribution of predominance to the latter;
- for L 'LJI, meaning the disappearing, is applied

I to the place of sunset: (AHeyth, TA:) or the

n hrion (il) of the place of sunris and that of

the place of ntanet; (8, V;) aeeord. to Lth (TA)
and ISk, (.8;TA,) because the night and the

lay for the most part pan away (t 'U!t, so in

the T and ., but in the 1, erroneously, Q .1 t,

TA) between them, (T, TA,) or in them: (.,
TA:) or the two [opposite] extremitisu of the
heaven and the earth: (A, Sh, 1 :) or the end
of the heaoen and earth: (Khlid Ibn-Jembeh,

[:) or two acant pac ) net to the

two [opposite] aides of th e;arth: (Khilid Ibn-

Jembeh, TA:) and ,toJl hlr,s. signifies The

regi of the heaven from which issue the fous

[cardinam] winds. (Khalid Ibn-Jembeh, 1~.) One

says, ',;i I^J ;t C Tere it not btween

the p,lac of mn,rie and the place of aunst the

like of him. (TA.) And .Jt diT T;Ji and

ji. J% [May God remove him to the place of

sunstt and to the four cardinal region of the

heaven or earth]. (TA.) .- >t also signifies A

place void of, or unoccupied by, any one to cheer
by his prsence. (TA.)

X4L, applied to a desert ('6j), Wide, (.,s,)

in which the 1,o_ [or mirage] quivers. (.) _

Applied to a horse or mare, (JK, .8, , TA,)
mostly to a female, (IDrd, TA,) and a she-camel,
(IDrd, JK, ]I,) and a male ostrich, (IDrd, $,
V,) Quick, or mift: (I :) or very quick or

svif: (JK, .:) and t tLt;;, (so in some

copies of the V,) or tO ; (so in other copies

of the ] and in the JK and O, and so written by
A 'Obeyd,) each correct, the O in the former and
the S. in the latter augmentative, (MF, TA,)
is applied to a she-camel and a male oatrich,

(JK,] ,) in the former sense, as is also ji".,
(JK,) or in the latter sense. (A'Obeyd, I.)
Accord. to some, applied to a she-camel, it sig-
nifies Lean, or lanh, in the belly; haring little
flesh. (TA.) And, applied to a woman, Long in

the Q'4j [app. here meaning the two inguinal

creases], slender in the bones, and wide in step.
(El-Kilabee, ].) Also, applied to a woman,

Quick and bold; and so t Jie : (TA:) or the

latter, so applied, signifies light, active, or agile,

and bold: and Sb says that the ~ in it is aug-

mentative; deriving it from tl jA. [explained

above: see 1]. (-.) Also i.q. ja.l; [meaning

either A calamity, or, as an epithet, very cun-

ning]; (AA, 1 ;) and so t j*ie;; which latter

occurs in a verse, variously related, applied to a
child brought forth by a woman who had been in
labour a whole night; (S, %;) meaning Z1.l;
or, as some explain it, in this instance, meaning
imnpefectlyformed; (TA;) [and is also used as a

corroborative of aal,; for] one says Je .i 4&;

[a great, or severe, calamity ; or extremely CUn-
ning]. (.)

."oj.: see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places. ~ Also, (as in some copies of the

1,) or ~ i" , (as in other copies of the V and

in the JK, and thus written by Ltb,) a word imi-
tative of The sound of the running of horst (JK,
1) in which is a quivering, or convulive, mo-
rtin. (V.)

a
lh# 

Plam Of #ut&m#; M V;) aowrd. to Lth (TA)

knd 

ISk, (�; TA,) becaum the night and the

lay 

for the most part pan away (V 4jU!dwi, so an

the 

T and $, but in the V, erroncouty,

TA) 

between them, (T, TA,) or in th;m.

TA:) 

or the two [opposite] extremities of tA#

beavm 

and the earth: (Aq, Sh, V:) or tke end

9f, 

the heaven and earth: (Kbiklid Ibn-Jembeh,

[g:) 

or two mmnt #~ newt to the

two 

[opposite] sides of tAe ta;th: (Khilid Ibn.

Yembeh, 

TA4 and #,to 1% L�13d.. Wignifies Tk

re~ 

of the heaven fmm wiich issue the fous-

[cardinafl 

windir. (Kbilid Ibn-Jembeh, ]�,.) One

Bays, 

t�.it C TMM it not b#tween

the 

pkwe of marin and the place of mant 9Aa

J1,0 

j., to

liktt 

of him. (TA.) And C4W.J� dit &;,.it and

[May 

God remo�;,&&'m'to the place of

sunset 

and to the four cardinal room of the

heaven 

or earth]. (TA.)- &�t-L also signifies A

place 

void of, or unoccupkd by, any on# to

by 

his prounce. (TA.)

X.L, 

applied to a deurt (6 ), Wide,

in 

which thie ,,o5w [or mirage] quivers.

Applied 

to a home or mare, (JK, $, V, TAJ

mostly 

to a female, (IDrd, TA,) and a *be-camel,

(Wrd,JK, 

]g,) and a male ostrich, (1Drd,$,

V,) 

Quick, or (V -.) or very quick or

twi 

(JK, �:) and (so in *owe

copies 

of the V,) or (so in other copies

of 

the V and in the JK and 0, and ao written by

A 

'Obeyd,) each cor t, the Cj in the former and

the 

Lq in the latter augmentative, (MP, TA,)

is 

applied to a she-camel and a male catrich,

(JK, 

V,) in the former sense, u is also i"l

(JK,) 

or in the latter sense. (A'Obeyd, V.)

Accord. 

to some, applied to a she-mmel, it sig.

nifies 

Lean, or lank, in the belly; harinq little

fimh. 

(TA.) And, applied to a woman, Long in

the 

CJ oj [app. here meaning the two inguinal

creases], 

sleender in the bones, atid wide in stop.

(El-KiliLbee, 

V.) Also, applied to a woman,

Quick 

and bold; and so* (TA:) or the

latter, 

so applied, signifies tight, active, or agik,

and 

bold: and Sb says that the Cj in it is aug.

mentative; 

deriving it from C�Al jAd. [explained

above: 

see 1]. Alw i. q. "' 11 [meaning

either 

A calamity, or, as an epith�t, very can.

nin 

(AA, kC ;) and so which latter
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J A"0: see x:,.-- and see ao .

uM.A pa, (TA,) or a el land, (A,
TA,) in which th ~1/, [or miraoge] qwiers.
(A4, TA.) [See also '*..] -_ And [the pi.]

1" eignifies The pac of etting [of mrs]:
and is. used u [a sing.,] meaning the place of
astting of a star. (pam p. 152.) [See also

tO " A broad sword: (JK, $, ]:) orany-
thia ig broad with which one strikes. (Mgh.)

;i L. A ,1 [q. v.] (JY, $,]) with which
ou strihes [or Jflog]: ( :) or (so in the ], but
in the JK "and") a whip of wood: (JK,]:)
so says Lth. (TA.)

,~,..~ A man (T) having a lutteri*ng, or pal-
pitation, of the heart. (lDrd, T, -.̂ ) - And
Possessed, bereft of reson, or inane; syn.
j.,: (AA, g:) fem. with ; (AA.)

1. ., (9,K,) *or. , (o,) inf. n. 
]) and (Id,;) and aor. d

inf. n. j, ; (9, TA ;) and aor, or. ,
inf. n. , ; (Kr, TA;) said of lightning, It
/fahed, gbeamed, or sone, (9, , TA,) fairntly,
ezteding sideways in the a,jaeent tracts of clond:
when it flashbes, gleams, or shines, a little, and
then eases, not extending sideways, it is termed

8 '
',aj; end when it cleaves the clouds, and cx-
tends high, into the midst of the sky, without
going to the right and left, it is termed 3ij'C:
(, TA:) accord. to A'Obeyd, j&. signifies the
extendiang of lightning sideways in the tracts of
the sky. (TA.) - And 1U6, (V,) inf n. j.,
(TA,) It (a thing) oppmre. (K, TA. [See also
_, in art. .])

0.* -
;jh.. i. q. a6, (], TA, [in the C], erro-

neously, 4,]) an inf n. of £1 s syn.
with :A, ! , (] and TA in art. , q. v.,)
the j and tS being interchangeable. (TA.)

1. U", ( Mg h, M X,,) aor. (Mb,
],) inf. n. ,', (Mgh, M,b, ,) has two contr.
significationo (Mgh, Mb :) It nas, or becoame,
unpetrceied or imptreptible, [or hardly per-
eied or pere)eptible, by any of the mnses, or only
by the ee or ear, or by the mind; mostly] un-
a,parent, or not apparent; (g;) [latent; ob.
seure;]' hidden, eonealed, or covered; (Mgh,
M 9b;) (or unconspicuous; but also faint, or 
dim, to the sight; suppr~ed, or stifled, mid of
the voice; or low, faint, gentle, or soft, to the 
ear; and obwure to the mind, abstrtc, recondite,
ocult, or corrt; and secret, private, or clandes.
tieu:l] and tAh contr., i.e. it appeared; it mwa,
or bcoame, apparet, open, manifSt, plain, or
edent; (Mgh, M9b;) [u bo al A. h: (m
:.A`, below:)] or, acord. to some, the particle
tlat oannocts it with it subjeet distinguihes one

meaning from tle other: (Mb :) you My, 
,ts, aor. and inf. n.as above, , , Mgh, Mb,

TA,) it (a thing, or an affair, Mgh) ua, or bet
came, *nrp~ercied or imperceptibl, [&t., by
him;] unapparent, or not apparlt, [or obcu,
&c, to him ;] (TA;) or Aiddm, or conead,fr
him: (Mgh, Mqb:) and : lh it apparsd to
him; it mas, or became, perceptible, apparet,
open, &c., to him: [but see what follows:] (Mgh,
M;b:) whence the sayings of Mohammad, [app.
the ]Inafee Imaim,] referring to spoils, i

oI:JAI Jl la 1,.e l 4J1 AY', i. e. It ap-
peared [to them that they d ould go away with
them, or take them aOay, and conceal tem from
the believers in a pltrality of gods], and 

t13~ Jl SJ W -,J [It appe
to them that they sihould take them forth to the
territory of El-Islvm]: but this is said only in
relation to that which appears from a state of con-
cealment or from a hidden quarter. (Mgh.)
[Hence,] i.I .? The affair, or cas, became
manifest: (9, :) or the state of conalnt dc-
parted, or ceased; but the former explanation is bet-
ter: or, as some say,rt'l J here signifiethe secret;
and the meaning is, the secret beca~ apparent:
(TA:) or, lit., the low ground became high and
appdrent; meaning tr what wma concealed bcae
revealed. (Har pp. 1334. [See also art. .])
[And :U, Ltio means Corvertly, secretly, pn-.
rately, stalthily, or clandestinely. (See also what
follows.)]_: - ' -(eaor. ,) iinf. n.
and '1i (Mfb, O) an" > , (],) the LS and
j being interchangeable, (TA,) signifies t"il
[i. e. I matde *nysef unapparent to Aim, larked,
or lag hid or in ambush, for Aim; cloaked, or
disgised, mysef to him; hid, or concealed, my-
seyfrom him]: (s:) [for] ~isl signifies-he
hid, or conceakled, himself, (Fr, El-Fraubee,
JK,' Msb, ,) ;. from him; (TA;) as also

A.~L .,!, (Fr,* JK,$ Msb, ],) and .sl.,
(IAyr, K,) and tV..3 also is syn. with Sl
[in this sense]: (Z, TA :) or yon say, :. -,t
., meaning I hid, or concealed, myself fro

thee; but not .;-e.il: (I]t, Th, 9, Msb:) or
.A;slI in the sense of *. is not of high

authority, nor is it disallowed, (Az, M9b,TA,)
but Vt.y .l is more usual. (As, TA.) You
say, Z,M and i;,. [I did it coertly, s-
cretly, pr.ivately, stdalthily, or clandestinely].
(Mb ) And a j and -L* [He wa slain

covertly, secretly, &ce.]. (JK.j Andj. 'i.lA.
[lit. He cats it coertly, &c.,] means ha steal it.
(]g.) In the saying in the Fur [rii 53], ;;
P.-. *A,- *.s, ,'*; W.,3 X;J, the meaning [of the last word]
is, Submissitly, devoting yotrsets to hits avice :
or, accord. to Zj, adhering to Aist ~vice in your
mRinds: or, aecord. to Th, celbroatig Him in your
minds: or, accord. to I!, in quitc, and still-

eus: (TA:) or sacretly; and so in the similar
passage in the ]ur vi. f3. (Jel, and so Bd on 
this latter pas~.) '0" is from adll1 ' 
[explained below in this paragraph]: (JK:) the 4
intrans. . whereof is t.i~l [signifying It (the b
voice) ma, or bem, ppr d or stfled; or :

[Boox L.

low, fairt, getl, or sft; like ', whiheb i
more comron]. (Ith, TA.i ii, or.4
(JK, ],Mb, ,) inf. n. L (jK, M6 )
and j.", (K,) also lh two eontr. ignifaioms:
(9, M,b, TA:) He made it cp tb, ppr t,
op, ramfet, or eidt: (JX, F, MXb,

:) and he id, or cowc~ald, or om , it; (f,
Mlb, 1]; [in this latter sem, errourly written
in the CV ol~.;]) m ao t;r,l: (a, v:) or,
aecord. to some, this latter h the latter me~ing;
and the fonner verb bu [only] the former mean-
ing: but accord. to other, the revene is the ease:
(Mob:) or, acord. to Aboo-'Alme EI- lee, the
former verb has the former meanin only; and
tthe latter verb has both meanings: (IB, TA:)
tthe latter is alsbo explained a signifying hb r-
moed its .l., i. e. its corring: (TA:) ud the
former, u meaning he made it to conerfortk fro
a state of concealment: (JK:) and Ae drm it

forth (i ;) as also *:b;lJ. (9, Mlb, ].) One
says, ;Wl It 'j! The Trh in made the ats, or
mnie, to come forth from their hola. (S.) It is
said in the Kur [xx. 15], l;tb 3T .;i l:Jl *

@te;i, (JK, TA,) or it, Kl , ( , TA,)
accord. to different readers: (TA:) the formnner
means [Verily the hour of the remurrectior is
coinirg:] I am almost making it. to appa~r:
(JK, TA :) and the latter, 1 am al~t removing
that which conceals it: (9, IJ, TA :) or I almot
conceal it: (JK,TA:) or, Ubel a it,

; >..* til.j >,lS [t aoot carneal it frm
MyeYf]: and Fr rays [that the meaning is], I
lmost coceal it ftrum fysdfs and how then

should I acquaint you therewitll? (TA.) And
it is said in a trad. respeeting the fligLt [from
Mekkeh], Jr e 1 .l.i [written without the
vowel-signs, so that it may be .I! or t,*,]
i. e. Conceal thou tkine iforatiom fro sA as
may ash thee rewSC)titg . (TA.) And in
another trad., CsMi k Yis . b, thus ;ith
fet-b to the j, meaning Ile mud to make his
moice pceptible [or audible, with moaning].
(TA.) And you .ay, v,uI 1 ;i [meaning
I fppr~ssd, or stid, the vice ; or made it bw,
faint, gentle, or soft]. (Lth, JK, TA.) [And
~ 1SJI t i.; He Yttterd spech, or the p~eecA,
in a lonr,faint, gent, or soft, tone; Ahe pob in
za lo,faint, gentle, or soft, mamner; lit. Ah made
Ipeech, or tLhe spch, to be low, &c.] _- ,
aor. L; and a oru. inf. . of
ech ti; aid of lightning: see iit, in art.

4, as an intrnr. v.: see 1, in the former half
of the paragraph, near the middle. - As a
tran. v.: see 1, in seven plaoe, in the latter half
of the paragrnph.

5: see 1, in the former half of the p~grph,
near the middle.

8, as an intran. v.: me 1, in four places.
J !, *aid ofa man, [if it be not a mitt-
rp tion for t,i, lilk j 'in
bo e musin co~rly, rte+ y, or el
tin. (JK) As trmm v.: oo L- You

lmy also ; L e dse fral a ded kld
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fron. thegrew, to steal the grave-clothes. (TA.)
.And j,l ulaI d.ug, or cleared out, the
weld. (Mjb.) - And d.J ,.,l He lnew him
withowt its bing known. (].)

10: aee 1, in four places, in the former half of
the paragraph.

1 s [more properly written ji.] A thing tat
is nperic~d or imnpercetible, [or hardly per-
ceived or perceptibl,] apparent, or not appa-
ret; [latet; ~oocre; &c.; (see 1, first sentence;)]
(JK, K;) u alro tal tL and .ti. [for : v
J6., the explanation in the JK]. (Ki.) [See
also AAd.]

;jJll 1i A man lank in thA belly. (IAar,
TA.)

. infar. n. of 'of. (Mgh, Mb, g.) _ Also
A thing that is wnjerceired or im)ereptible [&c.
(see Iw)] by one; unapparent, or not apparent.
[latent, or obscme,] to one; or hidden, or con-
cealed, from one. (TA.) A seret: so, accord.
to some, in the phrase t;%.Jl t mentioned

above: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.
(TA.) And [in the same phrase, accord. to some,]
Low, or depressed, ground. (TA.)

,il. A [ga,r ent of thAe ind caled] ,j, which
a roman wears over her other clothes: (Lth,
JK:) or a [garment of the kind called] *b:
(S, > :) and any corering of a thing, (Lth, JiK,')
whatever it ie with which one coerm a tking, such

as a .L. and the like: (Lth:) pl. iai.l. (Lth,
JK, , 1g.)_ [Hence,] a, i .1 The cealg/xe
qof/lowers: (1] :) sing. as above. (TA.) - And

I ,l "ai [The coerings of dro,rie; meaning]

the yes. (g.)

k,. i. q. t1;.; (S, ] ;) applied to a thing;
( ;) i. e. Unperceived or imper:eptible, [or hardly
perceieed or perceptible, by any of the sense, or
only by the jye or ear, or by the mind; mostly]
unapparett, or not apparent; (];) [latent; ob-
mCr; Ahdde, or concealed; or uncn.pictuou;
but alsofaint, or di m, to the sight; suppresed,
or st.iid, applied to the voice; or hlo, faint,
gentle, or soft, to the ear; and obscure to the
mind, abstruse, recondite, occult, or covert; and
se'rct, prirate, or clandestine: aee 1, first men-

tenee:] pl. 1ilL. (s.) [You Mry hi _ A

dim star or asterism. And Uf : An ob-

scare, or a concealed, plare. And i..l -,. A
lo",faint, gentl, or soft, voice or ound.] And

,, .i ;1i **1 A woma /having a low,faint,
gentle, or soft, roice. (TA in art. .) And

1, JlI c i. hq2. I [q. v.]. (].) And
some of the Arabs say, (Yaygoob, g,) C 1~1

la)1. C_ blalA ;il ,- meaning [WVAe#]
th; roice and the foot-mark of the woman [are
good, or pleajing, the rest, or tah wPole, of what
pertains to her is good, or pleawing]: (Ymsqool,
JK, i, V:) for when her voice is soft, or gentle,
this indicates her being bashful, or shy; and
when her foot-marks ar near together, and firmly
impre~ed, thev indicate that she has [large] but-
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tocks and haunches. (Yap!oob, S.) One says

aiso, Ae. 4;iJ I met kim covertly, serely, pri-

ately, or clandestinely. (TA.) [And 0_
a, . He walked with a soft, or stealthy, gait.]
_Also One who secludes himself from [other]
me; whose place is concealedffron them. (TA.)

AS. A nell: (S, :) or a deep wnell; because
its water is not perceived, or not apparent: (TA:)
or a weU of ancient times, that has become.filled
up and then dug again: (JK, TA:) or any nceU
that has been dug and then left until it has become
filled up, then dug again, and cleared out: (ISk,

:) [opposed to :.:] accord. to A 'Obeyd, it
is so called because it is made to appear: (S:)
pl. ItU. and .s.L.. (JK, TA) - And A
tangled, or luxuriant, or dense, thicket, (JK, K,
TA,) wthich tht lion takes as his covert: (JK,

TA:) or A is the name of a certain place fre-
quented by lions; (', IB ;) and is properly

imperfectly decl., so that you say ;4i .,1;
hut it may be perfectly decl. in poetry. (IB.)-
Also A dligt taint, or infection, or a touch, or

stroke, of insanity: so in the phrase Zat. a In
him is a slight taint, &c., of insanity. (ibn-
Menadhir, 8, K.*)

1.: se :- and see :also i/. -

.AJI TThe jinn, or genii; (As, L1., JK. ?, , ;)
because they conceal themselves from the eyes
[of men]; (TA;) as also V;'i.lJI (JK, 1) and
t;4jll: (K:) or this last signifies what conceals
itseif in the body, of the jinn, or genii: (Ibn-
Menidhir, S :) the pl. (of the first, Lb, JK, [and
of the second and third also accord. to analogy,])
is lj1m.; (Lh, JK, l ;) [and of the first, O.~i .
also, like .,ybUl; for] the bare piece of 6round

amid herbage is said, in a trad., to be

· jtlJl, i. e. [T7e pr.oying-place] of the jinn, or
genii. (TA.) The first ( .'WJl) also signifies
Mankind; thus bearing two contr. [or rather
opposite] meaning (TA.) And one says,

t;i ~ U Lft L$51 oi, (V and TA voce aUW,

q. v.,) or a , (C1. ibid.,) I know not Lhat
one of mankind he is. (V ibid.)-i-lW. ,b.
[and * s. ~l ~, the latter word in the former
cae being an epithet, fem. of Ji., and in the
latter ease a subst., or an epithet in which the
quality of a subst. is predominant,] A land in
whirh arejinn, or genii. (K·.) - .., 1 A .:

see the last sentence but one in the next paragraph.

aitt. contr. of ;i&'e [app. meaning that it
signifies A state of beiNg unapparent or not
applmrt, covert, secret, private, or clandestine:
though explained in the T.K (followed by Frey-
tag) as an epithet applied to a man, meaning
whose actions are alwaoy covert]. (]v.) - See
also .. -- And ee .s., in four places._
Also One, i. e. a single feather, of the feathers

called lt.Jl: (TA:) ,.lVbJI signifies the
fesaters below the ten that are in thefore part
of tAe wing: (As, ;:) or etrtainfeatrkm that are
concealed khen the bird contracts its wing: (K:)
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or the four feathers that are [next] after those
called e45;Jl, (Lb, i,') and next before those

called l, l: (S in art. Mrd, and L in art. .c :)
or seven feathers in the wing, after the rven
foremost: (1,0 TA:) but the people [generally]
mention them as four: or they are the srnall
feathers in the wing of a bird. (TA.) ,

AJl !lA.. JZ± [A dagger like the U.^ of the
vulture], occurring in a trad., means a nnall
.,. (TA.) One says also .l,JIJ a6iL. [Tle
a;l.L of the cror]: and the pl. is [sometimles
expressed by using the coll. gen. n., saying]
ljll V1 z .. (JK.)..-- lyJI also sigifies

ThIe palm-branches [next] below the 4hk [whiclh
latter are the branches that grow .forth from the
heart of the tree]: (S,TA:) tlhus called in the dial.
of Nejd: (TA:) in the dial. of El-,lijAz called
oIaI. (S, TA.)

M.el^JI: sec il.

o..,: A rifler of graves: (JK, S, Msb, K :)
because he extracts the grave-clotles; (S, M[sb,
TA;) or because he steals covertly: a word of the
dial. of the people of EI-Medeeneh: fem. 
(TA.)

'.; Iliding, or concealing, himsnJelf: and
accord. to Akh, appearing: in both of which
senses it is said to be used in the words of the

s,ur [xiii.11], J I , 
[hliding hi,nself by ni#ht, and aplpearing ;y dny:
or appearing by night, and biding himself by
day: see art. .]. (TA.)....".. il .J
The hand of the thief, and tf the Hrier oqf grares:
opposed to ~=; '-* .,1I, which is the hand of
him who takes by force, and of the plunderer,
and the like: thle Sunneh ordains that the former
shall be cut off [except iu certain cases], but not
the latter.. (TA.)

L A.~i J.., aor. ' (K, s , S , TA, in the
CI: ,) [irreg. in the case of an intrans. v. of
this class, unless the verb be of the measure Wa,]
and ;, (1C,) [agreeably with general rule,] inf. n.

J. and 01; (Ks, S, ] ;) and I.1; (.glh,
] ;) His flslh became little, or scanty; (Ks, ;)
or his Jflesh decreaxed, diminished, or i'asted:
(]:) he becamne lean, or sparc. (Ks, S,lI.) [But
it seems, from what follows, that the verb may be
of the measure ,ld, aor. :; as well as of the
measure Ji, aor. or -; or perhaps of thle
measures Ja , and J; and sa, so that the aor.
may be regularly aand- nd 1 .] - You say also
I >1 I tmised such a thing. (J K.)

And t jl > :.aj, J 5 . Tthe camel misxeMd tae
[herbage called] , and became lean in con-

sequence thereof. (JK, Ibn-'Abbad, TA.) - And

., (JK, , ,) inf. n. ; (TA ;) and ,L,

(JK, M9 b, TA,) or tJ.l, (],) and o *S. ;
(~,TA;) and ;.:.1; (MA,KL;) said of a
man, (JK, f, M9b,) He was, or become, poor, or
in want or need. (JK, S, MA, KL, M9 b, K,

98
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TA.)_ - ; Ja., (V,) aor. , inf. n. ,
(TA,) He, or it, perforated the thing; trans-
pierced it, or pierced it through; as also VtP 'i3:

(6:) so in the M. (TA.) You say,

Jl, ;i. J,l, aor. , I transfixed, or tran-
pierced, the thing with the [pin coUalled] ,,.

(JJL,) [And .. ,JI1 He sewered the flesh-

me.t.] And .oj L . I pierced him with

the spear. (JK.) And .JI t;.il lie trans-
pierced him, or tranfixed him, with the spear;

(T,M,,TA;) and so. "1 with the arrow:

(s:) or the former signifies he pierced him wnith
the tpear and transfixed his heart: (TA:)
accord. to AZ, l'~ 1 relates to the heart and

the liver. (M in art..,i.) And 1J tjui..
9)1 4Jl [The buU pierces the dog with his
horn]. (JK. [It is there vaguely indicated that
t t signifies The act, or nerhaps the efect,
of a bulrs piercing a dog with his horn.]) And

0.ll iVi3 He pierced him time after time

.ith the rpear. (M,] .) - And .iJ j.,

(g,) inc. n. J., (TA,) He slit the tongue of the
young camel, and inserted into it a rwooden pin

called j , in order that he might not suck:
(1 :) or [simply] he slit the tongue of the young
camel, in ordler that he might not be able to such
[any longer], so that he became lean; as also

r 1CJ X * (g:1) or J . signifies taefzing
a k above the nose of the young camel, to
prevent his sucking. (TA in art. s.) And

L., (T, Mgh, Myb, 18, TA,) aor. -, inf. n. 0j.,
($, Myb, TA,) namely, a thing, (TA,) a garment,
(T, TA,) a [garment such as is called] ;.L.b (S,

T, TA) or .1i, (Mgh, Myb) &ce., (TA,) and a
[tent such as is called] .L', ($, TA,) lie pinned

it rith the [pin called] J (i; (T, TA ;) he con-
joined (Mgl, Myb, TA) its twro edges, (Mgh,
MMb,) or its edges, (TA,) or he fastened it, (}5,)

awith a Ja.: (e, Mgh, Msb, g, TA:) and
'P ~ has a similar, but intensive, signification.
(M,b.) A poet says,

. :oz · v
U .

menning,, ;3 .y j eJ JW ' [i. e. They (the
women) heard 'f hi; death, and appeared, wail-
ing, standing; no garment of theirs haring its
edges fSastened together with a pointed pieee of

wood]. (TA.) ~,jl J ., (K,) aor. , inf. n.

J;, (TA,) lIc removed, transferred, or shifted,
the cam,els to trhat is termed ai. [after they had
been pastllring upon a,s]; as also altso :
(K :) or tlhe latter signifies he pastumred them

u),on i.. (S.) 1., (Lb, h , g,) [aor. ,]

infi. n. , (TA,) is also syn. writh . [hle
portictlari:ed, or speci/ied]; (Lh, S, K ;) contr.

qf.; (.K ;) and so VXId: (JK, S, TA:) thus
in the phrnsc, Zt 1t.; h L .s (, TA) and

Ja.3 (JlK, S, TA) [He included, or compre-

hended, persons or things in common, or in
general, in his prayer or supplication &c., and
particularized, or specifid, some person or thing,
or some persons or things].

s. dj'1 Oi., inf. n. ., [He picked hi
teeth;] he extracted the remaim of food bet~n
his teeth with a Jd. [or toothpick]; (Myb, ,,*
in which latter the pass. form of the verb is men-
tioned;) and so tVl3, alone; (T, $, O, TA;)
but accord. to the V, you say, 7 [he extracted
it], meaning the remains of food between the

teeth. (TA.)-jt-. -'J1 JI . [He sepa-
rated the hair with the comb; he combed the

hair]. (Mgb voce ; EL)_ - , (g1e

M.b, ],) and l l, (,' . ,) inf. n. as above,
(I,) He made thie water to flow into the inter-
stices of his beard, (Mob, g,) and of his fingers
or toes, (g,) in the ablution termed .6; (1,
TA;) and * .3, alone, signifies the same. (v.)
It (the former) is as though it were taken from

j0ll meaning "I entered amid the
breaks, or interspaces, of the people." (Meb.)

Hence the trad., j, ;U % A ljS.
141g [Make ye the water to flow into the inter-
stices of your fingers or toes, lest fire that shall
spare little be made to flow into their interstices].
(TA.) - LIb L He put SC. [or .It,
i. e. quick lime, &c.,] into the interstices of its
(a building's) stones. (TA in art. ,$-Lb.)

,;1 jl., and 1, inf. n. as above, He in-
vestigated the state of the cucumbers, and the
melons, or water-melons, so as to see every one
that had not grown, and put another in its place.
(AA, TA.) See also 1, in the latter half of the
paragraph. And see 1 again, last sentence. -

Ja.., inf. n. JcJ., said of wine and of other

beverages, It became acid, or sour; and spoiled:
(] :) or, said of .,1,. [i. e. wine and the like],
(Mgh,) or of .h. [i. e. must and the like],
(Msb,) or of expressed juice, (1,) it becanme

vinegar; (Mgh, Myb, . ;) as also t;.&1; (Lth,
] ;) but this is disallowed by Az; (TA;) and
tJi.3; but this is of the language of thc
lawyers; (Mgh ;) or, said of j.';, this last sig-
nifies it was made into vinegar: (Msb:) or
JXd., said of ,, signifies it spoiled, (JK, T,)
and became vinegar. (T.) .a also sig-
nifies The nmaking vinegar; (S;) and sotJ',&";;
(K ;) i. e. of the expressed juice of grapes and of
dates. (TA.) You sany, j.1JI J. , (K,) or

.~a,,1 (Mgh,) or 1, inf. n. as above, (Msb,)
the verb being trans. as well as intrans., (Mgh,

MBI), K,) and .tq ia3, (TA,) He made
the nine, or beverage, or must or the like, into
rinegar. (Mgh, M.b, IV, TA.) Andj2 ]
He put the full-grown unripe dates in the sun,
andl then sprinkled them (.J, in some copies of
the 5 .a.,) with vinegar, and placed them in
a jar: (K:) so in the M: and in like manner,
other things than j..; as cucumbers, and cab-

bage, and Otqijl [q. v.], and onions. (TA.)

[BooK I.

[Accord. to modern age, the verb signifies He

8. d., (JK,Mgh,lV,) inf n. an.I t d jj
(JK, $, ) and [quui-inf. n.] tJl., (JK,) He
acted, or asociated, with him as a friend, or as
a true, or sincers, friend. (JRK, , Mgb, .)
j 'Dj s, 5 & ), in the lur [xiv. 86], is aid
to mean [ Wherein shall be no buying ora #lng]
nor mutual befriendig: or [and no frtnds, or
tru friends, for], as some say, is here pl.

of t , like au , is pt. of i (TA.)

4. J;. and Jt, and a J.l: see 1, near the

beginning._ - ;i Ie (a man) fell, or
stopped, short in it ; fell short of accomplishing
it; fell short of doing what was requisite, or due,
or what he ought to hae done, in it, or with
rpect to it; or flagged, or a remins, in it;

namely, a thing; syn. M ,aB; (Mb ;) u, for
instance, in belief, and in confesion thereof,
and in works: (Ksh and Bd in ii. 2:) he leIc it,
negjlected it, omitted it; or left it undone: (Ilar

p. 402:) or i. q. at ..i~.l [app. as meaning he
was near to falling short of accomplishing it, or
of doing what was requisite in it; or was near
to being remis in it]; namely, a thing. (.)_
He failed of fuljfling his compact with him, or
Air promise to him. (Ig.) - He became absent,
or he absented himelf, from it; Ie left, aban-
doned, or quitted, it; namely, a place &c. (g.)
Yon say, j ).l He (a man, $, or a horse-
man, Mgh) left, abandoned, or quitted, his station
(J, Mgh) which the commander hod appointed
him. (Mgh.) And ,. J&I He became absent,
or he absented himself, from them. (JK.) 

,. J t ,Ill Jwl The prefect made thefrontiers
to be kept by a small body of troops. (V.)

S,1 S.I: see 8._~ Ij He made him, or caused
him, to want, or be in need. (JK, , K.) You

say, I.k J.1 i,.J l t What has made (hee, or
caused thee, to want, or be in need of, this? (f.)

And JI i l' W lYhat has God made thee,
or caused thee, to want, or be in need of? (Lb.,

C..) .J>1. J.$l: see 1, near the end of the
paragraph. =1i1, (g,) inf. n. j (TA,)

Their camaels pastured upon nlhat is termed ail.
(Q.) - Hence, j,i- said of a man signifies

+t l3 .M. [i. e. He took frontwayj]: op-
posed to ' [and , q. v.], meaning

i .A. (TA.) - ii2JI .I Thle palm-
['iec produced bad f,.uit. (A 'Obeyd, JK, S, K.)
-And Tlhe palm-tree produced dates such as

are termed JL: [like ;_4j from . :] thns
it bears two contr. significations. (] .)

5. j [primarily signifies It entered, or
penetrated, or paosed through, the Ji, i. e.

interstices, &c., of a thing]. You say, i
i..aJI I entered amid the breaks, or interspaces,

of the people. ($, M, Mob, 1.0) And ILX
;j1 t [They went through the midst of the howes].

(Q in art. ,,p..) And .W1l Jail3 He passed
through the sands. (Az, TA.) And 4!i1 JL.3

J 3 .2 i, A ' J ' 0, -
ChJ od--i L. WJ,
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t [It penetrated the eart]; sid of admonition.
(TA in aut. W.) And i:~I j The thing
[i. e. anything] ment, or pased, through. (JK,a
i,Ig.).- [Hence, It intwerd; said of a time

&c. And hence the phrase )fr i u Without

intrm"ption.] - And ';iJI JLL; The rain was
co~fned to a particular place, or to particular
plaeaw; was not general. (S, ]:.) _ See also 1, in
twotplsae, in the former half of the paragraph..

,ii JL3 He sought out the fresh ripe date.
in the intersticew of the roots of the branches (M,
15) after the cutting off of the raceme of fruit.

(M.) And -1 tQ l 3JXJ He picked the date.
that were among the roots of the branches of

the pahm-tree; as also 'tp. (AHln, TA.)
For other significations, see 2, in four places.

6. Sj. [said of several persons] The being
friendly, one roith another. (KL.) [You say,

13j 3 Thtey acted togjether, or auociated, as
fricnds, or as true friends.]

8. 3ii1 [primarily signifies] It had inter-
stices, breaks, chinks, or the like. (MA. [See
,Ll.])- [And hence,] It was, or became,
shaky, looxse, laz, uncompact, disordered, unsound,
corrupt, (Msb,) faulty, or defective, (KL, Msb,)

[and nwk, or inflrm, (see Jl. and J.l.:,)]
said of a thing or an afleir; (KL;) it became
alteqed for the wore. (Msb.) [You say, ,
d'lj. His constitution, or temperament, became
in a eorr~uptor disordered state. And >. alone
He was, or became, dismdered in temper; (see

) but this seems to be from the same
verb said of a camel; (see J7 ' . 1, below;)
for the camel becomes disordered in his stomach

by !aturinng long upon ZA., without shifting to
.,am.. And L >3.1 His mind, or intellect,

wras, or became, unsound, or ditordered.] And
,I j3.l [His affair, or state, was, or became,

unsound, corrupt, or disordered]; ($, voce

.L;! ;) i.e. e- .1 J i ,;. (JM.) _. He
w'as, or becamie, lean, tneagre, or emiaciated;
(KL;) and so :. j.si. (..) See 1, first
sentence. -See also Jd. as syn. with ).A or

s.t &c., near the beginning of the first para-
graph. [Hence,] ~] J.1 He wanted it, or
needed it; (., Mb, ];) namely, a thing; (S,

Mb;) au also &1 tj: (TA:) whence the
saying of Ibn-Me'ood,.,,. 6 .al

C -O -4.' s 9 [Keep ye to the pursuit
of hnowledge, or scieoCe; for any one of you
hnows not, or will not know, whn it will be
wanted, or needed]; i.e., when men will want,
or need, that [knowledge] which he possesses.
(.) You say also, e ,-Jl J.J Suth a one
oas wanted, or needed. (JK.) _ See alsoe, in

two places.~ P , .1, and ,.-J: and

4';y ,J .1:UI ;d: see 1, in the former half
of the paragraph.-,..I. also signifies He wed

together. (KL.)-J.-.1i said of herbage: ee
&t~., near the end of the paragraph. _ - .1

;,,iJ The place had in it tL. [q. v.]. (MA.)

- And J l -c.l The camel wore confied

in [pacturage such a is termed] , (i.)

R. Q. L ";i.. He attired her with the

LJm. [or anklet, or pair of ankletu)]. (TA.)
~.;l J r. He took thejlek that wea upon
the bone. (V.)

R. Q. 2. "' she attired herelf with the
Jltm [or anklet, or pair of anklet]. (V.)l
J im.3 It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) wmu,
or became, old, and worn out. (JK.)

I.
a word of well-known meaning, (9, Mob.)

Vinegar; i. e. presed juice of grapes (JK,
Mgh, K5) and of dates (JK) 4c. (V) that has
become acid, or Wour: (JK,* Mgh, 1]:) so called
because its sweet flavour has become altered for

the worse ( .1): (Msb:) a genuine Arabic
word: (IDrd,].:) thu beat is that of wine: it is
conposed of twoo constituents (V) of subtile
natures, (TA,) lhot and cold, (1,) the cold
being predominant: (TA:) and is good for the
stomach; and for the gums, (1,) which it
atrengthens, when one rinses the mouth with it;
(TA;) andforfoul ulcers or sores; andfor the
itch; and for the bite, or sting, of venomous
reptile; and as an antidote for the eating of
o(pium; and for burns; and for toothache; and
its hot vapour is good for the dropsy, and for
di[ficulty of hearing, and for ringing in the ears:
(15: [various other properties &c. are asigned to

it in the TA :]) t° signifies somewhat (lit. a
portion) tlwereof; [being the n. un.:] (Aboo-
Ziyad, 1. ;) or it may be a dial. var. thereof, like
as in. is [said by some to be] of .*: (Aboo.

Ziyad, TA:) see also iti.: the pl. is J,;
[meaning sorts, or kinds, of vinegar]. (Myb.)

It is said in a trad., J..i .1;71 .. [Frcellent,
or most excelUent, is the Seasoning, vinegar!].

(TA.) - [Hence,] ,.J1 .A*1 [The mother of
vinegar; meaning] nine. (JK, TA.)....r [Hence

also the saying,] ".d j1i. li L, (A 'Obeyd,

JK,S,) or G ) $ b, (R,) or L ;

"d 'j C,Mu, (S in art. p..,) Such a one,
or he, possesses neither good nor evil: (A'Obeyd,
JK, 8, K:) [or neither evil nor good: for] AA
says that some of the Arabs make .. J1 to be

good, and Js.J to be evil; [and thus the latter is
explained in one place, in this art., in the 1. ;]
and some of them make j.*i.Jl to be evil, and
JIi to be good. (lar p. 1.53.) I. q. 

[i. e. A kind of plants in which is saltne·: or
salt and bitter plants: or salt, or sour, plants or
tree: &c.: opposed to 'A.]. (1:.) A poet says,

[She is not, or they are not, of the plants or trees
called Jid, nor of the hind called J.4. (pl. of
kin)]. (TA.)~A road in sands:.(S:) or a
road pasing through sands: or a road between
two tracts of sand: (1 :) or a road passing
through heaped-up sands: (JK, 1:) mase. and

fem. [like j,].: (.,K:) pl. [of pauc.] 1
and [of mult.] Ji,.. (].) One says 

[A r opent a road in srd, &cc.]; like u one
says I UL0L. (.'._,-An oblog tract of
an"d (]Iam p. 709.) _ A win in the ;ck (JK,

1) and in the back, (],) communicating ithk
the head. (JK, TA.).A slit, or rmt, in a
garment, or pi of cloth. (K.)IAn old and
mans-ot garment, or piece of clotA, (JK, C,],
TA,) in whick am atrear: (TA:) [or so .;j

i :] and IJf1LL and ,JtJ.l., applied to a

garment, or piece of cloth, (JK,I,) ` gify old
and worn owt, (JK,) or thin, (5,) like O}v and
jQU. (TrA.) A bird having no feathers:
(JK:) or haing fe feathers. ((1.) - A man
(JK, $) lean, meagre, or naciated; (JK, $, ];)
Uaalso * A. (1) [a meaning mid in the TA to

be tropical] and , j, and (TA.: (TA:)

or light in body: (IDrd,TA:) and [the fem.] ,i.,
applied to a woman, light (V, TA) in body, lan,

or spare: (TA:) the pl. of ji is 3L. (JK.)
Also Fat: thus bearing two contr. significations:
( :) and so tjVL.. (TA.) It is applied to a
man and a camel. (TA.) Accord. to the 1, it
also signifies A [young camel .uch as is t~rm ]

,Ov: (TA:) but it mean smch as is lean, or
emaciated; (TA;) and so t*L., applied to a
b,m mas an epithet, for a reaon mentioned above,

in an explanation of the phrase Joil J,. (f,
TA.) - Also i. q. bA.. [i. e. A male camel
in hi seccond yearj; (JK,K;) and so ti.;
which is also applied to the fmale: (AV, 1, R :)
and i. q. ~e G ! [i. e. a nale camel in, or en-

te*ing upon, his third year]; and in like manner

· itL. is applied to the female; (JK;) or, as in
the M, to a shie-camel; (TA;) and, as some say,
(JK,) a large she-camel: (JK, TA:) and Ct

1.J signifies the same as wJl .,l (T in

art. ,j) or , 'W! [or w'.eJl C.I. (TA

in that art.) You say, ~? . .. U

t u-., (S, TA,) or ,. h.," , (tJK,) [They
brought them a tound cake of bread as though it
were the foot of a camel in its second, or third,
.year,] meaning small. (JK. [In the TA, mean-
ing J;~ (i. e. fat); but this seems to be a mis-
transcription.]) ~I A cautery. (TA.)

Jm.: see i., in two places.

it: seeaU,in two places: _and see J
in four places.

aL A road between two roads. (TA.) - A
hole, perforation, or bore, that penetrates, or
pases through, a thing, and is small: or, in o
general sense: (1:) or a gap, or breach, in a
booth of reeds or cane.. (T, TA.) [See also J,..]

[And hence,] The gap that is left by a Ierson
who has died: (As, T, 8, TA:) or the place, of
a man, that is left vacant after his deatlh. (.)
One says, of him who has lost a person by death,
- & ;lj 413 ii ; Aw t.u, ; ,.u i. e. [ o

God, spply to his family, with that whisk is
good, the place of him whom they haw lost,] and
fil up the gap which he has left by his death.
(AV, T, $,* TA.) - And The inteal, or inter-

m_
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mning space, betroween the piercer, or thruster, and

tAo paerd, or thrut: whence the saying, ij
11l., ,explained in art. e. (0 and g and

TA in that art) - t[Hence also,] Want, or a
want: pomrty; (S, Myb, ];) need, straitnesu,

or di y. (Lb, g.) One says, 'd/ .
He haspressing, or seere, need or straitness or

di.ffindlty. (Lb, TA.) And ° W ~, May
God sply his want. (TA.) And it is said in a

prov., ,LJI J i 1 Want inviteu to theft.

(I9,* TA.)_ I. q. ; ; (JK, $, Mgh, Mqb,
1 ;) both signify A property, quality, nature, or
dispoition: and a habit, or custom: (KL, P$,
T':) [and app. also a practice, or an action:]
in a man: (TA: [see the latter word:]), pl.

J (JK, Mgb, M,b, V.) One says, Oj

L'.~' .A. [Such a one, his nature, or disposition,
is good]. (IDrd,TA.) And hence, JM '

J, fJ JWQI [The best of the habits, or customs,
of thefaster is the use of the tooth-stielc]. (Mgh.)

- See also W. An isolated tract of sand,

(Fr, ],) separate from other sands. (Fr, TA.)

-And i. q. £p" [which signifies An elevated
tract of sand: but more commonly a hill; or a
spreadinga mountain; te.]. (JK,TA.)~ Wine,

(V,) in a general sense: (TA:) or acid, or sour,
wins: ($, K :) or ine alteredfor the wmorse, (,
TA,) inJflavour, (TA,) without acidity, or sour-

nes: (V, TA:) pl. [or coil. gen. n.] J... (g.)

- See also J., first sentence. _ And see this
lst word near the end of the paragraph, in four
places.

L an inf. n. [or rather quasi-in£ n.] of aJl.,
q. v.: (JK:) True, or sincere, friendxhip, love,
or affection; as also tVaJ . and 'J,. and
t·JW and tii J,.: ($:) or all these signify
a particalar tre or incere friendship, or love,

or affection, in which is no unsoundnes, or defect,
and which may ibe chasite and may be vitious:

(lg: [in whiich all are said to be substs., except

iL, as though this were properly speaking an
inf. n., though having a pl., as shown below:])
[and sometimes simply friendship: see an ex. in

a verse cited voce _ , in art. ~.j :] or /t

and ii., (Mvb,) or *Jd and t'V ., each with
kesr, (],) signify true, or sincere, friendship, or
love, or affection, (Msb, ].,) and btotherly con-

duct: the last two as used in the phrases, 'I

j&JI . and tV alJI [Vecily he is generous

in rspect of true, or sincere, friend(ship, &c.]:

(I :) the pl. of U in the sense explained above
is J . (,.) - See also JL., in three
p~oes. A hind of plants or herbage [or trees];
(J K, f, Meb, I ;) namely, the swet hind thereof;
(Q, ~;) not ~.a,,.: (JK:) or any pasture, or
herbage, that is not _; all pasture, or herbage,

consisting of . and t., and _ being
suehl as has in it saltness [or sourness]: (TA:)
the [kind of plant, or tree, called] . ; and

every tre that remains in winter: (JK:) accord.
to Lb, it is [applied to certain hinds] of trees ac.:

accord. to IAr, peculiarly of treea: but accord.

to A'Obeyd, [shrubs, i. e.] not including any great
trees: (TA :) and a certain thorny tree: also a
place of growth, and a place in rrhich is a col-
lection, of [the plants, or trees, called] .. :

(] :) and any land not containing [the hitnd of
plants, or herbage, or trees, called] U~' ; (Agn,
~ ;) even though containing no plants, or herbage:

(A1ln, TA:) the pl. is j,.I: (V:) one says

,Ld.b and J . X y.;1: ISh says that ,.et

il and 'jlj JJ1. mean land, and lands, in

which is no ,.., sometimea containing [thorny
trees such as are called] tA&, and sometimes not

contaiing such; and that ail" is also applied to
land in whrich are no trecs nor any herbage:
(TA:) some say that L', as meaning the pa-
ture, or herbage, which is the contrary of . _,

has for a pl. Js, and then, from Ja is formed

the pl. ,';.: and some say that this last means
herbage tihat is cut ( j:.ij tji.1i [in which the
latter verb seems to be an explicative adjunct to
the former]) while green. (.yam p. 662, q. v.)
They say that the lL" is the bread of camels, and
the . is their fi'uit, (JK, T, ~, TA,) or their
flesh-meat, (., TA,) or their , (TA.)-
Hence, by way of comparison, it is applied to
tEase, or repose ; freedom from trouble or in-
convenience, and toil orfatigue; or tranquillity;
and ampleness of circumstances: and an, to
evil, and war: (T, TA:) and the former, to life:
and the latter, to death. (yHam p. 315.) - Also
Acid, or sour, leaven orferinent. (IAr, TA.)

.: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph:
. and see also aJ., in four places: - and

ai., first sentence, in two places: ~and ,
in two places. = Also The .I~' [i. e. the scab-
bard, or the cae,] of a sword, covered with
leather: (J:) or a lining with which the C of a
srord is covered, (S, .K, and .lam pp. 330 et seq.,)
variegated, or emnbelli.hed, with gold fr.; (S;)
but the pl. is also used as meaning scabbards:
(Ham p. 331:) and a thong that is fixed upon
the outer side of the cuved extremity of a bow:
($, :) in the T it is explained as meaning the
inner side of the thong of the e~, vwhich is seen
fromn without, and is an ornament, or a deco-
ration: (TA:) anid any piece of shin that is
variegated, or emabellihed: (M, :) the pl. is

-d (S, K., and HIam p. 330) and Jj-, and
pl. pl. 3J, (1g,) i. e. pl. of .. (TA.)

J1b An interstice, an interspace or intervening
space, a breah, a breach, a cMink, or a gap, be-
tween two things; (JK, S, Mob, l;) pl. J'.:
(JK, S, Msl :) and particularly the places, (J,)
or interstices, (S,) of the clouds, from which the

rain isNsues; as also J s.; (.~, Ik;) both oc-
curring in this sense, accord. to different readings,
in the K.ur xxiv. 43 and xxx. 47: ($, TA:) the lat-
ter may be [grammatically' a sing. [syn. with the
former], or it may be pl. of a1 e former: (MF,

TA:) and jl,l t jV signifies what is around
the limits of the house; (JK, I;) or around the
wallU thereof; thus in the M; (TA;) and what
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is bewe~ n the clamboers thereof. (i.) You say,

tb;g *t )e *-:.i; and ' [I ,etr
amid the breaks, or interspaces, of the people].

(<1, Mb.) And . g and (,J&. (M, 1)
and "l1') (] [but in the C1 these words are
with damm to the second J]) IIe is amid them.
(M,1 .) And jJt r4 j. 2t , and

l1 a J' t .Jd, i. e. [We ment, or went to and
fro, or went round about, &c.,] amid the tents of
the tribe, and in the midst of the houses of the
peple; like a phrase in the gur xvii. 5. (TA.)

-And [hence] Shakines, loosenes, lanesu, or
want of compactneu, and disorder, or want of
order, of a thing; (Mgb;) untoundness, or cor-
ruptness, (8, Msb,") in an affair or a thing, (s,)
or of a thing; (Mqb;) [a flaw in a thing;] de-
fect, imperfection, or deficienc/; (Hamn p. 300;)
weaknes, or infirmity, in an affair, (J K, K, TA,)
as though some place thereof were left uncomupact,
or tnsound, (TA,) and in war, (JK,) and in men:
(JK, 1 :*) and lunsettlednexs in an opinion.
(K,* TA.) j,i.J The night. (JK, Ibn-
'Abbad.)

: see J).., in two places.

ijJS: see I)As., in three places.

a.i.: see PJ~., in two places.

~J [Dates in the state in which they are
termed] , (JK,T, S, !,) in the dial. of the

people of El-Barah; (T, TA ;) i. e. gren dates:
(JK:) [but see * and:] n..J n. un. with ;.

(JR , ' ... .... "
(JK,TA.) ~..~J a : see .

j~.;: see ~. Also An accident that
happent iu anything sweet so as to change its
flavour to acidity, or sourness. (1.)

,). A thing willth which one perforates, or
transpierces, a thing, (JK, K,) either of iron or

of wood: (JK:) pl. il. (iK.)-A wooden
thing tor pin] ($, Msb) ;rith mhich one pi~n a
garment. (T, S, Mgh, Myb, Is,) conjoining its
ta,o edges: (Mgh, Msb:) pl. as above: (i,
Mob:) which also signifies the small pieces of
wood with twhich one pins together the edges of
the oblong pieces qf cloth of a tent. (TA.)-[A
sh/en,erfor fJYesh-nmeat.]-A wooden pin which
is inserted into the tongte of a young camel, in
order that he rmay not stIk : (K :) or which is
fixed above the nose of a young camel, .for that
purpose. (TA in art. ..J.)_ [A toothithrk;]

a thing (of wood, 8, Msb) ,uith which one ex-
tracts the remains of food between his teeth; (S,
Msb, 1. ;) as also ' ila. (Har p. 101.) . [A
long thorn or prickle: such being often used as a
pin and as a toothlpick.]~ See also aJJ,A.m_
And see ` , in six places.

J.L + Peijorated, or transpierced; like

t JAi--.- (.)_ -See also J&, in the latter
half of the paragraph._ Poor; needy; in want;

(JK, S, Msb, ] ;) as also t , (so in some

copies of the 1] and in the M,) or 'j.., (so in
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other copies of the 15,) and V : and Jl: .
(1 :) and L. may be a pl. of in this sense.
(lam p. 662).-.. A friend; or a true, or sinC.re,

fre~d; (., Mgh, Mb ;) as also t it, and
faI, which is used alike as mase. and fem.,
becaouse originally an inf. n., [or a quasi-inf. n.,
i. e. of 3, q. v.,] (?,) or tL., [thus in the copies of
the 1], but what precedes it, though not imme-
diately, seems to show that the author perhaps
meant !iJ,] used alike as mac. and fem. and
sing. and pl.: (1 :) or a Apecial, or particular,

fr;ed or true or sincere friend; as also A

and i&.; or this latter is only used in con-

junetion with ;, as when you say, 10 1 ;jL

Y& [He was to me an an object of love and a

friend &c.]; (1 ;) or, as ISd says, VJ is the
mnore common, and is applied also to a female;
(TA;) as is also t ,L, (1g,) and !,: (TA:)

also signifies veracious; (K;) thus
accord. to IAar: (TA:) or a friend in n,hose
friendship is no Jl [i.e. unsound,ness, or defect,
or imperfection]: (Zj, TA:) or one who is liure
and sound in friendkhip, or lore: (IDrd, ]K:)
the pl. is ,.A (Msb, K) and '- (JK,.K)
and W,1: (Ham p. 6f2, and MA:) the fem.

is i.; ($, M, K ;) of which the pl. is 
·~~~~~~~~~

and )3'M: (M, 1 :) the pl. of J or is

J3.d1: (1:) and the pl of *L is 3i. s,)
mentioned before, see 3, second sentence. It is
applied in the Kur iv. 124 to Abraham; who is
called,1 . 4., (TA,) and Jl..1. (K.) And
it is said that the pl. aLl.I mcans also Pa.tors;

because they act to their beasts like .'s. [or
friends, &c.], in labouring to do good to them.
(I.am p. 66'2.) Also One who advisxes, or
counsels, or acts, sincerely, honestly, orfaitifiull/.
(TA9r, TA.)_ And Je..Jl also signifies ThJe
heart. (IA9r,JK,g.)_And T7he liver. (JK,
TA.) And The nose. (JK,K.) And The
sword. (1A.nr,TA.) [And] A snm;ord of Sa'ced
Ibn-Zeyd Ibn-'Anmr Ibn-Nifeyl (1K.) And
The spear. (IA;r, TA.)

3ls. : see ', first sentence.

i'*i i. q. 41.%; (AI.n, JK;) i. e. The srat-
tered dates that remain at the roots of the branches
[after the racemes of fruit have been cut off] ;
(Aign, TA;) the fresh rile dates that are sought
out in the interstices of the roots of the branches;
as also &'' (].) - Also Wlat come.s Jrth
from the teeth wAen they are picked; (JK, S,"
Mb;) as also t J. (JK,$) and '°. (S)
and ' i.: (JK:) or ' 'i and 'J,' j, and
c.0. -a - -
J3 . (15) and 'I. (8) and YJtA. (TA) signify

the remainu of food between thes teeth; (S, J;)

and the sing. [of .J] is ' L. and [the n. un.
of the same] Vi . (1g, TA. [In the C1,
for ;iJ. is erroneouly put ..]) You say,

':', ; I: ''and '* 'a.L (JK, .8) and
t ,. (0) and "L. (JK) and V ,LL../ (TA)

Such a one eats nhat come. forth from his teeth
nwhen they are picked. (JK, S, TA.) ~ See also

iU, first sentence.

c.A.: see &s, first sentence: - and see also
J .9- , 9 4

,_*,&: see L., first sentence.

i3;s A seler of vinegar. (],* TA.)

,." a rel. n. Ifom aiA. as meaning the "sweet
kind of plants or herbage." (8.) You say pea,

., (Yaa4oob, 8,) and as J,4 (Yaloob,

, 1) and tit' and t .l, (15,) meaning

[A camel, and camels,] pasturing ulon IL.

(1g.) And hence the prov., ; VJ=.O. . b

t [meaning Vecily thou art disordered in temper,
therefore sooth thyself; or] sllft fr.om one state,
or condition, to another: accord. to IDrd, said to
him who is threatening: (TA. [See also 5 in
art. ,:]) [or it may mean rerily thou art
n.eary of life, therefore submit to death: see
.Iam p. 315.] And the saying of EI-'Ajjij,

[lit. Titey were pasturing upon i., and they
found ,, ; meaning t they mere seeking to
ldo mischief, and found him who did them worse
ni.clhief]: applied to him who threatens, and

finds one stronger than he. (TA. [See also

'i' : see S.., in the latter half of the para-
graph : and see also j .

J'~.~: see the next paragraph.

jil*.: see ,J., in the latter half of the para-

graph. -- Ji . .3 j Rouyh sand. (TA.)~-
Also, and j, (JK, S, 1,) which is a dial.
var. of the former, or a contraction thereof, (S,)
and * J , (JK, K,) A well-known ornanment
(1i) ojfromen; (S, K;) i.e. an anklet: (KL:)
[or a pair of anklets; for you say,] . ,1 k#
J d. [Upon her legs is a pair of anklets]:
(TA in art. Ja :) pl. (of the first,.8) Jd. 'ji
(S, TA) and [of the second and third] J& ..
(TA.)

Jm. (1K) and 'J.L . (Mgh, ) [and V.
all signify Heaving interstices, breaks. chinks, or
the like:] uncompact, or incoherent: (Mgh, 1 :)
the first and second applied in this sense to an
army. (15.) - For the first, see also jl, in art.
Je- . And see aJ&..

A. 
J.I Alore, and *most, poor, or needy: (15,

TA :) from jl J_l signifying "he wanted it,"

or "needed it." (TA.) Hence the phrase .' .. 1i
[meaning ufore, or most, in need of him, or it].

(TA.) - See also iti.
aJ-,

J-_..: see 3.L

SJz*: see j :. : and see also ,I,., in two
plaes: - and what here follows.

14L * ,,.i, or ti , (accord. to different copies
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of the S,) A land abounding mith t, not con-
tainikng any ,.... (..)

5j3.-: see 3g&., first sentence: -and see

also 3., in the latter half of the paragraph, in
three places.

'j1 Z The part, of the leg, which is the plac

of the ,.ii [or caklet]; (JK, 1 ;) i. e., of the
leg of a woman. (TA.)

JZ;i: see J : -and see J, in the latter
half of the paragraph: _ and J*i . Abo

Vclmently thirsty. (ISd, l1.)_ Ji.. A li An
affair in a weak, or an unsound, state. (4.) 

See also j., in two places.

. S,, (s, ,) aor.:, (i,) inf. n. :.;, (J ,
.K,) in an expos. of the Mo'allaut written :J.,
(TA,) and wji., (;, 1,) with kesr and medd,

(S,) so accord. to IKoot and I15 and 'Iy&l and
IAth and Z and Hr, but in some copies of the 15
:S., and so many assert it to be, (TA,) and

:;;., (I,,) said of a she-camel, (., 5,) She lay
down, or kneeled and lay down, upon her breat:
(Lh, K:) or she mus, or became, refractory, or
stopped and was refractory, (., 1,) and loy
down, or kneeled and lay down, upon Aer breast,
without disease or other like cause, (s,) and
would not move fiom her place: (Lb, 1 :) like

ci said of a he-camel, and '~ said of a horse:
(S :) the epithet applied to her that does thus is
'-t? , (Lh, 1K,) without ; (I,h;) and [app.
to her that does so much, or often,] t . (
And in like manner * is said of a he-camel;
(1.;) accord. to ISh, only of a he-camel: (TA:) or
the verb is used only in speaking of a female [when-
relating to a camel]: (15 :) one should not say of
a he-camel ~;i.: (Az, $, Z, Sgh:) but it is also
said of a man, (15,) tropically, (TA,) inf. n. *;.,
meaning ! He moved not from hiS place. (1,
TA.) - [See also what next follows.]

3. A.I '1)t [in the C i. ] Thrs people, or
party, or company of men, left one thing, and
betook themselves toanother. (Th,V],TA.) [jl
(see 3 in art. _.) has a similar meaning.]

:see 1.

1. , (A, Mgbh , Mqb, 9,) aor. , (A, Mb,)
or;, (Mgh,) or: and ;, (Mgh, 15,) inf. n. .,
(Lth, Mgh, TA,) He wounded him, or scratched
him, or cut him, with his nail; (A, 1K ;) u also
t: 1. 1ul: (1 :) he (a beat or bird of prey,
TA) mized him, i. e. the prey, with his claw or
talon: (B1:) or he (a beast of prey) rent Ais iin
witA his dog-tooth: (TA:) or he rut it (the
skin) with Ais dog-tootA: (Lth,Mgb,TA:) or

&J·
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he (a bird) cut and rnt it (i. e. the skin) .a4
with his talor: (MJb:) he rent it, or sit it.

(V.) One mys of a woman, L° ,i U ii
tU L [She emote, or owrturned, my eaart, and

rent my midrif, or, more probably, litr, which
is regarded as a eat of panion]. (A, TA.) And

Ui; ;4 A se (a woman) smote the * .. L
[app. here, also, meaning liwr] of uch a on.
(yam p. 43.) - Also It (a venomous or
noxious reptile or the like,TA) bit him. (g.)
_And ,l ;ji., aor. ', inf. n. ... , He
cut the plants, or herbage; (,,M9b;) as also

V 41. (-And J W. tv He
worked, and cut, with the reaping-hook. (TA.)
-The root denotes the making a thing to in-

dline: for d.. J! ijl j.JI 0 ' Ual

[T/A bird makes to incline, wih its talon, the
te,iny toward. Aiinfi. (IF,Mgh.)- [Hence,]

ii 6 Ugi .ii., aor., and t, He despoiled, or
derived, such a one of his reason: (s:) or,.;

;1l. dl, inf. n. 41., hb de&oiled, or de-

rrived, the woman of her. reason: and iU ..,
i,f. n. as above, she took away his reason; as

also * "1. (L.) - And [hence,] t.s

signifies The endearouring to deceive or beguile
(I F, IAth, Mgh) with blandishing speech: (IAth:)
or deceiving with the tongue: ( :) or a woman's
captiating the heart of a man by the moat
blandishing and deceiting speech. (Lth.) You

,y, ',,, (O, A, Mgh, M,b, g,) aor. : ($, mh,
Mtb, 1,) or L and ,, (Mgh,) inf. n. ,
(MI1y,,']) and aJ., (A, I,) or this is a simple

subet., (Mqb,) and ,; (g;) and t I; .;

(, A, , ;) and t 41 .; ( ;) He dcceived him
($, M b, g) with his tongue: (s:) or he de-
spoiled, or deprived, him of his reason, J1;

[hib hris peh]: (A:) or, followed by ,A4,, he

made his heart to incline [to him] by the mnost
blandishingseech. (Mgh.) It is said in a prov.,
; w 4,.LJ.~i ;l, (;,TA,) or .l1; accord.
to the former reading, which is that of Ay, (TA,)
1lhen tho dost not overcome, ue deceit: (f,
IAth, TA:) accord. to the latter reading, [it is
said to mean whlen thou dost not overrcoae,] grasp
little after little; as though it were taken from

; .ia - signifying "a claw" or "talon." (TA.)

3: see .

8: we 1, in two places.

10: see 1, in two places. ,,.J. also signifies
HIe cut, ($,TA,) with the reaping-hook, (TA in

art. j,,) and crannrhed (.J, TA) and ate,
plants, or herbage. (;, TA.)

",kd. i. q. ;'jb, (g,) used in a general sense
[as meaning The nail of a man, and the talon of

a bird, and the claw of a beast: see also- ,4 ]:

pl. Ai"; only. (TA.)-The diaphragm, or

midriff; syn. I .,;J ; (JK, L ;) or t,.

,.gl; (A, ;)j the partition intervening betwneen
t hetart and the liver; (IAr,g ;) the par-
tition btween the heart and the beUy; (Zj in his
" Khal el-Insrn;") or a emaU and thin piece of
.fleshforming a connection between the ribs [app.
of on ie and those of the other]: or the liver

[itselfl ( :) or its ;(j [or .;Shlj]: (A, ] :) or

a white thin thing adhring to the liver: (j:)
or a certain thing in, or upon, the liver, like a

;.i: (JK:) or a mall bone, resembling a man's
nail, adhering to one ride of the midriff, nt the
livor. (TA.) See 1, in two place. -A friend;
[app. because be cleaves to another;] u also
; .. (JK.). -And hence, app.,] :j ,,

(, A, 1,) a phrase like 1- &," and W j,
(TA,) A man whom women loe: (P:) or one
who lovs womren for the sake of discourse, or oar
the sake of itiow or immoral conduct, or adul-
tery, orfornication, (A, V,) and whom they love
(O) in'like manner: (TA:) and one nwho n-
deavour. to deceive, or beguile, women [with

blandishing spech: see 1]: (TA:) pl. 4'

:i and UW Z'.: (a, TA:) the latter [in the

CV 146] extr. [with respect to rule]. (TA.)

- I. q. 2,L [app. as meaning A kind of arie-
gated, orfigured, cloth or. garment]. (TA.) [See

also T....]- The radish. (V. TA.) In a

copy of the 1g, JI.ii is erroneously put for

'J&.. (TA.) - The leave., (1],) or broad

leaves, (Lth,) of the grape-vine. (Lth, I.)

B see 4.

;,.W. l see,.
* a. -

1L d.:
see Jyl., for each in two places.

k;&.: see 1. [And see also J..]

;L tClouds (1.;J, ], K, TA) tuwt thunder
and lighten, (TA,) containing no rain: (S, ,
TA :) or Ahereof lthe lightning flashes slightly, so
that one hopeufor tleir raining, but which deceivc
the e~pectation, and become dispersed: as though

derived from 34-j, the "deceiving with blan-

dishing speech." (IAth.) And 41. l.Jl , and

J; t (S, K) and 4JI A (1) and 

U; (A) TLightning with nhich is no rain; ($,
A;) as though deceiving: ( :) that excites hopr
[of rain] and breaks its promise. (].) Hence
the saying, to him who promises and does not

fillfil his promise, . .i;.l t[Thou
art only like lightning with which is no rain].

(S.). And ,j , d. 4J j tSuch a one iJ sharp
in intellect, clerer, ingenious, skilful, hnowing, or
intelligent. (JK.)

+,~, and it;.: see

eL Deceit,orguile. (K.) [Seealso 16.,
in the first paragraph.]

J1., applied to a man, Deceiving: (K :) and
in like manner, [but in an intensive sense,]

t,... (ISk,S., 1) and tl.. (Kr, Msb, TA)
and t j4'. (ISk,S, ) and .,j1. (I) Very
deceitful (ISk, S, Kr, Msb, ],* TA) and lying:

(ISk, :) and so, applied to a woman, *i ,.

[Boo- I.

land ,;i (A, g) and i,L (9, :). d
t.,,; (]p) ad V.it (TA) ory d iW :
(A,A,* , TA:) *i . is P!-. [of ti.)], ad
mens men who d eeiwom. (.) You my

also i,L i, $!M [(Meaning A womn wo
captivates the Lhart by the blandi g i nd
deceitful speech]. (TA.)

ji,f [More, and most, d~e or deeitfj ].
You say of a woman, , , 3.l ;, a '

.iL;j J vl [She c,aptivate tie hart of the
man by the most blandishing and deciving speech].
(Lth.)

·,n,. [The talon, or claw, of a bird or beast

of prey; a tearing talon or claw;] the sanm to
the bird (S, Mgh, Mob) and to the bea of prey
(S, Mob) as the . to man; (9, Mgh, Meb;)
because the bird [or beast) cuts and rends with it
the skin: (Myb:) the ,i [or nail] (A,j) of
any beast or bird of prey: or it is of a bird of
prey; and the A is of a bird that does not prey:

(Kc:) pl. ,J". (A.) [See also jJ6.] You

say, elai ' :;1, meaning :He clung, or

caught, to him, or it. (A.)_- Also A ,. [or

reaping-hook] (S, Msb, K) in a general sense:
or (TA) that has no teeth. (Q, Msb, TA.)

'j . iUc. An eagle with sharp talont.

(JK:)

; .;, applied to a garment, or piece of cloth,

(S, TA,) means j t . i ,, (S, gI, TA,) i. e.

[Mnuch ,ariegated or figured; or] of many co-

lours. (TA.) [See alsoa .]

1.. , (S, A, L, M.b, V,) aor. , (8, !,)

or. ', (Msb,) inf. .n. .; and t .LI; (S, L,

Myb, TA;) and t .).3;; (L, TA;) He drew,

dragged, pulled, strained, stretched, extended,

lengthened, or protracted, ($, L, V,) a thing:
($,* L, TA:) and he pulled out or up, displaced,
removed, or took away, ($, A, Msb, V,) a thing,
(S,A, Mb), TA,) and a person. (A.) Thus in

the saying, .- i * & 4eei .4," j.. i
[He took his hand, and pulled him out from amid

his companiobn]: and ,p;z, ;jl : :

[He pulled out his spearfrom the person pierced]:

and Ij .~ 1 ' -1 [He pulled oat a spear

stuck in the groundJ. (A, TA.) [See also an ex.

in a verse cited vooe .;;.] ElI-'Ajjaj ays,

* ·

meaning t And if this time has tahen away, and
exchanged for another, a state [in which we were,
we have long enjoyed it plentiful if]. (.)-
[Hence,] J., said of a stallion-camel, He was

taken awayfrom th femal that had pasud 
or eight months sine the period whn the last
brought forth, before he had beceme too langid to

cover any longer. (Lth, A, L.) And _ ?

nor. -, tHe rweaned his offspring, or the offsring
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of his she-camel: (V1:) ?he separated a young
camel from the mother. (A.) And : .

IS /c (a mother) weaned her offspring: (M, A:)

so accord. to Lb, who does not particularize any

kind [of animal]. (M.) And uaid tHe

/weaned the offspri ng of a se-camel. (S.) And

.. I ). * :[ Ife was taken awayfrom

amnong tm]): said of the dead. (A, TA.) _

l. iS '.n.J., ( S, ,*) aor. ;, ( R,) t Such a thing

occupied mnt; busied ,mn; or diverted me, by em-

tloying my attention, from other things. ({, I'
A j. ii

TA.) Y,,u say, jJ.01 I. 1 4-. t[The affairs
of the wnorld occupied him, &c.]. (S, TA.) And

*Jjl*X .l A m.'t Busying [or distracting] af-

fairs busied [or distracted] himn. (Lth.) And a

poet says,

U- *^ s .~ '; 5-

.5- 1- ki -1 e- .

S iLS* .,- 3 &LL:JI ,JJi

[And I pan the night,] anxietie b wjying me [as
though I were the bucket of the waterers, drawn 

from tie weall by the ropes]. (IA,r.)- .3 .

. Jt, said of a fleet she-camel, (L, 1,) t She goes, 1

journeys, or trarels, quickly. (L.) And ., (
see 5. -- a, aor. :, also signifies I

tH e put (a thing, TA) in motion, or into a state

of commotion. (A,,, TA.) You say, 
4 -., and 44;., t lie put in motion, or into a

;tate of conmotion, his eyebrows, and his eyes.

(A.). -And . , aor. (L, K) and ', inf.n.

, (L,TA,) tle mnade a sign [by a motion]

(L, I, TA) -- r with his eye, and a .. with

his eyebrorws. (L, TA.) And 1_-b °*.-,

aor. and inf. n. as above, tile smade'a sign to him

with ki eyebrow. (L.) Ard W *. tile
made a sign to im with his eye; wrinked to hinm.

(S,L.) And ·t ' She made a sign to

me with her eye, or winked to me, to indicate a
time or place of appointment, or something that
she desired. (A, TA.) - See also 8, in two
places.

3. 11,Jl., (A, Msb, TA,) inf. n. . ,
(Mgh,) He contended iwith him, (A, Mgh, a Msb,

TA,) [as though drawing, orpulling, him, (see 6,)]

namely, a man. (TA.) You say, ;(,,.l p.i

He contended writh him for the thing. (A.)

And i;1jill ' t lIe tied with me in reciting

the words of prayer, (Mgh,* TA,) uttering aloud
what I uttered aloud, so thitat he tooh from my

tongue what I was reciting, and I did not [or

could not] continue to do so. (TA, from a trad.)

And U.i e.I. tA thing, or an affair,

trokd my heart with contending thoughts. (
TA.) Ahd S 1 s 1 t[Doubt
does not contend with me respecting that affair],
meaning I doubt not respecting that affair. (Sh,
TA.)

4. .; I t[He drew up his

eyebrows frQm his eyes]. (Lth.) , C.U.l is also

qusi-pm. of, though this is extr. with

si

,m
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U

1
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*spect to analogy, like :$1 [q. v.] &c.; (TA ;) (

gnifying It was, or became, drawn, dragged, is

idled, &c. (L, TA.) n

5.; ,~3: see 1, first sentence. _ [Hence,] a

s ; .~'He (a paralytic, ,I, or an in-

Lne, or a posessed, man, A) walked in a loose b
,anner, as though disjointed, and inclined from a

de to side, ( ., A, ] [, TA,) as one dragging a i

hing: (A,TA :) it is similar to tLL: (TA:) 1

nd signifies elso he (an insane, or a possessed, 9

tan) inclinedfrom side to side in his gait, (M h,h h
A,) as though he wroe drawing along, now to 1

th right and now to the left; and so ) & a

, aor. ;, inf. n. JJ . (TA.) S See
lso 8, in two places. And see 6. [It

ranched off, like a e , from a large river:

ecurring in this sense in art. Jq. of the T and i

'A; wbere 1kgq is described as

6 a

6. , LIt.JIIL.3 JAn:ieties contended with

him, one on ose aide and another on another side,
is though each were drawing him to it. (A, L.)

A.sdd t CAa;3 (S, A, 1i) and V e f

'TA) t A thing! was, or became, unsettled in my
,osom, or mind; (TA;) meaning I reas in doubt

'resipecting a thing]; ($, A, 1.;) as also ';

and e J, (Lth,* AV, TA in art. 1 or these

wo mean nearly the same. (Sh, TA in that art.;
in which see 5, in three places.) [See also 8.]

8. 1, as a trans. v.: see 1, in three places.

-Also t It (a thing) wvas, or became, in a state
of commotion, or agitation; it quivered, quaked,

or throbbed; (Sli, TA;) and so l'r.Lai..3 (Sb, K)

[and t , as will be seen from what follows].

You Soy eL.. 1-dI tHis eyebrowrs quivered,

or were in a state of commotion. (Ltb.) And

sea 1 ; ($,IC;) and t, (TA;)

0~~~~~

and , aor. and ',inf. n.- (--
and l1 J; (Sh;) tllis eye quive, ed, throbbed,
or. tas in a state of commotion; (Sh, L;) i. q.

.b, ($, s,) i. e., throbbed. (PS, TXg.) And

J0Jil C t The member (i. e. any member, L)

qitivered, &c. (Mgh, L, Mqb.) - t HI trembledl,

quivered, orquaked. (TA.) And a.j 

t He moved about his lips and his chin, mocking
and imitating a person talking. (TA, from a

trad.) _A 5 j t : ? [Anxious thoueglt

fluttered in my bosom]. (TA.) See also 6.

g:see 8#

t tPersons trembling in the bodies. (i.)

- tPersons tired, or fatigued. (IA ar.) - t A

people whose lineage, or origin, is doubted, (T, i,)
so that diferent persons dispute, one with another,

respecting it. (T.) See also

'4' see art. ".I

Clouds s separated, or scattered,

, , TA,) as though drawn awrayfrom the mans;
of the diaL of Hudheyl: (TA:) or clouds,

~.r , 1~ ) and a cloud, (3 t.~ , TA,) abound-
ng with water, (]g, TA,) and ligtening veke-
iently. (TA.) - And hence, tA she-camel

bounding with milk, and yearning towards her
oung one. (T, TA.) - Also t A she-camel, (,
L,) or other female, (TA,) whe young one has

een take.from lhr ( S, i) by slaghter or death,
nd that yearns towards it, (TA,) and whose milk
n c ouwce has become little i*i quantity. (S,

4.) Accord. to some, (L,) tA shecamel that
oes, journeys, or travels, quickly, by reason of

ar [natural, not forced,] Jleetnes. (L, 1.*)

Pl.. [or, rather, this is a quasi-pL n., like
as is of ji] and (L)

, . A canal, or cut,from a large rivr; syn.

A : (S,A,1 :) what is cat off frot
hie main mas of water; so called because it is

Irawn from it: ([Sd, TA:) a river cut offfromt

a larger river, extenling to a place wlhre utse is

omade of it: a ivier on one sid( of a larger rirer:

(TA:) and [simply] a river: (, A, ]V:) and

p .P* is said to signify the two sides of a
iver: (S :) or the two wings thereof: and some

explain the sing. ( ) u meaning a branch

from a valley, conveying its water to another

olace: (TA:) pl. 'J.d (A, TA) and '..
(TA.)

.tl! [act. part. n. of 1]. - It is said in a tril.

of 'Alee, respecting life (;.JI), j* ;i1 l

I.%U .-Jldm. sl, meaning t Verily God has

made death to be quihck in sizing its cords; i. e.

the cords of life. (L.) - [Hence,] CJAdJl is ap-
plied to tDeath; because it draws away man-
kind. (TA.)

[ t A busying, or distracting, affei,:

pl. Cc. IenceI ac 1 : see 1.

t Fat, so that his fJlesh quivers. (TA.)

A man whose naame has been trans-

ferredfron the register of his own people to that

of another people, to whom his lineage, or origin,

is consequently ascribed, (A, TA,) and rspecting

whose lineage, or origin, people differ and dis-

pute: (TA:) accord. to some, i..q. # as
meaning a people nwhose reputed origin is trans-

ferred so as to be ascribed to another people:
and the former signifies also a man whose lineage,

or origin, is disputed; as tihough ho were drawia,
and pulled away, from his people. (TA.) -
t One wrhose flesh and strength are taken away.
(TA.)_tA face (Lth,ISd,.K) lean, (Lth,ISd,)
having littleflesh. (I6.)

1. , seaor. J, inf. n. *P (S, A, L, M,b, )

and . - (,' A ,L,K,* [but the latter is not

said to be an in n. in the first nor in the lat of
these lexicons, and is perhaps a simple subt.,])

He remained, stayed, dwrelt, or abode; syn. -. ll:
(L, Msb, 1g :) or he rentained, stayed, dwelt, or

I!

Vj 

and a cloud, TA,) abound.

tg 

WUA water, (]g, TA,) and liqkkning voke-

tently. 

(TA.) - And hence, tA she-camel

bounding 

with milk, and yearminq towards her

oung 

one. (T, TA.) - Also t A sbe-camel,

or 

other female, (TA,) mh~ young one has

een 

takeaftom lwr ($, V) by dawqkter or death,

ad 

that yearn# tomatdz it, (TA,) and whom milk

c~uovco 

has bwme little iii quantity.

Aewrd. 

to some, (L,)' tA she~el that

oes, 

jourmys, or travels, quickly, by roason tof

or 

[natural, not forced,] jYeetnew. (L, g.*)

11 

V e'll. [or, mther, this is a quasi-pl. n., like

5 

oi is of and (L.)

A 

canal, or cut,pom a large rimr; ityn.

AA: 

(?, A, ]p:) what is cat Oi frota

he 

main m~ of water; so called because it is

lrawn 

from it: (18d, TA:) a river cut offfropn

& 

lar_qtr 

river, extemlitag to a place whers ttse is

made 

of it: a i*icer on one si(k ofa larger river:

�TA:) 

and [simply] a river: (?,A, V:) and

0, 

' 1

p; 

".P*� is said to signify the two sides of a

'iver: 

�g:) or the two wipigs thereof: and some

mplain 

the sing. u meaning a biatich

fl-om 

a vallevj, convoying its water to anolloet.

place: 

(TA:) pi. It�-U (A, TA) and

(TA.)

�tl� 

[act. part. n. of 11. - It is said in a trim].

of 

'Alee, 

respecting life (31;�J1), ;V1

'09 

0 CA,

ju"-j 

t"jt,�. meaningt Verily Oofi Avis

n;ade 

deatis to be quith in wizing its cords; i. e.

the 

cords of life. (L.) - [Hence,] C*AdLA is at)-

plied 

to tDeath; because it draws away man-

kind. 

(TA.)

tA 

busying, or distracting, itffeiip.:

pl. 

C'JI Hence,l see

t 

Fat, so that hitjlevh qtiivers. (TA.)

f
Aman 

whose taanis has been tvams-

8�redfro,n 

the register of his own peopk to that

Of 

another people, to mhom his lineage, or origin,

is 

consequently awribed, (A, TA,) and twpectioty

whose 

lintage, or ok�gin, Imopk d(ffer and dis-

pute: 

(TA:) accord. to some, i.-q. as

mcanitig 

a people nliose reputed origin is tranit-

fen.ed 

so as to be awribed to another people:

and 

the former signifies also a man whose lineage,

or 

oriqin, is disputed; as tliough he were dmwii,

and 

pulled away, from kiiii people. (TA.)-

t 

One irhose flesh and strength are takm away.

(TA.) 

- t A face (Lth, 1 Sd, lk() loan, (Lth, 1 Sd,)

hatyiri.q 

littleflesh. (1�.)

JJA.

aor. 

2 , i nf. n. * P (�, A p L, Mg�P 1�)

>33.6.
and 

A, L, K,* [bitt the latter is not

said 

to be an in n the first nor in the lut of

these 

lexicons, and is perhaps a sinapic subst.,))

He 

re~ined, stayed, direle, or abode; svn. -All:

(L, 

Mqb, ]�:) or he rentaitted, stayed, dwelt, or

1

I

;_.�j 

1 1Anxieties contended with mply] a river: (?,A, V:) and

4;:opjw.3 

(TA:) and [si

dna, 

one on ome tide and another on anotlwr side, 0' ' ' is said to signify the two sides of a

is 

thouyh 

each mem drawing him to it. (A, L.)

1.1 

* ' * ' j 1rarer: (S:) or the two miptqs tliereof: and some

(�, 

A, 1�) and V '

�ji 

C" explain ihe sing.

'TA) 

t A thinq ivas, or becante, uitsetiled ita MY aa meaning a biatich

fl-om 

a vallevj, convoying its water to anolloet.

Posom, 

or mind; (TA;) mcanitig I ivas in doubt 0 4

resipecting 

a thing]; (�, A, 1.�;) as also place: (TA:) pi. ejt�-U (A, TA) and

(TA.)
knd 

(Lth,* AV, TA in art.

Cl-3 

) or these ti� tact. part. n. of 11. - It is said in a trim].

mo 

mean nearly the same. (Sh, TA in that art.; Cl.

in 

which 

see 5, in three places.) [See also B.] of 'Aleer respecting life

0 

' 0,

as 

a trans. v.: see 1, in three places. �itLi� WAI. Z�t , meaning t Verily God Avis

Also 

1 11. (a thing) ivas, or became, in a state ""'do death to be quith in wizing its *cords; i.e.

of 

commotion, or agitation; it quivered, quaiked, the cords of life. (L.) - [Hence,] CAd.A iib al)-

or 

throbbed; (Sli, TA;) and so 'r Clii (Sh, ]�) plied to tDeath; because it draws away man-

[and 

will he seen from what follows]. kind. (TA.)

�. 

tA busying, or distracting, itffeiip.:

You 

on C-L-&.% t His eyebroirs quivered,

or 

were in a state ofcommotion. (Lth.) And pi. Hencej C see 1.

and 

(TA;)

pi 

t Fat, so that hitjlevh qtiivers. (TA.)

lind 

aor. ; and inf. n. - -

and�t�� 

; (Sh;) tll'iseyequivesed,ihrobbed, 1Aman ivhose taanis has been tvams-

ortbas 

in a state of commotion; (Sh,L;) i.q. ferredfroin the register of his own peopk to that

i. 

e., throbbed. (P�, TIP.) And of another people, to mhom his linmge, or origin,

JJ.0J1 

C- "-1 t The member (i. e. any member, L) is consequently ~ ibed, (A, TA,) and twpectioty

qitivei.ed,&e. 

(Mgh,L,Mqb.)-*1Ietrembletl, whose lintage, or ok-lgin, Imople d(fer and dis-

a 

' 0 J1

quivered, 

or quaked. (TA.) And puts: (TA:) accord. to oome, i.-q. as

t 

He moved about ltis lips atid his chin, mocking mcanitig a people whose reputed origin is transt-

and 

imitatinq a person talitinq. (TA, from a fen.ed so as to be ascribed to another people

trad.) 

:[Anxious thoteglit and the former signifies also a man whose lineage,

or 

oriqin, is disputed; as tliough he were dmwii,

bo- 

in]. (TA.) Soe also 6.

.fluttered 

in my 3o and pulled away, from kiiii people. (TA.)

0 

0 ---

: 

see CIA.. t One irhose flesh and strength are takm away.

3.0 

(TA.) - t A face (Lth, 1 Sd, lk() loan, (Lth, 1 Sd,)

""' 

tPersons tremblitty in the bodieir. (v-.) haviriq littleflesh. (1�.)

-FtPersons 

tired, orfatigued. (IAV.)- I A

people 

whom lineage, or origin, is doubted, (T, Vj

forent 

persom digpute, otw with aitothey.,

ito 

that di JUA.* JP

respectingit. 

(T.) Scealso aor. 2, inf. n. Ap L, Mqb 1�)

see 

art. and A, L, K,* [bitt the latter is not

rW- 

said to be an inA n. in' the first nor in the last of

Clouds 

separated, or scattered, these lexicons, and iis perhaps a sinapic subst.,))

V, 

TA,) ot though drawn airayfrom, the man; He re~ined, stayed, direll, or abode; svn. _#UI

of 

the diaL of Hudheyl: (TA.) or clouds, (L, Mqb, ]�:) or he rentaitted, stayed, �nelt, or
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abode, lon ; syn. Zll ju,l: (A:) i 4, (S,A,
M1b, 0) and i'.. ,JI (1) [in a place]; as alsac
tUI (.R, A V, Mqb, ) and ;1i ( :) and
he remained, or continued, incessantly, alwvays
endlesly, or for ever; (S, A, L, ;') syn. 5'
(A, Lg,) and .li;, (K,) or 4 1; (S,L;
~li ~ in a houtse, or an abode, not goin.q fortl
from it: (L:) he remained, stayed, dwvelt, oi
abode, for erer, or perpetually, in Paradlise, (A,
L,) or in Hell. (A.)..- [Hence,] ,., (L, K,)
nor. - and ', (Ham p. 70, and L,) inf. n. .,
(K,) or ,.., (thns in the L,) and .Jg.; (L,K ;)
and t j.1l; (yam ubi supr ;) l ile wvas slon in
becoming hoary, (.Ham, L, lg,) "len advanced in
years; ( ;) as though he were created to con-
tinue for ever. (L.) .-.. See also 4, in two places.

2. k., as a trans. v.: see 4. - Also He
adorned a girl [with bracelets, or other orna-
menats (see the pass. part. n.), or] n,it4 eaurrings.
(AA.) .As an intruns. v.: see l:...and see
also 4.

4. ,1, (S,A,L,) inf.. n ; !; (8, L;) and
, (S, A,L,) infn. n .~i; (S,L;) lie

(God, $, L) caused him to remain, stay, dwell, or
abide.: (L:) or caused him to remain, stay,
dwell, or abide, long, in a place: (A:) or caused
him to remain, or continue, incessantly, always,
endleuly, or for eer, (.R, L,) in a house, or an
abode, not going forth from it: (L:) or caused
him to remain, stay, drell, or abide, for ever, or

erpletually, in Paradise, (A, L,) or in Hell.
(A.) *10 dJL, CO ,J.. , in the 1Cur civ. 3,
means He thinheth that his wealth hali madetI
him to be one that slhall continue for ever; that
he shall not die: (Jcli:) i.e. he actetlh as one
that thinketih, with his opulence, he shall not
(lie. (L) As an intrans. v.: see 1, in two
places.- You say also, a oJl, (intf. n. as
above, AA,) lie kept, or clove, to him; (AA,
AZ, $, ];) i. e., to his companion. (AZ, 1, K.)

And a. j .. !L I l lIe inclined, or propended,
to him, (L, ], TA,) and lited him: (L, TA :)
/e inclined to, andl relied upon, (S, A, Msb,) him,

((;, A,) or it; (MRI);) as also ,i. (M.b.)
.l s . .J., in the (ur [vii. 175], (Ks, ,

A, L,) as also V iJ., and V J., but this last
is rare, (Ks, L,) and so is the second, (L,) means
! lie inclined to, and relied upon, the earth: (S,
A:) or he inclinied, or propended, to the world;
(B1, Jel ;) and relied thereon: (Jel:) or he in-
/lined, or p7ro!ended, to lowness, bastneU, or mean-
n,ess. (Bt )

c..
: see the next paragraph.

an inf. n. of '., (A, L,) [or a simple
subst.] svn. withl [the inf. n.] .. (. K.)
[Hence,] .J.l, (T,1 I,) or .. 1Jl ;.I,, (L,) [the
latter signifying The abode of the state of per-
petual existence;] Paradise : (g:) or the Para-
dises: (T:) or the world to come. (L.)-A
bracelet: and an earring; as also ; '.J: pl.
;.U.: (! :) which last signifies [also] orna-
ments for the person, collectively; (TA;) and so
9 .I.. [if this be not a mistranscription for
;iIO]. (L.) [The mole;] the'blind rat; (L,

g ;) a lso t C ;, (*,) and 4. [q. v.]: (.
in art. j4:) or a species of rat; as also t :

(L:) or one of the names of the ju [or rat]:
(IA ar:) or a specie, of the [hind of rats called]

13^., blind (Lth, S, L, Msh) by nature, (Lth,
L, Msb,) having no eyes, (Lth, L,) inhabiting
the deserts: (Msb:) Lth says that the sing.
is v t, and the pl. Ol.;Is.: in the T it is said
that the sing. is t &.~, and the pl. Ol[.;
which is very strange: (L:) or d blind beast
[that lires] beneath the ground. (1K,) hariny no
eye., (TA,) that likes the .snell of onions and
leeks; so that if either of these be put over its
hole, it comes f.orth and is caugkt: ifJ its uppler
lip be hung upon a person aqjeted rwith a quar lan
fever, it cures him; anti its brain, mired, or
moistened, with oil of rose., and used as atn
ointment, dispels the maladies termed v.C.l and
tjl and Utl;iJl and -'J. and -ii1 anti
.j'.JI, and every eruption upon the body:

(.:) ·, (L,K,) or, as in some copies of
the K, K o, witit the unpoitited ., (TA,) is
used as its pl, likc as o lt is used as pl. of
"ak.. (L, K.) - Also A species of the ;. [or
lark]. (g4.)

: see J, in two places.

j01 The mind: (S, A,K:) the heart: (,,K :)
pl.];j. (TA.) You say, i i
Tlhat caine into nmy mind, or hea;'t. (S.)

e: see .

. ,.,.I
"" I'J
1Jts [Remaining, staying, &c.]. _ [Hence,]

Jl jl I[as though pl. of +1Jl] the th.ee
pieces, or portions, of stone, or r ock, called y't~'~,
upon nhkic the cooking-pot is pl1aced, (S, A, L, K,)
remaining in lteir' pltces: (L:) so called because
of their remainillg (S,L) a long time (L) after
the standlin relies of a house have become
eftaced. (S,L.) [Sec an ex., fiom a I,oem of El-
Mukhabbal Es-Saadee, voce j', p. 78; where
sJlSi is with tenween for the sake of the metre.]
-Also : The mountains: and the stones: (L.

.K:) and tihe rocks: so called for the same reason.
(L.) I [As a proper name, lt.. is often written

,.Ua: see the next paragraph, in two places.

, ? Slow in becoming hoar,y; (A;) as also
Vt '.i and t.V, j: (tar p. 588 :) nlho.e teeth
do not fall out (T, A) by reason /'. extrmen oldl
age: (T:) or, as some say, it is thi.J; as thoughi
[meaning] made by God to continue for ever ill
such a state: (A:) a man wrho ix not hoary nwhen ad-
vanced in age: (ISk, S :) whtose hair/ tf his head
and bea,d remains black in old age. (T.)-
Aiso t Still; motionless. (TA in art. od.)

,.~~.: see the paragraph next preceding._
in the $ur [lvi. 17 and lxxvi. 19] means

Always of the same age; never altering in age:
(Fr:) or [endowed with perpetual igour;] that
never become decrepit: (1 :) or that neoer et-
ceed the fit age for service: (L,V:)~or it
means adorned with earrings: (L, V :) or, with
bracelets; (AO, L,1;) accord. to the dial. of
El-Yemen: (L:) or, wvith oatnaments. (Zj.)

1. L, (S, A, Myb,) aor.-, (Mgb, M;,).
inf. n. i . (Mgh, M 9b, 1 ) and U; o ( ;)
and ' ,..l; (., A, Mb, ;) and Vt ;
(S, TA;) lIe seized it, or carried it of, by
.force; (S, A, . ;) ,. ';from hij hand: (A:)
he took it at an ot]portunity, with deceit, guile,
or cirrus cention: (TA:) or he took it iastily and
openly: (Mgh:) or he snatched it at unawares;
seized it hastily when its owner was unaware:
(Mb.b:) or jLf ! denotes a qiticker action
than .l.. (Lth, }.) You say also, O;t a.iJ
[He seized it, or carried it off, from him by
fbrce; &c.]: (TA:) and ;.:ll tlz Icseized
the thing, or xnatched it an.ay, from khim. (.Hr
p. 139.) And U-eb J, i. e. L l [He
took it by forcible seizure; &c.]. (TA.) ;'
is also in fighting and prostrating: and you say,

°Ji , .l [Ile seized on opportunity to
in.flict a thrust, or n,ound, with a spear or. the
like]. (TA.) And *y ' t H/ si/ght

'a.s suelddlenly talken an,ay. (AS and TA in art.

3. ; #l ll >, (A, TA,*) inf n. LI . and
~,~, (TA,) [Ise contendled with him in a mu-
tual endleaoouritg to seize, or carry off, the thing
by Jbrce; or to take it at an opportunity, with
tdeceit, gtile, or circumoention; or to taltke it
hastily and openly; or to snatch it at unawares:
see 1 and 6.] A poet says, [appl. using the verb
tropically,]

Wu 1 UF
- -* .. . -....- YrsLCJI 3tLi-vili .

jr" cs~-~aa. ~ c3
a

[I lookeel at Afei, rying with her in snatching
glances, in the ere,nin, in hagste, tvhile the secret
enemnies were pr esent]. (Th, TA.) - See also 1.

4. ,..J. It (the hair, A, TA, and the head,
[meaning the hair of the head,] AZ,S, TA) he-
came a mixture of black and wvhite, ($, A, TA,)
in equal proportions: or more block than nwhite:
(TA:) [or mostly white: (see :)] or partly

hirite. (AZ.) - [Ience,] lt (herbage) became
a mnicture oJ' resh and dry: (S, g, TA:) or
partly green and partly nhkite, in drying up.
(Az, TA.) tIt (vL [q. v.]) put forth fresh
verdure. (IAir, TA.) And o i;l -..ld. tTce
land putfor,tk somenwkat of herbage. (TA.)

5: see 1.

6. ;(JI Lti.j [Tley both contended together,
eack entdeavouring to seize, or carry off, the thing
byJbrce; or to take it at an opportunity, with
deceit, guile, or circumvention; or to take it
hastily and opetly; or to snatch it at unawares:

p

1

p

p

9
r

p

p

1
1

1

1

Always 

of tite same age; never alter;nq ii age:

(Fr.) 

or [endoired with ~tual vigour;] that

newr 

become dwrepit: (1�:) or that Wdftr dr-

eced 

the fit aqe for unice: (L,V:)~or it

means 

adorned with earrings.. (L, V4 or, with

bracelets; 

(A0,L,1K;) accord. to the dial. of

El-Yemen 

(L:) or, toit.4 o"iatnentir. (Zj.)

1. 

A, M9b,) aor. -, (Mqb, M�,).

iiif. 

n. iJU. (M.,,.h, meb, V) nd ogo

and 

($,A, Mob,;;) and V ̀  '

Q5, 

TA;) 1Ie seized it, or catried it Oil by

force; 

(?, A, VO L�*from his hand: (A:)

he 

took it at an oll~tunity, with deceit, guile,

orcirrunicention: 

(TA:) orketookithadUyand

openly: 

(Mgh:) or he nwrehed it at unamatw;

se;zed 

it hastily wheti its owner was unaware:

(Mmb:) 

or denotes a qiticker action

than 

(Lth, ]�.) You say also, OtgI 4-J,&

He 

seized it, or caMed it frtippa him by

jbrce; 

&c.]: (TA:) and; &;_j�&. I seized

the 

thing, or xnatcheel it arraY, from him. (gur

p. 

139.) And U-ebb. i. e. * C��1 [He

took 

it b k .0

y 

forcible seizure; J c.]. (TA.) j-L

is 

also in fitghting and prostmting: and you say.

1
[Boox I.
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see 1 and 3]: (A:) the inf. n., .JW.;, signifies
q. q ,JW. (S, g.) - oi. l , , and

t;vl WW.)3, The two opponents sought to seize

each othler byforce; &c. (T,TA.)

8: see 1, in five places. [;..l! also sig-
nifies tHe slurred a vowel; i. e., pronounced it
slightly: and he supinpesed it altogether.]

1:) v3see 
inf. n. of un. of 'J. [A single act of

eeiing, or carrying off, byforce; &c.]. (Msb.)
It also occurs in a trad., where, if correctly

related, it is syn. with i -.. (Mgh.)

a subst. from .: (S, K :) [which
may perhaps mean that it has the abstract sense
of the inf. n.: and] A thing that is [seized, or car-
ried off, by force; or taken at an ollpportuutiO/,
with deceit, guile, or circumvention; or] taken
hastily and openly; (Mgh;) or snatched at una-
irares: (M.sb:) or spoil; plomdler; booty; a
thinpg taken by spoliation and Jbrce; as also

; whichi llist also signifies an animal that
is matethed from a bea.t or bird of prey and dies
before it hasi been legdlly saivtdhtctred; in contse-
quence of whichi it is forbidden [to be eaten].
(TA.) Hllence, J.. . i j [Th,ere shall be

no amputation (of the riglit landl) in the case of
a tAhing sci:cd, or carried oj; by force; &c.].
(MghI, Mob.) [See also an ex. voce b.., in art.
k_.] An oporl,o,tunity. (S,' A, TA.) You

, ,,. . - 6. 6 I

say, h.ZU LW. ,.; Thlis iX an opportunity,

therefore dl thou take it, or stize it. (A,TA.)
= A minxture of whitenes with blacknes. in the

hair, (S, Iiam p. 887, TA,) in equalproportions:
or of mtore blacknee than n hiteness: (TA:) [or a
predomninance of whiteness: see .. ] 
[Hene,] tA mixture of fresh and dry portions
[or green and ,white (see 4)] in herbage. (S, ]g,
TA.)

'.~.: see the next paragraph.

,-eL' [an epithet having the sense of the pass.
part n. of .J; i. e., Seized, or carried off, by
force; &c.]. [Hence,] . 'e 2l ; A thrust, or
w,ound, with a spear or teit like, which one has
seized an opportunity to inflict, by means of his
skill. (TA.) A courageous man; as also

9, 1, and tdd . (TA.) - Also, and

t '.-'', Hair having nhiteness mixed with its
blackness, (A, TA,) in equal proportions: or writh
more blacknes than whiteness: (TA:) or mostly
white: (Mgh:) or partly white. (AZ, TA.)
And the formner, Having a mixture of nwhitenes
with the blacknes of his hair. (.,~,)-[Hence,]
the former also signities 1Herbage drying up, or
dried up, (S, ,TA,) part yellow and part green;
as also , : (TA:) or both signify having
its dry and green portions intermixed: (A:) and
the former signifies dry herbage, upon the lower
part of which fresh has grown and mixed with
the former; uas also * J (1.) -. Also

t White (,A¶ [q. v.]) whos whitenmas i miwed
Bk. I.

n:itk blackness: and so, applied to women, VW;,
(syn. J,,TA,) of which the sing. may be iLi.;

or 4 s; or ' 4M., supposing the two aug-
ments (i, TA) to be elided. (K.) - Also ti. q.

eiS. [q. v.]. (TA.) And tThe young one of
a she-camel begotten by a stallion not prepared
for her. (8gh, TA.)

see l':.

r'J. ItA boy whose mother is black, and his
.father a ,white. or tawvny, Arab, and nwho is born
(f a colour between thos of his two parents;
fem. with i;: (Az, TA:) or Ia child whose pa-
rents are (one) white and (the other) black, (A,
K, TA,) a white man and a black woman, or a
black man and a white woman. (TA.) See also

. And : A domestic fowl, (A,) or cock,
(.K,) begotten etwteen an Indian and a Persian
fowel. (A, I.)

W-5 : see : -and see .

j.J1. One ho seizes, or carries off, a thing
ly force: nhto takes it at an opportunity, with
deceit, guile, or circumvention: [or wvho takes it
hastily and openly: or nhko snatches at unawtares:]

as also *,,: [or this latter has an intensive
signification :] and [in like manner] ,. one
who seizes, or carries off, a thing at a time of
inadrertence. (TA.) - [Hence,] ltJI Death:
because it seizes people unawares. (TA.)

,.u: see ,e , in two places.

,Jt: see ,.

see

1. A, (S, A,K, &c.,) aor. T(, TA,) inf. n.
Jo4. (S, A, K) and ,'%.e (TA) and k.a-,
(K,) or the secoind and thlird of these are simple
substs. [used as inf. ns., i. e., quasi-inf. ns.];
(TA;) and ~ also; (Et-Towsheelb, TA;)
but the former is that which is commonly known;
(TA;) It (a thing, S, TA) was, or became,

t.,l, (S, A, l~,) which signifies [here] clear,
pure, sbeer,fieefrom admixture, unmingled, un-
mixed, or genuine; (B, TA;) and whtite. (s.)

You say, j;I.I .Jl ;.a The water became

clear friom turbidness. (Msb.) And l O&1

AJI 0'. [The buitter becatme clearfronm the dregs,
or sediment,] in being cooked. (;.) > a.

i lbj9, (A,) or .i;JI, aor. , (Msb,) inf. n.

I .~. (A, Msb) and o, and , , (Msb,)

I He beca,me /qfr, or secure, or free, from embar-
,rassmcent or di'ficulty, orfi.oan destruction, (A,
Msb,) like as a thing becomes clearf'rom its tutr-

bidness. (A.) [See also 5.]
tHe withdrew, retired, or went away or apart,
rJiom the people, or company of men. (A, TA.)

It is said in the lur [xii. 80], le+ I ly. tThey
retired, conferring privately together. (Bd, Jel,
TA.)_ 1 i, (S, A, K,) and *, (TA,)

inf. n. ,,.., ( H,) tHe, or it, (a thing, $, and
grief, and happiness, A, TA,) came to, or reached,
him: (., A, , TA:) he came to, reacued, or ar-
rived at, it; namely, a place. (TA.) - Also

1 !iJ Theyj came to him (namely a judge or
governor) and referred to him their cause, or suit,
for judgment. (T and L in art. J,.)~ ,
inf. n. ,D.. and J,3.; (TA;) or t,-,
(v,) inf.n. ,, '3; (TA;) but the former is
that which is found in the correct lexicons; (TA;)
He took the da [q. v.] (g, TA) of, or from,
clarified butter; (TA;) and t , l, inf. n.

,'jl, signifies the ame. (TA.) [See also this
last below.]

2. (a. , (A,) if. n. ,a"e, (TA,) He made,
or rendered, it clear or pure [&c. (see 1, first sig-
nification)]; he cleared, clurified, purified, or
r,efned, it; (A, Mgh, TA;) [as also l.1,
q. v.] - tile separated it fromn another thing
or other things. (Mgb.) You say also ' ,d
[He separated themn, each from tie other]. (N!
in art. ,.L.) t.le (God, A, TA, or a man,
.8) saved, secured, or freed, himn, (, A, i,) 1.4
Ij . Sftom such a thing, (.,) [as, for instance, a
snare, and embarrassment or difficulty, or de-
struction, like as (me renders a thing clearfro,n
its turbidness, (see 1,)] after he had become
caught, or entangled; (TA;) as also * .
(TA.) Also t[Ile disentangled it; unravelled
it:] said of spun thread that has become en-
tangled. (Ltli and Az and e.gh, in TA,art. j...)
-tI e mnade it clear; or explained, expounded,
or interpreted, it; as also ,aJ. (A in art. ,J.)
_,_i ., inf. n. as above, also signifies tHe
gave [a man (for the verb in this case, as in
others, is trans., accord. to the TK,)] the we'.,
(1., TA,) i. e., the equivalent of a thing, or re-
quital, or hire for work. (TA.) See also 1,
last signification.

3. .laj , (8, K,) inf. n. l i ", (TB,) t[He
regarded him, or acted towvards him, with reci-
procal purity of mind, or sincerity: and parti-

cularly, as also Sjl ll. , mentioned in this art.
rn the A, but not explained,] the regarded him,
or acted towards htim, with reciprocal purity,
or sincerity, of love, or affection; syn. .kL, (1,

K, TA) and ;;;j; (TA;) ;ja.i *! [(i social
intercourse]. (., TA.) You say also, i jIA.
I;q. t[lIe acted with reciprocal purity, or sin-
cerity, towards God, in hi ir,ligion]. (A.) And
one says, iMJI _..j ~3 l%d £[Act thou
tith reciprocal purity, or sincerity, towards the
believer, and act thou with contrariety to the un-
believer]. (A. [See 3 in art. jA., where a similar
saying is mentioned.]) [8See also the next para-
graph.]

4. .a1l: see 2, first signification. You say,

~JI ,L.I, inf. n. ,, '], He clarifed-the
cooked butter by throwing into it somewhat of the
meal of parched barley or wheat (' ), or dates,
or globule of gazees' dung: ($,' L:) or h took
the it. [q. v.] of the cooked, or clarified,
butter. (Fr, k(.) See also 1, last signifieation.
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And ;LJI !...u& [The.fire clarified it, or puri-
Jied it,] namely, butter, and gold, and silver.
(Jg.) _ You say also, 1 I 1j.1 and ._1
t[lit. They made good advice or counsel, and lore,

pure, or sincere; meaning, they were pure, or
sincere, in giving good advice, and in love]. (TA.)

·a. 
And i>nJl s 1. [He nwas pure, or sincere,
to him in lore, or affection]. (A.) And ,1

I dI t [He was pure, or sincere, towartds God
in works]. (Myb.) And ^j.l & h ,.! ., (.,
TA,) or (A,) tIIc was pure, or sincere,
towards God in religion, [or in his religion;]
mithout hypoo.isy. (S, TA.) And i .J.,
[elliptically,] t lie was without hypocrisy [toward.
God]. (K.) or .,' properly signifies tThe
asserting oneilf to be clear, or quit, of [believ/ng
in] any beside God. (B,TA.) [Hence.] i,.

, is tfa title of The [112th] chapter of
the Kur-dn commencing with the words eXI J1
.... : (lAth, Mb:) and s .i 13 ,j ttAe
same together with the [109th] chapter comn-

mencing sewith the words j3t.l :JI ! . (Meb.)
And o'-l '1 is applied to I The sentence
which declares belief in the unity of God. (A,*
TA.) &Ia.I., i.;;: see below, voce tJt..
- See also 2, third signification. - And see 10.

5. S He became saved, cured, or freed;
he escaped, or ed himself; or became safe,
secure. fre, or in a state offreedom or immunity;
(.,g;) from a thing; (?;) as, for instance, a
gazelle, and a bird, from a snare, (A,) tand a
man from embarrasment or difficulty, or destruc-
tion, like as a thing becomes cleared from its
turbidness, (see 1,) or] like spun thread when it
has been entangled. (TA.) -[See also ,
li ..

6. ISuIlJ t 7hey regparded one another, or
acted reciprocally, [with nmrity, or sincerity:
and particularly,] with purity, or sincerity, of
lot'e,'or affection. (A,* TA.)

10. W ,. ,.p; WJd.t lie extracted the
butter from the milk. (ADk, A, L .)

He opproplriated him [or it] purely to hin.
self, (Bd and Jel in xii. 54,) excluxirely of any
iartner: (Jel:) he chose him [or it] for histelf,
took him [or it] in preference for himself; (IAgr,
in L, art. v" ; and TA in the present art.;) he
appr)oprsated him to himtelf as his particular, or
special, intimate; (TA;) syn. ..i ; ($, ],
TA ;) and t 1 signifies the same. (TA.)

i (8, A, 1.) and V *l.. ($, A, TA) and
tLall.. (~,TA) ! A mnian'sfriend; [or his suiere,
or true,] or his secret, or pricaote, friend; or his
eotopanion, or astociate, who converses, or talks,
witlib him; syn. Com.; (., , TA;) his paIr-
tieMlar, or special, fricnd: (TA :) * the second
is alstto utsed in a pl. sense: (5, TA:) pl. of the
first, :l. )

A hind of tree like the grape-vine (l )
in its manner of growth, (TA,) that clin#s to
other trees, and rises high; (K ;) hariny leares

of a dust-colour, thin, round, and -wide; and a
blo.som like that of the . [?]; and tinged in the
lower isarts of its steCts; (TA ;) srweet in odour;
and havingy berries (1) like ghose of [the plant
called M.J.i!l l, [see art. " J,] three and
four together, red, (TA,) like the beads of

;ei [q. v.]; (1.;) not eaten [by men], but de-
pastured: (TA :) n. uni. with; : (1, :) thus de-
scribed by [AHiA] Ed-Deenawaree, on the autho-
rity of an Arab of the desert. (TA.) See the end
of the next paragraph.

,1.JI >., (S, ]~,) and 1.Jl a, (HishAm,
P,) and L.LJI j, accord. to IDrd, and some

write it 'a.all .n5, but the first is the form com-
monly obtaining with the relaters of trads., (TA,)
A ccrtain temple, K,) called a (S,)
or t l £.i;11, (El-1;Iafilih Ibn-Injar, 1g,) and

also ,t*Jl L 'i;, because its door faced Syria,
(TA,) belonging to the tribe of Khath'aan, (?,N,)
and Dows and Btjeeleh and others, (TA,) in
which ras an idol called La .Jl, (f, I.,) whicl
was denolished (S, TA) by command of Afo.uam-
mad: (TA:) or . JI . was the idol itSe./;
as some say; but, says IlAth, this requires conside-
ration, because [it is asserted that] , is not pre-
fixed to any but generic names: (TA: [but see
. :]) or the temple was so called because it was
the place of growth of a tree of a kind called
* 1,... (N,0 TA.)

ac, : see ; ., in two places.

1.k, an inf. n. of 1.... _ , ,. is The
dlay of te coming forth of Jl.. [or Anti-

christ]; because thel the believers will be dis-
tinguished. (TA.) Also t An equivalent; a
requital, or eompiensation; hire, pay, or wages,
for work: pi. ., (TA.)-SeealsoL j..

usee L.AM, in two places.

wo.,ed:l see .OM, throughiout.

.: see , in three places. - Also
an int. n. of 1.

,%Id-: see

1...l L d. (.8,A,L,Msb,K) and A..,I;).
(Fr, Sgh, ]K) TWhat Itas beconte clear, of cooked
butter; (8, A, L,K ;) or cooked butter into which
somne lates hatve been thrown, or into which some
,s.~ [i. e. mteal of parched barley or wheat] has
been throrn', in order that thereby it may become
clear.from the remains of the milh: (Msb :) for
n'hen they cook fresh butter, to nmale it c~, they
throw into it soimewhat of .--~, or dlates, or
globules of gazelles' dung; and wvhen it becomes
good, and clear fronm the dregs, or sediment, that

is called a. JI, and .SksJ also, (8,
L,) mentioned by A'Obeyd, (8,) and this, namely
the .e ., is the j.: (S, L, C :) and the terms
t ,,ia. (S, L, K) and *. (., L) and i..: (S,
L., K) and ;6!l (S, L) are applied to the dregsi
or xedinent, remaining at the bottom; (C, L, 1 ;)
as also Lo,mU&: (AlIcyth, L in art. .:J:) the

inf. n. is ,.LJ; and you say, -JI ' :. : (8
L :) or Ja.!4S. and V .e~'$ signify dates and

,.~ that are thrown into .; and ,.1
-.*JIl signifies " he threw dates and t.. into

the ,~ [and so clarified it]:" and t o.j
[thus I find it written] signifies wh7at has become
clear, of O , wlran it is cooked: and ...
also signifies, and so t , jl, and ,
lbtter rhen clear fromn the dregs, or sediment:
and t , tile dregx, or sediment, at the
bottom of the milk: (L:) te &- andl ? ;
are syn. with ,ltj; and tl$j[: (TA:) or,accord.
to AZ, the latter two .terms are applied to butter
when it is put into the cooking-pot to be cooked'
into ~ ; and wthen it has become good, and the
milk has become clearfrom the dregs, or sediment,

that milk is called jl and t .il: Az says, I
Ihave heard the Arabs apply the term V ,.,'A. to
that witha which ~ is cleared, in the cooking-
pot, from the water anl milk and dregs; for
when it is tot clear, and the Mtilk is mixed with
the butter, they take dates, or flour, or 4k",
vhich they throw therein, that the ~ may

become clear from tlh reiasins, of the msilk mixedl
with it: this is the . : but the L;.['&.. [i. e.
,m &l] is witat remains, of thl m .s and dregs

or milk .jc., in the bottom of the cooking-pot: (L,
TA:) [or] t.,'. (1) [accord. to some, V S,
but this is app. wrong, (see Har p. 311,)] and
LotL. (Hr, TA) also signify whatfire has clai-
fled, or purified, (;itel 'a. .. . ..,) of butter,
and of gohl, and of silver: (Hlir, K, TA:) or

'.1 f> ., means whtat is extracted from
mnilk; i. e. butter; (ADI, L, TA;) and so does

· ) k.o.: (A: [but tihere mentioned among
tropical expressions:]) ai.'L being applied in
the manner first mentioned in this parattrnph, by
a secondary application is made to signify rhat is
clear, or pure, of other things; (Msb;) [as also

4 n 1. : and hence both of thiem often signify
t tihe clAoice, best, or most excellent, 1 art of any-
thing; and so, probably, does t ,'Ž :] ald
L,.)4. and t .e,'. also signify Inspixlatedjnitce
(,j) made from dates; (JK ;) or this is called
V ,;L. (TA.)

,,.^11 Ceiar; pure; shee,; free fromn ad-
mixture; unminjled; anmiccd; genuine: (B,
TA:) clear, or pure, applied to any colour: (L!,
TA:) :white; as also t ; [whiich latter
appears to me doubtful, though I know not why
Freytag has substituted for this, or for the former
word, j.;] both applied tonnything. (I,TA.)
You say, Ji. *. SA garment, or piece of
dloth, of a clear,or pure,white: and t. j *.. W
-OUJI t A garment of the hind called .LJ blue
teth a white ling. (A.) - [Also t Pure, or

siw'ere, love, religion, &c.] _See also ; ,
near the end of the paragrapih.

L.Al;. [fem. of ,. li : used as a subst.,] t A
mpur property, or quality. (B.I in xxxviii. 46;
and ]g. [In the CJd, a. is erroneously put for.

: the correspond(ling word in B0. is.])
5

1
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So in the l~,r [xxxviii. 46], ,Q'. " "
41.1l f t We hare rendered them pure by a
pu,re quality, (B(d, K],* TA,) the keeping in
,e,nory the efinal u1l1o(e: (Bd, TA:) jIJmI Lq.b
heing a sulstitute for d.d'.: or it may mean
[hly] tiheir keeping in memoryl mnch the final
abode and tile return to God: (TA:) some also,
(TA,) namely Nafi' and Hisham, (B(I,) read
,7l?q, making it a prefix to L.j- (Bd, TA)
as an ex)licative; or an inf. n., in the sense of

p.wo3£, prefixed to its agent. (Bd.)_-You say
also, J £.a3 a. :5 d L" t Tisi thing is a pro-
perty of thine: (so in a copy of the 8, and so
tle lphbrsen is written in tihe TA :) or is a thi/g
p,rel/ ttlhine, exclsivcely of others: (TA:) or
.U Ld&. .%JI 1t thix tinyis ;,articularly,

or speteialit, thine, or for tbhe. (So accord. to
othier copies of tihe , and a copy of the JK.)

See also 1 mL.-L-1. is also syn. writh
- [in some sense not pointed out: see the

latter below; arid see also 4]. (TA.)

.~0,. [i,if. n. of 4, used as a subst.]: see
L.dM., in tlhree pluces.

" d: sec ;o., in two places.

[ A.*t A place of safety, or security, or
escape from an cvent.]

?'j.. Chosen: (JK :) cho.'n by God, and
prs.e from ptllution; applied to a man. (Zj,
TA.) [It is implied in the A and TA that it is
salso syn. witl .t,;1 in the sense explained
lbelow.]

Pure, or sincere, towards God in
r;ligion; witho,t hypmoris.l: (TA:) or purely
lbtliering in the unity of God. (Zj, TA.)

,.2. il, Picked [sapphires]. (A, TA.)

1. MeJl, (., Mh,Ji,) nor. :, (Mob, I~,) inf.n.
L,, (., Msh,) lie mixed it; ningled it; in-
onrporah.d, or blendied, it; (Myb, ]I;) or put it

toqetaer; (Mghb;) *.,w rith another thing; (~,
MAh ;) inseparaMtl/, as in the case of fluids; and
separably, ns in the case of animals, (Myb, TA,)

i,d g.raitS; (TA;) as also t (,) inf. n.
1; 0 hiJ: (TA:) [or thie nlatter relates to many, or

several, olijects; or signifies he mixed it much :]
El-Ma, zookee says that the primary signification

of L. is the intermingling of the particles of a
th inq, one with another. (Mqb,TA.) [And hence,
t lle con.fited, confounded, or disordered, it.]

_ iidi idi.; and i: ee3, near the end of
the paragraph.

2: see L-[Ite inf. n. is pluralized: you say,]

4 '. E2t4 '..q [lSie collectd together his

Properhty, or camels, &o,from states of conuon].

(TA.) 1 * .l4 1 signifies Thte creating

confmuion, or disorder, (I;bl,) in the affair, or

ease. (?.) And you say, J lb jj
[and .,,.1 o, lie is in a atea; of con./jusion, or di-..

order, in, or nxith respect to, his affair, or case].

(TA.) [And j.l 4ii J-L- He rendered the
affair, or state, or case, conftcred, or disordered,
or perplexed, to him. And .JI i! L.i lHe
created colnfuxion, or disorder, or disturbance,
among the 7 eople, or company of men.]

3. n1£,, inf. n. ij lA (8, Mgh, X) and
ibj, (~, ,) It mixed, minyled, commingled,
intermixed, or intermingled, nith it; it became

incorporated, or blendied, with it; syn. q. jL;
(Mglh, .;) andml ;.- ; (., A, 1], all in art. .;)
[as, for instance,] water with milk. (A in art.
j.d, and Mgh in the present art.) ~. in re-
lation to camels, and men, and beasts, also sig-
nifies Their being miwed together. (1g.) A poet
says,

[They comns forth from the croM(ling and dust
(of the beasts) occasioned by the being mired to-
yetrher]. (Th,TA.) And it is said in a trad.,

1st ';hj .. ' (j, Mgh,) Tlere seall be no
putting together lwhat isjeparate, nor separating

lwhat is puit together, from fear of the poor-rate:
($:) for the Prophet made it incumbent on a
person having possessed forty sheep or goats a
whole year to give one sheep or goat; and so on
one having poessed more thereof to the number
of a hundred and twenty, to give one sheep or
goat; but if tihey exceeded a hIundred and twenty
by one, two sheep or goats were to be given of
them: (Az, TA:) i. e. there shall be no putting
toagether what is separate; as, for instance, wrhen
three persons possess a hunrdred and twenty sheep
or goats, every one of them havingforty, they not
having been partners for a whole year, and it
being intumbent on revery one of them to give a
sheep or goat; and when the collector of the oor-
rate comes to them, they put them together, as-
signing them to one pastor, in order that they
may not be obliged to give for themn more than
one sheep or goat: (K, TA:) accord. to IAth,
this is termed r1. [app. a mistake for b'.]:
nor shall there be any separating of witat is put
togetlwher; i. e., when there are two partners, each
of them having a hundred and one sheep or goats.
for wiich together they are bound to give three
sheep or goats; and when the collector of the poor-
rate cone to themn, they separate their sheep or
goals, so that each of thenm shall not have to give
more than one sheep orgoat: [see also art. h :]
(TA:) or sM. signifies a man's mixing his
xsheep or goats when they are eighty in number
with those of another which are forty in number,
bIoth together being bound to gire two sheep or
goats while they are separate, in order that one
[only] mny be taken: and Jbij, a man's giring to
another the half of his sheep or goats when they
are forty in number, in order that the collector of
the poor-rate may not thake anything: (Mgh:)
or bs. is, when there are, between two partners,
a hundred and twrenty sheep or goats, one of them
haring eighty and the other forty, and the col-
lector of the poor-rate has taken trwo of these sheep
or goats, the former partner's restoring to the
latter the third of a sheep or goat; so that the
former has had to gire a sheep or goat and a

third; and the latter, two thirds of one: and if
the collector hare taken, from the hundredt and
trenty, one p or goat, the forrmer partner'i
restoring to the latter one third [in some copies
of the 15, erroneously, two thirds] ofa sheep or
goat; so that the Jormer has had to gire two
thirds of a sheep or goat; and the latter, omle
third of one: (ISd, I,* TA:) and Jlstj is de-
caiving, and acting dishonestly: (ISd, L, TA :) in
the place of 1bji, we find, accord. to one relation,

jt!, followed by aJ3l . (TA.) - El-
'Ajj' contended with H. omeyd El-Arkan in two
poems of the metre termed j..j ending with J,
and .Homieyd said, :..J 1 1 Lt ' : $JI, i. e.
[IBerare thou of mixing; or] do not iltou mix

my ij.jqI with tlhine [O father of her with the
shalwggy hair]; to wihichl El-'Aijjij replied, lq !

6 C-1 lX .iJ = .;s j [The roads arc nider
than to require my doing that, 0 son of iny
b,rotber]. (AO, 8.) _iI . 1 J,J I . [lit. sig-
nifying The rwotlf mixed with the shoep, or goats,]
means : the wolf fell upon the sheep, or goats:
(], TA:) the inf. n. is ..&. (TA.).- _W. .,
(Az, Msb, K,) inf. n. L':M and l-Li, (Az,
MNb,) S le had cairnal inltercours with her;
(Az, Mgh,' Msb, 1 ;) i c., a man with his wife,
(As, M9b,) or witi a woman: (5 :) the lawyers
gay, aW.j9. W &.~ L11: (Mqb:) Th ex-

plains the inf. n. 1.d by '.tj, q.v. (TA.)
Also, in like manner, with the same inf. ns., J a
stallion-camel with the female. (Ltlb, g,TA.)
[Sec also 4.] IAar explains L'j. in relation to
camels as signifying t A man's coming to the
nightly resting-place of another's camels, andl
tahing thence a male camel, and makhing him to
corer his she-camel mithout hisj owner's knowledge.

(TA.) .,J 1 JWt. t [The arrow penetrated

into him]. (TA.)_,J1 ;J1 J. [leoarinen,
or wrhitenes, becanme intermnixed in his hair]. (S

and g in art. ... j; &c.)_:.1, -11wt. The
disease infected, or pereaded, him; [as tholgh
commingling with him;] syn. s1: (Sh, ]:)
or infected, or pe7raded, his inside. (Lth, ~.) 

.J & ~ 4 kdsI J [Great anxiety, or dis.
quietude of mnind, infected, or pervaded, his

heart]. (TA.) It is said in a trd., t;ul 5.3
LIl;JI A ,;Z4 And the devil returned heking to

infect (J ) the hieart of the man praying blv
suggesting what was vain. (TA.) 
,;lW I [11 ine infects the intellect]. (~ and 1] in
art. ... ) And && . u,., inmf. n. ,
[lIe becamne infected, corr;upted, disordered, or

cotnfused, in his intellect.J (., g.) And ~1
z, and &' tVJ'.I, Hlis intellect becamne

corrupted, or disorderedl; (TA; [in which only
the latter phrase is thus explained, thougl bothi
are mentioned ;]) and so V i-L.! alone: (g, 1 :)
and l__ tL 1 t [His soul, or stomach, be-
came disordered]: (S and K in art. &. .) and

il, said of a man, signifies thIe same asu L,t.
(TA.) _.i kt hit& ltIe mired with Ite people,
or conmpany tf men, in familiar, er social, inter.

99 ·
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ounrw; conorsed with them; or became intimate
:ith tLem; or mnixed with theta in, or entered

with them into, their a.airs; syn. . lj; as
also t..j, inf. n. tr;; (TA ;) and 'Ni.,
like t, is used in a similar manner, in the sense

of li.: (IA4r, TA :) and you say also tJaI;l
,,J.L t [he mixed, or associated, or conversed,
with men]. (TA.) And i, 'lJ t I mixed
writh uch a one in familiar, or social, intercourse;
ronrersed irith him; or became intimate with
l.;m; syn. 1dJ ., (A in art.,*&,) and A3A,.

(S, Mb, , , all in art. jt..) And ); e. Jal.
t [lIe mixed, or joined, rcith him in an affair].
(Mgh.) And hence JstdL. signifies t He was, or
became, copartner with him; he shared witk him.
(Mgh.) ,11. also signifies e.J. [evidently
a mistranscription, for ~ l . t tie entered into a
confederacy, leogue, compact, or covenant, with

them]. (TA.) And you say also ";a1 hit.
t [He miaed in, engaged in, or entered into,
. ttairs]. (~, g.)

4. "1,J , (AZ, , ,,) and J 1.l, (IAar,
J,) lie put, (S,) or inserted, (AZ,) or directed
(1], TA) and inserted, (TA,) his (a camel's)

into the t, (AZ, S, g,) he hatvitng missed
it; (AZ, ;) as also kaddl1: (AZ:) IF makes
1~i- nand 't .;;l to be the same. (TA.) 
&..1 [intrans.] SI1le (a stallion) covered the
Jcmale. (I4.) [This seems to be taken from IF,
who, as shown above, makes it syn. with L1t,.:.,1.
See also 3.]... As syn. with "LJk1, see 3, near
the end of the paragraph. ~ Said of a horse, He
fell short, or flagged, in his running; as also
* a.kA . (IDrd, g.)

8. ,.JI . IJJW .. S Tlhey commingled; or
became mixed, or confounded, together, in war,
or battle; as also .JI UjI t13 J l. (TA.)
_- lWI.3J also signifies t They rommingled, or
mixed together, in familiar, or social, intcricourse;
[conversed together; or becante intimate, one
with another; or they mixed, one in another's
qffire.: see 3, near the end;] syn. Irji. (S,
M9 b, k, all in art. >!..)

8. Jal.,l It was, or became, mixed, mingled,
commingled, incorporated or blended together,
(?,* Myb, Ii,) or put together. (Mgb.) [And
hence, t It ma, or became, confused, confounded,
indiscriminate, promiscuous, without order, dis-

ordered, or perplexesd], - , .J , .JI .1
t [The night became confu;ed, or con.f,unded,
with the dust, or earth]: (AZ, k :) and ~t_1JI

MW'I~ (I) tthe setter of the snare with the
shooter of arrowsr; or thle natp with the woof:
(TA:) and J.jt . sll t [the place of )as-
turage with the camels left to pasture by them-

selveJ]: (AZ, :) and ttl f . 3JlI (as in some
copies of the IB and in the TA) t the thick milk
with the butter that had become bad, or spoiled,
in the churAning; or, as some say, with the thin

milk; (TA;) or >.WIjI (as in other copies of the
6] and in the TA) roith the herb [so called],
which, when it falls into the ,j1; [or milk that is
thick, and fit for churning, S&c.], ip with diffi-

culty separated from it: (TA:) [but see art.
.wj:] proverbs, alluding to the dubiousness and
confusedness of an affair or a case: ( :) or the
first, to the dubiousness of an affair or case; and
the second, to its confusedness; and the third is
applied when a people's affair or case is con-
fused or perplexed to them; and the last relates
to the confusedness of truth with falsity; and to
a people whose affair or case is dubious to them,
so that they do not decide upon anything. (TA.)

-[L.at Jl IJi.,l t The darkness, or the begin-
ning of night, became confused, is a phrase of fre-
quent occurrence. And so .'*ll 1.I t Tlhe

confusedness of the darknes, &c.] ,. J ld.l
.~,l t [Tleir affair, or cane, became confused,
or perplexed, to them]. (S.) -See also 3, in
four places, near the end of the paragraph: and
see 6.- Said of a camel, ? He became fat;
(ISh,. I;) his fat and flesh becoming mnixed
together. (ISh.) - Said of a horse: see 4, last
sentence.

10. 1 lie (a camel) inserted, (AZ,) or
directed (K, TA) and inserted, (TA,) his ,-
into tihe .1, by himsel: (AZ, ], TA:) or he
leapled thefemale; syn. W. (S.) Seealso 4.

,.d: see thle next paragraph.

LI. Anyth inj that mixes, mingles, commingles,
or becomes incorpo?rated or blendedl, with a thing;
an admixture; (K, TA;) any kind of mixture;
as a medicinal mi:rture; and the like: pl. LI.ZJ1.
(TA.)_- A hind of [mi.xed] perfume, (, 'Msb,)
wnell knoun: (Msb:) pl. as above. (S, Mb.)-_
[Sing,. of W$jdl in the term] i ! li Z Thu
four humnoursof man, (K,TA,) n,hich are the
constituents of his conlmposition; (TA;) namely,

.jJ1 [the black bile and the yellon bile] and

_ii[the phleggm] and .*J1 [the blood]. (TA
in art. - M)_ ixed dates of various sorts:

pl. as above. (K.)_ ! A man whIo mixes with
others, and manifests lore to them; (TA;) and
aJd' a woman who does so: (.,* TA:) and the
former, (I Aar, TA,) or * , (K,) or thi, sig-
nifies [simply] lta., [see 3,] and is an inf. n.
used in that sense, (TA,) and t .., (Lth, gi,)
and t* .lJ., (K,) which is mentioned by Sb and
explained by Seer, (TA,) + a man who mixes with
others, ((, TA,) and man.if/ts love to them,
(TA,) and behaves in a blandishing manner to
theml , and one rwho casts his women and goods
among men; (IK, TA;) and V ;LA. in like
manner, applied to a female. (TA.) t A man
of mixed race: or a bastard. (As.) You say

LJ.. .L J t A man of mixed race (: ,
TA:) or of faulty race: (O, TA:) or sig-
nifies one swhose race and father are unknown.
(As, TA.) And ,.Wa 1> L,p* tA medley, or
mixed or promniscuous multitude or collection, of
men, or people ; or of the lowest or basest or
meanest sort, or refuse, or riffraff, thereof; (g,'
TA;) as also t eI., (Ibn-'Abb6d, g,) and

t,,i ., (I,,) and rlate : (Ibn-'Abb&d,]p:)
to these ( ' [in the CV ,,J]) there is no sing.:

(g, TA:) but ti. is also a sing., and bhas pls.,
a will be seen below. (TA.) - Stupid; fool-
ish; having little sens; (IApr, ;) u also
t Li,.: (IA*r, gh,1:) pl. of the former L' l;
(A.r, TA;) with which .tI; is syn. (TA.)
- A crooked bow, and arrow; ( ;) an arrow
of which the wood has grown crookedly, and
which ceases not to be crooked even if it have
been straightened; ( ;) as also t i., applied
to either of these. (v.) And in like manner, t a
man; he being likened to such an arrow: and ta
people, or company of men. (TA.)

si.; fem. with i: see iL., in three placea
Also t Good in disposition; good-natured.

(TA.)

L,-: see L.', in two places:.-[and see
.id, of which it is a pi.]

ILI : see id, last sentence but one.

LU. [A state of mixing, or mingling, to-
gether;] a subst. from .&Lsl. (Mgh.) _[And
henee,] t Copartnership. (S, Mgb, TA.) You
say *i'L. 'h t Between them two is a co-
partnership. (Mgl.) [See also what next fol-
Iows.]

iiL tSocial, or familiar, intercourse. (f,
Myb, TA.) [See also whliat next precedes.]

[Mixed; mingled; incorporated, or
blended: of the measure J in the sense of the

measure J,"; like J. &c. And hence,]
(K,) or L i, (;, TA,) [Tlhe hind of tre-
foil called] 'J and cut straw (S, TA) mixed
together: (TA:) or clay mtixed with cut stramo:
$4, TA:) or with .J. (g.) Also, (g,) or

L .> ;, (TA,) Sweet milk mixed winth sour
or such as bites the totngue. (I, TA.) Also, (]g,)
or ,.., (TA,) Clarfied butter in w,hiclh
arefat and flesh-meat. (g, TA.) [Hence also,]
it is said in a trad. respecting [the beverage
called] .. , (TA,) 'u 1."I ' S (S,I )

;~- X9 ($) or l. ) (K) [Two sorts of
things mixed together are forbidlden in the bere-
rages of the kind called ..i-, or that . ,shoutld
be made of tlhm]; i.e. it is forbidden to mix to-
gether [for making ,.i] two sorts of things; (S,
TA;) meaningdrieddates andraixins; (.g, Mglh,
g;) or fresh grapes and frexh ripe dates; (v;)
or dried dates and full-grown unripe dates, (T,
Mgi, V,) thoroughly cooked by fire; (Mgh ;)
or fresh grapes and raisins; (T, ];) and the
like; because such k; quickly alters, and be-
comes intoxicating: (Ig:) and some hold that

so made is forbidden even if it do not in-
toxicate. (TA.)_ See also ,,wl .,
voce 4i.. - t One who mixes' much nith men:
(Mob, TA :) [see also l'. :] tone who mixes
with others infamiliar, or social, intercourse; or
becomes intimate with thtem; or mixes with themn
in, or. enters with them into, their affairs; syn.
with VLJI, .; (S, I ;) like as ,.a is syn. with

:;%, hand with : ( .:) pl. 'U,.
(S, Myb, 1) and Lu: (S, ] :) it sometimes has

I
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these pib., but is itself both sing. and pl.: (,
TA :) and as a pl. signifies ta people, or com-
pany of men, whose affai., or case, or state, is
one: (1], TA:) it occurs frequently in the poems
of the Arabs because they used to a.semble in the
days of the fresh herbage, sundry tribles of them
congregating in one place, and familiar intercourse
took place between them, and when tihey sepa-
rated and rettiurned to their homes, it grieved
them: (Q, TA:) or, accord. to some, it relates
only to partnaership: (TA:) it signifies ta partner,
copartner, or sharer; (Mgh, Mpb, K, TA;) as,
for instance, in merchiandise, and sheep or goats:
(Mgh:) or tone who has mixed his property
1rith that of his copartner: (B(.! in xxxviii. 23:)
or tone nwho shares in merchandise, or in a debt,
or in commerce, or in neighbouriship: (Ibn-
'Arafeh, TA:) nnd fa sharer in the righlts of
p)ossesxxion, or property; such as water, and a
road: (K:) thile pl. is .A,. ; (Mgh, TA ;) oc-
curring. in the Ktur xxxviii. 23: (TA:) and the
sing. also signifies t a neighbour; syn. ;I. [which
hanis also othler significations here assigned to

]; (TA;) and . im : (Msb:) and ta
husb xand: and tthe son of a paternal uncle: (s:)
and [the Ill.] L. is also explained by IAar as
ti. q. Jl, [pl. of J.., which has several of the
siginifications here assigned to i.']: and as
sigrnifying also tneighhours of sineere .friendly
condunt. (TA.) It is said in a trad. (IK, TA)

respecting [lhe rigiht termedl] a lt, (TA,)

tThe sharer in n,hat is not divided is morede-
serring than the sharer in the tights of poseseion,
or Iropertyl; [and the sharer in the rights of

,.e9s.ttion. or ipoprttry, is more dese.ring than
the neighbour,:] (.K, TA :) [or the trnd. is as

S.i , A ii . - Lia , 
follows:] ,i 'JAJl iJl L

. . 5.5. . , :g

t a..;.I v -JI jl.;JI t the sharer in the
thing it.elf that is sold has more right than the
sharer in the rights thereof; and the sharer in
thet rilts thereof has mtnore riyht than the ad-
jo,ining neiqhbourt; and the atdjoin;q neighbour
has inoire rigqht than another: or the meaning
here is, he between whom andti thyself 'are acts of
receiving and giring, and a.ltirs of Idebt and
*credit; not thie sharer, or partnier. (Mgh.) And
in another trad., i. Q .. t. t

JJ*t t eqt"l.i; t Whatever two copartners
there be that hare not divided the beasts [belonging
to them], they shall make claim for restitution,
one of the other, with equality; i.e., if they be
copartners in camel for which it is incumbent to
give sheep or goats, and the camels befound in
the postesion of one of them, and the poor-rate
Jfr them be taken from him, he shaU make a
claimfor restitution [of what he has given abope
his own share] upon his copaertner, wnith equality:
(Esh-Shafi'ee, I~, TA:) the two persons are not
,lUawu. unless they be such as drive bach their
beast to the nightly resting-place, and drire them
forth in the morning to the pasturage, and wrater
them, together, and have their stallions mixed
together, and hae bee copartners for a year;
and if so, they give the poor-rate as one: other.
wise, they are not epU.sI.; and they give the
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poor-rate as two: (Esh-Shafi'ee, TA:) the trad.
applies, for instance, to the case of two copartners
who have mixed their property together; one of
them having forty bulls or cows or of both kinds;
and the other, thirty; and the collector of the
poor-rates takes from the forty a a.2 [q. v.], and
from the thirty a :i [q. v.]; then the giver of

the I':. makes a claim for restitution of three
sevenths thereof upon his copartner; and the
giver of the e3, of four sevenths thereof upon
his copartner; for it is incumbent to give the beasts
of these two ages [the he and the e] when
the property is not divided, as though it were the
property of one: and the saying 4,..J4 shows
that if the collector of the poor-rate wrong one of
them, and take from him more than the law im-
poses upon him, he cannot make a claim for
restitution thereof upon his copartner, who is only
responsible to him for the value of what falls upon
him in particular, of what is incumbent by the
law: and the making claim for [just] restitution,
by one upon the other, shows that the partnership
holds good notwithstanding the d(listinction of the
things which compose the possessions, with such
as hold this to be the case. (lAth, TA.)

i I. Stupidity; *foolishness; paucity of
ens#. (IAar, K.)

ak4l. Camel's milk milaked upon that qf sheep
or goats: or shluep's milk upon that of goats: and
tih reverse. (K.)

. : see -1 :_and see what next fol-
lows, in two places.

s see 8. L ) ,i (,
],) and $ ,., (i,) tThe.! fell into a rstate
of confusion: (1 :) their aJf air, or case, became
confumed, or perplexed, ('d.il,) to them. (S.)
And ', l t[We were in a state of con-
fusion]: cited by A3, from an Arab of the desert.
(TA.) [t1 , which probably signifies the
same, is mentioned in the TA, voce jil, on the
authority of Sb.]

The creating confision, or disorder,

(.L..,) in an affatir, or a case. (TA.) [See also 2.]
-- -n,id. .. JL [in the C]( .JL] Their pos-
sessions, or camels 'c., are mixed together. (1J,
TA.)

,Ull..: see .

.m.JI > l.t S[AIore insinuating than
fewer]; a saying of the Arabs; meaning that it
manifests an affection for a person by its access to
him, like the lover and blandisher. (TA.)

L.4 tOne who renders things confused, or
dubious, to the hearers and beholders. (TA.)
f One nwho mi~ in, or enters into, (ld.',)
affhirs, (S, 1., TA,) and relinquishes them;
(TA; [but this addition seems rather to apply to
,gj'. in what follows;]) as also t9a.: (I :)
or this latter signifies tone who mixes much with
men. (Sgh, TA.) [See also .l.] You say,
Aj: h _ t[He is one weho mixes in, or

enters into, affairs; (and, accord. to an expla-
nation of ,.. in the TA, in art. jJ, on the
authority of IAth,) one who is vehment in alter-
cation, or litigation, relinquishing one plea, or
aryument, and taking to another]; like u yon

say, PiLi C1; . (Sa K.)

s: ee 

. ~ ,'_: Infectetl, corrupted, disordered, or eon-
fused, in his intellect; as also VtIm .: (TA:)
or mad; insane; or affected by iiabolical pos-
session. (TA in art. ,p-.)

"E~': see J. -Also tA camel that
has become fat, so that tle fat is mixed with the
flesh: fem. with ;, applied to a she-camel.
(ISh, g.)

1. a, (S, Mgh, Myb,) aor. , (T'A,) inf. n.

l& , (.S, Mgh, Myb, ]5,) IIe pulled it off; syn.

cjs; (Mgh, MNb ;) or stripped it off; or took
it ¢ff; (TA;) or put it, or threw it, or cast it,
offfrom him; (lAth;) namely, his garment, (.8,
IAth, Mgh, Msb,) oiu C, fron his bodh ;
(Mgh;) and his sandal, ($, Mgh, Myb,) .Jj '
from his foot; (Mgh;) &c.; (Myb, TA;) [nas
also t.L;.l, as appears from its being said that]
,u?! is syn. with L: (TA :) accord. to some,

is syn. wnith ,j; but accord. to Lth, (TA,)
the former is like the latter, except that the
former is a sontenhatrt leisurey action. (I, TA.)

The phlirase in the l.ur [xx. 12], ;..i °U is
said to be used in its proper sense, [And do thou
1puU off, or put tiff, tly sandals,] because lain
sandals were of the skin of a dcad ass: or, as tie
Soofbes say, it is a command to stay; like as you
say to him whom you desire to stay, "Pull off'
thy garment and thy Ioots," and the like; andl
is tropical: (TA :) or, accordl. to some, t make
thy heart vacant from [care for] fatmily andtl
property. (B(I.)-_ El, (B, TA,) and

- 4 iiC , (s,TA,) [ie took off from

himself, and bestoedrl upus hint, a garnent : and
hence,] he bestowred tlrpon Ihim, or gave hin, a
garment; [generally meaning, a robe *of hoour ;]
the meaning of giving leing inlcricd firom the
connective .s0, not from the verh alone. (1B,
TA.)- It is said in a trod. respecting 'Otlhmrn,

)UI ;;y) Jlj J-j·JiC *o r,31,
(L,) meaning l Verily God will invest thee W ith
the apparel of the .Jfice of A'huleeJh, (I§ and TA
in art. ,..,) and thou n'ilt be urged with en-
ticement, and solicited, to divest thyself of it.
(TA in art. .o)..)_-_ ,di~. l ' , t The
horse thrrv off his head-stall, or halter,' andl
randtered about at random. (Mgh.) - [And
hence,] ;loj L. [said of a man,] S H'e thretr
off fiom himself isA jI&j, [meaning restraint,]
and acted in a wrongfitl and evil manner towards
other,s t ith none to repress him. (TA.) -

1
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aL,;l 1 Ie removed its Jt.j [meaning the
bones so called, as is indicated by the context].
(TA.) - .. G j.l; 'j. ?[ile took away the
property of his comnpanion]; said of a person
gambling with another. (A, TA.)-- . i

WI J IW~l t[it drewn away the heart of the be
holder towards it]; said of the best of property.
(Ahoo-Sa'eed.) - ;-i ; ti[IIe took off his
shackles; or] Ae released him from his shackles:
and in like manner, e.,s; °s, and 1t .dw , Ae
eleased his beast from its shackles. (TA.)-

.C ,% F il J XI. Ile annulled his compact,

or coenant. (TA.)-at.S 1._ ' l 'i iHe

[threw, of Ais allegiance, or]forsook obedience to
his Svl!dn, and acted in a wrongfuland evilman-

wer towards him: (TA:) obedience being likened
to a garment which a man puts off, or throws off,
from him. (lAth, TA.)_ - '.iI '. [for

';"l C> : ! " , like *$,11 ' (men-

tioned above) for '$llJ t .,] The corpse

shall have its grave-clothes plleUd off from it.
(Mgh.) - [In like manier you say,] %{i
e ; j, J1t I r,emovedthe uler, or governor,

or the like, from his qffiee; or deposed him.

(M,b.) And ~J.ll * :[The ruler, or go-
rernor, or the like, wa divested of his autlwrity;
or] was removedfrom his office; or ros dleposed;
(., TA ;) and so 1.alI l[the agent, or the &eactor
of tih poor-rates]; and ' u [the Klaleefeh].
(TA.) And JIU ' [JIe divested his leader

o.f his atthority; or removed himfrom his qffice;
or dismissed him]. (., TA.) But IF says, Thljis
is carcely, or never, said, except of an inferior
who forsakes, or relinquislhes, hIis sutiperior; so
that [&ia. signifies, in a case of this kind, t:.Ie
threnw qof his allegiance to himn; or forsook obe-
dience to him; like another phlrase, nientioned
above; and] one does not say, [or seldom says,]

l,j ,. #c dll; jgl &'9 . [as meaning t The
,r'ince deposed his ruler over sach a province, or

the like]; but only, [or rather,] #Jj. (TA.)._
3J!; ' i., (As, ;, Mgh, M.b,) inf. n. °., with

isamrn, (?, II,a)'or this is a simple subat., (Az,

~lgh, MCh,) and the inf. n. is , (Az, Msb,

TA,) and some add 'j; (TA ;) and ttvlil.,

(As, TA,) inf. n. ,.ail J ; (1 ;) [and . seems
to be anothier inf. n. of this latter verb, rather than
of the former ;] t lie divorced his wife (Az, Mgh,
Mygb, 1)for a ransom gieen by her, (Mqb,) or
.;i, her property giten by her as a ransom to
release herself fromn him, (Az, Mgh, TA,) orfor
a gift, or a compelnsation, from her, (T, accord.
to different copies; some having QJ ; and
others, J. ;) orfromn another: (g:) because
the wife'is [as] a garment to the husband, and the
husband to the wife, (Az, Mgh, MNb, TA,) as is
said in the ]Kur ii. 183: (Az, TA:) [it is also
said that] t*i.. is syn. with *s: (1:)[but

see 6, below :] and '.;I, occurring in a trad.,
is explained as signifying DiVorce tAou her, and

q?,it her. (TA.). a l a t [lIis family cast

him off, repudiated hin, or renounced him;] so
that if he committed a crime, or an onffence ren-
dering liable to punishment, tlhey slwuld not be
p,.osected.for it. (S, TA.) In the Time of Ig-
norance, when one said, (I, TA,) proclaimigi in

the fair, or festival, (TA,) u'l li. ,bi~ 1 1
"a; ,j , (1,0 TA,) meaning [O men, this, my/
son, I cast of, repudiate, or renounce, him, or]
I declare myself to be clear of hintim; so that if he
commit a crime, or an offence rendering him
liable to punisknent, I am not responsille; and
if a crime, or an offence renderling liable to
punishment, be committed against him, I will
not pursue [for redress, or retaliation]; (TA;)
he was not punished afterwards for any suchi act
committed by him: (., TA:) tlhis was whlen the
person doing so feared some foul action or trea-
chery from his son: and in like manner, they

said, 1,j, :it ;j W1 [Verily e cast off, &ec.,
such a one]. (TA.) In like manner, also, l: ,
inf. . ., signifies t [They cast him off, repn-
diated him, or renounced him, or] they ldeclared
themsuelves to be clear of him; meaning a con-
federate; so that they should not be punixsledfor
a erime, or an offence rendering liable to punish-
ment, committed by him, nor should he be punished
for such an act committed by them. (IAth, L.)
In the same sense the verb is used in the saying,

-i, . . . i..... , a.

b C," A J;;jI) Ci [rVe repudiate, or re-
nounce, or] re declare ourselves clear of, and
forsake, him -rho disobeys, or opposes, Thee:
(Mgh, TA :) or A. ' ' ,>. ; jj cme hate,

and [repudiate, or renounce, or] declare oursecles
cleat of, [and forsake,] him nlho denies, or dii-
acknowledges, thky fiaour, or who is ungrateful,
or unthankful, for it. (Myb.) L , aor. -,

(g,) inf. n. 'i, (8,' TA,) tHe became cast
off, repudiated, or renounced, by his family;

. .. - ,, ,....

(ae. j~l; TA; i. e. &1Al ,i.; e,TA;) so

that if he committed a crime, or an offence ren-
dering liable to punishment, they were not pro-
secutedfor it: ($, I, TA:) he became alienated
or estrangedl [.from, his family]/; syn. ,st3:
(TA:) [he became vitious, or immoral; notorious
for drinking and lplay; a gambler; or the like:
see tbt., below; and see e -.] s .HeF

became affected waith what is termed l, i.e.,
a tonisting of the ,3.jp& [or hock-tendon]. (l.)

2. ,li. &L: see 1..- _ .3 as signifying a
certain manner of walking: see 5.

3. l 4, (,) or 1 (Mgh, Myb,)
inf. n. al.., (Msb,) t Sh/ incited, urged, or
induced, her husband to divorce her for a gitt, or
a compensation, (J, or J,.L., accord. to
different copies of he .,) fmoron her to him: (.,
Mgh :e) or t she ransomed kerself from him, and
he divorced herfor the ransom. (Mob.) -Jlk.
&;1jdl: see L _ U. dl. t l]e contended n,ith him
in a game of hazard: because he who does so
takes away the property of his companion. (TA.)

6. LJo It (a bond, or chain,) came off, or
feU off, from the hand or foot. (iL.) [See

[BooK I.

also 7.] _ i-- .I - i ` 2 he ship partetl
astunder; became dixjoinred; became separated
in its places of joining. (Mgh.) - , in
walking, i. q. ;; (., ], TA;) i. c. i [Ie
n-as, or becamne, loose in the joints; or] he shook
his shoulder-joints and hi anrrs, and made sig,s
with them: (TA :) and t ' also signifies a

certain manner of wralking, (so in Nomne copies of
the g, anl in tie TA,) in rwhich onie shakes his
shoulder-joints and his arms, and makes signs
with them: (TA:) or tile walking of him twhose
buttocks are apart, or purted. (Ci, and so in a

MS. copy of the I.) [See also . .] _

.1T.J1 ,j t lie lersisted in the drinking of in-
toicatling beverage, (9,' TA,) or became in-
toricated, so that his joints became lax, or loose.

(TA.) -JA, 1 eix.;3 tTThe le,pile, or company
of mne, stole aniy, slilpiped an.ay, or went away
secretly. (IApr.)

6. lji.y They annulled, dissolecd, or broke,
the confederacy, league, comnpact, or cocenant,
that wax bet,een thne. (S8, * TA.) - WAIi3
: They ldivorced themselves, namely, a hutsband arnl
ibis wife, for a giJ, or a con,pensation, (J~, or

JO., accord. to different copies of tie S,) from
the rrie to the husband. (..) See also ii.

7. .J1l It became pulled off, striped off,
taken off, or remoaed, from its place; it became
displaced. (Mgh.) [Sce also 5.]iHence, Fi1

;, , . 43 i :[Hc became as thoughI]
the integumntnt of his heart became ipulled off, in
comsequence of violkn ce ffear, or fiylht. (Mghl.)
And hence also, ,j.. 1.lji.J! ti..t [T e heuart of

the man becamne removed f1iom its place; mean-
ing] the man became fryigtened. (Mgh.) -

['II1 ek'il, or j The linb, or the bone,
beca,ne disocated. See .L. ;e uij

lie (a ruler, or governor, or the like,) became
roremolf/ro hois tqfice; became deposed. See 1.]
- il.>. Fil t lIe becane stripewd of his

pro'perty, like as a man is strilpped of his yar-
ment. (TA.)

s. " t !i (S,h8m , g h l, (Mg,h,)
t She became diowrced fiom her husband (~,
Mgh, g) fi,r a gi/t, or a co,n)ensation, from
her, (S, K, accord. to different copies; some
having Jl..k; and others, Jj~ ;) or from
another, (.,) or .for her propelrty giren by her
as a ransom to releam her fri'mi hinm. (Mghb.)
=m~.k~t: see 1, first sentence-.-,-aki t They
took his properlty: (K, TA:) from the "N a w i-
dir el-Arail." (TA.)

'L Fllsh-meat cooked twith seeds that are
used .for seasoning, then put into a receptacle of
skin, (S, V,") t'hich is called Oi : ( :) or fleh-
mneat cut into strips or oblong pieces, and dried,
or salted, and dried in the sun, roasted, (]~,TA,)
and, as Lth says, (TA,) put into a receptacle
iwith its melted grease: (V,* TA:) orSlesh-meat
having its bones pulled out, then cooked, and
seasoned with seeds, and put into a skin, and
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used as provision for travelling: (Z, TA:) and
'0 .
t &A , also, signifies flesh-meat of wvich the1

bo hatv been pulled out, and which is seasoned

with seeds, and laid up (~s) [for future use]:
(TA:) and k - flexh-meat n,vhich is boiled in

vinegar, and then carriedt in.journeys. (TA.) 1
A state of di!ocation of the joint, of the arm or

kaml, or of the e.g or foot; its becoming dis-

placeed, tllthout sejIration; as also ?1.. (TA.)

[naccordl. to the $, and app. accord. to the

, an inf. n., (sec £1/.1 &L,) or] a simple
stlmt., signifying I The act of divorcing a. vife
(As, Mgh, Msh) for a ransom given by her,
(M sb,) or fo hr Iproplty given by her as a
ransom to release her f-om her husband, (Az,
Mgh, TA,) or for a gift, or a comnpensation,
f.fom ler; orfro., anothler: (K: see 1:) IAti;
says that it antnuls the return to the wife unless
hy means of a new contract: accordl. to Esh-

Shtfi'ee, tilere is a difference of opinion respect-
iig it; whether it he an annulment of the mar.
riage, or a divorcement: [if the latter, it is not
irrevocable unleNss preceded by two divorce-
ments:] sometimes it is called by the latter term.

(TA.) [Sec also U..]

'L/.: seecJ..

'L A sItate of d vorcement [for a ransom
giren byI the wife, or for her property gilen bIy
her as a ransom to rdlese her from her husband,
orJ for a gyl!, or a compensation, from the trife,
(', I1,) or.from another. (K.) [Se 8: and
see also . You say, 1 ^ aj

[Divorcenent, or] lseparation, [for a ransom,
&c., or] for [a gift, or] a comlmnsatitm, toole
plaee bettreen them tnwo. (Tfk.) . t The best, or
choicee part, of property, or of camels or the like;
(Ahoo-Sa'eed, g, ?gh, ;) so called because it
takes away the heart of him who looks at it;

(Aboo-S'eed;) as also tVI.. (Aboo-Sa'eed,
~gh, ].) - t Weakness in a man. (TA.)

a. Any garment which one spull off, or

takes off, from himself: (TA:) and particularly,
(TA,) a garmenent which is besxtowed uptn a inan,
[generally meaning a robe of honour,] (K," TA,)
whetlher it be put upon him or not: (TA :) or a
gift, or free gift, [of an,y kind,] w.hich a n, h an
bestows upon another: (Msb :) or a sewred gar-

ment: (KL:) pl. '/. (Msb, TA.) You say,
'3. C.& [explained above]: see 1, near

the beginning. (., TA.) - Soc also *L.

"., with damm, One ,who sells [cast-off or]

old garments. (Ibn-Nuk. ah, TA.)

, with kcsr to the t, and witb the J
quiescent, One ,viho sells the garments bestowed
by kings. (TA.)

t t An affection resentmbling what is termned

e. [q. v.], (1., TA,) and insanity, or diabolical
possession, (TA,) nwhicih befalls a man: (.K, TA:)
or weakness, anl fear or fright: (TA:) and

t'iand t * . [in like manner] signify)

Ifear. or fright, affecting the heart, (S, 1, TA,)
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ccasioni,,g evil imagination, and weakness, (TA,)
as tholgh it reer a touch of inmtanity, or of dia-

bolical possession, (S, 1, TA,) in a man, and in
the heart. (S.)

. Pulled off; stripped, or taken, of; put,

or thrown, or cast, off; i.q. tp ; applied
[to a garment, and a sandal, or the like, or],

accord. to some, to anything. (TA.) - .[Hence,
used as a subst., A cast-off, or] an old, and worn-

out, garment. (1S, TA.) You say, ' ; .
LL [lie clothes him with some of his cast-off,

or old, and worn-out, apparel]. (TA.) - See
· 4 -

also &. - t A person whose property is mon

from him in a game of hazard; as also ' .
(L.)__I...~1J 4 ttA man who does and mays

what he. pleases; not caring, nor fearing God
nor the blame of men; like the beast that has no
halter on its /ead. (IIar p. 676.) Also applied
to a woman in a state of estrangement [from her

husband; lit., Hlaring her headstall, or halter,
puUed off, or thrown off; she being likened to a

mare; meaningr, tt without restraint]; having
none to command or forbid her: [see 1:] incor-

reedtly written jI.Jl a.a.; for .L is here of

the measure J.5a in the sense of the measure
* '9-

J~ : or you Say without mentioning

the JlU, from 5.d., like iAi. and akW [from

ai3 , and iJ.]]. (Mgh.) [See also

L. is also applied to a Khaleefeh, and a prihee

or the like, meaning ! Divested of his authority;
remnved from his qfice ; deposed; (L;) as also

t: and it is a strange thing, noticed by
Dmr and others, that every sixth is ,. .
(TA.) - Also ! A young man, (S,) or a son,
(.K,) and a confederate, (IAth, L,) cast off, re-
pmdiated, or renounced, (,, lAth, L, B,) by his
./roilt, (S,) or ftither, (R,) or confederates,
(lAth, 1.,) so that if he commit a crime, or an
offence rendering liable to punishmnent, they, i. e.
his fJimily, or he, i. e. his jbther, or they, i. e. his
confederates, shall not be prosecuted, or punished,

for it; (., lAth, L, 1B ;) as also t ,i : (B:)
pl. of the former, %a. : (]g :) and 1 a young
man (K, TA) thit east off by his Jhamily, (TA,)
who eomnmits, or has committed, many crimes, or
oJfences renderting him liable to punilhtment; as also

*g4..: (K, TA:) tone alienated or estranged
[from hisfaemil!]: (TA:) t one who has broken
off front his famnily, and disagreed with them,
and wearied them hi. his nwicktednen and baseness
and guile; (Migh, ]1,' TA;*) as though he had
tlirowni off his headstall or halter, [i. e., restraint,)
and who does what he will; or because his family
have cast him off, and declared themselves clear
of him; (Mgh ;) or becattse lie has cast off his
kinsfolk, and they have declared themselves clear
of him; or b)cause ce is divested of religion and
shiame; (TA ;) fern. with ;: (1s: [inidicating

that it is a part. n. of '.; not of the measure
Jnin the sense of the measure J , as is im-

plied by some portions of the explanations here
given:]) t bad, evil, wicked, or mnischievons:

(TA:) 1 [vitiout, or immoral: (see c. .,
whence it is derived :)] t notorious Jbr drinhiny

and play: (TA') [in the present day commonly
used in this sense; and as signifying t waggish;
or a wj :] t a player, with another, at a ganme
of hazard, or for stakes laid by both of them to

be taken by the winner; (IDrd, ];) as also

t '1l; because the best, or choice part, of his

property (°"& b) is [often] won from him: ( :)
t one who applies himself constantly to games

of that kind: (TA:) and t *1. signifies Its
player at games of that hind, who has had the

pueshmeent termed .z inflicted upon him, and is

alntays overcome in uckh games, or who is fortu-
nate, and always overcomes in mch games. (15,
accord. to different copies; in some of which we

'" J.. , .. . .
read 1,t Ip.I j.l .o . Jl ; and in
others, Q.! ' U1JI ;3 .u 1 yt4.il.) - t A
hunter, fowler, or Jfiherman; (.th, 1.Sg ;) so
called because he is alone. (Sgh.)_tA [demon,

or deril, &c., of the hind called] J0 ; (, 1g,
TA;) because of its evil nature; (TA;) as also

t 9 S. (15) and t 4. (TA.) _tA wolf;

(., 15;) as also (1O) and t 'i.. (.gh
]L.)-t The gaming-arrowt that does not win
($, Kr, 1O) at first: (., Kr:) or, accord. to
some, the gaming-arrow that wins at first; as
is said by ogh and in the L: (TA:) pl. i°&..
(Kr.)

aa.' : [see .i.:] itis s/n. with Ztt; [i.e.
: Vice, or immorality; or vitiout, or immoral,

conduct; c.]; as ablso ; a dial. var. thereof;

(S in art. tj&. ;) and ' ' ' signifies the sme.
(TA.)

eai : see what next precedes.

Jl.I JdI . [t A horse throwing off his heAd-
stall, or halter, and wandering about at random.
- And hlence, tt A man th rown ing offfrom him-
self restrailnt, and actingy in a nwrongful and an evil
manner towards others, with none to repress him.

See also ~.- And hence,] ttt A beardless

youth, or young man; or one whose mustache hets

grown forth, but tot his beard. (TA.) - gl
t A kid. (TA.) [App. because of its playful dis-
position.] - A woman nrho incites, urges, or
induces, her husband to dirorce her for a gijf, or
a compensation, from her to him: [see 3 :] (S :)
or who causes herself to be divorced for a giJft, or
a compenwttion, from her to her husband: [seo
6:] and in like manner, a husband twho divorces
his wiJ b tor a gtif, or a complensation, from heer.

(4.)_jW ,;, Dates that are all , or
ripe throughout, or soft; syn. , ; (., 15 ;)
because their skins strip off by reason of their

succulency: (TA:) and tJW. ;, (g, TA,)

and Jsl., (TA,) a ldati that has become wholly
fit to be eaten. (g,*TA.) [See ]__ l.
also sigiifies A twvitting of the -r'P [or hock-

tendon]: (K:) or a celtain disease that attacks
the ~j of a she-camel. (TA.) And you say,

8 ' ^t ($)~ ~ .or itJl , (15,) A camel

that is unadle to rise ($,.) when a man sits upon
tie part called v,o [q. v.] of its haunch, (?,) in

1

and 

play: (TA,:) [in the present day commonly

umd 

in diin sense; and u signifying t waggish ;

or 
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consequence, as some say, of a dislocation of th
tendon of the hoch. (TA .) - - ; tY eh
ment cowardice; as though the vehemence of th

nan's fear remomd his heart .from its place
accord. to IAth, an affection arising from yearn
ing thoughts, and weahknm of the heart, on ai
occasion offear. (TA.)

~i.: see . _- It also signifies -' [i. e
Colocynth, or its pulp, or meed,] when it is cooheo
until its C [or decocted juice] comes forth
whereupon it is cleared, and put aside; am
bruised dates of which the stones have been take,
out are lut upon it, and flour, and it is stirre
about and beaten until it becomes mixed; then i
is left, and put down; and mlhen it becom~
cold, its >~ is restored to it: or, as some say
colocynth (JJi ) bruised, moistened with some
thing to mseeten it, and then eaten; also callet
J'.. (TA.) [See ,;.] -See also 
~and ., in four places. ~ Also Stupid,

(I ;) applied to a man. (TA.) ~And A skil
ful guide. (Sgb, L.)

mee t;: and see A', in twc
places, near the end. Also t A rreak man.
(TA.) [See also .. ]

, j1l ; A man ($) having the buttockh
apart, or parted. ( -, n.)_ And E A weak,
andsoft, or flabby, man. (Lth,gl.) [See also°.]
-:A man (TA) in thom ,s nwhat resenble a loa
of reason, or a torch of insanity or of diabolical
pssesion: (,* TA:) and ta man insane, or
possessed by ajinne. (TA.)

i:j;: e ~,ee in four places. - .

l1l ,j . I A man frightened, or terifuied;
as though his heart were rentoved from its place.
(TA.)

i.L': see i', in the latter part of the
paragraph.

i'aJ. tI A woman divorcedfrom her husband
for a gift, or a comptnsation, from him, ($, g,)
or from another: (s:) [see 8:] and [the pL]

t'ho; [is explained as signifying] ! women
iwho ncrite, urge, or induce, their Ausbands to

dil,orce them for a gift, or a conpenation, with-
out any injurions conduct from the latter. (TA.)
- tA woman affected wittS lust. (Fgh, I.)

L,. , aor. t, inf. n. 0L, He came after,
follorwed, seceded, or remnained after, another,
or another that had perished or died. (TA.)
Ilence, in the ]ur [vii. 168 and xix. 60], -i-J

d,J . , A (TA) And there hath succeeded
them, or cone after then, [a posterity, or] an
evil posterity. (BI in xix. 60.) And &.' He
came after him, (F, A in art. p0, Mgh, Myb, TA,)
or bAhind him, (A ubi supra, Mgh,) or following
him nearly; (A ubi suprk ;) inf. n. as above,
(Mgh, TA,) and aLi". also. (Mgh:) or he re-
maid aJfer him: (i(:) and * Mj. ;. like-

iwise signifies [the same as 1AUL o,l.; an inf. n
c- of Jti. being thus used as an adv. n.; i. e.] /h
e came after him. (TA.) You say also, jj. li

; ll, inf. n. ji. and Til, The night followed,
or came after, the day. (MA.) _ [Hence,]

n :iLL, [aor. as above,] inf. D. U., [perhaps a
mistranscription for jk,] I was, after him, a
s substitutefor him: (TA:) [Itupplied his place:

d and I ulpersded him.] And Ia6, (aor. as
above, TA,) inf. n. 3i3i. ($, Mgh, Myb, K, TA)

d and .. (TA) and ; ., (,' ,* TA,) which
n last is an inf. n. of the intensive kind, (Sgh,
i MF, TA,) lie was, or became, hiMs aic. [i. e.

successor, or vice-agent, &c.], (S, Mgh, M4b, ',)
or hiis substitute; (TA;) J 5 [among, or in
repect of, his people], (S, TA,) and 3J1l [his

d family]; relating to good and to evil; wherefore
one says, aiiJtt 41 sJ .; [he charged him by

; his will witlh the being his sucemsor, or vice-agent,

&c.]; (TA;) or bj. "1i; A [orer hifa-mily
anl his property]: (Msb:) and 'P",l! signifies
the same; (Lb, Ibn-'Abbid,/ ;) he wai, or

D became, his LaJ (Ibn-'Abbd!, ], TA) after
. him. (Ibn-'Abbad, TA.) And U)L6 [alone]

He mas, or became, the ;n. of such a one
J among, or in respect of, his family (T, TA) and
,his children. (TA.) And .;£ '/ . (" -,

TA) and ,jJj, (TA,) inf. n. a,\,, (K,) His
, Lod w [for him] a Ji" [or supplier of his

place] to Ait family (.K, TA) and is childtien.
r (TA. [In the C.K, J Il is made to signify the

same; but this is in consequence of an omission.])
And one says, S.L dh JL May God be to
to thee a aJs [or supplier of the place] ($, M 9b,
O ) of ty fakher, (, Ml,b,) or of the one whom thou
kast lost: ($, Mob, ] :) thus one says to one who
has lost by death his father (B, Msb, ]1) or mother
(O) or paternal uncle ($, Mqb) or any other who
cannot be replaced: (Mob, ]g:) and W1 J.
!I' J;l j, (],) or ,j~ (AZ, Myb, 1,) or both,

(L,) and op j Al)i *L., (AZ, Myb,) and

5ez J. Al = 1 and ls. tJ: (V: [in
which it is implied that these phrases mean May
God supply to thee rcell tae place of him nthom
thou hoast lost: but it is implied in the Myb that
the two of them there mentioned mean May Go d
restore to thee good in the place of that whtich has
gonefrom thee: and it appears from what here
follows that all of these phrases have the latter
meaning, whether or not they have the former
meaning also:]) to him who has lost property or
a child or a thing [of any other kind] of which
the replacement may be asked, (S,) or to him
of whom that which may be replaced has perished,
or died, (],) one says, ai; 1i di .. l l (S, Mob,
O) May God restore to thee the like of that which
has gone from the, (?, M1b,) or may God re-
store to thee nwbat ham gone from t1hee; (B in a
later part of the art.;) and jA iAl t*J,.l; and
.W All J. : or Jii' 91 .i is allowable in
relation to property and the like; and :Ua,
like 4, is allowable as its aor., though extr.,
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(1,) as it has no faucial letter to occasion the
fe:t-: (TA:) and one says albo, J °i .

. 1 ., meaning May God give th good sin tha
, plae of tkat wAich as gone from the; (TA;)

and ( 1j4 % .s"l, (Mb, TA,) m eaning the
same; (TA;) and [so] 1 a t%."landd :
and jijC. tiJ Xii V~L1 and JIiL Ji [Mfay
God restore, or repdace, to thee thy property].
(M,b.) .1, , .1 , (9,) aor. , (TA,) means He
became behind his jather; (V;) and if so, its
inf. n. is 'I: (TA:) or it means he became in
tht place of hisfather; (g ;) and if so, its inf. n.
is ,fd.: (TA:) and J1 L J,i i, inf. n.
1aU . (J) and iiL, (TA,) he became in the
place of htis father, tecituively of ewry other.
(~.) You say also, : i,- '"i,s l -,..i,
(JK, ;.,) inf. n. _, (JK, TA,) o; ;(TA,
[the former being there altered to the latter (which
is the more probably correct), or the latter to the
forner,]) and WA&., (JK, TA,) The fruit re-
ildatced otherfruit; or became substituted for other
fruit. (JK,* g,* TA. [In the Cg, tl..; is
erroneously put for A'. .1igG.]) And C*Lh
g I.N-, inf. n. A. , [like 't,~ 4 ,] Su,c
a man took as huis wife such a woman after another
husband [and thus supplied his place]. (Z, TA.)
-_ lji . ., (aor. ', TA,) He took, or seized,
such a one from behind him; (J K, *;) as also
·Y U . (TA.) And hence, (TA,) J
b Ji (JK, TA) lie came to him from behind
him, and nnote his nech, or struck off his head,
with the sword. (TA.) - O ' i i [is
explained as meaning] Such a one stayed, or abode,
after ine. (M,b in art. ..J&.) [But]__ .
O ,a is said by some to mean J1 VitL

t [q. v.]: accord. to A,, however, it means
]Ie parted with sUk a one on the condition of
doing a certain thing, and then came behind himn
[or lbehind his bach] and did another thing ater
partting nwith him: and Az says that thlsis a more
correct explanation than the former one. (TA.)
[Hence, app.,] one says also, -j JI 1 i 1,'

YB>,Al w )1 u!.~l# ',;'i JA2 3 [Yarily
the wife of such a one is unfaithful to her hus-
band by yearning tomards another when he is
absentJ fomn her: or dceives Aher husband behind
his back by yearning towards another; for it is
implied, by an ex. given, that tv; .,h bl is added
by way of explanation]. (TA.) i. also sig-
nifies lie #pohe of him, or mentiond him, [be-
hind his bach, or] mhn Athe was not preaent: so in
the phrase, hi*. or 4. [lie spoke of himn
behind his back we, or ill]. (TA.) And one says,

&ilu; JUI _ . [meaning He defames
men behind their backs]: the action signified
hereby is like ' , and may be [by making
signs] irth the side of tile mouth, and with the
eye, and with the head. (TA in art. sa.)-
~lA.. 1 .Md~., (], TA,) aor. , He remainmd
behind, or after, his companions; did not goforte
writh them; as also £1j. ti iJ'. s [similar
to a phrase mentioned near the beginning of t
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art.]; (TA;) i. q. ,Ai3J; (1 in explanation
of the former phrase ;) which is syn. with
(., ;) as in the phrase L .. [which means
He remained behind me, or after me]; ($;)
[for] A ~ means 'di. A; (Mgh ;) and

[in like manner] you say, .PI X >c i. He
remained behind, or after, the people, or party,
not going nwith them; [he held bach, or hung back,
from them ;] and ?t s . iJ- [i. e. I remained
belhinld hi, or fter after hm; (Msb;) and *dh.l
d He remained behind us, or after us; syn.
tb.iJ.3. (TA, from a trad.) It is said in the

1Par [xvii. 78],tA ! 4 u!,,
i. e. [Blnt in that case they should not have re-
mained] after thee [save a little while]: (JK,
TA :*) so accord. to one reading [instead of /iA,
which means the same]. (TA.) And in like
manner, bJ tJai it l 0,

in the ]1ur [ix. 82], means [Those who were left
behind rejoiced in their remaining] behind the
Apostle of God: (, TA:) or the meaning here
is, dil JJ ll . [i. e. in disagreement with
the Apostle of God]: (JK, .:) thus says L!;
but IB disalgrees with him; saying that J).i.
here means ~J; and cites six exs. in which it has
this meaning, from poets. (TA.) - [Hence,]
p& OS o& W I. t[Such a one was, or

became, kept back fiom all good; i. e.,] did not
prosper, or was not succesful. (TA. [It is there
added, that it is explained in the A as tropical,
and as meaning j.. je: but this is perhaps a
mistake, occasioned by the accidental omission of

XO-WI .i or the like, of which this is a correct
explanation: or the phrase thus explained in the
TA, as from the A, may correctly mean lie be-
came alteredfor the worse, and corrupt; agreeably
with other explanations of the verb below.]) -

o, ar. ', also signifies lie (a man) retired,
withd,ren,, or went away or apart. (JK.) And

e i '..iS, nor. , inf. n. .,,
t 1His soul turned awayfrom, avoided, or shunned,
the food, in conmquence of disease. (JK, TA.)
- And le fled. (l;Iam p. 411.) - And He
(a man, ?gh) ascended a mountain. (Qghi, ].)
- See also 2, first sentence. _ , (., Msb,

&, &c.,) nor. ;, (L4, Msb, TA, and lJam p. 679,)
[inf. n. JAS,] said of the taste of water, It was,
or became, di.erentfrom, or contrary to, what
it was thought to be: and [hence,] it was, or be-
came, altered [for the worse]: (IIam ubi supr :)
[and] said of milk, (., K,) and of food, (L],;,
Myb, V,) aid the like, (Lb, TA,) and some say

J.A., (TA,) aor. -, inf.n. J,., (Lh,TA,) of
bothli verbs, (TA,) it was, or becane, altered [for
the worse] (L4, S, Msb, 1) in taste, or in odour;
(S, Msb, V5;) as also ?,..ld.I: or, said of milk,
the first signifies it became bad from being long
kept; or, aS in the A, ! what wras good thereof
became mixed (.L, i. e. £JJ.,) with other milkh:
and t..1., said of milk, signifies also it was, or
became, sour.: (TA:) and the first, said of [the
beverage called] .;., it became bad. (S.) Also,
inf. n. (, Mgh, Mqb, 0) and ( (0,
qnd A., (L, TA,) said of the mouth (.8, Mgh,
Mgb, g) of a person fasting, (., Myb, K,) It was,
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or became, altered [for the worse] in odour; (.,
Mgh, Msb, 1 ;) as also jitlA.;. ($, Mb, 1].)
It is said in a trad. that the .J of the mouth
of one who is fasting is sweeter in the estimation
of God than the odour of musk: or, actord. to
some of the lawyers and of the relaters of tra-
ditions, .Jg ,.; but [SM says,] I think this to
be a mistake, as several affirm it to be, while
others say that it is of a bad dial.: accord. to one
reading, it is WA&i.. (TA.)_ - [Hence,] 

.r. 4j;i; 5;f, (K;) aor. ', inf. n. J.U, (TA,)
iHe was, or became, altered [.for the rwore]
from the natural disposition of his father. (.K,
TA.)_-And ., (ISk, 8, K,) inf. n. _
[orJ]; or . , aor. ', inf. n. iJ.. and
.J3..; (TA;) tHe (a man) was, or became,

bad, or corrui,t. (ISk, ,, ,TA.) - And JA.,
(g,) inf. n. U.bl (IAth, 1) and iJ4;., (g,)
tHe (a man) was, or became, stupid, orfoolish;
or one who had little, or no, intellect or under-
standing: (K,* TA :) or unprofitable: or a fre-
quent promise-breaker: (IAth:) or .i&.. and
' J1.I, said of a slave, he was, or became, idiotic,
deficient in intellect, or bereft of his intellect.
(JK.) -~ , (v,) inf. n. .; (,* K,*
TA;) and .l, and tf.hli..l; ( I, ;) He
dre, water, (8, g, TA,) &K'9 .for h;sfamnily:
[app. because he who does so leaves his family
behind him: see 2, first sentence:] (1K, TA:)
[or] ?. ;l'- .Xl, said of a man, signifies . j.i'!
."t. [app. as meaning he sought, or drew, or
brought, sweet water: see arit. j,c]: and,

accord. to IA.r, you say, 4,i tl, mean-
ing properly I carried swmeet vwater to the people,
or party, vwhen they were in the [season, or herb-
age, called] , and wvithout snweet water, or

when theyj were by salt water: j-jU1 [a s meaning
the carrying, or drawing, of water,] being [pro-
perly] only in the Le : in other cases, meta-
phorically applied. (TA.) El-.loteiah says,

a 't .&a 'lt; tul o 0;& a .

te"¢ 1e ylsc e

t[To, orfor,dovwn,ones, like the young ones of the
.kad, whose procurer of water has been slow in
coming to those lacking the power of spreading
their wings for flight, red in their crops]: he
means t [l o ` [or 1 ], and has put in the
place of this the inf. n.: and by .Lol, accord.

to Ks, lie means Ui.i t. j.i,. [the crops of
whkat wve have mentioned]: but Fr says that the
a relates to the ,;j, exclusively of the ,;j!.&t,
which [latter] has the sign of the pl.; for every
pl. that has die form of a sing. may be imagined
to be a sing., as in the saying of the poet,

[meaning "like the young birds of which the
crops have been plucked"]; for tlAl has not
the sign of the pl., but has the form of a sing.,
like .r Il and r,A1,a.J : another says, [but this
is very far-fetched,] that the * relates to ,b,JI,
which [sometimes] means a place in the shoulder-
blade of the camel; and that the poet has used it

metaphorically as belonging to the UW. (s.) 
of , (<1,) or , aor. ', (Mb, g,)

in£ n. j . (Kr, TA) and 'i;, in some copies
of tile ] liL, [so in my MS. copy of the /$,

and so in the Ti,] and [in some] j. also, but
these require consideration, (TA,) Ii' took out
from the garment, or shirt, the part that was
worn out, (S, Myb, g,) that is, the middle part,
which was worn out, (S, Msb,) and then wned
the [cut) edges together. (S, Myb, 1V.) And
.-. "JI' tAjli. signifies the same asm ° , i.e.
lie repaired the garnent [app. in any manner,
or, as is implied in the . and TA, by substituting
one piece for another]. (S, l, TA.) Tile say-

ing, in a trad. of Hamneh, "..i .Uj CIA, 
meaning tAnd inhe7 she has discriminated thai
period of days and nights during which she has
been aI i, [she shall perform a complete ablution
of hersesf,] is from ..it JI. signifying as

explained above. (Msb.)_.-- signifies also
lie mixed [a thing with another thing; as, for
instance, (see ~ in a passage above,) milk
with other milk]: and he mixed saffron, anid
medicine, nith r rater. (TA.) - ' L JJ. le
put to, or made for, his tent, a pole, (], TA,)
termed a "iMl., (TA,) in the hinde* part thereof.

(]g, TA.). =., aor.:, (1,) inf. n. i.,

(8, I,) lie (a camel) inclined towards one side.
(8, KI.)_- . is also an inf. n. (of Ai., said

of a man, TK) signifying The being .sll as
meaning contrarious, hard in dispomition, as
though going with a leaning towards one side:
-and the being left-handed: -and the being

OJ.l [or uqtint-eyedla. (g.) - '~ A, aor. :,
(Msb, 1l,) inf. n. JUi., (M9b, TA,) She (a
camel) was, or became, pregnant. (M9 b, 1g.)

2. XdL, (Mgb,) and W~ a&., (., TA,)
inf. n. ' JcL , (TA,) ie left him behind him;
(Meb;) namely, a man: (., Mslb, TA:) and

MjA.j [signifies the same: or] he nade him to be
behind him; as also tA1.l1 [q. v.], and taiL; 1:
(TA:) [whence the saying,] O~ Uif -j

t iS e1, i. e. [I presed *pon
such a one in following] until I made him to be
behiGul me. (ISk, TA.) You sav also, ;.;,
inf. n. as above, meaning lie was, or became, or
went, before them; and left them behind him.

(TA.) And .,JtI lj , int. n. as above, They
left their loads, or baggage Jc., behind their
backs; (0,g ;) when they went away to draw
water. (TA.) _ [Hence,] fi ..He made him,
or alpointed him, his J [i. e. successor, or
vice-agent, &c.]; (];) and so tl l. (8,
Myb, g.) So in the lur [xxiv. 54], * .

HeW iUad aue.dly make them to be succesors in
the earth, like as He made to be succesors those
who were btfore them]. (TA.)~i A ; ALi.,
(S, 1C,) inf. n. as above, ($,) lIe bound one of the
teats of his she-camel with the thing termed jl_.
[in order that her young one might not suck it]:

(8, 1 :) from Yalfoob. ($.)
100
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a. JZ, IMfgh, Myb, TA,) inf. n. .% (.S,
Mgh, M.b, g, TA) and (ii;, (S, M.b, K; TA,)
He [or it] disagreed with, or difb'redfromn, hinm
[or it]; or he dissentedfrom him; (Mgh, Mb ;)
cont;. of Ulhj; 1. . j [in, or in reapec of,
such a thing]: (Mgh:) and he, or it, was con-
trary, opposed, or repugnant, to him, or it:
(TA:) [and he acted contrarily, contrariously,
adversely, or in opposition, to him, or it; he, or
it, contrarvened, or opposed, him, or it:] and he
[or it] contradicted him [or it]. (M in art. ,b,.)

It is said in a prov., .,.ii t.1I',. 5..J t1l.,

i. 0. : JI .. jtaL [ Verily thou art one who
acts n,ith the contrariousness of the hyena towards
the rider]: for the hyena [attacks a man on foot,
but], when it sees the rider, flees from him.
(IA0r, TA.) You say also, i3. 'i UjWit.
lie turned away from such a thing [in opposition
to me, or] when I betook myself to it: [see also
the last sentence but one of the first paragraph of
art. :] and l,iS j lu I lIe betook him.
self to such a thing [in opposition to me, or] when
I turned away from it: (Mgh:) or je ;otl.

ll means he disobeyed him by betaking him-
self to the thing; or betook himselyto the thing
after he had forbidden him it. (TA.) And hence,
(Mgh,) I 'X - ! u , (e, Mgh,) or

ai~ .J' , (0, L, TA,) in the 1[, erroneously,

UW J, ..j i, (TA,) He comes to the niffe of
such a ontc when he [the latter] is absentfrom her,

($,) or to such a wcoman when her husband is
absent from her: (Mgh,* O, L, K, TA:) and

;; Jl JI ; l. [he came to his (another's) nife in
his (the husband's) absnce]: see 1, in the former
half of the paragraph. (Az, TA.) And 1hl.

0J! He rwatclhed to see him, and, lwhen he was
absentfrom them, namely, hlis family, he went in
to them: (Jm, O, TA:) and, accord. to AZ,

.1.t )0 tOlJ 1 Such a one watched to see his
comdpanion, and, wrhen he was absent, he came,
and wrent in to him [or rather to his wvife or to his
.family]: (TA :) [or] 4_l ,J1-il he waotcied
to see his companion, and, when he w'as absent,
wrent in to ihis nife: (li, and the like is said in
the JK:) thus says IDrd, on the authority of
AZ. (TA.) And j; JJII. le came to a
party, or company of men, from behind thenm [or
behind their backs]: or he feigned to them the
contrary of that which he conceived in his mind,
and took them unawares. (TA.) Aboo-Dbu-eyb
says, [describing a collector of wild honey,]

... i....... .. . .

(Q in the present art., in which only the former
hemistich is cited, and in art. y..j,) i. e. [W'hen
the bees sting him,] he fears not nor min&x [their
stinging], (S in art. ~-j,) [but com,es, during their
absence, to thle hiring-place of bees occupied in
gathering honey:] meaning, he comes to their
honey, (, ,TA, [in the latter of which, in the

place of ";1, is putJ001 " the swarm of bees,"])
and takes it, (TA,) whvile they are feeding; (S,
TA;) or, as AA says, lihe comes behind them to

the honey while they are absent: AO explains it
by i , .4 l t ; wlhich [he says] means
he keepv with them [to another place] ; syn.
l t.j; [and thus this phrase (which is strangely
misinterpreted in the TIB and in Freytag's Lexi-
con) is explained in the J§, but without any
reference to the verse;] as also iJil., with the
unpointed :: (TA :) and some read the verse

thus; but this reading is said to be a mistake.
(TA in art. b_.)7 - -. ;tq.: see 1, near the
beginning of the paragrapl. And sec also five
other cxs. in the middle portion of the same para-
graph.- . .. _t ; .&I lie lsput one of his
legs foriard and the other backnrard: and [hence,]

'o!,J1es.11X ' l'll [as signifying the alternate
aidifting of the legs to and fro] is metonymically
used as meaning the act ofdancing. (IHar p. 108.)

[And .11 ..' ei J .il. He put. or placed, the
tno things contrariwise; or on contrary sides; or

in contraryj directions. Hence,] .,J . O, .j

J' O .d. iq-jD, in the ]ur v. 37, [Or that
their hands and theirfeet shaU be cut off on con-
trary sides,] means that their right hands and
left feet shlall be cut off. (Bd, Jel. [See also
similar exs. in the ]ur vii. 121 and xx. 74 and
xxvi. 49.]) [Hence also,] . 1a. i,

(JK,) or JS . 3 3, (TA,) A horse
having a whiten;s in his right fore leg and his
lcft hind leg [or the reverse]: (JK,TA:) and
some say, j* 1 . ' AO ". i when he has a
whiteness [or rather a ring of white a little above
the hoof] in his fore leg [or rightfore leg] and
another in his leftfore leg [probably a mistake of
a copyist for his left hind leg]. (TA.)

4. .1.l: see 2, first sentence. Also lIe put
himt, turned him, or made him to yo bach or
stand back, behind him. (V, TA.) And AI.1
;. lie put his hand behind him. (Az,TA.) And

also, (Fr, TA,) or ·.kJl i, - J..l, (JK,)
or simply .lm.l [used elliptically], (M, ],) lie
put [back] his hand to his .s~ord, (Fr, S, ]g, TA,)
in order to draw it, (JK, S, K, TA,) it being

hung behind h;n. (Fr,* TA.) And kJI .
[lIe hung the sword behind him; or kept it hung
behind him]: said, in a trad., of a man on the
day of Bedr. (TA.) And .a4" . ,... [for

..JI .] lie shifted [backwards] the
hind girth of the camel, putting it next to his
testicles, on account of its hurting the sheath of
his penis, and causing a suppression of his urine;
(As, S, 1 ;) as also .e;JI 1 J,l.: (TA:) or you

say only, ;a.JI . , meaning remorve thou
the hind girth from the sheath of th penis. (Lh,
TA.) And .J2 h 1 lIe stirck the

beast on the hinder part with the whip. (JK.)
_ jOl .al [lie (a camel) exceeded in age

the jlj, which is generally one that has enteredl
his ninth year: as thlough he made the Jj1 to be
behind him: and so, app, %," alone; jjY!
being understood: see ' ,..]. El-Jnadee says,

· Jj;I; jj ,x4c ·

[Strong in the withers, hardy, a Jjl; that Aas
exceeded in age him who has just become a J5t
by a year, or that has himself just become a

Jjl]. (S, TA.) Some say that J5.L1& is [a
term denoting] the last of the ages [that have
words to signify them] with respect to all beasts.

(TA.) b-d disl: see 3, near the
middle of the paragraph. - t_ aUAA, (.;,)

or ;~;, (Mgi,) or ;j~;, (Msb,) or ,jl, (<,)
inf. n. t .~, (Mgh,) He broke., (Mgh,) or
failed to perform, (S, lI,) his promise, or tAe
promise, to him: (S, Mgh, l :) restricted to

future time: (MAsb:) jj.jlI is, in respect of

the fature, like ,iQl in respect of the past:

(S, 1. :) or the making a promise and not ful-
filling it: (Lh,K :) and some say that it sig-
nifies one's seeking an olb.ect of want, or water,
and not finding it. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

J,i m .j 1!3, i.e. When he promises, he does
not fulfil his promise, and is not true [to it].

(TA.) [eIcnce,]J'.F911 . ,kl, i. e. [The

stars broke their promise; meaning,] were at-
tended with drought, not attended nwith rain: (,
15, TA:) a saying of the people in the Time of

Ignorance: (., TA:) and so t, ~ , .~:
for they used to believe and say that they were

rained upon by such and such a .. (TA. [See

'.y.]) hlcnce also, 1.J1 I tThe fever,

being tertian or quartan, came not in its time, or

turn. (Mghl.) And "ilA said of a she-camel,
t She, having been corered by thie stallion, did l ntot
become pregnant: (JK,TA:) and tlse proved
to be not pregnant n,heu thought to be pregnant.
(JK.) And in like manner said of a palmitree;
(JK;) 1 It bore not one year: and t it (a tree)
bore no .fruit: or lost the fio'it that it had. (L,
TA. [The verb, said of trees, has also another
meaning, which see below.])_ - &A.'1 is also
said, by EI-Firibec, to occur as meaning He acted
according to his promixe [or fulfilled his promnise]
to him; thlus bearing two contr. significations: but
this is strange. (MF.)_-Also Ie found him to be
a breaker of his p)romise; (JK;) or hefound his
promise to be broken, or un./dfilled. (S, K.)_

J. .il.l and 'j, each with an objective com-

plement (1t, or MtC) expressed or understood:
see 1, in six places, in the former half of the para-

graph. You say also, -. --J O1 t J .ALLJ.I, (S., ,)
or ., (TA,) Such a one replaced to himself,
(S., ,) or to another, (TA,) a thing that had
gone from him, with another thing. (S, ~.)
I bn-M1ukbil says,

p

p

5
., ' a, ,

6L&l i JL 5 Z --- I t ." 1*& ' . 1t*&L.
r~l~csjjl~url

[Then replace thou, and .onsume: wealth is but
a loan: and devour it with time, which is a
dcvourer thereof]: he means, gain a substitute
for what thou hast consumed. (S, TA.) And
the Arabs say to him who has pult on a new

garment, "2, .a.! O Jl.lS j J! L [Wear ovt
thy garment, and replace it nith another, and
praise the Clother, meaning God]. (TA.) And

I

I I

1

1
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XI jJL.A jtI* [Wear out thy garment, and
God wi/U replace it with another; or, mnay God
rp~ace t&c.]. (. in art. _ -.)_ See also U.!J
,;,!1 near the end of the first paragraph. -
JA.l said of a plant, or of herbage, It putforth
the aiL, (., MNb, ],) meaning lcares that come
forth after the first leawe, in the [season called]
,.&W; (TA;) and in like manner said of trees:
(Myb, TA:) or .A.J1I dii.l means Ise trees put
forth fJiuit after other fruit. (JK.) And, said
of fruit, It came forth, somu thereof after other
thereof. (TA.) And -AjRl -... 1l The land
became affected by the cold of the latter part oj
the [season called] ,~.o, and some of its trees
consequently become green. (TA.)-Also, said
of a bird, + It put forth feathers fiter the first
feathetrs: (14, TA:) from the spme verb said of
a plant, or of herbage. (TA.) - And, said of a
boy, t lIe nearly attained to puberty. (JK, Az.
1, TA.) And, said of a solid-hoofed beast,
t He completed a year ofter the Cj$ [or finish.
ing teething, or shledding the corner-nipper].
(JK.) I. said of medicine, It weakened
him (1C, TA) by cauing himn to go firequntly to
the prviy. (TA.) -And J .Tl also signifies
Tie briningithe stallion again to the sheramel
when. shs /has not conceived at once. (1g.) See
also 1, in six places, in the latter half of the para-
graph.

5: see 1, in two places, in the middle of the
para,rapp. [Hence, j.,l ; 3..A- H~ e held
backfrom, orfell short of, doing the thingy.]

6: see the next paragraph, in three places.

8. j ..i; signifies Thefollowuing reciprocally;
or alternati;g. (Mg,h.) So in the phrase in the
]ur [ii. 1,9 and iii. 187 and xlv. 4], .jL

,J1;9 ,JlI And the alternating ,f the ;igh;t and
ihe day. (Mgia.) [And in a verse of El-'Ajjaij
cited voce rcl, in art. ,.] And hbcuce the
phrase, a WA..l JEach of then boeat,'or strurth,
the other in tnrn. (Mglh.) And the saying, in a
trad. of 'Alee, t... lI o Y~ * ' .lU

.,;,| : ; . ' .; .tj1; [And two blotos ere in-
terchanged between 'Obeydch Ibn- EI-Hidrith antl
El-Wleleed lbn-'Olbeh]. (Mgh.) And the say-
ing, in a trad. of Umm-,abeeyeh, LSq 1
,.'l.3 ;i W ~ 4,: J j &j, meaning /y. hand

and the hand of the Apoltle of God were both
pmt [by turws] into one wessel. (Mgh.) And
I~i!.l signifies Tleyfollowed, or succeeded, one
another; tlhenever one went, another coming
after him. (TA in art. .) - Also The going.
or moing, repeatedly, to andtfro; so coming and
going; or reciprocating; syn. >j.3 [in this sense,
as is shown in tlis art. in the IC and TA, and in
the $ and K in art. .jJ, kc.: and also as mecan.
ing the returning, or repairing, time after time,
or retpatedly, orfrequently, to a person or place;
because it implies coming and going: and some-
times it means simply the returning; because this
cannotbe Without a previous going]. (KI.) You say,

,9 ,1 Jl ,, i. e. ,; [lIe returns, or
'tpairs, time after time, repeatedly, orfrequently,

to such a one]: and o.l,; a1 ';* ., ',at

[He returned to him onec]. (TA.) And .&
,,' -; uJ l He repairs frequently
to, or frequents, the usamblies of science; syn.
~,~. (A in art. )j.) And 1sil l j u ia 1

[He returned, or repaired, time after time, &cc.,
to the privy]. (S.) And :'S.I, J ,! ,.d, [pro-
perly signifies the same: and hence, t le had a
looseneu of the bowels, or a diarrhaela]. (15.)
And [perhaps as implying coming and going,]
AAdll also signifies lie supplied, or gave, or

offered, water. (TA.). [Also The disagreeing,
dijfering, or varying, in state or condition or
quality &c.; being disimilar, different, diverse,
various, incongruous, discordant, or dissentient :]

AI.l is the contr. of it; (1, TA;) and is
said of anything that is dissimilar [in the parts or
members &c. of which it is composed]; as also
· AJilW.3. (TA.) You say, *1Ij'l ?fiz.3 [and

10 ' J1 .&.l], i. e. :i: [ThIe tiwo things,
or affairs, or cases, were, or became, dissimilar,
&c.]. (TA.) And ItX:L t and *li1.4W (Mgh,
Msb) [They dixagr.eed, &e., p*s U in a thing or
an affair or a cae ;] every one of tlhem took to,
or lhld, a way, or an opinion, different from, or
contrary to, that of another: (Msb :) both sig-
nify the same. (Mgh.) It is said in a trad.,

ye your ranks even when ye place yourselves to
pray together, and be not dissimilar in your
positions, for in that case your hearts moult dis-
agree]; meaning, when one of you advances, or
stands, before anotllher in the ranks, your hearts
will be nffictedl, anvd disagreement in respect of
fi'iendship and anlity will arise among you: or,
as some say, it means, you,r earts will be made
to retoil : or thes ;j' [or specific charactei.] of
yotr hearts *vill becone changed into another
;j,. (TA.) [HIence,] 1 .l1j 1 .1 " l, said
of stars: sec 4, near the middle of the parafraplh.

Also The being ronlflicated, intricate, or con-
f,sed. (KL.) [You say,,: 9iil l The
affaii., or case, ras, or becanme, complicated, in-
tricate, or confused, so as to bo a sulject of dis-
agreement, or difference, between themn : a phrase
of frequent occurrence.] ~-l..!: see 1, in two
places, in the former half of the paragraph. 
See also 2, in two places. - a.LC .il: see
3, near the middle of the paragraph.

10. ZAll.1 : sec 2, in two places..Also He
took it (a thing) as a substitute, or in eczchange,
for another thpig; or in the place of another
thing; syn. a,,jag. and 1. (TA.)_-
ceil ;e. I The land produecd the herbage of
the [seaon; calledl] .. (TA.)~ See also 1, in
the middle of the latter half of the paragraph, in
two places.

%i& [i[meaning The location, or quarter, that
is behind; and the time past;] (.1; [so in my
MS. copy, andml thus it should be written as a
simple noun; but in the CK i ;]) or J ;LL;
(Lth, K ;) contr. of l;J [or.l,aiJ]: (Lth, :)
[and] AIl [Behind; and oftcr;] contr. of

706
a.I,I I.Jh: (; : [thus in my two copies; and said in

the margin of one of them to be thus in the copy
of IB, and in that of El-Jawaleeee :]) a simple
noun: and an ady. n.: of the fernm. gender [a
meaning the 4; but otherwise it seems to be
masc.]. (TA.) You ay, 'AL. ;*l. [and '.
AL, both meaning He cam behAind him, and

afer him]. (Mgh.) And i .. Z. I
eat aJ?ter, or behind, mch a one; syn. *#t. (p.)
And HL He rem aied oaer hAim. (v.)
Some read, in the ]5ur [xvii. 78], il ' tj
'./: others read ,th. [which meanu the

same, as mentioned above: see the middle of the
first paragraph of this art.]. (TA.) - J sig-
nifies also The back (1], TA) itself: so mays IAr:
and particularly, of a house; the ide corretponding
to, or over against, that in idich it the door;
and as a house may have two doors, [in two dif-
ferent sides,] it may be said to have two backs,
each of which may be thus termed; and the dual
of this word seems to be used as meaning two
backs in a trad. [respecting the building of the
Kapbeh]. (TA.) -And One who comes after
another; (S, TA;) as also Jt., or, accord. to
some, there is a difference between these two, as
will be shown in what follows; ($ ;) and tjtL.
and tV''.: it is originally an inf. n.: (TA:)
and signifies one who remais after another,
wetetither this other be dead or living: and one
remaining after another who is dead; hisfol-
lower, or succesor; the follower, or suCeesor, of
one whio has gone: used in praise and in dispraise:
pI. tL4.: and the sing. also signifies [like the
pl.] persons remnaining after others; accord. to
some: (IB, TA:) a remnant of people: (Lh,
TA:) and a gencration after a generation; (Lth,
,, ] ;) as also tl.: (Lth, TA:) but Lth says
thalt the former is applied to the evil, and t the
latter to the good, (1, TA,) whethler meaning a
generation or a son: (TA:) Ihe latter means
a good son (K, TA) remaining after his father:
(TA:) iand the former, a bad son: (/, TA:)
[therefore] one says, &. d a ,L [He is
a bad son] who has taken the place of his father,
and del C.# 3,. ?. [a good son] &c.: (:)
but sometimes each is used in the place of the
other; so that one says, &il , , ,.9 s ~ .U &:
(K :) or both signify the same: ?, it:) so mays
Akh: some, he says, use the former; and some,
the latter: but some say j. 1jj and Q.
o~, meaning thus to distinguish between them:
(S :) accord. to IB, V J correctly signifies a
man's succe.so,. viho is a substitute for him, good
and bad: and is originally an inf. n.: (TA:) and
the pl. of this is .. : (AZ, IB, TA:) accord.
to IAth, , J means a good generation:

and , J ., an evil generation: (TA:) and
'L~ likewise signifies progeny [without re-
striction]. (K.) One says also, ($, ],) of a
people following people more in number than
they, (S,) ', iJ '. [These are a bad gene-
ration. (S, K.) And ," _ ~. usL.iv We
renuained among an eril remnant. (Lb, TA.)
And im. " ' / . , in the K,r [vii. 168
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and xix. 60], is explained u meaning And there
remained after them a remnant. (TA.) 
[Henoe,] eOne in whom is no good. (IB, ].)
[And app. also Person in whom is no good.] -
And tA thing in which is no good: (IB, TA:)
[and particularly] ta bad saying; (ISk, I, Myb,
];) a mrong, bad saying, like the of man-
kind. (A 'Obeyd, Mob.) See also ;. It is

aid in a proe., l&. I j&; CJ i; t He held his

tongue from a thouand words (%j1 ' ¢

&*b), and then utt~ere what was wrong. (ISk,
1, Nyb.) An Arab of the desert, who had been

guilty ofa breach of manners (iaY* , ), pointed

with his thumb towards his a,d!, and said, Q1
;. 1i; J.i [which may be rendered,

Verily it is a thing in which is no good: it ut-
tcred a thing in which was no good: but it
obviously admits of being rendered otherwise].
(IAr, g.) - Also People who have gone away
from the tribe (T, J) to draw water, and have
lift their baggage ae. behind them: (T, TA:)
and such at are present, [remaiting behind,] ofJ
the tribe: thus bearing two contr. significations:

pl-. J;. (].) You ay J3; ~tb A tribe
who are abwnt; none of then remaining behind:

(., TA:) or a tribe of which the men are absent
and th women remaining: (TA:) and Jj~
also signifies the contr., i. e. such as are present,
(9, TA,) remaining behind. (?.) It is said of

Mobammad, in a trad., 4;, 1I .l .0A ,J, i. e.
He did not leave his family neglected, with no
partor or protector. (TA.) See also a verse of
El-otefiah in the latter part of the first paragraph
of this article. - Old and won out; applied to a
%M4. [or skin for milk, or for clarified butter and
milk: as though it were a remnant thereof].
(Ibn-'AbbMd, ].) _ A ,.; (., ;) i. e. a
place of confinment for camels: (TA:) or such
as is behind the tent or houe. (JK, .,* .) 

A large ,,O' [i. e. hoe or adze or axe]: or suC/I

as has one head: and the edge of a ,U: or the

head threof: (J:) you say ' 1 1li >, a

two-ead~d ,.t: (9,TA:) or ' I '1i and

4t L d. l are names of the ,U ' ( 9,TA)
when io-headed: (TA :) and the pl. is ;,l.i

C4iLI,: (V:) pl. JyL. (JK.)_ And The
heud of a razor. (14.) - And The [pointed]

head of a i., [an iron instrument like the l.,
(A and V in art. A,,) with which mill-stones ,4c.
are pecked, or wrought into sitape, (see Cii·,)
and] with whicl wood is cut. (TA.) See also
j,.

ji a subst. from , (S, Msb, g,) re-
lating to a promise, and restricted to future time;
(Mb ;) i. e. a subst. used in the place of j~t!;
(Lb, TA;) meaning The breach, or non-full-
ment, of a promise; ass also tJ.l, which is said
to be the original form of the word, and t*,.:

(TA:) it is, in respect of the future, like ...
in repect of the past: (9, g :) some say that it
signifies a false, or wrong, saying; which is a
meaning ofV Jl., with fet-!, before mentioned:

but perhaps these two words may be syn. dial.
vars. (MF, TA.) - Also, (Msb,) or t ii , and

t Vii, (I, TA,) Disagreement, differen.e, dis-

senion, contrariety, contrarioumne, or oppo-
sition, (Msb, ],* TA,) in opinions or the like,
(Mqb,) or in respect of friendship and amity,
(TA' in explanation of the second of these words,)

or in natural disposition; ( ;) as also 't.

($ O and ti;i 6and?jiUm.and itWi. (V.)
- It is also pi. of ;, in its various senses.

.L: see 'dt, in the latter half of the para-
graph, in seven places. - Also, applied to a man,
($gh,) i. q. *. J [app. as meaning One who per-

serer much in opposition or contention or the

like] ; (Sgh, ;) as also tdil.. (TA.) I Also
a subst. from J meaning The act ofdrawing

water; and so Y&°L.: (A'Obeyd, l :) [whence

the saying,] ; tl; -' Whence do ye draw
ater ? (S, V.) The teat (a .) of the udder

of the she-camel: (9, :) and the two fore ones,
and the two hinder ones: (S:) or the part of the
udder upon which the milker lays hold: (TA:)
or the extremity of the udder of the she-camel:

(Msb, :) or the hinder of the .Il [or teats]:
(]:) or the udder itself; (Lth, TA;) [i. e.] it is,
to tat she-camel, (Mqb,* K,) like the LS;. to the

human being, (Myb,) or like the jz to the ewe

or she-goat: (1V:) or the .LL is of the camel
and of tht cloven-hoofed animal; and the -,
of the solid-hoofed animal and of the animal that
has a claw: (Lb, TA :) the pl. [properly of pauc.]
is J.i.A. (Mgb, TA) and [of mult.] J;. (TA.)

One says, 'j'f "j;1 " .j. [The world
yielded him abundance of its good things]. (TA.)
_.The shortest of the ribs of the side; (S;)
[and] so ti '; (1;) likewise called '

'..JlA and "L,J!; it is tbefurtheJt and thinnest
o the ribs; (TA;) [i. e.] the "i.. is that next
to the belly, of the small ribs; their .:
(1]: [see iLS jl:]) pl. of the former (9) [and]

of the latter() J,. (, 3.) ib l:
see ji., near the end of the paragraph.

JAs. A substitute; a thing given, or received,
or put, or done, instead of, in place of, or in ex-
change for, another thing. (A'Obeyd, Th, 8,

Myb, IS, TA.) You say, I. ' . IZ j .!t

Make thou this to be a substitute for this. (Mgb.)

And ij .LI jd. I This is a substitute
for what has been taken to thee. (IB.) And

-- X L't _ ^ 9 1 .'L U! In these people

are such as supply the place of those who have

gone. (TA.) And 'j ;` '. J-- O [In
such a one is a substitutefor uch a one]. (TA.)

And Ji s.; _* & He is a substitutefor his

fatter. (IB.) See also Jid., in six places, in
the former half of the paragraph.

; k.s , applied to she-camels, i. q. *L', i. e.
Pregnant: n. un. with 3: (9, ]:) accord. to
some, (TA,) the pl. of bi., which signifies a
pregnant camel, (Mgh, Myb, TA,) or, as some

say, one that has completed a year after bringing
forth and has then been covered and has conceived,
until dhe enters upon the term called je,;-,
(TA, [from. the time when her pregaaney As
becomne manifest, (see U and -- is 

(Mgh, Myb, TA,) like u the 1l. of ;I[l is fi

(Msb, TA;) and sometinles ;h.1 (Mgh, Myb,

TA) and Jj .: (TA:) but j1 occurs in the
saying of the rZjiz,

a

[ TIhat aileth thee that thou utterest a grumbling
cry, when the pregnant camelb utter not tAat
cry?]. (IB.)

b..": see LIL.

, : see h.

A: see the next paragraph, in two places.

W'I&: see .. - Also A vice, a fault, or
an imperfection: (s:) and badness, corruptneu,
ritiouness, or dishonesty: (TA:) andfoolishnes,
or stupidity; or paucity, or want, ofintellect or

understanding; as also tiir. [properly an inf. n.,
of J.., and before mentioned a such; (mee 1,
in the latter half of the paragraph;)] and idiocy.
(i.) All of these meanings have been asigned

to it in explanations of the saying, .Wdl lt.M a,Wf 1

.am .i;1 i4J .lj [I ell to thee this slaw, but
I am irresponsible to thee for his vice, &c.]: or,
accord. to IAlr, the meaning is, dj.s [his con-

trariousess]. (TA.) -Also Tile /lt taste of

food; (1;) as in the saying, 3iiaU.Jt;; i Zl
[Verily it is good, or sneet, in respect of the las ht

taste]; (TA ;) and so it!i: pl. J .: and it
(ii..) signifies also los of appetite for food, in

consequence of disease: (so accord. to the C :)
[or,] accord. to some copies of the ], t aL ha
this latter signification; and so t .j: accord.
to other copies, j is pl. of · LLa in this sense:
but both these readings require consideration:
what is found in the Lexicons is, i -; l

~.AL 1 c, aor. :, inf. n. j ;; meaning as
explained above, in the latter half of the first
paragraph. (TA.)

ii.. a subst. signifying A mode, or manner,
of coming after [or behind]; like uis signifying
" a mode, or manner, of sitting." (Mjb.) - See
also "L. - It signifies also Difference [of any
kind]: (K,* TA:) or the coming and going of
the night and the day; (g, 1, TA;) and like-
wise of wild animals. (.K.) Hence the saying in

the lgur [xxv. 63], ;vJl,j A ; J L.s 3S4'

ii, (9, K,') meaning Jil/ jt;j, (B,) i. e.
[And He it is who hath made the night and the
day] so that each replaces the other: or each fol-
lows the other: (K,* TA:) or so that he who is
unable to accomplish a thing in the night may do
it in the day, and the reverse. (Fr, L, g.) Zu-
heyr says, of wild animals, id. qJe.t, meaning

They go to andfro. (:, TA. [See EM p. 109.])
And one says, · i,t. .3J.Mi, meaning Hse wa
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take ywith [as affection causing] afreqent going
to andsn fr the privy. (S, ]..) [And hence,]
il si ises also, AI dichiarging of the bowels;
or a purging and vomitingf together; (f;) or a
diordered state of the stomach arising from [un-
whosokme] food; (TA;) a looseness, or diarrhana.
(JK, TA.) - See also 'Ad.. - Also The bring-
ing of camels to the ratering.-place in the evening,
after the peopl hare gone away. (L, K.)-
And A man's watching to see another, (..1 PbU
in some copies of the ], and ,t14 a it; other
copies, being put for 1tq 0el, which is the right
reading, agreeably with an explanation of .1i
.t_, [for which see 3, near the middle of the

paragraph,] TA,) and when he is absentfrom his
family, going in to them, (.K, TA,) or [ratler],
wlun he is abemntfrom his n ife, going in to her.
(TA, after the explanation of the phrase above
mentioned.) A thing that is su.pended behind
the rider; (JK, I ;) such as is suspended behind
the [kind of vehicle called] J ,. (TA.).
:Remains of water in a trough or tank. (TA.)
- Wiat remains, of fooid, between the teeth.
(L4, ].) -A plant, or herlbaye, that come forth
after another plant, or other herbage, (S, Msb,
}i,) which has betroie dry, and brolen in pieces:
(F, TA:) or that comtes Jbrth notfrom rain, but
by reason of the cold of the latter part of tlhe
niq·ht. (Aboo-ZiyGd El-Kilabee, .K. [See also
Jj.])_-- What the trees disclose in the beginning
of the cold, (J§, TA,) by reason of the [rain called]

a,i [q. v.]: (TA:) or frutit that comesforth
after otherfruit: ( :) orfruit that comesfortk
after abundantfruit; (S, Mgh, TA;) this being
termed the Ld of trees: ($, Mgh :) or a growtth
of leaves after thefalling away of other leaves:
(I(, TA: O - in the g is a mistake for ~:
TA:) or leaves that come forth afier the first
leaves, in the [season called] J..4. (Nh, TA.) 
Wlhat gror:s in the % [or umrnmer]; so says
A'Obeyd: (;, :) or, (JK, Mgh, K,) as also
t , (K,) the herbage produced by the Ac.J ,
(JK g,) or in the L, (Mglh,) frfter the spring-
hr'bage has drtied up. (J K, Mgh.) - A produce
qf grap-vines after the grapes have turned black;
the grapes being gathered r'hile it is fresh and
green, it then ripens: and so other fruits: or a
ttew produce, by the vine, of fresh sour grapes.
(1s.) - Grain that is sown (JK,* Mgh, .K)
after the former has come to maturity: (Mgh,
TA:) because taken as a substitute for wheat and
barley: (]~ :) pl. JU.A. (Mgh.) - A piece with

lwhich a garment is patched (O) when it is old
and worn out. (TA.) -A time after a time.
(IlAr, V.) - Dffering [one from another or
others]; as also tJ;Id.: (]9:) it is applied in
this sense to a people, or company of men: (AZ,
;, 1 :) and to beasts, or horses or the like, as

meaning differing (P, TA) in their colours and
appearances: (TA:) and :L.A1 is applied to
any two things that are different; (Ks, TA;) as
also t li: (Ks, Mqb, TA:) and Aid, (.c,)

or Oi sL., (Ks, TA,) to any two colours that
are combined [because different]. (Ks, ], TA.)
AZ cites, as an ex., the saying [of a rijiz],
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[My two buckets are different, and their two
suppliers with water]; (S, TA;) meaning that one
of them [i. e. of the buckets] is ascending and full,
and the other is descending and empty; or that one
of them is new, and the other is old and worn out.
(TA, in two places.) And one says'of two children,
or two male slaves; or two female slaves, that they
are O l.L, (Ks,K,) and tOeiLb, (],) applying
to the male and the female, (TA,) meaning One
tall and the other short : or one white and the
other black. (Ks, .) One says also, %i ;

iAj., mcaning The children of such a one are
hIalf males and halffemaler. ($.) And C' J 
Aii. The offspring of the beasts of such a one

are one year male and another year female.
(JK, TA.) And 't * ; o, said of a ewe
or goat, (K,) or of a camel, (L,) She brought
forth one year a male and another year afemale.
(L, K.) The pl. [of t ,ii] (K, TA) ili all its

senses (TA) is j1,5l and ii.; (K,* TA;) the

latter, [in the C] AL.,] like *;A as pl. of ;;
(TA.)

and '. and Li~ and AL.: see
, in the latter half of the paragraph._

JiiL. *l (Sgh, K) and '; Calamity, or mis-
fortune: or the greatest calamity or misfortune.

al and Ws. : se J :. and see also
', in the middle of the paragraph.

an inf. n. of 3 [q. v. passim]. (S, &c.)
Also The contrary, or opposite, of a thing;

a .
syn. ..wb. (Msb in art. -b. [Very often used in
this sense.]) You say, j3011 JSL J* .9

[i.e. c.;s,I is the contrarny of UiJ;]. (TA.)
m Also, (S, Myb, K,) by the vulgar (O, Msb,
TA) incorrectly pronounced with teshdeed (O,
M9 b, K, TA) and fet-h [to the , i e.
(TA,) A rwell-knorn kind of tree; (S;) the
[hind of tree called] .JLa: (Msb:) or a
species of the . , but not the .lo itself:
(1 :) [the salix Aegyptia of Linnaus; called by
this name in the present day; and by some, im-
properly, O t, q. v. :] it abounds in the land of
the Arabs; and is [also] called . [ora_.,];
and there are many varieties thereof; all of them
soft and weak; (TA;) but it is seldom, or never,
fo,.nd in the desert: (Msb:) they assert that it
is thus called because the torrent brings it from
one locality to another, so that it grows in a place
different from that of its origin; (AHIn, Mob, K,*
TA;) but this is not a valid assertion: (TA:)
[it is a coll. gen. n. :] n. un. with ;. (Mob, TA.)
.% ' iL in the saying of the r4jiz cited
voce Gim., means AIade of di.fferent trees: it does
not mean of the tree called t'.s; because this
is seldom, or never, found in the desert. ($,
TA.) - Also The sleeve of a shirt. (lAqr, K.)

: see ls.. e It is also, as stated
above, p1. of hI&.: (IB, li, TA:) -and a pl.
of . (TA.)

Jg.i: see i'Jr, in three places. - Also
One who holds back from the place, or time, of
promise: and one who breaks a promise. (TA.)
-And A woman tAhat ha~ let down her hair

behind her. (JK, O, .).And A woman that
has attained to the period of one day, or two
days, after her her aving brought forth. (IAr.)
[Perhaps from the signification next following.]
- A she-camel in the scond day qfler Aer
haring brought forth: pl. J; and j.U: ([,
TA :) these two pla. are mentioned in the B in
different places in this art., but both are correct,
like 0'9 and cJw. (TA.) Hence, (TA,) one
says, 1ata.' , t, s; [He rode her on the second
day after se had brought forth]. (].) - And
The milk that is after the biestings: (AA, I :)
pl. as above. (KI.) One ays also, .L ;i

.He drew fi'om her the milk that came after
the biestings had passed away. (JK.) And C;jI

jt.L ! ;Jii ~ .4 , i. e. [Bring tAou to u;
the milk of thy sle-csmel of the day] after the
cessation of her biestings; i. e., of the milking
that is after her bringing forth by a day or two
days. (AA,TA.)~ Applied to a garment, (g,
g,) or a shirt, (Meb,) Having the middle, worn-
out part taken out,and tie [cut] edges then ed
together: (g, Mqb, ' :) and t .L. s,ignifies
the same; (JK;) or a garment composed of two
pieces sewed together: or, s some say, this sig-
nifies a garment pledged. (TA.)- Also, accord.
to A 'Obeyd, The part beneath the armpit: and
the 1Ai of the camel are like the OL;, of

man: accord. to the g and the O, UIJl ,,J

signifies the two armpits of the she-camel (tL:
but the author of the ]g, following the [first] ex-
planation given by A'Obeyd, says that this is
wrong, and that the meaning is the parts beneath
the twro armpits of the she-camel. (TA.) And
A gap between two mountains, (JK,) or between
trwo mountain-tops, (TA,) of little breadth and
length: (JK, TA:) or a road between two moun-
tains: (g, g :) or a valley between two moun-
tains: (K :) or a place where ivater pours forth
(]i, TA) betreen two mountains, or between two
valleys, pasing thence into a ride tract: (TA:)
and any road in a mountain, (Skr, ],) or behind
a mountain, or behind a valley: (TA:) or simply
a road; as also * a£kL..; (JK, ] ;) this being
either in a plain or in a mountain: (TA:) pl. of
the former as above. (K.) One says ..AUJ.Il &t
i. e. [The hairy male hyena] of the road between
two mountains, (?, .K,) or of the valley between two

mountains; (K;) like as one says 1'. 5 . (-.)
And A sharp arrow: (A;ln, ].:) or, accord.

to Skr, the word in this sense is .. 1 $, with the
unpointed C; and this is more probably correct.
(TA.)

Ai .: see Mdk..

3i3M. inf. n. of u as meaning "he was, or
became, his 4.L" [q. v.]. (g, Mgh, M9 b, ]..)

[And hence, as a simple subst., The oicec of

lASS. A succeuor: and a vice-agent, vice.1
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.qcrent, limeuteant, snbstitute, proxy, or deputy:
(KL:) one who has been made, or appointed, to
take the place of him who hat been before him:

(J K:) an act. part. n. of ",d4, inf. n. n .i. and

thje; as also a -.;: (TA :) or it may have
thoe nmeaning of an act. part. n. or that of a pass.
part. n.: and so in the sense next following:
(M.b :) tile supreme, or greatest, ruler or sove-
reign, (Q, Myb, 15, TA,) who supllies the place of

hinm tho has been before him; (TA;) [parti-
cularly the successor of the Prophet; whence
"Caliph," commonly used by English writers

for "Khalcefeh ;"] as also t .;, (1K,) which

is the original form, (Msb,) without ;; (Myb,
TA;) disapproved by some, but mentioned by
AIlat and Ibn-'Abbid and IB, and occurring in
a velre of Owe Ibn-lsajar cited by IB: (TA:)
the i in the former is to denote intensiveness of

signification, (Nh, Myb, TA,) as in L.L', and

a..l : (Mgb:) or, as some say, 1aW [i.e. for
the transference of the word from the category of

epithets to that of substs.]: (TA :) it is also said

that the word may be an epithet of which the

subst. qualified thereby is suppressed, for * Z

· d.l.; but this requires consideration: (MF,

TA:) it is an epithet applied to a man peculiarly:
(Mib:) some make it fern.; (Fr,;,Mqb,lB;)

saying jiSl aU1 'J. [Tl ti is another Kha-

lefseh]; though the proper way is to make it
masc.: (Mb :) a poet says,

a

iX6 i 061 0, l 
40*.03 eLLO-W

L 5~ ,' rr~ A 3JJj M l

it ii'DI ·S

[Tihy father was a Khaleefeh, whom another
Khaleefeh begat; and thou art a Khalaefeh:

that is perfection]: (Fr,;:) the pL is q."YS

[generally applied to any people that have suc-

ceeded others, and supplied their places, as in the

IKur x. 15], (S,]~,)like asa is pl. of ;
(a ;) and WU.. [generally applied to successors
of the Prophet], (S, ,) because, as it applies
only to the mule, and has; added, the ;is dropped

in forming the pl.,-which is thus like O:ii, as pl.

of AjiI: (s:) thus says ISk, and the like is

said in the O: but what AH.&t and Ibn-'Abb&d
say requires not this straining: (TA:) [i. e.]

25; is pl. of · ; and .tL, of tV jl.:
(JK:) or some, having regard to the original,

make the pl. to be ."1., like as OUpt is pl. of

-,j ,; (Msb ;) and this pl. is maue. only, so

that you say 'iM. "3i51: (ISk, Myb, TA :) and

some, having regard to the word itself [in its

altered and used state], make the pi. to be

j34.d; (Mqb;) and this pi. may have pre-

fixed to it either a mase. or a fem. n. of number,

so that you say j .;s. ij; and i i;. it.;

(ISk, Msb, TA;) both of which are chaste.

(Myb.) You say, i..i;; l.J1; 'l i 51,b

[,fay God be to thee a nrpl,lier of the place of
thy father]: (?, Mb :*) and in like manner you
say, to a person, of any one whom he has lost by
death, (?, Mqb,) and who cannot be replaced; as
the paternal uncle; (Myb ;) or the mother. (1B.)

[Boox I.

Some say that the application of the title &ii

lt [The Vicegerent of God] is not allowable, ex-

cept to Adam and David because therm is express
authority in these instances [in the Kur ii. 28 and

xxxviii. 2.5]; but others allow it in other cases,

like 1 i A i an and 4 and Atibd M j and

4bl Je.; all of which have been heard: (Msb:)

and Zj says that it is allowable to say of the

Imams that they are 'i L il i [The

VicegerentJ of God in hi earthl]. (TA.)

A.: see the middle of the next paragraph.

lis.: see di, in the former half of the

pararnph. -Also One vwho remains behind, or

after, another, (Yz, 1, TA,) or others, in the

case ofa war, or a ,arring and plundering ex-

pedition, and in other casae: (TA:) pl. lpt

(Yz, !V, TA) and jli,., which latter is extr. [in

this case], but is also aid to be a [reg.] pl. of

t iOi., and as such to signify persons ,vho do not

go forthl on a warring, or wrarring and plunlder-

ing, expedition: and jljWIl *t3u. signifies he

who remains behind, or aJter, himn wro goes fi,rth

on such an expedition, being of his family. (TA.)

X.t J.it l.-wU, in the l5ur [ix. 841], means
Tlen stay ye with those who remain behind. (Yz,

1g.) lMt3I. is also pl. of * iW . [as fern. of

JlQ..], (TA,) and signifies Women (1g, TA) re-

maining behind in the houses or tents: but some
assign to it the first of the meanings explained
above: and some say that it means the children

remaining belhind. (TA.) It is said in the 1]ur

[ix. 88 and 94], ll
i. e. [They chose to be] with the wnomen: (s :*)

thus it is explained by Ibn-'Arafell: but some

say that the meaning is, with the bad, or corrupt,

persons; and that ./lj is here a pl. [of jJi.,]

like .li. (TA.) For...JII. is applied to a

man [as meaning Bad, or corrupt]: and t* Mi.

to a woman as meaning bad, or cotrup,t, and
remtaiing behind in hero abode: and the former
to a slave as meaning bad, or corrupt: and also
contratious: and in this last sense it is likewise
applied to a companion: and some of the gram-
marians say that there is no word of the measure
jS4 having its pl. of the measure Jml;h, except

J.l. and ajt and .t: but see this last:

(TA:) and 'i li, also, has this last significa-

tion; (JK, TA;) or [rather] signifies very con-

trarious; (K;) as also ? tis.; (JK;) and so

t iiU., and t iLa., (Lh,JK, K,) in each of

which the O, is augmentative, and each of which

is applied to a man and to a woman and to a pl.

number; (Lb, ];) but .. ' :. has been men-

tioned as pl. [of ;La.], and as applied to males

and females: (TA:) and td.i is likewise used

in this sense applied to a number of men. (JK.)
- Also, applied to a slave, [and app. to any
man, but in this latter case I find it written ~/k.,
which I believe to be a mistranscription,] One
who has withdrawn from the people of his house:
so says LB. (TA.) - Also Stupid; foolish; or

having little, or no, intellect or understanding;

as also t ,ll., (K, TA,) but in an intensive

sense, and also applied to a woman; (TA ;) and

t.ilI, (JK, K,) of which the fem. is . ;

(JK, TA;) and * J ii, (,) or VJL, (L,)
or both, (JK,) likewise applied to a woman, as

also tiL;, (K,) or t*ij;a: (JK:) or, as

some say, Jj1. signifies one in rchom is no good:

and, as also iaill., one nwho has not what suffices:
or who often breaht his promises: (TA:) or both
of these mean one who has not what su.flices, and
in whom is no good: or rery contrarious. (JM.)

One says that a man is ;.: J11 ' iJi and ti.,

o/ .jW, meaning The one in whom is no good,
of the people of his house: (S,K:) and the.
ungenerous: (K :) or the tulpid, or foolish: or
the bad, or corrupt, and the evil: and it is [said

to be] tropical. (TA.) And t' .sI.; Per-

onu in whom is no good. (JK.) And, [app.
because he leaves his family behind him,] A

drawer of trater; (S, TA;) as also t* A.

[q. v.]: both moentioined in the ]g; but t.JI is

there erroneously put for ;L..l. (TA.)_

And IVeak, without a,pletiteJbrjbod. (TA.)-.
And Flesh-mcatjJi'om which a slight smell is Ipr-
ceived,but in the cheniing ct/' which is no harm.

(Lthi, TA.) = Sce also .

I.d.: see WV -, in the former half of the

paragraph. Also, particularly, [or perhaps 3

LIU. only in this sense,] A nation, people, or

race, remaining afjer another that has 'gone
before. (I 'Abbid, 1.) And One who comes to
the wafer after him vho hat returned [from it]:

whence Aboo-Bekr applied this appellation to
himself, from a motive of humility, whien asked

if he were the Khaleefehl of the Apostle of God.

(IAth, TA.) See also t., in eight places: and

see its pl., Jlt., in the same paragraph, in two

places. - Also, applied to a man, [like ;L/. as

explained in the K,] Very contrarioym, oradverts,

and inimical. (S, , TA.) See also ..

t, .- . 'i L.. L, the word Atls. being here

imperfectly decl., (S,K,) because of the fern.

gender and determinate, being explained by , ,

(S,) or because determinate and occupying the

place of a pl., like as one says is and

5s..' kS1, [or rather, I think, because used as a
proper name, as MF, says, (though SM disputes
this,) and with the sign of the fern. gender,]
means I ktnowv not what one of mankitd he is;

(s, 1g;) as also aiJl. 51g, perfectly decl.; and

aIsl i SI; and (.llKlJ t .1; (;) and so

a3d. t., (K, TA, [in the C15 W&. ~l again,])

imperfectly decl. (TA.) Lh says that I-Jl,

writing it thus with Jl, signifies ~'l. (TA.)
~Also One of the poles of a [tent (f the hind

called] f&: or one of the poles of a . [or

tent] in the hinder part thereof: (1.:) Lh says

that the il.. is the hinider part, or in the hinder

part, (.i.$, [i. e. .. I or .. t, app. the latter,]) of

a 4 .t; and one says '.Ai/ti. i ' [app.
I

II

t
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meaning a tent having two poles in its hinder

part]: (TA:) the pl. is J.lyj: (S, TA:) which

is hence applied to th6 angles, or corners, of a

4: AZ says that the ofM ofa tn. is [app.

the skirt thereof,] beneath the [ropes called]

,~,,; in the [part called] A. [q. v.]; and it

is also called the Lat4&., and the a1..: [thdius I

find these two words written, without any syll.
signs:] and he cites, as an ex.,

· li -M,; 1, 'j ; L. l

[app. meaning And I fearod not until they rent

open tle shirts of the tent, or tents]: (TA:) or,

as ome say, the '.,is> . are the two sides of a tent,

and its jl;j is its fore part, and its tiSb is its

hinder part. (TA in art. 3j.)- &l., (Yz,

1,) or ,45 i . JI1 m, (TA,) Lands that pro-

duce not plants, or herbage, save among the hut

of lands. (Yz, ,,*e TA.)~ See also .k..

1.h: see JJIs,, in tie latter half ofr the

paragraph. - Also Contrarious, hard in diypo-

sition, as though going with a leaning towards
one side: ( :) and [simply] Icaning towards
one side; applied to a camel: ($S, :) so says
A 'Obeyd; (t, TA;) and so AV. (TA.)..-Also
A camel lthat has te sheath of his penis slit, and
that twiU not remain stationary, by reason of

pain: (TA:) and t' *,. signifies a camel
haling the sheath of his penis dit in the hinder
part, (JK, TA,) wln suffering upprssion of hris
urine in consequence of the pressure of his hind

girth upon his sheath: so says El-Feszree. (TA.)

_ And Left-kcalc d. (J K, ].) - And Squint-

eyed; syn. b;ri. (s.) - Accord. to some,

(TA,) A torrent: (Q, TA:) or, as some say, a
rhir. (Skr, TA.)-And A male serpent. (Ibn-
'Abbdd, g.) [All these meanings seem to have
been assigned to the word as occurring in a verse

of Aboo-Kcbcer El-lludhalee, in which he likens
the course of a wolf in a narrow road to the

course of the j)..] [Also More, and most,

ront to break rwomises. Hence the prov., men-

tioned by Meyd, . ki , J fil More wont to

break promises than 'Orkoob: a certain man who
rendered himself notorious for breaking his pro-
mises. ee Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 454.
And aMore, and most, disagreeing, diffring, dis-
sentient, contrary, contrarious, or opposing. See

an ex. in a proey. cited voce -j.-And app.

More, and most, offensive in the odour of the
mouth. See Freytag's Arab. Provey. ubi suprL.]

,.Bi.. Different colours. (TA.)

bAL.*: see aiAld..

A camel that has exceeded in age the

Jjlo; [which latter is generally one that has

entered the ninth year;] (g, M,V;) beyond which

there is no age [having an epithet to denote it];

therefore, (TA,) one says -. JA and L
· *, [that has eceeded'in age the Jjb by a

year and by two years]; (, TA; [see 4;])

applied alike to the male and the female; (?,

V ;) and the female is alo termed i.U : ( :)
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or this latter signifies t a she-camel that appears,
(S, K,) or is titought, (A,) to be pregnant, and is

not preynant: (f, A, ..) and the pl. is Jj,..I.

(T ) - See also 3..-._ Also A man whose

cattle have ntot obtained the [herbage termed]

re-i (JK.) -)_ . ort

t, and aJ . c J: see art. -...-

-. U ; w -'l Lj, (1,TA,) also written

t ai4, and in some copies t, d1 .y, [which

requires the reading a,. ,] (TA,) i. e. [The
xleep, or sleepiny, in the period of tihe morning
wlen the sun is yet low is] a cause of the mouth's

becoming alteredl [for the worse] in odour. (IS,

TA.)_ -.. ' ". Hav,ing one half of his

face and of hii mouth turning sidewvays. (JK.)
- See also the explanation of the verse of El-
Ioteiiih cited in the last quarter of the first para-

graph. The t1j are termed Itw because

they draw water for their young ones. (JK.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

; s e: see . See also I-, near

the end of the paragraph. * I [as a coll.
gen. n.] signifies The roads along which the people
pas in Mink; (Js;) which arc three: one says,

*: C~ ~ l .l ,.i.l~ e.b [Seeh thou him
in the middle road of Mine]. (TA.) And 

O:s y.' TThe place of alighting, or descending

and stopping or sojourning or abiding or lodging

or settling, of the sons of such a one. (V,* TA.)

And L.; ':aL. Tl e place of alighting, or de-

scending and stopping &c., of the people in AIinc.

(1I.) _ A place in which arc trew. of the kind

called .. (S, g.)

,ji.1 J,tl TIe ruler, or sovereign, (0L,)

of tie country; as also V l- . (TA.)

J'11 A man who often breaks his promins;

(9, i;) as also tV.L: (TA:) [wihence the
latter (which properly signifies simply breaking

a promise) is applied to a star, or an asterism,

as meaning : Unattended with rain: (see 4:) and

in the same sense to clouds (,A.): or, accord.
to Freytag's Lex., in this or in the contr. sense.]

- See also J.. - And see i - Also

A j 5 [i. e. prorince, disttict, or region] (S,
Mgh, M#b) pertaining to the people of El-Yemen,
(C,) or in the dial. of El-Yemen; (Mgh, Myb ;)

pl. .JWL.; (S, Myb;) every J ./ thereof

having a [distinctive] name whereby it is known;
( ;) the -.. f of the people of El-Yemen being

like the bt4 of the people of Syria and the ,s

of the people of El-'Ir4 and the j.C; of the

people of EI-Jib6l and the Cs.#" of the people

of El-Ahwu: (IB:) or J_ . signifies a ; ,5
(JK, M, 1) to which a ,nan comes; (M;) [in
any country;] and hence the t.1..* of El-
Yemen, (15,) i. e. its j'.: (TA:) some say that

there is a Ji.. in every country; (Mb ;) so

says Kh6lid Ibn-Jembeh; (TA;) i. e. a .

[as meaning a district &c.]; (Mfb;) and thlus
one says the J..* of El-Medeench, and of El-

Yemameh, (Khilid Ibn-Jembeh, TA,) and the

.itQLW. of Et-Tlif: (AA, Msb,TA:) but pro-

perly it is peculiar to the dial. of El-Yemen.

(TA.) -Also i. q. , ; [a foreign word, and

perhaps mistranscribed], i. e. The poor-rate of

any particular people or party, which is given by

them to [the poor of] their own community: so

says Aboo-Mo'fidh: (L:) and JIt.. [is its pl.,

as also, app., jel..., agreeably 'with rule, and]

signifies the poor-rateE of the Arabs; (JK, TA ;)

[as in the usying,] -Jil ... ~ j J {I

CjM [Such a one was employed as collector of the
yoor-rates of the son of such a one]. (JK.)

,* : wsee je. : - and AJl. Also

A man a.fccted vith a loosenes, or diarrhmca.
(JK, TA.)

u,l", : see hj _, last sentence.

jui.. : pl. of Ji-.. (?, Myb, X1, dc.) _
Also Camels that have pautured upon fresh kerbs,

or leguminoua plants, and have not fed wpon dry

herbage, and to lwhich their pasturing upon the

former has been of no avail. (IAbr, TA.)

..M5: .. ; [Discordant speech;] speech e;-

pressing diffe~rnt opinions. (Bd and Jel in li. 8.)

-[" .L'; j. Roads leading in differnt

directions.]

°~: see 1 lJ., near the end of the para.

graph. -- : .7._Jl , 11a saying
mentioned by L] as meaning Those going before

[or leaving others in their places] went anay to

dram mater. (TA.)

1. ~ signifies The act of measuring; or de-

termining the mearure, proportion, or the like, of

a thing; and the making a thing by measure, or

according to the measure of another thing; or

proportioning a thing to another thing; syn.

.Lj : (.i, MMb, V, TA, and B! in ii. 19 :) tbi

is the primary meaning. (Myh, TA, and Bd ubi

supra.) You say, ~ , ;jLi, (S, M.I, ,)

aor. 2, (S, TA,) inf. n. L (JK, ., M9 b, 8)

and ild., (.K,) He measured, or proportioned,

I (.j,) the hide, and sewed it: (]:) or e mea-
su red, or proportioned, (j.J,) the hide, (JK,$,

Myb, ],) Q. 0. [for, or to, that nwhick he de-

sired to mako of it], (JK, TA,) or .I.JJ [for,

or to, te shkinfor mater or milk that he desired

to make], (Mqb,) before cutting it; (, ], TA;)

he measured it (~._) to cat from it a n7atr,bag,
or a water-skin, or a boot: (TA:) and in like

manner, &l ij: he measured, &c., the i

[q. v.]: when one cuts it, one says, #;l. (g.)

And .J11 Ji j He determined the measure of

the sandal, or proportioned it; ( aj3 ;) and

made it byt measure. (Ksh and Bd in ii. 19.)

Hence the saying of Zuheyr, (M,) praising Herim

Ibn-Sin6n, (TA,)
$

I
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[t And thou indeed cutteat what thou hast mea-
sured; but some of the people measure, then will
not cut]: (., TA:) i.e., when thou determinest
upon a thing thou executest it; but others deter-
mine upon that which they do not execute. (TA.)
And El-Iajjlj said, ; /j ; J-. L.
C', i [tI havw not meanured unless I have
afterwards cut, and I haw not promind unleb
I hare afterwards performed]. (S.) Ab is(;
,1l; a.4d. C1 ,)il jip ', in the ]Jur iii. 43, means
I will orm for you, (Jel,) or I will make ac-

cording to its proper measure (;O31) for you,
(Ksh, B,) and willform,(BDd,) of clay, a thing like
theform of the bird, or of birds. (Ksh, Bd, Jel.)
- [Hence,] it signifies also The bringing a thing
into existence according to a certain mesure, or
proportion, and so as to make it equal Fto anotker
thing], or uiform [tereint~ ]: (Ksh and B4 in
ii. 19:) or the originating, or producing, [a
thing] qfter a pattern, or model, which one has
deisd, not after the similitude of anything pro-
ewisting: this is another meaning which it has in
the [classical] language of the Arabs. (TA.) As
the act of God, it signifies The originating, or
bringing into being or existence, anything, not
after the similitude of anything pre-existing:
(TA:) [and the creating a thing; and thus it is
generally best rendered; s meaning the bringing
into tistence from a state of non-existence: for]
OwJI dil ji., inf. n. j;, means God brought

the thing into existence (Mgh,* TA) after it had
not beern: (TA:) [or ,U, as the act of God,
signifies the creating out of nothing: for it is said
that] i " 5. lj.$;J, in the 1ur ii. 19,
means [Sere ye your Lord] who brought you
into .is:teAnce when ye were nothing. (Jel. [But
in other passages of the ]ur (vi. 2 &c.) it is said
that God created (ji.) mankind of clay.])
Accord. to the A, ~,JI ati ~4 is a tropical
phrase, meaning t God brought into ezistence the
creation, or created beings, vr mankind, according
to a predetermination (A 7J) required by wi-

dom. (TA.) You say,Q , ., ,SZ ,ji? ' Mo

and 4It and "J i't1: me J . (L-.)_

[Hence, also,] j;, ($, Mb, 15, TA,) inf. n.
iLL, (TA,) He fabricated speech, or a saying
or sentence, &c.: (,* TA:) the forged (.,
M 9b, 15, TA) a saying, (Mqb,) or a lie, or a
falsehood; ($, /, TA;) as also Vt j .l (., Mpb,
]) and VJi3. (, g.) The Arabs say, tj,._
iiWl j*Al ;U t Such a one related to us
fictitious tales or stories, such as are deemed
pretty, or such as are told by night [for enter-
tainment]. (TA.) And it is said in the ~ur
[xxvi. 1373, accord. to one reading, 31 4I Ml
;J;'l JLi., meaning tThis is nought but the

lying, andfurying, of the ancients. (TA.) And
in the same [,xxviii. 6], ;" *3 ls 51

This is nought but forging, and lying. (TA.)
.-- l, (s,) 7 inf. n. jLi., (TA,) also signifies

He made it smooth; (K ;) and so * 'l.;
namely, an arrow, (S,) [and any other thing; for]
of anything that has been made smooth one says,
.;O$: (TA:) he made it equable, or even;
namely, wood, or a stick; and so ? it, (K,)
inf. n. jt;d.3. (TA.) ~ ".i;, inf. n. i. ,
said of a woman, (JK, 15,) She had [a goodly]
body and make: (JK:) or she was, or became,
goodlyin make, or vell made. (B. [In the CI5,
instead of Ii ...~, is put tL. .>., mean-
ing She was, or became, good in nature, &c.])

And ;., aor. :, (JK, ],) inf. n. o1;
(JK, S ;) and ai;, aor. ', (I,) inf. n. i.L.
(TA) [and iii., and perhaps 'aii. q. v. infra];
It (a thing) was, or became, smooth, (JK,],
TA,) and equable, or cvn. (TA.) [See also 12.
And it seems that one says, Jai! '.Jil , inf. n.

tls., q. v. infra, meaning The rock was freefrom
crack or fracture.] - And ijl, (JK, ., M 9b,
l,) aor. :; (19;) and i., aor. :; and jLL,
aor. '; (1 ;) in£. n. (of the first, JK, $) ~igi
(JK, ., V) and iit. (JK, TA) and [of the
second] J ) (O) and [of the third] ,'..; (JK,
TA;) It (a garment) mus, or became, old, and
worn out; as also jyl.I, (JK, ., Mqb,) inf. n.
3'I.; (:JK, TA;) and * ;JJjI I.. (TA.)
[Hence,] ,, ? t;* I! [lit.] His face become
worn out; meaning lit became uwd for mean.
serice [to that it lost its grace, or was di d,]
by his begging. (Igar p. 476. [See also 4 below.])
[Hence also,] j Lt tjl, tHis youth declined,
or dparted. (TA.) - And ,i, (8, ,) aor. ',
(1,) inf. n. li', (lIam p. 522,) He was, or
became, jL,., i. e. ,- [meaning adap,ted or
disposed by nature, apt, meet, &c.: see .J,
below]. (., g.) You say, JUiJ 4 [and j.i
(see i>.) He wwas, or becanme, adalted, ,di
posed, &c.,for that]; as though he were one of
those in whom that was reckoned to be, and in
whom the symptoms, signs, or tokens, thereof
were seen. (..) [And iU! j.i; ; i and

aJ&L 0Aid 5t and JUI Ja4 'ji and ; '
,) Jaj He was, or became, adapted, &c., to do

that: see JL; . And k,4 may signify also It
was, or became, probable; or lihely to happen or
be, or to have hapeed or been: see, again,
0 -

9. iLt: see 1, latter half, in two places.-
Also, (., ],) inf. n. j (1,) He rubbed him
over with j3 iU [q. v.]. (S:) or he perfumed him:
(15 :) or 3. ';d' hs perfumed him with

sJ.. (T'A.) And 3j.JI~ ;iJJI T; [I
perfumed the wroman, or rubbed her over, with
the JL]. (Msb.) And 'tg. " i. Shle (a
woman) rubbed her body and limbs over with
jL&.. (TA.)

3. ;iJ s, (1],) inf. n. ;J '1, (TA,) He
conuorted [or comported himnul ] swith them (g,
TA) according to their natures, or moral cha-
racters or qualitie; (TA ;) or with good nature,
or moral character or qualities: (V:) or..it&.
e p i; has this latter meaning. (TA.) One

I I -
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says, ,WI jt-- j -CPI w o (9,) or jjW.j
.;lill, (TA,) [Act thou with reciprocal sincerity
tomards the believer, and comport thyself mtl
the vitious, or the unbeliever, according to his
nature, &c. See also 3 in art. , , where
a similar saying is mentioned.]

4. j..l: see 1, latter part, in three places. 
Also He had old and worn-out garmentJ. (TA.)

'i.,I HIe wore it out; namely, a garment;
the verb being trans. as well as intrans. (., M,b,
.K.) [Hence,] ;:JI ;a~,ll j%lkI tTime wore out,
or rwasted, the thing. (TA.) [Hence also,] one
says to the begar, ,.S ;.iL :(TA) [lit.
Thou hast worn out thyface;] meaning thou
hast used thyface for mean service [so that it has
lost its grace, or has become disgraced]: and in
like manner one says, . J i 

41. 0.. . 0
Sj.: and .s. . ; He use hisfacefor

mean service by btging. ('ar pp. 15 and 476.)
- Also, (K,) or ' ;1.., (S,) He clad him
with an old and worn-out garment. ($, K.) And
t 'LZi.t He gave me his old and worn-out

garmenm (JK.) And some say, J1-. .l-.tI He
gave him an old and worn-out garment. (TA.)

And s 1`1 'Li.l also signifies The cutting
out of the garment: whence the saying, to Umm-
KhUlid, .g&i.j ,.'t [Wear out, and cut ovt

0 5.
new]; or, as some relate it, lj, i. e., "and
replace," which is the more likely. (TA.)mm
J.lI C. and w j'O.1 [have both of the following

- ~~~~~~0
significations; though it is said that] the former
signifies How likejly is he, or it! (JK, TA;) and
the latter, How well adapted or disposed, or how
apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted,.fit, competent,
or proper, or hon wrorthy, is he, or it! i.q. jJOt

and t. i1. (TA. [Sec 4 in arts. j~. and

5: see 1, a little after the middle of the para-
graph._ - v ' jL. means He affected a
jL. [or nature, &c.,] that was not his own. (8,
15.) And It jL.J iefeigdned such a shing, it
not being in his nature, or not being created in

him. (TA.) And - a d ri t L.w ./JL J,
occurring in a trad., [He affected, to men, a na-
ture, &c., that did not belong to him; or] he pre-
tended [to men] t/hat there was in his nature (
'~i) that which vwas contrary to his real in-

tention; (Mbr, TA;) or that which was contrary
to nwhat he had in his heart: the verb is similar
to 5a3 and ,;q. (TA.) e ^ i.3; (.,
1. ;) and d ';,3; (Mb ;) He was, or became,
rubbed over, ($,) or perfumed; (1;) and she
nwas, or became, so; (Msb;) [or he rubbed him-
self ovear, or perfumed himself; and sAe did so;]
with it; (S, M.b, K;) namely, with j.
(S, Msb.)

8: see 1, latter half, in two places.

12. ;J3I.l, said of the back (O L) of a horse,
It was, or became, smooth; (4 ;) [like J. and
;l; or very smooth; for] the verb is of a form
intensive in signification. (TA. [See its part. n.,
Ji.°f, below.]) - Said of 8 .j, [i.e. a trace,1

1
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or a remain or relic marking the place of a house
or the like and cleaving to the ground,] It was,
or became, even with the ground. ($, V.) -

.,m..11 .I jJji.1 The clouds became equable, or
uniform, (JK, $, ]g, TA,) their sides becoming
conjoined; or, us some say, they became smooth;
(TA ;) and, (],) or as some say, (9, TA,) they
became adapted, or disposed, to rain; (9, 15,

TA;) as though they were rendered smooth: or
they became collected together after separation,
and pre/ared to rain. (TA.) And c. i;1d.1

f i 1 .I._1I The skhy was near, and lihey, to
rain. (TA.) - See also 1, latter part.

L inf. n. of ,j.. (JK, ?, Myb, 1I, &c.)

You say ji.JI .U J-.. [A man complete, or

perfect, in rmpect of make, or proportion, &c.].

(,}].' [See also i·I.]) [In this and similar

instances,] '1AJ signifies The fashion of the
outer man, and its [peculiar] qualities and attri-

butes; like as jli.JI signifies "the fashion of

the inner man," &c. (TA.) - ;JI is also used

in the sense of t V .. J [meaning What is
created; the creature]: (TA, and Bd in xxiii. 17,
&c.:) [and, collectively, the creation; as meaning
the beings, or things, that are created;] all created
things: (B.d ubi suprA, &c.:) and [particularly]
manhind; as also tA i1l: (,e1]:) and man-

lind and the jinn, or enii, and others: (Jel in

iv. 9, &c.:) and tki l'JI and [its pl.] ;*s

signify the same: you say, 4i1 ;4k., and

also 4i1 .A,., [They are the crcatures of God]:

J,JI being originally an inf. n.: (9, TA :) and

Lb mentions [an instance of its having a pl., in]

the saying, 1.b ;L I .a1LJ L051

meaning [No, by IIin nwho created] all creatures,
[I did not such a thing.] (TA.) In the saying,

1i, ~ ;. , in the .Kur [iv. 118, lit. And
they shall alter the creature of God], some say
that castration is meant: (TA: [and Bd includes,
wvith this, othler unnatural actions:]) or the mean-
ing is, the religion of God; (Bd, Jel, TA;)
accord. to El-lasmn and Mujahid. (TA.) And

a411s iLLJj,. '*, in the X.ur [xxx. 29], means,
nceord. to 1iatAdeh, [There shall be no ehanginj,
or altering,] of the religion of God. (TA.)-

L·.. also signifies Anything made smooth. (TA.)

[See also ]

se: meo &, in four places.

Ji. inf. n. of ;.: as such, signifying The

being smooth [&c.]. (JK, f.) [As such also,]
in a rock, Freedomfrom crack orfracture. (f,

1X.) -[And, as such,] The being old, and worn

out. (1X.).-.[Hence, used as an epithet,] Old,

iad worn out: ($, Mb, 1:) [and as an epithet

in which the quality of a subet. is predominant;
meaning an old and worn-out garment or pice of

cloth:] pl. , fl:. (S, 1) and j56. (S,*1;,
TA.) And [as an epithet] it is mase. and fern.;

(9, 1 ;) because it is originally an inf. n., the

inf. n. of' jld1 meaning "smooth," (9,) [or

rather of ; meaning "it was, or became, old,

and worn out;" altbough it has pl.; and] IB

Bk. I.
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mentions an instance of its dual, i",d.: (TA:)

Ks says, We have not heard them say, °i in
any instance: (Lb, TA:) Fr says that it is with-
out $ [as a fem. epithet] because it was originally

used as a prefixed noun; for one said, &Iml

,t Li . and ait'c j1i& [lit. meaning Giv

thou to me what is old, and worn out, of thy

4. and of thy turban]; but Ez-Zejijjee says

that this is nought. (TA.) You say 'jil ..;
[An old and worn-out garment or piece of cloth],

and aS A°. [an old and nworn-out outer

wrapping garment]: (g:) also *;id L. [an old

and worn-out piece of rope]: and L;i. ;I; [an

old and decayed house]: and jl. *. [an old

and lwasted body]. (TA.) One says also .,.

dj';i. , meaning A garment, or piece of cloth,
altogether, or wholly, old and worn out; (Fr, 9,

g ;) every portion of it being ;.L.; (Fr;) like

as they said ;:l ., &c.: (S ) and in like

manner, J'L i;.j.. (lAar.) And Ks mentions

the saying, ;1o-, ~ ," z* :;-1;W '0· · '

[Their garments became old, and worn out; and
their old and norn-out garments became replaced
by new]; with the sing. [in the latter clause] in

the place of the pl. CtiA;. : (TA':) or I~l.. may

be here put for I. (L in art. ~.) In the

phrase et L; jh...L [An outer wrapping garment

that is a little, or somewlnt, old, and morn out],
the dim. is without ; because it is [the dim. of]
an epithet [applied without; to a fen. n.], and i
is not affixed to the dims. of epithets [of this

kind]: it is like ea dim. of .A an epithet
applied to a woman. (,, g.* [See Lumsden's
Arab. Gram. p. 623: but some of the gram-
marians consider these instances as anomalous.])

_ J i.ji t,- and 'j-.lIl e. ', the

latter as used by a poet, [lit. He bought it, or sold

it, (app. the former,) as one buys, or selLi, the old

and worn-out garment, like as we say "dog-
cheap," and "clheap as dirt"], are phrases men-
tioned, but not explained, by IA4r, who cites the
following saying:

0 L;j LP J., i et 2t, Ht 

[lapp. meaning Tell thou Fezdrah that I have
purchasedfor them life-long glory (lit. the glory
of life), with my eword, as cheaply, i. e as easily,
as one purchase the old and worn-out garment].

(TA.)- ii. iX.:.: see the next paragraph.

S.. [part. n. of dL.]. -E [ence,] 1;;

ii. A cloud in which is a sign, or trace, of

rain; as also tiV .. : (g, K :) or a cloud giving
hope of rain; as also t'lit;; (JK;) both are
said by IAer to signify the same: (TA:) and

IAf·*it [alone, as a subst., or probably tilO,

U.i,'] a cloud that is cquable, or mniform,

giving hoye of rain. (Aboo-Sa'eed, 1.)

J .; (9, Mlb, !g) and t';L (9, O) A nature;

or a natural, a native, or an innate, disposition

or tmp, r or tAc like; syn. M,, (9, Mhs, 1,

TA,) nd L; (1, TA;) of which one is

creted: (TA :) and t "I. signifies [the same;
i. e.] the ; LL [or nature, &c.,] (f, Mlb, 1], TA)

of which a man is created; (TA;) like [^,

and] *L;.: (1g, TA: [in the Ci,, erroneously,

~X.4:]) and *thel [also] signifies [the same;

i. e.] the a;t. (or nature, &c.,] (9, 1, TA)

with which a man is created: (TA:) the proper

signification of .Ll is [the moral character; or]
the.fashion of the inner man; i. e. his mind, or
soul, and its peculiar qualities and attributesu;

like as oi. signifies the "fashion of the outer
man, and its [peculiar] qualities and attributes:"
it signifies also custom or habit [as being a second

nature]: (TA:) and, as also Vt , [which is
merely a contraction thereof, and therefore iden-
tical with it in all its senses,] manlinen; syn.

};;j: and religion: (IAXr, ] :) the pl. is jshl

only: (TA:) [this is often used as sinifying

morals: and ethics:] and the pl. of t?ii. in

the sense explained above [said in llar p. 193

to be that of .1] is o. (v.) It is said in a

~~~~~·trad., jiJ i jel sl 1 isl e
[Nothing is heavier in the balance in which good
and evil will be weighed than goodness of the
mnoral character, &c.] (TA.) And one says,

tiej "V " and ?lv;+ and

't·; ' JIl This is his nature, &c., of which hA

was created. (Lb.) And ,i a)l,j j "1
Verily he is generous in r~esct of nature, tc.

(AZ.) And ti dJ Juij jG Titat became to Aim

[a second nature, a habit, or] a thing to which he
nwa habituated. (TA.) It is said in the gur

[xxvi. 137], .'s.1l 'id ' l 'I l/1 This is nought
but a custom of the ancients. (TA.) And in the

same [Ixviii. 4], .. ; ',d .W ;i . , And

verily thou art of a great religion. (Jel, TA.)

And in a trad. of 'Aisheh, -l--il 'I", XL. ,
meaning Thlat whereto he clung was the Kur.4n,
with its rules of discipline and its commands and
its prohibitions, and the excellences and beauties
and gracious things comprised in it. (TA.)-

ld,JItj [i.e. 1;:Ji or, t ,JI] The slep of
midday, which was prescribed by the Prophet.

(Hiar p. 223. [See also ;~. and jjd..])

i' ,Smoothness; (K, TA ;) as also t ii

and t ;j'i: (I. :) but the second of these three,
correctly speaking, [as also the third, accord. to
analogy, and perhaps the first also,] is an inf. n.

of ,li. (TA.)

'iSi [primarily signifies A mode, or manner,

of .., generally as meaning creation; a par-
ticular make: and hence,] constitution; syn.

, '~: (Mghl:) [and particularly the natural

constitution of an animated being, as created in

the womb of the mother; also termed >. :] see

also jP... You say iJI . j~- .j [A man

goodly, or beautiful, in respect of make]. (A,

TA.) ;iL u s; means jh .J?

, ; [In a way, or road, that is

natural, and original]. (Mgh.)

' i : see ,L.
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A6 . Natural; not accidental: [constitu
tional: of, or relating to, or belonging to, tl
natural constitution of an animated being, a
created in the rwomb of the mother:] rel. n. c
'i,.. (M,b.) You sey &,.. IA naturr
fat;lt or imperfection &c. (M.b.) And ii
;:LiL [A natural quality]; opposed to Z.J;ie1
(Mfb in art. C:..) See also i'i..

.ig One who wears old and norn-out clothea
(TA.)

,l A mller of old and worn-out clothei
(TA.)

j)&. A share, or portion: (JK, $, Mgb:) an,
a good, just, or righteous, shiare or portion
(JK:) or a full, a complete, or an abundant
share or portion of good, (1K, TA,) and of good
ness, or righteousnean: (TA:) and religiou: o:
a share, or portion, thereof. (TA.) One says

JAIl jJ ' Tlere is no share, or por
tion, [ofgood] for hin in the final state of ewist
ence. (S. [See the l]ur iii. 71, hc.]) And
dJ 3 . He has no desire for good, nor right.
soesu in religion. (TA.)

3j": see the next paragraph.

j3L A certain specie of perfume; (JK, ~,
Mgh, M#b, i ;) also termed t 3,.; (Lb, XMb,
[;) accord. to some of the lawryers, (M9b,J

fluid, (Mgb, M9b,) but of thick consistence;
(L, voce ; ;) and in which is a yellowrne:
(Mgh, M9b:) it is composed of saffron and other
thing.; and redness and yellowness are predomi-
nant in it: it is forbidden [to men], because it is
of the perfumes of women, who use it more than
do men. (TA.)

IJ.', applied to a man, ($, TA,) Perfect, or
coanpete, in make; (TA ;) a also t VJ .:
(/lam p. 561 :) or perfect, or complete, in make,
and just in proportion; (f, TA;) and so t the
latter; (?, ]C, TA; [in the C/i, erroneously,
'Oa-.; in the TA expressly said to be of the

pan. form ;]) femn of the former with 5: (TA:)
or t both signify goodly, or beautiful, in make:
or the former is not applied to a man; but teach,
with 5, signifies a woman having [a goodly] body
and make: (TA, in which this signification is
said to be tropical:) and 4 and Ii are
alike, (JK,TA,) accord. to Lb, (TA,) in this
lat sense: (JK:) or the former of these two
may be pl. [or cell. gen. n.] of the latter, like
as ~ is of ;ea~ : (TA:) and t iU' signi.
fies anything just in proportion: (IF, TA:)
J".tL, also, signifies perfect, or complete, in

mak; applied to a camel (J..): (TA:) [or
Jg., here may be a mistranscription for J;
for] t ii ii.." signifies [a fcetus when it has
become like a lump of flesh] pirfect, or complete,
in mate; (Fr, e, g ;) so in the YIur xxii. 5; (Fr,
TA;) or of which the make has become apparent.
(IApr, TA.) -Also Adapted or disposed [by
nature], apt, meet, suited, mtitable, fitted, fit,
proper, competent, or worthy; (KL, P?;) syn.

) !q. (S,M ) and 5a (TA) [and &;c &c.
*e pl. aiW; , and Freytag adds JLL]. You say
7 SI CM 4 ,L,, i.e. .4.' [Sach a one i
if adapted or disposed by/ nature, &c., for sucI h
il thing]; as thougli he were one of those in whoen
p that was reckoned to be, and in whom th

i. symptoms, signs, or tokens, thereof were seen
(S.) [And j"U jJ ,A He is adalpted or dis
posed by nature to good; i. e., to be, or to do, o:

s to effect, or to produce, what is good.] An(
oJ 3J4AJ1 j& 4il and UJ 3J4 1, anc
sli) 3Ja h and WUJj Ai c l Cj. [ Verily h,
is adlapted or disposed &c. for doing that, oi
worthy to do it]: so says Lh: and he adds tha

d the Arabs say, U. i. t1 , using the nom

: case; and iU. -l;k L , using the accus,
case; [the latter being the nsual form; bot:
meaning 0 thou who art adapted or disposed &c,
for that;] but ISd says, I know not the reason
of this. (TA.) And jljt tV ' I., i. e,
i ;J ~ [T/is is one that is adapted or disped
&c.for that]: (S,. :*) and W t' °.L. ;% YI12u
[This affair, or thing, is one that is adapted &e.
for thee]: and 13S C ,t ; I'L 1i [Verily it i
adapted &c. for thati]: like ;]o_ and *1p._
and °4..: and in like manner one says of two,
and of more than two, and of a feminine: so says
Lb. (TA.) [t '"d ,- properly signifies A place,
and hence a thing, an affair, and a person,

) adapted or disposed &c.: it is of the same class
; as ;Lt' and '. and ":'.] ; also signi-

fies Habituated, or accutomed. (P?, TA.")
And one says, '.o 3, i e. g._J, meaning
Verily it is probable; or lihely to happen or be,
or to have happened or been. (TA.) And -
A J4 He, or it, is like to him, or it. (JK,
TA.) -.' L ~ ,: see l. -_ [See also
'a1*, which, in several senses;, is a fem. epithet
used as a subit.]

tOl: see ;1. (of whichi it is the dim.), in
the latter half of the paragraph.

,. ,, see ;J.d,

i"l: see "O., in two places.- Also The
beasts, or brutes. (En-Nadr, If.) The saying,
respecting the ,l. [a sect of heretics, or schis-

matics], aleQ1sJl, J1 IjI ~_, is explained by
En-Nadr as meaning [ThIey are the worst of
mankind and] of the beasts, or brutes. (TA.)

And A w1 ( .) just dug: (AA, :) or a
well in wrhich is no water: or a hollowv, cavity,
pit, or hole,formed by nature in the ground: or a
small hollow or cavity, in a mountain, in which
water remtains and stagnates: accord. to IAgr,
jJ [app. "J ., pl. of ii., like as .~ and

h are pls. of . and .,] signifies
wells recently dug. (TA.) - And Land (,,jt)
that is dug. (TA.) -See also J , in four
places.

?4lIa [dim. of o"q fem. of gi_l]: see !
int three places.
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[Boox I.

. ,- [pl. of ]. i.'
;Int, i. e. Four large and nnooth masssc of stone
at tite head of the well, ?upon which the drawer of
the water stands. (TA.) Accord. to Ibn-'Abbhd,
,'J.l Lvs LJ-L means [A watering-trough
of which] the [stones termed] Si~ [aplpaear].

(JK, TA. [See ;.])

LS.: see gIJ .

5.&: see the next paragraplh.

JIt [act. part. n. of i;LJ:] A worker in
leather andl the like; (K, TA;) because he mea-
sures filrst, and then cuts. (TA.) To .Wli.,
meaning Women working in leather, as engaged
in dividing a hide (. 1'), El-Kumeyt likens

genealogists. (TA.) - .JItJl, as an epithet
applied to God, (1K, Misb, TA,) properly, He
who brings into existence accordling to the proper
measure, or proportion, or adaptation; (TA;)
[and hence, the Creator; or] the Originator, not
after the similitude of anything pre-ezisting:
( :) or Hle who hath brought into existence all
things after thely had not been in ezistence: (Az,
TA:) and VtS JI signifies the same; (Mfb,*
TA;) [i. e. the Creator of all things; or, as an
intensive epithet, the Great Creator;] or the
Creator of many creatures: (Ksh and Btl and
Jel, in xxxvi. 81 :) Az says that this epithet,
with the article Jl, may not be applied to any
but God. (Meb.) Accord. to IAmb, ,1 jt 1£
'Ll'J~I *'_) means. , _l [i. e.
Blessed be God, the Best of those who make
things accordling to their proper measures, or
proportions, or adaptations]. (TA..)

_J*l [a pl. of whichl the sing. is not men-
tioned] Smooth mountains: so in the saying of
Lebeed,

;-fi91 1vAS1
jil' .W iJi

[And the earth beneath them alfirm exzpans; its
smooth mountains being ,'endered fast by hard
and solid stones]. (g, TA. [In the Cg, is
erroneously put for .. ])

jA.I Smooth: (JK, 1 :) smooth anul solid;
(S, , TA;) applied in this sense to anytlhing:
(TA :) smooth and .firm: (JK :) fem. r.i.
(JK, g, g.) You say J,lW _ Stone that i;
snooth (K, TA) and solid, ppoen which nothidng
nahes an impression. (TA.) And OiI.. i.

A rock, or great mass of stone, tnooth (.K,
TA) and solid: (TA:) or Jiree firo crack aul
fr.acture. (s, 1k, TA.) And '2; - , A
catne's foot ia wMhich is no crack. (Ibn-'Abbil,
K.) And li. 'a.&a [(A hill, or the like,] desti-
tute of herbage or vegetation. (TA.)-[llenco,]
tPoo,; syn. .ei. (1.) You ay M j.l J'
OJIl . t A nman destitute of property. (TA.)
And it is said in a trad., Lil J.l .i ,.iIt . j'
~1 .;°;A^l ;? lAt, i. e. t [Tce poor in respect

of lroerl'ty is not the poor: the poor is only]
1

:
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he nAo has no good deeds for which he will
be rwarded in the world to come. (TA, in two

places.) .- i 1 also signifies The exterior of

a lor's hoof. (JK.). _And Li,(J., ( , ,,)
applied, to a woman, (JK, 8,) Impervia coiunti;

(e, , TA;) as also V 1. (Ibn-'Abb&d, .) -

See also ... And iL"'lJ [used as a subst.]

The sky; because of its smoothness and evenness.
(TA.)_And The side of a camel &c. (.i.)

One says also, AC. 1U . eL (li, TA [in the

cl ;.U . hle]) I struck the outer part of

AiS side. (TA.)-And The interior (Lth,l ,

TA) and smooth part (Lth, TA,) of the ~j, (Kb,)

i. e., of [the upper part of the interior of the

mouth, or] what is termed , W1'J AWI; (Lth,

TA;) as also t ."'J! [the dim. of -;JI]:
(Lth, g, TA:) or both signify whIat appears of
the jLb: and the dim. form is that which is pre-
dominant in this case. (TA.)-And The part
of the forehead that is even (JK, IS, TA) and

smooth; (TA;) as also t i,AJl. (JK,K1,TA.)

One says,, .At44 ~i.s lj [They

were dragged along upon the even and smooth

parts of their forehAeads]. (TA [in which this is

said to be tropical].) _- f,/1 : %..; T'hat

[part] of the horse which is like the ep'~ [or

upper part of the nose] of man; (9, ;j thce
part where the forehead of the ho,:se meets the
marrom portion of the bone of thr nose: AO says

that the QI :1j in the face of the horse are

[the two parts] mhere his forehead meets the bone

of his nose, on the right and left of the 1,

sloping towards the eye; and the Oli' is [the
part] betirene the eyes; and some call it the

A-. (TA.) _ns 1.14 ;'3 i'$ 4 J 1 is a

phraasementioned by Ks, a meaning Verily the
nmot apt, meet, suitable, fit, or proper, thing for
thee to do is such a thing. (TA.)

'i: ,.: see aLL, in four places, in the latter

half of the paragraph.

"~;: see j , in two places, in the former

half of the paragraph. Also, applied to an

arrow, Made smooth (~, [, TA) and even.
(TA.) [See also ji., last signification; and

a L7 [pass. part. n. ofyj. When used as
a subet., signifying A creature, or created thing,

its pI. is ]. See 

: [An ode that isforged; or] ascribed to a person
not its author. ( T, 1," TA.)

"?: see bJL , first sentence, in five

places. Also Made smooth. (TA.) [See also

j ";.]-And Generous in [nature, orj natural

dispositions. (am p. 561.)_ - .L4 cJU;, in

a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh, means Created of a
nature fitting for dominion: (S, TA:) and so

,. ~ [for companions]; as in a verse of

lbn-Abmar. .(TA.)

OJi VenyJ smooth; its measure being one

of those that denote intensivenes. (lIam p. 358.)
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i/- a Persian word, arabicized, (S,) A kind

of tree, (., (,) of the wood of wvhich ressels are
made: (TA:) or any [bowrl of the kinds called]

LA". and M~.e, or other vesse, made of iood
having variegated streaks: (L:) pl. s..

(S,'I ) The word is mentioned [in the $ and K

in art. ; but] in the L and some other lexi-

cons in a separate art., because all the letters of a
word which is not Arabic are regarded as radical.
(MF.)

1. ~., (S, Msb, K) abr. . (, M(sb,)

inf. n. 33,., (S, M4b, ],) or f4, (Msb,) or
both, (1K,) said of a place, (K,) of a place of
alighting or abode, (Msb,) and of a thing, ($,
TA,) It was, or becamne, empty, vacant, void,
devoid, destitute, or unoccupiedl; (K, TA;) had
none, and nothing, in it; (TA;) as also 9 i l

(Myb, K,) and i.I1 (~.) [> ~. 4I .

jJj1 ;!I ,J11 means The place was, or

became, devoid, or destitute, of human beings and
water and herbage or pasturage; without human
beings &c.] Of a place of alighting or abode, you

say, 4.4 ~; u andt Il [It was, or became,

devoid, or destitute, oqf its occupants]. (Mqb.)

And of a vessel, sJ tlo 5.& It was, or became,

empty of what ajs in'it. (Mgh.) And ;.fi.

,A1ti es> (S) I became empty, in the belly, of

food; (PS ;) and ,. * & ,. signifies the

sme. () And aJI l ', (Msb,) or ,

,:J$, and L, (K,) inf. n. H., He was, or
became, fre (Msb, 1) from fault, (Msb,) or
from the thing, or affair: ( :) and, accord. to
IAr, 1.. alone signifies he was, or becanme, free
from a fault, or the like, of wrhich he was

accused, or sur~pected. (TA.) And C. . ' 

,1:i1, inf. n. ;., is said of a woman [as mean-

ing She was, or became,free from any obstacle to

marriage]. (Msb.) Accord. to the K, s. .

[lit. His place became vacant] means I he died:

but accord. to IApr, t. alone has this significa-

tion [from the same verb signifying .. ex-
plained below]: and if you add .LC*, you say

s with teshdeed; which see below. (TA.)

You say also, (,SIl JW and t I, I, both

signifying the same, (AA, 8, TA,) i. q. t [i. e.

The thing was, or becanme, vacant, or unoccupied,
for thiee: .(bee an ex. of the former verb in a

saying of Tarafeb cited voce e ) and hence, the
thing was, or became, exclusively for thee].
(TA.) AA cites as an ex. the saying of Maan
Ibn-Ows,

1 i .~ ~~~~~ .-
4.L. -lijIL;r
6 '0 j0,1 jv ' ' , 

~.3 3e1 jp a

[0 cmcurer, does their sitare of death come to the
tribes in common, or is death exclusively for us
alone ?]. (f, TA.) See also the paragraph,

below, commencing with 'js as a word denoting

exception. - [Hence,] i and t, (, , ,)
said of a man, (TA,) or.the same two verbs fol-

lowed by e_z:: , maid of a man, (Mqb,) both

signify the same; (S;) He twas, or became,
[writhout any companion, i. e.] alone, by Ainumsf;

(Meb ;) or he became (dj; [q. v.]) in a vacant

place, in rwhich he was not pressed against, or

straitened. (.1.) And & i'j, (S, M.b, J,) and

.l' (' K,) and ,, (s,) inf. n .;,. (9, Mtb,

P) and . (S, 1K) and ;i, (], TA,) or ;,

(C.K,) or the first of these, i. . i.;, is a simple
subst., and the second and third are the inf. ns.;

(TA;) and l t,Slt, (Lb, ]g,) and ;91..1, (1,

1,) and e t41...; (]; [the last omitted in
the C (;]) He was, or became, alone with him;
(Msb;) he was, or became, in company with him,
or he met him, or had a meeting or an' interie
with him, in a vacant place, or a pllace unockc-
pied [by others, i. e., in a private place]. (Q, .)

In the saying in the 1~ur [ii. 13], j. 1;i. $l,

~;.J, it is said that Jis used in the sense

of r, [so that the meaning is And when they are

alone with their devils,] as in that other saying in

the Fur [iii. 46 and lxi. 14], (1 o l 

() A man says to another man, J_ 1; JZ.i
#,l-I.1, i.e. Be [or come] thou alone with me

[that I may speah to thet in private]. (TA.)

And one says, ..j t ., inf. n. i, [but me
what is said of this noun above,] He was, or be-
came, alone with his 'ife: but [properly speaking,

according to the law,] the term i [or ji;
2- e- -, in this case,] is not used unles it be with

the enjoyment of S;UlJ, [see 8 in art. .J,1
and then it has an effect upon the circumstanoea
of the marriage [by its rendering obligatory the
payment of the dowry, though consummation has
not taklen place]: if with consummation, the act

is termed J.IL. (Mob.) You say also, ' O&l

,.i and It.4~ Be thou alone in thin affair,

with none to take part with thee in it; confine
thyself to it exclusively of other things. (TA.

[See also 5.]) And Il 's . Keep thou to thin

affair, and be alone in it, with none to take part

with thee therein. (JK.) And /'l *t,' l

[app. for id] He as, or became, alon in

weeping, with none to participate rith him in it.

(TA.) [And r) i Mj : see 5.] And ;5. M

l ,, EHe restricted himslf to a portion

of the food. (1.) Temeem say, o i 

a.. _1JI 1 (JK,s TA) i. e. Such a onefed

upon milk and fish-.meat alone; (JK ;) or suc
a one ate not, nor mixed, anything with milk and

flesh-meat: and Kin6neh and lBeys ay s tal.
(Lh,JK, TA.) [And it seems to be indicated

in the T that 'L. signifies Thjy selected a sh-

camel for a 41, q. v.: or i. q. I;.j.:

see 5.] - .- also ssignifies He deoted himelf

to religious roices or exercite [app. in soli.tde,

or seclusion, or in a i;ti; or becase one gene-
rally does so in solitude; or because the doing so
involves abstraction from other afirs~]. (TA.

[See also 6; and see .;])__ And
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[sometime] dgnifies a e mocked at, scoffed a
laugAd at, derided, or ridiculed, him: (Li,1
Z, ], TA:) aid by Az to be strange, and n·
known by him or any other authority than th
of Lb: (TA:) from the raying, ,'! 'i .it

-t . [Such a one occupied himslf abs
witA the Aonour, or reputation, of such a on
making sport witl it]. (Ksh in ii. 13.) Ar
i. q. ·. 1 t (He deceived, deluded, beguiled
circumvented, or outnitted, him; &c.: or 1
strov to do so]: (TA:) as also 'tV ., (JK, an
I in art. ul,) inf. n. ;t1a. (JK.)_ An
; .ii He relied upon him; [as though h

betook himself to him alone;] syn. /..1. (TA.

-And t,L, (JK, 1g,) in n. ;., (TA,) c
· ,, (JK,) said of a man (JK) and of a thing
(JK, TA,) lie, or it, wet, went away, or pase
away. (JK,1].) Hence, (TA,) yXAl t > .i
,.U t,; 'i,, in the gur [xxxv. 22], mean
[And tAere is not any people but a arner] hanti
gone, and hath bem sent, among thAem. (8, TA.
[Hence also oM explained above as meaning H
died.] And l. s [an elliptical phrase] ShA
became old; CAthe greater part of her life pased
(TA from a trad.) And ,, j1 o [for 'i 

,I] Blam pase away/from thee; or may bla,m
pass aoay from thee. (Ksh and Bd in ii. 13.
You ay,, '.j li J;il Do thou such a
thing, and thou wilt haoe an ecclue; [i. e.] blamu
will fau from theess. (f. [See art. j.]) And
: l *:i OGrief pased away from him, and
qi*ttd Aim. (gar p. 590, from the Tekmileh.)
- Uzl j 'is.: see 3. ms [or .i, pro-
bably belonging to art. ,,., though mentioned
in the presaent art.,] He ate what was good, swmt,
or pleant. (TA.)

8. J- , inf. n. ai.j, He left a place, &c.,
empty, vacant, oid , doid, destitute, or unoc-
cpied.] Hence, Zi t; j ([He left his place
acaent;] meaningth died: (TA, andso inyam

p. 478:) a meaning assigned in the V to t .
~ , and by IA'r to i alone, without tesh-
deed; but when &it is added, it is with tebhdeed.
(TA.) And tHe went his way. (mun p. 379.)
And [;Hi (i le[ft his way free, or open,
to Aim]. (T, TA.) And '. ,,h [He left the
way, or ~ce, frt bt~ them two; meaning
Ah lf tam twofree, meac to do to the other as
l pleaed]. (TA.) [And Ui e.4;.j & .
.He left Aim frs ac~ to uch a thing.] And

*:~'~ He/ l,h eabft Aim, or it, alone;
r;. d.M (8 and 0 and ] in art. .) [And
UiW; .ih . e H kf Aim to do as eA pleaed with
such a one.] And 1l J. He left, left alone,
or let alone, (A thing, or affair; u also V tI3

and d . and Q1, (' , TA,) inf n. C.
(TA.) For ijj ignifies The leaving, and
making a thing to be alone. (var p. 123.)
[ .i and 'Za U both signify He ft, or left
aoe, it, or Aim] It i aid in a trad., ,
.k. osJ ,H (God) l1f taem, or eft tAhe

4, alonas, and turned fro t ,forty yar (TA.)
O, [And IjA, ;. He mad him, or left Aim, va-
ot cant, unoccu d, snemployed, or at eisu , for

such a thing.] ._ L" also signifies The act of
loosing; contr. of i.. (IAr, ] in rt. ,jl.)

*e [Hence,] !,J. t, ;* (J, (JK, TA,) in the
id 1 tjd, without teshdeed, but this requires con-
i, sideration, (TA,) He dsmismd, loosed, let loose,
s, or let go, the thing. (JK, ], TA.) _ [And
d hence ,a meaning He left it, permitted it, or
dallowed it: see the pasa part. n., below.] -
ed t., said of a she-camel such as is termed

) 4; and hence, of a cooking-pot: see 1 in art.

ie r:
S 3. 's. He lef, forsook, relinquished, oban-
d doned, deserted, or quitted, him, being let, k o.,
) byhim; namely, another man; syn. ;lt;; (8;)
inf. . ; , n. wi., ithA Il, (JK,) [and

h . also: and heAs was, or became, distant, re-
) mote, far off, aloof, or apart, from him; for]
e fs.ish yn. with L1 and ;t;. (TA in art.
e FM.) and .i.. (TA in the present art.) And

1., Joj., in£ n. Si.: see 2. -[Also lie
w ent, or came, out, orforth, to him, in thefield;
for] ;'.. is also sgm. with ;jj;#. (Sh, TA.)
- Also, (Lith, JK, ,) in£ n. .Il, (Lth,
JK,) He wvrestled with him, each endeavouring
to throw down the other; contended with Aim in

rstling: (Lth, JK, ]C: mentioned in the V in
art. t. :) because, when one does so, ho is 
alone with the other, so that neither of them seeks
aid from any other. (As, TA.) And in like 
manner the word 'i." is used [app. as meaning 
The act of contending with another, by oneself,] 
in relation to any afair, or case. (Lth, JK, TA.
[See its act. part. n., below.]). See also 1, in
the latter part of the paragraph. 

4: see 1, in eleven places. m;WI LSL JaI,
(8, 1,) or jJI, (Myb,) He made the place, 
(V,) or the place of alighting or abode, (Mqb,) 
empty, vaecant, void, deoid, destitute, or unoe-
cupied: (Mqb, ]:) or it signifies, (8, 15,) or I
signifies also, (Mqb,) Ahefound it empty, &e. (8, 
Mqb, ].) One says in praying for another that
he may have a long life, tJit )i l [Afay h
God not ma*e thy place wmacant]. (TA.) -_ a
d.1 'kIrt [He made him, or found him, to be a
alone with him]. (15.) 1.

5. LJ He wetforth into the field, or opem ti
country, to satisf a want of nature. (TA.) Y
And *1 j H e ent forth into the n
svacant tract, or into the privy, to satisfy a want a
of nature: or he satisfied a want of nature
tlherein. (TA.)-Also He was, or became, or
made himuelf, raca nt from occupation, or bus- in
ne; [utoccupied; unemployed; or at leiure;]
syn. JAJ: ( :) or so tL/AZ . L. '3 ( in &
art. &.) You say, ;;,- u_ L3 lHe was, or tc
became, or made himsel, vacant for, or he con- m
fined himself exclusivly to, the service of God. s53
(TA.) [See also 1, in the latter part of the para- ;j
graph. In like manner, one says also, a' ;

.t ik 1 ~~f

[Boos I.

He mas, or bea, or ma ~f, ~tfor,
.or he connd Aimslf acli#ly to, tha afai~: .
.And 4 t; (, , TA) T'y coa ed
tAhe ecUuie t10o a she-cm1 , or to sh-
cas nc a they thermd L, (a, TA,)
i. ( [B i miuing only r, or t em]. ( TA.)
And s. 3 He took for Ahimef a a
(TA.)tAnd worl .]_ ,X.J and ~,b: aem 
_And i '5t j (The camel re

left to themselves witout a pastor]. (a1 in art

10: ee 1, in three plces. [And oe also
4J^;_]>'.j uimsj4 l Hse askd Aim to
lae his sitting-jplace acant, or tnmoccupied,for
him. (8. [But found by me in only one copy of
that work.]) - Lj l UiLj..l He asked th
king to hav a meeting, or an interrie, with Aim
in a vacant place, or a place unoccupied [by
others, i. e., in a prIiate place; he asked th
hing to grant him a priate meeting or inte.
view]. (1)

i as a word denoting exception, (8, Mughnee,
1g,) when it governs a gen. case, (8, Mughnee,)
as when you say, J '3 .1. [Tley came to
me, except Zyd], is a particle, (8, Mughnee, ,)
accord. to some of the grammarians, likel,;l.
but accord. to some, a prefixed inf. n. (g.) *It
also govern* an accus. cas, a a verb: (g, Magh-
nee:) so that you say, .1j *4 Iis . [meaning
as above]; the agent of 'Is. being implied, (?,
Mughnee,') like that of Ul [used as a verb]:
it is as though you mid, 43 O k: i a ' ."
[i.. tlu who came to me were without Zeyd]:

( :) or correctly, accord. to IB, Wj '..
[for ,* ,p*, like as you say, . 3, for i
., .s ]. (TA.) When you say 'i. L, it is
followed only by an accus., because 'i. L is equi-
valent to an inf. n.; (, Mughnee;) so that wilen
rou say, lJ s La > C . [meaning as above],
t is as if you said, .gj .jl L ( or 1.9

13J], i. e. J D>..,i., (8,) which two phrases
"aen C." [ (They came to me,
&ey bAY g t w ozy: (8, 1 :) [for] acord.
o Seer, 's. La occupies tho place of a noun in tho
ccus. as a denotative of state: but some say,
a an ady. n. of time; so that, accord. to these,
o 's. L mean 3 ; j tui the

me of their be ing a Zyd. (Mughnee.)
You say also, is. l a. J3.M C)j L,
heaning [I deired not to d'i a thee,] but I
dinonited th (t;h e 'I JK, TA.)

, and its fern. (with ;), and dual: see ,
seven plaes.

said by some to be an inf. n.: [see s
;c. in the first paragraph ofthis art.:] byotheris aid
be a simple subLt.; (TA;) meaning Lonlines;

elitude; lonsomenes; solitarinae; daolateneu;
yn.;l.;j. (8 and ]5 in art. ~.s.j.) [Hence, app.,]
4L, j1 j -(A man easy in p~rat confe-
inc.]. (Mfb in art. .. ' (Se alo a phrase in
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the latter pmt of the next paragrph.]) 
Also An empty, a mcant, a void, or an no~

cupied, pace. (XKL. ee [s o . ) [In the
present day, it is often applied to A clot to whic
on nrtirefor privacy; and particularly to a cell
for religiou retirement: and is vulgarly pro-

nounced 4L.] You ay, oa Ui --- `

(°) or , i p. t.~- (g) [He hada ameeting,
or an intrview, witl him in a wacant place, or
a place unoccupied by others, i. e., in a private
place]. Also EacA of the two sharp sides or
edges of an arrow-head (Aon, JK, TA) or of a
spear-head: (Agn, TA :) both together are called
the 5;.;; (Aln, JK, TA.)

g is primarily an inf. n. (MF, TA. [See 1,
first sentence.]) -[Then it is used as an epithet,
syn. with JIA:] ee Qa., in five places.l Then
it i used (as a subbt. ib the sense of vacant
place [in a general ene]: (MF,TA:) or a
place in which i afotAing: ($, ]:) [often applied
in the present day to; any opm tract of country
or desert:] and then, particuarly, such as one
take for the p~ s qf satig a want of

nature; (MF, TA;) i. q. U, (C, Mhb,,)
but not aJ meaning only a place for the perform-

ance of .~ 1, as might be imagined from this

explanation: pl. asl. (MF, TA.) It is said in

a prov., (S,Meyd,) St;.i J ,Ji; ,j.d, (u ,
Meyd, g,) [in Freytag's Arab. Prov., (i. 436,)
JAtt4,] i. c. [Thy place of retirement is] mot

pre~rative (.)f) [of tAy se of shame, or
modesty]; meaning it is most fit for thee to be
alone in thine abode; (s,* Meyd;) for he who
is so needs not to be careful for his shame, or
modesty: it is used in blaming the mixing with
others. (Meyd.) ; - -. _ [His place of
retirement for satisfying o want of nature was
straitened to himn] is used as meaning he suffered
suppression of the feces, or constipation of the

bowel. (Ibn-Buzurj, TA in art. em..) m t

fA~JI '1, (TA,) or [as written in a verse in
which it occurs in the TA in the present art., and
in art. I rJ] .JI, (JK, TA,) [without,., but
whether this be the right reading, or only re-
quired by poetice license, seems to be doubtful,]
is a phrase mentioned by Th, (TA,) meaning
Verily Ae is good in speech. (JK, TA. [If the
former reading be right, the meaning may be
similar to that of tjL>1 _, mentioned above:
if the latter only, or rather l ,.J 1 J1, be
right, it probably belongs to art. kl, and is

tropical, from the herbage termed lib.; and this
may also be the cue if the former reading be
right])

Igd; and its fem. m.: ee J1i., in twelve
place. -The fem., also signifies applied to a
she-camel, (?, Mlb,) Loosed from the cord, or
rope, with which her fore shanh and her arm
hatm ben bound together, (?, Mqb, j,) and ft
alo, or free, (Q,) so that he patures where the
will. (Mqb.) Hence, (Mqb,) it is used by way
of metonymy a meaning Divorced: (L4, C,

M,b, ] :) one sys to a woman, h ou; To

art di;orced; (Lb, ;) and thu a man used to
say in the Time of Ignorance: (TA:) and one

says, s. ' She is divorced: (Mb :) and a

woman is divorced thereby when divorce is meant
(Lb, TA.) Applied to a woman, it signifies also

Free from any obstacle to marriage: pl. 1.,l.
(Myb.) Also A she-camel that is made to
affect, with another he-camel, one young one, so
that both yield their milk to it, and to which the
people of a tent, or house, confine themuelves ex-
clusieely of the other for the purpose of milking
her: (p:) or a she-camel that is choen as the
one more abundant in mills, when one has brought

A-j
forth and her young one is drawn away ( .)
a soon as born, before ae smells it, and the
young one of another, that has brought forth
before her, is brought near to her, and she affects
it; the other is left to suckle the young one, and
is termed o., pl. J [app. . or L;
(As, TA:) or a she-camel that is eft, or lft
alone, to be miled: (s:) or that affects a young
one [not hAr ow], or is destitute of her young
one, (JK, M, ],) whether she incline to another's
young one or do not, or that is dstitute of her
young onm by death or slaughter, (M, TA,) and
mAcoe milk one cause to flow by means of the
young one of another; but only by her affecting
a young one, and not suclding it: (M, :*) or
tha brings forth, when abundant in milk, and

has hlr young one drawn (~) from beneath
her, and another put beneath her, and is then
left, or left amne, to be milked; (Lb, g(;) this
being done because of her generous quality:
(Lh:) or a she-camel, or two she-camels, to
which the people of a tent, or house, confine them-

mlves exclusively, for milking, rhaen two or three
she-camels are made to affect one young one, and
to yield their milk to it; the young one [after-
wards] sucking from one of them only: (g,*
TA:) or a she-camel that brings forth, and wVhose

young one is drawn away (j.) in order that
her milk may continue for their use, she being
made to yield Aer milk by means of the young one
of another, which is then withdrawn from her,
and she is milked: sometimes, also, they bring

together three and four 'jL [pl. of 3iA.] to one

young camel: and the doing so is termed '~:

(IAr, TA:) in this case they take as a t1
whichever of them they will. (ISh, TA.) [Ap-
plied to a she-camel in any of these senses, it
seems to be an epithet in which the quality of a
subt. is predominant; i. e., used without its

having ijU prefixed to it.] - See also the para-
graph next following, in two places.

$i. [as fem. of the epithet ': see the next
preceding paragraph, and the places there referred
to in its first sentence. . As a subst. it signifies]
A'great sip: (T, S, ! :) or a ship that goes of
itte(f, witAhout its being made to do so by the
sailor: (JK, :) or one that is followed by a
mall boat: (X :) the first held by Az to be the
right meaning: (TA:) pl. Q.1ii. (JK, .)_

Also, (, Mgh, Myb, ], &c.,) and *uk&, (JK,
Myb, j,) The habitation (~,) of bees, [whether
it be a manufactured hive or a hollow in the

trunk of a tree or in a roch,] in which thy
d~voit thir Aoey; (Q ;) the place in wich b
deposit their honey: (Mgh:) or the tAing in
whAich b~e deposit thir ho~ y, (Q, TA,) not
manufactured for them: (TA:) or a thing like
the [kind of jar calld] :l, of clay, (, TA,)
made for bees: (TA:) or a certoin thing for
bee, wll known, of clay or of wood: (MNb:) or,
accord. to Lth, if made of clay, it is called tj1j,

(M,b, TA,) i. e. [;1 and ;sb and j 1 #]
with kesr: (Mb :) or a piec of wood hoUo~d
out for honey to be deposited therein [by bes]:
or the lower part of a tree that is caUled ;.,
[n. un. of.;*, q. v., hoUomed out for that pur-

pose,] rewmbling the [kind of jar called] Jj;:
A - J1.0~~~~~ a

(]:) or , signifies the part of the ;Ijl_
which i the place of the honey: (JK:) pl. as
above. (Mqb, TA.)

33.": see the next paragraph.

QJ;. Empty, vacant, void, devoid, deatitute, or
unoccupied; (Mgh, TA;) having none, and
nothing, in it: (T A :) applied to a place, (Mtb,

TA,) s also , (TA) and tj.L; (Mtb;)

and to a thing, as abo *t ; (TA;) or a

vesel. (Mgh.) You say also * 64. X 01, [as
well as o'"; alone,] meaning A place in which is

none (1, TA) and nothing. (TA.) And ;.,j

,"..; i; .ll, meaning a'l. [i.e. I found tlh
house empty, &c.]. (TA.).j Vacant, or free;
from a thing or an affair; or devoid, or destitute,

of a thing; (TA;) and so 'V and ;
which last is the same as masc. and fern., though

it has i. also for fem., and ,'.1 for pl.; (];)
but properly, accord. to Lb, it has no dual form,
nor pl., nor fem., though some give it such

forms: (TA:) or a , which hasu a dual, [i. e.

e.Lj,] and pl., (S, Msb,) i. e. s and

:. l1, (v,) signifies free [from a thing]; or
clear or quit [of a thing or person]; as also
t $.", (S, Msb,) which, being [originally] all
inf. n., has no dual nor pl. [nor fem.]; ( ;) and.I a -
t;LL. (M,b.) You say, & ' e t .' il

_.'.l and t., i. e. Thou art free from tAis'

thing, or ffair. (TA.) And A. 1 ' A.j us,
meaning J%t. [i.e. I am free from anxiety].

(Mgh.) ind Ij 'X t; l li, meaning j&
ec . I am free from ~uch a thing]: (s:) and

, a, and a,*; and some say, ot1A tb,
and _.&,., which is not proper. (T, TA.) And

,e . .. .. s
:; ,.F t. 1 . ,-r Thou art free in mind

from my affliction, or mirfortune. (TA from a

trad.) And L, t~ Uil I am clear, or quit,

of thee. (Q.) ind o°;.3 . l l signifies the

same. (S.) And '. i . '_ and :W1l
[q. v.] We are clear, or quit, of you. (Fr, T in

art. W.) And . C>$ Tho U . 7°

art clear, or quit, of this affair. (TA.) And

with r t ;w to S h i tjafar Us [lit. l am,

With respect to this affair, like Fdli Ibn-XI,a.

1
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lA/eh], ($,) or ;ijs . F , (so in the JK and
1 in thi art, and in the and V in art. u,
meaning : ' [i. e. I am clear, or quit, of thi
affair]: (JK, $, ]K:) a saying originating from
its being asked of FllUj Ibn-Khalaweh, on tllu
day of Er-Ralkam, when Uneys killed the cap
tives, "Doet tlou," or "wilt thou," "aid Uneys?"
and his answering, "I am clear," or quit," "ol

him." (@ and 1 in art. .) And t if [alon:]

significs 7,JI j Jl. [Free from anwicty];

eontr. Ofu (s.) It is said in a prov., J_j
yl JIL> , i. e. Woe to him rA o ii

occupied by arsioty from him Nwho is frce there

ftu,: (TA:) and in another,! 
Ifanin JI *,>, i. e. I'i7at will he wro is occupied
by anwiety ererienc fr,om him nrho is free
tAesrrom? meaning, accord. to AO, that the
latter will not aid the former against his anxieties,
but will censure him: it is said in the Tckmileh
that to, [in these prov.] is from U ̀ es
meaning " Grief pased away from him," and
quitted him." (Imar p. 650.) And t :'aione

meanej..JI .S IL. [i. e. TlIou, 0 woman, art
devoid, or desitute, of .ood]. (Mgh.) - Also
A man hatving no wife; (6,}];) [for C).- JS.
.l.~l, a phrase occurring in the TA:] aind a

woman having no huaband; (fC;) thus without
i: (TA:) pl. (1:) and ;, also, has
the latter meaning; dual ccd.;L, and pl. _

and to has Vt : a nd t and means a woman
hating no huwiand nor chilren; pl. _i..
(TA.) - [And Alone; as alvo o ; and
tlle.sr It is said in a prov., t 1L lch

The wolf wrhen [alone or] in a vacant place [is
most courageous, or violent]; (TA;) or 01il
[which means the same]. (JK. [And another
reading sl [i,. See Freytag's Arab. Prov.,
i. 500.]) And one says, %t ; ~,
meaning ai.{ [i. e. I found such a moman
alon]. (TA.) And * j i. e. $
[He found them tt,o alone]. (g.) _ [Also
Past, or past away: u well as going, going
away, or passing away .] AJl.JI CUI means
[The generations] that have pased. (JK, w,

: , and its fem. a .l.: see : ii.., in sixs

places. _ U; i J, occurring in a trad.,
means I did not fpnd the, destitute of wites
beside me: it is not from ".4 ;,_1 signifying

woman having no husband." (TA.)

(T A shecamel left alone, awray from her
young one. (IDrd, JK.)

r- paus part. n. of 2. ($,TA.) -Le,
permitted, or allosed. (M in art. .)

Twl' [act. part. n. of 3, q. v.]. Accord. to
Ay, it signifies Contending weitA another in

war. (TA in art .)
mL. Devoting h imsey to religiousa tica

or exercises [app. in solitude or seclusion, or in a
);i..; or because one generally does so in soli-
tude; or because the doing so involves abstrac-
tion from othel affairs: see also 1 and 5]. (TA.)

; . U, (S, Mgh,Msb, g,) aor. yia, (Mob, )
infU. n. i; (Msb, K ;) and VUaL;l; (8, Mgh,
] gb, l ;) Ile cut the herbage called LL.: (S,
Mgh, Msb, . :) or he pluc;ked it up. (Lb, .)
Hlence, in a trad., (Mgh, Msb, TA,) respecting
the declaration of the sacredness of Mekkeh,

, (TA,) tj.. t j ,, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) i. e.
[Its fresh herbage] shaU not be cut. (Msb.)_

a1,lJl t (S,) or 4A tJWI, (1.,) aor. as above;
I (,.K ;) or iZe,Il v l.l, inf. n. ; (TA,

as from the K;) He cut the herbage called i.
(9, P)for thi beast, (?,) orfor the cattle: (4 :)
and he fed the beast, or the cattle, *vith V.
(TA.) -.. Jl L5& Ie collected the barlety in
a ;'.. (K.) -; 1il i, ., (inf. n. as above,
TA,) t Hle put firervood beneath the coohina--pot:
or he put Jlesh-meat into the cooking-pot. (IAer,
t , TA.) And Uj;1i * i,l tHe kindlcd afire
for the cooking-pot with camels', or similar,
dung; as though lie put L . to it. (TA.) And
v.t l, said of a cooking-pot, tIt had firewood
put to it, like as a she-camel has ~ . put to her,
and hindled beneath it: or, as some relate a
verse in which it occurs, ' '., [belonging to
art. 1.,] having a similar meaning, fromna this
verb said of a she-camel such as is termed 
meaning "she had" a young one "put to her."

(JK, TA,) t lIe put the bit in the mouth of the
hors, (JK, ]~, TA,) like fresh Ls.. (JK.) _

And j.lit1 U . (1g,TA,) .,a;AJ j;, aor. and
inf. n. as above, (TA,) t He pulled out the bit
[fronm the mou,th of the horse]. (.K, TA.)~
See also 1, last sentence, in art. ...

2: see 1j., below: ~and see also 1.

3, mentioned in this art. in the ]: see art.

4. 1 ,"J ,,.I, (inF. n. · .,TA,) said of
God, He made ,i. to grom for the catule. (Lh,
]1.) - See also 1, in three places. .-

w;bjl1 The land became abundant in LU. (JK,
l, K.)-[And hence,] .sWl tHe uttered words,

or expesions, mwithout any great meaning. (I'am
p. 391.)

7. said of Z., It ras cut. (.S.)

8: see 1, in two places. [Hence,] Jl. . JI
J.k-jg ,5,3jt The srord cuts off the arms
and the les. (JK, 9, TA.)

12. LrJ.".I. He constantly drank milk.
(IAr, 1:.)

.. Fresh, green, or juicy, herbage: (8, IB,
Mgh, M9 b, 1]:) that which is dry is termed

[but see this word]: (Mqb, from the Kf:)
or dry , * (so in one place in the C: [app.

a mistake occasioned by an omission:]) or i.q.
$1,, (1B, Msb,) with damm, (IB,) [i. e. frsh,
or green, pasture; or such as consists of the

herbs, or letuminous plants, of the .; or of
these and of trees or shrubs :] or herbage that is
cut, of the herbs, or legumino·us plants, of the
&"0: (Lth, JK:) or, accord. to [the Imam]
Mohammad, anything that is eaten as pasture,
not [girowing] upon a stem: (Mgh:) or slender
herbage as long as it remains fresh, green, or
juicy: (IAth, TA :) it is also written *S,.

with medd, like 'L: (Msb:) n. un. ;': (8,
Meb, 1 :) or this signifies any herb (i4) that

one pulls up: (K,*TA:) pl. .. 1, (R,) a pl.
sometimes used [app. as meaning sorts of . ' ] .

(TA.) [Hence,] ,j L. :.j z [A slare
rithfieash herbage in hij hands, or anrs]; mean-
ing, though a slave, yet rich, or possessing suffi-
ciency: (8, TA:) a prov., (8, Meyd,) applied to
the case of property possessed by him who does

not deserve it: or, as some relate it, t. * 
., [having fresh herbage inut in his hands, or

arms]: (Meyd:) but this latter reading is dis-
allowed by Yaqloob: (S :) [see other readings,
not belonging to this art., in Freytag's Arab.
Prov. ii. 75:] U,J&, or k, is understood before

..a. (Meyd.) And 3 #;"r . *. 1I
was not a breaker of a promise. (TA.) And
[hence also, app., if this be the right reading,]

1. ;.t ~'I [or rather ti.J]; ort *'AJI:

see :.., in art. ,1..

j4,.: see the next preceding parngraph, in
two places.

Ji.1 and ts A cutter of V. (Myb.

[The pls. C&U. and i are mentioned in
the 9 and TA.])

L,.. The thing [or instru.unent] wvith which

is cut. (s, TA.)

:'Jd A thing [or bag] into which u is
put: (8, 1 :) [and hence a nose-bagfor a horse or
the like; so in the present day;] a small sack that
is htng to the head of a horse [or the like], in which
he eats barley ['c.]: ( .ar p. 76:) so called because
they used to cut [and put] t. therein for their
beasts: (JK:) pl. J . (TA.) -

see

: see The lion: (1,
TA :) because of his courage. (TA.)

.a., aor. (JK, 9, ) and !, (,) [the
latter irreg.,] inf. n. .j. (JK, 1) and .. ,
(1.,) It (flesh-meat) was, or became, stinhing;
(;, 1 ;) said of what is roasted, or cooked; ( ;)
or modtly said of what is cooked, and. what is
roasted: (IDrd, 1 :) or becams altered for the
worse in odour; said of roasted meat, and of meat
cut into strips and dried: (A.'Obeyd, TA:) or

a 

mistake occuioned by azt oniissionj) or i.q.

0
-:1J, 

I (IB, Mob,) with damm, (IB,) [i. e.

or 

green, pasture ; or mch as conshis of tko

1
herbs, 

or legitminous plants, of the LLeoj; or of

them 

and of trees or shrub3:] or herbaqo that is

cut, 

of the herbs, or lequminopt3 plants', of thti

&.�j: 

(Ltli, JK:) or, accord. to [the Imim]

Mohaminad, 

anything ilLat is eaten as pasture,

not 

[giomiptq] tipon a stem: (Mgh:) or slender

Iterbage 

as long as ig remains fredi, grem., or

juicy: 

(1Ath, TA :) it is also wi.itten *

with 

medd, like (Mqb:) n. un. M

Meb, 

1� :) or tlais sicrnifies any herb (JJ.4) titat

one 

pal up: (1�,OTA:) pt. (f-,) a' yL

sometimes 

used [app. as meaning sortt of

(TA.) 

[IfenceJ ZYj [A slare

.

LSI&3

wighfi.esh 
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ing, 

though a slave, Yet rich, or possessin- suffi-

. 0
ciency: 

(?,TA:) a prov., (�, Aleyd,) applied to
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case of property poswased by Iiim who does

not 

deserve it: or, as sonic relate it, J * 0

d.i.s,p 

[harijig fresh herbage img in his han&, or

arms): 

(Meyd:) but this latter reading is dis-
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by Yaq�oob: (5:) [ace otlier readings,

not 

belonging to this art., in Freytacre Arab.

Prov. 

ii. 75:] U&, or k&, is understood before

1 

0, 'I .. 3 63 1

(Meyd.) 

And 3.x�� #"�k& %:.i% U 1 I
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not a breaker of a promise. (TA.) And

[hence 

also, app., if this be the right readin- 1

&A 

[or mther or &,'AiJI

see 

.A&, 

in art. 31&.

j54,L: 

see the next precedint, parngroph, in

two 
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�ti. 

and A cutter of Uk&'. (Mfb.

[The 

ple. C&U. and are mentioned in

the 

and TAJ)

Lrkni.A 

The thinq [or intly.uinent] ivith whic4

is 

cut. (15, TA.)

!t�IA 

A titing [or. bag] iptio whichul& is

put 

[atid hence a now-bagfor a horse or

the 

like; so in the pruent day;] a irmall sack that

is 

hting to the head of a horse [or the like), in iphich

he 

eats barlevj (gar p. 76:) so called because

they 

used to cut [and put] tlicrein for their

beasts: 

(JK:) pl. J". (TA.)

see

J;d-*: 

see 1The lion: (1�,

T,�C 

becamm of his courage. (TA.)

aor. 

; (JK, and 1 OL) [the

latter 

irreg.,] int n. (JK, 1�) and

(1�,) 

It (flesh-meat) was, or became, stinking;

(�, 

V ;) said of wliat is roas ted, or cooked; (�;)

or 

moody said of what is cooked, and. what is
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(IDrd, ]�:) or becams altered for the
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in odour; said of roosted meat, and of meat

cut 
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became stinkig after having been thoroughly
cooked: (TA :) and said also of milk, (JK, 1K,)
in like manner, (JK,) it became altered by the
bad odour of the skhin, ( K, TA,) and corrupt:
(TA:) and t*_ 1. signifies the same, (JK, S, K.,)

in both cases: (TA:) and A. also, said of a
cake of bread not thoroughly baked, signifies the
beccoming altered in odouri. (TA.) [hIence,]
.i., inf. n. , is likewise said of a man.

(TA. [Sce also 10.]) And one says,.Ai. 
meaning tille ill not become altered (JK, TA)
from his state, or condition, (JK,) or from his
liberality, and generosity. (TA.) And O .. jI

A,, j, (8, TA,) [lit.] meaning [It is the clari-
fied butter] that will not become altered [for the
n'orse]: (TA:) a prov., relating to a man when
one speaks well of him, and praises him. (S,

TA.) AndA,,.t $,4 4 ,i.e. tIt i unmixed

poison. (TA.)--.,. signifies also The act of

n.eeping violently. (i.) You say, . Hel

wep violenttly. (TXK.) , (JK, S, kC,)
aor. ', (5,) inf. n.,, (TIg,) lIe cleaned out
a well: (S, 15 :*) and he srept a tent, or house,
or chamber: (JK,$,](:) and t_..:l signifies
the same, ($, 1I,) in both cases. (TA, and so in

some copies of the JS.) - [Hence,] ,, _ 
I e eulogizes himtt, commends him, or speiaks well of
him: (K, TA:) and a : , nor. '

inf. n. ,., S lie eulogized him: (TA:) [and so,

app., A.d alone; for] AL signifies The act of

eulogizing.. (15, TA.).-., also signifies The
act of cutting; and so t.A,4. (1..)_ And

;G .'b , (1IC,) aor. , inf. n. .. , (TA,) lle
mil~kd the she-camel: (15:) or .0., aor. ', sig-
nifies he turned in his thumb upon his palm when
milUting. (JK.) ,d, said of a domestic fowl,
It was confined in a .L, i.e. cage, or coop. (1.)

4, see 1.

5. 1 .J 1 L i tHe ate wtat re-
mained, of fragments, and scattered particles,
upon the table, (~, TA,) by reason of his greedi-
na. (TA.) [See also R. Q. 1.]

8: see 1, in two places. - g _. I He took it
away. (JK.)- And .hIe threw it dowrn prostrate;
anid,from the foundation; or tiprooted it. (JK.)

10. It is said in a trad. of Mo'4wiyeb, jI ' 
cO 3 J "I Of4: thus, accord. to E-
Tah. wee, with the pointed .. , meaning [WBrhoso
lesiret th tat men] should become altered in their

odour to him by reason of their long standing in
his presence: but it is also related otherwise,

[q. v.: see also 1 in the present art.].
(TA.) [See also 2 in art. .,.]

R. Q. 1. A"*' [inf. n. of,] i. q
'dl,., (~, ~,) i. e. The [snv./intg, or] qpeaking
[indistinctly, through tie nose,] as though one
,ere r j~ [app. here meaning affected wvith the
disa#se tetnrmed C.j], (so in a copy of the 8 and
in the TA,) or O [i. e. bereft of reason, or

mad, insane, &c.; and this is another meaning of
Oi.~], (so in another copy of the S,) by rea-
son of pride. (S.) [See ...] Also tTbe
eatinj in a certain foul manner; (JK, S, TA;)
and so * [inf. n. of -]. (TA.)
Hence, I; . [app. meaning tOne rwho so
eats], used as a proper name. (JK, TA.) [Sec
ulso 5.]

It. Q. 2: sce the next prcceding paragraph.
3. 9

.A., (1K.) or 1i., (AA, S,) applied to flesh-
meat (AA, 8, K) that is roasted or cooked, (AA,
S,) or mostly to what is cooked and what is
roasted, (K,) Stintking; (AA, S, K;) as also

t ._: (AA, S:) or this last signifies altered in
olodur, b,t not yet corrupt (Ltb, JK, TA) like a
stinking dead body. (Ltlh, TA.)

A. A ecae, or coop,for dometticfowle : (ISd,
:) [and so, in modern Arabic, & j:] thought

by ISd to be so called because of its foul smell.
(TA.)- A [receptacle made of matting or of
reedls, such as is caUed] ;j.i, in which strat is
put,for the domestic hen to lay her eggs therein,
(1.,) or to hatch therein. (TA.) - A hollow dug
in the ground, in the bottom of nwhich are put
ashes, and then new-born lambs or kids are put
therein: pl. ... (..)

.1. The refusc of anytlhing. (JK.) [See
also At:.]

' £Ieary, or sluggish, in spirit: (15:)

from a&. signifying "sweepings." (TA.)_

tPraisted: (I.(:) from _ signifying the act of
"eculogizing." (TA.) - Milk just milked. (1.)

i Swneepings; (1K ;) like ai. : (JK,
:) and the earth that is cleared outfrom a rwell:

( :) the dust, or earth, of a tent or house or
clhamber, and of a well, that is swept, or cleared,
out, and throwrn in a heapl). (LIh, TA.) -Also,

(V,) or. ;.sSc IL, (TA,) Scattered frayments
of food, rhich are [gathered up, or swvept t¢gether,
and] eaten, and on account of rwhich a recom-
pense is ho,ed for [from God]. (]I,* TA.)

.tl A corruipt, bad, feather, beneat1 the
otherf;athers. (K,* TA.)

i .: see the next paragraph. - Also A
weak spear. (Q, kC.)

.L:7 (JK, 1;) and ? , (JK, IDrd, TA,)
or *c., (1,) What is bad of househlold goods,
or furniture, or utensils; (JK, IDrd, 15, TA;)
and of trees. (K.) Also the first and second,
(JK, ;,) or the first and third, (K,) tThe refuse,
or the low, ignoble, or *Nean, (~, ,) or the bad,
(JK,) of mankind: (JK, ;, 15 :) thle lowest,
baset, or meanest, sort, and the mass, thereof:
or the weak thereof. (TA.) You say, O .J 1.I

,-WlIl 1 and ,,I;Ji v14 t 'hat ix a mnan
of the refuse, &c., of mankind. (S.) [See also
;1;L.]

t: : see the next preceding para,graph.

'. One who speahks ith [or through] his
nose. (TA.) [See R. Q. 1.]

;.,...: see R.Q.1.

,At.: see A..

['.j.i., mentioned in this art.
Freytag, belongs to art. .-. ]

e q.: sce,...

by Golius and

;,-* A broom; a thin.q with rhkich one sweels.
(g.)_[Ilence,] A , - p& tlec is a rehe-
ment eater [and one wiro swCeepJ together the good
and the bad]. (JK.) [Sece also art. ,.]

.. j,m.. oJi SA hear.t clear from malevolence,
malice, or spite, and envy. (S, TA.) And ,
~ 1 1 ilaring the heart clear from mn vo-

lence, malice, or spite, and envy: (1K, TA:) or
friom dishonesty, or dissimulation, and enmy; as
explained by Mohammniad himself, when used by
!lim: or from diskonesty, or disimulation, and
corr,ption: or fron pollution: all these expla-
nations being firom . signifying "lie cleaned
out" a well. (TA.)

1. jIl .. , nor. '; ($, Meb, 1K ;) and

;s, (A, K,) nor. -; (K1;) inf. n. j (S,
A, Mieb, 1) and '.i; (IK!tt,g ;) Thefire sub-
sided; its flaming,. or blazing, ceasing; (S,
A, Msb, 1K;) but its embers remaining une
tinguised: (S, Msb, 1 :) when its embers have
become extinguished, you say of it, .,: ( :)
or it died arcay, and became utterly extinguis~ d.
(Msb.) [ Ilence,] 0*Jl tI ,, ($, Mtb,

,) or .J., (A,) :The feve; became alayed:
(A, M.b :) or the vehemence of the fever became
allayed. (S, K.) - And t He (a sick man,
S) Jainted, or swooned: (S, A, Msb, 1S:) or he
died. (S, A, Msb.)

4. j;l 1 . He allayed theflaming, or blazisg,
of the fire; lcaving its emnbers unextinguishld:
(I, Msb, 15 :) or he extinguised the fire utterly.
(Msb.) Anid 5i1 ,..,. Tlh wind allayed its

flaming, or blazing. (A.). -~Ie was, or be-
came, stgill, or motionles, and silent. (~, TA.)

;.d,. A place in vwhich fire is buried in order
that it, Jlaming, or blazing, may cease; its embers
remnaining unextinuiskhed: (S, 1. :) [or in order
that it may become utterly extinguished: see 1.]

.>. :Silent; fr.om rwhom no voice is huard :
and in like manner, ,. signifies still, or mu.-
tionleu, and silent: still, or motionles; having
disposed and submitted himself to an affair, or
ent. (L.) ; ,j. in the k5ur xxxvi. 28 mean

tSilent and dead: (Jel :) or silent; haring died,
and beconme li/ce extinguished ashes. (Zj, B .a)

: see the paragraph next preceding.

~~1. ao. ,i£n Sel-
1. Jn,6*, aor. L, (TA,) inf. n..6.., (1,) lie1

I
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reiled, covered, or concealW, a thing; (g,* TA;)
as also inj, inf. n. ,j, (Mgh, Mqb,) which
also signifies he covered over a thing; (S, Msb,
g;) and j1Il, (TA,) inf. n. ;tl. (I.)
[Hence,] j ,L . [and app. t%I;. also, for the
quasi-pass. is c. as wcll as Hae, He
veiled Ler with a muer; ;] he put on her a 1j.
(A.) And ;ntl t, nd , and , coered
ocer his vessel, and hisface. (S.) And *j- .
lie concealed hiJ house, or chamaber, or tent,
[meaning its interior,] and ordered it aright.
(TA, from a trad.) And ' ,;,l v a?,1
and J? and Lr The land, or ground, concealed
him, or it, from me. (K.) And '.l t ie
concealed it, or conceived it, in his wind. (8, li.)
And ;l V* I. j.iJ .tl tSuch a one con-
cealed, or conceived, in his mind a suspicion, or
an eril opinion, of me. (T,TA.) And · t, .,,
(8, M9b,) and * t , (A, Mgh,) and tV , i,.l,
(TA,) tI e concealed Ais testimony. (8, A, Mgh,
Myb, TA.) And ~il j °JIj l t Wins veils
[or obscures] the intellect; (J ;) and so `tal.3,
lit. corers it: (Msb:) or the latter signifies t in-
fects it; [as though acting like leaven; and if
so, from .s'I , which see in what follows;
nearly the same as "intoxicates," which properly
signifies "empoisons," or "infects with poison;"]
syn . ]i. , . [See . ] , aor. ,
(., I.,) in. n. H., ( e,) He became concealed, or
hidden; or he concealed, or hid, himself; (., H ;)
U.& from me; (S;)as also YlA,., (S, i,)
inf. n. ; (1K;) and t 1: (1 :) or this
last signifies he concealed, or hid, himsel in a
j*., [or covert of trees or tha lihe]. (TA.) One
says also, jaJI t jT&. t The news, or story,
became concealed from me. (S.) And one says

to the hyena, ,d Vf * .. lHide thyself, 0
UrTnm-'Amir: (e,:) which isa prov.: (TA:) and
is said to be also a phrase used as a surname of the
hyena, in the manner of I. iU. (Iam p. 242.)

And am.3 ' l e n:ha thou. [Hide thy-
self, 0 hyena: t:hat thou fearest has come to
thee]: thlus we have found it: (K :) and this is
the reading commonly obtaining accord. to the
authors on proverbs: (TA:) but it should pro-
perly be [and 1At] or >e,j1mA. (I-)-
*1. also signifies The becoming changed, or

altered, from a former state or condition. (g.)
You say, JI o. g Thu thing became changed,

&c. (T..- ' _Jl >, (Ks,$,A,Meb,:,)
nor. ' (., Mb,) and,, (8, K,) inf. n. ,
(: Mb, g,) [ie leavened the dough;] he put
;3,., (Ks, A,) or ,,, (, A, Mqb,) into the
dlotugh; (Ks, 5,A,Myb,TA;) as also I;.:
(TA:) or he left the dough until it became good
[or mature]; (g ;) and in like manner, accord.
to the II, ,1i [the clay, or mud: see;]:
or, as in otlher lexicons, ,.1 [the perfume];

(TA;) and the like; as also i.n, inf. n; . ,
in relation to any of these things; and t 4.1 in
reinston to the finst [and probably to the others
also !: (K:) and '.I1 ,'. [he fermented the

beverage called L. ;] he put ; into the J4.

(A.) [Mtr says, in the Mgh, ;aI tjL I have
not found, nor t l as its quasi-pass.]-9*4.,
aor. ', (TA,) inf. n. ... ; ( ;) and *s,. ;
(Mgh ;) He gave him (namely, a man, and a
beast, such as a horse and the like, TA) vint

) to drink. (V,* Mgh,TA.)__- i,, (Mgb,
TA,) inf. n. /, (TA,) He suffered, or wma
affected with, j [i. e. the remains of intoxica-
tion]. (Mgh,TA.) [See also 5.]m~J ,aor. ',
(AA, S,) inf. n. ... , (H,) He was ashamed for
himself, or of himselif, or was bashful, or shy,
with re.tpect to him; rwas abashed at him, or sy
of him. (AA, 8, K.*)

2: see 1, in eight places: and see also 3.

3. .tli. as an intrans. v.: see 1, in three
· · e~.5- · -·

places. ~ ., inf. n. ljt1, It mixed, mingled,
commingled, intermixed, or intermningled, with it;
became incorporated, or blended, with it; in-
fected, or pervaded, it; syn. dIt. (., A,
Mgh, H.) You say, ;,Il l.JI j..l. The water
mixed with the milk. (A.) And L9 , im. :.I
mixed with such a one in familiar, or social, in-
tercourse; conversed with him; or became in-
timate with him; syn. ";i. (A.) And · l

Jial .L.3: see L And J t.UJ ~I. tThe
disease infected, or pervaded, him; syn. £j..:
(Sh :) or infected, or pervaded, (Ja It,) his inside.
(Lth.) -Also, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (K,) tile
approached it; or weas, or became, near to it;
(K,* TA ;) namely, a thing. (TA.)._. And ,*.
C,L,Jl, (S, A,) inf. n. as above, (~,) t lc hept,
or clare, to the place; (., A, H;) did not quit
it; (A;) remnained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in
it; (1 ;) and in like manner, his house, or
tent; and so * .. (TA.) --... , (TH,)
inf. n. as above, (IAer, ,) [app. in the dial. of
El-Yemen, (see 10,)] also signifies Kie sold a
free person as being a slave. (IAar, K, TI(.)

4. _..1.: see 1 in the former half of the par-
·el -. l

graph, in six places. - o,;jl ,. . The land
abounded with ;., (., I,) meaning tangled
trees. (TA.) i See also 1, latter part, in two
places. ~ .; -JI ,.. He gave him the thing,
or put himn in possession of it, (V,) is a phrase
common in El-Yemen: (Mohammad lbn-Ke-
theer, TA:) a man says, 1b ."i, meaning
Give thou me such a thing as a fre gift: put me
in possession of it: and the like. (Mol/ammad
Ibn-Ketheer, S.)

5. a : see 8. ~ Also She (a woman) ap-
plied ;, as a liniment to herface, to beautify her
complexion. (TA.) y.; lie n,as affected
wvith languor by wine. (TA.) [See j..]
See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.

8. i.s. She wore, or put on [her head], a
jL.; (A,, Mgh, Mb, M ;) as also tA,.
(A, Mgh, M9 b, K.) . _,.l, said of dough, [It
became fermented;] it had ;. put into it:
and in like manner one says of the beverage
called J.~. [it became fermented]: (A:) or, said

of dough, and of clay, or mud, (OL, u in the
H, but accord. to other lexicons perfume, .,
TA,) and the like, it mau left until it became

good [or mature]: ( :) and ,v,. l ,..l the
wine became mature [and fermented]; (Mgh,
Msb, H ;) as it does when it becomes changed in
odour: (TA :) or became changed in odour. (8.)

10. .. ,I1 .He made him, or took him as, a
slave: (8, Mgh, . :) of the dial. of El-Yemen.
(Mgh, TA.) [See 3.] So in the trad. of Mo'Idb,

.- , . I.. .Ul [Wlosoever hath made slave,
or tahen as slaves, persons the first state of whom.
iath been that of freemen and neiglhbours, re-
garded as weak, to him siall belong nhiat he hath
held in possession in his house or tent]: (8,' L :)
i. e., hath taken them by force, and obtained pot-
session of them: (S:) meaning, whosoever hath
made slaves, or taken as slaves, persons in the
Time of Ignorance, and then El-Islim bath come,
to him shall belong those whom he hath held in
posscssion in his house or tent: they shall not go
from his hand. (Az, TA.) Moh.ammad Ibn-Ke-
theer says, This is a phrase known to us in El-
Yemen, where any other is scarcely ever used [in
its stead]. (.)

'*. [Wine: or grape-wine:] what intoxi-
cates, of the expreed juice of gyrapes : (ISd, :)
or the juice of grapes when it has effervesced,
and thrown ul,jroth, and become fieed there-
friom, and still: (Mgh:) or it has a common
application to intoxicating expressed juice of any-
thing : (4, TA:) or any intoxicating thing, that
clouds, or obscures, (lit. covers,) the initellect; as
some say: (Mglh,* Mb: [but see what follows:])
and the general application is the more correct,
because ,.. was forbidden when there was not
in EI-Medeench any of grapes; the beve-
rage of its inhabitants being prepared only from
dates in their green and small state, or full-grown
but unripe, or fresh and ripe, or dried: (.,
TA:) or the arguing thus, fiom this fact alone,
requires consideration: (MF:) AHn says, it is
t someti7ws prlepared fromn grains: but ISd
holds this to be an improper signification: (TA:)
it is also sometimes applied to the 1 beverage
called .,., like as k.i is sometimes applied to
wine expressed from grapes: (L in art. . :)
applied to expressed juiceJfom nwlich ~. [pro-
perly so called] is maide, [i. e., to must, or unfer-
mented ,] it is tropical: it is so used in a
trad. in which j..& is said to have been sold by
[a companion of Mobammad named] Samurah:

. [in its proper acceptation] is so called
because it veils (..iJ3, i. e. jC_,) the intellect:

(H:) or because it infects (.tA, i.e. ,)
the intellect: (., ]:) [as though acting like
leaven: (see 1:)] so said 'Omar: (TA:) or
because it is left until it has become mature [and
fermented]; (1K;) or until its odour has changed:
(IAar, :) [se 8 :] the proper application of the
root is to denote "covering," andl commingling
in a hidden manner :" (Sgh, Er-RAghib, TA:) it
is of the fem. gender, and sometimes mase.:
(Myb,H :) you say j.Il as well as.Jl >:

2
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but A4 does not allow it to be mase.: (Myb:)
and t , sinifies thdie same: (] :) [or a kind
of wine:] orj*. and .*. are like , and 3J4;
[the former a cell. gen. n., and the latter its n. un.;]
( ;) and ;' [thus] signifies some wine; lit., a
portion of, . : (Mb :) the pl. of is ;,. .
(S,Mqb.) You say [also] 3Jj j* [So07
pnire, or unmixed, wine; using a mase. epithet,
contr. to rule]. (S.)_[lIence the saying,,] L

j. ; j; (S,) or . , Jj L.
(};,) S Such a one, (S,) or he, ( p:,) pose.ses
neither good nort evil: (S,I :) [or neither evil
nor good: for] AA says that some of the Arabs

mnake,.Jtl to be good, and J.JI to be evil; and
some of them make 1 lJI to be evil, and J.JI
to be good. (Hnar p. 153.) ,jn. also signifies
tGO,ales; (AHn, M, ;) in the dial. of El-
Yemen:) (1I:) like as & signifies "wine"
in that dial. (Ain, TA in art. .) It is said
in the ~lur [xii. 36],. 1 1 .1 . Verily
I thought myself presing grapes: (ISd:) or the
meaning is, plresing out wine from grapes. (Ibn-
'Arafeh.)

j. A covert of trees Jc.: (ISk, S, Mgh, :)
or a place wlhere the ground is eaten amay by a
torrent, or an oblong tract of msad collected to-
gether and elevated, forming a place for conceal-
nent: (ISk, S:) and a hollown, or carityl, in

which a wolf conceals hinself: and taniled trees.
(TA.) You say, ip,il .s. u ) uf i f

[ThIe game, or wrild animal or animals, concealed
itself, or themselves, .iom me in the covert, &c.,

of the valley]. (,.) And ~,j "' aJ '
'JI! ;- t [lIe creeps to him in the thicl.ket, or

pllace overgrown erith trees; and he walks to him
in the coert of trees, &c.: see Freytag's Arab.
Prov. 918]: speaking of a man when hle deeives,
or circumvents, his companion. (S.) And 14.

and ' ,: l: tHe came to us
Jsectrtly; unexpectedly; clandestinely. (I.)
Hence, (s,) j. and t;. and tj. (;, )
and t *. (I) t A crowding, (.,) or congr,e-
gation, (Ig,) and multitude, of men or people.
(S, .) You say, ..WIJl t ) J,.; and

t$..A1.., dial. vars. of j4 and jL, i. e. t He
entered among the crowding and multittde of the
men or people; ( ;) and in like manner, r

and ,A; (TA ;) as also .

and ,: (TA in art. j :) or among such [a
crowd] of the lpople as hid him. (ISk, f.)

A place abounding with coverts of the
description termed ,.; (IA.r, , ] ;) a place
concealing by dense trees. (TA.) -t A man in-
fected, syn. tL~, (Sh, IApr, S,) by a disase:
(TA:) thought by lSd to be a posessive epithet:
(TA :) or in the last stage of tle remains of in-
tozication. (S.) [See alsoe.])

;:..&: see -, in two places. -Also, (.,A,
J,) and t j. (Kr, 1) and t i.1 , (s,) The

odour of perfume: (8,A:) or a swt odour:
(s :) and the last signifies also an odour which
has infect!d (.l.,I i. e. LI-,) a person; (I ;)
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as also t ,,i.. (AZ, K.) You say, o>;ds. j~..

,eLjl I experienced, or smelt, the odour of the
perfume. (S, A.)~ See also J., in two places.

;>,: see je, in two places. - Also a dial.
var. of o. [q. v.], A thing [or composition]

vwhich is used as a liniment .for beautifying the
complexion; (S;) [the plant called] ,.j) and
certain perfime nwhich a woman uses as a lini-
ment (so in the K, or applies a a liniment to her
face, as in other lexicons, TA) to beautif,y er
face. (..) .Pain, and headache, and annoy-
ance, occasioned by nine (pg, for which in
some copics of the .g we find 5 erroneously
put, TA); as also V;l,.: or the intoxication
thercrof, ,ohlict has infected (Jl'.) [a person];
(v ;) and so `t4: (TA:) or this latter signi-
fies the remaina of intoxication: (S:) pl. of the

former*.. (TA.)-See also 3j[.. A small
pot or.jar: and a vc.sel for leaven. (KL.)= A
small mat, (S, A,* Mgh, Mgb, KI,) [of an oblong
sh,pe,] large enough for a man to prostrate h/in-
self upon it, (Mgh, Mqb,) usl for tkat pvrposc [in
prayer], (S, A,) made of palm-lea es (S, K)
woren (5.j3) with threads or strings: (S :) so
called because it veils the ground from the face of
the person praying [upon it]: (Zj,* Mgh:) or
because its threads or strings are hidden by its
palni-leavcs. (TA.)

; A hiding, or concealing, oneself: (IAgr,
TA:) [or, accord. to analosv, a mnode, or manner,
if ldoing so.] - See also . A mnode, man-
ncr, or way, of r'earing the Ol,. (1K, TA.)
You say, aiJl ..j 1 [ Verily shte has a beau-
tiful minode f nwearing thej..]. (S.) And hence
the saying of 'Omar to Mo'awiyeh, L ..1 Li

. ,, [tlowr like is thine eye to Hind's
(when silhe practises her) mode of wearing the

..i !]. (TA.) Hence also, (TA,) , 6Sl,jl ' ,t
ij*JI .a [VYerily she nho has had a husband
mill not require to be taught tlw mode of wea,'ing
thAejt,.]: (S, K.,' TA:) a prov., (S, TA,) ap-
,lied to him who is experienced and knowing:
(Jg:) i. e. the experienced woman is not to be
taught how she should act. (TA.)mSee also

i: see ;.se

I . Graspes (* ) fit for vine. (TA.)-
A colour resembling the colour of mine. (TA.)

se, :e .

j;~l~: see , in two places.

;tl~: see ~, in two places: and see also
;·.g, in two places.

;1~ [A womnan's m,ffler, or veil, with whlic
she corers her head and the lower part of her
face, leaving exposed only the eyes and part or
the nwhole of the note: such is the jL*. worn in
the present day: a kind of veil which is called in
7ur/kish * ; as in the T :] a woman's head-
covering; (Mgh, TA;) a piece of cloth with
which a woman covers her head; (Mqb;) i. q.

cl~, (Is,) pertaining to a woman; (s;) as also

tJ.~.: (Th, ]:) and any covering of a thing;
anything by which a thing i veiled, or covered:

(.K:) pl. [of pauc.] ;.d1 (O) and [of mult.]

.. (MOb, g) and ., (1.) - Also A man's
turban; because a man covers his head with it
in like manner as a woman covers her head with
her j.s: when he disposes it in the Arab man-
ner, he turns [a part of] it under the jaws [nearly
in the same manner in which a woman disposes

lherjLet.]. (TA.) [Hence,] j;.L. _ , a prov.,
(TA,) [meaning] t 1Vhat hath crlanged theefrom
the state in which thou N'ast? l'liat hath be-
falleit thee? (K.)

- (.;) and .j,_ and ', (TA,) ap-
plied to dough, [Learened;] having had . .
[as meaning leavercn] put into it: (TA:) or,
applied to dough, and to clay or m(ud (*C. , as in
the K, but accord. to othier lexicons perfume,
"., TA), and the like, left until it has become
good [or mature]: (IK :) pl. [of the first] -.
(TA.) Youtt say also ,~ ..~. lBread [learend,

or] into n'hich leaven (.t!) has been put: (Ll!,
TA:) or ye.sterdoy's bread; bread that has been
kept over. a n;ght: (S :) and * : , without
; [in the epitihet]. (Lh, TA.) And J'0& is also
applied to Bread itself: or leavened bread. (Slih,
TA.)_" [used as a subst.] (~, A, Mb, .K)

and *.. and ?2, (8, A, ) signify Leaen,
or fermen;t, cxpl. by e ' I.., (I,) of dougih,
and of perfiunec; (TA;) s'hat is put into dough,
(S, A, Mbs,) and into the beverage called ;
(A;) and V.;. also signifies what is put into
perfunme, as well as what is put into dough and
into : (Ks:) thIe ;'. of k is its dreg_,

(a,) and its [ferm,ent which is called] 5.jp;
(TA ;) or what is put into it, of nine (.*.) and
of jp; and so too of perfuime; ($;) and thie

;'; of milk is ils fe.ment ( hJ) n,hich is poured
upon it in ordler that it may quickly sHurdle, or
coagulate, or thicken, or become thick and .fit fo.
clhurning. (IA.)-_ [ H -ence,] '$.n~,- ,.

: Conceal thou it (i. e. a secret, A) in tly mind.

(A, TA.) And 1 ,~ ~ >. .. 1 lie re-
realed, or disclosed, a secret. (TA.) - See also

: see the next preceding paragralph.

;~;. A vintner; a scller of _ . [or wine].

(.)

JC*I (S) and * (*) One who con.
stantiy drinks wine; (, Ig;) a great drinker;
devoted to drink. (g.)

*.m. t1A horse having a white head, whatever
be the rest of his colour; but not ' *: (Lth :)
and ; ,, applied to a ewe or she-goat, (AZ, T,
S, A,) accord. to Lth and the ] *; ,, but
the former is the right term, (TA,) [in the C1-

.Jn -,] t whose head is white, and the rst of her
black; like ,".: ( :) or having a white head;
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(AZ, T, A;) and in like manner, a mare: ( :)
or a black ewe with a white head: from the j,i,
of a woman. (TA.) _ See also . - And
see

j A maker of A. [or vine]. (i.)

:: zsee ;ci.. - Also, (s,) and ?
and t;.L, (TA,) A man affected wvith )jIi,
(S, TA,) i. e. the remains of intoxication. (S.
[Like f;. See also

'.mm., and with ;: see .

_4:..: see ,.

a.,

1. j;ll ,~, (S, A, Mgh, r,) nor. ', (S,
Mgh, 1,) [inf. n. ] , Ie] took the fifthl part
f the poe~uiou of the people. (S, A, Mgh, I.)

And j. Il _^, (A, Mgb,) aor. !, inf. n. ,
(Mqb,) He took the fifth paart of the property.
(A, M9b.) L,_. signifies The taleing onefromn
.ivem: and hence the saying of 'Adee Ibn-I;Atim,

thefourth lipart of the spoil in the Time of Igno-
rance, and I took the fifth part thereof in the
time of El-Isldm]; meaning, I headed the army
in both those states; for the commander, in the
Time of Ignorance, used to take the fourth part
of the spoil; and in El-Islim, the fifthl part was
auipned to him. (TA.)... I _.^, (, A,

M*b, K~,) ;or. ., (?, M?b, X,) inf. n. n,- ,
(M9 b,) He as, or became, theAfih of the people:
(1, A, Myb, ] :) or he made the~n five by [adding
to their number] himself (?, K.) - L_ also
signifies He nade fourteen to be fifteen. (T in
art. .)_ And He male forty-nine to be fifty
tvith hinself (A'Obeyd, 8 in that art.)-

J.I v.., aor. -, inf. n. v.*&, He made the
rolme of fire strands twisted together. (TA.) 
Jqi1 ;s The camels dranh on thefifth day,
rounting the day of the next precedin drinking
as thefirst. (TA.) [See ,..] -_, said
of a horse, He camefifth in the race. (T, M, L;
all in art. ,,.)

2. , inf.n. R ',Hemadeitfive. (Esh-
8heyb&nee and ], voce ~ j.) -. lIfe made it
to be five-cormeed; five-angled; plntagonal.

(.K.)-.~.m... She brougat forth her fifth of'-
spring. (TA in art.*.) .. And H.. e made
it five-fiffth·. (Mb.),- -S., oro
lle remained five nights with his wife: and in
like manncr the verb is used in relation to any

faying or action. (TA voce ,.) - .
also signifies [The watering of land or seed-
produce on thefifth day, counting the day of the
next preceding watering at the first;] the ma-
tering of land that is [nert] after the .
(TA.)

4. *;11 w..l1 The party of men became fiv:
(S, ] :) - also, The party of men becamefifty.
(M and L in art. N, .)_ -J4-M ,~ l nTe man

was, or became, pne wnhose camels came to mater
on the Jfith day, counting the da.y of the next
preceding dninking as the firIst. (,* K,* TA.)
[See C.'-.]

,_4d. fem. of L,L [q. v.].
· *1 0J ·

.: sce e-.-

;_.,s The drinking of camelt on the fifth. day,
counting the da,y of the next precediig drinking
as the.first; their drinking one day, then pa.s-
turinty three days, then coming to the rwater on
the.zh day, the first and last days, on which
they drink, being thus recktoned1: this is the cor-
rect explanation, accord. to Aboo-Sahl El-Kbow-
lee; and Aboo-Zekerceya says the like; (TA;)
or their pasturing three days, and cominyg to the
nrater on the fourth day [not counting the day of
the next preceding watering; for it is evident that
this explanation is virtually the same as that pre-
ceding]: (S, I :) accord. to Ltll, the drinhing of
canels on the fourth tloy, connting the day on
wrhich they returned from [the next 2nereding]
watering; but Az says, that this is a mistake;
the day of returning fiom watering not being
eounted [when it is explained as meaning the
drinking on the fourth day]: (TA:) pl. ,t,&J,
the only pl. form. (Sb, TA.) [See l.] Hence,

;,_.a [as in copies of the 1], or it may be

v -J,] A des rt in irhich the ,vater isfa,.
distant, so tltat the camnels come to thu rvater on
thefourth day, exclusive of the [next preceding]
day on which they drank. (Az, ., TA.) Hence
also the saying, 1 l 1; ci (S
1) I Such a one makes a pretence of ,.A.sl [or
fifth-day waterings] for the purpose of,, l.I
[or sixth-day materngs]: i. e., he advances his
camels from the , to tho ,,,: (J:) a
prov.: (TA:) meaning, such a one strives to d(le-
ceive, or circumvent: (S, I :) applied to him who
acts towards another with artifice, prctending that
he obeys him, or complies with his desire: (TA:)
or to him who pretends one thing while he means
another: (1:) and taken from the saying, re-
lated by AO and IAgr, r, e. ' ' [` (He
!made a pretence of ,.,l. for the purpos of

1,11]; said of him who proposes a thing
whereby he means another thing, which he com-
mencesand by slow degrees accomplishes: (TA:)
for a man, when he desires to make a long jour-
ney, accustoms his camels to drink t1 L.,.
[i. e. on the fifh day and then on the sixth, in
each case counting the day of the next preceding
drinking as the first]: (~, TA:) the origin of
the saying, accord. to IAar, being this: an old
man was among his camnels, accompanied by his
sons, men, who pastured them, and who had been
long far distant from their families; and he told
them one day to pasture their camels t1m [i. e.
watering on the fourth day, counting the day of
the next preceding watering as the first], which
they did, proceeding in the way towards their
families: then they proposed to do so td; and
then, t.~: whereupon the old man, under-
standing what they meant, said, ye are doing
nothing but making a pretence of .,A.l for the
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purpose of,,.l: the object of your desire is
not the pasturing of them, but it is only your
families. (TA.) [See below, voce i_., a saying
similar in words but different in meaning.] -
It is also used for p 4 e. [A journey in which
the camels are nwatered only on the first and fifth
days; ajourney ;n which the second and thiitrd
andfourth dyxs are without n,ater]. (L in art.
,JU.) You say e _ [and iLa;,]

and Ui, and and can.,]

i. e. . journey [in vNhich the camels are matered
only on thc first anld fifth day!s,] in the course of
which, to the iaater, there is no Jlagging, by
rea.son q,f its remotcness. (TA.) El-'.'A,jjj uses
the expression

I

mcaningil, A [jo,ur,,ey of the ki,ld te.'nc] ..
witllout any dv lcittion, liht a rope made of hair
that has fallen qff and that is fiee from any un-
evenness. (L, TA.),- o also signifies The
.fifth young one, or offprl;ing. (A in art. ±4i.)

_A [ga,ricnt of the hcid ecilcd] e , (S, K,) of
tlbe.f/ibic qf EIl-Y emen; (S ;) so called because
first made for a king of El-Yemen named __.,

(AA, 8,) or I.Jl; (1K, TA ;) as also t _..
(TA.) For the latter word, we find in the work
of Bklih, m,_, with, .. ; which, if correct, is

mase. of Le., which is a small kind of .L.

(lAth, and L.) [The p]. of,.. applied to a fi

is t;,l.] See also ,,_, in four places.

v. and ~ A .ffth pa,rt; (Msb, ;)
as also t_. , (S, in art. X, and lAmb hnd
Msb,) agreeably with a rule applicable in the
case of every one of the units, except ;.:
(TA:) some allow this last; but AZ disallows it,
and , also: (S in art. tX:) pl. ,,.il1.
(M.b, TA.)_ [Hence, app.,] d~ L;.? i.
.. 1 IIe taurned his five senses towardx his six

relative points; [namely, above, below, before,
behind, right, and left :] an allusion to the col-
lecting all the thoughts to examine a thing, and
turning the attention in all directions. (MF.)

' ii., (S,l .,) masc.; and , fern.; ( ;)
[Fire;] a certain nunmber. (S, .) You say
Jl L. .w [Fire men], and ;,. yr_ [Fire

women]. (S.) You say also,,,al;;t L. LiCs
LI have five dirhems], with refn: and if you
please, you incorporate the i into the .s [and say,
.,,al L-. ]: but when you prefix JI to .,l,
you say, .,1,t1 ai. L. [I have thefive
dirhems], with damm; and may not incorporate,
because you have incorporated the J into the .:
and in the case of a fern. n. you say, ; 5g,;.s

~,ziI [I have the fire cooking-pots]: also, ;.
.sll JL...I [TlaTesfive dirherms]; and, if you

please, h.*~Jl, using it in the manner of an
epithet: and in like manner [you use the other
nouns of number] to i.. [inclusive]. (S.) You

say also, A:J1 , .i.1 [ (We fasted during
a period ofJime nights of the month with their
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days]; making ll to predominate over 1,
when you do not mention the word &lI1, though
the fasting is in the day; because the night of
each day precedes the day: but when you men-

tion the word Al, you say, .4 .. . [.We

fasted five days]. (ISk, TA.) jlt '&N

means He bites the fingers: these being [five in
number and] of the fem. gender: (Ijam p. 790 :)

[i. e.] ,i. means the.fve finger. (Har p. 76.)

[Respecting a peculiar pronunciation of the

people of El-iijaz, and a case in which at, is

imperfectly decl., see e.'I.] [' ";i,
mase.; and J;.: . , fern.; lifteen. For
variations thereof, see art. .,..]

o,i. [F;fty, and fiflicth,] is also written
and pronounced O', with kesr to the ., by

poetic license, as related by Ks; or O -, with

fet-b, as related by others, after the manner of

'L . and L; : (Fr, TA:) accord. to the T,

the variation O , with kesr to the ., is

[dialectic, being] similar to ip j. , with kesr

to the ,- [in the dial. of Nejd]. (TA.)

La 4j.;., and _.4, Tlhey came five
and five; [or five andfive together; or fire at a
time and five at a time;] (], TA ;) like as they

say,' : and and and d : (TA:)

or, accord. to A'Obeyd, not more than jl..I and

.j and : and h las been heard, except

j& occurrilg in a verse of El-Kumeyt. (TA in

art. J%.)

;: see :-_..: -and , , in two
places.- An army; because consisting of five
parts, n,qnely, the van, the body, the right wing,
the left wing, and the rear; (S,A,1g;) or because
the spoils are divided into fifths among it; but
this latter assertion requires consideration; (ISd,
MF;) for this division of the spoils is an afFair of
the Miaslim law, whereas t [thus applied] is
an old term: (MF:) or an army having numreoux

wreapons; syn. (TA.)'eJ ,

(M;, M Ib, ,) and simply TiJl, Thursday; the

.fifth day of thie rehk; tilus used for W..JI, in like

manner as mS.al is applied to tlhe star [that

follows the Pleiades, for .lj11]: (TA:) pl. [of

pauc.] 'aI. and [of mult.j :L -- (S, M.sb, K)

and .rl. (Fr, TA.) AZ used to say, .~

t gI LJ$ [Thursday l)assed writh ,rhat
hlappened in it], making it sing. and masc.: but

Abu-l-Jarr61 used to say, Oi Q .' J I t.,
making it pl. and fein., and using it as a n. of

number. (Lb, TA.) It has no dim. (Sb, 8 in

art. L,.l.) See also ., last signification.

m-m r, lSJI us. L; kj lC means I know

not what company of men it is. (Ibn-'Abbad,

gab, A )

L. A boy five span (jl#l) in height:
(M, Mgb, Mlb,0 ] :) aid of him who is in-
creasing in height [but has not attained his full
stature]: (Mqb:) fem. with 3: (Lth, TA:) and

in like manner you say st,;j: (g, Mqb:) but

you do not say &, (Lth, t, ,) nor .

(Lth, ];) [i.e., in speaking of a boy;] for when
he has attained seven spans, ($,) or six spans,
(Lth, l,) he is a man: (Lth, S, 1:) or. to a

slave you apply the epithet ;,1~ also; and to

a garment,or piece of cloth, &;.l. (Msb.)-

See also ,. [Also A word composed of
five letters, radical only, or radical and augmen-
tative.]

One wvho fasts alone on Thursday.
(IA#r, Th.)

,<.. [Fifth]: for this you also saya&l. ;

(ISk, S, ] ;) whence the phrase, ?i - ;q..

t.Le [Such a one canme fifth], for L.t&.: (ISk,

S f:) [fem. with ;.]_[y ;.d- and i.l- .

iJ., the former mase. and the latter femn., mean-

ing Fifteenth, are subject to the same rules as

:. it Ji and its fem., explained in art. -^X,

q. v.]-- - U. Jl (TA) and .tj,. (, O)

Camels that drinh on the fifth day, counting the
day of t/e next preceding drinking as the first:

[see :] (TA:) or that pasture three days,

comning to the water on the fourth day [not
rounting the day of the next preceding Totering].

_ n.: see J-4.e

V.... A thing fire-rornered; fire-angled;

pentagyo,al. (S.) [Se also 4 .]

.~ ;,'ive cubits in length; applied to a
spear, (S,A, K,) as also * ; (. ;) and to

a garment, or piece of cloth, (S, A, K,) as also
' , , (8, A, Mgh, K,) whichl occurs in a trad.

as meaning a small garment or piece of cloth,

(Mgh,) and t,.AL [q. v. suprk]; (TA;) and

in like manner, ,. .l ej a [garment of the

hind called] ;>. fire crtbits long. (I'A,TA.)

Hence the saying, t,,.As. ,i je . l; t They

twro hare become near togethcr, and in a state of
agreement. (].) A poct says,

S

,,I ,· .

C,-3 d.".>V* &;".

a

a

i. e., t Tits bounty of his hands has made mn and
the person whomr I lore to be near together, as
though wme rere in a ;j five cubits long : (Th,
TA :) app. meaning that the person thns spoken
of had purchased for him a female slave, or had
given for him the dowry of his wife. (Az, Sgh,

TA.) You also say, t.-. i ~t LUt l, a

prov., meaning t Would that ,re were near to-

gether. (ISk,TA.) [See also -.] Also A
rope ade offJice strands twisted together. (S,
A,g.)

1. ',, (8, A, V,) aor. - (S, Bb,, g) and ,

(8, 1,) inf. n. -. , (M§b,) tie scratched it,
namely, the face, with the nails, so as to caume

bleeding or not; syn. (,..: (, A, ] :) only
used in relation to the face: (A:) or also used in

relation to the rest of the person: (TA :) and

* '·L., inf. n. ,_,3signifies the same: (TA:)

[or denotes intensiveness, or muchneM, like

:L.] And &Aii I;,;; 1 J The
woman rvounded thi exterior of the scarf-i of

her face with her nail. (Msb.) One says also,

by way of imprecation, ,L. [May thy, or his, or

her,face be scratched]; like as one says l.~ and

tbi. (TA.) - He slapped it; namely, the
face. (A, L.) -He beat him, or it, (]4,TA,)
with a staff, or stick. (TA.) - He cut offfrom
him a limb, or member. (i.)

2: see 1.

The mark made by scratching with the

nails upon the fuce: (Mfb, TA:) pl. J.-
(5, A, M:h.)

&"1l J a 1' (Lh.) Do not thou

that: may thy mother, being bereft of thee by
death, scratch her face for thee. (ISd.) One
says also, on the occasion of a thing at which one

wonders, L Li (S and TA in art.
jl.: see 1 in that art.)

,. Gnats: (S, A, ]:) in the dial. of
Hudheyl: ( :) n. un. with ;: or it has no n. un.;

(TA;) one thereof being called l. (8.)

^:,t A routnd, (S, A, g,) or mutilation, ($,)
for which there is no fine, or mulct, (A,) or for
which there is no certain fiane, or nuckt; ($, V :)
or That is belon the bloodwit; as the cutting of
of an armn or a hand, or of an ear, and the like:
(]g:) or a nound, or mutilation, of any kind
below slaughter and the bloodwrit; such as ampu-
tation, or a wound; or a blowv, or plunder, or a
similar injury. (L.) It is related in a trad., that
lgeys Ibn-'Aqim collected his sons at his death,

and said, % ;.L:& eM

oL&5 .JI [T cere rere, between ine and such a one,

mounds, &c., in the Time of Ignorance]. (L)

And you say, JO - .. , . .sS I have
retaliated upon such a one [my wound, &c.].

(TA.)-- _ t£", also, (S, TA,) or ;,0U;
.~3, (A, TA,) signifies t Remains of J [or

desire of retaliation, or the like]. (S, A, TA.)

1. .;l ;...,u-, aor. , inf. n. ~ ., The

man's foot rows from the ground, [or mar hollow
in the middle of the sole,] so that it did not touch

it. (M;b.) - Lml a.S, (A, :,) aor. ';

(TIB;) and ,, aor. ; and ,e6., aor. ';

(A, p, TV ;) inf. n. ~ [i. e. , or ,

or probably both] and .ps and ;
(T]g;) The belly ras, or became, empty; (A, ,
TI;) i. e., hungy: (TI:) [and lank: ae

,..] And :.JL, U aor. ', (Mq,)

inf. n. , (M9b, TA) and ,. (A, TA) and

g',.-, (8., A, Myb,' ,) the last an inf. n. like

i :: and :', (8,) [but in art. .,. in the 1,

i'". is said to be a subst,] The thing mat, or

became, hungry. (.,0 A,* M9b, V.*)mm 

;.Jjl, (8, ,) aor. L, (T!,) inf. n. ~ and
102 
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A4i0.. (9, ]) and *, (TIC, [but this last
I think doubtful,]) Hunger rendered him lank in
thbe . (TI.)

8. d~ ,dd.*J t He shrank, or dreo away,
from it; (A, ] ;') i.e., from anything of which
be disliked the nernes. (A.) You say, :.

touched Aimn with my hand, it being cold, and le
Ahrank from tAhe coldnes of my land]. (A, TA.)

£ --.E >. ~jjA ,.t'3 ?&elinquisk thou,
i.e.,] give thou, to such a one, hiJ right, or due.

~(A,I~.o)-- ~JI t[T/,e night retrecated;]
thAe darknes of the night became thin a little
before daybreah. (A, g.)

L2 - .A hungering. ($, 1.) You say, 
,... .. . ... ...

" ~ L ! IJ,6d.ZJh , [(There is not any-
thing better for repletion of the belly than a hun-
gering bwhichfollows it]. (9, A.)

~ l: see ,
* *. . .... s S -................. 

: ee ~a,.l:_ and sec also 
iu two places.

see 

_.e - Em/mty; applied to the belly: (TA:)
"hugry. (M,b.) - l ! (A,) or

l:/, - ,, l (9, C,) and At 4d., (9, A, ,)

and * , (A, g,) A man empty in the belly,
(A,) or lank in the belly; (9, K;) as also t .

JI.'t: (]C and TA in art. .. j:) and slender
in make: (TA:) fem..of the first with ;, (9, A,
l~,) and so of the second, (Ya4oob, ?, A, ],)
and so of the third; (TA;) and IAr mentions

r as a fern., occurring prefixed to U&.J in
a verse of El-Asamm Ed-Dubeyree: (TA:) pl.,

(A, ]A,) masc., (A, g,) et; (9 , A, g ;)
and fern., [i. e., of La.,&,] ' &: (A, :)
t ~ has no pl. formed by the addition of .
and C, though its fern. is formed by the addition
of ;; being made to accord with the measure

, of which the fem. is 1.A. (TA.) j,t;.
[also] signifies hIungry, iu a pl. sense, (],) and
lank in tie bellies: (TA:) , ;.tI. also signifies

the same as m,.'; and [its pl.] J, L , lank

in the bellies (,Cf. .Z.L [whence it appears
that sd , sing. of ,., is also syn. with

s!]). (TA.) You say also, , i ' - j

~,!;t j,..pi ',., meaning Hte is one who ab-
stains from [devouring] the pousions of men.
(A.) And JQ,..MU, J' i,. 0. !, E .

-5W ; h, (A, TA,) meaning tPersons
who abstain from [devouring] the po~esions of
men, wAoe backs are light with re~tpect to [the]
burden [of their blood]. (TA, from a trad.)_

o*.'.Ij A time of hunger. (A, TA.)

I%? A [garment of the kind called] ,.t,
block, square, and having ,;i fii. e. two orna-
mental or coloured or figured borders]: (S, A,
Mgh, 1i :) or a black .t.&, having a border nch

as is above described (.j*.) at each end, andl
which is of j., [q. v.], or tf wool: (Msb:) if
not bordered, it is not so called: (S, Mb :) or,
accord. to Ay, a i;;L of wool, or of ji, bordered
( Ia.); not unless bordered: so called because
of its softness and thinness, and smallness of bulk
when it is folded: Ahmad Ibn-Fa'ris says that it
is the black .L.: and he says that it may be
thus called because a man wraps himself with it,
so that it is against his ~., meaning by this
his waist: (iar p. 21 :) pl. o,t. : or ,,;.L

d. 1
are garments of j*, thick, black, and red, and
having thick j.,*LJ [or borders such as above de-
scribed]; worn by pcople of old. (TA.) El-A.ashA
says,

0.C -' C . - OS. S. 5

-. -.- -1 '".kj 1 Q-; tv.
l

[ When she is stripped of her clothing,.any day,
tlou wouldst think there was upon her a kha-
me^.ah, and the glistening redness of gold]: Ay
says, he likens her [long and spreading] hair to a
2n.a, which is black. (S.) [See also A',
voce p.., near the end of the paragraph.]

i jJIl ,j.6.: sec .,

iJI bL-I A man wvhose foot rissfro,n the
ground, [or is hollow in the middle of the sole,]
so that it does not touch it: femrn. : and
pl. ~: (Mb :) and Vt ,L,. signifies having
the middle of the sole af!thefoot moderately risiny
from the ground; which is a goodly quality;
but when it is fiat, or rises much, it is dispraised:
so explained by IAqr when he was asked by TIh
respecting 'Alec's saying of Mohammad, [cited,
but not explained, in the K,] l1 Ot.4

ea.~slj,l: or, accord. to Az, ,~,l. signifies
having the part [of the sole] of the foot which
does not clearve to the ground in treading very
much retiring from the ground. (TA.)
*~iJl [when without the article JI also written

without tenween accord. to the best authorities,
because the quality of an epithet is original to it,
and that of a subst. is accidental,] also signifies
The part [of the sole] of the human foot rwhich
does not cleave to the ground in treading; (Az,
TA ;) the part of the sole of the humanfoot which
is oUollo, so that it does not touch the ground;
(S, ]g ;) the part of the bottom of the humanfoot
whic/h is thin, and retires fromn the ground; or,
as some explain it, [meaning the same,] the *
of the ¢human foot: (TA:) pl. - (,Mb.)

See also i.*. . Also Tie waist of a man.
(Ilar p. 21.)

see e ~.

The [kind of tree called] 0J;i: (Bd in
xxxiv. 15:) or a species of the JtIj, having a
fruit which is eaten: (Lth, S:) or the fruit of
the .jI j: (IB, . :) or any trees having no thorns:
(IDrd, BO, :) or trees having thorns; cited

[BooK I.

from Fr; and by Z, in the K;h, on the authority
of A'Obeyd: (TA:) or certain tree like the
, (I, TA,) thefruit of which is like tkemud-
ber;y: (TA:) or certain deadly trees: ( :) or
deadly poison: (TA :) or any plant that has
acquired a taste of bitterness, (Zj, Bd, X,) so that
it cannot be eaten: (Zj, TA:) or scanty fruit of
any trees: (AHn, K:) or. the fruit of what is

called .e1 3ji.J: (Ii:) or a certain fiuit called

.811 i;, rharing theforo of the popp/y,friable,
and of no use: (IAar:) or it signifies, in the
Rur xxxiv. 15,frauit that is disagreeable in taste,
an1d choking: (dB(.:) or, [as an- epithet,] bitt.r,
and disaagreable in taste, and cihkinr: (Jel:)
or bitter; applied to anytlhing: or acid. (R.)

In the Iur, ubi suprl, some read, A)t1 I,t;)
k4 .: ($, IB, Jel:) this is the right reading
accord. to him who makes I.L, to mean the
.tljt: but accord. to him who makes it to mean
the fruit of the .tjll, the righlt reading of J.l is
with tenween, and I.&. is a substitute for that
word. (IB.) [The pl. is ;l.d.: see an ex. voce

3..]

1. i., (Lth,, , R,) aor.:, inf. n. 'LA (Lt,
IDrd, g) and t & (Lth, g) and Jjh&, (Az,
R,) said of a hyena, (R,) &c., (TA,) Ile limped,
or had a slight lamenessu, (IDrd, 9,) in his gait,
or manner of going; (S;) he went as though lie
had a lameness. (], TA.)

*.e A rolf: ($, :) pl. tt&l. (TA.)-

And hence, (TA,) tdA thief. (S, 1.)

,ttL . A limping, or slight lameness (IDrd,
S;) a manner of going as though n'ith a 'lame-
ness; a subst. from the above-mentioned verb.

(K..) You say, tl. #4 [He has a limping,
&c.]. (S.)

& .,
fj*, applied to a woman, Vitiou., or im-

moral; an adulteress, or a fornicatress; as also
~ ~.. (Ibn-'Abbad, K.)

bId. [Limping, or havig a slight lameness;]
going as though havig a lameness. (TA.)_
And hence, (TA,) a.t-. A hyena, or a female

hyena: (S, K:) pl. 't4.. (.)

•oLd[: see

1. J., aor. ', inf. n. J,, It (a place of
alighting or abode, Msb, TA, and a tattooing,
TA) was, or became, effaced, or obliterated;
(Msb, TA;) and imperceptible, or unapparent.
(TA.) - And hence, (Mqb,) said of a man, aor.
and inf. n. as above, He wat, or became, obscure,
unnoted, reputeless, or of no reputation: (9,
Myb:) [and] said of a man's reputation (.j4),
JK, g, and id.., 1), or. as above, (JK,) and
so the in£ n., (JK, 1],) it wa, or became, ob-
scure. (JK, 1.) Some mention abo J.d.,1 a

p
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inf. n. .Ls~ ; and this in. n. occurs in a de-
scription of the Prophet; but it is only for the

purpose of assimilation to its contr. at. (TA.)
--[It is app. also said of speech, meaning It

was, or became, low, soft, or gentle: see .]

_J* Hie (a man, and a beast, ], a horse, a

shelep or goat, and a camel, TA) had, or was af-

fected with, the malady termed jt4 . (K.)

4. Jd*l HIe (a man, ?, or God, g) rendered
a person obscure, unnoted, reputelea, or of no

.a-
remutation; (c, ;) contr. of &. (TA.) 

He mnade a [garment such as is termed] ai.i,
and thile like, to harve what is termed J [i e.
a nap, or pile, or villous substance on its surface].

(i.)
8. J..I lie pastured, or depastured, JU",

(K,) i.e. nmeadows [&c., pl. of alc*a]. (TA.)

J. [The nap, or pile, or rillous substance on

the surfice, of cloth;] i. q. ,; (S, Msb;) or

the ,.. of the [hind of garment called] ;i.i
[q. v.] and tles like, (!, TA,) of woven clotais
whereof portions [of the substance] are redundant;

(TA ;) or [Irather] what resembles . on the

sur.face of a ,.b [or the llke]; (Mgh ;) the

. f a [car)iet such as is called] L.U [or

a.:J';&c.] and of a garment; as also t' ,

of which the pl. [or rather coil. gen. n.] is .
(JK.)_ Also A a 1l [itslf ]: (@, 6:) or so

: and J. signifies as first explained

above, and also a alJ [itelf]: (Msb:) or
tL,.d m has tis last meaning; as also tiJ.s.

and t"L ; (.K,TA; [in the CK, t.".JIb

I4~JII js erroneously put for ':J, l.S ;])

or significs a 1ak having J. [or nap]: (TA:)
and its pI. [or coil. gen. n.] is as above. (M9 b,
TA.) - Aid The feathers, or pluma#e, of the

ostrich; (JK, T, M, K;) as also * tid. and
ti . '.d ; (T, M, ];) of which last the pl. [or
coil. gen. n.] is as above. (TA.)

*ald.: see the next preceding paragraph.
Also, and t 4i.., A garment (Ltb, ]) of wool,

(Lth,) haring J.. [or nap], such as the £.l

and the like: (Lth, :) or an .1s' of tAe fabric
of .Atawdn, white, and with short j;i. [or nap].

(Az, TA.)
0.1

s: see ' .: and .e. ~ Also A man's
secret, wtich he conceals: and his secret dispo-

sition of the mind. (s.) One says, C& , J
^1A.I [in the Cg ']i Ash thou concerning

Ahis ecets, and hit bad, evil, or foul, qualities,
dispositions, habits, practices, or actions. (Q,

TA.) And ' 1 J ' _i [He is bas, ignoble,
or mean, in respect of the ecret diposition of the
mind], and t,4S [generou in respect thereof]:

(Fr, V :)' or it is applied peculiarly to baseness,
ignoblenes, or meanness: (AZ, I:) 
aiL1J has not been heard. (AZ.)

JlA Lameness: or, accord. to A 'Obeyd, a
limping, or slight lamenest, in the leg of camels,
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nwhich is cured by cutting the tein: (S:) or a
malady in the joints of a man, (]g,) ruesnbling
lameness, (TA,) and in the legs of a beast, (gi,)
a horse, a Jlieep or goat, and a camel, (TA,)
occasioning a limping, or slight lameness: (K. :)
or a mnalad!/ that affects thie horse, (T, TA,) or
the camel, (JK,) in consequence of nhich he mill
ntot mowe until he has a vein cut; otherwise he
dies: (JK,T,TA:) and also a maladly tlat af-
fects a leg of tiec sheep or goat, and then shifts to
the other legs, going the round qf them. (T, TA.)

,Jh.s pl. [or rather coill. gen. n.] of !iei in
three senses explained above: see ji... Also

garments harinqg J [or nap]. (IK.) - A black
garment. (JK.)_:Dense cloudx.. (IDrd,K,
TA.) _ tSoftfood; (Q, TA;) meaning such as

is termed ajJ: mentioned by ISd. (TA.)u_

See also 0~'

ae seeb-

itin: see .ba , in four places.-Also A
dense collection of trees; (JK, E ;) so says Aboo-
S'aid: (S:) or numerous tangled, or luxuriant,
or dense, trees, (K, TA,) among which one sees
not a thing when it falls in the midst thereof:
(TA:) and a place abounding in trees, wherever
it be, (s,) or, accord. to Az, only in plain, level,
or soft, ground: (TA:) and a lon, or depressed,
tract of ground, ( K,* TA,) or of sand, (M, TA,)
or an intervening tract between lowv, or dtepresd,
and hard, ground, (T, TA,) or an intervening
tract amid sands, in loIv, or deprescsed, and hard,
ground, (JK,) and producing good herbage or
plants: (JK, T, K., TA:) or plain, or soft, land,
producing herloge or plants, tvhich are likened to
the J [or nap] of tih a3: or a place where

mater remains and stagnates, and hichi produces
trees; but only in plain, level, or xoJe, ground:

(TA:) or a meadow (i.a;) in ,chich are trees;

that in which are no trees being termed 'to.:
(giar p. 118:) or a tract of s and producing
trees: (AC, , ]:) ora place where a tract of
sand becomns thin, or shallow; where the main
portion of it passe~ away, and somewhat of the

soft part of it remains: pl. jM' : which is
also explained as signifying meadows (,)
(TA.)

.t~. A man obscure, unnoted, reputeles, or

of no reputation; (?, Myb, ;) unknown, (JK,
T,) and unumentioned; (T;) destitute of good

fortune: (Mqb:) and one says also CSu., by

substitution [of Oj for J]: (TA:) pl. ,. (s)
and · o-, explained as signifying the lonwer or
lowest, or meaner or meanest, sort of mankind.
(TA.) You say also jo1. ` A lowt,soft, or

gentle, saying or speech. (Ax, TA.) And it is

said in a trad., 0 l3 l tj Celebrate

ye God with a low, soft, or gentle, voice, in reve-
rence of his greatness, or majesty. (TA.)

A garment, (JK, TA,) or a ',
(Mgh, Mqb,) having J.i [or nap], (JK,' Mgh,
Mqb, TA,) i.e. what renembles on its sur-
face. (Mgh.)

J,_ (JK, TA) and aJ: , (JK,) applied
to a young camel, (JK,) or to a camel, and a
horse, (TA,) and a sheep or goat, (;1t, JK,
TA,) Having, or affected with, the disease termed

Jit.: (JK, TA :) and so VJ..I., applied to a
young camel; pl *... (JK.)

1. .s, [nor. ',] inf. n. m,s, aid of [a
man's] reputation (..Jl), It was, or became,

obscure; i.q. ,'., inf n. ,J : and, said of
a thing, it was, or became, obscure, unapparent,

hidden, or concealed: whence °q,. as syn. with

,. q.v. (M.sb.)

2. ',ga, (M,b, K.,) inf. n. ,; .; (~, Mb ;)
and ',, (Mshb,K,) aor. , inf. n. ; (Mlb;)
Hc spocke of it conjectnrally, (9, Msb, K.,) and
opining; (TA;) or surmising: (.K :) or he
formed a srmise respecting it; or an opinion.
(Msb.) IDrd says, I think it to be post-classical:
(TA:) AHat says that it is of Persian origin,
(Msb, TA,) arabicized, (TA,) from Utlo&, [app. a

mistranscription for CiL, or t, or jt ,] ap-
plied to "an opinion," and "a conjecture," or
"conjectural sa,ying." (Myb, TA.) -_ , is

also syn. witIh A,^3. (So in the TA. [But this,
I doubt not, i; a mistranscription for jm. 3,
which, thoughi perhaps post-classical, signifies
The act of conjecturing.])

Stink. (g.)

[ot The elder-tree: andS 'I A Drarf
elder-tree: so in the present day.]

' ti A weak spear: and 'L1I *.J [a weak
spear or spear-s.haft]. (A 'Obeyd, 9, 1.)_IVlwt
is bad of household-goods, or furniture, or utensils:
(TA:) and Thc rJefuse, or lowmest or baest or
meanest sort, of mankind; (S, .K;) the bad
thereof. (V.) [Mentioned also in art..,*,-]

& jJI '>.id A man (TA) obscure, unnoted,
reputess, of no .reputation;, i. q. SJJJ -l .

(lg, TA.)

Quasui 

.-*. (accus. ltlm) for 1- see the latter

word.

1. g ,-, (Sh, a, I o,) aor. et, (S,],) inf. n.
cmd., (Sh, ,* TA,) He made a soundfrom.
the nose, like e; from the mouthl: (TA:) he

made a sound lihe weeping, (1,' ~, TA,) and (so
in the ;, but in the ]K "or") like laughing, in
the nose: (s,' 9, TA:) he reiterated a sound of
reeping in the air-pasages of the nose; and some-

times jd. is [the reiterating a sound in the

mnose] from faint laughing: (Sh, TA:) or he

laughedfaintly. (JK.) [See also * ebelow.]~

' & He (a camel) mas affected wvith ths diseae

termed : (JK, TA:) [and in like manner,

a bird: see - .
1
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4. Ji eL . i q. 1. [God caused himn to be
bert of reason; or mad, insane, &c.]. (Lh, K.(.)

R. Q. L iL, (TA,) inf.n. i, (JK,
9, J,TA,) [like i~ ,] He, n,.ed; i.e., spoke

thromug his nose: (TA:) he spoke indistinctly,
mhaing a sort of twang (';`Z ') in his r,Ld.
[or air-palages of the noms]. (JK, ~, j.) A
poet says,

a 1.! _e i _ · _ ..--. -

5i ..$3 06
U*, j S Jl;;

S

[He tsnied to me in his speech awhile, and said
to me omethling, but I heard not]. (TA.)-
· b;^a also signifies The crying of the apeyc. (IAyr,
TA.)

U i. q. £" [i. e. A ,naal sound or twang; or
a snjsing sound]; (JK, ];) the latter word ex-
plained by Mbr au meaning a mixture of the

sound of the fi [or air-passage of the nose]
in the pronunciation of a letter or word; (TA;)

as abo ' ;: (i :) or the first is like l;
(1, ;) as also t 'i: (ISd, TA:) or, (Mbr,

a,) u also AL', (TA,) louder than LU:

(Mbr, ]~, TA:) or more open tilan ';i: (1, TA.

[In the CV, 5 1 is put in the place of i;.])

CO; : see what next precedes.

C)' A certain disease that attacku in the nose:
($, TA:) a disease that attacks camels in their
nosrils, and romn wrhich they die; (Ay, TA;) a
rheum that affects camels; (1 ;) in camels, like
thAe ,j in humsan bing. (JK.) b e,1 :.
[The time of the ejta.;] was in the age of El-
Mundhir Ibn-Mi-eu-Semk; in consequence
thereof the camels died: ( :) it is well known
with the Arabs, is mentioned in their verses,
(TA,) and became an era to them. (AV, TA.).
Also A certain dieae that attacks birds in their
throats. ($, M, ].) - And A certain disease in
the eye. (M, Ig.)

'ft The isuing of a sound from the nose,

like ; from the mouth: [see ';, in two

places:] this is the primary signification: (TA:)
and it is [the naking a sound] like weping, and
(so in the ?, but in the Y]~ "or ") like laughing,
in the nows: (, 9 :) IB says that there is a kind
ofr C;. like weeping in the nose: (TA:) or a
weeping of women, (JK,) or a kind of .eeping,
(lAth,TA,) leu than what is termed "I1:

(JK,IAth,TA:) and a faint latghing. (JK.)
[See also 1.] .And Stoppages in the,o [or
air-passagu of the nose]. (TA.)

.. I i. q. Asl [as meaning Having a nasal
tiang]; (~, , TA;) who snqj1es; i. e., spteaks
from [i.e. through] his nou: (TA voce_,.,bl:)
[or] as meaning hariA the . , [or air-
passage of the nou] stopped up: or, as some
say, having the . 4 Z& [hereopp. meaning certain
cartilags in the upper, or inmott, part of the

nos] delaped: [see 1 in art. ,, :] fem. :

(TA:) and pl. .,s.. M, V.)

L..: see "i., in two places. - Also The

nose: ($, :) written by J [accord. to some of
the copies of the $, but not accord. to all,] with
kesr to the, : (TA:) or the extremity thereof.

(V.)~ And i. q. 'b .: so in the phrase, .@W

)1 i;i. [Such a one is to nich a one a person
jfom wham to obtain what to eat]. (9, 1.)-
You say also, * 3J F5 l i. e. [The melon,

or water-melon, is to me] a uual food. (JM.)
0 a·0 

CiJ3.. A camel, and a bird, affected with the
dixcase termed ;. (TA.) - And i. q. ,;'
[Bereft of reason; or mad, insane, &c.]. (Lb,
1.) [See R. Q. l in rt. .]

1. i~, (Lth, L,) aor. , inf. n. ., (L,)
Ife folded, or doubled, a skin for water or milk,
and a sack. (Lth, L.) And ;iJI (i, (S, A,

Mgh, ]5, TA,) and ,i'ti 3,° (A, TA,) and
.IJI * 1 :, (s, , A, Mgh, H ,) He doutbled the
skin, (S, i,) or tle mouth of the ikin, (A, Mgh,r
TA,) outwardls, (f, A, Mgh,] ,) or inside-out,
(TA,) and dranhk fiom it; (q, M gh, 1;) the
doinig of which is forbidden (Mgh, TA) by Mo-
hammad: (TA:) when you double it inwards,
you say, -:: (9, A, Mgh:) or .UJI._
signifies he turaned the mouth of the skin outside-
in or insitde-out: and signifies any aind of
inverting, or turning uide-doivwn or inuide-out or

the like. (TA.) - [Hence, app.,] 4A' ;; %
[lie contracted his nose at him]; as though he
mocked at, scoffed at, derided, or ridiculed, hlim:
so in the A: but in the J], &;d., aor. r, he
mocked at, scoffed at, derided, or ridiculed, him.
(TA.).= ~.', ,aor.', (L, Mb, g,) inf.n. ;
(A, Msb, TA ;) and t V 1, (9, A, L, Msb,
g,) and t :.; ; (A, L, 1 ;) He (a man, L)

aJ#bcted a bending, or an inclining of his body,fi.omn
side to side, and languor, or languidness; or he

became bent and languid; syn. i ; : ($,
A, L, K:) [or he wa, or became, flaccid, or
Jflabby, and a.ffected a bending, or an inclining of
his body, frorm side to side: (see :) or he

rw, or bcame, effeminiate: (see :.Z" :)]orhe
was, or became, soqft, delicate, tender,f.abb!, law,
or limber, and affected languor, or languidnesu;

expl. by j..XJj C.l 4 Ol4b . (Msb.) 'Aishel,
describing the deathl of Mobammad, says, "t~.1

_ ;,I, meaning He became bent and languid

(j 1.0. ), by reason of the flaccidness of
his limbs, in my bosom. (TA.)

2. ', (9, :,) inf n. .' , (g,) lie bent
it; ($, ;) namely, a thling. ($.) Hence the

epithet 5' .. ($, 4.) - He made hin to be,
or becone, such as is termed ,. (Msb.)-

*',/ '=, l ie made hi speech like that of
women, in softnes and gentleneu : so some say.
(Msb.) - also signifies The doing what
is excerssively foul, or obscene; [i.e. the acting
te part of a catamnite;] but this meaning was
unknown to the Arabs [of the classical ages].
(MF.)

5. Zi.3 It (a thing, $) bent, or became bent.

(1, :.) .t Also i. q. L, q. v. (A,* L, V.)
And He (a man) acted in the maasner of the

.i-. t[or effeminate, &c.]. (TA.) [He became
a .;.~: used in this sense in the $ and ] in
art. Vo.] And [..S (He was
soft, or effeminate, in his speech]. ($, Mglh.) .
Ile (a man &c.) fell down by reason of weahknc.
(1'A.)

7. 5jiJ 1 '; The water-skin became folded,
or doubled. (L.)_ - i;;: -... His nech in-
clined, or bent. (TA.) -See also 1, in two
places.

8: see 1, second sentence.

a subst. from :i l [An nffectation of
a bending, or of an inclining of the body, from sids
to side, and of languor, or languidanes; or a bend-
ing and langidneu: orJlaccidity orJlabbiness, and
an affectation ofa bending, or of an inclining of the
body, from side to side: or effeminacy: or soft-
nes, delicacy, tenderness, flabbineu, laene, or
limbertns, and an qffectation of languor, or
languidnesx]: (9, L:) as also *; UIJ.. (Mh b.)
Jereer says,

a .. .. ai .- .

QJ * .. .. 
3~il 41 2 JjLs;a

[Dost thou threaten me, tAou being a l:jdsi, hi'egd

I see, in the sofines and neakness of thy beard,
or in the beding and languidnes, or the effemni-
nacyJ, of thy person, (for the beard is sometimes,
by a synecdoche, put for the whole person,) an
evidence of unsutnaduwss, Rucompactnes, or rncah-
Ness]. (v.)

~,a~, witl kesr, sing,. of ,f; and 2i,
(TA,) which signify The creasu, or places of
fulding, of a garment, or piece of cloth. (I;,
TA.) You say, atiL. 5 L. 1i nd dt a
He folded the garient, or piece of cloth, at its

creases. (TA.) And [hence,] j.i1 . I j ;i1

s :'l i1- t Tthe niglt cast thc foldt of its darhl-
ness upon the earth. (TA.)_Also the former pi.,
(TA,) and the latter also, (V,) The parts of the
ji [or bucket] wvhence the water pours forth,
between thie j1~. (1, TA.) -The sing. also
signifies Tbe interior of the part of the cheek by
the side of the mouth, next the molar teeth, (C,
TA,) abome andl below. (TA.) -And A com-
pany in a state of dispersion. (f.)

, One in whom is an affectation of a
bendiog, or of an inclining of the body, from side
to side, and of languor, or languidnesu; or in
whomn is a bending and languidnerm; expl. by

;.ii2 ~j 3 4 ;: (A,L, :) or ccid, or
flabby, and affecting a bending, or an inclining
of the body, from side to side: ( :) [or ffemi-
nate; like o..']: or one ihom it one,
delicacy, tenderneu,flabbineu, laneuss, or limber-
new, and an affectation of languor, or lamgid-
nes: (Mb :) fern. with . (TA.) And t .
(TA) and t .t 1 , (C,) applied to a woman,
(., TA,) Soft, delicate, tender, flabby, lax, or
limber, (TA,) and affecting languor, or lanuid-
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ness: (1[, TA:) pl. of the latter 1ei.·. (TA.)

One says to such a woman, t,L.

[indecl.,] likeatiU; (TA;) and to a
the same description], I` ti. (1 .)

ma, n [o,)
man [of

.t: } ee the next preceding paragraph.

; [A hermaphrodite;] one who has rwhat
is proper to the male and what is proper to the

female: Kr makes it an epithet, and says ..j
L.I ; (TA;) one who has what is proper to
men and what is proper to women, (., Mgh, 8,)
together; (S, 1 ;) one wrho has, by creation, the
anterior pudendunm of a mnan and th/at of a
tooman: (Mb :) in the language of the lawyers,
one vwho has what are proper to botl sexes; or
nrho has neither tlhat of a mnan nor tlhat of a
iroman: but some of them say that the former
menning is the proper one; and that he who has
no external organ of generation is adjoined to the
class of the i.;A as being subject to the same
special laws: (MIF, TA:) the pl. is iL. (S,
Mglh, Mbl), K) and ,l.. (Msb, ]K.) Also

The plant calledl ,.l [i. e. the axlhodel]. (.K in
art. j,.)

.'t w : see .

:,~ A skin of the kind called ak. folded, or
doubled. (L.)

uig.: see '.

ore effeminate, oror in-

*JY 4 *i [Afore effeminate, or more in-
capable of venery, than Deldt]: a provey. (?,TA.)
Dclil was a certain man of El-Medeeneh, (TA,)
who was made a eunuch, together with several

other O ~'_' (TA in art. J). [See Freytags
Arab. Prov. i. 451; where the name is erro-

neously written J1;.])

· , from . " hlie bent," (S, I,) because
of his softness, delicacy, tenderness, flabbiness,
laxness, or limberness, and affectation of languor,
or languidness; (TA;) or from )1iA; (Kh,
JK, MS;) An effeminate man; (T in art. ,fl,
and TA;) one who resembles a iwoman in gentle-
ness, and in sofness of speech, and in an affecta-

tion of languor of the limnbs: (TA voce *J-,
q. v.: [see also % t:]) it is written thus and
V : (TA:) tilis latter is explained by some
as meaning one who makes hAi speech like that of
women, in softness and gentleness: (Myb,TA:)
it is also said that both these epithets are used to
signify one wvho affects Ianguor, or languidnes,
of the limbs; one who makes himself like women
in the bending of himself, and in affecting
languor, or languoidnest, and in speech: but that
one uses the latter epithet only when he means
one ,nho does what is cezesuivly foul, or obscene;
[i.e. a catamite; though this is a meaning often
borne by the former also;] notwithstanding that
: 3',t as signifying the "committing such an
action," was unknown to the Arabs [of the
classical ages], and is not found in their lan-

'-

guage: (MF, TA:) [often, also,] the former
epithet signifies a man incapable of cenery:
(MA:) it is said in a trad. that they used to

reckon the tJ'... as one of those having no need

of cL~'. (TA in art..., .) The is also

called . it '. and i";.. [each imperfectly decl.].
(V, TA.)

l. 2,

**...;: see what next precedes.

;': asee .

·'...; ($, Mgh, Msb, K) and , (Msb) and

".d., (g,) the last of a rare form, like .;,
(TA,) A knife: or a great hnife: (]g:) or a
kind of large knife [or dagger, generally curred,
and double-edged], (S, Mgh, AIb,) called in

Persian ,:,: (Mgh:) pl.~. . (Mlb.) Some
say, [as, for instance, the author of the Mob,]
that the i is augmentative, the nlcasure being
J,) . (TA.) Also the first, (K,) and tj,
(As, 8, TA,) or ;ij, and *;, (1K,) A
she-camel abounding n;ith milk: (As,, , K :) pl.
;.S'... (S;.) And jn A bItl/y she-camel.

(¢.)
~;ja,.: see above.

J- and ;ggm: sec a , in three
places.

u.Q"b Wine; ($, ;) so called because of
its oldness: (S:) or old wine: (TA:) [accord.
to some,] derived from L,o, a word not ex-
plained: (. :) by some said to be of the measure

,L~~, 8so that its radical letters are j, .; be-
cause wine is j [i. e. a cause of torpor or
languor]: by some said to be from ~,9i; but to
this it is objected that · is not augmentative: the
truth is, that it is of the measure Jl;J , as Sb
says: (MF:) by the author of the L and others,
it is mentioned after art. ,_.: (TA:) or it is a
Greek word, arabicized: (I:) [but I know not
how this is, unless, as an epithet applied to * heat,
(see what follows,) it be supposed to be from
X4vlpoq:] IDrd thought it to be an arabicized
word: it may be an arabicized word from the

Persian J .°, meaning " having a laughling
beard," [or rather " one whose beard is laughed
at," i. e., "a laughing-stock,"] because he who
makes use of it [namely of wine] has his beard
laughed at. (TA.)-You also say, jj J.' '-.

Old wheat: (IDrd, ., , :) and u · .3 old
dataes. (TA.)

Q. 1. A (10 and jJ _ A (TA) He

dug a j i., i. e. foue, or moat, around it. (K,0
TA.) [In the C]~ the words of this art. are with
3 in the place of J.]

j.i. .A foSe, or moat, [such as is] dug around
the wall of citiaes: arabicized, from *. - , (IDrd,

815

K,) which is Persian: (IDrd :) pl. 4j sQ. (TA.)
- And A valley. (TA.)

s_.. One wvho makes a j/ [i. e.fose, or
moat]. (JK.)

'.A.6 Tall. (TA. [But perhaps this is a
mistranseription for qja., q. v.])

l>;: andji.JI: and p;4. gl: see what fol-
lows, in four places.

;. and ;?'. Any oft and neak tr,ee: ( K:)
. ....%-.

or such is called ;j3:; [i. e. jyA. or ;~a:
each, without ;, being app. a coll. gen. n.; and
with ;, a n. un.]. (TA.)_- And hence, accord.
to AHn, (TA,) The reeds of [which are made]

arrows. (IK).b .t (, ]O and ji: I
(.K) The female /yena: (S, I :) or shc ts called
by the latter appellation, accord. to Aboo-Riytfih:
or, as soine say, these are surnames of the hyenta.
(TA.) And The cowt [probably the rrild cont].
(Aboo-Riyi'slh, K.) - Also Calamnity, or misfor-

.1- , J.. -.
tune. (S, K.) You say, s..e..A )A9 1 j /T,e

people, or party,feU into calamity, or misfortune.
(L, TA. But see two other explanations in what
follows.) - And Plentifublness, and pleasa*tnes
or easiness, and softness or de/lcacy, qf lifc; or
a life of softneu or delicacy, and ease, comnfort,

or ofiluenec; syn. kaJ1: [in the C.K a;a.a1;
whichi is in many instances in tihe CK, as I hold
it to be in tlhe present instance, erroneously sub-

stituted for 'a- i:] thus bearing two contrary

significations: and jJl1 and tja&JI signify
the same, suci as is apparent; (. ;) or, as some
say, abundant. (TA.) Some explain the saying
above-mentioned as meaning Tite people, or party,
fell into a state of plenty, or abundance, and
soJftess or delicacy or easiness of life. (TA.) -
And The prleent n,oril; or tie present lfe, or

state of existencec; as also .*s.1: (L:) or so

j,Z.JI and tj;.a.,. (Q.)- And The deserts;

syn. kJ l: and so accord. to some in the
saying mentioned above. (TA.) - And The
podex, or the anms; syn. ,: (] :) but
AHit loubts rcspecting the teshdeed of the v;
[app. whetlher this letter be doubled, or the j;]

Aboo-Salhl says that it is j *1 [only]: and

IKh says that it means the -~1 of the bitch.

(TA.)

1. j.., aor. :; ($, A, Mob, 1 ;) and ].,
aor. ; (Msb;) inf. n. of the former, ',, (.,
Msb, Ig,) and of the former also, (i,) or of the
latter, (Mob,) j; (Msb, 1g;) It (flesh-meat,
.,A,Myb,lC, and a date,anda walnut,TA) became
stinking: ($, A, g:) or altered [in odour]:
(Mb :) or maqgotty and stinking: (TA:) like

: see what next follows.
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j, applied to flesh-meat, (Mgeb, I,) and to a
date, and a walnut, (TA,) Stinking: (K:) or
altered [in odour]: (Mgb:) or mnaggotty and
stinking: (TA:) as also -i--.. (Ya4oob, ].)

.,, a see what next follows.

;ltjj'. Pride; sef-,nagnification; ($, A,

]s;) as also vi j:-.,, and til'j., and
9 i5j~.: (IK :) so called because it changes one
from the right state: (TA:) pl. of the first,
,M;ylj:. (1.) Yot say, .Ij:i , g [He

possesses prudfeelings]. (S.) And ail3j;. .

In him ih rwide. (A.) And j ,
[I mill assuredly pluck out thy pride]. (TA.)

Qljjl.: see the next preceding paragraph.

ji;. Stinking: (] :) used as a proper name,
(TA,) applied to a woman: (1, TA:) from ji.
said of flesh-meat. (TA.)

jJi': and ,;t-': see art. j s.

L. ,, (f, A, Mgh, Mbs, l,) aor. ', (S,)
or ;, (Mgh, Msb,) or both, (IC,) inf. n. o*~",
(A,) or -"-, (Myb,) or both, (, TA,) and
,.Ls, (TA,) lle went, or tdire, back or back-
wards; receded; retreated; retired; or retro-
graded: or he remained behind; held back; hung
back; or lagged behind: svn. .U: (S, A, Mgh,

Msb, 1(:) ;" f.om him or it: (S, .:) or '
,;Ii1 Ch- fromn among the conapany of people:
and hitl himself: (A:) or and shrank, or drew
himself toyether: (TA:) mnn4 9 .,51 signifies
the same; (Ms:h, IS;) npil so $,;1; and
,.;, anor. ;, is mentioned by 9gh: (TA:) or
_;i. signifies he went back, &c., syn. j.pU: and
also, he shrank, or drew himelf together: (Mgh,
Mb :*) and he hid himself; became hicdden or
absnt. (TA.) You say, b.fi J1 lTkhe
star returned, or 7rent back, or retrograded:
syn. q*j; atropical signification: (A: [and in

the TA it is said that L is syn. with t^,
and is tropical in this sense:]) or became hidden,
(l, TA,) like a gazelle in its covert, (TA,) or
like the devil when he hears the mention of God:
(QC, TA:) or became concealed in the day-time:
(TA:) and ,, signifies also the being, or be-
comninr, depressed. (Iam p. 332.) And _
~iJl ~ He held back, or hung back, from the

company of people; remained behind them, not
going writh them; syn. ,.h; (Ah, on the au-
thority of an Arab of the desert, of the Benoo-
'Okeyl;) as also t;1. (Is.) [This is said in
the TA to be tropical; but why, I see not.] And

rjCI t TheI pal -trees mere backmard to
ecei f.fecundation, (;JI~ OP 'L ; ':

lit., held back from receiving fecundation,) so
that it had not any effect upon them, and they

did not bearfr,uit that year. (TA.) And '. '

tiCb - i, tl Xt L The devil shrinks nhen
he hears the mention of God. (Myb.) And
tl.l 3: 5> H lie hid imsclffrom among

his comnpanions. (TA.) And 5 o . tl:e, or
it, [app. the latter,] became hid fiom me. (A.)
And l . Ils ewent oaway with him; took
him away ; so that he was not seen; (ISh, ( 0;)
as also q *p.;J : (K :) and he hid him, or it.
(TA.) ~ See also 4, in four places. -

.i6~1, aor. :, (Msb,) inf. n. , (S, A,Msb,
K(,) The nose was, or became, [camous, or camoyx,
i. e.,] depressed in its bone: (Msb:) or de-
pressed in its bone, (A,) or contracted theYr-in,
(TA,) and rcide in the end: (A, TA:) or
reti,ing fro. lthe face, cith a slight ckontion
in the end; (S, ,TA ;) vd beilng ncarly the
same as j,Ji: (TA:) or retiingg townards the
head, and risin.qfirom the lip, not being long nor
in'ominent: or its bone lay close uplon the elevated
part of the cheek, and it ,eas large in the end.

· -.d - .
(TA.) See also the inf. n. voce ,;l. _--
.;11, inf. n. a, Thefoot w,as, or became,fJat
in the hollow part tf the sole, and fleshy. (TA:
but only the inf. n. of the verb in this sense is
there mentioned.)

4. ;. .He made thin to go bach or back-
wards; to recede, retreat, retire, or retrograde:
or he put him, or placed himn, or made him to be,
behind, or ofter: or he made himn to remain be-
hind, hold back, hang back, or lag behind: or he
kept hizn back: or hie delaycd, or retarded, him:

syn. 1 .l: (T, A, M.b, 1 :) as also t .A., (Fr,
T, A, Mgh, Mshi, K,) aor. , (Msb,) [and app.,
accord. to the K, also,] inf. n. ; (Msb ;)
hut the former is the more common: (TA:) and
:hid himt, or it: or minade him, or it, to tide him-
self or itself; (A;) or he lft behind, (As, S,)
and went anny from, (S,) him, or it: (AF, S :)
or both signifyv he contracted, or drew to!yether,
or mnade to contract or dlan, toyether, him [or it]
(Mb :) or the latter vcrb has this signiification
as well as that of 1j..I: (Mghl :) [and so hans the
formner also, as will be seen below:] and the
former also signifies *1e hid, or concealed, himn,
or it; (A;) as also d , as mentioned
above. (TA.) You say, '. ,~. . .-
I kept bacl (Z..Ii)from Imi part of his right, or
due. (Fr, TA.) And j., 1 I. Th.ey passed
beyond the road: (AA,TA:) or le.ft it behind
them: (TA:) or passed beyond it and left it
behind them. (A.) And 14 ; d. , j It: ,

(A,) and * (Mgh, M.b, ],) He [made a
sign withfour.fingers and] contracted his thumb.
(Mgh, Msb, R.) It is related of Mobammad,
that he said, "The month is thus and thus,"
[twice extending the fingers and thumb of each
hand,] and that, the third time, 'a.'l ,,
i.e., he contracted his finger, [meaning, one of
his fingers,] to inform them that the month is nine
and twenty [nights with their days]. (TA.)

5. d ',.d.: see l.

7: see 1, in two places.

8: see 1.

j q} J ' a
,...: see .1. = A place of gazellts:

(si:) or a place to which gazelles betake them-
selres for covert. (L.)

b, t;4.: see ._1

o.A;JI The deril: (S, ] :) an epithet applied
to him, (Mqb,) because he retires, or shrinks, or
hides himself, (. , Msb, K, i.e., ,,.., ns

3, M .. , -i
is implied in the S, or C, Msb, or ,

],) at the mention of God; ($, Msb, K ;") being
an intensive act. part. n. from _.... (M§b.)

. e,~ . .e.ll

, : sec , , in two places.

wl, Going back or backwards; receding;
retreating; retiring; or retrograding: or re-
maining behind; holding baIh; hanging bich;

or lagging behind: syn. M? 1:.: pl. , . (TA.)
- [Hence,] -:I, (in the I.ur lxxxi. 15, S,)

IThe stars; (, K;) i.e., all of them; because
they retire, or hidle themselves, (b§..d,) at setting;
or because they become concealed in the day-timne:
(S:) or the planets: (S, .K:) or the Jive star.,
Saturn, Jipitler, Alars, Venus, and IIe,CUry:

(Fr , 8 ,Jel:) becauise they return, ( i. e.,
,rS., Jel,) in thelicir course: (Fr, S, Jel:) lwhein

you see a star [thereof] in the end of a sign of
the zodiac, it returnis to the beg,inning of it: (Jel:)
or because of tiheir retrogression; for they are
the erratic stars (w;j.I,. ..Jl), which [at
one time appear to] retrogr(ade, and [at another
time to] puirsuie a dlirect [and forward] course:
(S:) or because they sometimes return ( ;
in their course ontil they become concealed in the
light of the sun: (TA:) or hecauso they hide
thlemselves, as the tievil (ldoes at the mention of
God. (K, TA.) - And hence, i.e., from Lt..
in the sense of /Valo, the saying in a trad. of Eil-

Tl.aijj,lj, ~t ~ ,1l., meaning, [Cttanels are
lean, and lank in the belly, and] patient of thirst.
(TA.) _ And J JI The three nights of
the lunar month during which tie moon retires
[from view]. (TA.)

v.;1 [1Iaring a camoJs, or eamnoys, nose;]

having the confiyguration termed _ in the nose.:

(S, Msb, K :) [see 1 ,, .- _ :] aceord. to some,
having a nose of which the bone is slort, and the
end turning back toward, its bone: (TA:) fern.
;t..s: (S, Ms.b :) pl. . (~, A.) i. in
its original application is in gazelles and bulls and

e·
cows: (TA:) alnil bulls and cows are _, (S,
A, TA,) and so are all gazelles: (TA:) or

,_.., with two dammebs, (Ig,) but written by
Sh _, (TA,) is used to signify gazelles: and
bull or corws: (. :) and .' . is an epithet ap-
plied to the wild cow: (. :) also ,.;1, to the
tick: (Sgh, K:) and the lion; and so *..;
(I ;) which aInst is an epithet so applied as re-
lating to his face and his nose: (Fr, TA :) and
the last, t ,Mi., is also applied to a young pig:
(AV, TA:) or in this sense it is with ,e: (Fr,
TA:) and t. is syn. with ,, . (TA.) 
[Hence,] _ is metaphorically applied [as an

:
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epithet] to arrows, in the following verse, de-
scribing a coat of mail:

* -S, .. 9a . 1.b

[It has folds Atich repel the arrows turned up at
the points, and mock at the broad and long, and
the mall and broad, arrow-Aheads]. (TA.)

. S. A foot flat in the holloro part of the
sole, and fleshy. (TA.)

'~: and '.: and S : and '..-:

and a,'.: and a: see art. --.

,,~: see .

. The young of the invine: (Ibn-'Abbid,
S, 1:) and the young, or little, of anything:

(15:) pl. q,e-. ($, 15) [See also 

Lo_.. The young of the ', q. v.; (1 ;) as

also ]g.i. (Sgh, 1.) _ Also A palm-tree
which does not rie beyond reach of the hand.
(lbn-'Abbid, 1.)

a.6 (~, Myb, K.) and ,. (A, K,) the

latter [of a rare form,] like ._o, (TA,) The
little .finger: (S, A, 15:) or the middle finger:
(g:) the latter signification said by MF to be
unknown; but it is mentioned in the L, as from
the Book of Sb: (TA:) [and the little toe :] of
the fern. gender: (Msb, 1.:) pl. Qj..: (Sb,
S, 1:) like J~ , it has no pl. formed by the
addition of ,ml: (Sb:) its pl. is also used as a
sing., as though every part were termed 

as in the phrase 25t .i a 1 [Verily he
has a large little finger]. (Lh.) You say, .'J.

QI.; AJl , [Thle little fingers are bent in
mentioning such a one with others of his class]
i. e., one begins with him in mentioning persons
of his clau. (Msb.) [See 1 in art. .J.] And

in like manner you say, ..J, s.A [ThAey
counted him with the little .finge;J: i. e., they
commenced with him in counting. (MF.)

1; .,~ and ', (ISd,) [aor. ',] inf. D.

tj, (S, ISd, K) and ii; (ISd;) [and app.

, aor. , inf .n. ; (see io., below; and

.;)] He was, or became, lowly, humble, or

submissive, (?, ISd, 15,) to him, and petitioned
him, or solicited him, he, the latter, not being a
fit prson to be petitioned, or solicited: (ISd:)
or 3jj signifies the being low, vile, base, abject,

or submissiv; almost always in an improper
case. (yam p. 44.).-.Accord. to Lth, (TA,)

signifies The act of playing, toying, or
Bk. I.

dallying, and convertrsing with one of the other
sex, enticing, or striving to induce, the latter to
yield to one's desire, and behaving in a soft,
tender, or blandishing, manner. (1, TA.) You
say, .;lJl ., [or more probably, ... ;,] lie

played, &c., wvith women, and behaved in a soft,
tender, or blandishing, manner to them. (T].)

_e, aor.:, (Lth, 15,) inf. n. I and an ,
(Lth,) also significs lIe acted in a suspicious
manner, or so as to induce suspicion or evil
opinion; (C ;) he acted vitiously, or imnmorally;
or committed adultery, orfornication. (Lih, K.)
You say, W` 'm He came to her for a vitiou,

or an immoral, purpose; or for the purpose of
adultery, or fornication: (Lthi, TA:) or, as
som% say, he listened to her. (TA.) - And

', , A, aor.:, inf. n. J.9, Hie acted pewr-
fidiously, unfait1fully, or treacheroudsly, to him;
or broke his compact, contract, covenant, or the

like, tith him. (TA.)~ ;;'1 jl Ub JS

lie, or it, invited such a one to that nwhich vwas

foul, abominable, or evil; as also . (TA in
art,

4. ii," W1 (S,g a) Want, or need,
made me lon'ly, humble, or submissive, to thee;
or constrained me to have recourse to thee, and
to require tline aid. (.,a K.)

e [app. inf. n. of ,] Lowones, vilenes,
baseness, abjectness, or submissivene-s; almost
always, in an improper case. (Ham p. 44.)

.&. [app. part. n. of ",] Lonv, vile, base,

abject, or submissive. (KL.) [See what'next
precedes.]

A thing that inaduces suspicion or evil
opi, ion; (S, g ;) a vitious, or an immoral, act;
or adultery; orfornication. (1K.) [See a 'emark

on one of the pls. of . .] You say, 

g L. i'j.0 '.. I became acquainted with,

or got knowledge of, a vitious, or an immoral,

act of such a one. (TA.) And j
a 1 I.. ie fell into a thing of whiclh one is
ashamed. (TA.) A vacant place. (0, L, K.)

You say, .3ovi a..~a d;i. I found him, or inet

him, in a vacant place, and I overcame lhim.
(k,. TA.)

a&U. Necessity, or constraint: and excuse.

(TA.) - JAz .3 j' A man in whom is
corruptness, or vtwusness, or corrupt or witious
conduct. (TA.)

a.; Perfidlious, unfaithful, or treacherow;

one who breahs his compact, contract, covenant,
or the like. (Ibn-'Abb{id, ].) -One who turns
away from, or dtun, or avidt, another. (Ibn-
'Abbhd,

UC' The state of being bad, evil, abominable,
foul, unseemly, ugly, or hideous; or ezcesively
bad, &c. (TA.)

?l One who acts in a suspicious manner, or so

at to induce suspicion or evil opinion; who acts

vitiously, or immnorally; or commits adultery, or
fornication: (S,K:) pl. t, (K1, TA) and a";.
(TA.) EI-A9 shl says,

'

[They are the bountiful, if they be absent and if
they be present; and tlhy do not se persons
acting in a suspicious manner, &c., towards thei,'
wives]. (TA.) [The latter hemistich of this vers,
is cited in the S; in one copy of which I fintml

O.~- in the place of a.nd: and it seems to be
there implied that . is pl. of a;..; but I do
not know any instance of ,W au the measure of

a pi. of a word of the measure aW.]._ One who
commits afoul action whereof the disgrace returns
upon him, and is ashtamed of it, and hangs dorn'.
his head towards the ground. (As, on the autho-
rity of an Arab of the desert.)

3i~l X 01 -- -" 1 1 ', (1K5,) or

0i!j t (TA,) The vilest and most abasing (JaI

and .1) ,f, names, (]K,) for a man, and the most
effectual to bring into a state of humility and
humiliation, in the estimation of God, is " Itnig

of kings;" like [the Persian] e.6 L,; beeause
this name belongs to God himself: a trad.,
which is variously related: (TA:) accord. to

different relations, thus, and &.it, (1K,) mean-

ing "most effectual to kill, and destroy," its

owner, (TA,) and 54l, [which means the same,]

(1g,TA, [in the CI5 ~.I,]) and u;.I, (g,)

meaning "most foul, abominable, or the like."
(TA in art. Ls...)

5L.' applied to a camel, Broke; trained;

rendered submissive, or manageable. (15, TA.)
And in like manner applied to a place [app. as
meaning Rendered easy to sit, or lie, tupon; or,
to travel]. (TA.)

· °,. and its variations: see what here fol-
lows.

;i,- (S, Msb, 1) [in two copies of the S,
in wlhich it is without the article, written without
tenween, but in the Mqb and 15 it has the article
prefixed, and is therefore necessarily without ten-
ween,] and .A, (Mob, TA,) which is more
common, (Msb,) [but this I doubt, for I have

found it nowhere else,] and t .. (S, R) and

· i. (TA) and &. ., (1K,) which last is of
the dial. of the people of El-Basrah, (TA,) and

L.Za6. and l&'~, (.K,) [The &lack beetle: or a
certain species thereof:] a well-known creeping
thing; (Mqb;)-a certain insect, (3, K,) black,
(15,) offetid odour, smaller than tse J~,found
in the bottoms of walls: (TA:) the first and
second of these words are both applied to the

male and the female: (Mqb:) or,, is applied
to the male, (AA, M9b,) by some of the Arabs,
(Mmb,) and is syn. with ii and $ I;, (AA,
TA,) and , is not disallowable, being agrec-
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able with analogy: (Mqb:) and ;";t.i is ap-
plied to the female, [which, if correct, shows

L.;A. to be with tenween,] and so is L.&a6.:

(g:) or .LL&i., with 5, is not allowable; [and
if so, .oit& is without tenween;] (A, TA;)
and &L;.L is [not applied to the female, but]
used by the Benoo-Asad for :L&;., as though
they made the ; a substitute for the 1: (Mb :)
[and this seems to indicate that the I is a fem. 1,
grammatically speaking, and that the word is
therefore without tenween:] the pl. is '.

(Mb;,) One ays, ;iLA . C'J [He is

more perseearing than the black beetle]: because
it returns to thee as often as thou throwest it
away. (TA.)

[Accord. to the IC, the Oj in the words of this
art. is radical; but accord. to the g and Msb,
augmentative.]

1. ';,, ($g, Mgh, Mqb, V,) nor. , ($, Msb,)
inf. n. "ji (J , Mgh, Mqb, 1) and ';d., (Mqb,
TA,) the latter a contraction of the former, (Mqb,)
or, accord. to El-FArabee, the latter is not allow-
able, (Mgh,) He throttled him, or strangled
him, i e. $queseed his throat (Mgh, Mqb) that he
might die; (Mb ;) [but it does not always mean
he squeezed his throat so that he died; often
meaning, rimply,he, or it, throttled him, strangled
him, or choked Aim; and frequently said of a
disere in the throat, and of food;] and t' 'd.
signifie the same, ( [,!~,) [or has an intensive
meaning,] and its inf. a. is ";zi. (TA.).

[Hence,] ij0l1 t VL" [and "] t Weeping
[or sobbing] choked him; as though the tears
throttled him. (Mgh.).And ' He (a horse)
was affected with tAe diseas, or wind in the

throat, termed ;la. (TA.)-And ~il ;,
nor. a above, t He postponed, or deferred, and

[so] straitened, the time: and ';11'al - t He
straitened the time of prayer by po#tponing it, or
deferring it. (TA.)

S: see 1, in two places. - You say also,

jlJI u1,.I1 4A., inf. n. ;, ThA mirage
lnea;ly covered the heads of the morntains. (,
TA.) _-And ;l S . He .filled the vert:

(YI, TA:) or filled it up (;*j, j_): and in like
manner, ub_,J [tAe matering-trough]. (Aboo-

Sa'eed, TA.) - And ,tg,1 L;; : He (a man)
near,ly attained to [the age of] forty [years].
(IS, TA.)

7: ee what next follows, in three places.

8. ,;d.l He was, or became, throttled, or
strangled; i. e. he had his throat squeezed that
he might die; (JK,' ,* Mpb, ] ;) [and simply
he was, or became, throttled, strangled, or choked;]
as alsow ji;.J: (JK, Mqb:) or you say, t -'AL;!

,L:: iLIJI [the sheep, or goat, became throttled,

o; strangled, or choked, by itself]: (g, j:) or
ts 1 sgnifies the having the 31 [q. v.]

ronpreued upon ona's throat: and J :lt,a the
compressing it upon one's own throat. (TA.)

[Boox I.

dj;L: see j';_.

n. inf. n. of : (s, Mgh, Mrb, :)_
and i. q. , q. v. (JK, '.)

j;;^: see 3% .

Ji.C [Quinsl;] a certain diseaso which pre-
rents the palsage of the breath to the lungs and

heart; (K;) as also [* %t, thus in modern
Arabic, and] ' M;J.: pl. '1dib.F (TA) [and

L;,6., thus in modern Arabic]. -- See also

j;';, in three places.

,t A cord, (Jk, S, Mgh, I,) or bo-string,
or the like, (Mgh,) 'with which one is strangled;
(JK,g,' Mgh,J ;*) also, metaphorically, termed

3Ls. ?; . (Mgh.)-See also ;, in
two places _ O; t A narrowt Nlva of a
[woman: (Abu-l-'Abbis,TA:) and Vt;. [or
i;;nj , for ;; is app. pl. of JU&, like as

[ is pl. of j;b,] t narro ovulvas (IAr, O)

of women. (IAor.)_.j. , ;i
t They are in straitneu by reason of death.
(TA.)

0;&: see ., in three places.

J3JL;O.: see ,U.
0,1 -
aMin A certain disease in the throats of birds

and horses: (.K:) or a certain disease that
attacks the bird in its head, and the horse in its
throat, and rhokes it: (JK:) or a certain
diseae, or wind, that attacks mnen and horses
or similar beasts in the throat, and ometinmes
attacks birds in the head and throat, mostly ap-
pearing in pigeons. (TA.)

;.: se ts..- Also One who sells fish
[taken] with the ajCl [q. v.]. (TA.)

~3': see 3l'.

ai'L. A snare with which beasts of prey are
taken (JK, TA) by the throat: and a snare with

which lfsh are taken in El-Andalus. (TA.)

Si'. One who strangles; (MPb, TA;*) as
also f jti.: (Mgh, Mb :) or the latter signifies
one whose qf.ice it is to strangle. (TA.) 

[Hence,] ,,UI AiU. and .. l JW,1i. and PAt.&

-,3l and a'.1 atid. [in the Cl ;,%] Four
herbs: (: ) [the first and second, in the preselt
day, molfsbane, or aconite: or, as Golius says,
referring for the former and latter respectively to
Diose. iv. 78 and 77, the former is the aconitum
lycoctonon; and the latter, the aconitum parda-
lianches: the third, dogsbane, or colchicum; or,
as Golius says, referring to Diose. iv. 81, apocy-
non: and the fourth, strangle-weed, (because it

strangles the j_,, or bitter vetch,) or broom-
rape, i. e., as Golius says, referring to Diosc.
ii. 172 and Ibn-BeyWur, orobanchte:] the first is

high (j.Ja [but perhaps this should be 'O~
i. e. shining]) in the leaves, downy, and resembling
the .,J [?]: the second is like tit tail of the
scorpion, glistening, about a span [in heigAt],
and has not nore than fire leaves: each of tAte

is of the [season calllld] ; and they are.

poisonow; tAheJ kill all aninmal; the ~ and
the . being particularized only because of the
quicklnes of its acting in them: Ibn-Seena says,

!in the " ~Anoon," the leaves of;Jl jsa.X , when
mixed with fat, and kneaded and baked with bread,
and given as food to wolves and dogs and foxes and
leopards ( k.), kills them: whe-ce it seems that
this may be two herbs or one herb. (TA.)
Lj.. signifies also tA narrow road or ravine,

in a mountain: (S,eI,eTA:) or a narrow
!place or pan, betneen two mountains, and be-
tr,een two tracts of sand. (JK.) [See also

":o ] - And S A narrow street; syn. Uj ;
(S,1, TA;) in the dial. of the people of El-

Yemen. (, TA.)_. See also 3.~;, in two
places.

Wit. A conrent inhabited by ,ighteous and

good men, and Soofees; an arabicized word,

from [the Persian] ;L* C4*t.; [and post-classical,
for] El-Makreezcc says that the oWtl, was in-
stituted in the fifth century of the Flight, for
$oofee recluses to employ themselves therein in

the service of God: (TA:) [pl. W. ].1

t'^Ul. A man of, or belonying to, a ols,..

(TA.)

sec ';~_, in two places.

;;.. A necklace, syn. Mg', (S, Mgh, Mhb,
V,) that surrounds the neck; (Mgh,M§b;) where-
fore it is thus called; (MCb;) [i.e., because] it

lies against the .j;.6: rl. .. (TA.)-
See also jl. [And see l,.]

L.P-;: sec 3.. - [Hence,] O;... AoM

yJl t A boy slender in the wvaist. (s.)-
Also The part, of the neck, wdhicl is the 11lace of

the cord [or the like] called 0-1. [wrherenith one
is strangled]; (S, K ;*) i.e., (TA,) the throat;
(1, accord. to the TA; in the CK and in my

MS. copy of the K t '._;) and so t'

(S, K, in the former said to be syn. with ,)

and t ,ji. (K) and VtL. (TA; and so,

accord. to the TA, in the I.) You say, c.s.I

'~ [I seized hit throat]. (S.) And ,

.:4 (]a, accord. to the TA, but accord. to the
CK[ and my MS. copy of the I t " .;;,) and
· alAe and l, i. e. [lIe took lim, or

sei:zed hin,] by his thlroat. (1.) And 'a. I.i
(A in art. >j) and V 'td; (S) [properly He,
or it, seized his throat, or throttled him, or choked
him; meaning] 5 he, or it, straitened him; as

also .i.. (A in art. .jj.) And .iJ
- t S He, or it, constrained him, and strait-

ened him. (TA.) And ";i'O-l ' [properly
It reached his throat; meaning t it straitened

Aim, or distressed him]. (..) j;lJ .'1l &.
signifies the same as ·j.l &t, (A in art. jjo,)
which means t The affair, or ca, or eent,
reacited a distresing pitch. (1 in art. ~*.)
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~i and , and t je (JK, ) and
I JAI-, applied to a man, [and to any animal, as

also ;,, Throttled, or strangled, i. e. having
his throat sueezed that he may die; but not
always meaning, w as to be hilled thereby; often
meaning, simply, throttled, strangled, or choked;]
(JK;) all signify the same; from ', .: (JK,IB:)
or *tfiA, in the place of j.id, signifies 31; ..3

[app. meaning having a jL;, or cord, &c., by
which he is throttled, or strangled, round his nech;
or perhaps having a A, or quinsy]: (TA:)

and t l: , and *t ;..; ' signify a sheep, or
goat, tlhrottled, or strangled, i. e. haring its tlhroat
squeezed that it may die: (Msb:) or the latter
of these two means a shteep, or goat, throttled, or
strangled, or chohed, by itself (: ' -&.;i !).
(?, TA. [See 8.]) It is said in a prov., (Meyd,)

il, (Meyd, e,) i. C. - ! [Ratom

thyJclf, 0 thou who art throttled, or strangled,
or choked]; applied to. any one distressed and
constrained; (Meyd ;) meaning free thyself from
difficulty (.1, TA) and harm: (TA:) or, as some
relate it, so . k5s l [One throttled, or
strangled, or choked, ransomed himself ]. (Meyd.)

aj' A narrotv place or pass. (8, TA.)
[See also kA,., near the end of the paragraph.]

'; ? ! A horse n'hose blaze occupies his
jams, (], TA,) extending to the roots of his ears.
(TA.)

£l6.;L iL;;: see

1. ., aor. , inf. n. . and Li: see
in the art. here following.

1. ; .(S, K) Ve (.S) Q il 3, (TA,) nor.
~,~ inf.n. . (TA;) as also 1&, (JK,

1,) aor. j., (JK,TA,) inf. n. ;' (K,TA)
and LU.; (JK,TA;) and ;tl& I (JK,.,y)

;- ij;, (.,TA,) or L S ), (JK,)
He utteredfoul, abominable, uneemly, or obscene,
speech (JK, 8, 1K) against hitm. (, TA.)i

;., (JK, K,) [aor. .5,] inf. n. "'., (TA,)
He cut, or serred, the trunk of a palm-tree (JK,
1) with an axe; (JK ;) as also t.. (JK, TA.)

4: see l.-... 0i;& also signifies He, (a
man, ~,) or it, (misfortune, Yam p. 430,) cor,
rupted, or marred, Ais state. (8, IYam, TA.)
And the same, (S,) or , 'i ;jl, (JK, ,)
said of time, or fortune, (JK,.8,) It destroyed
'Aim, or then. (JK, .8, K.) And the former, said
of time, It became long to him. (j.)__ ,$l

signifies ,e.Z , j 4. [or, app., .jt: a
phrase which admits of two contr. meanings'; Hoe
betrayed Aim, and broke his covenant, or the li1k;
and he prerred Aim in safety, and fufilled
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his covenant, &c.]. (TA.). j - ^JI . ;LI The
locusts had many ecgs. (AHn, 1.) .il

14JI The pasturage had much and luxuriant
herbage. (Agn, .4)

Ui [more properly written i,., originally an
inf. i.,] Foul, abominable, unseemly, or obscene,
speech: (8,TA, and HJ[am p. 489:) or the most
foul, abominable, uneemly, or obscene, of speech.
(JK, T, TA.) And * kt;& [written without any
syll. signs, app. i.X1, like a*lu.t,] is of the
measure aJW from '. [and seems to be syn.
therewitll as an inf. n. or as a subst.]: it occurs
in the saying of El-lat.amee,

j.Z -. ,, c -, .* .s .--rl X W* it l t 0

[Leave ye dates: speak not of them in a foul
*manner, or speak not of thlm foul speech; for
dates have benefited in most of what has occurred
between us, or among us]. (TA.) ,JI li
The calamities of time orfortune. (JK, Ji].)

.4 .b Foul, abominable, unseemly, or
obscene, speech; and i ;a,: a foul, an abo-
minable, an unseemly, or an obscene, word or
expression or sentence: ( :) or most foul, &c.:
(JK :) [or haring a foul, an abominable, an un-
seemly, or an obscene, mnaning; for] X. is not

a verbal epithet, since we know not "i;1 ,
but a possessive epithet; like the instance, men-
tioned by Sb, in ) .sj. J, meaning a .; and

9, meaning [t&1 , or] Jl; Je; kc.
(TA.)

a1i;&.: see ;i..

)._,~l .s;d.1 Tthe most foul, or abominable, or

unseemly, of names. (TA.) [See 8.l.]

Jo&

R Hunger. (IA,r, .) [And so ks. and
'jI, belonging to art. _i*; with which the
present art. is intimately connected.] ~A mide
valley: (J5 :) any wide valley in a soft, or plain,
'[low ground nsuc as is termed] n.; (Az, TA ;)
as also s$i_.: (Az, TA in art. S-i :) and lonw,
or depressed, ground; (TA;) as also t ?.:
(JK, TA:) or the former, a soft place: (JK :)
or o.ft ground; as in the saying, 4 .. ije
What tlou hast planted has chanced to be in soft
ground, in which it nill take root and not fail to
be productive. (TA.)

[.i, by a mistake in the C1g, in art. kS.j, is
made to signify Honey: see .;. in that art.]

;'. [app. ;i] Languor: occurring in a trad.,
in which it is said, -- iD L .j J l,
[And a languor seized Aboo-Jahl, so that he
spoke not]. (IAth, TA.)

A vacant land. (1.) - See also .. 

Also a dial. var. of Ijl. (IAth, TA in art. jl:
see 1 in that art.)

:i. Tle name of the letter t, q. v.; as also

Lw.: [it is called 1t in a case of pause, and S:.
when made a noun:] it is fem. and masc.: [its
dim. is 4, meaning a wt ritten small, or in-

distinct: (see i,. in art. I.:)] and its pl. is

:1i.l and 'li.l and ,~U.i. (TA in J1d"1 .tt

: -ui.)

ctf X i, (AZ' and $* and TA in .,A
4M1 JJ.'l, and K and TA in the presnt art.,)
in which ;. is a ,Z," [or noun significant of a
sound], indecl., with kesr for its termination;
(S, TA;) and L 3tlt., as in the Book of the
Nawn dir by Ibn-Hani, (Az, TA,) in which latter,
ISd says, the US is not for a sign of the fem.
gender, because the word is a ,~; and, as Sh
says, on the authority of A'Obeyd, Ji-L,.; but
correctly written as in the Book of Ibn-Hini;
(Az, TA;) Hasten thou [to us]: (AZ, Az, s, ]I,
TA:) it is also used in addressing a female, and
two persons, and a pl. number: (S, TA:) you
say [* l/., and] a 1 ; and cl .J&, and

. 5jL ; and [ ! 1, and);4 L1. (TA.)
In the saying of El-Kumeyt,

[which app. means Calling out "Hasten thou,
COiAn Up with us," and ' Come," or "come
quichly," &c.,] it is held by Ibn-Selemeh to be
used as an imprecation, meaning -.4 [maysest

thou be disappointed of attaining that which thou

desirest]; the poet saying 1 .'L for S~ 4I.
%C~ ,.. (1 [meaning By thine affair that sala
result in disappointment, and be an occasion of
loss]: which, as you see, is at variance with the
explanation of AZ. (S, TA.)

a- U - 3 -j&~. and adi . and kLS [a mistranscription

for s, like as and L5. ] rel. ns. of :l&.

and t.. the names of the letter t. (TA in l,At

1. ,lt, aor. t, inf. n. .. I, ie nwas, or
became, poor, needy, or indigent. (IAvr, ]i.)
See also .;. in art. i.

ia,. A state of utter destitution, in which
nothing remains in possession: so in the saying,

a;.,*.,,teil [A state of utter destitution befell
themo]. (A 'Obeyd, T.) - Hlunger: (AA, T, S,
A, K:) pl. j;L . (TA.) So in the phrase,

ai,. a;t.Ll [Hunger befell him]. (AA, 8.)
Sh knew not this word, and thought it to be a
mistake for .~.; (T;) which latter signifies
"want." (8.) [See the latter word.] m A tract
of land upon which rain has not fallen, between
twro tracts of laid watered by rain. (AA, , ]K.)
- Land that is bad, (8,) in which is no pasture
(8, ) nor water. (TA.) So in the raying,

t l, .X r ij; [We alighted in bad land,
without pature or water]. ($.) [See also .]
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(A.) _ It (a branch) inclined, (A, TA,) or
bent. (O.)

I .., applied to a girl, (?,) or young woman,
(L,) or a female, (A, ],) SoPt, or tender, (9, A,
L, j,) and youtlful : (A :) or goodly, or beawti-
ful, in nake, and youthful, (L, i,) not yet of
middle age: (L:) pl. b (L, [C) and .;
(9, L, C;) the latter like CJ.J.as pl. of iJ, an
epithet applied to a spear. (9, L.)

1 . A1., Mo. j , LL ¢9 , , hg,) inf n. jt,,.
(JK, 8, A, Mglh, .K) and j,a., (JK,) He (a
bull) uttered hiJ crtj; [i.e. loced, or bellowred;]
(Lth, JK, 9, A, Mgh, ]g ;) this being its primary
signification: (Er-RAghib:) the inf. n. lJ.,
used agreeably with this explanation, occurs in
the gur xx. 90 [and vii. 146]: (8 :) it signifies
the loud crying [i. e. the lowing or bellowing] of
a cow and of a calf: (Lth:) and the crying [i. e.
bleating] of sheep, or that of goats, and of gazelles,
(g,) and of any beast: (Er-Righib:) and the
sounding [i.e c. whizzing] of arrows: (] :) of any
of these, you say, jtl., aor. and inf. n. as above.
(TA.) [H-enee,] J ,t;I " '- Z dJ He lhas a
voice liklte te bellowing of the bull (A.) -_ [And
hence, (see 10,)] ,e' j.t lle bent, turned, or
inclned, towards him. (A.),tjt., aor. as above,
(S, Msb,) inf. n. 4 .", (S, ], [for which Golius,
as on these authorities, substitutes ;j.d.,]) said
of a man, (8,) and of anything, (TA,) He, or it,
wra,, or became, wteak, or feeble, (S, Myb, K,) and
lan,uid; (s, TA;) as also .. , (TA,) aor. 1. ,
(JK,) iaf. n. j.; (9,s 1~, TA;) and tj. ,
(JK, TA,) inf. n. j . (1.) . and ;s
lotl si g,ify It was of, or fiagile; said of any-
thing, like a reed. (J K.) It is said in a trad. of

'Omar, jj- ti- w -

meaning A posessor of strength (wi L l) il
not be tecals as long as he can pull his bow and
leap to his beast. (TA.) In a camel that is
drinking, js denotes, or implies, a quality that
is praised; i.e. Patient enduring of thirst and
fatigue: and a quality dispraised; i. e. the lack-
ing patience to endure thirst and fatigue (TA.)

Also, said of heat, (S, TA,) and of cold, inf. n.
jl.. and hjA.., (JK,) It becamne faiat; it

remitted, or abated; (JK, 9, TA;) and so .,
in. n. ;~.; and tjd.. (TA.) And jW .1.,
said ofcold, It ceasedfi.om u; quittedus. (A.)
. ;jt, (JK, 9 ,) inf. n. j_., (S, I,) He hit, or
hurt, his 0ly., (JK, ,] ,) in thrusting or
piercing him with a spear or the like. (JK,Q.)

2. sj.: see 1, in two plaes. -e d.- He
attributed to hinm weakneu, or feebleneu, and
languor. (TA.)

4. e3 s.l, (9, ,) inf. n. MjI., (9,) lapp., in its'
primary acceptation, He caused him to utter a
cry. (See 10.)._And hence,] tHe bent, turud,
or inclined, him, or it. (9, ].) You say, U,s.l
1I.i Cap4 e 1Ua. t We bent, or turned the
riding-camels to such a place. (S.)

1. , (* 1, A , ,) aor. ;syw , inf. D. ;

(1, TA) and iAi4 ; (TA;) and 1 AIdJ, ($, g,:
nnd t.II;J1; (s;) He (a hawk, or falcon, $,

, and an eagle, A, TA) pounced down, or sad
a stoop, upon the prey, or quarry, (?, A, C,) ta
take it, or seize it, (F,) making a sound to bn
heard withl his wing. (TA.) And ,tkll jI'L,
nor. j, inf. n. JI, The eagle made a souno
by the motion of its wings [in pouncing down]

(.) Also .;6, (I,) inf. n. ;t , (TA,) He
(for instance an eagle, TA) seized, or mnatches
away, (8, TA,) a thing; (TA;) and so ; ;
(IAgr, I,)and t?;Ul. (TA in art. %:gewhere
this last is said to belong to the present art.].)
You say of the hawk, ;Z 1 H;7I e seized, or
snatched away, the birds.: (TA in art. t :)

and of the wolf, iL1J t;At;.L (Fr, $, TA) He
mized, or snatched awray, the shep or goat; (TA
in art. ;) or Ae stole away the hep or goat
by stratagem. (Fr, C, g.) - sI J He (a
man) leuenedl, or diminished, his property; or
took from it by little and little; syn. ;
(v ;) as also WlL J ( 9, j,) and aj:'

(p:) and JL Z,, aor. ip and 4 (he
lssened, or diminished, to him it property; or
dlid so by takingfrom it by little and little;] both
signify the same. (g in art. -.) And ;:1t
He (a man, TA) lesened, diminised, or impaired,
hiJ provision of corn orfood (13--); or made it
defective, or deficint. (IS.) - o;C., (aor. as
above, Mqb,) also signifies He (a man) broke his
protnie: (IAp, $, M,b, V,:) and broke, or dit-
olred, his compact, contract, or corenant. (i.)

(TA,) i. q. ZJ;L, [i. e. He cast his eye furtively
towards a spot between me and him; meaning,
towards me: see similar phrase in art. Cj].
(OP)

5: see 1, in two plaees:.-and see also 8, in
two places.

7: see 1, first sentence.

6: ee 1, in four places._ One says also,
1j4 Al, and t3;.L3, He cut offfor himself
a land, or district. (IAr, TA in arL U -)
And s;11 _ ;L4 i, ( K ,') and

?41L&, ($,) SucA a one takes of the discourse
of the people, or party, and learns it by heart
[one part after another]. (f, g.*) In [some of]
the copies of the 1g, in the explanation of ;t1z1

~,_11, for is erroneously put , .
(TA.) ,A,nd A t* [Veil '1, meaning

i;X11 i s X ) [Verly they journey by
nigAt, and make the road to b feared, relying

#pon their strength, and robbiwg and slayirg
men]. (?: [in two copies of which I find 
in the place of ' -.])

1;1 . The sound made by the motion of the
wings of an eagle. . ($, J[. [In a copy of the $,

I fuind it said that this word is fem., though its
meaning is mase.; and the same is said in the
TA, doubtles from another copy of the Q; but

this obeervation, which is omitted in one copy of
the $ in my posession, applies to il4., mentioned
in art. .,j in the 9, as meaning ,',]} And
A sound [absolutely]; (I1;) as also t L .:
(TA:) or the sound, or noise, of thunder, and of
a torrent, orflo of water. (Aln, ].) A poet
saysp,
5

s a -r a a -

oil-jl Jh u. 5
e

(And there was no sound but the noie of the
torrents]; (A4n, TA;) which shows that we

c should read in the V ,;l.i; not j l.JI, ua in
some copies (TA.)

la Jly: see the next preceding paragraph.

) .I.. A bold, daring, brave, or courageous,
man. (9, ]-.)-- One who is always eating, but
does not eat much. ([.) - A great promise-
breaker. (Myb.)

t S.S [act. part. n. of 1]. .iXLS. signifies An

t eagle (,I) pouncing down, or making a stoop,
r ($, 4,) and thereby causing a sound to be heard.

(?.) m Breaking hki promise; or one rwho breaks
a promise. (Mob.)

5. [The peach, or peackhe;] a well-known
kind of fruit, ([, TA,) which is eaten; (TA;)
i_ q. J1.;: (M in art. C.Jj>:) sing., (:,) or
n. un., ( S,) * ~-. (9, .) S ee also what
follows.

&i-.: see above. - Also An alperture (,
A, Mgh, V) in a wall, (9, A, Mgh,) admitting
the light ($, A, K) to a house, or chamber. (X.)
- A pasage (3j° ) beteen any two houses,
not having a door, or gate: (V :) of the dial. of
El-.Iijaz; (TA;) [and of Egypt, where it is ap-
plied to a lane leadingfrom one ttreet or quarter
to another: coll. gen. n.? t i :] accord, to
some, a pasuae (-,~ ) between any two thiings:
and a small door-way betniren two houses, or
chambers, with a door qjfized to it. (L.) - A
wicket, or small door, (A, Mgh,) in a large door.
(A.) [Golius, as on the authority of Meyd, ex-
plains it as meaning Fenstella in mediojanue.]
-[Also applied to A sluice in a rivulet: see'

Uj.] .- The anus; syn. W. (], TA.)'-
A kind of green garment: (Az, [ :) of the dial.
of Mekkeh. (TA.)

2. sj, (L,) inf. n. '.3J, (, L, V,) He (a
camel, L) went quickly; or was quick in his pace
or going: (9, L, g :) he went quickly, and threw
out his lgs: or, as some say, he sl/ook, as though
he were convulsed: and in like manner, a male
ostrich: and sometimes it is said of a man, sig-
nifying as first explained above. (L.)_,1J j.:
ee art. Jt.l-He snt the stallion, Q1t'L 

among tLe camel,. (L, g.)-He obtained some-
what of food. (].)

5. .i3 He (a camel) Asook in going, by
reawon of brisknte, lieline, or sprightlines. 

:i
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6. C O ,lji The bul lowed, or b d ,
n. to another. (A.)

10. %s"t.L., [He medaord to ma Aher
(namely, a gazelle, or a wild cow,) to atter her
cry; or] heb uttred a cry in order that dh should
do the s (TA.) The sportsman, coming to a
plac in which he thinks the young one of a
gzelle or [wild] cow to be, utter a cry like that
of her young one; and the mother, hearing it, if
she have a young one, thinks the cry to be that of
her young one, and follows the cry. (,* TA.)
- Hence, ($, TA,) Jl,.I t H e! dearoured to
make him bend, turn, or incline: (JK, $, A,JI,
TA:) and he calleUd hin to himn: and he interro
gatd him; or dired him totpeak; syn. l:
namely, a man. (JK.) [j.JI ";.,! is ex-
phained in the Land s n meaning i!i: to
which is added in the TA, esj. St At, 'with
the remark that it should therefore properly be
mentioned in art. ,e&: but an explanation in the
sentence immcdiately preceding, and a verse cited
below, evidently show that dAlM., is a mistrans-
cription for 'L -, and that ,.w shlould be ;&.:
so that the meaning is lIe interrogated the place
of abode.] The author of the L cites, as an ex.,
the saying of El-Kumeyt,

'od - , ·J * a-we
* 9s;. h>..,S,?l, -J , -a.

* j,as 1 ,i 3

[And he who is affected with youthful amorout-
nes, wailing, wrill not axk the remains, or traces,
of the dwrellings to replyi to his wrailing: but for
d;"d I would rathler read a ; i. e., will not
inte.rjogate them with his wailing]. (TA.)_

1 .. s t' (l, ( TA, [in some copies of the 15,

erroncously, : 1,]) and ~SO,1, (TA,) lIe

placed a piece of wood in the hole of the burrow
of the [lizard called] _e, (I, TA,) and of the
jerboa, i.e. in the ~.'U, (TA,) in order that it
sould come forth from another place, (V, TA,)
i. e. tthe .WU, to that he might catcA it. (TA.)
Lth falsely asign the act of ;6"I1I to theo 
and the jerboa. (As, TA.)

0.,

oj. Low, or depresed, ground or land, (JK,
1,15,) betnwn two ewated parta; (JK,;) like

: (TA:) an inlet (liL a neck) fSo,n a sea or
large rier, entering into the land: (Sh:) a
place, or channdl, where water pours into a sea
or large rier: (JK,]:) or a wide place or
channel, wmh wavters pour, rmning into a sea
or large rirer; (TA:) or (as in the TA, but in
the a "and,") a canal, or cut, from a ea or
larye river: (V,?TA:) and i. q. ", [app. as
meaning the part in whichA the water.fios m
the two sida of a valley]: (JK:) pL Jj.
(TA.)

a pl. of I.t, (I, ],) contr. to mle;
dp .. o · .

(MF,TA ;) and of j in. the phrae L%ljI jS..
(JK, TA.) 8ee .. , in five plaes.

Zkjt J, with amm, [app. originally ,]
T bt of came, or of the ca,e, ; (IAir, ;)

. (in ,) near the nd of the tsee je&., (in art. jobii.) near the end of the pn

I

grph ;] and so Vt tII, and t; sj (Fr,
TA.)

Lij fem. of t&.l, and properly belonging to
art. .p : see what next precedes.

j T~he s4 [or rectum], which compris~
the JlIM [or anuw, with the extremities of its ltin,]

of the ' [or back], (]9,) of a man &c.: (TA:)

or the pasage of the :j [or dung, properly of a
horse or the like, but here app. meaning of a man
also]: (Q1:) or the head [or extremity] of the
;~.* [or rectum]: or the part in wmlich is the,.
[or anu]: (81:) or ther [or anus itself; (TA;)

orithas this meaning also; (JK;) and so tlq.,

syn. ;,!,; (1 ;) the .` being so called because
it is like a depressed place between two hills:
(TA: [see J;. :]) or the gap in vwhich is the

.tO [or anus] of a man; and that in awhich is the

J, [or anterior pudendum] of a woman: (TA:)
or the gap in wchich is the, j and the place of the
j1b and that of the ,j of the woman: (Zj in his
"Khal el-Insn :") pl. ~ .;jli and K,i:
([:) the former pl. of a form which any sing.
subst. not significant of a human being may
receive. (TA.)

l; an inf. n. of 1G. as explained in the first
sentence in this art. (, A, &c.) = 1 .:

see a.

j;33&: ase the next paragraph, in two places.

We1 a 1ek, or feeble; (JK, , Mb, 15;) ap-
plied to a man; (6;) as also .l-, (],) and

,j%i.: (AHeyth:) a weah man, who cannot en-
dre dfficulty or distres: (Lth:) and tcowardly,
or a coward: (A:) pl. of the first OWl!^, and
of the third ;~. (AHeyth.) Applied to a
camel, Slender (j3j;) and beautiful: (B], TA:
[for _.JI in the Cg, I read ,.lJIl, as in othler
copies of the 1 and in the TA:]) and the fem.,
with i, applied to a she-camel, having soft fiesh
and .frgibe bones: (TA:) pl. of the former [and

of the latter] .1;1. (ai.) Applied to a spear,
Ieak: (8:) not hard: (Mqb:) or wneak a,ul
soft; (TA;) and in the same sense applied to an
arrow, (A, TA,) as also V ,1.P; (TA;) and so
the fern. of the former, with 3, applied to a reed
or cane (4;j); (A, TA;) and to land or ground

(bjl) ua meaning wleak, (Q,) or soft: (A,Mb :)

pl. ;.. (. ) And OilJJ ;1S. : A horse (A)
that turn eadly, (JK, A, ,) and runs much:

( :) pl. t;4. (JK,TA.) And i;li. ; t A
seare of a pulley of which the pin runt [or turns]
eawly in the cheks.. (TA.) And L.A * ji .
Beds, or te like, tuffled wita soft nsbstarcs.
(TA, from a trad.) And ti 1!j.. Smooth
stone that sound [wruem struck] by reason of their

hards. (IAIr.) And ;L. . j A ,- j [q. v.]

that emits mchfire;; syn. tW1. (AHeyth, 1.)

[Hence,] ijd a lyL ,L [meaning t He is larisl
aked]: an expre~ion of dispraise (TA in

art. ) [Hence o,] ZijI. tA she-camel

abounig with milk; pl. tA..; (Q,] ,TA;)

821

which is contr. to rule, and said by MP to be
without a parallel: (TA:) and so a ewe or she-
goat: (TA:) or a she-camel wrose milk flows
easily; and so a ewe or she-goat: (A :) or a she-
camel think-inned, and abounding with milk:
(AHeyth:) or one that is of a hue between dwt-
colour and red, with a thin skin ; and sucl is the
most abundant in milk: (Kf:) or of a red colour
inclining to dust-colour, thin-skinned, and having
long fur with [coarne] hair protruding througlh
it, longer than the rest: such a she-camel is less.
hardy than others, but abounds with milk. (ISk.)

Also tA palm-tree ('i') that bean much fruit.

(JK, A, ]C.)- jg~. as meaning tWomen much
suspected, on account of their corruptnen, (g,
TA,) and the reakncs of their .forbearance,
(TA,) is [a pl.] without a sing. (]C.)

j;il&. femrn. of ; . [q. v.]. -As a subst.: see

00,.
,1.: see J;., first sentence.

1. aO, aor. :, inf n. bd, He (a man, )
had the eye sunk, or depressed: (?, :) or the
inf n. sin. gnifies the eye's being narrow, or con-
tracted, and sunk, or depressed: (MUb:) or its
being small, and sunk, or deprssed: (A:) or its
being tunk, or depressed, and narrow, or con.
tracted, and small: or one eye's being nmalr
thian tlea other: or the eye's being narrowt in the
slit, naturally, or by reasoon of disean: or, accord.
to AM, all that they have related respecting this
word is correct except narrowness of the eyes;
for the Arals, when they mean tlhis, use the term

o.4, with [tlle unpointed] t; but when they
mean the eye's being sunk, or depressed, tllis

they term e..q., with [the pointed] t: (TA :)

and accord. to A 'Obecyd's relation on the authdio-
rity of his companions, (TA,) [and accord. to

Mtr also,] -;_ . siguifies his eye became
xunlt, or depreoed; (Mgh, TA;) but ., .

"it became narrow, or contracted." (Mglh.)
Also ... , inf n. as above; and ,1t 1,

inf. n. `l!; She (a ewe) had one of her
eyes black, and the other white. (AZ, TA.)

2..il .i s, inf. n. y , said of palm-
trees, [and some others, see WO.Y.,] The tree.
lut forth leaves, [or only leares of the hinds
called P ~,] little by little. (L, TA.) See also
4. -WI L s., in£ n. as above, Re orna-

monited the crown ith plates of gold (X, TA) of
the width of paln-lar. (TA.)

3: see 6, in two places.

4t b)Zfl , %# 1 palm-trees put forth
their .d [or leaers]: (9, ] :) or, accord.L to

the A, you say, JI * ., meaning the
palm-trm put forth their av. (TA.) [See

also 2, above.] o.o&t is also said of t ohe

(fl,]) and of the ~.4, (TA,) [and of other
trees, (see _e$.,)] or of trees in genel, (TA,)
or of trees (,4I!) you say l; inS l. n. ( ,
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(Aln, 18d,) tlhe verb being thus made infirm,
and the inf. n. sound, (lSd,) or of all trees except
thorny trees and herbs or leguminous plants,
(TA,) meaning, It broke out with leaves: (,
1>:) or, when said of the .wp, its Wa,5 became

lprfect. (AA, TA voceo . ; and S voce. )

And you say also, 1i ; . Tle .d.
[see .L;j] appeared. (TA.)

6. W.ei;, (A,V,) or ii J .* -li3, (TA,)
lie blinked, or contracted his eyelids, (A, k,)
renowhat, (1,) looking intently, as though he

were aiming an arrow; and so in looking at the
sun; (A, A1 ;) as also v wjhi.. (V.) [But the
latter is trans.] You say, "ij t 1' ,
and j, , Verily he blinks, or contracts his
eyelids. looking inteltly, at such a one, as though
he were aiming an arrow. (A.) [See also

,?w, Jh w; and ,' ao--
[Hence,] ,y.Jt -' ~, (A,) or c~..;.
.-aJ ~jI,. (TA,) I Tie stars inclined to

setting. (A, TA.)

11: see 1, last sigification.

.,'C qThe leaves of the date-palm, (T, g, A,
Mgb, n,) and of the Ji [or Tlhoboic palm], (T,
TA,) anld of the j..jUi [or cocoa-nut-tree], and
the like, (TA,) and of the .~ , (T, ,) and of

the .QLi, (T, TA,) and of tie ;~, (g voce

L~, cq. v.,) and of llthe 1;, and of ttse lI",
and of the ~: (Ibn-'Eiysh Eo-Dabbee, l :)
n. un. witl i: (T, , , &c.:) the Loy. of the
.C& is the qreen [part] thereof wahen it appears

,tpon the ntthite thereof; (TA;) [or] it re,mnlbles
the learwe of the .2': that of the Ui,l is like
the ., [or evergreen leaves] of the J;1: that
of the .~l has the fore of the ear's of sheep, or
goats: and that of the 4 has the form of the

1fL: (Ilhn-'Eiy&sh, TA:) there is also tle
iL.,d of the [clao of trees or plants called] PI.,

ir'hich is of the plants, or herbage, of the [eason
called] 4.i, or, as some say, it is what grows
,Upon a ,root-stock or rhizoma (.jj* i): (TA:)
hlut to herbs, or leguminons pfants, of which the
leaves fall and become scattered when they dry
up, there is no .i.. (T, TA.)

1.0' Tlo trade, or art, of the w,l.. (A,
TA.)

IS.1 A s.ller of (o,: (~, ] :) or a Rearer
thereof [into baskets and ,nats and the like]: (A :)
or both. (TA.)

V.y&. A man (6, Mgl) having the eye sunk,
or depressed; (, Mph, .;) having the quality
of the eye termed L.-: [see 1:] fem. l. :
(TA:) which is [also] applied to the eye, mean-
ing smnk, or dqeressed: (Mh :) or small, and
sunk, or denres~ed: (A:) and to a ewec, meaning
having one of her eyes black, and the other nwhite:
(AZ, g :) or having one eye black, and the other,
twith the r,ct of the body, white: (TA:) p1.
,,, which, prefixed to O ll, is applied to
camels. (A.) - [lence,] OtL,. , tA deep

nUll; a well of which the bottom is deep; (A, g,
TA;) of which the beasts see not the water:
(TA:) because one contracts his eyelids (je)
in looking into it: (A, TA:) or I...i applied
to a well (4-,), signifies of nwhich the water has
sunh into tltecarth. (TA.) And the same epithet
applied to a [mountain of the kind called] .Ai,
(A,) or ;iu, (T,) ltoh; lofty: (A, * C:) be-
cause one contracts his eyelids in looking at it.
(A,TA.) And plo . t A hot wrind: (]C:)
or a ehemnently-hot wind: (A:) that makes the
eye to blink, ort contract the eyelids, (ti;',) by
reason of heat: (g,* TA:) in wrhch one does not
see without blinking, or contracting tIhe eyelids.
(A.) And oij ji iA summer mid-day ve-
hemently hot: (A:) or nost vel enmently hot; (g,
TA;) in whAicl one cannot looh without blinking,
or contracting the eyelids. (TA.)

.,y.. applied to a crown, Ornamcnted with
platest of gold like b.~. in width: (A,* TA :)
and applied to a vessel, having in it what re-
e,nble ,.g. in shape. (TA.) 'I .,o

applied to .. [or silk brocade], Woven with

gold in theform of O.,.. (TA.)
.. , . .A 

. . ,bjl Land in which are ,,o of the

.b and .11 and " and l.. (Ibn-'Eiydah
E4-I?abbee, ]g.)

1. ;I.JIl act.nor. S . inf. n. b. ($, A,
Mhb, 1) and C. (;, A, K,) [I.e waded, or
forded, through the water;] he pased throngh
the water walking or ridling: (S :) or he entered
into the water; (A, 1;) as also ;ti., (K,)
inf. n. ,b_ij; (TA;) [or this latter has an in-
tensive signification, as it is said to have in a
phrase below;] and t i1.J: (]:) or ht walhled
in, or througl, the water; (M.sb;) as also
# ".3. : (TA:) or he entered into the water
and waUled in it, or tlhrough it. (TA.) You say
also, ",!Af e.l, meaning lIe brought the horse
to the rater; as also V,bts.l, (g,) inf. n. ;
(AZ;) and * ,t,., (g,) or ;.l1 3 b.t,.,
inf n. t.bL, , as in the A: (TA:) or t1*h.b I
;%I11 signifies .. I,ff. , [Tlhey waded or
forded through the water, or entered into it, &c.,
with their beasts]: and you say also, * 'e
.t~! 9 [I waded or fordled with them through
the water; &c.; meaning with men, not with
beasts]: (so I find in a colpy of the A:) and
.*WJI tehb.l signifies ;yl .s1. 1 [Tkc

people's horses waded or forded through the

canelt ias~ed therough the great expanse of ini-
'age]. (A.) . l J. il ~.,t%. [The lightning

penetrated through the darkness]. (A, TA.) _
# _,J; UW . tt He forced his way

to him through the speatrs utltil Ihe took him, or

A,) and ao V l.j., (S, A,1],) ! The people, or
company of men, entered [or waded] together into

discourse. (S, A, 15.)_- f*,iJ , (-, 5,)
aor. as above, inf. n. v,,, (TA,) i He plunged
into the submerging floods of ignorance, or tie
like; syn. t;, .. (S, , TA.) . 9 e,.l.

I t+He enteced [or plunged] into the affair.
(Meb.) - In like manner you say, [t) 6
JJ t -and] &JJI tL , l tHe entered [or
plunged] intofelse, or vain, disrourse or speech:
(Mqb:) and i.'6, alone, signifies t]Ie said, or
spoke, what nasfalwe. (A.) It is said in the 5ur
[Ixxiv. 46], (TA,) > 1 3 li j
i. c. eJll i[A.nld wce used to enter into false,
or vain, discourse or speech, with those who en-
etred thercinto] ; (Bti, Jcl, 1];) syn. 'i:

(Bd ) or and we used to follow the erring, &c.

(O, K.) And again, [lii. 12,2] ,j . J
'w It- lW[ Fl o amtuse themnselt in entering

intofllse, or vain, discortex or speech]; (TA;)
l11 j) being here, again, understood. (Bd..)

And again, [ix. 70,] l 5iLb ; i e
S l[And ye have entered into fabse, or

raii, discourse or speech, litke their catering
theseinto]. (1K.) And again, [vi. 67,] 6 4j t
;I;l 9 .*b Ie [1 Who enter into false, or

vain, discours or speech respecting our signt;
meaning the g5ur-an]. (TA.) e ..,i. is also
explained as signifying tHe said nwhat nas fald
,respecting it. (TA.) And P4.& signifies tThc
conflsing, or coqfonndinig, in an affair. (TA.)
_ o.6.. (S, A, M1gh, K,) and tV .. , (A, TA,)
also signify lie in'red, (S,a 15, TA,) and stirred
about, (TA,) the beverage, or wine: (, K, TA:)
or he sxitred ebont the '.. with the ..

(A, Mgh.*) -_ Jlt t.. H ec : tnored about
the sword in him, having s,nitten hidm: (, ],*
TA:) or ihe put [or thrutext] the sword intto the
lowve,r part of his belly, and then raised it up
wards. (A,' TA.) L_In 7 -

(A, TA,) inf. n. G, be.; and lI.J1l tj ' S,

inf. n. Wl/; (TA;) I put an arrotw, (A,
TA,) which i hadl borrowed, andt by n'hich I ex.
pected to have good luck, (TA,) among lthe [other]
arrows (A, TA) used in the gamne called el-
nteysir: (TA:) see an ex. (a verse of .akhr-el.
Ghef) in art. a&..

2: sec 1, first signification :- and again in
the latter part of the paragraph. _ 5 .

g.. [app. meaning lie wallowred in his effused
blood] is with teshdeed to render the signification
intensive. (t.)

3: sec 1, second sentence, in two places: and
again in the last sentence.

4. ~,' .. 1 ~ ,.,U [I made nmy beat to
,rade, or ford, through the water]. (S, A.')
;Y1 ... 4 jic l .toil [The people, or company
of mie., made their horses to wade, or ford,
through the n,ater] is said when they wade, or
ford, with tlhecir horses through the water. (TA.)
.Ajl O ,iW: and ;11 1j.1.l: [which are evi-
dently elliptical phrases:] and ,,~li ,,l:
see 1, second sentence._ - stil s,,4t : see 1.1

IR"
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_ .- jI 1 i.I The water admitted of being
walked [or waded or forded] in or through:
contr. to general rule; being intrans. while the
unaugmented verb is trans. (Msb.)

5: see 1, first sentence. - , also signifies
lIe constrained himself to nade, or ford, in, or
through, water. (1K,* TA.) This is the primary

signification: and hence, .-. ,1 y i.,..

t lie employed, or occupied, hinself in the affair:
and he used art or artifice or cunning, or his own
jud;mlent or discretion, in the off;ir, or in the
disposal or managenme,it thereqf: and so in the
phrase JlIl U.i ,;.3: or, accord. to some,
this means he acted nrongly in acquiring the
property in an inlmproper manner, in lwhatsoever
way it was posible. (TA.)

6: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph.

8: see 1, first sentence.

l: see .

j/.... [The inst-ru7nent with which bererage,
or wine, is mixed and stirred about]; it is,for
,ererage, or wvine, like the Ct~ for : (S,

15 :) or the instriunentt nith wrhich y.,j is stirred
about. (A, Mgh.)

La.:.. [A ford; i. c.] a place rhere people
pass through water, walking or riding: (S, A,
1 :) or a place where one nwalks through water:
(Myb:) pl. ?uZ..., (~, 15,) [or this is rather a

coll. gen. n.,] or ', (as in one copy of the

~,) and . , (AZ, ., 1g) and o ..
(M.b, TA.)

1. jL., (. , M,b, F, &c.,) originally j_,
(Lth, L, &c.,) first pers. ;., (TA,) aor. o J-,

(M, , &c.,) originally. , (L,) imperative
jim, (s,) inf i. Mb. ( , Mb, K1, &c.) and

tJ&., [originally _.&.,] (Lh, TA,) crroneously
written in the 1V witIh fet-l [to the i], but some

say that this is a simple subst., not an inf. n.,
(TA,) and t* , (Lb, s, Msb, K, &c.,) ori-
ginally abv, (1X,) but some say that this also is
a simple subst., not an inf. n., (TA,) and [thlere-
fore] its pl. is , (Lb, JK, S, and so in the
C]5,) in [some of] the copies of the 15 erroneously
written ., (TA,) or this [as well as the next
preceding] may be an inf. n., for some few inf. ns.

have ple., (Im,TA,) and I/., (s, Mb, 1,
&c.,) originally iy. ..., for which last, the first
of these inf. ns. is used by a poet, and therefore
made fern., (TA,) lie feared; he nas afraid or
fi.igktened or terrified; syn. 3. (1g.) It is

also trans.: (Msb :) you say, A 1s and 'NW-;
[liefeared, or was afraid of, him, or it]; (Msb,
TA;) both signifying the same: (TA:) [and so
'. JU.; or this may mean he feared what

might happen to him from him, or it:] and

% ; , ., meaning dJt. [i. e.. JU.

e He feared for himn a thing]: (~, 1 :) sad

,t -56 J,d *--*'i ,'. [ Hefeared hin,,-1d c-- ilz and to 3 &hii
or it,for his property]. (Mgh.) - [Hencc,] it

is also used in ithe sense of '5 [He thought, or
opined]: and in this case, the Arabs sometimes
use it in the same manner as a verb signifying an
oath, anrid give it the same kind of complement;
as in an cx. cited voce ;j; [q. v.]. (. in art. .)

And lIe knew. (Lb., Kr, K.) Hence, !,"1 rOj

ijj '.t. O , i [And if a woman lnow that
there is, on ite part of her husbanad, injurious
treatment, or unkindness, or estrangement], (1K,)
in the Kur [iv. 127]. (TA.) And hence also,

li; JAi., -' 4h [And he nho knovweth
that there is, on the part of the testator, an in-
clining to a nrong course, or a declining.from the
right course, &c.], (1,) in the gur [ii. 178];
thus explained by Lh. (TA.) - tit., (S,) first

pers. /., (1,) aoer. , (S,) Ie exceded
him in fear. (S, .') You sy, ' tM,

(S,) inf. n. of the former lijtl, (TA,) i. e. [IIe
vied nwth himn to see which of them would exceed
the other in fear, and] lhe exceeded him in
fear. (S.)

2. _., (Msb, ],) inf. n. Jj.3, (TA,) i. q.
&.ils. (Msb, 1.) See the latter, in two places.

Ire put fear into hlim. (JK, TA.) tsi. [app.
addressed to God] is mentioned by Lb as meaning
Render the Kur-dn and the Traditions beautiful
to ux in order that re mnay [grive heed thereto and]
fear. (TA.) - lie made him to be in such a
state, or condition, tihat men feared himn; (JK,
K;) he made him to be feared by men. (M.)

Hence, in the Kur [iii. 169], ' , * 1t

,.;yt ~ ., i.e. [ Veily that is the devil:] he
causeth his friends to be feared by you: [or that
deril cauxeth &c.:] or, as Th says, causeth you
to fear by his friends. (TA.) c He diminislhed
it, lessened it, or tooli from it; and so s' sam..

(TA.) [See also 5.] _- Ji .. .Ie sen;t away
his sheep, or goats,.floch by flock. (TA.)

3: see 1, last sentence.

4. 31.l, (Mob, ,) inf.n. 5iC 1 (S) and Ji'l,
like .Xb, (Lb, TA,) [but the latter is irreg. and
rare,] lie, or it, (an affair, a case, or an event,
Msb,) caused him, or made him, to fear, or be
afraid; put him infear; fiightened, or terri.fied,
him; (TA ;) and * , (Myb, ]g,) inf. n.
: ,.., (S, TA,) signifies the same. (S, Mb,

1.) So in the phrase jWl j ..1l [The enmies'
frontier caused to fear, &c.; was insecure :] or

fear enteredfirom it. (TA.) You say also, jL
.rI,l jit" L5t_.JI [The wall leaned, and caused

the people tofear]. (Mob.) And .yIl _ .I.

Cw.11 [for 1 J o l J1 The rob-
bers caused the people of the road, or the pas-
sengers thereof, to fSam; &c.; or it may be
rendered the robbers caused the road to be inse-

cure]. (Msb.) And 4,.~ j.) "1 [Icaused
him to fear the thing, or offair, &c., and he
feared it; making the verb doubly trans.]; as

also 4a.; *e%l a;,J... (Myb.) It is said in a
trad.- jl g"· -I Bl .. y th

,, A ejl jj5 A*.J1 t-i-..I Make ye the

venomous reptiles and the like tofear before they
make you to fear; (TA;) i. e. kill ye them be.

fore they kill you. (JM, TA.)--,i L 
]J! [tlorw greatly do Ifearfor thee!]. (TA.)

5. ej;;: sec 1, in three places. - Also lle
took by little and little ($, L, K) from it, ($, b,)
or from its sides; (L;) as also ;.dj : (S and
.K* in arts. J .. and _~; :) or he took f'rom its
extremities; so in the A; in which it is said to
be tropical: accord. to IF, it is originally [3,]
with O, [in the place of the j.]. (TA.) Dhu-r-
Rummch says, (S,) or not he, but some other
poet, for it is ascribed to several different authors,

(L,)
* g,j I4U LL L. . .J- ..L3 -

.'2 __ '~ . _,r---2 .-

'.P1;;i' 

[liar saddle abraded from a long and high, com-
pact hump, like as when the piece of skin usedfor.
smoothing arrows has abradedfrom the back of a
rod of the tree called a..:]. (;. [See also 5 in
art. OJ^., where another reading of this verse is
given. In the TA, in the present art., in the

places of J2.31 and b, I find *JI, and 'j;.])

Hence, ($, K,) accord. to Fr, (TA,).Ji t .1

j'i..; , (S, 1g,) in the 1]ur [xvi. 49], (/,)
which Az explains as meaning [Or are they
secure from his destroying them] by causing them
to uffer loss [by little and little] in their bodies
and their possessions, or cattle, and their fruits:
or, accord. to Zj, it may mean, af.er causing
them to fear, by destroying a town, so that the
one next to it shall fear. (TA.) You say also,
Jl . 1_..3 IIe took by little and little from

m1y property. (JK.) And i'JI W i.3 [The
year of drought, or sterility, took from us by

little and little]. (JK.) And CL 5irni ;
[He diminished to me by little and little my

r ight, or due]. (JK.) And L~. t i. q.

1ib: [an evident mistranscription for ; l or

'., meaning lis stupidity deprived him of
his right, or due]. (TA.)

J1.. A man retyfearf#l or timor,ou; (S,];)

[and so, in the present day, tJt ; the former

originally] of the measure 0)i, like J and ;

and similar to SL, meaning a man "having a
strong, or loud, voice:" ($:) or i.q. ;1i:i.
(TA:) accord. to Kb, it may he [originally

o-,] of the measure 3ls., having the medial

radical rejected; or [j_,] of the measure JW;
and in either case, the dim. is [It '..*,] with j:
so says Sb. (TA.)

js. inf. n. of 1. (S, Msb, &c, cc.) - Also

Slaughter: whence, -i >J 
[And we nill assuredly try you wit somewrhat of
slaughter]; (Lh., ;) in the .Kur [ii. 150]. (TA.)
[See also 4.]- And F;ghting: whence, ;%. I6U
j!i--i [But when fighting cometlh; in the ]5ur
xxxiii. 19]. (.1.) - See also jo.i. - Alo A
red hide from n'hich are cut strips like thongs,
(Kr, .K, TA,) and then upon these are put [orna.

meats of the hind termed] j.i ; worn by a girl:

!

5
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(TA:) a dial. var. of J;.. [q. v.]: (]:) but
this latter is preferable. (L, TA.)

l .: see 1, first sentene.

U%& A [coat of the Aind called] 34, of hidc,
or leatAer, which the collector of honey wtars;
(Akh, JK, IC;) and also Norn by the water-
car.ier: (JK:) or a fur-ganment, or hide with
the fur or wool on it, rorn by hinm who enters
into the plares occupied by bees, in order that
they may not sting hinm: (TA:) or a [pouch of
tle kind ternmed] aiyj, (., ];,) of hide, or
leatlher, (8,) narrow in the upper part and wide
in the lowner part, (TA,) in cwhich honey is col-
lected: (., . :) or a [round liocse !.f leather writh
ta running string by meant of whichl it ay be
converted into a bag, such as is ternned] Sk ,, like
the a;Lri., nade, or sevd, #mall, [for o or
;.o.~, whiclh I find in different copies of the
]~, and to which no appropriate meaning is
assignable, I read ~i--* or ;?.-, (see 2 in art.

bk.*, and particularly "";Iii 1 l,)] havinl its
head [or border] raised,jfor honey; (J;) so says
Skr, in explaining the following verse: or, as IB
says, accord. to Aboo-'Alee, it is from the phlrase

J ,l1 ,jlI, meaning "men," or " the people,"
"are different, one from another;" for it is a
a4.s ~ of hidle, or leather, embellished witih dife-
renlt kindx of ;nbeUiishment; and if so it should
be mentioned in art. ,.IOL: (TA:) [but] the
tlim. is ,i/r,.. (JK.) Aboo-Dhtu-cyb says,
[describing a collector of wild honey,]
t ·; ' - '

I

(s,) [He put beneath his armpit a bt&. in wrhicA
,'as a receptacle for honeCy, and betook himself to
gmakiing seceUive endeavours to reac1h the most

dlfficult part of a mountain by means of a role,
or rope of lna-.fibrts; for] he means _ 4-: : i;
the i,hraso being inverted: (. and 'A in art.
;el:) or be means, [betook himself to] taking

urccssite kholds of a rope (5 )) tied to a
-, [here best rendered mountain-top] in his

descent to the place of the honey; so that there is
no inversion. (TA in that art.) - Also i. q.

.c& [A kind of basket, or receptacle, of hide, or
teather.] ; (TA;) the thing in nwhich fruits are
gathered; also called .'. (ljar p. 374.)_
And ;jlJl M(. is said to mean Tie envelope of
the grain of seed-produce; so called because it
protects it: to this the believer is likened in a
trad. [as some relate it]; but the reading [com-
monly known] is [L.I.,] with a. (TA.) [See
Z,l.. , in art. .e ..]

Mi; pl. ·Je: see 1, first sentence.._ [Some-
times it may mean, agreeably with analogy, A
kind offear.] ~ See also art. Ji,..

i1t, Vociferation, rclamour, or a confused
noise, of a company of men. (JK, ?gh, ]y.)

,-,o,: ,e J;..

i. : msee J.._ - Hence, perhap,] A cr-
tain black bird: I8d says, I know not why it is
thus called. (TA.)

Jit I]Fearing; being afraid or frihktened or
terrijfied: (, TA:) pL -js. (S, ]) and h.d.,
(S,) or Ji., (I,) or, accord. to Ks, .in. and

i and J., (L,) [but the second and third of
05

these three should be .4. and j.i., for all are
said to be of the measure jaj,] and t J .;
or this last is a quasi-pl. n.; (P ;) whence, in the
]ur [vii. 54], tl;i si., meaning Worship ye
Himfearing his punishment and eagerly dteiring
his recompense. (TA.) See also ji.. -. And
see J3i.

3J(. ,I. [for IL JiL, A road of which
the people, or passengers, are caused to fear, by
robbers]. (M 9b.) [Sec also what next follows.])

Jm, j,L, A road in which people fear:
(S,* Mb, ]:) or a road that is feared; (JK,
TA;) as also t '., and * tli.; which lust
is tropical, of the measure 0ci' in the sense of the
measure j3;Z; (TA;) or, thus applied, this
last [is a possessivc epithet, and thus] means
having fear: (JK: [see also O1:]) you
should not say n 3.,, because the road
does not cause fear, but only he who robs and
slays therein. (8,* ~,0 TA.) One says also 

l and t a.. An enemies'fiontier [that
is feared, or] from which one fears, or from the
direction of which fear coines. (TA.) ' '_
signifies A thing [of any kind] that is feared; as
a lion, and a serpent, and fire, and the like. (.Har
p. 309.) [Hence,] J~.. L't.. A wall ,f which
the falling is feared. (Lh., M 9b, TA. [See also

.]) And J. _. [A pain that is

feared]. (TA. [See, again, ._ .]) And
J * ; ([An affair, or event, that is feared].

(Mgh, Mb. [See, again, j ...]) And J
sJt. i.,s ~ > A trangresor nwho is fea;red
for his property, that he will consume it, and ex-
pend it in that which is not right. (Mgh.)

.. si: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places: and see also what next follows.

j5. .l . (Mb, ], in the C1: , 5 .. ,)
A walL thai causa one to fear that it wil fal.u
(Mqb, C.0 [See also Ji.]) And . i

(.8,K) A pain that cause him who sees it toSear.
(f. [See, again, J 1 ..]) And s.%. l An
afair, or eenmt, that is formidable; that causes
him who ses it to fear. (M§b. [See, again,
J .]) And ... :Jl means Tite lion, (.IK,
TA,) that frightlens him who sees him. (TA.)
Sec also ..yi.A, first sentence.

Jil1 [AMore, and most, formidable, fearful,
or feared: anomalous, like its syn. * being
from the pas verb. Hence,] J ..1 Lb J .l
1tb ;i; [The most formidable, or fearfud, of
what I fear for you is such a thing]. (Mgh,*
TA.)

[BooK I.

: anJ *o inf. n. of 1, (F, M9 b, , c.&c,) ori-
ginally . A. (TA.)_ [Also A cause offear:
a word of the same category as '~. and la .-
&c.: pl. j 1 .. Hence,] J,';, 1. '",
[The first of Ai letter,, or epi,tbs, con;isted of

the causes of fear]. (TA.) -And J,t. also
signifies Places offear. (KL.)

see

L. . , L. [imperative of j..] Ornament tLy
youn!g woman, or female slare, with tlh earring.
(g. [See 3,'..]) - til. He (a man, TA)
made with her (a woman, TA) tte sound termed
3Q jt. [during the act of Ct(]. (K-.)* 3jL.
;sJ l£]e took away the thing, and extirpated it,
or removed it utter-ly. (TA.)

2. ;., (K,) inf. n. J ., (TA,) lle made
it wside; ( ;) namely, an earring. (TA.)

4. 3la.l ile (a man, TA) went away into, or
in, thl country, or land. (Sgh, K.)

5. 3j;i It (an earring, TA) was, or becanme,
wide, or widened. (I.) [Sce also 7.] _
" He went, retired, or writhdremr himself, far
awayfrom him, or it. (g,* TA.) And le left,
quitted, orforsook, it; namely, a course that he
desired, or meant, to pursue. (TA.)

7. ;VI,JI ;J3ii. The desert was n ide withiun.
(JK, K, TA.) [Sec also 5.]

jl. The length of a desert. (J K, TA.)~

3'l 'tL.JI, (S, K,) or ,1 J'., (IlB, TA,) or the
latter also, without JI, (K, accord. to the TA,
[but not in the C]~ nor in my MS. copy of the
g1,) Tihe sound of the s,i in the flesh of tihe in-
terior of t/he . ; (IAar, K,' TA;) or the sound

*of the .C on the occasion of the act of tCi.
(1B, TA.) - And hence, (IB, TA,) or because
of its 3.', i. e. width, (S, ',") The t. [or
vulva, itself]. (, IB, ]g.) jti 31ijl is indecl.,
with kesr for its termination; (S;) like j, jtlaJl.
(8, :.)

3j3. [in the L j., which is evidently a mis-
transcription; and in one copy of the E;, in one
place, written _,. ;] A ring (S, L, TA) of old
and of silver: (L, TA:) or, accord. to Th, a ring
[that is worn] in tle ear: he does not say of
gold nor of silver: (TA:) or the ring of the
[kind of earring called] b; and of the [hind
called] *.;. (Lth, K.)

3j* Width (S, 1) of a desert, and of a well,
and of a vulva: (S:) or, of a desert, wridth of
thL interior: (JK:) or length, and breadth of
expanse, and width of the interior: and of a
well, depth aid width. (TA.) ~ And The
mange, or scab, in camels: (EI-Umawee, S, g] :)
or [a disease] like the mange or wcab. (TA.)

s,jl~ [Wide; or-mid* in the intetior; orfar-
extending: fem. U,b: pl. j.&]. You say

11-
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BooK I.]

ji.l js (JK, 1, TA, [in the Cl~ Jy., and
in my MS. copy of the ~1 j .,]) A wide [desert
such as is termed] 3* : ( :) or a fi". wide in
the interior. (JK.) And .i'U ijti (JK, S, 1)
and tii/ (JK,1) A wide desert: (9,V:)
or a desert wide in the interior: (JK:) and the
former, also, a desert in which is no water. (TA.)

And d~. ot A ewide, far-extending region or
country. (TA.) And:.U (8, and i

() A widen ell: ($,1g:) or. 'Ia. " a deep
and mide aelL (JK, TA.) -And the fem.,
on ,., applied to a woman, Haring no partition
between her mdra and hIer anus: or having her
ragina and rectum united: or mide in the vulva:
(TA :) or tall and slndetr. (JK, TA.) - And,
so applied, Foolish, or stupid: (ISh,JK, K:)

pl. j_io.. (ISh, K.). And the masc., (applied
to a man, JK,) Blind of one eye; or one-e,yed:
(JK, I:) pi. as above. (JK.) - Also, applied
to a camel, Mangy, or scabby: (j, ]K:) or having
what resembles the mange or scab: (TA:) fernm.
as above. (f, g.)

3,... An earring having a large ,.A [or
ring]. ([AIr.)

ai. &; . and i ) Ai: see 31.

1. , aor. ja , inf. n. J l, IIe became

possessed of J,1 [so I read, meaning slaves, or
servants, and other dependents, in the place of
J1,9&, an evident mistranscription, in the TA,]
after haing been alone. (TA.)_ - J` '

xtul U, Such a one pastures for his family :

(8:) or e.L Ji.. signifies he milks and maters
and pasturesfor them. (T, TA.) And '.;; Jti.

He ruled, or governed, them. (JK.) And Jtl.
,JI, (],* TA,) aor. as above, (TA,) inf n. j`

and (i6, (,) He patured his cattle, or camel

4'c., and managed them, or tended then, and

sustained them, (g, TA,) well: ( :) or

JQl, aor. j ;i, I managed the cattle, &c.,
well: (v:) and 4J.'l Lu; Jd., aor. Syj, he
pastured the cattle, &c., and managed them well;

as also Jt., aor. J4. (TA in art. J,..) 
JU, aor. J,. and 3 ' or ji4, see Jt;L'
(with which it is syn.) in art. Ji..

2. 'I *i ' (JK, $) or 4L, (Mqb,) or
JI.I,, (1,) inf. n. ' .ij, (n,) God .made him to

poussess, (JK, ?,) or gav him, (Msb, 1,) or con-
ferred upon him, as a favour, (J,) the thing,
(JK, ,) or property, (Mqb,) or the property.
(1.) So in the Kur vi. 94 and xxxix. 11 [and 50].
(TA.)

4. Jjl (JK, Mb, ) and jf (1) He
(a man, JK, Myb) had maternal uncles: (JK,
]:) or he had many maternal uncles: (Mb :)
[both signify the same accord. to the ].: but the
latter properly signifies he ras made to have
maternal uncles, or manet maternal uncles: see

Bk.4.]UU'ioJi y> t JI.l He Per.
Bk. I.

ceived, or discovered, in him an indication, or a
sympto·m, sign, wmark, or token, of good; as also
*Jd; (J K, S, 1) and ~J 3. (V.) [See also 2
in art. 0Je..] _ See also 10, in two places.

5: see 4: ~and see also 10, in three places.
-31;.3 also signifies IIe paid frequent atten-

tion, or returned time after time, (J K, 8, K,) to

it, (JK,) or to him; syn. es . (JK, , .)

You say, p I ,aid frequent at-
tention to them with exhorting, or admonishing;

syn. 0J3. (Mnsb.) It is satid in a trad., of the

Prophet, WJI al' Xi4b ' CA. .t i
[He used to pay frequent attention to uts ,ith
exhorting, or admonishing, for fear of loathing

on our part, or disgust]; (;) or , i.e.

.A&.,½aT: (TA:) As used to say ;i~. , i.e.

6 ~;; (S ;) or , Jo : and some read

.mJat., with the,unpointed :, explained in art.
Jja. (TA.) And sometimes they said, ,y.
,'1 .l 1, i. e. ,.a3 [app. meaning The

wind returned to the land time after time]. (S.)

10. ,J He took them as J', (V, TA,)
i. e. slaves, or strvnts, and other dependents.
(TA.) ~.,t J_.1I and JWL.1 He took, or
adopted, thiem as maternal uncles: and '1. *JOaL
he took, or adopted, a maternal uncle; (Q ;) like

as one says, , : and t '.i. She called
him her maternal uncle. (TA.) You say, ,t.1

,. I d. .b ' and J a_l(JK, S) and ?J ;.
(JK) Adopt thou a maternal uncle other than
thy [proper] maternal uncle. (JK, S.) -
thjy ' l is also like j0:..11 [as meaning
The asking one to lend cattle, or camels &c.:
and tJi1, 71 is like J0 .1; as meaning The
lending cattle, or camels &c.]: and AO used to
recite thus the saying of Zuheyr:

I S

[Tlhere, if they be asked to lend cattle, they lend].
(S, TA. [See also 10 in art. 0J.])

j3 A maternal uncle; one's mother's brother:

(JK, S, ]g :) pl. j14.. (S, Msb, g) and LJ1..;,
(1.,) [both pls. of pauc.,] the latter anomalous,
(TA,) and (of mult., TA) j" and J. (/)

and L3 i.: (Msb, g :) the fer. is aLI., (JK,
8,8 ,) a maternal aunt; one's mother's sister:
(JK, S :) and the pl. of this is ,A"t. (Mob.)
One says, Jils. L4 1tQ [meaning Each of them
tro is a son of a maternal aunt of the other];

but one cannot say, 3.I; 't: ( :) and in like

manner one says, ,l ; but one cannot say,
JlU s 1. (TA.) - An owner of a horse: you

say, .i .U I. jti. 61 I am the onner of this

hors. (t.) [See also jLi. in art. is..]-
JL; l. . and JO j 5.. He is a manager, or
tender, of cattle, or camels ,.c.; (V ;) or a good
manager or tender thereof; (S, ;a) and so

JI; . : (S:) l.t; . signifies also a keeper,

or guardian, of a thing; (T, ;) or a pastor;
(Fr, TA;) a people's pastor, nho milks and

raters and pastures for them; and one who pays
frequent attention to a thing, puts it into a good
or right stale, or restores it to such a state, and
undertakes the management of it: (T, TA:)

J3& [is a pl. of SW., like as ; is of;.i, &c.,
and] signifies pastors who take care of cattle, or

camels !c.: (TA:) and V J.j., (s1,) or, accord.

to the M, C..~, (TA,) signifies a pastor who
is a good manager of cattle, or camels, and sheep
or goats; (M, K,e TA;) or a good manager and,
orderer of the aihirs of men; (TA ;) and its pl.
[or quasi-pl. n. or n. un.] is .alJ ; (M, ];)

accord. to the M, like as -, is of ;gj. (TA.)
[See also jlt in art. J.] . An indication, or
a symptom, sign, mark, or token, of good (g,' ]$,
TA) in a person. (S, TA.) Sec 4 . A mole;
i. e. [a thing resembling] a pimple in the face, in-

clining to blackness: dim. tt) . and JOa.:
and pl. i ,*.. (JK. [See also art. JS.') 
The [kind of banner called] ;j, of an army or a
military force. (S, J. [See also art. J ..])-
A kind of soft garment, or cloth, of the fabric of

El-Ycmen: (JK:) a kind of ", ( w,e,) cell
known, (K],) having a red [or brown] ground,
with black lines or stripes. (TA. [Mentioned
also in art. Je..]) _ A black stallion-camel.
(IAnr, I. [See also art. 0..])

~J. A man's slaves, or serrants, atid other
dependents: (8, Msb, TA :) or slaves, and cattle,
or camels ,'cr.: (JK:) or the cattle, camels , ce.,

[in the CId, .1I is erroneously put for.jl,]
and male andfemale laves, and other dependents,
giren to one by God: (Q :) said to be (O) from
2 [q. v.]: (JK, ~, TA:) it is said to be a
quasi-pl. n.; (TA;) and the sing. is t 'jl;
(S, , TA;) though used as sing. and pl., and
mase. and fern.: ( :) sometimes used as a sing.
applied to a male slare and a female slave: but
Fr says that it is pl. [or quasi-pl. n.] of tV1

meaningapastor. (S.) You saye oj J,kL :ja,
meaning These are persons who have been sub-
jected, and taken as slaves, by such a one. (TA.)

See also -. lso A gift, or gi(fs: [an.l
this seems to be the primary signification; whence
"a slave" &c., and "slaves" &ec., as being given
by God:] so in the phrase, J;.JI ; .& ]Ille
is a person of many giftb]. (TA.) 1 Accord. to

Lth, (TA,) it signifies also The loner part (J..;)
1-

of the ,,U [q. v.] of a bit: (JK,IK,TA:) but
Az says, "I know not the Jg. of the bit nor

what it is. (TA.) [See JtL, last sentence but
one, in art. J)'..]

LJ). A female gazelle. (IA cr, K .)

.i-: see jl, io two places. _ Also A
measurer of land wvith tke measuring-canc.
(TA.)

J13j: see j-

~t~-: Wsee 3j., of which it is the dim.

J'4. The relationship of a maternal uncle
[and ofa naternal aunt]: (JK, S, ], TA:) an
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inf. n. (JK, TA) having no verb. (TA.) You
say, .i " " t [Betteesn nme and him is a
relationship of maternal uncle]. (., ].) I Also
a pl. of JS. in the first of the senses amigned to
the latter above. (Mqb, 1.)

J31 A ~iwer of many gifs. (TA.)

3!1z: see J3l, in two places: and J4.-,
also in two places.

j,Zl jLt .AI "tLj The sparks fle about
scattered; meaning the sparks that fly about from
hot iron when it is beaten; as in a verse of I?ibi
[El-Bujumee] cited in art. Uld: see 3 in that
rt. (S.) And j,~ j l 1J They 'ent

away scattered, (JK, ,,) one after another,
like as spark are scattered from iron: or, as
some my, J,L;Jl itself means sparks: (J]:)
[but here,] J4.l J&l are two nouns made into
one, and indecl., with fet-b for the termination:
(S:) Sb ays that they may be like . /:, or
like ~j. (TA.)~9 Xp > JJ jo He
is prouder tan such a one. (Sub, TA.) [See
also J};, in wt. J..]

31r; : eo 3tJ.

ii3: ae J;-t, in art. J,.

3'Z. and * ' A man having maternal
uncles. (TA:) or the former signifies a man
made to ham many maternal uncld; and t the
latter, having many maternal uncles: (Mqb:)

and ]3J . ,a J; (Mb, O) and * 31,

(JK, 1,) and J ,D, A man who has
generous paternal and maternal uncles: (Msb,
],:) but A! disallows . and 'Jj3 ': (Mqb:)

and the latter word in each aue is not used, (1,)
or is smarcely ever used, (TA,) without the
former. (Q, TA.)

3j j: ee what next precedes, in four places.

9Ji3 J.L4 ;j1, (V, in this art.,) or 3je.,
(. in art. J .,) Verily he is adapted or disposd
by nature to good [i. e. to be, or to do, or to ef-
fect, or to produce, what is good]. (., 1.) [See
also ji; in art. iha*.]

-a,'-

4. -a :

1D J1'
&*. see art. AL.,

1. i;~, (8, ~,) *or. o;Ja, (, ) in n.
and . and aJ.L (l, ) and kJlX (.) and
i1.z, of the measure ati, like tc &c.; (TA ;)

and t.l.l; (g1, 81 ;) HIe was unfaithful, or he
acted unfait.fully, to the conjfdence, or trut,
that he reposed in kimn; ( ;) [he roa tryache-
'ow, perfidious, or unfaithful, to him; or he

acted treacwr'ously, perfidiously, or unfaithfully,

towards himr ;] 1.k [in such a thing]: (.:

liS. is the contr. of iL3; and does not relat,
only to property, but also to other things: (Mgh :
or the neglecting, or failing in, JiA1 [which ii
trustiness, or faithfulnes]: (El-larfllee, TA:
or i. q. tWAj, except that le&d. rega:ds a compac
or covenant or the like, and trustiness, or faith.
fulness, and k3W regards religion; so that thi
former is the acting contrary to what is right, bt
breaking a compact or covenant or the like: (Er
Raghib, TA:) but [it is said that] the primarl
signification of CL is the making to suffer loss
or diminution; because the XC.&t makes tbh
, X .* to suffer loss, or diminution, of something
(TA.) Hence, in the lBur [ii. 183], '

(.L4 tjy3t:li [lit. Ye used to act unfaith.
fully to yourselves] means ye used to act un.
faithfully, one to another: (},* TA:) or ye usei
to act rwrongfullUy to yourselts: ltA.t has a

more intensive signification than i5d.. (B.d.
One says also, °.4 O1 Cj.f He broke the compact
or covenant or the like: whence, a. I J_.Z
0.6i . ' ,.,. i j-- A ;

[The bene.fit says, I have been disachnowledged,
and hae not been requited rwith thankfulnes;
and the truwJt says, I have been betrayed, and
have not bees faithfully kept]: the verb [t;]
being here of the measure %:JW, a verb of which
the agent is not named. (Mgh.) And ·,1 1it.,
(M,b, g,) and . 1. , (Msb,) and 'Jt; el .,
(Myb, ]¥,) aor. as above, inf. n. d;L and .
and ,, (Msb,) [He was unfaithful to him in
respect of the compact or co~enant or the like,
and the trust.] - [Hence,] . . t[His
sord was unfaithful;] i. e., failed of taking ef-
fect upon the thing struck muith it. (TA.) A cer-
tain person, being asked respecting the sword,
said, ji. twa .I [It is thy brother, but
wometimnes it is unfaithful to thee]. (TA.) - And

; ' .J . t [His two leys were unfaithful to
him;] he was unable to walk. (TA.)-And
#L?V I41 ot&J tThe well-rope broke off, or be-
ca~e severed, from the bucket. (TA.) i And
,JI.1.,inf. n. X.'; (T, TA;) and *;.u.3;
(TA;) tTime altered his state, or condition,
(T, TA,)from softness, or casiness, to hardness,
or difficulty, (TA,) or to evil; (T, TA;) and in
like manner, ,a~ l [enjoyment, &c.]: and of
everything that has altered thy state, or condition,
[for the worse,] one says, tV -. i.ij. (T, TA.)

2. is, ' (, I6,) inf. n. '; i., (I.,) He at-
tributed to him AJt [i. e. treachery, perfidy, or
unfaithfulnes]. (, K.) - See also 5, in two
places.

5. k.3 : see 1, last sentence, in two places.
You say also, .,""' meaning He sought [to
iiscorvr, or show,] their a(ii fi. e. treachery,
perfldy, or unfaithfle~ ], and their lip, lapse,
or wrong action; and supected them, or accused
them. (TA.) -Also He, or it, diminished it,
msted it, impaired it, or took from it; and so

[Boox I.

*4;2, and ·s. oj~: (9:) or diminished it,
masted it, impaired it, or took from it, by little
and little; syn. i2j. (JK,s S, Mqb.) You
ssy, J. ' 5 3 Such a one took from
me by little and little of my right, or due. (8,
TA.) And Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

I

[NVo, but it is, or, was, yearning of the soul
arising from a place of abode from wrhich some-
times raining clouds., and sometines a hot mind
carrying nrith it dust, took arway by little and
little, so as gradually to efface the traces thereof].
(S, TA.) And Lebeed says, (S, TA,) describing
a she-camel, (TA,)

.
ii, Q; ..

[Trhich my alighting and my journeying had
) oasted by litt'e and little;] i. e. whoeflesh and
fat my alighting and my journeying had di-
minished by little and little. (S,TA.)- Also
He paid fr'equent attention to him, or it; or he,
or it, returned to him, or it, time after time;
syn. *.Ma3; (JK, S, g ;) and so ~*.: ( :)
in this sense, the former verb is [said to be] from
ei 'J, by the substitution of C; for J. (TA.)
Dhu-r-Rummeh says, [describing a young
gazelle,]

'* .. ' , ; '
(S,) [He raises not his eye, or eyes, exc~t when
a caller calling him by the sound of .t returns
to him time after time, addressed by the cry
termed _im :] i. e. except when he hears the
.*t of his mother calling him by the cry !.L L.:
(TA in art. J,:. [it is there added, that the
pass. part. n. ,a, is used in this instance for
the act. part. n.; but for this I see no sufficient
reason:]) he says that the young gazelle is slum-
bering, not raising his eye, or eyes, unless his
mother comes to him time after time: or, as
some say, unless his mother's call to him takes
by little and little from his sleep. (8 in the
present art.) One says also J rJl [for
,;3-;] The fever returns to him time after
time: (F:) or in its time. (TA.)

8: sec 1, in two places.

i. A place in nhirh travellrs lodge: (Mqb:)
a place in which travellers pass the night: and
the ; [i. c. tnonastery, or convent,] is the Xsd.

of the Christians: (Kull pp. 96 and 97:) or the
Or&. isf/or merchants; (.8, g ;) i. q. j.; (lar
p. 325;) [a building for the reception of m,-
chants and trarvellers and their goods, generally
surrounding a square or an oblong court, having,
on the ground-floor, vaulted magazim for mser.
chandise, which face the court, and lodgings, or
other magazines aborve: a Persian word, arabi-
cized:] pl. ,%M.. (M,b.) - Also A op: or
a shop-heeper: (J :) a Persian word, arabicized.
(TA.)_ [It is also a title of honour, used by
the Tartar (who apply it to their Emperor), the
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Turks (who apply it to the reigning and to a
deceased Sul~in), and the Persians (who apply
it to the governor of a provinoe, and to a man of
rank).]

0 *,
*.& an inf. n. of 1. (., Mgb, 1).)._And

[hence,] Wsakness. (JK, 4, TA.) One says

,. 1, , : In his back is weakness. (JK,
TA.) -And t Ianguidneu in the sight. (1J.)

~'t. Of, or belonging to, a js. of the mer-
chants. (TA.)

J (JK, ,Mgh, hMyb, g1) and ,1i (ISk,
Meb,K5) and OI1;*l, (IF, Msb, g,) the first of
which is the most common, (Msb,) A table;
(JK;) a thing upon which one eats; (9, Mgh,
Mb ;) a thing upon rvhich food is eaten: (K :)
but said to be not so called except when food is
u,pon it: (Hlar p. 300:) arabicized [from the
Persian]: (f, Mh)):) the pl. (of pauc., of the

first, S, Ms.b) is ; 1 and (of mult., ,, Myb)
cc&, (S, Mgh, Myb, K,) said by Ill to be the
only instance of its kind except 1 pl. of O1j,

(TA,) originally O¥, like r.s pl. of 4Iti,

(Mgb,) but CAj& is not used: (8:) the pl. of
V _s.1 is &J., (Msb,) or Cj (TA, from

a trad.)

0s. [for eie]: see t.

iaA sce : o _[Hence,] i siJl The

lion: (JK, :) because he is [very] treacherous.
(JK.) And t Time, or fortune. (TA.).- i

OltjJl '~1 ~ means t[I seeh protection by
Godl] f,.on[ the dlay of the exhaustion of provisions.

(A, TA.) = Also, and t ~ , [accord. to the
C.I, each is withl Jl, but this seems to be a mis-
take, (see ,)] The month [latterly called]

JI ·1 j: pl. 15&.l: (1 :) but ISd says," I
know not how this is." (TA.)

s see what next precedes.

ai.hjll i. ,/. '..9l [meaning tThe anus]. (TA.)

';5. avid t Wl&, (9, Msb, I,) the latter an

intensive epitlhet, (9, Myb,) liko e.*j and aSLi,
(~,) [and also fem. of Sl:",] and ,ji,. and
t Jl^, (1K,) [which are likewise intensive
ep)ithets,] Uufaithful, or acting unfaithfully, to
the comifilence, or trust, reposed in him; (]5;)
[treacherous, perfidious, or unfaithful; or acting
treacherously, perfidiously, or unfaithfully: thus
the first sigfnifies: the others signifying very un-

.fai,thf,l, &c.:] pl. [of the first] 35M7, (S, M, j,)
whichi is anomalous, (M,) like abe [pl. of

(s,) and 1l (1g.) [Hence,] C3L1

jiJl Loohing treacherously, and clandestinely,
at a thing at which it is not allonwable to look.
(TA.) -,;A I AlW. t [The languid in respect
af the eye] is an appellation applied to the lion;
(g, TA;) because of a languidness in his eye
whecn he looks. (TA.)

!;sz: see .. It is also an inf. n. of ,;I.
(TA.) [Hlence,] Oh')1 ti3L. (as used in the
iur xl. 20, TA) A surreptitious look (JK, Mgh,
1K) at a thing at which it is not allowable to

look : (JK, V :) or the looking with a look that
induces suspicion or evil opinion: (Th, C:) or
the making a qign with the eye to inrdicate a thing
that one conceals in the mind: (TA:) or, as
some say, the contracting of the eye, or eyes, by
way of making an obscure indication: or the
looking intentionally [at a thing at which it is
not allowable to look]. (Myb.)

'~'-I ~see _ sI.L, in two places. 1 [It is also

a pi. of tl: see art. 1&.]

"i. One to rwhom l1s. [i. e. treacherny,
lperJidy, or unfaithfulneas,] is attributed. (TA.)

1. j,II %:5s (JK, S, h, S,) aor. 5

(Mqb,) inf. n. :5J (S,Msb,TA) and
(Msb,) The house became empty, vacant, or un-
occupied: (S:) in [some of the copies of] the S

with teshdeed, [i. e. .;~,] which is incorrect:
(TA:) or became devoid, or destitute, of its occu-
pants; as also t.., aor. 5 , inf. n.. f~:
(Msb:) or its occupants perished: (JK:) and
it fell domn : (8:) or it became demolished: and

and in£ n. and 4 and.
and ai.tL., it became devoid, or destitute, of its
occupants, (g,TA,) standing, without inhabitant.

(TA.) And ,ItCIl Lq5., aor. .~, inf. n. ,
Tite place became empty, vacant, or unoccupied.
(Mgh.) And 'U.til 5., aor. d4, in£ n.

L /, Tle belly became empty of food. (Mgh.)
._[Hence,] .. , aoer. . , inf. n. 5 . [and
I3._], ]Ie was, or became, hungry; (JK;) as also

tI.._1J: (1. :) or his belly became empty offood:

(Har p. 167:) or J.-, like J, [aor. tS,

inf. n. L$*. and :,.., he was affected with un.
interrupted hunger. (K.) And z,&,. said of a
woman, She became empty in her belly on the
occasion of childbirth; as also .. i.: (, K:)

in [some of] the copies of the 1g, .1. is here
erroneously put for ~t.. (TA.) And She
abstainedfromfood on the occasion of childbirth;

(JK, K;) as also .-. (JK,TA.)__ -

.. ~.jaJ The stars inclined to setting: (so in two
copies of the S :) or so V a.., inf. n. '..
(JK, Myb, and so in some copies of the S.) And
the former, (JK, 8, Msb, n,) aor. $i.3 (JK,

S,) inf. n. . (JK, S,],) The stars set; as
also 9 .. I: and the stars brought no rain:
(JK:) or the stars set aurorally and brought no
rain; (9, Mqb,* K ;s) as also f,l (A'Obeyd,

Mb, ]) and V 4;&. ( )- 1l
(1,) inf. n. r (TA) [or ?], The j;
[q. v.] failed to produce fire; as also tvi,&.
(g.) - ~L e. ,.aor. i , He called, or cried,

out. (JK.) -~L ., (TA,) inf. n. d, (1,
TA,) i. q. [He, or it, purnued a right, or
direct, coure; &c.: if trans., it may mean he
airmed at, intended, or purposed, a thing]. (K,*
TA.) _ ;l. , inf. a. j and aliL, He seized
it; took it, or carried it off, by force; or

snatched it away; ( ;) and so Vt .;lI. (IAar,
TA.)

2. jil ;.i, inf.. a. ij The camel became
empty (JK,M,Mhb) and dratvn up (M) in their
bellies. (JK, M, Myb.) - See also 4._ And

L.'1, inf. n. as above, said of a camel, (JK,9,
TA,) He. lay down upon his breast, and then Jet
firmly upon the ground his [callous protuberancec
called the] ,oiLA: (JK :) or he made hiA belly to
be separated by some intervalfrom the ground, in
lying upon his breast, (8, TA,*) and set firmly
[upon the ground] hits ;j. (TA.) And in like

manner, (S,) ". , t k.,^ (9, Mgh, Msb,
I,) said of a man, (S, Mgh, Mb,) IHe raised his
belly from the ground in his prostration: (9,*
M.sb :) or he put, or set, his upper arms apart, or
remote, from his sides therein: (Mgh, Mb :) or
he drew up his body, and made a space between
his upper arms and his sides, in his prostration .
(V:) thus a man is directed to do in prostrating
himself in prayer. (Mgh, TA.).Said of a man,
it signifies also He lomered his eyes, or looked
towards the ground, desiring to be silent. (JK.)
- Said of a bird, It hung down its wings : ( :)
or it spread its wings, (JK, TA,) anad stretched
out its legs, (TA,) desiring to alight. (JK, TA.)

...... )..e l ; .: see 1, in two places. me,.d
inf. n. as above, I dug (K, TA) for her, namely,
a woman, (TA,) a hole, or hollow, in the ground,
aul hindled [fire] in it, and then seated her in it,

or upon it, (ty [i. e. t'A aJ ],) on account of
a disease that she had. (K, TA.) One says of a
woman for whlom this is done, . (A,, TA.)

-And , (J3K, Kr, ,1,) and i ,
(1,) inf. n. as above, iHe made for her (namely,
a woman,) the food called d , (JK, Kr, 8, 1,)
that she might eat it. (-.)

4: see 1, in four places._-.Jt. $ 11 .lI TAhe
cattle, or camels jc., attained the utmost degree
of fatness; as also * L¢j, inf. n. ,3. (Fr,

:.) c See also 8.

8. LS 1 He abstained fronm food: and it
may mean he became void of everything but
anger. (Iam p. 219.) - He lost his reason, or
intellect. (]1.) See also 1, last sentence. -
Also l1e tooh away a thing. (JK.) lie took
altogethier, or entirely, what another possessed; as
also t yi..1. (JK, R..). . He (a beast of prey)
stole and ate the young one of a cow. (IA;r,
K.) -He cut off for himself ( Jl1-1) a land,

or district; (IAtr, I ;) as also ;,W and .,i.3.

(lAer, TA.) - He thrust at a horse in his .'"
i.e., the spare between his fore legs and his hind
legs. (JK, K.)

.fJi. Emptiness of the bellUy; (JK, ;) i. e.
its emptiness offood; as also t.; ( ;) [both
inf. ns.;] the former of higher authority than the
latter. (TA.) And Hunger; (JK, M,b;) as

also :.-, (TA,) i.q. .. (], TA. [In the

CId, J.I, _t . 1jlj is erroneously put for

O...1;JIi~t].S .J The word belongs to
art. ., q. v.]) - See also hll.. - Also,

[i.f,.JI in the CIg being a mistake for 5pJl,]
104 *1
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A ton, or depressed, tract betwnsen two moun-
tainm: and a soft tract of land: (!, TA:) or a
lor, or depressd, tract, in plain, or soft, and in
rugged and hard, ground, sing into tht earth,
larger than the [tract termed] a, producing
muckh hrbage: (A.n, TA:) or any wide alley
in a soft, or plain, [low ground such as is t~ermd]

j.; (Az, TA;) as also i.: (Az, TA in art.
t. :) or a soft,far-"etending, walley. (As, TA.)

_ Also i. q. -I [ Continuig, rubsisting, lasting,
&c. ]: (I:) of the dial. of Teiyi. (TA.) _ And
A flow of blood fron the nose; or blood flowing
from tase hos. (]. [In this instance the word
is correctly given in the CId.])

l1~ The space between tae udder and the
vulva in the she-camel and other cattle; (V,*

TA; [accord. to the CJ~ and JK, Vt?iL ; but
this is app. a mistake;]) also with medd [i. e.

&t,ii., fo, trl. is originally ']. (,.)-
Also A sound: (A 'Obeyd, ., TA:) and the
confused and continued sound (.i ) of pouring

of rain: (IAr, TA:) and )9 signifies the
confusd and continued sound (bA#i4. [in the
CJB, errneously, .AL,]) of the running of
hones: (V, TA:) and a sound like wAat onu
fanciue. (Aboo-Milik, TA.)

T.P.: see 5.; in two places...Also An
intervening space betnwen two things. (JK,
Mgh, TA.) The space betnxween the for legs and
the hind legs of a horse; (JK, ;) as also* tiL.
(JK.) A vacant space between two things; (Q ;)
such between the hearen a and the carth; (TA;)
like r.' (V, TA.) - A wide, or spaciou, o°n
tract of dithe earth, containing no herbage nor trees
nor habitation. (TA.)

·f (like .,k [in measure], TA) Honey.
(Es-Zejjijee, ]1, TA. [By a mistake in the CIC,
mentioned above, voce $'i, the word thus ex-

plained is there made to be ,])

,L, of the measure Jaj, A low, or de-
pred, soft, or p,lai, tract of land. ($, TA.)

M.t.: see ;1.L, first sentence.-Also The
part that a hors clto with his tail, of the rpace
betwen his hiid legs. (TA.) -The part of a
spear-head into which tAe shaft enters. (K,* TA.)
- And The wide part of the interior of a 0
[or camel's saddle]. (1, TA. [In the CI,
Jq,dl Od is erroneously put for )..Jl .]) -
See also ld, second sentence.

J. Food prepared for a woman on the oc-
casion of childbirth. (S, I e.) See also ,l..

[L.. part.n. of 1.] .;t1 ;.tL, in the
~ur [xxvii. 63], means [And those are thcir
house,] empty; or, as some say, faUen down:
like the phrase in the same [ii. 261 and xxii. 44],

)t ,U Q l having fallon downt upon its
r'oofs: ( :) or this means empty; its walls
having fallen upon its roofs. (Bd in ii. 261.
[See also "..J) You say also ao.~ ~,~ A
land deoid of its inhabitants : ( :) and some-
times it meam, of rain. (TA.) jl.dl,,4 L.

Aq1. OiJ, in the l]ur [lxix. 7], means [As

Jfrb -i

though they were trunk of palm-trees] torn ul :
(TA:) or eaten rithin: (Bdl:) or faUln down
and empty. (Jel.)

,iL [fem. of l.1: and hence, as a subst,]
A calamity, or misfortune. (Kr, TA.)

u & asee j51, in art. iL.

5. A
..i . The place of a camel's lying dowvn in

the manner described above voce t S.: [and so
app. ;l1m.d; for] the pl. is ,.. (JK.)

s. e. ;, I rote a t. (JK, TA.)

[ll..dim. of i., q. v. in art. ;.,.]

1.. ;1, (S, A, Msb, ]L, &c.,) aor. ,~
(Mgb, 1() and wy., (TA,) inf. n. , (8,
M9b,l ,) Hes (a man, Si) was disappointed of
attaining what he desired or sought; nsas balAcd;
mas unsuccessful; failed of attaining his desire:
(., Msb, ]:) he was denied, refused, prohilbited
from attaining, or debarred from, what he de-
nred or sought. (A, ].) You sav, c... 4 .4
[Ie who fearr will be disalpoi,nted]. (A, TA.)
And "'ig 1; t,. [tis labour, and his hope,
or eapectation, resulted in disappointment; nwere
ditappointed, balked, or frustrated;] he attained
not what he sought or desired. (A, TA.) [See
also L-.., below.] _ Also He suffered loss.
(1].) And i. q. A [He dtibelie'ed; or be-
came an unbeliever, or infidel; &c.]. (15.)

2. -, (8, A, M§b, K,) inf n. (8,)
lIe (God, A, M.b, V, or a man, O) disappointed
him; or caused him to be disappointed of at-
taining hrkat he desired or sought, to be balited, to
be unsuccesful, or to fail of attaining his desire:
(., Mlb:) he denied him, refused him, prohibited
him from attaining, or debarred him from, that
which he dei/red or souglt. (A, 1I.)

44.. inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (S, M 9b, 1].) It is
said in a pray., (S, Msb, K,) i~ J..-t.J [Feart
is a cause of disappointment]. (., A, Myb, ].)
And one says, 4 ; e [May God send dis-
appointment to Zeyd], and ,.j [Disap-
pointment be to, or befall, Zed;: (., :) ,i
in the former instance being in the accus. case as
governed by a verb understood; and in the latter,
in the nom. case as an inchoative: (S:) each
being a form of imprecation. (15.)

445 t t t[An endeavour to produce fire

with a jj] that does not produce fire ( jj 9).

(A, .* [In some copies of the K, for w, we

find & . Golius explains u1. as meaning
ignitabultum fallens, quod non excudit tmina
ignis: but I cannot anywhere find C. or .
in the sense which he assigns to one of ese
words, which is that of JL~. ;.]) - In the
following verse, quoted by Th,

.5.L j 5o 9 9,9,$

e 5 . . 9 . 9 - , - .11 - G .-.- 1

Tl-=.may be [an epithet] of the measure Jd:
from '.LJI; [so that the meaning may be tBe
thou silent, and speak not,for thou art habitualy
unsuccessful; thou art altogether eitiou, or
faulty, and thou art a great imputer of vices,
or faults, to others;] or the person there men-
tioned may be meant to be likened to the

above mentioned. (TA.) -One says also, 

¥t& .*t.W'Ai IT His labour [has ended, or
ends, or will end,] in loss. (A, 15.)

4..i. part n. of 1. (M.b, TA.) ~etL. and

J41X: Csee & . in art. i,..

,'..1 C. tAn arr'ow of those employed in

the game caEdllhdp..l, to which no lot, orportion,
pertains: for there are three such arrows; namely,
the c.?, the aLn, and the .j: occurring in

a trad. of 'Alec. (TA.)

',, P. ' 1 :, l)i , (Ks, ., A, :, but in the

last J, ) and , (A, 15,) the last word being
imperfectly decl. [in each of these instances],
(Ks, S, A, K,) meaning Jl;Il It.[i e. Thcyfell
into that which was vain, unreal, nought,futile,
or the like, and consequently, into disappointmeff],
(Ks, 8, 15,) or y) ), [into a state of things
that was vain, &c.]. (A.)

1. $6, aor. , (lASr,) inf. n. and
,b~, (IAr, 1],) and inf. n. of un. *4, (IAir,)

Hie made a sound, syn. zo.; (IAgr, 1 ;*) [app.
with his wings, *in pouncing dowon, or making a
stoop; see 1 in art. ,. ;] said of a bird. (IA*r.)

- J. l., aor. ;,s,.: see 1 in art. C. .

1. ;,., aor. ,, (1,) inf. n. ;L, (TA,) He
(a man, TA) was, or became, possexed of j.
[or good, &e.]. (15, TA.) -[He was, or be-
came, good: and he did good: contr. of ..]
You say, J.)j . * [Thou hast been good; or
thou hast done good, or well; 0 man]. (f.)

And...:l l. 2 ' T a1fj. [May God dogood
to thee, bless thee, prosper thee, orfavour the, in
this affair: or] may God caus thee to hare, or
appoint to thee, good in this affair: (15:) or
may God choosefor thee the better thing [in this
affair]. (A.) "d ,. */,,at occurs in a trad.,
meaning 0 God, choosefor me thA better of the
two things. (TA.) -See also 8.-- U JW.

·e., aor. as above, inf. n. a nd '.. (Mb,

5an) and i. (V) and a..; (M,b, TA;) and
' ;., (1,) inf. n. *'; (TA ;) He prefsrred

him before his companion, (Mlb, 1.*) -;.,

[Boox I.
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8. I.i He gaoe him the choice, or option, (.,
A, Mgh, Mybh,*,) s..l -. [beteen the
two things], (8, , M, h,) or :~-91 e
[betoeen tawo affairs]: ?Jui,. [so he had
tAe cAoice, or option, gimen himl. (A.) -See
also L It is said in a trad, 4ial ·jl 4 · .
meaning He preferred me among ta houses
of the Assistants before others of them. (TA.)
And in another trad., jg, meaning He was pre-
ferred, and pronounced to Aao surpassed, or
owrcome, or won, in a contest, or dispute.
(IAth.)

:. ?e1 rlhi 1, (A,],) inf. n. ti.., (A,)
He ied mwith him, or stroe to surpass him, or
contended with him Jfor superiority, in goodness,
or eallence, (A, ](,) in, or with respect to, (i),)
a thing, (A,) and he surpassed tim therein.
(A, I.)

. ,,a L , (A,) nnd , 7t b, which
latter is extr. [with respect to form, though more
commonly used than the former], (TA,) [Howv
good is sucl a one!] phrases similar to *,I L.
and sj L; rwhichl have the contr. meaning].
(TA.) ,.." .:,l * . [lIo[: good is mil,
for th diseased!], (~,*TA,) with nnapb to the j
and ;, is an expression of wonder: (g :) it was
said to Khalaf El-Ah.mar, by an Arab of the
d(lesert, in the presence of Aboo-Zeyd; whereupon
Khalaf said to him, "WVthat a good word, if thou
hladst not defiled it by mentioning it to the [com-
mon] people I!" and Aboo-Zeyd returned to his
companions, and desired them, when Khalaf El-
A4mar should come, to say, all together, these
words ( C.,Jl.41 tn&), [in order to vex
him], and they did so. (TA.)

5. ., as an intrans. v.: ace 2.:As a
trans. v.: sce 8.

0. ..S. gjlk I 'Lw.;. Tl,ey contended togetlher
.for superior goodness, or for excellence, in it, or
witIh respect to it, appealing to a judge, or an
arbiter. (A.)

8. #;jLl; and t .j.3, (.,0 A, Mgh, Msb,
1,) inf. n. [or rather quasi-inf. n.] V ir, said by
lAth to be the only instance of the kind cxcept
3ic.; (TA voce js;) and t;l..I; (A;)
and *;1; (g;) lie chose, made choice of
selected, elected, or preferred, him, or it. (8,
Msb, ;.) You say also, j3-jl 4.,, and
Ol4p,l , , [I chose him from' the men;] and

;;, (1,) whichl last signifies in preference to
them. (TA.) It is said in the lur [vii. 154],

0. , *. , ., js,J. C*9 4O U.-" j;&l [And Moses chose
frmn hAis people snty men]. (TA.) .j
. ,I ,'i ;l, in the ]ur [xliv. 31, Verily
we Aae chosen thunm with knowledge], may be
indicative of God's producing good, or of his
preferring them before others. (TA.)

10. J"i..l lie sought, deired, or asked for,
t~ ({, Mpb, ) or aj.*. (as in some copies of
the O) [iL e. the beuing, prosperig, or favour,
of God; &c.]. [And it is trans.; for] one says,

Ji.U a.;; L l [Desire thOU, or ask thoufor,
the bl;esing, j ring, orfarour, of God; &c.;
and He will ble, prosper, orfavour, thee;. &c.].
(¢.) And ;. ~i M X; ".&-t I deired, or
asked, of God, the better of the two things, [or
rather the better in it, meaning a case, or an
affir,] and lIs chose it for me. (A.) - See
also 8.

'i [Good, moral or physical; anythling that
is good, real or ideal, and actual or potential;
and, being originally an inf. n., used as sing. and
pl.;] a thing that aU desire; such as intelligence,
for instance, and equity; (Er-Iaghib, and so in
some copies of the Il ;) [or goodness;] and ez-
cellenc; and what is profitable or useful; benefit;

(Er-Ragbib;) contr. of _: (., A, Mpb:) pl.
j_fd., (Msb, ],) and also, accord. to the Myb,
f;I;d: (TA:) [but this latter seems to be pro-
perly pl. only of ... used as an epithet (see
below) and as a noun denoting the comparative
and superlative degrees: it may however be used
as an epithet in which the quality of a subst. is
predominant:] j is of two kinds: namely,
absolute jr.-, which is rwhat is desired in all cir-
cumstances and by every person: and wrhat is
jo [or good] to one atdp [or eril] to another;
as, for instance, (Er-Righib,) rwealth, or pro-
perty: (Zj, L in art, :, Er-Righib,] :) it
has this last signification, namely wealth, or pro-
perty, in the Kur, ii. 176 ($, TA) and ii. 274 and
xxiv. 33 and xli. 49: or in the first and second of
these instances it is thus called to imply the mean-
ing of wealth, or property, that has been col-
leted in a praiseworthyl manner, or it means
much wealth or iroperty; and this is its mean-
ing in the first of the instances mentioned above,
agreeably with a trad. of 'Alec; and also in the
.ur, c. 8: (TA:) [being used as a pl. (as well
as a sing.), it may be also rendered good thingt :]
and it is also used by the Arabs to signify horses;
(K, TA;) and has this meaning in the l]ur,
xxxviii. 31: (TA:) [it is often best rendered
goodfortune; prosperity; wselfare; wellbeing;
meal; happiness; or a good state or condition:
and sometinc bounty, or beneficence.] Uj j ;
j ill means [A man possvesing little, or no, good;
pos.swing few', or no, good things; or poor: and
in whom is little, or no, good or goodness; or
niggardly: and also] a man who does little good:
(TA in artL ,s:) or [n,ho does no good;] who
is not noar to loing good; denoting the non-
existence of good in him. (MCb in art. ;J;)
[Thus it sometimes means the same as ' J.;

' jo& A man in whom is no good or goodness;
devoid of goodness; morthless.] And j 1i
means Poverty: and also niggardliness. (A and
TA in art. ) , lj 1 I is
explained voce ,c&. C.. I
[May it be with the aid of good fortune and pro-
sperity] is a prayer used with respect to a mar.
riage. (A'Obeyd, TA.) And ;' ti ; C ! means
;f. 1, i. e., Mayest thou meet with, or attain,
good. (]~.).,s. in the phrase p,. Mif re-
sembles an epithet [like *ei,, and signifies
Good; or pousing good]; (,kkh, ;) therefore

the fern. is n', of which the pl. is tAl" , (Akb,
g, M9b,9) as occurring in the ]ur, lv. 70; and
they do not [there] mean by it [the compartive
or superlative signification of the memasure] l:
(Akh, f:) you say .. ,., (¢, A, Mh,).
meaning [A good man; or] a man possesing_ *'

[orgood]; (Mb ;) and jp. J.?: ( :) and in
*·d 05..· .like manner, $ j ;l and 5g, (S, Mfb,)

meaning [A good woman; or] a woman excellent
in beauty and disposition: (Myb:) or |6 and
tj. signify possssing much . [or good], (i,)
applied to a man; (TA;) and in the sme sense
you say an. , ad J&, and ,d i:
and the fem. of the first is in&.; and of the
second, V 5e: ( :) and the pl. [of pauc.] (of
the first, TA) is ;;, and [of mulLt.] ;j/: (A,
Msb, g :) you say also JQIl 1i,., meaning The
excellent of the camels or thA like: (Mqb, :) and
in like manner you say of men &e.: (TA:) [see
also below:] and the fernm. is Ej.Im, of which the
pl. is Ai.: (Mb :) ;l. is contr. off., (.,
Mgh,) [thus] used as an epithet: (Mgh:) and
t;j. [used as a subet.] signifies anytAine-
cellent; and the pl. thereof in this sense, ;i.Al.,
occurs in the Kur, ix. 89: (S:) or J'*, (a,) or
the fem. ;i,., (Lth,) or each, (].) signifies e'-
cellnt in beauty: (Lth,1 :) and t I. and bsj
signify excellent in righteousness (Lth, V) and
religion: (X:) or there is no difference in the
opinion of the lexicologists [in general] between
;.e.. and *ti: (Az:) accord.toZj,;n. and
the~, both occurring in different readings of
the Kur, lv. 70, signify good in dispositions:
accord. to Khilid Ibn-Jembeh, ;.n-, applied to a
woman, signifies generous in race, exalted in
rank or quality or reputation, goodly in face,
good in disposition, ponessing much rwealth, who,
if she brin, forth, brings forth a generous child:
(TA:) [?j'~. is also applied as an epithet to.a
sing. subst., either mase. or fem.:] you say
1i. and j& hJl, meaning A he-camel [that is

excellent or] excellent and brisk and so a she-
camel. (TA.) See also ilf. in three places.camel. (TA.) See ;a~ :l~.
In thle saying '4.l l J.., the word '. is
in the nom. case as an epithet of ; [so that
the phlrase lit. means /y the good life of thy
father;] but properly it should be p,

lJl [IDy the life of thy good father]: and the
like is said with j,. (TA.) [See also art. .]
...- 2e is also used to denote superiority: one
says, 1a l ." This is better titan this:
and in the dial. of the Benoo-'Amir, tA l
I." y., with i, and in like manner, ,l; but
the rest of the Arabs drop the i in each case:
(Mpb:) you say, vi nl .^i [He is better

than thou], and in like manner, i. s. ; and

iL. ,j and in like manner, a ,_; nd,
[using the dim. form of j'**] JL t$°., and in
like manner, ,K:. (Ibn,Buzurj,TA.) You
also say, when you mean to expres the igaifica-
tion of superiority, 1, '.l , Ij' [8Stck a

it& ff29
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,oman is the beut of mankind]; but not ij&.:
[see, however, what will be found cited hereafter

from the ],] and , jol ,'iJ [Such a man it

the best of mankind]; but not t;g, [unless in
the dial. of the Benoo-'kmir]: and [it is said
that] ,' when thus used does not assume the
dual form nor the pL, because it has the significa-

tion of [the measure] J,: for though a poet
uses the dual form, he uses it u a contraction of
the dual of ', like ~. and '4, and '.4
and "?: (a.) [but.this remark in the ? is in-

correct: for both 4. and 9,s., when used in
such phrases a those to which J here refers,
have pL forms of frequent occurrence, and of
which examples will be found below; and, as is
aid by I 'Alj (p. 230), and by many other gram-

8-41
marians, you may say, ..4 ' CJ.I ; J1,l, and

4i ;;r Os.jjl Oand.t J .I JUt, and also

/LtJ, t .M A, &c.; and such concordance is
found in the ]~ur, vi. 123; and is even said by
many to be more chute than the mode prescribed

by J:] it is said in the !~, that you say, J.'* jA
, like 0em ; and when you mean the signifi-

cation of superiority, you say uA:! ;'- OH,
with t, and . i 'i, without i: but[SM says,]
I know not how this is; for in the ? is said what
is different from this, and in like manner by Z in
several places in the Ksh; and what is most
strange is, that the author of the IS quotes in the
B the passage of J [from the ?], and adopts the
opinion of the leading authorities [as given in the

]: (TA :) or you say, c, .p 1 C ;/.J k
[Such a woman is the better of the two women]:

and ijji t , and * ?eJ1, [so in the TA, but

in the C15 >J,] and r LqiJel, and v js*JI

[the last being fem. of .I&, originally ·
and so, app., the last but one, She is the better, or
best:] (K:) and [using the dim. form of 5£.]

you say, ^1al t j [ l . (He it the best of his
family]: (Ibn-Buzurj, TA:) one says also, to

one coming from a journey, stll . ;J L J'.
JL*t, meaning May God make that with which
thou comest [back] to be the best of what is
br.ought bach by the absent with famnily and pro-
perty; (Ag, Meyd, TA;) or, as some relate it,

, .. S... .a-

, i.e. 4J '), [may thy bringing back be
the beat bringing bach]; and is used in the

sense of t: (Meyd:) [t;l is pl. of pauc.,

and ;1&. pl. of mult., and so app. is Jl5e., of
55- · ~ - I*b5 -

;i. thus used; and ~.z' is pl. of . and so
is O'.I applied to rational beings: in the TA,

ji;IJ is said to be a pL pl. of j&1, and so ej1p;

but this is app. a mistake, probably of transcrip-

tion :] you say ,b,t; jl Xp J'j and- ..

and V&j%b. t[A man of the bet of mankind]:
(A,TA:) and Jl''t 6J, j*c. WU, and *Y,,
[Thine are, or s, or slilaU be, the best of these
camels,] alike with respect to a sing. and a pl.:
(TA:) and A41 ? w i _ and 4M t
[I.e slaughtered the beat of his camels]: (IAr,

TA:) and t OA.* [7'hey (meaning men)

are tAe better, or best]. (Ibn-Buzuj, TA.)~

A.. Li for i : see 4, in two places.1
:lj je [from the Persian Ij je& L,esser car-

damom;] a hind of small grain, ;esembling the

atI [or common cardamom], (J:,) of eet
odour. (TA.)

d.. Generounes; generosity; (S, A, Msb,

;) liberality; munifence. (Mgb.) You say,

P i Wj Such a one is a po wr of gen-
ousnna , or generosity, . (Mhb.) And b 

orJof w . JI, d; [He is of the peopl ofgood,

or of ,seath, kc., and of generosity]. (A.)-

Eminence; elevated state or condition; nobility.
(IA.r, 0) - Origin (Lb, ) - Nature, or
disposition. (A, .) You say, ejl , , b

He is generous in nature, or disposition. (A.)
_ Form, aspect, or appearance; Jiure, prson,
mien, feature, or lincamnent; guise, or external

state or condition; or the like; syn. iL:..
(Lb, g.)

;ij [app. originally c]: see jc., near the
end of the paragraph; and see also art._,.. -

.~. fem. of j',. [q.v.] used as an epithet:
pl. ;!i m. (Akh, , Msb.) - [Also, used as a
subst., or as an epithet in which the quality of a
subst. is predominant, A good thing, of any kind:
a good quality; an exceUllency: and a good act

or action: &c.: pl. as above:] see *., in the
former half of the paragraph.

lie: see j., in three places, towards the end
of the paragraph: -.. and see ;sd, in four places:
-and jt.. - It is also a sulbst from ;b, tj.

y, t ,. ., ,iJ, (S,) and so t' e.; both sig-

nifying [The blessing, prospering, or favour, of
God; his causing one to have, or appointing to
one, good in an affair: or his choosing for on#e the
better thing in an affair: or] the state that results
to him who begs God to caue him to haw good,
or to choosefor him the better thing, in an affair.
(TA.) You say, ,D, C J J 4J 6 [That
was through God's blessing,prospering, orfavour;
&c.: or through God's choosing the better thing
in the affair]. (A.)

,--- and ? . (of which the former is the
better known, TA) are subst.. from o;'1, (g,)
or from Xi' #;3tW, (S,) both signifying A thing,
vman, or beast, and things, &c, that one chooses:
(TA:) or [a thing, &c.,] chosen, selected, or

elected, (Mi,:) as in the saying, ;e .
e.i. ;. al; and ' - [Mohammad is the
chosen, or elect, of God, from his creatures]:
(I Mgh:e) or t}je. is a subst from jd'~ ',

like ~S, from .aJil ; and 3 is syn. with

· and I;!t; or is from ;u jei.J: or, as

some say, .: and 1d. are syn.: (Mqb:) see 8;

and see also 1.: and * 1 2e. o6 (M§b, TA) or
,.",. (TA) means This is what I choose; (Myb,

(TA;) and so url& Ub: and Jte. ;' p

These are what I choos. (TA.) [See L.]

- See also t5y..

til: seee.., in two places.

LEL ̂ : see Pe.

L.fo: see sjO, in two places.

[j. Of, or relating to, je, or good, &c]

t.?yS Of, or relating to, or possessing, gene-
rouYnea, generosity, liberality, or munificence.
(Mgb.) And hence, (Myb,) or [thus applied]
it is an arabicized word, (s,) [from die Persian

&.am.,] The j; [or giUiflorer :] but generally
applied to the yllow species thereof; [so in the
present day;] for it is this from which is ex-
trcted its oil, which is an ingredient in medi-
cines. (Myb.) [Accord. to Golius," Viola alba,
djaque genera: Diosec. iii. 138 :" and lie adds, as
on the authority of Ibn-Beygtr, " spec. luteum."]

-And .'t 5J . The ,lj: [q. v.]; becaue
it is the most pungent in odour of the plants of
the desert. (Myb.)

E[ .. The quality of e.; i. e. goodness.]

)t;e a subst. from ;J·.t ); (S, Mgh, I;)

meaning Choice, or option; (Myb;) and so
t &./ in the ]Cur [xxviii. 68], *l.JI , i tL
They have not choice, or option; (Mgh;) or tho
meaning of these words is, it is not for them to
choose in preference to God; (Fr, Zj ;) and so,
accord. to Lth, ? neL, as being an inf. n. [or
rather a quasi-inf. n., though this seems doubtful,]

of,l,.. (TA.) You say, ;l&.yt j li; [Vcrily
in evil there ia a choice, or an option]; i. e. what

may be chosen: a prov. (TA.) And ,;.ZJt, C

and tj "' [in some copies of the ; ;l.eto,
which, as is said in the TA, is a mistranscription,
Thou hast the choice, or option]; i. e. choose

.· ·6. .-t
thou rehat thou wilt. (g.) And j; 'am. , I

& Selling is decisive or with the option of re-

turning. (Mgh in art. jLo.) Hence, jJIjet
The choice of returning [on seeing it] a thing
wrhich one has purchased without seeing it.
(Mgh, Msb,* KT.) And .l;jl tgi. [The

choice of returning a thing p;trchaaed while sit-

ting with the seller]. (TA.) And .I .;i
[and .a;;tiJ] The cloice of returning a thing to
the diler when it has a fault, a defect, or an im-

perfection. (KT.) And .J!•jto. Tle choiceof

returning a thing purchased when one of the two
contracting parties has made it a condition that
he may do so within three days or lets. (KT.)

And 0J1 tje The choice of specifying [for.

instance] on of two garments, or pieces of cloth,
which one has purchased for ten pieces [of money,
or some other Jum,] on the condition of so doing.

(KT.)_ See also ;l'i., in three places. And

see i., in the middle of the paragraph, where it
is explained as an epithet applied to a sing. subst,
either mase or femrn. See also the first sentence
of that paragraph. - It is also a pl. of i.
[q. v.] as an epithet, (A, Mqb,l,) [and as a noun
denoting the comparative and superlative degreea]
-Also [A spcies of cucumber; cueumis satimrw
Linn. a fructu minore: (Delile, Flor. Aeg.
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Illustr., no. 927:)] i. q. '.J: (S:) or resembling

the rfif; (, &c.;) whichl i the more suitable

explanation: (TA:) or i. q. ;j [q. v.]: an
arabicized word: (Mgh:) [from the Persian

& , :] not Arabic. (S.)_ % 1 [The casia

fistula of Linn.;] a well-known kind of tree;

(1Y ;) a species of the j;., resembling a large

peach-tree; (TA;) abounding in Alexandria and
AMir; (I;) and having an admirable yellow
.flower: (TA :) the-latter division [or rather the
whole] of the name is aralicized [from the l'crsian

v+].r ·? (TA.)

e%..: see .ea.- , [of whicll it is the dim.,] in
two places, in the latter half of the p,:ragraph.

j~, and its few. iSj', and pl. fernm. . :

see e., (used as an cpithet,) in eight places, in
tlie former li,alf of the paragraph.

Y&. i D;dnty good, or *rell: &c.:] act. part. n:

ofj6-. (, TA.)

A.l.., and its pls. 6s-l and s.je: se e .,
in eight places, in the latter half of the prragraph.

i ,.! [Of, or relating the will, or choice].

asQt.1. aL [meaning A quality whicih originates
from, or epends upon, the will, or choice, i. e.

anp acquired quality,] is opposed to a5 A... (M§b

in art. Ct &, &c.)

;'L [A cause of good: and hence,] excel-
lence, and eminence, or nobility: so in the phrase,

, i,5^ O>Sk [Such a one is a possessor of emi-
nence, &c]. (A, TA.)

~J.0P: sec 'What follows.

,~..; nact. part n. [of 8, signifying Choosing,
selecting, or electing]. (TA.)- And pass. part. n.
[of the same, signifying Chosen, selected, elected,

or prefered : and choice, select, or elect; as also
t;, which signifies likewise the best ofanything;
often used in this sense, as a sing. and as a pl.; and
excellent, or excelient and brisk, applied to a he-ca-
mel and to a she-camel; as mentioned above, voce

'b.]. (TA.) You say also t;* ;;. in the

sense of ] [A choice he-camel], and Uli
t;1t in the sense of i' . [A choice js-camel].

(TA.) [See also aj..] The dim. of ; :t." is
*..: the ; is thrown out because it is aug-

mentative; and the I is clanged into L. because
it was changed from , in jtlZ.: (S:) one

should not say c..-. (El-.lareeree's Durrat

el-Ghoww64, in De Sacy's Anthol. Gr. Ar. p. 49

of the Arabic text.) See also j.l&.

>i Garments, or piecre. f cloth, of the Worst
of lax:: ( :) or garmhe,t.s, or pieces of cloth, of
thin texture, and of coarse threads, made of the
hards, or h,tr.dl, of flax, (1K, TA,) and of the
worst thereof: (TA:) or (of the coarsest of [the

stuff called] - [i. e. ,e l. v., in the copies

of the X in my hands incorrectly written _c]:

(Lth, l:) or coarseflax: (Mgh:) or a cloth of
coarseflax. (VHar p. 544.) - [Hence,] tA low,
vile, or mean, man. (1.)

,k-.l and ,te& [A weaver, or siler, of

ji.. The former mentioned in the I], and the

latter in the TA, as surnames of men.]

t,Lt.: see what next precedes.

Jeh

1. i/L., (Msb, TA,) first pers. , (S,)
aor. .d, (Msb,) inf. n. ible, (S, TA;) or this

is a simple subst., (Msb, Tgl,j and the inf. n. is

~i, (Tg,) which is said in the g to be syn.

with aitj., but this last is a mistake for i,;1. as

signifying" thread," (TA,) or "a thread," (AZ,

TA,) though Ji,;. is also syn. with lt., (TA,)

Ile sewed, sewed iogether, or sewed up, a garment,

or piece of cloth; (S, Msb, TA ;) as also Vt4.,

inf. n. -45 . (TA.)- [Hence,] ;se ,.

. - Hei coupled a camel with a ca;nmel (by
tying the end of the halter of one to the tail of

the other]. (TA.) - a-,J ,, (TA,) inf. n.
i, (], TA,) IThse serpent ran along upon the

ground. (I,e TA.) .- .L 4 4.1 b1 lie

passed by him, or it, [or to, or towards, hin or it,]

once: or tIia. olsI, he passed along quicklyt

(K,' TA:) and so 1 Id1l and 1 1 .L. (g.)

It is said by Kr to be formed by transposition

from l.J: but this is a mistake; for, were it

so, they would have said, aLs ,tI., not [.

(ISd.) Accord. to Lth, f>,; t1i >.:.
means t+He made his journey [or a journey]
without interruption. (TA.) In the A it is said

that tii . *f bl. means I Sich a one jour-

neyed on, not pausing for anythinj': and in like

manner, s..x.aL j- It&. l Hejourneyed on, not

pausingfor anything, to his place, or object, of

aim]. (TA.)

2: see 1._ .. JI i,"L, (s, I,) inf n.
.. 3, (1g,) means t lVhiten.cs of the hair, or

hoariness, appeared tpon his head (I,TA) in

streaks, or lines: (TA:) it is like J.: (S,
TA:) or became like threads: (I:) and in like

manner, a.J )i in his beard. (TA.) B3edr

Ibn-'Amir El-Hudhalee says,

, J ,,: ,j -* ..,
1 i1 ;

L?} LWI! Li I
(8, TA) [I swear that I will not forget the loan

(here meaning the S;.i, Skr) of one (meaning
Abu-l-'IyAl [with whom he was carrying on a
controversy], Skr)] until the sides of my head
become streaked with whiteness: (TA:) but some

read 1;-j; and Ibn-Habeeb says that ,& J11I

,.4l1 signifies t Whilteness of the hair, or hoari-
ness, became conjoined and continuous upon the
head, as though one part thereof were sewed to

another: (IB, TA:) some read 't ei ; and

accord. to the KI, you say, , t d. ,..

meaning tHu head became streaked, or marked
as with threads, by whitemes of the hair, or

hoariness: [the best reading seems to be J;43,

for 1';i .:] and some read tl.Z. [for i.;{,
from L u,. as having the meaning here assigned

to J43]. (TA.)

5: see2.

8: see 1.

:6--
1ts.: see .

m1L Thread, or string; or a thread or string;

syn. -_.I; (~, ]J;) the thing with which one

sews; (Myb;) [often used as a coll. gen. n.;

n. un. with ;;] and #t.de. [likewise] signifies

the thing with which a garment, or piece of cloth,

is sewed; as also t .. ; besides hlaving another

signification, common to it with the last, namely

"a needle ;" (1 ;) the pl. of '` is ;(.I, [a pi.

of pauc.] (IB, g) and ej. ( M, Msb, 1) and

Ae. [both pls. of mult.]. (, 1.) It is said in

a trad., 'elj VW, 1Jt ~, meaning [Bring

ye] the k and the needle. (TA.) And you

say, A.e s 1 and t.ota, i.e. [Give thou to

me] a single a4.. (AZ, TA.) [ll :i;
t_.L ;may, however, mean Give thou to ntme a

needie and thread.] _ 'L.3 tT1he .u [or

sinal cord] of the neck. (., g ) You say,

^; 14i.~a ~ . m4, meaning I Such a

one defended his blood. ($, 0, L.) - "J;.J

~.ea)l and .- '4Jl, mentioned in the ]5ur
ii.- 183, mean t The true dawn, and the false
dawn: (Mob:) or the whitenem of the dawn, and
the blachness of night; (, TA;) likened to a
thread because of its thinness: (TA:) or the
whiteness of day, and the blachnes of night:
(A'Obeyd, Nh :) or the dan wn that extends side.
nays, and the dawn that rises high, or, as some
say, the blackness of night: ( :) or whtat appears

of the true dawn, which is the J;;J.-", and what
extends witlh it of thle darkness of night, which is

the damr, termed the Jt .: (Mgh :) or what

first appears of the dawn spreading sideways in
the hori:on, and wthat extends with it of the darh-
ness of the last part of the night: (Bd :) or the

dawn that rises high, filling the horizon, and the
dawn that appears black, extending sideways:
(Aboo-Is-hi.:) or the real meaning is the day

and the tight. (TA.) 0 ' 1iJ also signifies

tTThe night and the day. (L in art. Aj.) 
.JI ~ L. means : [The night became dis-

tinct f.om the day: or] nwhat is termed k.lJI

e.J JI becamne distinct fi.om what is termned

; vYsl ;;t1. (TA.) And i &> ais

also said to signify tA tint of the dawn. (TA.)

[See .* 1 in a rt. ..--d 4..
W - .5 & -, J -

t What is called WJl .,Aa and O .J L.,
(S,TA,) which last is explained by Z and IB as

meaning inhat comes forth Jiom the mouth of the
spider: (TA: [the author of which says that,
I accord. to this explanation, this term differs from

~-..:Jl ,W: but in so saying hlie seems to be in
1

1
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error: both evidently signify gossamer:)) it was
alpplied as a surname, or nickname, to Marwin
Ibn-El-lakam; because he was tall, and loose,
or uncompact, in frame: (.:) or it signifies the
air; syn. lJlI [perhaps a mistranscription for
: .IS, occurring in another explanation hereafter]
(1:) or light entering from an aoertu,e in a
ivall [into a dark place]: (Th, 1 :) or JLIJl.
signifies the scattered .li [or atomns that are een in
the rays of the sun] enteriny from an aperture
in a wall [into a dark place] rhen the sun is hot:

and one oays, JJ191 ;i4 . J 3 cJJi I[Such a
one is leua in estimnation than the scattered atoms
that are sen in the rays of tile sun]; a prov.,
applied to him who is in an abject state; thus
related, on the authority of Abmad Ibn-Yal)ya,
by Az and others; but by l.gh, erroneously,

· LI; . . i!. (TA.) - See also what next
follows, in two places.

i. (AV, IDrd, ., ]) and Vt . (lDrd, Mhb,
O) and kjm. (., () tA collection, or flock,
of ostriches, (1, Myb, ]K, &e.,) and a swarm of
locusts, (4K,) and a t?; is sometimes of [wild]
bulls or cows: (L, TA:) pL [of pauc.] LtC.1 (IB)
und [of malt.] oU : (1g:) *which last, as
ulso t , signifies likewise a company of
men. (TA.) [4e. may perhaps be originally

li., pl. of tI1 , q. v.]

s t Length of the neck ofan ostrichl, (S, TA,)
and of the [bones, such as are termed] ' 
thereof: or, as some say, a constant mixture of
blacne,u wits whiteness therein: or their beiny in
an unint~rupted line, like an extended l#& [or
thred]. (TA.)

[lb. un. of gl,q.v.--Also,] in thedial.
of Hudheyl, (S,) A wooden peg or stoke, (Skr, .,
]J,) whicA ijfixed in a mnountaijin, in order thlat
one may let himtelf down [by means of a role
attached thereto] over against the place where
[wild] honey it deposited [to gather it]. (Skr.)
Aboo-Dhu-eyb says, (S, TA,) describing the ga-
therer of honey, (TA,)

(S, TA,) i. e. Hle It himnef down [over against
it, meaning the place of the honey, partly] by

nceans of a rope (for so _ signifies) and [partly
by neans of] a wooden peg or stake [to whichl the
rope was attachied, fixed] in a rock smooth like
the [letather termed] i.4j, i. q. Zq. , [Lthe crow
of rwhich roqk wrould fiUll prone tspon it face for
want of something therein to which to cling:]
(TA:) or (in the 1C "and") Idit signifies a
rope; (AC, Az, ., TA;) [and if so, ~ here
means "a wooden peg," which is a signification
assigned to it in the V in art. ,:] or, accord.
to AA, a slender rope (Q, L, TA) made [of thets
bark] of the tree called ,.,: (L, TA:) and
(accord. to some, TA) a string vwhich is with the
gatherer of honey, (g, TA,) and w,ith rhick he
,prUl the rope [app. wrhen he has detached himself

3 from the latter to gather the honey], it being
tied to him: (TA:) or a [tunic of the hind called]
, .;lj, [of leathe7r,] hichAe wrcars. (Ibn-.Iabeeb,
r ,TA. [In the CIg, -1; is erroneously put for

SlA.m]) See also 1, in four places. One says
also, .I I ,JsTl L tI lo not coinc to thee
save sometime. (TA.)

. h--: see lb&..

"k a. A she-ostrich long in the neck. ($, K,
TA.)

, *ia' and s .: sc 

i;1 A teecdle; as also Q .. (f, Mhb,* -.)
IIence the saying in the gur [vii. 38], P ja

t .u,a1 , W ' J'JI [Until thI camnel enter into
t,e eye of It.e ,,eedle]. (f.) _ See also , in
three places. And see 

aL:. The art of sc.ing,. (Msb, TA.) [See
' also 1.]

L t .A seamnster; one vwhose nocupation ix that
of #seing; (Mib, IK;) as also 'tL , (K) and
tlh;.. (Sgbl, K. [in the C.K l..]) [In the
present day, its predominant application is to A1
tailor.] Also tOe n ho passes alon quickly.
(TA.)

1 51: seo J.

4;. and ' ,. A garment, or piece of
cloth, s~d: (S, M'b, ]:) thoe L in the former
is the 3 of the measure J-, changed into L5
because of its being quiescent and the preceding
letter's being with kesr; the letter preceding it
being made movent because it and the j are
quiescent after the U has fallen out; [for by
dropping the g it becomes chianged from ;.
to .. ;] and it is made niovenit with kesr [and
thus changed from ;.'..; to '., which ne-
cessarily becomes Le;,] in order to its being
known that the letter whicih has dropped out is
k: some say that the 5 in Jaes* is the radical,
and that the letter thrown out is the . of the
measure u, in order that the word with j
[for its medial radical] may be known from that
with L.; [so that it is changed from e. to

, and then to a, and then to 4 ;]
but the former saying is the right, because the j
is a formative augment, and it is not proper that
such should be thirown out. ($.) -Also, the
former, tThe whvole of tele exterior of the belly.
(ISh.)_ And tA place ofpassage; (O, L, TA ;)
a meaning erroneously assigned in the 1]g to Vbte.
and V :..: (TA :) and particularly, ,of aser-
pent; (TA;) the place of creeping along of a
serpent (I, TA.)

seee hI : ._and J&. - S_ee also

Gg.:: se L,.:*.., , l~~~

1. ;. The having one of the eyes blue and
thl other black: (JK, S, Mgh, M.b, ]:) inf. n.
of I., aor. J .: (JK, Myb:*) said of a
horse, (S, Mgh, M.b, g,) &c., (S, ]K,) i. e. of
any animal. (S, TA.) - Also The being rcide in
the xheath of the penis: (., K:) in this sense
[likewise] inf. n. of Ji.: (S:) said of a camel.
(.8, .)_ -And [lapp. in like manner having for
its verb i*,.] A she-camel's being sucl as is

termSedl ,is. [i. e. nride in the udder, or in the
shipn th,reof, or only 'rhenl it is empty of milkt,
tnldJflauccid]. (S )

2. , (JK,) or I ,. -;., (TA,) *:Sie
(a won,an) brot,ght f,otl' hler childr,en diffe,re,t,
oic .fron, a, ,t lher. (JK, TA. ) _. 
(JK, A, K,) inf. ni. . (.,) It (a thing,
JK, K, or Irolperty, A)j ws divitled, or dix-
tr,ibuted, atnony thent. (JK,A, .K.) - - .

*l ( JE) 0o- Cj"9 . ,g
(1K,) : The ot,.lioat of Itla lresh .f the gp,ns
hetween the tceth bLca,e separated (J K, K)froin
the tecetl. (JK.) = i-- (a man, JK)
alighted, or descended and stopped or sojourned
or abode, ini a place; (JK, K;) as also n.
(JK.)_Jlil -J .. (JJK,) or JUAiJl g.,
(1.,) ieC ,ree,lcd, 'dret, back, or desi;ted; (jK,
K,) on thc occasion !f .light, (JK,) or from
.A,/t. (.K.)

4. Ji.l, (JK, S,. ,) inaf. u. t. .l; (TA;)
and A,~.l; (J K, K ;) saidl of a man, (JK, TA,)
or ofa party of imen, (JK,S,)lle, or they, aligltel,
or descended and stolpped or s.joj,,'ned or abode,
in a [tract such as is termned] 4i: (JK:) and
[particularly] came to the A of AMine, and
there alighlted, or descenled and stopped &c.;
(JK,' .S, K;) as also *t .il. (Yoo, K.)
,ill J lJl J ,1I The torrent made the perty,
or company of men, to alight, or descend and
stop or sojourn or abiide, in a [tract such as is
ternmed] %.. (JK, Ibn-'Abbad, K.)

5. Ul;ll ' ,3 IHe (a man, TA) altered so as
to become of different colours. (K, TA.) 
) jqt The canela tooh different directions
in the place of pasturage (Lh, JK) &e. (Lb.)

'eh. lile took by little and little from it;
(IAir, JK ;) as also 3 [q. v.]. (JK.)

8: see 4.

bAoi [sing. of Jtl ]. Youl say, ,it. ,tl.
: AIen, or tie piople, are different, one from
another, (JK, S, A, SLgh, Myb, K,0) in their states,
nr conditions, (JK,) or in their forms, skypes, or
rseblances; (sgh ;) or of various sorts in natural
dispoxitions, and in forms, shapes, or semblances :
(L:) from bAe& signifying the "having one of
the eyes blue and the other black." (Q. [See L])
And jt;.., (Mgh, M.b,) or Jl O ;1., (& ,
1,) t'Brothers who are sons of one mother but of
di.erent fathers: (., Mgh, M!b,* · :) and in
like manner, J,1l j, if of good authority.
(Mgh.) - And hence, Jt 1.; :./t Vers'e

I

5

The 

havinq one of the eyes blue and

the 

other black (JK, 8, Mgh, Mnb, V:) inf. n.

of 

I", aor. �J�. (JK, Mob:*) said of a
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or 
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stol; 

or or abi(le, in a [tiact 3uch as i3

(JK,Ibn-'Abbid, 

K.)

He 

(a man, TA) altered so as

to 

become of differepit colours. (1�, TA.)

v�lt 

The cameli ejoh diffeient directions

in 

the place of pasturage (Lh, JK) &c. (Lb.)
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J K;) as also 1J' v.]. (JK.)

8: 
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diversfied by having one word thercof composed
of dotted letersn and another composd of letters
not dotted. (I:ar p. 611 and 612.) Also, the
sing., Land, (ISd, TA,) or a place, (Mgh,) of
wAich the stones are of different colours. (ISd,
Mgh, TA.) - A side, region, quarter, or tract;
syn. t..6. (1].).-The part that slopes dowmn
from the rugged portion of a mountain and rises
from (he channel in which tihe water mlls ; (S,
1 5;) whence £ .1 ` &. [the mosque of the
.i&.] in Mini: (S:) or an levated place, like
the .A. of Mine: (Mgh:) or the part, of a
alley, that rises a little from the channel in which

the waterflows, and only between two mountains;
and hence J1i.J -, originally _ 
L.s: (Mb :) and any declivity and acclivity at
the foot of a mountain: and a white place in the
black mountain that is behiud Aboo-.K;beys; and
hence the nane of AiJ .JI _; or this is so

called because it is [in] a ati. [or side &c.] of
Mine; or because it is at the foot of a mountain:

(K:.:) )pl. [of pauc.] l (TA) and [of mult.]
*e&. (Mgh, TA.) -Also The skin of the

udder: (8, K:) or the side (of the udder: or the
shin of the shc-camrcl's udder: (] :) or a she-
camel's udder: or the anteriwr part of her neck:
and th slkin of her )odex. (JK.)

led.: see 1 in art. J,.., first sentence.

ail,, accord. to Aboo-'Alee belonging to this
art.: see art. ,. (TA.)

A hk,iife, (AA, g,) such as is termed

e,.; [q. v.]. (AA, TA.) - Also, (thus in the
[,)or t A,&, (so in the JK, [and app. accord.
to gsgh,]) The llacs of resort of a lion: (JK,
] :) mentioned in tbis art. by Ibn-'Abbad(l; but
accord. to g3gh, it may be from J;JI. (TA.)

i : see wliat next precedes: ~and see also
art. J*.-

~·It. JLocusts before. their nings are full-
grown: (Lth,* ], TA:) [see .jq. :] or when
they have upon them streabks of different colours,
white and yellow: (8, 1 :) or when they have
changed from their.first black or yellow colour to
red: (A%, 1 :) or w,hen yellorness has aplipeared
in their red colour, but some of the redness remains:
(AliAt, TA:) or [in the CI5 "and "] emaciated
red locusts of the brood of the net preceding
year: (g:) accord. to Lb, you say el&~ .t^,
meaning locusts of different colours: (TA:) [but
O ,e. is generally used as a subst. :] the n. un. is
with ;. (S.) - Hence the n. un. is applied to a
mare, as meaning t Brisk, sprightly, actiwve, or
agile, and leaping. (., TA.) - [Hence also,

app.,] ,W. AI e hAhot tA multitude of men.
(Ibn-'Abbd, K.') -Also A certain plant of
the mountains; (Ibn-'Abbad,K;) a certain herb
growing in the mountain, haring no leaves, rising
more than a cubit in height, hating a 4. [or
head resembling an ear of corn], which is g
in the upper part and white below, with a white
amn, or beard. (L.)

~..1., applied to a horse, (., Mgh, Msb,) and
a camel, (TA,) and any animal, (%,TA,) Having

Bk. L

one of tls eyes blue and the other black: (, Mgh,
Mqb,TA:) fem. ;ti.4. (V,TA.).-And, applied
to a camel, Wide in the sheath of the penis. (S,
15.) And the fem., applied to a she-camel,
Wide in the udder, (1,) or in the skin thereof,
(.,*K 1,) or only wlen it is empty of milk, and

flaccid: pl. ,;li';; (1 ;) which is extr., for a
pl. like this belongs [regularly] only to a subst.,
and to an epithet in which the quality of a subst.

predominates. (TA.) - The pl. of 1. is
and .j ., (K, TA, [the latter erroneously written

in the C lji.,]) with kesr and damm. (TA.)

, JAi.4: see art. jj..

"..A [Diversfiied in colour]; applied by El-
Kumeyt to a horme of which one part was of the
colour termed >, and the rest O.~.. (Land
TA voce

ile; A woman whao brings fortlh one year a
boy and another year a girl. (J K.)

1. jtl. is syn. with ~,b and ": (TA:) you

say, (,. 1l jil, (Msb,K,) first pers. , (JK,

8,) aor. J (Msb, 1],) first pers. jlt and

,jil, (JK, S, Msb, K, &cc.,) the former irregular,
(Msb,) but the more chaste of the two, (S,) and
the more used, (Msb,) of the dial. of T. eiyi, but
commonly used by others also, (El-Marzoo.kee,
TA,) the latter of the dial. of Benoo-Asad, accord.
to rule, (.,Msb,) but of weak authority, (K,)
though some assert it to be the moro chaste,

(TA,) inf. n. °JO (S, Msb, 15) and aid. and

. (1) and i-ae. (S, 1) and jl. and X ,
(1g, TA, [the last accord. to the CK J),,]) or,
as in the T [and JK), , (TA,) and aJh

and A. (., K) and Mi"; (K ;) and jlz
;.J I, aor. j, is a dial. var. thereof; (Mb ;)
meaning '" [Hle thought, or opined, the thing:
and sometimes (see I 'Ak p. 109) hte hnem the
thing: but it seems to have originally signified

;LJI ._,3, i. e. he surmised, or fancied, the
thing: see Jl., below]. ($, Mgb, 1K.) This
verb, being of the class of '~, occurs with an in-
choative and an entnciative; if commencing the
phrase, governing them; but if in the middle or
at the end, it may be made to govern or to have
no government. (.) You say, bl .I j ° J..1

[and, if you will, .jyL- -l ,j and ' lt ,A,
ijtI, I think Zeyd is thy brother and Zeyd I
think is thy brother and Zcyd is thy brother I

think]. (JK.) Hence the prov., SJ; a . ,
(., TA,) i. e. He who hears the things related of
men and of their vices, or faults, will think evil
of them: meaning that it is most safe to keep
aloof from other men: or, accord. to some, it is
said on the occasion of verifying an opinion.
(TA.) See also 8. - SJl 1 )J&., aor.

1.' : see J. in art. J,.. Jlr& said of a
horse, (JK, ], TA,) aor. 0J, (I,) inf. n. jl-,

(JK, I],) He limped, or halted, or was sligitly
lame. (JK, 1.*)

2. 15 5 3 signifies The imaging a thing in the
mind, or fanrcying it; the forming an image, or
a fancied image, thereof in the mind: (TA:)

[and tja.3 has the same, as well as a qulasi-

pas, signification.] You say, [Ve.d.6 i,.L.
uJ and] J t ?s;i ; [linaged it in the

mind, or fancied it, and it became imaged in the
mind to me, or an object offancy to me]; like as
you say, [r. ; d3j. and] j_ *1Y *jj,J:

(S:) for t e. [as inf. n. of a quasi-pas. verb]
signifies a thing's being imaged in the mind, or

fancied: (Er-Rigl,ib,TA:) and AJ .JI t.1 .3

means · . (.li [And the same is indicated in
the M.b.]) You say also, Ilji J dj [Suwch a
thing was imaged to him in the mini; i. c. such

a thing seened to hin]; from , LjI and ji,l:
(Msb:) and Il '.t. 1 k ()It n-ar imaged
to him [in the mind, i. c. it seemted to him,] that

it was so; syn. &.; (PS ;) from 5 1 Jl and

a,~Jt: (S, TA:) and I1I Z JI ,dt signifies
[in like manner it became imnaged &c.; i. c.]

<:';; as also tJa.3: (S:) and so the first of
these three verbs is used in the I(ur xx. 69.

(TA.) And s i ' (JK
and S in explanation of the phraso .. .d i.

· ,; i&,)i. e. e [Such a one goes on,

notwithstanding nrhat (the minid, or the case,)
mnaay inage to him, or what is fnncied by him, of

danger or difficulty; s1, or jL.JI, accord. to
Z, (see Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 94,) being un-
derstood]; meaning, notwithstandling peril, or
risk; without any certain knowledge. (~.)
Whence the prov.,

,ai ,
ltcJII ~Sj sJ+L tr Cl~i; 'a

i. e. I will go on, notwithstanding what the soft
tracts abounding in sand in which the feet sink
may be imagined to be: [or the righllt reading is

probably , i. e. .notwithstanding what the
soft tracts &c. may in,age to the mind, of danger
or difficulty:] the .i in ;zJ6. relates to the word
,.oj, which is [regarded as] pl. of 1 j; and

Ukt.is a connective of a suppressed verb, namely,
~.·l, with what follows it: the meaning is, I

will assuredly ventyre upon the affllir, notwith-
standing its terribleness. (Meyd.) And Jilt

'~ . t L i J.Ui, i. e. u tU [Do thou
that, notwithstanding n'hat (the mnind, or the case,
as explained above,) may image to thee, of danger
or difficulty]; (JK;) meaning, in any case.

(TA.)_ [Hence,] i1U; J&., and d,i lie
put a Jt;. [q. v.] near the she-camer's young one,
in order that the trolf might be scared awayfronm
him, (JK,' S, 15,*) and not approach him. (JK,
S. _- And JI *. J;i.' lie perceived, or dis-
copered, in him an indication, or external sign, of
good; as also t;.L (1g, TA) and ;m.:
(TA: [see also 4 in art. Jj :]) or you say,

0i t~ ) (Tr, , TA,) meaning ZI Ane, him;

or knew his internal, or real, state; (A;,.., T,
1051
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TA;) or I ciose him; (",;.., 8, TA;) and
perceived, or discowered, in him an indication, or

external sign, of good. (T, f, TA.) - And ,..
diO, (M, M9b, r,) inf. n. J.3 (Msb,g) and

?tJ,j, (],) [the latter anomalous, being pro-
perly inf. n. of .hiJ,] He conwcyed doubt, or

snupicion, (4JI, $, J., or$pl lJ, MNb,) to him;
so in the M, on the authority of AZ; (TA;)

i. q. L p [Ahe made (a thing, or case) dubiow

to him]. (Mqb.)_ And ;"..t :J ; Cl 4 The
sky thundered and lightened [o'er us], and pre-.
pared to rain: but wben the rain has fallen, the

term tVj.3 [so in my two copies of the $, app.
used as an inf. n. of the verb in this phrase, as in
a case above, or perhaps a mistranscription for

."aj, though it will be seen from what follows
thait ; and ; are both said of the sky in
the same sense,] is not used: (s:) or 

.L1Jl signifies the sky became clouded, but did
not rain; (JK, and ljIar p. 36;) as also tV"J.l
and -t and t ,t41i.: (Iar ibid.:) or, as

also ?,.AL (Msb, K() and 't .Isl, (Msb,) or
'P ..;n, (i,) the sky prepared to rain, (Mob,
], TA,) and thundered aud lightened, but did not
yet rain: (TA:) or, accord. to Az, '.J1P

r~'Jt signifies the sky became clouded: (Msb,

TA:) and 'IZ.1 *. ;.3 the shy became clouded,
and prepared to rain. (S.) [In like manner,]

one says also, .. t..J$ ' .;Jt.I and t* 2 and
'.L.Ids. TAhe clouds gave hope of rain: (S :) or

it.11 ' ...JW the cloud shon,ed signs ,f rain,
so that it was thought [or expected] to rain.

(Msb.) _ Je also signifies, (JK, TA,) or
);.3, (.Ham p. 39,) [or each of thesc,] lie

(a man) was cowardly, or weak-hearted, on the
occasion of fijght, (JK, TA, and Ham,) and did
naot act, or proceed, firmly, or steadily. (.Ham.)

And U1 ;& > 4 and .. tJ, [but the former
only is explained in this senso ;n the TA,] He
held back from the people, or party, through
cowardice: (K, TA:) so says Az, on the autho-
rity of'Arram. (TA.)

3. ^4k, (JK,TA,) inf. n. ; .1, C S,~,)
He vied with him, rivalled him, or imitated him,
(J K, S," I~,'TA,) in pride and s.elf-conceit; (JK ;)

did as he did. (TA.) .-'- .. ,t and

,At..Jt: see 2, in the latter part of the para-
graph.

4. JlI. It (a thing) was, or became, dubious,
or confused, or vague, (JK, ~, Mgh, M.b, TA,)

.. - *ee .1
v,I to him. (JK, Mgh.) One says, '9 .1 IJ

jAs.i [This is a thing, or an affair, or a cas,
that will not be dubious, &c.]. (S.) And ja '

~t ic .01 That iiU not be dubiow, &c., to

any one. (JK.)_. Ii :1 d-, and
.;J1,, The thing ehibited an indication, or in-

dications, of good, and of evil, or what mw dit-

liked or hated. (Myb.) [Hence,] .1 .J.i ,

and -1. : ee 2, in the latter part of the para-

graph, in four places. And .;1 JI It and

c,.l, or i~.1 'zJ : mee, again, 9, in the

latter part of the paragraph, in three places.-
And hence, in the opinion of I8d, the she-camel
in this case being likened to clouds [giving hope,

or showing signs, of rain], (TA,) UaiWI ,Jti1I
t Tihe she-camel had milk in her udder, (JK, .K,
TA,) and was in good condition of body. (JK,

TA.)_ lZle e;.l Jt1, (ii,) or, as in the
M', ' .JI.tI, (TA,) : T/he land became adorned,
or embellished, with plants, or herbage. (K, TA.
[See also 5.])) .m ,JI ~. . JL.l: see 4

in art. J3&; and see Jtl, below. i 1 and

L W1Ke watched, or observed, or loohed at, a
cloud rwhich it wras thoug/4t would rain, to see

mhere it would rain. (K,* TA.) And '1

i;t..JI and "t-11 I sa the cloud to be such as
gae hope of rain. (S. [See also 10.])~ .j.1

i;&U: see 2, in the middle of the paragrapll.

,,& ijc l: see 2, last sentence.

5. J;i3, as a trans. v., syn. with a4-; and
its inf. n., syn. with Ve.3 : see 2, first two
sentences, in two places. _- - b.J! i , , as

syn. with ai : and , t-.: see 2, in the
latter half of the paragraph. Also, as a quasi-
pass. v., similar in signification to J. ; and its
inf. n.: see 2, first three sentences, in five places.

-And '' used as an inf. n. of A :

and app. as an inf. n. of ,ij : i;tiJc .: see 2,

latter half, in two places. 1_11 - tt ; : see
2, latter half, in three places. ,- as syn.
with JL;.l: see the latter verb.- [Hence,

app.,] e..l s,) % t The land became abun-
dant in its plants, or herbage: (JK:) [and, (as
is shown by an explanation of the part. n. of the
verb, below,) tthe land had its plants, or herbage,
in a state of fuU maturity, and in blossom; and
so t -JLJ.3; whence,] a poet says,

* X~UJl W 5 )L e j .

[The herbage in it became, or had become, tangled,
or luxuriant, and strong, so that its hills were
clad with plants infull maturity, and in blossom,
and so that the sheep, or goats, were seen sleep
ing]. (?, TA. [In both, the meaning of the
verb in this ex. is indicated by the context. See
also 4, where a similar meaning is assigned to

.;JI6.l or .Jl .]) _i.3 alio signifies The
being, or becoming, of variou colours. (JK,

Ham p. 39.0) [Hence the saying,] u.~J1 J.j

iJl, i. e. [The desert, or far-cxtending desert]
became of various colours with the travell.rs, by
reason of the ji [or mirage]. (JK.) Also
The going on, or away; or acting with a penes-
trative energy,; and being quick. (JK, IHam
p. 39.)- See also 2, last sentence but one.

6: see 2, third sentence: -and 8, in two
places: - and see also 5, in two places.

8. Jl;l He was proud, or haughty; or he
behavedproudly, or haughtily; (g;) as also tjt.,
(JK, ;,) aor. j, (JK,) or jl, (Yam

p. 122,) and 3j j-, (JK, .Ham,) inf. .n.

and ,J .; (Ham;) and J*,3 and Vi.:
(1, TA :) or he mas proud, or haughty, and self-
conceited: (Mgb:) and he rralked with a proud,
or haughty, and sef-conceited,gait: (MA, KL :)
said of a man, and ofa horse: (Mqb:) and t ) '
signifies the behaving, or carrying oneself, with
pride, or haughtiness, combined with slowness.

(JK.) You say of a horse, - .j6 l [He
is proud and self-conceited in his gait]. (TA.)-

~je.'l 14.l : see 4.

10. itI J,i.L; He looked at the cloud
and thought it to be raining. (TA. [See also 4,
last sentence but two.])

J&. i. q. X· and* ,3 [mcaning Thought, or

opinion: and surmise, or fancy: though .jA

is often explained as syn. with CJi]: (KI:) an

inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (TA.) So in the saying, ,,al
3ti.. et [MyIY thought or opinion, or surmise or

fancy;, was right respecting himn, or it]. (TJ.)
- I. q. t *y1., q. v., (KI,) [accord. to the TA,
which is followed in this instance, as usual, by

the author of the T1g, as meaning L,lj: but this
is a mistake: for LA.,Ji Ly*, the explanation in

the TA, we should read LIt!Il ' -;; as is
shown by its being there immcdiately added that
one says, -j)I. t Jt.I, explained in art. Ja.;

(see 4, and J., in that art.; and see also
in the prcsent art.;) and by what here follows:]
j !.JI is ,yn. writh °A and "~JI. (JR.)_
For another sense in which it is syn. with ' .;,
see the latter word, below. -A nature; or a
natural, a native, or an innate, disposition or
temper or the lihe; syn. j . (TA.)- I.q.

, q.v. ( , ~.)- A limping, or halting,
or slight lameness, in a horse or similar beast: in
this sense aninf. n. of jti.. (JK,K.')._Gout;

or gout in the foot or feet; syn. W0J~. (TA.)
Lightning: (K:) [app. as being a sign, or

token, of coming rain.] - Clouds; syn. :
( :) or clouds (.n) lightening: (JK, M, TA:)
and also risiiag, and seeming to one to be raining;

and the single cloud (t..) is termed * 'k.:
(JK:) or rising, and seeming to one to be rain-
ing, and then passing beyond one; but when
having thunder, or lightning, therein, termed
'.P, though not when the rain has gone

therefrom: (Iar p. 36, from the 'Eyn:) or clouds
(,,1 ) raining: (T, TA:) or clouds (h,-,)
that fail not tofulfil their promise of rain; ($,*
TA;) and a cloud of this description is termed
ta'ai.: (JK:) or in nwhich is no rain, (~,
TA,) though thought, when seen, to be raining.
(TA.) - t A liberal, bountiful, or.genrous,
man: (JK,T,M,K:) as being likened to the
raining clouds, (T, TA,) or to the lightening
clouds, (JK,M, TA,) which are so termed. (JK,
T,M,TA.) -A man in wvhom one sees an in-
dication, or a sign, or tohken, of goodness. ( R,

TA.) - Free from a.;JI [as meaning what
occasoions ~ ion]. (i.) - A man who ma-
nages cattle, or camels 4c., (V, TA,) and pa-
ture tahem, (TA,) well: (K, TA :) or , J i.
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onu who manages cattl, &c., and watches them,
well. (JK.) And One wto heeps to a thing, (1,
TA,) and manages, ordes, or regulates, it. (TA.)
A king who manages, orders, or regulata, the
affairs of his subjects. (JK.) [See also ,sjl in
art. J,...] _ An owner of a thing: (K :) from

aji, aor. , meaning " he managed it," &c.
(TA.) You say, mr;,)l j1 30AL. Wto is the
owner of this horse? (TA.) [See J1. in art.
JOs.]-See also Jl*, in three places. - A
man free from an attachment of low. (1 .)-
A man having no wife. (.K.) - A man wesa in
heart and body: (1 :) but this is most probably
[t-J,] with teshdeed, from Xi J&, meaning
"he became lean."' (TA.) - As meaning A
maternal uncle, it is mentioned in art. ,l.
(TA.)m A mole, syn. iLG, (1,) a blach ULtl,
(TA,) upon the person; (, 5, Mqb,TA;) [a
thing resembling] a pimple in the face, inclining
to blacknes; (JK, T, Mgh, TA;) or a mnaU
black spot upon the person: (TA :) dim. * .i
(JK, 8) accord. to him who says ji and
Je [as meaning "marked with many moles
upon the person"], (8,) and .. (J K, ., Msb)
accord. to him who says J., (S,) which shows
it to be, in one dial., of the art. Jr.. [in which it
is also mentioned]: (Msb:) pL [of mult.] o'

(JK, ., Mgh, M9 b, 1) and [of pauc.] °f.
(M9 b.) - A garment, or cloth, of the garments,
or clothg, of the Jl;4 [here meaning people of
the Time of Ignorance]: (s8:) a soft garment or
cloth (JK, 15, TA) of the garments or cloths of
El-Yemen: (JK, TA:) and a [gar,nw.t of the
kind called] 3, of the fabric of El-Yemen, (g,
TA,) red [or brown], with black lines or stripes,
which used to be made in the first ages: but Az
makes these two to be one: it has been mentioned
before, in art. )J., to which also it may belong.
(TA.) -A garment, or piece of cloth, with
which a corpse is shrouded. (1.)- The [kind
of banner called] .1, (JK, T, 1) that is tied [to
its spear-shaft] for a commander, (,) or to
denote one's having the authority of a prefect,
comnander, ruler, or the like: (T, TA:) [SM
adds,] I do not think it to be so called for any
other reason than that it was of the .s of the
kind termed JL.. (TA.) [See also Ji. in art.
Ji.] ... The oJice of Khaleefeh; (15;) because
belonging to one for whom a banner is tied [on
the occasion of his appointment]. (TA.) -A
big mountain. (1.) And (as being likened
thereto, TA) tA big camel: (JK,]V:) pl. & .:
to such, a poet likens certain men, as resembling
camebls in their bodies and in their being devoid of
intellect. (TA.) - And A black stallion-cameL
(IApr, 1,* TA.) Mentioned also in art. JyL.
(TA.) m A place in which is no one, or no one
by whose company one may be cheered. (15.)
[Probably from Jl, part. n. of A., sor. ,L.]
- a smaU il uch as is terme~ d 1. (O)
mThe. l;J [i. e. bit, or bit with its apperte-.
nanes,] of a horse: ( :) app. a dial. var. of
' J.# q.v. (TA.) A certain plant, having a
blosom, weUl knoa in Nq,d. (.)

, J.l, formed by transposition firom JjI: see

J,e Horss, (JK, 8, 1,) collectively; (JK,
l ;) as some say, (Msb,) applied to Arabian
horses and [such as are of infer-ior breed, termed]
X i!j; (Mgh, Msb ;) the males thereof and the
females: (Mgh, TA :*) but of the fem. gender:
(MSb, TA:) a quasi-pl. n., (Mgll,) having no
sing. (Msb, 15) formed of the same radical letters:
(Msb:) or the sing. is tjS*t..: (1:) so called
because of their Je;°1, (Myb, 1,' TA,') i. e.
pride and self-conceit, (MSb,) in their gait: so
says AO; but ISd says that this is not well
known: (TA:) or because no one rides a horse
without experiencing a feeling of pride: (Er-
Righib, TA:) pl., (Mob, C.K,) or pl. pl., (so in
copies of the K1 and in the TA,) [of mult.,] J.s.
(S,* Mb, 1) and J,. and [pl. of pauc.] Jti&l.
(15.) And the dual form is used, [although 3j.
has a pl. signification,] like as are [the duals

j se and Xt;i. and] Xit.W and Xj%.q.. (ISd,
TA.) One says,; ,zW . i j, or ,.i 9,
(1, TA,) and . %lJ3 'j 9. >1 *, (TA, and
so in the CA,) [Such a one, has two troops of
horses will not be competed with in going, or run-
ning, nor in standing stiU,] meaning lhe is not
to be endured in respect of calumny and lying:
(15, TA:) it is aid of a great, or frequent, liar.
(TA in art.S.) And 'tC X; j'JI
[The horses are mors knowing than their riders];
(Meyd, 1 ;) a prov., (Meyd,) applied in relation
to him of whom thou formest an opinion (Meyd,
1], TA) that he possesses, or possesses not, what
suffices, (TA,) and whom thou findest to be as
thou thoughtest, (Meyd, K, TA,) or the contrary.
(Meyd.) And ytL ,Li JiJI [The horses
are possess of most knowledge of their riders];
a prov., meaning tseek thou aid of him who
knows the case, or affair. (Meyd.) And j'1,JI

1iyJ. Ja L~S."s, another provey. [explained in
art. ljw]. (Meyd.) _ Also Horsemen, or riders
on horses. (8, Myb, 1.) Thus in the ]ur
[xvii. 66], 91j- i - =l9-j. (.8
[See 1 in art. ..]) See also ";

see .

U4& c An eQuerry; one n,ro has the superin-
tendence of horses. (TA.)

<d (.8, Msb, r, kc.) and t'q (8, .egh,
TA) and V1j. (.,15) and . ,t (1,TA,) or
t , (CId,) and tV4i, (5i , TA,) or "",
(C1g,) or ?i L° , (JK,) and Y.; (S, 1) and
tJ l.I, (Lth, JK, 15,) [of all which the first is
the most common,] Pride (S, MIsb,1) and self-con-
ceit; (Msb ;) [or ranity; i. e.] pride aristintgfom
ome fancied, or imaginary, excellence in onself.

(TA.) One says, .. j &C &c. He is po-
sewsed of pn'ide [and self-conceit, or vanity]. (S.)

.c: see what next precedes.

iJlb primarily signifies An incor~ol form
or image; such as that which is imaged in leep,
and in the mir,ror, and in the heart or mind: then
applied to the Jbrm of u,ything itnaged; and to
any subtile thing of a similar kind: (Er-Righib,
TA:) anythin that one se#s like a shadow: and
the inmag of a man in a mirror, (T, MSb, TA,)
and in water, (Msb,) and in sleep: (T, TA:)
and a thing that sometimes passes by one, e
sem.ling a shadow: (T, Mb, TA:) jlt. and
taJI. both signify the same; (JK,8, 1];) i.e.
i. q. %.~ [meaning an apparition; a phantom;
a spectre; afancied image; an imaginaryform;
and particularly a form that is seen in skep];
(., TA;) anything that one sees like a shadow
[as the former word is explained above]; and
a thing that is seen in sleep; (JK;) aform that
is imaged to one in the mind when awake, and
when dreaming: (1 :) the former word is both

mase. and fem.: (ylam p. 316:) pl. i; (O)
[a pl. of pauc.; and probably 0l ' also, as a
pl. of mult, mentioned as one of the pbl. of Jli.
in another sense, below]. You say, *j J
Zy(dI [His apparition, or phantom, &c., became
imaged to me in my mind]. (Msb, TA.) And a
poet says, (.,) namely, El-Bobturee, (TA,)

I a-A.41:JI t,B
A ... .s 

',J .WI ytt;i ji *, #

[And I do not alight but she in'ts my abode, or
her fal apparition]. (..) _ [In philosophy it
signifies] A faculty that retains n,hat the fancy
percsives of the forms of objects of sense aftr the
substance has becone absent, so that the fancy
beholds them waheneer it turns towards themn:
thus it ij the store-house of the fancy: its place
is the hinder part of the first venter of [the three
which are comprised by] the brain. (KT. [In
this sense, it is incorrectly written in Freytag's
Lex. (in which only the Arabic words of the
explanation are given, preceded by the rendering
" phantasia,") JI..]) - The J4.. of a bird is
The shadow of himself which a bird sees rhen
rising into the sky; whereupon he pounces down
upon it, thinking it to be a prey, and finds it to
be nothing: he is [the bird] called ,Is Jh,..
(TA.) _ , and ?jJl. signify also The
person, or body, or corporealform orfigure which
one ses fron a distance, syn. ,, (8, ,) of
a man; and his aspect. (]1.) - And the former
also signifies A piece of wood mwith black garments
upon it, ($,) or with a black [garment of the kind
called] L.b upon it, (15,) which is st up to make
the beasts and birds fancy it to be a man: (.,
1]:) or a piece of rood with a garment thromwn
upon it, wrhich is set up for the sake of the sheep
or goats, in order that the wolf, seeing it, may
think it to be a man: (T, TA:) pl. [of pauc.]
ii'l (Ks, TA) and [of mult.] '.s.. (TA.)
A poet says,

· . -:I A,/ - J.J .l1 i t S
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(9, TA) [cited by J a an ex. of Jl,. in the

former of the senses explained in the sentence

immediately preceding: but the meaning seems

to be, My brother: I Aawe no brother but he:

but I am like one matching an image dressed up

to decoy; going round about woithout reflection:

for,] a some say, (TA,) JI1l ;1!j means the

young ostrich for rwhich the sportsman sets up a

Jti [i. e. an image dressed up to decoy], (JK,

TA,) in order that it may become familiar tlhere-

with, and the sportsman may then take it, and

the young ostrich may follow him. (TA.)-

Also A thing that is set tp in land in order that

it may be known to be prohibited to the public,

:tnd may not be approached. (T, Msb.) ~And

A certain plant. (](.)

°0*: see Js., of which it is a diminutive.

Lit.: see jl, in three places.

[(1 lb Of, or relating to, thefancy: a rel. n.

from ,..]

Ut. Owners, or attendants, of horses. (JK,

9.) [In modern Arabic, lIorsemen; and a troop
of horsemen.]

J'ti. [act. part n. of 1]: see ;:h, in two

,laces: -and see j., first sentence. - Ap-

plied to a horse, Liinping, halting, or slightly

lame. (JK, TA.)

[jZ.l Afore, and nmost, proud and self-con-

ceited. (See also j , in art. Jj..) Occurring

in several prove.; as, for cx.,] ~1 > ." ' li

[ More proud and self-conceited than a crow]:

because the ,.pt is proud and self-conceited in its

gait. (Meyd.)_See also ".S. 1 Also Iaving

a Js., meanintg [a thing resembling] a pimple,

inclining to blacknsu, [i. e. a mole,] upon his

face: (Mgh :) or, as also t J . aind 0J*..

(, Myb, M g) and J3,, like J, (S, M9b,)

this last belonging to art. J_4i., as JL., whence

it is derived, does in one dial., (Meb,) A man

(f, Myb) having [or marked with] many s/

[or mole# upon his person]: (B, Myb, K:*) fem.

[of the first] M... (.) - .', :(, M,b,
],) when indeterminate, [tel or 1l,] per-

feotly decl., [thus] used as a subst., but some
make it imperfectly decl. both when determinate
and when indeterminate, and asert it to be ori.

ginally an epithet, from JJI, (B, O,) [thougl

accord. to others it seems to be from Jdi.. as

meaning " having many moles,"] A certain bird

(JK, B, Myb, 15,) regarded as of evil omen, (JK

i, 1,) that alights upon the rump of the camed

and is app. for that reason held to be of evi

omen; (TA; [see J j3;,;]) [applied in th,
present day to the grem wood-pecher, pi/ns riri

dis;] the b. [q. v.]: (V:) or tke green ._
(TA:) o, the 3jb. [a name likewise now a*

plied to the gree~ wood-pecker, and to the commo

rollr, coracias garrula]: (Fr, g, Myb, 1 :) a

called because upon its wings are colours differin

from its general colour: (Skr, TA:) or so calle

because diversified with blhek and white: (]:

Je' - *

or the ,emi, [q. v., a specie of falcon]: (JK, pM

TA, and Yam p. 705o:) pl. J1 ', (JKT, T , ,al

Mqb, TA, and 1lam ubi supra,) or J,d. (.)

J.lt: see Jui._, in two places. 

;: see its fem., with ;, in the next fol- A

lowing paragraph, in tllrce places: and see i

J A thing dubious, confused, or rague. 

(TA.j) Exhzibiting a Jld. [or fancied image,

or rather a Jli. or ial, i. e. an indication,

kc., (see 4,) of anything, as, for instance,] of

good [and of evil]. (TA.) You say jh ig

,JI .jl , and xl, A thing exhibiting an 

indication, or indications, of good, and of evil, or 

ivhat is disliked or hated. (Myb.) Hence, (TA,) J

.i jea. &, (S,TA,) said of a man, (S,)

He is adapted or disposed by nature to good [i. e.

to be, or to do, or to efect, or to produce, wvhat is

good]. (S, TA. [See also J,~ in art. J_..])

And 1i-ai (J K, Mob, 1) and l

(1], TA, in the CI5 L;. and 'a_ and

YLE 1i.. (1) and a1._ [i. e. ?L4._] (Illar

p. 36) and ? (Myb [but see what follows])

A cloud thoughil[or expected] to rain, (JK, Msb,

1, TA, and gar ubi supri,) when se, (TA, and

IIar,) because showing signs of rain:

with damm, being an act. part. n., as meaning
causing to think; and ?i.lp , with fet-b, being

a pas. part. n., as meaning thought: and in like

manner, accord. to Az, .. and VataL,

meaning a clouded sky: (Mqb:) or you say

tJLl.L, with fet-h, when [you use the *ubst]

meaning a cloud itself (showing signs of rain];

and its pl. is 1 l (T, TA: see jLi., in the

former half of the paragraph.:) and £Il._ 41_

a cloud giving hope of rain. (8.) See also

J., in two places, in the former half of the

paragraph. You say also, Uk _ .l_Jl,

meaning The ky is ready to rain. (Ilar p. 36.)

- _.tei..s 1,il A woman having tao husband.
(JK.)

B e ... as fem. of the pass. part. n. . a c.: see

jT -, in three places. - As a subst.: see, again,
b, T And see h mentioned a second time

in tbe former half of the paragraph. -Hence,

A great banner or ensign; as likened to a cloud

that fails not to fulfil its promise of rain. (JK.)
_Also An indication; a symptom; a ngn,

mark, or token, by which tho exitence of a thing

is known or inferred; syn. lZ (JK) and :

(TA;) and so 1 , q. v.: (JK:) pl. of the

former J : originally used in relation to a
cloud in which rain is thought to be. (TA.) You

osay, 4tqh .J J &m. oj.ym, i.e. Th indications
8&c. [of ge iy, or nobility, appeared in him].

d (TA.) -You ay also, of a cloud (a;Q!,), L

i:) ic- and toini. low good is its lap-
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frent] dispo~ition to rain! (9, TA.) - See

so · d.

°j . [A thing imaged to one by the mind or

y a case; orfancied]. You say, ~ ;ow

.Lnl1 .;; explained above: see 2. (JK, i.)

.n1d Ij.b ,,.~ ,)t j [Such a thinug occurrei
what was inagined, or fancied, by me], and

"; 9S [among the things imagined, or

fancied, by me]. (TA.)

jf, L ; and its fem., with i: see

je;~: see ji.1. i Also A camel lacerated

n his rump by a bird of ce kind called *k&;

at/ has alighted upon it. (TA.) - And hence,

A man whose reason har fled in ronsequence of

fright: a sense in which it is used by the vulgar;

but correct. (TA.)
4 J &. : sce ,. .

jl and $ S. (S, 1) and JU. and tJi.,

which is formed by transposition, (1:,) and

P 3Ii.l, (S, 1,) like 1.l,l and jle, (S,) which

are [said to be] the only other epithets of this

measure, (TA,) [i. c. of the measure J1UI, though

there are many of the measure Ji,] applied to

a man, Proud (S, V, TA) and self-conceited: [or

ain :] (TA in explanation of all, and ]5 in ex-

planation of JLi:] or tJ. signifies having

much '.- [or pride and sef-conceit, or ranity]:

and I J..I one who walks with a proud and

elf-conceited gait, with an affected inclining of

his bodyfrom side to side: (JK:) 1, .. hasfor

its pl. AJl.; ($, TA;) which is also fern. of

t Jl.. (TA.) -See also '.?

&. ,l tLandhavingits plants,or herbage,

in a state offuU maturity, and in blossom; (JK,

) u also ta4L. (v.)

3.ki"I.. eI: see what next precedes.

1. .-; as svn. with _,A: see the latter._

aoe r,, aor.,eL (JK, S,1],) inf. n..

($) and AS and O. and .,. and L3;.

and A.', (15, the last but one omitted in the

C1g,) He held back, or refrained, from him, or

it, through cowardice, (JK, $, 1,) and fear:

(JK, K:) i. e., from war, (JK,) or from en-

counter, or conflict. (klam p. 164.) And one

says also, JWuII )ll l,Ay. They held back, or

refrained, throtgh cowrardice, in fi.ht, and at-

tained no good; and the poet Junideh Ibn-'amir

El-Hudhalee says, jiJ A.- for JliJI- d.- .
(TA.) - And *.l. also signifies He drew back,

(JK, 1a) through cowardice and far, (JK,)

from a stratagem, or plot, after he had died

it, (JK, V,a) not eeing in it what he liked, or

approved. (TA.), m_ ..i ., ( ao,) aor. a
above, inf . AM/., (~,) He raised his. g, or

foot. (, ].)

i

front] 

d~iion to rain! (�, TA.) - See

[A 

thing imaged to one by the mind or

a 

case; orfanciod]. You say, u~ cow

jl�; 

explained above: see 2. (JKp

me 

t/Lin.9 Occurre(i

i 

what was jinaqined, or fanded, by me), and

[amono 

the thiff.93 imagined, or

lancied, 

by me]. (TA.)

and 

its fem., with i: see

J3��: 

see J0111. ism Algo A camel lacerated

% 

his rump by a bird of Qe kioed caikd

F,4t 

has ali_qhted upon it. (TA.) - And hence,

A 

man whom rwwn havfled in ronwquence of

rright: 

a sense in which it is umd by the vulgar;

mt 

correct. 

(TA.)

4, 

tai.1 0 ' - 1 `

C£.* 

and and and *Jbi.

which 

is formed by transposition, (1�,) "and

0 

i 0 A

P 

(8, V,) likej�o;it and ^11, (�,) whicli

tre'[sai.1 

to be] the only other epitlicts of this

4 

'i

measure, 

(TA,) [i. c. of the measure,�&Ul, though

liere 

are many of the measure W applied to

i 

man, 

Pyoud (g, V, TA) and seff-conceited: [or

minj 

(TA in explanation or all, and kC in ex-'

planation 

of jCj or *JbL signifies having

much 

"' & [or pride and sey-conceit, or rani"yl:

and 

one mAo walks wigia a prolud and

wlf-conceited.qait, 

with an affected inclining of

his 

bodyfroin side to side: (JK:) has for

its 

pl. TA;) wliich is also fem. of

V 

jt�.. 

(TA.) -'See also

,iJI 

tLandharing its plants, or herbage,

in 

a state Offau maturity, and itt blossom; (J K,

u 

also ta"4' ""3.

3.ki" 

,.iji : see what next p-ecedes.

1. 

U kvn. with -,ei.: see the latter.

aor. 

' ', (JK, inf. n.

ffl 

and d and L3;.L

,Z�- 

and. an Ajo*.

and 

;1;&, (]g, the last but one omitted in the

C]g,) 

lie held back, or Yefrained, from him, or

it, 

through cowardice, (JK, and fear:

(JK, 

V:) i. e., from war, (JK,) or from en-

counter, 

or conflict. (klam p. 164.) And one

mys 

also, JC.Rll j ty*t&. They hold back, or

refrained, 

ihrotigh �oirardice, in.Mt, and at-

tained 

no good. and the poet Junideh Ibn-'Amir

El-Hadhalee 

says, for JtZ.O;

(TA.) 

- And ,W. al;o signifies ke'dr�; back,

(M 

]�,0) through cowardice and foar, (JKj

from 

a stratagem, or plot, after he had ~d

it, 

(JK, V,*) not adng in it what he ~, or

approwd. 

(TA.) mos li�j A*, ($RV,) aOr. affi

above, 

inf n. AM&., (�,) Be raised his kg, or

foot. 
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3. ., (., Mob, ],) inf. n.. , (TA,)

[originaly] He pitched his tent; (TA in art.

/a,, ;) [like ,e: and hence, _] He re-

mained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in a place; ($,

Myb, I,TA;) as also a., aor.* .: whence,

in a tad., C.I i o, 5 ;
[lVhAo loveth that men should remain before him

standing]; as some relate it; but others relate it

differently, saying_..,, and .,,i as men-

tioned before [in arts. ,. and..j]. (TA.) He
aliaghted, or descended and stopped or sojourned

or abode, in a place; as also icd.. (JK in art.

,.A) And ~Uf. -jl ,gs. The wild

animal remained in his covert, not quitting it.

(TA.) And uJ ' i, (TA,) or L4.i 5 t,

(JK,) Tihe odour, or sweet odour, remained;

(JK,TA;) as also V 3; (K,TA;) in a
garment, (JK, J,TA,) and in a place. (TA.)

t TnTh mj centered into a a. [q. v.]. (JK,

.). ,j IeG[ made it like a i. (,TA.)
-See also 4. - Also t Jle covered it with a
thing in order that its odour might cling to it.

(15, TA.)

4. aJt I , [inf. n. of r. ,] in the phrase ,1 t.1

,0,,.)h, (], TA,) which signifies The horse's

standing uipon three legs and the extremity of the
hoof of the Jbourth, (TA,) or raising one of his

fore legs or one of his hlind legs, (J K,) belongs
to the present art. and to art... (K, TA.)

Accord. to Fr and IAtr, ? t.q,~l . i . . '

inf. n. as above, signifies He (a man, or a beast,)

is unable to place one of his legs, or feet, firmly
upon the ground, and to rest wpon it, by reason

of a fault therein. (L, TA.) -~ .lJ, and
1

j4t, lie consttucted a a; (IAr, I~) as

also * '4. (TA.)

6. LLS *;s; ~*eS, (S,) or . ; (v)
[like ,,] lie pitched, or Jfixed, his [in

such a place, or here]. (S, ].) See also 2.

10: see 2.

;1. A skin, or hide, untanned: or not tanner

much, or thoroughly: and a ,t5 [or coars(

garment or piece of cloth, or garment or piece ol
cloth of white cotton,] unwashed: (K:) a Persiar
word, (TA,) arahicized. (1g.) Unbleached cloth
(Msb, in art. ... M.) Paper that is polished, [app

a mistake for not polished,] or to be polished.
(TA.) [Crude, or raw; applied in this sense tc

silk, contr. of '.; and to sugar, &c.: any.

thing unprepared for use.] Honey of datei

I .

(,.,) untouched by fire: (Aj:n,T :) which is

the best thereof. (TA.) _ See also ,iI..

ee: see , in three places.

l.& Natural, or innate, dispositions or tempers

or the lie : (A 'Obeyd, 8, M, IV:) a Persian
word, arabicized: (TA:) having no sing. (, K) 1
of its own radical letters: (8:) or largene, or
liberality, of disposition: (JK, TA:) and the
original, or primary, state, or condition, syn.

J ,1, of the soul, or mind. (TA.) You say,
Ji0 ,6 - [le is generous in respect of

natural dispositions &c.]. (TA.) - The diversi-

Jled wavy marks, streaks, or grain, syn. J,;h, of

a sword. (.K.)- And I. q. ,~ [app. mean-

ing the kind of plants calledl br i· (TA.)

i.L1a belongs to the present art., and J has

erred, (IB,) in mentioning it in art. .- s.: (TA:)
[but why this is said, I know not; nor do the
commentators on this passage, as is observed in
the TA, give any explanation of it worthy of
notice:] it signifies A fresh, or.)uicy, plant: (S,
Mqb: both in art. .ja':) or an ear of corn:
(IA*r, TA:) or a shoot of seed-produce when it
first grows forth upon a single stalk: (JK:) or

;. 61 . signifies what grows forth, of seed-

produce, upon a single stalk: (M, s :*) or the
fresh, or juiry, bunch thereof: or the fresh, or

juicy, plant thereof:. (M, 1 :) pl. ;.jtdf. (Mob)

and [cell. gen. n.] tAd.. (Msb, TA.) It is said

I.i 4 ;> Ch .iS - S1[Tbe similitude of the

believer is that of the .fresl, or juicy, plant of

see(l-produce, &c., whicht the wind bends, at one
tinme ths, and at one time thus]: (S, TA :*) but
Fr related it differently, saying Jle.JI, [app. a

mistranscription for a '1.JI, which see in art.
j.,&.,] and explained this as meaning "the
bunch" of seed-produce. (TA.)

, (8, Mgh,Msb, K ,&c.,) with which
is syn., (., M9b,) [though said by some to be a

pl., as will be seen below,] A ; [here mean-
ing booth, or the like,] (S, Msb, .K,) of any kiwind
(J) such as is built, or constructed, (S, Msb, k,)

r by the Arabs, (S, Msb,) of the branches of trees:

a (, Msb, ] :) so says Al, holding that the 
is only of trees, and that otherwise it is called

· ,~ [q. v.]: but others hold that it is [a tent;

i. e.] made with pieces of cloth and tent-ropes;

becaus ee . signifies the "remaining, staying,

- dwelling,or abiding;" wherefore it is thus called,
as being used on the occasion of alighting: (IB,

TA :) this 14tter is the meaning commonly known;
but accord. to the saying of Ay, it is tropical:
:TA:) or, accord. to IAy, it is applied by the
Arabs only to a construction of four pole roofed

over nith .i. [or panic grass]; and is not of

clothl; (Mgh, Mqb, TA;) the aXit, he says,

being of cloths and of other things: or i. q. ali&:

TA :) accord. to Ali&t, the same as the Persian

· ; . . [lit. "11 a's back ;" like the French "dos
d'ine ;" meaning a higjh-pitch,d span-roof]:

(Mgh:) or any round [whicih may here

mean either booth or tent]: or three poles, or

four, over nlhich is laid A#t; by means of which

one is shaded in the heat: (I :) or poles set up,

with rafters laid across, covered with trees; so

that it is cooler than are a1..i. [pl. of S.]: or

pols upon which .s. [pl. of .] are con-

structed: or a comtruction of treesx and palm-

branches with their leaves upon thema, which a

man uses for shade when he brings his camels to

water: and applied by the Arabs to a [or

tent &c.], and a place of abodle [in an absolute

sense]: (TA:) the pl. of . is ;. .. and d.

(., Myb, ]) and t* , (K,) or this last is [a

coll. gen. n., or] syn. with L.., (, Mtsb,) and

*.tI, (lg,) or this is pi. of i', (S, Myb,) and

is applied also to : [women's reticles f the kind

callaed] J .? ; these being likened to.e,e. [pro-

perly so termed]. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

t[Tl/ e ,nartyr
is in the tabernacle of God, beneath the empy-

rean: this siglnification of Za.* being perllaps

taken from the phrase j eax,clrj ro Oo; in Rev.
xxi. 33. (TA.)

a ls (I, TA) A preparer of shins, or hides,

of the hind termed at.. (TA.)

a.
ac: se what next follows.

d.. and t One nwho applies Ainmelf to

the fabrication of the [kind of tent, or booth,

called] a.~.. (TA.)

! ~s, like bfe[, (in [some of] the copies of

the 1, erroneoasiy, like J°0 , TA, [in the CIK
like J(_,]) A collection of bundlts, or handfuls,

('~, [in the C]~ jn.,] of reaped sed-produce.
(K, TA.)

n o s , in art.
[I5;*;i rel. n. of li: see jli, in art. 19z.]
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